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Palomo, J. R., The Sound Film: A Challenge to Language

Teachers Mar.
Perkins, Enrle B., Biological Film Production at Rutgers .... Feb.
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Ray, Frances B., Selecting Films for Children's Programs. .Nov.
Roberts, Alvin B., The Nation, Our Campus Jan.

Ten Commandments and a Film Oct.
Thomas, Charles R., A Visual and Sound Section for a College

General Extension Division Nov.
Yeblen, Paul, and Eissack, R. A. Jr., Minnesota's Growing

Visual Education Service Jan.
Wagner, William S., Between the Lines Dec.
Wattenberg, William W., Education through Socially Useful

Work Oec.
Winchell, Lawrence R., Values of Visual Aids in Reading. . Dec.

THE DEPARTMENT OF VISUAL INSTRUCTION
(Conducted by Jahss D. Finn)

Program Winter Meeting of DVI at Atlantic City—Mem-
bership Roster—Notes Jan. 21-24

To the Members—Two Letters—Notes Feb. 69-71
Proceedings of the Winter Meeting of the D. V. I.

The Challenge of the Unsolved Problems (Paul C. Reed)—Education in Defense of Democracy (Ralph W. Tyler)—The Wartime Use of Motion Pictures in Britain (Rick'
ard R. Ford)—The Latest Survey of College and High
School Motion Picture Equipment (Nathan D. Golden)—
Criteria for Selecting Motion Picture Projection Equip-
ment (John A. Maurer) Mar. 110-19
How Can We Bring about Better Utilization of Visual
Materials! (Ford L. Lemler)—What Visual Aids Are
Schools Producing! (William O. Hart)—The Visual Aids
We Have for Defense Education (Blake Cochran)—Free
Materials—A Blessing or a Blight for Education! (O.
H. Coelln, Boyd B. Rakestraw, Godfrey Elliott, Ernest R.
LaFollette, WiSiam H. Hartley, Donald W. Smith)—Min-
utes of the Meeting of the Committee on Field Experi-
ences Apr. 153-161

Nominating Committee—Summer Meeting—Insignia—Notes . Apr. 164
The Zonal Plan Takes Shape—To the Members—Notes. ... May 204-07
A Proposal for Closer Coordination between the DVI and the

NEA—Program of Summer Meeting at Boston—Member-
ship Roster—Notes June 245-49

The President's Letter—Minutes of Executive Committee Meet-
ing, Boston—Minutes of Annual Business Meeting—DVI
Officers for 1941-42—Notes Sept. 293-94

Zone VII Announces Its First Official DVI Zone Meeting—

A

Resolution—William H, Gregory Retires; Max R. Klein
Succeeds Oct. 340

The Zonal Organization—Zone Activities Nov. 391
Miscellaneous Notes Dec. 430

THE LITERATURE IN VISUAL INSTRUCTION
(Conducted by Etta Schnkidkr)

History, Trends, Principles of Visoal Edocation
Role of Visual Materials in Education (Edgar Dale, Cal. Jl. Sec.
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worth. Sierra Ed. News)—Mar. 120. . . Notes on the Historical Back-
ground of Visual Education (M. M. Brien, Ed.)—Apr. 174. . . Trends
in Audio-Visual Aids (Ward Bowen, N. T. Ed.); Educational Impli-
cations of Motion Pictures (W. W. Whiltinghill, Mich. Ed. Jl)—May
202. . . The Public Arts and Democracy (Edgar Dale, High Pts) ; Edu-
cational Use of Motion Pictures Grows Apace (Sch. & Soc.)—^Oct.
343. . . Recent Trends in Visual Instruction (G. F. Johnson, Jl, Biol.
Photog. Assn.)—Nov. 388.

Administration of Visual Aids, Equipment
Why Certain Difficulties Are Encountered in Handling School Films

(B. A, Aughinbaugh, Ohio Sch.) ; How Greenwich Manages Its School
Films (Eleanor Child, Amer. Sch. Bd. Jl.) ; Man Who Launched Visual
Education in Rural Schools of Texas (H. T. Musselman, Tex. Outlook)
.—Jan. 20; Movie Projectors (Consumers Union); Commercial Motion
Picture Production with 16mm Equipment (/. A. Maurer, Jl. S.M.P.B.)—Jan. 30. . . .Cooperative Film Library Movement (H. A. Gray, Sch.
Mgmt.); Celluloid Servants (R. R. While, Me. Tchr. Dig.); Visual Aid
Experiment in Southwest Virginia (/. R. Silverman), Making Way
for Audio-Visual Education (W. H. Bowen, Jr.) (Va. Jl. Ed.)—Feb.
67. ... A Proposed Visual Program for California (H. if. Mo-
Pherson), Ventura County's Program of Visual Education (Persia
Hamilton) (Cal. Jl.)—Mar. 120. ... A Director of Visual Instruc-
tion (Roy Wenger, Soc. Studies)

; Equipping a Room for Visual In-
struction (W. T. Kutsche, Ed.); Modern Visual Education at Work
(L. W. Olson, Minn. Jl. Ed.)—Apr. 174. . . . Visual Education Pro-
gram (R. F. Blankenbaker, Sch. & Com.); Projecting Motion Pictures
in the Classroom (F. W. Noel, Amer. Council Ed.); Audio-Visual
Resources (A. Yander Meer-J . W. Brown), Needed: A Visual Director
(G. Jensen) (Wash. Ed. Jl.)—May 202. . . . The County Film Li-
brary: A Handbook (Godfrey Elliott); Cooperative Film Exchange
(L. B. WestfaU, N. Y. Ed.)—June 252. ... Use of Visual and Audi-
tory Aids in CCC Camps (H. W. Oxley, Sch. Life)—Sept. 298. . . .

Visual Aids Club (Don Williams, CI. House) ; There's No Excuse for
Not Using Visual Aids (C. T. Smith, Sch. Exec); Recommended Pro-
cedure and Equipment Specifications for Educational 16mm Projeo-
tion (.II. S.M.P.E.)—Nov. 388-89. . . . The School Librarian and the
Audio-Visual Program (Thelma Kidd, Va. Jl. Ed.)—Dec. 431.

Techniques of Utilization mnd Teachers Guides
Visualizing Astronomy (Ruth Livermon, Scholastic) ; A Housing

Study (J. C. Baumgartner, Soc. Ed.); Use of Newer Types of Instruc-
tional Materials (Lillian Lamoreaux, Yrbk. Dept. Supvr. and Dir. of
Instruction NEA)—Jan. 20, 30. . . . Curriculum Implications of Mo-
tion Pictures (C. F. Hoban, Jr., Cur. Jl.); Use of Films in the First
Grade (M. Wheeler, Wash. Ed. Jl.) ; Classroom Use of Films (Roy
Wenger, Soc. Studies); How Teachers Use Movies (iff. R. FinehE. D.
Child, Movie Makers)—Feb. 66. . . . Use of Motion Pictures as Cur-
riculum Aid (LiUian Lamoreaux), Using Visual Aids in a Social Sci-
ence Unit (H. C. WaltersF. W. Noel), Audio-Visual Materials in Mod-
ern Instruction (Gardner Hart) (Cal. .11. Sec. Ed.) ; Pictures in Social
Studies Teaching (L. S. March, Soc. Ed.)—Mar. 120-1. . . . Library
Film Forums on National Defense (Alice Bryan, Lib. Jl.) ; The Film
in the English Class (K. Helfer-R. Rosiny, Eng. Jl.) ; Teaching Amer-
icanism through Use of Filmstrip (Camilla Best, Ed.) ; A Follow-up
Survey through Visual Aids (H. L. Cleland, Occupations); How to
Explore for Visual Materials (iforton Israel, Cal. ,71. Sec. Ed.)— Apr.
174. . . . Toward an Enlightened Patriotism (Edgar Dale, News Let-
ter) ; Use of Visual Materials in Elementary Science (Mary Steel, Sci.
Ed.)—May 202-3 . . . Audio-Visual Aids for Rural Schools (Etta
Schneider, Cur. Jl.) ; Visual Education and the Deaf (W. J. McClure,
Amer. Annals of Deaf) ; Use of Visual Aids in Teaching Tennis (F. L.
Hupprich, Jl. Hlth & Phys. Ed.); Movie Discussion Guides, Defense
Digest Series;—June 252,254. . . . Relating Modern Language Study
to the Environment (Laura Johnson, Sch. Rev.) ; Visualizing a
Unit in Social Studies (A. D. Kramer, Ohio Sch.)—Sept. 298. . . .

Talk about Films (Philip UcConnell, Jl. Adult Ed.)—Nov. 389.

Research and Evaluation

Teaching Conservation of Natural Resources through Motion Pic-
tures (Effie Bathurst, Sec. Ed.) ; Visual Aids Handbook (State Col-

lege Wash.)—Feb. 67. . . . Sound Films for Reading Programs (H. A.
Gray, Sch. Exec.) ; Review of Educational Research in Visual Educa-
tion (Edgar DaleC. F. Hoban, Jr., Ency. Ed. Res.) ; Audio-Visual Aids
and the Democratic Process (Etta Schneider, Ed.); Silent vs. Sound
Films (M. H. Cowan, High Pts.) ; Relation of Reading to Other Forms
of Learning (Edgar Dale, Amer, Council on Ed.) ; Relative Value of
Sound and Silent Motion Pictures in Science Teaching (R. W. Mane-
val, Sci. Ed.) ; Educational Motion Pictures E>'aluated by Children
(Florence Taylor, Ed.) ; Criteria for Production and Selection of Visual
Aids (David J. Goodman, Ed.)—Apr. 174-6. . . . Study of a Micro-
projector as a Teaching Aid (Edith Breehbill, Sci. Ed.))—Sept. 298.
. . . Evaluation and Use of Sound Films (H. A. Gray, El. Sch. Jl.) ;

Teacher-Pupil Appraisals of 150 Science and Mathematics Films (Lyle
F. Stewart, Sch. Sci. & Math.)—Dec. 431.

Teacher Training "E*^ 1 • |34Z
Some First Steps (W. Gayle Starnes, Scholastic)—Jan. 30. . . .

Adequate Training for a Director of Audio-Visual Education (James
D. Finn, Ed.) ; A Neglected Factor in the Use of Audio-Visual Aids
(W. Gayle Starnes, Ed.)—Apr. 176. . . . Need for Teacher Training
in Visual Education (R. if. White, Bui. Natl. Assn. Sec. Sch. Prin.)

—

Sept. 298.

Excursions, Museums, Exhibits, Pictures, Maps, Cartoons

Use of Maps in Classroom (Arthur Carthew, Bus. Ed. World) ; The
Map as Educational Instrument ((/. T. Reriner, Koc. Ed.); Pictures in

a Small Library (C. J. Gigani, Wilson Lib. Bui.) ; Pictures Teach His-
tory (C. Stegmeir, Soc. Studies)—Jan. 30. , . . Enid's Museum Is
Pride of High School Students (J. O. Bumpus, Jl. Ark. Ed.) ; Use of
a Museum in Hygiene Classes (L. J. Cahn, Jl. Hlth. & Phys. Ed.) ; Tech-
nique of Exhibits (Eliz. Eiselen, Jl. Geog.)—Feb. 66. . . . Technique of
the Field Trip (L. W. Kindred-0. W. Stephenson, Soc. Ed.)—Mar. 120.
. . . The Museum of Natural History and the Public Schools (Ohas.
Russell, The Prin.) ; Field Trips Develop Community Interest (L. R.
WincheU, Ed.) ; Excursions Need Direction (Chas. Uger, Sch. Exec.)

—

May 202-3. . . . Youth Hosteling (J. J. Cline, Ed, Meth.) ; Shifts in
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Attitude Caused by Cartoon Caricatures {R. Aaker-S. Sargent, Jl. Gen.
Psych.)—June 254. . . . Visual Education and the Museum (E. L.
Bilflker, N. Y. Ed.)— Sept. 300. ... A Study of Children's Responses
to Geography Pictures [K. E. Vayette, Jl. Geog.)—Nov. 388. . . .

Use of the Spot Map in Science Clasnes (U. A, Engalrom, Cal. Jl. Sec.
Ed.); Three-Dimension Pictures: the Portable Educational Diorama
(C. E. McCalferty, Neb. Ed. Jl.)—Dec. 431.

Photosrraphy and School-Made Visual Aids
Local Industries Help Make Film Material (11. V. Wood, Occupa-

tions) ; Teaching with School-made Films {W. O. Hart, Scholastic);
Lantern Slides Teach Business (A. Selwyn, Nat. Sch.) ; Why Not a
Movie? (R. E. Johnson, Design)—Jan. 20. . . . Producing a School
Movie (L. B, Sands, Sch. Exec.) ; Pupil-Made Lantern Slides (Ctuire
Mulville, Conn. Tchr. ) ; Class Makes Movie of "Julius Caesar" (D. B.
Cox, Jl. Ark. Ed.) ; Making Lantern Slides (Jack Wright, Cam. Craft)—Feb. 66. . . . Learning Safety through Making Movies (W. Q. hart.
Safety Ed.) ; Production of School Public Relations Films (S. R.
Finch-E. D. Child, Sch. Mgmt.); Filmini; of Classroom Activities Adds
Interest (H. U. Diltbrenner, Minn. Jl. Ed.); Camera Club's Contribu-
tion to Visual Instruction (ij. E. Brant, Ed.); The Zoo Goes to School
(F. W. Trevor, Ed.)—Apr. 176. . . . New Developments in Photo-
graphy (C. A. Savage, Sch. Sci. & Math.) ; Teaching with a Camera
(R. A. Oaiser, N. Y. Ed.)—June 252. . . . Evander Produces Its Own
Movies (Darid Schneider, High Pts.)—Oct. 343. . . .Featuring Photog-
raphy (/. B. MacHarg, Nat. Sch.); Composite Stereography (/. P.
Foley, .11. Exper. Psych.)—Dec. 431.

Photoplay Appreciation and Social Effects of Films
A Unit on Propaganda Analysis (F. A. Gage, Soc. Ed.); Commis-

sion on Human Relations : Work and Relation to Defense of De-
mocracy (Alice Eeliher, Prog. Ed. )^^an. 30. . . . "Fantasia" and
the Children (Mafj Arbuthnot, Child. Ed.) : History in Commercial
Motion Pictures (B. T. Solis-Cohen, Soc. Studies) ; "Several Students
Had Seen the Picture" (E. W. Uossman, Chgo. Sch. Jl.)—Feb. 66.
. . . Reilections on Freedom of the Screen (Roy Wenger, Soc. Studies)—Sept. 300. . . . How the United Parents Association Regards Radio
and Motion Pictures as These Affect Children (Mrs. J. Schechter, High
Pts.); Group Discussion Guide (Dept. Sec. Ed. NEA)—Oct. 343-345.

Recordings and Radio
An Experiment with Phonograph Records (Effie Bathurst, N. Y.

Ed.); Recordings: A Significant Aid in Teaching (J. R. lliles-I. Keith
Tyler, Scholastic) ; Experience Transcribed (Paul O. Reed), Teacher
Training in the Use of Radio (U. V. Bildersee), The Central Sound
System in the School (K. O. Bartlelt), Radio tor the Intelligent ( F.
E. Bill), Radio the Master Teacher (Janet Conklin) (N. Y. Ed.)

—

June 252-254. . . . Symposium : The Effective Use of Radio in Edu-
cation (Sec. Ed.); I Listen to Children (Mae O'Brien, Tchr. Coll.
Rec.) ; Calif. Jl. Sec. Ed.—Radio issue; Radio-Listening Habits of Jr.
High Pupils (R. V. Burkhard), A Secondary School Radio Workshop,
(O. M. Allen) (Bull. Natl. Assn. Sec. Sch. Prin.)—Sept. 298-300. . . .

Education via FM Radio Programs (W . B. Leveneon-L. A. Randall,
Sch. Exec.) ;

The Library of Congress Radio Research Project (O. T
Hariell, A.L..K. Bull.)— Oct. 343. . . . Adapting ttie Radio to the Class-
room (A. T. King, Soc. Ed.)—Dec. 431.

Library and Visual Aids
New Aids for Familiar Purpo.ses (Mary Townes, AL.A. Bull.)—Jan.

Jan. 30. . . . Place of Librarian in Visual Program (Bess Landfear,
Cal. Jl.)—Apr. 176.

Sources of Materials
Free or Inexpensive Geographic Materials (F. E. Branom, Chgo.

Sch. Jl.); Film Information Service (Bell & Howell)—Jan. 30. . . .

Pan-Americana (Lili Heimers) ; Mathematics Films (E. H. BUdebrandt,
Math. Tchr.); Living Films: Catalog of Documentary Films and Their
Makers; Current Releases of Non-Theatrical Films—Mar. 121. . . .

Films on War and American Policy (Blake Cochran, Amer. Council
Ed); Sources of Inexpensive Teaching Aids (W. O. Bart, News Let-
ter)

; Visual and Teaching Aids in the Realm of Biology (M. 0. Cook)—May 203. . . . Films Adapted to Teaching Conservation in the Elemen-
tary School (U. S. Office Ed.); Sources of Free Teaching Aids (Ruth
Holmes)

; Safety Education (Lili Beimers)—June 271. . . . Aids for
the Spanish Teacher (Lili Heimers) ; Audio-Visual Materials for Junior
and Senior High School Reading (K. E. Wheeling-J. A. Hilson)—Sept.
300. . . . Sources of Supplementary Materials for Health Instruction
(\. M. Mmer-A. B. Steinhaus, Res. Qtrly.) ; Film Guide for Business
Teachers (C. Ettinger, Jl. Bus. Ed.); Survey of Motion Picture Equip-
ment in Colleges and High Schools (N. D. O olden) ; Sources of Visual
Aids for Instructional Use in Schools (U. S. Office Ed.) ; Visual Aids
in Vocational Education (F. J. Coyte, Ind. Arts & Voc. Ed.)—Oct. 345.
. . . Some Audiovisual Aids in Science (J. J. Davis, Va. Jl. Ed.);
Problems of American Democracy (J. J. Rellahan) ; Films Made by
Community Chests and Councils of Social Agencies; Films Produced
by National Social and Health Agencies—Dec. 432.

Book Reviews
A School Uses Motion Pictures (Tower Hill H. S. staff)—Feb. 68

. . . World-Wide Influence of the Cinema (John E. Barley)—Mar. 121

. . . American History on Parade (E. J. Casey) ; America at the Movies
(Margaret Thorp)—May 203. . . .Fun at School (B. F. BoUand-O. M.
McDaivel)

; True Comics (Parents' Inst.)—June 271. . . . Students
Make Motion Pictures (F. E. Brooker-B. B. Herrington) ; Motion Pic-
tures in a Modern Curriculum (R. BellL. F. CainL. A. Lamoreaux)—
School Recording Technique (K. S. Tan Dj/fce)-Sept. 300. . . . The
Film Index: a BiblioRiaphy (WPA Writers); Producing School
Movies (Eleanor Child-Bardy Finch); Implications of the Motion Pic-
ture in Education (Mich. Ed. Assn.); Using Visual Aids (West. Wash.
Col. Ed.)—Oct. 345. . . . How to Make Animated Cartoons (.Vot
Falk)—Dec. 432.

Experimental Research in Visual Education
(Conducted by Da\id Goon.VfAN)

Introduction to department—June 255. . . . Theories of Grade Place-
ment of Motion Picture Film Materials (Paul Z. Rummell) ; A Critical
Analysis of the Use of Educational Motion Pictures (Abraham Krasker)—Sept. 302-3. . . . The Production and E.tperimenlal Evaluation of
a Series of 16mm Silent Films for Teaching Mathematics in Grade 7A
(Dominick Uontelbano) ; Visual-sensory Aids as Materials of Instruction
in the Elementary School Systems of New .Tersey (O. W. Wright)—
Oct. 346-7. . . . Problems in the Use of Instructional Films (E. E.
Eirkjtatrick)—Nov. 392. . . . Hiah School Science Students Preferences
of Illustrative Materials (Carrol C. Ball)—Dec. 434.

IN AND FOR THE CLASSROOM
(Conducted by Wilbre Emmkrt)

Expanding the Classroom Jan. 18
Opaque Projecter as One Aid in Teaching General Science

(W. B. Durr)—Filmstrip Depicts Physical Aspects of
Visual Education (WiHiam S. Green) Feb. 72-4

Originally Designed Lantern Slides for Stage Scenery (Anna
J. Thompson ) Apr. 168

Visual Aids and Bird Study (Harriet Kimmel) May 216

NEWS AND NOTES
(Conducted by Josephink Hoffman)

Grant for Motion Picture Research—Experiment to Revive
Old Photoplays—School Broadcast Conference—N.Y.U.
Film Library—More Cooperative Film Libraries Estab-
lished^—Use of Modern Art Museum Programs Increasing
•—Series of Local Conferences—School Recordings Evalu-
ated—Motion Pictures and Defense Activities Jan. 34-37

Southern California Spring Conference—Visual Education in
Tennessee—Visual Aids in Mathematics Demonstrated

—

Museum Free Film Programs—Visual Aids in the CCC

—

New Film Courses—"Ten Best" 1940 Theatrical

„,^,
Films Feb. 82 3, 87

Third Annual Midwestern Forum on Visual Teaching Aids

—

Michigan Visual Conferences—Motion Picture Project
Studies—Maine Cooperative Film Library—Information
Exchange Service—Bureau of Mines Films Go to Latin
America—American Film Center Grant Mar. 128-30

Audio-Visual Conferences—Sound Slide-Films for Experiment-
al Use—Annual Convention of Non-Theatrical Film Group—Library Film Forums—Films for Alabama Schools

—

Denver Radio Conference June 258-60
Museum Kodachrome Slide Series—Tennessee Colleges to

Have Visual Conferences—Virginia Audio-Visual Pro-
gram—Visual Aids Loaned by Illinois Museum—SMPE
Fall Meeting—Sound Films aid in Defense Training. .Sept. 308-9

Southern Conference on .Vudio-Visual Education—District
Meetings of Georgia Audio-Visual Group—Iowa Visual
Conference—Architecture of the Home Visualized. .. .Oct. 860-1

Visual Programs at State Teachers Meetings—Pasadena
ViMial Service Moves—Latin-.\merica Cultural Relations
Program—Disney Studios Produce Training Films. ... Dec. 440-1

SCHOOL-MADE MOTION PICTURES
(Conducted by Hardy R. Finch)

Second Conference on Educational Production of Motion Pic-
tures — Jan. 26

Housing in Flint—School Film reports—The Motion Picture
Goes to School (booklet) Feb. 78-80

Purdue University Engineering Films, and others Mar. 122-3
Shooting Script of "Gold I Gold I Gold !" Apr. 210
Summary of School Film Production—Notes June 256-7
College Program in Motion Picture Production and Writing

—

Making School Movies (booklet)—Proceedings of Second
Conference on Educational Production of Motion Pictures—Film Reports—University-Produced Color Film Sept. 304-6

Film Production on National Council of Teachers of English
Program—Annual "Make Your Own Movies" Contest

—

Reports on Films—Question Box Oct. 348-61
Suggestions for Camera Clui)—Course in Production of School-

Made Films—Film Reports—Question Box Nov. 398-01
Reports on Films—Question Box Dec. 436-8

NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
(Conducted by Don White)

Monthly Evaluations of Educational Films by a Teacher Com-
mittee, on following pages: Jan. 32-3, Feb. 84. 86, Mar.
124-6, Apr. 178 9, May 212-13, June 262-4, Sept. 310-
11, Oct. 356. 358-9, Nov. 402, 404-5. Dec. 442.

CURRENT FILM NEWS
Announcements and brief descriptions of new films, with sources,

and of new producing and distributing services, on following pages:
Jan. 38, 40—Feb. 88. 90—Mar. 132, 134, 138—Apr. 182—May 220,
222—June 266, 268—Sept. 314, 316—Oct. 362, 366—Nov. 408, 410.
Dec. 444.

AMONG THE PRODUCERS
SVE Kodachrome Slide Catalog—DeVry Movie News—Music

Note Pitch Teaching Device—Vocational Guidance Slide-

film— 2x2 Slide Sets Jan. 42
Pictures That Reconstruct the Past—Audio-Visual Teaching

Aids Shown in New Book—Illustrated Reference Material
for Classrooms—New 35mm Kodak Ektra—Color Film
Slides on Art—Poetrv Records—Two B&H Magazine
Cameras Now Have 5 Speeds—A Bit of DeVry History. Feb. 92, 94

Five Sound Kodascopes—Filmstrips on Safety—New Picture
L^nit on Americanism—Developments at Bell & Howell—

-

Slidefilms for Pilot Training Mar. 136-138
New Erpi Products-New Filmstrip SuW^cts—U. S. Specifies

Film Conditioning—Portable Amplifier System—History
of Typewriter in Filmslides Apr. 180

New Recording Firm in Educational Field—Da-Lite An-
nounces Lower Serpen Prices—Presto Turntable May 228

Filmstrips on Vocational Guidance—First Two Recorded Lec-
tures Released—Filmslide on Flag Usage—Manual on
Opaque Proiection—Shakespeare Album Offered by RC.\—DeVry Elects New Officers June 270-1

Keystone Units on the Americas—Radiant Screen Enters
Educational Field—Bell & Howell Slide Master— Slide-

films on Art in Sound and Color—New Eastman Cnmera—.Amnro Tri-Piirpose .-\mnlifier—Recordings for Schools—Posthumous Honor to Herman A. DeVry—Radio Re-
cordings Series Sept. 318-9

Victor Arc Lamp Projector—Spanish Filmstrips—Ampro's New
Catalogue—Armour Slidefilm Presentation—RC.\ .\lbum
of English Lyric Verse—Minicolor Prints—DeVry Pro-
cessing Formula— Slidefilms for Defense Training

—

Shades for Darkening Classrooms—Catalog of Electrical

Transcriptions Oct. 364, 366
Demonstration Set of SVE Kodachromes—Color Copying .Serv-

ice—Slide on Electrical Transcription Making—New
Kodaslide Projector Nov. 410

MISCELLANEOUS
Hand-Made Lantern Slides (Ann Gale)—Teaching Spelling

(Feb. 65); Bird Study (,Tune 243); Current History
(Sept. 295) : Travel Stories (Oct. 342); The Story of the
Pilgrims (Nov. 390).

Quick-Check Your Slide Sets (William J. Becker) Mar. 127
Summer Courses in Visual and Audio-Visual Instruction

1941 Apr. 162. May 214, June 260
Nebraska Has Visual Education Clinic—ANPA Convention. Apr. 167
Third Midwestern Forum on Visual Teaching Aids 170
Films for Sforth Dakota Schools (Belen Walseth) May 201
Visual Education in Rural Schools 201
A Workshop on the Production of Visual Aids 208
A New Source of Visual Material for Teaching the History of

Art (Donald .V. WMber) June 250
News Highlights of 1941 in Castle Film Nov. 407
High Honor Bestowed on Late Herman A. DeVry Dec. 444
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OUR
GIGANTIC FALL CATALOG
of 16 nun Sound and Silent Motion Pictures
listed the largest number of these subjects
ever gathered under one roof.

But this is not all! Bulletins No. 1 , No. 2, No. 3

and No. 4 are now ready listing hundreds of
additional subjects. Among them are the
following, outstanding for school use:

Tbe Educational Screen

6 reels

8 reels

5 reels

FEATURES
Adventures of Chico
Daniel Boone
Tell Tale Heart

(Edgar Allen Poe)

The Challenge (Conquest
of the Matterhorn)

Our Daily Bread
Auld Lang Syne (Life

of Robert Burns)

Boys Refornnatory

Katherine the Great
Elephant Boy
Henry the Eighth

Rembrandt
Scarlet Pinnpernel

Things to Come

Also:

Gentleman from Arizona, the
first complete 16 mm feature in

natural color 8 reels

TWO-REEL SUBJECTS
Our Monroe Doctrine

Our Declaration of Independence

Our Bill of Rights

The Cause and Immediate Effects

of the First World War

8 reels

8 reels

7 reels

6 reels

10 reels

9 reels

10 reels

9 reels

II reels

10 reels

ONE-REEL

(Geography)

Empire of the Sun

Denmark

Modern Manilla

People of Luzon

Beautiful Baguio

Filipino Farmers

Among the Hardwoods

Golden Fleece

Bushland Revels

What About Sweden Now
Scotland

Florida

California

South America

Come Back to Ireland

Havana

Virginia City

From the film "Our Monroe Doctrine"

SUBJECTS

(Animal Life)

Animal Cunning
Seeing Eye

Return of the Buffalo

How to Train Dogs
Dog Days
Not so Dumb
Clever Critters

Charms
(Bird Life)

Song Birds of the Northwoods
Grey Owl's Little Brother

Private Life of the Gannets
Born to Die

Nature's Songbirds

We Live in Two Worlds

(Insect Life)

City of Wax
Large White or Cabbage Butterfly

(Miscellaneous)

How We Hear
Geometry Brought to Life

Log Rolling

NEW FOREIGN LANGUAGE SUBJECTS
The Life of Guiseppe Verdi (Italian) 1 reels

The Great Light (Italian) 1 reels

The Cantor's Son (Yiddish) 10 reels

Silvery Salmon (French) I reel

Let's Go Fishing (French) I reel

Let's Go Fishing (Spanish) I reel

Flying Feet (Spanish) I reel

Send for complete set of Catalogs, including
Bulletins No. l,No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4.

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION

From the film "Our Bill of Rights"

28 E. Eighth Street

Chicago
2402 West Seventh Street

Los Angeles, Calif.
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The Nation,

Our Campus

ALVIN B. ROBERTS
Principal, Haw Creek Township

High School, Giison, Illinois

A detailed account of the workings of an elaborate

and thoroughly established school-journey program.

WOULD you like to make a 2500 mile tour of

the state of Illinois, visiting many of its lead-

ing scenic and historic sites, its most im-

portant industrial centers, its capital, and many other

places of interest ? Or again, would you like to make a

12,000 mile tour of west central, southern, east central,

and northeastern United States, visiting not only scenic

and historic points, but leading industrial and agricul-

tural sections as well? Before answering either of the

above questions, remember the only cost to you is

board, lodging and entrance fees. Transportation is

free

!

Each student entering the Haw Creek Townshi])

High School may answer either of the above ((uestions

in the affirmative if he wishes to go and his parents

give their consent.

The tours covering the state are made in a series

of eighteen to twenty or more trips, ranging from a

few hours to a full day. It takes the student the full

four years to make the eighteen or twenty trips. The

long tour is made up of four ten to twelve-day trips,

given at the close of the school term. These average

approximately 3000 miles each. Since most of the

students carry their own lunch on the one-day trips

there is practically no expense for meals, and nearly

every place visited is free, so there r. ".o expense for

entrance fees. The average cost per student on the

long tour is twenty-two dollars per trip. This includes

meals, lodging, (first class hotels), entrance and guide

fees..

It is not the purpose of the author to discuss in this

article the value of the field tour, but rather to point

out how the entire school curriculum may be enriched

through it, and how an extensive program can be de-

veloped at an extremely low cost to the Board of Edu-

cation and the students.

The tour program of this school is based upon the

fundamental psychological principle that the child

thinks only in terms of past experiences. Therefore,

in order to make the classroom experience more mean-

ingful, slides, motion pictures, and tours are used ex-

tensively. The motion picture and slide are an excellent

means of preparing the student for the field tour. Mo-

tion picture films, slides, and flat pictures serve also as

a fine method of reviewing and summarizing the school

journey.

There are several factors favoring the further devel-

opment of tlie tour program in the schools of our

country. They are: (1) good highways. (2) rapid and

cheap transportation, (3) favorable public opinion, and

(4) cooperation of public and private concerns visited.

The idea of a comprehensive tour program for the

students of this High School (average enrollment, 90),

came into existence seven years ago when the Board

purchased a bus for the transportation of pupils. The

Board decided to make the bus available to all teachers

for field work. The idea of the long tours was not in-

augurated until the spring of 1937. Needless to say,

the tour program has been revamped in many respects

and is still in the embryonic stage.

When the tour program was first introduced, the in-

structors were asked to plan each trip so that the things

studied in the field would correlate with the material

studied in the classroom. Most of the instructors were

well acquainted with places that could be visited. This

is one of the major requirements for planning a suc-

cessful trip. Each instructor turned in a list of the

places he felt he wished each of his classes to visit. He
stated the major objectives of each trip, and also the

type of preparation he felt was necessary for the stu-

dents to get the most from the tour.

From a study of the material turned in, it was de-

cided that all trips in the freshman and sophomore years

would be open to all students (except the trips in agri-

culture) and that all trips in the junior and senior

years should be made according to diflferent subject

fields. Tours were so distributed as to prevent lop-

sided enrollments in elective subjects because of them.

Many of the details in planning the tour are worked

out by the students. While this takes longer, it may be

justified because the experience is valuable to them.

Better cooperation may be expected from the students

if they have a part in the planning of the driving sched-

ule, lunch, rest stops, etc. A brief study of the follow-

ing tours, showing the points of interest and areas

studied, reveals a wide variation in the type and nature

of the places visited. If one notes also the films used

in preparing the students for the various tours, he sees
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that the motion picture and tours correlate very nicely

in providing an enriched and varied background of

real experience.

Short Tours

/. Galesbiirij Nnvspapcr (Freshman Class—Community Civics

—Conducted by Miss Scudder).

Film—"From Tree to Newspaper"—Study of methods of

gathering news, local and foreign ; the personnel ; machines
in the composing room

; press in operation ; vocational op-

portunities in the field.

//. Galcsburg Post Office (Freshman Class—Community
Civics—Conducted by Miss Scudder).

Study of the social and economic value of mail service;

various classes of mail ; volume of business ; the personnel

;

methods of handling mail, both incoming and outgoing ; op-

portunities in the postal service.

///. Galcsburg Sewage Plant (Freshman Class — General
Science—Conducted by Mr. Snyder).

Film—"Sewage Disposal"—Study of machinery ; automatic
recording instruments, automatic starting and stopping of
equipment ; chemical processes involved in sewage disposal

;

governmental services rendered ; interdependence of members
of any community and need of group cooperation.

IV. Lezviston Mounds and Strip Mine (Freshman Class

—

General Science—Conducted by Mr. Snyder).
Films

—'Digging Up the Past," "Bituminous Coal"—Study
of life and habits of early inhabitants of this area ; research
methods involved in obtaining historical information ; ma-
chinery used in the field and the tipple; formation of coal,

leading into geological history of the area.

V. Keokuk, Colmar, Carthage, Nauvoo (Freshman Class

—

General Science—Conducted by Mr. Snyder).
Films

—
"Heat and Light from Electricity," "Evolution of

Oil"— (Keokuk) generation of electricity; corporations in

American industry ; automatic equipment ; engineering and
vision required in planning and building such a plant

;
physi-

cal principles involved in generation of electricity.

(Colmar) Oil fields—pumps at work; how oil is piped to

central station ; small refinery which makes fuel, gas, and
kerosene.

(Carthage) The old jail connected with the history of the
Mormons.
(Nauvoo) The Joseph Smith home; site of the old Mormon
Temple

;
other points of interest in connection with the

Mormons.

VI. Laura (Sophomore Class—Economic Geography—Con-
ducted by Mr. Snyder).

Advantages of piping oil over other means of transportation

;

replacing of man labor by machines; study of Diesel en-

gines ; electric generators.

VII. Starved Rock (Sophomore Class—World History—Con-
ducted by Miss Scudder).

Hennepin Canal ; Starved Rock State Park ; Deer Park.

VIII. Springfield and Old Salem (Junior Class—American
History—Conducted by Mr. Roberts).

Films
—"Abraham Lincoln" (2 reels), "Evolution" (3 reels).

(Springfield) State Capitol Building; Houses of Gen-
eral Assembly ; dome ; underground passage to Centennial
Building; Centennial Museum (Special attention given to

the following : display of Indian relics in the North Corridor
showing evolution of animals; natural habitat groups, such
as the polar bear, deer, etc. ; and the birds, eggs, and nests

common in this area) ; Supreme Court Building, Apartment
of the Judges; courtroom where judges meet; Lincoln Home;
Lincoln Tomb ; Governor's Mansion ; statues of Richard
Yates, Pierre Menard, Stephen A. Douglas.
(Old Salem) The village made famous by the fact that Lin-
coln lived here for a period of seven years ; early pioneer
store, saloon, doctor's office, dwellings, plus factories, such
as the Cooper show, wheel makers, tanner, etc. ; typical
furniture and materials sold by early pioneer stores and shop
keepers.

IX. St. Louis (Junior Class—Biology—Conducted by Mr.
Roberts).

Films
—"From Flower to Fruit," "The Green Plant," "Mon-

keys and Apes," "Some Larger Mammals."

Shaw's Botanical Garden—Orchid room. Cactus plant. Trop-
ical room (including coconut palms, date palms, banana, cof-

fee, and rubber plants), Italian garden. Economic garden
(rice, tobacco, sugar cane, cotton, broom corn, European
methods of fruit growth), home and tomb of Mr. Shaw.
Forest Park Zoo—Bear pits, seals, reptile house, primate or
monkey house, lion house, outdoor group of birds, bird
house, outdoor group of animals, giraffe, zebra, kangaroo,
raccoon, prairie dogs, etc.

Jefferson Memorial—Statue of Thomas JefTerson, Lindbergh
trophies, war relics of the Civil, Spanish-American, and
World War period, equipment used by Perry on his dash to
the North Pole, Indian relics, costumes of various periods
in history from colonial times to the present.

A'. Chicago (JuniorClass—Biology—Conducted by Mr. Roberts).
Films—"Pueblo Dwellers," "Egypt"

—

Field Museum—Races of Mankind; Indian tribes of the
Southwest, Great Plains, Colorado, and Indians and Eskimos
of the Northwest; horned and hoofed animals; plants, palm
plants, foods, foreign woods. North American woods, plant
life, plant raw materials; historical geology; Stone Age of
the Old World ; archeaology of Egypt.
Shcdd Aijuarium—Fish.

Adlcr Planetarium—Stars, planets, moon and sun. Earth ro-
tation.

XI. Hannibal (Junior Class — American Literature— Con-
ducted by Mrs. Roberts).

Film—"Mark Twain"—Visits to La Grange College at Han-
nibal

;
Home of Mark Twain; Mark Twain Museum; Old

Graveyard, Cardiflf Hill; Mark Twain Bridge; Mark Twain
Cave.

Xfl. Springfield (Senior Class — Civics — Conducted by Mr.
Roberts).

State Capital: Historical dates; the complexity and scope of
state governmental activities; the Legislative and Judicial
Chambers.

XIII. Chicago (Senior Class—Economics and Physics—Con-
ducted by Mr. Snyder).

Films—"The Story of the Spark Plug," "The Four-Stroke
Cycle Gas Engine"

—

Board of Trade—Rapidity and extent of international com-
munication via telegraph and cable; modern speculation and
methods of dealing; verbal contracts which are binding; his-
torical information.

Roscmvald Museum of Science and Industry—.\ laboratory
of physical and chemical apparatus and experiments; work-
mg models, such as airplane motors, coal mines and equip-
ment, electrical experiments, electrical machinery and gen-
erators.

XIV. Peoria Caterpillar Tractor Company (Senior Class—
Economics—Conducted by Mr. Roberts).

Films—"Behind the Scenes in the Machine Age" (3 reels),
"The Manufacture of Sheet Steel and Tin Plate"—Labor
.saving devices; replacing man labor with machines; division
of labor ; regional division of labor.

XV. Soils and Crops (Trips to various farms in the com-
munity. Agriculture I Class—Conducted by Mr. Strub-
inger).

Film—"The Cycle of Erosion"—Soil testing, to acquaint the
technique of taking soil samples ; soil conservation, to see the
modern means of saving the soil, terracing, contour farming,
strip farming, etc.

XVI. Stock Judging (Trips to various farms in the com-
munity. Agriculture II Class—Conducted by Mr. Strub-
inger).

To see and examine stock to gain a knowledge of both de-
sirable and undesirable characteristics, and to get an accurate

picture of what the desirable types of animals actually are.

XVII. Springfield State Fair (Agriculture I, II and III

Classes—Conducted by Mr. Strubinger).

To see the stock that is actually brought into the State Fair

and see what types of animals various breeders are actually

trying to develop. As at the International Livestock Show,

to gain inspiration and incentives toward higher levels in our

OA-n work. At the State Fair there is a growing tendency

for the bulk of the livestock shown to be that of the Union

Clubs, 4-H and Vocational. An understanding of what others
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are doing is, or should be, iiis|)irational to us in our own

work.

XVIII. Chicago Intenwtioiwl Livestock Shou' (Agriculture

I, II and III Classes—Conducted by Mr. Strubinger).

To see how animals are fitted for show; what show-animals

actually look like ; amount of finish which is expected

;

showing of animals in the ring; judging of animals; how an

experienced judge actually does it ; to compare various

breeds of beef animals as they are seen in the show ring

;

exhibits of grain and hay.

The short tour program may be summarized as fol-

lows :

( 1 ) All tours are free to all students. Practically

each place visited is ojjen free of charge to .students,

with the exception of the Lewiston Mounds and the

Livestock Show at Chicago. Each trip is made in one

day. (2) The total mileage of all short trips is around

2500 miles. (3) Students must be members of certain

classes in order to make these trips. The trips have

been planned for numerous classes, so as not to have

any one class "lop-sided" because of them. (4) The
total cost to the District is less than 25c per student

transported. (5) Each trip is conducted by the instruc-

tor of the class sponsoring the tour. The students are

required to make some preparation for each trip and

are encouraged to view it as a regular part of their

classroom procedure, rather than as a special feature

itself. (6) Preparation for some of the tours extends

sometimes o\'er a period of several weeks.

The Long Tours

The long tottr presents many problems not encoun-

tered on the one day trips. Most of these problems may
be classified under one of the following

:

(1) Securing suitable lodging. (2) Properly bal-

anced meals, (3) Competent and efficient chaperons,

(4) .Administration and financing of the tour, (5) Pro-

viding suitable instruction in the .stibject fields to be

studied.

The conductor of the long tour will soon realize

that the hours spent in planning and visualizing the

tour in all of its various ramifications will aid greatly

in its sticcess. This is equally true in planning either

the mechanical or educational phase of the trip.

The following are the major objectives of the long

tour program

:

To give the students a better knowledge, understand-

ing and appreciation of ( 1 ) the more important geo-

graphic features of eastern and central United States,

which have played an important part in shaping the

history of our country; (2) some of the major events

in the history of the United States by visiting many
of the leading historic sites

; ( 3 ) some of the leading

statesmen, military leaders, and authors of the United
States by visiting homes of these individuals; (4) the

vast differences in similar occupations, such as, farm-
ing on the great ])lains in the central states, in the

southern states, and in the .states of the New England
group : ( 5 ) some of the leading social problems of

each region, for example, the negro of the South; (6)
some of the problems of our leading cities, such as
Boston or New Orleans, where one .sees the foreign

sections and tenement districts; {7) the leading indus-

tries of central and eastern and western United States

;

(8) the beauty of the United States by visiting some
of its most scenic regions. (On each tour there are

Top^Concord Bridge and Monument to the first two British soldiers

killed in the American Revolution. Center—Minute Men Statue

overlooking Concord Bridge. Bottom—Enjoying a few minutes re-

laxation at Montmorency Falls, Quebec.

Bits from the pictorial record of the Tours.
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A group on the summit of the Big Horn Mountains. The Monument at Lookout Mountain.

many minor aims too numerous to be listed in this

summary.

)

Natural Bridge, Washington, Mt. Vernon, and Gettysburg

Tour (2160 miles) (Spring, 1937—Repeat, 1941)

I'ilms used: "Thomas Jcfiferson"
—

"Virginia, The Old Do-
minion"

—"George Washington, His Life and Times"—"Shen-

andoah National Park"—"Anthracite Coal."

Points of Historic Interest : State Capital Building, Charles-

ton, West Virginia—Natural Bridge—Washington- Lee Uni-

versity— Birthplace of Woodrow Wilson—Home of Thomas
Jefferson, Monticello—University of Virginia—Shenandoah
National Park—Fredericksburg, Murray's Heights, Union
National Cemetery. Scene of Burnside's Mistake—Old Pohic

Church (where Washington attended)—Monument in honor
of Mary Washington— Battlefield of Chancellorsville—Mount
Vernon—Masonic Memorial, .\lexandria—Washington, D.C.

—

Washington Monument, Mirror Lake, Lincoln Memorial,
Arlington Cemetery, Tomb of Unknown Soldier, Lee's Man-
sion, Capitol, White House. Bureau of Engraving and Print-

ing, Embassy Section. Smithsonian Institute, Congressional

Library—Annapolis, Naval Academy— Baltimore— Battlefield

of Gettysburg—Pittsburg. Iron Region.

Geographical Points of Interest : Ohio River—Appalachian
Mountains, W. Va.—Tide Water Region, Virginia—Chesa-
peake Bay—Mountain Regions, Eastern Pennsylvania.

Economic and Industrial Rcc/ions : Farming regions of Illi-

nois, Indiana, and Ohio—Mining region of West Virginia

—

Orchard regions in the valleys of the mountains of Virginia

—

Tobacco producing regions of \'"irginia—Truck growing re-

gions, Virginia and Maryland—Iron region of Pittsburgh.

Niagara, Boston, Montreal, and Quebec Tour (3208 miles)

(Spring, 1938—Repeat, 1942)

films used : "New England Shrines"
—

"Transportation on
the Great Lakes"—"The Province of Quebec"—"The Puri-

tans"
—"Mohawk Valley"—"New England Fisheries" (2 reels).

Points of Historic Interest: Detroit, Early .\merican Vil-

lage, Edison Museum, Museum of Transportation—Erie Canal
—Troy, New York—Concord—Lexington—Boston, Old Iron-

sides, Bunker Hill Monument, Italian Section, Old North
Church, Paul Revere's Home — Plymouth, Plymouth Rock.
Plymouth Museum, .Ancient Home of Plymouth—Ft. Ticon-
deroga—Quebec, Ancient Walls of the City, Old Fort, Chateau
Frontenac, Plains of .Abraham, Scene of Arnold and Mont-
gomery's Battle—Montreal, Ft. Chambly.

Geographical Points of Interest : Sand Dunes, Lake Michi-
gan—Sandy truck-farming area, Micliigan—Lake Erie

—

Niagara Falls—Niagara River — Mohawk Valley and Erie
Canal—Hudson River— Berkshire Mountains, eastern Mass.

—

Atlantic Ocean—Mountains of Vermont and New Hampsliire
—Lake Champlain and Richelieu River Region—St. Lawrence
River—Montmorency Falls.

Economic and Industrial Regions: Automobile industry, De-
troit—Truck growing region around Detroit—Flat farming

region of Ontario—Orchards, especially grape, truck and small

farming of New York—Fishing industry of Boston—Shipping

industry, docks of Boston—Paper industry at Three Rivers.

Mammoth Cave, Chattanooga, Pensacola and New Orleans

Tour (3010 miles) (Spring, 1939—Repeat, 1943)

Films used : "The Old South"
—"The New South"

—"The
River"

—"New Orleans"
—

"Cotton, From Seed to Cloth" (2

reels)
—

"Stephen Foster"
—"The Negro Farmer"—"Sugar

Cane"
—

"Di.xie" (3 reels)—Yale Chronicles.

Points of Historic Interest : Vandalia. Old State House,

State Farm, Old Cumberland Road, which had its terminus at

Vandalia—Vincennes, George Rogers Clark Memorial Bridge,

George Rogers Clark Monument, William Henry Harrison

Home, Land Office where Lincoln secured his grant of land

for his Illinois farm, First Library in Northwest Territory.

Old French Church—French Lick, Indiana—Louisville, Ken-
tucky, Home and Tomb of President Taylor, Burial Place of

George Rogers Clark—Bardstown, Kentucky, Old Kentucky
Home, Old Cathedral—Hodgenville, Kentucky. Birthplace of

Lincoln—Mammoth Cave—Nasliville, Tennessee, Hermitage,

Home of -'\ndrew Jackson, Replica of Old Greek Parthenon,

Battlefield of Murfreesboro—Chattanooga, Tennessee, Battle-

field, Lookout Mountain—Montgomery, .Mabama, State Capi-

tol Building—Pensacola, Florida. Naval Base—New Orleans,

Louisiana. Site of Battle of New Orleans, French Section,

Spanish Section—Vicksburg, Mississippi—Jackson, Mississippi,

State Capitol Building.

Geographical Points of Interest : Wabash River—Ohio River

—Unglaciated Regions of Kentucky, Tennessee and the Gulf

States—.Appalachian Mountains—Gulf Coastal Plains—Gulf of

Mexico—Flood Plains of Mississippi Valley—Mississippi Del-

ta—Mississippi River.

Economic and Industrial Regions : Tobacco regions, Ken-

tucky and Tennessee—Tobacco Warehouses and cigarette fac-

tories of Louisville—Cotton, Tennessee and .Alabama—Fisliing

and commercial industry. Mobile and New Orleans,

Bad Lands, Black Hills, Yellowstone Park and Grand Teton
Tour (3315 miles) (Summer, 1940—Repeat, 1944)

Films used: "Grassland"
—

"Yellowstone National Park"

—

"The Cycle of Erosion" — "Conservation of Natural Re-

sources."

Points of Historic Interest: Territory included in the

Louisiana Purchase—Portion of area explored by Pike—Por-

tion of area explored and discovered by Clark's expedition to

the Pacific Coast — Custer Battlefield — Portion of territory

ceded, to United States at the close of the Mexican War

—

Early fort in the Black Hills region near Rapid City—Scene

(Concluded on page 24)
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Minnesota s Growing

Visual Education Service

PAUL VEBLEN
As Told by
ROBERT A. KISSACK JR.

Director of Visual Education, University of Minnesota

IT
IS only eight years ago that the Visual Education

service at the University of Minnesota was bom.

But already it has grown to be one of the largest

departments of its kind in the country and has finer

equipment—and more of it—than any similar service

in any other American university. It outgrew its first

quarters in 1935 and is already cramped in the rooms

it took over at that time.

The stafT Robert A. Kissack, Jr. had under him

when his service was established in 1932 consisted of

only two men—electrical engineering students who

worked part-time in the Visual Education department.

Those three, given a few pieces of projection equip-

ment, began the job of collecting and classifying edu-

cational movies, slides and other visual aids, and got

under way a program of supplying classes of the new

General college with illustrative materials desired by

instructors. The project was intended to be on a merely

experimental basis during its first year, but at the end

of that year it had proved its worth and its continued

existence was insured. Instructors in all parts of the

University found the new service of such real value

that in 1932-33 more than 290 showings of motion

pictures and slides were made. Most of these bookings

were in the General college, but the idea was beginning

to spread throughout the campus.

Since then, the service has increased in scope, l-ast

A brief account of extraordinary development and

growth possible in University Visual Instruction

Service when adequate resources are available.

year the bookings topped 2.500 and the staflf was more

than 10 times the size of the original one.

But what sort of home does this enlarged but still

typical visual education department have? If another

school were to establish a similar service, what parts

of that home would they find it ])rofitable to copy ?

Office

Headquarters of Minnesota's Visual F.ducation serv-

ice are in Wesbrook hall, a building located conveniently

near the center of a large campus. Here is filed all

available information concerning slides, motion pic-

tures and other visual aids that might be helpful to

faculty members in any department of the University.

From here all activities of distribution, production, pro-

jection and maintenance are directed.

Often as many as 22 classroom showings of pictures

—sometimes five or six of them simultaneously—are

handled by the projection crew. Merely to arrange

the details of this complicated daily booking schedule

requires the constant attention of Harold B. Jensen, an

assistant of Mr. Kissack. A small rental charge is

made when each motion picture or set of slides is

shown, and within a few years this part of the service

will become completely self-supporting.

Preview Studio

This 15 X 30-foot room, furnished with collapsible

chairs, seats an audience of 24 persons. Nearly every

Left—Cine Special in home-made blimp for interlock sound shot. Center—Truck which is complete mobile sound camera

unit, with specially built platform for camera in blimp. Right—Presto disc recording.
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Top—35mm RCA Sound Recorder. Center—Sound interlock set-up

for shooting close shot. Bottom—16mm Berndt-Maurer Recorder.

da\' previews of educational films are held here for

members of the University faculty. The room is care-

fully sound-proofed and is, in fact, a room within a

room, with the inner walls separated several inches

from the outer walls. Excellent acoustics are insured

by the cork floor and acoustically treated walls and
ceiling.

At the front of the room is a sound screen with a

built-in speaker. There are three ventilation outlets in

the ceiling and a series of inlets within the walls them-
selves. Because of the room's excellent sound insula-

tion, it can be used for sound recording and camera
work.

At the rear of the studio is a raised platform, ac-

commodating four chairs and a long, narrow preview
bench with an inclined surface. This surface is evenly

ligiitcd by a series of shielded, tubular lights, giving

adequate illumination for reading or writing but not

enough to detract from the illumination of the screen

at the front of the room. During i)review, notes are

taken on the sources of the pictures, their condition and
photographic qualities, direction, educational level and
value, the teacher's comments and an analysis of the

cctntents of the films. .-Ml this information is later

transferred to special cards arranged in a master file

system in the front office.

Projection Booth

The projection booth adjoining the preview studio

is fireproof, ventilated, and has four projection ports

and four observation ports of double glass. Soundproof-

ing of this booth insures complete silence in the pre-

view room during projection. Because of the four

projection ports, programs can be conveniently shown
in which four different kinds of films and projectors

are used. The booth is provided with a film cabinet and
facilities for rewinding.

Recording Booth

The recording booth, like the projection booth, is

lined with sound-proof material. A large double glass

window separates it from the preview studio, where
microphones are installed for recording purposes when
necessary. There are loud-speaker facilities for two-way
communication between the recording booth and studio.

A switch for the warning light outside the studio door

—controlled also from the studio—prevents interrup-

tion during recording.

Most of the recording is done for the speech dejiart-

ment, which sends over classes of students on a regular

schedule. Each student has his voice recorded at the

beginning and end of the quarter on a 6-inch acetate

disc, which he buys at a very small cost for classroom

and individual study. For the speech clinic, where
speech defectives are treated, 16-mm sound movies,

also made in the preview studio, have proved quite

successful. With the sound movies to study, students

suffering from speech impediments can hear, see and

analyze their difficulties and cure is thereby facilitated.

Students of Robert J- Sailstad, coordinator of speech

in the General College, also see action before the

Visual Education service cameras and are better able

to correct their speech faults after studying motion pic-

tures of themselves.
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Film Vaults

The film vaults are provided for storage of all Uni-

versity-owned motion picture film. One has a capacity

of 2,500 reels and the other a capacity of 750 reels.

They are fireproof, and by means of special insulating

and cooling systems both huinidity and temperature

can be maintained at most satisfactory levels for film

preservation.

There is another storage room \\here numerous types

of portable projection equipment, both for slides and

movies, are kept. Stored there too are screens, cameras,

lights, microphones, amplifiers, and many odds and

ends. The portable projectors are scheduled by Mr.

Jensen for classroom use throughout the University to

supply the needs of rooms where permanent installa-

tion of such equipment is not justified. The University

has, at present, nearly 150 slide projectors and about

50 motion picture i)rojectors of different types.

The University's portable public address equipment

is al.so scheduled by the Visual Education service for

use throughout the campus.

Cutting Room
In the cutting room—a long, narrow one—is an

editing bench, complete with splicer and other neces-

sary equipment. At one end is a small dark room in

which loading and unloading of cameras is conveniently

done.

Every attempt is made to keep the cutting room free

from dust and dirt. Walls are painted glossy white, win-

dows sealed, and clean air supplied by a special blower.

As an additional precaution, all cutters wear clean

gloves and laboratory coats when handling negative.

Shop

A small shop provides for the never-ending stream of

repair, construction and maintenance jobs made neces-

sary by the servicing of so many different types of pro-

jection and amplifying equipment. It has also proved

invaluable in the building of various equipment not

available from manufacturing companies. In it, for in-

stance, was constructed a lighting and power distrib-

uting unit and switchboard with 20 outlets, extremely

compact and easily transported for location shooting.

It is in these surroundings, which also include a

shipping room and two laboratories, that the work of the

University of Minnesota's Visual Education service is

carried on. Other schools planning to establish similar

departments would find it profitable to investigate those

quarters.

How To Choose A Still Camera

WITH the current interest in photography and
the increasing u.se of the "still" photograph and

transparency, made by the individual teacher

or school, for educational purposes, the problem of

choosing a still camera from the bewildering array of

those available, bewildering not only to the beginner

but also to the advanced amateur and professional, is

indeed a complex one. This article was prepared with

the hope that it would aid those educational workers
who are faced with this particular problem.

The prospective purchaser must decide for himself

what camera to buy : The question he must answer in

arriving at this decision is : \Miat camera within the

price range I can afford to spend is best for the sort

of photographs I want to make? A variety of picture-

taking possibilities will now be discussed.

1. Do I expect to take only snapshots now and then

under favorable outdoor light conditions {bright sun)
oj motionless subjects not too close to the camera?
A camera of the fixed-focus type with no shutter

speed adjustments, with no lens openings to set and
with no focusing scale will answer this purpose. Such
a camera may be of the box type, or, if this is too bulky,

there are smaller, more compact ones of the same kind

available.

2. Do I want to take pictures without a tripod under

more unfavorable light conditions outdoors, or indoors

A highly concrete presentation of specific points

to be considered in the purchase of a camera.

M. RICHARD DICKTER
Furness Junior High School, Philadelphia, Pa.

/7v photojlood or oj subjects involving slight motion?

A camera is needed with shutter speeds of 1/25, 1/50.

1/100 second or faster and an f6.3 or faster lens. Nat-

urally, the faster the lens, the more expensive the

camera.

3. Do I want to take pictures wilhoitt a tripod under

very unfavorable light conditions outdoors during the

day or in relatively poor artificial light indoors or out-

doors at night?

A camera for these purposes must have a lens of

speed f 2.8, or f 2 or even f 1.5. .Such high-speed lenses

are made only for the miniature cameras, that is, cam-

eras taking pictures of size 2y^ ^ 2^4 or smaller. Ex-

tremely fast lenses for larger cameras would be too

bulky and would have to be of such large diameters

that their cost would be prohibitive. As faster film of

good quality is ])laced on the market, there will be less

and less need for the ultra high-speed lenses for all

general purposes.

4. Do I expect to take fast action shots?

Then the camera should have fast shutter speeds of

1/1000 second, or even faster, and fast lenses if such

]>ictures are to be made under unfavorable light con-

ditions.

5. Do I expect to do much zvork for ichich careful

composition is desirable, such as portraits and copying?

A camera with ground-glass focusing is advisable for

such work to permit accurate composition. The image
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as seen in the ground glass is the same size as it will he

on the negative and very much as it will look on the

final contact print. In addition, for copying, the camera

should have at least a double bellows extension to per-

mit real close-up work without auxiliary attachments.

6. Do I want a camera that takes interchangeable

lenses, that is, lenses other than the one with which

the camera was originally provided?

There are occasions when lenses other than the

standard one are advantageous, or even necessary, such

as telephoto lenses for "close-ups" at a distance or

wide-angle lenses that will cover a greater area.

7. JVhat sice negative do I want )ny camera to take'

Negative sizes may vary from 35 mm. to 8" x 10",

or even larger. Any camera will take pictures of only

one size, or, in some cases, two at the most.

Miniature cameras and larger cameras each have their

advantages and disadvantages. In general, they may
be summarized as follows, although it must be re-

membered that all the items do not hold true for all

cameras.

Advantages of Miniature Cameras

a. Convenient to carry around because they are small

and do not weigh much.

b. Less noticeable, making it easier to take so-called

"candid" shots. Any size camera, it should be noted, if

it has a reasonably fast shutter speed and lense, will

take a candid picture, provided the subject is not aware

the picture is being taken or does not pose.

c. Ultra fast lenses, usually' found only on miniature

cameras, make possible snapshots under unfavorable

light conditions.

d. The short focal length lenses that are standard for

miniature cameras have great depth of field.

e. Film for miniature cameras is inexpensive.

f. The 35 mm. size is very convenient for making
filmstrips.

Disadvantages of Miniature Cameras

a. If big enlargements of excellent quality are desired

from the small negatives, a good miniature camera is

needed, and good ones cost considerable money.
b. Do not have shifting lens fronts and shifting backs

for correcting distortion.

c. Not particularly good for portraits.

d. To obtain consistently good results with a minia-

ture camera it is necessary to develop considerable skill

in using it and to exercise great care in processing the

negatives and in enlarging them.

e. Because the contact prints are too small to be of

much practical use, enlargements are necessary. The
added expense of the more frequent enlargements to

some extent nullifies the advantage in being able to use
the relatively inexpensive film.

f. Difficult to retouch the small negatives.

Advantages of Larger Cameras

a. A cheaper large camera will do as good a job as a

more expensive miniature camera and with less trouble.

b. Lenses to give negatives that will produce satis-

factory big enlargements can be obtained more cheaply

because they need not be as good. The negatives are

large to begin with and so it is necessary to enlarge only

a few diameters to obtain big enlargements.

c. Lasy to make a .satisfactory enlargement.

d. Less skill required for negative processing.

e. Easier to retouch negatives.

f. Shifting lens fronts and shifting backs available on
some cameras.

g. The large-size ground glass found in certain of the

larger cameras permit careful composition.

h. Better for portraiture and architectural studies.

Disadvantages of Larger Cameras

a. Inconvenient to carry aroimd because of tlieir large

size and weight.

b. Because very fast lenses are unavailable, they are

not as useful for snap.shots in poor light.

c. Not as convenient for candid work.

d. The long focal length lenses used on the larger

cameras have a shallow depth of field. However, this

shallow depth of field may become an advantage in cer-

tain cases, such as when it is desired to blur a back-

ground.

e. Most of the larger cameras cannot be adapted for

the making of 35 mm. filmstrips.

8. Do I want to be able to develop my negatives, or
to change to other type films, before the roll is com-
pleted?

Tiien a camera that takes cut film or film pack is

needed.

9. Shall I watit to use my camera for special work,
such as copying, photographing through a microscope,

nncrophotography {photography oj small objects),

scientific ivork, etc.?

The camera must be of the kind that can do these

special kinds of work and that will take the necessary

accessories.

10. What type joctising do I want on my camera?

Cameras may be divided into several classes depend-

ing upon their focusing arrangements (all these types

may be obtained in several sizes) :

Fi.ved-jocus Cameras. These require no focusing

—

all objects from a few feet to infinity are in reasonably

sharp focus. Examples are the box cameras and their

".stream-lined" versions.

Non-automatic Focusing Cameras. These cameras

have to be focused but they have no focusing device

outside of a distance scale on the bed of the camera or

around the lens assembly. The distance has to be esti-

mated or measured and the lens set at a point on the

distance scale corresponding to the actual distance.

Coupled Range-finder Cameras. A range finder is

a device for determining distance accurately from the

camera position. When looking through the range

finder, one sees a double image or a split image of the

subject. By manipulating the adjustment on the range

finder the two images, or the two halves of the split

image, can be made to coincide. The correct distance

may then be read on a scale. If such a range finder is

coupled to the lense of the camera, the lens moves back

and forth as the range finder is manipulated and when
the two images of the subject (coincidence type range

finder) or the two halves of the image (split-field type)

coincide in the peep window, the lens is automatically

(Conlinued on page 28)
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^^|H Examples of school activities photographed by the Camera Club. Left—Masques made by

^ •" art class. Below—Tabletop photography: part of a "circus" made by art pupils.

An Assembly Project Developed

By School Photographic Clubs
W. EDGAR GLENN and JAMES L. GORDON
Roxboro Junior High School, Cleveland Heights, Ohio

i:

I HE jnipils of Roxboro were in for a big surprise

and an excellent assembly sponsored by the

Camera and Visual Education Clubs."

The above title heading and excerpt, taken from a

recent issue of our school paper, reveal the favorable

reception of a joint club project which marks a forward

step successfully taken by the photography clubs of our

school. It is far more revealing if one is aware of the

activities of these two clubs and the roles they have

played in school activities. The pleasing reception of

the clubs' work has prompted the sponsors to recount

the history and activities of the clubs leading up to the

consummative assembly in the hope that it may have

some value to others.

The assembly was made up of two phases. The first

part, programmed by the Camera Club, was made u])

of a series of lantern slides of scenes about the school.

They consisted of pictures of our stage crew, teachers,

football teams, basketball players, school officers and

others. The second phase was a motion picture film

taken by the Visual Education Club., This film included

various classroom scenes and was highlighted by scenes

taken of our annual Father and Sons Banquet attended

by members of the Cleveland Indians Baseball Team
and scenes from a surprise party given our principal,

Mr. Davidson, on his birthday. Both phases were ex-

tremely interesting to the student body as evidenced by

the enthusiastic reception. It was a surprise, indeed, to

realize that the school's photographic clubs had pro-

duced such an assembly. Of course, the students had

reasons to suspect something in the air for now and

then they had witnessed various students busily engaged

in snapping shots about the school and the use of photo-

flood lamps after school hours. But now the air was

How a school, starting with practically nothing,

developed photographic activities of real interest

buzzing with comments as to how and when the pro-

gram was developed. The inquiries were so numerous

and persistent that, we, the sponsors, were motivated

to put our story into print.

As primarily established, the Camera Club was in-

terested in the processing of films. With such an interest

in mind it was first necessary to have a darkroom.

After some searching, we were able to convert one of

the school custodian's rooms into our laboratory. For-

tunately, the school was being rewired at the time and

the electricians accommodated us by wiring our dark-

room with sockets which made possible convenient and

proper lighting for our working bench. Next, various

students worked during their free periods in making our

laboratory absolutely lightproof.

Having our laboratory an accomplished fact, we now
turned to the matter of equipment. Since the club had

no funds and we did not favor assessing the members

with dues, it became a voluntary matter. Each student

brought some of the essential equipment for the use of

the club. One loaned the trays, another, a printing

frame, still another provided us with a ferrotype plate.

.And so it was until we had the minimum amount of

working tools to develop and print. Finally, the club

was ready to launch its work.

The club as such, held one meeting a week, yet we

soon found it necessary to spend more time either after

school or during free periods of the school day to meet

the desires of the members to either learn the funda-

mentals or pursue more advanced work. Furthermore,

an added incentive pressed us for time. A working

agreement was made with our school paper to take

the pictures to be used by the paper. Recognition for

the pictures was made in the paper. Consequently, the
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members of the club increased their efforts in order to

receive recognition in the paper. The increased efforts

resulted in additional experience. Yet. this work became

a matter of routine and the club members looked to new-

interests. One such interest was the making of lantern

slides.

Since we had a great many negatives of places and

persons about the school we used them in the making

of our first slides. Of course, our success was not in-

stantaneous. After making a slide, we would project it

in our club meeting room. Here it was that we were

able to see the deficiencies of our slides and strive by

discussion and investigation to find the causes of our

troubles and remedy them. After .several such post mor-

tems we were at last able to produce good quality slides.

The Visual Education Club, as originally organized,

felt that there were many worth v^'hile sound and silent

motion picture films available which had high educative

value, but were not entirely suited to regular classroom

work, .\nother primary task of the clul) was to evaluate

films which were not regularly used in the classroom,

and to offer suggestions of films which seemed worth

while in the regular curriculum, to the various depart-

ments of the school.

The club had not progressed far before several of

the members became interested in knowing how these

various pictures were produced. A .small group wanted

to make some pictures of our own. Consequently, we
made an investigation of the minimum of materials

needed, and the cheapest means of procuring worth

while equipment since most extra-curricular activities

in school are handicapped by finances.

We first secured a used Victor camera. Since

most of the school activities are done inside the build-

ing, this necessitated artificial lighting. Photoflood light

stands were made by mechanically minded pupils. Old
music stand bases, which had been di.scarded by the

music department, served as a starting point. Rods that

just fit the bases were secured from the Board of Edu-
cation. These would slide up and down to change the

height and direction of the lights. The pupils made a

U clamp from sheet copper to fit an ordinary key lamji

socket and soldered the two together. This combination

was attached to the end of the rod.

Ordinary 12 inch reflectors which made the "flood-

light" stands complete were purchased. Recently, wc
have tried the new "photoflood" lamps with built in

reflectors and we find that we get almost twice the

amount of light with a bulb of the same wattage. This

increased efficiency is extremely imi)ortant in color

photography since it requires comparatively "slow"

film. Also, these lamps avoid giving a too heavy over-

load of the electric wiring.

In order to use the "photoflood" lamps eflicientlv

(maximum life is six hours), the sponsor suggested

to one of the boys that he make a series-parallel con-

nection for three lamps operated by one switch. In the

series connection the lamps were dim, but sufficient

light was given for the setting. As a result, the shadows,

reflections, and other important considerations could be

studied without decreasing the life of the lamps to any
appreciable extent. When the switch w^as pressed, the

bulbs were then thrown in parallel (bright) for actually

taking the picture. However, a short time should elapse

after the bright lights are turned on before taking the

picture to allow the participants to appear more natural.

Several other things which were not possible or

l)ractical to make had to be purchased. .\ camera tripod

with a panning head, a good exposure meter (a neces-

sity), and a table tripod were purcha.sed .second hand.

Eilms were purchased for the camera by small con-

tributions of the club members. The ])ictures taken thus

far have been mainly of the activities of many of the

.school clubs, assemblies, and athletics. One series of

pictures was taken of the Father and -Sons Banquet
.showing the awarding of letters to athletes and the pic-

tures of several baseball celebrities who were in at-

tendance. Trick shots are always fascinating to pupils.

When these films produced by the \'isual Education

Club were shown in the assembly, an attempt was made
to have them similar to a talking picture. A sound
machine with a microphone attachment was used for

the i^rojection of the films. Pupil commentators ex-

]5lained the pictures as they passed upon the screen.

In order to give a background for the i)icture there was
a musical accompaniment with the school electric phono-
graph. The volume was low when the commentator was
.speaking but was made much more audible between

the remarks.

The im|)etus of the assembly has been obvious. Al-

most immediately, having taken the assembly reception

as a vote of confidence in their ability, the clubs have
turned to new plans and work. For example, before

much time had elapsed, the Camera Club was ap-

proached for developing and printing service. One, in

particular, was extremely interesting. The Red Cross
Club, engaged in ])reparing an album of our school

work to be sent to Hawaii, made arrangements for our
club to take the school scenes for the album. One of

the comforting results is that our problem of funds is

rapidly being solved. It appears that the club will soon

be providing for film service at a low cost for the student

body. This in indeed encouraging for the club may be-

come .self-sustaining. Furthermore, it will permit us to

expand. Already, we are looking forward tt) purchasing

an enlarger or else constructing one in the Industrial

Arts Shop. .\t present, one boy is constructing a print-

ing box. Another is learning to blue print. Yes, their

interests are varied but they are eagerly pursuing them.

One day in the future, we may hear of their names again.

Results of the club activities may be summarized as

follows

:

First, club members were rewarded for their efforts

and with an increased appreciation and renewed confi-

dence .set out upon new fields.

.Second, school-made ))ictures could easily be used

for community publicity of school activities.

Third, various types of abilities and interests of

pupils have been utilized in this project and the ability

of eighth and ninth grade pupils to make the apparatus

and actually take the pictures is .surprising.

Fourth, evidence of the ability of junior high school

students was attested to when these pupils presented

their slides and films before a teaching methods class

of a local university. Their enthusiasm and commenda-

tions were most hearty.
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

Page 15

Installment Twenty-three— largely

devoted to the varied and important

pioneer work of a single figtire in

the early days of educational films.

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

IN
the Agricultural Extension Depart-

ment of Iowa State College, in 1924.

were made two reels on the use of fer-

tilizers, entitled "Pay Dirt." That same

autumn, at the Indiana University exten-

sion division, the .Athletic Department

cooperating with the Bureau of Visual

Instruction, produced "Kin.i; Basketball,

the aforementioned picture on the funda-

mentals of tliat game, a film which stirred

especially high hopes when outsiders

learned that six prints had been sold to

other universities, and that in three

months 104 towns had rented it at two

dollars per day each.

H. W. Norman, secretary of the Bu-

reau, helped the day dreams along In-

proposing a concentrated effort to follow

this example with jiroductions in the de-

partments of physics, geography, health,

agriculture, botany, physical training and

many others presumably needed. "Col-

leges and universities have specialists

who can plan such films." he wrote in

the Educational Screen for .April. 192.=i.

"Schools and organizations should offer

encouragement when such production is

attempted, by renting the material and

offering constructive criticism. The de

velopment of visual education and the

educational film calls for coordination of

numerous educational forces."

But how ever useful these isolated ef-

forts may have been, they were insuffi-

cient in number to give body to the visual

education movement. Even granting the

awakened sense of exclusively pedagogical

requirements, one may say that in that

period the need was much less for quality

than for quantity. But, with insufficient

funds, where was the quantity to come from

if not from the old theatrical sources of

supply? There were producers ready and

reasonably well qualified to make sub-

jects to order; but they had to be sup-

ported in doing it. Otherwise, Alfred H.

Saunders might have undertaken the job

through his Educators' Cinematograph

Foundation, whicli, until mid 1937, was

still listed on the building directory, at 70

Fifth Avenue. New York; Fred Lincoln

of Boston, whose office, when he was as-

sociated with Parker, of Worcester, is-

sued what are said to have been the

first film teaching syllabi, might have

done it ; or there was Horace G. Plimp-

ton.

.

In speaking of Plimpton it is necessary

to use a longer breath, for that worthy

gentleman has not previously been men-

tioned and he deserves identification. He
was for seven years production manager

of Thomas A. Edison's motion picture

enterprises, with strong personal interest

in the inventor's educational experiments.

He prided himself later on having di-

rected "at least one-third of the educa-

tional films in the library of the Uni-

versity of Wisconsin." (Aha! So that was

how Edison came to compliment Dean

Reber!) And. about 1915, I believe, he.

and some "qualified associates," as his

opening prospectus stated, incorporated

Plimpton Epic Pictures of New York.

Of the commercial interests which

stood eager to provide the schools with

reedited theatrical material — and these

included the regular theatrical exchanges

as hereinbefore mentioned—none ap-

peared more successful for a brief time

in contracting with an important school

system, than T. K. Peters. In 1916, by

my records, he had been production su-

pervisor of the Florida Feature Film

Company. According to his own state-

ment, he began in pictures about 1898.

and had taken his camera actively over

some 90,000 miles in sixteen months, cov-

ering Europe, Asia and the Orient. He

F. S. Wythe relinquished a career as

a successful San Francisco attorney

to promote and produce school films.

claimed to have been the first man in

Egypt with a motion picture machine,

and in 1920 declared that he had spent

the preceding nine years preparing for

the introduction of films into schools.

In the autumn of that same year he

seemed securely in place as executive

head of a film prdject exhaustively to

serve the New York City s\ stem. One

may only guess how successful his serv-

ice might have been for, after having

tested some of his biological reels before

classes in P. S. 45 in the Bronx, and

Number 62 in Hester Street, he com-

mitted the tactical error of giving a large

interview to the press. With incidental

bows to Dr. Ernest L. Crandall and Miss

Rita Hochheimer, who were reported to

have been "most enthusiastic," he told a

Times reporter that his films, correlated

with the standard syllabi of the New

York City Board of Education, would

begin modestly with ten schools and

spread thence to the others. . . .

I believe that his pictures were ac-

(piired subsequently by Harry Levey in

an enterprise to be described later in

these pages.

Frederick Stephen Wythe

TnosK of Chicago and New York, who

felt the responsibility of the visual educa-

tion movement upon their shoulders, were

curiously unaware of a remarkably well

conceived and well developed school film

enterprise which had originated as early

as 1918 on the Pacific Coast, and which,

but for some untoward circumstances

outside itself, might have supplied the

field heavily. Even the astute Harley

Clarke seems to have missed it, despite

the fact that its existence was called to

his attention. .An important educator on

the Western seaboard had been noticeably

cold to Clarke's S.V.E. product, and

Clarke had written and asked him to sug-

gest something better. The answer was

a proposition to send him one of Wythe's

civic series to use as a model.

Wythe—Frederick S. Wythe—a young

San Francisco lawyer, was the principal

figure of the undertaking. For reasons

hereafter apparent, the reader may well

pause to consider him. He was a native

Californian. born December 29, 1883, at

Placerville—Mark Twain's old "Hang-

town"—near Sacramento. His father was

a Methodist minister whose ancestors, a

few generations back, had helped to settle

New England when it was still called

Northern Virginia. Beyond that the

Wythes had been sturdy yeomen, in a

line clearly to be traced to the days of

William the Conqueror. That heritage,

with some modern technical touches ad-

ministered by the law school of the Uni"

versity of California, had produced a

most i)romising new member of the

Golden Gate legal profession.

The roster of his clients included some

celebrated names, that of the "plant wiz-

ard," Luther Burbank. being, perhaps,

widest known. There also was the Rev-

erend Paul Jordan Smith, pastor of the

Central Methodist Church in San Fran-

cisco. Smith's name may evoke no ripple

of interest in this younger generation

;

but, in the years just before the World

War, the national press, from West to

East, featured it as the high symbol of

a public sensation. Smith had come from

Iowa, by way of Maiden, Mass., to a hor-

rified contemplation of the San Fran

cisco den of iniquity called the "Barbary

Coast." He had initiated and led the cru-

sade which finally wiped it out. The

achievement brought him many proposals

for additional reforms, including the idea

of perpetuating the original example in a

motion picture, that other communities
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might profit readily from it. The idea

came most temptingly in the shape of a

scenario prepared by Grace Sanderson,

a writer whose grandfather, I under-

stand, had once been mayor of the city.

Smith was intrigued, and worked out

plans for the production, involving a pro-

fessional cast headed by Crane Wilbur.

The picture was actually made, and was

released as "The Finger of Justice." By
this time Smith was so interested that

he resigned his pastorate and went East

to arrange for countrywide theatrical

distribution.

Wythe, as Smith's attorney, naturally

had opportunity to see how the matter

was negotiated and carried through. It

made him realize the sociological poten-

tialities of the screen—and he also saw
some others. Moreover, Abbott, chief

cameraman on "The Finger of Justice."

talked to Wythe about the possibilities

of educational films, mentioning the name
of a friend (a wealthy retired gentleman

whose income was represented largely in

profits from a motor he had invented for

the Victor Phonograph Company ) who,

with a little persuasion, might entertain a

proposition to produce. The gentleman

was at hand, living at San Rafael.

To know Wythe was to understand

how contact with a situation of that sort

would stimulate his thinking processes.

He was then, as he remained in later life,

a man absolutely without the usual "con-

ceits of wisdom." He desired, above all

things, to learn ; and he would learn from
anybody, high or low, who had knowledge
to ofTer. I remember his laughing remark
to me when first we met : "Be careful

about exposing any useful information

you have ; I soak it up like a sponge."

That was literally true; but Wythe's
mind, unlike so many encyclopedic ones,

did not just store information. His tire-

less mental process quickly digested,

classified and applied it. For him to think

of the educational possibilities of motion
pictures, therefore, was for him to do
something about it. With Lenwood Ab-
bott to assist him in planning, he formed,

tentatively, the Science Film Corporation.

However, nothing came directiv from
that.

Wythe wanted to try out the idea, but

where, he asked himself, was there a

place in which an unpretentious film

might be made to render a conrpicuous

service? It was in wartime, then, in 1918,

and committees on Home Defense were
urging all civilians to save for the sake

of the soldiers overseas. One of the ur-

gent pleas was to cultivate the home
garden. And when Wythe went for advice

to a professor at his alma mater, the Uni-
versity of California, it was suggested

that he should produce a film on home
gardens. He conferred about it with
Charles Moore, head of the Home De-
fense group in the area, and that gentle-

man not only heartily approved, but as-

sisted Wythe to make many helpful con-
tacts.

So that picture was duly made, using

"locations" in the suburban schools of

Berkeley and Oakland, where Educators

Wilson and Hunter, respectively in

charge of those systems, gave friendly

pedagogical adxice and hearty coopera-

tion. As to funds, the Junior Red Cross

supplied part of the money required to

make it, and the Federal Government
agreed to take $2,500 worth of prints,

the University of California acting as

treasurer.

Harry B. Wilson, superintendent of the

Berkeley schools, was already enthusi-

astically interested in visual education.

In 1922, he was to begin those tests and

applications reported in a monograph pub-

lished about 1924 by Educational Screen.

His visual education department, headed

by Miss .Anna V. Dorris, was to attain

a certain celebrity among educators. His

discussion. Modern Methods in Teaching,

written in collaboration with George C.

Kyte and Herbert G. Lull, was one of

the first substantial works on the special-

ized subject to be published in book form.

By now the educational film bacilli

had multiplied beyond control in the

young lawyer's blood. He decided, on the

strength of this first experience from

which he characteristically had gained

about thrice what it would ha\e brought

to a less receptive experimenter, to plunge

deeply into the work. He took an office

from which the new enterprise might be

more efficiently conducted, and, unable to

be there constantly without neglecting

outside obligations, approached a friend,

an elderly, retired, former business ex-

ecutive from the East, to preside there

for him.

This once active gentleman, with time

hanging heavily on his hands, gladly

acceeded. But he was too much interested

in Wythe and what Wythe was doing to

be just a figurehead. His identity ex-

plains much of that attitude, for he was
John MacNair Wright, whose mother,

Julia MacNair, had been an educator

celebrated for her school readers. To fur-

ther his purpose of real participation,

he had conceived the idea that, while

Wythe was developing the educational

films business to a point of proper profit,

there ought to be a .subsidiary line to

pay in the interval and he had determined

that this expedient .should be a film lab-

oratory.

Wythe was not favorably disposed to

the thought. As he said, it would be that

much more to worry about—two busi-

nesses instead of one—and he surely had
plenty, right then, to occupy his mind.

But Wright insisted, saying that he'd

build the laboratory at his own expense.

When it came to that Wythe could no
longer oppose his friend, so he worked
with Wright at every available moment
to make the laboratory a model insti-

tution of its unpretentious kind. I do not

recall all of the details which have been

told me about that laboratory from time

to time ; but one point I do remember is

that the camera for shooting titles and
doing trick photography, was made suffi-

ciently large jor a man to step inside to

see how things were going on there.

-Anyone who has despaired over the buckl-

ing of a film on a reversed camera move-
ment, or over a refractory takeup, will

appreciate at once the great advantages

of this arrangement. It came about merely

because Wythe, characteristically refus-

ing to take anything for granted, had
asked himself why the interior of a fixed

camera, which did not have to be carried

around, had to be a tiny place, when a
large, roomy one could be kept just as

dark.

Wytlie liad organized as the F. S.

Wytlie Pictures Corporation ; and he had

done it with the great interest and at-

tention of a number of wealthy San
Franciscans whom he had met mainly

in the Home Defense wartime activities.

.And presently they joined him in prac-

tical support. Among those who took

shares were Charles Moore, who had

been one of the heads of the Panama-Pa-
cific Exposition; Alfred Esberg, the

president of the Board of Education of

the Schools of San Francisco; A. B.

C. Dohrman, head of the Pacific Coast

Division of the American Red Cross, who
was also president of the largest mer-
cantile store chain in that area ; Robert

Oxnard, important in the affairs of .Amer-

ican Beet Sugar and after whom Oxnard,

California, was named ; and Tom O'Day,

generous, broad-gauged owner and op-

erator of the Hippodrome Theatre.

.Among the smaller investors was Cham-
berlain, of the Sierra Educational News.
Productions on the immediate working

schedule comprised a series of films de-

signed by Wythe to start school children

on the road to better citizenship. In ad-

dition to the two garden reels, already

made, there were about fourteen others

in the plan. It was decided to produce

just a couple of this civics series at first,

to see how they would measure up. To
make them, Tom O'Day summoned from

Los Angeles his friend, Jess Robbins,

a veteran picture director. Robbins did

the work faithfully and well, and would

accept nothing from Wythe for his serv-

ices. The photographic results that far

were so encouraging that work was com-
menced quickly on the others. This time

the director engaged was MacMackin,
from the staff of the old -American Mo-
tion Picture studios at Santa Barbara;

the cameraman was Karl Weiden.

But technical assistance of this sort

was not all which Wythe had sought. At
the outset he had realized the need of

expert pedagogical advice. On the recom-

mendation of schoolmen who had assisted

him on the garden films, he now decided

that the educational director should be

C. A. Stebbins, of the U. S. Bureau of

Education at Washington. -Accordingly,

and without personal acquaintance with

Stebbins, he wrote to Philander P. Clax-

ton, then national commissioner, but re-

ceived only a routine acknowledgment of

his letter. Undaunted, he contacted a

friend of his father who happened to

know intimately an officer higher than

Claxton, namely, Franklin K. Lane, Sec-

retary of the Interior, and asked him for

assistance.

This friend, explaining the circum-

stances and the complete worthiness of

the enterprise to Lane, succeeded in bring-

ing about the assignment of Stebbins to

the San Francisco district : and Steb-

bins, therefore, actually did serve as edu-

cational director on the Wythe civics

series. He served conscientiously, actively
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and well. From that association Wythe

soaked up professional information at the

usual, astonishing rate. Stebbins, who

had not been too happy at having been

requisitioned from other interests in that

summary manner, seems to have re-

mained a little crabbed despite his ir-

resistible scholarly interest; and he

taunted Wythe, more than once, about his

presumption in trying to produce educa-

tional films when he had had no train-

ing as a teacher. "All you know about

pedagogics even now you have picked up

from me," he averred. And, as Wythe
guilelessly remarked to me one day,

"Stebbins probably was right."

However, knowing Wythe and his cit-

izenship pictures as I do, I believe, with-

out in any sense meaning to deprecate the

fine service of Dr. Stebbins, that Wythe
himself supplied much of the subse-

quently demonstrated teaching force of

the series. It was inherent in his origi-

nal plan. Like the expert dramatist who
sees a play as incomplete without the-

atre, actors and audience, he always

thought of the classroom picture as be-

ing only a part of the full visual situa-

tion; there had also to be teacher, class-

room and pupils.

Seeing the finished citizenship reels

without these related factors, therefore,

was extremely disappointing. They

seemed flat, uninspired, obvious—even

amateurish. But put them in a classroom

—where I have seen them so successfully

demonstrated ; have them carefully intro-

duced, intelligently applied and wisely

dismissed by an interested teacher : ad-

mit attention of youngsters at the stipu-

lated age levels, and these remarkable

films fairly glow with teaching life. More-

over, they did what exceedingly few

school films made under supervision of

qualified educators ever have done before

or since—they employed skilfully the

long-neglected, but powerful factor so

envied in the theatre, emotion.

Wythe's progress, thus being made on

the basis of intelligent forethought, was
generally smooth. There were, of course,

unexpected complications. The most dis-

concerting probably, was the sudden

death, while asleep, of his first film busi-

ness associate, the kindly, elderly John
MacNair Wright. This occurred less than

a year after the start of the enterprise.

It left Wythe with the film laboratory

which he really had never wanted. But
Wright's son came on the scene and, in

the fine spirit of his sire, carried on the

dead partner's obligations until Wythe
was able to arrange with his newer as-

sociates to buy him out.

In that laboratory, by the way, was
developed and printed a theatrical fea-

ture film starring Dorothy Revier, pro-

duced in San Francisco. The makers

couldn't meet the bill. But Tom O'Day
loaned them a couple of thousand dollars

to tide them over until they could regain

their proper strength. The incident is in-

teresting, because that picture was one

of those upon which the present, powerful

Hollywood corporation known as Co-

lumbia Pictures, took its rise.

When the citizenship series was com-

plete, and teaching syllabi had been pre-

pared, Wythe's production experience

was temporarily over. He had now to

prove his faith by selling sets to the

schools. So he relinquished his law prac-

tice and took to the road for that pur-

pose. He worked at this successive phase

with his usual intelligence and unflagging

energy; but it was not easy. He found

himself trying not only to sell school

films, but also an advanced visual method

which had not yet been officially recog-

nized by the educators. His demonstra-

tions were admittedly brilliant ; but the
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schoolmen wanted the supporting results

of tests, for which there had been no

time, and for which they naturally would

not themselves supply the funds. Never-

theless, Wythe succeeded in selling one

set to the Los Angeles public schools.

Then, hearing that visual education was

booming in the East, he boarded a train

with another set and came to New York

City to try for better luck there. For the

present, while he is in high hopes, and

with plenty of humanly good reasons for

being so, let us leave him.

Chapter VII-A Swarm of Specialists

THERE were certain kinds of pro-

ducers with whose basic knowledge

schoolmen in general could not pre-

sume to quarrel. All they could reason-

ably dictate wcnild be flic use of his ma-

terial. They might tell a man who had

spent the best years of his life photograph-

ing birds that they didn't want his shots

of orioles and owls to be on the same reel

for showing in the identical lesson pe-

riod; but, by and large, they would be

obliged to admit that he probably knew

more about the habits of both than they

did. Or, if a given educator did know

more about owls and orioles, but recog-

nized the precious authenticity of this

much already on the reel, he could realize

that, without great expense and perhaps

years of leave, he could not hope to dupli-

cate the film. Hence the pictures made by

these particular specialists gained a some-

what easier entrance and footing in the

classroom.

The gifted Englishman, F. Percy

Smith, who first conspicuously developed

and applied the photographic principles of

compressed action—the "bud-to-blossom"

man—was trained in teaching methods

before he began his brilliant work ; but

they were approaches peculiar to the

English system and therefore did not

dovetail into American curricula as native

teachers wished. Even his reels, therefore,

were altered many times from his original

arrangements, making them conform with

local and regional needs in the United

States. But they have been pruned and

recast more gingerly than has been done,

say, with John Doe's "Life on the Farm,"

upon which subject material equally good

might have been obtained by almost any-

one with a movie camera; and had Mr.

Smith, or his representatives, insisted on

a hands-ofi' policy to preserve the integ-

rity of his arrangements, the educators

concerned probably would have yielded

—

because F. Percy Smith, with presumed

flaws, is vastly better than no F. Percy

Smith at all.

F. Percy Smith had many imitators,

and/or emulators; and, as the volume of

such material increased, the force of his

possible insistence that no "reediting" be

done, was necessarily lessened. But even

the emulators, in his case, found the work

tremendously diflicult and out of all pro-

portion to the comparatively small mar-

gin of profit ; so that kind of picture

remained a rarity anyway, and respect

for it was generally maintained.

Smith's position was especially strong

in that his own, personal output was so

generously large. Had he made only one

or two pictures of this precious type, his

work could not have been so effective in

breaking down arbitrary oppositions to

classroom uses of motion pictures. A con-

venient illustration of what might have

happened is the isolated case of Dr.

Chance. Educators might have called an

extra assembly of the children to view

Dr. Chance's notable film entitled "The

Cuckoo's Secret," but, with no successor

of equal merit in the same department of

learning, that, so far as the schools were

concerned, was virtually the end of it.

Birds, Beasts and Flowers

"Thk Cuckoo's Skcret" was actually

one of several remarkable studies of bird

life made by different individuals in

England, each for the purpose of settling

some moot point about the habits of the

given subject. It is singled out for men-

tion because it became the best known of

the group at that time, and also because

it set the example for most of the others

to follow. It was first shown in New
York in the early summer of 1923, re-

leased by Bray; but, of course, it had

been screened in London months before

that. Its production came about for-

tuitously (it was not I who said "by

Chance"), when the ornithologist who
was to make it happened upon an English

rural district in which cuckoos were un-

usually many. That was in 1918. He
realized that the opportunity for proving

the long-disputed habits of the robber

bird was exceptional, and spent several

successive seasons studying them.

In 1921, with locations and circum-

stances carefully chosen, he engaged a

cameraman to photograph the telltale

situations showing the cuckoo substitut-

ing its own egg for that of the intended

foster parent, and the infant cuckoo oust-

ing the proper children from the nest to

obtain all the parental attention. He pro-

duced another picture record in 1922,

using a slow-motion camera. He thus

cleared up a highly debatable matter and

earned the encomiums of ornithologists

throughout the world. Nevertheless, "The

Cuckoo's Secret" remains an irregular

item for educational purpose, .^nd it illus-

trates once more, the greater importance

to the visual education movement of hav-

ing fifty fair-to middling reels covering

the curriculum, than having just half-a-

dozen masterpieces and no related sub-

jects to bridge the gaps between.

(Continued on page 42)
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Expanding the Classroom

IN
AN effort to expedite the education of the

youth, and to promote greater efficiency in

teaching techniques, school rooms and school

houses came into being. With the growth of formal

education and the demand for increased education

for the masses, the classroom too often became a

place where lessons were assigned, and tasks per-

formed solely for school room purposes. When the

door closed for "school to take up," the four walls

of the room became barriers to the world of reality,

and constituted inescapable boundaries to thoughts

and actions. "Book learning," lesson learning, and

lesson re-citation flourished in the midst of abstrac-

tions and unrealities.

Many thoughtful teachers and constructive edu-

cators, while wholly cognizant of the importance

and necessity for comparatively strict, formal class-

room work in certain aspects of the educative

process, have been continually striving to expand

the classroom beyond its physical walls to the en-

vironment of persons and things in the complex

social and economic structure of a world of realities

in which the pupils live, and will continue to find

themselves. Among other things, they recommend
the school journey as a technique to achieve this

objective.

The school journey, when properly used as a

learning activity, constitutes an excellent means of

expanding the classroom and providing for more
direct sensory experiences with the realities of the

environment than does the formal classroom work.

The school jourfiey provides sensory experiences,

which constitute the basis for perceptual learning;

gives concreteness to the materials used in the class-

room ; constitutes a means of clarifying concepts

and an understanding of the principles involved in

pnenomena; and stimulates the interest of pupils in

the work which they are undertaking, as well as

widening the range of their interests. These broad-

ened horizons may provide new experience realms
in which discovered interests may lead to a whole
host of purposeful activities.

The school journey technique can be employed
in every subject of the school curriculum, and in

practically every unit of every subject. Contrary to

a common notion, the school journey does not of

necessity have to be a "Trip to a Factory," or a

"Trip to the State Capitol." The trip may be short

or long, cursory or intensive. The teacher, however,
in her lesson planning must decide on the outcomes
to be acquired, and the techniques which will best

achieve the desired ends. The classroom may be
broadened by a few field trips during the term, or it

may be expanded tremendously as is indicated by
such course titles as : "A Field Course in Biology,"

Conducted by WILBER EMMERT
State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.

"Enriched Mathematics," "A Field Course in Geog-
raphy," etc. Such course titles indicate that while
the classroom will be used for .some of the work, the
greater share of the class time will be spent in

actual functional relations with the materials of the
courses in their natural settings.

The following accounts which follow indicate

briefly what one school is doing in several of its

subject matter fields to expand the classroom, with
its accompanying benefits to the pupils.

Junior High School Mathematics

Interest and anticipations mount in the Junior
High School mathematics classes as their work ap-
proaches the study of right angles, right triangles,

and related problems. With the study of those con-
cepts the classes always spend several days outside
the classroom at different points on the school
ground. Initial study, preliminary work, and some
problem solving familiarize the pupils with the
fundamental concepts and principles, and indicate

how they can be used to solve actual problems of

real life. Mastery of the instruments to be used in

the field study is readily undertaken by the students,
for they see the necessity of such knowledge. Pu-
pils and teacher working together plan the prob-
lems to be solved, prepare data sheets, and organize

the materials for each problem. Separate data sheets
are prepared in advance for each of the measure-
ments to be made. One for the height of the specified

building; another for the flagpole problem; a third

for the distance across a lake or river (in this case,

across the street into an adjoining lot) ; etc. As
indicated in the picture, some students are taking
readings with the hypsometer, others are making
measurements with the take measure, while still

others are securing data for another problem. Each
group makes its measurements, takes its records for

each problem, then is ready to make the mathe-
matical computations. Either on the field or in the
classroom the pupils work out the answers to their

problems and can then check the accuracy of their

Junior High Mathematics class in the field.
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Left—Museum case showing development of our written records.

Below—Class visits the Weather Station.

work by group discussions. The next step then, is

the construction and solution of original problems.

The results of this expanded classroom technique

indicate that the mathematical principles are more

clearly understood, skill in securing and recording

data accrued, applications to life situations could

readily be made, and that the interest generated as-

sisted in carrying the students far forward into the

next units of the course.

Sixth Grade Study Communication

To assist the sixth grade with its study of "Com-

iBunicating With Our Neighbors," a number of mu-

seum units were set up in the school library. This

work was done by the librarian, the English super-

visor, the Art supervisors, a history teacher, and one

of the science teachers. The librarian and the sixth

grade teachers then arranged a schedule of class

periods for this group to have exclusive use of the

library for its work. In some cases the museum dis-

plays were set up in advance, and at other times, the

pupils themselves assisted in making, securing, ar-

ranging, or labeling the items of the display. One
major exhibit was "Development of Our Written

Language," another, "Using Electricity for Com-
munication," a third, "Sending Messages by Mail,"

another, "How Sounds Carry Messages," etc. In

addition to the museum displays, the library refer-

ence work, and their construction activities, trips

were made to the post ofifice, the telephone ofifice,

the newspaper plant, etc., using the approved well-

planned school journey techniques for these visi-

tations.

The accompanying picture illustrates one of the

museum cases in which "The Development of Our
Written Language" is delineated. During this phase

of the study the children learned that after man had

developed articulate speech, there came a need for

a written language so that he could communicate
with others at a distance, or at a later time through

the use of written records. The children saw also

that our spoken, written, and printed words are ab-

stract symbols for concrete things. And that these

symbols evolved through picture writing, Egyptian

hieroglyphics, to our alphabet. They learned fur-

ther, that in considering the development of our

written records it is necessary to give attention to:

(a) the material on which the written record is

made, (b) the instrument used in making the rec-

ord, and (c) the material of media used in making
the record.

All these concepts were attractively presented in

the exhibit, as will be seen by studying the picture.

Briefly, on the up])er shelf in the case and to the

right is shown the picture writing of the Ainerican

Indians (made by the pupils by cutting Chamois
skin in the shape of a buffalo robe, then copying a

message in pictures on it); the white stone of the

bottom shelf contains Egyptian Hieroglyphics

carved on it in 2200 B. C. (Egyptian Hieroglyphics

constitute the transition between the picture writ-

ing and the early alphabets) ; Babylonian, Cunie-

form writing, etc., are illustrated on the middle

shelf; likewise on the third shelf is a page of 13th

century, illuminated manuscript; and on the next

to the bottom shelf will be seen some quill pens, a

scroll, steps in the making of a book, and some
printed matter. The wampum model in the upper
shelf to the left was made by the pupils, using strips

of Chamois skin threaded through short sections of

macaroni. Proper labels and appropriate reference

lists accompany each item in the display. Separate

guide sheets and selected reference lists were given

to the students for their use while studying this

problem. Considerable attention was given to this

problem because most of the other types of com-
mimication embody a written record in some
fashion.

The other problems were appropriately studied in

as much detail as deemed proper for sixth grade,
{Concluded on page 41 )
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Administration of Visual Aids

Why Certain Difficulties Are En-

countered in Handling School Films

—B. A. AuKhinbaugh

—

Ohio Schools.

18:424. Nov. 1940.

A reply to certain limitations men-

tioned in a previous article by Clyde K,

Miller. The article has most value for

teachers in Ohio. Others will be im-

pressed by the unusual service rendered

by the State Visual Education Depart-

ment to the schools of that state. The
director of the state service, in this arti-

cle, reveals that in one year 90% of all

requests were granted for the dates

wanted, 5% were booked for second

choice, dates listed by the applicant, and

only 5% had to be rejected. Films

reach the school a day in advance of the

showing, to permit preview by the

teacher.

In answer to Mr. Miller's complaint

about the vocabulary limitations of sub-

titles or narration in films, the author

wisely explains that films can change the

grade placement in which certain topics

may be presented because vocabulary

levels do not exist for pictures. The
meanings of the pictures sometimes reach

the child before his vocabulary can give

him labels (words) to designate the

things he sees, but more frequently the

visual experience hastens his vocabulary

enlargement.

The caution is again made that films

and other visual aids are merely a visual

track to the mind, and not a separate

entity to be taught as visual education

or visual instruction. What is actually

meant by audio-visual aids is instruction

conveyed by visual communication.

How Greenwich Manages Its School

Films— Eleanor D. Child

—

American

School Board Journal, 101 :47, Novem-
ber, 1940.

A detailed report of the progress made
by the Greenwich schools in organizing its

audio-program with the help of a teach-

er's part-time attention. The budget is

approximately $900 or 52c per student

for materials other than the purchase of

machines. An increasing library of pur-

chased films is being built up and a small

number of free and rented films supple-

ment them. Read the original article for

further information.

Man Who Launched Visual Education

in the Rural Schools of Texas—H. T.

Musselman, Dallas

—

The Texas Out-

look, 24:52. Nov. 1940.

The story of Superintendent D. H.
Boon of Cass County, Texas, who was
able to provide films for the children of

that rural country through a traveling

film unit, transported by truck. The
truck serves as a library and film service,

and it can reach four schools a day with-

out strain on anybody. It is hoped that

there is a direct relationship between the

selection of films and the children's cur-

riculum experiences, but no mention is

made in the article of this aspect of the

program.

School-Made Films and Other
Visual Aids

Local Industries Help Make Film Mate-

rial—Harrison U. Wood, Racine, Wis.

—Occupations. 19:180-3 Dec. 1940

An excellent article, describing in full

a project in which lantern slides were

made to describe some of the basic occu-

pations in local industries. The author is

principal of the Franklin Junior High
School, as well as chairman of the civic

development committee of the local As-

sociation of Commerce. He secured the

cooperation of the superintendent of

schools in planning and organizing the

plan. A committee of teachers, super-

visors and counselors set out to plan the

details. They decided to produce lantern

slides, rather than film strips or motion

pictures. About 30 to 35 slides for each

industry would be included. A long-range

program was carefully prepared by this

conunittee. The next step was to seek

cooperation from local industries to de-

fray cost and help to permit the photo-

grapliing. Eight copies of each set of

slides was needed to supply all of the

junior and senior high schools in Racine.

A science teacher in the junior high school

was to be in charge of actual photo-

graphing. He was a member of the plan-

ning committee and spent seven weeks

during the sunmier preparing for the

project.

A list of slide sets to be prepared dur-

ing the next five years is given. This

article should be read in its entirety for

further details.

Teaching with School-made Films

—

William G. Hart—Scholastic. 37:5-T,

November, 1940.

The outcomes to be expected from a

well-planned film-making program, illus-

trated by the experiences of some high

school students.

Lantern Slides Teach Business—Alex-

ander Selwyn, Franklin K. Lane High

School, N. Y.—.\'ation's Schools, Dec.

1940. p. 53

The teachers of Inisiness training

made a survey of teaching aids available

in that field and proceeded to make slide

sets of those topics that seemed especially

necessary. The lantern slide was selected

after a trial with film strips. The lesson

units deal with mailing, tcle:jraph, savings

banks, banking, etc. Charts, cartoons and

other materials are included in the slides.

Why Not a Movie?—Robert E. Johnson,

Production chief. Continental Pictures

—Desiijn. 42:20-1 Dec., 1940

The activities of a local amateur

movie-making group in Kearney, N. J.

in which no member is over eighteen years

of age. A national Amateur Movie Pro-

ducers of America organization has been

organized, consisting of other juvenile

amateur movie groups in the country.

Eight groups comprise this national or-

ganization: Century Films, Santa Ana,

Cal. ; Continental Pictures ; Empire Pic-

tures, Chester, Pa. ; Modern Films, Still-

water, Okla. ; Pixilated Pictures, San
Antonio, Tex. ; Skyline Productions, Kan-
sas City, Mo. ; Trans-National Pictures,

Youngstown, O. ; and United Pictures,

Buffalo, N. Y.

Techniques of Utilization

Visualizing Astronomy— Ruth Liver-

mon — Scholastic. 37 :6-T, November
25, 1940.

How an intermediate group of children

were guided in their understanding of

the relation of the moon to the earth by

using a sound film, "The Moon."

Lantern Slides in the Classroom—Gran-
ville Jensen, Bellingham

—

Washington

Ed. Journal, 20:64. Dec. 1940.

A summary of the types and uses of

slides.

A Housing Study—Correlating a Na-
tional Problem with a Community
Project— Joseph C. Baumgartner

—

Social Education. 4:470-3, November,

1940.

This is one of the best accounts to ap-

pear recently on a unit of work devel-

oped by a group of high school students

on a vital modern problem. The back-

ground of the students, the nature of in-

structional aids used, the activities of in-

dividuals and of the group are all clearly

indicated in the brief space of the article.

A listing of films found helpful in the

study is appended.

They Want to Know—R. L. Currie,

Wilmington, Delaware — Social Edu-

cation, 4 :466-9, November, 1940.

The twelfth-grade class in social

studies began its study of the community

with the showing of the March of Time
film on "Juvenile Delinquency." The sub-

sequent discussion brought out many
questions dealing with the effects of

slums, disease, penal reform, housing,

social service, rehabilitation programs

and the organizations at work in each

field. From this beginning, the students

proceeded to get information from first-

hand contact with city officials as far as

possible. They made a study of the city

{Conclnded on page 30)
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iDuxi^L Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

To the Members of the D.V.I.:

The program of the winter meeting of your Depart-

ment is printed in these columns for your consideration

and approval. It is hoped that many members will show

their approval by attendance at the meetings although

it is realized that many others who might wish to attend

are prevented from doing so because of the distance

to Atlantic City and because of other responsibilities.

Even if you cannot be at Atlantic City there are

others from your school system or institution who prob-

ably will be there. Why not let them know about the

meeting of your Department and urge them to attend?

Yours sincerely

Paul C. Reed, President

PROGRAM

Winter Meeting of the

Department of Visual Instruction

February 24, 25, 26—Atlantic City—Hotel Traymore

Monday, February 24

First Session 9:30-11:30 a.m.—Submarine Grill

Greetings from the New Jersey Visual Education

—

Association— Arthur M. Judd, President, New
Brunswick. N. J.

President's Report : The Challenge of the Unsolved

Problems—Paul C. Reed

Criteria jor Selecting Motion Picture Projection Equip-

ment—John A. Maurer, Chairman, Committee on

Non-Theatrical Equipment, Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers

A Critique of Summer Courses in Visual Instruction—
Floyde E. Brooker, American Council on Education

Business Meeting

Luncheon—Informal—Form your own party and eat

where you wish

Second Session 2:15-4:30 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Theme: Visual Aids in Defense of Democracy

Address : Education in Defense of Democracy—Ralph

W. Tyler, University of Chicago

Report : The Visual Aids We Have : A Verbal and

Visual Review—Blake Cochran, American Council

on Education

( There will be a screening of some of the best

films related to the theme of the meeting.)

Di.scussion : What Shall We Do with Materials Avail-

able? What Should We Do to Stimulate the Pro-

duction of Needed Materials? What Precautions, if

any. Should Be Taken in the Use of these Materials?

Can These Materials Be Used to Coordinate the

School and Community Program for American

Defense ?

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

Tuesday, February 25

Third Session 9:30-11 :30 a.m.

9:30-10:00—Rose Room—Introducing the Chairmen

of the Group Meetings to follow. Each will present

briefly the problems and (|uestions to be considered

in his meeting.

10:00-11:30—Group Meetings

Group A—Rose Room

—

Can the Schools be Better

Served? A di.scussion of the problems of visual aids

distribution—B. A. Aughinbaugh, Chairman, State

Director of Visual Education. Ohio

Group B—Fountain Room Balcony, East

—

What Vis-

ual Aids are Schools Producing f Including a discus-

sion of "school-made" motion pictures—William G.

Hart, Chairman. Dearborn, Michigan

Group C—Fountain Room Balcony, West

—

How Can

We Bring About Better Utilisation of Visual Mate-

rials? A discussion of pre-service and in-service

training—Ford L. Lemler, Chairman, University of

Michigan

Fourth Session — Luncheon Meeting
—12:15-2:00 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Reports of the Morning Group Meetings by the Chair-

men
The Wartime Use of Motion Pictures in Britain—

Richard Ford, British Library of Information

Fifth Session 2:15-4:30 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Theme: Free Materials—A Blessing or A
Blight for Education ?

A Symposium of Ten-Minute Opinions—Edgar Dale,

Chairman

O. H. Coelln. Editor, Business Screen Magazine

John E. Hansen, Chief, Bureau of Visual Aids, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, representing a state film library

]3oint of view

Boyd B. Rakestraw, University of California, repre-

senting another film library point of view

Godfrey Elliott, Director, Audio-Visual Aids, Mercer

Coimty Schools, Oakvale, West Virginia, repre-

senting a point of view of the public schools

Ernest LaFoUette, John D. Pierce Junior High School,

Grosse Pointe, Michigan, representing the teachers

who use free films

AN'illiani H. Hartley, State Teachers College. Patterson,

New Jersey, presenting standards for evaluation

Edgar Dale, presenting a preliminary summary leading

to general discussion

General Discussion

Wednesday, February 26

9:30-12:00—Meeting of the Executive Committee

Meeting of the Committee on Field Experiences

Meetings of other Committees as called by Chairmen
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Official Membership Roster - Department of Visual Instruction
Adams, E. D. Elyria, Ohio
Admin. Library .. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Aliins, L. M.. Washington. D.C.
Albertson. C. E. Cincinnati. Ohio
Albino. Louis Sidney. N. Y.
Allcman. C. C Luck. Wis.
Allen. H. B. Morgantown.W.Va.
Althouse. A. D. Detroit, Mich.
American Lib. Assn. Chicago. III.

Anderson. O. S Fargo, N. D.
Archibald. W. F. Kilgore. Tex.
Armour. Mav Pittsburgh. Pa.
Arnold. E. .1. , Nelsonville. Ohi')
Aspinwall, F. E. Fort Collins. Col.
Astell, Louis A Urbana, III.

Auvhinbaugh, B. A. Columbus. O.
Balcom.A.(i. New Providence.N..T.
Bancroft. E. Battle Creek. Mich.
Bardv. Joseph .... Philadelphia. Pa.
Barden. CM. La Rue. Ohio
Barr. H. L. Morgantown W.Va.
Beal. B. O Tacoma. Wash.
Beebe, Ralph E. Naperville. 111.

Beer. Carl R. Buckhannon. W.Va.
Beierlein, M Fort Wayne, Ind.
Bell. F. M. Princeton. W. Va.
Bert, Reese E Modesto. Cal.
Bowen. Ward C. Albany. N.Y.
Brice. Ethel E. Youngstown. O.
Biooker. F. E. Wa.shington, D.C.
Brumbaugh. D Fruita. Coin.
Buckler, Bruce Casey, III.

Burdick. H. O. Alfred. N.Y.
Burke, H, A. ... Kearney, Neh.
Burke. Mrs. H. F. Rome, N.Y.
Burns, Mer'e .1. Lesterville. S.D.
Burke, .1. W. San Francisco. Cal.
Burt, U. S. Corvallis. Ore.
Byrne, A. Click Los Angeles. Cal.
Cain, M. E. Davenport, la.
Capital University Columbus. O.
Carley. Verna Milwaukee. Wis.
Carroll. John S. San Diego, Cal.
Cass. George T. San Jose. Cal.
Cawelfi. Donald Winnetka. 111.

Chandler. Wm. F.
East Rutherford. N. J.

Clark. E'la C. Winona, Minn.
Cleveland. W. R.

Downers Grove. III.

Cochran. L. W Iowa City. la.
Coers. W. C. Orange Grove. Tex.
Coffindaffer, F. Princeton W.Va.
Com. High School Dupo. III.

Conger. H. G Chicago. 111.

Connor. Ruth Tallahassee. Fla.
Cook, G. S. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Cook. Lloyd A. .. Columbus. O.
Cooper. Lewis B. Lubbock. Tex.
Cox. Ernest L. Jersey City. N.J.
Craig, Jeanette Sacramento. Cal.
Crane. A. H. Marion. Ohio
Crawford. E. W. Montclair. M.J.
Creative. Ed. Soc. Mankato, Minn.
Cross. C. L. Normal, III.

Crumh. Myer L. Kerman, Cal.
Crntcher. G. L. Louisville, Ky.
Cummings, O. G. Sacramento, Cal,
Dale, Edgar Columbus, Ohio
Dalrymple, C. W. Lansing. Mich.
Darlington, E. H Wayne, Pa.
Davies, Samuel E. Lakewood. O.
Davis, F. W. Columbus. Ohio
Davis, Jennie L. Cincinnati. O'.

Davis, N. Evelyn Long Beach. Cal.
Davis, O, R. Orlando, Fla.
Davis. Rex H. A.. Atchison, Kan.
Day. M. McCabe Huntington. Ind.
De Bernardis, Amo Portland. Ore.
Dent. E. C Camden, N. J.
Dickerson. D. F., Nashwauk, Minn.
Dickson. Bryan, San Angelo. Tex.
Dillon, Hubert Fowler, Kan.
Dolores, Sister M Joliet. III.

Dudley. Wm, H. Chicago, 111.

Dugdale, Lee A. Denver, Colo.
Dver. J. Eliz. Washington, D. C.
Dver. W. C. Columbus, O.
Eastern III. Teachers College

Charleston. III.

Ebv. George Stockton. Cal.
Edwards. C. M.. Port Bvron. N. Y.
Elkins. H. M. Hollywood. Cal.
Elliott, G. M. Oakvale. W. Va.
Elliot. Keith. Battle Creek. Mich.
Emmert. Wilber Indiana. Pa.
Evans. Marian San Diego. Cal.
Fairburv Schools ...Fairbui-y. Neb.
Ferguson, B, W.

Jersey City. N. J.
Files. Ralnh E., K. Orange. N. J.
Findlay. B. A. Los Angeles, Cal.
Finn, James D, . Greeley, Colo.
Fisher. G. E. Selingrove. Pa.
Francis, C, B. . Indianapolis. Ind.
Franklin, Marv Detroit, Mich.
Gambah, J, C Peoria 111.

Gebhart, R. C. Cleveland. O.
General Films Regina. Can.
George Peabody College

Nashville. Tenn.
Gibbonv, Hazel . Columbus, O.
Glendale Sch. Dist., Glendale. Cal.

Gnaedinger, W. G., Pullman, Wash.
Goette, W, L. . Gainesville, Fla.
Golterman. Eliz, St. Louis. Mo.
Grainger, J. H. Meridian. Miss.
Gray, Rebecca, Washington. D. C.
Greene. Nelson L. Chicago, 111.

Gregory. W. M. Cleveland. Ohio
Griffin. Harold D., Wayne, Nebr.
Hal's Camera Shop, Medford. Ore.
Hale, Ralph I Occanside, Cal.
Hamilton, George Mcadville, Pa.
Hancock. Annie Salem. Va.
Hansen. J. E. Madison. Wis.
Harden, J. T.. Elon College. N. C.
Hart, Gardner L. Oakland, Cal.
Hart, Wm, G Columbus, O.
Hatch. Arthur Baltimore. Md.
Haworth. H. H. Pasadena. Cal.
Healcy. Hazel Milwaukee, Wis.
Heer, A, L Kent, Ohio
Heinaman. F. S Edinboro, Pa.
Henderson. H. A., Indianapolis. Ind.
Henning. Vera Toledo. O.
Hicks. Samuel. Pearl River. N. Y.
Hogan. M. L Laurens. S. C.
Holland. B. F Austin. Tex.
Holliday. E. F Regina. Can.
Hollinger. J. A.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Honeycutt. A. W.

Chapel Hill. N. C.
Howse. Charles Florence. Ala.
Houston School Dist.

Houston, Tex.
Hudson, Ray. Clarksburg. W. Va.
Hunter. J. W Watago. III.

Irion. Mary C. . Hollywood. Cal.
Irwin. Mrs. John Houston. Tex.
Israel, Marion. Los Angeles. Cal.
Janssen. IJIricka Pekin, 111.

Jarrott. J. W.. Hutchinson. Kans.
Jefferson Jr. H. S.

Minneapolis. Minn.
Jensen, H, B., Minneapolis, Minn.
Jensen. H. R., Minneapolis. Minn.
Jensen. J. H. Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Johnson, A. F„ Jacksonville. Fla.
Johnson. M, E,

North St. Paul, Minn.
Judson, Lyman, S,

Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalal, Vera M, Pender, Nebr.
Kelly. Fred E.. State College, Pa.
Kent State College Kent. Ohio
Kerstetter, N California. Pa.
Kinder, Jas. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Kinney, Cora Chatham, N. J.
Kirchner, Mrs. P.

Cleveland Heights. O.
Kirwin, Edwin A,. Winona, Minn.
Kjellstrom. L. Wash. D. C.
Klein, M, R Cleveland, O'.
Kooser. H. L. Ames. la.
Kradel. Joseph C, Pittsburgh. Pa.
Kruse. Wm. F. Chicago, 111.

Kuckuk, H, M., Milwaukee, Wis.
Lain. Dolph Moline. III.

Lane. F. Edgar Miami. Fla.
Lash. Lewis M. Dearborn, Mich.
Leech. Florence. Nashville. Tenn.
Le Favour. Helen. Detroit. Mich.
Lemmon, C, C.

Salt Lake City. Utah
Lewin. William Newark, N. J.
Lewis, Donald Red Wing. Minn.
Lewis. K St. Petersburg, Fla.
Leiser. Else Milwaukee. Wis.
Liming. S. O., Yellow Springs. O.
Lindstrom. C. A, Wash.. D. C.
Linville. R. B. Lafayette. Ind.
Livermon. Ruth Norfolk. Va.
Long. A. L., Nacogdoches. Tex.
Long. John J. ... Loudonville. O.
Lowrey Jr. H. S., Dearborn, Mich.
Lowry, Antoinette, Columbus. O.
Machen, L. W Hampton, Va.
Mack. Helen A. Alton, 111.

Maddock. W. H.. Rochester, N, Y.
Mahan, Bruce E,, Iowa City, la.
Mahnke. C. F Des Moines, la.
March, O. J. Cleveland. O.
Maynard. Mrs. B, . Orlando. Fla.
Meissner, Amelia

. St. Louis. Mo.
Meola, L. K Cleveland, O.
Mesick. R. O. Kalamazoo. Mich.
Michigan Normal Coll.

Ypsilanti. Mich.
Midkiff, Frank Honolulu
Miller, W. C Bedford. O.
Mills. T. H. Welcome. N. C.
Milner. C, F. Chapel Hill. N. C.
Mitchell. J. J Lockport. N. Y.
Mitchell. T. W. Duluth. Minn.
Moffie. D. J.. State College, Pa.
Moore. K. S Santa Maria. Cal.
Muerman. J. C. Stillwater, Okla.
Muskingum College

New Concord, O^io
McCormac, D, Columbia, S. C.
Mclntire, Geo., Michigan City, Ind.
Mclsaac. J. S. Beaver Falls, Pa.
McKinley. H, S, Canton, Ohio
McMullan, D, S Quebec, Can.
McMullen, R. F., Loudonville, O,

McRoy, Paul F Houston, Tex.
McNabb. H. E Albany. Ga.
National Col. of Ed.. Evanston. III.
Neb. Teachers Coll.. Kearney. Neb.
Nelson, C, W. Hayward. Cal.
Nelson. O. A. St. Cloud. Minn.
Nelson. Paul C. Menomonie, Wis.
Newman, Winifred

Charleston, W. Va.
Nichols Inter. Sch., Evanston, III.

O'Donnell. G. H. R. Troy. N. Y
dander, H. T. Pittsburgh. Pa.
I'almer, W. C. Fargo. N. D.
Parizak. Liel Green Bay. Wis.
Park, Chas. B.

Mt. Pleasant. Mich.
Parker, O. L Ada. Okla.
Payne, A. L Greeley. Colo.
Pedagogical Lib., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pellett, R. C. Kalamazoo. Mich.
Pennington. Fred, Des Moines. la.
Persing. Ellis C. Cleveland. O.
Peters. Rupert Kansas City. Mo.
Phila. Health Council Phila.. Pa
Powell. Mrs. J. S., Beaumont. Tex.
Powell. W. T. El Paso. Tex.
I'ratt. M. W. East Moline. HI.
Public Library Cleveland. O.
P.vgman, C. H Maywood. 111.
Radio Transcription Co.

Hollywood, Cal.
Rakestraw, Boyd B., Berkeley, Cal.
Ramseyer. L. L Bluffton. Ohio
Reagan. C. R. Atlanta. Ga.
Reed. Paul C. Rochester. N. Y
Reeves. Mrs. T. V. Canyon. Tex.
Reitze. A. W., Jersey City, N. J.
Remer. T. G. Chicago, III.
Reynolds, J, B. Lancaster. S. C.
Rickard. Nancye Miami. Fla.
Riggs, Cecil O.. Waynesburg, Pa.
Riordon. H. M. Wash.. D. C.
Rising, Justus Lafayette, Ind.
Ritter. Carl Tenafly. N, J.
Robbins. G. B. Graham. N. C.
Roberts.

,
A. B Gilson. 111.

Roberts. G Cuyahoga Falls. O
Roberts, Jewell E. St. Louis, 111.
Robinson. R. E. Highland. Mich.
Rohr. Jo.seph Madison, Wis.
Roosevelt Jr. H. S.

San Diego. Calif.
Rothrock. Mary, Knoxville, Tenn.
Ruffer. Argra E. Kent. Ohio
Rugg. Kenneth C. Superior, Wyo.
Sams. Oscar E. Knoxville, Tenn.
Santa Monica Schools

Santa Monica. Cal.
Schulte. R. F. Vincennes. Ind.
Seidel, C. F. Allcntown. Pa.
Self, H. G. Burlington, N. C.
Sellers. O. E. Akron. G.
Sequoia H. S., Redwood City, Cal.
Sexton. L. J. St. Louis. Mo.
Shane. M. L. Nashville. Tenn.
Shreve. R.. South Milwaukee. Wis.
Skaggs. D. A. Mesa. Ariz.
Smith, M. I Hibbing. Minn.
Smith, Mrs. Marian, Duluth, Minn.
Snodgrass. M. H. Cincinnati. O.
South Georgia Teachers College

Collegeboro. Ga.
Starnes, W, Gayle. Lexington, Ky.
State College Chico. Cal.
State Normal Univ. Normal. 111.

State Teachers Coll.
Milwaukee, Wis.

State Teachers Coll.

San Diego. Cal.
State Teachers Coll.

Terre Haute. Ind.
Steinhauer. M. H.. Millersville. P.a
Stoeppelwerth. M. L.

Indianapolis, Ind.
Stoltz. H. J Normal. III.

Stooksberry, R, W. Dayton. O.
Stuart Robinson Sch.. Blackey. Ky.
Swarthout. W. E Maywood. 111.

Swingle. Earl Los Angeles, Cal.
Sylvia. Sister M Scranton. Pa.
Tate. George B. Dayton. Ohio
Tiemann. Ernest Pueblo. Colo,
Tighe, B. C. Fargo. N. D.
Tilton. E. B. San Diego. Cal.
Tower Hill Sch., Wilmington, Del.
Traynor. Ada M., Regina. Sask.
Trolinger. Leiia ... Boulder. Colo.
Troxel. R, B. Farmington, 111.

Troyer. M. E. Washington. D. C.
Trump, J, Lloyd Chicago, 111.

Trusal. M. E. DuBois. Pa.
Tuttle. Earle B Tcaneck. N. J.
Twogood. A. P Ames. la.

Tyler. 1. Keith Columbus. Ohio
Univ. of Georgia Athens. Ga.
Univ. of Hawaii (2) . . Honolulu
Univ. of Kansas Lawrence. Kan.
Univ. of Minn. Minneapolis. Minn.
Univ. of Redlands, Redlands, Cal.
Van Aller. H. H.

Saratoga Springs. N. Y.
Van Devanter, Anne W.

Orlando, Fla.

Van Loenen, C. A.
Laguna Beach, Cal.

Vance. Charles A., Columbus, Ohio
Vernor, P. H Rockford, III.

Waggoner. E. C Elgin. III.

Wagner, Paul B,
N, Syracuse, N. Y.

Wagner. William S.
Montpelier. Ohio

Walker. H. H.. Knoxville. Tenn.
Walton. H. L.. Garden City, Kan.
Ward, Owen W., Garland, Utah
Ward, W, H Columbia, S, C.
Wardlaw, J. C. Atlanta, Ga,
Wattenberg. Walter W.

Chicago, HI.
Weedon. Vivian Wilmette. 111.

Welty. Clarence Bedford. Ohio
Wendt. I'aul R.. Minneapolis. Minn.
Wenger. Roy E. Columbus. O.
W. Tex. Teachers Coll.

Canyon. Tex.
Wheeler. J. W. Statesville. N. C.
White. J. Kay Berwyn, III.
Whitehead, Wayne

Dearborn, Mich.
Whitman. Mark Puyallup. Wash.
Whittinghill, W. W.. Detroit, Mich.
Williams. Don. Minneapolis, Minn.
Williams. P. T. Albany, N. Y.
Wilson Teacher Coll.

Washington. D. C.
Winchell. L, R. . Vineland, N. J,
Wisner, Victor

Perth Amboy, N. J.
Witt. Margaret, Johnstown, Pa.
Young. W. A Graham, N. C.
Zabor. Elmer Cleveland. Ohio

Metropolitan N.Y. Branch

Abbott. John E N .Y. C.
Adier. Freyda N N. Y. C.
Amson. Emily N. Y. C.
Arnspiger, V. C.

Long Island City
Atyeo. Henry C. White Plains
Barnard, Eunice F N. Y. C.
Bashkowitz. Mrs. P. Brooklyn
Berg. Mrs. E. L. N. Y. C.
Boecker, Alexander N. Y. C.
Bowmar, Stanley N. Y. C.
Bray, J. R. N. Y. C.
Briner. George C. Maspeth
Brodshaug, Melvin N. Y. C.
Brotzman, Mrs. E. Brooklyn
Burns. Suzette Brooklyn
Chapin School N. Y. C.
ClilTord. Wm. N. Y. C.
Cohen. Dr. Frances N. Y. C.
Com. on Scientific Aids.. N. Y. C.
Cook Dorothy N. Y. C.
Cooper. L. C. Floral Park
Crittenden. Harold C. Armonk
Cummingham, M. D., Staten Island
Danaher. Alice N. Y. C.
Devereaux. A. E. N. Y. C.
Doane. Donald C N. Y. C.
Donovan. Esther Garden City
Edwards. H. T N. Y. C.
Eichel. C. G. Brooklyn
Ellis, Don Carlos Garden City
Freund, Felix N. Y. C.
Ganz. Wm. J. N. Y. C.
Garrison. Jane W. Brooklyn
Gates. G. M. Long Island City
Goldin, Myron Brooklyn
Gray. H. A. Long Island City
Greenwald. Alma Larchmont
Gutlohn. Walter O., Inc. N. Y. C.
Haight. Eric H. N. Y. C.
Hamilton. J. S. N. Y. C.
Healey, Gertrude M. N. Y. C.
Hessberg, Lena N. Y. C.
Hochheimer. Rita Brooklyn
Jenkins. John J. Bronxville
Katz, Ellas N. Y. C.
Keliher, Alice N. Y. C.
Kelly. George J. N. Y. C.
Kennedy. Mary A Brooklyn
Knowlton. D. C. N. Y. C.
Levinson. Gigi Jamaica
Lichtman. Frieda N. Y. C.
Loughran, G. A. N. Y. C.
Mathewson. F. T. White Plains
May. Anne C. N. Y. C.
McClusky. F. D. Scarborough
McKeown. M. J N. Y. C.
Moore, E. C. Hempstead
Mulqueen. Marie A. N. Y. C.
O'Gorman. Mrs. D. N. Y. C.
Peixotto, B, C. Ozone Park
Ramsey, Grace Fisher N. Y. C.
Rauch. Celia Brooklyn
Reilly. F. J N. Y. C.
Rockefeller Foundation N. Y. C.
Ross. Herman N. Y. C.
Rothschild. John N. Y. C.
Rubenstein, L, M. Brooklyn
Schneider, Etta N. Y. C.
Silverman. Estelle N. Y. C.
Simpson. M. L. Brooklyn
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Steincr, Fredericks N. Y. C.
Stolper. C. J N. y. C.
Theobald. Jacob N. Y. C.
Trace. Chas. T. Brooklyn
Waldron. Vica N. Y. C.
Wehberir, Hilla N. Y. C.
Whitney. Harold A. N. Y. C.
Williamson. Pauline N. Y. C.
Wilson. John C. White Plains
Wulir. Adolph Arthur N. Y. C.
Young. Isabel N. Y. C.
Zehruntr. Cieorire N. Y. C.

New England Branch

AUard. Dorothy Reading, Mass.
Austin. W. Scott ..Quincy. Mass.
Avitable. Albert

South Braintree. Mass.
Bassett. Roscoe , Danbury. Conn.
Bickford, Gladys Lynn. Mass.
Bridsrham. E. T.

Wallingford. Conn.
Brown. Elizabeth

West Medford. Mass.
Brown. S. W. Stamford. Conn.
Buckingham, B. ... Quincy. Mass.
Canfield. B. R.. Babson Pk.. Mass.
Chapman. L. H., Hingham. Mass.
Childs. H. E Providence, R. I.

Christiansen, F. Wollaston. Mass.
Cook. Burton . New Haven. Conn.
Cooper, Mary A.

N. Willbraham. Mass.
Couey, Fred Storrs, Conn.
Crowley, Wm, P Everett, Ma.ss.
Darling, W. S.

Cummington. Mass.
Dion. Paul Southbridge. Mass.
Dyer, Raymond Clinton, Mass.
Ebner, Albert Thomaston. Conn.
Erickson. C. W. Greenfield. Mass.
Farwell. Martha. Brockton. Mass.
Finch. Hardy R.

Greenwich. Conn.
Galper. A. S. Salem. Mass.
Galvin. Alfarata, Rockville, Conn.
Garrity, Helen .. .. Boston, Mass.
Gillis. Wm. E., East Haven, Conn.
Goodman, L. S., Springfield. Mass.
Graybill. P. J., West Haven, Conn.
Haywood, C. V., Greenwich, Conn.
Hitchcock, H. A., Elmwood, Conn.
James, Mrs. K., New Haven. Conn.
Johnson, E, R. S. Braintree. Mass.

Krasker, Abraham .. Boston. Mass.
Lawlor, E. A, .. Lawrence. Mass.
Lyon, L. Wilton, Conn,
Lyons, J. H., Thompsonville,. Conn
Manter, Mildred E.

Jamaica Plain, Mass.
March, L. S. Melrose. Mass.
Mather. Kirtley, Cambridge. Mass.
McDaniel, Nettie ...Beverly. Mass.
Moyer. Jas. A. Boston. Mass.
Mulville, Claire, Greenwich. Conn.
Nangle. K. Louise, Lynn, Mass.
Neal. Garland . Holbrook, Mass.
Northcott, J. W.

New Bedford. Mass,
O'Neil. Richard F., Boston, Mass.
Palmer, H. C.

Jewett City, Conn.
Payne. N. H.

Newton Center, Mass.
Pottle. A. M. Lee. Me.
Pyne. Lee E. ...Willimantic. Conn.
Riani. Alfred . Marlboro. Mass.
Roberts. T. E. Pembroke. Ma.ss.
Rummel. Paul Boston, Mass.
Sabel, K. G. Plainville. Conn.
Sawyer, E. P. Orange. Mass.
Scott. Walter E., Hingham. Mass.
Smith. Donald W., Durham. N. H,
Smith. Florence

West Hartford. Conn.
Smith, Howard A, ...Quincy, Mass.
Smith. R. B Bellows Fall. Vt.
Stanley Dana Corp., Portland, Me.
Sturtevant. M. A.

Shrewsbury. Mass.
Swift, Arthur F. Amherst. Mass.
Tessner. Glenn .. Worcester. Mass.
Van Dusen, E, B. ..Quincy, Mass.
Wallace. Earle, Franklin, Mass.
Wheeler, E. F. Bristol, Conn.
Willard. Addie ..Winthrop. Mass.

Louisiana Branch

Armstrong, D. G Ruston
Atkins, R. W. Athens
Avery. Wm. J. Natchitoches
Barrett, Ellen T New Orleans
Behrman, H. S, New Orleans
Bustick, Lucille New Orleans
Capraro, Rose New Orleans
Cawthon, Ardis - Ruston
Colton School New Orleans
Cook, Mrs. Carmen Ringgred

Membership—Distribution by States

Alabama (1). Arizona (1), Arkansas (0), California

(32), Colorado (7), Connecticut (21), Delaware (1),

Florida (10), Georgia (5), Idaho (0). Illinois (36),

Indiana (10), Iowa (7), Kansas (5), Kentucky (3),

Louisiana (56), Maine (2), Maryland (1), Massachu-
setts (43), Michigan (16), Minnesota (IS), Mississippi

(1), Missouri (4), Montana (0), Nebraska (5), Ne-
vada (0), New Hampshire (1), New Jersey (14), New
Mexico (0), New York (96), North Carolina (8),

North Dakota (3), Ohio (47), Oklahoma (2), Oregon
(3), Pennsylvania (24), Rhode Island (1), South Caro-
lina (4), South Dakota (2), Tennessee (6), Texas (13),

Utah (2), Vermont (1), Virginia (3), Washington (3),

West Virginia (8), Wisconsin (11), Wyoming (1),

Territory of Hawaii (3), Dist. of Columbia (9), Can-
ada (4). Total: 551.

Copeland. Palma Shreveport
Crayton. Ruby Minden
Danner. E. L. New Orleans
Delaney. J. M. Pineville
Dept. Visual Aids, New Orleans
Doerr, Loretta New Orleans
Durham, A. W. Oakdale
Ewing, J, G, & Sons

Baton Rouge and New Ovieans
Foil, H. E F'ranklinton
Gorman, J, A Jena
Grehan, Carrie New Orleans
Griffith, P, H. University
Hiat, Kenneth B. Lafayette
Harrison, A.. Jr. .... New Orleans
Henson. C. C New Orleans
Hinrichs, Amy New Orleans
Hirsch. Joel M. Alexandria
Howe. Mary H New Orleans
Hynes Pre-Voc. Sch, New Orleans
Kinman, Hester Choudrant
Landry. E. J. Hahnville
La. l*oly. Institute Ruston

Lynch, James Percy Ruston
Marshall, Donald ...New Orleans
McClendon, W, C Crowley
McDonough, No, 11 School

New Orleans
McDuff, Ena Chase
Moore, Ida Lake Providence
Moore, Loretta New Orleans
Mount, R. H Ruston
Neal. Paul J Neville
0*Neal, Bernice Ruston
Robert. P. C. Minden
Rodgers. Myrtle Monroe
Simpson, A, B. Natchitoches
Smith, Anna Greene Ruston
Smith, N. L Franklinton
Sutton, R. O. Ruston
Thompson, C, T. Estherwood
Walker, Perry New Orleans
Watson, J. W Iowa
Verner. Angeline New Orleans
Wooley, J. B Lafayette
Woodard. Helen Ruston

Notes from the Field

Middle West
Approximately 150 ])crsons attended the vi.sual aids

section meeting of the Iowa State Teachers Association

in Des Moines on November 7. The teachers left the

meeting with the pleasant feeling of enjoying a suc-

cessful program suited to their needs.

The Visual Instruction Service of Iowa State Col-

lege announces that it has just experienced the greatest

year of distribution in its history. They also notice a

more intensive use of the visual aids distributed, as

well as more thought given by teachers to their appli-

cation in teaching. ( These notes were furnished by

H. L. Kooser, Director of Visual Instruction Service,

Iowa State College. Ames, Iowa.

From Mr. K. D. Nicholson, County Superintendent

of Schools for Polk County, Iowa, comes the following

interesting story of the development of their visual aids

project.

Polk County is com])osed of eighteen town and con-

solidated schools and sixty-four rural .schools. Omit-
ting Des Moines, the Superintendent's office tried to

work out a sound visual education program. Direc-

tors and superintendents of all town .sciioois were
called to the office for a conference and demonstration

of the value of the sound motion picture projector as a

classroom teaching device. Schools agreed to buy one

16 mm. sound projector on a cooperative plan. The
amount paid by each school depended upon the aver-

age daily attendance. In no case did it exceed $35.

This participation fee entitled schools to the use of a

sound projector for a half day every other week.

A WPA emplo\ee was obtained to operate the ma-

chine and take it on a circuit of the schools in the

county. The schools agreed to pay the mileage at the

rate of three cents, and the WPA his salary. The op-

erator was responsible for keeping the machine oiled

and cleaned, and had ciiarge of receiving and mailing

out all films. In addition he kept an attendance record

at each showing and a record of the classes seeing each

particular film.

A committee of teachers, representing senior high,

junior high, and elementary schools, meet each semes-

ter and select the films to be used the following semes-

ter. The films are rented or borrowed for a two-week

period and in all cases a special rate is given. Each cir-

cuit averages a selection of from six to eight films. At

the beginning of each semester, all schools receive a

bulletin listing the films that are to be shown on spe-

cific dates. A description of the film is included and

recommendations for the film's use are made. Manuals

are mailed whenever available and charged to the indi-

vidual schools. Cost of the films for any one circuit is

divided equally among the schools participating.

This program has been in operation for three years.

It has proved very successful and inexpensive. A rec-

ord of expenses and receipts is kept in the Sui)erin-

tendent's office and a statement sent to each school

after three circuits. Film cost per school averages

about sixty cents. Transportation for eacli school is

fifty-three cents. This means that for $1.13 a school
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can have the use of from six to eight fihns and the nia-

cliine for one-half clay every other week. Schools are

encouraged to order for their own use specific films to

be available on the day when the machine is in their

school.

The program is not jjerfect. Teachers have use of the

films only at the time specified. They are unable to

show the films, in most instances, more than once and
often the film doesn't come at the exact time tliat

they are studying a specific unit. To educate the teach-

ers to the program, flemonstrations on proper use of

films are held, and hel])ful books and manuals made
available.

Robert Shreve reports from Milwaukee that a citv

movement is on foot to censor all films shown in the

public schools. This is due to the fact that a film re-

ceived by a junior high school from the German Rail-

ways Information office allegedly on Wagner and mu-
sic turned out to be a description of Hitler enjoying

Wagnerian opera. The film was shown in a Polish

school and resulted in a violent demonstration by fifty

students.

An interesting sidelight on the Fourth School Broad-
cast Conference is the rejwrt that J. Robert Miles of

the Evaluation of School Broadcasts project at Ohio
State University is pre])aring a catalog of about one
thousand electrical transcriptions that are available

commercially. The catalog will not only list prices and

sources, but will also give an evaluation of each record.

Action ]iictures of Racine industries, showing the

varied crafts and trades, have been prepared as voca-

tional guidance aids in the Racine public school sys-

tem, under the direction of Harrison U. Wood, Prin-

cipal of the Franklin Junior High school. A group of

lay citizens is cooperating with the students and school

authorities in compiling this helpful information. It

sounds like a good public relations program to further

cement fine relationships between the school and the

commimity.

Metropolitan Area

The New York Metropolitan Branch reports a

meeting November 14 at the Central Needles Trade
High School at 225 West 24th Street, New York City,

for the ])urpose of showing primary grade teachers

16 mm. sound material in the primary field. The fol-

lowing films were shown "The Policeman." ".'\n Air-

]:)lane Trip," "Minor Duck in I Love to Make Music,"

"Bird Sanctuary." "Wake Up and Seed," "A Day at

the Zoo." "In Our Pond." "Lincoln in the \\'hite

House."

A great deal of discussion followed, and the meeting

was considered a success by all those present. The pro-

gram was under the direction of Pauline Bashkowitz,

Chairman of the Program Committee, and Rita Hoch-
heimer. Chairman of the Executive Committee. (News
from the Metropolitan branch is supplied by Mrs. Es-

ther Berg. Corresponding Secretary.)

The Nation, Our Campus
{Concluded front pai/e 8)

of rich gold mining section in Black Hills—Conservation Pro-
jects, such as: Great Shoestone Dam near Yellowstone Park,

National Forests, Numerous Indian Reservations.

Economic and Industrial Regions : Farming and Rancliing in

Wyoming and South Dakota—Mining regions, Pueblo and
Rapid City.

Geographical Points of Interest : Great Plains region of

South Dakota and Montana and Wyoming—Rocky Mountain
region from Pueblo to Yellowstone—Pike's Peak- Estes Na-
tional Park—Grand Teton National Park—Yellowstone Na-
tional Park—Big Horn Mountains. Wyoming—Black Hills.

South Dakota—Bad Lands, South Dakota —Rolling prairie

land, Iowa—Mississippi River.

Practically all films listed in preparatory material were se-

cured from the film library of the University of Illinois.

In summarizing the long tour program, the follow-

ing points may answer some questions which may have
come to the reader's mind concerning student pre])ara-

tion, cost of the tour, etc.

1. The long tours are o])en to Seniors, Juniors,

Sophomores and Freshmen, with preference given to

the ujiper classmen.

2. All students are required to make suitable prep-

aration in order to be eligible for the tour. At the pres-

ent time, the preparation required is approximatelv the

amount of work required in the ordinary half-unit

course.

3:,,The students are required to do a certain amount
of follow-up work after maki|^ig the tour. If this work
is not completed satisfactorily, the student is not eligi-

jjle for any of the following.,tours.

4. The students' names are listed in order as the

preparatory work is completed, regardless of his class

ranking.

5. liach instructor is responsible for certain presen-

tations of the preparatory work and other materials to

be given on the trip. This includes work in the field

of history, geology, sociology, literature, economics,

etc.

6. The total cost to the Board is less than eight dol-

lars per student carried.

7. A student making all four of these tours will have

traveled ajiproximately 12.000 miles. The approximate

cost to the student will average from eighteen to twen-

ty-five dollars per trip. The total cost of the four trips

to any one student will range from cight)'-five to nine-

ty-eight dollars.

It is very gratifying to the author, the instructors,

and the Board of Education to sec the program oper-

ating on the present basis. The ever increasing enroll-

ment for the .Saturday trips, and not only an increase

in enrollment for the long tours but a greater number
of students enrolling for two or more, seems to indi-

cate jniblic support and approval.

It is the aim of the Board to develoj) the long tours

to the point where practically every student enrolled

can make at least one of them. The author also hopes

to develop the preparatory and follow-up activities to

such a point that the Haw Creek Township High
.School can offer one-half unit of credit in Field Study

that will be accepted toward graduation for the work
done on each of the long tours.
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Illustrate Your Experiments

. to the entire class with this

Spencer Science Projector

Here are but a few of the experiments which
can be most effectively dramatized by projection

to the entire class with this Spencer Model B
Delineascope.

1. Magnetic lines of force (illustrated above)

2. Properties of magnetic fields.

a. Oersted's Experiments
b. Motion of a magnet in a magnetic field

3. Surface tension

a. Soap film experiments
b. Mercury Ameba

4. Mechanics

a. Hooke's Law
b. Elastic limit

5. Polarized light

Majority of the many phenomena

6. Electrolysis

a. Polarization at anode
b. Crystal growth
c. Farady Effect

7. Precipitation Experiments in Chemistry

8. Thermometer and other meter readings

9. Contours of insects, small animals, plants, etc.

Details too small for the class to see in the
experiment itself, are readily observed when
magnified through projection. Transparent mate-
rials can be projected in true colors. The contours
of opaque materials can also be projected. When
motion is present it is shown vividly on the screen.

Investigate this new and better method

Write Dept. N12 for complete inforinntion

Spencer Lens Company
MICROSCOPES
MICROTOMES
PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC
EQUIPMENT

REFRACTOMETERS
COLORIMETERS

I BUrrALD
1

1

SPECTROMETERS
PROJECTORS
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES

ALARGl'l and enthusiastic group of school fihr.

makers attended the Second Conference on

the Educational Production of Motion Pictures,

held under the joint sponsorship of the Bureau of

Educational Research, and the Department of Pho-

tography of Ohio State University, and the Na-

tional Council of Teachers of English, at Colum-

bus, Ohio, on Xoveniher 10 and 20. Dr. Edgar Dale

of the Bureau of Educational Research was gen-

eral chairman of the conference.

W. W'. Charters, Director of the Bureau of Edu-

cational Research opened the conference with an

address of welcome to the participants. Mrs. Helen

Rand Miller, chairman of the Committee on Stan-

dards for Motion Pictures and Newspapers of the

National Council of Teachers of English, presented

greetings from the National Council. Your depart-

ment editor summarized "The Story of Educa-

tional Film Production 1939-40." This was fol-

lowed by a panel discussion on "The F"unction of

School-Produced Films in Public Relations."

Members of the ])anel were : G. L. Crutcher.

Louisville, Ky. ; Donald Eldridge, High School.

New Haven, Conn. ; Godfrey Elliott, Public

Schools, Oakvale, West Va. ; William G. Hart,

Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State Uni-

versity ; L. C. Larson, I'^xtension Division, Indiana

Univcrsitv ; Charles Vance, Fourth Street Elemen-

Making a teaching film on the use of the wood lathe—Grosse Point (Mich.)

Junior High School.

tary School, Columbus, O. ; William S. Wagner,
Elementary School, Montpelier, O. ; Roy Wenger,
Bureau of Educational Research. Ohio State Uni-

versity. Among the films shown during the discus-

By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of English

High School, Greenwich, Conn.

sion were: The Sentinel (New Haven, Conn.), Onr
CItildren Learn to Read (Dearborn, Mich.), and First

Film (Long Beach, Calif.)

Floyde Brooker of the Motion Picture Project

of the American Council on Education, was the

lirst afternoon speaker. In discussing his topic,

"The Educational Implications of the Curriculum
Production of Motion Pictures," Mr. Brooker
stated that eight films were completed in a film-

making project at Denver, Colorado. Four of these

were made with sound ; the others were silent. Three

other films were begim but not completed. The
speaker described in detail how the films were
taken and ])ointed out many of the fruitful results

of the project. Selected Denver films were shown.

"The Ohio Project on Cooperative Production
of Safety I"'ilins by Schools" was the next discus-

sion topic. Dr. Edgar Dale spoke on "The Purpose
and Organization of the Project." Dr. Dale sug-

gested that persons in other fields form similar

coo])erative groups to work on such subjects as recre-

ation. lil)raries, extra-curricular activities, and cit-

izenship. U'illiam G. Hart presented the basic technical

problems of the project and showed how they were
solved. Participants in the project who discussed its

problems were : Gordon P. Corbitt, Roosevelt School,

Parkersburg, West Va., Godfrey El-

liott, Oakvale, West Va. Schools

;

Richard Horn, Junior High School,

Galion, Ohio ; Antoinette Lowry, Bex-

ley Elementary School, Columbus;
Clyde K. Miller, High School, Dover,
Ohio ; Ross Stooksberry and George

Tate, Board of Education, Dayton,

Ohio ; Charles Vance, Fourth Street

Elementary School, Columbus, Wil-

liam S. Wagner, Montpelier, Ohio,

Elementary School.

Following a paper on "Biological

Film Production at Rutgers" by Earle

B. Perkins, Rutgers University, the

conference members attending a show-

ing of Pare Lorentz' The City.

The Tuesday evening session con-

sisted of specialized clinics on : Plan-

ing the film and writing the scenario,

Photography, and Publicizing and

Distribution.

At the Wednesday morning meet-

ing, F. W. Davis, Chairman of the

Department of Photography, Ohio

State University, described the organ-

ization and administration of a University film produc-

tion service ; Dean Postle of the Ohio State School of

Dentistry related his experience with the produc-

tion of dental films ; and Lloyd Reber of the Ohio
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HIGHEST AWARD*
CITY OF WAX (1 rtti)

A fascinating, detailed presentation of the highly organized

society that is the world of the bee, where life follows a

pattern incredibly perfect.

PRIVATE LIFE OF THE GANNETS (1 reel)

Beautiful and thrilling life story of that magnificent bird,

the Gannet, or Solon Goose. Closeups and slow motion are

employed with remarkable effectiveness in depicting thi.s

bird in all its grace and ."pectacular activity.

•Tfce Academy o* Arts and Sciences selected

these subiecfs for *helr highest award.

These and manv other outstanding Itl mm sound films on

bird and animal life have jusl been added to our releases.

Catalog on requeif

POST PICTURES CORPORATION ZWoTh*:!:

State Photography Department gave a report on

"How We Photograph Football."

Professor Justus Rising of Purdue University

used the conference members as students in a dem-

onstration of the teaching of engineering drawing

by means of films. (Professor Rising's paper on

'•How We Make and Use Engineering Drawing

Films" may be found on pages 414-16 of the De-

cember, 1940. issue of Education.^l Screen.) John

H. Lewis of Princeton University showed a film used

in the teaching of mathematics and read a pajier en the

production of films of this type. A handbook for

school production units made by students of the Field-

ston School, New York City, was presented to the

conference by Charles Cook, a Fieldston instructor.

The afternoon program had five topics. The first,

"Producing 16mm. Sound-on-Film" was discussed by

Ross Stooksberry and George Tate of the Dayton,

Ohio, Public Schools. Raymond Arn. Film Associ-

ates, Dayton, related the technical problems of 16mm.

sound-on-film and demonstrated ec(uipnient used by

him in sound work. "The Production of Films for

Classroom Use" was the topic of Ernest LaFollette,

Grosse Point Junior High School, Grosse Point, Mich-

igan, who showed a film on the operation of a lathe.

George F. Johnson, Agricultural Extension Agent,

Pennsylvania State College, told how films of 4-11

Club activities were taken.

"Problems Involved in Filming 16mm. Color," the

closing talk of the conference, was given by Lloyd

Reber. A paper on "Teacher Production of Educa-

tional Films" by Kenneth F. Space of the Harmon
Foundation, was filed for printing in the proceedings

of the conference.

Bound copies of the "Proceedings of the Second

Conference on the Educational Production of Motion

Pictures" will be available in mimeographed form at

$1.25 each. Orders should be sent to the l^ureau of

Educational Research, Ohio State University, Colum-

bus, Ohio.

"School-made Motion Pictures and Their Use" was

one of the topics discussed at a section meeting on

motion pictures at the annual meeting of the National

Council of Teachers of English in Chicago on Friday,

November 22. The section meeting was sponsored by

the Council's Committee on Standards for Motion Pic-

tures under the chairmanship of Mrs. Helen Rand
Miller. Dr. Ernest Bernbaum of the University of

VICTOR
Makers of the world famous

ANIMATOPHONE
(most widely used school sound projector'

THE ViCTOR

EDU-GRAPH
SERVICE

1

"-*:.'„%7lu."-«'^"^*

The first pracfical and tested method ever devised

to help School Administrators to accurately deter-

mine their schools' basic Audio-Visual requirements

—eliminates confusion—points way to most eco-

nomical purchases — shows

maximum multiple use in your

schools with minimum amount

of equipment.

The Victor Visual Edu-Sraph

Service is complimentary.

Your written request will get

immediate attention.

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Dept. D-1, Davenport, Iowa
Distributors Throughout the World
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MASTERPIECE FILM SLIDES

Color is Paramount
in Art Appreciation and Visual Education

Lightweight—Durab'e— Faithful in Color these 2"x2" slides represent
the ultimate in teaching aids.
PRICE: Fifty cents each.

Send 15c for "MASTERS IN ART" catalog of COLOR FILM SLIDES,
listing over ISOO titles.

ART EDUCATION. Inc.
35 West 34th Street New York, N. Y.

"Youth in the Market Place
A challenging new sound slide film picturing a young man's

Introduction to 7 major qualities for finding oneself in a job.

Should be shown to every high school and college student.

Prepare them for today's World of Work. Write now to

A. GORDON BRADT, 818 Judson Ave., Evanston, Illinois.

I6mni sound
feature films

with

VOCATIONAL
SETTINGS

Send

Lucky < 'orrlffiin—Lumbering
IlailKc €»f Honor

—

Jovifnalism
S.vniplioii.'c of liivinis:—Music
The Henler—Medicine
I <'i»ni|ii<>r the Sen—Whaling
RitiiKle Hiver (by Zane Grey) — Cattle
raising

for free cofalog listing many others

THE MANSE FILM LIBRARY 1521 Dona Av*.
Cincinnati, Ohla

35 mm. General Science. 11 rolls. $20.00

F I L 1^1
Principles oi Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00

Principles oi Chemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00
Fundamentals olBiology . 6 rolls. $13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips o{ typical frames.

VISUAL SCIENCES, ,«rE Suffern, New York

SLIDES

Leave Winter

for a

IICRUISE" ASHORE
Here is escape irom winter's rigours! Here at

the hotel Traymore you're enveloped with the

wormth oi the Gulf Stream, relaxed in the

atmosphere oi a "luxury liner". Not on the

sea but by it. For here too are the shore's diver-

sions— golf on summer grass greens, riding by
the ocean's edge. You will come? Rates from
S5 European, with meals S8.

and you can say you stayed at

ATLANTIC CITY
Bennett E. Tousley, General Manager

RELIGIOUS "All-English Talking" Film
16mm & 35mm

Available on short or long-term lease.

SUMRAY FILMS, Inc. cietianro^io

Illinois presided. The principal speaker was Dr. Ed-
gar Dale. On the discussion panel were: Miriam B.

Booth of Erie, Pa. ; Godfrey Elliott, Oakvale, West
Va. ; Dr. Helen Clifford, Lowell Junior High School,

Long Beach, Cal. ; Lillian E. McNulty, Barrett Junior
High School, Louisville, Ky. ; Marihel Richardson,

G. C. Murphy Junior High School. Atlanta, Ga. ; Don-
ald Eldridge, New Haven, Conn., Public Schools ; and
your department editor.

For those who are planning to make a public rela-

tions film. Re/sorting Thru Mcn-ies (400), offers excel-

lent advice. The film, made by Godfrey M. Elliott,

Oakvale High School, gives examples of particular

areas in which public relations films may be used to

advantage.

How to Choose a Still Camera
(Continued from poyc 12)

set at the proper focus for the object. Incidentally, the

coincidence type range finder is optically more correct

than the split-field type and is easier on the eyes.

View Cameras. These cameras have a ground glass

permanently fixed in the back of the camera or pro-

vision for slipping in a ground glass panel when needed.

Focusing is done by watching the inverted image on
the ground glass, as the lens is racked back and forth,

until the image is sharp. Ground-glass focusing is not

as needle-sharp as focusing with a range finder, but it

permits careful composing by making it possible to see

the image the same size, and in much the same way,

as it will appear in the final contact print.

There are several disadvantages in connection with

these cameras ; the image is inverted ; the focusing has

to be done with the lens wide open to give maximum
brilliance on the ground glass and then the lens stopped

down to the opening to be used in making the exposure,

a procedure that slows the work ; the film cannot be

in the camera while focusing ; focusing should be done

with the camera on a tri])od ; the image is not visible

while the exposure is being made.

Single-lens Reflex Cameras. The photographer can

look into the hood with which these cameras are pro-

vided and see the image right side up and full size on

a horizontal ground glass. No tripod is required for

focusing with these cameras. .\lso, the film is in the

camera while focusing becau.se an inclined mirror re-

flects the image away from the film to the ground

glass. When the picture is snapped, the mirror swings

out of the way just before the shutter opens.

This type camera has some of the same disadvantages

as the view camera in that the focusing has to be done

with the lens wide open to give maximum brilliance on

the ground glass and in that the image is not visible

while the exposure is being made.
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• AMERICAN HISTORICAL SERIES •
2 REELS EACH — U MM SOUND — FOR RENT

OUR BILL OF RIGHTS
OUR DECLARATION OF INDEPeNDCNCE

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

GARRISON FILMS ltSS> V^f^^cn,

The single-lens reflex camera has other disadvantages

inherent in the reflex type. It is rather heavy and

bulky. It is more complicated than the view camera and

therefore more liable to get out of order. Most reflex

cameras do not have a long bellows extension for copy

work, found in some of the view cameras. If the single-

lens reflex camera has a removable lens, and if the

necessary tube extensions can be obtained or made, this

difficulty can be overcome.

Doiihlc-Iciis Rcjlcx Cameras. This type camera is

like the single-lens reflex in that, by looking into the

hood of the camera, the photographer sees the image

right side up and full size on a horizontal ground glass.

However, the double-lens reflex is provided with two

lenses, one for taking the picture and one for viewing

the image on the ground glass. The viewing lens has

an unadjustable aperture as large, or even larger, than

the largest aperture on the taking lens. Therefore, the

image on the ground glass is always at its brightest,

even though the taking lens may be set at a small

aperture for the proper exposure. The image can also

be seen before, during, and after the exposure.

The double-lens reflex lacks one of the advantages

of the single-lens reflex in that it is not possible to

judge the depth of field on the ground glass with it.

In the case of the single-lens reflex, the photographer

can open or close down the diaphragm of the lens and

observe the depth of field on the ground glass at any

particular lens aperture. It is impossible to do this

with the viewing lens of the double lens reflex because

of its unadjustable aperture. The double lens reflex has

another disadvantage not encountered in the single-lens

reflex—parallax becomes an important problem to be

taken into consideration with the former at close

distances.

Incidentally, these double-lens reflex cameras are now
available in simple, inexpensive fixed-focus models, if

desired.

It should be understood that a camera that is to ac-

complish a combination of the purposes listed must

contain the necessary combination of features that have

been described.

A final warning : do not expect to find the "ideal"

camera, one that possesses all advantages and no dis-

advantages. There are a few cameras on the market

that approach this ideal but none as yet that have

attained it.

Before buying your camera, decide what types of

photographic work you will most likely do, list, on the

basis of the information .supplied in this article, the de-

sirable features a camera should have for these types

of work, and then look for a camera of good construc-

tion and made by a reliable manufacturer that contains

as many as possible of these desirable features. A com-
prehensive i)hotographic catalog or directory will help

considerablv in vour search for this camera.

r L-^~
k¥/

THEATRE-on-FILM Inc.

proudly presents

MN[Y«J[R1ISAIEM'
by MAXWELL ANDERSON
as staged by ELMER RICE

at the National Theatre, N. Y. C

AN OUTSTANDING EVENT IN THE

HISTORY OF 16MM FILM-MAKING

A filmed stage play—featuring its original,

stellar cast—presented as staged on

Broadway. Especially produced to fill the

long - felt need for new. original non-

theatrical feature films.

It brings BROADWAY to YOU. An oppor-

tunity to see and enjoy the plays that

thrill New York theatre-goers.

Film's Running Time: 90 Min utes — RCA Recording

l^n

A BOON TO EDUCATORS
STUDENTS • DRAMA-LOVERS
A magnificent film for showings in schools, col-

leges, churches, dramatic societies, choritable and

social organizations, private homes, etc. Endorsed

by eminent educators, high church dignitaries,

and magazine and newspaper editors.

Arrangemenfs con be made for Organizations not

having 16MM Sound Projection Machines

AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE BOOKINGS

Address All Communications to

THEATRE-on-FILM Inc.
JOSEPH POUAK, Pres/den(

1619 Broadway Dept. E New York, N.Y./i^^

Tel: Circle 5-7438 %^
*

^Territories Available for Reliable Agents

:i:~
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The Literature in

Visual Instruction
{Concluded from page 20)

government, of local industry, the effect

of housing on delinquency, agencies at

work on crime prevention. With respect

to public welfare, the group found the

film "Three Counties Against Syphilis"

a graphic presentation of that particular

problem. These and many other activities

helped these high school students to un-

derstand some of the grave problems

which their generation must meet.

Use of Newer Types of Instructional

Materials —(In Twelfth Yearbook.
Dept. of Supervisors and Directors of

Instruction of the N.E.A.. 1940. Chap.
XIV)—Lillian .\. Lamoreau.v, Direc-

tor of Curriculum, Santa Barbara, Cal.

Good concrete examples of use are

drawn from the experiences of that

school system in cooperating with Charles

Hoban and his evaluation of films study.

Social Effects of Films

A Unit on Propaganda Analysis—Fen-
ton A. Gage

—

Social Education, 4:

484-8, November, 1940.

This helpful guide to a study of the

ways in which communication agencies

affect our opinions gives special attention

to the role of the motion picture and
radio.

The Commission on Human Relations:

Its Work and Relation to the Defense
of Democracy—Alice \. Kelihcr, Xevv

York University

—

Progressive Educa-
tion, 17:497-504, November, 1940.

The production of the series of short

films now distributed as the "Human Re-

lations Series" is one of tl;c outstandini;

achievements of the Progressive Educa
tion Association's Commission on Human
Relations. There are over SO subjects

covering the range of human behavior

from the young child in his family, to

the older child and his group, the youn.a

person choosing his life work, and so on.

The films are now especially significant

for the defense of democracy.

To live successfully in a democracy
one must be able to take responsibility,

to make well thoughtout decisions, to

stand on one's own feet, to cooperate in

solving community problems—to have ;i

strong personality. The overburdened,

anxiety-ridden, insc-ure and poorly edu-

cated are the first to seek dictators who
relieve them of making decisions and tal'-

ing responsibility for intelligent plan-

ning and cooperation. The incidents de-

picted in the films can successfully be

used to bring about an understanding that

results in wholesome personality. The
films are now available to schools, with

helpful study guides and stenographic

accounts of previous student discussion.^.

Maps
The Use of Maps in the Classroom

—

Arthur Carthew, Los Angeles City

College— The Business Education

World, 21 :223, November, 1940.

A timely discussion of the ways in

which maps found in newspapers, maga-

zines and almanacs should be used ; also

the importance of the automobile road
map.

The Map as An Educational Instrument
—George T. Renner, Teachers Col-

lege. Columbia University — Social

Education, 4:477-82, November. 1940.

The rea.son why the map is given less

attention in these days of sound films is

not that it is less important, but that it

is misunderstood. They are used more
often on public buildings, at fairs and in

popular exhibits for mere decorative,

semi artistic rather than for educational

purposes. Maps help to replace a vague
concept of location, space, distance in our
view of our local, state, national or inter-

national community by one that is clear,

systematic and economical. We can
learn to use map symbols in our mind,
just as we use word symbols for think-

ing. Ten rules for using maps in the

teaching of social studies are given.

Teacher Training

Some First Steps—W. Gavle Starnes

—

.'Scholastic, 37: 10-T December 16. 1940

Some sound advice "to find ways
and means which will encourage teachers

to utilize these (audio-visual aids) mate-
rials in such a way that their pupils will

derive the maximum benefit from their

use." The three steps suggested are

:

1 ) Create in teachers and administrators

a realization of the need for in-service

teacher education in the use of audio-

visual aids; 2) Have at least one person

in the school who is thoroughly trained

:

3) Hold a meeting of all teachers in the

school ; 4) Conduct a second meeting for

those teachers who are interested. Care
should be taken not to move too rapidly

in the development of the program.

Libraries and Visual Aids

New Aids for Familiar Purposes—Mary
K. Townes, Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, N. Y.

—

A.L.A. Bulletin,

34:691-4 Dec, 1940

A review of the trends in the devel-

opment of scientific aids to learning that

involve the transmission of knowledge.
An interestingly-written summary of ways
in which the library can serve as a vital-

ized center for adult education through
films, phonograph records, slides, film-

strips and the like.

Pictures

Pictures in a Small Library—Carl J.

Gigani, Illinois State Library

—

Wilson
Library Bulletin, 15:225-9 Nov., 1940

Gives helpful advice on the principles

of selection, sources and techniques of

mounting, labeling and filing of flat pic-

tures.

Pictures Teach History—Clarence Steg-
meir, Harvey, 111.

—

The Social Studies,

31:298, November, 1940.

Art pictures were transferred to the

walls of a shop room and converted to a

frieze that depicted scenes of .\merican

history. The pictures used are colored

copies of famous originals and are very

accurate in details.

Equipment

Movie Projectors. Consniucrs Union Re-
ports. 5:no.ll:lS Nov. 1940

Ratings of standard 16mm. film pro-
jectors.

Commercial Motion Picture Production
with 16mm Equipment— John A.
Maurer

—

Journal ol the Society ol

.Motion Picture Engineers. 35 :437-465,

November. 1940.

Most of the commerciallv-made 16mm
educational and business sound films are

still photographed in 35nnn and reduced

to 16mm for projection, but the rapid

technical jjrogress made in lOmm sound
recording during the past few years has
stinudated direct 16inin production with
very satisfying results and at astonish-

ingly reduced cost. This paper, presented
last spring at the SMPE meeting, dis-

cusses the apparatus available for direct

16mm production, the film types that are

in use, the film laboratory services avail-

able, and the methods used by direct

16mm producers. Particular attention is

given to the Kodachronic process as used
• in commercial film production. Direct

16nmi recording is of special value when
much of the photography has to be done
away from studio facilities.

Sources of Materials

Free or Inexpensive Geographic Mate-
rials— Frederick K. Branom, Chicago
Teacliers College

—

Chicago .'schools

Journal, 22 :26 Sept.-Oct., 1940

An alphabetical listing of pamphlets
and other aids helpful for the teaching

of geography. The criteria used by the

author for inclusion were : he had ex-

amined the material and found that it

ccmtained valuable information ; the mate-
rial was available to teachers.

Film Information Service—a month-
ly bulletin listing new commercial and
industrial films or selected older films

for school programs. Subscription $1.00

a year. Each subscriber will be privi-

leged to write regarding film problems.

-Address Film Information Service, 535

Hearst Tower Bldg., Baltimore, Md.

Filmo Visual Review—Quarterly—Bell

& Howell Company— 1817 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago.

I5ell & Howell's new 8-page quarterly

publication is a newsy bulletin, which
aims to serve visual educators more com-
pletely than the Filino Topics department

"Motion Pictures in Education" could do
within its space limitations. The first

issue of the new organ features an article

by W. Gayle Starnes. "Looking into the

Future." which discusses the role of mo-
tion pictures in education. There is a

short article on the use of the film bv

athletic coaches, and departments entitled

"Notes from the Screening Room," "For
Operators Only," and "New Visual Edu-
cation Tools."

Bell & Howell state that all schools

and educators previously receiving Filmo

Topics have been placed on the mailing

list for Filmo Visual Review.
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From Australia to the Argentine

. . .from Canada to South Africa

^«^

THE EXPERTS who have so en-

thusiastically "taken to" the

RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector

include experienced men and wo-

men in schools, colleges, industrial

organizations.film laboratories and

producing companies. They are lo-

cated not only in this country, but

in India, Colombia, Australia,

Canada, and many others as well.

You will find, just as they have,

that the RCA 16 mm. Sound Film

Projector reflects all the knowledge

that RCA engineers have accumu-

lated in building sound equipment

for motion picture theatres.

Sound really Uves when
you use this projector,thanks

to film take-up equalizer and su-

perb electrodynamic speaker. Pic-

tures are more sparkling because of

oversize reflector, condenser and

objective lens, which provide more
even light on the screen.

You will also discover new op-

erating simplicity. Threading line,

cast on projection block, greatly

facilitates threading. All size reels

are speedily rewound by motor.

Cleaning and adjusting are ex-

It's the leader on all three

important counts
"

— they say!

, Finer, clearer sound

, More even light on screen

. Greater operating simplicity

— and it's priced with the lowest'.

tremely simple. And wear on film

is greatly reduced by large l6-tooth

sprockets and better film channel

design.

All told, the RCA 16 mm. Sound

Film Projector is better 16 ways—
yet is priced with the lowest! Get

full details without cost or obli-

gation. Mail coupon.
VKTO* KKOtM

tCA VICTtOlA

In Canada. RCA Victor Co.. Ltd.,

Montreal.Trademarks "RCAVictor,"
"Victor" and "Victrola" Reg. U. S.

Pat. Off by RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.

Modern schools stay modern with RCA Tubes in their sound equipment

Audio Visual Service Educational Dept.. RCA Manufactaring Co.. Inc., Camden, H. J,

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

I:ducationai Department V.^"*'
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Camden. New Jersey.

Please send me complete information
concerniRK RCA 1 6 mm. Sound Film Pro-
jector.

\afne_

School_

Q̂^

Addres^^

City ^
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

Control of Body Temperature (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm
sound, sale price $50.00. Teacher's Guide to be furnished.

In this film laboratory demonstrations, animated diagrams,

microcinematography and normal cinematography combine to

give a scientific explanation of the control of body temperature

in warm-blooded animals. In the first scenes men are seen in

environments of widely varying temperatures. Next a recording

thermometer reveals a man's temperature throughout 24 hours.

Temperature chamber experiments draw a distinction between

warm-blooded and cold-blooded animals. Foods are designated

as the source of body heat. Human body temperature is con-

trasted in states of relaxation and exercise, and the eflfects of

extreme heat and cold on the body are demonstrated. An
animated diagram reveals the working of a sweat gland ; the

eflfects of low and high humidity upon body cooling through

sweat evaporation are explained. Next the work of the hy-

pothalamus is demonstrated. An analogy is here drawn between

the function of a thermostat in keeping house temperature

constant and that of the hypothalamus in keeping body tem-

perature constant. Animated diagrams then reveal in detail

the working of the body's control mechanisms: excessive heat

causes increased heat loss and decreased heat production;

cold, the opposite. The eflfects of fever are demonstrated, and
the film ends by saying that the temperature control mechan-
isms of the body operate together to effect a triumph over

temperature variations.

The HOLMES — only 16mm Pro-
jector with 10-tooth Sprockets

Many other exclusive features make the Holmes
sound-on-film projector the eminent choice for
visual education and entertainment.

It's the only machine of its class equipped with
the superior Bausch & Lomb aspheric type con-
densers. Large diameter of sprockets makes them
easier to place film around—brackets hold 1600
foot reels.

Complete mechanism housed in one case. Switch
quickly changes speed for showing silent pictures.

Amplifier is attached to

pro}ector. For sound films,

unnecessary to remove
amplifier when running
pictures in various class
rooms and auditoriums.

Ask for
Demonstration

Write for

Catalog.

Prices and
Rcorest

Dealer.

HOLMES

COMPANY
1813 Orchard Street

CHICAGO

J E C

16 mm Portable,
Mazdaor Arc Lamp.

35 mm Portable,
Mazdaor Arc Lamp.

35mm Imperial
for Auditoriums.

Conducted by D O N W H I T E

In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

Committee Opinion—A very good film for use in physiology
and biology classes ; should be valuable also in general science,

hygiene, and. to a more limited extent, psychology. The film is

technically excellent in every way, and the various cinematic
devices in it are used to maximum advantage. It should have
some value at junior high, with major effectiveness at senior

high and college levels.

White Flood (Garrison) 2 reels, 16mm sound, sale price

$90.00. Apply to distributor for rental rate.

An impressionistic presentation of the geological eflfects of

the Ice Age, and a study of some glaciers which exist today.

As the film opens, a brief explanation of the structure and
formation of our earth is followed by an explanation of the

erosive actions of atmosphere and water. Then the film enters

upon its theme by explaining that another important erosive

agent is ice, the "white flood." The beginning of the Ice Age
is depicted ; man of that era is shown, and the advance and
retreat of the great ice coat over the continents. It is explained

that after the Ice Age life slowly returned, and that we still

live in that springtime. But all around, in the strewn boulders

and the soft round hills of our earth, we may read its history.

And in Alaska we may study existing glaciers to loarn the laws

and movements of the ice. Here there i.s an especially beautiful

series of scenes showing views of ice-walls, glaciers, and ice-

covered mountains in Alaska. The complete life history of one

glacier is shown, from its birth in snowfalls high in the moun-
tains until it breaks up into icebergs at the ocean's edge. In

closing the narrator states that glacier formation is governed

by delicate climatic changes and that man's life hangs in this

balance between the elements and the earth.

Committee Opinion—This film should be valuable in geology

classes, and of some value as well in geography, economic
geography, and physical science studies. Though its specific

educational application is limited, it should help to develop an

appreciation of the vastness of nature. Photography and sound

are good ; musical background to narration is well chosen.

Boy in Court (NPA) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale price

$25.00.

Uses a dramatization of one delinquent boy's rehabilitation

to tell the story of the juvenile court and probation, .^s the film

begins three boys are discovered attempting to steal a car.

One of them. Johnny, is caught and arrested. The narrator

questions his fate : will this lead to another career of prison

and crime? Fortunately, for Johnny, the answer is "No," for

his case is assigned to a modern juvenile court. Johnny is

interviewed and tested ; a trained case worker investigates his

home background, "the gang," and his school situation. And
so, still .somewhat resentful of efTorts in his behalf, Johnny is

placed upon probation under the supervision of a case worker,

wiio slowly begins to build a new world for the boy by improv-

ing his home, by leading him to attend church, to take up

hobbies, and to improve in school. At the end of a year, "the

gang" and all it stands for forgotten, Johnny reports to the

judge again and is congratulated for his improvement.

Committee Opinion—In the opinion of the Committee, this

is an excellent film for community usage, with adult audiences,

in stimulating interest in. and providing information about,

probation work. .Mtliough the Conmiittee does not consider it

entirely suitable for use in secondary schools because of the

possibility that it may contribute undesirable ideas to youthful

minds, it should be valuable for college use in connection with

delinquency problems. Technical production (by Willard Pic-

tures) is excellent in all respects.
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The Policeman (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale price

$50.00. Teacher's Guide to be furnished.

Demonstrates to the elementary child the work of a city

patrolman. As the film opens, Policeman Jim Barnes leaves his

home to report for roll call at police heaHquarters. After as-

signment of duties, the work of the police all over the city

is explained in a series of scenes. Next Offlcer Barnes is seen

as he takes up his day's duties, at his assigned post on school

traffic duty. Brief safety lessons for children on bicycles and

on foot are presented here. After school begins. Officer Barnes
returns to patrol duty and is called to climb a tree and rescue

a woman's kitten. On patrol in his car, he discovers and returns

home a lost boy. Finally, he chases and apprehends a reckless

driver who has been reported by an alert schcKjlboy.

CoMMiTTHE Opinion—In the opinion of the Committee, which

included four elementary teachers, this is a fairly good film

for elementary use in connection with safety, social studies, and

vocational guidance. It was noted that in one or two instances

the patrolman himself failed to observe the best safety prac-

tices. The film is within the experiences of the elementary

child, and it should contribute to the formation of favorable

attitudes toward policemen. Photography is good ; organization

and sound are adequate.

Buenos Dias, Carmelita (Baptista) approx. IS minutes, 16mm
sound, sale price $50. rental $3. Teacher's Guide and pre-

paratory lessons furnished.

Designed for use in the second year of high school Spanish

instruction, this film consists of a simple story accompanied
by narration in Castilian Spanish. The story tells of an at-

tractive but rather lazy high school girl. Carmelita, who sleeps

late and loiters on the way to school. .Arriving long after

Spanish class has begun, she is at first untruthful in excusing

her tardiness, but then she repents and tells the truth.

ISO words from the Kenniston Merit Lists are used in the

narration, which is spoken very slowly and distinctly. Brought
to especial attention in the film are the Spanish numerals,

telling time in Spanish, and many idioms and descriptive terms.

Committee Opinion—In the opinion of a special reviewing

committee which .saw this film, it is an excellent film for

second-year classes in Spanish at the high-school level. It should
prove very valuable also for u.se in junior high classes and in

college classes. The film probably would be of some value

also in first-year classes, especially in college. It should prove
effective in fostering and stimulating the students' desire for

additional Spanish study. Photography is adequate; sound is

good.

Testing the I. 0- (W&G) 16 minutes (375 feet) 16mm silent.

sale price $23.00.

Produced in the Psychology Laboratory of Columbia Uni-
versity to demonstrate the administration of the Revised San-
ford-Binet Intelligence Test and the calculation of the I. Q.
After an introductory outline, a psxchologist administers Form
L to a five-year-old girl. The film shows only the tests passed,

beginning at the four-year level and running up to the seven-
year level. Titles and tables show the scoring standards. Finally,

the I. Q. is calculated.

Committee Opinion—Should be of some value for college

and normal school classes in psychology, educational psychology,
and educational tests and measurements. The attractive child

who is taking the test is at ease throughout, which sometimes is

not the case in class demonstrations. The class should be given
considerable preparation before the film is shown, and a dis-

cussion will be needed following the .showing to clarify the
points brought out in the film. Photography is fair ; there is a

need for more clarity in the extreme closeup shots of the
tests and scoring.

Producers Named Above
Baptista. C. O. Baptista Film Laboratory, 325 West Huron

Street, Chicago.

Erpi. Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 3Sth Ave., Long Island

City, N. Y.

Garrison. Garrison Film Distributors, Inc., 1600 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.

NPA. National Probation Association, 50 W. 50tli Street,

New York, N. Y.

W&G. Warden & Gilbert, Psychology Laboratory, Columbia
University, New York, N. Y.

Out in Front for 31 Years

QUALITY
(Reg. U. 5. Pat. Off.

Has Stood the Test of Time

ELECTROL 1

1
i

Y ^'

\

\

^ 1

Down through the years, Da-Lite has con-
tinually pioneered improvements in screen
surfaces and mountings, that make for still

brighter pictures and easier projection.
Above is shown the electrically operated
Da-Lite Electrol. Its automatic operation sim-
plifies projection in large class rooms and
auditoriums.

The Da-Lite

CHALLENGER
The portability of the Da-Lite
Challenger reduces the num-
ber of hanging screens re-

quired. It can be set up
anywhere in 15 seconds. It

is the only screen to have
square tubing in the center

rod of the tripod and the
extension support. 12 sizes

from 30" x 40" to 70" x 94"

inclusive.

The Da-Lite line includes surfaces,

sizes, and mountings to meet every

requirement. All models are fully

described in the 48 page Da-Lite

catalog. Ask your supplier for a copy
or write direct.

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
Dept. 1 ES, 2723 N. Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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JV.

Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatres!

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

"When the Daltons Rode"
A rip-roaring picture of Amer-
ica's most sensational bandit-
family, starring Kay Francis
and Randolph Scott.

"A Little Bit of Heaven"
Gloria Jean sings her way
through a glorious, human
story of "Just folks."

"The Boys from Syracuse"
A Broadway hit that sold out
at $5.50 a seat, now faster and
funnier with Allan Jones, Mar-
tha Raye and Joe Penner.

"Sandy Is a Lady'*
The most publicised lady of
the screen, "Baby" Sandy, in

an hilarious comedy.

"If I Had My Way"
Bing Crosby joins voices with
Gloria Jean in the year's most
tuneful picture.

Deanna Durbin
First Lady of the Screen, in

her three latest and greatest
pictures, "First Love", "It's

a Date" and the magnificent
"Spring Parade".

Write Immediately to-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
pbout these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete cata'og of short-subject comedies, musicals, travel-
ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100

EOJi an
Grant for Motion Picture Research

An initial strain of $1,000 has been made by Coronet
Productions, Inc., to Indiana University for educa-

tional motion picture research. Coronet Productions

have oftices in Chicago and a production studio at

Glen view, Illinois. The results of tiie research will be

used by .Coronet as a basis for planning and producing

educational niotion pictures for classroom use.

The research will be supervised by staff members of

Indiana University, and its purpose under the terms
of the Coronet grant is to analyze the curriculum con-

lent of grades 1-12 in order to determine tiiose topics

for which motion ])ictures may provide a more ade-

quate experimental background for classroom instruc-

tion. The project is to be administered by a commit-
tee composed of Dean H. L. Smith, of the University's

School fif Ivlucation : Professor R. E. Cavanaugh, Di-

rector of the I'Lxtension Division ; Mr. L. C. Larson of

the Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids and the School of

Education ; and two additional members of the School

of lulucation faculty. The two other members of the

committee are Professors Carl G. F. Franzen and
\ elorus -Martz.

University professors will begin work immediately

on four studies recommended by the local committee

and acceiHed by Coronet Productions for ]iroviding

information which their company must possess in order

to de\elo]) jilans for a systematic program of educa-

tional lilm production. Professor W. W. Wright will

supervise an elementary grade study designed to iden-

tify topics included in grades 1-6 which may be pre-

sented successfully by educational motion pictures. A
project in the social studies area for the purpo.se of

ascertaining which social science situations are taught

most often in grades 7-12 inclusive will be directed by-

Prof. I. C). Foster. Professor Melvin S. Lewis and Mr.
John II. Dillon will supervise a study in which it is

l)lanned to determine the basic understandings and
skills that are considered most important in the field

of business education. Dr. Karl Rookwalter will su-

pervise a study designed to identify, within the area

of group games, folk dancing and fundamental rhythms,

the activities which are most fre(|uently used in each

grade of the elementary and secondary schools.

Experiment to Revive Old Photoplays

.\ nation-wide experiment to determine the possibility

of substituting older "A" pictures for current "B" pic-

tures and of using recommended older theatrical films

for a planned series of students' matinees, around which

curriculum units in photoplay discrimination will be

built, will l)e tried during the academic year 1940-41

under the auspices of the motion-picture committee of

the N. E. A. Department of Secondary Teachers.

School authorities, in co-operation with theatre man-
agers, will select ten photoplays to be shown during

the school year on one afternoon or one Saturday

morning each month. The films thus revived will serve

as the basis of a new course in '"Types of the Photo-

play." The experiment is under the supervision of Dr.
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William Levviii, of the Weequahic High School at

Newark, ir cooperation with Josephine Allensworth of

Memphis, Tennessee, chairman of the Departmental

Committee on school-and-theatre cooperation.

Films for the series will be selected from a recom-

mended list of 76 photoplays. Among them are such

films as : Victoria the Great, Snow White. Abe Lincoln

in Illinois, Quality Street, Mutiny on the Bounty, A
Tale of Two Cities, Romeo and Juliet, Pygmalion.

Goodbye Mr Chips, Heidi, Stanley and Livingstone,

Young Mr. Lincoln. Wells Fargo, The Buccaneer, Les

Miserables, Tom Sawyer, A Midsummer Night's

Dream, The Life of Emile Zola, Robin Hood, etc.

Where suitable arrangements cannot be made with a

theatre, it is planned to show 16-millimeter versions

of some of these photoplays in classrooms and school

auditoriums.

Educators interested in the experiment should write

to Mr. Lewin for complete information and the list of

recommended films.

School Broadcast Conference

In Chicago. December 4, 5 and 6 tiie School

Broadcast Conference held its fourth annual meeting,

with Harold W. Kent of the Radio Council of the Clii-

cago Board of Education acting as chairman. I'urpose

of the three-day conference was to ]:)rovi(le "a meeting

place for educators, broadcasters, and directors of radio

in education who are putting the ])rograms on the air

and for all those interested in the utilization of radio

programs," as well as to provide "a laboratory for the

nation where we may note the develo])ment and demon-
stration of the use of radio in education."

Speakers at the general sessions included James R.

Angell of NBC, and Gladstone Murray of Canadian

Broadcasting Corp. Closing session of the conference

featured a ])anel discussion on "Methods by Which
Radio Implements Democracy"' with the following par-

ticipating: Chairman, C. A. Siepmann, Harvard Uni-

ver.sity ; Lyman Bryson, Chairman, .Adult Education

Board, CBS, George V. Denny Jr.. Moderator, Amer-
ica's Town Meeting, NBC; and Raymond Ciram

Swing, News Commentator, Mutual.

Classroom demonstrations on the utilization of va-

rious types of radio programs filled most of the daily

sessions. Many of the demonstrations were presented

by an actual class group from the schools of Chicago

and suburbs. Acting as chairman at these "laboratory"

sessions were: Clifton M. Utley, Director. Chicago
Council on Foreign Relations ; Wilbur Beauchani]),

University of Chicago; Dudley Crafts Watson, Chicago
Art Institute ; Agnes Adams, National College of Edu-
cation ; Donald Cawelti, Winnetka Public Schools

;

Elizabeth Wells Robertson, Art Director. Chicago
Public Schools, and Gerhart Wiebe, Ohio State Uni-
versity.

Several afternoon meetings of the Conference were
devoted to work-study groups considering these phases

of radio in education : Transcribed radio programs,
radio in the activity program, elementary school radio

chairman, radio writing (professional clinic), a central

f?l

199

Early Settlers

of New England'

I of51 InstructionalSound

Films on Social Science

What it does: Reinacts the lot of Salem's hardy
pioneers about 1626. Types of people; the prox-
imity of their bark wigwams and dugouts to the

seashore; their dependence upon sea food and
corn for food; the need for mutual assistance;

division of labor; care of the sick; problems of
crop cultivation; relationships with England;and
the background beginnings of American democ-
racy are portrayed.

Scope of use: From the intermediate grade level

upward. 1. In ELEMENTARY SOCIAL STUDIES and
AMERICAN HISTORY courses to develop an under-
standing and appreciation of the conditions
through which the American colonists lived. 2.

In SOCIOLOGY and economics instruction to pro-
vide a means of contrast with today's social and
economic order. 3. In home ECONOMICS and HOME
MAKING courses to depict the basis of early Amer-
ican home life and family relationships. 4. In
AMERICANIZATION classes and GENERAL ADULT EDU-
CATION to inculcate a wholesome regard for the
American heritage.

TOTHtCUSSROOM^

Instructional Sound Films for use in:

PHYSICS 12 films

CHEMISTRY 6 film.

ART 6 films

MUSIC 5 films

CHILD PSYCHOLOGY . . 13 films

TRACK and FIELD ATHLETICS 4 films

£rpi Classroom Films Ittc,

SOCIAL SCIENCE . . 51 films

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE 13 films

PLANT LIFE . . . . 9 films

ANIMAL LIFE . . . . 28 films

ASTRONOMY . . . 4 films

GEOLOGY . . . 9 films

ES 1-41ERPl CLASSROOM FILMS INC.
SSllThiriy-filih Avenue, Long Inland City, N. Y.

Cenllcmen: Please send me descriptive materiul on your ftlini including
the Integration Chart which shows graphically the exlcni to which each film
correlates with different courses.

Name

Poaition

Address
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16 MM Sound

FILMS For HISTORY CLASSES

Causes and Immediate Effects
of the First World War 2 reels

Highlights of Lincoln's Career 1 reel
Mr. President 1 reel
Puritans of Mass. Colony 2 reels
Our Constitution 2 reels
Our Monroe Doctrine 2 reels
Seeds of the Constitution

(Albany Plan of 1754) 1 reel
Story of Our Flag 1 reel

Rental

14.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
4.00

4.00

2.00
2.00

andWrite for complete list of educational films

Catalog of entertainment subjects.

AUDIO-FILM LIBRARIES
661 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield. N. J.

y As the January number of EDUCATIONAL
SCREENgoes to press we have one 1 6mm sound print of

ABRAHAM LINCOLN
starring Walter Huston (running time 90 minutes)
open for the entire month of February at a rental

of $20 per showing. The print will be rented to
schools which are overnight from Chicago by air or
railway express. Exhibitors pay express both ways.
In applying for the film please specify hour of show-
ing and give us as many alternate dates as possible.
Rentals this year after March 1 will be $15.00.

SEND FOR OUR 1941 CATALOG
INTERNATIONAL
59 East Van Buren Street

FILM BUREAU
Chicago, Illinois

HOW THIS GENERATION
CAN IMPROVE THE NEXT

Visualized Lecture Series

providing new light on Modern Race Decline and
Means for Race Betterment.

Developed from field studies among 14 primitive

races in different parts of the world. The data are

available in 8 illustrated lectures in either film strips,

2x2 glass slides, or standard glass slides, with de-

scriptive manuals and an illustrated outline.

1

.

Sketch of primitive races
studied

2. How primitive races have
prevented tooth decay

3. Ho'w faces of primitives v/ere
more beautiful before than
after modernization.

4. Facial beauty lost in one
generation and greater in-
jury to later-born children

5. Animal defects from foods
of parents and mutual re-

sponsibility of both parents

Light from primitive races
on hovr mentally backward
and delinquents can be pro-
duced

Special foods of primitives
lor parents-to-be and race re-
generation by obeying na-
ture's laws of life

American Indians—primitive,
semi-primitive and modern-
ized

FOR DETAILS WITH DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE WRITE;

Dr. Weston A. Price, Dental Researcli Laboratories

8926 Euclid Avenue» Cleveland, Ohio

CHILD HEALTH-
Training and Character Building Films

1 reel each, 16 mm Silent or Sound, 8 mm Silent

BEFORE BABY COMES, BABY'S FIRST YEAR, GROWING UP, LIFE
OF A HEALTHY CHILD, THE ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
Authentic educational subiects, prepared in collaboration with leading

health authorities.

For Sofe or Renf

HEALTH FILM SERVICE First NafI
Salem,

Bank BIdq.
Oregon

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE -RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.
1819 Broadway. Dept.V, New York City

radio workshop, radio ])roduction (professional clinic),

in-school workshops, evaluation-utilization, occupa-

tional ])rogram, parent-teachers association, teacher

training, the safety program, and foreign language.

The Conference was significant for the high degree

of coo])eration between the production and the utiliza-

tion ends of radio in education. There was much prac-

tical value in the classroom demonstrations, most of

which allowed time for discussion and questions after-

wards.

N.Y.U. Film Library
A non-profit film rental library has been established

by New York University, Washington Square, New
York City, to distribute educational motion pictures

to schools and educational groups. Beginning with a

nucleus of the fifty-five 16mm. films in the Human Re-
lations Series, and the films produced by the Educa-
tional Film Institute

—"The Children Must Learn,"

"And So They Live," and "Valley Town"—the library

will add other films, selected particularly for their

timeliness and technical excellence. The venture will

be managed by a university staff committee headed by

I'rofessor Herbert B. Dorau. Alice Keliher. now on

the facultv of N.Y.U., is one of the committee.

More Cooperative Film Libraries Established

Ever}- month brings news of the inauguration

of cooperative film library enterprises throughout
the country. State Teachers Colleges at Ada and
Durant, Oklahoma, are sponsoring such projects

to increase the effectiveness of their services to sur-

rounding schools and communities. Teacher train-

ing in the use of visual aids in the classroom is to

be emphasized also. Dr. O. L. Parker will have
charge of the library at Ada, and Dr. Ralph J.

-Shaw at Durant.

Use of Modern Art Museum Programs Increasing

Approximately 325 colleges, schools and other edu

cational and cultural groups are now renting films from

the Museum of Modern Art Film Library in Xew
^'ork City. These films cannot be used for money-

making purposes, nor for benefits. Most requests come

from the English, foreign language, sociology, and writ-

ing departments of educational institutions.

Eight series of films are now available: "A Short

Survey of the Film in .America": "Some Memorable

.\merican Films. 1896-1935." "The Swedish Film";
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Latest

NEWS

REELS

Available in 16mm Sound or Silent

"News Parade of 1940"
"News Thrills of 1940"
"Super Thrills in News"
For further Information write

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
105 East Firsf Wichita, Kansas

20 READY
MADE 2x2 SLIDES $1

Unusual scenic travel and pictorial views—full double 3Snun

size, sharp and clear—mounted—ready to show in any stand-

ard projector. 20 for $1. 40 for $2. All different. list of other

subjects sent with each order.

ART SLIDE CO.. Sippo Lake S-1, Canton. Ohio

"Post-War American Films" ; "The Film in Germany
and the Film in France" ; "The Work of D. W. Grif-

fitli. 1907-1924;" "Non Fiction Films;" "The Russian

Film." From five to eight programs of approximately

two hours length each, constitute each series. Patrons

of the service must book the films by series of programs.

Series oi Local Conferences

Dr. John Hollinger of the Department of Visualiza-

tion of the Pittsburgh city schools, and Herbert T.

Olander. Instructor in Audio-Visual Aids at the Uni-

versity of Pittsburgh, have arranged four Saturday

morning conferences on audio-visual aids, designed

largely for teachers and administrators in the local

area. The first conference was held January 18th and

had us its theme "The Administration of a Visual Aids

Program." On February 15th "Visual Aids in Safety

Education" was discussed. The third conference on

March 15th, will be devoted to "Aids in the Teaching

of Science," and the final one, on April 26th, to "The
Library in Relation to Visual Aids."

School Recordings Evaluated

The evaluation of educational recordings has been

undertaken by the Association of School Film Librar-

ies in cooperation with Dr. L. Keith Tyler of the Bu-

reau of Educational Research of Ohio State Univers-

ity. The evaluations will be made available, in catalog

form, to members and subscribers of the Association.

A pamphlet, entitled "Educational Recordings for

Classroom Use," containing titles of about 375 record-

ings for school use, has been prepared as a first step in

the project. It may be obtained for fifty cents from the

Association's headquarters at 9 Rockefeller Plaza,

New York City.

Motion Pictures and Defense Activities

Dr. Leo Rosten, former professor of Economics at

the University of Chicago, has been appointed Chief

of the Motion Picture Section in the Division of In-

formation of the National Defense Commission, with

Hollywood as his headquarters. His duties will be to

assist producers in the production of defense pictures,

and in the selection of picture material utilizing defense

activities. Just previous to this apjiointment, Mr. Ros-

ten had been making a sociological study of the film

industry, under grants from the Carnegie and Rocke-

feller Foundations, results of which will be published

soon.

NEW RELEASES
in 16 mm. Sound Film of

OUTSTANDING FEATURES

MEN ARE NOT GODS
Featuring Miriam Hopkins as the impulsive secretary to

a dramatic critic. She alters one of her employer's harsh

reviews with surprising results. With Gertrude Lawrence,

9 Reels

KNIGHT WITHOUT ARMOR
A thrilling war story oi Countess Alexandra, portrayed

by Marlene Dietrich, as the lady in distress and Robert

Donat as the modemKlay knight who came to her rescue.

11 Reels

THE MAN WHO COULD WORK MIRACLES
H. G. Wells' comedy of a timid clerk who turned into

a man oi might and miracles. Starring Roland Young.
9 Reels

•
The RETURN of the SCARLET PIMPERNEL

Starring Barry Barnes and Sophie Stewart. 10 Reels

•
MURDER ON DIAMOND ROW

Based on one oi Edgar Wallace's greatest detective

novels, featuring Edmund Lowe. 8 Reels

•
THE GAIETY GIRLS

The happy story oi a merry millionaire and a gay girl.

Starring Patricia Ellis and lack Hulbert. 8 Reels

•
The PRIVATE LIFE of DON JUAN

Douglas Fairbanks in one of his typical swashbuckling,
daredevil roles, replete with vigorous swordplay and
breath-taking stunts. Stars Merle Oberon, Binnie Barnes.

10 Reels

Visif our Booth No. H-I2 of file A.A.S.A.

Convention, Atlantic City, N. J.

Send for catalog of 2000 Educational and

Entertainment subjects— for rent or sale.

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45th Street Dept. E-1 New York. N. Y.
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New Company to Film Ploys
in 16mm

Theatre -on -Film, Inc., has been
tornied recently by Joseph Pollak, to

screen outstanding Broadway plays in

their entirety exactly as they are orig-
inally produced and directed, with theii

original casts, settings, and costumes,
and to make them available for educa-
tional knu non-theatrical showing;,.
Cities and towns throughout the coun-
try will now see and hear the original
actors in great plays through the me-
dium of 16mm films. Heretofore, these
plays have reached only a very small
percentage of the people in the larger
cities where road companies have
played. Beyond these few cities visited
by road companies, the vast audiences
throughout the nation have not been
permitted so much as a glimpse of a
stage pla>-.

£071

son's The Journey to Jerusalem, has been
completed. This play was selected by
Theatre-on-Film as its initial produc-
tion because of its individual and par-
ticular fitness for the cultural, religious
and social fields. It was hailed by the
New York critics and the public as a
dramatic masterpiece. It is a moving
story of the journey of the Boy Jesus
to Jerusalem, and the revelation to him
by a Zealot from the hills that he was
the Messiah, and that it involved suf-
fering and death. The film runs for 100
minutes.

With their productions, Theatre-on-
Film, Inc., will perpetuate on film the
great art of the living drama. Its aim
is to enrich the world by creating a
permanent library of great plays com-
parable to the existing store of record-
ed great music, fine literature, and the

masterpieces of art.

A scene from the film

The company's program for the coming
season will consist of four to six produc-
tions, each made in accordance with the

highest standards of theatre technitaie.

The first production. Maxwell Ander-

"Journey to Jerusalem"

Offices have meen established at 729
Seventh avenue in New York. The or-

ganization is headed by Mr. Pollak

whose associate in this new enterprise

is Emil Christian Jensen.

Films Incokporatkd, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York City, makes the fol-

lowing announcement

:

World in Flames—a full length doc-
umentary feature, picturizing world
events of the past ten years leading up
to the present crisis—will shortly be
available in 16mm sound form. Of this

film The United Parents Association
of New York City, Inc., says : "The
picture is an excellent historical docu-
ment portraying actual scenes during
the past ten years that lead up to this

world catastrophe. It is very pertinent
that our children view this film and
learn to know how this modern mad-
ness came about." To this statement
are added the recommendations of

President Roosevelt, Wendell L. Will-
kie. Secretary of War Stimson, Secre-
tary of Navy Knox and many other
famous American leaders who urge
that every .American see this enlight-
ening film.

This vivid historical chronicle of the

years 1929 to 1940, produced by Para-
mount, was created because the editors

felt the need of making the story of

our times more clearly understandable
to the people who are the actors in the

drama. In the commentary dedicated
to "free people" they have shown how
the world depression fathered the drive

to dictatorships ; how the dictatorships

thrived on the world's weakened dem-
ocracy; and finally how the revitalized

tide of democratic faith has begun to

fight back. Complete description and
rental information can be secured from
Films Incorporated.

Schools wishing to conduct programs
on History, Democracy, National De-
fense and Patriotism will find a new
listing published by Films Incorpor-
ated entitled ".Americana Films," ex-
tremely helpful. This leaflet will be
furnished upon request to Films Incor-
porated.

The Educational Screen

Garrison Films, Inc., 1600 Broad-
way, New York City, offer the follow-
ing new films for rental or sale

:

Sunk by Submarine— 1 reel, 16mm
sound. .*\ documentary record of the
actual conduct of submarine warfare
as compiled from World War I scenes
and the years following. It shows sub-
marines, crews, preparation for attack,
attack itself and victimized ships.

Toys from Odds and Ends—1 reel,

16mm silent. Subject No. 7 in the series
of Handicraft Teaching Films produced
in cooperation with the Universal
School of Handicrafts.
Lungs— 1 reel, 16mm silent—Pro-

ducecj by Techfilm. This subject por-
trays the nature, structure and func-
tion of the lungs.

Our Bill of Rights; Our Declaration
of Independence — two films in the
.\merican historical scries, produced by
.\cademic hilms.

SniOLASTic Coach Magazine, 220
East 42n(l Street, New York City, has
produced a 16nnn moving picture anal-
ysis of volleyball techniques and fun-
damentals, with the approval of the
Volley Ball Sub-Committee of the Na-
tional Section on Women's .Athletics of
the American Association for Health,
Physical Education and Recreation.
Josephine Burke, a member of the Sub-
Committee, took personal charge of the
direction, and students of the Depart-
ment of Physical liducation at Hunter
College (New York) were the demon-
strators.

Techniques in Volley Ball for Girls
—1 reel, silent— is the title of the film.

The game is thoroughly covered under
these headings: Serves— Underhand,
Overhead, .Assistant; Handling the
Ball—Low, Chest High, High; Taking
the Speed out of the Ball; Setting Up
the Ball for a Teanmiate ; Plaving the
Ball Off the Net; The Smash or Kill;
Blocking the Ball; and Team Play.
The film employs both normal speed
and slow motion photography to solve
the problems of modern volleyball tech-
nique and strategy. .As an aid to coach-
ing the value of these slow motion
scenes can hardly be overestimated.
(Rental, $2.00 per day, plus 50c hand-
ling charge.)

American Institute of Baking, 9
Rockefeller Plaza, New York City, is

arranging showings of a new motion
picture, available free to schools, par-
ents, civic clubs, consumers, and bakers,
entitled :

Give Us This Day . . . The Story of
Bread

—

iQ minutes, 16nnn. sound—re-

plete with educational information about
one of our most important foods. The
history of bread is portrayed, with
scenes of ancient Egypt, Greece, Rome,
the Middle .Ages, the French Revolu-
tion. The film depicts how bread was
made in grandmothers' day, and how it

is prepared today in modern sanitary
bakeries, from the mixing of the flour
to wrapping of the loaves. The com-
position and food value of bread, and
its place in the daily diet are explained.

{Concluded on page 40)



impra Sound Projectors

. A Real Aid To Teachinq !

i not until the invention of the sound motion picture that Equal

tional Opportunities could be provided in such a dynamic manner

;hout the schools of America. Every school, regardless of size,

n, limitation of physical environment or finances, may now provide

learning opportunities with the aid of Amprosound 16 mm. motion

; projectors. In collaboration with educational film libraries, a

m may be planned w^hich will make an outstanding contribution to

hool and community. Ampro Educational Dealers are trained espe-

to provide service and information on all phases of Visual Education.

le Large Users of Ampro Projectors
f

1» »A *%Z\

thousands of schools, colleges, universities and libraries are using Ampro silent and
rejectors. Here is a partial list of educational, industrial, governmental and other

Ampro projectors who have re-ordered again and again— on the basis of the

ince of their original purchases. Some of these customers have

s o£ Ampro precision projectors in constant operation: Boards of

»n in New York City, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas

d hundreds of other cities—Allis-Chalmers Com-
merican Air Lines, Firestone Tire & Rubber Com-
igidaire Division, General Motors, General Electric

fy General Tire and Rubber Company, Massey
i^ompany, Mead-Johnson Company, Shell Petroleum,
re, General Motor Acceptance, Servel (Electrolux),

r-Busch, Inc. Stewart-Warner, Illinois Bell Tele-

>ictaphone Corporation, Wright Air Field, Collins

man, Barrett Company, Union Carbon & Carbide
ft Cheese Company, Keystone State Amusement Co.,

idy, Walgreen Company, Wilding Pictures Produc-
!^.C. Camps in Sparta, Wis., £l Paso, Tex., Phoenix,
olumbus, Ohio, Fort Bragg, N. C, Ideal Pictures
U. S. Navy Recruiting Service, U. S. Dept. of the
Bureau of Mines, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

—

ny other city, state and national government
ents.

LV/J

le

to see the
Ampro Dis-
ths J 45-47-
e Exhibit of

rican Asso-
' School Ad-
Drs. Nation-
:ion Associa-
lantic City,
22-27, 1941.

d -koz

ijato ^ataloa

complete line of Ampro 16 mm.
t-61m, silent, and convertible to sound
Thousands of Ampro precision projections
lering splendid service in schools all over the
"ind out what they can do for you.

rAMPRO

system ^"'.ivities- ^',,' t s<:'^°° ,i,h
various

o"?^reven *e .fe'in'^t^ee an At^gn
tabl«'.^*4 „osic in '

sure to 9«« projection
recorded

n-.^ Be jamg on v

dfm"on«
"ration bef-J^^ent. _

(KS
AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me new Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested

Q Ampro 16mm. Silent and Convertible to Sound Projectors.

D New Amprosound 16mm. Projectors.

Name _ _
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army ; a strengtliened air force ; unem-
ployment; relief; the farmer; foreign
markets and financial re-arrangements.
As an historic document, "The Third

Inauguration of Franklin D. Roose-
velt" is of great importance and per-
manent value. In spite of unusual prob-
lems in its assembly and editing, this

film is available at all photo supply
dealers at the usual low Castle prices.

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, announce the
release in 16mm and 8mm of a notable
motion picture, replete with visual aid
possibilities for teachers of many
courses, under the title

:

The Third Inauguration of Franklin
D. Roosevelt—tracing the career of the

President from his earliest entry into

public life as assistant secretary of the

navy in 1917 right

up to the present.

While the movie
may be called a

screen - biography

of a man, it goes

beyond even that

in reflecting that

man's influence
upon the changing

American scene.

It is, in fact, a

movie record of a

man and of an

era.

Following his

service with Sec-

retary Daniels in

the Navy De-
partment, Mr.

shown aJ the de-
P^^'^^nt'^' Inauguration (Photo by Underwood & Underwood)

feated candidate for vice-president with

Governor Cox heading the ticket. Retiring

Governor Al Smith then turns over af-

fairs of the state of New York to the

man whom he had groomed as his suc-

cessor at Albany. In turn. Governor
Roosevelt nominates Mr. Smith as his

party's candidate for President at the

Houston, Texas, convention.

The movie shows how national and
world economic conditions in 1932 con-

tributed to Mr. Roosevelt's first election.

It proceeds to re-live the experimental
measures that were taken to remedy
these conditions, including NRA par-

ades, WPA projects and Ahh efforts.

The Supreme court and reorganization

incidents are reflected, and the part

played in the President's overwhelming
landslide re-election in 1936. The Exec-
utive's sphere begins to widen as inter-

national affairs direct attention to

China where the "Panay" is attacked
by Japan ; to Buenos Aires where the

President personally appeals for West-
ern Hemisphere solidarity, and to Lon-
don and the war-torn countries of Eu-
rope. American defense begins to loom
large, and the President's role in this

situation is fully pictured. He is

shown inspecting arsenals, airports,

and navy yards as another election year
rolls around. Following the nomina-
tion of Willkie, and despite warm op-
position even within his own party to

a third term, he is re-nominated and
re-elected.

Throughout the reel, the American
scene is shown as afifected by the life

and acts of one man. It concludes with
a summarization of what the next four
years holds for both the Executive and
the country. Among these questions are
aid to Britain ; the Far East situation ;

two-ocean navy; military training and
armament for the biggest peace-time

The DeVhv Corporation, 1111 Arm-
itage Avenue, Chicago, reports the fol-

lowing additions to their rapidly grow-
ing 16mm sound Educational Film Li-
brary :

Chinook's Children—in which Al-
miral Byrd's famous lead dog plays
the important role.

South America—depicting the activ-

ities of the entire continent.

Palestine — describing the old and
new Holy Land.

A copy of DcVry's latest Film Cat-
alog will be sent free upon request.

Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145 West 4Sth

Street, New York City, are the exclu-
sive distributors of a number of very
unusual single-reel subjects.

Oddities in the Law—presents the

idiosyncracies of the traffic laws of
several states. For example, in Mil-
waukee, a vehicle can park only two
hours, unless it is hitched to a horse.

Life Cycle of the White or Cabbage
Butterfly—is a scientifically valuable
exposition of the life cycle of this in-

sect which is found in the country
gardens and truck patches of the United
States and Europe. Particularly inter-

esting are the closeup shots showing
the insect's voracious consumption of

living plants.

The March of Time, 369 Lexington
.-Avenue, New York City, has prepared
a Study Guide to the current March of

Time film, entitled

:

Arms and the Men—U.S.A.—show-
ing the complete story of the draft

—

how the men live and train—and many
other phases of the nation's huge de-

fense program. The Study Guide has
been issued to assist teachers of cur-

rent events and history classes who
wish to use the film, after it is seen at

the local theatre, as a basis for class-

room discussion. The Guide contains
quiz questions and answers based on
the film, bibliography of reference ma-
terial for further study, and a work
plan. It may be obtained free from
local theatre managers, or by writing
to The Study Guide, March of Time.

Post Pictures Corporation, 723

Seventh Ave., New York City, has added
to its releases a series of unusually inter-

esting 16 mm short subjects on bird and
animal life. Outstanding among them are:

The Private Life of the Gannets—

1

reel, sound—Life story of these re-

markable birds.

City of Wax— 1 reel, sound—a fas-
cinating study of the bee world.

(The above two subjects received the
highest award of the Academy of Arts
and Sciences.)

We Live in Two Worlds— 1 reel,

sound—Narration by J. B. Priestley. A
compelling argument for better under-
standing between nations and a force-
ful plea for peace.

Born to Die— 1 reel, sound—Strange
dwellers of the sea bottom and their
life evolution.

Return of the Buffalo— 1 reel, sound
—Story of the buffalo before and after
the coming of the white man.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
4Sth Street, New York City, have add-
ed many feature pictures to their li-

brary, namely:

Men Are Not Corfj—Miriam Hopkins
and Gertrude Lawrence; The Return of
the Scarlet Pimpernel — Barry Barnes
and Sophie Stewart ; Murder on Diamond
Row—Edgar Wallace's detective novel,

starring Edmund Lowe; H. G. Wells'
comedy The Man Who Could Work
Miracles—Roland Young and Ralph Rich-
ardson; The Gaiety Girls—Jack Hulbert
and Patricia Ellis ; Knicjht without Armor
—Marlene Dietrich and Robert Donat;
The Private Life of Don Juan—Douglas
Fairbanks and Merle Oberon; / Stand
Condemned—Harry Baur, Laurence Oli-

vier and Penelope Dudley-Ward.

The International Film Bureau,
59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago,
has just published its 1941 Catalog of

16mm and 35mm rental films for enter-

tainment and education, which lists

carefully selected films in the fields of

.'^rt. Geography, English, History,
Economics and Government and Sports.

An impressive list of French features

(subtitles in English) is included, as

well as a series of short French Teach-
ing Films, and films in German and
Spanish.

Newly added also to the Bureau's li-

brary of outstanding feature films are the

Alexander Korda productions of Priz'ate

Life of Henry VIII, The Ghost Goes
West, H. G. Wells' Things to Come,
Kipling's Elephant Boy, Rembrandt, The
Scarlet Pimpernel, and Catherine The
Great. The Count of Monte Cristo. Last

of the Mohicans, and several others of

recognized merit, are also listed.
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In and For the Clctssroom
{Concluded from pai/c 19)

with the classroom expanded to include the whole

community for sensory contacts in a number of ex-

perience realms.

Classes Visit Weather Station

The problem, "Weather and Climate," is dealt

with in some form or other in practically every

grade of the public school. This consideration is

appropriate because of the importance of the ef-

fects of weather and climate on our lives and ac-

tivities. This unit provides numerous occasions for

expanding the classroom beyond the four walls of

the building. Generally speaking the items con-

sidered include the measurement of temperature,

radiant energy, forms of precipitation, types of

clouds, why the wind blows, the barometer and air

pressure, storms, high and low pressure areas,

weather maps, and weather forecasts. Food, cloth-

ing, shelter, communication, and transportation are

all seriously conditioned by the influences of weather

and climate. Practically every one of the topics men-

tioned might be made the occasion for trips outside

the classroom for definite sensory experiences, but

perhaps the matter of weather forecasting is the

most appropriate for such activities because it em-

bodies all the others, and requires daily excursions

for record taking. A series of consecutive daily read-

ings provide the data for weather forecasts. Taking

the readings is not difficult, but the correct inter-

pretation of the data presents a challenge to the

forecaster. His predictions pitted against the actual

weather occurrences are a test of his thorough mas-

tery of forecasting techniques.

Classes can set up their own "weather stations"

with only a limited number of instruments and

charts. However if a weather station is conveniently

at hand, a few trips to it for study under the direc-

tion of the teacher or the weather station supervisor

will give concreteness to the classroom material,

assist in clarifying concepts, and promote a better

understanding of the principles underlying the phe-

nomena of weather and climate.

The accompanying picture indicates a demon-

stration of weather forecasting by the "weather

man" at his station. The data sheet presents the

records, together with the interpretation in the

form of the weather forecast for the day.

Weather Observations
Time of Reading—8 AM
Temperature

Temperature at reading
Maximum for past 24 hrs.

Minimum for past 24 hrs.

Highest recorded for mo.
Date recorded 1]

Lowest recorded for mo.
Date recorded 11-

Highest recording for Nov.
Lowest recording for Nov. —8*

Precipitation

0.10 inches precipitation in past 24 hours. Kind—Snow.
3.50 inclies total to date for month.
2.95 inches average for the month of November.

Relative IJumiditi/ Today 73% Yesterday 89%
Barometric PreaHure (1300 feet above sea level)

29.60s inches Today 29.228 inches Yesterday
Condition of Sky

Clear Partly Cloudy Cloudy Kind of Clouds—Nimbua
Wind Direction West Velocity 6 mpb
Weather Forecast—Snow and continued cold today—Fair and Cold

tomorrow.
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Date—Nov. 28-40
Hourly recording (past 24 hours)

22°
33° 8 AM 33° 10 PM 28°
22° 10 AM 32° 12 Md 28°
67° 12 Noon 30° 2 AM 26°

4-40 2 PM 29° 4 AM 24°
22° 4 PM 29° 6 AM 22°

7-40 6 PM 29° 8 AM 22°
78° 8 PM 29°

GET THESE

nateoo^i
R[vitwiNG mims

rOR EDUCATION,

fOR RECREATION

• Just off the press are these two new catalogues of 16 mm.
sound and silent films for school use. They include hundreds
of recent additions to the Bell & Howell Film Library, as
well as previously catalogued 61ms. And they are easier to
use; first, because educational and recreational films are
presented in separate books and, second, because educa-
tional films are now arranged by curricular divisions of
subject matter. Free to school owners of 16 mm. projectors,
2 5c each to others. Send the coupon now.

FILMOSOUND "ACADEMY
. . . the 16 mm. sound film projector that's tailored to meet
school needs . . . that's been proved in the service of thou-
sands of schools. It projects both sound and silent film and
offers a wide range of audience-handling capacity, instant
lens interchaneeability, and provisions for using micro-
phone and phonograph turntable. Exclusive Safe-lock
Sprockets make incorrect film threading impossible. Com-
plete film protection, too, is afforded by these sprockets and
by the new B&H Constant-tension Take-up. Long life and
lasting dependability—as important to cost as purchase
price—are assured by correct design, B&H metered lubri-
cation, and by precision construction by the engineers who
for 33 years have built Hollywood's preferred professional
equipment. Price, $298.

A B&H Visual Education Specialist Is Near You
B&H Visual Education Special-
ists, distributed as mapped, are
fully informed, capable, ready to
help you solve any school motion
picture problem both before and
after purchase. This staff is but one
expression of Bell & Howell's com-
plete service to schools, which also
includes renting and selling films
and supplying cameras and acces-
sories as well as projectors.

Use coupon for specialist's service; for information,

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

O Send Educational Film Catalogue.
n Send Recreational Film Catalogue.
D Send details on projectors for D sound film; Q silent film.

n We now own sUent ^^ ™°** P^oJe^O" of make
bought from
D. Have your nearest Visual Education Specialist call to help me
with this problem:

Name.

.

.

SchooL .

.

Address.

City

PRECISION-MADE BY

.State

BELL& HOWELL
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SVE Kodachrome Slide Catalog

The Society for Visual Education.
Inc., 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago,
has just issued their first catalog of

2x2 Kodachrome Slides. It is an im-
pressive and comprehensive compila-
tion of slides assembled expressly for

classroom use. The thousands of trans-
parencies listed in the 62 pages repre-
sent only the nucleus about which the
library will be built during the coming
year. A second section of this catalog
is already in preparation and will ap-
pear within a few months.
The catalog has been developed pri-

marily for use in the schoolroom, and
the individual slides are listed alpha-
betically under the following curricu-
lum headings : Fine Arts, Geography
(Foreign and United States), History,
Literature, Natural Sciences, Patriotic,
Recreation and Travel, Religion, So-
ciology, Transportation, and Water
Safety.

Despite the current world crisis, the
Society has been fortunate in acquir-
ing Kodachromes of almost every for-
eign country, photographed in natural
color on the actual location pictured.
The foreign slides feature places of
interest, historic and geographic, and
costumes and manners of the people.

Prices are 50c each for slides in

Eastman cardboard Readymounts, or
60c each mounted in the new S.V.E.
glass Slide Binder.
A separate listing of their "Library

of Religious Filmstrips and Koda-
chromes" (Catalog 1940-41) has also
been compiled by the Society, present-
ing material recently acquired or re-
vised. The Picturols are classified un-
der Religion in Art, Episcopal Sets,
Peace, Temperance, Sermons, Sunday
School Lessons and Bible Study, Ge-
ography of the Holy Land, Life in
Biblical Times, Missionary Study,
Hymns.

De Vry Movie News
The De Fry Movie Nnvs, published by

the DeVry Corporation, 1111 Armitage
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, is now ready
for distribution. Of particular interest
and value to those in the Visual Edu-
cation field, this well printed, newsy,
pictorial publication is sent Free to
those requesting same.

Music Note Pitch Teaching Device

A novel musical instrument has been
designed for teaching music in the
classroom. It is pleasing to the eye,

compact and portable, measuring 30"x-
36", and at a finger touch becomes a
dynamically animated object display-
ing the note on the chart and repro-
ducing the correct tone desired at the
same time, thus appealing to the three
senses, sight, hearing and touch. It

shows the student of music with his

own eyes, what he may expect to hear
with his ears.

The Notation shown on the chart
was arranged by Milo Fields, a music
teacher connected with the public school
system in Wells County, Indiana. The
construction of the keys and air cham-
ber were fashioned by an accordian
manufacturer, Cris Zuerch«r, of Berne,
Indiana. The tones are produced
through tongue reeds, giving them
pleasing organ-like effects. The face
of the chart is so designed that every
detail to be taught may be plainly seen.
The range is from low B-flat to A, cov-
ering the range of the average soprano
voice. Chords may be demonstrated
without moving a single part. The
science of chord construction may be
vividly impressed upon the pupil, as the
tones may be prolonged or suspended
indefinitely. The different scales are
printed on the chart, thereby giving the

Chart devised to teach music.

key signature of any chosen scale. The
correct relation of notes, sharps and
flats to one another are clearly shown.

Vocational Guidance Slidefilm

A sound slidefilm, entitled "Youth in

the Market Place," is a welcome addi-

tion to the limited number of visual

aids available for vocational guidance
work. This film, produced especially

for high school and college students,

pictures a young man's introduction to

the seven major basic qualities essen-
tial for finding himself in the world of

work, and is drawn from hundreds of
actual incidents. It points out the real

need of youth, and suggests a virtually

untapped field for educators and others
who wish to help meet that need.
Complete sound and projection equip-

ment is shipped if desired, along with
the picture, by its producer, A. Gordon
Bradt, 818 Judson Avenue, Evanston,
Illinois.

2x2 Slide Sets

Full double 35mm size 2"x2" slide sets

—twenty mounted slides in a set—are
offered by Art Slide Company for one
dollar a set. Titles of some of the sets

indicate the subject-matter: "Country
Paths and Roads," "Flower Collection,"

"Trees," "Lakes and St'^ams," "Table-
Top Antics," showing comical antics of

puppets, "Assorted Views" (2 sets com-
piled as samples of the photographic

The Educational Screen

quality of the slides), and consist-
ing of scenic, travel and pictorial sub-
jects. Three sets of Art Slides, ten
slides to a set, furnish art studies of
the female form for the use of art stu-
dents and teachers.

Complete information on the slide
sets, 100-watt Vokar projector, and out-
fit for making 2x2 slides, can be ob-
tained from Art Slide Co., Sippo Lake,
Canton, Ohio.

Motion Pictures

—

Not for Theatres

(Continued from page 17)

From the standpoint of visual education,
not only may the picture plan to be tO(>

restricted, but the producer's sphere of
operations may be needlessly narrow-
needlessly, that is, if the producer expects
to make the living profit to which he is

entitled. Robert Bruce, it will be recalled,

was too canny to limit even his first

motion picture to the vicinity of his
ranch, although his original thought had
been to attract the Eastern dudes to it.

Nevertheless, one finds able motion pic-

ture photographers living closely to each
important tourist center, specializing in

"views" of the local "sights," the post-
card perquisite commonly part of the
business.

This observation is possibly belied by
the records of the Yellowstone Park Film
Company, which was organized at Gar-
diner, Montana, in 1917, and Best's Stu-
dio at Yosemite National Park, in Cal-
ifornia, which has produced a long series
of reels concerning that area. I don't
know. Perhaps Best's had more than
ordinary sightseeing interests. I am not
forgetting that Arthur C. Pillsbury made
some of his finest flower pictures in a
secluded studio at Yosemite. So the Yel-
lowstone concern seems a better case in

point. It was headed by Howard Eaton,
a well known guide to the Yellowstone
country, with W. S. Berry, a photog-
rapher at Gardiner since about 1902, as

secretary and manager. To be sure, there

is an inexhaustible supply of photo-

graphic material in both of the wonder-
lands mentioned ; but how are organiza-

tions which merely capitalize the landscape

in its scenic aspects—fickle theatrical

and non-theatrical interests being what
they are—to make their specialties pay?

If they had enlarged their spheres to

cover all of the national parks, or even
had added a few more to make a regional

group, they surely could have found a

more receptive, steadier market. Results

might still have been cursory, but they

would have been less repetitious, too. In

other words, the fiddler would have more
tunes in his repertoire. For it is a fact,

now iterated several times in these pages,

that just a few subjects are of small

value to either the producer or the field

he serves, whereas a large and varied

supply of even ordinary ones, justifies

organization and maintenance.

(To be continued)



Also for the Visual Field —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field

—

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.

The first Supplement is ready—presenting, on 50 standard-

size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple judg-

ments of the 50 films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers
under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding
Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota

of Score Cards from the Committee.
Price per Supplement, with full explanations accompanying,

50 cents (postpaid if cash with order.) (Sold only to owners or

purchasers of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Through-
out the text the theory of visual aids is applied to textbook-

illustration. "Visualizing the Curriculum", itself a splendidly

"visualized text", provides an abundance of technical guidance

in the form of illustrative drawings of photographs, reports of

school journeys, suggestions for mounting materials, for mak-
ing slides, film strips, etc. It incorporates up-to-date material,

provides a fine balance in the treatment of various teaching

aids, evaluates various types of aids, and defines the functions

and values of each in the learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price.$2.7S

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)

By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those

interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of

Visual Instruction." "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"

"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

An important contribution to the literature of the visual field.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of extended

investigations on the teaching values of the lantern slide and

stereograph.
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ p^.^^ ^^ ^^

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

Full Proceedings of the Midwestern Forum on Visual

Aids (Held in Chicago, May 1939)

The most complete record ever printed and on one of the

livest visual meetings ever held. Numerous addresses by lead-

ing figures in the visual field, a notable Directors' Round Table
and three complete recordings of classes taught by sound films:

are among the rich contents of the 80-page booklet.

80 pages, Paper. Price 50c.

(25c to subscribers of Educational Screen)

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton.

Simple directions for making this economical and increas-

ingly popular teaching aid. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-
termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of
the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a
solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Devereux.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-
portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture

to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with
the development of fundamental bases of production, with the
experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss
the effective use of the sound film in teaching.

220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

MOTION PICTURES IN EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES. By Cline M. Koon.

A report of the instructional use and indirect educational in-

fluence of motion pictures in this country, divided into nine

units. Treats the motion picture (1) as an educational influence;

(2) in service of health and social hygiene
; (3) in governmental

service and patriotism; (4) in vocational guidance; (5) in in-

ternational understanding; (6) Motion picture legislation; (7)

technique of production and distribution; (8) systematic intro-

duction of films in teaching
; (9) general educational problems

of films in teaching.

106 pp. Paper. Price $1.00 (20% discount to schools)

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material

To BUbscribers
Price of E. S.

"1000 and One" Film Directory $ .76 » .26 Q
Film Evaluation Supplement 60 Q .50 D
Visualizing the Curriculum 2.75 D 2.75 D
The Audio-Visual Handbook 1.50 1.60

Picture Values in Education 1.00 O .67 O
Proceedings of Mid-West Forum on
Visual Aids 50 O -25

Evaluation of Still Pictures 60 O .60

The Educational Talking Picture 2.00 2.00 Q
(To Schools 1.60 LJ 1.60 D

How to Use Educational Sound Film 2.00 O 2.00 O
(To Schools) 1.60 D 1.60 O

Motion Pictures in Education in
The United States 1.00 O 1.00 O
(To Schools) 80 D .son

Stereograph and Lantern Slide in Education .15 O '15 O
How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides 10 O -l^ O
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TJTlDr TfUT^^ & Df A Trade Directory
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FILMS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Audio-Film Libraries (2)

661 Bloomfield Ave.. Bloomfield, N. J.
(See advertisement on page 36)

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 41)

Castle Films (3)RCA BIdg., New York City
(See advertisement on page 1)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago
Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan BIdg.
Mankato. Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1)

Teaching Films Division,

Rochester, N. Y.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)
35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City,

N. Y.
(See advertisement on pagre 25)

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.

Garrison Films (3,6)

IfjOO Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 29)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St.. W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 45th St., New York City

(See advertisement on paye 37)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)
Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Health Film Service (3)
First Nafl Bank BIdg., Salem, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 36)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, 5)
1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 4)

International Film Bureau (3, 5)
59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 36)

Lewis Film Service (3)
105 E. Itt St., Wichita, Kan.

(See advertisement on page 37)

Manse Film Library (2)
1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement on page 28)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)
"22 Seventh Ave., New York City

(See advertisement on page 27)

Sunray Films, Inc. (2, 5)
Film BIdg., Cleveland, O.

(See advertisement on page 28)

Theatre-on-Film, Inc. (2)
1619 Broadway, New York City.

(See advertisement on page 29)

Continuous Insertions under one

United Educator Films Co. (2)
State Theatre BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
107 South Court, Sq., Memphis, Tenn.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (S)

Rockefeller Center, New York City
(See advertisement on page 34)

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)
Old Colony BIdg., Des Moines, la.

Wholesome Films Service, Inc. (1, 6)
48 Melrose St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco, Cal.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)
2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 39

i

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 41)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 2)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)
1813 Orchard St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 32)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 4)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 31)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City
United Educator Films Co. (2)

State Theatre BIdg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
107 South Court, Sq., Memphis, Tenn.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)
Davenport, Iowa

(See advertisement on page 27)

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 33)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on oatside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES and FILM SLIDES
Art Education, Inc.

35 W. 34th St., New York City.
(See advertisement on page 28^

Art Slide Co.
Sippo Lake, Canton, O.

(See advertisement on page 37)

Eastman Educational Slides
303 Greenleaf Ave..

Wilmette, III.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Friends of the Western Mountains
Areata, Calif. (2x2 "Kodachromes")

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 4)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Dr. Weston A. Price

8926 Euclid Ave., Cincinnati, O.
(See advertisement on page 36)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement c,n page 36)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suffern, New York

(See advertisement on page 28)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buflfalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 25)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
<i) indicates ISznm silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.

(3) indicates
silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.

(6) indicates
silent.

35mm sound and

heading, $L50 per issue; additional listings under other headings, 75c each.
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SINCE 1913 -HEADQUARTERS
for

MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

12 Inch

Speaker

Here's the New Low Priced

DEVRY QR-12 16MM.
SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

Featuring: STOP-ON-FILM for safe showing of
single frames as "still" pictures, MOTOR RE-
WIND for high speed rewinding without chang-
ing belts or reels, REVERSE SWITCH for run-
ning film backwards, 12 INCH SPEAKER in
Separate case, AIRPLANE LUGGAGE CARRY-
ING CASES.

Projects both sound and silent

films. 750-1000 watt illumina-
tion, 1600 ft. film capacity.

Ample sound volume for 300
to 500 people.

Free llferafure gladly sent.

For Superlative Sound Pictures
in the Largest of Auditoriums

DEVRY 16MM.

ARC LAMP
SOUND FILM

PROJECTOR
Matches the performance
of professional 35mm.
units. Embodies a heavy

duty Sprocket Intermittent

movement assuring smooth,

quiet, long lasting oper-

ation. Light source capable

of providing 24 ft. image
at a throw of 125 feet or

more. 4000 ft. film capa-

city, the equivalent of

10,000 in 35mm., affords

one and three-quarter hours
of continuous playing time.

IV/iafever Your Visual

Education Needs May Be --

OeVry Can Best Supply Them!

For Theatrical Projection and Film Protection

DE VRY "INTERPRETER" 16MM.
SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

This is the smart two-case projector visual

education experts everywhere acclaim as
the peer of all 16mm. sound projectors.
Ideally suited for schools because it pro-
jects sound or silent pictures.

" Finer Sound

" Better
Pictures

* So Easy to
Operate

* Lastingly
Dependable

DEVRY
EDUCATIONAL
FILM LIBRARY

/ 6mm.. Sound and
Silent Films

For Classroom Teaching of

"" Geography
"" Nature Study
'• Literature
'•" History ''' Safety
'' Health "" Etc.

FREE LESSON PLANS
LOW RENTAL RATES

FREE CATALOG
Gladly Sent on Request

Silent Movies at Ttieir Best

DE VRY "G-5"
16MM. PROJECTOR

Sharp, brilliant, rock-steady pic-

tures are yours with this superb
projector. .500 watt illumination.

DeVRY
CORPORATION

MM Armitage Avenue, Chicago, III. ra. -««&<?

New York (Established 1913) Hollywood '%-^
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BAUSCH
The Educational Screen

& LOMB BALOPTICONS
for every still

projection purpose
Whether you use lantern sHdes, opaque objects or
strip fihn as subject material in a small school room
or a large auditorium—whether your image is to be
color or black and white, there is a B&L Balopticon
designed especially for your purpose and made to

the high standards of quality for which all Bausch &
Lomb instruments are noted. Illustrated herewith are
a few of the many models available.

B&L 2"x2" Slide PTOjecfor: Gives same high quality
projection as obtainable from standard 3}^' x 4" slide

Balopticons. 150 watt, 115 volt bulb. High efficiency pro-
jection lens and triple lens condenser.

Model B Balopticon: A lantern slide projector easy to

operate. Available lenses permit projection distances from
4 to 80 feet. 500 watt, 115 volt lamp with pre-focus base.
Model BDT is the same but with convenient tilting base.

Model ERM: For opaque objects only. Optical system
produces brilliant, sharp image in color or black and white.
Projects 6" x 6? g' area of object being used. 500 watt, 115
volt lamp with pre-focus base. Built in blower cooling
system.

Model LRM: For slides and opaque objects. Combines
Model ERM with slide projector. Has efficient, built-in

blower cooling system. Uses one 500 watt, 11S volt lamp
for both optical systems.

For complete information on these and other B&L
Balopticons, write to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,

688 St. Paul Street, Rochester, N. Y.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY

EST. 1853

FOP YOUR EYES, INSIST ON BAUSCH S LOMB EYEWEAR, MADE rROM BAUSCH
& LOMB GLASS TO BAUSCH & LOMB HIGH STANDARDS OF PRECISION
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LET DARKEST AFRICA

OR YOUR STUDENTS
iM

CASTLE FILMS'

16 MM SOUND AND SILENT EDITIONS

One of the most convincing examples of graphic

teaching by film ever produced! As authentic as it is

thrilling! Your students v/ill see Africa as it really is!

Native customs that go back beyond all memory!

Wild life caught unawares! A father lion training his

cub in the ruthless ways of the jungle! Narrow escape

from a cheetah! Life at the water hole! Awesome
spectacle of the magnificent Victoria Falls! An im-

pressive and compelling screen achievement!

• • •

Equally amazing is the low price which Castle Filmit

maintains for this and other Castle educational

movies. Their prices are within the limits of even the

strictest school budgets.

CASTLE FiLIMS CAN BE PURCHASED FROM
YOUR VISUAL AIDS DEALER OR YOUR
NEAREST PHOTO SUPPLY STORE. Get your

copy now. Use the handy order form below.

CASTLE FILMS
NEW YORK
RCA BUriDING

CHICAGO
FIELD BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

RUSS BUILDING

Attention ... FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLASSES
Many superb Castle films are available in French

and Spanish language editions at no additional

charge.Write for a complete listing of subjects.

Please send Castle Films' "Native Africa"

in the size and edition checked at right.

Name

.

Address

.

City State
T-2

16 mm
Silent

360 Feet

$8.7S D

Sound
350 Feet

(17.50 D

8 mm
Silent

180 Feet

$5.50 a
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A Letter to the U. S. Post Office

AT THE suggestion and example of our good friend,

B. A. Aughinbaugh of Ohio, we personally have
sent to the Classification Division, U. S. Post Ofifice

Department, Washington, D. C, the following letter:

"We wish to place on record an application to have
the postal rate on exposed-and-developed, non-in-

flammable, educational motion picture film made the

same as the present book rate. We base our applica-

tion on the fact that it is the content, not the physical

format, which determines the classification of 'books.'

Catalogs, for example, may look like books but the

postal regulations say they are catalogs. Educational

motion pictures may not look like books but they

have the same content as books—hence by implica-

tion the educational motion picture is a 'book.'
"

The advantages to the visual field of a lowered postal

rate on teaching films are obvious. Enough thousands
of letters of the above import and purpose would
mightily increase the chances of such a change. Such
letters will impleinent strongly the D V I Resolution

now driving toward the same goal. Why not get out

the old pen and paper right now ?

A Matter of Typography

TAT E ARE experimenting a bit this month with the

» » set-up of one of our regular departments, "The
Literature of Visual Instruction" (Pages 66-68). Titles

of articles cited, with all reference data on each, are

grouped together at the beginning, forming a quasi
Table of Contents, or Index to the literature of the
month. Under each entry, that receives extended com-
ment by the departmental editor, is a reference in pa-
rentheses to a numbered paragraph. These paragraphs
follow the Index, in numerical order, with the article

title repeated for each.

The change aims to serve a twofold purpose. First,

all readers can see at a comprehensive glance, within
the compass of a half page or so, the total utterance of

the field for that month, and may read Miss Schneider's
comments in any order dictated by interest or inclina-

tion. Second, for those readers interested chiefly in

special aspects of the field, the new arrangement greatly

facilitates selection and directs these readers instantly

to the subject matter that particularly appeals to them.
Whether the new arrangement is retained, or the
former is resumed, will be determined by the tenor of

our mail in coming days, weeks or months.

At Least a Second Term
fyHE Atlantic City meeting on February 24 to 26
-L gives every promise of being a notable success,

thanks to the excellent program, able management and
skillful promotion achieved by the present administra-
tion of the Department. We are already disturbed by
the thought that this administration's term is supposedly
half over already. It has gathered a deal of momentum
in its six months. Why lose this elan, as usual, at the

June elections ? Why not President Reed and Secretary

The Educational Screen

Bowen for a second term? A "second term" is just

nothing at all these days 1 Our vote for Reed and Bowen
may be counted now

!

The Program Reprinted

AND speaking of Atlantic City, the program for the

D V I winter meeting regularly appears in our
January issue, giving supposedly adequate "advance
notice" to allow readers to lay plans to attend. There is,

however, a surprisingly widespread tendency among
our "last-minute-men" to rely on the February issue for

this information. In deference to this worthy minority
we reprint the program, exactly as in January, on page
71 of this issue. N. L. G.

The

National Film Evaluation Project

progresses steadily, with the Judging
Committee functioning more smoothly
and efficiently than ever. The first "Film
Evaluation Supplement to 1000 and One
Films" (50 films evaluated on 50 F. E.
Cards for 50 cents) appeared in Novem-
ber last. We have not space to print the
enthusiasms it has evoked. To judge from
the present influx of Score Cards, the
second Film Evaluation Supplement (an-
other 50 films) may appear within 60
days. And the Judging Committee is the
cause of it all

!

The Project is becoming more ambi-
tious. We now see no reason why every
film-using school should not be rep-

resented on the Judging Committee—by
one or more of its faculty, serving a single

year or indefinitely. Many of the present
Committee are beginning their third year
as active judges, scoring a minimum of 20
films a year. Hence

A Cordial Invitation

to every teacher using 10 or more films

per semester with classes—in any subject,

any grade, anywhere in the 48 States

—

who is willing to score them on the Stan-
dard Score Card of the Project

:

Join the national Judging Com-
mittee—at no cost, ininimum ef-

fort, and maximum satisfaction to

yourself in having a share in this

unique service to the entire field

of visual instruction.

A postcard request will bring you full

information by return mail.
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Statuary show-
ing chess game
between Queen
Elizabeth and
King Philip H

of Spain.

The Factor of Selection in the

Use of Visual Aids

IN a majority of cases the failure of visual aids to

make an appreciable contribution to the work of

the classroom is attributable to poor selection on

the part of the teacher. Textbook teaching in this

country has progressed to that point where textual

material is subjected to the most vigorous scrutiny

and appraisal. The selection of textbooks is in-

trusted to carefully chosen committees who devote

much time and effort to the task. The relation of the

textual material to the actual work to be done by

the class is carefully studied by the teacher. She

subjects the text to critical analysis, and weighs its

possibilities from every angle. It has come to occupy

such a place of importance in the scheme of instruc-

tion that she measures the success or failure of her

teaching in terms of so many pages or chapters

mastered by her pupils. Whether the time and

energy thus expended are justified by the results is

beside the point. No teacher expects to get very far

with her pupils who has not at her command a vital,

well-organized body of textual material. She does

not deceive herself into thinking that she can "make
bricks without straw." She has no illusions as to

the need for carefully chosen materials rich in

teaching value, if there is to be any learning.

Discussing present-day tendencies in urthinking
selection oi pictorial materials, with a single

striking example of right teaching procedure.

DANIEL C. KNOWLTON
Professor of Education, New York University

In nine cases out of ten her attitude is just the

reverse in connection with the use of visual mate-

rials. It apparently is not a matter of moment
whether the picture is trivial or inconsequential, or

contains but a fragment of information ; it is "a pic-

ture" and for that reason great things are expected

of it. She would not think of placing before her class

a page of text containing a single item of informa-

tion of questionable value. She is not satisfied with

a series of trivial and inconsequential statements.

Her demands are for something almost encyclopedic

in its content and scope. Textbooks now on the

market, whatever their subject matter, fairly bristle

with data and generalizations. No such demand is

made of a picture or visual aid. Little attention is

given ahead of time to its content; none at all to

the organization of that content for instructional

purposes. This is all the more strange when our

textbooks have attained to such a point of technical

organization for instructional purposes.

Perhaps the reason for this uncritical attitude i?

the tendency to relegate the visual aid to a subordi-

nate place in the scheme of instruction. Like the

frosting on the cake it can be omitted if the recipe

be a good one. Too often the visual material must
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find a place ajter the teaching procedure has been

carefully mapped out. It is the last element to be

introduced, and so is the first to be discarded. On
the other hand,;^no.thing must be allowed to inter-

fere with the textual material selected; Until visual

materials are give^i the same opportunity to con-

tribute to learning as has been accorded the text-

books they will continue to occupy an insignificant

place in the instructional program. There will not

be the same challenge for critical selection as con-

fronts the teacher in the case of the textbook. Not
all teaching calls for visual aids, but present day
teaching demands the use of much more visual mate-

rial than is now employed. Each teaching situation

must be appraised from the standpoint of the cur-

riculum materials likely to prove the most effective,

whatever their nature. Visual materials must not be

overlooked in such an appraisal. When this is once

recognized, tlie same care must be exercised in se-

lecting them as marks the selection of a bit of text.

As has already been noted, two things must be

considered : the content—i.e. the actual information

conveyed by the visual aid—and the organization of

this data. One is just as important as the other. Per-

haps organization-—and this is just as true of textual

material—is the more important of the two. To
begin with, however, there must be something to

organize. Organization on the other hand, is often

a question of a flat picture against a stereograph.

Again it may be a projected picture as against one

incorporated in the textbook as one of its many il-

lustrations. The advocacy by many of our leaders in

the visual field of certain forms of visual aids, such

as the slide or stereograph or the motion picture,

has given rise to the impression that there is a pre-

ferred form of visual material. The truth is that

each is most eflfective when used in that relationship

to which it is best suited from the standpoint of

content and form. Aside from its bearing on the

teaching of art the uses of a painting, for example,

are limited. This use may hinge upon the fact that

it is the work of an artist of some particular school.

It is most eflfective where the contribution of the

artist is more or less identical with the response

sought by the teacher from the pupil, but she must
be clear as to what she seeks from it. A picture like

"the spirit of '76" is limited to a few very specific

uses. But there is still another consideration

:

teachers must be clear as to the added contribution

which a picture of this sort may make to a teaching

situation when embodied in slide form and pro-

jected, or if incorporated in a motion picture.

There are situations where a motion picture is the

most eflfective form of visual aid ; there are many
others where the textbook illustration meets every

demand. Until the teacher has compared and eval-

uated the results of the uses of the same picture in

these many forms ; until she is in a position to ap-

praise the relationship of one form of visual aid to

another, she is likely to blunder along with inef-

fective material. The idea that one visual aid may
be substituted for another so long as it embodies the

same data, has long since been exploded in the light

of classroom practice. There is still a tendency to

make a complicated visual aid, such as a motion
picture, perform the work characteristic of simpler

forms, such as the slide and map, in addition to that

for which it was primarily designed. It is but addi-

tional evidence of an uncritical attitude on the part

of the teacher responsible for the selection of this

material.

The results which follow the introduction of care-

fully selected visual materials into the work of the

classroom well repay the time and energy spent in

the critical appraisal suggested. The other day a

sixth-grade teacher showed me a photograph which

at once attracted my attention. She had been pre-

senting a series of history and geography units cov-

ering the exploration of the North American con-

tinent. She had just completed a unit on Renaissance

Spain, and another on the Spaniards in the South-

west. She was planning for a study of Elizabethan

England, and this was to be followed by a unit on
English exploration. Although a comparative

stranger to the possibilities of visual materials, she

was anxious to try her hand with pictures. The pic-

ture which she proposed to use was in the form of

a bit of statuary. At either end of a chessboard sat

two figures. One was Queen Elizabeth, the other

King Philip II of Spain. The board between them,

instead of being covered with the conventional

pieces so familiar to lovers of the game, was strewn

with tiny ships. To one familiar with the happenings

of the time it was a most illuminating presentation

of the situation. Would it convey to sixth-grade

boys and girls the same insight into the period?

There was much in the picture itself to warrant

a favorable answer. It was the kind of a scene to

arouse interest. It was one that coincided closely

with the experiences of the group. The royal

players, the pieces used, the possible moves, the in-

terest of the players in the game, their own interest

in games, the incentives before the winner—these

were some of the focal points about which the re-

lated data might readily be assembled. What form

of picture would best serve the teacher's purpose?

It was agreed that the slide would serve best as the

picture was to be used as a means of introducing the

unit. This would enable the teacher to focus the

entire attention of the class on the material. The
children were permitted to comment freely upon

what they saw, and to ask questions, the teacher in-

terjecting now and then a helpful word, or suggest-

ing helpful sources of information.

Four weeks passed. The final work of the unit

was the writing of a drama which was presented

before the whole school in the auditorium. Although

this centered largely about the person of Francis

Drake, it was the general consensus of opinion that

the success of the unit was due largely to the in-

ternational chess game with which it had been

launched. As the diminutive Elizabeth and her

Court strutted across the boards discussing her re-

lations with "my dear cousin," the influence of the

picture was constantly in evidence. This particular

teacher needed no further proof of the potency of

visual aids. The battle was more than half won
when she made her choice.
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Audio - Visual Aids and National Defense

THE people of America are giving serious thought

and effort to the problems of national defense.

But too many of us are inclined to believe that

all we need is a large armed force and the mechanical

equipment to make it effective in fighting the enemy.

That is a short-sighted view and one that the people

of England and France entertained—to their everlast-

ing regret. National defense in a world of power pol-

itics requires strong allies, friends who will protect the

flank and rear when the fighting is out in front. The
democratic nations of Europe thought they had them

but they spent more time in attempting to out-man-

euver each other than they did in cementing closer and

more dependable alliances. They did not realize that

unless there is an honest and sincere effort to under-

stand and help each other, allies will fall apart at the

first sign of self-interest or a powerful adversary. To-

day no alliance in Europe, even among the Axis pow-
ers, is sincere or lasting.

For us in the western hemisphere, the tragic fate of

Europe has presented a problem and taught a lesson

that not even the wilfully blind can miss. We, too.

must have allies and faithful ones if we are to be free

from constant threat and possible attack. Fortunately.

we are not entirely without them. We can depend
upon the cordial relationships we have built up with

our neighbors to the north. In spite of the Revolution-

ary War, and the War of 1812, when we were on op-

A notable development of cnidio-visual

maiericds planned for better language
teaching and international understanding.

AMO DE BERNARDIS
Supervisor, Visual Education,

Public Schools, Portland, Oregon

posite sides, Canada and the United States have lived

for over a century in mutual trust and friendship.

Would that the same could be said for our relation-

ship with the Pan-American countries to the south

!

Here, our history has not been one to ins])ire confidence

in each other. The North American has been so sure

of himself that he has taken Latin America too much
for granted. The Latin American, on the other hand,

has looked with suspicion upon the Colossus to tlie

north and has feared the possibilities inherent in his

might.

Today, we can no longer take our neighbors to the

south for granted. From a purely selfish angle, if for

no other, it is no longer safe for us to neglect them.

We must learn to understand them and must find

ways and means to convince them that they have noth-

ing to fear from us. Unless we do this, and speedily

too, we may find the Monroe Doctrine a scrap of paper

to be torn up like the other public documents and na-

tional policies of the nations in Europe.

That is why the schools of Portland, a port which

has had an extensive commerce and contact with Cen-

tral and South America, are now undertaking a pro-

gram of education designed not only to acquaint our

young people with the beauties and cultures of our

Latin American neighbors, but also to give them a

speaking and hearing knowledge of the Spanish

language. It is indeed surprising that in the western
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Locating the lands of the language studied.

half of the world which, unlike the eastern, needs but

two languages—English and Spanish—to make any

citizen intelligible to the other, practically no effort has

been made to teach those two to every child.

It is true that our high schools have taught Spanish

for many years, but this has been to only a few of our

children, and at that for only a short time. Today,

hardly a single graduate of our high schools or col-

leges can speak any modern language fluently or un-

derstand a native unless by some good fortune he has

either lived in a bi-lingual home, or traveled abroad.

It is in the hope of correcting this condition that

the Portland Public Schools have undertaken a some-

what revolutionary program of building a foundation

of ear-and-tongiie training in Spanish before the stu-

dent enters the high school. Portland has created, and

published, a series of phonograph records in basic

Spanish which, with the accompanying manual should

go far to create a substitute for a Spanish language en-

vironment. These records are distributed to the ele-

mentary schools and wherever possible to the homes
of our students. In both places they serve as a self-

teaching device. They can achieve satisfactory results

with hardly any outside aid. If these records are

played often enough, in the home, or, if in each special

Spanish class or e.xtra-curricular Spanish clubs, they

form an important part of the curriculum or program,

they should succeed eventually in training the ears of

our children to recognize instantly a basic Spanish

phraseology and with some practice to be able to repeat

it.

In these days of restricted budgets, the matter of

economy is of the greatest importance. To hire any
large number of extra teachers is out of the question

for elementary school Spanish. Few communities have
the necessary funds; however, these phonograph rec-

ords could easily serve as a more or less adequate sub-

stitute ; if the school authorities in any community
really become enthusiastic and show an interest in the

project it is possible to make of this phonographic ear-

training a highly effective addition to the "traditional

pedagog}'.

Of course the Portland Schools are not satisfied

merely with language training. The times demand a
broader program—and one with a more immediate re-

sponse. National Defense demands that we promote
such an understanding of the scenic wealth, the com-
mercial possibilities of Pan America, and the delights

of tlieir art and music, that our people and those of

Pan America can really visualize each other's problem
and participate in each other's culture. For this reason
we stimulate the study of Pan American geography
and through our music and art departments present

courses in Latin American music, costumes, art prod-
ucts and crafts.

However, to return to the records, the crux of the

problem lies in a greater mastery of the Spanish lan-

guage. Nothing so compliments an individual as an
effort to speak his language. Nothing so acquaints

a person with the atmosphere and personality of a for-

eign scene as a visit to this country and a little con-

versation with its inhabitants. Once our students ac-

quire a greater mastery over the spoken tongue, they

will be ready for the vast tourist migrations which, in

former years, were turned to Europe and Asia.

A casual glance over the subject matter of these

records will make evident how practical it is. Every

Phonograph record and manual for the study of Spanish.

record contains sentences and phrases which would be

of direct use to anybody visiting our neighbors to the

south. Such subjects as "The Family," "Numbers,
Dates, and Time," "Money and Measures," "Apart-

ments and Hotels," "Meals," "Traffic Regulations,"

"Mexican Schools," etc. give an idea of the funda-

mental importance of the contests. Thanks to the happy
collaboration of a considerable number of school people

as well as local citizens, the school authorities are able

to issue the entire set in an album, and a sixty-five page
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manual containing literal translations, simple grammar,

additional exercises and conversational material for

the nominal sum of $2.50. Once this material has been

absorbed, there is nothing to prevent the issuance of

supplementary sets from time to time.

Mention should also be made of the large collection

of pictures, films, slides, and exhibits on Spanish

American subjects which are made available to the

pupils of our schools through the activity of the Visual

Education Department. It would be a mistake to spend

so much on one phase of the subject that other and

equally important ones are neglected. Eventually, we
hope to have a large number of sound films depicting

the life and activities of our Pan-American neighbors.

With that as a form of vicarious travel and a subject

knowledge of Spanish to understand the sound track

on the film we will have gone a long way not only to

make our people more bi-lingual, but to tie North,

Central and South America into a hemisphere with

a united culture. This will result in making us im-

pregnable to the attacks of foreign enemies ; it will

also enrich our lives and increase our enjoyments.

Use of Natural Science Sound Films

In Primary Grades
CARL T. COBBS
District Sup't. Little Lctke School
Whittier Union High School District, California

MANY sound films have been made for use in the

classroom. These films have been intended to

fill a vital need. Many opinions have been given

speculating on how well the need was filled. Experi-

mental evidence has been given for some films on the

higher grade levels. Experimental evidence is lacking

on most sound films which could be used to meet the

interest on the primary level. The picture is a language

in itself and has been used by man ever since he has

attempted to communicate with others. Motion pictures

have been used eiTectively to teach natural science to

the intermediate grades. Properly projected films have

proved satisfactory to all the primary grades. Both

silent and sound pictures have proved beneficial.

The purposes of this experimental investigation was

to teach three short natural science units to grades one,

two, three and four and compare the differences in total

learning made by an experimental group who had the

rather technical sound films as supplementary teaching

material, and by a control group who had every privil-

ege except the use of the three sound films.

The materials used were a sound projector, three

sound films, with one on plant life and two on animal

life, a portable four by six foot beaded screen, Cal-

ifornia Test of Mental Maturity—Short Form for

equating intelligence (Pre-Primary, Primary and Ele-

mentary), a unit of instruction (including a manual

for each film for the experimental group only), and

three original tests (one for each unit of study).

Six schools were chosen where grades one, two. three

and four were available for the study. There were three

control schools and three experimental schools, re-

spectively. The regular teachers of the grades men-

tioned were accepted. Each group took the same six

weeks to complete the units of study. The units of in-

struction, which included the continuity of the films,

were the guides for the teachers and the control schools.

The control teachers asked and were granted permis-

sion to use other aids. They consented to stay within

the time limit and not look at the handbook or the film

A concise and concrete summary of an experimental

investigation completely described in a thesis pre-

sented to the University of Southern California in

partial fulfillment for a Master of Science Degree.

until after the experiment was completed. Three Erpi

educational natural science talking pictures. "The Frog,"

"Leaves," and "Butterflies," were used, plus a teacher's

handbook for each film to supplement the unit of in-

struction for the teachers of the experimental schools.

The mental maturity tests were given the first week

of the experiment. The experimenter devised a true-

false test for each of the three units of study. Each unit

test contained fifty statements based upon the words of

the sound films, wherever possible, and included in part

the interest in the picture content. Both the control

group and the experimental group were given the same

test in the same way the same week. Every teacher of

every grade tested read the statements to her class and

each child marked his answer to each statement on his

own te.st. The immediate and recall tests were identical.

In every case the immediate test was given the third

period of each unit study. Thirty minutes a day two

days a week for a period of six weeks was taken for

the complete study, except for the recall tests. The
teachers were permitted to answer questions after each

test and to accept any contribution brought in as a

natural interest follow-up of the children. Additional

teaching of the units was forbidden.

The differences in intelligence between the experi-

mental and control groups of each of the twelve groups

selected for comparative purposes are as a whole rel-

atively insignificant. Therefore, intelligence is a con-

trolled factor throughout the present study and varia-

tions in the responses of various groups to the different

tests cannot be attributed to this factor.

The test pertaining to frogs justified the following

conclusions. In comparing experimental with control

groups

:

( 1
) The average scores of the experimental groups

excel those of the control groups.

(2) The most significant differences in average

score between experimental and control groups occurs

in the second, third and fourth grades.

(3) In general, the boys of both groups and of all
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grades slightly excel the girls in average scores.

(4) In general, the average score of all groups in-

creases according to grade level which fact is notice-

able in the experimental group.

(5) The responses of the various groups show little

variation when results of the immediate test were com-
pared with those of the recall test.

The test pertaining to leaves justified the following
conclusions. In comparing experimental with control

groups

:

( 1 ) The average scores of the experimental groups
with one exception, excel those of the control groups.

(2) The greatest differences in average score be-
tween the experimental and control groups occur in

grades two, three and four.

(3) In general, the girls in every grade of the ex-
perimental group made the higher scores of both groups
on the immediate test while the boys of every grade
of the experimental group made the higher scores on
the recall test.

(4) In general, the scores of the girls and boys of

the experimental group excelled the scores of those
made by the control group in grades two, three and four.

(5) A significant fact is that there was no appreci-

able difference between the average scores made on
the immediate and recall tests by any grade of either

group.

From the Erpi film "Leaves."

The test pertaining to butterflies justified the fol-

lowing conclusions. The comparison of the experimental
group with the control group shows that

:

(1) The experimental groups of each particular

grade excel the control group in average scores made
on both immediate and recall tests.

(2) The differences in average scores of experi-

mental groups as compared with control groups is in

each instance statistically significant.

(3) The superiority of the experimental group
over the control group is probably attributed to the

experimental factor, which in the present instance con-
sists of the sound film pertaining to butterflies.

(4) In general, there exists very little variation on
the tests in so far as the sex of the participants was
concerned.

From the Erpi film "Butterflies."

(5) Generally, the average scores of all groups in-

creases according to the grade level and the increase is

particularly noticeable in the experimental group.

(6) The responses of all groups show little varia-
tion when the results of the immediate test are com-
pared with those of the recall test.

The reactions secured from all groups by means of
true-false tests dealing with each unit are summarized
as follows

:

( 1 ) The results of all the tests show that the pupil

response was good for the sound film "Leaves," better

for the sound film "Butterflies" and best for the sound
film "The Frog."

(2) The experimental groups of each grade excel
the control groups in average scores made on both im-
mediate and recall tests.

(3) The difference in average scores of all experi-

mental groups as compared with all control groups is

in nearly all instances of statistical significance.

(4) Generally, there exists very little variation in

average scores in so far as the sex of the participants

is concerned.

(5) Generally, the average scores of all groups in-

creases according to the grade level. The increase is

particularly noticeable in the experimental groups.

(6) The responses of all groups show little varia-

tion when scores on immediate and recall tests are

compared.

(7) The intelligence quotients of each comparative

group are equivalent.

The data presented in the present investigation seem
to justify the following conclusions

:

(1) The three sound films were valuable as teach-

ing aids in presenting natural science to primary chil-

dren.

(2) The three sound films were good educational

factors because each established and maintained the in-

terest of the pupils in the presentation of rather highly

technical scenes and explanations.
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Biological Film Production at Rutgers'

AN INCREASING number of colleges and uni-

versities throughout the country are using

16mm films to illustrate course subject matter,

following the lead of the secondary schools where

there is even more widespread use of motion pic-

tures in classrooms. In the latter, films of a general

educational nature were used originally as enter-

tainment at the general school assembly; now we
find in addition, motion pictures used to supplement

specific course work. Producers and distributors

have made available a great many pictures, some

good and some bad, and there is no lack of quantity

and variety of illustrative material. The chief need

at the present time seems to be the maintenance of

a high standard of quality in these films.

The institutions of higher education have been

slower to adopt the use of motion pictures in the

classroom and laboratory because there is a lack of

suitable films. Excerpts from theatrical productions

have been prepared for educational purposes, but

these at best are only a makeshift. Films of a scien-

tific nature have been made by educators and scien-

tists, and although accurate scientifically, they are

often of poor photographic quality. The ideal situa-

tion would be for the large motion picture pro-

ducers, with their great resources and highly skilled

technicians, to collaborate with scientists and edu-

cators in producing films specifically for colleges,

universities, and secondary schools. The field is

strictly comparable to the publication of textbooks,

and as much care and skill is required in producing

a suitable film as in writing and publishing a worth-

while book.

The University of Chicago, with the cooperation

of Erpi, has pioneered in the production of educa-

tional subjects, and other vmiversities have followed

with creditable films designed to supplement par-

ticular courses. Through these universities, or the

commercial distributors, films may be rented or pur-

chased for use with courses in art, history, literature,

foreign languages, geography, geology, physics,

chemistry, biology, and even mathematics. Many
other subjects, too numerous to mention, are repre-

sented on celluloid as well as on the printed page.

Of all subjects, biology in its broadest sense, lends

itself unusually well to pictorial representation.

From the time a student begins his elementary

course, until he becomes a professional teaching or

research biologist, or a practicing physician, or a

commercial research stai? worker, or a veterinarian

or a psychologist, or a museum field naturalist, he

is confronted with innumerable diagrams, drawings,

sketches, and photographic representations of gross

How a University's own photographic

laboratory produces its educational

pictures for the biological sciences.

EARLE B. PERKINS
Director, Department of Biophotography
Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.

microscopic structure and function. Descriptions of

anatomical parts, functional activities, environ-

mental relationship, genetic make-up, the course

and treatment of mental and physical disease, are

supplemented in textbooks and monographs by

many line drawings and half-tone cuts. Yet these

fail to impress upon the mind one very important

characteristic of living things—action.

Motion pictures, and especially those in color,

bring to students interpretation of biological phe-

nomena in a vivid and striking way. Too often pre-

served specimens lacking their natural color are the

only materials to be found in the laboratory, and

even with living specimens present, they cannot

always be demonstrated conveniently to large

groups. Then too we have in the motion picture

* Address presented at the Second Conference on "The
Educational Production of Motion Pictures" at Ohio State

University. November 20, 1940.

Equipment for time-lapse photography.

camera a means of speeding up or slowing down
the apparent rate of biological processes so they

may be studied efifectively. As examples, the growth

of plants under experimental conditions may be

speeded up by means of time-lapse photography so

that the actual growth movements may be studied

;

embryological developments may be watched on the

screen : rapid movements such as the beating of

cilia, the contraction of the muscle fibers, the loco-

motion of protozoans, may be slowed down to the

point where an accurate analysis of the process may
be made. In this way the motion picture camera

serves as a valuable research tool.

Realizing the value of this important adjunct to

the study of Biology, Rutgers University a little

more than two years ago added its new Department
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Left: Operating
room dolly for
taking surgical

pictures.

(Front view)

Right: Camera
mount and light

controls on the
surgical dolly.

(Rear view)

of Biophotography. This work really began in 1931

when the noted photonaturalist, Norman McClin-

tock, came there with his motion picture equipment,

including elaborate time-lapse control mechanisms,

to continue his photographic studies of flowers, in-

sects, and wild animal life which he had carried on

at the University of Pittsburgh. Following his death

early in 1938, the writer organized the new Depart-

ment and equipped a laboratory for an expanded

program.
The purpose of the Biophotography Department

is two-fold: (1) to produce instructional motion pic-

tures, chiefly of college grade, in the field of Biology

and related sciences, and (2) to use the motion pic-

ture camera as a research tool in the analysis of

biological problems. The results of this work, in the

form of motion picture film, are considered equiva-

lent to the publication of teaching and research ma-
terial in the scientific journals. Made available to

secondary schools, colleges and universities, and to

medical and other professional schools, the scope

of dissemination can be as widespread as in the

publication of printed matter. At present the De-
partment is distributing its own productions under
the name of Rutgers Films.

Now ready for distribution are fifteen new Zo-
ological films, most of which are in color. Others
are in preparation, as well as a series in Botany
with time-lapse films on plant growth completed,

a series in Psychology, and a great number of surgi-

cal films soon to be announced. The latter are en-

tirely in color and will be available only to medical
schools and the medical profession.

The unusual clarity and high magnification of the

operative field in these surgical films has been made
by a new operating room dolly. This is the inven-

tion of Dr. Marshall Smith, New Brunswick sur-

geon, who is directing the surgical films. The cam-
era and cameraman are supported above the surg-

eon's head by a duralumin framework which is rigid

and portable. It is entirely self contained in regard

to lights and accessory camera equipment, and the

sterile field is completely protected from contamina-

tion. This piece of equipment is indispensable where
serious operating room photography is attempted.

Particularly noteworthy on the strictly photo-
graphic research side, is the development at Rutgers
by Clinton P. Veber, of a remarkable "Time Tele-

scope" which controls the camera in making time-

lapse pictures of growth and other slow processes.

The exposure is controlled automatically by a pho-
to-electric device, and the time-lapse interval can
be set for any desired duration of time. This makes
possible the fully automatic, even, exposure of any
length of film without manual or mechanical con-

trol. This machine is invaluable in the production
of plant growth motion picture studies.

The laboratory, known as the McClintock Mem-
orial Laboratory occupies one floor of a large brick

building and is well equipped for current produc-
tion. Inasmuch as all work is now being done in

Kodachrome, the facilities for processing film are

restricted to short test strips and to the making of

titles and animations in monochrome.

No attempt is being made to produce sound films

because of the present tendency for the lecturer to

add his own commentary to instructional films, in

Biology at least. A full resume of each film is being

prepared, listing titles and a description of each

scene, so the lecturer may use this as a study guide

while pre-viewing the film. He may then cut the

film to suit his course, or vary his comment from
time to time to emphasize certain parts. A sound
film does not lend itself to this degree of flexibility.

The fundamental idea back of the work being

done at Rutgers is to create a motion picture text-

book in these subjects, whereby the visual record

will parallel textbook material and can be used to

supplement the methods of teaching now in vogue.

A series of coordinated films in one particular sub-

ject, with suitable comment by the lecturer, is much
more effective than many disconnected subjects.
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

Installment Twenty-four—Masters of

the extraordinary powers of the cam-
era and their notable ptiblic contri-

butions to nature study and biology.

DR. RAYMOND LEE DITMARS
was distinctly a specialist producer

who had made hundreds of subjects

important to natural science courses in

the schools and whose authoritativeness in

his ow n line was scarcely to be challenged.

As a scientist, he ranked first as a curator

of reptiles ; but had he confined himself to

reptiles in his film work, he would not have

rendered more than a small fraction of the

important service which he has given to

the non-theatrical field these many years.

It was estimated, in December, 1935, that,

during just the preceding twelve months,

approximately 90,000 school children had

viewed the films he had made, distributed

by the New York Zoological Park.

He joined the staflf at the Park in

1898; and I find particular interest in his

story of how it came about, because, in

that period, I was playing "cops and
robbers" with other lads of my own age,

in the 524 acres which the founding So-

ciety was preparing to fence in. I remem-
ber very well, indeed, the temporary
cabin which was the first headquarters

in the field, with the bear cub chained to

a tree in front of it. I believe there were
also a young wolf and a snapping turtle.

At that time Ditmars, about twenty-two
years of age, was a reporter on the New
York Times. The city editor, recalling

that the young man was interested in

animals—he had had several years' ex-

perience as an assistant curator of en-

tomology at the American Museum of

Natural History—sent him up to the cab-

in in the Bronx one Sunday afternoon to

see what was going on there. But, in the

course of the Ditmars interview with

Director Hornaday, Ditmars revealed his

personal interest and was promptly en-

gaged to assist in making the Park one
of the most notable of its kind in the

world.

In 1913 he erected a small studio at the

rear of his home at Scarsdale, New York,
for the production of animal movies. The
films were used first in his lectures. But
in 1916 they became especially well known
to theatregoers as a series entitled "The
Living Book of Nature." In successive

numbers, under that name, they ran for

more than three months at the Strand
Theatre on Broadway, and then were
distributed to the rest of the country
through Educational exchanges. Earle
Hammons, head of the releasing concern,

observed at the time that the posters pre-

pared for this series, were the first ever

to be especially designed for an educa-
tional subject—that is, which were not

mere photographic enlargements. I feel

that this claim might be disputed ; but I

am not prepared to enter contrary evi-

dence.

In 1921 Ditmars began releasing a

longer series through Pathe the same

year in which he achieved additional fame

for supervising the assembly of Urban's

"The Four Seasons." And, in the con-

cluding month of 1922, he aroused a

storm of controversy recalling the torrent

of invective and praise which had broken

over Darwin, Haeckel and others of that

once radical group, by exhibiting a film

on "evolution" at All Angels Presbyterian

Episcopal Cliurch in New York City.

William Lovell Finley, and his wife,

Irene Finley, were known on the lecture

circuits for their superior wild life films,

especially of birds, before Universal ac-

Dr. Raymond Lee Ditmars, of the New
York Zoological Society. It is more
than quarter of a century since he
began his notable photographic work
of making natural history popular.

quired a fine selection of tlieir output for

theatrical release in January, 1918. Since

that time the Finley pictures have served

extensively in schools. Finley was born
at Santa Clara, California, in 1876, the

same year in which Ditmars saw the

light at Newark, New Jersey. In his early

twenties he appeared in New York as

a budding magazine writer and, at the

age of about thirty, became a lecturer for

the National Association of Audubon So-
cieties. It was then, also, that he became
the husband of the other nature lover of

the team, a girl from his home State. In

1911 he was appointed game warden of

Oregon, and that led him to a five-year

term as State biologist. It was in the Ore-
gon connection that the Finleys began the

motion picture work which has resulted

so happily in some of the most delightful

woodland studies available in this coun-
try. They first reached the theatres im-

portantly, I believe, as short items in

Bray's "Pictographs." Much of Finley's

work has been done in company with his

son-in-law, Arthur Newton Pack, editor

of Nature Magazine.

Motion pictures of wild life in general

were made by many transient photog-

raphers—sometimes Hollywood camera-

men on vacation, unable to resist pleasant

opportunities for "shots." One such was
William E. Hudson, newsreel man. But

films produced in such circumstances

have necessarily been more remarkable

for their camera work than for their

amount of important information about

their subjects. Naturally, material of

that sort, may be appraised better by

closer students in those particular lines.

The specialists, therefore, have remained

unshaken in their position and not too

many in number.

The reference to "Hollywood camera-

men" implies, of course, those connected

with the professional, amusement studios.

As a matter of fact there are scientific

photographers who maintain headquarters

in Southern California mainly to avail

themselves of the same better facilities

enjoyed by their theatrical brethren. The
Clifton-Allen Wild Life Pictures ema-

nate from that area, and the Allen

brothers who produce them, William H.

and George E., have done other useful

scientific work in recording on film evi-

dences of the life and antiquity of the

west coast of the continent from Alaska

to Central America. They are native Cal-

ifornians, long known as lecturers on

animal life and primitive people.

An interesting story in this department

of picture-making, is that of Norman
McClintock, of New Brunswick, New
Jersey. His father was Oliver McClin-

tock, a well to-do carpet and rug mer-

chant of Pittsburgh, who trained and

employed him in his own line. In his

early manhood young Norman had been

caught by the fascination of amateur

still photography, and he dabbled in it

with the amateur's usual limited equip-

ment. In 1908, however, when he was

about forty, he narrowed to the especial

work of photographing wild animals in

motion. He was so absorbed in it by 1914

that he resigned from his father's busi-

ness to give it his full attention. His

chief difficulty, he found, was coming

close enough to his timid subjects, so he

concentrated his efforts still further by

employing telephoto lenses with which he

could photograph them from a reason-

able distance. He did not originate the

method, but there were many problems

still to be overcome in it, and to Mc-
Clintock are now attributed various im-

provements in the technique.

In 1917 he took up big game photog-

raphy on the same principle, producing

a number of interesting films which he
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used to illustrate popular lectures given

by himself. About 1925 he joined the

University of Pittsburgh faculty, with

the title photo-naturalist, a helpful and
convenient term apparently of his own
devising. In 1931 he found a similarly de-

scribed post at Rutgers College.

It seems inevitable that the man of

scientific bent who takes up motion pic-

ture photography and, instead of depend-

ing on a professional cameraman for his

results, is obliged for his own success

personally to study the technical details

concerning lenses, photographic emul-
sions, laboratory processes, actinic values

and so forth, will branch out, sooner or

later, into time-lapse subjects and micro-
photography. McClintock conformed with

the rule, and presently became a spe-

cialist in that study of the adaptation of

plant life to its environment which is

called ecology. His larger results were
shown in numerous time-lapse studies of

the vegetable kingdom. Industrially he was
known also as "photo-biologist" to Kop-
pers Research Corporation. It was fol-

lowing his death in 1938 that Dr. Earle
B. Perkins organized the Department of

Biophotography at Rutgers.

No American has had greater success

with the time-lapse method than Arthur
C. Pillsbury, of Berkeley, California, a

widely known, popular lecturer in his

especial line of botany. He was born at

Xledford, Massachusetts, of parents who
both were physicians. Taken to Califor-

nia in 1883, he presently entered Ice-

land Stanford University where he be-

came a classmate of Herbert Hoover,
majoring in engineering in 1894. His in-

vention of a panoramic still camera, with

a swinging lens, brought his appointment
as official Government photographer for

the United States Census Bureau in

Alaska during the gold rush of 1898-

1899. As a newspaper photographer in

San Francisco in 1906, he photographed
the ruins, caused by the earthquake and
fire, from a balloon. From then until

1907 he held the photographic concession

in Yosemite National Park, where he
maintained a studio. In 1912 he began his

series of motion pictures of the wild

flowers of the Sierras, and soon after-

ward undertook applications of the time-

lapse method, his engineering training, of
course, being of vast assistance in de-

vising proper equipment. His first motion
picture to attract general attention was
"A Springtime Miracle," showing the

wild flowers of the Yosemite coming
magically into blossom. I believe that

this was released to the theatres origi-

nally by Bray.

His next major effort, after thus ac-

complishing the compression of time, was
to shorten distance. He wished to show
the fertilization processes previously vis-

ible to the eye only through the micro-
scope. Once more he essayed the task of

building efficient photographic apparatus,

spending two years in incidental experi-

ments at the botanical department of the

University of California, where Dr. Har-
per Goodspeed placed complete facilities

at his disposal. Success rewarded his

efforts, and he then branched out into

film studies of all microscopic life. He it

Lewis E. Tolhurst (left) confers
with scenarist William Wing on pro-
duction of "The Microscope Mystery."

was who made the remarkable life story

of the lly for Eastman Teaching Films.

Today, on his letterhead, one reads that

-Arthur C. Pillsbury, who lectures on
"Camera Explorations in Plant and Ani-

mal Life" and is president of Pillsbury

Pictures, Inc., at Berkeley, California,

also produces "Microscopic, X-Ray and
Lapse Time Pictures." Louis Pasteur

made the same progress from the vege-

table into the animal kingdoms, from

studies of the fermentation of beer and
wine to those of silkworms, chickens and

sheep. Only, Pillsbury preferred to re-

main most of the time on the vegetable

side, even if "Pillsbury's Flowers" oc-

casioned too many puns involving "Pills-

bury's Flour," product of the celebrated

millers at Minneapolis.

Pillsbury's next greatest technical

problem was to find a satisfactory color

process. His chief interest always being

botany, it was only natural that he should

be discontented to render his flowers ex-

clusively in black and white. He had

tried most of the processes, he told me
one afternoon in 1932 when he called to

ask if I knew of a better one, and at that

time was obtaining his most satisfactory

results with the old Pathe hand-cut sten-

cils. That particular work was done with

two machines purchased from the New
York office of Pathe, which had imported

them from Paris but had no apparent use

for them then. A little later I learned that

the Technicolor people were assisting

Pillsbury in prolonged tests with their

cameras at Berkeley; but in 1937, in his

book. Picturing Miracles oj Plant and
Animal Life, he stated that he had found

Eastman Kodachrome the best of all.

Biological Experts

After having had a casual reviewer's

experience in seeing early F. Percy Smith

and Dr. Comandon experiments in micro-

photography, I was interested, in the

autumn of 1916, to hear of some pioneer

work in the same direction, accomplished

by an American. It was reported by

Carlyle Ellis, from the Triangle Studios

in Los Angeles to the publicity depart-

ment in New York, where I was situated

then. Ellis's close friend, Paul Powell,

one of the Triangle directors, had just

been assigned to produce a story entitled

"The Microscope Mystery," and it was
for this film, starring Wilfred Lucas and
featuring Constance Talmadge, that some
extraordinary "microbe actors" were to

be employed.

The story for the photoplay was writ-

ten by William E. Wing, one of the vet-

eran scenarists on the D. W. Griffith

"lot," to exploit a contrivance built by
Lewis E. Tolhurst, of Los Angeles, a
young microscope enthusiast. With Tol-
hurst's device, it was alleged, one could
magnify and photograph many minute
living specimens not previously sus-

ceptible to such handling. Wing was so

certain of the great future for the secret

machine that he had gone into partner-

ship with Tolhurst to develop it. The
promise, however, was more thrilling

than the performance. I regret to say

that the latter was rather flat. The "cut-

in" examples registered the possibilities

of magnification, but showed little or no
action in a very narrow field, which is

to say that the audiences saw only the

sort of thing which had been known to

them for a long time in their magazines
and newspapers.

In reality, though, young Tolhurst had
hit upon something important— a rel-

atively cold light. One of the serious

problems in microphotography had al-

ways been to illuminate the subject suffi-

ciently to photograph it without at the

same time burning it up with the con-

centrated heat. His apparatus was indeed

to have a future usefulness, although not

as much in the way of fictional material

as Wing had imagined, for Tolhurst pro-

ceeded on his own thenceforward as a
popular scientist, and became perhaps the

most formidable competitor of F. Percy
Smith in that line.

If heat of illumination handicapped the

biologists, what must have been tlie pre-

dicament of Wilson A. Bentley, the New
England "snowflake man," who made
photographs of dew condensation and
frost formations through the microscope?

Bray's "Pictographs" used short lengths

of film on his studies, produced in Bent-

ley's own dooryard at Jericho, Vermont.
But then again, the problem of high

temperatures could not have been of much
trouble when using daylight outdoors

while the mercury hovered just above

zero.

At the Triangle time Tolhurst was
about twenty-eight years of age. He had
studied law, I understand, and had been

admitted to the California bar. What had

started him in this new curious direction

had been, it seems, an item he had read

somewhere about the optical firm of

Bausch & Lomb bringing out a projection

microscope. Now, encouraged by the

mere fact of the Triangle picture, he put

Blackstone aside and gave all his spare

time to producing scientific films, earning

his living meanwhile, by working in a

repair shop. About 1924 he won the in-

terest of Sol Lesser, president of Prin-

cipal Pictures Corporation, who con-

tracted with him for twelve subjects and

arranged for their release through Edu-

cational under the general title, "Secrets
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of Life." I have little doubt that the

intent of the showmen who took Tolhurst

up was to ride on the popularity of the

F. Percy Smith material by imitating its

more sensational points. A convenient bit

of likely evidence was that Tolhurst's

"The Fly" concluded with the star per-

former on its back balancing a ball on

its feet, a circus turn which was one of

the most admired items of the old Urban
releases produced by Kineto's "educa-

tional and scientific staff."

The Bausch & Lomb projection micro-

scope appeared about 1915, and, as that

apparently dates Tolhurst, it seems that

another pioneer must have started his

own career some two years earlier. George
E. Stone, of Monterey, was then a stu-

dent at the University of California, but

he already had made up his mind to de-

vote his life to educational cinematog-

raphy. According to his own story, he

began by studying the existing situation,

and concluding that the dividing line be-

tween theatrical needs and those of the

school was so sharply drawn that, in or-

der to serve the latter properly, all "box
office appeal" must be ignored.

To test the accuracy of this hypothe-

sis he planned a motion picture on the

subject of sex education. He made the

first scenes in 1914, but put them aside

while he went on a film-making expedi-

tion to Central America. Further inter-

ruptions were occasioned by depleted

funds and college requirements for a

degree. But in 1916 he was joined by a

volunteer assistant. Professor J. A. Long,
and together they completed the four-reel

subject. It was entitled "How Life Be-
gins." Prints were sold widely to educa-

tional and social service institutions, and
the Y. M. C. A. adopted it for regular

showings in the army camps in both

America and France. Its distribution

stimulated by the war machine, it went
around the world. And about 1920, in

peacetime, Mrs. Catherine Carter ob-

tained the contract for its further cir-

culation.

The praise won by that single produc-
tion, which was made, largely with make-
shift equipment, for an actual cash outlay

of only $2,000—not counting personal

services and overhead—brought Stone
reputation as well as encouragement. It

returned his money investment, and added
profits and a certain renown while he
went off to war as a member of the Pho-
tographic Section of the Signal Corps

—

witnessing the Battle of the Argonne and
participating in the Allied occupation of
the Rhine. Returning home, the first

years of peace found him producing an-

other four-reeler entitled "The Living
World," two single-reelers called respect-

ively, "The Flame of Life" and "Food,"
and a double, "Malaria and the Mosquito."
The last-named was taken over by the

Rockefeller Foundation, the same group
which was doing such useful work with
the George Skinner production, "Unhook-
ing the Hookworm," but the other sub-

jects were curtailed in their earnings
when Stone's distributing agent suspended
full operation during a readjustment de-

pression in 1920.

All who film the living mechanisms

feel with especial force the need of color

for adequate representation, and Stone's

inquiries as to how he might obtain it,

brought him the post of manager of the

Western Branch of the Prizma Company.
By the Prizma process he produced

eleven one-reelers for theatres, the most

notable being "A Day With John Bur-

roughs," the story of the Rookwood Pot-

teries entitled "Magic Clay," and "Trout."

The Prizma officials, meanwhile, were
working intensively to persuade Holly-

wood producers to use their process, and,

as is usual in the introduction of new
film methods of that sort, arranged for

inclusion of short color sequences in the

feature photoplays. For upwards of a

year Stone was in the film capital, there-

fore, supervising the making of such

interpolations. But, late in 1923, he re-

turned to his attractive, compact little

studio at Carmel-by-the-Sea to resume
his intelligent, constructive work in the

cause of visual education.

In the latter part of 1920 those who
were interested in the fair progress of

George E. Stone's studio-laboratory

at Monterey, California, 1925. Cer-
tain that no man can serve two mas-
ters, he held that school film pro-
duction must ignore the box office.

"cinema-biology" witnessed the rise of

another specialist in the person of Charles

F. Herm, of the American Museum of

Natural History. Herm, writing at that

time in the Bulletin of the Affiliated Com-
mittees of Better Films, proclaimed the

great need of biological motion pictures.

The field was much neglected, he said,

and went on to specify the advantages

which such reels have over regular ani-

mal demonstrations in the classroom. At
the start of the second year of Harley
Clarke's S.V.E., January, 1921, Herm
appeared in Visual Education as author

of an illustrated article headed "Motion
Pictures in Teaching Biology," and in

the autumn of 1923 his friends and neigh-

bors, who had wondered why he had left

the Museum, were invited to his home
in the New York suburb Pelham (not

far from the Ditmars studio), to see an
exhibition of microscopic films which he
himself had produced there.

A year later he had closed his Pelham
studio and removed with his equipment to

Rio Vista, a suburb of Daytona, Florida.

He announced that he had organized the

Florida Institute for Cinema Biology, had
acquired a plot of ground to be used for

botanical experiments and "animal hus-
bandry," and would shortly have a ma-
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rine biological laboratory in addition.

The prospectus, incidentally, made a
strong bid for cooperation and support
of all public-spirited Floridians. In 1930
he was releasing about seventy-five sub-
jects of four hundred to five hundred feet

each, but had begun a new concern, still

at Daytona, called Herm's Bio-Cinema
Sound Products, Inc. At that time about
ten of the films had been "scored" with
accompanying lectures.

In 1916 the San Diego Chamber of
Commerce was approached by F. R. Ed-
wards with a plan to erect in that neigh-
borhood a studio for the extensive pro-
duction of scientific films. Preeminently,
the output would consist of pictures of
surgical operations and botanical life, but,
just in case opportunity for expansion
might arise, there would also be his-
torical and geographical subjects for col-
leges and universities. For so ambitious
an undertaking the stipulated sum of
$75,000 was surely not excessive. How-
ever, nothing sensational seems to have
resulted. In 1920, schoolmen who were
watching the swelling visual education
movement, had their attention attracted
also to the Scientific Film Corporation,
situated on Dutch Street, in New York
City, but, in this case, there was some-
thing more tangible than a plan. It was
a three reel subject called "Microscopical
View of Blood Circulation."

About 1923 the Rockefeller Institute of
Medical Research in New York set up its

own elaborate apparatus for photography
of this nature. It was designed by Heinz
Rosenberger, a specialist in microscopy
who then was made director of its oper-
ation. He was also given permission to
use it, within certain reasonable limita-
tions, for outside work, which he pro-
moted under the name Rolab. Conse-
quently, Rosenberger's expert services
and exceptional equipment have been re-

quisitioned frequently by commercial pro-
ducers needing short lengths of such
material. With this apparatus have been
produced many important films, including
demonstrations of work by Dr. Alexis
Carrel with living cells, and of the late

Dr. Hideyo Noguchi on Leishmanias and
Trypanosomas.

For the present, however, this is going
too far into the departments of higher,

professional education. It is the author's
intent to discuss that phase in a later

place, reserving to the present subject
of school films those activities which
have been mainly for grades below the
college level.

Stirrings Abroad

Overseas nations had been too hard hit

by the World War and by circumstances
growing out of the World War to make
great immediate progress in visual edu-
cation. There was plenty of favorable
disposition, no doubt, but insufficient

funds to provide the proper equipment
and to organize necessary audiences. Be-
fore the War the European school ex-
periments apparently had been as ten-

tative as they had been in America, using
borrowed theatrical films for the greater
part, the old Urban catalogue—almost
identical with that of George Kleine,
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which, indeed, had been modeled upon it

—representing the then current idea of

motion pictures in the schools. About
1914-1915, some particular interest had

been aroused by a pedagogical films sur-

vey conducted at Geneva, Lausanne and
Neuchatel, but the accumulating storm

clouds quickly' disposed of all that.

Russia, the first nation to retire from
the World War, I believe, seems also to

have been first of the nations abroad to

show a marked revival of interest in edu-

cational possibilities of the cinema. Films

had been reported in the schools of Mus-
covy as early as 1916, a full year before

the abdication of the Czar and two years

after his regiments had gone to the front

against Germany. In 1918, the year in

which the unhappy Nicholas 11 and his

family were assassinated, and a year after

Kerensky's provisional government had

taken command, a call for America's

educational films came from Siberia. The
request was signed by the "Culture Edu-
cational Union of Altar District," and it

specified a need of portable projectors

and U. S. motion pictures "for outside-

of-school education."

This was the first important step of

the Russian authorities to use one of the

greatest known disseminators of informa-

tion to teach civilized opportunities to a

suddenly released peasantry which could

not yet read, and the standards of living

of whicli, from an American point of

view, were incredibly low. Precisely how
America, then extremely friendly to a

nation which also had won its independ-

ence through revolution, responded to the

appeal I do not know, but, in all like-

lihood, some of the reels which went to

far-off Siberia were shipped from the

Y.M.C.A. in New York City by Walter

Yorke.

In 1926 the Russian Government requi-

sitioning from Leningrad, ordered from
Germany 2,000 projectors to be used ex-

clusively in native educational institu-

tions. At about the same time, in Mos-
cow, the Association for Scientific Cine-

matography opened a combined studio

and laboratory to train producers of tech-

nical films. Remember, however, that, in

a very considerable sense, even the the-

atrical pictures in Russia during its re-

construction, have been "educational" in

purpose, making the situation there

unique, and its lessons not always applic-

able to very different conditions in the

United States of America.

While the Peace Conference was meet-

ing at Paris and Versailles in 1919, the

new Germany was producing and using

so-called educational films. In October,

1920, word came that an especial and
strict department of censorship had been

established there to control them. In

1923 even the diminished and debt-ridden

Austria had appropriated a fraction of its

meager income for a supply of school

films. The extended production of educa-

tional films in Germany was to be no-

ticed particularly about 1926, when many
were produced by the kultur-film depart-

ments of regular amusement-purveying

studios, the Berlin organization called

UFA (Universum Film, Aktiengesell-

schaft) represented oftenest in the output.

Conservative England probably could

not be expected to move on sheer impulse

in welcoming a teaching innovation such

as tliis, although one might have hoped
for a slight impress caused by Urban's
long pounding at the gates. It was at

least encouraging, about 1923, when a

British Cinema Commission of Inquiry,

established by the National Council of

Public Morals, appointed an Educational

Committee, and sent its chairman. Dr.

C. W. Kimmins, to the United States to

study the phenomenon at its most con-

spicuous source.

\\'hatever his ultimate report may have
been, another committee, that on the Use
of the Cinematograph in Education, is-

sued a generally favorable opinion at the

Imperial Educational Conference in Lon-
don in 1924. It was stated on that occa-

sion that a strong prima facie case had
been established for the real value of

films as supplementary teaching aids, and
that their best potentialities that way
probably would be in helping to impart

nature study, geography, science and
industrial processes. The reservations

were entirely fair and in strict accord

with the facts. They were : that produc-

tion of historical films was still too costly

to permit a practicable study of their

possibilities ; that no satisfactory evidence

had yet been offered to prove advantages

of motion pictures in literary courses,

that the cinematograph should not be too

frequently used to show simple processes

which the teacher might demonstrate di-

rectly, that the film should be adapted

to the curriculum rather than zrice versa,

and that the educational film proper had

yet to be evolved through the collabora-

tion of film technicians and teaching ex-

perts.

Of the reports of the Cinema Com-
mittee of Inquiry, none was more inter-

esting than that which appeared in 1925

as a book entitled The Cinema in Edu-
cation, under the authorship of Sir James
Marchant. This concerned in large part,

the psychological value of the film in

class, and described ingenious, revealing

experiments in which the teacher was
first made acquainted with the picture,

then deprived of it and expected to make
a creditable showing without it. These

experiments and findings stimulated fur-

ther research, with Dr. Kimmins promi-

nently active. An even happier endorse-

ment of teaching films was made in 1926

at Oxford by the Education Section of

the British Association. But a serious

setback occurred—serious mainly because

of the publicity it was given—when, also

in 1926, the London County Council

ruled against school films, explaining that

this regrettable conclusion had been

reached after studying the report of a

recent survey conducted in the New
York City schools.

It was commonly said of the France

jf the nineteen twenties that the War had
bled her white, but plenty of her famed
Gallic resiliency remained. Her film

industry once, and not so long before, had

dominated the world market. At the same

time her savants had speculated with

great penetration on the possibilities of

the cinematograph in education. I have

seen it stated that the first French
extra-parliamentary commission assigned

to study ways and means of applying
the cinema to education, functioned as

early as March, 1896. Recollections of

both these significant facts remained with
the French people, and opportunities to

restore the happier situation were recog-

nized. In the summer of 1920 one heard
that the French Ministry of Agriculture

had plans afoot to teach farming with
films. A bit later one heard of a Paris

article of importance entitled "The Edu-
cational Film" in School & Life ("Le
Cinema Scholaire" in L'Ecole et la Vie),

edited by L. Crebillon ; and he wrote
therein concerning a library of 600 reels

at the Pedagogical Museum, available to

schools on a modest rental basis. What
were these reels? On geography, mon-
sieur, 275 ; about natural history, 175

;

appertaining to hygiene, 33 ; industrial,

41
;

physics, 12 ; sports, 21, and—here I

knit my brows in perplexity as I round
out the list (somewhat short of 600 but
still imposing enough), with 26 "on hunt-

ing."

The French interest, possibly stimu-

lated by English activity across the Chan-
nel, was to reach a sensational peak in

November, 1927, when it burst into elab-

orate discussion in the French Senate.

There the entire matter of what motion
pictures might and might not accomplish

in the classroom was debated once more,
and, when the evidence was all in, a reso-

lution was passed requiring the delighted

Minister of Education-—Edouard Her-
riot, no less—to prepare a bill permitting

reasonable use of films in all branches of

public instruction. M. Herriot had long

championed the cause of school films.

Only the year before he had established

a commission to study the matter, with

headquarters in the Pedagogical Museum
at Paris, and the findings of that body
had greatly fostered the new movement.
French schools were, of course, already

using films. In the City of Lyons, the col-

lection of material for that purpose was
said to have embraced approximately

1,400 different subjects—rather encyclo-

paedic, one might say. Another 1926

event in France was the foundation at

Paris of the Societe des Films Scientifi-

ques et Documentaires, to produce edu-

cational pictures exclusively.

Mussolini's Black Shirt march to

Rome, October 22, 1922, was not at once

conducive to the development of educa-

tional film projects in Italy, but, about

two years later, native pictures of this

type began to appear increasingly, and

presently Mussolini's state educational

films division, called La Luce, was at

work, endeavoring to produce in a short

time an extensive library of pedagogical

and industrial material. This was to lead

in part to the educational film section

of the League of Nations. La Luce Na-

tional Institute was originally a private

enterprise called the Sindacato Istruzione

Cinematografica. November 5, 1925, as

L.U.C.E. — L'Unione Cinematografica

Educativa-—it was recognized, approved,

and its services adopted by the Govern-

ment.

(To be confinued)
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Teaching Spelling - With Hand-Made Lantern Slides
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By ANN GALE

SPELLING exercises are much easier with hand-made
lantern slides. The word may be presented to the whole

group at the same moment, and also may be withdrawn and
replaced thus insuring equal experience with the word. One
successful method is 1) to show the word written or printed

or both while the children say the word and then say each
letter in the word. 2) The slide is withdrawn while the chil-

dren say each letter from memory. 3) The slide is replaced

Lindblom High School, Chicago

while they copy the word. 4) The slide is withdrawn while

the children write the word from memory.

The six words presented below are for third grade. They
were chosen because they are troublesome words and because

it is possible to present them with pictures. With many words
pictures are impossible and just the writing or printing is

used.

flowers
FLOWER.5

Cxy^Vnny

corn
COI^N

The sim-

plest type
of h and -

made slide

is made by

drazving or

tracing on

finely fin-

ished etched

glass with

ordinary
medium lead

pencil. Col-

or, by spe-

cial crayons

or inks, en-

hances the

slides great-

ly. Fine ef-

fects are ob-

tained by

blending
with cray-

ons. About

one - third

inch margin

should be

left all
around the

slide. The
slide is read-

ily cleaned

with soap or

washing
powder to

receive
a new pic-

ture.
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^fiE J^itzxatuxE in ^l/iiuaL Un^biiiation

A Monthly Digest Conducted by ETTA SCHNEIDER

UTILIZATION

Curriculum Implications of Motion Pic-

tures—Charles F. Hoban, Jr.

—

Cur-

riculnni Journal, 11:365 Dec, 1940

(See Bl)

Use of Films in the First Grade—Mar-
garet Wheeler, Fife Schools, Wash.

—

Washington Education Journal, 20 :85

Jan., 1941

(See m2)

Classroom Use of Films (Motion Pic-

ture Department)—Roy Wenger

—

The
Social Studies, 32:31 Jan., 1941

(See 3)
How Teachers Use Movies—Hardy R.

Finch and Eleanor D. Child, High
School, Greenwich Conn. Movie Mak-
ers, lS:529ff Nov., 1940

Outlines many of the problems of film

use in schools, presents ten questions

for the evaluation of educational films,

and gives six specific suggestions for effi-

cient instruction with films.

ADMINISTRATION

The Cooperative Film Library Move-
ment—H. A. Gray, Erpi Classroom
Films — School Management, 10:131

Jan., 1941

(See 4)
Celluloid Servants — Ralph R. White,

Principal High School, Weld, Maine

—

Maine Teacher's Digest, Vol. 1 :14

Oct., 1940
; p. 56 Dec, 1940

(See "5)

The Visual Aid Experiment in South-
west Virginia—I. R. Silverman, Di-

rector of Visual Education, State

Teachers College, Radford, Va.

—

Vir-

ginia Journal of Education, 34 :105

Dec, 1940

(See Be)

Making Way for Audio-Visual Educa-
tion—William H. Bowen, Jr., Super-

visor, Audio-Visual Education, Virginia

State Dept. of Education

—

Virginia

Journal of Education, 34:100 Dec, 1940

(See ?)
Enriching the Curriculum through Vis-

ual Aids—John Alex Rorer, U. of

Va.

—

Virginia Journal of Education,

34:101 Dec, 1940

A summary of the principles and pur-

poses of visual aids. Bibliography and

some sources listed.

EVALUATION
leaching Conservation of Natural Re-

sources through Motion Pictures—
Effie G. Bathurst, N. Y. State Educa-
tion Department

—

Secondary Educa-
tion. 9:270-7. Dec 1940.

(See US)

Visual Aids Handbook — Bureau of

Visual Teaching, State College of

Washington, Pullman. 1940. minic^).

50c plus postage. 25c unbound.

(See 9)
MUSEUMS

Enid's Museum Is Pride of High
School Students—J. Orville Bumpus,
Stillwater, Okla.

—

Journal of Arkansas
Education, 14:4 Jan., 1941 (Reprintetl

from Oklahoma Teacher)

(See BIO)
Use of a Museum in Hygiene Classes—

L. Joseph Cahn, Townsend Harris
High School, N. Y. C.

—

Journal of

Health and Physical Education, 12:6

Jan., 1941

The American Museum of Natural
History serves as a valuable aid in the

teaching of hygiene. However, the in-

structor and the museum curator realized

that visits to the museum were most ef-

fective only if they were carefully planned
and executed. The article describes in

detail how guide-questionnaires help.

EXHIBITS
The Technique of Exhibits—Elizabeth

Eiselen, University of Chicago

—

Jour-
nal of Geography, 39:320 Nov., 1940

A much-needed account of important
considerations in planning an exhibit, be
it a small classroom display or a perma-
nent museum exhibit. Advice is given
about the selection of site, the audience,

the technique of presenting the content

and planning for labels.

SCHOOL MADE VISUAL AIDS
Producing a School Movie—Lester Bru-

ton Sands, DePauw University, Green-

castle, Ind.

—

School Executive, 60:28

Jan., 1941 (See also "Presenting

Fundamentals in Colored Moving Pic-

tures," Education, 61 :264-7 Jan., 1941

)

(See Mil)
Pupil-Made Lantern Slides— Claire

Mulville, Greenwich, Conn.

—

Connecti-

cut Teacher, 7:22 Jan., 1941

(See 12)

Class Makes Movie of "Julius Caesar"
^Desse B. Cox, Hot Springs, Jr. High,

Ark.

—

Journal of Arkansas Education,

14:no. 8:8 Dec, 1940

The project to produce a film of

Shakespeare's Julius Caesar was pupil

-

planned and pupil-executed. The filming

was done by a student who owned a cam-
era and supplied the film. Future classes

in English will use this film as a visual

aid in the teaching of drama.

Making Lantern Slides—Jack Wright

—

Camera Craft. 47:493-7 Oct., 557-61

Nov., 613-19 Dec, 1940

(See 13)

PHOTOPLAY APPRECIATION
"Fantasia" and the Children—May Hill

Arbuthnot — Childhood Education,

17:200 Jan., 1941

(See "14)

History in Commercial Motion Pictures
—Rosebud Teschner Solis-Cohen

—

The
Social Studies, 32 :32 Jan., 1941

(See BIS)
"Several Students Had Seen the Pic-

ture"—Eleanor W. Mossman, Lane
Technical High School. Chicago
Schools Journal, 22:56 Nov.-Dec,
1940

(See Bie)

PARAGRAPH COMMENTS

1 Curriculum Implications

This year schools are spending over
a quarter million dollars on 16mm. films

for classroom use and another two and a

quarter million dollars for projection

equipment. There is great potential value

in this expenditure. The schools have
been slow in accepting films as educa-

tional aids, and even where they are being

used they are not always used widely and
well. Some Prevalent Errors are:

1

)

The motion picture is regarded as

a supplement instead of as a complement
to other educational materials and pro-

cedures. Used supplementarily, motion
pictures are intended to supply more of

the same kind of experience (usually

provided through lectures or reading as-

signments). Used complementarily, they

are intended to supply a diiTerent kind of

experience necessary to complete a whole.

The one use is primarily illustrative, the

other developmental. The one further il-

lustrates a principle already developed,

the other serves as a basis for the de-

velopment of a principle.

2) Motion pictures are a basis for

conceptual development, and not exclu-

sively an interest-getting device. It may
lead to new activity or it may clarify and
organize experiences.

3) Films should be used in making in-

ferences about a variety of life situations

;

and not only for what the film itself con-

tains. For example, a film about the cir-

culation of the heart can be used to show
exactly the process involved, or it may
be used as an illustration of the way in

which the bodily organs are interdepen-

dent and are affected in their functioning

by daily bodily activities, such as exer-

cise. Further study is needed to show
other organs of the body that are inter-

dependent.

Curriculum leaders should study the

essential nature of motion pictures in the

curriculum ; and teachers must be taught

to discriminate these functions in order

that the potential values of the motion
picture might be gained.

2 Films in First Grade

Motion pictures were used in the first

grade with the result that it was possible
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to introduce sodal-sdence experiences

that are otherwise postponed untU third

or fourth grades.

Some of the films used were aimed to

ijive the children an appreciation of the

interdependence of people in our complex

society, and others showed animal ^hfe.

Included in the first group was "Co-

operative Wool from Fleece to Fabric'

which shows wool from shearing to

rlothing. The chUdren gained an appre-

ciation of the number of people con-

cerned; some knowledge of the map of

the United States; and an appreciation

of transportation involved, .\nother film,

"Rolling down to Me-^co" depicts an

automobile trip through Mexico. The

children learned something of .\mencan

engineering, about mountains, and the

film stimulated a further interest in Mex-

ico. It was followed by a film. "Native

\ru of Old Mexico." In addition to the

handicrafts described, the picture helped

the children to understand the difference

between a culture in which all of the

processes of production are carried on

wnth simple tools by a few people and

the industrialized methods seen in the

wool picture. The children became inter-

ested in working with clay and gained

an appreciation of design. .\ film on

Shelter was a good follow-up because

the children had been invited shortly be-

fore the showing to see a program given

by the third-graders on housing from

primitive times to the present

The pictures were used in various

ways, depending upon the teacher's pur-

pose. Discussion was always held either

before or after or both.

Here is a description of the use made

of the wool picture. The chfldren had

read about the story of wool in a picture

book, "Pelle's New Suit," by Elsa Be-

sow. The children talked over the pro-

cesses a day or two before the film ar-

rived. .\fter the showing, the discussion

showed that some of the children had been

confused by the complicated machines.

It was decided to see the picture again

in the afternoon. The children had little

difficulty in following the steps and they

took in a remarkable amount of detail,

but the factory w^s too complicated. The

second showing apparently cleared up

many points. The class dictated the story

of wool to the teacher. There were about

nine or ten sentences in the finished story.

The children then cooperated in making

an illustrated class book on the story

of wool.

Without the film the children might

have learned about the steps in preparing

wool for fabric but they could never have

understood that it was a large industry.

They would never have understood how

many people are involved, nor how com-

plicated are the machines. The film helped

to enrich their experiences, sharpened

their observation, stimulated thinking

and helped the children to understand the

need to reserve judgment.

This is one of the best articles on

motion pictures for primary grades to

appear in many months.

3 Classroom Use of Fibns

.\ critical examination of the content

of social studies films as aids to promot-

ing intelligent discussion. The "factual"

films in the social studies deliberately

avoid the conflicts in the field and give

the impression that they are presentii*

confirmed and accepted truth. Discussion

that would bring out points of conflict is

difficult to pursue after the showii^ oi

such fihns. If it is follow-up discusaon

that is desired, we can get it by setting

up a conflict in human association in the

film so that it demands a solution. The

film may hint at a solution or several

solutions, but it must not tr>- to solve

the whole thing by picturing an air-right

answer. Set up the problem in the film.

Discussion will then follow naturally.

Topics that lend themselves to such

treatmert in film are suggested. The films

distributed by the Human Relations Com-

mission are all focused on conflicts in

human relations. The films made by the

Traffic Safetj- Project at Ohio Sute

University used the technique recom-

mended by the author. Teachers engaged

in film making are urged to try present-

ing problems of their own comraunitj-

through films. Problem films can help to

start Ae democratic processes working

in the classroom, in the community

forum and in the nation.

4 Cooperative Fihn Library

.\ report based on the ser\ices of 20

representative film libraries. The agency

most closely concerned with film (Ustn-

bution, according to the study, is the

teachers' college. The libraries in all cases

were organized to meet a definite problem

within the state or region. The personnel

in these libraries is employed part-time in

most cases. Salaries are paid from many

sources—N. Y. A^ service charges and

college funds.

Financing arrangements for these film

libraries usually are provided by the en-

rollment fees of each school, about $50.00

per year. .Another method is to have

each school deposit one or more new films

and pay an additional service fee to cover

handling.

The author concludes that the film li-

braries now operating have engaged in

careful planning and have ample provi-

sion for expansion of services. They are

helping to bring educational films to rural

and poorly financed communities where

such service might otherwise have been

impossible.

s CeUnloid Serrants

.•\ series of brief statements summariz-

ing a survey on the status and problems

of projected visual aids in the secondary

schools of Maine. The author concludes

that these aids are used as teaching tools,

not as ends in themselves; that teachers

need help in putting them to effective use.

There is a strong likeUhood, from the

reports, that the use to which the aids are

put can be considerably improved.

e Experiment ia Virginia

.'V group of 30 schools in southwest
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Virginia is experimenting with instruc-

tional sound films. The study at Radford

State Teachers College was started under

the direction of its president. Dr. D. W.
Peters and will continue for two years.

.\11 films to be used are Erpi fiilms. Each

of the 30 cooperatii^ schools agreed to

pay $100 for the purchase of two films,

to be paid up in two years. The axty

films thus bought will be cleared through

the Teachers Collie Films are sched-

uled 30 weeks in advance. Evaluation

sheets are filled out for each film. Teach-

ers are to be trained to operate machines.

Miss Ruth Li\-ernion gave a course last

summer in the use of visual aids at the

Teachers College. A list of the film units

(two titles in each) is appended.

7 Making Way for Audio-Visual

The purposes and plans of the newly

created Division of .Audio-Visual Edu-

cation in the Virginia State Denart-

ment. -A handbook for teachers is already

available. During the year information

will be collected on the activities within

the state and an exchange of ideas will

be encouraged. Regional film and tran-

scription libraries will be estoblished in

teachers' colleges. .Assistance in organiz-

ing a program of audio-visual education

will be given to teachers and principals.

8 Teaching Conservation

Conservation of the nation's wealth

of forests and minerals, wiser use of die

soil and water, and protection of wild

plants and animal life call for united

effort of all citizens. The condition of

the fertile soil in our land has been

greatiy threatened through improper

farming methods. Four-fifths of the

original forests are gone, minerals are

being rapidly depleted and many other

of the nation's resources are being

threatened unless there is a concerted

program of conservation.

Motion pictures can help to promote

desirable attitudes toward conservatioa

.\ few of the films available through

government agencies have been reviewed

by the author in a most unusual and

helpful manner. Consult the original arti-

cle for further details about the wa>-s in

which such films as "Trees That Tame
the Wind." "Stop Forest Fires." "Re-

Creation." "The Tree of Life." "The

River," "Rain for the Earth." "Men

.\gainst the River," "Seeing Yoseraite

Park," "Grassland," "The Price of

Pr<«ress," and "Rain on the Plains" can

be adapted to a consideration of prob-

lems related to conservation.

9 Visual Aids Handbook

.\n e\-aluated list of the films ax-ail-

able through the State College. The

comments accompanying each reference

were collected over a period of time with

the aid of the teachers who were using

the film Hbrao'. Evaluations are a\-ail-

aWe as separate sheets or in bound form.

Further information, based on additional

teacher experience with specific films,

will be released from time to time. This

type of handbook has great promise as a

trail blazer toward a more integrated re-

latiooship between film libraries and
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the classroom. (William G. Gnaedinger
replaces Ford Lemler as Head of the
Bureau of Visual Teaching.)

10 Enid's Museum
The Enid Senior High School, dur-

ing the past twelve years, has under-
taken the development of a museum,
under the supervision of a science teacher.

Various clubs in the school have con-
tributed to the museum. The Taxidermy
Club, in addition to the birds, mammals
and flowers they have collected, made
book ends, rugs and other novelties.

Bird-banding was carried on in coopera-
tion with the U. S. Biological Survey.
Pictures from the National Geographic
and other magazines have been mounted
and filed. Alumni of the school continue
to help with the museum's activities.

11 Producing School Movie

A film made by the junior high school

in Palo Alto, California was used for

public relations to present the activities

of that school. There are five important
steps in producing a movie : a) securing
the proper equipment; b) writing of a

good script; c) staging rehearsals and
planning the shooting; d) planning and
making titles ; and e) editing and titling.

The S-reel, color film which resulted has
been shown to thousands of persons, at

the N.E.A. and the World's Fair in Cal-
ifornia.

12 Pupil-Made Slides

Pupil-made slides are used in the ele-

mentary school from the fifth grade up.

Seventh grade children made slides for

nature study, of birds, animals, and other

subjects. Graphs, cartoons and sketches

were put on slides for the safety cam-
paign; experiments with air and water
pressure for understanding how a plane

flies were shown on slides.

One group of children is preparing a

set of slides on the topic, "Our Trip to

the Museum."

13 Making Lantern Slides

The popularity of Kodachrome and
Dufaycolor has resulted in renewed in-

terest in lantern slides and transparencies,

and the rediscovery by thousands of ama-
teurs of a photographic field which was
intensely cultivated by their predecessors
in days when slides had a very important
place in photography. In line with this

increasing interest in slides, Camera Craft
presents a series of three articles which
discuss all phases of slide making.
The first article deals with the sizes

and types of slide materials available, and
the printing of slides, both by contact
and projection. The second installment

treats exposure and development of slides,

including a variety of formulae. The final

article describes methods of toning slides

in various colors, together with the re-

touching, binding and finishing of the

completed slide.

14 "Fantasia"

An editorial statement about the ter-

rifying aspects of the recent Walt Disney
productions. The films are regarded as

a hindrance to children's appreciation for

the music involved as well as for the

great stories from which they have been
taken.

"Where, oh where," the author wails,

"is the Walt Disney who created Mickey
Mouse and the Three Little Pigs who
earnestly struggled to ward off the big,

bad wolf and win security? And where
is the taste and conscience of a fine pub-
lishing house that offers Fantasia as a
picture book for children?" Teachers
and parents will doubtless second the mo-
tion.

15 History in the Movies

Notwithstanding the differing philoso-

phies, aims and methods of the industry

and of the educator toward history in

motion pictures, and in spite of the many
handicaps which hinder complete accu-
racy, pictures dealing with history can be
at once entertaining and educationally

useful. The services of the regular staff

(employed by the industry) might have
more effective results were the services

of the history specialist employed more
frequently and more generally. This point

of view is open to question by teachers
of history who should be and are con-
cerned with accurate details rather than
with glamorizing history. Many of the

true facts involved in historical episodes

are more thrilling than the false trim-

mings that are sometimes added because
of a mistaken sense of "box office." Why
should educators apologize for Holly-
wood's distortion of historical facts?

16 "They had seen the Picture"

A stimulating article, describing this

teacher's experience in developing movie
discrimination, which leads her to con-
clude: "Such experiences make me a firm

believer in the discussion method of
teaching discrimination in movie-going.
At the end of the unit on movies the stu-

dents should be reading more books and
seeing fewer movies. No more worthy
goal for photoplay appreciation could be
expressed. Interestingly enough, the

author was challenged into this study of
film discrimination by the dearth of ar-

ticles on the subject that met her needs,

and by the fact that the Dale, Dunn, Ho-
ban and Schneider summary had to drag
in a unit of work which dealt very in-

directly with a film. The unit was based
on the book, Arrowsmith, The teacher

was quoted as having written, "Several
Pupils had seen the motion picture."

Hence the title of this article.

BOOK REVIEWS
A School Uses Motion Pictures—The

Staff of Tower Hill High School, Wil-
mington, Del.—American Council on
Education, Washington, D. C. Series

II, Vol. IV, No. 3. Sept., 1940. 118 p.

$1.00

There are at least two values implicit

in the Motion Picture Project's new pub-
lication. First it fills a much-needed de-

mand for specific details about the class-

room use of films on various educational

levels. Secondly, it represents the work
of an entire staff in studjing, trying out,

evaluating and summarizing the use of
films in the curriculum. It is to be re-

gretted that the wealth of experiences
engaged in by the teachers and the chil-

dren during the year was limited to so
small a bulletin. Doubtless many valuable
items of information have had to be
omitted for lack of space.

The book begins by providing the set-

ting of the school and its curriculum
through excellent photographs. Thus we
get to understand the variety of ages,

interests, abilities, backgrounds and ideals

among students in the 12-year curriculum
at Tower Hill. Each of the subsequent
chapters is a summary. Chapter III sum-
marizes the techniques and outcomes of
films used with primary children. Chapter
IV describes the use of films in social

studies for the fourth grade, and the
other grades. An interesting comparison
was made between the reactions of the
fifth grade group and the eighth graders
to the same film. The teachers concluded
that fifth-grade children are most at-

tracted to the action and story of a film,

that they remember what they see, but
that they make fewer interpretations.

The eighth grade group mentioned fewer
specific incidents but they were able to

generalize and interpret the film.

The use of films in the science cur-
riculum is described in Chapter V, in-

cluding the second grade group, the fourth
grade and all of the upper grades. Under
the heading "Communication and Ex-
pression," Chapter VI summarizes the

ways in which films were found helpful

in teaching propaganda analysis, English,

creative expression in art, etc.

The teachers conclude that motion pic-

tures helped the children to grow in abil-

ity to think intelligently. Even the five

and six year old children were able to

use the information shown in films to

make simple generalizations of relation-

ships.

Secondly, the films were seen to pro-

mote cooperative action on the part of

the group. Group discussion, committee
investigations, group dramatizations and
art projects were the outgrowth of the

common group experience of seeing a
film. Illustrations of the many ways in

which we live and work cooperatively

were provided by several of the films.

Thirdly, the films helped the children to

see the relationship of art to other forms
of expression; they also helped to sensi-

tize the children to vital social problems
of their own community. The films were
also found to be effective in promoting
wholesome growth in mental and phy-
sical health. Lastly, the films afforded an
excellent avenue of communication and
served as the basis for creative expres-

sion.

This volume should be read by every
teacher before he or she next orders a
film, because it will no doubt suggest a

variety of new techniques. It will at least

highlight the importance of trying out a
variety of ways of using a variety of

film subjects. This report is eventually to

be supplemented by reports from two
other cooperating centers. Chalk up an-
other vital contribution for the Motion
Picture Project.
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kL)ux±eLCTjniOnQ ^^U%5.EL(JE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the Notional Education Association.

To the Members of the D.V.I.:

When the roster of the Department appeared in last

month's Screen, I checked back in previous issues to

get comparative statistics on memberships. It is un-

fortunate, I think, that the practice of printing this

roster has not been continuous and I liope that future

administrations will make it a Department policy.

However, the record yielded the following informa-

tion:

November 1936 317 members

February 1937 i37 members

September 1937 415 members

May 1938 422 members

June 1940 545 members

January 1941 551 members

Because memberships in the Department run from

the date of receipt, this means that there are expira-

tions ever)' month in the year with a resultant contin-

uous fluctuation in the total figures. Your secretary

has analyzed the "inactive"' file and found that there

are a large number of cards here of members who
belonged for only one year. It is difficult to determine

the reasons for this, but partly it has been due to the

impermanent lure of a nearby convention or an elec-

tion of officers. This Department deserves not only

the slow but steady growth of the past few years, but

a rapidly accelerated growth. We must hold the mem-
bers we have and constantly seek new members. You
can help by (1) promptness in renewing your mem-
bership when you receive word of expiration, and (2)

reviewing the roster in last month's Screen and send-

ing names to your Secretary of those people you know
whose names should have been included in that listing.

Membership will be only one of the many problems

to receive the careful consideration of your Executive

Committee when it meets at Atlantic City on February

26. It appears that all but three of the fourteen

officers and Executive Committee members will be

present. At the Business Meeting of the Department
on February 24, in addition to progress reports from
the Zonal Plan, Yearbook, Field Experiences, and
.\uditing Committees, there will be opportunity for

full discussion of Departmental affairs. I wish all of

you could be present.

Sincerely yours,

P.\UL C. Reed, President

P. S.—You should be thinking of the people you
will wish to nominate to serve as president, first vice-

president, and second vice-president for next year. In

accordance with the provisions of the Constitution,

nomination ballots will be sent to you within the next
month.

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado Slate College of Education, Greeley

Two Letters

Acting upon the resolution in reference to special

postal rates for films passed at last summer's meeting

of the Department, the secretary, Ward C. Bowen, sent

a copy of that resolution to the Postmaster General

with the following letter:

"Hon. Frank C. Walker
The Postmaster General

The United States Post-Office Dept.

Washington, D. C.

"My Dear Mr. Walker:
"Allow me to submit to you at this tiine a resolution duly

passed by vote of the Department of Visual Instruction at

the time of its annual meeting at Milwaukee, Wisconsin. This

resolution should have been submitted to you at an earlier

date. The delay was caused in part by change in the officers

of the Department.

"May I call your attention to the fact that the resolution

includes two separate requests : first, that instructions might

be issued to postmasters to give preferential handling to ship-

ments of educational films in order to avoid delays and dis-

appointments incident to the showing of such films in schools

:

second, that special rates for parcel post shipments on educa-

tional motion pictures be established, thus placing films on
the same footing as books, which now enjoy special low rates.

"May I further emphasize the fact that the Department of

Visual Instruction in passing this resolution had in mind only

films of a strictly educational character. It was not the

thought of the members of the Department to make any such

request relative to films designed for entertainment only.

"May we respectfully request your careful consideration of

this resolution. We shall be grateful for a reply at your con-

venience ; such reply will be forwarded promptly to the Ex-
ecutive Committee of the Department.

Respectfully yours,

Ward C. Bowen
Secretary-Treasurer"

WCB :W
resolution

Here is a copy of the reply from the Third Assistant

Postmaster General

:

"Mr. Ward C. Bowen,
State Education Department,

Albany, New York

"My dear Sir

:

"The Postmaster General has referred to this office for

reply your communication of December 6, accompanied with

a copy of a resolution adopted at the last annual meeting of

your organization held in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

"We note the resolution requests the Department to give

consideration to

:

"d) Issue instructions to postmasters throughout the

country to give preferential handling to packages contain-

ing educational films when addressed to schools so as to

insure their inclusion in the first delivery after receipt in the

sending and receiving post offices.

"(2) To establish rates of postage for educational films

similar to the reduced rate applying to books.

"We appreciate having the views of your organization and

the matter will be given consideration along with the many
other suggestions which are being received in the Department.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Ramsey S. Black,
Third Assistant Postmaster General"
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This reply gives no indication that there will be

immediate action to bring about the desired special

attention to the handling of films by the Post Office

Department. If this is still a matter of concern to

members of the Department of Visual Instruction,

some new and more effective procedure must be

evolved to impress the Post Office Department with

the importance of the request. Ingenious suggestions

are in order and will be welcomed by your Secretary

and President.

Notes from the Field

Indiana

The Muncie Audio-Visual Conference held at Burris

Laboratory School of Ball State Teachers College.

Muncie, Indiana, on Saturday, January 11, 1941,

marks a new series of meetings in Indiana. The Mun-
cie Conference was sponsored jointly by Ball State

Teachers College, The Muncie Public Schools, and
Indiana University Extension Class in Audio-Visual

Aids.

Among the speakers were Edgar Dale of Ohio State

University ; L. C. Larson, W. W. Wright, I. O. Foster,

and Karl \V. Bookwalter all of Indiana University

:

and Evelyn Hoke of Ball State Teachers College.

General topics were the "Educational Use of Audio-

Visual Aids'' and "Organizations and Administration

of a School Audio-Visual Service." Group seminars

and discussion panels using classroom teachers and
administrators working in various curriculum areas

featured the meeting. There were also sections on
the Museum Workshop. School-Made Films, and Ed-
ucational Motion Picture Studies at Indiana Univer-

sity. The last part of the meeting was devoted to the

presentation of two documentary films The City and
The Children Must Learn.

New England

The joint meeting of the New England section of the

Department of Visual Instruction of the N. E. A. and
the Connecticut Audio-Visual Education Association

was held at the Connecticut State Teachers College in

New Britain, December 14, 1940. The meeting, held

in the science lecture hall, was opened with a message
of welcome by Dr. Welte, President of the Teachers

College.

The first speaker on the morning program was Dr.

O. E. Underbill of the science department of the Teach-

ers College. Dr. Underbill spoke of one way of meet-

ing visual education needs in the Teachers College

through the organization of a visual education service

club as an extra-curricular activity. This organization

in addition to providing valuable experience to its mem-
bers in the visual education field, also provided visual

education services for the faculty, and engaged in

motion picture production and photography.

Mr. Fitzgerald of the Wethersfield High School next

gave an illustrated talk on the uses of audio-visual aids

in a modern social studies classroom. He started by
showing how statistical facts could be easily visualized

and readily used in classroom work through an inter-

esting adaptation of a rubber stamp technique. Mr.
Fitzgerald stressed the importance of having all kinds

of visual materials available in the classroom in such a

form that it would be readily accessible to all students.

Slides were used to show the various methods of utiliz-

ing available room space for bulletin boards, files, cup-
boards, bookcases, magazine racks, and other devices

to bring up-to-date material to the attention of the

student.

Professor Abraham Krasker of the Boston Univer-
sity School of Education next spoke on the topic,

"Some Uses and Abuses of Visual Education." In
his talk. Professor Krasker pointed out that he was
more concerned about the lack of use of available

teaching aids than he was about the few instances of

abuse in connection with the use of visual aids.

The luncheon and business meeting was held at the

conclusion of the discussion.

Several meetings of interest to teachers in this re-

gion are scheduled for the near future. The New
England section of the Department of Visual Instruc-

tion of the N.E.A. held another meeting February 1,

in Providence, Rhode Island. The Connecticut Audio-
Visual Education Association is holding several meet-
ings in various regions of the state during the coming
year.

Louisiana

^ The Audio-Visual Section of the Louisiana Teachers
Association met in Monroe the afternoon of November
18th. and on November 19th held a joint meeting with

the Louisiana Branch of the Department of Visual In-

struction, of which Mr. R. H. Mount is president. This
was the first organized meeting of the Branch. Various
visual aids were covered on the well-planned program

;

"Field Trips and School Journeys," by Bernice O'Neal,
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute (Ruston) ; "The
School-Made Moving Picture," by Ardis Cawthon,
Louisiana State Normal College (Natchitoches) ; "The
Use of the Camera and the Development of the 2x2
Colored Slide," by Anthony Reese, Fortier High
School (Monroe) ; and "Demonstration of a Unit of

Study with the Use of Visual Aids," by Myrtle Rodgers
and members of the Faculty of Georgia Tucker Gram-
mar School (Monroe).

The Louisiana Branch issues a monthly Newsletter

on Audio-Visual Education to its members. The Jan-

uary bulletin reprints an article by member W. C. Mc-
Clendon, from School Executive for September, 1940.

Title of the article is "Objectives and Techniques for

the Use of Films in the Teaching Program."

Ohio

The Visual Instruction Section of the Ohio Educa-

tion Association held their conference in connection

with the general association meeting on Saturday

morning, January 4, in the State Office Building, Col-

umbus. The officers of the Visual Instruction Sec-

tion are : President, Superintendent A. C. Pence, Co-

shocton ; Vice-President, County Superintendent R. M.
Eyman, Lancaster ; Secretary, Superintendent E. E.

Higgins, Gallipolis.

The program included the viewing of several mo-
tion pictures, Children of Japan, Bulgaria,. Planters

of Colonial Virginia, Vacation Safety. A Perfect Trib-

ute, and Lincoln in The White House.

An interesting sidelight of the meeting is the fact

that a prize of $25 will be given to the member of the
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O.E.A. who writes the best comparative essay on the

merits of the last two pictures. Essays must not be

more than 600 words and must be filed with the pro-

gram chairman not later than February 1. Judges'

decision is final.

In addition to the appointment of committees, the

election of officers, and the reports of committees, the

meeting also included a demonstration of the Geoscope

by M. W. Hunter of Sharon Center, and a report on

the Visual Exchange by B. A. Aughinbaugh, Super-

visor of Visual Instruction, State Department of Ed-

ucation.

Note to Members of the D.V.I.

We should like very much to start a personal sec-

tion in this column regarding the activities of mem-
bers of the D.V.I. If you have any information on

yourself or anyone else, such as a new job or the

carrying out of an experiment, or for that matter the

taking of a trip, or an addition to the family, please

communicate with us.

As a starter this week we wish to publish the follow-

ing item

:

The writer has it on good authority that Floyde

Brooker, who has been Assistant Director of the Mo-
tion Picture Project of the American Council on Ed-

ucation since its beginning, has accepted a position with

the United States Government in connection with the

National Defense Program.—J. D. F.

PROGRAM
Winter Meeting of the

Department of Visual Instruction

February 24, 25, 26—AUantic City—Hotel Traymore
(Reprinted from January issue)

Monday, February 24

FiR.ST Session 9:30-11 :30 a.m.—Submarine Grill

Greetings from the New Jersey Visual Education—
.Association— Arthur M. Judd. President, New
Brunswick, N. J.

President's Report : The Challenge of the Unsolved

Problems—Paul C. Reed

Criteria for Selecting Motion Picture Projection Eqinf-
luent—John A. Maurer, Chairman, Committee on

Non-Theatrical Equipment, Society of Motion Pic-

ture Engineers

A Critique of Summer Courses in, Visual Instruction—
Floyde E. Brooker. American Council on Education

Business Meeting

Luncheon—Informal—Form your own party and eat

where you wish

Second Session 2:15-4:30 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Theme: Visual Aids in Defense of Democracy
.\ddress : Education in Defense of Democracy—Ralph

\\'. Tyler, University of Chicago

Report: The Visual Aids We Have: A Verbal and

Visual Review—Blake Cochran, American Council

on Education

(There will be a screening of some of the best

films related to the theme of the meeting.)

Discussion: What Shall We Do with Materials Avail-

able? What Should We Do to Stimulate the Pro-

duction of Needed Materials? What Precautions, if

any. Should Be Taken in the Use of these Materials ?

Can These Materials Be Used to Coordinate the

School and Community Program for American
Defense ?

Tuesday. February 25

Third Session 9:30-11:30 a.m.

9:30-10:00—Rose Room—Introducing the Chairmen

of the Group Meetings to follow. Each will present

briefly the problems and questions to be considered

in his meeting.

10:00-11 :30—Group Meetings.

Group A—Rose Room

—

Can the Schools be Better

Served? A discussion of the problems of visual aids

distribution—B. A. Aughinbaugh, Chairman, State

Director of Visual Education, Ohio

Group B—Fountain Room Balcony, East

—

What Vis-

ual Aids are Schools Producing? Including a discus-

sion of "school-made" motion pictures—William G.

Hart, Chairman, Dearborn, Michigan

Group C—Fountain Room Balcony, West

—

How Can
We Bring About Better Utilisation of Visual Mate-
rials? A discussion of pre-service and in-service

training—Ford L. Lemler, Chairman, University of

Michigan

Fourth Session—Luncheon Meeting
—12:15-2:00 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Reports of the Morning Group Meetings by the Chair-

men

The Wartime Use of Motion Pictures in Britain—
Richard Ford, British Library of Information

Fifth Session 2:15-4:30 p.m.—Submarine Grill

Theme : Free Materials—A Blessing or A
Blight for Education?

A Symposium of Ten-Minute Opinions—Edgar Dale,

Chairman.

O. H. Coelln, Editor, Business Screen Magazine

John E. Hansen, Chief, Bureau of Visual Aids, Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, representing a state film library

point of view

Boyd B. Rakestraw, University of California, repre-

senting another film library point of view

Godfrey Elliott, Director, Audio-Visual Aids, Mercer

County Schools, Oakvale, West Virginia, repre-

senting a point of view of the public schools

Ernest LaFollette, John D. Pierce Junior High School,

Grosse Pointe, Michigan, representing the teachers

who use free films

William H. Hartley, State Teachers College. Patterson,

New Jersey, presenting standards for evaluation

Edgar Dale, presenting a preliminary summary leading

to general discussion

General Discussion

Wednesday, February 26

9:30-12:00—Meeting of the Executive Committee

Meeting of the Committee on Field Experiences

Meetings of other Committees as called by Chairman
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Dn and for ifis C/c

THE OPAQUE PROJECTOR AS ONE AID
IN TEACHING GENERAL SCIENCE
W. H. DURR
George B. Miller Junior High School,

Aberdeen, Washington

THE motion picture as a teaching aid in General

Science has been successfully used in the Aber-

deen schools for a number of years. With the

purchase of an opaque projector for the visual educa-

tion department, it was felt that this new instrument

constituted a device, which if properly used, could con-

tribute nnich towards the thorough mastery of those

concepts encountered in the General Science Course.

For this machine made readily available, and at little

cost, a wealth of pictorial material which had formerly

been neglected.

In an eiifort to determine some of the values of the

opaque projector as a visual-sensory aid, and to work

out a technique for its use, one unit of General Science

was selected for this experimental work. The study

was not intended to in any way minimize the values

of the motion picture, the demonstration, experimenta-

tion, etc., but to personally evaluate the opaque projec-

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM PICTURES
... 17 UNITS of

TEACHING PICTURES

RECONSTRUCTING THE PAST

vJt

1. Life in Colonial America
A. B. C, D

2. Pioneer Days A, B, C, D

3. Indian Life A. B, C. 0.

4. Life in Mediaeval Times
A. B, C. D

5. Early Civilization
A, B, C. D

6. Ancient Greece A-$2.00

7. Ancient Rome A. $2. 00

8. The Age of Voyage and
Discovery A

9. How Man Has Put Him-
self on Record A

ID. Transportation A

1 1. Christmas in Many
Lands A

12. Home and Community
Life A

13. The Farm A
14. Americans All A

15. Clothing in Other Lands
A-$l

16. Clothing Long Ago A-SI

17. The Story of Textiles
A-$l

A Indicates units of teaching pictures
available in published rorm. Price
$2.80 per sot unless otlierwise slated.

B Indicates units of teaching pictures
available on 2"x2" slides. Price
per set of 20 or more slides, $8.

C Indicates rolls of 35mm. double-
frame film. Price per roll of 20
or more pictures, $2.80.

D Indicates roll of 35mm. single-
frame fllmstrips. Price $2.40 per
roll of 20 or more pictures.

Write at once for complete information
and free circular containing a fult-sized
sample picture.

Informative Classroom Pictures Publishers
44 N. Division Ave., Grand Rapids. Michigan

ai±%oom
Conducted by WILBER EMMERT
State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.

tor as a teaching aid in this area. Briefly stated, the

aims were : ( 1 ) To experiment with the opaque
projector, determine what materials were available,

and how these might most effectively be used; (2) To
have the pupils work out their own pictorial illustra-

tive material, and analyze the value of this method

;

(3) To ascertain the value of this technique for devel-

oping the scientific method of study. Approximately
one and a half times as much time was spent on this

unit as is ordinarily devoted to it.

Accordingly, after the showing of one particularly

fine film, the class went back and analyzed the picture,

scene by scene, to see how the film had brought out dif-

ferent points to be learned from the unit through the

use of pictures. For example, potential energy was
illustrated through the use of a picture of water back

of a dam ; sticks of dynamite represented chemical en-

erg}- ; and a picture of a man using a lever illustrated

a simple machine.

Following this analysis, the class concluded that

many things in their science course could be illustrated

with pictures carefully selected, and similar to those

used in the film. This resulted in a desire to work
out a scenario of their own on some unit of the course.

While some pupils were eager to make a motion pic-

ture, it was felt that flat pictures which might be used

with the opaque projector would serve a similar pur-

pose. After much discussion it was pointed out that

while the still pictures would not show motion, motion

was not essential to the understanding of much scien-

tific material. Furthermore, motion is a relative con-

cept, and many still pictures are capable of giving the

illusion of motion.

As a result of this desire, the class divided into com-
mittees to work on the various phases of the unit

selected. Each committee selected a chairman to direct

the work of the group, and a secretary to record the

plans for his committee. Thus definite plans could

readily be submitted when the whole class met to co-

ordinate the plans for the final presentation.

Each committee immediately entered upon the study

of its section of the unit, and determined the essential

points it wished to illustrate. After listing the con-

cepts to be illustrated, it was faced with the problem

of deciding how best these ideas might be portrayed.

The science department had been collecting pictures

for classroom purposes for several years. However,
with the incentive of this project, the class members
began bringing in great quantities of illustrative ma-
terial. Both the science picture files and the new
materials being brought in were available to all com-

mittees. It was soon evident that a set of standards

for the selection of pictures would be needed if the

most value was to be obtained from this study.

After considerable study the following standards

were accepted as those to be used in this enterprise.
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FIRST 1^ YOUR FILM FILE!
IVn-Art I¥eivs presents information on more tlian a thousand subjects!

For Drama, English Rhetoric, Hisfory and
Biography, and Motion Picture Appreciation:

^^ABRAHAM LINCOLIV
with

Walter Houston, Una Merkel, Ian Keith

Faithful to recorded fact, the drama begins with Lincoln's

birth on February 12, 1809. It follows him through his

storekeeping days in ifew Salem, his tragic courtship of

Ann Rutledge, his volunteer captaincy in the Black Hawk
War, and his marriage to Mary Todd. With quickened
pace the story reveals Lincoln's increasing stature as a

political leader. It portrays his classic debates with
Stephen A. Douglas and his election to the Presidency of

a nation wracked by the pangs of disunity. Swept by the

tidal wave of civil war, Lincoln stands out with granite

solidity, steadfast in his statesmanship and humble and
kindly in his personal conduct, as event after turbulent

event dashes against his being.

For Comedy, Occupational Study and Motion
Picture Appreciation:

^^THE GLADIATOR"
with

Joe E. Brown, June Travis, Dickie Moore, Robert Kent

"THE GLADIATOR" has everything in super doses!
Enough laughs for a dozen comedies—enough romance to

thrill every fan! Joe E. Brown is a sophomore at Webster
College who becomes the object of an experiment when he
is inoculated with a mysterious serum which increases the

normal strength of humans and animals. The spectators

are overcome when they witness his amazing exhibition of

strength and agility in football scrimmage. In track
events he suddenly performs record-breaking feats. In

order to raise funds to adopt a little orphan whom he has
befriended, Joe challenges Man Mountain Dean, world
wrestling champ, to a title bout. After many thrilling

sequences, Joe miraculously emerges the victor.

These are only two samples of the outstanding suhjects distributed by NIJ-ART FILMS.
Write for complete details.

145 West 45tii St.
\uArt New York City

XIJ-ART FILMS. Ine.

Accuracy—The picture should be accurate in all

details.

Relevancy—It must portray the situation or con-

cept for which it is intended.

Composition—Simplicity in composition are de-

sired. The picture should contain one central con-

cept, and not be cluttered up with a mass of irrele-

vant details.

Size—The picture or portion of the picture to be

used must be not greater than six inches square.

(This being the size of the aperture of the projector).

Color—Natural color, where obtainable, was pref-

erable to black and white prints.

Clarity—The picture must be a good, clear print.

Faded or discolored prints were not to be used.

Number—Only one picture was to be used for

each idea expressed. This was to avoid needless

repetition. However, a series of pictures might be

used to develop a concept.

AH the material was gone over by the various com-
mittees for the purpose of selecting that which best

illustrated the various aspects of the scenario. Those
pictures which passed the standards set up by the

group were mounted on cards for projection. Those
items which did not exactly portray the concepts which
the committees considered essential to this unit, but
which might prove useful in some other phase of

classroom work, were filed for future needs. When
any committee was unsuccessful in locating pictures

which they needed, they prepared drawings of their

own to delineate the concept under consideration. The
class soon learned that to carry out the type of work
it had set for itself, it would be necessary to develop

a thorough understanding of the unit. With the dis-

covery of this fact, added interest in the project ac-

crued. A determination to thoroughly master this unit

took hold of every member of the class. While class

time was devoted to some of the work of selecting and
mounting the pictures, most of the work was done
outside of class time, in the library, the study period.

ROTHACKER
~

Qualify and Service

Educational Films

for

Instruction and Entertainment

16mm Sound Prints

Free of Rental Cost

Write for available sub'iects.

DOUGLAS D. ROTHACKER
Circulation Department

729 Seventh Ave. New York, N. Y.
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Far your scfroo/ safety program

'BICYCLING WITH COMPLETE SAFETY"
1 reel 16nini sound film

LEWIS FILM 105 E. Fir$t Si.

SERVICE Wichita. Kansas

Write for free
Sound and/or silent
rental film lists.

35 mm. Genetal Science. 11 rolls, $20.00

FILM ^""ciples oi Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00

CI inirs Principles oi Chemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00
9L.lUEiS Fundamentalsot Biology. 6roU8,$13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips oi typical frames.

VISUAL SCIENCES, ,U^ Suffern, New York

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
1819 Broedmu.Dept.V.New York Citj

and at home. On numerous occasions, pupils who
were working after school closed, had to be sent home.

Finally the pictures were all selected, prepared,

mounted, and ready for showing. The class then de-

cided that a commentary should be prepared to ac-

company the showing of the pictures. The narration

was written by a committee selected for that purpose.

The whole class entered into the criticism of the draft

presented by the committee. After it was finally

whipped into shape, a rehearsal was held with special

emphasis on: clearness of projection ; timing of the nar-

ration with the changing of pictures ; commentator's

enunciation, voice, and emphasis ; and over-all timing

of the presentation to fit into a definite period of time.

The final stage of the project was the presentation of

the completed unit with the aid of the opaque projector

before the other sections of General Science classes in

the school. This served as a review for the class, and
provided a splendid demonstration lesson to those who
were fortunate enough to witness the production. Many
who saw it claimed that it was one of the finest visual

lessons they had ever seen.

In addition to the three objectives definitely stated

above: to find materials available to use with the

opaque projector ; to have pupils work out their own
illustrative material ; and to determine the value of

this method for developing a scientific method of study

—, it was found that the pupils developed tremendous

interest in their own creations ; test revealed thorough

mastery of science concepts ; it provided opportunities

for self expression ; and that study habits acquired car-

ried over into topics studied later in the course.

From the results of this experiment, it was possible

to enlist the interests of other teachers in the use of the

opaque projector as a valuable teaching aid. While
half more time was spent on this unit that is usually

devoted to it, the results were most encouraging. The
skills and techniques developed during this study will

enable the teachers to accomplish as much or more
in the same amount of time generally devoted to the

study of a unit. The new opaque projector is now in

great demand.

FILMSTRIP DEPICTS PHYSICAL ASPECTS
OF VISUAL EDUCATION
WILLIAM S. GREEN
Supervisor of Visual Education
Denver, Colorado, Public Schools

A FILMSTRIP entitled "Some Physical Aspects of

Successful Visual Education," prepared by the

writer for teaching purposes in Denver schools, has
been shown in various other localities and has evoked
marked enthusiasm. The material consists of a strip of

twenty-four pictures, with twenty-four explanatory

paragraphs in the form of a syllabus to accompany the

pictures. The explanatory material was also reproduced
on a phonograph to run thirteen minutes synchronously

with the pictures. Presented herewith are reproductions

of half the pictures on the strip and the entire narrative

accompaniment for all the twenty-four pictures.

(1) Much has heen written and said about how films and
other visual aids should be used from an educational point of

view. In many instances the physical problems that arise in

securing successful film lessons are regarded as minor details,

worth little consideration as compared to educational outcomes.

1 / /7 \

I '^*P^T^" -. ^. '•'"•"^jJ

,«, \mfrr-^'-

Selections from teacher-made filmstrip.
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16 MM Sound

FILMS For HISTORY CLASSES

Rental
Causes and Immediate Effects

of the First World War
Higrhligrhts of Lincoln's Career
Mr. President
Puritans of Mass. Colony
Our Constitution
Our Monroe Doctrine
Seeds of the Constitution

(Albany Plan of 1754)
Story of Our Flae

Write for complete list of educational films and
Catalog of entertainment subjects.

AUDIO-FILM LIBRARIES
661 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield. N. J.

2 reels $4.00
1 reel 2.00

1 reel 2.00

2 reels 4.00

2 reels 4.00

2 reels 4.00

1 reel 2.00

1 reel 2.00

Some of these physical things to do are stressed and mentioned

in the lids of propector cases, film catalogues, and film con-

tainers, especially information relative to proper threading and

operation of the movie machine.

In this film strip story let us consider some of the more
important things that will help us profit to the utmost in our

investment in projectors, screens, and other visual equipment.

(2) This is East High School as seen from the Sixteenth

Avenue approach. It is a large school with a student body of

approximately 3000 students, yet the problems involved here

and in the smaller school are quite similar. The expense of

darkening all of the rooms with opaque shades would have been

prohibitive. The problem was sohed by using sets of portable

shades that may be used in any desired room.

(3) Testing an electric outlet is a simple thing "to do with

this little neon gadget. If alive the light goes on, if dead, one

must replace a fuse before current is again restored. At least a

"dead" fuse is the commonest cause of trouble.

(4) Here is a close up view of the tester. It is small and

may be easily carried in the pocket. A dead electric outlet may
delay or deprive the class of a film that was especially important.

(5) These are familiar objects to all of us, yet the lack of

any particular item of this kind often spells success or failure

of a program. Much valuable time is lost hunting for double

sockets, plugs, fuses or other gadgets while the audience waits,

often impatiently.

(6) Serviceable extension cords like this one are indispens-

able. Their sturdy construction makes them much safer and

they last longer. They seldom "short out" if they are properly

made and are very useful when the electric outlet is some

distance from the projector.

(7) This type of cord is less desirable because of its flimsy

make up. It is not as safe nor will it last as long.

(8) Here is a projection table in the classroom with the

student operator. It is sturdily built, made of angle iron, fitted

with strong rubber casters and may be taken to any room in

the building. It has a space provided to carry a screen, opaque

shades for the room, film cans, extension cord and all other

things needed for a film lesson. It is a complete portable unit

in itself.

(9) We find rubber casters of this general type indispensable

on projection tables. The tables are of such a height that an

operator can easily manipulate the machine and at the same time

the projected picture is at the correct angle and height for the

screen.

(10) Screens of this type may be quickly adjusted to the

proper height. It is important to remember that they must be

at right angles to the beam of light coming from the projector,

otherwise, the picture will be out of focus at one side of the

screen or at the top or the bottom, if the projector is too high

above the screen or too far below it. Remember, also, to make
the projected picture exactly fill the screen. This is controlled

by the distance the projector is placed from the screen.

(11) This screen is a home-made affair consisting of a white

window curtain in a wooden box to keep it clean and to pro-

HOW THIS GENERATION

CAN IMPROVE THE NEXT

Visualized Lecture Series

providing new light on Modern Race Decline and

Means for Race Betterment.

^^
Eskimo Mother and Child

Developed from field studies among 14 primitive

races in different ports of the world. The data are

available in 8 illustrated lectures in either film strips,

2x2 glass slides, or standard glass slides, with de-

scriptive manuals and an illustrated outline.

1. Sketch of primitive racai
studied

2. How primitive races have
prevented tooth decay

3. How faces of primitives were
more beautiful before than
after modernization.

4. Facial beauty lost in one
generation and greater in-

fury to later-born children

5. Animal defects from foods
of parents and mutual re-

sponsibility of both parents

6. Light from primitive races
on how mentally backward
and delinquents can be pro-
duced

7. Special foods of primitives

for parents-to-be and race re-

generation by obeying na-
ture's laws of life

8. American Indians—primitive,

semi-primitive and modern-
ized

Comments from a Teacher:

"Five series of strip films were shown, using a small Tri-Purpose

projector. We all agreed that the projection lantern itself was
entirely adequate, and a class room of ordinary size does not have

to he entirely darkened while the slides are being shown. The
manuscript, which is well adapted for junior and senior high

school age, can very easily be followed as the pictures are being

shown, *** We all feel that a general use of these films in the

science department next year would give results that would
mean a forward step in education,"

From a State Department of Health:

"These strip film^s are truly wonderful and will accomplish more
than all the other teaching aids combined in promoting a genuine

active interest in dental health in the junior and senior high

school age groups."

Double-frame film strip lecture, averaging 50 illustrations, with
manual $ 3.50

ALSO AVAILABLE: An adapter attachment for standard 3-1/4x4
lantern slide projector converting it for showing double-frame
film strips and 2x2 glass slides $18.00

And a nevr small projector (or showring double-frame film strips
and 2x2 glass slides $32.00

All subject to discount of 20% when full set of film strip lectures,
and either the newr small Projector or the film strip adapter are
ordered at the same time.

FOR DETAILS WITH D£SCff/fTfVE UTBHATUHE WHITE:

Dr. Weston A. Price, Dental Researcti Laboratories

tf26 Eiclld AvMyt, Clivtland, ONi«
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*><^riTALIAN DIALOG ^<;:;.
WITH ENGLISH TITLES

VERDI
It ^"^'

Memoi

BenV

"A MUSICAL
TREAT"

with arias from a dozen
world famous operas.

Enihusiastically received by

N. Y. critics.

„....^rial •••y^ N. Y. DAILY NEWS

col Fe"'" I Film portrays with warmth and
understanding the life of the

composer. — N. Y. Journal

lOinWO American.

«"'' I FILM IS REVERENT, Highly

Qoby I musical and literal transla-

kAor\**Y H tion of the composer's career.
" - N. Y. Post.

16 MM Sound Film
112 Minutes

Now Available

RENTAL OR LONG TERM
LEASE

We are a central service for

ALL FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS

COMPLETE EQUIPMENT FURNISHED IF DESIRED

FREE . . . our check list of Foreign Language Films

Write Dept. EDS

GARRISON FILMS .lfS%1.KTv

20 READY
MADE 2x2 SLIDES $1

Unusual scenic travel and pictorial views—full double 3Smm
size, sharp and clear—mounted—ready to show in any stand-

ard projector. 20 for $1. 40 for $2. All different.

List of other subjects sent with each order.

ART SLIDE CO.. SIppo Lake S-2, Canton, Ohio

tect it. It is not as reflective as a beaded screen but is very

easy on the eyes.

(12) The screen may be placed on the teacher's desk as

shown here. This puts it at about the proper angle and relation-

ship in the average classroom.

(13) Threading the projector is very important. Improper
threading results in film damage which is costly as well as

unnecessary. Follow the simple directions given you with your
projector and your results will be gratifying as well as satis-

factory.

(14) This projector rests upon sponge rubber cushions which

help reduce vibration to a minimum. The cushions are made
from a kneeling pad. The "blimp" case on this model also helps

in making it a silent job for classroom use.

(15) A few simple tools like these come in handy at times.

In the strictest sense the oil cans in the upper right are not

tools, but lack of oil has been the cause of a great deal of ex-

pense and trouble as we all know.

(16) Oh! Oh! Oh! Oh! When using sound films lay your

speaker cord in such a manner that it will not take the beating

it is getting here. Coil it neatly, see that it is free from kinks

and out of the way as much as possible.

(17) Here, a speaker cord is being laid close to the wall

where it is least likely to be walked upon. Care should also be

exercised to secure satisfactory results by placing the speaker

in the proper relation to the screen and the audience.

(18) Darkening a room with a set of portable opaque shades

is illustrated here. In this picture a student operator is shown
laying an opaque window curtain in the window sill. The tan

shades were first raised on all the windows in the room.

(19) The cord on the opaque shade is next placed over a hook

in the wood Wotk at thetop center of the window. The operator

holds the shade with one hand as it unrolls and pulls the cord
with the other hand.

(20) When the shade is fully raised the operator ties the

cord to a radiator or desk with a knot easily tied or untied.

(21) When the film lesson is over and the shades are taken
down one boy rolls up the shade as another slowly releases the

cord. Two boys make an effective team in doing these simple

but necessary jobs. This liberates the teacher to give her full

energy to points of the film lesson. The teacher should, how-
ever, know how to operate the projector and all the other neces-

sary details. If she does the student operators can look to her
for help if they are stuck and she can control the situation

much more intelligently.

(22) A good rewind and splicing outfit are pretty much of

a necessity. Films can be built up on to one reel which saves

time in class ordinarily spent in threading up the next reel.

Breaks in the film or splices that come loose may be quickly

repaired with a good splicing outfit. These are points a good
operator knows how to do.

(23) A classroom scene at East High school immediately

after a film has been shown. When the physical aspects and
educational aspects of visual education are in close harmony,
and work well together—then and only then will results be as

we wish to have them.

(24) This film strip was recorded personally by Mr. R. C.

Mulnix of the Mulnix Sound Systems of Denver, Colorado, on
a Presto Recorder. The photographs are tlie work of Norman
Carol!, a student operator of East High school. Your narrator

is William S. Green.

Resolutions of Ohio Visual Instruction Section

Be It Resolved Tn.\T:

The Visual Instruction Department of the Ohio Education

Association adopt the following platform of principles

:

1. The place of visual perception in the learning process is

too widely known and too generally accepted to need comment.

Such place is of first importance in the learning procedure.

2. We call attention to the phenomenal increase in all types

of materials for bringing the world into the classroom and en-

riching the experiences of the children through \isual in-

struction.

3. We urge that more and more of these materials be made
available to all types of schools.

4. We further urge that curriculum construction take into

careful consideration making the same an integral part of the

courses of study.

5. We suggest to teachers and administrators that there is

need for an evaluation of visual instruction materials and pro-

cedures. This should provide a plan for preparation, presenta-

tion, discussion, and testing.

6. We urge that all Boards of Education continue and, when
possible, increase the budgets for visual aids.

7. We emphatically urge that all teachers and school patrons

petition the legislature to continue support of the present policy

for financing visual education materials in the State Department

of Education. The present censorship fee should be continued.

It is our belief that in the standards set up in the school study

of commercial film the motion picture industry is getting

value received.

8. Finally, we go on record in commendation and praise of

the Visual Instruction Exchange for its excellent service in

selection and distribution of films.

W. Dwight Darling

C. M. Layton

Daia en Summer Courses Wonted

The Educational Screen is again gathering infor-

mation on all summer courses in visual instruction,

for publication in the April and May issues.

Any reader knowing of such courses to be given
next summer is earnestly asked to send us names of

the institutions—with or without further data, such
as: title of course, name of instructor, dates of dura-
tion, credits, contents of course.
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A new sound film that gives vital

aid to schools in the training of

mechanics for NATIONAL DEFENSE

THIS skillfully prepared sound film provides
invaluable help in the detailed demonstration

of modern shop practice. It is replete with care-

fully planned, superbly photographed full-screen

close-ups which isolate and greatly enlarge the

critical action involved in every significant pro-

cedure. It not only permits demonstrating to the

whole class at once, but enables each student to

follow the action, step by step, to even greater

advantage than would be possible from a posi-

tion directly at the side of the instructor. The
effectiveness of the film is further heightened by
full explanations, in sound, of every step.

All schools now teaching or planning to teach
shop practice in connection with the National
Defense program will welcome Elementary Oper-
ations on the Engine Lathe. It covers correct meth-
ods for exact alignment of the lathe . . . detailed

procedures involved in facing, straight turning,
and squaring a shoulder ... working accurately

to dimensions from a mechanical drawing . .

.

characteristics and selection of the principal cut-

ting tools ... a comprehensive exposition of the

use of micrometers in relation to the graduated
dials. One reel 16-millimeter (sound)— $45;
immediate delivery.

Write Eastman Kodak Company, Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Classroom Films
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%
Short Subject ,

Documentaries
A series of one and t-wo reel sound re-

leases show^ing military, industrial and
civilian activities of Great Britain and
the Empire. These include:

—

Food Convoy

War and Order

Coastal Defense

Channel Incident

Beliind the Guns

Britain on Guard

Fighters of the Veldt

Atlantic

The Big City

Village School

Britain's Youth

A Job To Be Done

Welfare of the Workers

Religion and the People

Write for complete list

'with descriptive synopses.

Sale Price:

$15*00 per reel, 16 mm Sound

NON THEATRICAL PICTURES CORP.
H. Threlkeld-Edwards, Pres.

165 West 46th St., New York. N. Y.

FILMS AND RECORDS
Erpi Films . . . Castle Films . . .

Harvard Films

Poetry Records (Author's Readings) . .

.

Latin Records . . . English Literature

Records (in preparation)

Wriie for Catalogue E

HARVARD FILM SERVICE
Biological Laboratories

Harrard University

Cambridge, Mass.

Authentic
Visual and Reference Service
Topical Index to the National Geographic Magazine, 1917 to date.

50,000 picture and text references. Make magazines cyclopedic.

Special Convention issue Price, $2.00

Geographic Picture Studies

Primary, Intermediate and Advanced Elementary levels on Birds;

also China, England and Canada. Tough three-color covers.

35c eacii. 6 for $2.00

(See September 1940 issue, EDUCATIONAL SCREEN, page 282)

H. Skadsheim, Visual Services
Berrien Springs, Mich.

School Made
Motion Pictures
By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of English

High School, Greenwich, Conn.

Member Committee on Standards for Motion Pictures and
Newspapers of the National Council of Teachers of English

C ELDOM do schools make films on topics that are

the subjects of controversy in the community. That
is why the film, Housing in Flint, reported below
should be of unusual interest to school film makers.
The problem of housing was being discussed in the

city of Flint, Michigan ; so the students of the Central

High School decided to find out actual conditions for

themselves and make a documentary film of their find-

ings.

According to Ruth C. Henry, director of the film.

Housing in Flint (450 feet) was produced by the Cen-
tral High School students. They were studying a unit

on Housing at the time that community participation

in a United States Housing Administration project

was the subject of an impending election.

In the plan of the film, "Flint's houses were divided,

chronologically, into four groups. Good and bad ex-

amples from each period, in the proper proportion to

their actual numbers, were photographed. The com-
munity research and planning bureau gave us the

necessary advice. Hence, the film is an accurate

sampling of Flint housing. The plan is as follows

:

A. Houses before the World War period

1. Houses that have maintained their value

2. Houses that have become run-down because of

adverse surroundings

3. Houses that have become veritable slum areas

B. World War
1. Civic Park—a General Motors project

2. Private buildings

C. Rapid building of the 1920's

1. Expensive homes
2. Outskirts of the city—no conveniences

3. Middle range

D. Trends in the 1930's

1. Trailer camps
2. Modern styles

California

Four films (400 feet or less in length) are products

of the Long Beach Public Schools. According to N.
Evelyn Davis, audio-visual supervisor, they are : Draw-
ing the Human Figure, in which an art class demon-
strates its method of drawing ; Painting a Mural, a film

that shows a high school girl painting a mural, "Little

Black Sambo" ; Mother Goose, with elementary school

children dramatizing Mother Goose rhymes; and
Dances from the Nutcracker Suite that pictures high

school girls in interpretative dancing groups.
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"(2aU oi tk» IVUdctnea"
A new 7 reel 16mm SOUND film—one of the best ever
made for elementary school use. A nature story, star-
ring a beautiful, intelligent dog. Book this—give the
youngsters a treat!
. . . Send for free catalog listing mony other rental MIms.

THE MANSE FILM LIBRARY 'j^J^y^, t;T;

Illinois

Art teachers will be interested in two lilms devel-

oped at the Sullivan High School, Chicago. One, Color,

an all-color film, starts with the basic principles of the

color wheel and leads to correct color combinations.

The other. Lettering, shows correct finger and hand
manipulation in letter construction. Further informa-

tion on the films may be secured from Mr. Julius J.

Becker of the high school.

Michigan

Art Goes Everywhere is the stimulating title of an
800-foot film produced by students of the Roosevelt

School, Wayne University Training School, Detroit.

From the pre-school through the sixth grade, the stu-

dents found art playing a part in all kinds of school

activities. Mrs. Mabel Lange Smith, art instructor,

was the advisor of the film group.

New Jersey

Miss Martha Noble of the East End School, North
Plainfield, describes a public relations film made by
her as follows : "A Day in the East End School begins

with a picture of the children coming to school in the

morning. It shows each grade engaged in some activ-

ity—the kindergarten children boarding a boat built

of blocks ; first grade groups reading, drawing, and
playing games ; second grade selling seeds in a store

which they built; third grade dramatizing a Dutch
play, painting a Dutch scene and arranging a sand
table ; fourth grade, library and safety council ; fifth

grade, hobby club . . . ; sixth grade, school newspaper.
The movie closes with the children going home." (400
feet).

New York

A view of what a specialized vocational high school

offers the student is presented in a 600-foot orientation

film made at the Central Needle Trades High School,

New York City.

The Mandl School for Medical Office Assistants,

62 West 45th Street, owns a 400-foot film showing
the activities of medical office assistants and the

teaching of clinical laboratory techni(|ues. The film

shows X-ray techniques, laboratory procedures,

medical stenography, and nursing methods. David
L. Bennett is principal of the school.

Ohio

One of the questions that school administrators are

asked frequently is: "How are your teachers hired?"

This question is answered by a 250-foot film made
by Richard W. Horn and O. E. Hill of the Galion

Public Schools, Galion. They report : "The film merely
presents in situation form how a teacher's services are

procured—from the arising of the need to the notifica-

tion of appointment."

PERFECT T FIRST
HOLMES l\ vuSOUND-ON-FILM ^
PROJECTORS
Anyone can get perfect re-

sults from the first reel of

film run on the newr Holmes
—no mechanical skill is re-

quired to operate the equip-
ment and get perfect repro-
duction of sound.
The Holmes portable unit

is most compact — projector
in one case, speaker and
amplifier in another. When
running sound films, projec-
tor is locked into position
on top of amplifier case, as
illustrated. In showing silent
pictures, not necessary to
carry amplifier around.
Speaker and amplifier may
be used independently as
portable address system.

Send for catalog.

Holmes Projector Co.

1813 Orchard St., CHICAGO
Manufacturers of 16mm and 32 lbs
35mm Pro/ecfors for over

25 ftan READY TO CARRY
Total weight with
Speaker only 60 Ibi.

16 mm Portable,
Mazdaor Arc Lamp.

35 mm Portable,
Mazdaor Arc Lamp.

35 mm Imperial
for Auditoriums.

R -^ S

EXCLUSIVE

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
SOUHD FILMS

7 compliment you on

your fine work and as-

sure you that we will

take your reels as fast

as they are released."

This excerpt from a recent letter tells t*e story of
•Your Life Work" Vocational Guidance Films,
from the practical experience of a leading visual
education director.
"Your Life Work" Films bring: workers to the

classroom for careful study . . . place the various
industries under the microscope, so to speak, en-
abling students to visualize the requirements, the
possibilities and rewards in each.

Include These Films In Your New Budget
The Woodworker Automotive Service

liadio and Television Journalism
Finding Your Life Work

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMS, Inc.
Old Colony BIdg.
Des Moines, Iowa

SPECIAL
"Vnur Life Work"
rf-arhiTs' (Juidcs,
valuable referonce
iiaterial for voca-
'ional Kuldancc
:'Onnselors and
Fitufients, set of 5,

.-ash with ordf-r.
n.no.

330 W. 42nd St.
New York City

7514 N. Aihland Ave.
Chicago. III.

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
Please lend the followitia:

( ) Teachers' Guides ... I enclose SI.00.

( ) Manual of Information . . FREE.
( ), Information on new Vocational

Guidance Film Strips . . . FREE.

Name

Address
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New 16 mm Sound Releases

I reel each

The Seeing Eye
D09 Days
Born To Die
Nature's Songsters
Sliy Fishing

Animal Cunning
Not So Dumb
City of Wax
How to Slii

Hold That Line

and insect life, and sports,

selected for their unusual interest and value to school film users

Send for descriptive catalog.

POST PICTURES CORPORATION 1':LXTh'7

We Live in Two Worlds
Song Birds of the North Woods
Chesapeake Boy Retriever

Gray Owl's Little Brother

Return of the Buffalo

Kingdom for a Horse
Private Life of the Gonnets

The Game of Jai-Alai

Ornamental Swimming
Fascinating subjects on bird, animal

Wisconsin

The following films are reported by H. M. Kuckuk,

Rufus King High School, Milwaukee.

Defenders of Outdoor America (950 feet), made by

the Wilson Junior High School. Appleton, shows boys

at work on conservation projects. Another produc-

tion of this school is Handlebar Hazards, a 700-foot

bicycle safety film in color. It was produced coopera-

tively by the police department, the city council, and

the board of education—R. L. Swanson, cameraman.

A school publicity film of 200 feet has been com-

pleted by the Kosciusko Junior High School, Mil-

waukee.

The King's Diary (1200) of the Rufus King High

School, Milwaukee, gives the history of a new school,

with the first football game, contest winners, activities

of shops and classes.—H. M. Kuckuk, advisor.

A complete presentation of the work of the schools

is the subject of A Preparation for More Complete

Living front Nursery School to the Sweet Girl Grad-

uate, 8()0 feet of film made by the South Girls Junior

Tech, Milwaukee.

Oskosh State Teachers College has made a 250-foot

film. The Activities in the Primary Department of the

Rose C. Swart Training School. Miss Hulda A. Bill-

ing, director of the Kindergarten-Primary Department,

was the film sponsor ; Phil Lyman, Cameraman.
A diary type of film is The Seniors in Reviczv (500

feet), a production of the Richland Center High
School designed to be shown as a part of a Class Night

program.

Every step in puppet making and the use of the

finished product may be found in Puppetry, (400) a

film that has a national circulation. The film was made
at the Jefferson School, Wauwatosa.—A. W. Krueger,

principal. The activities of students in connection with

the study of a unit on Arabia are shown in an 800-foot

color release of the same school.

Seven films (approximately 400 feet each) have

been completed by Harold R. Stamm of the West
Allis High School. Each film documents some activ-

ity of Mr. Stamni's classes in physics, biology, or gen-

eral science. Their titles are : Telescope Making at

the West Allis High School, Microscope Projects, The
Electric Motor. Compass, the Signpost of the World,

Hydromefry, Weights and Measures, and The Short-

Wave Radio transmitter.

CHILD IHEAILTIH
TRAINING, and CHARACTER

BUILDING FILMS
Silent nnd Sound 16 or S m.ni.
BEFORE THE BABY COMES

BABY'S FIRST YEAR
GROWING UP (Child care nnd truininK from one to six)

Useful to adults, young adults, doctors, dentists, nurses, public
health workei-s, high school, normal school and colleges.

THE LIFE OF A HEALTHY CHILD
THE ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS

Fro elementary schools, junior and senior high school and
lay groups.

EDUCATIONAL, ENTERTAINING and RELIABLE
Prepared in close collaboration with leading health authorities,
practitioners, and educators in various parts of the country.
Complete guide and text of spoken narrative of sound version

supplied with all orders.

fia^p or Rent . . . for informatiun

HEALTH FILM SERVICE "'liuMi'D'S^GON'

Booklet on School-Made Films

The Motion Picture Goes to School, a collection of

''discussions on paper" on school film production and
allied subjects, is available to educators.

The 46-page mimeographed booklet is issued by the

Committee on Standards for Motion Pictures and
X'ewspapers of the National Council of Teachers of

English. Edited by Hardy R. Finch, head of English

of Greenwich (Conn.) High School, it contains the

following: "Producing Motion Pictures: A Problem
in Communication," Edgar Dale ; "The Problems of

School Film Production," Lillian McNulty ; "Pros-

pectus on Hollywood Via Amateur Film Production,"

Eleanor D. Child ; "The School Documentary Film as

an English Activity," Donald Eldridge; "Enriching

the Study of Literature by the Making of School

Films," Maribel Richardson ; "Teaching Library Tech-
niques by Visualized Procedure." Alexander B. Lewis
and Lavinia Caprio la Manna ; "The Motion Picture

or Photoplay Club: Its Function in the Secondary
School," Constance McCullough ; "Life's Too Short"

(a scenario for a safety teaching film). Godfrey M.
Elliott ; "Bibliography on Movie Making."
The booklet may be obtained from Hardy R. Finch.

Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn. Requests
should be accompanied by twenty cents to cover costs

of mailing, etc.

SEND A REPORT OF YOUR SCHOOL MADE FILMS

Name of School

Address

Title and subject of film

Date Completed

Length 200, 400, 500 or feet

Sixteen mm. ? Silent ?

Color ? Made by

Brief summarv of and unusual facts about the film

Your name

Please send your reports to the editor of tliis department.
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Visual Instruction

l.Read this FREE BOOK
Filmo on the Faculty presents valuable,

authentic advice about (1) training

teachers in effective use of motion pic-

tures (a suggested training program is

presented in considerable detail), (2)

choosing films and integrating them with

the curriculum, (3) developing new

areas of instruction for the motion pic-

ture, (4) selecting equipment, and (5)

administering the visual education pro-

gram. Whether you're using or con-

templating using motion pictures, you'll

find this book interesting and helpful.

It has grown out of the experiences of

hundreds of educators. Mark the cou-

pon for your free copy.

2. See this COMPLETE EXHIBIT
At the convention of the American Association
of School Administrators in Atlantic City, Febru-
ary 2 2 to 27, visit the Bell & Howell booth, sec-

tion L-2. There you'll see the largest and most
complete exhibit ofB&H visual education equip-
ment ever presented, and the latest and best

educational films in our Filmosound Library.

You can examine and compare every Filmo silent

and Filmosound Projector, including the power-
ful Filmoarc. And you can see all the accessories
that so broaden the scope of school sound film

projectors, including microphone, disk recorder
and record player, transcription player, phono-
graph turntable, and others. This instructive

exhibit will be attended by specialists who know
not only films and equipment but also the answers
to your problems of application.

3. Use fine PROJECTORS
|lllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll||l|||||||||||||||||||||||U|||||l|||l|ll|||||||||||||||IIIIIIIIIII|||||||||||||||||||||j||||||||||||N

I 4. Get these new FILM CATALOGS I

They are rich source books of thou-

sands of educational, recreational,

and religious films which are avail-

able at moderate rentals or by pur-

chase from B&H Filmosound Library.

Arranged for easy reference. Use cou-

pon to request them. Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago;New York; Holly-

wood; Washington, D. C; London.
Established 1907.

Only with fine projectors will the full perfection

of your visual program be brought to the screen.

So use Bell & Howell Projectors. They are pre-

cision-built by the makers, for 34 years, of

Hollywood's preferred professional equipment.

In thousands of schools they have proved their

ability to deliver "demonstration results" through
years of rigorous service. Pictured is Filmosound
"Academy," popular school model for both

sound and silent 16 mm. film.

SEND COUPON FOR DETAILS

"iiKiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Ill I mil iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I nil II II nil nm nj

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago. III.

( ) Send free book, Filmo on the Faculty. ( ) Send literature on
projectors for ( ) sound fllm. ( ) silent Aim. ( ) Send catalog of
educational films.* ( > Send catalog of recreational Alms.*
( ) Send catalog of religious Alms.*

We now own ( sound) ( silent) projectors of

make.
Free to projector owners; 25c each to others.

Name
School

Address

City State ES2H! I
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Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresl

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must ]\ot Miss!"

"When the Daltons Rode"
A rip-roaring picture of Amer-
ica's most sensational bandit-
family, starring Kay Francis
and Randolph Scott.

**A Little Bit of Heaven"
Gloria Jean sings her way
through a glorious, human
story of "Just folks."

"Tlie Boys from Syracuse"
A Broadway hit that sold out
at $5.50 a seat, now faster and
funnier with Allan Jones, Mar*
tha Raye and Joe Penner.

"Sandy Is a Lady"
The most publicised lady of
the screen. "Baby" Sandy, tn

an hilarious comedy.

"If I Had My Way**
Sing Crosby joins voices with

Gloria Jean in the year's most
tuneful picture.

Deanna Durbin
First Lady of the Screen, in

her three latest and greatest

pictures, "First Love", "It's

a Date" and the magnificent

"Spring Parade".

• Write Immediately to-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information

about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subject comedies, musicals, travel-

ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.

Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100

^. dE(A7± an

Southern California Spring Conference

Present and future trends in the field of visual-audio

education will be realistically demonstrated at the com-

ing Southern California Spring Conference of the Vis-

ual-Audio Section of the C. T. A. to be held in San
Diego, April 4-6. City and county departments will act

as co-hosts with headquarters in the Hall of Education,

ideally located in the heart of the city's cultural and

recreational center in beautiful Balboa Park.

Enjoyable social and recreational special events are

being arranged in connection with the program. Among
special attractions is a guided tour, Sunday, to the Ob-
servatory on Palomar Mountain, where the world's

largest telescope is housed. Another planned trip will

be a personally conducted Harbor Excursion, which

will afford an opportunity to see anchored in port the

latest type navy ships. Visitors will be given an op-

portunity to witness actual training of students in such

types of work as sheet metal, motor assembling, boat

building, and reconstruction for mine sweepers, tool

making, parachute manufacture, etc. This school was
recently launched under the San Diego City Schools

National Defense Training program to meet the ur-

gent demand of local aviation plants for more trained

men. Regular class work of the Vocational High
School, including both trade and business courses will

be open to the visitors attending the conference. Ob-
servation of these vocational schools will be planned

so as to show methods and materials now available to

visualize such instructional areas.

Exhibits will include a photographic salon featuring

the work of teacher and pupil photo-activity groups,

displays of student's work illustrating local curriculum

centers of interest and areas of study, and commercial

equipment exhibits.

Attuned to the spirit of the times, the theme of the

illustrated forums and panels scheduled for the con-

ference will be. "Visualizing Today's Defense of Life's

Real Values." (Marian Evans)

Visual Education in Tennessee

The "Audio-Visual News," published by the Uni-

versity of Tennessee Division of University Extension,

reports that January 1, 1941, marked the first birthday

of the new educational motion picture film service in-

augurated last year by the University. But despite its

short life, the library now boasts the acquisition of

nearly three hundred and fifty film subjects, and is

filling a real need in Tennessee. Already almost a hun-

dred and fiftv accounts are listed in the books of the

Division.

Among the new films offered is a one reel sound

subject produced by the University, entitled The Uni-

versity of Tennessee at Work, which presents the ac-

tivities, work, and scope of the institution. It is avail-

able free to film users in the state.

Another item of interest reported by the bulletin is

that for the first time in the history of the Tennessee
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Education Association, its program will include a sec-

tional meeting on Audio-Visual Education, April 11.

Mr. W. Gayle Starnes, University of Kentucky Exten-

sion Division, will be guest speaker.

Preliminary plans are being made to introduce a

Visual Aids Caravan in the state after school starts in

the fall. The Caravan will be a traveling conference,

holding meetings at seven centers for the discussion and

demonstration of visual aids.

Visual Aids in Mathematics Demonstrated

The Visual Instruction Section of the New York

Society for the Experimental Study of Education de-

voted the evening of January 10 to a discussion and

demonstration of "Visual Aids in Mathematics." Con-

siderable interest was shown in the series of 16mm si-

lent films for teaching mathematics, produced by Domi-

nick Montelbano, teacher in Junior High School 109,

Brooklyn. Mr. Montelbano also outlined the experi-

mental evaluation which is now being conducted to de-

termine the effectiveness of these films in the teaching

of 7A Mathematics when compared with the traditional

method that uses the textbook as a basis. The series

of 17 films were made to accompany specifically the

course of study in the New York City junior high

schools. The project is divided into four units : Home
Unit, Savings Banks, Geometry, and Travel Units.

Pupil-made lantern slides correlating with the 7A
Course of Study in Mathematics were also demon-

strated, by Thelma Jackson, teacher in Junior High
School 113, Bronx. Mrs. Esther L. Berg acted as chair-

man of the meeting.

Museum Free Film Programs

The Art Appreciation Film Program for 1940-41 at

the Philadelphia Museum of Art has been prepared on

an impressive scale by the Division of Education. Be-

ginning November 16th, this series of free motion pic-

tures is given weekly on Saturday and Sunday after-

noons, concluding May 25. The seventy-nine films

booked for the season cover such subjects as Archi-

tecture, Sculpture, Painting, Pottery, Weaving, Arts

and Crafts, Puppetry, The Graphic Arts, Abstractions,

and the Animated Cartoon.

Visual Aids in the CCC
Howard W. Oxley, Director of CCC Camp Educa-

tion, recently reported that 1100 of the 1489 CCC camps
have motion picture projectors, 1108 filmstrip pro-

jectors, and 282 are supplied with opaque propectors.

A few have lantern-slide equipment. In one typical

school month 7402 educational films were shown, with

a total attendance of 575,028 for the month. Maps,
charts, diagrams and models are also used for exhibit

purposes in many camps.

In each corps area, films and filmstrips are distributed

(Concluded on page 87) \,

You are invited to see these and
other Erpi subjects of your own
selection at our

Booth L-1

Municipal Auditorium, Atlantic City

February 22-27

166 subjects fo choose from !

16 NEW FILMS ON THE SOCIAL STUDIES:
Early Settlers of New England, A Planter of Colonial

Virginia, The Policeman, The Passenger Train. Chem-
istry and a Changing World, Safety in the Home, French-

Canadian Children, Children of Switzerland, Children

of Japan, Children of China, People of Western China,

People of Hawaii, Argentina (People of Buenos Aires),

Brazil (People of the Plantations), Chile (People of the

Country Estates), Peru (People of the Mountains).

3 NEW FILMS ON HUMAN BIOLOGY:
Control of Body Temperature, TheWork of the Kidneys,

Tuberculosis (Its Diagnosis, Treatment and Control).

3 NEW FILMS ON ANIMAL LIFE:

The Honey Bee, The Snapping Turtle, Elephants.

2 NEW FILMS ON ART:
The Modem Lithographer, Furniture Craftsmen.

1 NEW FILM ON PLANT LIFE:

Gardening.

Frpi Classroom Films Inc,
ERPI CLASSROOM FILMS INC. E.S. 2-41
35-11 Thirty-nftfa Avenue, Long Island City, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me additional descriptive material on your films
inelnding the Integration Chart which indicates the correlation of each
nim with diflerent subject matter courses.

Name
.
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

The Snapping Turtle (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale

price $50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

Unusual photography reveals the life-story of an interesting

reptile, seen in its natural habitat. As the film begins, it is

springtime ; some of the inhabitants of a pond and its shore are

pictured. Then, in detailed closeups, the snapping turtle is

seen swimming, going to the surface for air, and catching food.

Mother snapping turtle crawls out of the pond ; locating a suit-

able spot, she begins laying her eggs. This process is shown
in some detail. Afterwards, she starts back to the pond. A
skunk discovers the nest and begins to eat an egg, but a dog
frightens him away. After three months, one of the eggs is seen
hatching. Others follow. Several of the tiny turtles, yolk sacs

still attached, .start out to find the pond. In the water, one
catches and eats a dragonfly nymph. The mother passes close

by her young, and we hear that she has no further interest in

them except as possible appetizers. A crayfish escapes her by
losing a claw. As winter comes, the turtles dig a burrow at

the bottom of tlie pond and hibernate through the months when
ice covers the surface ; but with the coming of spring again,

they awaken to begin another year of life.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for a wide range of

applications ; should be especially valuable in biology, zoology,

and nature study classes, at all grade levels. The film is well

organized
;
photography and sound are good.

A New World Through Chemistry (DuPont) 2 reels, 16mm
Cinecolor sound, "Free."

This color film tells of the activities of the du Pont Com-
pany in bringing to our everyday life new and useful products

made possible through chemical research. The film opens with

views of laboratory apparatus as the narrator states that the

chemical laboratory is in the vanguard of modern progress.

First, a realization of chemists' dreams is shown in Neoprene, a

synthetic rubber now in commercial manufacture. The qualities

which make it superior to rubber for certain uses are shown
in tests. A housewife demonstrates several kitchen conveniences

manufactured from Neoprene. Next, liquid-repellent fabrics

are demonstrated in a dramatized skit. Fire-retarding agents,

useful for women's dresses, are demonstrated.

To make rayon, cellulose sheets are shredded, liquefied and
forced through spinnerets, wound on spools, dyed, and woven.
A West Virginia plant which makes Nylon is next shown, with
a brief explanation of raw materials and some of the methods.
In a hosiery mill, the Nylon thread is knitted into women's
stockings. Other uses of this product are shown in the making
of brushes and fishing line. The Lucite plastic, valuable espe-

cially because it will transmit light over any desired course

without lateral leakage, is demonstrated. We' also see furniture

and other household articles made of this and other plastics.

This monthly page of reviews is conducted for the
benefit of educational film producers and users alike.

The comments of both are cordially invited.

Producers wishing to have their new films reviewed
on this page should write Mr. Don White at 223 Wal-
ton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as
to length, content, and basis of availability of the
films. They will be informed of the first open screening
date when the Teacher-Committee can view the films.

The only cost to producers for the service is the
cost of transporting the prints to and from Atlanta,
which must be borne by the producers.

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

The film ends with scenes of girl models in their synthetic
dress and using synthetic furniture, as the commentator empha-
sizes the value of chemistry to our life. Produced by Scientific

Films, Inc. Distributed also by YMC.A Motion Picture Bureau,
347 Madison Avenue, New York City.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for use in chemistry
and physics classes ; should have some value for social science
classes, and should be very effective in general showings, at the
junior high level and above. Of limited value also in elementary
grades. The film makes effective use of color; photography
and sound are good, although color rendition is not completely
up to standard. A good variety of materials and uses are
shown. The one weak point noticed is the fact that in a few
scenes models appear clothed in undergarments and bathing
suits ; some scliools may consider these scenes unsuitable for

their showings. For that reason, it is recommended that the
film be screened by faculty members before being exhibited to

students.

Argentina (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale price $50.00.

Teacher's guide to be furnished.

Represents life in Argentina by showing the daily lives of
people in Buenos Aires and by explaining the city's dependence
upon the Pampas for export products. The film opens in Buenos
Aires as Roberto Campas, an employee in a meat packing plant,

goes to work by subway. A wealthy broker. Senor Rodriguez,
goes to his office by automobile. In the packing plant, some of

the processes in preparing Argentine beef for market are shown.
Senor Campas returns home for lunch. In his office, Senor
Rodriguez dictates an order for a new automobile. At the
docks, ships are being loaded and unloaded with the exports
and imports vital to the city's life.

But making both possible, there is behind the cities another
Argentina—the land of the vast Pampas, used chiefly for

agriculture and grazing. Typical agricultural activities on the

Pampas are shown. Great herds of cattle, with their gauchos,

form a picturesque sequence, as do the sheep which roam the

plains. Back in the city, Roberto Campas and his family are

seen visiting the zoo, and the film closes with views of their

home life in the evening.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for classes in the

social studies, particularly geography, from the junior high
through adult levels : should have considerable value also in

elementary grades. The film is well organized and includes a
variety of material. It should contribute especially to a realiza-

tion of kinship with the people of Argentina. Photography and
sound are good.

Throwing on the Wheel (Minnesota) 1 reel, 16mm silent,

sale price $28, rental $1.25.

Epic Hellman, graduate of the University of Copenhagen,
demonstrates the techniques of forming a vase on the potter's

wheel. First, a lump of clay is placed on the wheel. In detail,

but without explanatory titles, the process of centering, shaping

the bottom, lifting the sides, final shaping and finishing the vase

are shown. With extreme care the vase is lifted from the

wheel, air-dried, fired, dipped in glazing slip, and fired again.

In conclusion the completed vase is shown.

Committee Opinion—A fair film for use in teaching the

techniques of pottery making, and for art appreciation. Some
committee members criticized the film's entire omission of ex-

planatory subtitles on grounds of lack of clarity and complete-

ness; others thought this a good feature because, among other

things, it makes possible use of the film at any grade level, and
because they felt no explanatory titles were needed. Pho-
tography is good throughout.

(Concluded on page 86)
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DEMOCRACY UNDER FIRE!
• Here is living history . . . the story of British Democracy under fiire

told through the twenty-five most significant films to come from the

present world crisis.

• Pictured in these films is every phase of England's effort: the impact

These 2 5 films provide the first authentic

mating picture record of how British

Democracy is meeting the challenge of

total war.

BRITAIN AT WAR
1. Britain on Guard <1 reel: 7 mins.)

A (U'morratlc people mobilized against invasion,

(nmmontaiy by J. B. Prii-3lly. G. P. O. Prod.

2. Channel Incident (1 reel: 8 mins.)
A typical siiiall craft in Dunkirk evacuation.

3. Coastal Defense (1 reel: 11 mins.)
Preparations against attack. Attacks at aea.

1. Into the Blue (1 reel: 11 mins.)
Training pilots, gunners and observers for R.A.F.

5. Raistnsr Sailors (1 reel: II mins.)
Training llie Royal Xavy. Pathe Prod.

6. Raising: Soldiers <1 reel: 10 mins.)
Training tbe Anny. Movietone Prod.

7. Sea Fort (1 reel: 7 mins.)
.V floating sea fort, off Britain's coast.

S. War and Order (1 reel: 10 mins.)
Wartime duties and training of the Police Force
and Home (iuard. G. -P. O. Prod.

PRODUCTION FOR DEFENSE
9. Job to Be Done (1 reel: 10 mins.)

I'se of civilian man-power in wartime,

10. Airscrew <2 reels: 22 mins.)
Manufacture of all-metal airplane propellers;

"variable pitch" explained.

11. Behind the Guns <2 reels: 19 mins.)
Vivid mm o^ civilians at work in factories »nd
shipyards. Illustrates industrial processes.

12. Yesterday's Over Your Shoulder
(1 reel: 8 mins.)
Hov^' man without exiwrience Is trained to be an
engineer. Valuable for Vocational Guidance.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
13. Atlantic (3 reels: 27 mins.)

An all-diagram film for teaching purposes, ftiving

an overview of the Western World to 1!>40.

14. Men of Africa (2 reels: 19 mins.)
British colonial administration in East Africa

witli particular reference to medical services,

education and native responsibilities.

LIFE OF THE PEOPLE
of total war on British industry, on civilian life, on its military services 15. The Big cuy of London <i reeii

The bt'st short flhn lo date on l.nnrlon, Shouhl

and on its government.

• Pictured in tliem too, is England's answer: how it has set about the

task of preserving its constitutional form of government as well as

itself; and successfully turned democracy into a weapon efficient

enough to withstand the challenge of totalitarianism.

• But perhaps most important of all—quite apart from their authentic

importance and meaning to us as the world's only other great democ-

racy—these films have a very real and timely educational value. The

detailed visualizations of the vocational training, industrial and social

techniques the British are evolving provide answers to many of the

problems which our present defense program is raising.

• Be first in your community to show these films by acting now.

tie In the permanent collection of every Bchool.

16. Village School (1 reel: 10 mins.)
How L-hlhiren. includlns 30 evacuees, are edu-
cated in wa-.tlnie. A Rood example of method.
Should l)e shown h.v every tearhers' eolleKe.

17. Sailors Without Uniform (1 reel)

Fishing for food and sweeping for mines.

18. Spring Offensive (2 reels: 20 mins.)
Exeellcnt example of the [lemo^-ratie way. Farmers
carry out a campaign to cultivate more land. A
fxindoii boy ['vacuated to [lie country is shown
doing Ills part.

19. Britain's Youth (1 reel: II mins.)
British sports: imixtrtance of iiliyaical titness.

20. Religion and the People (2 reels: 15 mins.)
Protestant, Catholic and Jewish welfare work,

21. S. O. S. <1 reel: 12 mins.)
The story of lifelwat crews In I'ornwall.

SOCIAL WELFARE
22. Mother and Child (1 reel: 11 mins.)

Maternity and child welfare services in Britain.

23. The New Britain (1 reel: 12 mins.)
S4>iiie achievements of British democracy 191S-
103!>—health, education and housing.

24. Welfare of the Workers (1 reel)
Enforcing high standards in working conditions.

25. White Battle Front (1 reel: 10 mins.)
Medical services for fighters and civilians.

16mm sound prints sell for $15.00 per

reel; rent for $1.50 per reel. 35mm
sound prints rent for $2.50 per reel.

Write today to your dealer or to

COLLEGE FILM CENTER
59 E. Van Buren Street Chicago, III.

MAIL THIS COUPON

College Film Center, 59 East Van Buren, Chicago, 111.

Gentlemen: Without obligation please send me further information

about the Films on Democracy. 1 am especially interested in the follo-w-

ing numbers _.

Name _

Address City
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^ EDUCATIONAL
/^•^^ MOTION PICTURES

AND Selected

ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS
(AT LOW RENTALSl

INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS ON MANY SUBJECTS
AVIATION
CITIZENSHIP
HUMAN BIOLOGY
NATURE STUDY

POPULAR SCIENCE
PHYSICAL SCIENCE
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
SPORTS

YOUR PROGRAMS CAN BE
CAREFULLY SELECTED
ACCORDING TO YOUR NEEDS
FROM THE LARGEST
LIBRARY OF SUITABLE
SUBJECTS AVAILABLE!

(write for catalog)

Y.M.C.A.
MOTIOI¥ PICTURE BUREAU
NEW YORK

347 AAADISON AVE.

CHICAGO
19 SO. LiVJAllE ST.

SAN FRANCISCO

351 TURK ST.

Rn Outstanding New Book

AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS
TO INSTRUCTION

By HARRY C. McKOWN
Author of "Extracurricular Activities," "Home-room

Guidance," etc.

and ALVIN B. ROBERTS
Western Illinois State Teachers College

McGRAW-HILL SERIES IN EDUCATION

385 pages, 6x9, illustrated. $3.00

Here is an up-to-date, practical book which shows the teacher

and administrator how to select, organize, and utilize audio-

visual aids of all types, in all subjects, and at all levels, from

kindergarten through the twelfth grade. Primary emphasis

is placed upon actual practice, and every effort has been

made to include specific information and advice which will

be most helpful in the classroom.

Send for a copy on approval

McGRAW-HILL BOOK COMPANY, Inc.

330 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

16mm sound 1 reel each — sale pr. $35.00 ea.

GEOMETRY IN ACTION
SECOND PUNIC WAR

BELLVM PVNICVM SECVNDVM
Write for listing with our FiLM RESEAKCH BUREAU

BALD EAGLE FILMS New Haven
Connecticut

Make Your Own Ground Glass Slides
easily and quickly, by using GLASSIVE, an abrasive which makes
ground glass slides from plain cover glass for only a fraction
of a cent each! 50c paeU.age.

For IVon*>Photographic Slides
use CEL-LOSLIDE. Has many uses—for enlarging Illustrative
materials, for making song slides, announcements, cheers, etc.
Eliminates necessity of writing on glass. 500 sheets for $1.00.

TEACHING
JAMAICA PLAIN

AIDS SERVICE
MASSACHUSETTS

People of Western China (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound,
sale price $50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

Excellent photography reveals the influence on Modern
China of the habits and customs of past centuries. The film

opens with an unanswered question as to the age of Western
China's civilization. It is emphasized that the people have been
rooted to the soil for centuries, regardless of the rise and fall

of dynasties. On the farm, irrigation is an ancient art; 2000
years ago, a great engineer, Lee Ping, designed the valley's

irrigation system, which is still in use. Native mills, turned by
the water, grind the grain from the farms. Bamboo, a versatile

material, is put to many uses. From the earth comes clay for

the potter who shapes it on his foot-powered wheel. Silver-

smiths ply their trade. Silk is wound from cocoons and woven
on a hand loom.

Finally, the film depicts the contrast of modern technological

progress in its impact against the old civilization by showing
hydroelectric developments which bring lighting and communi-
cation to the valley; motor buses now used for transportation;

new medical methods, in contrast to the traditional Chinese
medical beliefs; and modern airplanes which span the valley.

Upon the point that the old Chinese life and heritage endures
in spite of the people's acceptance of modern machines, the

film concludes.

Committee Opinion—A good film for use in geography ana
the social studies. Should have some value in elementary classes,

with major effectiveness at the junior high level and above.

Organization is satisfactory; photography and sound are ex-

cellent.

Four New Apple Dishes (Canadian Gov't.) 12 minutes, 16mm
Kodachrome sound, "Free." Apply to producer for names
and addresses of American distributors.

A color film showing how Canadian apples may be made
an attractive part of the menu. The first part of the film shows
the various kinds and grades of Canadian apples, and explains

the best uses for each, suggesting how apples should be pur-

chased. A woman now replaces the previous man narrator and
tells, in detail, the steps in preparing four dishes : apple salad,

apple upside-down cake, glazed baked apples, and apple ice

cream. New cooking techniques are incidentally demonstrated at

one or two points, and the film's explanation of all details of

preparation is appropriately slow and careful.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for home economics,

cooking and diet classes from the junior high through adult

levels. Should be especially suitable for P.-T.A. showings and

the like. The film makes good use of color
;
photography and

arrangement are good. Sound is acceptable.

Producers named:

Canadian Gov't. Canadian Government Motion Picture Bureau,

John and Sussex Streets, Ottawa, Ontario, Dominion of

Canada. ,

DuPont. Motion Picture Bureau, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and

Company, Wilmington, Delaware.

Erpi. Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-Fifth Ave.,

Long Island City, N. Y.

Minnesota. University of Minnesota, Visual Education Service,

Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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_ For a clearer bockground on the

Use fhese I6nim. Sound films

Thcee hiahly occurote leaching (ilms covering the exponiion ond enlronce

o< Ihe United Stales in world affairs. Bring to your students portrayols ot

the growth of our cradle of democrocy, utilizing all Ihe intense power of

the motion picture to exploin in authentic scenes, charts, animated mops

ond clorifying norrotive.

Avattable In 16mm. or 35mm. iound

1. Th« Couses ond Immediate Ellecis o( the First World War

2. Territorial Exponsion ol Ihe United Slates liom 17»3 lo H53

3. Teiriloriol Possessions ol Ihe United Stoles (from 1850

through the purchase of Virgin Islands)

These films ore for rent or sole. Write lor lull delollj.

INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PICTURES

52 VANDERBILT AVE. NEW YORK

News and Notes

(Concluded from page 83)

to camps by the corps area film center or through dis-

trict film centers, on a definite booking schedule.

Through the service of corps area film libraries it has

been possible to correlate groups of films and film

strips with specific classes and activities, and to prepare

study guides for the use of instructors. A survey con-

ducted by the United States Office of Education indi-

cated that 199 films had been used effectively in 31 dif-

ferent subject-matter fields.

Two publications will be available soon from the

CCC, namely "Catalog of 16mm Educational Films

Used Successfully in CCC Camp Courses," and "Use

of Films, Film Strips and Slides."

New Film Courses

Two new courses in Audio-Visual Education, spon-

sored by the Bronx Boro Wide Association of Teachers,

New York, are given this semester by Joseph V. Sulli-

van, Chairman of the Classroom Films Committee, De-

partment of Secondary Education of the N.E.A. "Types

of the Photoplay—The Documentary Film" is aimed to

enlighten teachers about the potent power and cur-

riculum implications of this medium of instruction.

Films based on a definite topic are shown at each session

to form the basis of the lecture and discussion. The
other course, "Motion Pictures in the Industrial Arts,"

is designed for teachers in that field, to acquaint them

with .suitable films and proper teaching techniques for

using such films in the classroom.

"Ten Best" 1940 Theatrical Films

The "Ten Best" films released in 1940 have been

selected by 546 American critics and reviewers from a

list of 440 eligible features compiled by The Film Daily,

which conducts this poll annually. Rebecca, a Selznick

production distributed by United Artists, was first with

391 votes. Others were respectively : The Grapes oj

Wrath (Twentieth Century-Fox) ; Ninotchka (Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer) ; Foreign Correspondent (United Ar-

tists) ; All This, and Heaven Too (Warner Bros.) ;

Abe Lincoln in Illinois (RKO Radio) ; Boom Town
(MGM) ; Northwest Passage (MGM) ; Owr Town
(United Artists) ; The Mortal Storm (MGM).

Another GUTLOHN Firstl

NORTH SEA PATROL
The first drcuna based on the war with authentic scenes ol

the British Navy in action. Cast includes Geoffrey Toone
and fudy Kelly,

Other Recent 16 MM. Sound Film

FEATURE RELEASES
THE OUTSIDER

Inspiring drama of iaith and love. Acclaimed by
critics and film committees throughout Ihe nation.

Features Mary Maguire and George Sanders.

HOUSEMASTER
Comedy-drama of English school life. Starring Otto

Kruger, Phillips Holmes and Diana Churchill.

SPIES OF THE AIR
A colorful story of the British Secret Service combat-
ting airplane espionage. Features Basil Radford,
Barry Barnes, Joan Marion.

•
BLACK LIMELIGHT

Mystery droma with Raymond Massey.

•
WARNING

•
MYSTERY OF ROOM 13

•
JUST LIKE A WOMAN

•
DEAD MEN TELL NO TALES

•
THE TERROR

•
ONE NIGHT IN PARIS

•
LITTLE MISS MOLLY

•
BLACK EYES

•
HIDDEN MENACE

Send for catalog of 2000 Educational and

Entertainment subjects— for rent or sale.

WALTER O. GUTLOHN. Inc.
35 West 45th Street Dept. E-2 New York, N. Y.
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Non-Theatrical Pictures Corp.,

165 West 46th Street, New York City,

have acquired a series of short British

documentary films on England, for sale

in 16mm sound.

College Film Center, 59 E. Van Buren

Street, Chicago, offers these same sub-

jects for both sale and rental. They can

also be rented from many film libraries

throughout the country.

Britain at War, the title of one group

into which the films are classified, in-

cludes 9 subjects : Britain on Guard—
sections of the population mobilized for

defense; Channel Incident—dramatic re-

enactment of the Dunkirk evacuation;

Coastal Defense—preparing against in-

vasion; Food Convoy—protection of

Britain's overseas food supply; Into the

Blue—training of men in the R.A.F.

;

Raising Sailors—gun drill, signalling,

recreation in the Royal Navy; Raising

Soldiers—army training and equipment

;

Sea Fort—inside views of a floating sea

fort off the coast of Britain; IVar and

Order—police duties under normal and

emergency conditions.

Men and Armaments has 4 subjects

:

A Job to be Done—organization of civil-

ians in war time; Air Screw—detailed

technique of propeller construction ; Be-

hind the Guns—industrial processes in

Britain's armament factories; Yester-

day's Over Your Shoulder— technical

training of civilians portrayed in dra-

matic sketch.

World Factors—3 films: Atlantic—

animated film explaining history of west-

ern world, racial problems, colonial and

imperial expansion in relation to coun-

tries bordering Atlantic Ocean; Fighters

of the Veldt—Ttvue of South African

army, navy and air force ; Men of Africa

—British colonial administration in East

Africa.

Social Services—5 films: The Neu'

Britain—achievements in social welfare

during the last two decades; The Big

City—transportation in London in rela-

tion to work and recreation; Mother and

Child—child welfare services adapted to

war time needs ; Welfare of Workers—
working standards maintained under war

conditions ; White Battle Front—medical

services available for fighting forces and

civilians.

Life of the People—7 films : Britain's

Youth—importance of maintaining phy-

sical fitness in war time ; Religion and

the People—contribution of Protestant,

Catholic and Jewish population to social

and democratic life ; S O 5'—details of

life boat crew rescue work in typical

coastal village ; Sailors without Uniforms

—hazardous work of Britain's fishermen

in war time ; Spring 0#fnJiV?—organiza-

tion of campaign to increase food re-

sources ; The Answer—civilian popula-

tion rise to meet menace of invasion

;

Village School—education in war time,

care of evacuees from metropolitan

centers.

£:a7i

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, have completed a

new motion picture on African jungle

life, under the title

:

Native Africa—16mm and 8mm, sound
and silent—an intimate filming of tribal

customs and primitive existence in the

kraals, and an unstaged picturization

of wild life in its natural habitat.

Rounding the Cape of Good Hope, a

brief visit is made in the great modern
city of Capetown, from which quick

transition is made to the rolling plains

of the interior, and finally the jungle it-

self. Here the continual danger in which

natives live is reflected by the thornbush

walls around every village as protection

against night-prowling killers. The

Scenes from the Castle film,

"Native Africa."

humped African cattle are guarded jeal-

ously, and the size of a man's herd es-

tablishes his position in the tribe as well

as the number of wives he may have.

Markings on the face and body designate

the wearer's relationship to family or

sect. Children squat on the ground of the

village street while the women procure

milk from the cow for immediate con-

sumption on the spot. Monkeys play with

and plague the youngsters. A father

teaches his young how to build a fire by

the same method that now is taught all

Scouts.

In contrast is one of the rarest of

movie shots ever to come from Africa.

It is a sequence in which a father lion

teaches his cub something about the

rough ways of the jungle. The ferocious

The Educational Screen

African elephant is shown in its natural

settings, and then trained to do the hard
work of the jungle. Baby lion cubs guard
the den in the absence of their parents.

There are herds of zebra, giraffes and
other denizens of the jungle. A fine close-

up study shows a magnificent specimen
of lion at the water-hole.

Native tribal dances are witnessed, as
is the novel way in which native girls

fish in the rushing rapids of the Zam-
besi. The movie concludes with beau-
tiful shots of the great Victoria Falls.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
45th Street, New York City, distributors

of 16 mm. sound film, announce the re-

lease of

:

On the Road to Acapulco — Z reels

—color film that portrays the famed
beauty of Old Mexico with a background
of appropriate Mexican music.
A two year Payment Plan has been

inaugurated by Gutlohn. Under this ar-
rangement educational institutions main-
taining film libraries may secure educa-
tional and instructional films from this

organization payable over a two year
period in monthly installments. A mini-
mum purchase of 10 subjects is required.

With a vast number of 16 mm. sound and
silent subjects in their library, Walter O.
Gutlohn, Inc. makes available much im-
portant material to schools, and educa-
tional groups operating with limited

budgets. Prints for screening may be had
prior to purchase. Complete catalog will

be sent upon request.

Films Incorporated, 330 West 42nd
Street, New York City, makes the fol-

lowing announcement

:

Conquest of the Air, the documen-
tary film, which was produced last year
by RKO-Pathe-Films Incorporated, is

now available to Cooperative School Film
Libraries and University Extension Li-

braries on a lease basis. It is forty-five

minutes in length and is 16mm sound.

The film traces the history of aviation,

telling in pictures, animated diagrams
and clarifying dialogue how man flies

and how he learns to fly. This history is

brought right up to date with scenes of

the latest type aircraft and an explana-

tion of the United States Army air train-

ing program.

Directors of School Film Libraries are

invited to write to Films Incorporated,

for a screening print and full details.

Garrison Films, Inc., 1600 Broad-

way, New York City, have added four

more one-reel films to their series of

Handicraft Teaching Films, rounding out

the ten subjects originally scheduled. The
first seven have been announced previ-

ously in this department. Titles of the

three new films are

:

Casting with Rubber Molds; Simple

Block Printing; Clay Pottery. The
films were directed by Arthur Browning,

and produced by Garrison in cooperation

with the Universal School of Handicrafts.

Garrison also announces that the entire

series, now available in silent form only,

will be ready with sound commentary

March 10th.

(Concluded on page 90)
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RCA Motion Picture

Sound Equipment is

the Choice of over

6000 Theatres
•

Give Your Pictures the "BiG TIME"

Projection They Deserve with

RCA 16 mm. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

^^^
'<

.
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m '"'V^^^M

Finer, clearer sound . . . More even

light distribution on screen . . .

Greater operating simplicity. It's

years ahead. ..16 superior features

. . . yet is priced with the lowest

!

GIVE your pictures new sparkle

. . . your sound new life—with

the sensational RCA 16 mm. Sound

Film Projector.

The finer performance and greater

operating simplicity of this instru-

ment are the result of RCA engi-

neering. Designed by the men who
build RCA equipment used in

Hollywood studios and in thousands

-<-ROXY THEATRE
on New York's Broadway has RCA
Motion Picture Sound Eqttipment. Over

6000 theatres on the other Broadways

of America are similarly equipped to

provide their audiences with the finest

performance I

SL

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE-Cducatlonal Dvpartinent . RCA MfE- Co..

Inc.. CMndtfn. N.J. • A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

of theatres, this projector has over-

size reflector, condenser and objec-

tive lens which provide more even

distribution of light on the screen.

Sound is full, clear and more bril-

liant—at either high or low volume

—because of film take-up equalizer

and superb electrodynamic speaker.

To greatly simplify threading, this

projector has threading line cast on

projection block. All size reels may

be quickly rewound by motor.

Low in cost, easy to carry, this

equipment is just what you've been

looking for to make every lesson

live!

Modern schools stay modern
with RCA Tubes in their sound
equipment. Trademark "RCA
Victor" Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by
RCA Mfg. Co., Inc. In Canada,
RCAVictorCo., Ltd., Montreal

You are cordially invited to visit the

RCA Victor booths G-22, 24, 26, at the

SEA Convention in Atlantic City.

Educational Dept. (E-2)
RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.
Camden. New Jersey

Send complete information regard-
ing RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector.

Name

School ,.

Address.

-

City .Sute_
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Post Pictures Corporation, 723

Seventh Avenue, New York City, reports

further additions to its series of 16 mm
sound films on bird and animal life, also

sports : These are listed and described in

1941 Catalog Supplement A. All are one

reel.

Song Birds of the Northwoods—the

songs and cries of American Birds.

Sky Fishing—in the high Rockies of

Jasper National Park, where fly fishing

is sky fishing.

Animal Cunning—Unusual shots of

a wide variety of animals showing their

instinctive cunning and shrewdness.

The Seeing Eye—the training of faith-

ful shepherd dogs for service to the

blind.

Grey Owl's Little Brother—appealing

story of the friendship between an In-

dian woodsman and the shyest of wild

creatures—a beaver.

Ornamental Swimming — showing
girls experts in figure and group unison
swimming.

Also newly announced by Post Pic-

tui es is a series of short musical com-
edies and novelties. For complete list

send for 1941 Catalog Supplement B.

Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145 West 45th
Street, New York City, announce the

release in 16mm sound, of the comedy
feature

:

The Gladiator — starring Joe E.

Brown, described as a "laugh riot."

The unsuspecting victim of a "scien-

tific" serum innoculation, Joe becomes
a super strong man, amazing everyone
with his prowess. He challenges Man
Mountain Dean to a wrestling match,
in the midst of which the serum wear?
off.

Bald Eagle Film Productions,

Inc., 104 Howe Street, New Haven. Con-
necticut, present two new one-reel films

in 16mm sound

:

Geometry in Action—the first of the

series "Geometry Brought to Life."

produced in collaboration with David
Reichgott and Lee Spiller, authors of

"Today's Geometry." The film discusses

the questions; Why should I take geom-
etry? How will geometry affect me? It

broadens the horizon of the uses to

which geometry is applied, and gives

students a new conception of its place

in everyday life.

The Second Punic War—produced in

cooperation with Alfred E. Porter, Head
of the Latin Department, New Haven
High School. The film opens in Rome
with the return of Scipio from Spain,

and shows the events leading up to the

Battle of Zama. Thousands of war-
riors, clad in authentic replicas of

Roman and Carthaginian armor, go
through the same military tactics that

enabled Scipio to defeat the invincible

Hannibal. This reel is available with

Latin commentary for Latin classes.

Theatre-on-Film, Inc., producers

and distributors of the filmed-,stage play.

Journey to Jerusalem, ha\e moved their

New York office from 729 Seventh

avenue to larger quarters at 1619 Broad-

way, New York City.

Eastman Kodak Company, Teach-
ing Films Division, Rochester, New York,
has ready for sale a timely new sound
film on shop practice, which should be
welcomed by those concerned with the
training of mechanics for national defense.

Elementary Operations on the Engine
Lathe— 1 reel, 16mni sound—demon-
strates, step by step, with full explana-
tions in sound, the action involved in

every significant procedure. It shows the

correct methods for exact alignment of

the lathe; facing, straight turning and
squaring a shoulder; following me-
chanical drawing; the principal cutting

tools ; use of micrometers in relation to

the graduated dials.

Lewis Film Service, 105 East First

Street, Wichita, Kansas, offers for rental

;

Bicycling with Complete Safety, 1

reel, 16mm sound. Its subject matter
makes the film especially appropriate for

school use, as it shows what the children

themselves can do to make bicycle riding

safer.

Douglas D. Rothacker, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City, offers four in-

teresting and instructive films on the

Nickel Industry, a metal which plays a

vital part in present production for de-

fense. The films, available in 16 mm
sound, cover in detail the processes of

mining, smelting and refining of Nickel.

Titles are ; Nickel Mining, 2 reels, Nickel
Smelting, 2 reels. Nickel Refining, 1 reel,

and Nickel Highlights, 4 reels. They are

valuable for use by High Schools, Tech-
nical Vocational and Trade Schools, and
are available on a free loan basis.

Bertram Willoughbv, President of

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 East

Eighth Street, Chicago, Illinois, recently

returned from a motion picture expedi-

tion into Guatemala. He expects soon to

release a three-reel color film on that

country. The production has tentatively

been titled Land of Enchantment.

In keeping with its policy of constantly

adding new material to its huge film li-

brary, as such material becomes avail-

able. Ideal Pictures has found it neces-

sary, since publishing its large Fall cata-

log, to add several Supplementary cata-

logs listing hundreds of additional films

—

educational and entertainment subjects,

features and shorts. The latest and best

in Foreign films and in Religious subjects

are also offered by Ideal.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture
Bureau, 347 Madison Avenue, New York
City, has been appointed official dis-

tributor of many of the Teaching Film
Custodians. Inc., film subjects for short-

term rentals. All are in 16mm sound and
classified into three groups

:

Citizenship and Character Education
—including Crime Does Not Pay Scries:

Servant of the People, (the making of

the American Constitution), The Perfect

Tribute (story of Lincoln's Gettysburg

address), and others.

Physical Education and Recreation

—

9 subjects on swimming, badminton,

golf, gymnastics, skiing, baseball, tennis,

table tennis and miscellaneous sports.

General Science and Health—9 sub-
jects on achievements in medical science,

including the work of Pasteur, Dr. Car-
ver, Dr. Jenner. Dr. Semmelweiss, Alfred
Nobel, and others.

The Bureau has also acquired many
films from Erpi Classroom Films, and
Vocational Guidance Films, Inc., making
up a series of 15 reels on "Vocational
Guidance."

The Manse Library, 1521 Dana
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, has just added
to its rental library, the feature release

of Commonwealth Pictures Corporation

;

Call of the Wild, 7 reels, 16mm sound,
an adventure story set in the primitive

Northwest, with a fine, intelligent dog
as its star. The distributors recommend
it as a family film, one of wide appeal to

nature lovers.

FILM REVIEW
The Last Stronghold—4 reels, 16mm

sound. (Films. Incorporated).

A documentary film presenting, in

closely packed continuity, every salient

factor and event in Europe's hectic career

from the first World War to the present

—a composite made from R K 0-Pathe
news reels of the past 20 years.

Opening with fast, dazzling montage,
we glimpse Federal Buildings in Wash-
ington, violent bits of the former war.
President Wilson speaking, the Armis-
tice. The Versailles Treaty is shown as

starting Germany working for revenge,

and Italy, Russia, Japan likewise. Eco-
nomic crash of '29, aggravated by Haw-
ley-Smoot bill, helped by Hull treaties,

"Mein Kampf," Hitler as chancellor,

Hindenburg dies, Hitler supreme in 1933,

and total effort toward war begins, with

surrender of household metals and train-

ing of children. Review of invasions

—

Japan in Manchuria, Italy in Ethiopia,

Hitler into Rhineland, Spanish Civil War.
Czechoslovakia in '^7, Munich in '38,

Dantzig and Poland in '39, Roosevelt's

neutrality proclamation. Russia and Fin-

land, Graf Spec, Denmark and Norway.
Churchill's great pronunciamento. Dun-
kirk, France falls, and Italy and Japan
join Axis. Striking scenes of bombed
London and Coventry. U. S. Defense

Committee, inadequate equipment, sabo-

tage, "fifty destroyers and new bases."

Picture plea for defense of all Americas,

subversive Bund activities, need for train-

ing youth, unison pledge to flag, Hull in

South America, Western Hemisphere al-

liance, Havana agreements. Pan Ameri-
can Union. Forward surge in building

and training projects, and Roosevelt's

unity speech closes film.

Maps and animation are used effect-

ively throughout the four reels. In such

a mass of material, the individual se-

quences are exceedingly short and follow

each other with a swiftness often be-

wildering unless the spectator is well ac-

quainted with the facts in advance. The
Last Stronghold is a swift and striking

review of a period packed with deeply

significant action and event. It recalls,

vivifies, and emphasizes a multitude of

steps and causes that have led the world

to its present tragic state.
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IDEL UA (obove) I6mm. Sound-on-FJIm Pro-

tor—offering complete mixing of lound from

1. microphone and phonogroph—with ample
ume for audiences ranging from o clossroom

in auditorium. _

MODEL YA (below) 16mm. Sound Proiector,

with 750 1000 watt illumination, A.C.— D.C.

motor, silent and sound speeds, offering

mixing of sound from film and microphone
or phonograph.

MODEL KD(left) 16mm. Silent

Projector. 750 watt Illumina-

tion, A, C.—D. C. motor, auto-

matic rewind. Pilot light and
numerous other features.

AM PRO
Dci^icinii I* I tit cniiiDUcyT

It was not until the invention of the sound motio]

picture that Equal Educational Opportunities couh
be provided in such a dynamic manner throughou
the schools of America. Every school, regardless o

size, location, limitation of physical environment o

finances, may now provide equal learning opportuni
ties w^ith the aid of Amprosound 1 6 mm. motion pic

ture projectors. In collaboration with educationa
film libraries, a program may be planned -which wil
make an outstanding contribution to any school an(

community. Ampro Educational Dealers are traine<

especially to provide service and information on al

phases of Visual Education.

SEND FOR AMPRO CATALOG
giving full details, descriptions, prices, on the complete

line of Ampro l6mm. projectors.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. ^^
^'"

Please send me FREE Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested in;

Ampro I6mm. Silent Projectors D Ampro I6mm. Sound-on-film Projectors

D Ampro 16mm. Silent Convertible to Sound Models

Name .

Address^
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^1 Ona LriE. U ZOUUCEZl where the commercial

firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

Pictures That Reconstruct the Past

Four years ago Raymond Fideler de-

cided that something should be done
about reconstructing the past . . . pictures

visualizing the significant aspects of life

in colonial days, pioneer days, and in

mediaeval and ancient times should be
made available to all teachers and stu-

dents. These pictures should record the

past as vividly as modern life is being

mirrored by the fine photographs in our
journals of today. Unfortunately, the

camera is a very modern invention. For
visualizing man's progress up until barely

ninety years ago, we must depend upon
the genius of the artist.

After discussing the idea with hun-
dreds of teachers, supervisors, and super-

intendents, Mr. Fideler decided to or-

ganize the publishing company now known
as Informative Classroom Picture Pub-
lishers, with offices at Grand Rapids,

Michigan. Educators served as curricu-

lum correlation advisors, and an editorial

plan was formulated on the basis of ten

areas of human experience. These areas

included : Pioneer Days, Life in Colonial

America, Indian Life, Knighthood—Life

in Mediaeval Times, Early Civilization,

Transportation, The Story of Textiles,

Community Life, and The Farm. Artists

were engaged to visualize the information

called for in the various courses of

study.

The acconipanx ing picture of a forti-

fied village in Kentucky is typical of these

drawings that have been produced, and
illustrates two important functions of

every picture in this series. It provides

the best possible substitute for the com-
plete experience of an actual visit by

reconstructing a village typical of hun-
dreds that were built in Kentucky by the

early settlers. This is the first purpose
of each picture—to visualize some im-
portant life problem for which adequate
photographs do not exist. The second
criteria was that each picture must con-
tain "action."

.'\ page of "functional text," supplying

pertinent reference material and written

on the child's own level, accompanies
each picture. As teachers quickly found

that it was often advisable to use parts

of several units rather than to use one
unit in its entirety, an alphabetical and
analytical index was prepared.

Five new units will be available the

early part of 1941 : Life in Ancient

Greece, Life in Ancient Rome, Americans
All. The Age of Voyage and Discovery

and Hoiv Man Has Put Himself on Rec-
ord. Plans at present call for the publica-

tion of a new set of pictures each ninety

days.

Tell the Informative Classroom Picture

Publishers of the area of living that you
would like to see them visualize. Your
suggestions will receive the attention of

their curriculum correlation advisors and
it is very possible that they can be in-

cluded in future editorial plans.

Audio-Visual Teaching Aids

Shown in New Book

.'\ complete audio-visual service for

schools, including electronic devices of

every type applicable to classroom use, is

contained in a colorful new booklet being

announced by Ellsworth C. Dent, RCA
Victor Educational Director. Master

control sound systems, recording appara-
tus. RCA Victrola radio-phonographs,

public address systems, records, 16mm.
sound motion picture projectors, and lab-

oratory apparatus for teaching science,

radio and electrical engineering, are

among the numerous important educa-

tional aids described and pictured.

"The tremendous advances in elec-

tronic engineering from the RCA Victor

Laboratories, have placed at the disposal

of the schools a vast number of new
teaching aids in the 30 years since the

RCA Victor Educational Department
was established to make more general

the benefits of recorded aids to teaching,"

Mr. Dent said. "In the new booklet we
have made every effort to show not only

the new types and models of equipment,

but also the applications of those instru-

ments to make the efltorts of the teacher

more productive and more enjoyable."

The booklet is available on request

from the Educational Department, RCA
Manufacturing Company. Inc., Camden,
\ew Jersey.

Illustrated Reference Material
for Classrooms

Mr. Henry Skadsheim of Visual Serv-

ices, Berrien Springs, Michigan, has de-

veloped a unique method of making avail-

able for convenient classroom use the

wealth of valuable illustrated material

contained in the pages of the National

Geographic since 1917. The magazines

are broken down into a thousand articles

and classified into fifty subject headings,

following the Dewey Decimal library

system. Nine volumes cover Natural

Science, seven cover Travel, three the

Social Sciences, and thirty-one the world

in Geography.

To provide a permanent, handy method
of preserving these articles, they are

bound in sturdy illustrated booklets. Each
series of booklets is kept in a cloth bound

box, made in book style, to be kept on

the library shelves for handy reference.

They can be used for classroom project

work or projected on the .screen in the

opaque projector.

.\ Topical Index correlates the con-

tents of the Geographic in topical ar-

rangement, listing the articles chronolog-

ically. Another section of the index lists

the Natural Science material al|)habet-

ically, and an .'\nalytical Section gives a

two-way charting of references on each

country.

.\ further outgrowth of this plan is to

make materials for binding these pamph-

lets available to sponsors of Binding and

Library Projects. For those wishing miss-

ing issues of the Geographic, the Service

can supply them. Write to Mr. Skad-

sheim for complete information.

(Concluded on page 94)
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THE KEYSTONE FLASHMETER

A Visual Aid That Aids in Teaching

An Interesting Visual Technique Successfully Used—

In Teaching Reading.

In Teaching Spelling.

In Teaching the Reading of Music.

In Teaching Foreign Languages.

Experiments in Remedial Teaching of Spelling Have Produced

Remarkable Results.

Further Information or a Special Demonstration Given on Request

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA



New SSmm Kodak Ektra

Heralded as "the world's most dis-

tinguished camera," a de luxe 3Smm.
miniature camera, the Kodak Ektra, is

announced by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester, who claim the new cam-
era to be without parallel. Designed for

the serious worker who prizes quality

and precision in photographic equipment,

the Ektra includes certain new features

never before available in any 3Smm. min-

iature camera in this or any other coun-

try. Its design, based on extensive re-

search, aims at the maximum of operat-

ing convenience, and unequalled versa-

tility in either amateur or professional

use. Six interchangeable lenses are of-

fered incorporating new optical tech-

niques which insure a high quality of

performance. Focal lengths range from
3Smm. to 153mm., with other lenses to

come.

A distinct departure in miniature cam-
eras, the Kodak Ektra is the first to pro-

vide both interchangeable lenses and in-

terchangeable Magazine Backs for 35mm.
film. These backs enable the Ektra owner
to switch from one type of film to another

in the middle of a roll, without loss of

a single frame. Other outstanding fea-

tures of the new Ektra include : precise

range finder coupling automatically with

all focal lengths of Ektra lenses ; focal

plane shutter of unique precision and sta-

bility of performance, with speeds from
1 second to 1/1000; a variable-power view

finder which sets by a simple dial for

lenses of focal lengths from 50 to 254mm..

corrects automatically for parallax ; full

visibility of all scales and dials from the

top of the camera ; all operating controls

at the finger tips of one hand ; rapid film

advance and rewind, with a visible indi-

cator actuated by the film itself—provid-

ing a sure and accurate check on film

movement. Advancing the film simul-

taneously resets the shutter for another

exposure.

These features are in addition to such

technical refinements as an automatic

exposure counter on the Ektra body and

a manual-set exposure indicator on each

Magazine Back ; a visual signal which

shows after each exposure until the film is

advanced
;
positive prevention of accidental

double exposures ; a velvet-smooth shutter

The new Ko-
dak Ektra is

shown here
with 50mm.
f/1.9 lens
focusing to

1.5 feet.

release plunger — absolutely eliminating

release shock—with a quick-set lock to

prevent accidental release ; a delayed-

action mechanism for self-portraits and

similar work.

Finish of the Kodak Ektra is in

thorough accord with the precision of its

construction. Metal parts are neatly and

compactly designed, and either brush-fin-

ished or highly polished. The covering

is fine black-morocco leather.

Color Film Slides on Art

A 24-page catalogue on "Masters in

Art" has just been issued by Art Educa-

tion, Inc., 35 West 34th Street. New-

York City, listing approximately 2000

subjects available from them in color

film slides. These 2x2 inch slides mark an

epochal development in accurately repro-

ducing paintings, color drawings, water-

colors, sculpture and architecture. The
collection offers the wealth of the world's

famous galleries and private collections,

in inexpensive and durable form.

The catalogue lists the slides on "Art

Masterpieces of the World" alphabetically

by artists. Since many of the subjects

have a definite place in Literature, His-

tory, Geography, Religion, Folk Lore

and other academic studies, symbols des-

ignating certain fields are placed after

the title. Other slides are classified into

Paintings for Juveniles, Architecture,

Historic Design, and Miscellaneous.
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Poetry Records

The Harvard Film Service announces

the publication of the first of a series of

recordings of American poets reading

tlieir own poems. This series has been

prepared under the supervision of Pro-

fessor F. C. Packard, Jr. of the Depart-

ment of English. Each record is 12",

double-faced, and sells for $2.00, plus

postage.

In addition to the recordings made by

John Holmes, David McCord, and Robert

Hillyer, several by Robert P. Tristram
Coffin, Theodore Spencer, John Gould

Fletcher, and others, to complete the

series, are in preparation. A series of

records for the teaching of Appreciation

of English Literature will be published

in the spring by Harvard Film Service,

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Also reported from Harvard Film

Service is the addition of 112 reels of

Erpi films and 33 Castle fiilms to their

film library this month. These subjects

will be available at standard rental rates

for single bookings, as well as on a mem-
bership plan and in subject matter li-

braries.

Two B&H Magazine Cameras
Now Hove 5 Speeds

Taking another step ahead. Bell &
Howell, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chi-

cago, announce the addition of a fifth

speed to the Filmo Auto Master (Turret

Head), and the Auto Load Speedster,

B&H 16mm. magazine loading cameras.

This new speed is 24 frames per second

or "sound" speed. Films taken thus may
have a sound track "dubbed" in later.

The new speed gives these B&H cam-

eras a speed range of from 16 to 64

frames per second—the normal 16-speed,

for general use ; 24-speed, for sound to

be added later ; 32-speed, for shooting

from moving vehicles and for fast action

shots ; 48-speed, for semi-slow motion

;

and 64-speed, for beautiful, analytical

slow motion study. The addition of this

important intermediate speed makes for

greater flexibility for these popular mag-
azine loaders. There has been no increase

in the price of either camera.

A Bit of DeVry History

Time Marches On! From the archives

comes this picture taken back in 1918

when the first DeVry sales conference

and get-together was held. Today, over

188 DeVry represen-

tatives (Audio -Vis-

ual Specialists) in all

parts of the country

are at the service of

schools, churches,

civic organizations,

industry, etc., ready

and qualified to ex-

tend assistance on

any visual education

problem. Mr. H. A.

DeVry, president of

the DeVry Corpora-

tion, is third from the

left in the back row.



Also for the Visual Field —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field

—

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.

The first Supplement is ready—presenting, on 50 standard-

size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple judg-

ments of the SO films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers

under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding

Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota

of Score Cards from the Committee.
Price per Supplement, with full explanations accompanying.

50 cents (postpaid if cash with order.) (Sold only to owners or

purchasers of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Through-

out the text the theory of visual aids is applied to textbook

illustration. "Visualizing the Curriculum", itself a splendidly

"visualized text", provides an abundance of technical guidance

in the form of illustrative drawings of photographs, reports of

school journeys, suggestions for mounting materials, for mak-

ing slides, film strips, etc. It incorporates up-to-date material,

provides a fine balance in the treatment of various teaching

aids, evaluates various types of aids, and defines the functions

and values of each in the learning process.

320 PI). Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)

By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those

interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of

Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use."
"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Ilhis. Cloth. Price $1.50.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

An important contribution to the literature of the visual field.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of extended
investigations on the teaching values of the lantern slide and
stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

Full Proceedings of the Midwestern Forum on Visual

Aids (Held in Chicago, May 1939)

The most complete record ever printed and on one of the

livest visual meetings ever held. Numerous addresses by lead-

ing figures in the visual field, a notable Directors' Round Table
and three complete recordings of classes taught by sound films

are among the rich contents of the 80-page booklet.

80 pages. Paper. Price 50c.

(25c to subscribers of Educational Screen)

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton.

Simple directions for making this economical and increas-

ingly popular teaching aid. 24 pp. Paper. Price lOc.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-
termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of

the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a
solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Devereux.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-
portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture
to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with
the development of fundamental bases of production, with the
experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss
the effective use of the sound film in teaching.
220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

MOTION PICTURES IN EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES. By Cline M. Koon.

A report of the instructional use and indirect educational in-

fluence of motion pictures in this country, divided into nine
units. Treats the motion picture (1) as an educational influence;

(2) in service of health and social hygiene
; (3) in governmental

service and patriotism; (4) in vocational guidance; (5) in in-

ternational understanding; (6) Motion picture legislation; (7)
technique of production and distribution; (8) systematic intro-

duction of films in teaching; (9) general educational problems
of films in teaching.

106 pp. Paper. Price $1.00 (20% discount to schools)

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material
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"1000 and One" Film Directory I .76 Q
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HERE THEY ARE A Trade Directory

for the Visual Field

FILMS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Audio-Film Libraries (2)
661 Bloomfield Ave.. Bloomfield. N. J.

(See advertisement nn page 75)

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.

Bald Eagle Films (2)
New Haven, Conn.

(See advertisement on page 86)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 81)

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg., New York City
(See advertisement on page 49)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.
(See advertisement on page 85)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (I)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th FI., Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato. Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1)

Teaching Films Division,
Rochester, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 77)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)
330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2. s)

35-11 3Sth Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 83)

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 52)

Garrison Films (3,6)

1600 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 7(>(

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 45th St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 87)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)
Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University. Cambridge, Mass.

(See advertisement on page 78)

Health Film Service (3)
First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Saleni, Ore.

(See advertisement on page SO)

Hotfberg Productions, Inc. (2, 5)
1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 45)

International Film Bureau (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago

International Geographic Pictures (2, 5)

52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City
(See advertisement on page 87)

Lewis Film Service (3)
105 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.

(See advertisement on page 74)

Manse Film Library (2)
1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement on page 7ft)

NonXheatrical Pictures Corp. (3)
165 W. 46th St.. New York City

(See advertisement on page 781

Nu-Art Films. Inc. (3)
145 W. 45th St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 73)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)
723 Scvcntli Ave.. New York City

(See advertisement on page 80)

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

(See advertisement on page 73)

United Educator Films Co. (2)
State Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
107 South Court, Sq., Memphis, Tenn.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)
228 Franklin St., Buffalo. N. Y.

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(See advertisement on page 82

1

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St.. Boston, Mass,

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)
Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

( See advertisement on page 79

)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco. Cal.

(See advertisement :in iiage 86)

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)
2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 911

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 81 I

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St.. Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover I

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Erker Bros. Optical Co.

610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)
1813 Orchard St.. Chicago

(See advertisement on page 79

(

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 45)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 89)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City
United Educator Films Co. (2)

State Theatre Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
107 South Court, Sq., Memphis, Tenn.

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on page 51)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.
Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURES
Informative Classroom Pictures
44 N. Division Ave., Grand Rapids,

Mich.
See advertisement on paste 72)

H. Skadsheim, Visual Services
Berrien Springs, Miclv

(See advertisement on page 78)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside back coven

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. IV
606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Ps.

SLIDES AND FILM SLIDES
Eastman Educational Slides
303 Greenlcaf ."Xvc.,

Wilniettc, 111.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St.. St. Louis, Mo.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago. 111.

(See advertisement on page 45)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

(See advertisement on page 93)

Dr. Weston A. Price
8926 Euclid Ave.. Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement on page 75)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 74)

Society for Visual Education. Inc..

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside baclc cover)
Visual Education Service

131 Clarendon St.. Boston. Mass.
Visual Sciences

Suffern, New York
(See advertisement on page 74)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester. N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 48)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave.. Chicago

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh. Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St.. Regina. Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave.. San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St.. Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 46)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16nim silent.

(2) indicates ]6nini sound.
(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(i> indicates SISmm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.
(6) Indicates

silent.

3.5mm sound and
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YOUR EYES

AND EARS

umU teU if044,-^\^ IS 16 mm

SOUND PROJECTION o^^^W
The New Low Priced

DeVRY"QR-12"
In sound and brilliance of screen image, it meets

highest quality standards; yet its price and util-

ity makes it the ideal machine for school use.

Arrange for a demonstration. Let your own eyes

and ears convince you that here is 16mm. sound

projection at its very best.

MODERN
STYLING!

MATCHED
CASES!

Dual lightweight airplane luggage carrying cases.

Projector and amplifier in one case, 12 inch

speaker in another. Easy to carry—easy to set-up

—-easy to operate.

USE EDUCATIONAL FILMS?
Then How Can You Afford To Be Without

This Up-To-Date

FREE FILMS
Source Book
Contains over 1300 16nini. and
35mni. sound and silent films

available free for school use.

Cross-indexed. Send for yours

today.

50c WITH ORDER

PROJECTS
SOUND
and

SILENT
FILMS

12 INCH
SPEAKER

FEATURES THAT YOU WANT!
STOP-ON-FILM

For the safe showing of single

film frames as "still" pictures.

MOTOR REWIND
High speed, rewinds without
changing belts or reels.

REVERSE SWITCH
Permits running film hackuaril.

FOLDING REEL ARMS
Non-detachable. Swing in fixed Your valuable films are "safe"

position instantly. in a DeVry.

PLUS MANY OTHERS.

ONE SHOT OILING
To main bearings. Eliminates ex-

cessive wear due to negligent

lubrication.

BEST VENTILATION
Double fan forced, prolongs life

and efficiency of lamp.

EASY THREADING
Accurate, foolproof. Picture and
sound perfectly synchronized.

FILM PROTECTION

For Complete Audio Visual Service Write

devry corporation
1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, III.

New York iEstablislted 7973) Hollywood
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THE KEYSTONE FLASHMETER

A Visual Aid That Aids in Teaching

An Interesting Visual Technique Successfully Used—

In Teaching Reading.

In Teaching Spelling.

In Teaching the Reading of Music.

In Teaching Foreign Languages.

Experiments in Remedial Teaching of Spelling Have Produced

Remarkable Results.

Further Information or a Special Demonstration Given on Request

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.
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iCTURE learning" at its graphic best ! Make this

marvel spot live for your students! For here in an
inspiring film parade Yosemite unfolds her endless
secrets! Here in unforgettable scenes of splendor
the whole year's cycle of Yosemite will pass before
their eyes. Winter, summer, spring and fall, all in-

cluded in this mighty reel! Here is an opportunity
to impress the eternal glories of nature upon your
students' minds! Buy it for your school library—
its value is as lasting as Yosemite itself!

SEE!
The grandeur of gigantic walls and mighty peaks!

The feathery plunge of waterfalls!

The swirling Merced River rushing through canyons
carved by glacial ice.

The animal sanctuary.

The mighty Sequoias— the oldest living things.

And a multitude of other splendid sights

!

Write for our free 1941 Catalogue of other great

Castle educational films including:

PALESTINE •WINGS OVER WORLD WONDERS
NATIVE AFRICA • COME BACK TO IRELAND
MEXICO . CALIFORNIA PICTURE BOOK

CASUc fILMS

Castle Films can be purchased
from your Visual Aids Dealer or

your nearest Photo Supply Store.

Send this handy order form today.

NEW YORK
RCA BUILDING

CHICAGO
FIELD BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO
RUSS BUILDING

I

I
I
I

I
I
I
I

Please send Castle Films' "Fascinating Yo-
semite" in the size and edition checked atright.

Name.

Address

.

City .State.

16 mm
Silent

360 Feet

$«.75 D

Sound
350 Feet

$17.50 D

8 mm
Silent

180 Feet

$5.50 D
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Educating for Patriotism

IN
times like these, when there is such confusion

in the world, much of the finest of tradition and
the glamour of the past are often overlooked.

Xow and again our thoughts turn to our own coun-

try, and to the traditions and institutions which
have made it the America we love. It is because
of this that those of us interested in childhood ed-

ucation, are brought face to face with the problem
of providing the experiences necessary for an ade-

quate appreciation of the heritage which is the

birthright of every American, and the foundation
of our democracy.

Dare we leave such experiences to chance, as has

been done so much of recent years? Or shall we
make provision for patriotic experiences in our cur-

riculum? In Girard College the latter plan is fol-

lowed, and one of the means to this end is the

school excursion.

It was on one such occasion that excitement

reigned supreme! Happy faces, eager voices,

"Sunday suits", all showed that something unusual

was in the air for the 4B boys. Joyfully they hur-

ried to the big "double decker" parked just inside

the gates. Calmly and politeh'—as though belying

their excited air—they entered the bus and found
places for themselves. For these boys, whose home
is Girard College, an excursion off the campus is

always a treat. Xo directions from those in author-

ity seemed necessary, no last minute orders were
issued by any of the three adults who were ac-

companying the ninety small boys about to em-
bark on a tour of discovery—to see for themselves
places of historic interest about which they have
been reading and studying for the past several

weeks. Let us follow them on their tour.

Boys and teachers are ready, the driver takes his

seat, they are off. Quickly the bus reaches the

head of the beautiful Benjamin Franklin Parkway.
Eager eyes are busy scanning the horizon, looking-

for landmarks. For some bojs it is the first ex-

cursion through this city of their adoption. Born
in the smaller towns in the mountain sections of

our state, many of them came to Philadelphia for

the first time when they entered the College. For
others, city boys, the drive has a new significance,

as a result of the hours of research work and class-

room activity.

"There it is!" Sharp eyes find the sparkling foun-

tains at Logan Circle. "Just think!" says a brown
eyed lad next to me, "William Penn himself had

that park put there." And so the ride continues

—

around the City Hall, with eager eyes gazing up
at the statue of the founder of this historic old city,

and on down to Sixth and Chestnut Streets, where
the first stop is made at Independence Hall.

The school-journey used under exceptional condi-

tions and producing exceptionally interesting results.

MURIEL POST
Girard College, Philadelphia

\\'hen all have disembarked, one of the high spots

of the tri]) has been reached. The boys enter

through the Walnut Street door, and carefully

touch the crack in the bell beloved by all Amer-
icans, then on to the Declaration Chamber. The
whole group once inside, the guard is called in.

He verifies for the boys the points of interest they
have already noted for themselves. New informa-
tion is obtained when he tells of many of the uses
to which this famous room has been put in more
recent years.

In the picture gallery to be found in the old

banquet halls on the second floor there are two
main attractions—one the painting by Benjamin
West of Penn's Peace Treaty with the Indians,

the other that of George Washington on his white
horse. Both had been discussed before taking this

trip, and are now studied eagerly.

Every building in the Independence Hall group
has its own interest, and half a school day is none
too long a time to accomplish all these boys have
set out to do. Without delay, therefore, they visit

the museums in the two wings of the main build-

ing, then move on to Congress Hall. Here, on the
first floor, they enter the room where the lower
house used to meet, and even walk across the very
floor boards where Washington himself was wont
to step. The curios on the second floor fascinate
the children far more than does the Senate Cham-
ber, where Washington was inaugurated for his

second term.

Back in the bus, we proceed down Chestnut and
up Fifth. "Do you see the red brick wall?" The
question is on every tongue. "There it is!" And
sure enough, the bus slows down. Around the
corner, and through an opening in the wall, the
boys see the graves of Benjamin Franklin and his

wife. Traffic is heavy, so we pause for only a
moment before continuing along Arch Street to
Second. Another high spot ! For here we are at the
legendary birthplace of the flag. Again all leave
the bus, and are shown through the Betsy Ross
House by the very capable guide who is stationed
there.

A short walk around the corner brings us to

Christ Church. Voices are hushed. Quiet children
walk down the aisles, and reverently stop, perhaps
where Washington sat, or Benjamin Franklin, or

at the tiny pew where Betsy Ross was accustomed
to worship. Another thrill for the boys, as they
realize the historic ground they are treading!

A longer ride takes us to the oldest Church in

this part of the world—Gloria Dei, or Old Swedes'.

Here the genial rector greets us, and as eager boys
are seated at the front of the Church, he tells them
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stories of the early people who planned and buill

the edifice. This is our last stop. A half hour's

drive brings us back again to our own welcoming

gates. As the boys go back to their dormitories,

a word of thanks is whispered to Stephen Girard,

the kindly benefactor who made possible this red

letter day.

But what significance has the afternoon's ex-

cursion? Is it just a break in the ordinary routine

life? Or has it some deeper meaning? Is it an

end in itself? Or can it claim, rather to be a means
to a great many ends? Let us examine it and see.

For three weeks the 4B boys had been studying

local history. Classroom, reference library, art de-

partment and shop had been scenes of intensive

activity. Near the end of October an article had

appeared in a local newspaper. This mentioned the

celebration at New Castle in honor of William

Penn's arrival. That William Penn had stopped

elsewhere before arriving in Philadelphia was news

to the 4B boys. Research therefore began in

earnest. This brought out the wealth of historic

interest our city has for every American. "I wish

we could go to see the Liberty Bell." That and

other similar wishes seemed to be the general

desire.

Possibilities and plans were discussed, a request

was written and sent to the oflfice for approval.

When this was accomplished, definite plans were

formulated. The date was selected, and the itin-

erary decided. Since it would be impossible in the

three hours allowed for such an excursion to visit

every place which had been discussed, a map of

the city was secured, and plans narrowed down to

include only certain buildings within a convenient

radius. The places already mentioned were the

ones selected.

Meanwhile, class work continued with a will.

The head of the art department was called in to

give an illustrated talk on Ferris pictures, which
show scenes from the early history of Philadelphia.

One group of boys made a bead belt, copied from

Penn's famous one of wampum. Another group
hunted up some pictures of the Welcome—Penn's

ship—and with the help of the manual arts de-

partment, made a fine model of it. Still another

group found pictures of early cabins, and—again

helped in the shops—put up a model of such a sel-

ler's home.

Maps were made, both of "Penn's green country

town" and of his city as it stands today. Pictures

forming a frieze depicting scenes from early Phil-

adelphia, were drawn and colored for the class-

room. Stories of famous Philadelphia were written

and told in class. Careful study was made of con-

temporary costume, and large models were devel-

oped and painted, showing the fancy dress of both

men and women, as well as the Quaker garb. Small

wonder that interest in the proposed trip ran high !

So far the part of the teacher had been that of

adviser. She had encouraged the interest aroused,

and had assisted with the research work in the

classroom, as the librarian was assisting in the

reference librarj'. She also worked with the vari-

Pupils

Studying

and

Making

Ship

Model

ous groups in planning and carrying out their ac-

tivities. In planning for the excursion, however,

the teacher had a very definite part. If such a

trip is to run smoothly, a preliminary visit is an

absolute necessity. If the greatest value is to be

realized, too much should not be attempted at one

time. The wise teacher, therefore, will check this

carefully, and will aid the children in making a

selection from the wealth of material at their dis-

posal.

Frequently, when public buildings are visited,

it is possible to secure the services of a guide.

Often, however, it is far better for the teacher

herself to act in this capacity. Very often the in-

formation given by these public guides is too ma-
ture for elementary school children. All this can

be ascertained on the preliminary visit. Means and

routes of transportation should be inspected, and

checked at all points to insure the safety of the

pupils.

A preview of the tri]). given after such prepara-

tion, and followed by class discussion, showed the

need for establishing certain standards of conduct,

as well as for safety. Thus it was that we found

an orderly group of young gentlemen embarking

on the bus, and visiting the several buildings.

Equipped with standards of conduct of their own
making, and armed with intelligent questions, it

was not strange that all along the route people

should say to those in charge, "What a fine group

of boys ! Girard College should be proud of them."
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Girard is proud of her boys, and the boys are

proud of the College which is to them both home
and school. Proud, too, they are of their fine city,

and its wealth of historic background, and glad

that they are Americans.

In order that the trip might be of the greatest

possible benefit to all, opportunity was given to

share any information obtained. Certain imme-
diate outcomes of such an excursion may be listed

as follows: (1) Reports (Oral or written) (Dis-

cussion). (2) Dramatization. (3) Art work. (4)

Note books. (5) Exhibition. (6) Assembly pro-

gram (This may include all above). (7) Letter

writing (Note of thanks, etc.).

In addition to these outcomes, there are certain

ultimate ends which may be attained. These are

to be seen in the attitudes fostered and the social

habits whose development is aided. (1) Following

directions. (2) Consideration of others. (3) Ob-

servation of interesting details. (4) Appreciation

of the worth while in History, Art, Tradition. (5)

Ability to work together. (6) Desire to share in-

formation. (7) Realization of the need for certain

desirable standards of conduct in a well organized

community.

In accomplishing these ends, such an excursion

is indeed, not just an end in itself, but a means

to a great many ends.

Jack Finds A Way

T
W^ACK Finds a Way" is the title of a motion

picture which was made by the Dover,

Ohio, High School. Significantly, not only

Jack but the Dover High School, too, did quite a

bit of way-finding into the production of films

since this was our first school-produced motion

picture.

The project was part of an experiment by the

Bureau of Educational Research at Ohio State Uni-

versity and the Highway Education Board of

Washington, D. C, to determine whether schools

can produce educational films of good quality. The
incentive for this project can be traced back a few

years when a group of Ohio State University stu-

dents in a Visual Education class reviewed all of

the commercial safety productions which were

available. It was their judgment that very few of

the films had much value in terms of bringing about

safe conduct and that schools themselves should

be able to treat the topic more successfully by deal-

ing with specific local needs.

The problem faced in the project was obviously

not one of merely encouraging the production of

more school-made films. Surveys show that sev-

eral hundred such movies have already been made.

It is evident, from a viewing of the schools' product,

however, that very few such films are either care-

fully planned or well photographed. This situa-

tion is not difficult to understand. It is quite ap-

parent that the average teacher-photographer has

little knowledge of film production techniques nor

has he any easily available means of improving his

photographic skill. Conferences, summer classes,

and magazine articles have undoubtedly done their

share to improve the school-made film. In this

project, however, not only was literature made
available and discussion of filming problems made
possible, but clinics were held where the participat-

ing group of teachers met with experts, discussed

their filming problems as they arose, and actually

took part in film production. In addition, the staff

of the Bureau of Educational Research was made

A fully detailed account of one school's

venture into film-production that should

encourage others to go and do likewise.

CLYDE K. MILLER
Director of Visual Education

Public Schools, Dover, Ohio

available for consultation on individual problems.

Dover High School was one of ten schools, eight

in Ohio and two in West Virginia which undertook

with the help of the Bureau to produce a motion

picture in the field of traffic safety. On account

of the widespread interest which developed imme-

diately throughout the Dover High School it was

decided to make the film an entire school project,

everyone who desired to assist. Three school

groups which were particularly interested in the

project began work immediately. The Visual Aids

Operators Club, the school group responsible for

handling upkeep and operation of all of the school's

visual education equipment : the Photography Club,

responsible for the school's unusual dark room set-

up embracing all students in the school interested

in photography; the safety patrol, an AAA-spon-

sored group of students who were responsible for

patroling the streets near the school ; all cooperated

in the production of the picture.

The first step was the choice of the area in which

the film was to be made. A survey was made of

school and city officials, teachers, students, and par-

ents to determine the particular safety subject

which was of most vital interest to Dover High

School. As the result the topic of bicycle riding

could (1) bring about an awareness on the part of

pupils of deficiencies in their safety behavior, and

(2) provide practice in techniques for eliminating

these errors.

Another survey revealed that 90 per cent of the

school's bicycle riders were in the seventh, eighth,

ninth, and tenth grades. Students in these grades

were asked to list the mistakes made by bicycle

riders. Errors in riding bicycles listed most fre-

quently by students were:

1. Riding two or more on a bicycle,

2. Riding in center of street.
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3. Racing on busy street.

4. Not stopping for street light or stop sign.

5. Riding two or more abreast.

6. Hanging on a truck or car.

7. Not paying attention to riding.

8. Zig zaging.

9. Daring the motorist by acting smart.

10. Cutting out in front of traffic.

A literature class worked the list into a rough

draft of a scenario which a committee of faculty

members polished into a final shooting script,

broken down into scenes and shots with detailed

descriptions of each portion of the action. After

the script had been completed, a copy was sent to

the Bureau of Educational Research at Ohio State

University for their suggestions and approval be-

fore "shooting" began.

But before "shooting" could begin, arrangements

for work at various locations had to be made. In

order to avoid any possible future misunderstand-

ing, the "stars" and "extras" alike were asked to

sign a card giving the school permission to use

them in the film and to use the resulting pictures

freely and without restriction. Two student prop-

erty men arranged for all small properties as well

as large ones, such as trucks, ambulances, and

even a large city fire engine. They also made ar-

rangements for the special scenes to be shot at the

City Hospital and in the mayor's office.

Scenes were not shot in sequence but in the order

most convenient. We tried, whenever possible, to

finish up at one time all action taking place at one
location. This could not always be done, however.
In addition, there was the problem of retakes. Both
retakes and continued filming at a particular loca-

tion required that all properties and costumes be

duplicated exactly in subsequent shots.

The making of a large number of documentary
still pictures helped to assure this accuracy. When
retakes are necessary, the photographs would be

consulted to reconstruct the scene exactly as it had
been before. And although in amateur work the

"rushes" of a day's shooting could not be made,
the still pictures could be processed in the evening
and be ready the next morning to give an idea of

the action in the previous day's shooting. In ad-
dition to the documentary pictures of a scene, a

careful day-to-day record was kept of costumes.
In one case where it was necessary to use a bandage
to indicate an accident, the bandage had to be
checked each time for location and appearance. A
broken right arm suddenly shifting to the left side

would have been embarrassing, indeed

!

Filming was done during school hours, making it

necessary for special arrangements with the Atten-
dance Office to excuse all students needed. An
attendance boy kept a record of the "actors" needed"
and saw to it that the necessary persons were on
hand for each scene. He was an important part

of the production crew, working as a go-between
for the faculty directors and Attendance Record
Office. Actual camera work was done by a student
crew. The writer, who is the director of the
school's visual education department, was produc-

(Continued on page 130)

Top: Measuring focal distance.

Center: Recording a scene.

Bottom: "Shooting" the scene.

The School's Film Production Crew at Work
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The Sound Film:

A Challenge to Language Teachers

J PALOMO
Department of Romance Languages
Ohio State University, Columbus

A terse discussion of the kind oi sound
films needed for achieving best results

in the teaching oi foreign languages.

FOR more than a decade now our students have
been hearing radio iDroadcasts in foreign

languages. Piaster and chea]5er transportation

facilities have made it possible for more people

to visit foreign countries. Students are demand-

ing to be taught to speak the foreign tongue, or at

least to understand it when they hear it. Especially

is this true of Spanish. The ])resent unrest in the

Old \\'orld has turned, and the Good Neighbor

policy of our Federal Government has focused the

attention of our people upon Latin America.

The teaching of foreign languages cannot be

justified solely on the grounds that such eflfort fur-

nishes mental discipline and. incidentally, an ap-

preciation of foreign cultures. Until now this

effort has been based almost entirely upon the

mastery of the printed word. It is time that we
language teachers re-examine our methods and our

objectives, or rather the olijectives of our students.

The exigencies of our times point to this necessity.

We as teachers must try to meet the new demands
upon our profession if we w ish to keep in ste]i with

the times.

The tool which bears the greatest potentialities

for teaching foreign languages is the sound film.

Its possibilities in our field have not been explored

to any great degree, although the sound film in-

tended as an aid in foreign language instruction is

here with us. The degree of its usefulness in our
work will depend upon its suitability to our needs.

It is for us teachers, w^ho know the nature of these

needs, to get together and determine what type and
manner of films may be best suited for our pur-

pose. It hardly needs be said that the educational

film companies will be glad to hear what we have
to say and, convinced of a market, they will be quick

to supply it.

There are various types of language films now-

available. The film intended solely for entertain-

ment does not altogether suit our pur])ose, primar-

ily because its language is not geared to teaching-

needs. The travelog is not much better even though
sometimes there is an attempt to control vocabu-
lary. Moreover, travelogs aim to give, in a single

reel, a wide variety of impressions of the foreign

country, which necessitates the use of a broad
vocabulary by the commentator and this very fact

handicaps them as a medium for teaching language.

Then, too, this accompanying monolog is often delivered

too fast for the comprehension of beginning students.

Many travelogs are largely scenics, intended to

satisfy the general public's curiosity regarding for-

eign lands, and they try to give so wide a sampling
of a country's attractions that they lack cohesion

and therefore are certain to prove boring to stu-

dents who would have to experience several pro-

jections in order to benefit by the repetitions of the

language sounds. Narration, especially when peo-

ple are shown in tiie picture, is unnatural and lacks

the dramatic quality of normal conversation. Also,

since the language the student hears does not

emanate naturall}- from what he sees in the film,

there is not evoked in his mind the unified impres-
sion of scene and sound, and his mental elTort is

divided between the picture and the words of the

invisible s])eaker. This division of his attention

also tends to lessen his interest. Again, the projec-

tion time of most entertainment films averages
eighty minutes, travelogs about twenty-five min-
utes. This is too long to permit of re])etition with-
in the usual class period.

The above evaluation .-uggests that, from the

linguistic standpoint, the travelog and entertain-

ment films have many inadequacies. This is not

a denial of their value as purveyors of cultural in-

formation which is quite adequately absorbed by
the student through his visual faculties. It is

apparent, then, that much remains to be done to

clevelo]) sound films which will meet the needs of

the students of foreign languages. This is a chal-

lenge to us who teach languages to participate in

the development of what can be made a powerful
and useful tool for our profession.

It seems to me that in order to have the right

kind of language films we must first prepare a

series of lessons dealing with the everyday aspects

of life in the foreign countrj-. The first few lessons

should employ conversation chiefly. Description

should be added gradually and should be of such

nature that it can be introduced with great natural-

ness by the interlocutors. It is essential that the

vocabulary of these lessons should be controlled

in both range and density. The contents of these

lessons are then to be filmed, and the textbook and
film together will form the basis of classroom work.

Having ]irepared the lessons to meet classroom

requirements we must now consider the filming of

the content. As has been stated above we must

first have conversation instead of narration. This

means that our language films nuist present people

in meaningful situations against a native cultural

(Continued on page 126)
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MOTION PICTURES-
NO! FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

The 25th installment recalls the pioneer

work of fifteen or more years ago to ex-

plore advantages and set up a practical

control of motion pictures in the school.

ACOMMITTEI-: appointed in 1925

by the Swiss Student Federation at

Basel, to study the future of school

films and to find expedient ways of real-

izing it, was also to lead to the League of

Nations. So was the Belgian group, Les

Amis du Cinema Educatif et Instructif,

formed late in 1926 at Brussels.

It should be clear, of course, that

there is no attempt in these pages to

present the European non-theatrical

story. What it is hoped that these for-

eign references will accomplish is to ori-

entate the various leading national de-

velopments, and to refute chauvinistic

notions that non-theatrical films are an

exclusively American property. Many
lesser evidences of progress overseas,

such as the scliool experiments in

Sweden and the adoption of films in the

schools of Hungary, have not been

touched upon at all, and, when the larger

history is told upwards of a century

hence, it may be that those will appear

as more significant than anything ac-

complished educationally in the United

States.

The Educators Have Ideas

It was very evident, in the early nine-

teen-twenties, that nobody knew much
about visual education. But it was also

evident, even in the absence of reliable

tests, that that large part of it which

embraced motion pictures was worthy of

development. The film producer, con-

fident in his mechanical mastery of his

machine, and possessing effective exper-

ience with theatrical audiences, thought

that he knew also what the pupils ought

to have, but he liimself had to learn

that school spectators do not view the

screen with tlie same mental attitude

which characterizes those on amuse-

ment bent. And the teacliers, while

aware that these two audiences were dif-

ferent, could not yet tell precisely why,
and had the further disadvantage of not

knowing how to handle film.

Those educators, who ranked as re-

cent pioneers in the visual education

movement, were at pains to be articulate

about the problem. They studied im-

mediate symptoms and delivered shrewd
hypotheses to their teaching colleagues

by means of addresses at educational

conventions and articles in professional

magazines. In many instances the chief

concern was to ticket the symptoms with

names. This was natural enough, and was
to be expected in any new development,

but it was dangerous, too, for, while it

is right and necessary to apply and de-

fine terms, terms imply pigeonholes, and
pigeonholes encourage didactic tliinking

and that delusion which mistakes an ac-

qaintance with names for actual knowl-
edge.

Frank N. Freeman, A. G. Balcom, F.

Dean McClusky, Ernest L, Crandall and

Joseph J. Weher were among the educa-

tors who rendered i)ractical and thouglit-

ful service here with miscellaneous writ-

ings in which tlicories were well mixed

with facts. One of their major points,

which was not heeded by producers at

large but which should have commanded
their sharp attention, was that presenta-

tion is not identical with learning. Tlie

simple fact of placing a mass of infor-

mation on the screen before a class, does

not by any means make certain that the

pupils will therefore absorb it. A re-

ceptive attitude must be built up prev-

iously in tlie learner, and tlie information

Edouard Herriot, as French Minister
of Education, favored school films.

In 1926 he established a commission
to study the matter in headquarters
at the Pedagogical Museum in Paris.

must be so presented that it is corres-

pondingly understandable.

Here are unmistakable clues to the

respective functions of teacher and pro-

ducer, and, indeed, to a full working

philosophy on the entire subject. Speak-
ing of which recalls the important ar-

ticles by George S. Painter, professor of

philosophy at the New York State Col-

lege for Teachers, starting in American
Education for December. 192S, entitled

"The Psychological Background of Vis-

ual Instruction." In that place was
enunciatexl, clearly and distinctly, the

caution that mere perception is not learn-

ing, either.

"Knowledge does not pass ready-made
into the mind," said Professor Painter

there. "To observe is not merely to have
sensations and feelings ; it is also to put

things together and to interpret them
and appreciate to some extent what the

sensations mean. Simply to stare at

things does not give us knowledge of

them; unless the mind reacts, judges,

thinks, we are no whit wiser for our

staring." Which should have been suf-

ficient answer to the objection of many
teachers that motion pictures could only

induce laziness in pupils by making it

easier to absorb information, and there-

fore could be of small value in stimulat-

ing thought, forming sound habits and

inciting to useful action, which, I under-

stand, are among the main purposes of

education.

It should be remarked in passing that

others had thought along the same line

as Painter. None had put it clearer or

more pungently than Matilda Castro in

Educational Screen, in the spring of

1922, when she observed that, "Pictures

are focal points in the psychological ap-

proach, but are not substitutes for ex-

planation or the imagination."

These facts were only those which ap-

plied with equal force to the school text-

book, and, by the same token, they had

been amply tested and fully accepted.

What had to be worked out pedagogical-

ly about films was, first, what the

medium of the screen could do better

than any previously utilizetl teaching in-

strument, and next, how specific pictures

might be made to serve efficiently with-

in tho.se limits—in short, to explore their

advantages and to establish their con-

trol. But the ensuing tests were not all

made in realization of this. Many of the

little people, who approached the matter

on their own small initiatives, did so to

show how smart they were by "proving"

that textbooks were obsolete. Others would

screen any ordinary picture which came
to hand, in a classroom, without prepara-

tion, as they might give a mirror tenta-

tively to a monkey, to see what happened

and with no precise expectation of what

the result might be.

How simple such alleged "tests" might

be is well illustrated by the much-pub-

licized "experiment" conducted in March
1922, by the Chicago Board of Educa-
tion to determine what sorts of picture

should supplant the lurid movies com-
monly held to be juvenile favorites. A
free program of supposedly educational

subjects was screened successively for

four audiences of about 4.500 children

each, the expectation being that much
could be learned ^y measuring their ap-

plause. .\ geographic lesson on Egypt
fared poorly, and so did scenes of a royal

wedding, but a slapstick comedy reel,

and a shot of a turtle withdrawing its

head were uproariously received. And
the whole conclusion seems to have been

merely that it was all "confusing."

What were referred to as "school

tests" of films in the early years, were
generally mere screenings of odd theat-

rical subjects where motion pictures had

not been used before. They were ex-

pected to provide only an "enrichment"

of the educational yield, and the circum-
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stances were not "controlled" in anv
sense which would have been acceptable

after the start of the visual education
movement. This, of course, was only
because educators at large were not prev-

iously familiar with even the machinery
of exhibition. As scientific procedures
such explorations left much to be de-

sired, but, considering the primitive state

of that division of the field then, even
the simplest demonstrations were sig-

nificant. In that light, such pioneer ef-

forts as the school "tests" of the Brook-
lyn Teachers' Association in the autumn
of 1912, when the pictures exhibited to

classes included "Hiawatha", "Wonders
of Plant Life", "The Animal Kingdom"
and "Chemical Action in Aluminum",
are to be recalled with honor.

Joseph J. Weber's doctor's thesis at

Columbia University in 1922, essayed to

establish the relative effectiveness of the

motion picture in comparison with the

other tools of education. Frank N.

Freeman, in Visual Education in 1923,

made a searching classification of types

of educational films ; others tested the

motion picture's economy of time. These
were useful investigations. Plenty more
were not. Some were rather silly. But
then, concerted movements of any worth-

while kind always have their lunatic

fringes.

The scientific mind proceeded from the

known into the unknown carefully, but

did not hesitate to borrow clues from
other fields. The film was new in the

school but not so new in the theatres.

There was a large amount of material

out of which a careful observer might
build hypotheses. "If such-and-such is

done," he could say, "thus-and-so prob-

ably will happen. Let us try and see."

Thus the scientist established his goals

in advance and always knew what he
was trying to find out, the ultimate re-

sult showing him merely whether he

was or was not correct in his original

assumption. Nor were these goals hap-

hazard, but they built steadily atop one
another to larger goals which ultimately

would show the entire place and function

of motion pictures in visual education.

In 1915 had come an authoritative,

highly original attention to the subject of

what motion pictures might do to atTect

the human mind, which should have pro-

vided educators with many valuable clues

to proper procedure. No doubt they

would have, had times and personalities

been different, for Hugo Miinsterberg,

brilliant professor of psychology at Har-
vard, was a German, and the World
War was then rapidly drawing America
into it. Theodore Roosevelt publicly de-

nounced him for "hyphenated" activities.

Lesser objections were that he was a

"sensationalist," and strongly "commer-
cial" for assisting large corporations in

their work of industrial research. But
it was in 191S that Miinsterberg, his

imagination caught by the camera magic
of Annette Kellerman's mermaid picture,

"Neptune's Daughter" had begun his in-

genious investigation of the films. He
spent the summer of that year in close

attendance at the theatres and in visiting

the major studios, then situated in the

East, and in December, 1915, the Cos-

mopolitan Magazine published his first

Hugo Munsterberg of Harvard was
one of the first to use the motion pic-

ture as a measuring instrument in

studying vagaries of human behavior.

important articles on the subject, "Why
We Go to the Movies."
When Paramount started "Picto-

graphs," Munsterberg was invited to be
one of the first contributors. He res-

ponded with a series on "testing the

mind," designed to provoke the active

participation of the audiences which
might see it—and these pictures are still

obtainable, I believe, in the Bray Library.

He also undertook, but unhappily did

not complete, experiments in the use of

motion pictures for the teaching of his-

tory. Reports of this work brought him
a heavy correspondence, and there is ex-
tant a letter, dated April 5, 1916, in

which he replied to a Mr.' Edwards, who
I suppose to have been none other than
F. R. Edwards, the ambitious educational

film enthusiast of San Diego, comment-
ing favorably upon the gentleman's plan

to specialize in producing school pictures.

He heartily approved the Edwards
proposal to present the Montessori sys-

tem on the screen, hoped for much on
geography because of glaring omissions

in popular knowledge of that, and, hold-

ing that "the greatest trouble in the mov-
i g picture world today is the lack of

discrimination and differentiation," re-

marked that : "In a few years such dif-

ferentiation will be demanded every-

where, and one of the first steps toward
it ought to be a clean division of labor

among the producing companies. I wel-

come it as a very promising step that

you intend to specialize in the educa-

tional field and to set this off as a great

work of its own, separated from the

mere amusement plays." But Miinster-

berg's enthusiasm for the films was des-

tined soon to lose its force. December
16, 1916 he died.

Miinsterberg's book, The Photoplay

:

a Psychological Study, published in 1916,

will disappoint the student who seeks in

its generalizing pages the proofs of the

author's penetrating thought about edu-

cational films. Dossiers in the news-

paper morgues will be much more
informative about his widely varied

experiments in making the screen serve

as a new instrument to reveal the inner

life of men, experiments in laboratories,

in courts of justice, in asylums. It is of

no real consequence, and no reflection

upon a splendid prophetic judgment,
that in the same book he remarked that

the addition of voice would ruin the

artistic effect of motion pictures. Those
were days when the film was laved for

its silence; all he had done in that in-

stance was to succumb briefly to the

human belief in things-as-they-are.

It will be recalled, of course, that the

start of the visual education movement
stirred many persons in charge of motion
picture activities in schools, or otherwise

vitally interested, to observe critically

the reactions of classroom audiences.

And, to preserve their findings, there

were articles published in newspapers
and magazines on successful uses of the

cinematograph in teaching English to

foreigners in Washington ; on the film

teaching of geography, as the admirable
one written by Edith P. Parker for

Visual Education ; and on motion pic-

tures in physics classes, as that useful

comment prepared for the same maga-
zine by Harvey B. Lemon.

David Gibbs, superintendent of schools

at Meriden, Conn., reported "An Experi-
ment as to Economy of Time in

Instruction by Use of Motion Pictures"

in the pages of the Educational Screen;
in the New York Times were described

the reactions of school children when
they saw themselves on the screen en-

gaged in various projects ; "Pathe News"
cooperated with educators in tests for

fourteen weeks at Junior High School

No. 64, Manhattan, to see how films

might be used in teaching current events,

a study to be followed later by similar

tests in the public schools of Newark
and Boston. All of these are random
illustrations of the strong desire in this

period to reduce a powerful new educa-

tional force to law and order.

To conduct tests on a satisfactory basis

required more time and effort than the

usual schoolman himself could afford to

give. To obtain the requisite funds for

finding such unpredictable results was not

easy. However, realizing that one could

not ordinarily reach an objective without

taking certain preliminary steps, Frank
N. Freeman, of the University of Chi-

cago, concentrated temporarily on those

steps, and, in the spring of 1922, it was
announced that the Commonwealth Fund
of New York, an endowment established

to assist research work in various lines,

had granted him $10,000 for a twelve-

month effort to determine the value of

motion pictures in child education.

Frank Nugent Freeman, Canadian born

in 1880, early removed to the United

States, and rose rapidly in his chosen

field of psychology. His first services in

this department of knowledge were at

Yale, where he had received his Ph. D. in

1908, but in 1909 he liecame an instructor

at the University of Chicago, gaining the

professorship of educational psychology

there in 1920. Many side endeavors, rep-

resented in committee memberships and

editorial connections, added to the ready

proofs that he was an excellent person

to conduct this important survey. He was
sharply alert to the existing facts of the
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Ivisual movement, and had an intimate

iacquaintance with the current work of

iHarley Clarke's Society for Visual Edu-

ation, carried on, as most of it was, by

^is own colleagues at the University.

His clear idea of the needs was ex-

pressed in a formal statement which ac-

Dmpanied the announcement of the grant,

le aimed, he said, to solve two main

problems : first, what might be taught best

motion pictures, and, second, to find

urays to improve the pictures themselves. "I

of the opinion," he declared, "that the

51m is not so far superior to other meth-

ds as to be substituted in a wholesale

vay, but that it has its definite field and

excellently adapted to certain things

eems beyond doubt." He observed that

Dme films, such as biological and nature

ttudy subjects, might be set apart, as

f'strictly educational," from those having

ntertainment values and therefore being

the nature of literature. Recognizing

nseful results to be obtained by presenting

pictures of objects which the child had

ot previously seen, the giving of "vicar-

ous experience" thereby, he showed at

he same time a commendable caution,

nd was rather sure that motion pictures

iltimately would not spread over the en-

itire curriculum. And he saw needs to

liscover, in his survey, how much a child

»{ given age and development could ab-

orb from a film, how long a school film

^hould be, how much should be explained

by the picture captions and how much by

be teacher. The conclusions reached by

Professor Freeman, generally confirming

bis original hypotheses, were presented

1924 in his book Visual Education.

^published by University of Chicago Press.

Newspapers were eager to anticipate

freeman's broad opinion, and, in Febru-

ary, 1924, just after he had edited his

report on tests with school films in and

Kround Chicago, they seized upon a

arbled account of his speech at the latest

4.E.A. Convention and made it appear

hat he had condemned educational pic-

ures. He was quick to correct the story,

proving readily enough that he actually

ad heartily approved school films, and

ad condemned only the exaggerated

Jaims made on their behalf. Assisting

freeman in his Commonwealth survey,

land collaborating on his report, were: F.

Id. and H. Y. McClusky, H. W. James.

IE. H. Reeder, A. P. Hollis, Caroline

loefer, Edna Keith, E. C. Rolfe, Lena

fA. Shaw, D. E. Walker, Nina J. Beg-

jlinger and Jean A. Thomas.

New Resources
When Dr. Freeman spoke of improv-

jing the pictures themselves as a coordi-

[nated aim, he was also giving due con-

spicuousness to the fact that no tests

(could be final while the mechanical pos-

fsibilities were still being developed. It

[was true that most of the materials for

school films had long existed, but many
[important advantages were out of reach

I
of educators for divers practical reasons,

l Besides that, there might come a day
I when the films would acquire also speech

[and a third dimension. Anything needful

[.might happen. .Already the wizards of the

liens were taking photographs in darkness.

I And there was Dr. William Draper Har-
[kins. professor of physical chemistry at

the University of Chicago, who, in July,

1924, thrilled his colleagues by showing

them films of atomic collisions.

In truth, the magic of the film was

being made more accessible almost daily

through the forces of industrial competi-

tion and the discovery of new uses, such

as the start of their employment by engi-

neers for simultaneous meter readings. A
more extended new application was in

the motion and time studies which had

grown out of the pioneer experiments of

Frederick W. Taylor. For years Taylor,

known as "the father of efficiency sys-

tems in America," had been using the still

camera to study manual operations in

factories, and it was only a step further

to applv motion pictures to the same end.

Frank B. Gilbreth did it first in 1912.

John Patterson employed Jam Handy to

make some for him in the N.C.R. plant

at Dayton about 1919. Others carried on

tlie work of Taylor, especially Lillian

In 1922 the Commonwealth Fund gave
Frank Nugent Freeman$lo,000 that he
might determine the actual worth of

motion pictures in child education.

Moller Gilbreth and her husband, con-

sulting engineers in scientific management.
For these needs C. P. Watson's Nova-

graph was usually and perhaps always a

satisfactory answer, but really high speed

cameras held interest in other scientific

laboratories where the "eight-times-

faster-than-normal" was insufficient.

Clever mechanisms were being devised

in those places to take upwards of a

thousand pictures per second for slow

projection and study. The subjects were
movements of air waves, bullet trajec-

tories, speed of chemical reactions, and

so forth. The names of Dr. Richet and

J. W. Legg, the latter of the Westing-

house Company, were outstanding among
those of such inventors.

The underworld of the ocean, so dra-

matically opened to popular view by the

Williamsons, attracted others, and one

heard of films photographed with the

Sisson deep sea diving machine, and of

a new submarine camera developed by

Dr. Paul Bartsch and Andrew Cramer,
respectively curator of mollusks and in-

strument maker at the National Museum.

New pioneers in aviation photography

arose, none more remarkable than Lieu-

tenant Frank W. Goddard, a flier in the

Army Air Service, and Dr. S. M. Burka,

an expert photographer who assisted him
in devising means to take pictures of

large areas secretly at night, through fog

and from an altitude of more than 5,000

feet. The U. S. Navy, using airplanes

in the summer of 1925, mapped about

40,000 square miles of Alaska, while soar-

ing photographers, working for the U. S.

and Illinois Geological Surveys, com-

pleted an aerial picture of the City of

Chicago on a scale of two and one-

quarter inches to the mile. Although these

were still photographs, their making set

many precedents for the improvement of

cinematography on high.

Motion pictures in the air and generally

in the field, where "traveling" or "follow"

shots were especially necessary, were

greatly improved by Carl Akeley's in-

vention of a device for photographing

wild animals. The well known sculpter

and taxidermist here provided a camera

recalling fitienne Marey's "photographic

gun" of 1882, which was designed to reg-

ister birds in flight and could literally be

aimed at them and moved steadily in line

with their progress. The Akeley camera
remains today unexcelled for newsreel

shots of athletic events.

About 1925 the public relations depart-

ment of the New York Edison Company
became interested in making an industrial

film of New York City consisting largely

of shots from the air, and engaged to

produce it Hamilton Maxwell, an Eng-

lish aviator who had made some excep-

tionally beautiful still photographs of

clouds. Maxwell supervised the work,

much of which was done by A. B. Wet-
zell, a flying cameraman who was then

well on his way to the reputation he has

enjoyed since, of being an outstanding

specialist in the line. The collection of

views made on that occasion was ex-

cellent for the time and exceptionally

complete as a presentation of Manhattan
from the air.

Through the early twenties even the

ordinary camera became conspicuous for

its ability to do tricks. It was the result

of a foreign influence. The technicians

of Germany, in particular, were just be-

ginning to discover the facility of the

taking device, and they were covering

deficiencies of story, acting and studio

equipment with photographic stunts. Bar-

ring the notable work of such directors

as F. W. Murnau and Ernst Lubitsch,

most of the German effects were mere
mechanical exercises which the American
film studios had toyed with, too, in earlier

years, and put aside in the certainty that

they distracted the spectators from the

story. As soon as the audience begins

thinking of the camera, the experienced

native producers had said, beware the

breaking of the emotional spell of the

play. With that decision made, they

worked to make the camera inconspicu-

ous. But now. with all the superficial ap-

pearance of important novelty—of "break-

ing the shackles of art"—here were the

Germans (and presently the Russians),

with freak angles, "zooms," "follow

shots, " distorting lenses, "montages."

(To be confinued)
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The Challenge of the Unsolved Problems

A REPORT
PAUL C. REED, President

Department of Visual Instruction

THE title selected for this report im-
plies an attitude of mind—an attitude

which I believe is absolutely essential

to successful promotion of the improve-
ment of classroom instruction through the

use of visual aids. To cause such im-
provement is a stated objective of the

Department of Visual Instruction, and
if we are to realize the satisfactions that

come from successful achievement, we
must cultivate essential attitudes. We
need the attitude of healthy dissatisfac-

tion with the present status of our prog-
ress; we should attempt to isolate and
analyze the problems that are obstacles

to more rapid progress ; and we should be
eager and ready to dig in and work ener-

getically to find the solutions for the

problems that confront us. These are the

attitudes that must be ours—individually

and collectively—if we are to demon-
strate the sincerity of our interests in the

promotion of improved instruction

through the use of visual aids.

If one reviews the progress that has
been made in the use of visual materials

in classroom instruction in the past five,

ten, twenty, or thirty years there can be
no question but that progress has been
made. A greater variety of visual aids are
being used than at any previous time.

Schools are better equipped ; there are

more full time workers in the visual field

;

there are more visual courses offered to

teachers; there are more film libraries;

circulation curves are pointing upward;
membership in this Department is increas-

ing ; there is more advertising of visual

materials and equipment in educational

journals ; more articles about visual ma-
terials are being written. Advances have
been made, but have they been made
rapidly enough ? Has the progress been

commensurate with the values we know
are inherent in the intelligent use of

visual materials for instruction? My an-

swer is "no" and I hope yours is too.

There may be some reasons for being

satisfied, but there are more reasons for

being dissatisfied. There arc problems to

be solved, and for the most part, they are

the same kind of problems that have
been troubling for years.

A few months ago there was reprinted

in the Educ.mional Screen a cartoon

that had first been published in 1926. It

was a cartoon analysis of the problems
in the field of visual instruction. Depicted
was a vicious circle with a school board
member pointing an accusing finger at the
school superintendent, and a teacher

pointing to the board member, and so on,

around the circle which included a teach-

er, a salesman, the producer, and finally

the visual expert. Each had an alibi for

lack of progress.

A basic unsolved problem in 1926 and
the basic unsolved problem today is the

lack of adequate financial support for a

sound program of visual instruction in

all our schools. By adequate I mean a

program that provides up-to-date equip-

ment with which to use the visual ma-
terials that are available—projectors for

lantern slides and film strip, projectors

for motion pictures, cameras, and space

for the filing and classification of flat

pictures and three-dimensional materials.

By adequate I mean a program that pro-
vides facilities for the use of visual ma-
terials—classrooms equipped with electric

outlets, projection screens, and dark
shades, and class schedules and school

rules that permit field trips and excur-
sions. I mean a program that provides for

the regular borrowing, renting, and acqui-

sition of visual aids—without complete

reliance upon materials that are free.

And such a program demands competent
supervision and direction. These should

be the minimum standards insisted upon
by all those who are in charge of educa-

tional units whether they be individual

schools, a city or county school system,

or a statewide system of schools. There
are but few instances in our total edu-

cational structure where such adequate

financial support is being given. In too

many schools and school systems no
attention at all is given to the systematic

use of visual materials. In many others,

what attention is given is the result of the

enthusiasm of individuals who are work-
ing against almost overwhelming odds

of unconcern, smugness, and traditional

instructional patterns. While at least one

city recognizes sufficient values from
visual instruction to appropriate an annual

budget for new materials and equipment

of one dollar per pupil, there are other

cities boasting loudly about ther excel-

lent schools, paying lip service to newer
methods, and appropriating as little as

two cents per pupil per year.

Lack of adequate financial support is,

I believe, visual instruction's number one

unsolved problem and it is a problem
about which something can be done. There
are facts enough to prove the values.

More studies have been made than have
been used. There are enough practical

working situations to show what can be

done when visual materials are used

purposefully and intelligently. There are

more good visual materials available than

are being used. Technical advance has

been tremendous and good equipment is

available. The facts for visual instruc-

tion are available. The specific challenge

is to get those facts across to education's

officialdom that controls the budgets and
directs the policies. That challenge can

be answered by cooperative action.

Unsolved problem number two is the

lack of understanding and skill of teach-

ers in the most effective use of available

visual materials. Any one who doubts

that this is a problem is invited to visit

a cross-section of teachers even in school

systems that have highest reputations for

their well organized visual programs. He
will find all kinds of use made of excel-

lent materials—from the use that is care-

fully timed, well planned, skillfully pre-

sented, and meaningfully related to other

learning activities, to the use that is

nothing more than gross misuse where
they have a movie show. Misuse does not

occur only with the more expensive visual

materials. I have been in classrooms

where the least expensive materials—flat

pictures cut from used magazines—have

accumulated at random in a desk drawer

or are pinned up helter-skelter about the

classroom. Teachers need fundamental

understanding of the necessity for visual

experience in the learning process and

they need to acquire skill in the use of

the materials available to them so that

instruction will be more meaningful.

Most of i(.f recognize this problem and

are attempting to do something about it.

I think, however, that too much of our

effort has been expended in trying to

deal with this problem too directly. We
have tried to reach classroom teachers

individually and for the most part we
have relied too much upon the course in

visual education. Other approaches are

indicated, it seems to me, for the simple

reason that there are so many teachers

and so few of us. The specific challenge

here is the need for enlisting our educa-

tional co-workers—these others who are

also responsible for the improvement of

instruction—the principals, supervisors,

instructional directors, superintendents,

and teachers college teachers. They must
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elieve as we do in the place and value

I of visual experience in learning and

when they do our force will be increased

[a hundred-fold. We must recognize too

that all teacher growth does not take

[place in formal courses. Teachers can

and do learn in a great variety of ways
lEroni the daily contacts of their work

—

jfrom magazine articles, helpful words

Irom principals and supervisors, from the

practices of their fellow teachers, and

Irom conferences and meetings. A shift-

ing emphasis should mark our approach

\o the problems of teacher training,

I would identify as our unsolved prob-

lem number three our failure in setting

Up administratii'e systems that n'ill get

risua! materials to the hands of ultimate

tonsumers efficiently and effectively. If

risual materials are to serve their basic

unction in the learning process, they

nust be in the classroom ready for use

vhen they are needed and they must re-

nain there until they have served their

purpose. Some schools are served in this

vay—those schools fortunate enough to

ave a staff member who will work tire-

tlessly on the problem, and those schools

tin city systems with well organized visual

(services. I have said "work tirelessly" be-

ause the distributional system that has

Jrown up is not a simple one, and the

chool must seek materials from a dozen

different agencies if it is to have a well

founded visual program. Speaking of the

Blm library services alone there is little

jsvidence of cooperative planning to serve

est instructional interests. Service areas

are not well defined ; territories are over-

apping ; service rates and procedures

are not uniform ; and few have assumed

any responsibility in guiding teachers in

the most effective use of the visual ma-
fterials they distribute. I recognize that

plausible explanations can be given for

he conditions that exist. But the distri-

utional problem will continue to be a

eal and important one to every sincere

irorker in the visual field until all schools

have abundant and various materials

available readily when they need them.

The specific challenge here is to provide

etter visual service for more schools,

/e must improve our administrative and
jdistributional machinery and focus upon

the ultimate consumer. We must demon-
Istrate through our practice that agencies

Jset up to service the schools really are

"service" agencies. Their success should

Ibe measured only in terms of how well

|they serve the educational needs of boys

and girls.

As one attempts to identify these prob-

flems related to visual instruction, he is

[forcibly impressed with their interrela-

^on. Adequate financial support may be

base problem, but its solution is some-

vhat dependent upon intelligent teacher

fuse of materials provided. Teacher use

fis dependent upon availability of ma-
terials. Interrelated with all of these

problems is the variety and kind of visual

materials that are being produced. This

suggests the fourth major unsolved prob-

lem of the visual field. There has not yet

been brought about a continuous flow of

the most needed, high quality visual ma-
terials from the producers. I believe that

educators are far more responsible for

this being a problem than are the pro-

ducers. Adequate markets have not been

provided even for the superior visual

materials of unquestioned educational

merit. We cannot blame the producers

when we will not accept and use their

best products in sufficient quantity to

make their production economically prac-

tical. That is our problem to solve, not

the producer's. In addition to the actual

purchase and use of available materials

perhaps the greatest service that we could

render the producers would be for us to

find some area of agreement about the

materials we want and let them know
what those wants are. There is a specific

challenge, and satisfactory response to it

would, I believe, do more than anything

else to guarantee a continuous flow of the

most educationally valuable materials.

Can we determine our wants and make
them known?

Education has an organization which

could and should direct its energies vig-

orously toward the solution of these un-

solved problems in the field of visual

instruction. According to the constitution

of the Department of Visual Instruction

of the National Education Association

"The object of this Department shall be

to promote the improvement of class-

room instruction through the effective

use of visual and other sensory aids

;

to serve as a clearing house of informa-

tion regarding the sources, values, and

guiding principles in the use of visual

materials, as determined by research ; and

to cooperate with other domestic and
foreign agencies with similar interest and

purposes." If the Department of Visual

Instruction is to serve the purposes for

which it was organized and now exists,

it cannot ignore these fundamental un-

solved problems in the field of visual

instruction. If the Department is to

provide the leadership and energy re-

quired to solve these problems, its mem-
bers must at the same time also give

some attention to unsolved problems of

its own organization.

For nearly twenty years the Depart-

ment of Visual Instruction has been the

one continuing organization serving as a

rallying point for all who were interested

in the use of visual aids. The growth in

membership, the specific accomplishments,

and the record of achievement of this or-

ganization have not been phenomenal, but

it is an organization that has survived

the ordeals of infancy and adolescence.

Now as it approaches maturity, if it

can make the adjustments demanded by

its adult status, it can make genuine con-

tributions to the educational world.

The Department needs most of all a

planned program of action. It needs to

recognize the problems impeding progress

in the visual field and to devise a realistic

and definite program for their solution

that can call all of its members into

cooperative action.

The Department needs more members.
Examination of the membership list dis-

closes that many well known visual lead-

ers are not members. The Department
needs them. It needs more members be-

cause the kind of program that needs to

be planned will demand participation by
larger numbers. The Dcnartment needs

the greater financial stability that will re-

sult from increased membership. A par-

ticularly significant development in re-

lation to potential future membership and
the stabilitv of the Department is the

pronosed Zonal Plan which calls for

regional organizations within the De-
partment. Such a plan offers the oppor-

tunity for devclopine a program more
closely related to the interests of its

members and for brineing members more
actively into the affairs of the Depart-

ment. It holds out the promise of greatly

increased membership and raises new
organizational and leadership problems.

The amendments providing for the zonal

nlan were introduced at the regular meet-

ing last July and will be voted upon
finally at the meeting in Boston next

July.

The Department needs the stability

that can be given to it by an executive

secretary, employed at least part time by
the Department, and a permanent national

office. An executive secretary would carry

on the routine business affairs of the

Department and eliminate the inefficien-

cies resulting from a complete shift in

administration each year. The zonal plan

will make this need greater and may
make its fulfillment possible.

Finally, the Department deserves

greater respectability among national edu-

cational organizations. It deserves this

because of the fundamental values of

visual materials in the learning process.

It deserves this because of the great po-
tential contributions of visual materials

to the improvement of classroom instruc-

tion. It deserves greater respectability

because of the cause it seeks to promote.
The Department can gain greater respec-

tability in terms of the kind of program
of action it develops and its degree of

success in carrying it through. It can
achieve its rightful place among educa-

tional organizations if it can strengthen

its structure from within. It can make
lasting contributions to .'American educa-
tion through accepting the challenge of

the unsolved problems and by actually

bringing about a higher level of instruc-

tional achievement through the use of

visual aids.
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Education in Defense of Democracy
RALPH W. TYLER
Department of Education, University of Chicago

THE PRESENT emergency has

glaringly revealed apparent na-

tional weaknesses. The devotion of

many of our people to the ideals and
forms of democracy is frequently ques-

tioned. Our physical stamina and pro-

ductive capacity seem much lower than

we had believed. The courage and tran-

quillity which spring from confidence

in our national accomplishments seem
strangely lacking.

The revelation of such apparent

weaknesses leads to several typical re-

actions. An increasing pressure is likely

to be placed upon the schools to set

aside a special time for teaching pa-

triotism or to compel loyalty oaths from
teachers and students. A growing de-

mand may be made for a return to the

fundamentals of education which are

commonly interpreted as the "Three
R's," rigid discipline, and difficult tasks

for school children. A great upsurge in

emphasis on vocational and physical
education may be observed and finally

many groups will plead for a reduction
in expenditures in education on the

ground that defense requires first claim
on our resources.. In this situation we
must not forget that such weaknesses
in our national life can be remedied
only through educational processes.

Loyalty to democracy is not acquired
through compulsory loyalty oaths or
through special periods set aside for

teaching the Constitution. Loyalty de-
velops through an increasing clarifica-

tion and experiencing of democratic
values which must permeate the school
within and without the classroom. The
improvement of the physical stamina
and the productive capacity of the peo-
ple require a program of health and
physical education which is an integral
part of a comprehensive program of
general education. Confidence in the
achievements of democracy grow from
a broader and deeper understanding of
our national development and our na-
tional accomplishment. That is to say,
the elimination of these weaknesses
places a greater responsibility upon
American education than we have com-
monly recognized in the past. The ef-
fective fulfillment of this responsibility
requires the devotion of more resources
and efliorts to education and the build-
ing of a better comprehensive program
rather than the addition of certain few
phases to the work of the schools. Con-
tinuing the type of educational job
which has been done the past twenty
years will not make the contribution to
our country which the schools are cap-
able of making. The school is now ac-
cepting a responsibility for a wider
range of educational objectives. The de-
velopment of the good citizens involves
not only the acquisition of information

and of skills but also the ability to

understand significant features of our

complex life and the ability to think

clearly through the new problems which
continually confront him. The school is

forced to accept increasing responsibil-

ity for such objectives as the develop-

ment of democratic social attitudes, of

fundamental work habits, of wide and
mature interests, of clear and deeply

cherished values. Unless attention is

given to all of these aspects of effective

citizenship, the educational program is

not likely to be well rounded and ef-

fective.

Furthermore, the acceptance of such

a wide range of educational responsi-

bilities demands educational learning

materials in order to attain these ob-

jectives adequately. It seems to me,

therefore, that we face two major tasks

—one to clarify our purposes in a broad

and comprehensive fashion and in the

light of our increasing concern for

democracy and two, to develop more
varied curriculum materials appropri-

ate for each of these educational pur-

poses.

In the clarification of our educational

purposes, we probably need to recog-

nize the various aspects of development

which we hope will result from our

educational efforts. We shall need to

recognize that young people are devel-

oping sets of values and that our re-

sponsibility is to help them in clarify-

ing their values, in making them in-

creasingly social rather than selfish,

and learning to cherish them more
deeply because they apprehend their sig-

nificance. We shall recognize also the

significance of helping young people to

identify and to analyze important per-

sonal and social problems which pre-

vent the fruition of these democratic

values in their own lives and in our
social system. We shall also want to

help them acquire certain important

facts, concepts, and generalizations

which enable them to understand the

nature of these problems and possible

methods of solution. We shall try to

help them develop various sorts of skills

needed in effective thought and action,

skills both intellectual and manual. We
shall want to help them develop more
eflfective adjustment to themselves and
to others so that they may think and
act with serenity and confidence and
not be hampered by fear and conflict.

These are illustrations of the kind of

formulation which any school faculty

needs to make in indicating more clearly

just what it is trying to do in educat-
ing in defense of democracy.
Furthermore, this clarification of our

educational purposes should make us
increasingly conscious of the relation of

these various phases of development.

Values are related to interests, to at-

titudes, to information, and to ways of

thinking. In similar fashion, other as-

pects are interrelated. If we attempt to

develop each of these things in isola-

tion, we do not achieve an eflfective

citizen. For example, if attitudes are

developed in a vacuum without refer-

ence to pertinent facts, and to careful

and critical thinking, students are at

the mercy of the next propagandist who
plays upon their emotions for his own
purposes. Furthermore, thinking can-
not be effectively carried on without
understanding all those facts and ideas

which form the counters of their think-

ing. Otherwise, by a process of formal
logic alone students believe that they
are thinking through a problem when
they are merely manipulating words,
the meaning of which and the truth

of which they do not know. These two
illustrations may be sufficient to indi-

cate the importance of stating clearly

the various objectives which we must
attain in developing a good citizen and
also the importance of the relation of

these objectives one to another.

The second problem, that of enlarg-

ing our repertoire of learning experi-

ences in order to accomplish this wider
range of educational objectives is close-

ly related to the first. To obtain mate-
rials that may contribute to these

various objectives demands the utiliza-

tion of many types of learning media.

We will need to use not only reading

materials and firsthand experiences but

also auditory and visual materials. Fur-
thermore, the range of objectives will

demand visual materials of many dif-

ferent sorts. Materials helpful in ap-
prehending important facts will prob-

ably differ in their nature from those

which help to identify problems which
should be of concern to students. Mate-
rials useful in seeing what values are

at stake in various types of human as-

sociation will differ from those which
are useful in clarifying scientific prin-

ciples. Materials which help to analyze
the essential features of a complex skill

will differ from those which help to

arouse wider and more worthwhile in-

terests. Hence, visual materials must
be selected from the point of view of

the several purposes upon which the

curriculum is focused.

Furthermore, the particular contribu-

tions of visual instruction in connection
with these various objectives need to

be identified more clearly and capital-

ized upon. The chief defects of verbal
instruction are those common in all

forms of symbolism. Students may use
words without having had those con-
crete experiences which help to give

words meaning. They may think that

they understand ideas because they have
heard the words. The expression of a
verbal reaction may take the place of

direct and helpful action. In overcom-
ing these defects of verbal instruction,

visual materials may have their great-

est value. Visual materials may help
students to see problems of which they
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were not previously aware. Visual

materials may help to give a concrete-

ness to situations and certain meanings

to facts which would otherwise escape

them. Visual materials may provide a

detailed analysis of a complex process

difficult to apprehend verbally. Visual

materials can combine in one short

time or space sequence things which

are separated widely in time and space

and may thus promote an apprehension

of relations otherwise difficult to grasp.

It is in these respects particularly that

the curriculum director looks to the

field of visual instruction for assistance.

From the nature of the present em-
phases upon education and national de-

fense, it seems likely that the present

crisis will stimulate the development
and use of visual materials in five major
areas

:

1. Those useful in occupational or-

ientation and vocational education,

2. Those which provide facts about

the defense program and other ac-

tivities of the country in attempt-
ing to meet the national crisis.

3. Those which help to clarify the

fundamental values cherished in a

democratic society such as the re-

spect for individuals as persons

regardless of their nationality,

race, religion, or economic status;

encouragement of variability

among persons; the settlement of

issues through free discussion and
group decision ; the encourage-

ment of wider social participation

on the part of every individual

;

faith in intelligence as a means
of solving problems.

4. Those which help to build con-

fidence in the effectiveness of a

democratic form of government
through a better understanding of

the achievement of democracies.

5. Those which help to build under-

standing of Latin America.

The present crisis provides an ideal

opportunity to show the educational ef-

fectiveness of visual materials when
properly combined with other helpful

types of learning experiences.

The Wartime Use of Motion Pictures

in Britain

RICHARD R. FORD
British Library of Information

FIRST, I propose to survey what has
actually happened in the British

motion picture business since war
began with emphasis on the production
and exhibition of short documentary-
type films. Afterwards, I shall offer

some comments on the purpose of the
wartime short films and the trend of
policy affecting their subject matter,
length and distribution.

.'\s you know, peacetime documentary
film production in Britain maintained a

level of quality that was recognized the

world over. These prewar films were
mainly sponsored by commercial and in-

dustrial interests, local Governments and
State Departments. Many of them are

well known to you

—

North Sea. The Lon-
doners, Five Faces of Malaya, or Hous-
ing Problems, for instance. When war
was declared in September, 1939, nearly

all these sponsors and benefactors drew
in their horns, and the various short film

production units were faced with the

prospect of extinction. But, before long,

a light dawned in the shape of the Films
Division of the Ministry of Information

—a brand new Government Department.

It was many months, however, before

that light burnt with a steady flame. But,

after a good deal of trial and error, the

Division has emerged with flying colors

and an unparalleled amount of produc-

tion to its credit.

One of Britain's short film units—the

G.P.O., or General Post Office—had lonj;

been established under a government De-
partment. This unit, which grew out of

John Grierson's Empire Marketing
Scheme over ten years ago, has fully

maintained its very high standards. It

was responsible, in the early months of

the war for The First Days, Squadron
992, which deals with balloon barrage,

and Spring Offensive, which explained

the State aided scheme for increasing

land under cultivation. Recently, you
may have seen London Can Take It, and
Christmas Under Fire, with those sincere

commentaries by Quentin Reynolds

—

both made by the G.P.O. Unit. The
early months also saw The Lion Has
Wings, feature film made by Korda, as-

sisted by documentary producers. Some

of the short films produced at that time

now seem curiously dated—films made
with English and French commentaries,

three-minute films warning the public

against gossiping, and a film showing
London children evacuated to a seaside

resort that is now in the front firing

line. As with other aspects of the war
effort, it was not until after Dunkirk
that the true role of films in wartime be-

came apparent. Since that time, produc-

tion of shorts sponsored by the Govern-
ment has been phenomenal, work being

assigned to half a dozen units as well

as the G.P.O., as well as the commercial
film .studios and newsreels ; and it is

worth mentioning that whereas in thg

early months much of the work went to

the studios, the tendency lately has been

to give more and more to the documen-
tary units.

First, let us take the short films made
for showing in the movie theatres. This
is the so-called five-minute film scheme,

under which the Ministry of Information

has been issuing a single reel free to

every theatre, at the rate of one per

week, ever since June, 1940. . . no small

achievement. It is difficult to generalize

about their subjects, as they cover al-

most the whole field of war effort. Most
are intended to convey specific advice,

presented in an entertaining way. The
subjects include saving instead of spend-

ing, wartime diet, salvaging aluminum
utensils, dealing with parachute troops,

gossip. Home Guard activities, and a

warning against staring up at aerial

dogfights. London Can Take It was also

one of the series; so was Mr. J. B.

Priestley's exhortation, Britain on Guard.

IVar and Order, showed the wartime
duties of the police.

The non-theatrical story is more re-

markable. In the summer of 1940 the

Government made available a small sum

(t'ourlt'sy Knglish Spt-aking Union, Chicago)

British youngsters being evacuated from cities.
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(Courtesy Britain Today.)

Two scenes from the British film "Behind the Guns."

of money to finance a scheme for show-

ing 16nim films in places where they

could reach a public beyond the public

movie theatres. The scheme provides

about 50 mobile projectors serving mainly

rural areas, and loan of a further 101'

projectors to public libraries and similar

meeting places, and the creation of a

Central Film Library to supply prints

free of cost. The films for this scheme
come from three sources—industrial, such

as the Gas Industry's films on wartime
cooking ; the Government's five minute

film scheme that I have just described

and finally, films specially made for non-

theatrical showing. Twenty-one new
films were commissioned, of which sev-

enteen were placed with documentary
units and four with the four newsreel

companies. These films for 16mni ex-

hibition provide, in the main, informa-

tion about what is going on—to use a

broad phra«e. Britain in wartime suffers

from certain obvious disabilities : travel

is discouraged, letters delayed, and parts

of the country are isolated for military

or other reasons. These non-theatrical

films, with their brief descriptions of

coastal defense, factory life, the meaning
of Reserved Occupations, State ma-
ternity services, schools in wartime, in-

dustrial health, army medical services

and so on, help to bridge the gaps of

loneliness when families are divided.

children evacuated, brothers on Service,

sisters in distant factories, and the old

people just carrying on. The service

comprised 50 traveling Units reaching
135.000 weekly in theatres and public

libraries. By mid-winter, these 16mm
shows reached a total of 700 per week,
with an average audience of ISO for

each.

So much, in brief, for the two main
groups of short films sponsored through
the Ministry of Information. Exam-
ples of both groups are now available

in this cour.try. They were not made,
as you know, to influence opinion here

:

but were brought over to show to those
who are interested in the public psy-
chology of a country at war, how one
phase of Government publicity is being
conducted.

Long before the Ministry of Informa-
tion was contemplated there existed to

improve and maintain cultural rela-
tions between Britain and other coun-
tries, the British Council, whose film

department has recently made 32 war-
time short films for overseas distribu-
tion. The character of such films is of
course entirely different from those
sponsored by the Ministry of Informa-
tion for home consumption. Their pur-
pose is to present a picture of Britain
preserving and maintaining its cultural
standards in wartime— films, for in-

stance, about Oxford today, about th^
Green Belt around London, about
craftsmanship in pottery, about the re-
sourceful inventors of Scotland, about
fisheries and about Britain's reply to
the cultural challenge of Germany,^
The British Council has also produced
an all diagram film showing the his-
tory of the countries bordering the
.'Atlantic Ocean, to be followed by simi-
lar films about the Pacific and Indian
Oceans.

At the risk of mentioning too many
titles, I must add a word for those who
appreciate "documentary technique"

—

for want of a better phrase. In both
Spring Offensive, and Men of Africa—
the latter is the first film to examine
the problems of colonial administration

in Africa—you will find examples equal

to the best. And keep an eye open for

^ten of the Lightship which reconstructs

the attack of a German bomber on an

undefended lightship, and the fate of the

crew. It will be released soon, I expect.

These are not the only examples. The
documentary training of the British short

film makers is evident again and again,

even in the most hurried jobs. You will

perceive, when you see these films, an

attitude towards the subject, an apprecia-

tion of the other man's point of view and

an expression of belief in democratic

ideals. For over ten years these film

makers have worked in a tradition recog-

nizing that the film, by giving the dramatic

significance of everyday life and work,
could become a great instrument of

democratic education. Thanks to their

outstanding skill, the documentary has

had an influence out of all proportion

to its cost or its distribution.

In these days the documentary pro-

ducers have new difficulties—complica-
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Scene suggestive of the new films "Village School" and "Spring Offensive."

tions of transport, tlic difficulty of

finding hotel space in overcrowded

towns in safe areas, the delays of air

raids in London. Here are a few

sentences in a recent letter from one

of them

—

"The documentary movement in Eng-

land is dealing with a greater amount

of work than at any time since it

came into existence in 1929. The Films

Division has become progressively

more enlightened. It is pretty certain

that they will commission a large num-
ber of short films this year—about 100,

perhaps. Their length will range be-

tween the 5-minute films, which is well

liked by the public and the fairly ex-

pensive prestige three-reeler. In addi-

tion to the films ordered by the Min-
istry, documentary units are also en-

gaged on films for the British Council

and the War Office, while the oil in-

industry's non-theatrical .schemes con-

tinue, and the gas industry may re-enter

the field this year. The War Office has

recently set up its own film unit. Generally

speaking, I think there is a tendency for

our current and forthcoming productions

to have not merely more enlightened

subject matter, but more enlightened

treatment of the subjects. Our gen-

eral impression is that movie theatres

are doing better than they were a
couple of months ago. The London
ones close at 7 in the evening. The
Chaplin film is an enormous success

and is still running at three of the

largest theatres in London and also in

many big provincial cities."

Less than 10% of Britain's cinemas
are closed, and except in the West
End of London, they are not doing

badly. Nor does bombing seriously

interfere. A cinema in the suburbs is

smashed one night, but this does not

prevent the next door theatre being
full the next night. The morning after

the worst raid on Manchester, which
caused extensive damage, my mother
and father—both over 60—were wait-
ing in the line to see The Great Dic-

Idtitr, which they thoroughly enjoyed,

being quite undismayed by an alert

during the performance. You may
have heard the story of the two Lon-
don boys, who were evacuated to a

rural school. Becoming somewhat
difficult to manage the headmaster per-

mitted them to go by bus to the near-

est town to see the movies. Soon after

they went, the town had a daylight

raid, and the headmaster feared the

worst, especially when there was no
sign of them for supper. He was about

to go and make enquiries when they

turned up, looking well and very

hungry. When asked what happened,

the elder said, "Oh Sir, we were
bombed out of the Rialto so we went
to Plaza."

I believe, as I have said, that the

part of Britain's home information

service dealing with movies is doing a

remarkable piece of work. The results

in terms of films made and distributed

are impressive to say the least, and,

in fact, unique in motion picture his-

tory. The reasons are several and I

would like to suggest one or two that

may interest those who are concerned

directly or indirectly with Government
film work here. First, smooth, intelli-

gent, fairly free and flexible relations

between Government Servants in charge
of administration and the short film

producers, by which the Ministry exer-

cises control over subject and theme
but delegates the creative treatment to

creative people. Secondly, an absence

of conflict about costing and profits,

with an understanding that every film

will achieve all it can within its bud-

get. (Budgets for British shorts are

surprisingly small). Thirdly, the pub-

lic is the judge: it likes Ministry films

when they are good, and raises cain

when they are poor. Incidentally, there

is evidence that the public likes Gov-

ernment films about ordinary people

and dislikes films about socialites play-

ing their part between cocktails.

The Latest Survey of College and High
School Motion Picture Equipment
NATHAN D. GOLDEN
Chief, Motion Picture Division,

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

IN
MAY, 1940, at the request of in-

terested manufacturers of motion-

picture equipment, distributors and
producers of industrial and educational

motion pictures, and at their expense,

the Motion Picture Division of the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce undertook a survey that would
indicate the schools in the United
States which have motion-picture facili-

ties, and those which do not but which
might be interested in acquiring such
equipment. Because of the magnitude
of the undertaking, the survey was
broken down into two parts. Part I to

cover high schools and colleges in the

United States, and Part II to cover
elementary schools. (Only Part I is

discussed here).

On May IS, 1940, there were mailed
to 28,277 public, private and parochial
high schools and colleges in the United
States and its Territorial Possessions,

a simple postcard questionnaire. By
July 30, 1940, only 9,855 replies had
been received. Feeling that the mailing
was made at a time when schools were
finishing their year, and that a number

of replies were overlooked in the rush

of graduation and vacation periods,

the Division prepared a second mailing

to those schools that had failed to re-

port. This second mailing was released

on September 20. 1940, and resulted in

the receipt of 7,609 additional replies,

making a grand total of 17,500 replies

from a mailing of 28,277 questionnaire

cards. Of this mailing it was found that

283 cards were returned representing

elementary grade schools and 161 cards

were returned with post-office notations

indicating that the schools were either

closed or consolidated with other

schools. Eliminating these 444 cards
gives us a net of 27,833 questionnaire

cards to consider in this survey. With
17,500 replies received, this represents

a 62.9 percent return of the net ques-
tionnaire cards being considered.

It is interesting to note that of the

1,725 colleges contacted, 1,424 or over
82.6 percent made reply. Of the 2,935

questionnaire cards mailed to private

and parochial high schools, 2,341 made
replies, or a 79.8 return. The return

from 14,725 public high schools shows
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62.3 percent replies out of the total

of 23,617.

Present and Prospective Usefulness of

Data

Compilation of returns commenced in

October 1940. Because of the short time

which elapsed in making this survey

available to interested groups, it is

felt that the data are timely and should

be useful both to distributors of edu-

cational films and to equipment manu-
facturers who are seeking outlets for

their products.

Since the inception of this survey,

the Government had entered upon its

Defense Program on a large scale.

This survey therefore should be help-

ful to Defense officials interested in the

utilization of the motion picture as an

instrument of education for specialized

groups and workers. Through the in-

formation presented it is possible to

ascertain immediately which high

schools and colleges are equipped to

show motion pictures in the further-

ance of such Defense educational pro-

grams as may develop.

Cultural and Utilitarian Functions of

Films

Many important industrial organiza-

tions have sponsored educational films

and furnished free distribution of

prints to schools. Some of these com-

panies have had a sufficiently broad

vision to eliminate direct advertising

and selling elements from their films.

In such cases their efforts to reach the

educational field have been notably

successful. Others have included a

burdensome amount of advertising or

blatant sales "plugs," and have found that,

to them, most educational channels of

distribution have been closed.

Industry, in part, has realized the

value of the film in creating good will

that finds expression in the years to

come. They are willing to invest in

futures, and so they use the classroom,

not to tell of the superiorities of a

particular product, but to give a broad

view of a process or an industry and

to instill in the audience an apprecia-

tion of the part played by an industry

in the march of American progress.

Their contribution is a patriotic one.

and they deserve the wide acceptance

which has been accorded their films.

Any keen observer of the current

scene perceives at once the state of

flux, the clashes, the swift changes and
readjustments in political and social

ideas in many regions of the world.

On one point our own country stands

absolutely firm and undeviating—that

point being its devotion to the prin-

ciples and methods of democracy. But
we all realize that if democracy is to

be enabled to stand its ground during
the coming years, and to develop its

inherent strength and magnificence of

purpose, it must be based on an ade-

quately informed public opinion. It

must rest solidly on knowledge—on the

possession of all the essential facts

about modern life. The citizens of a

democratic republic must know, and be
able to appraise, all the things that in-

fluence his daily round of life—all the

things that contribute to his conveni-
ence, security, power, and ease of move-
ment—all the things that help to shape
the vigorous social currents that swirl

around his head.

This means that he must know the

industries of his native land. And such

knowledge can be imparted most prof-

itably and advantageously in his youth-
ful, formative years, when he is in the

classroom, intent on education. A new,
dynamic, modern realistic spirit is mak-
ing itself increasingly felt in American
education. We long ago came to under-

stand that education was not merely a
matter of ancient history, lyric or epic

poetry, conjugations or foreign verbs,

and abstruse philosophic concepts. And
today we know that education should

not (on the other hand) be a matter

of exclusive concentration on some nar-

row practical specialty, professional or

technological. True education today

must embrace a broad, clear compre-
hension of all the major factors that

go to make up modern life.

Outstanding among those factors is

American industry, in all its aspects.

If the young American of today is to

play a proper part in the teeming,

splendid life of our Nation, he must
know about machinery, factories, manu-
facturing processes, business manage-
ment, consumer requirements, inven-

tive ingenuity, maintenance of quality,

stylization of merchandise and many
phases of mass production and of indi-

vidual craftsmanship. Only by famili-

arizing himself with such vital elements

in the everyday working of our national

economy can he render himself com-
petent to confront, and pass upon, the

major problems of the present day and
of the years to come. Thus, without the

slightest doubt, a knowledge of Ameri-
can industry should play a highly im-
portant role in the schooling of our

youth. It must form a part of any
rational training for geod citizenship.

Th^ use of motion pictures in edu-
cation has developed during the past
four years into a potent instrumentality

for a great number of progressive edu-
cators in the American school system.
Observations made in various cesters

throughout the country have proved
conclusively that, where motion pictures
have been used in the presentation ef
educational material, a greater knowl-
edge of the subject has been gained
by students and the vital factor of
retention has been heightened and
strengthened.

It is generally acknowledged that the
motion picture is unmatched in its por-
trayal of scientific experiments, bio-
logical and botanical processes, in

graphic, detailed and illuminating
manner. In subjects such as geography,
it conveys actual reality with incom-
parable exactness. Re-creations of his-

tory and exemplifications of civic

themes by means of motion-picture
films arouse and maintain the stu-

dent's interest in these vital subjects.

In still other fields of study, the great

usefulness of the motion picture has
also been amply demonstrated.

The inherent appeal of the medium^

—

arising from youth's instinctive love

of pictures and the reaction normally
associated with entertainment films —
serves almost invariably to intensify

and "vivify" the reception of knowl-
edge through the motion picture, ren-

dering the knowledge thus imparted an
integral, dynamic part of the student's

mental and emotional make-up. Con-
sequently, it seems highly essential that

dependable facts should be made public

showing the extent to which motion-
picture equipment is available in Ameri-
can educational institutions at the

present time.

Comparison with Previous Survey

Four years ago a study was made by

Due probably to typist error in the original copy supplied to us, there

appear some inconsistencies in totals and percentages on the Questionnaire

return. Because our deadline precludes a check-up by the author, we give

here a tabulation of figures as given in the text.

Eliminating the 444 "elementary" and "closed" schools the figures are ;

Mailing Returns % of Returns

Zna 9855 35.4% (of first mailing)

17978 7609 42.3% (of second mailing)

45811 17464 38.1% (of total mailing)

or 62.7% (of schools contacted)

The distributed figures given (including the 444) show the following:

Mailing Returns %
Colleges 1725 1424 82.6% (of those contacted)

Private and
Parochial

Schools 2935 2341 79.8% (of those contacted)

Public High
Schools 23617 14725 62.3% (of those contacted)

Totals 28277 18490 65.4% (of those contacted)

Editor
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the American Council on Education and

the U. S. Office of Education, resulting

in the publication of a National Visual

Education Directory which covered

9,000 school systems in urban areas in

the United States. It was found in 1936

that 6,074 I6-mm. silent motion-picture

projectors and 458 16-mm. sound pro-

jectors were available, while only

3,230 3S-mm. silent motion-picture pro-

jectors and 335 sound projectors were

in use. Also, 2,733 film-strip projectors

were available.

Since this survey was based upon the

number of school systems rather than

upon the individual schools, it is dif-

ficult to make comparison with the

present study. The above figures are

cited merely for the purpose of any
comparison that the reader may desire

to formulate with respect to the prog-

ress and use of motion pictures in

American school systems.

Salient and Significant Facts Here
Developed

The present survey covers 12,443 16-

mm. motion picture-projectors and

2,447 35-nim. motion-picture projectors

which were reported as owned by col-

leges and high schools in the United

States and its possessions. Of the 12,-

443 16-mm. projectors, 6,059 are silent

and 6,384 are equipped for sound. Of
the 2,447 3S-mm. projectors, 1,624 are

silent and 823 are sound.

Of the total number of projectors in

the United States and its possessions

reported in the replies to our question-

naires, 12,411 16-mm. projectors and

2,426 35-mm. projectors are in colleges

and high schools located in Continental

United States. Of the 12,411 16-mm.

projectors, 6,037 are silent and 6,374

sound. The 2,426 3S-mm. projectors con-

sist of 1,612 silent and 814 sound ma-

chines.

The present survey shiows that 4,182

silent 35-mm. film-strip projectors and

143 35-mm. sound film-strip projectors

are in use in the colleges and high

schools of Continental United States

and 22 silent and 6 sound projectors in

its Territories and possessions.

According to the data presented,

9,690 high schools and colleges failed

to reply to the questionnaire. It is rea-

sonable to assume that many of these

have motion-picture projectors. It may
be reasonable to estimate that from 15

to 20 percent of these failing to reply

have at least one 16-mm. projector.

Of interest also is the fact that 7,526

schools state they have no permanent
motion-picture equipment of any type.

Certain of these, however, indicate that

they "can borrow" or "rent" as many as

5,578 16-mm motion picture projectors

and 1,070 35-mm. projectors either from
other schools or from commercial dis-

tributors of such equipment. This group
presents a potential market for those

engaged in the distribution of educa-
tional films and equipment.

Criteria for Selecting Motion Picture

Projection Equipment

JOHN A. MAURER
Chairman, Committee on Non-Theatrical Equipment
Society of Motion Picture Engineers

THIS is a preliminary report on what
is now the principal activity of the

Non-Theatrical Equipment Commit-
tee of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers. This committee is made up
of sixteen members, all with extensive

professional experience in 16mm. motion

picture and sound reproducing equipment.

Since the early part of last year, at the

request of the Committee on Scientific

Aids to Learning, of the National Re-

search Council, our Committee has de-

voted most of its time to the working

out of a set of performance specifications,

or criteria, intended to serve as a guide

in the selection of 16mm. projection

equipment for use in schools.

Early in the course of this work the

Committee decided that its report ought

to consist of two parts, first, a set of

definite technical specifications, which, by

their inherent nature can only be made

use of by a fully equipped testing labor-

atory, and, second, an interpretation of

these specifications in less technical lan-

guage, suitable for those who will be

called upon to make decisions on the basis

of the reports of a testing laboratory, or,

perhaps, only on the basis of such ob-

servations as can be made without ac-

curate testing facilities. The committee's

main project will require several more
months to complete it. The main prin-

ciples on which the report is to be based,

however, have furnished an outline for

the present paper. But while this paper
thus embodies much of the Committee's
work, it has unfortunately not been possi-

ble to submit this paper for approval by
the Committee and therefore the writer
should be held solely accountable for any
errors it may contain.

It is important to establish our basic

approach to the problem at the outset.

The title of this paper is not "Criteria

for Selecting Motion Picture Projectors".

It is "Criteria for Selecting Motion
Picture Projection Equipment." What
is needed is proper coordination of pro-
jector, screen, and sound equipment with
the size, shape, seating arrangement, and
acoustics of the room. In a completely
scientific and logical selection of equip-

ment, the projector itself is the last item
to be chosen.

Our first, and fundamental, criterion

for picture projection can best be stated

in terms of the audience. Especially in

a schoolroom, every spectator is entitled

to a good Zfieiv of the picture. This
means that he must be able to view it

from a suitable distance, neither too near
nor too far. It also means that if it is

necessary for him to view the picture at

an angle, this angle must not be so great

as to produce objectionable distortion.

Furthermore, it means that the picture

must be bright enough, but not too

bright, and that there must not be any
condition that produces eye strain, such
as glare from a noticeable "hot spot" on
the screen.

For 16mm. projection, the distance

from the screen to the farthest row of

seats should not be more than six times

the width of the screen, but at the same
time the distance from the screen to the

nearest seats should not be less than

twice the width of the screen. In order

to satisfy both these conditions at the

same time, the screen must usually be
placed on the front wall of a classroom.

If the projector is equipped with the

usual two inch projection lens, it will fill

the screen when its distance is 5!4 times

the screen width. Therefore the stand
for the projector should usually be placed
about five-sixths as far from the screen

as the farthest row of seats. It is better

to place it even with the farthest row of

seats provided the nearest row of seats

is not too close for the size of the re-

sulting picture.

No one in the audience should be re-

quired to view the picture from an angle
of more than thirty degrees. Stated
differently, this means that no row of

seats should be longer than its distance

from the screen. In order to satisfy this

condition in schoolrooms that are square

rather than oblong, the pupils who norm-
ally occupy the front corners of the

seating space should be moved closer to

the center line of the room when pictures

are to be projected.

Screens are of several types. Some
have smooth matte white surfaces, and
reflect the light almost equally in all

directions. Such a screen provides as

bright a picture for those at the sides

of the room as for those at the center.

A second type is the glass bead screen,

which is directional in its reflection. It

provides a brighter picture than the

first type within a viewing angle of

about twenty degrees, but at an angle

of thirty degrees the picture is not as

bright as it is with the matte surfaced

screen. Still other types have metal

coated surfaces. They are still more
directional than beaded screens.

In any room that is square or nearly

square, only tlie uniformly reflecting, or
matte surface type of screen should be

used. When the room is oblong enough
that most of the rows of seats are not

longer than two-tliirds of their distance

from the screen (corresponding to a

maximum viewing angle of twenty de-

grees) the beaded type of screen should

be chosen. Metal surfaced screens should

not be used at all for classroom or audi-

torium projection of motion pictures.

From the considerations that have been
given it is a simple matter to determine

the proper size and type of screen for

a given room. If, then, we know what
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screen brightness is necessary for good
seeing, we are in a position to calculate

how ninch light the projector must de-

liver to the screen. The recommendation
that lias been adopted by the Non-
Theatrical Committee is that in 16mm.
projection the screen brightness, as

measured with the projector running but

without film, should not be less tlian five

foot-lamberts, and not more than twenty

foot-lamberts.

It should be noted that these values

are stated in terms of the foot-lambert,

a bric/htness unit. The foot-caudle, which

has often been used in this connection, is

a unit of illumination. It measures the

light falling on the screen, but tells us

nothing about the brightness of the pic-

ture unless we know the reflecting pro-

perties of the screen.

The following table has been calcu-

lated on the basis of the known reflec-

tion factors of typical screens, and shows

the light flux, in lumens, that is required

from the projector. It will be noted that

two columns of values, corresponding to

oplinnnn and minimum conditions are

given for the uniformly reflecting type

of screen. Because of the directional

nature of the reflection from a beaded

screen, the amounts of light specified for

this type will give a brightness of fif-

teen foot-lamberts as seen from the cen-

ter line of the room, and only five foot-

lamberts at a viewing angle of twenty

degrees. Therefore, there is little leeway

within the recommended limits, and it is

for this reason tliat only one column of

figures is given for the beaded type of

screen.

This table will become really useful

only when definite information is pro-

vided as to the light output of the pro-

jectors on the market. It is expected

that this information will be made avail-

able by the projector manufacturers in

the not very distant future. In the mean-

time it can only be stated, in a very gen-

eral sort of way, that projectors using

500 watt lamps are likely to be suitable

for screen widths up to four or five feet

;

that pictures si.x to seven feet wide will

require 750 watt lamps, and pictures

eight to nine feet wide will require the

comparatively new 1000 watt short-life

(10 hour) lamp. Pictures ten feet wide

or more will require arc lamp projectors.

A good arc lamp projector delivers

about 900 lumens if equipped with a two
inch projection lens of the largest aper-

ture. Therefore for ten to twelve foot

picture widths the screen should be of

the uniformly reflecting or matte type.

On a beaded screen 900 lumens will give

excessive screen brightness for those sit-

ting along the center line of the audi-

torium. The matte type of screen sur-

face is likely to be required in any case

by the shape of the auditorium. From
this the conclusion may be drawn that

screen widths of fourteen to sixteen feet

are rarely justified in 16mm. projection.

All of the above figures and estimates

on the subject of screen illumination ex-

pressly assume that the room in which
the picture is being shown is -well dark-

ened. This means, darkened to such a

degree that it is practically impossible to

read ordinary book type anywhere in the

room. It is believed that in the past not

enough attention has been paid to this

basic requirement for good school pro-

jection. It should be pointed out that it

is not practical to compensate for the

presence of stray light by increasing the

light from the projector, even where re-

serve illuminating capacity exists. Add-
ing more light does not restore the tonal

scale of a picture if the blacks are being

degraded by excessive stray light in the

room.

Witli reference to sound reproducing

amplifiers a similar table of minimum
power output requirements might be

drawn up, corresponding to rooms of

various sizes and with different degrees

of acoustical "liveness". In this respect,

however, the variation from room to

room is so great, and the acoustical

quantities involved are so difficult to

measure, that at the present time it does

not seem worth while to attempt to pre-

sent a table. In a general way it may be

said that a power output of from five

to ten watts will be sufficient for almost

any classroom. For auditoriums at least

fifteen watts should be available, and

preferably more. It does no harm to

operate an amplifier below its capacity,

but when it is necessary to operate it at

its limit in order to obtain a sufficient

volume of sound, the distortion is sure

to be extremely bad.

TABLE
Number Lumens Required For

Viewing Distance Screen For uniform!ly reflecting beaded

Ha.ximum Minimum Size screen screen*'

Optimum Minimum
20' 6'8" 30"x40" 120 60 42

24' 8' 3'x 4' 172 86 60

30' 10' 3'9"x 5' 268 134 94

36' 12' 4'6"x 6' 386 193 135

42' 14' 5'3"x T 526 263 184

48' 16' 6'x 8' 686 343 240

54' 18' 6'9"x 9' 868 434 304

60' 20' 7'6"xlO' 1072 536 375
72' 24' 9x12' 1540* 770 540

84' 28' 10'6"xl4' 2100* 1050 735

96' 32- 12'xl6' 2740* 1370* 960

*These values seem to be in excess of what is now obtainable, even with an

arc lamp projector.

**It should be borne in mind that the beaded screen is recommended only when
practically all the seats give viewing angles less than 20 degrees.

We have now, theoretically at least,

arrived at a point in our discussion where
we are ready to make a definite choice

of a projector. From the known size and

shape of our classroom or auditorium

we have determined the proper size and

type of screen. From this, in turn, we
know how many lumens the projector

must deliver. We also know from which
power output bracket the associated

sound amplifier should be selected. Sev-

eral machines are offered, each of which
appears to satisfy these basic require-

ments. Which of them should we select?

A choice between competing projectors

should be made on the basis of funda-

mental performance, and not on the basis

of any special "features", unless it is

clearly apparent that these features are

making a definite contribution to the

excellence of the fundamental perform-

ance.

The main emphasis should be placed

on sharpness and steadiness of picture,

intelligibility and naturalness of speech

reproduction, naturalness and steadiness

of pitch in music reproduction, and

smooth, quiet operation. Excellence in

these respects necessarily implies general

good workmanship and quality of con-

struction.

Much is frequently made of the ques-

tion of film damage. The writer believes

that no projector of reputable make will

damage film if it is kept in proper oper-

ating condition and if the film is threaded

correctly. On the other hand, any pro-

jector can and will damage film if it is

threaded incorrectly, or if the mechanism
is not kept clean. In no case of whicli

the writer is aware is the threading a

matter of special difficulty. Nevertheless^

the only way to avoid film damage is to

make some reliable person definitely r.?,-

sponsible for the care, cleaning, and

lubrication of each projector, and see to

it that all persons allowed to operate it

are properly instructed in the threading

and control of the machine.

In the absence of a technical testing

laboratory report, the only way to decide

whether or not one of two competing

projectors is superior to the other is to

test them together in the same room, on

the same screen, and with the same film.

The film is the most important item. It

is necessary to be sure that it has both

sharp picture and good sound quality,

or else tv/o separate films should be

selected for these qualities.

The two projectors should be con-

nected to the same power line, so that

they will receive the same voltage, but

they should not be operated at the same
time unless it has been ascertained that

the line is capable of carrying a load of

twenty-five amperes without damage. If

this precaution is neglected, fuses will

probably be blown.

First examine both projectors to see

that their condensing and projection

lenses are clean and that the lamps are

new and of proper voltage rating. Then
turn on each machine without film, and

center the clear field of light on the

screen. The field should appear evenly

illuminated and free from striations or

patches of color. If there is any marked
diflference of light efficiency between the
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projectors it will reveal itself at this

point, but unless this difference is great

enough to be unmistakably noticeable

when one machine is turned off and the

other turned on, it is of no practical im-
portance. Different lamps, even from
the same lot, may differ enough in light

output to produce a noticeable difference

in this test. For this reason, if it appears

that one piojector delivers more light

tha;i the other, the lamps should be inter-

changed, if they are of the same type,

and the test repeated. If there is a rheo-

stat on either machine for controlling

the lamp current, make sure that it is

adjusted for the correct value. A choice

between two projectors should not be

made on the basis of a slight difference

of light output unless other factors are

substantially equal. In some projectors

other desirable design or performance
features have been legitimately gained

at the expense of a slight loss of optical

efficiency.

Next, thread the film selected for the

picture test, first on one machine and
then on the other, and project it, ad-

justing the focus as critically as possible

and noting any differences in sharpness

between the center and sides of the

screen. At the same time compare the

steadiness of picture on the two machines.

If it is necessary to be very critical to

detect a difference in steadiness, set the

framing device so that the frame line is

visible on the screen. Walk directly up
to the screen, and hold a ruler against

it. In this way the amount of frame line

jump can be measured with considerable

accuracy. It should not be more than

one-half of one per cent of the width
of the picture. Make this test in the

same part of the film for both machines.

Next, if the projectors are sound

machines, thread the sound test film

and run it first on one machine and then

on the other. Try the effect of the

tone controls, and attempt to decide

what adju.stments give the most satis-

factory effect for speech and for music

under the loom conditions existing. It

is important that this test be conducted

under the acoustical conditions in which
the machine will actually be used. For
example, do not draw a final conclusion

from a test in an empty classroom or

auditorium, but arrange to have an audi-

ence of normal size present and in their

seats. On account of the variable ele-

ment introduced by the tone controls, it

may be necessary to run the sound test

film several times, first on one projector

and then on the other, in order to decide

whether or not there is a clear superiority

of one over the other.

The 16mm. sound and picture test

reels of the Society of Motion Picture

Engineers are still the best films avail-

able for the critical comparison of pro-

jectors. They are several years old, and
are unquestionably capable of improve-
ment, but nothing else of equal or greater

merit has appeared to take their place.

The sound reel is particularly valuable

because it contains excellent records of

both speech and music of types particu-

larly suited for revealing imperfections

in projector performance.

In the absence of these special test

films, the demonstration reels used by
projector salesmen can usually be assumed
to be of good quality. The important

point is to run the same films on all

machines being tested, at the same time

and under the same conditions. Demon-
strations at different times or in differ-

ent places and with different films are

not conclusive.

During the sound tests it should be

ascertained how far the volume of music
may be increased on each machine before

noticeable distortion sets in. It is usually,

but not necessarily, true, that the ampli-

fier that permits the higher volume with-

out distortion will give cleaner reproduc-

tion at normal volume. This point can

be checked by attentive listening.

The projector that seems to be the

most satisfactory up to this point should

be subjected to the further test of pro-

jecting two 1600 foot reels of film, one
immediately after the other. During this

period of about one and one half hours

continuous operation, there should be no
noticeable change in the quality of per-

formance, and no part of the machine
should become hot enough to burn the

hands of the operator.

In the course of these tests the person

conducting them will certainly have
formed a general idea of how the

machines compare in value, as evidenced

by good appearance, good workmanship,
convenience, and the like. He will natur-

ally decide on the basis of these factors

as well as on the result of the more
fundamental tests. But if he has fol-

lowed this simple testing routine faith-

fully, he can be satisfied that he has

really made his choice on the basis of

value and suitability for the task in-

tended, and if, after all, a certain element

of personal taste has entered into the

matter, no cne should complain. We are

still a long way from being able to

specify a "best" design of projector, evev

for a very definite purpose.

To the Members of the D. V. I.:

Most of the i)reparecl words that were spoken and

read at the Winter Meeting of the Department are

printed in this issue of Educational Screen or will

appear in the next. We hoi)e that these reports and

addresses will to some extent bring the values of the

meeting to those of you who could not attend. But the

unprepared words—those that were interjected spon-

taneously into the discussions and conversations—were

not recorded and therefore cannot be included as a

part of our proceedings. Perhaps they were just as

important.

Although I may be too optimistic and too biased

because of my interest in the Department to judge ob-

jectively, 1 sensed new enthusiasms, an increasing

willingness to face our problems squarely, and a deter-

mination to move forward actively in the visual field.

Many expressed the thought that we seemed ready now
to move toward real accomplishment.

At the Executive Committee meeting, which was
attended by eleven of the fourteen officers and members
of the Committee, considerable attention was given to

the problems of membership, the proposed zonal plan,

the coming Summer Meeting at Boston, and the need

for a permanent office and secretary. It was our privi-

lege to have Mr. H. A. Allen, Business Manager of the

N. E. A., with us for a part of our meeting. As a result

of this Committee meeting, I can assure you that every

person present is going to work thoughtfully and con-

structively during the next few months in an effort to

find the ways and means to bring about greater sta-

bility in the Department so that the whole visual in-

struction field may be strengthened.

We are hopeful that we may soon be able to submit
for your consideration a definite and forward looking

program.

Yours sincerely,

Paul C. Reed, President
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HISTORY AND PRINCIPLES

Role of Visual Materials in Education

—Edgar Dale

—

Cal. Journal of Sec-

ondary Education, 16:9 Jan. 1941

(See Bl)

Audio-Visual Aids: Relation to the

Learning Process— Harry H. Ha-
worth, Pasadena, Cal.

—

Sierra Edu-

catiotial Neivs. Jan., 1941

(See 2)
ADMINISTRATION

A Proposed Visual Program for Cal-

ifornia—H. M. McPherson

—

Cal. Jour-

nal, 16:36 Jan. 1941

(See Us)

Ventura County's Program of Visual

Education — Persis Hamilton — Cal.

Journal, 16 -.33 Jan. 1941

The experiences of one school system

in organizing and administering a prac-

tical program of visual aids with the help

of competent workers in a WPA project.

Especially helpful should be the ways in

which the group used inexpensive mate-

rials to make available aids that were

otherwise inaccessible.

UTILIZATION

Use of Motion Pictures as a Curriculum

Aid— Lillian A. Lamoreaux, Santa

Barbara

—

Cal. Journal of Secondary

Education, 16:30 Jan. 1941

(See 14)

Using Visual Aids in a Social Science

Unit—Howard C. Walters, Francis

W. Noel, (Santa Barbara) Cal. Jour-

nal of Secondary Ed., 16:18 Jan. 1941

(See Hs)

Pictures in Social Studies Teaching

—

Leland S. March, Melrose, Mass.

—

Social Education, 5 :26-30 Jan., 1941

(See Be)

Audio-Visual Materials in Modern In-

struction—Gardner L. Hart, Oakland.

Cal.

—

Cat. Journal of Secondary Edu-

cation, 16:14 Jan. 1941

Possibilities of using illustrative ma-

terials in areas other than the com-

monly-accepted ones of social studies and

science. Mathematics, clothing, education,

art, literature and foreign languages can

be enriched by the wise use of such aids.

SCHOOL JOURNEY
The Technique of the Field Trip—L. W.

Kindred and O. W. Stephenson

—

Social

Education, 5:21-5 Jan., 1941

(See B?)

PERIODICALS

California Journal of Secondary Edu-
cation—Symposium on Visual .Aids.

Vol. 16, Ian. 1941, 50c. Berkclev,

Calif.

Visual Aids Digest—New Jersey Visual

Education .'\ssociation, 1940.

(See B8)

PARAGRAPH COMMENTS
B 1 Role of Visual Materials

Following are some beliefs or propo-

sitions which the author believes are im-

portant in considering as the basis for

using visual materials

:

1. The term 'visual education' or 'vis-

ual aids' if interpreted literally is a mis-

nomer. We learn from many senses at

all times, and not from one sense alone.

The total nervous system responds to any

given field of experience and the meaning
of the object (or situation) is perceived

in the light of the total situation.

2. A much larger proportion of school

experiences than we may be willing to

admit is barren, sterile and verbalistic.

Verbalistic student recitations and ex-

planations are used by a large proportion

of teachers as the method of instruction.

This results in barren, mechanistic and

sterile treatment of factual information

and a large amount of forgetting.

3. Teachers of the past were skilled in

handling words. Teachers of the future

must be skilled in handling experiences.

Teachers now have more confidence in

their ability to check on factual material

obtained from reading and reciting than

from their ability to evaluate other, more
vital kinds of experiences.

4. Experiences are found at varying

levels of generality and abstraction. The
teacher must help children to have ex-

periences in concrete forms in order that

thinking and the use of language (both

symbolic) may be meaningful.

5. Just as it is possible to move too

quickly to generalization and abstraction,

so too it is possible to stay too long at

concrete levels. There is danger of living

increasingly on a vicarious level, hearing

radio speakers interpret situations, or

seeing events through the eyes of the

newsreel camera man. There is a satis-

faction from first-hand experience beyond

those achieved by vicarious ones. Illus-

trative of this are the comments made
by children in answer to the question,

"What is the loveliest thing you know,

persons not counted?" 'The scrunch of

dry leaves when you walk through them'

and others.

B2 Visual Aids and Learning

A large part of our task as teachers

(in the present crisis) is to give meanings

to the symbols used in our "democratic

frame of reference." It is imperative that

full use be made of those audio-visual

aids which may assist in bringing to the

students the illusion of active participa-

tion. The scale of learning-experiences

ranging from the most concrete to the

most abstract (mathematical concepts) is

then given, as described by I. Keith

Tyler in a recent address.

B 3 Program for California

The results of a survey made in 1938

show that teachers in large city districts

most often have access to an abundance
of visual materials and that those in

small districts are unable in themselves

to provide the chief essentials of such a

program. There are three recommenda-
tions: (1) that a state director of visual

instruction be created
; (2) that county

or regional libraries be set up for smaller

school districts; (3) that more courses

be available in more California colleges

where teachers can be helped to improve

their methods of use.

In an editorial note the author reports

progress in each of these areas. One un-

fortunate event, however, appears to be

the adverse ruling of the Los Angeles

County district attorney in which the

L. A. County Visual Library, the oldest

and largest county department in Cal-

ifornia, was closed.

B4 Films as Curriculum Aid

The part that a supervisor (director

of curriculum and instruction or visual

education director) can play in helping

teachers to improve their use of motion

pictures. A conference with each teacher

helps to clarify the purposes to be served

by films and some of the experiences that

must follow their use. The procedure

would then be somewhat as follows :

First Miss Y and Miss Z analyze their

classes ; then they plan their area of in-

struction ; they set up their objectives

and think through the larger problems

which are found in that area, also con-

sidering the major activities which would

help solve or give improved insight into

the problems. Next they think about the

teaching tools available. They think of the

various uses to which these tools could

be put and the relative value of each in

a given situation. The teachers make a

trip to the Visual Education Department

and look at prints, dioramas, exhibits,

preview films, slides and still films. They
make note of those aids that will arouse

curiosity, raise questions and stimulate

discussion ; those that will give help in

setting the problem clearly before the

pupil ; those that will serve as a source

of information ; those that will serve as

a review. Those teachers no longer think

of the quantity of material they are to

use, but rather of the quality of use to be

made of each bit of material selected.
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5 Visual Aids in Social Science

Suggested materials available for

teaching a unit such as "The Develop-

ment of Transportation and Communica-
tion in the U. S." Films, field trips,

models, lantern slides, still films and

other specific aids are mentioned. If the

materials suggested are properly used,

the teachers will find a greatly stimulated

interest in further work on the part of

the student.

e Pictures in Social Studies

Pictorial material that has particular

value for social studies teaching includes

cartoons, pictures of historic characters

and events, social customs during differ-

ent periods of history and contemporary

life. Cartoons and pictures are available

at low cost; photographs may be taken

by the teacher or by students; filmslides

and simple activities shown in motion

pictures may similarly be made by the

teacher.

Pictures, to be effective, must be pre-

sented at the right time. The same picture

will often cause different classes to react

in diverse ways. The length of time for

showing pictures within the interest span

of the group also differs. A simple pro-

cedure for showing pictures is to pass

them around. If the teacher knows each

picture thoroughly he can point out im-

portant aspects of the picture and direct

discussion.

One way to present pictures is for the

students to jot down the salient points.

Or the teacher may put a few "spring-

board" questions on the board and let the

class find the answer. If pictures have

nothing worth recording or remembering

they have no value. For further study,

the pictures or cartoons might be placed

on the bulletin-board.

A slide library may be organized in

every school with the help of the camera
club. Natural color may be photographed
on 2x2 slides. Directions are given for

equipment and techniques used in making

copies of pictures or cartoons in color.

7 Technique of Field Trip

The extent of the educational returns

resulting from a field trip will depend

upon four principal things : ( 1 ) the pre-

liminary arrangements
; (2) the care

taken in the teacher-pupil planning; (3)

the procedure during its progress ; and

(4) the activities which follow.

The article should be read in full for

some helpful suggestions.

8 Visual Aids Digest

In this latest bulletin from the active

organization of New Jersey teachers, a

genuine effort has been made to collect

the varied experiences and judgments of

teachers, supervisors and administrators

regarding audio-visual aids. The result

is helpful to those who view the work
of the organization from the sidelines, and

it is invaluable for those who participated

in that it helped them to clarify their

thinking. There are articles on the use

of audio-visual aids in safety, for deaf

children, in mathematics, English, con-

sumer education, vocational education,

social science and the like.

SOURCES OF MATERIALS

Pan-Americana—Visual and Teaching

Aids on Spain, Spain in the United

States, and Latin America. Compiled

by Lili Heimers, Director, Visual Aids

Service, State Teachers College, Up-
per Montclair, New Jersey, 1940. 29

pp. mimeo. 50 cents.

Lists sources of charts, exhibits,

maps, films, pictures, slides, and pub-

lications which should contribute greatly

to courses concerned with the cultures

and civilizations of our Latin American
neighbors. The purpose of the compila-

tion is to implement such teaching. An
Appendix gives some helpful hints on

projects which may be carried out dealing

with cookery, correspondence, field trips,

and costume dolls.

Mathematics Films—E. H. C. Hilde-

brandt. State Teachers College, Upper
Montclair, N. J. — The Mathematics
Teacher, 34 :26 Jan., 1941

In the introductory statement to the

list of films related to the teaching of

mathematics, the author urges that teach-

ers make known their needs to producers

and to the Committee on Visual Aids of

the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics if a large number of films

is ever to be made available.

Detailed information is given for films

in geometry, advanced mathematics, in-

dustrial design, architecture, mathe-

matics in nature, weights and measures,

money, cooperatives, physics, engineering

and the like. This list will meet a wel-

come response from matliematics teach-

ers and directors of visual education

everywhere.

Living Films: A Catalog of Docu-
mentary Films and Their Makers

—

Association of Documentary Film
Producers, Inc., 56 West 4Sth Street,

New York City. 1940. 57 pp. mimeo.
50 cents.

An interesting Who's Who of docu-

mentary films in America, recording the

biographies and achievements of ninety-

nine members of the Association, well-

known names in fact films. ISO films are

listed, alphabetically by title, with brief

descriptions of contents, production cred-

its, and complete information regarding

distribution arrangements. A glance

through the film titles reveals a wide
range of subject matter, from observa-

tions of the first acts of an infant to

studies in mural painting and instruction

in aviation.

Current Releases of Non-Theatrical

Films, published monthly by the Mo-
tion Picture Division of the BureaH
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce,
U. S. Department of Commerce, is

now issued as Part 8—Motion Pictures

and Equipment—of the new "Industrial

Reference Service."

It continues to report on educational

film developments abroad, and to list

new non-theatrical films in this country

as they are released, with brief data on

each. Part 8 can be obtained separately

for $1.00 a year, or 10 cents a copy.

BOOK REVIEW
World-Wide Influence of the Cinema

—

John Eugene Harley, Chairman, Com-
mittee on International Relations,

American Institute of Cinematography

—University of Southern California

Press, 1940. 320 p. $2.00

The title describes very aptly the con-

tents of this very helpful volume. It is a

source book in which the writings and

speeches of various educators, film lead-

ers, newspaper writers and diplomats

have been assembled to document the

argument that the motion picture has

world-wide cultural influence. Dr. James
T. Shotwell says of the book in the In-

troduction, "Professor Harley has brought

into his survey a mass of detail that will

be useful for reference long after the

pictures themselves have ceased to exist."

Chapters one and two include ample

evidence that American films have had

a powerful influence on the thinking and

behavior of people throughout the world.

Especially pertinent are the pages devoted

to the influence of the cinema during

war-time, bringing us up to the March
of Time's "Ramparts We Watch." In

this chapter, too, we are given evidence

of the devastating effect that war has

had on American film distribution and

on foreign film production.

Three chapters summarize the status

of censorship in our own country and in

most of the large nations around the

world. A brief summary of oflicial gov-

ernment censorship policy is given for

each of the nations.

Other helpful listings include: a) a

summary of international organizations

interested in the cinema ; b) unofficial or-

ganizations in the United States, such as

the American Institute of Cinematog-

raphy, the American Film Center and

others ; c) the status of educational films

in the United States and abroad; d) in-

ternational commerce in films; e) (ap-

pendix) a list of cultural, documentary

and educational films and their sources;

f) the M.P.P.D.A. code; the text of the

Neely Bill against block-booking and

blind selling and other pertinent infor-

mation.

A great deal of research was neces-

sary in the production of this book. It is

inevitable that there should be some omis-

sion in so large an undertaking. It is to

be regretted, for example, that no men-
tion was made of the work done during

the past twenty years by the Department

of Visual Instruction of the N. E. A.

especially since the Department in 1939

offered to cooperate with the State De-

partment of the U. S. in any program of

international relations in which motion

pictures might play a part.

The section dealing with the status of

educational films in our own country is

so incomplete as to be misleading. How-
ever, since the book is mainly concerned

with the commercial film output, this

need not seriously affect its usefulness

as a ready reference book on "Wide-
World Influences of the Cinema." The
literature on the educational film should

more than make up for the inadequate

treatment of that phase of the subject.
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES

EVER SINCE the article on the Purdue University

engineering fihns appeared in Educational
Screen^ a great deal of interest has been shown by
educators in these unusual 16 mm. film productions.

To show the range of these films in engineering it

.seems advisable to give further details in this depart-

ment. The pictures are of three types: (1) silent pic-

tures with titles; (2) sound pictures with sound track

on film; and (3) silent pictures with a timed com-
mentary to be read by the teacher at specified points

during the showing. (All of the films are available for

rental. Inquiries regarding this should be sent to Pro-
fessor Justus Rising at Lafayette, Indiana). Length in

feet is given after each title. Notable features of many
of the subjects are (1) work sheets whereon students

work pertinent problems at designated intervals in the

picture, and (2) accompanying lantern slides for dis-

cussion and for showing correct solution projected on
screen or blackboard.

Freehand Drafting (431) (Silent) Shows sketching
as antecedent of drawing. Demonstrates sharpening of
pencil, proper strokes for various lines ; short and long

HOLMES ^^^X^^ PROJECTORS
When you consider that the mechanism of every Holmes Protector

is made Irom a casting—NEVER a stamping; that it is an all ball-

bearing, all-sprocket pro}ector built to render maximum service
lor minimum outlay, you get more per dollar of investment than
in any other machine.
Painstaking care in material selection and vrorkmanship, combined
with mechanical precision and facility of operation, bring you in

the Holmes the projector of the future—TODAY.
yNrlfe for free demonstration and catalog.

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
1813 Orchard St. CHICAGO

Monu/ocfurers of 1 6mm and 35mm projectors
for ever 25 years.

HOLMES AMPLIFIERS
AND SPEAKERS.

By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenv/ich High School, Greenwich, Conn.

Member of the Committee on Standards for Motion Pic-

tures of the National Council of Teachers of English

horizontal, vertical and inclined ; large and small circles

and ellipses.

Ink Work and Tracing (436) (Silent) Demonstrates

preparation of tracing cloth, filling and handling pen,

drawing straight and curved lines and circles. Explains

order of inking, lettering, erasing, and cleaning.

Orthographic Projection (663) (Silent) Demon-
strates with models how to represent an object by three

orthographic views. Use of scale, T-square and triangle

for constructing the views, transferring a measurement

from one view to another, or constructing the third

view by projecting from the other two.

Shop Work (621) (Silent) Explains the function and

operation of lathe, milling machine, drilling machine,

shaper and planer, and arbor press. It demonstrates

turning, facing, boring, drilling, reaming, chamfering,

thread cutting, gauging, chucking, knurling, centering,

necking, tapping, countersinking, counterboring, spot

facing, surface milling, etc.

Structural Drawing (537) (Silent) Shows the prep-

aration and use of the chisel pointed pencil for making
pencil drawings on tracing paper for Blueprinting. The
various steps of making a structural drawing are com-
pleted in order so that an efficient performance results.

Reel 1—Layout of Roof Truss; Reel 2—Detailing a

Gusset Plate.

Testing T-square and Triangles (303) (Silent)

Shows how to check smoothness and straightness of

T-square Blade and T-square Head, of edge of drawing
board, of edges of triangles and angles of triangles

—

accurately without the use of auxiliary apparatus.

Use of T-square and Triangles (274) (Silent) Shows
placing of drawing on drawing board, drawing hori-

zontal, vertical and inclined lines with T-square and
triangles. Explains drawing of perpendicular and par-
allel lines, and construction of angles by use of tri-

angles.

Capital Letters (822) (Sound) Describes and dem-
onstrates one at a time, the construction on ruled grids

of single stroke inclined commercial gothic capital let-

ters, ampersand and numerals.

Loii'er Case Letters (582) (Sound) Explains and
demonstrates the construction of each of the 26 lower

case letters.

Use of T-square and Triangles (304) (Sound)

Sharpening of pencil and use of T-square and triangles,

with a step-by-step explanation to show proper tech-

nique for drawing horizontal, vertical and inclined

lines, both solid and dotted.

Auxiliary Views (449) (Silent with Commentary)

Shows method for constructing auxiliary views for

straight line and curved line figures by means of

models.

Pictorial Drazmng (450) (Silent with Commen-
tary) Isometric and oblique drawing by means of mod-
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-For fhe Healfh Teaching Progrom-
Five authentic child health, training and character building films. Pre-

pared in collaboration with, and endorsed by leading health authorities.

BEFORE BABY COMES: BABY'S FIRST YEAR: GROWING UP: LIFE

OF A HEALTHY CHILD: ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
7 reel each, 16mm silent or sound. 8 mm si/enf.

For Sale or Rent.

First Nat'l Bank BIdg.
SALEM, OREGONHEALTH FILM SERVICE

16mm silent Religious Films for rent

"Jesus of

Nazareth"

5 reels

T single reel

stories from Old

and New Testaments

LEWIS FILM SERVICE

"Palestine,"

"City of David"
Send for free list

216 East 1st St.

Wichita, Kansas

els and construction of objects with isometric and non-

isometric lines and circles. Gives similar demonstration

lor oblique drawing.

Sectional Views (373) (Silent with Commentary)

Illustrates principles of Sectioning by means of models

and celluloid cutting planes. Full section, half section,

and offset sections are shown.

Dcz'elopmcnt of Siirjaccs (545) (Silent with Com-
mentary) Explains the construction of the patterns of

surfaces by means of models and drawings. Describes

the methods for right prism and oblique prism, for

right cylinders, for right pyramids, for right cone and

oblique cone.

Intersection of Surfaces (255) (Silent with Commen-
tary) This film explains by means of models and draw-

ings the principles for finding the lines of intersection

between intersecting surfaces. It discusses the problem

of finding the intersection of two prisms, of two cyl-

inders, of cylinder and cone.

Massachusetts

.\ film ( 400) dealing with the development of a unit

of work in elementary school arithmetic at the Butler

School, Belmont, has been made by Chester A. Robin-

son, visual education chairman. The film was used as

part of a demonstration at the Boston University Con-

ference on Elementary Education and was used later

at meetings in Baltimore, Maryland.

Ohio

A I6mm silent motion picture is being produced by

the Metallurgy Department of Ohio State University

in cooperation with the Department of Photography

and the Bureau of Educational Research. The film,

which is being financed by the American Society for

Metals, will be directed toward metallurgical students

and similar groups. Animation and photography will

I be used to show changes which occur in metals under

various conditions. The film will be completed in

June.

All departments of the Celina High School are repre-

sented in a public relations film sponsored by D. W.
Davis.

Wisconsin

A detailed account of the six-man football game
compared with the eleven-man game, is presented in

Six Man Football, a 400-foot film owned by Williams

Bay High School. Charles A. Jahr was the camera-

man, and Robert T. Cook the director of the film.

Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy fhe thrills of your favorite

sporf in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresi

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must I\ot Miss!"

"When the Oaltons Rode"
A rip-roaring picture of Amer-
ica's most sensational bandit-
family, starring Kay Francis
and Randolph Scott,

"A Little Bit of Heaven"
Gloria Jean sings her way
through a glorious, human
story of "Just folks."

"Tlie Boys from Syracuse"
A Broadway hit that sold out
af $5.50 a seat, now faster and
funnier with Allan Jones, Mar-
tha Raye and Joe Penner.

"Sandy Is a Lady"
The most publicised lady of
the screen, "Baby" Sandy, in

an hilarious comedy.

"If I Had My Way"
Bing Crosby joins voices with
Gloria Jean in the year's most
tuneful picture.

Deanna Durbin
First Lady of the Screen, in

her three latest and greatest
pictures, "First Love", "It's

a Date" and the magnificent
"Spring Parade".

• Write Immediately to-

Universal's Non-TI-eatricat Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subject comedies, musicals, travel-

ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

Food the Modern Way (ASFL) 11 minutes, 16mm sound,

sale price $30.00 ; apply to distributor for rental sources

and prices.

Produced by the Denver Public Schools under the spon-

sorship of the Motion Picture Project of the American Coun-
cil on Education, this film presents information on the appli-

cation of technology to the production and distribution of

food. In the first sequence, the application of science and
technology to agriculture is shown. The use of modern
methods such as farm machinery, hothouses, and scientific

animal and fowl breeding is explained. A sequence on fac-

tory processes is introduced by a title stating that laboratory

testing and factory processes develop new products and
new combinations of familiar products. Milk, cofTee and
wheat are shown being tested and sampled. In a large

bakery, the steps from flour to bread are briefly traced.

Then milk is followed through a dairy plant. An ice-cream
pie is decorated by hand, and a machine cuts butter into

cubes.

The next sequence depicts modern methods of preserva-

tion and packaging. Foods preserved through quick-freez-

ing, drying, and canning are shown. Foods are displayed

in cartons, paper, cellophane bags, and cans. Meat is pre-

served through smoking, and by being kept at low tempera-
tures. The next sequence deals with transportation and
refrigeration. The final sequence deals with wholesale
warehouses and modern super markets. The functions of

the wholesalers and retailers are explained, and the film

closes with several views of tempting dishes as the com-
mentator states that men and machines work together to

bring us food the modern way.
Committee Opinion—A fair film for classes in economics,

social science, home economics, and related fields, at the

junior and senior high levels. The film is simple in style,

and it is accurate as to details. Deficiencies noted were
chiefly technical: the film was photographed and recorded
on 16mm film, and photography is not up to standard. Edit-
ing and recording could be improved.

How Our Health Is Protected (ASFL) 25 minutes, 16mm
sound, sale price $60.00; apply to distributor for rental

sources and prices.

Produced by the Denver Public Schools under the

sponsorship of the Motion Picture Project of the American
Council on Education, this film describes some of the ways
in which health is protected in a city. It begins with shots

of public health workers in various activities as the com-
mentator states that the film is dedicated to health workers.

The first sequence deals with water supply. Mountain

water sources, purification plants, testing for purity, and

important uses of water in the city are shown. The process

of sewage disposal are explained briefly. The next sequence

is introduced by a title, "Pure Foods." Protection of the

This monthly page of reviews is conducted for the

benefit of educational film producers and users alike.

The comments of both are cordially invited.

Producers wishing to have their new films reviewed
on this page should write Mr. Don White at 223 Wal-
ton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as

to length, content, and basis of availability of the

films. They will be informed of the first open screen-

ing date when the Teacher-Committee can view the

films. The only cost to producers for the service is

the cost of transporting the prints to and from Atlanta,

which must be borne by the producers.

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,

Qniversity System of Georgia, Atlanta

milk supply is explained in detail. Production of bread,

meat, and vegetables is next shown. The regulations which
must be met by public eating places are described. In the

next sequence generalized health activities are shown : street

cleaners, garbage collectors, children's day nurseries, and
Public Health Nurses. School health officials are shown
at work. In the city's bureau of vital statistics, a clerk looks
up a birth certificate. An ambulance rushes a girl to the

hospital. A girls' physical education class takes corrective
exercises and plays games. The transformation of unsightly
sections of a city into well-kept modern communities, through
the cooperation of city and federal governments, is explained.
The commentator states that Denver's dry sunshiny climate
lias made it attractive to many people who are benefited by
such conditions. The final sequence deals with the future of
public health work. The research laboratory is shown as a
fundamental activity. The importance of healthful living is

emphasized, and the film closes with views of students
studying together as the commentator summarizes the infor-
mation gained by students in their studv of the protection
of health.

Committee Opinion—A fair film for classes at the junior
high, senior high and college levels in health and hygiene.
Civics and government, social science and related studies. The
film is well organized, but it was suggested that it might have
been improved by editing with a view to reducing its length.
Since the film is more or less localized in the City of Denver,
those who show it in other localities may find it advantageous
to make note of this in an announcement prior to showing.
The film was photographed and recorded on 16mm width
stock; photography and recordings are fair.

It's Fun to Play (ASFL) 20 minutes, 16mm sound, sale price

$60.00; apply to distributor for rental sources and prices.

Produced by the Denver Public Schols under the spon-
sorship of the American Council on Education, this film shows
many difTerent forms of recreation for school boys and girls,

and suggests the value of healthful play for normal living.

Mountain climbing, playing in the snow, parlor games, bad-
minton, hobbies, swimming, recreational reading, dancing, visit-

ing a museum, attending a football game, tobogganing, and
skiing are shown. High-school boys and girls are seen in

these activities throughout the film. There is a musical back-
ground with occasional comment by a narrator.
Committee Opinion—A fair film for classes at the junior

and senior high levels in physical education, recreation, and
allied studies. Also appropriate for P.T.A. groups and other
general showings. Deficiencies noted are, in the main, tech-
nical ones; the photography (made on 16mm original) is be-
low standard, and the organization of the film could be im-
proved. Sound is fai-.

Singing Wheels (AMA) 2i minutes, 16mm sound, "free."
Apply to distributor for names of distributing libraries which
circulate prints.

In this film, unusual photography and editing combine with
dramatic narration to emphasize the role of motor trucks in our
civilization. As the film opens, a great city is seen at sunrise.
America is still asleep. But throughout the nation, the sing-
ing wheels of the transport trucks are turning to bring to the
city materials to fill its infinitely varied needs.

In a series of brief closeups, truckmen speak their "language."
A driver, then a group, sing a rolling song as many scenes
of trucks at work follow in rapid succession on the screen.
Tlie vital part played by trucks in serving 48,000 towns and

villages is emphasized in a dramatized sequence which demon-

strates the chaos which might result if all the trucks suddenly

disappeared. Next, the economic contributions of the trucking
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35 mm. General Science. 11 rolls. $20.00

FILM ^""ciples oi Physics, 7 rolls. $12.00

CI llfelTC Principles ol Chemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00
9iaM IfKiS Fundamentals ol Biology . 6 roUs. $13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips of typical frames.

VISUAL SCIENCES,
j^eSI Suffern, New York

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM PICTURES

Units of Teaching Pictures

uidies.

industry : four million employees, one out of every eleven of

the nation's pay checks, and use of raw materials and supplies

from every state. Uses of trucks other than for transport are

briefly mentioned.

The contributions of the trucking industry to our highway
system are shown in the following sequence. Drawings com-
pare the average amounts of yearly taxes paid by various classes

of motor vehicles, ranging from private automobiles at $25 to

trailer trucks at $832. It is stated that trucks pay 27% of all

motor vehicle taxes, or enough to pay all highway maintenance
costs plus one-fifth of all new highway construction. Next a

typical truck driver is introduced ; he answers an examiner's
questions concerning various phases of his job and equipment.
The importance of the trucking industry in national defense
is explained ^s scenes of Army motorized units in action are
shown.

Committee Opinion—A good film for classes in transpor-

tation and social science. Excellent cinematic techniques are

used, and good information is presented ; however, it was felt

that the propaganda in the film is somewhat over-emphasized.
The film is technically excellent in every way.

Fun in Food (Contemporary) 1 reel, 16mm Kodachrome
sound. Distributed exclusively by Films, Incorporated,
330 West 42nd Street, New York City. Apply for rental

rates.

This color film uses titles, photography, and narration to

explain food constituents and their work in the human body.

At the beginning, an expert on foods and diet, Frances Stern, is

introduced. She talks about foods and food selection. A table

setting is shown ; then growing vegetables, as the narrator ex-
plains that proteins are needed for growth and repair in the
body. Foods valuable as protein sources are shown. Then it

is explained that carbohydrates and fats furnish the body's fuel

;

their sources are shown. Next calcium, builder of the body's
foundations, with its sources, and food iron, for red blood.
Here a chart indicates the circulatory system, drawing an
analogy to irrigation systems used in agriculture. Finally, the
vitamins and some of their sources are enumerated. Frances
Stern concludes the film with brief summarizing remarks.
Committee Opinion—A good film for classes in health,

home economics, science and guidance. Should have some
uses in the higher elementary grades, major worth in junior
and senior high, and some value in college classes. It is also
suited for adult cooking schools, P.-T.A.'s and the like. Com-
mittee members were somewhat critical of the sound-eflfects
used with the subtitles, and it was agreed that the film's title

might better have been worded so as to indicate more accurately
its content. The film makes good use of color; photography,
titles and other technical qualities are well executed.

Sailplane (J. W. Love) 11 minutes, 16mm Kodachrome sound.
Apply to producer for sources of prints, both rental and sale.

An unusually beautiful and well-made color film on the
sport of gliding. The film opens with views of gulls in flight as
the narrator tells of man's age-old dreams of birdlike flight and
of the early gliders which led to the development of motorized
airplanes. Then the development of motorized aircraft is pic-
tured in a rapid succession of scenes.

But some men still dreamed of flying like the birds, without
noisy and dirty motors. The realization of their dreams is to
be found in the modern sailplanes. In a home workshop, some
of the steps in the construction of a sailplane are shown. Then
the narrator explains how sailplanes can fly without motor
power. We see a sailplane being towed into the air by an
automobile, and then the use of thermal and contour currents
in keeping aloft is explained.

A sailplane is assembled preparatory to flight. After check-
ing the controls and explaining their functions, the pilot gets
in and is towed into the air by automobile. The camera flies

scries of clear, forceful pictures
use in teaching the social
Their broad scope and the
flenblllty of their application
make them invaluable teach-
ing aids for the modern
school. Since the pictures have
been organized about those
"centers of interest" that are
evolved into units of work
in the classroom, this material
provides tite advantages in-
herent in visual education plus
"imit organization." which
l)rogre.ssivt educators believe
to be the most elHcient way
of organizing instruction.
Available in three forms to
meet the needs of every class-
room: (11 Lithographed pic-
tures. (2) 35 mm film strips.
(3) 2"l2" glass slides.

AMERICANS ALL
Inspiring pictures of the deeds
of men and women who have
helped build the naUoa—
heroes of statesmanship,
science, invention, explora-
tion, medicine, art, muaic,
industry, and other fields of
service. Series of 24 pictures
and text . . . $2.80.
LIFE IN COLONIAL
AMERICA
Life among the men and wo-
men who colonized our east-
em seaboard. Special em-
phasis upon home life, cus-
toms, dress, matmers and ar-
chitecture in the New Eng-
land. Middle Atlantic, and
Southern colonies. Series of
20 pictures and text . .$2.80.

PIONEER DAYS
.story of the westward expansion o<
our count^^• a,s manifested in the life
problems of those who left their
homes in the East to malte new
tiomes In the rich territory of the
West, Series of 24 pictures and
text . . . S2.80.

Additional series of teaching pictures
now ready:

life in Ancient Greece, $2.00: Life in
Ancient Rome. $2.00: Life in Medieval Times. $2.80;
Indian Life. $2.80:Early Civilization. $2.80:Trans-
portation, $2.80; The Farm, $2,80: Our City. $2.80.

Place your order now or write at once for additional
information and free circular containing a full-siza
sample picture.

Informative Glassroom Pictures Publishers

FILMS FOR TEACHING
-within your Budget!

Films. Incorporated has developed a new Package
Subscription Plan. This plan enables you. at neg-
ligible cost, to own outright during the next school
year, six 16 mm sound subjects.

These subjects are a series of documentary films

entitled "LIAnNG HISTORY" and may be obtained
while renting feature programs in the usual manner.
If you request it, arrangements will be made for you
to screen the first of this series. "Democracy at Work."

FiLTflS
330 WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK CITY

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS PORTLAND. OREGON
AUSTIN. TEXAS LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

Please send me complete inionnaUon on the New Packoge
Subscription Plan.

School

Address City

Siqned Title
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World War

Inaugura-Mon of

President Roosevelt

The School's Role In

NATIONAL DEFENSE
is to impart to the student a knowledge of our
country — and the American Way of Life.

Following are but a few of the many fine 1 6mm
sound films w^e offer for this purpose:

GOVERNMENT AND HISTORY

Our Monroe Doctrine Territorial Possessions

Story of Our Flag °^ ^- ^
> , n ., , The Star Spangled
Mr. President n "^ ^

Banner
Which Way, America? Causes and Immediate

Lincoln Effects of the First

America's First Frontier

Americana

We. The People The U. S. Marches On
Territorial Expansion of The New York World's

U. S. Fair

The Golden Gate International Exposition

HIGHWAYS AND BYWAYS OF THE U. S.

Old New Orleans City of Proud Memories

Washington Up and Down in New
Yosemite York

Coney Island Land of the Navajos

Manhattan Waterfront Trail of the Lonesome

Mount Vernon rme

San Francisco The Golden Gate City

Real Americans Singing Waters

Colonial Williamsburg Heart of the Sierras

INDUSTRIES OF THE U. S.

The Story of Coal The Milk Parade

The Story of Steel We're on the Way
Forests and Flocks (Transportation)

HEALTH AND SAFETY

We Drivers Dangerous Dust

Highway Mania Stop Forest Fires

Bicycling with Complete Safety

Health Film Series (Produced by Dr. David B. Hill)

1. Before Baby Comes 3. The Child Grows Up

2. The First Year 4. Life of a Healthy Child

5. Road to Health and Happiness

For further information and complete catalogs

listing these and thousands of additional films

on every conceivable subject, write to

IDEAL FILMS CORPORATION
28 E. Eighth Street

Chicago

2402 West Seventh Street

Los Angeles, Calif.

with the plane as it rises high in the air. The pilot releases

the tow rope and heads for the sea edge, where he locates a

contour current rising over the seashore cliffs which enables

him to cruise at leisure up and down the shore, out over the

sea and over the land. The craft banks and turns, under per-

fect control of the pilot. Another sailplane, a two-seater, is

encountered, and the two planes f^y together for a short time.

Finally, the pilot skillfully brings his plane in for a landing.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for general show-

ings and for flight training classes, boys' airplane clubs, and

similar uses. Although the film is not of a specialized educa-

tional nature, it should be valuable for stimulating interest in

general science, in physics, and transportation, as well as for

exploratory classes at the beginning of units. Color, sound,

and narration are excellent, and the fact that the camera was
attached to the plane for the aerial scenes is an innovation

which adds greatly to the interest, value and realism of the

film by transmitting sensations similar to those actually en-

countered in flight to the persons viewing the film.

Producers Named Above

AMA. Automobile Manufacturer's Association, Transportation

Building, Washington, D. C.

ASFL. Association of School Film Libraries, Inc., Room 819,

No. 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

Contemixjrary. Contemporary Films, 49 Main St., San Fran-

cisco, California.

J. W. Love. Messrs. John W. Love and James H. Love,

Chatsworth, California.

The Sound Film: A Challenge
To Language Teachers
{Concluded from page 106)

background and must record the conversation

which naturally results from the activity and back-

ground. This is very important and constitutes an

essential departure from the technique of the

travelog. The vocalization of the text in the film

must be clear and slow^ but without destruction of

the speech patterns. The films must be short

enough so that their projection time does not ex-

ceed ten minutes each.

What will be the advantage of language films

made in this way? Portraying, as they will, people

in significant activities and speaking naturally,

these films will have more dramatic appeal and,

hence, greater interest for the student. The visual

and auditory impressions will be integrated ; the

attention will not be divided between the picture

and the language. Moreover, the gestures and

facial expressions of the speakers and the other

visual elements of the films will greatly help the

student in understanding the language sounds.

How can these films be used to best advantage

in the classroom? Certainly they should not be

employed only occasionally, as a novelty to break

the monotony of class routine. On the contrary,

their use must be integrated with the regular class-

room work, and the schedule should provide for

one listening period a day. Since the films are short

the student can listen to the same film several

tiines during the class hour. This opportunity of

listening repeatedly is very important, for the

cumulative effect of repetition is a decisive factor

in language learning.

Note: As we go to press word comes from Garrison Films,

New York City, of the production of five one-reel Spanish Lan-

guage Teaching Films to be released some time in April, which

may prove a prompt response to the author's ideas.

—

Editor.
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Quick-Check Your Slide Sets
WILLIAM I. BECKER

Chairman, Visual Committee,

Ithaca, New York, Public Schools

IN MORE than one visual library, considerable time

is spent rearranging slide sets after a "loan." Slides

are frequently disarranged numerically, turned in the

opposite direction, turned upside down, and, in a num-

ber of cases when two or more sets are loaned, some

are returned in a diflferent case from which it was sent.

The following described and illustrated device will

simplify the checking of slide sets. It has been used

for several years in the Ithaca Public Schools Visual

Library with

considerable

success. As
shown in the

drawing, one

3r more lines

are painted
along the

tops of the

slide set, at

least one
parallel with

the run of

the box and

one diagonal.

Depending

upon the
number of

slide sets in the library, thousands of combinations are

possible. Of course, no two sets will have the same com-

bination to avoid slides from one box being mixed with

slides from another. How can different combinations

be secured?

1—By using varying numbers of lines. Start with

two, one parallel and one diagonal. Later when
color combinations have been exhausted go to

three.

2—By painting lines different colors. Virtually

thousands of combinations are possible by vary-

ing kind of color, order of color, tinting color.

Do not use tints that are nearly alike because in

the artificial light of many visual libraries, they

will look alike. In addition, do not paint lines too

close to the center because, in some combinations

they will be in correct position even if reversed.
3—By varying width of bands and distance between.
4—By varying slope of diagonal. Even two diagonals

can be used.

5—By varying the factors described in 1-4 in com-
bination with the others.

Glancing at boxes of returned slides, we can now
correct mistakes without taking out each slide. Slides

reversed or put in the box upside down can be instantly

spotted as well as slides from another box which will

show as a different branding arrangement. The diag-

onal line will locate slides out of order and missing
slides will cause a gap in the diagonal line.

Although it may take considerable time to mark an
entire library of slides in the manner described, so
much future time will be saved by this method that it

is recommended for all visual libraries having slides.
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HOW TO USE MOTION PICTURES AS

LEADING VISUAL EDUCATORS DO

Do You Know How To:
• Train teachers to use motion pictures?

• Choose films; integrate with curriculum?

• Extend your uses of motion pictures?

• Select the most effective equipment?

• Administer a visual education program?

FREE BOOK
"FiLMO ON THE FACULTY"

Answers These and Other Questions

You'll find this new, free book interesting and de-

cidedly helpful—whether you're using or contemplat-
ing using motion pictures for teaching.

// is authentic—the methods it recommends were devel-

oped, tested in school practice, and found successful by
leading visual educators.

// is comprehensive—years of close contact with schools
have taught the Bell & Howell Educational Division what
problems confront educators who use motion pictures,

and practical solutions for these common problems are

concisely presented.

The motion picture brings worth-while benefits even
where its possibilities are only partially developed. But its

maximum power is revealed only in those schools wherein
the five basic questions set forth above can all be answered
affirmatively. Let "Filmo on the Faculty" point the way to

bringing to your school the full benefits of this powerful
teaching tool. Send the coupon for your free copy.

FILMOSOUND "UTILITY" ^
However fine your visual education program, it can reach
students no more effectively than is permitted by the per-

fection of your projectors. That's why Bell & Howell
Projectors are so widely used in schools. Pictured is Filmo-
sound "Utility," powerful, all-purpose model with all

wanted features, now offered at a new low price. B&H
makes models for every school need.

SEND FOR NEW FILM CATALOGS
Thousands of educational, recreational, and religious films are
available from the B&H Filmosound Library at moderate rentals

or by purchase. Each type is presented in a separate catalog. Send
coupon for your copies. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New
York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Established 190-'.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago. III.

Please send: i ) Free book, Filmo on the Faculty;

( ) literature on
^^ } s?i"Ut [

projectors; cataloft* on ( ) educational.

( j recreational, ( ) religious films.

We now own ( Bound) ( silent)

projectors of make.
• l-'ree to prt^ector owner*; USe eaeh to othtrM.

Name

Address.

City . State ES 3-41

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL
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VICTOR
Makers of the world famous

ANIMATOPHONE
(most widely used school sound projector'

The Educational Screen

THE VICTOR

VISUAL
EDU-CRAP"
SERVICE

• -UK.;"'.;"""*
•v."""'""'"

I
The first practical and tested method ever devised

to help School Administrators to accurately deter- I

mine their schools' basic Audio-Visual requirements -^

—eliminates confusion—points way to most eco-

nomical purchases — shows

maximum multiple use in your

schools with minimum amount

of equipment.

The Victor Visual Edu-Graph

Service is complimentary.

Your written request will get

immediate attention.

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Dept. D-1, Davenport, Iowa
Distributors Throughout the World

^Y.eolti ano
Third Annual Midwestern Forum
on Visual Teaching Aids

The 1941 Midwestern Forum on Visual Teaching Aids will

be held March 28-29 at the Congress Hotel in Chicago. Care-

fully planned classroom demonstrations, free discussions, and
equipment displays will be features of the program, which
follows

:

FRIDAY, MARCH 28

9:30 A.M.—First General Session (Casins)

Purpose of the Forum
William C. Reavis, Chairman of Forum Committee, Depart-

ment of Education, University of Chicago

Present Trends in Visual Education
Ford L. Lemler, University of Michigan

10:00 A.M.—First Meeting of Classroom Clinics

Elementary School Clinic (Casino)

Harry O. Gillet, Principal, University Elementary School,

University of Chicago—Chairman
1. Elementary Science, Primary Division—Glen O. Blough

Laboratory Schools, University of Chicago
2. Safety, Intermediate Division—Leslie W. Irwin, Labor-

atory Schools, University of Chicago

Secondary School Clinic (Florentine Ro«m)
Ernest C. Waggoner, Public Schools, Elgin, Illinois-

Chairman
High School Social Science—Introductory statement and

presentation of demonstration class—Truman D. Fox, J.
Sterling Morton High School, Cicero, Illinois

12:00—Luncheon and Round Table for Directors

of Visual Education (South Grill)

Public School Directors, Joseph E. Dickman, Chairman, Di-

rector of Visual Education, Chicago

State Directors, J. E. Hansen, Chairman, University of Wis-
consin

2:00 P.M.—Second Meeting of Classroom Clinics

Elementary School Clinic

Social Studies, 4th Grade : Introductory Statement—Eugene
Humble ; Demonstration—Margaret Scherer, Teachers,

Oak Park Public Schools

Secondary School Clinic

High School Science Demonstration—G. I. Renner, Elgin

High School

6:30 P.M.—Annual Banquet (Casino)

Speakers : David E. Walker, Sup't of School District 76, Evan-
ston ; Dean Gordon J. Laing, University of Chicago

SATURDAY, MARCH 29

9:30 A.M.—Final Session of Clinics

Elementary School Clinic

Social Studies, Intermediate Division—Mildred C. Letton

and Ida B. DePencier, Teachers, Laboratory Schools, Uni-

versity of Chicago

Secondary School Clinic

Vocational Guidance High School Demonstration—Dr. E. G.

Williamson, Department of Psychology, University of

Minnesota

School Administrators Clinic (English Room)
William J. Hamilton, Chairman
The Use of Visual Materials in School Interpretation-

Demonstration of films used and Evaluation by panel.

Michigan Visual Conferences

Two regional conferences on Visual Instruction were

held last month in Michigan—at Wyandotte on Febru-

ary 17th, and at Fordson on the 20th—sponsored by
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the Bureau of Visual Education of the University of

Michigan. Mr. F. L. Lemler, in charge of the Univer-

sity Bureau, appeared on both programs. The meetings

were designed to be informal discussions of the prob-

lems involved in the utilization and administration of

visual aids, providing teachers with the opportunity to

exchange ideas and ask questions.

Motion Picture Project Studies

The Committee on Motion Pictures in Education of

the American Council on Education, 744 Jackson

Place, Washington, D. C, announces the publication of

a series of reports resulting from the Committee's three-

year program of film evaluation. According to Charles

F. Hoban, Jr., Director of the Motion Picture Project,

"these publications have been designed primarily to be

helpful to teachers and school administrators, in mak-
ing available to them practical, objective reports on the

selection, use, and evaluation of motion pictures, on

methods of projecting, on the technique or making films

in the school, on integrating school and community
interests, and on underlying issues and problems."

The Studies now available are : .4 School Uses Mo-
tion Pictures, a report by the Staflf of Tower Hill

School ; Films on War and American Policv, by Blake
Cochran ; Projecting Motion Pictures in the Class-

room, by Francis W. Noel of Santa Barbara, Cal-

ifornia, Public Schools. Others to follow are: Selection.

Use and Evaluation oj Motion Pictures, and Students
Make Motion Pictures, an account of film production
by Denver schools.

Maine Cooperative Film Library

To meet the demand for educational films in Maine,
the State University at Orono finds it necessary to ex-

pand its film library maintained to service the schools

of the state, under the direction of Dean O. S. Lutes.

The University proposes to acquire additional films by
the cooperative plan in use in many school systems, col-

leges, and universities. With thirty schools subscribing

to this plan, sixty sound films would be purchased on
the basis of their frequency of choice by the participat-

ing schools. These schools then would have the use of

two films each week during a period of thirty weeks
each year at a cost of $100 over a two-year period.

Information Exchange Service

The U. S. Office of Education has announced the

inauguration of an Information Exchange which will

act as a clearing house for ideas and materials on edu-

cation and national defense. Educators are urged to

send to the Exchange material which they may have
prepared recently in connection with the defense pro-

gram. Such materials might include: organization plans,

school and community programs related to defense ac-

tivities
; curricular modifications and classroom pro-

cedures found effective in building good citizenship,

tolerance, etc.
;
photographs of such activities ; visual

aids, radio programs, etc., or descriptions of their use.

A staflf of specialists will edit, classify and prepare

"One of the most Impressive presentations of

primitive nature that could be conceived."

Robert (Nanook) Flaherty's documentary

MAN OF ARAN

The picture the l&mm. field has long awaited. MAN OF ARAN portrays
the life of the Irish People on the barren and storm-swept Aran Islands off

the west coast of Ireland . . . their only master is the sea! Length 6 reels.

Ask your local library for it or write for full details.

immm.
1600 Broadway New York City

WE PRESENT WITH PRIDE

"Auld Lang Syne^^
For teachers and atn-

dents of Literature.
Drama, Music and
the Social Sciences.
Recommended by the
Motion Picture Com-
mittee of the Depart-
ment of Secondary
Teachers of the
N.E.A,. with Study
Ciuide prepared by
Kducational and Rec-
reational Guides. Inc.

A sincere and impressive dramafizafion of fhe
LIFE OF ROBERT BURNS

7 Reels ... 16 mm. or 35 mm. Sound
Many other fine films for education and recreation. Send for catalogi.

POST PICTURES CORP. 723 SEVENTH AVE.
NEW YORK

OUR DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE
2 Reels, 16 MM. Sound Daily Rental $4.00

The greatest event in American History is
brought to life in this portrayal of the events
leading up to and the final signing of the
Declaration of Independence in 1776. The
tyrannical rule of George III, the Stamp Act,
The Boston Tea Party, Committees of Cor-
respondence, etc. and all the prominent char-
acters involved including Washington, Jef-
ferson, the Adamses, Patriclv Henry, as well
as others Involved in the events from 1763
to 1776 reenact their important roles.

Write for complete list of educational films and
Catalog of entertainment subjects,

AUDICFILM LIBRARIES
&i1 Bloomfield Ave. Bloomfield, N. J.
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FOR THE "GOOD NEIGHBOR" I^ "THIS ^
SPANISH SPEAKING

WORLD"
ONE REEL • I6MM SOUND • RENT - SELL

AN INTRODUCTORY FILM FOR THE STUDY OF
PAN AMERICAN RELATIONS, THE CULTURAL
HISTORY OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE AND
THE PEOPLE WHO SPEAK IT.

NEW EDITION "CHECK LIST" READY

ROBT. FLAHERTY'S MAN OF AHAN; HARVEST:
MARIA CHAPDELAINE and FIFTY FINE FOREIGN
LANGUAGE FEATURES. Write

GARRISON FILMS ilfS^vo'i.KX

NOW BBOKING for the balance of this ichool year and (or next Fall. . . .

— 10 reels. A United
Artists historical film,

with Randolph Scott.

—t reels. With "Sabu," from the

story by Kipling.

"Jla.it o^ the Mokicani'

" £.letakant nou

THE MANSE FILM LIBRARY 1521 Dana Av«.
Cincinnati, Ohio

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.
1819 Broadway. Dept.V. New York City

J

20 "mVdV2x2 slides $1
Unusual scenic travel and pictorial views—full double 3Smm
size, sharp and clear—mounted—ready to show in any stand-
ard projector. Black and white. 20 for $1. 40 for $2. All different.

List oi other subjects sent with each order.

ART SLIDE CO., Sippo Lake S-3, Canfon, Ohio

WANTED
The following back issues of
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

1930: February, March, May, September. October,
November

1931: All issues

1932: All issues

1933: February, May, September, October,
November, December

1934: January, February, May, June. November,
December

1935: January, February, April, May, June,
September, November

1936: All except March
1937: January, June, September, October
1938: January through May

If any of our readers have these issues
to spare, we will pay a fair price for
all copies received in good condition.

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN ".Lrf;

The Educational Screen

lualerial for circulation on a free loan basis, in the form
of originals, reproductions, digests, bibliographies, etc.

A well-annotated catalog describing the various kits,

books or folders will be distributed. Communications
should be addressed to : Information Exchange. ,U. S.

Ofifice of Education, Federal Security Agency, Wash-
ington, D. C.

Bureau of Mines Films Go to Latin America

The large film library of the Fiureau of Mines has

been made available for the advancement of cultural re-

lations with Latin America, it was announced today

by the Department of the Interior. Motion pictures

dealing with a variety of technical subjects already

have been shown in Mexico, Brazil, Argentina and
Peru, and in the last named country a regular schedule

of showings has been established. Similar service to

other South American countries may be inaugurated

later.

The Bureau of Mines film library contains some
3,000,000 feet of film dealing with more than 45 sub-
jects, and new titles are being added almost monthly.

The pictures depict mining operations and related

manufacturing processes ; they show where minerals

are found and how they are extracted from the earth,

manufactured or refined into useful everyday products,

and in what ways they are utilized and conserved.

American Film Center Grant

The American Film Center, Rockefeller Plaza. New
York City, has received an additional grant from the

Rockefeller Foundation sufficient to continue its work
until January. 1943. During its two years of activity,

the Center has supervised the production of twenty-one

films, with six more now in work. A new Division of

Program and Exhibition will provide adult education

organizations and community forums with educational

film programs at low cost. A Division of Installation

will assist in the establishment of film production and
distribution facilities. A new Research Division will

make a comprehensive study of the motion picture

audience, and coordinate its work with similar re-

searches in radio and print.

Jack Finds a Way
(Continued from page 105)

er-director of the film, and Frank F. Harman, super-

visor of the Photogra])hy Club, was director of

photography.

Both shooting and editing were simplified by the

breaking down of the script into scenes and shots,

each numbered. A small blackboard, chalked with
the corresponding scene and shot number, was
photographed on a few frames of film before each

shot was made. When the film was ready for

cutting, the editors simply put the numbers in their

proper order and the film was correctly sequenced.
Editing consisted of viewing the film carefully,

eliminating irrelevant material, and cutting the

scenes to their proper length to carry the action

smoothly. In no case was film left in the final

production unless it contributed to the effect

planned. Of the nine hundred feet of unedited film

returned from the laboratory six hundred fifty feet

were used in the first rough cut. This was later
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Data on Summer Courses Wanfed

The Educational Screen is again gatheriuR infor-

mation on all summer courses in visual instruction,

for publication in the April and May issues.

Any reader knowing of such courses to be given
next summer is earnestly asked to send us names of

the institutions—with or without further data, such
as: title of course, name of instructor, dates of dura-
tion, credits, contents of course.

reduced to three hundred eighty-five feet. There

were sixty feet of titles which were made commer-
cially and did not figure in the original footage.

A projector-editor which flashes a moving picture

on a small screen helped greatly in editing the ac-

tion shots.

When completed the film was taken to the Bu-

reau of Educational Research where it will be

stored with the other films in the project, and

where copies can he obtained at any time. The
film has already been used in a number of sum-
mer classes in visual education in the United

States and Canada. It was viewed also by the

Highway Education Board of Washington, D. C.

A print has lieen made for the Dover High School

and the film will be shown extensively in classes, to

various civic organizations and to the public in general.

.Although it is too early to predict the efl:'ect of

this film in terms of safety behavior, it is possible

to draw a number of conclusions from our exper-

ience in the making of this film.

(1) Students are enthusiastic about viewing the

film. It has already served as a springboard to

numerous excellent discussions of bicycle safety.

(2) If the ])rinci])le of learning through respon-

sible participation is sound, there should be im-

portant effects on the safety behavior of those ac-

tually participating in the n,aking of the film. More
than seventy bicycle riders over a ])eriod of several

weeks rode their bicycles in the ways which they

themselves had chosen as important to safety. They
not only demonstrated safe riding but they drama-
tized the reasons why safe riding is important.
Safety rules to these pupils are no abstract memo-
rized list.

(3) Although it was not primarily intended as

such, the film has been as much a public relations

medium as a safety production. The entire school,

the mayor, the fire (Ie])artnient, the local hospital,

and numerous other local businesses all worked
closely together toward the common end of bicycle

safety. This experience can hardly fail to bring
about on the part of these agencies a more sym-
pathetic feeling for the school and its goals. From
the mayor down these partici])ating groups ex-
pressed enthusiastic support for the project.

"Jack Finds A Way" was our first motion pic-

ture—our camera was rented, our equipment bor-

rowed—but its success has already encouraged
school officials to considei the purchase of our
own equipment and the making of further films

of this type.

FOR RENTAL
Words and Music (Gilbert & Sullivan Music) $15,00
Elephant Boy 15,00

Pecks Bad Boy with the Circus 17.50

Ghost Goes West 15.00

Abraham Lincoln 15.00

Orphan Boy of Vienna 20.00
Scarlet Pimpernel 15.00

Count of Monte Cristo 20.00

Last of the Mohicans 17.50

Daniel Boone 17.50

and hundreds of other subjects. Apply for series discounts.

28 BRITISH WAR DOCUMENTARIES
Rental $1.50 per reel Sale $15.00 per reel

Se,id for Information.

Write for 1941 Catalog

INTERNATIONAL FILM BUREAU
59 East Van Buren Street Chicago, III.

A Contribution to

PREPAREDNESS
Our library ol 16 nun. Sound and Silent Films containi a 'jreat
number of subjects important to national defense training and
preparedness.

AVIATION MECHANICS
A new vocational training series of 16 mm. Silent
Films produced under the direction of an accredited
C.A.A. school. Subjects now available are:

MAKING OF AN AIRPLANE FITTING
AIRPLANE WELDING

Others to follow shortly are: AIHPLANE SHEET
METAL WOHK, AIRPLANE FABRIC FINISH. AIR-
PLANE WOODWORKING. All are two reels each.

ELEMENTS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Showing in detail all steps involved in taking, de-
veloping and printing a good picture. Based on
training methods of the Signal Corps of the U, S.
Army. Two reels Silent.

WARNING
British Documentary Film of typical air raid, showing
destruction, defense and restoration. 3 Reels, Sound.

FILMS FROM BRITAIN
A group of 28 pictures in 16 mm. Sound ranging
from 1 to 3 reels each. Portraying a nation at war
and covering invasion defense, convoying, training
sailors, soldiers, and airmen, police activities, arma-
ment production, life of people and world factors.

Projector and Operator Service available.

Send for catalog of 2000 Educational and
Entertainment subjects — for rent or sale.

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45th Street, Dept. E-3 New York, N. Y.
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Eastman Kodak Company, Teach-
ing Films Division, Rochester, New
York, has produced three new silent

reels on India, and a timely reel on
aviation.

The Punjab presents rural life in this

British state, methods of irrigation, a

market town, native school, and various

household tasks such as making un-

leavened bread, churning, washing and
spinning. There are scenes also of Del-

hi, capital of British India—buildings,

shops and characteristic street scenes.

Glimpses of Industry in Mysore and
Ceylon features modern and primitive

industries : new and old irrigation

methods, gold mining, manufacture of

chemicals, distillation of sandalwood
oil, silk industry, tea growing, cocoa-
nut and cinnamon harvesting and pre-

paring for market. Views in the seaport

of Colombo complete the reel.

Hyderabad contains a variety of sub-

ject matter—street activity in Hydera-
bad city, minting of coins and printing

of postage stamps, cultivation of rice

and sugar cane, rug weaving, weaving
metallic fabrics, embroidery, silver

work, and the educational system.

Principles of Flight illustrates the

elementary principles of lift and flight,

in a kite, glider, and an airplane. Ani-

mations and straight photography of

laboratory apparatus and wind tunnels

are used to show the effect on flight of

velocity of air currents, angle of in-

clination of the wings, and streamlin-

ing. The standard controls of an air-

plane are demonstrated.

The International Film Bureau,
Inc., 59 East Van Buren Street, Chicago,
Illinois, announces a new department for

the purpose of selling prints of docu-
mentary and educational films. During
the four years since its establishment the

International Film Bureau has built up
a large library of foreign language and
social science films. The first film to

be announced by the new department is

:

One-tenth of Our Nation—16mm
sound, 26 min. running time—presenting

the story of Negro education in the

South from rural one-room schools to

modern progressive universities.

The American Film Center called to-

gether a Committee of Experts to con-
trol the content and philosophy of the

film. Dr. Claude A. Barnett, one of the

Committee, states the purpose of the

film : "We wanted to tell the people of

the United States something about Negro
schools and colleges. We wanted to

show everything from the hungry boys
and girls in overcrowded one-room
schools to the proud graduates of our
great universities. One Tenth of Our
Nation tells the story in its economic
and social setting and it's a success story

of Negro and white cooperation even
though there still remains plenty to do."

The film was made possible by a grant

of the General Education Board to The
American Film Center. The Committee
of Experts included Dr. Channing H.
Tobias, Dr. F. D. Patterson. Dr. R. E.

Clement, Dr. Arthur D. Wright, Dr.

Charles S. Johnson, and Dr. Claude A.
Barnett.

The film was produced by Film .Associ-

ates, Inc., a new company of old ex-

No.n-Theatrical Pictures Corp-
oration, 165 West 46th Street, New York
City, reports the following 16mm sound
release, available on a rental basis from
licensed libraries throughout the country.

screen and can now be seen and heard

by I6mm audiences. Against the back-

ground of a modern story has been

filmed selections of the most popular

musical and lyrical numbers from The

A scene from the film "With Words and Music."

the addresses of which will be sent on

request

:

With Words and Music—7 reels. The
immortal Gilbert and Sullivan operettas

have at last found their way to the

Mikado, Pirates of Penzance, Ruddi-
gore and Patience. Featured in the cast

are the well-known Gilbert and Sulli-

van artists : William Danforth, Frank
Moulin, Vera Ross and Vivian Hart.

Teacher's guide available.

perts. The film was photographed by
Roger Barlow, Henwar Rodakiewicz,
and Theodore Lawrence, all of whom
worked on The City (Available from the
International Film Bureau on a rental
basis). One-Tenth of Our Nation was
directed by Felix Greene. The commen-
tary was written by Maurice Ellis and
the music arranged by Roy Harris.

(The 35mm distribution of the picture
is being handled by Miss Mary Warner,
45 West 45th Street, New York, N. Y.)

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York City, has just re-

leased another notable subject in their

war-on-film chronology for 16mm and
8mm projectors, showing history in the
making. Title of this latest release is:

British-Greek Victories—a record of
the crumbling of II Duce's dream of a
great empire on the Mediterranean and
in the East. It records authentically the
brave resistance and victory of Greek
arms over the Fascists. For the first

time in the Second World War, the
advantage is seen to be on the side of

the forces allied against the Axis Pow-
ers, realistic scenes of actual battle show-
ing Italian defeats.

In as picturesque and polyglot an army
as was ever assembled, tribesmen of the

desert and of Ethiopian hills join forces

with Sikhs, Arabs and Egyptians, with
New Zealanders and Australians, with
Free French troops. South Africans and
Nigerians, with Britons, Spahis, Czechs
and Poles to sweep the Fascists out of

Egypt, and to drive them back more
than half-way the width of Italy's Libya.
It shows combat on the sea, in the air

and by land forces of every description.

Sidi Barrani is shown as it was re-cap-

tured by the British. The battle of

Bardia is another dramatic episode. Ital-

ian and British men-of-war have it out

on the Mediterranean, with flying forces

entering the fray. Haile Selassie's

strengthened Ethiopians join forces with
South Africans to penetrate into Italian

Somaliland as others race into Eritrea

and down the Red Sea coast. A vast

amphi-theatre of war, reaching a third

of the globe's circumference.

An illustrated booklet has just been
published by Castle Films, describing

eleven motion pictures that are available

to schools, colleges and clubs without

charge. Besides telling the content of

each picture, the book designates its

length, running time and whether it is

in sound or silent version or both. Sug-
gestions are made also as to the suit-

ability of the pictures for given groups
and suggested uses to* which they can

be put in connection with classes on given

subjects. The eleven pictures include:

Weather by Carrier, believed to be the

first movie on the general subject of

air-conditioning : Pleasure Time and
Tobaccohmd, U.S.A., shown together,

the former taking an audience behind

the scenes as Fred Waring makes up one

of his radio programs, and the latter

revealing life on a Southern farm to-

gether with collegiate life in Southern

universities; The Story of the Brush;

Meat and Romance; Popular Sculpture;

(Continued on page 134)
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Sand—Symbol of Optical Independence

BY itself, only a handful of sand

—

fine, pure, white crystals of quartz

from a Pennsylvania hillside. But,

blended with boron, sodium, barium,

lead, phosphorus and other elements

—fused and fined at white heat—cooled,

sorted, annealed and selected— it be-

comes optical glass, one of the basic

indispensable materials of national de-

tense—and of modern civilization.

Thirty years ago America was wholly

dependent on Europe for a supply of

glass for optical instruments. But before

the first World War had cut oflF that

source, Bausch & Lomb scientists, at

Rochester, New York, were at work

on the development of a glass-making

technique. By 191 8, glass to fill the

vital needs of optical manufacturing in

the United States was pouring from the

B&L glass plant.

Today, for binoculars and fire control

equipment that are the eyes of the

Army and Navy—for metallographic

and spectrographic equipment that are

the eyes of industrial research—for

microscopes that are the eyes of all

science—for spectacle lenses that are

the eyes of the nation's citizens

—

America is completely independent of

foreign supply.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO. • ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

ESTAB LISH ED 1853

AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC INSTITUTION I'ROIJI CING OHTICAL GLASS AND INSTKUMKNTS FOR NATIONAL DKFF.NSE, EDHCATION, RF.SF.ARCH, INDl'STRV ANM) F.VKSK.HI' CORRECTION
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Sixteen MM. Pictures, Inc., 1600

Broadway, New York City, has been
newly organized to distribute educa-

tional and entertainment films. Two of

its releases are:

Man of Aran—6 reels, 16mm. sound
documentary feature filmed off the coast

of Ireland on the Aran Isles by Robert

Flaherty. This picture is an important

contribution to the library of historical

and geographical films.

Birthplace of America— 1 reel, 16mm
sound, narrated by James Cleminger,

Pathe News commentator. Interesting

and informative reel depicting English

scenes, points of interest and birth-

places of America's great men and their

ancestors. Personages include George
Washington, Abraham Lincoln, Ben-
jamin Franklin, the Pilgrim Fathers,

John Cabot, William Penn, Lord Balti-

more, John Harvard, William Brewster,
William Bradford and John Robinson.
These films are being placed with the

leading local rental libraries and in-

terested users should inquire of Sixteen
MM. Pictures, Inc., concerning the

nearest source. Prints are also available
on lease to circulating school film

libraries. Mr. William E. Jordan, for-

merly Sales Promotion Manager of

Films, Inc., has joined Sixteen MM.
Pictures as General Manager.

Y.M.C..'\. Motion Picture Bureau,
347 Madison Avenue, New York, is

handling the recently released diiPont
motion picture:

A New World through Chemistry

—

2 reels, 16mm sound and color—depict-
ing the contributions of the DuPont
Company to "Better Things for Better
Living through Chemistry." The film

traces the evolution of nylon textile

fiber, plastics, dyestuflfs, and rayon
from the laboratory through manufac-
turing processes into actual use as

apparel, furniture, household and per-

sonal accessories.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
4Sth Street, New York City, have made
available to schools thirty-eight new
Universal entertainment features, in

16mni sound, among which are such
outstanding pictures as

:

East Side of Heaven, Family Next
Door, First Love, Unexpected Father
and VoH Can't Cheat An Honest Man,
with stars including : Bing Crosby, Joan
Blondell, Mischa Auer, Douglas Fair-
banks, Jr., Hugh Herbert, Deanna Dur-
bin, Adolph Menjou, W. C. Fields and
Jackie Cooper.

With the approval of one picture, the
school is automatically eligible for all

the pictures.

Gutlohn has released also

:

The Outsider—10 reels—film version
of the noted stage hit. This stirring drama
of faith and love has won the plaudits of

critics and film committees throughout
the nation. Mary Maguire and George
Sanders are in the featured roles.

The Bray Pictures Corporation,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City,

has collaborated with the Franklin In-

stitute of the State of Pennsylvania,
Philadelphia, in the production of a
timely film

:

Youth Takes to Wings—60 min. run-
ning time—based on the Traveling Air
Show of the Franklin Institute, and au-
thorized by the Air Youth of America
organization. The motion picture dem-
onstrates the elements of aerodynamics,
and the development of aircraft design
from boomerang and balloon to bombers
and clipper ships. Slow motion studies

of birds show how they control their

flight, suggesting the application of

mechanics to flight. The science of

flight is further illustrated in the as-

sembling and flying of small model
planes. There are shots of model plane

meets where air-minded boys exhibit

their models and test their skills. The
accoinpanying sound commentary is

given in simple layinan's language.

Frith Films, Box 565, Hollywood,
California, now have made fifteen films,

the aim of which is to teach good social

values, and appreciation of our govern-
ment. Their two most recent pictures

arc

:

Flags on Duty— 1 reel, sound and
color—particularly suitable for teaching

Americanism. A brief historical intro-

duction shows ten of the more im])ortant

flags of the United States. Flags of all

kinds are presented with an explanation

of their messages and uses : national flags,

harbor flags, danger flags, decorative,

and flags of identification.

Builders of the Broad Highway—

2

parts, 1 reel each, sound and color. The
subject of this film is the workmen r.f

our country. The first part shows the

contribution of each man employed on
a road building job—surveyor, dynamiter,

welder, electrician, etc.—the work of the

machines, and industrial dangers. The
second part is devoted primarily to the

portrayal of the work involved in build-

ing a highway bridge. Brilliant outdoor

scenes in color, sound effects, and nar-

ration by Don McNamara enhance the

appeal of these subjects.

Units of study are suggested for the

films, and Study Guides are supplied

with each.

H Harmo.v Foundation, Inc., 140

Nassau Street, New York City, has re-

leased many new 16mm silent productions
the past few months, among them the

following

:

On the Farm — 2 1-reel units — a
children's film made by Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Garner, portraying activities of a

typical day on a farm through the tasks

of two small children cooperating in their

parents' work.

Walk, Do Not Run— 1 reel—a safety
film made in cooperation with the Depart-
ment of Public Schools of Providence,

R. I. The film is concerned with need
for fire drills and suggests procedure for

actual school situations.

How to Use Filters; Lenses and
Their Uses— I reel each—two new ad-
ditions to the series on "You Can Make
Good Movies.'' photographed by Kenneth
F. Space.

Youth Lends a Hand; Work and
Contemplation—2 reels each—made in

cooperation with the American Friends

Service Committee. The former presents

the operation of student work camps
from the point of view of the student,

and of the inhabitants of the area in

which the camp is located. The second film

is on lumber cooperatives, showing the

way in which students contribute their

labor.

Bkll & HoWKLL, Inc., 1801 Larch-

mont .'\venue, (.'hicago, has brought to

this country several films from the Re-
ligions Film Society and other British

sources, including O'er Hill and Dale,

County of the White Rose, Old Sussex,

Around .S'ncu'donia, and Western High-
lands. From .Australia, similar imports

include

:

Teddy Bears at Play—a five-minute

musical novelty showing the playful

antics of the Honey Bear.

Nation Builders—2 reels—^interna-

tional prize-winner in the documentary
class, presenting the history of Aus-
tralia.

The Filmsound Library is offering

also the new series of handicraft films,

made in schools in \arious parts of the

country. The first two in the series are

single-reel silent pictures. Simple Wood
Turning and Linoleum Block Printing.

Eastin 16mm Pictures Co., Daven-
port, Iowa, has acquired exclusive rights

to an educational feature film dealing

with the founding of Texas, entitled

:

Heroes of the Alamo—76 min., I6mm
sound—depicting the stirring events

leading to the Texas War of Independ-

ence. The story centers around the lives

of Almerian and Anne Dickinson, young
settlers, as they are affected by the

great events of the times. Among the

historical characters introduced are

Stephen Austin, Sam Houston, General

Santa Anna, Davy Crockett, William
B. Travis and Jim Bowie.

(Concluded on page 138)
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THE PUNJAB

Rural life in the British-administered state of

the Punjab. Primitive methods of irrigation; a

typical village courtyard where household tasks

such as making unleavened bread, churning,

preparing curry, washing, and spinning are be-

ing carried on. A trip to a market town. A
native school in the open air. Delhi, capital of

British India: government buildings, shops,

and characteristic street scenes. 1 reel— ^24.

3 new silent films, with photography directed by Lawrence Copley

Thaw, on special assignment for Eastman Kodak Company

GLIMPSES OF INDUSTRY IN MYSORE AND
CEYLON—Modern and primitive industries in

the native state of Mysore and the island of

Ceylon. Ancient and modern methods of irriga-

tion; development of hydroelectric power and

centralized heavy industry such as gold mining;

manufacture of chemicals; distillation of sandal-

wood oil; the silk industry; tea; cocoanut, and cin-

namon harvesting and preparation for market-

ing. The seaport of Colombo: important

buildings, street scenes, shipping. 1 reel— ^24.

HYDERABAD
The city of Hyderabad—street traffic and railway

station scenes. The minting of state coins and
the printing of postage stamps. Agriculture

—

the cultivation of rice and sugar cane; threshing

pulse. Cottage industries such as rug weaving
and the weaving of metallic fabrics; fine em-
broidery, silver filigree and inlay work. Action

scenes showing educational work— a mosque
school; activities in the secondary schools

and in Osmania University. 1 reel— ^24.

m(f-/^''

M ,

\ •?,/, >. ' -a ^. '•'

i

Write Eastman Kodak Company, Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y,

Eastman Classroom Films
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firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

Five Sound Kodascopes

Five new 16mm. sound projectors

—

priced from $295 to $520, and covering

the widest possible range of school, in-

dustrial, and home needs—are an-

nounced by the Eastman Kodak Com-

pany, Rochester, N. Y. Similar to one

another in exterior design, but differen-

tiated in power output and other fea-

tures, these Kodascopes offer a com-

plete line from which to select a model

that precisely fits existing projection

requirements. Each projector is

equipped with 2-inch f/1.6 lens but a

choice of six lenses is available, in

focal lengths of 1 to 4 inches. Available

power output ranges from 10 watts up to

40 watts. All models accommodate 1600-

foot reels, and are compactly designed

for ready portability. Efficient, durable

mechanism has been employed through-

out. Special provision is made for

smooth, unvarying movement of the film

at the point where it is "scanned" for

sound—an essential factor in obtaining

the highest quality of sound reproduc-

tion—and either variable area or vari-

able density sound films can be used

with all models.

Lowest in price is the Model FS-10.

which sells for $295 complete with 75(1-

watt lamp, and all tubes. It has a rated

output of ten watts, and operates only

on A.C. The projector and speaker arc

built into one compact case which di-

vides into two sections, one containing

the 10-inch speaker, the other serving

as a platform for the projector.

Sound Kodascope F operates on D.C.

or A.C, and has a built-in motor gen-

erator to supply the right kind of cur-

rent needed for the various electrical

mechanisms, and a jack for microphone

or phonograph pick-up. It comes in two

cases, with brackets in the speaker case

to hold a screen. Its price is $370.

Model FB is similar to Model F, but

mounted for projection in a sound-

proofed "blimp case." Top of the case

conceals 4-inch supporting legs for the

projector. It sells for $400,

Kodascope FB-25 is available either

with a single 12-inch speaker or with

two speaker units, allowing the full

rated capacity of 25 watts to be used.

It has a sound-proofed blimp, and a

jack for microphone or phonograph

pick-up, which permits sound from

either one to be mixed with sound from

the film track. Prices are: with single

speaker, $425 ; $450 for double.

Mode! FB-40 is almost identical in

appearance with FB-25, but has a ca-

pacity of 40 watts, operates only on

A.C, and is supplied with double

speaker and separate jacks for micro-

phone and phonograph pick-up. Priced

at $520.

Filmstrips on Safety

I'Mvc new silent ,35mm slide filmstrips,

dealing with school safety, are offered

for sale by National Safety Council

Inc., 20 North Wacker Drive, Chicago.

Titles are: Play W''. '« Case of Fire.

Safety on T-.vo Wheels, Tom Joins the

Safety Patrol, and Home Safety. De-

signed to provide effective safety teach-

ing aids, these five films have been

carefully prepared from authoritative

manuscripts.

Kodascope
Model
FB-25
equipped
with
supporting
legs.

New Picture Unit on Americanism

Informative Classroom Picture J^uh-

lishers, 48 N. Division Avenue, Grand

Rapids, Michigan, have completed a

new unit in their teaching pictun

series, Americans All—The Builders oi

Our Nation 1776-1941, consisting of 24

pictures — 8^x11 — with accompany-

ing functional text. The set presents

inspiring and vividly illustrated biog-

raphies of men and women who havi

helped build the nation — heroes <>i

statesmanship, science, invention, ex-

ploration, medicine, art, music, indus-

try, and other fields of service. The\

are not the only great men and women
of America; but all have faced and

overcome handicaps and won for them-

selves and for all of us some great

victory. This unit is a timely contribu-

tion to the teaching of social studies

and, particularly, of Americanism.

The text has been written by Marcil-

lene Barnes who is a member of tlu-

Michigan State Curriculum Steering Com

mittee, and by Barbara K. .Anthony wId

is the Elementary Supervisor of the East

Grand Rapids Schools. Many well known

educators have participated in the plan-

ning of this new series which has been

in preparation for nearly a year.

Developments at Bell & Howell

Bell & Howell announces that sound

films now may be run on all new 16 mm.

Filmo silent projectors. The sound, oi

course, will not be reproduced, but

there is now open to owners of this

popular projector a vast new field of

entertainment and educational films.

No longer need the owner of silent

equipment be prevented from enjoyin.u

interesting and instructive films avail-

able only in sound versions. Also, the

new Filmo silent projectors will elimi-

nate the possibility of damaging the

sound track should sound film errone-

ously be threaded on the silent pro-

jector.

New Recreational and Educational

Film Catalogs, listing and describing

both sound and silent films, have just

been released by the Filmosound Li-

brary.

Rounding out the Filmo line of faster,

fine quality, 16mm. projection lenses of

the longer focal lengths. Bell & Howell

introduces new "Incre-Lite" 25^-inch

F 1.65 and 4-inch F 2.5 projection

lenses, which are said to provide great-

er brilliance, maintaining the high opti-

cal quality for which the slower lenses

were noted. The 2^-inch F 1.65 lens is

priced at $30.00, while the 4-inch F 2.5

lens costs $17.50.

For further particulars write to the

Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larch-

mont .-\venue. Chicago, Illinois.

{^Concluded on page 138)



Every Mhool Can Now Attord Sound on Pilm Projection

kCL UA (obove) 16tnm. Sound-on-Film Pro- MODEL YA Ibelow) 16nifn. Sound Proiector,

>r—offering complete mixing of sound from with 750-tOOO wott illumination, A. C.— O.C.

microohone ond phonogroph—with ample motor, silent and tound speeds, offering

me for audiences ranging from a clossroom mixing of sound from film and microphone
1 ouditorium. ,,.^ or phonograph.

MODEL KD (left) 16mm. Silent

Projector, 750 watt illumina-

tion, A. C.— D. C. motor, outo-

motic rewind. Pilot light and
numerous other features.

AMPRO

At many points in the educational program, motion pictures

with sound possess definite proven advantages over other types

of visual aids. With the many improvements in sound-on-film

projectors — and the ne'sv lo'wer price levels — all educators

should once more check into the possibilities of utilizing fully

this latest aid to effective teaching. Today, every school,

regardless of size, location limitation of physical environment
or finances, may no^v provide equal learning opportunities with
the aid of Amprosound 16 mm. motion picture projectors. In
collaboration with educational film libraries, a program may
be planned which w^ill make an outstanding contribution to any
school and community. Ampro Educational Dealers are trained

especially to provide service and information on all phases of

Visual Education.

SEND FOR AMPRO CATALOG
giving full details, descriptions, prices, on the complete

line of Ampro l6mm. projeaors.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111. ^^
^'"

Please send me FREE Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested in:

G Ampro l6fnm. Silent Projectors D Ampro l6mm. Sound'On.film Projectors

U Ampro 16mm. Silent Convertible to Sound Models

Name. . —
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Showing the Pilot Training Course in operation.

Slideiilms for Pilot Training

A new visual course is helping to

speed up ground school instruction of

pilots in scores of pilot training centers

throughout the country. It is the first

step-by-step pictorial explanation that

has been made of the subjects making
up a ground school curriculum. In this

new aviation course there are 24 slide-

films which tell the pilot what he needs

to know about his airplane, the air in

which he flies, and the ground over

which he travels. It contains the bulk

of the information concerning civil air

regulations, navigation, and meteor-
ology. Other subjects in the course, are

aircraft engines, aerodynamics, instru-

ments, and parachutes.

There are 1,724 pictures—diagrams,
photographs, drawings, and charts—in

the course. They give striking illus-

trations of traffic rules of the highway,
portray weather in the making, show
how lift is created, and how air flows

over a wing. They clarify such prob-

lems as what is meant by power load-

ing and wing loading, magnetic varia-

tion, the inner workings of flight in-

struments, the principles of carbure-
tion and engine operation, and the new
radio procedure at control airports.

The Pilot Training Course is already
being widely used by universities, junior

colleges, high schools, and by oper-
ators training non-college groups under
the Civilian Pilot Training Program
franchise. It is even being employed in

some Canadian training centers.

The film course, which is the product
of the Jam Handy Organization, 2821

E. Grand Blvd., Detroit, Michigan, is

based on the official ground school
material of the Civilian Pilot Training
Program and checked and approved by
the Civilian Pilot Training Service of

the Civil Aeronautics Administration.

Current Film News
(Concluded from page 134)

Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145 West 45th

Street, New York City have added a

number of two-reel comedies and musicals

to their releases, including The Stupor-

Visor, with Jack Norton and Kitty Mc-
Hugh ; Foolish Hearts with Phyllis

Brooks and Tony Martin ; Who's Looney
Now, with Billy Gilbert and Jack Nor-
ton; A Wedtime Story with Lew Fields

and Frank Lyman.

Swedish Travel Information Bu-
reau, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York City,

have several 16mm educational films on
Sweden which may be booked on pay-

ment of transportation charges and handl-

ing free of 7Sc per reel for sound films,

or 50c for black-and-white silent subjects.

The sound films are provided with ex-

planatory comments in English. Titles

are Child Welfare in Sweden, Physical

Training in Sweden. Swedish Industries,

Sivedes at Work and Play, Scenic Swe-
den. Three travelogues on Sweden are

available in 16mm silent with English

texts.

They also rent three films released by
the Harmon Foundation : The Land of
Sweden. Consumers Cooperation, and
Agricultural Cooperation. These are two-
reel subjects and are available in color

as well as black-and-white.

Lester H. Kohs, 51 West Mosholu
Parkway North, Bronx, New York, rents

or sells two editions of a film on lithog-

raphy, namely

:

The Technique of Lithography — 2

reels, 16mm silent—dealing comprehen-

sively with the production of a lithograph

as a work of art, from the graining of

the stone to the pulling of the final print.

Making a Lithograph— 1 reel, 16mm
silent—a concise edition of the above.

Garrison Film.s, Inc., 16(X) Broad-
way. New York City, reports in produc-
tion a series of five Spanish Language
Teaching Films, 1 reel each, 16 mm
sound, designed for classroom use in

liigh schools, colleges and adult edu-
cation groups. The first subject is

titled:

This Spanish Speaking World, with
contents described as background doc-
umentation concerning the Spanish
language and culture. The remaining
four subjects cover respectively Pro-
nunciation. Vocabulary, Idioms and
Conversation. It is expected that these
films will be ready for release April
15, 1941.

Garrison also announces the avail-
ability in 16 mm sound of the following
foreign language features

:

Harvest—based on the novel by Jean
Giono. '
Maria Chapdelaine—from the story

by Louis Hemon.
Heritage—from the drama by Feliu

y Codina.

Le Bonheur — based on story by
Henry Bernstein.

Norfolk and Western Railway
Company, Roanoke, Virginia, is dis-

tributing free, through its Advertising

Department, a new color motion picture,

entitled

:

The Power Behind the Nation —
16mm sound, running time 38 minutes

—

depicting the importance of the bitumi-
nous coal industry to the economic life

of the nation. Scenes in full color picture

the origin of coal, mining, processing,

transportation, distribution, uses as a fuel

and as the source of countless valuable

by-products. Narration is by Bob Trout.

National Tuberculosis Associa-
tion, SO West SOth Street. New York
City, has completed a dramatic film

designed especially to show the rela-

tionship between rehabilitation and the

rest of the tuberculosis program. It is

available free through affiliated state

and local associations.

They Do Come Back—16mm and 35

nun sound, running time 20 minutes

—

tells the story of a young couple who
plan to marry but tuberculosis inter-

rupts their plans and threatens their

lives. The health facilities in their

community go into action, Roy is re-

stored to health and finds employment
where his health will be safeguarded.

The facilities for diagnosis, hospital-

ization and rehabilitation are vividly

portrayed. Alois Havrilla is the nar-

rator.

Weyerhaeuser Sales Company.
Saint Paul, Minnesota, is preparing for

free distribution a new 35mm techni-

color and 16mm kodachrome sound pro-

duction :

Trees and Homes—a sequel to Trees
and Men, which has been in use since

1938. The new subject was filmed at the

logging and mill operations of the

Weyerhaeuser Timber Company at

Longvievv, Washington. Producer of

the film was James E. Fitzpatrick, well-

known for his Traveltalks.



Also for the Visual Field —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY

' "1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every
film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field

—

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.
The first Supplement is ready—presenting, on 50 standard-

size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple judg-
ments of the 50 films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers
under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding
Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota
of Score Cards from the Committee.

Price per Supplement, with full explanations accompanying,
50 cents (postpaid if cash with order.) (Sold only to owners or

purchasers of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Through-
out the text the theory of visual aids is applied to textbook

illustration. "Visualizing the Curriculum", itself a splendidly

"visualized text", provides an abundance of technical guidance

in the form of illustrative drawings of photographs, reports of

school journeys, suggestions for mounting materials, for mak-
ing slides, film strips, etc. It incorporates up-to-date material,

provides a fine balance in the treatment of various teaching

aids, evaluates various types of aids, and defines the functions

and values of each in the learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Ilhis. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)
By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those
interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-
tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of
Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"
"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
-Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"
"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

An important contribution to the literature of the visual field.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of extended
investigations on the teaching values of the lantern slide and
stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

Full Proceedings of the Midwestern Forum on Visual

Aids (Held in Chicago, May 1939)

The most complete record ever printed and on one of the

livest visual meetings ever held. Numerous addresses by lead-

ing figures in the visual field, a notable Directors' Round Table
and three complete recordings of classes taught by sound filmt

are among the rich contents of the 80-page booklet.

80 pages, Paper. Price 50c.

(25c to subscribers of Educational Screen)

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-
termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of
the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full
documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a
solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Devereux.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-
portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture
to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with
the development of fundamental bases of production, with the
experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss
the effective use of the sound film in teaching.
220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

MOTION PICTURES IN EDUCATION IN
THE UNITED STATES. By Cline M. Koon.

.A report of the instructional use and indirect educational in-

fluence of motion pictures in this country, divided into nine
units. Treats the motion picture (1) as an educational influence;

(2) in service of health and social hygiene
; (3) in governmental

service and patriotism ; (4) in vocational guidance ; (5) in in-

ternational understanding; (6) Motion picture legislation; (7)
technique of production and distribution; (8) systematic intro-

duction of films in teaching
; (9) general educational problems

of films in teaching.

106 pp. Paper. Price $1.00 (20% discount to schools)

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton.

Simple directions for making this economical and increas-
ingly popular teaching aid. 24 pp. Paper. Price lOc.
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HERE THEY ARE A Trade Directory

for the Visual Field

FILMS
Akin and Bagsliaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Audio-Film Libraries (2)

661 Bloomfield Ave.. Bloomfield. N. j.

(See advertisement on oase 129)

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 1-archtnont Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on paEe 127)

Castle Films (3)

RCA Hldg., Now York Citv
(See advertisement on paKe 101)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago.

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Arniitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Kl.. Coughlan Bldg.

Mankato. Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1)

Teaching Films Division,

Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 135)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave.. New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, St

35-11 3Sth Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St.. New York City

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 .S. W. Ninth Ave.. Portland. Ore.

(See advertisement on paRe 125)

Garrison Films (3,6)

1600 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 1301

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 4Sth St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 131)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)
Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Health Film Service (3)
First XafI Bank Bldg., Salem, Ore.

I See advertisement on page 123)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, 5)
1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 126)

International Film Bureau (3, 5)
59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 131)

Lewis Film Service (3)
216 E. 1st St.. Wichita, Kan.

(See advertisement on page 123)

Manse Film Library (2)
1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement an page 130)

Continuous insertions under one

P(jst Pictures Corp. (3)
723 .Seventh .^ve.. New York City

(See advertisement on page 129)

Sixteen MM Pictures, Inc.

1()00 Broadway. New York City
(See advertisement on page 129)

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., BuflFalo, N. Y.

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center. New York City

(See advertisement on page 123)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)
Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco. Cal.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)
2.S,W N. Western .\ve.. Chirntrn

(See advertisement on page 137)

Boll & Howell Co. (3)
ISl.^ I.nrihniniit .Ave.. Chicago

i,See advertisement on page 127)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St.. Chicago
( See advertisement on inside front cover I

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 122)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 126)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 78)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)
Davenport, Iowa

(See advertisement on page 128)

Visual Kducalion Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative Classroom Pictures
44 \. Division Ave., Grand Rapids,

Mich.
I See advertisement on pa^e 125)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside bacl< cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. Pa.

SLIDES AND FILM SLIDES
Eastman Educational Slides
.W3 Greenleaf Ave..

Wiliiiette, 111.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
Erker Bros. Optical Co.
610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, III.

(See advertisement on page 126)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville. Pa.

(See advertisement on page 100)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New ^'ork City
(See advertisement on page 130)

Society for Visual Education. Inc..

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St.. Boston. Mass.

Visual Sciences
Stiffern. New York

(See advertisement on page 125)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 133)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Erker Bros. Optical Co.

610 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago. 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lena Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo. N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 97)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16mm silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.
(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.
(6) indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

heading, $1.50 per issue; additional listings under other headings, 75c each.
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Test Them All -- You'll Agree

IT'S

mm. SOUND
OJECTORS

For TRUE THEATRE QUALITY Perhrmance
Isn't it reasonable to expect a manufacturer

who since 1913 has produced quality, pro-

fessional motion picture equipment for

Hollywood, DeLuxe Theatres, Industry,

U. S. and Foreign Governmental Depart-

ments, to build 16mm. motion picture

equipment comparable to theatre quality?

Sponsors of 16mm. commercial films, like

Ford, Firestone, Goodrich, International

Harvester, Westinghouse and many others,

Enrich Yoht Visual Education
Program witli DeVry Sound

EDUCATIONAL FILMS

The comprehensive DeVry 16mm.

Film Library contains a wealth of

film material to enrich the study of

Geography, History, Science, Nature

Study, Literatifre, etc. Rental and sale

prices are extremely low. Special dis-

counts for advance quantity bookings.

LESSON PLANS WITH EACH FILM

Prepared by eminent authorities. En-

ables the teacher to get utmost results

from each film.

know from long experience that the success

of their valuable films depends on the pro-

jector that shows it. Their film programs

must attain theatrical perfection. They do

— thanks to DeVry.

Your Visual Education Program must like-

wise meet these same theatrical standards

or much of the effectiveness will be lost.

You can increase the results of your film

showings with DeVry 16mm. Sound Film

Projectors. A test will convince you.

THE NEW LOW PRICED DE VRY
MODEL QR-12

16MM. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

For classroom and small auditorium.
Comes in two matched airplane luggage
carrying cases. Features Stop-on-Film,
power rewind, reverse switch and 12
inch speaker. 750-1000 watt lamp, 1600
ft. film capacity.

Send for Illustrated Literature

Write for Free Catalog

Visual Education Headquarters Since 1913

devry corporation
1111 ARMITAGE AVE.. CHICAGO

NEW YORK HOLLYWOOD
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A School-Made Film Which
Stands on Its Own Feet

SCHOOL-MADE films too often come out like

home-made candy—all right for passing around

to the family but not quite good enough to put in a

store window. Too often the trouble has been that

they have not started out in the beginning with any-

thing particular to say and have made, perhaps, a

record of school events or some local situation which

is not understandable or applicable to people outside

of the particular city or town.

The Harmon Foundation, in its Division of Visual

Experiment, has been very much impressed within the

last few months, however, in watching the work of a

group of junior high school boys and girls in Norfolk,

Virginia. The visual interpretations which they have

made have been the outgrowth of their study and have

substituted somewhat for the usual homework assign-

ment papers which are turned in, graded, and that's

as far as they go. In this case the "homework" serves

a real tangible end and is available to a number of

other young people in quite an understandable form.

The young people who made the film have also actu-

ally experienced some of the things they were studying.

Their work in filming came about as the result of

the interest of one teacher, J. J. McPherson, who had

a photographic turn of mind. He found little difficulty

in training the young people or arousing them to the

idea of planning their studies in visual terms. Three

films were made last year at the Blair Junior High

School under his guidance. These were one short sub-

ject entitled Patches In The Making, in which it is

sought to bring out the planning that goes into the

presentation of a school play and how all departments

of a school may cooperate to bring about a successful

production ; another film was entitled A Personal

Assignment and this has to do with vocational guid-

ance, where a boy and girl are both given an assign-

ment to interview a vocational guidance expert in the

city. As they talk to him, various scenes are shown

to illustrate the advice he has given them. The third

film, which is the only one more than a reel in length,

is entitled This Is Our Challenge. It is the last film

which has achieved the widest notice already and

about which we wish to make particular mention.

This film was an outgrowth of the study of housing

which Mr. McPherson took up in his civics classes and

represents how a group of boys and girls in the eighth

and ninth grade years can make a real, practical applica-

tion of their school work. "In their study of major

civics problems," says Mr. McPherson, "I encouraged

my students to work out concrete projects. While they

were studying housing conditions in Norfolk, a number

of students decided that they would like to make a

short movie in which conditions in Norfolk's slums

could be shown and an answer to the problem could be

given. Other classes in previous years had presented

housing plays before the auditorium, built scale models

An account of School-Film Production that

gets down to fundamentals and minute details.

EVELYN S. BROWN
Harmon Foundation, New York City

of blocks of good and bad housing from actual surveys

of slum property and drawn large numbers of posters.

These students wanted to do something diiTerent and
leave something behind as their contribution to a study

of this problem. Since three classes were studying the

same material, the class in which the idea originated

decided to make the undertaking a joint project of all

the 9B classes."

But how would you finance such a scheme? This is

a question which would quite naturally come up. 8mm
film was first thought of because the cost was so much
less, but the students themselves had an idea that the

16mm film might make the finished product more
widely available and decided to go ahead with it and

then set to work to find their means of paying for it.

Twelve dollars was donated by the principal of the

school from his office funds, but in figuring up the costs

it was clear to the young people that this was not

enough. "Finally," says Mr. McPherson, "one chap

suggested that we sell stock in the enterprise and then

charge an admission fee and pay back the stockholders

as much as possible. This idea was adopted. A busi-

ness manager and two assistants were elected and a

form for the stock certificate was adopted. After an

actual share of stock was brought to school and ex-

amined, an art student in one of the classes drew the

approved certificate form and then cut the mimeo-

graphed stencil. Each share of stock sold for 25c.

Approximately $40.00 worth of stock was sold in the

three classes.

With this amount of money in hand, it was possible

to plan the actual production and outline the various

kinds of work that had to go into the making of the

film. There would be the research and planning of the

scenario; there would be the photography, the selec-

tion of the sets, the props, the doing of the actual work

on the photography ; and there would be the titling and

editing of the finished film, and finally, of course, some-

one in the group would have to do the pushing for

distribution so that some of the original cost could be

paid out.

After all these plans were outlined to the boys and

girls, they were called upon to designate which phases

of the production work interested them. The first

committee which was selected was that for script writ-

ing and was composed of about six students. This

group Mr. McPherson took on a tour of some of the

slum areas so that they might get their ideas first hand

as to what to cover in the script. This was quite prop-

erly included as a part of their research work but they
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Some advice given in vocational guidance film.

liad gone somewhat further than might have been the

case in just a book study and paper assignment on

local housing areas.

Much of the research for the script was taken from

Mr. McPherson's own notes. As the teacher of the

subject which considered the housing problem, and as

he had given particular emphasis to this phase of civic

life, his reference material was most readily available

to them. "The writing committee," he says, "referred

to their notes for facts and were able to draw upon ob-

servations made while on a class tour of slum areas for

ideas. During class bells the entire classes were asked

to suggest thoughts." One of the lighter notes in the

film shows the slum woman rolling out some dough
and reaching out to crush a passing cockroach. She

returns immediately to her food preparation. "This,"

he states, "was one of the gems that an enthusiastic

youngster produced. He will probably end up writing

for pulp magazines or illustrating comic books."

"For two weeks the writing committee met after

school every afternoon for about an hour to work on
the scenario," Mr. McPherson related. "The group
would gather around in a circle and begin to make
suggestions. First the outline for the story that we
wanted to tell was evolved. Then the scenes needed
to portray the story were suggested and desirable titles

were jotted down. Five or six times the whole sce-

nario was revised and rewritten to smooth out the

whole continuity as best the group could."

Some of the by-products of this script work are also

mentioned by Mr. McPherson in that he found it was
necessary for him to correct English constantly and to

suggest an occasional word or ])hrase which would
bring out most effectively what some student had ex-

pressed. It would seem that the young people had a
coaching in English quite as well as they did in their

civics and film making.

It was from the class itself that the two camera men
were chosen, and others who formed the production

crew, two boys to act as property men, one to act as

script boy who also took down information regarding

exposure and scenes, and two make-up girls. The cast

of characters was also selected from among the pupils

and none of them had had any dramatic experience

before. The actual photography in the film was done
by these two young school boys with the exception of a

few scenes. The boys measured all distances from

A scene from the picture "Patches in the Making."

the camera but did depend at first on Mr. McPherson
in the reading of the exposure meter for the lens aper-

ture that would be used.

Of the actual problems in the photographic work,

they encountered the usual number of technical diffi-

culties. "First we needed equipment," reported Mr.

McPherson. "Since photography is my hobby, I had

lights that might he used, but we needed a camera and

a photo-electric cell exposure meter. A local supply

store loaned us a 16mm camera and I myself gave the

exposure meter for a Christmas present. The sale of

stock provided money to buy film and we were ready

to shoot. Later one of the boys borrowed a Victor-5

16min camera, which we used for the remainder of the

filming. It was necessary to experiment with a roll

of film to get correct exposures for our film. It was
found necessary to build a titler, as well, and to test it

with a few feet of film before shooting our titles."

As the theme of the film covers slum areas and then

goes on to show what has been accomplished in certain

localities in the way of good housing in slum areas, it

was necessary to select the sets that would be used.

Exteriors of slum areas were easy to find and to photo-

graph. This was done in one Saturday when the en-

tire production crew of Mr. McPherson's classes de-

scended upon a local area in two cars and a myriad of

bicycles and set up the camera for the shooting. A
considerable amount of interest developed in the lo-

cality, but in spite of this there is a minimum of

"camera mugging" and a sjiarkle and naturalness to

the scenes.

The problem in this connection that did present itself

was in finding an interior of an actual slum home. It

was finally decided that this should be set up, on the

basis of the research which had been done, in the coal

bin of the school. As Mr. McPherson relates, "Some
old pieces of scenery, which had seen their best days,

were appropriated and painted a drab gray to resemble

dirt-encrusted walls of the home in which the property

men had gone to get ideas. Finally, one Saturday

morning, all was ready and lights were arranged. The
camera man vv'as set to do his shooting when suddenly

a phone call came from the office of the Superintendent

of Education in Norfolk. He had decided it was best

not to use the building as the location for a slum movie.

The disappointment was crushing. But the gang got

busv and carted the entire set outside into a vacant
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Three shots from the tilm "This Is Our Challenge."

Top: Norfolk's housing conditions for Negroes.

Center: Housing at its worst, indicated by students.

Bottom: Sanitary equipment, a feature of model housing.

lot next to tlie school and set it up again. This time

nothing but the high March winds interfered and the

scenes were all taken by lunch time." The wind is

translated in the film itself in the blowing hair and
dresses of the young actors and actresses, and as Mr.
McPherson states, gives the appearance of a mighty

drafty house.

The good housing sequence was ])hotographed in a

Farm Administration project called Aberdeen Gardens

Settlement, located at Newport News. Here, again,

the photography was done on Saturday.

^^'hen the tilm was first planned, a boy and a girl

from the group who were able to do lettering were
selected to make the titles. This they did on a 9x12
black cardboard, using a speedball pen and speedball

white ink. Their work shows up very effectively in

the film, not only from the point of view of their let-

tering, which is somewhat similar to what might be
seen on a blackboard and gives that effect, but also from
the angle of wording of the titles. They are simple,

direct, and in many cases, as quick to create a visual

image as pictures would be. A home-made titler, which
appointed members of the class had constructed them-
selves, was used to photograph the completed titles and
this was accomplished all at one time for all three of

the films which were made.

The editing was pretty much supervised and carried

out by Mr. McPherson, himself, although the processed

film, as it was returned from Eastman, was previewed

by the class members and the scenes were cut apart

and spliced together according to the scenario plan.

Mr. McPherson emphasized the fact that any student

production must have some adult supervision. "The
students learn," he says, "by having the teacher ex-

plain why one thing might be a better procedure than

something else. It was necessary for me to work
closely with all committees to keep them to their pur-
pose. In a totally new undertaking, such as this, stu-

dents of thirteen, fourteen, and fifteen, the age group
with which I worked, would become discouraged at an
early date if the teacher did not show them how they

could overcome difficulties that confronted them."

In the light of his own experience. Mr. McPherson
makes five recommendations in order, as he says, to

increase the practicability of using the making of

motion pictures as an educational device in high school.

First, he would limit the scope of the film to material

that can be covered on film in not more than ten to

fifteen minutes showing time. This would be a one

reel subject. The housing film, he believes, should have

been made in two parts. Second. limit the production

time to a period not to exceed a month, and preferably

not to exceed three weeks.

This Is Our Challenge was begun the first of March
and was not completed until the end of May. "In the

meantime," he says, "the classes had finished the study

of housing and had gone on to a number of other topics.

The scenario called for locations that were hard to get

and the cast was large enough to make it difficult to

find a time when all could be present for filming. It

was carried on outside of class, for the most part, and

placed a great burden of extra work upon the teacher

and the students for a long period of time. The ex-

pense of the undertaking was large in proportion to

the relatively few students who were able to take an

active part in the work."

Third, plan to use this work as a means of allowing

above-average students to develop abilities that are not

taxed by ordinary classroom work. Fourth, allow free

time in the schedule of any teacher who is to do this

work. It calls for an enormous amount of planning in

order to make it effective for the pupils. The amount

of free time would necessarily depend ujjon the e.xtent
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of the tilni pniduction work to be done, but the con-

ducting of a project of this sort is easily equivalent to

the teaching of an additional class each day.

Fifth, be sure that the students who wish to work on

the film do not have other obligations that will prevent

their participation in the activities of the group at fre-

(juent intervals. He believes that for those students

who did participate in the production of this and the

other films, the experience was most valuable. One of

the values was in the spirit of cooperation which it de-

veloped. "The group," he says, "found it necessary

to work together in order to get things done. Ob-
stacles arose that required self-sacrifice and extra effort.

Students of varying degrees of ability worked at the

task that they were able to do and all felt a distinct

sense of achievement as the project matured. They
worked not so much for grades as to accomplish the

job that was assigned to them. They were told

that a grade could not be given on the work. They saw
the necessity for discipline during staff conferences and

during the filming of the scenes and most of them re-

sponded to my request for good conduct in an amaz-

ing manner—which was a lucky thing, because there

were times when I was in no mood for horse-play. The
willingness of the members of the production staff to

carry out work assignments was also most pleasing.

Sometimes they didn't know exactly how to do some-

thing, but they would always try."

This year the group is making a film which will

show the activities of the various school clubs. This

film is to be used as a public relations medium and also,

it is hoped, will give new students some idea of the

work of each of the clubs. It is expected that the film

{Continued on page 149)

THE sudden death of Herman A. DeV'ry on March
23rd. 1941, removed an ovUstanding figure from the

field of visual education and a greatly beloved man
from his enormous circle of friends.

We have often pointed out that the development of

the visual instruction field was possible only through

the activities of business firms in that

field. Visual education's debt to the

commercial producers of its material

is probably greater than that of any

other field of American education.

Millions of dollars had to be spent in

experimentation and test, invention

and design—in chemical, optical and

mechanical re.search and construction

—in endless modifications and refine-

ments, adoptions and rejections—to

bring to the visual field the material

available today. These millions would
never, could never have been forth-

coming for the benefit of the school

field save from great commercial re-

sources devoted to the heavy task.

This development, over the period

of a full generation, required great

risk, great patience, great conviction.

The commercial field has measured
up to these requirements. An out-

standing example of such achieve-

ment was Herman A. DeVry. HERMAN A

It was a colorful and strangely

varied career that lay ahead of the

nine-year-old boy who came to America from Germany
with his parents in 1885. At the age of 18 he began his

"business career" selling barber's supplies in Texas.

Shortly, further north, he was retailing skates and base-

ball gloves across a counter. He ran "motion picture

theatres." such as they were in that day. in Galveston,

Texas ; in Bisbee, Arizona. But inborn genius for

things mechanical soon gained ascendancy. He was now
running a bicycle-repair shop in Denver, Colorado

;

then, an electrical fixture shop in Tulsa, Oklahoma,

where he became Tulsa's official City Electrician ; there

also he built an airplane ! Tulsa newspapers, carrying

accounts of his recent death, headlined him as "Tulsa's

First Airplane Builder." He built intricate apjjaratus

for stage use by Thurston and other magicians. Finally,

about 1911, he came to his permanent home, Chicago,

as cameraman with the Rothacker Corporation, and in

his own cellar began spare-time work on his "first

portable motion picture projector" for the visual field.

To help the financing, he built Calliopes for circus use,

his devoted wife doing the tuning

which was beyond him. Another prod-

uct of his tireless energy was a com-
posite travel film, "Around the World
in Ninety Days." When Douglas

Fairbanks brought out "Around the

World in Eighty Days" in 1935,

"H. A." remarked characteristically,

'Well, in twenty years Doug's only

beaten me by ten days." The full story

of Herman A. DeVry's career is of

course included in Arthur E. Krows'

history of the field, "Motion Pictures

—Not for Theatres." whicii ajjpears

regularly in our pages.

We first met "H. A." jjersonally

in 1919. From then on to the end it

was our privilege and pleasure to be

in close and continuous touch with

him as an esteemed friend, the last

contact being a telephone conversa-

tion on the last day of his life making

a lunch date for "day after tomor-
DE VRY row." We knew from intimate inter-

views his teeming plans, his boundless

enthusiasms, his innate pioneering in-

stinct, his fertility in invention, his genius for mechanics,

and his varied and notable contributions to progress in

the field he loved. But great as were his technical and

commercial achievements, our warmest regard was for

that unforgettable personality, compounded of deep

humanness, utter sincerity, genial humor, staunch devo-

tion to the field he believed in so completely, and gener-

ous sympathy and unwavering loyalty to his friends and
fellow-W'Orkers down through the years. At his death he

had just completed for the market a new projector with

unique and distinctive features. His two sons, Edward
B. DeVry and William C. DeVry, who have long been

able associates of their father, will carry on the work
under the .same name and ]wlicies. The name of DeVry
will live on in the history of the visual field to which
he gave unstintingly his best years. N.L.G.
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The Sound pro-

jector shows
movies and
provides ampli-

fication for the

recordings. The
still projector

and record
player switch on

simultaneously.

Combining Motion Pic1

A brief summary of a noteworthy teaching procedure
whereby 2 x 2" slides and records supplement films.

EARL B. MILLER
City Schools, Richmond, Indiana

THE relative educational value of slides or movie
films depends upon the nature of the results ex-

pected. In most pictures both stills and movies

are desirable ; the movies being of value where action is

an essential factor, A picture of a football game, for

example, would be more exciting if the entire picture

were in motion but coaches may prefer slow motion or

even a still picture for detailed study.

In showing many educational films there is a desire

to stop the projector and view a single frame as a still

or to have slow motion on the film. Both procedures

have their disadvantages. In the first place stopping

a sound film is out of the question. Silent projectors

are sometimes provided with a stopping device but the

results are often unsatisfactory. In order to protect

the film, the brilliancy of the projection must be greatly

reduced which results in a displeasing eflfect. Slow

motion has its place but it requires a great amount of

film, and still pictures might give as good or better

results.

Since some parts of a picture are more desirable

as stills and other parts would be dull and uninteresting

without the action provided by motion pictures, it oc-

curred to us that the best results could be obtained by

a combination of stills and movies. A difficulty here

presents itself. If slides and movies are to be used

intermittently throughout the showing the presenta-

tion would necessarily have to be done by the instructor

who has thoroughly organized his procedure and by

no other person. Since it is sometimes necessary for

student projectionists and other teachers to show the

pictures we can readily see the problem.

We think the problem has been solved through our

set-up. Our pictures are taken on both stills and

movies. All scenes that lend themselves to still pro-

jection are photographed on 2"x2" slides or on 35mm.

strip film.

In order to add sound, which is usually desired, we
make recordings on 10" phonograph records. Inex-

pensive recorders have recently been so greatly im-

proved that reproduction is quite satisfactory. Im-

provements have also been made so that record wear

is greatly reduced.

The editing consists of cutting the film into the de-

sired parts and inserting short strips of dark blank

film. These blanks serve as a signal for the operator

to switch to a still picture. The 35mm. strip or the

2"x2" slides which have been previously arranged, pre-

ferably in an automatic slide changer, are switched on

by a 2-way switch. The slide projector and record

player are connected to one side of the switch while
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An economical

set-up makes
use of double

amplifying unit

and a less ex-

pensive silent

projector.

1 Slides and Sound
the movie is connected to the other. If a sound pro-

jector is available the record player may be plugged

into it. As soon as the blank signal appears the switch

is thrown which places the slide projector and record

player in operation. At the close of each recorded ex-

planation of the still picture a soft chime in the record-

ing signals the operator to change the slide. Should

the change be made to the movie a double or 2-tone

chime rings. With this arrangement it is usually un-

necessary to title the movie film as the necessary ex-

planation may be given on the record before the

movie is switched on.

By using an automatic record changer, an hour or

more of continuous pictures may be shown with a

400 ft. reel and its supplementary slides. The cost of

the records and the slides are much less than a con-

tinuous movie would be and there is the added feature

of sound.

The author has recently employed this principle to

the production of Kodachrome pictures which he took

on a trip through the west. The entire showing pro-

vides one and a half hours of color and sound that has

proved quite educational and entertaining.

It will be observed from the illustrations that com-
pactness would be a desired factor. This requirement

might be met by a combination outfit whereby the pro-

jectors and record players could be in one unit. Re-
cording of 33y3 R.P.M. might be used for economy.

A School-Made Film Stands on Its Own Feet
(Continued from page 147)

will probably be completed in a short time—well before

the strenuous period at the end of the school year.

That the training in film work of the previous two

years has been helpful is quite evident, says Mr. Mc-
Pherson. "I hated to see this first session close be-

cause some of the boys and girls who have worked with

me in film production for two years are going to the

senior high school. They had become so proficient

that I could send them out alone to take almost any

type of shot, interior or exterior, and they could handle

it beautifully. The first couple of hundred feet of the

activities film (this year's production on extra-curri-

cular school work) they have done almost without ad-

vice and have produced results that technically are far

superior to the photography in the housing film."

So much interest from outside persons, including the

Farm Security Administration, whose project was
shown in This Is Our Challenge, developed under its

own momentum that it was necessary to have a copy

made for distribution. From the Wheeling. West Vir-

ginia, Housing Authority the following statement was
made : "The cinematography group of the Ohio Valley

Camera Club gave it the first viewing on Monday eve-

ning and were high in their praise of the good quality

of the editing, titling, and the photography itself. Later

in the week it was used four times at Linsley Institute

(Boys' Junior College) where the dean was prevailed

upon by some of the students for permission to do a

similar job. Equally good reports came back from the

principals of Madison School and Warwood High
School and from Thompson M. E. Church, where two
Boy Scout troops gathered to see it. The Y.M.C.A.

(Concluded on page 169)
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

The Educational Screen

Installment 26 is a further chapter of two
decades ago. While experimenters explored
novelty techniques in non-theatrical pic-

tures, research specialists were finding
teacher-training ways, means and standards

THE younger critics, ever ready to dep-
recate the findings of exix;rience in

which they did not happen to partici-

pate had only to look back to 1915 to see

virtually all of these methods full blown
in Mack Sennett's Keystone Comedies, if

they did not care to go further back to

the days of ficlair, Thanhauser and
Lubin. But in those far-off seasons films

had been despised by the intelligentsia,

and fledgling reviewers were conscious

of nothing but the echoing scorn. This
foreign resurrection now was new to

them, and they hailed it as progress. So
Hollywood producers said, "If this is

what the public wants, let us revive it,

too." Forthwith they turned their better

equipment to imitations of the fashion,

but down in their hearts their seasoned
convictions remained, and they heaved a

sigh of relief when the fad began to

wane. Nevertheless, this disruption of

slowly perfecting professional method has
proved useful in reminding true artists

of resources which might otherwise have
been forgotten or ignored. And, with
schoolmen now attentive for being at the

awakening of a visual education move-
ment, the foreign jolt to attention had
an added importance non-theatrically.

When the native reaction was at its

height, the services of cameramen who
could best perform these fantastic tricks

were at a premium. Carl Gregory could
accomplish most of them at home on his

celebrated optical printer. It would have
been child's play also to John Holbrook.
But they were "old-timers," and the pres-

ent demand was for "new blood." None
in this eddy of the youth movement
reached the temporary fame of Alvin
Knechtel, a clever young photographer
whom I knew when he was an obscure
but promising technician at Pathe. At the

proper juncture of time and tide he
found a place for his especial talents. He
rang the changes on multiple exposures,

shooting through prisms, zooming and
performing other cinematographic sleight-

of-hand to the mystification and presumed
delight of new audiences. In Hollywood
he even attained the distinction of being

credited on main titles for "camera ef-

fects," a precedent which his fellow-

workers in the line were quick to seize

for themselves. Then, as Alvin Knechtel

became prosperous, he was able to in-

dulge in his hobby of flying. About 1930

his ship crashed and he was killed.

The Puppeteers

In this period of the early twenties,

attention was drawn to a fresh departure

along a road opened long before by
Commodore Blackton, when he worked
magic with animated toys, and more re-

cently noticed when Jack Levcnthal made
life patterns with blocks to train the

soldiers. For this newest spurt that ver-

satile genius, Tony Sarg, the illustrator,

was in a way responsible.

About 1915 Sarg, financed and other-

wise encouraged by the noted stage pro-

ducer, Winthrop Ames, had turned the

main stream of his abundant energy into

giving marionette shows, thereby becom-
ing the acknowledged "father" of the

modern puppet movement in America.
The idea of presenting the puppets in

films was in natural sequence, and there

presently came to pass a series of novelty

shorts entitled "Tony Sarg's Almanac."
For this release Sarg prepared a number
of comic episodes performed in silhouette

by "prehistoric" characters. Unhappily
they were not especially funny, but they

were masterpieces of detail in motion.

Herbert M. Dawley's startling re-

creations of prehistoric life opened
a new vision of possibilities in us-
ing movies for teaching apparatus.

To the uninitiated they seemed to be

just extraordinarily smooth animated

drawings. Actually, they were pictures of

beautifully articulated, two-dimensional

shadow puppets, clearly inspired by those

of the old Chinese shadow theatre, pho-

tographed, however, by the well known
animation "stop-motion" principle.

As shadow plays these were not the

first upon the screen. A recent series of

silhouette performances on the film had

been that entitled "Inbad the Sailor,"

produced with human figures by the il-

lustrator C. Allan Gilbert, under the Bray
patents, and released through Paramount
beginning January. 1916. So far as pup-

pet plays in celluloid were concerned,

they also had been occasionally known.

One of the earliest in my own recollec-

tion was a marionette baseball game in

Gaumont's "Reel Life," about October,
1916.

Sarg. with his manifold interests, was
obviously too busy to execute the appall-

ing amount of labor involved in these

productions personally. That phase was
cared for by Herbert M. Davvley, artist

and actor. Herbert Dawley outfitted a

small studio in his home town of Chat-
ham, New Jersey, not far from New
York City, acquired a modest, but en-

thusiastic and efficient staff, and went to

work.

With a camera poised overhead. Major
Dawley photographed the silhouetted fig-

ures lying flat in the horizontal plane,

substantially the same arrangement used
for animated drawings save that his field

of camera vision was much larger than

usual. His animation table was so very
sizeable, in fact, that he and his entire

technical staff could sit upon it to con-

fer, and frequently did. The cut-out fig-

ures representing human beings were, I

believe, approximately four feet tall, with

all other surrounding subjects in pro-

portion. The articulated joints were moved
bit by bit between exposures, with a

mathematical accuracy and artistic deli-

cacy which gave an entirely new screen

pleasure. Movements were astonishingly

detailed and varied, fingers and toes

twiddling, eyes opening and closing, bod-

ies breathing, and all as smooth-flowing

as anything ever accomplished by Max
Fleischer in the early days of his amaz-
ing Ko-Ko—save when a figure made
a turn and went in another direction.

This was always done with an odd, cat-

like swiftness, the reason being that the

figure was only a two-dimensional pro-

file, without thickness. All properly in

keeping, however, with the convention

of presentation, in silhouette.

Had there been at that time any con-

siderable groups of dilettante photoplay-

goers, these interesting efforts might have

found a truly appreciative audience, for

they had all the charm of the old Ger-

man shadow plays without their me-
chanical limitations. But the order in

America then was for mass entertain-

ment—racy, violent, vivid. The deliber-

ately slow pace for proper enjoyment of

the quaint fun, was found borcsome by a

restless crovi'd craving excitement. How
could a silhouette complement of a thumb
and four fingers on one hand, as Dawley
showed them, hope to be noticed by
theatregoers who still have rarely ob-

served that Mickey Mouse and the other

merry conventional screen cartoon char-

acters of this present day, have only three

fingers on each hand as a draughtsman's

convenience ?

The ".Almanacs" became available

finally for non-theatrical use, and, with

renewed hope. Major Davvle.v turned to

that field with his equipment. The edu-
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cators admired, but could not afford to

buy. A lew industrialists consented to

try. General Motors was among them.

For tliat corporation Davv!e\' produced a

moving frieze representing the history

of transportation. It was entitled, "Man's
Conquest of Time."

.'Mthough there were so few to employ
these rich talents, the Major was not

completely frustrated. Like Tony Sarg,

he was blessed with other fascinating

abilities. For instance, he was a pup-

peteer, and a good one. With his marion-

ette companies he went on tours. He ap-

peared as an actor in stage plays. He
painted designs. Over the pleasant coun-

tryside where he lives, they still talk

about his stirring performance at the

local little theatre in Barrie's "The Old
Lady Shows Her Medals." I recall his

efficient stage management of a new
Broadway play by .'\ustin Strong. He has

taken from an overnight case in my of-

fice, and walked across the floor for my
pleasure with an uncanny simulation of

life, a yard-high Ichabod Crane that had
entertained thousands in Dawley's own
dramatization of Irving's "The Legend
of Sleepy Hollow."

While working with two-dimensional

figures in time-lapse or stop-motion pho-
tography, Dawley had been devising ways
and means to present three-dimensional

animated figures on the screen. Of course,

regular marionettes might have served

here, and, when it came to presenting

persons, what could be said against

trained actors? Merely that Dawley was
thinking of simulating a life which man-
kind supposed to have existed but prob-

ably never actually knew, the period of

the dinosaurs and the other strange crea-

tures of a fabulous, prehistoric world.

Cuivier may have "restored" a fossil beast

from a single remaining bone, but Dawley
planned to show the same animal living

and breathing. ."Xs a puppeteer he under-

stood action in the third dimension ; as

a motion picture technician he under-
stood the intricacies of photographing ar-

rested motion ; Sarg and he had long

been intrigued by dreams of those dimly
distant fairy tale monsters, and—why not

try it?

Accordingly, late in 1918. Dawley re-

leased a single reel subject called "The
Ghost of Slumber Mountain," in which
prehistoric monsters were shown in cred-

ible motion. It attracted attention briefly,

and then, being followed by only one

other of the same sort, ".Along the Moon-
beam Trail," became quickly forgotten,

save for the fight between a dinosaur and
a brontosaurus, which reappeared in later

years as introductory material for in-

dustrial pictures dealing with the history

of coal and oil. The bookers remembered
"The Ghost of Slumber Mountain" a

little longer than usual because it was
repf)rted that its foreign rights had sold

for the highest sum then paid for a one-

reeler. If the educators noticed it, they

made little or no comment, and seem not

to have been stirred to inquire into fur-

ther possibilities. Yet, both subjects men-
tioned were shown currently before the

.•Xmerican Society of Zoologists.

The evening of June 2. 1922. at the

Hotel Mc.-\lpin in New York City, the

Society of American Magicians gave a

testimonial dinner to Sir .\rthur Conan
Doyle, eminent author, creator of Sher-

lock Holmes, spiritualist leader. It was
a long session filled with mystifying

demonstrations. At one o'clock in the

morning Sir Arthur presented his own
"act," which proved to be a motion pic-

ture of prehistoric monsters, "psychic"

and "preternatural." The reel had been

produced. Sir Arthur confessed later to

his friend Houdini, as part of an intended

picturization of his story "The Lost

World." Major Dawley read the news-

paper accounts June 3, and immediately

entered a strenuous protest, alleging in-

fringement of his patents and declaring

that he would halt the "Lost World" pic-

ture by injunction. The actual producer,

it transpired, was Willis O'Brien, em-
ployed by Watterson Rothacker in Chi-

cago. O'Brien was a native of Oakland,

California, a former cartoonist on the

San Francisco Daily News, and sculptor's

assistant at the San Francisco World's

Fair in 1913.

The statement, subsequently made by

Dawley to inquiring reporters, revealed

the basis of his claims and the e.xtent of

his labor to produce his own "dinosaur

tilras." With the permission and coopera-

tion of Professor Henry Fairfield Os-
born, director of the American Museum
of Natural History, he had made care-

fully-checked preliminary drawings of

the evidences there concerning prehistoric

life, and had squared each "key position"

of his represented figures with paleon-

tological data. His patents covered articu-

lated metal skeletons, artificial sinews

and an elastic substance of his own de-

vising for hides. These secrets, he sur-

mised, had been applied without author-

ization by a man who had formerly

assisted him and afterwards worked for

Rothacker.

To these charges then werr idd d

those of Catherine Curtis, who, with

careless disregard of some other ladies

in films, described herself as "the only

woman producer," and stated that in

July, 1920 she had purchased from Wat-
terson Rothacker the screen rights to

"The Lost World" with the understand-

ing that O'Brien and Dawley were to be

employed to work out models and plan

the method of photography. But the

storm presently subsided, without further

squabbling in public, and several years

later "The Lost World" was produced
with O'Brien credited for the model work.

Much later O'Brien also did the "minia-

ture" animation for the sensational film

of the same production order called

"King Kong." Some of the interesting

further history of the upright and right-

eously indignant Major Dawley will ap-

pear later in these pages.

I suppose that I myself was a lesser

pioneer in puppet pictures, in the non-
theatrical sense, at least. It all transpired

about this same time, when Dr. lago

Galdston, connected with the New York
Tuberculosis Association, as it was called

then, decided to attempt such a film for

propaganda purposes. Remo BufFano, who
since has become celebrated in his line,

was then a struggling puppeteer living in

New York's Greenwich N'illage. He was

eager to try out his little figures on the

screen, and, lacking the money to do it

himself, proposed that the Association

should pay the actual out-of-pocket cost,

he, Buffano, to supply the play, the pup-

pets and the operators. Galdston agreed,

and called in Carlyle Ellis, with whom I

was associated at the time, asking him,

on the same experimental basis, to con-

tribute the film production factors first

for nothing and then at cost. Ellis con-

sented to the latter plan, and, knowing
that I relished camera adventures, re-

ferred the production to me.

The story, not to exceed one reel, was
to teach health habits to children, and
the central figures were to be a princess,

representing good health, and a dragon,

symbolizing disease. Buffano, filled with

the Italian puppeteer's usual plots of the

crusading knights of Christendom and
the wicked Moors, had written a char-

acteristic story around these elements. I

adapted it into continuity form, and, after

the script had been approved, Buffano

and his wife costumed the puppets and
designed the scenery. The background

was painted in the usual way, to be

viewed from one position. But the camera
requires many positions ; so, while Buf-

fano looked on a little disapprovingly at

first, we rearranged his settings for our

varying camera angles.

We started at eight o'clock one morn-
ing in a back room of Frank Tichenor's

office suite in the Candler Building. Buf-

fano, his wife, and a couple of other

operators worked the puppets, and Walter
Pritchard turned the camera crank. At
five minutes to midnight we put the last

scene in the box, and the night watchman
put us out. The resultant subject, "The
Hungry Dragon," was well liked and saw
long service.

The Surge of Color

Prob.\bi.y the greatest concerted efforts

at technical improvement had been to find

a practical natural color process. The
synthetic methods had their place, but

they were not accurate renditions of the

original scene. It is no wonder that the

theatres sought it, for color is emotional

in its effects, but. in most non-theatricals

where emotion in the popular sense was
not favored, the need was pronounced,

too. Surgeons wanted to be able to dis-

tinguish veins, tissues and bones in their

films of operations ; botanists required

color for their flowers ; industrial pictures

called for natural colors of foods and
precise shades and tints in textiles.

To achieve this end Kinemacolor had
made common property a useful principle

known to scientists since 1861 when Clerk

Maxwell had demonstrated it in a lec-

ture before the Royal Institution in Lon-
don. It amounted to this : Take two
separate photographs of the identical

scene through red and green filters. By
projecting the prints through similar

filters simultaneously, or in quick succes-

sion, presto, you have a colored picture

!

It seemed very simple, and it still seems
simple to those who have never tried it.

Kinemacolor used the succession plan,

running its films twice as rapidly as the

ordinary black-and-white kind. The im-
mediate, serious drawbacks were that
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usual theatre projectors were not geared
to such speed, the filter mechanism was
extra equipment, and, of course, no ex-
hibitor wished to go to the expense of

making such changes until he could be
assured of a steady supply of popular
pictures requiring them. A diffi(;ulty,

which was seen to be graver than was at

first suspected as the early novelty wore
off, was that the range of red and green
in combination does not fully match that

of the spectrum. The three basic pigmen-
tary colors are, roughly, red, yellow and
blue, and green is a combination of yel-

low and blue, which, on a filter does not
resolve itself so readily into its compo-
nents. The primaries in light are different

from those in pigments—red, green and
blue-violet. There could, of course, be a
third filter and a third picture to corres-

pond, but the film would then have to be

run at the tearing speed of thrice the

normal rate.

The practical line of development
seemed obvious. The colors must be
actually on each individual picture for

normal projection without filters. That
answer was worked out temporarily in

the next successful process called Priz-

ma, by William V. D. Kelley. Kelley was
born at Trenton, New Jersey, in 1877,

ended his formal education in high school,

and is said to have had his first important
business experience working in depart-

ment stores. In his Prizma process he
photographed red and green images, too,

but, in printing, put them one behind the

other front and back of the film, and col-

ored them directly there. His experimental

work had begun about 1912, but his first

important public showing did not occur
until the evening of February 8. 1917,

when Prizma was exhibited at the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History in New
York, with a lecture by Dr. Ernest Fox
Nichols, professor of physics at Yale.

February 20 it made its theatrical dehut

at the Strand, on Broadway.
In September, 1917, it was announced

that the world traveler, Dr. Edward G.

Salisbury, would photograph pictures of

China and Japan by the process. Another
celebrated traveler. Dr. G. A. Dorsey,

undertook to photograph the vessels of

the U. S. Navy, and his Prizma films

resulting were shown in the first week
of January, 1918, at the 44th Street

Theatre, New York City. Prizma, Inc.

was now well launched, and a staff was
organized. Among others engaged was
Howard Gale Stokes, until then and for

seven years previously copy manager of

the New York Telephone Company.
Stokes became production manager of

Prizma Educational Color Pictures, a

year later editor of the Capitol Theatre

Colorland Review made by the Prizma
process, and in 1920 executive vice-presi-

dent of Prizma, Inc.

Nearly fifty distinct color processes for

films have appeared in the quarter cen-

tury reviewed by these p^pres, and most of

them were known basically when Prizma
was in the lead. Technicolor, which was
to supplant Prizma in popularity, was
known as a name, at least, in 1916, when
the corporation started in Boston with a

method requiring the projectionist to

keep two separate color images in su-

perimposition. Tlie two separate films

bearing the images were each of only one-

half the thickness of regular film, and the

presently realized scheme was to cement
these together, thus making a combined
positive which might be shown effectively

on any regular black-and-white projector.

In uninlormed "Rialto" or "Film Kow"
gossip, this was commonly referred to as

a "split film" process.

In December, 1916, C. A. ("Doc")
Willat, a great favorite in New York's

motion picture circles, left for Jackson-

ville, Florida, with a company of players

and production assistants, to make the

first Technicolor dramatic feature, "The
Gulf Between." This production was
shown completed to admiring reviewers

on Broadway, October, 1917. The backers

had their troubles, however, and Prizma
was not affected at once by the compe-
tition.

Associated with the Technicolor group,

and destined to become the foremost fig-

ure in it, was Herbert T. Kalmus, a

shrewd, able chemical engineer. He was
a New Englandcr, about thirty-six years

of age, graduate of and one-time instruc-

tor at the Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, widely traveled, cultured,

recently director of the Research Labora-

tory of Electro-Chemistry and Metallurgy

for the Canadian Government. Under his

firm hand the Technicolor process
changed and grew into something finer

and more practical. At various times in

the long transitional period it resembled

other existing processes, and usually on

each occasion another "first Technicolor

feature" was produced. Among those

other firsts have been "The Toll of the

Sea," with ."Xnna May Wong, "The Black

Pirate," with Douglas Fairbanks, and

"Becky Sharp," with Miriam Hopkins.

The "Black Pirate" period, about 1926,

boasted a two-color, double-coated film.

The "Becky Sharp" heyday, beginning in

1935, glorified a lithograph process called

"imbibition," using three colors super-

imposed by gelatine matrices holding the

respective dyes, over a black-and-white

key image made from the green negative.

For the non-theatrical producers who
could not afford the rather expensive

leading color processes—or could not

obtain them at all because on small orders

service sometimes could not be had for

several months—Brewster Color, pro-

vided by P. D. Brewster, president of the

Irvington Machine Company, manufac-

turers of motion picture equipment in the

New York metropolitan area, was fav-

ored until the gradual disintegration of

the Prizma organization made that pro-

cess easily available.

The technicians divide color processes

into two broad varieties, "additive" and

"subtractive." By the additive method

colored images are obtained by mixing

colored lights, in the subtractive the

image is already in combined colors on

the film.

About 1925 the forces were gathering

to arrange a real American debut of one

more important color process. Still, even

this had been invented as early as 1908,

in France. The rights to that so-called

Keller-Dorian process were bought about

1925 by the Eastman Kodak Company of

Rochester, which renamed it Kodacolor
and, because of certain mechanical limi-

tations and a desire not to disrupt exist-

ing theatrical color processes used by
company customers, introduced it first

for 16-millimeter projectors exclusively

—in 1928. (Kodacolor is not to be con-

fused with the later and more generally

familiar Kodachrome.) It has become
known also as the "lenticular" method.
.\ tri-color filter, in bands, is fitted

into the lens aperture. The film used

is of an especial sort, being engraved
with hundreds of tiny round bumps,
each of which separately reflects the

three colors of the filter and thus pro-

vides its own color separation of the

light rays reflected into the camera by
the image. As it would be extremely dif-

ficult and perhaps impossible to make
contact prints upon similarly engraved

positive film, the negative is developed

beyond the usual point to convert it into

a positive. As a positive it is then pro-

jected through another tri-color filter,

and the result upon the screen is generally

very lovely. The only grave trouble is

that there is but one print of the given

subject, and no negative. Experiments

which bear promise of providing prints

are along the lines of re-photographing

the projected image on lenticulated film.

The Eastman Kodachrome process is

"subtractive." the film having several

coatings, each layer sensitive to a differ-

ent color.

Commercial advantage in all of these

processes requires low initial cost and a

cheap provision of duplicate prints of

uniform quality. Production charges are

gradually descending. Duplication of

prints is not yet practical in all cases.

The problem of their uniformity still has

vexatious aspects involving unsatisfac-

tory dyes, uncorrected projection lenses

and uncontrolled projection light. Under
unceasing, intelligent assault the problems

are breaking down. Quite certainly the

non-theatrical field will one day have col-

or, true in value, nominal in cost, plenti-

ful. But, in those early years of the visual

education movement, proper color, away
from the amusement screens, was just

an empty dream.

Training the Teachers
With the first sweep of the post-war

visual education movement it became in-

creasingly clear that a problem correla-

tive with that of providing school films

was to teach teachers to use them. Not
how to apply them, that is (although that

was a question serious enough), but how
to obtain and operate projectors, how to

splice film, how to care for the picture

supply, and where to get all the various

items required by the whole activity.

It was especially necessary to meet this

problem because so many eager school

pioneers were depending for their results

on second-hand machines and worn theat-

rical product. For those able to afford

new equipment and lucky enough to have

it, there were, of course, the usual printed

instructions provided with every machine.

Such a booklet was James R. Cameron's

Motion Picture Frojectio't. distributed,

beginning in 1921, by the Theatre Supply

Company, of New York.

(To be continued)

J
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How Can We Bring About Better Utilization

of Visual Materials?

FORD L. LEMLER
Bureau of Visual Education
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

THERE is general agreement in the

literature of the visual field con-

cerning the need for the training

of teachers in the use of visual aids. The
consensus of opinion is that teachers

must be shown the possibilities of visual

materials and given some help in their

utilization if the visual idea is ever to

become a completely effective, dynamic,

educational force. It is, therefore, the

purpose of this discussion to find ways
and means of improving both "pre-serv-

ice" and "in-service" training of teachers

in visual techniques.

This consideration of teacher prepara-

tion is pointed to a definite program of

action. At least, an attempt is made
here to compile some definite recom-

mendations which school superintendents,

principals, directors of visual education,

and heads of teacher training institutions

may wish to consider and follow. This

memorandum of possible "things to do"

is built around the following five ques-

tions :

I. How can we Improve the Organ-
ization of the Visual Training

Program in Teacher Training In-

stitutions ?

II. How can we Improve Existing

Basic Courses in Visual Instruc-

tion ?

III. What can be Done to Stimulate

the Needed Growth of Visual

Courses ?

IV. What are the Most Effective De-
vices of Helping Teachers-In-

Service ?

V. What can we do to Increase the

Number of Departments and Di-

rectors of Visual Instruction?

I. How Can We Improve the Organ-
ization of the Visual Training Program
in Teacher Training Institutions? One
of the most constantly debated issues in-

volved in pre-service training is whether

teachers should be trained by separate

visual instructicm courses or by means
of special mcth(jds courses. The pro-

ponents of the latter method argue that

little is accomplished in the study of

visual tools unless they are related to

subject matter content and used in learn-

ing situations in which they are designed

to function. Another argument is that

tlie field is too broad for any one per-

son's grasp or treatment. Proponents of

e separate course method say that the

t

important information to be gained about

the tools and their use is .so extensive

as to require separate treatment. They
also point out that many teachers of

special methods arc untrained in the use

of visual materials, that as a practical

necessity, the "core" course is needed as

a starting point, and that unless special

attention is given to these visual tools,

no attention will be given.

That these two methods are not un-

alterably opposed is rarely recognized. The
question is not an "either-or" proposition.

There is truth in both sides. Visual

materials should and must be studied in

their functional relationships. Attention

should be given to the tools in special

methods courses where such courses ex-

ist. Separate visual instruction courses

are needed for the reasons given. Above
all, opportunities to utilize these devices

under helpful supervision in directed or

"practice" teaching courses must be pro-

vided. The question is not which one of

these plans we should undertake, but

how may we set out to incorporate and

integrate all of them into a meaningful,

effective and efficient program for the

prospective teacher. Carefully planned

attention to visual aids in each of these

areas does not constitute over-emphasis

of the visual idea. It is rather the con-

sideration which prospective teachers

nnist give to the "tools of their trade."

The follov;ing recommendations, there-

fore, seem pertinent for teacher training

institutions

:

1. Give due attention to visual ma-
terials in the methods courses in spe-

cific curriculum areas. If the teach-

ers of such courses lack training and

experience with visual aids, the direc-

tor of visual instruction or the person

who teaches the general course should

work with them in special meetings,

conferences, and the like.

2. Integrate with the work in the

special methods courses, a separate

course in visual instruction.

3. See that opportunities and facil-

ities for the utilization of visual ma-
terials are provided in directed teach-

ing courses.

4. Integrate all of these activities

into a meaningful, whole program.

5. Offer the general or separate

visual instruction course during the

regular session as well as in the sum-

mer session.

6. Offer the visual instruction course

as an undergraduate course as well as

a graduate course.

7. See that instructors in the sub-

ject matter fields in the college train-

ing courses use visual materials in

their teaching.

II. How Can We Improve Existing

Core Courses in Visual Instruction?

Separate courses in visual instruction

are subject to much deserved and unde-

served criticism. Recently someone re-

marked: "I understand that visual aids

courses generally are pretty poorly

taught." When he was asked in what
respects they were poor, he could not

answer. On the other hand, more def-

inite comments have come from teachers

who have taken such courses : "That

course was too theoretical." "We were

taught photography, but little else." "It

was mostly motion picture appreciation."

"I can operate projection equipment now,

but I do not feel very confident of my
ability to teach with it." "All we did

was look at motion pictures." "The in-

structor was married to lantern slides."

After such comments, there is a real

pleasure in hearing good reports : "The
course was very helpful in my teaching."

"It was the most practical education

course I ever had." "It was something

definite and tangible—something we coul<l

get our teeth into." These teacher ap-

praisals are probably some evidence of

the success, or lack of it, which we are

attaining in visual aids courses. How
can we bring about the good evaluations

and avoid the unfavorable ones? What
can we do to improve existing courses?

Some possible answers are

:

1. Conduct the study of the various

I'isual aids, insofar as possible, with due

regard for their functional relationships

in definite areas of instruction. Provide

opportunities to observe the actual class-

room use of tools. Include demonstra-

tion lessons in the course. Create learn-

ing situations for purposes of demonstra-

tion. Apply as many visual techniques

as possible to the teaching of the infor-

mation content of the course.

2. Make the i'isual instruction course

a laboratory course. Include in the lab-

oratory as many visual materials and

units of equipment as possible. Provide

opportunities in the laboratory for actual

practice in the selection and evaluation

of materials, the planning of utilization,

and in the preparation or production of

materials. The laboratory is the place

to learn the mounting and filing of flat

pictures, the making of lantern slides and

other still picture types, the operation of

projection equipment, the making of ex-

hibit units, the use of sound recording

apparatus, etc.

3. Attempt to develop leadership in

the field. Make one of the objectives

of the course the growth and encour-

agement of those teachers who may func-
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tion effectively for in-service training

purposes in their ow-n school systems.
Suggest the. possibility of growing into

directors of visual work in formally or-

ganized departments of visual instruction.

Consider carefully the methods and prob-
lems of in-service teacher training. In

this way, the general course may become
a continuously expanding system of dis-

seminating important information.

4. Reali::e fully the importance of
building a successful visual course, and
the dangers of a mediocre one. Consid-
erable attention is centered on visual in-

struction courses. They are "on trial."

They must prove themselves. Continued
success will mean more favorable sup-
port from teacher training institutions.

Questionable success means the retarda-

tion of the visual aids movement. The
instructor, therefore, has responsibilities

not only to his class, to his institution,

and to himself, but to the whole visual-

sensory aids movement.
5. Hclf' students to evaluate termin-

ology ill the field. One of the greatest

needs in the visual field is an accurate

and meaningful nomenclature. Many of

the loose and narrow interpretations and
possibly some of the (piestionable pro-

cedures which persist are due to an in-

adequate, even misleading terminology.

We have long been aware of the inad-

equacies of such terms as "visual educa-

tion" and "visual instruction." The term
"audio-visual" has the disadvantage of

delimiting the field to the sensory ex-

periences of "seeing" and "hearing." The
term "aids" suggests that the materials

we are studying are supplementary, not

indispensable. The student will still find

in the literature ridiculous references to

"educational movies" as well as to such

hackneyed pronouncements as "One pic-

ture is worth 10,000 words," and "87%
of all our learning is visual learning."

On the other hand, "perceptual learning"

is a new and promising phrase which puts

emphasis on learning, where it should

be, and suggests the importance of sen-

sory experience and pupil reaction to that

experience. Unless students become
aware of the particular weaknesses and

merits of the various terms, we shall

probably never develop the accurate, de-

scriptive terminology which will give

meaning and dignity to the field.

III. What Can Be Done to Stimulate

Needed Growth of Visual Instruction

Courses ?i The following general rec-

ommendations may suggest more spe-

cific ways and means to stimulate the

growth of formal courses in visual aids

:

1. Make existing courses completely

successful.

1 The National Education Association group
discussing this question at the Atlantic City

meeting adopted the following resolution

:

"We urge that the Department of Visual
Instruction of the National Education Asso-
ciation recommend to teacher training in-

stitutions the development of a program in

perceptual learning which will include a

basic course with laboratoi-y facilities, in-

tegrated with special methods courses in defi-

nite curriculum areas and with directed teach-
ing courses which will give experience in the
use of visual equipment and materials.

"It is further recommended that the Exec-
utive Committee direct the Secretary of the
Department of Visual Instruction to com-
municate this resolution to the proper author-
ities in teacher training institutions."

2. Make the teacher demand for

\isual courses known to teacher train-

ing institutions through existing edu-
cational organizations.

3. Make teacher preparation in vis-

ual techniques a requirement for cer-

tification or graduation as is done in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

4. Emphasize to teacher placement
agencies the need and demand for work
in visual instruction courses. In ap-

plying for positions, teachers should
list such training in their credentials.

In hiring teachers, superintendents

might specify such training as a de-

sirable qualification.

5. Acquaint teacher training institu-

tions with the nature, objectives, and
scope of existing visual aids courses.

6. Help institutions locate or develoj)

personnel with the experience and qual-

ifications for teaching visual aid'

courses.

IV. What Are the Most Effective

Devices for Helping Teachers-In-Serv-
ice in the Use of Visual Materials?
Superintendents of schools, departmental
supervisors, city and state directors of

visual instruction, can accomplish a great

deal through the following methods

:

1. Encourage teachers to enroll in

visual aids courses during their work
in university or college summer ses-

sions.

2. Organize and promote extension

courses or evening classes for teachers.

3. Organize regional conferences on
visual problems.

4. Conduct short courses or a series

of infonnal meetings for the purpose
of helping teachers with special prob-

lems.

5. Conduct annual state-wide visual

instruction institutes.

6. Work with teachers in their fac-

ulty or departmental meetings.

7. Provide helpful supervision of

class utilization of visual materials.

8. Supply printed materials, mon-
ograius, handbooks, on matters which
teachers need to consider.

9. Arrange demonstrations of utiliza-

tion techniques.

10. Integrate the in-service training

program closely with the work of de-

partmental supervisors and existing

faculty committees.

11. Provide improvement sheets or

self-analysis check-lists so as to enable

teachers to evaluate their own use of

visual aids.

12. Recognize outstanding work with

visual-sejisory materials.

V. What Can We Do to Increase the

Number of Departments and Directors

of Visual Instruction? The solution

to most of tlic difficult problems involved

in the utilization of visual materials lies

in the work of a competent director of

visual instruction. "In-service" teacher

training is one of these problems. In

addition to the meclianical activities in-

volved in the administration of a visutil

program, there are, as we have seen, a

host of teacher training and supervisory

functions. These activities are most ef-

fectively handled by a director of visual

instruction. The personnel in charge of

the visual program is considerably more

important than materials and equipment.

Given a director of visual instruction,

materials and equipment will follow in

a well-organized, systematic, intelligent,

supervised program of utilization. But
school superintendents and boards of edu-

cation generally have not appreciated this

fact. Materials and equipment are still

purchased without any special provision

for administration. No money can be

found for even a half-time .supervisor or

director. Yet, the director's activities

can vitalize and help more departments
and areas of instruction than any other

school program. How can we convince

the hesitating school administrators and
the doubtful school boards ?

1. Arrange for the school superin-

tendent, who is sufficiently interested,

to visit a good department under a

good director and sec its operation at

first hand.

2. Emphasize the administrative

phase of the visual program in forma'.

\ isual instruction courses, particularly

at the graduate level.

3. Persuade superintendents to in-

clude discussions of the administration

of visual work on the programs for

their meetings.

4. Show school administrators how
the troublesome visual problems which
e.xist in the local system are handled

in other schools of comparable size.

We have tried to indicate some definite

ways of improving the utilization of vis-

ual materials through more effective "in-

service" and "pre-service" programs.
Teacher education is a matter which we
cannot afford to neglect. We cannot

pass such training off as "the other fel-

low's job." It is our job, and must be

done well. The questions set forth here

are important considerations for all of

us. The suggestions made are not com-
plete or e-xhaustive, but may serve as the

point of departure for further thinking

and action. It is hoped that some of

the recommendations will be helpful in

attacking both phases of the teacher

training problem.

What Visual Aids Are
Schools Producing?
Summarized by

WILLIAM G. HART
Dearborn, Michigan

THE following generalizations rep-

resent a synthesis of the animated
two-hour discussion :

1. Teachers are especially interested

in the production of 2 x 2 slides, glass

slides, and movies. .All questions and

comments dealt with one or more of

these three devices.

2. There is great interest in 2 x 2

color slides. More than half the total

discussion time was devoted to the mak-
ing of Kodachromes. It was pointed out

that these slides provide the cheapest

way by which the average teacher can

get natural color, and that the camera

and projection equipment are highly

portable and relatively inexpensive. In

addition, such slides can be produced by

fairly simple photographic techniques.

3. .\ major problem is that of helping
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teachers gain the skills necessary to

I
lake good materials. The point was
lade that most of the technical errors

i school-production are of an ele-

(entary nature. How, the question
rose, can we improve the dissemina-

tion of information regarding basic
techniques? The answer must come
from the concerted use of many devices.
More articles are needed in educational
journals. Summer courses should have
laboratory facilities. Workshops in pro-
duction would help. Cooperative pro-
jects, such as the Traffic Safety Film
Project, are promising. An exchange
center (the D V I was suggested) is

needed for school made films, slides

and scenarios.

4. School-made materials can per-
form a unique and important function
in education.

a. We can get materials tailor-made
to local needs. We can show traffic haz-
ards in our own town, the police de-
partment with which our children have
daily contact, erosion which is going
on in their own fields.

b. The activities involved in pupil-
pioduction of visual materials can in

themselves have a significant educative
effect. For example, pupils in the upper
Arlington (Columbus. Ohio) school, in
order to make a film on bicycle safety,

wrote numerous letters to safety or-
ganizations, interviewed their parents,
the police and other students regarding
safety riding, posted observers around
the neighborhood, and enlisted the co-
operation of the local newspaper. In the
same way, the making of a series of
hand-made glass slides or 2 x 2 slides
could act as a center for learning ac-
tivities.

c. The production of visual materials,
especially films, has real possibilities as
a school-community project. At Dover,
Ohio, for example, the making of a
safety film involved not only the large
high school but also the mayor, the
police, the fire department, 3 local news-
paper, a local hospital and numerous
local businesses. Safety, slum-clearance,
recreation, sanitation, fire and police
protection and the like are of interest
to both students and parents. .A film-

production proiect can bring together
child and adult in a situation where
both recognize the value of cooperation.

Slum conditions contrasted with modern housing development in "The City."

The Visual Aids We Have for

Defense Education

BLAKE COCHRAN
Teachers College
Columbia University

DURING the past few months
there have been several state-

ments made concerning the rela-

tionship of education to defense. The
Educational Policies Commission re-

ported that "the imperatives of National
defense are military, economic and
moral." They also stressed the necessity

for an understanding of the nature and
goals of democracy. This broad inter-

pretation of the program of defense
education means that the best visual

aids in defense are not, for the most
part, those which have been whipped
together since the fall of France, but
those which have been in most of our
good libraries for many months. If de-
fense means a better understanding of
democracy, increased economic effi-

ciency, better health, and a growing ap-
preciation of what we have to defend,
then we have visual aids which can be
used for defense education.

With this interpretation of the topic.

it is obviously impossible to enumerate
all of the visual materials which could
be used. Therefore, I propose to sug-
gest several areas of defense education
in which visual aids exist and may be
profitably used. Films are used most
often as examples, since I am most fa-

miliar with film materials. The films

listed are given as illustrations only;
there are, no doubt, many others which
are equally as good.

First, there is the task, suggested by
the Educational Policies Commission, of

morale, which includes an understand-
ing of, and a deep loyalty to our demo-
cratic institutions and ideals. For this

purpose there are such films as The
Perfect Tribute. Scrnaiit of the People,
Declaration of Independence, and other
of the historical shorts which are now

available through Teaching Films Cus-
todians. George Washington: His Life
and Times (Eastman), and Early Set-
tlers of Nezi' England (Erpi) as well as

the Yale Chronicles of America can be
used in this connection. 1938: A Year
of Contrasts (Films Incorporated),
though in need of .some revision in light

of changing events, gives a modern ap-
plication of some of our historic ideals

of democracy. For calling attention to

some of the tasks which remain in per-
fecting democracy, such films as The
Merit System Advances (Municipal
Civil Service Commission) could be
used.

A second area in which visual mate-
rial may make a contribution to defense
education, is in developing a better un-
derstanding of America, its land and its

people. We are most willing to defend
those things which we know and under-
stand. America will be safer when
youths of New York City know some-
thing of the Kansas wheat farms; when
the people of the cotton fields of Alabama
know more about the people of the coal

mines of Pennsylvania ; and when youths
of the rural West understand something
of life in Chicago and Washington. We
have been attempting to do this for

years in social studies and geography,
but we must intensify our efforts. The
world as it is today makes it more im-
portant than ever before that we feel

the unity which comes from knowing
more about each other. Such films as

The River (U. S. Dept. of Agriculture),

The Corn Farmer (Erpi), and The City

(College Film Center), and many others,

:an be used for this purpose.

A third consideration in defense is

our relation with our neighbors of this

hemisuhere. Just as a better under-
standing of our own country may con-
tribute to our national strength, so a
better understanding of the countries of

this hemisphere may contribute to our
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Flag assembly of Pan-American republics, from "The Last Stronghold."

Hitler and Mussolini reviewing troops in "Germany Invades Austria."

Scene in an airplane plant, from the film "How to Make an Airplane Part.

mutual defense against foreign aggres-

sion. There are military aspects of

these relations, but equally as important

are the economic and cultural. The
American Film Center prepared a "Latin

American Supplement" listing many of

the films in that area. The Eastman
silent films on Mexico, and Central and
South America are familiar to most of

us. Erpi has recently released five films

dealing with different aspects of South
American life. A number of good films

may be obtained through the Pan Amer-
ican Union. Films dealing with Canada
should also be useful in this connection.

A fourth aspect of defense is the build-

ing of a knowledge and understanding

of what has happened and is happening

in Europe. Without this background,

we cannot proceed on an intelligent pro-

gram of the defense of America, for wc
would not know what we were defending

against. This is the subject of the Amer-
ican Council on Education's publication.

Films on War and American Policy.

Such films as The Expansion of Ger-

many (Visual Library), The League of

Nations (March of Time), Germany In-

vades Austria (Castle Films), and In-

side Nazi Germany (March of Time),

and The Last Stronghold (Films, Inc.)

may be of great value in giving this

understanding and background. Many
films related to this topic have been and

are being made available. Such mate-

rials should do more tlian tell of the

horrors of war—they should contribute

to an understanding and appraisal of the

forces in conflict. In the use of the film

in , this area, it is particularly desirable

that they should be used critically and

with a sense of sequence.

A fifth area is health. We seem to be

at about the same point in our thinking

here as England was at the time

Enough to Eat (Museum of Modern Art

Film Library) was made. We are hear-

ing of large numbers of army rejections

for physical defects. The films which

we have on health are just as useful

as they ever were, but they need to be

used more and better. The films of the

National Tuberculosis Association, So-

cial Hygiene Association, and the

United States Public Health Service,

along with the familiar film on human
physiology, can all be thought of as use-

ful in defense health education.

A ^i.r(/i area deals with economic and

military defense. Here the films vary

from those giving a broad overview to

those which are designed to do a spe-

cific job. For example, Tlie Machine

Tool Mailer (Erpi) can give an appre-

ciation of the importance of that worker

and an impression of how he works, but

it will be of very limited value in teach-

ing exactly how to run a lathe. Con-

quest of the Air (Films Incorporated)

fulfills a quite different need from How
to Make an Airplane Part (Gutlohn),

or Principles of Fliglit (Eastman). The
United States Maritime Commission's

film, Ships and Men, can give an idea

of the effort which is being made to pro-

vide America with an adequate number

of merchant ships manned by competent

crews. Films dealing specifically with

military and industrial training problems
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are being made by the Federal Govern-
ment. However, any film which deals

effectively with the wise use of our
resources and man power is potentially

useful for developing an understanding of

economic defense.

Dr. Francis Brown, in reporting at a
Washington meeting on the defense ac-

tivities of American Colleges and Uni-
versities, said that over 200 such in-

stitutions have committees on defense
education. Such committees should be
willing to work with directors of visual

education in making a survey of the

visual materials useful for National de-

fense which are available, or can be

made available, within the area in

which the school or college is located.

Materials might be selected around
some such headings as have been sug-
gested in this report. In this way the

films and other visual materials in the

libraries of this country might be class-

ified in terms of their contribution to

national defense. The committees could
make specific suggestions as to the

adaptation and use of these materials.

Particular attention could be given to

the problem of sequence. A helter-

skelter use of films cannot contribute
to an orderly development of a topic

nor result in clear understanding and
thinking. Such a service—selection and
adaptation of visual materials for de-
fense education—would call attention

to many materials which are now being
overlooked, and would contribute to

their effective use. Bulletins and pamph-
lets could be issued making the results

of the study available to teachers. In

addition to our regular school groups,
we must think of the adult groups
which are interested in national defense
and anxious to get material which will

be useful to them. A well-organized
series of visual materials could become
the basis of the curriculum for such a

group.

In a discussion on the Town Meeting
radio program of a few weeks ago. Dr.

Dykstra, Director of the Selective Serv-

ice System, said, "I hope it is going to time. If

be possible for the Army to teach the to thin

schools the art of visual education." It materia
may not be necessary for us to learn job, we
the art of visual education from the idea th

army but this emergency may give us tidbits

an opportunity to do some of the things materia
we have been wanting to do for a long part of

we can get groups of educators
ik in terms of specific visual

s to do a specific educational
may be able to demolish the

at visual aids are educational
and get them to see that visual

Is can be a substantial and vital

the educational program.

Free Materials — a Blessing or a
Blight for Education?

A Symposium of Opinions

Introductory Remarks
O. H. COELLN
Editor, Business Screen, Chicago

M'-
place as the first speaker m

us forum seems to pre-destine

me to the task of defining a
subject as formidable as the blind

man's elephant. That there is the

faintest suggestion that this animal is

a near-relative of the Trojan horse is

suggested by the question "are these

free materials a blessing or a blight

for education ?" That would seem to

put me in the unenviable position of

defending something quite unworthy of

defense or possibly of praising those

who have not asked for it.

The plain unvarnished truth is that

there is no organized effort of any kind
on the part of business which today
seeks to contribute unworthy film ma-
terials to the schools. There are plenty

of so-called commercials in your film

libraries. A very large proportion of

your really worthwhile educational
materials can be traced back to com-
mercial sponsors—most of them sup-
plied at the school's own request—used
with great effectiveness over a period
of years—and a good many long since

forgotten by their original donors. That

EDGAR DALE, Chairman

Diagram illustrating function of ailerons in "Principles of Flight."

there are frequent examples of misuse
of many other kinds of commercial
films is as apparent to business as it

is to you who have pioneered the cause
of visual instruction. Many factors
contribute to this, not the least of which
IS the inadequacy of purely educational
materials. It is with no little surprise
that the sponsor of a film intended
solely for the improvement of his own
salesmen receives a request for school
showing. I can say to you with all

truth and sincerity that the ulterior
motives of the greatest part of big bus-
iness are founded in nothing more than
the attitude they take toward encour-
aging student trips through their fac-
tories. With some this is one of the tra-

ditions of industrial leadership, with
others a genuine social-mindedness ex-
ists.

What you and I are interested in dis-
covering and defining is the first half of
your question—where, if anywhere, are
the free materials that are a blessing?
You have a responsibility here that is

as great as that of business. You can
help to establish criteria that will en-
able those who follow your guidance
to shut out unsatisfactory materials.
And you can, through understanding
and cooperative effort, encourage the
production and editing of materials that

w'M lelp bring to the classrooms of

America a true picture of a nation at

work, a true conception of the jobs
which those you teach today will fill

tomorrow, a better understanding of

the whole panorama of our democracy
at work. You can do this and we can
help— and the results of our efforts will

not only improve many existing situa-

tions but they will enable education to

reach that goal of wholly independent
action.

Listen for a moment to the pulse of
America—in the industrial centers of

the country, the hammers and the
lathes, the beating and turning of both
the ploughshare and the sword. To-
day our nation's defense demands an
increased program of technical educa-
tion, a thorough understanding, by
those who will man the machines, of
the nation's economic and mechanical
resources. At such a time when the

production lines of American industry
constitute the first line of our naticp.'s

defenses, it is vital that we utilize every
efficient means at hand to help the
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ichools in achieving their part in this

program of preparation and production.

Business Screen is proud of its often-

stated pohcy of demanding higher stan-

dards of industry's fihii material when
it is intended for use by schools. Not
our efforts but those of industry who
have observed this criterion are worthy
of praise and mention. The widespread
use of such films as Alaska's Sih'cr Mil-
lions, of various safety subjects such as

Metropolitan's Once Upon a Time, of

industrial productions such as RCA's
recent films and those of Steel, General
Motors, Western Electric, General Elec-
tric and a lengthy list of others. Many
of these possess fine qualities of tech-

nical perfection, little advertising beyond
a credit line, and they far outnumber
the occasionally bad subjects with too

large a proportion of advertising, an in-

sincere message or general technical im
perfection.

Let us together se.ek out and evaluate

those which are best, set them up to-

gether with standards of suggested im-
provement. Business will not seek yon
out. But you can take what you need
from it and you can thus set up a com-
mon sense program that will make a
real contribution to the present problem.
We will help wherever we can in such
an evaluation and we can do so free and
unfettered. There is potential negative
material for a hundred vocational and
technical guidance films available to you,

use and extend the u.se of films that
yourselves can determine as worthwhile
and this discussion will have real signif-

icance to the cause of visual education
everywhere.

My definition of the subject agrees
with the one Godfrey Elliot proposed in

an article we have scheduled for early
publication, "the first thing the school
is looking for is good factual films. The
mere offer of a "free" industrial film no
longer intrigues the .school user ; there
must be something in that film that will

make a definite contribution to the school's

objectives, as well as meeting some well-
defined standards of construction, pho-
tography, and editing."

It also agrees with Cline Koon's state-

ment that "where the subject matter is

ably and objectively covered, without
any hawking of trademarks or other ad-
vertising, such films may be used to ad-
vantage."

We who are gathered here work to-

gether with the practical result of in-

creasing the amount of truly educational

materials that will make possible the

number of projectors in use and thus
arrive at the goal toward which all of

us truly strive — enough equipment in

use to justify the uninterrupted produc-
tion of the finest educational films, ed-

ited and produced according to the high-

est educational standards. Let every
phase of the situation serve to aid you
toward that goal.

Safety Procedure in Grinding an Axe
BOYD B. RAKESTRAW
Assistant Director

University of California
Extension Division, Berkeley

WE ALL realize, we all have
realized for years, we are all

expected to realize, that every
time we use a free film, other than
those produced and distributed froni

endowed educational sources, we arc
grinding somebody's axe. Before pro-

ceeding further in this discussion of

"Free Materials. A Blessing Or A Blight

For Education," let me make it clear

that I think axe grinding, conducted in

a union shop under fair labor condi-
tions, is excellent employment. But I

am equally concerned that I don't work
overtime at an advertiser's grindstone.

It is a truism to say that "We-e-e-ell,

there are many i)oints to be considered
in regard to free materials." Of course
there are many points to be considered

;

all of us have an individual list of

them. But. looking at the field broadly,

let's survey a few of these points which
are in favor of this type of film.

We know that the business film, the

advertising film, or "free" film has cer-

tain advantages. Such films are beauti-

fully produced, possibly because indus-

trial films can put more money into a

film that sells than educational concerns

can put into a film that teaches. We know
that such films usually show excellent

workmanship and technique ; that they

make available instruction materials

which might not ordinarily reach the

screen ; that they provide an insight

into operations, production methods,
and general procedure of business and
industry. We know that these films

provide excellent materials for social

studies and for vocational guidance and
bring a knowledge of the industrial

sector of our economy to students, and
we know that right now. when national

unity is a keynoted challenge to us all,

such knowledge can well become essen-

tial in our everyday decisions. Lastly

and crassly, we know that these films

are available for small fees, or for no
fee at all.

If I stopped at this point, and if you
were lay men-and-women, I would ex-
pect an immediate chorus of "Well,
now, isn't that fine!" And if I could

stop at this point, I myself wotdd be

inclined to join you. It is to both your
loss and mine that I must continue.

For these films, naturally enough,
were not designed for classroom us.i.

They do not fulfill the entire function

of educational films. They are appen-
dages but not vitals of the visual sys-

tem. They require teaching rather than

projection to a class, and teaching is all

too rare in this connection, as yet.

Without this teaching, they provide the

student with distorted values, one-sided

viewpoints, and readymade propaganda.

But we are grinding axes today, in

the visual field. It is necessary and
valuable that we grind axes, for the

advantages of such films are evident

if we can perfect the edge for our use,

if we can get the nicks out of our axe
blade. Xow grinding an axe involves,

besides the axe, a sure touch, a grind-
stone, and a set of safety rules. Today
we have all these things in visual edu-
cation—except a safety procedure. Is

it too much to expect that we can
evolve this?

To my mind we might start with, the

"free" part of the materials. It is my
personal conviction that this feature

has proved more of a retarding factor

to visual instruction, and to the ad-
vertiser himself, than it has proved a

stimulant. In our state we have a

crusty old school principal who will

use nothing but these free films. Why,
he asks smugly at visual conferences,

should he spend money for films when
he can get them for nothing. I had
a chance to see one of his presenta-

tions not so long ago, not such a bad
film either; but as I was waiting out-

side the door as the students came in.

I was amused to hear one of them say,

"I wonder what old So-and-So is going

to try to sell us today.

Now. to eliminate this evil of unadul-
terated animated advertising, it seems
to me that education can be served best

and at very small expense if we who
are interested in visual instruction

would establish through our national

organizations a committee on coopera-
tion with producers of such films. This
committee could secure at cost a print

of the film in question, circulate it to

a number of members and secure their

recommendations on its value, its prob-

able value if certain sections were de-

leted, its overall possibilities as a

teaching medium.
At this point, and with a set of con-

crete recommendations, the committee
could approach the firm and attempt to

arrange terms of sale for distribution

of prints on this basis. In discussion

the points recommended by member-
libraries could be taken up one by one
and a mutual agreement reached.

Visual instruction would thus gain a

valuable teaching tool. The cost? It

consists of the price of prints, if not

donated, the cost of cutting and re-

editing, the cost of distribution. If

handled properly it would amount to

not more than twenty cents per rental

day.

But, you ask, will the producer of

the film agree to this? Because it

has never been tried on this basis,

the basis of fair consultation and mu-
tual agreement, there can be no answer,

but it seems to me reasonable that he

would. What does he lose? In the

long run your producer loses nothing,

for through increased distribution, by

allowing his film to be made into a

useful teaching medium, he has secured

a wider audience than he could have

reached before. -And in this method of

handling the problem, all credit is

given where credit is due. The only

difference is that we keep our students

from wondering "what old So-and-So
is going to sell us today, " and substi-

tute for them an interesting and in-

structive record of importance to their

education.
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Another step in our safety procedure

is a bridge in a long time program. It

necessitates undertaking a study of the

appeals used by the producers of the

type of film we are discussing today,

and making the results of that study

available to every user of visual aids.

Such a study, perhaps on the order of

those of the Institute of Propaganda
.Analysis, with which we are all fa-

miliar, would make it possible for the

individual teacher to evaluate prop-

erly, to make a thorough presentation

of the individual films projected in the

classroom, and to prepare a presenta-

tion of all sides of whatever situation,

or process, was under discussion.

The last safety factor I have to men-
tion is the most effective, the most nec-

essary. It is a matter of long-time

effort, a matter of vital importance not

only in this regard, but in connection

with the entire visual movement. Teach-
er training ! For too long we have sat

and watched the field of visual in-

struction "develop," if such it can be

called, in the hands of amateurs who
feel that, with modern equipment, all

that is necessary is that one press the

switch, the pictures do the rest. Visual
instruction is a method of instruction

which necessitates specialized training

in much the same manner as does

coaching athletics. But how many
courses are available in physical edu-

cation in our universities today ; and
how many courses are available to

teachers interested in visual methods

if teaching? True, there has been

n Defense of th
ODFREY ELLIOTT

Director, Audio-Visual Aids Service
Mercer County Schools,

^Jakvale, W. Va.

^^KTC NY defense of the free film must

^HP^ begin with the frank admission
^^^ that offenders do exist in the

field. However, let us temper any such

indictment by remembering that some
of our commercially produced classroom

films have faults that, although not nec-

essarily similar, are just as serious in

^^heir educational implications.

I^^P As a local problem the school either

^^^fees or does not use the free film ; as a

national problem the school, regardless

of its local policies, must give considera-

tion to the free film, what it means
now, and what it is likely to mean in

the future. There is little point in shut-

ting our minds to the realities of t:ie

situation. The free film is here, it is

being used in hundreds of schools, and
new sponsors are adding films every

day. Until the classroom type film is

as easily and as cheaply obtained by the

average school, just that long will the

free film continue to be used. Bar the

free film from your local school if you
wish, but the problem still exists.

What are the objections to the free

film? One school administrator damns
all free films because their school use

constitutes unauthorized advertising. An-
ther school official bars free films be-

t

some small beginning; among other in-

stitutions our University of California

has made a start in this regard, and

last summer we were fortunate enough

to have today's chairman on our staff.

Results, it cannot be emphasized too

strongly, have already proved the value

of such training. Indeed, one of our

former student teachers has written

me that her attendance on Mr. Dale's

courses has given her great concern

for she is so much in demand for pre-

sentation of visual media in all classes

in her high school that she feels she

is neglecting her own field of econom-

ics. Probably she is right, but the day

must come when every teacher is able

to teach with motion pictures as an aid

to modern curriculum procedure. Not
that motion pictures will ever replace

the teacher in the classroom, but the

acquiring of the technique of visual

instruction will make the teacher's abil-

ities more valuable.

With such trained teachers we may
feel confident that films will be pre-

sented to students fairly, adequately,

and without sugared pills of promotion

stressed beyond proportion. With the

teacher in the individual school, con-

versant with the individual locality, and

knowing the individual problem which

the visual method must clarify, rests

the beginning and the end of safety

procedure in grinding an axe, whether

it be the axe of industrial promotion,

of personal ambition, of political the-

ories, or of "isms" versus Democracy.

"Free" Film

cause they may carry undesirable propa-

ganda. In still another instance a prin-

cipal refuses showing to free films be-

cause, in his words, "the sponsors aren't

doing this for their health". Before we
accept any such indictments as final, let's

e.xamine them more closely.

Carrying undeserved weight among the

complaints against free films is the accu-

sation of being a propaganda agent.

(Propaganda has a much more sinister

sound than advertising.) It is a charge
mo.st often leveled at films sponsored by
trade organizations and special interest

groups, especially if there is any hint of

foreign origin.

The average public school is a little

confused by such charges. It is accus-

tomed to using the free film as an im-
portant part of its visual aids program.
It has found that much of this so-called

propaganda is no more than an author's

point of view. Its experience has shown
that much of the film's propaganda, if

it does carry a special bias, is lost upon
the student. The school has learned

that there is no serious complaint when
it applies to the free film the same stan-

dards used in selecting and showing a

classroom film.

The most frequent charge against the

free film is its advertising. To be sure.

there is advertising in free films, but

what of it? Would these same accusers

remove the newspapers and periodicals

from the school library shelves because

they carry advertising? There would
be an immediate justification for con-

demning the free film on grounds of

advertising if the school used the films

of one sponsor to the exclusion of all

others.

What constitutes objectionable adver-

tising in free films? Are all free films

to be barred from the school merely be-

cause a few sponsors have been offend-

ers?

Who says that propaganda in free

films is harmful to students? Upon what
evidence can we state that free films

have the power, through the student, to

influence the purchasing policies of the

family ?

Isn't much of this predicated upon
personal opinion which has resulted from
the film's impact on our adult prejudices?

Do we possess objective evidence to sup-

port any of the charges made against the

free film? I, for one, say that the prob-
lem is important enough to warrant ob-

jective evaluation before we assume any
hands-off attitude.

Regardless of what we may say

against the free film, there is much to

recommend it for favorable considera-

tion. The school owes much to the free

film and its sponsors.

The free film's producers and sponsors

have been responsible for much of the

progress in the sub-standard field. Im-
provements in film stock and projectors

have come about largely through the free

film. Few of our 16mm equipment man-
ufacturers could exist on school business

alone, and they could never have reached

their present performance peak through

school sales alone.

The free film has provided film learn-

ing opportunities in fields that are not

entered by the commercial classroom

film, in addition to enriching and ex-

tending other areas.

The free film has made its greatest

contribution by helping to popularize the

educational use of motion pictures. It

has helped hundreds of schools get i

program started. The typical school user

of films purchased a projector thiough
local effort, then turned to the free film

field to carry on the program uniil th*^

school could find the money necessary

for the rental and purchase of classroom

films.

Much of the complaint against the free

film is justified on the basis of those

films whose sponsors never intended that

they should be circulated to schools, spon-

sors who never invited school use but

had it thrust upon them by schools who
did not choose their free films as wisely

as they would had they been compelled

to pay rentals on them. To the credit

of the sponsor who invites school circu-

lation of his free film it must be said

that he also invites cooperation in im-

proving his film product.

Here, at the point of origin, is the

place to start work on this problem. If

the sponsor is sincere in wanting school

circulation for his films, then provide

the opportunity for him to secure school

advice, school opinion, and competent,

common-sense criticism. Where can he
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learn whether the film treatment he plans

will be acceptable for school use? Who
will tell him that the 45-minnte film he

plans should be cut to 20 minutes? Jf

he wants information, let's provide the

source to which he can apply.

Some Suggestions for Improving Free Material
ERNEST R. LAFOLLETTE
John D. Pierce Jr. High School
Grosse Pointe, Michigan

THE typical efficient teacher gives

much time to the careful planning

of classroom work. Consideration

is given to special techniques in the

learning process, economy of classroom

time, selection of worthwhile pupil ex-

periences, etc. Certainly the teacher has

the right to expect certain standards in

any visual materials brought into the

classroom.

Free films have gained preferential en-

trance to many schools because they have

been well advertised, they cover special

subjects, and they cost less. A few years

ago, when the writer's experience in the

visual field began, they constituted th(

main stock available outside of the De-
Vry and Eastman classroom teaching

films. At that time we accepted them
without question as a blessing. Only
since we are now gaining a better sup-

ply of specially made educational films

are we securing better comparative

standards on which to judge the real

quality of the free stock.

Teachers can find faults in all films

brought into the classroom for no com-
bination of pictures and description pre-

pared in advance can fit classroom needs

perfectly. We can only say that certain

faults do appear more frequently in the

free stock although there are many ex-

ceptions. Much depends upon the teach-

er's own carefulness in selection, pre-

viewing, and general use.

The most frequently mentioned short-

comings seem to be the following

:

(1) Free films tend to be theatrical

in make-up and presentation. They give

preference to the spectacular rather than

the true.

(2) The films tend to be a collection

of scenes not too carefully selected and

bound together loosely by titles or voice

description. Proper sequential arrange-

ment of materials is frequently lacking.

(3) Films produced by single concerns

fail to present the full scope of the sub-

ject.

(4) The photography contains a poor

balance of distant and close-up shots in

the ratio needed for student understand-

ing.

(5) Undue portions of the film are

frequently given to sales interests of the

products or services.

(6) Certain school subject areas, such

as science and geography, are more com-

pletely covered than others.

(7) The running description in word

or voice form is not always the best.

This is frequently overdone. The visual

action of the film should be so meaning-

ful that the running description may be

supplementary.

(8) Teachers' guides are not usually

provided.

(9) Booking conditions are more un-

certain. Some concerns are very lax

in notifying teachers of arrangements
and in sending material on time.

(10) Films reach teachers in poorer

condition.

(11) Unbiased "consumers guides" are

generally lacking. Teachers have to rely

on the word of the producer as to the

possible usefulness of the film for the

classroom.

Teachers usually sample free films in

their first use of film materials. This
introduction has frequently been none too

satisfying and has resulted in attitudes

against the further use of visual aids of

this form. Such reactions have tended

to discourage the general spread of use

of all educational film and to lesson the

amount of money made available for

visual aids.

Many schools make use of numbers of

free educational films for general audi-

torium programs or noon hour showings.

They do this without previewing the

films or providing for any effective corre-

lation with classroom activities. Students

learn to judge such films for their en-

tertainment qualities when such random
use is made. Such presentations make it

extremely difficult for teachers to get

the best response from good educational

films in the classroom. Furthermore,

it leads teachers to the improper use of

such materials

Concerns providing free materials do
so with the hope that the contributions

will be a blessing to Education. Schools

can help to make these productions more
useful. Teachers must not stop short

with criticism alone. Here are a few
suggestions on what could be done

:

( 1 ) Teachers could make a survey of

the films needed and prepare such a list

for all interests wanting to provide free

materials.

(2) Teachers could specify certain

standards for educational films in gen-

eral. These standards could apply to

techniques in the makeup and content

as well as photography.

(3) Producing interests could em-
ploy qualified educators who would have
direct control on the subject content of

the films.

(4) Teachers' guides could be made
available.

(5) Films could be deposited in cen-

tral distributing units in a proportion of

at least one to a state. These units

could be empowered to provide estimates

of the quality of the films and to provide

care and booking arrangements.

(6) Teachers could provide rating

scales of their own on such films.

With all the criticism that is given

to free visual materials the word "blight"

could be avoided. The blight could at

least be turned into a blessing. But

until teachers declare themselves on

what they want and until schools offer

more actual assistance in production, the

quality of free materials will continue

to fit standards set by the present pro-

ducers.

Looking the Gift Horse in the Mouth
WILLIAM H. HARTLEY
State Teachers College, Paterson, N. J.

JEROME, a writer of the fourth cen-

tury, when some found fault with

certain of his words, replied that

they were free-will offerings, and that

it did not behoove his readers to look

a gift horse in the mouth. The modern

teacher to whom a goodly number of

gift horses has been offered has found

it necessary not only to look them in

the mouth, but to make a thorough ex-

amination of the entire animal to make
sure that it is a horse and also to make
doubly sure it is not a Trojan horse

from which might emerge enemies to

efficient and honest education. To aid

in this examination of the true nature

and structure of the above mentioned

beasts, I respectfully present the follow-

ing ten criteria for the evaluation of

"free" materials.

1. Would this material be just as

welcome and as useable if it were nec-

essary to purchase it with the money

of the taxpayers who support our public

schools? In listing "free" materials I

am inclined always to put quotation

marks around the word "free". We pay

a price for everything we get and use.

Too often the materials we get for use

in schools are not worth the price we
pay for them. In the case of free ma-

terials we pay the price of cooperation

with an advertiser or propagandist in

presenting his ideas to our children in

the name of education. Is the material

in question worth the price we must
pay for it? Would it still be desirable

if it were necessary to pay for it at

the usual commercial rates?

2. Does this material scn<e objectives

worthy of a place in a public tax-sup-

ported school? The many charts on

soil conservation obtainable from the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture are welcomed by teachers because

they help to guide pupils toward ob-

jectives which most agree to be worth

while. Can we say as much concern-

ing the materials urged upon the schools

by patent medicine firms? To attain

worthwhile goals we must utilize worth-

while materials.

3. Do the educational aspects of the

material predominate or are they inci-

dental to propaganda? All of us no

doubt have seen free films many reels

in length in which there was less than

a hundred feet of material which could

be classified as educational in the sense

that it contributed to the lessons which

we wished to teach. Time after time

it has been my disappointing experience

to order material which the producer

recommended as being educational only
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to find it to be a glorified sales talk

with but a smattering of usable mate-

rial. Did I use it? Get thee behind me
temptation and help me to send it back

after the preview rather than present

it to my class simply because I have

it on hand.

4. Is the material accurate in detail,

honest in its implications, and straight-

fonvard in the manner in which it pre-

sents useful information? If the best

possible materials are to be utilized by
the classroom teacher, exacting and

stringent tests must be applied to them.

Simply because this material is avail-

able free or at low cost is no reason

why it should be exempt from minute

examination. Indeed, if the teacher is

to avoid lending himself to questionable

enterprises such examination must be

made.

5. Does the material definitely corre-

late iinth the course of study on the

grade level for which it is being con-

sidered? There is, to be sure, a place

at any level in the school curriculum foi

enrichment material, often not directly

related with the study at hand. In

selecting this and more directly re-

lated material it should prove helpful

to examine it in the light of the back-

ground, needs and abilities of the group

:o whom it is to be presented.

6. Does the material measure up to

e high technical standards which
should be constantly maintained in our

classroom? Too often free material

meets this criterion to perfection yet fails

in other important respects. With the

great resources at his command the ad-

vertiser prepares his material with great

care and presents it with an artistic

flourish impossible to the producer who
must satisfy limited school budgets. This

criterion should not be overlooked but

it should not be allowed to outweigh

more important considerations.

7. Does the material tell its story in

simple, straightforward, courteous man-

; free from objectionable and blatant

Ivertising? It is true that our ears

have become somewhat hardened to sales

talk because of the great amount of it

'hich we hear over the radio, but it

eapens education if we bring this type

material into the classroom. True, if

le class is studying propaganda analy-

sis, then there is a place for propagand.i

in the classroom, but if the class is

ludying transportation it is discouraging

have the lesson interrupted at regular

tervals while some smooth-tongued in-

ividual extols the advantages of a par-

icular brand of motor oil.

8. Will the use of this material stim-

'ate pupils to further desirable activity?

a free chart will foster better health

bits in a child, then it contributes to

le educational process; but if tiie prin-

pal result is a feverish contest to de-

rmine how many wrappers of a partic-

llar brand of soap may be collected in

given length of time, then the use of

is material is questionable.

9. Are the motives which prompted
e advertiser to furnish this material

the schools such as to invite cooper-

tion of the school authorities? I grant

at it is sometimes difl'icult to deter-

moi

i
ha

Ul

I

mine the exact motives which prompt

an advertiser to furnish materials to the

schools, consequently, like certain mod-
ern Romans the teacher must "beware of

Greeks bearing gifts."

10. Finally, is this the best material

available for the teaching of the topic

under consideration? The question is

not as to whether this material is most

available or easiest to obtain but whether

this is the best material which the teach-

er may procure. Our ultimate aim
should be to seek the best materials pos-

sible in illustrating the lessons which

we wish to teach. If it appears after

critical examination that the "free" ma-
terial is the best available then by all

means utilize it and be thankful for its

accessibility.

A Free Film Survey

DONALD W. SMITH
Extension Service

University of New Hampshire

I
HAVE been asked by President Reed
to present a summary of pertinent

data obtained from a recent survey

of school-film libraries in regard to free

industrial films. I am greatly indebted

to Mr. Chester Tibbetts of the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania for permission to

use much of the material.

It is logical that at this early date

there exist many conflicting ideas among
educators in regard to the merit of us-

ing industrial films as part of the edu-

cational program. Some educators are

in favor of a strong "hands off" policy

backed by legislation forbidding the use

of any free industrial materials in the

classroom. They that believe, for one
reason or another, that all industrial

films are objectionable are decidedly in

the minority, however. The trend does

not seem to indicate that industrial films

are being discarded altogether. The ma-
jority of us favor encouragement of in-

dustrial film production planned for use

in our schools.

Our survey, to which I shall confine

my remarks today, included 60 institu-

tional film libraries all over the country.

We had an 82 per cent return.

Indicative of the present trend that

teachers are using industrial films, 44

of the 49 libraries answering reported

distribution of industrial subjects. Every
one of the 49 replies indicated that not

every industrial film would be accepted

for circulation. While most libraries

pointed out they have their own criteria

for judging industrial films, these can

be classified somewhat. I will enum-
erate indicated standards for acceptance

at the end of this report.

We asked each library to list two in-

dustrial films which merit their use edu-

cationally. Many libraries listed with

ease a considerable number of good in-

dustrial films. I have with me a list

of fifty industrial films highly recom-
mended for use educationally. It is in-

teresting to note that the film Alaska's

Silver Millions was included on 47 per

cent of the returns. Perhaps the reason

for this is the leniency of the sponsor

and producer in placing many prints at

the disposal of our libraries; and yet, I

think that this film must fulfill to a large

extent the criteria with which most of

us judge an educational film.

The number of industrial subjects in

any given library ranged from zero to

500. This figure includes reels, prints,

and government films.

Approximately 20 per cent of the 47
libraries reporting stated their individual

libraries consisted of over fifty per cent

industrial films. There seemed to be a

trend for the smaller libraries to de-

pend largely upon industrial films for

volume.

In the main, industrially sponsored

films in school film libraries are adver-

tised through annual publications of 44

different schools sent to 44 different

mailing lists. Eighteen publications men-
tion the sponsors, 26 catalogues do not

mention the sponsors. All 45 libraries

answering expressed (on the question-

naires, at least) a willingness to send

reports-of-showings to the sponsor. The
majority prefer to send these reports

quarterly or monthly, with a slight edge

on the side of quarterly reports. I should

say that most libraries would send re-

ports as desired. While detailed atten-

dance reports require considerable time

and clerical assistance, they enable us to

determine better the educational effec-

tiveness of each and every film and if

we are not interested in the effectiveness

of a particular object, then most cer-

tainly we should not engage in its dis-

tribution.

Last but by no means least, are the

standards or criteria for evaluating in-

dustrial films. Many libraries have given

these much thought and list the follow-

ing points to be observed in the selection

and use of free films. I shall list these

in the order of relative weight given to

each.

Foremost, the film must be free from
objectionable or offensive advertising.

All agree that the name of the producer

and sponsor at the beginning or end of

the picture, is not to be construed as ob-'

jectionable. The amount of advertising

that we as teachers and laymen will per-

mit depends upon many factors. Some
have said they will permit no direct ad-

vertising, while others feel that it is

the indirect advertising that is objec-

tionable.

Secondly, the film mus' have educa-

tional value. It must meet curricular

needs. It must be used at the proper

grade level. The material must be true,

interesting, and up-to-date.

Thirdly, the film must be previeived

by the library administrator and his

staff before being placed in the librarj'

and again carefully prez'iewed by the

teacher before use in the classroom.

It is felt that industrial films require

as much, if not more, advance prepara-

tion on the part of the teacher as do

teaching films. The majority of indus-

trials do not have teacher's guides, al-

though there is a trend for these to be

prepared and issued as new productions

are released.

{Concluded on page 172)
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Summer Courses in Visual and Audio-Visual Instruction, 1941

Compiled In Co-operation with The Society for Visual Education

The following courses have been reported to date. Figures in

parenthesis show credit hours. An additional list will appear in May.

Alabama
Alabama Polytechnic Institute School

of Education. Auburn
Audio-Visual Education (3)

Arizona
Aricona State Teachers Collet/c, Flagstaff

Audio-Visual Education (39 hrs.)

Arizona State Teachers College, Tempe
Visual Aids in Education (2)

University of Arizona, Tucson
Visual & Auditory Aids in Teaching

Arkansas

June 2-Julv 10

M. L. Beck

June 9-July 11

W. T. Machan
June 9-July 12

L. D. Payne
June 9-Aug. 16

E. L. Larson

June 8-Aug. 13

H. L. Minton

June 12-Aug. 29

Robert S. Sackett

Robert S. Sackett

State Teachers College, Conway
Techniques in Visual Education (2)

University of Arkansas, Fayetteville

Use of Audio Visual Aids in Teach. (1)

Audio-Visual Education (2)

California

University of California, Los Angeles June 30-Aug. 8

Audio-Visual Aids in Education (2) Fred. W. Orth
Educational Films (2) Fred W. Orth
Administration of Audio-Visual Aids in

Education (2) Fred W. Orth
University of Southern California, Los Angeles June 28-Aug. 7

Intro, to Audio-Visual Education (2) F. W. Noel

Workshop in Audio-Visual Ed. (2) Mrs. Goudy & Noel
Educ. Use and Appreciation of Films (2) F. W. Noel

Colorado
Colorado Slate College of Education, Greeley

Visual Aids in Education (4)

Production of Visual Materials (4)

James D. Finn, H. Walton and Robert Shreve
University of Colorado, Boulder June 16-July 18

Exlucation through Motion Pictures (3 qu.) Lelia Trolinger
Visual Aids (3 qu.)

Delaware
University of Dclaivare, Newark

Visual Education (2)

Georgia
State College for Women, Milledgeville

Visual Aids to Education (3-1/3)

Illinois

Northwestern University, Evanston
Visual Aids & Radio in Education (3)

State Normal I'niversity, Normal
Audio-Visual Education (3)

University of Chicago, Chicago
Auditory & Visual Instruction (3-1/3 hr;

University of Illinois, Urbana
Audio-Visual Aids in Education (3)

Western State Teachers College, Macomb
Visual Education (4)

Indiana
Butler University, Indianapolis

Visual Education (3)

Visual Education (.Advanced} (3)
Indiana University, Bloomington

Visual Education (2^)
Indiana State Teachers College, Terre Haute

Visual Education (4)

Iowa
Iowa Stale Teachers College. Cedar Falls

Visual Education (1)

State University, Iowa City

Visual Education (3)

June 16-Aug. 8

James D. Finn

Lelia Trolinger

June 23-Aug. 1

Emma Ehlers

June 12-July 18

Ethel Parrish

June 23-.'\ug. 16

J. S. Mcintosh

June 10-Aug. 6

Clarence Cross

June 23-Aug. 28

1.) Edgar Dale

June 16-Aug. 9

Louis Astell

June 9-July 18

Alvin B. Roberts

June 10-Aug. 2

H. .\. Henderson
H. A. Henderson
June 10-.'\ug. 6

L. C. Larson

June 9-Aug. 1

Mr. Ramsey

June 4-Aug. 21

H. A. Biebe

June 9-Aug. 1

Donald McCavick

Kansas
Municipal I'niversity, Wichita

Visual-Sensory Aids in Teaching (3)
'University of Kansas, Lawrence

Visual Ed. in Elem. & Sec. Schools (2) H
Kentucky
Uni'c'crsity of Kentucky, Lexington

1st term—Motion Pictures in Ed. (3)
2nd term—Audio-Visual Aids (3)

Louisiana
Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston

Use of Audio-Visual .^ids in Classroom
Southii'estern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette

Visual Educ. in Primary Grades (3)
State University, Baton Rouge

Audio-Visual Short Course (3)

June 9-.'\ug. 1

W. A. Bonwell

June 11-Aug. 6

S. Montgomery

June 16-July 19

Gayle Starnes

July 21 -Aug. 23

Louis Clifton

June 2-Aug. 2

(3) R. H. Mount
June 5-Aug. 15

G. A. Zernott

July 7-July 25

C. Henson and
Harley Smith

C.

Maine
Bates College, Lewiston

Audio-Visual Education (2)

Uniz'crsily of Maine, Orono
Visual Education (2)

Maryland
University of Maryland, College Park

Visual Education (2)

Massachusetts
Boston University, Boston

Visual Methods in Nature Study (2)
The Use and Management of N'isual Aids

in Ed. (3) James R. Brewster
The Collection, Preparation & Projection of

Teaching Aids (2) James Barclay
Har-vard University. Cambridge July 7-Aug. 16

Principles erf Teaching Audio-Visual .Aids (3) J. R. Brewster
Non-Credit Lab. Course in Audio-Visual Aids

James R. Brewster

July 7-Aug. 15

E. Carleton Moore
July 7-.Aug. 15

Paul S. Miller

June 23-Aug. 1

Henry Brechbill

July 7-Aug. 16

Earle A. Brooks

Springfield College, Springfield

Audio-Visual Aids in Education

Michigan
Central State Teachers College, Mt. Pleasant

Visual Education (2)
Michigan State Normal, Ypsilanti

Visual-.Auditory Aids in Education (2)
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Visual & Auditory Education (3)

Seminar in Secondary School Curriculum
(Emphasis on Visual Materials)

Western State Teachers College, Kalamazoo
Audio-Visual Education (2)

Minnesota
State Teachers College, Moorhead

Audio-Visual .Aids to Education (4) A
State Teachers College, Winona

Utilization of Community Resources (4)
University of Minnesota, Minneapolis

Visual Aids in Teaching (3)

Missouri

Central Missouri State Teachers College

Warrensburg
Audio-Visual Education (Z'/z)

Uniz'ersity of .Missouri, Columbia
Problems in \'isual Education (2)

Montana
State Normal College, Dillon

Visual Education (2)

July 7-Aug. 8

M. J. Joslow

June 30-Aug. 8

Verne Stockman
June 30-Aug. 8

Floyd Leib

June 30-Aug. 22

Ford L. Lemler

(2)

Ford L. Lemler
June 30-Aug. 8

Ray C. Pellett

July 9-July 18

. M. Christensen

June 9-July 18

.\lice Grannis

July 28-Aug. 29

Clifford P. Archer

June 2-Aug. 7

Byron L. Westfall

June 16-Aug. 8

W. C. Bicknell

June 9-.Aug. 8

Paul Anderson
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July 7-Aug. 13

Winifred Crawford

July 1-Aug. 13

Fred Richmond
July 1-Aug. 8

Shirley M. Troxel

New Jersey

State Teachers College, !Montclair

Multi-sensory Aids (2)

State Normal School, Newark
Visual Aids in Education (2)

State Teachers College. Trenton

Photography for Teachers (3)

New Mexico
.Wii' Me.vico Normal Vniversity, Las Vegas June 9-Aug. Zi

Visual Education (2) Lloyd Miller

New York
Columbia University, New York City July 7-Aug. 15

Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction (2) M. R. Brunstetter

Lab. Course in Audio-Visual Instruction (2) Etta Schneider
iVcw i'ork University, New York City July l-.Aug, 8

Photographic Processes in Ed. (2) Mr. Shaver
Lab. Course in Visual Aids (2) Mr. Shaver
Practical Applications of Visual Aids (2) Mr. Shaver
Visual & .'Kuditory Materials in Social

Studies (4) Prof. Knowlton
State Teachers College. Buflfalo July 7-Aug. 15

Visual Education (2) Alan Nicol

Syracuse University. Syracuse July 7-Aug. IS

Visual Education (3) Chas. T. Smith

>bio

Cent State University. Kent June 16-July 25
The Use of Visual Aids in Instruction (2) Argra Rufifer

\Ohio State University, Columbus June 23-.Aug. 29
Visual Instruction (3) Lloyd Ramseyer

Ohio University, Athens June 17-.Aug. 9
Visual Education (2) E. A. Hansen
Audio-Visual Education (2) W. J. B. Truitt

State University, Bowling Green June le-.'Xug. 8
Audio-Visual Aids in Education (3) B. L. Pierce

Iniversity of Cincinnati. Cincinnati June 23-Tuly 29
Visual Education in Elementary and Secondary

Schools (2); Laboratory Workshop in Visual
Education (2)

Western Reserve University. Cleveland

Visual Instruction (3)

I
Oklahoma
\Central State Teachers College, Edniond

Visual Education (0)
\East Central State Teachers College, Ada

Victor Coles

June 23-Aug. 1

Wm. M. Gregory

June 2-July 31

Fred H. Ives

June 1-Aug. 14

W. C. Herring ; O. ParkerVisual Education (2)

.Oregon

Oregon State College, Corvallis June 23-Aug. 1

Construction & Use of Visual .(^ids (3) George Eby
Correlation of Radio Recordings with

Visual Aids (3) George Eby
Organ. & Supervision of Visual Instruction (3)

Amo DeBernardis
Educational Cinematography (3) Amo DeBernardis
Ed. 507 Seminar in Visual Education Methods .Aug. I -30

\University of Oregon, Eugene June 16-

Audio-Visual Aids in Education (3) Lester Beck
I Pennsylvania

f^llegheny College, Meadville July 7-18

Education S 12—Visual Instruction (2) John A. Hollinger
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh

Visual Aids (2)
Muhlenberg College, Allentown

Visual Instruction (3)
State Teachers College, California

Vi.sual Education (1)

State Teachers College, Clarion

X'isual Education (1)
State Teachers College, East Stroudsburg

Visual Education (1)
State Teachers College, Indiana

Visual Education (2)
Stale Teachers College, Lockhaven

Visual Education (1) Ruth Holes & Levi J. Ulmer
State Teachers College. Mansfield June 23-.Aug. 2

Visual Education (1") Cyril L. Stout
State Teachers College. Millersville June 16-July 26

Visual & Sensory .Aids (1 or 2) Milton H. Steinhauer

June 30-Aug. 8

Lester Pierce

June 30-Aug. 8

John E. Trainer

June 23-Aug. 1

Newton Kerstetter

June 16-July 26

D. D. Peirce

June 23-.\ug. 2

E. D. Heiss

June 16-.Aug. 15

Wilbur Emmert
June 23-.'\ug. 4

State Teachers College, Slippery Rock June 16-

Visual Education (1 or 2) A. P. Vincent and R. A. Waldron
State Teachers College, West Chester June 23-Aug. 22

Visual Education (1) Tiiomas Heim
Temple I 'niversity, Philadelphia June 30-.-\ug. 8

Projection Apparatus (2) JohnT. Garman
Illustrative Materials (2) JohnT. Garman

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia June 30-.\ug. 12

Visual & Sensory Techniques (2) J. H. Minnick
Waynesburg College, Waynesburg June 16-Aug. 15

Visual Education and Sensory Techniques (3) C. O. Riggs

Tennessee
University of Tennessee, Kno.xville July 9-July 16

Audio-Visual Aids to Ed. (3) P. M. Fitts

Acquisition, Care & Use of Films, Slides.

Pictures, etc. (3) Celia P. Campbell

Texas
Baylor University, Waco June 9-Aug. 22

Audio-Visual Education (3^) M. L. Goetting

East Te.vas Teachers College, Commerce June-.August

Audio-Visual Instruction (3) W. W. Freeman
Sam Houston Stale College, Huntsville June 4-,-\ug. 28

Administration of the Audio-Visual .Aids (3) W. E. Lowry
.Southern Methodist University, Dallas June S-.Aug. 23

Visual Aids (1) Hugo Vitz

Stephen F. Austin Stale Teachers College, Nacogdoches
Visual Aids (3) June 4-July 14, A. L. Long

Utah
Brigham Young University, Provo June 9-Aug. 23

Lectures on Visual Education Ellsworth Dent

Virginia

State Teachers College, Farmville June 16-Aug. 23
-Audio-Visual Education (3) E. M. Johnson

State Teachers College, Fredericksburg June 16-JuIy 19

Audio-Visual Aids to Learning (3) Paul J. Ritter

State Teachers College. Harrisonburg June 16-July 25

Auditory & Visual Instruction (3) James W. Brown
Administering a Program of Audio-Visual

Instr. (3) James W. Brown
Laboratory Course in .Audio-Visual Instr. (3)

James W. Brown
University of Virginia. Charlottesville June 16-JuIy 26

Audio-Visual Aids to Curriculum .Xctivities (1) :

Graduate Workshop in Education—Special

Problems in Audio-X'isual Education (1 or 2)

J. .A. Rorer
State Teachers College. Radford June 16-.Aug. 24

Visual Aids to Instruction Ruth Livermon

West Virginia

Concord Stale Teachers College, Athens June 9-July 19

Workshop in Audio-Visual Aids (2-4) Godfrey Elliott

IVest Virginia University. Morgantown June 11 -.Aug. 26
Audio-Visual Instruction (2) H. B. .Allen

West Virginia IVesleyan College, Buckhannon June 9-Aug. 9

Audio-Visual Education (3) Nicholas Hyma
Washington
Central IWisliinglon College of Education, EUensburg

June 16-.Aug. 15

Ed. 139; Visual Education (2i4) Loren D. Sparks
Eastern Washington College of Education. Cheney

July 19-Aug. 20
Visual-Sensory .Aids in Education (2 or 3) Clarence Jayne
Audio & Visual Aids {Zyi) Clarence Jayne
The Motion Picture in Education (2JX) Clarence Jayne

State College of Washington. Pullman June 23-.Aug. 15

Visual Sensory .Aids in Education (2) Wm. Gnaedinger

Wisconsin
State Teachers College. Eau Claire June 16-July 25

-Audio-Visual Education (2) Hazel Rombarter
Slate Teachers College. Platteville June 16-July 25

Visual Education ( 1

)

E. J. Stoneman
State Teachers College. La Crosse June 16-July 25

Audio-Visual Education (2) Mrs. Edith Wing
Stout Institute. Menomonie June 23-.Aug. 1

Visual Education (2) Paul C. Nelson
Experiments in Visual Education (2) Paul C. Nelson

(Continued in May)
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Notes from and by the

To the Members of the D.V.I.

HAVE YOU NAMED YOUR NOMINEES
FOR OFFICE AND RETURNED YOUR BAL-
LOT TO THE SECRETARY-TREASURER,
WARD C. BOWEN? Remember that your ballot

must be in his hands before April 30. Personally, I

am proud of our nomination and election system and
I boast of our democratic procedures to my friends,

but this kind of system works as it should only when
every member meets his responsibility to share in the

nomination and election.

Nominating Committee

Each year the terms of two members of your Exec-
utive Committee expire and two members must be
elected to serve a term of three years. There are six

members at large in the Executive Committee and,

according to the Constitution, these members "shall be
selected so far as practicable from different sections

of the country." The procedure for selection is that a
Nominating Committee, appointed by the President

with the approval of the Executive Committee, names
nominees and they are elected at the annual meeting.

This year the terms of Edgar Dale of Ohio State Uni-
versity and Nelson Greene of Educational Screen
expire. The Nominating Committee has been named
as follows

:

Louis A. Astell, Urbana, Illinois

Ernest R. LaFollette, Crosse Pointe, Park,

Michigan

Francis W. Noel, Santa Barbara, California

W. T. Powell, El Paso, Texas
Gayle W. Starnes, Lexington, Ky., Chairman.

Summer Meeting

Plans are moving forward for the summer meeting
in Boston due in large part to the interest and coopera-

tion of Abraham Krasker who is chairman of a com-
mittee appointed by the New England Section of the

Department to aid in the program planning. At the

summer conference departmental meetings must be con-

fined to afternoon sessions leaving the mornings free

for attendance at the General Sessions of the N.E.A.
Consequently, we are finding difficulty in making a

place for all that we would wish to include, and we
must leave time, too, for the important business ses-

sion when the Zonal Plan will be voted ujMjn.

Tentative plans call for a joint meeting with the

Department of Secondary Teachers for the session on

Monday afternoon, June 30. It would seem logical

then to plan our Luncheon Meeting for Tuesday, July

1, with the program emphasizing some basic phase

of visual instruction in relation to elementary educa-

tion. The business meeting will follow. Then on

Wednesday, "Visual Instruction in New England"

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

will be the theme. Thursday could be left free for

guided (or unguided) visits in the Boston area. May
I urge especially those members who are to attend

the Boston meetings to let me have their suggestions

immediately. We want to meet your interests and
needs.

Insignia

Department member M. R. Klein of the Nathan Hale
Junior High, Cleveland, thinks that we should have
some insignia that could be used on Department sta-

tionery, posters, to head these columns, and in other

places where a sign of distinction is appropriate. He
not only made the suggestion, but made that sugges-

tion concrete by submitting designs. In turn, I sub-

mit them to you for your comment, suggestions, ap-

proval, or inspiration.

N E A
New Members

Have you sent any new names lately to Ward C.
Bowen, State Education Department, Albany, New
York, of those people who are not members of the

Department, but who should be?

Sincerely yours,

Paul C. Reed

President

Notes From the Field

Michigan

Several members of the D.V.I.—Keith Elliot, Prin-

cipal of the Verona School, Battle Creek ; Lewis Lash,

Principal of the William Ford School, Dearborn ; Roy
E. Robinson, Director of Visual Education, Highland
Park; and W. W. Whittinghill, Director of Visual-

Audio Education, Detroit—formed the major part of

the committee preparing the 1941 yearbook for the De-
partment of Elementary School Principals for the State

of Michigan. The title of the yearbook is "The Impli-

cations of the Motion Picture in Education," and is a

companion to the 1940 yearbook, "The Implications of

the Radio in Education." Release date of the yearbook
is at the May conference of the department in Detroit.
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TELLS HOW
TO:

Klin teachers to use
motion pictures

Choose films; integrate wTtT

curriculum

Extend your uses of motion pictures

Select the most effective equipment

Administer a visuql educotion program

FhETHER you're using or contemplating using

motion pictures for teaching, you should read this

boolc. Compiled from the experiences of leading

visual educators, it presents practical, school-tested

solutions to the problems educators encounter. Use

the convenient coupon to request your free copy.

riLMOSOUND "UTIUTY" now only $339

At this new low price, it's easier than ever to have the extra

advantagesofthis projector. Its powerful amplifier, 12-inch

speaker, and fast F 1.6 lens give it ample capacity for large

school auditoriums. It is easily portable, too, for classroom

use. Reproduces silent as well as sound films. Has clutch

for still projection and reverse for running film backward

to repeat sequences. Send coupon for details. Among the

many B&H models there's one for any school need.

FREE PERIODICAL for Visual Educators

You'll benefit from reading Filmo Visual Review, new B&H
quarterly dedicated to the interests of visual educators. It's free

to ail schools whose motion picture equipment, regardless of

make, is registered with Bell & Howell. Register now by filling

in the coupon fully, and you'll get the next issue.

NEW FILM CATALOGS READY

If you don't have the 1941 B&H Filmosound Library Catalogs, get

them now. They are expanded source books of select films, re-

viewed objectively and newly arranged for your convenience.

Free to proiector owners; 25c each to others. Mark coupon
for your copies.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send: ( ) Free book, fitmo on the Faculty;

literature on
J

? fuent '"**^®*^**'"' ^ i FilmoVisuatReview inltartKtXy);

cataioft on ( ) educational, ( ) recreational, ( ) religious fUms.
We now own ( sound) ( silent)
projectors of make.

Name.

Address-

City .State.. ES1-41

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL

THE

CAN BE SET UP

ANYWHERE IN 15

SECONDS, FOLDS

COMPACTLY FOR

EASY CARRYING

CHALLENGER
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)

This compact, portable model consists of the famous
Da-Lite Glass-Beaded surface, metal case and tri-

pod—all in one unit. It is the only screen that can

be adjusted in height without making separate ad-

justments of the case. There are no set screws to

tighten. The Challenger is raised to desired height

by simply releasing a spring lock and raising the

extension rod. Because of its greater convenience

and brighter pictures there are few rest periods

for the Challenger. It doesn't require them. It is

sturdily built for extra hard usage. The handle

bracket for example has a wide flange that encom-

passes the case. (The handle is not attached to the

thin metal side of case). Square tubing in the

center rod of the tripod and the extension support

keeps the case aligned.

Write today for 48 page Screen Data
Book giving full information on the

Challenger and other Da-Lite Screens
(including the electrically operated

Da-Lite Electrol) and helpful sug-

gestions for selecting proper screen

surface.

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
Dept. 4 ES, 2723 North Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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(
"JOHN DOE: CITIZEN"

A NEW "MUST" FILM FOR
CLASSROOM USE ON THE

VITAL SUBJECT OF
GOOD CITIZENSHIP
CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY
COMMUNITY PROBLEMS

16 MM SILENT — ONE REEL
FOR RENT AND SALE

A LOW SALE PRICE HAS BEEN SET
IN ORDER TO MAKE IT POSSIBLE
FOR ALL LIBRARIES TO OWN PRINTS

GARRISON FILMS ^frvo»KTv

Louisiana

The Division of Extension, Louisiana State Normal
College, held a conference on audio-visual education at

Natchitoches on Friday, February 14, and Saturday,

February 15. The conference included two sessions

devoted entirely to demonstration lessons using audio-

visual aids. Motion pictures, slides, phonograph rec-

ords, film strips, and maps were demonstrated in class-

room situations. Other topics of interest were school

production of films, projection problems, teacher edu-

cation, and audio-visual materials in various areas.

A division of audio-visual aids has been added to the

Louisiana State Department of Education, with Miss

Mary Clint Irion as supervisor. Miss Irion goes to

Louisiana from Los Angeles, California, where she has

been in visual education work with the Los Angeles

County Schools.

R. H. Mount, President of the Louisiana Branch of

the D.V.I., is now Director of Visual Instruction in the

Louisiana Polytechnic Institute, Ruston. Mr. Mount
was formerly principal of the teacher training school

and chairman of the visual education committee of the

same institution. Polytechnic is the first Louisiana in-

stitution to have a full-time director of visual in-

struction.

Texas *

Culminating a year's work since tlie organization of

the Radio-Visual Aids section of the Alamo area, Texas
State Teachers Association, a section meeting was de-

voted to a demonstration of classroom use for both

radio and visual aids. The meeting was held March 7

in the Pan-American Room of the Gunter Hotel, in

connection with the regular convention. Approximately
four hundred persons were present.

The program began with a declaration of purposes

by Miss Emma Gutzeit, Director of Radio and Visual

Education, San Antonio, and a brief talk on Radio in

Education by Miss Frances Scarborough, Educational

Director of KTSA. The major part of the program
consisted of a carefully prepared demonstration to show

The Educational Screen

teachers how a motion picture and a radio broadcast

can be coordinated in the classroom. An American his-

tory class from Burbank Vocational School under the

direction of their teacher. Miss Lucy Posey, carried on
the demonstration. They listened to the American
School of the Air broadcast on Immigration, partici-

pated in a follow-up student broadcast, and witnessed

a motion picture on Immigration. The lesson closed

with a demonstration by two immigration officials,

showing how an alien is inducted into United States

citizenship. At the conclusion of the program teachers

were invited to make a tour of the studios of KTSA.

New England Branch Meets

"Visual Aids in Defense of Democracy" is the theme
of the Visual Education Conference to be held by the

New England Branch of the D.V.I, on May 3rd at the

University of New Hampshire. Mr. Henry B. Stevens,

Assistant Director of General Extension Service for

the University, will act as Chairman at the morning
session and present an address of welcome. Other topics

and speakers are : "Aims of the Department of Visual

Instruction" by Professor Abraham Krasker, Presi-

dent of the New England Branch ; "In-Service Training
of Teachers" by Dr. Lloyd P. Young, President of

Keene Teachers College ; "Successful Methods in Using
Visual Materials" by Dr. Charles F. Hoban, Jr., Ameri-
can Council on Education ; "Visual Education in Junior
High Schools," by Raymond I. Beal, Principal, Junior
High School, Portsmouth, N. H. ; "A Supervisory
Union Visual Education Program" by Superintendent
Laurence O. Thompson, Keene, N. H. ; "The Wartime
Use of Motion Pictures in Britain" by Richard Ford of

the British Library of Information ; "Education in De-
fense" by Dr. Fred Engelhardt, President, University

of New Hampshire ; "Visual Aids as Curricular Mate-
rials" by Dr. Howard R. Jones, Assistant Professor

of Education, University of New Hampshire; "The
New England Educational Film Association" by R.
Haven Falconer, Assistant Professor of Education,

University of New Hampshire. Panel discussions will

be held on the following topics: "How Can we Bring
About Better Utilization of Visual Aids ?" ; "Are Free
Advertising Visual Aids a Blessing or a Blight for

Education?"; "Should Schools Produce Their Own
Visual Materials?"; "Are New Hampshire Schools

Adequately Equipped for Using Visual Aids?"; "Can
the Schools Be Better Served?"

Pittsburgh Audio-Visual Conference

The final meeting in a series of four monthly audio-

visual conferences arranged by Dr. John Hollinger,

Director of Science and Visualization, Pittsburgh

Schools, and Herbert T. Olander. Instructor in Audio-
Visual Aids at the University of Pittsburgh, will be
held at the University on the morning of April 26th.

The subject to be discussed is "The Place of the Library
in a Visual Education Program" and Miss Marguerite
Kirk of Newark, New Jersey will speak on that topic.

There will be showings of a silent motion picture "Jack
Learns to Use the Library" and of a filmstrip subject

"Know Your Library." Mr. Ross Cibella of Pittsburgh

will give a brief statement of "The Use of Microfilm

by Libraries." Alicrofilm Readers will be exhibited.
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General Science, 11 rolls, $20.00

Principles ol Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00

Principles ol Chemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00

Fundamentals ol Biology . 6 rolls. $ 13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips of typical frames.

35 mm.
FILM
SLIDES

VISUAL SCIENCES,. Suffern, New York

Nebraska Has Visual Education Clinic

I

The first Visual Education Clinic ever held in Lin-

! coin was on March 8, 1941. It was sponsored jointly

by the Lincoln public school system, the Extension

)ivision of the University of Nebraska, and Teachers

College of the University of Nebraska. Over three

[hundred persons registered at the Clinic with repre-

Isentatives from seventy different towns. Over a hun-

ired attended the noon day luncheon.

The Visual Education Clinic opened in the morning

[with greetings by Dr. A. A. Reed, Director of the

[Extension Division of the University of Nebraska.

[The theme of the morning session was "The What,

IWhy, and How of Visual Education," Superintendent

eM. C. Lefler presiding. The afternoon session used

[the theme, "How to Produce Visual Aids in Local

[Schools," Mr. Sam Adams, NYA Supervisor, pre-

isiding. The out-of-town speakers were Mr. Douglas

[Dunham, Director of Visual Education at Norfolk

;

[Mr. Leo Smith, Omaha South High School; Dr. J.

[A. Aloore, Wayne State Teachers College ; Supt. Paul

kCombs, Valley ; Supt. J. R. Vinckel, Blair. The last

two speakers addressed the luncheon group on admin-

[istratioii of visual aids in public schools, and the need

[for a film library.

The committee responsible for the Visual Education

[Clinic at Lincoln were: Mrs. May W. Morley (Chair-

(man). Miss Mary O'Connor, Mr. E. L. Blue, Mr. C.

O. Morrison, Mr. R. W. Howland, Mr. T. V. Good-
irich all of the Lincoln public sc-hools ; Mr. Sam Adams,
lYA Supervisor ; Mr. James W. Taylor, Supervisor

fof Visual Education of the Extension Division.

ANFA Convention

Panel Discussion Sessions on problems of the visual

[education and non-theatrical motion picture fields will

highlight the program of the Third Annual Convention

[of the Allied Non Theatrical Film Association Inc., to be

held at the Hotel Astor, New York City, April 18th

[and 19th. The program opens on Friday, April 18th at

[4 P.M. with a General Membership Meeting, to be

[followed in the evening by Panel Discussion Sessions

I

on the following topics : Libraries and Their Problems
;

• Legislation and the Non-theatrical Field ; Projector and

Equipment Sales ; Distribution and Projection Servic-

ing of Industrials ; Distributor Problems ; General Wel-
fare ; Utilization of Product. (The Panel Sessions, be-

ginning at 8 P.M. will be open to visitors.) On Satur-

day afternoon, a concluding General Membership Meet-

ing will be held to elect ofiicers for 1941-42, and in

the evening a Dinner-Dance for members and non-

members and their guests. The convention will mark the

conclusion of two years of active efforts on the part of

the ANFA to improve the standards and welfare of

the entire non-theatrical film industry.

Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatres!

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

"When the Daltons Rode"
A rip-roaring picture of Amer-
ica's most sensational bandit-
family, starring Kay Francis
and Randolph Scott.

"A Little Bit of Heaven"
Gloria Jean sings her way
through a glorious, human
story of "Just folks."

"The Boys from Syracuse"
A Broadway hit that sold out
at $5.50 a seat, now faster and
funnier with Allan Jones, Mar-
tha Raye and Joe Penner.

"Sandy Is a Lady"
The most publicised lady of
the screen, "Baby" Sandy, in

an hilarious comedy.

"If I Had My Way"
Bing Crosby joins voices with
Gloria Jean in the year's most
tuneful picture.

Deanna Durbin
First Lady of the Screen, In

her three latest and greatest
pictures, "First Love". "It's

a Date" and the magnificent
"Spring Parade".

• Write Immediaiely to-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subiect comedies, musicals, travel-
ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100
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ORIGINALLY DESIGNED LANTERN
SLIDES FOR STAGE SCENERY

ANNA J. THOMPSON
Art Supervisor, State Teachers College
Indiana, Penna.

LANTERN slides are generally associated with illus-

trated lectures of travel, science work, Christ-

J mas story reproductions, and the study of great

master artists. Some experimental efforts on the part of

Art teachers and their pupils in modern schools have

resulted in the discovery that lantern slides afford a

splendid medium for creative work in their special stage

productions. While lantern slides have been made and

used for more years than children in the schools can

remember, it was not until recently that they were em-

ployed for the purpose of stage scenery for dramatic

productions. Since many school superintendents rate

slides as valuable equipment for visual instruction, and

proclaim that teachers in their respective schools make
good use of lantern slides and projectors, they will find

in this projected scenery technique additional uses for

their materials of instruction.

Many school systems own one, two, three, or more

lantern slide projectors to fill the wants of the many
teachers who need them in the various classrooms at the

same time. Within recent years many schools have also

purchased such materials as frosted glass slides, cover

glass slides, lantern slide crayons and inks, masks, binding

tape, etc., for the purpose of providing "pupil-teacher-

made" lantern slides in the various grades of the schools.

If such materials are not already on hand they can be

purchased with little expense, and used for original

creative design work for "projected scenery."

Slides definitely designed for use as stage back-

grounds may be projected upon the background drops

or on plain curtains of the stage during the various

scenes of the school play or musical programs, with a

number of distinct advantages to both the workers and

the audience observers. The simple shifting of the lan-

tern or of the lantern slide by the lantern slide oper-

ators, materially lessens the time usually needed by

amateurs in their changes of scenery. The lantern slides

also effect a saving of time and the expenses occasioned

by the construction and painting of large stage flats.

The physical labor of moving the customary scenery

on and off the stage requires a large stage crew, with

the inconvenience of excusing pupils from classes, shift-

ing programs and the like. The projected scenery re-

duces this factor to a minimum.
Certain stage conditions are necessary, however, to

make the stage projected scenery successful.

The stage needs to be one, preferably, with enough

space directly behind the back drop of sheer light col-

ored muslin, to project the background of the desired

size on this muslin curtain. The curtain used should

a±±xooni
Conducted by WILBER EMMERT
State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.

be thin enough for the light to shine thru, but opaque

enough for the color to show against it. The width of

the curtain is a factor of considerable concern. If it is

extremely large, two, three, or even more lanterns will

be needed to project the whole background as a con-

tinuous scene. If the projected scenery becomes a regu-

lar feature of dramatic productions, it might be well for

the school to purchase different "wide angle" focal

length lenses for the projectors. With ideal conditions,

the shift of scenery is accomjilished by a change of

slides in each of the respective lanterns used.

All stages are not ideal for lantern slide projected

scenery work because of too little space behind the

curtain drop and/or their large width dimensions. In

such cases the projection must be made from in front of

the stage and the actors. The projectionist then operates

- BACK STAGE -
A-BC-B'E-LANrERN PR0JECTOB5
l-i3-4-5-LAKTER»J SLIDES

SUOES VIEWS SHOULD

CT/ERUAP A LITTLE. TO

OOIN WELL

3SUDE3 USUALW
Fia SPACE OF A
WRfrt STfloE r^rr

Sketches showing techniques for projected scenery.

the lanterns from a table located far enough back in the

auditorium to give the scenery the required size to fill

the screen. If the auditorium has a balcony, the pro-

jection work will be less conspicuous if done from there

than when operated from the auditorium ])roper. In

such a position much more of the projected scene will

be above the heads of the actors. The designer of the

slides must now deal with the conditions of having the

actors in the beam of light. Hence all dark color and

very intense colors must be arranged to be projected

above the heads of the actors, otherwise the shadows

and strong colors will fall on the players and eliminate

them from the view of the spectators. Since the actors
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-For fhe Healfh Teaching Program-
Five authentic child health, training and character building Films, P/*-

pared in collaboration with, and endorsed by leading health authorities.

BEFORE BABY COMES: BABY'S FIRST YEAR: GROWING UP: LIFE

OF A HEALTHY CHILD: ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS.
1 reel each, 16mm sUeni or sound. 8 mm tflenf.

For Sate or Rent.

HEALTH FILM SERVICE First Nat'l Bank BIdq.
SALEM, OREGON

Ready May 1

A PRACTICAL FILMSTRIP
OUR PRESIDENTS, 1789-1944 $2.00
— Laboratory facilities. Write for details on preparing and selling your

own filmstrips.

PRACTICAL FILMSTRIP SERVICE
Arthurdale Carleton C. Pierce, Jr. West Virginia

[are the most important part of the stage, the scenery

Imust be designed as a background for them and their

(Tork. The artist designer of original slides for stage

Isets needs to be aware of the limitations of the indi-

Ividual stage, then produce artistic settings helpful to

[the actors. These scenes must be in keeping with the

ipurposes of the act, and always designed as a back-

Iground for the actors.

Some people prefer the soft color results that may
]be obtained by the special slide crayons, rather than the

Itrilliant colors from the lantern slide inks. All colors

lueed to be transparent, hence wax crayons are to be

lavoided in this work. That is why lantern slide com-

Ipany materials produce better results than any other

type for problems in color projection situations. The
common lead pencil is very useful in blocking out the

design, and giving definite boundaries to parts of the

scene. A splendid feature of etched glass slides is that

t'hich makes it possible to wash the crayon or inks from

ftheir surface and use the slide over and over again.

Interesting designed slide results may be projected

[on the closed front curtain by using an intense color

[for only a few minutes, or during the short time a reader

or speaker needs to give the introductory remarks. In

puch cases the audience will generally not see the

Speaker if he stands in front of the curtain and directly

In the projected design. This type of front curtain pro-

jection would very likely not be used unless stage

conditions precluded satisfactory projection on the back

fdrop curtain.

Ia School-Made Film Stands on Its Own Feet
[(Concluded from pacjc 149)

[group used the film Saturday evening in connection with

I
their regular program for school age boys and reported

jthat several asked for information about our housing

[project after they had seen two regular feature story

ilms, too."

From the experiment which Mr. McPherson has

[conducted in the making of school films, it would seem

[to be logical to suppose that where a school film is the

[outgrowth of study work in the regular program and

Us well organized under teacher supervision, it can be-

Icome a very excellent medium for use by other school

Igroups in their actual study. A further step would be

rthe eventual linking together of all efforts by schools

[in this direction and a production and distribution pro-

gram that would tie in with many of the regular courses

now in the curriculum. Thus it would be a real visual

Expression service by young people for young people,

[stimulating to them and educational, as well.

These perfected automatic

PROJECTION
MACHINES

for projecting 2" x 2" glass
slides with 3 5 mm. fUm..

Remote push-button and automatic control,
important feature on all Selectroslide projec-
tion equipment. Lecturer changes slides auto-
matically by pushing button. No assistant
necessary; no errors in projection possible.

THREE INDIVIDUAL UNITS TO MEET
EVERY BUDGET AND PROJECTION

PROBLEM.

Standard Selectroslide
Universal equipment for all

projection requirements. In-

terchangeable magazines
hold 48 slides each. Takes
bulbs from 300 to 1000
watt and focal length pro-
jection lens for small class-

room or large auditorium.

Compact Selectroslide
Standard Selectroslide with
compact projector. Ideal for
classroom or laboratory.
Simplified projector -with

200 watt bulb. Magazine
holds 48 slides.

Junior Selectroslide
Remarkably compact. Built-

in projector with forced
draft. Uses 200-watt bulbs.
Magazine holds \6 slides.

Automatic and remote con-
trol features.

Write today for complete information on
equipment to meet your special problem.

SplndUt&SauppQ SJnc.

86 Third Street San Francisco

Branch Office: 811 W. 7th St., Los Angeles
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The Third Midwestern Forum on Visual Teaching Aids

THE Third Annual Midwestern
Forum on \'isual Teaching Aids

met at the Congress Hotel in Chi-

cago on March 28th and 29th. Purpose
of the Forum was stated at the first

general session by Dr. Wm. C. Reavis

of the Department of Education, Uni-

versity of Chicago, and general Chair-

man of the Forum. He outlined the

aim of the two-day meetings as an ef-

fort to provide opportunity for visual

educators to "see how it's done" through

the use of actual classroom demonstra-

tions. Believing that progressive teach-

ers and school administrators are inter-

ested in the effective use of all types of

visual aids, the program of the 1941

Forum was built on a horizontal rather

than a vertical plane, and a careful

search was made to provide demonstra-

tions in a wide range of subject matter.

"Present Trends in Visual Education"

was the theme of the morning address

by Mr. Ford L. Lemler, Director, Bu-

reau of Visual Education, Extension

Division, University of Michigan. Im-

mediately following Mr. Lemler's re-

marks, the group separated for the first

meetings of the elementary and the sec-

ondary school clinics.

The Clinics

Keynote of the classroom clinics was
the demonstration of teaching procedures

in the use of visual teaching aids in

actual classroom situations. Demonstra-

tion subject matter varied from science

to vocational guidance with decided em-
phasis on social science, not surprising

in these days.

Elementary Clinic

Chairman of the elementary school

clinic was Mr. Harry D. Gillet, Princi-

pal, University Elementary School, Ur.i-

versity of Chicago, while Mr. E. C.

Waggoner, Director of Science and Vis
ual Education in the Elgin Public

Schools, Elgin, III., presided at the

meetings of the secondary clinic. Each
clinic had three sessions, following a

similar pattern in each of introduction,

class demonstration, and discussion by
the "audience."

Science as taught in the primary di-

vision and safety as taught in the inter-

mediate division was the double subject

of the first session of the elementary
clinic, the demonstrations being presented

by Mr. Glen O. Blough, and Mr. Leslie

W. Irwin, both teachers in the Labora-
tory Schools of the University of Chi-

cago. This was followed in the after-

noon session by a social science demon-
stration at the third and fourth grade
level, presented by Miss Eugenia Humble
and Miss Scherer, both teachers in the

Oak Park Public Schools. The demon-
stration class of thirty eager youngsters

explored their Mexican neighbor to the

South through use of the sound film

"Mexican Children." The class had al-

ready seen the film once without sound

at the beginning of the unit. With this

as motivation, the children had then

studied Mexican dress in art class,

learned a Mexican song in music study,

brought curios to class, and done indi-

vidual reference reading. The results

of this reading they brought with them
in the form of notes and marked pages

in their books which they used to sub-

stantiate facts they contributed to the

class activity following the sound show-

ing of the film, when Miss Scherer led

them in constructing their own version

of the film, adding details from their

reading that had not appeared in the

film. In the discussion following the

demonstration Miss Scherer explained the

objectives of showing the film twice: (1)

at beginning without sound, to stimulate

An elementary classroom clinic in action.

fPhoto covivtesy of Charles M. Boesel)

creative thinking and a spirit of inquirj-

:

(2) at end of unit, with sound, to enrich

reading and knowledge gained through

books and to furnish basis for original

story. Also brought out in the discus-

sion was the fact that the geographical

emphasis in the teaching approach was
more suited to the grade level than a

socio-economic emphasis.

.Social studies also provided the mate-

rial for the closing session of the ele

mentary school clinic, this time in the

intermediate division. The demonstra-

tion was ably presented by Miss Mildred

C. Letton, and Miss Ida B. DePencier,

both teachers in the Laboratory Schools

of the University of Chicago.

Secondary Clinic

For its first session the secondary
school clinic also turned its attention to

a social science demonstration. An Amer-
ican History class acted as "guinea
pigs," introduced by Mr. Truman D.
Fox, Director of Visual Education, T.

Sterling Morton High School, Cicero,

III. The group saw "Early Settlers in

New England" as the climax to study

of a unit on colonial life. The film was
also used to bridge between this unit

and one following on the development of

independence and the westward expan-
sion from the thirteen colonies. Class

discussion was led by three "chairmen"

who had each seen the film five tiii'es

and had prepared leading questions based

on analysis of the political, economic
and social aspects of colonial life as

brought out in the film, which was used

as a point of departure for a discussion,

amazing in its breadth. The adult group
centered its discussion on the value of

student previews of films, and the num-
ber of previews of a single film.

A science demonstration using the

film "Properties of Water" featured the

second session at the secondary level,

presented by a chemistry class of Mr.
G. I. Renner from Elgin High School.

.\ lively discussion ended this session,

revolving around the relative merits of

teaching procedures with science films.

A less usual subject —vocational guid-

ance—provided the material for the final

session of the secondary clinic. Mr. Mil-

ton E. Hahn, Department of Psychology,

University of Minnesota, presented the

demonstration in the absence of his co-

worker. Dr. E. G. Williamson. .'\fter

a rapid-fire introduction with blackboard

outline, Mr. Hahn showed the film "Ap-
titudes and Occupations" on which be

and Dr. Williamson acted as consultants.

The film was a graphic presentation of

the lecture material, showing actual sit-

uations in which were used the specific

abilities — mechanical, clerical, social,

musical, artistic, scientific, and abstract

intelligence. As a guide to vocational

placement "profiles" were shown of the

varying amounts of these abilities pos-

sessed by different individuals. Occu-

pational adjustment was shown to de-

pend on a combination of interests, abil-

(Couiiudcd on page 172)
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ities, and motivation. Although the class

—a volunteer group from Elgin High
School—had seen neither the film nor

Mr. Hahn before, they participated in

a thoughtful discussion of the material.

The discussion of the adult group brought

out the need for, and interest in. more
films of this type, which provide not

merely vocational information but real

vocational "guidance."

Luncheon

Of special interest to directors of vis-

ual education was the opening-day lunch-

eon for them. After luncheon the group

divided for two round-table discussions

lasting well into the afternoon. The one

for public school directors was presided

over by Joseph E. Dickman, Director

of Visual Education, Chicago Public

Schools, while the state directors of vis-

ual education met with Mr. J. E. Han
sen. Chairman, Bureau of Visual In-

struction, University of Wisconsin.

The Banquet

.\ lighter note was struck at the third

annual bantiuet held in the Casino of the

Congress Hotel. Mr. H. E. Erickson

of the .Ampro Corporation acted as toast-

master and introduced both speakers of

the evening, Mr. David E. Walker, Sunt.

of Schools, District 76, Evanston, Illi-

nois, and Dean Gordon J. Laing, Uni-

versity of Chicago. Nearly 200 banquet-

ers gave evidence of genuine enjoyment

of the evening's program, which differed

in certain important respects from the

same function last year.

Adminisirator's Clinic

The two-day Forum closed with a

school administrator's clinic—a new fea-

ture this year—on the use of visual ma-
terials in school interpretation. Examples
of such materials were presented for

appraisal by a panel of administrators

under the chairmanship of William J.

Hamilton, Superintendent of Schools, Oak
Park, Illinois. Members of the panel

were: Orville T. Bright, Superintendent

of Schools, Flossmoor, Illinois ; Nelson

B. Henry, University of Chicago; J.

Stanley Mcintosh, Director of Visual

Education, District 76, Evanston, Illinois

;

E. E. Morley, Principal, Heights High
School, Cleveland Heights, Ohio; Claude

E. Vick, State Department of Public

Instruction, Springfield, Illinois.

The materials presented consisted of

:

(1) miniature slides prepared and used

by Charles Bruner, Superintendent of

Schools, Kewanee, Illinois; (2) standard

slides by E. E. Morley, portraying an

evaluation of the Heights High School,

Cleveland Heights, Ohio, on the criteria

established by the Cooperative Study of

Secondary School Standards; (3) a film

by J. E. Pease, Superintendent of

Schools, La Grange, Illinois, showing

activities of teachers and pupils in the

schools of Muskegon, Michigan; (4) a

two-reel film on a day in Wilbur Wright

High School, Dayton, Ohio; (5) a

school-film prepared by Arnold P. Heflin,

on a day in Lane Technical High School,

Chicago; and (6) a section of a film in

color presented by T. R. Foulkes, Super-

intendent, Maine Township High School,

Des Plaines, Illinois.

The following criteria were used by
the panel in evaluating the visual mate-
rials presented as aids in public relations

:

Mechanical Features

(a) Photographic eflfects

(b) Does the photography follow best

current practice in photographic

technic

(c) What about the sequence of shots

(d) Use of color films

(e) Titles—are they effective

(f) Sound

Aim and Purpose of the Film

(a) For what kind of audience is film

designed

(b) Are definite public-relations val-

ues evident

(c) Is the film too educational

(d) Are entertainment features over-

emphasized

(e) Is the film too spectacular

Eindcncc of Careful Planning in Film
Construction

(a.) What about length of film

(b) Judgment used in the selection of

subject matter

(c) Is there evidence of scenario or-

ganization

The Educational Values in the Film

(a) Does the film leave definite im-

pressions of the organization of

the work offered in the schools

(b) Are specific features of the school

work shown

(c) Is viewing the film the equiva-

lent of a visit to the schools

(d) Are general educational methods
demonstrated

(e) Are specific educational methods

demonstrated

(f) Is pupil progress shown

(g) Are extra-curriculum activities

shown

Resulting Impressions

(1) Does the film "sell" the school

to the public

(2) Are educational outcomes defined

(3) Is the film too long to leave def-

inite impressions

(4) Is there a general audience ap-

peal

(5) Does the film "tell the story" or

leave confused impressions

The various sessions of the Forum
were attended by nearly 500, registering

from not only the Middle West but all

parts of the country. No small part of

the conference was the fine array of ex-

hibits, larger and more extensive than

in previous years. These were on dis-

play throughout the conference and were

assembled under the able chairmanship

of Mr. Wesley Greene, College Film

Center. At the Executive Committee

meeting on Saturday plans were enthu-

siastically formulated and adopted for

the "Fourth Midwestern Forum on Vis-

ual Teaching Aids" the coming year.

Proceedings of the
DVI Meeting
(Concluded from page 161)

(This item below chances to be the

last, but by no means the least, of the

DVI Proceedings at Atlantic City. The

Committee on Field Experiences is a

definite affiliate of the Department of

Visual Instruction of the NEA, It is

shortly to have its own regular Depart-

ment in the pages of The Educational

Screen under the editorship of Dr. Verna

Carley.—Editor)

Minutes of the Meeting

of the

COMMITTEE ON FIELD

EXPERIENCES

February 26, 1941

Atlantic City, New Jersey

AFTER considerable discussion as to

the next stages of the Committee's

work it was unanimously agreed that

the immediate need is for a manual to

help people who are planning field trips

and who have not had sufficient exper-

ience in this area. A special committee

to draft plans for this manual was ap-

pointed. The committee consists of Dr.

Atyeo, chairman, Mr. Stanforth, Mr.

Rothschild, and Mr. Olsen. The com-

mittee was given the power to call upon

any other people in the field for assist-

ance.

Plans were then discussed for the

use of our page in Educational Screen.

It was agreed that Miss Carley serve

as editor and that the preparation of

material be considered an all-committee

job. The first issue should deal with the

philosophy of field trips and there should

be a discussion of the Committee and

its plans for the June issue. It was sug-

gested that in subsequent issues there

be a description of field trips in differ-

ent subject areas ; also that material be

included from as many zones as pos-

sible.

In explaining the work of the Com-
mittee, it was agreed to try to develop

some committees within the several zones

called for in the zoning plan being de-

veloped for the Department of Visual

Instruction. Mr. Park and Mr. Watten-

berg were asked to take charge of this

work.

In our plans for developing coordinat-

ing units, it was agreed to concentrate

upon Michigan as a demonstration proj-

ect on the possibility of a statewide co-

ordination of field experiences. The

committee in charge was to consist of

Mr. Park as chairman, Mr. Roberts,

and Mr. Wattenberg.

In view of the possibility of the chair-

man being drafted, Mr. Park was elected

vice chairman of the Committee.
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lound Films for Pre-Employment

iTraining in Machine-Shop Practice

REEL I of Eastman's new sound films on

_ elementary shop practice is now ready and

being delivered. It covers correct methods for

exact alignment of the lathe . . . detailed pro-

cedures involved in facing, straight turning, and

squaring a shoulder . . . working accurately to

dimensions from a mechanical drawing . . . char-

acteristics and selection of the principal cutting

tools ... a comprehensive exposition of the use

of micrometers in relation to the graduated dials.

Utilizing carefully planned and superbly pho-

tographed full-screen close-ups, this film isolates

and greatly enlarges the critical action involved

in every operation. It not only permits demon-

strating to the whole class at once, but enables

each student to follow the action even more
clearly than would be possible from a position

directly at the side of the instructor. Full explan-

ation in sound accompanies each step.

Reel II, covering o{>erations not included in

the first film, is being prepared along the same

lines. Scheduled for release about May 1, it will

complete a pair of sound films of unique impor-

tance to all schools undertaking pre-employment

machine-shop training for national defense in-

dustries. Order Reel I now for immediate de-

livery—Reel II for shipment when ready. Price

per reel (16-millimeter sound), $36. Eastman

Kodak Company, Teaching Films Division,

Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Classroom Films
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HISTORY AND PRINXIPLES

Notes on the Historical Background of

Visual Education— Manson Milner

Brien, St. Louis Country Day School

—

Education, 61 :321 Feb. 1941.

A carefully-documented account of the

visual techniques used in the Middle Ages
before Comenius wrote his picture-book

commonly called the beginning of visual

aids. The resources of art at that time

were devoted to instructional purposes.

Sculpture, stained glass windows, even

the scheme of gothic architecture were
intended to record events and educate.

Early printing made use of woodcut il-

lustrations to supplement the printed ma-
terial. Then etchings and engravings were

used. By the 17th century when Com-
enius wrote his Orbis Pictus the use of

pictures had already been in common use.

Tliere are examples of illustrated books

in medicine, diplomatics, history, mathe-

matics, physics and many other subjects.

The article should be read in its en-

tirety for a fascinating account of the

part played by pictured materials, maps
and the like in the centuries preceding our

own. The author concludes, "Indeed vis-

ual education today is neither a fad nor

a fetish, but the culmination of consistent

progress throughout 800 years. Modern
inventions and modern techniques have in

no way altered its fundamental philosophy.

Rather they constantly present an ever-

widening opportunity which requires . . .

a thorough investigation on behalf, of

teachers and students in every field, if

we are to be true to our heritage."

ADMINISTRATION

A Director of Visual Instruction—Roy
Wenger

—

Social Studies, 32:81 Feb.

1941

How a director of visual instruction

can help a social studies teacher

:

1. He collects information as to sources

and types of materials available. 2. He
helps in securing materials. 3. He helps

in getting equipment when needed. 4.

He can suggest techniques of using ma-
terials. 5. He trains a staiT of student

assistants. 6. He can stimulate the pro-

duction and use of school-made materials.

7. His office can serve as a clearing

house for information.

Visual Aids for Education—Jewell Ross
Davis, Warrensburg, Missouri

—

School

and Community, 27:118 Mar. 1941

The Missouri State Department, in

cooperation with the Works Progress Ad-
ministration is circulating visual aids for

use in the schools of that state. There

are nine centers.

Equipping a Room for Visual Instruc-

tion—William T. Kutsche, East Grand
Rapids—£rfHca//on, 61 :345 Feb. 1941

Modern Visual Education at Work

—

Lawrence W. Olson, Glencoe, Minn.
—Minnesota Journal of Education.

21 :248 Feb. 1941

The school program is centered in a

Ijcrmanent projection room.

Unsupervised Visual Education—Ralph
Rochefort White, Weld, Maine

—

Edu-
cation. 61 :373 Feb. 1941

Results of a survey in the state of

Maine.

UTILIZATION
Library Film Forums on National De-
fense—Alice I. Bryan, Columbia Uni-
versitv

—

Library Journal. 66 :241 Mar.
15, 1941

This article describes one of the most
important developments in the use of

motion pictures to date. Film Forums is

a cooperative project undertaken by the

Joint Committee of the American Li-

brary Association, the American Asso-

ciation for Applied Psychology, Amer-
ican Association for Adult Education

and the American Film Center. During

the spring twenty libraries in strate-

gically situated sections of the country

are presenting a program for ten weeks

on "What We Are Defending," in which

adults may discuss our material and

human resources in relation to the de-

fense program.

On the basis of the experience gained

this spring a more extensive program

will be planned for next fall and made
available to a much larger group of

))ublic libraries. The cost to libraries

that have access to a projector and op-

erator is about $5.00 per evening. The
American Film Center takes care of

booking and routing the films.

The reader is referred to the original

article for further help in planning and

carrying out intelligent discussions with

adults.

The Film in the English Class—Kath-

erine Heifer and Regina Rosiny, Co-

lumbus High School, N. Y. C.—English

Journal, 30:68 Jan., 1941

The English classes in this school

undertook a study of the motion picture

as literature and as a means of social

expression. A detailed account is given

of three of the Human Relations films

used in this study. Each film was allotted

three class periods—one for preparation,

one for showing and discussion of the

teclmical literary elements and on the

last day the social and literary objectives

were discussed. The study guides pre-

pared by the Commission on Human Re-

lations were used by the teachers. The

teachers believe that the 50 classes that

used tlie films benefited greatly from the

film study.

Teaching Americanism through the Use
of the Filmstrip—Camilla Best, New
Orleans— /^V)«a/io)i. 61 -.333 Feb. 1941

Successful teaching of citizenship must

be a development of the individual through

activities as well as the teaching of sub-

ject matter. . . . By means of wide variety

of subject matter found in the filmstrip,

we are able to correlate the teaching of

Americanism and the development of

good citizenship in the course of study

used in almost every school. Careers in

the Army and Navy, conservation of our

natural resources, American History,

subjects on Latin America are examples

of filmstrips now available.

A Follow-up Survey through Visual

Aids — H. L. Cleland, Director of

Guidance, Pittsburgh, Pa. Occupations,

19:331-4 Feb., 1941

A unique project in determining the

kinds of jobs that high school graduates

get after they leave school is described

in this article. The schools produced a

film showing 23 of the 1937 graduates

in their present vocations. For each per-

son there is given a general description

of the high school he or she attended,

how he got the job, what his high school

record had been and his present respon-

sibilities and salary. Scenes were shot in

the various places of business. The cam-

eramen were three teachers who had had

considerable success at amateur pho-

tography.

How to Explore for Visual Materials

—

Marion Louise Israel, Los Angeles

County

—

Cal. Journal of Secondary

Education. 16:26 Jan. 1941

Suggestions to teachers who do not have

ready access to a central library of vis-

ual aids for .securing materials. Classifi-

cation is made on the basis of (a) those

that are historical and static; (b) those

that are contemporary and dynamic.

RESEARCH
Sound Films for Reading Programs

—

H. A. Grav, Erpi

—

School Executive

60:24 Feb. ' 1941

A significant summary of research

dealing w-ith beginning reading and the

influence of aural factors, indicating the

value of sound films for primary readers.

Review of Educational Research in

Visual Education—Edgar Dale and

Charles F. Hoban, Jr.

—

Encyclopedia

of Educational Research. 1941 Mac-
Millan. $10.00

This is the best summary of research

to appear since Dr. Hoban's critical sum-

mary in "Motion Pictures in Education:

A Summary of the Literature." Pro-

\ides excellent background information

for students in visual instruction courses

and for curriculum workers in other

areas.

(Concluded on page 176)
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EVALUATION
Audio-Visual Aids and the Democratic
Process—Etta Schneider—£(/i(ca<ion,
61:326 Feb. 1941

How democratic are you in planning
for and carrying out a course for teachers
in the use of audio-visual materials? How
democratic are you in administering your
program? How democratic are you as a

teacher in permitting the students to par-

ticipate in selection and critical evalua-

tion? How democratic are the producers
of materials in collaborating with schools

and curriculum workers before and after

production? Guides to help you in such
an evaluation are given in the article.

Constructive cooperation in .such prac-

tices is just as important as in other

phases of human relations that will pro-

mote democratic living.

Silent versus Sound Films in Education
—M. H. Cowan, New York City—
High Points, 23 : no.2 :23 Feb. 1941

A review of research dealing with
sound and silent motion pictures in

schools. After weighing the pros and
cons, the author appears to prefer silent

films because they can be more readily

adapted to local needs and because equip

ment is more convenient. The popular-
ity of sound films, he believes, may be
due to tlie fact that they are newer.

The Relation of Reading to Other
Forms of Learning

—

{Readinq in Gen-
eral Education, W. S. Gray, ed.)—
Edgar Dale, pp 45-75. 1940. American
Council on Education.

A clear-cut analysis of the psychology
of learning that involves reacting to many
kinds of experiences, verbal and non-
verbal. A "must" for those who must be
ever on the alert to re-evaluate the role

of audio-visual aids in education.

The Relative Value of Sound and Silent
Motion Pictures in Science Teaching
—Roy W. Maneval, Tulsa, Okla—
Science Education, 24:361 Dec. 1940.

This is the third study carried on by
the writer in comparing sound films with
other methods of direct teaching. In
this investigation, one group of high
school science students was taught by
the use of sound films, another group,
equated in intelligence, science ability

and sex, was shown the same films with
captions instead of a sound track. Each
film was shown twice. Tests were given
immediately after the film showings and
30 days later.

The study fails to give statistically

significant evidence to show that either

method is better. The data tend to show
that the silent film was better in three

out of four units. Pupils of higher

mental ability tend to be taught better

by the silent fihn method, those with
lower mental ability improving better

with sound films. The results of this

experiment have significance for popu-
lations of which the sample used is

representative.

Educational Motion Pictures Evaluated
by Children—Florence E. Taylor,
Penn. State College (formerly Horace
Mann School, Teachers College, Co-
lumbia University). Education, 61:364
Feb. 1941

Illuminating evidence to support the

principle that children are critical and
can be helped in their critical judgment
about films as well as other school ex-
periences. Stenographic notes of a dis-

cussion with a group of fifth grade chil-

dren are reprinted. The children were
asked to evaluate the whole film program
of the preceding semester and to discuss

those films that helped them most. As
children are given a greater share in the

planning and carrying out of school pro-

grams teachers will find that they are
keener and more sensitive, even at an
early age, than we had thought.

Criteria for the Production and Selec-

tion of Visual Aids—David J. Good-
man, N. Y. C.~Education. 61 :359

Feb. 1941

A proposal for a national committee
of educators and producers to set up
criteria for the production and selection

of the various types of visual aids, be-

ginning with the filmstrip. Excellent bib-

liography on selection.

TEACHER TRAINING
Adequate Training for a Director of

Audio-Visual Education—James D.
Finn, Colorado State College of Edu-
cation

—

Education, 61 '.Zy? Feb. 1941

This is an important article, especially

since little attention has been paid to

this topic in the past 10 years. The basis

for setting up qualifications and the kind

of training needed may not always be the

same, but the article can serve as a
starting point for discussion and the

formulation of proposals that will apply

to special communities.

A director of visual education must
have a good general education, which in-

cludes knowledge of subject-matter areas,

ability to write and interpret educational

activities, a knowledge and skill in

physics and other subjects that relate to

optics and projection as well as an ap-

preciation and understanding of the arts.

He should have a grasp of educational

theory and practice with some experience

in teaching. He should have mechanical

ability that includes photography, pro-

jection, sound and recording techniques,

etc. Technical ability should include skill

in radio writing and production, motion

picture production, dramatics and music.

In the field of audio-visual education his

knowledge should be extensive. Finally,

he should have a grounding in admin-

istrative practices that will facilitate the

organization and operation of a depart-

ment.

Other qualities which he must possess,

apart from education and training, are

ability to accomplish a lot with little

money or equipment
;
qualities of leader-

ship and ability to get along with people;

a sense of balance and a desire to try

out new ways.

A Neglected Factor in the Use of Audio-
Visual Aids—W. Gayle Starnes—firfw-
cation. 61 :347 Feb. 1941

Teacher education is this neglected

factor. The plea is for teacher education

institutions to develop a systematic, well-

balanced program.

LIBRARY AND VISUAL AIDS

Place of the Librarian in the Visual
Program—Picss Landfear, San Fran-
cisco

—

Cal. Journal, 16:21 Jan. 1941

SCHOOL MADE VISUAL AIDS

Learning Safety through Making Movies
—William G. Hart, Ohio State Uni-
versity—6"o/f/r Education 20:290 Mar.
1941

.^n account of a cooperative film proj-
ect undertaken by a group of schools in

connection with the safety program. Each
school produced a film which was tailor-

made to its local situation. The activity

was educative to those who participated

in planning and producing the films and
it helped to enlist community coopera-
tion.

Better attitudes toward safe conduct
are already noted by the teachers. The
films are being successfully used in other
schools. The most important contribu-

tion of the Traffic Safety Film Project,

however, is that it demonstrates a way
of approaching safety education. The
thirteen films enumerated in the article

represent a variety of film techniques and
topics for audiences from kindergarten to

adult.

The Production of School Public Rela-
tions Films—Hardy R. Finch and
Eleanor D. Child, Greenwich, Conn.—
School Management, 10:195 Mar. 1941

An article for administrators which
clarifies the values to be expected from
school-made films and describes how to

go about making films. The need for

interpreting the schools to the people

is greater now than ever before and mo-
tion pictures can be a strong ally.

Filming of Classroom Activities Adds
Special Interest—Herbert H. Ditt-

brenner, Glencoe, Minnesota

—

Minne-
sota Journal of Education, 21 :247 Feb.

1941

Camera Club's Contribution to Visual

Instruction— Raipli E. Brant. Vassar,

Mich—Education, 61 :3S4 Feb. 1941

The Zoo Goes to School—Frank W.
Trevor, Millbrook School

—

Education,

61 :369 Feb. 1941

The story of an undertaking that has

extended over four years in the build-

ing, on the school grounds, of a zoo

where animal life can be studied for

biology, wildlife conservation and other

practical school purposes. Other outcomes

from this project have been noted in

the language arts, manual activities, com-
munity relations and social understand-

ing. Worth reading in the original.
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RCA Motion Picture

Sound Equipment "Stars"for

over 6,000 Theatres

Get the same "star" performance

for your pictures with

RCA 16 mm. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

• For finer, clearer sound . . .

more even light distribution on

screen . . . greater operating sim-

plicity—here's your projector!

Whea the motion picture industry

goes for something in a great big way

—you know it's good. // has to he!

And over 6,000 American theatres

use RCA Equipment!

That's why we say

—

give your pic-

tures the professional projection they

deserve with the sensational RCA
16 mm. Sound Film Projector. Com-
pletely RCA engineered, it gives new
life, new sparkle to every picture. It

distributes light on the screen more

•

-<- Radio City Music Hall

in New York City

has RCA Motion Picture Sound Equipment.

Over 6,000 theatres on the other Broadways

of America are similarly equipped to provide

their audiences with the finest performance.

evenly. It reproduces sound with

tones full, clear, and natural—at any

volume.

In addition, operation of the RCA
16 mm. Sound Film Projector is sim-

plicity itself. All size reels are quickly

rewound by motor— cleaning and

adjusting are simple. Threading may
be quickly and easily accomplished

because threading line is cast right

on the projection block.

For these reasons—and because of

it's delightful portability—more and

more schools are getting this pro-

jector each week. It's the ideal in-

strument for your school films

!

16 SUPERIOR FEATURES—YET
IT'S PRICED WITH THE LOWEST!
Trademark "RCA Victor'"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by RCA
Mfg. Co., Inc. In Canada,
RCA Victor Company, Ltd.,

Montreal.

Modern schools sfoy modern with RCA Tubes

in their sound equipment

^At/u
ftUDK) VISUM SERVICE FOR SCHOOIS-Educattoad Dcpt. • RCA Mfft.

Co., incCamdra. N.J. • A S«rvic« of Radio Cwporatum of Anarica

ml

Educational Department {E-4)

RCA Mfg. Co., Inc.. Camden, N. J,

Send complete information regarding
RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector.

Name

School-

Address-

City-^^- -State-

îk

^1
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

The Honey Bee (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16nim sound, sale price

$50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

In this film unusual closeup photography presents a study
of the honey bee. The first sequence begins with scenes of bees
in an apple orchard. The three castes of bees—workers, drones
and queens—are shown, and their functions in the hive ex-
plained. The second sequence shows in detail the metamorphosis
of the worker bees, from the time the queen lays eggs in

empty cells through the period when the larvae are fed by the
workers, the spinning of the cocoons, the pupal stage, and
finally the adult worker bees. Various phases of their work,
including feeding larvae, ventilating the nest, and guarding
the nest—the latter including scenes of the killing of a bumble-
bee which has entered accidentally—are shown. The next se-

quence explains the development of new queen bees. The old

queen and the field bees leave the nest, and two newly-hatched
queens battle for supremacy, one queen stinging her rival to

death.

The fourth sequence follows the old queen and the field bees
through the processes of swarming, scouting for and locating

a new nest, and building a new comb. The la.st sequence shows
the workers gathering nectar from flowers, doing the "honey
dance" upon returning to the nest, and depositing the honey
in the comb. In this connection the bees are shown gathering
pollen for bees' bread, doing the "pollen jig" upon returning to

the nest, and storing the pollen for winter food. As the film

concludes with scenes of bees in a field of clover, the narrator

Made to be BETTER -and is

HOLMES oWlm PROJECTOR

Holmes engineers are lit-

erally steeped in the policy

of building qualitymachines

from materials that must

stand the severest tests be-

fore acceptance. And in as-

sembly and trial perform-

ances every projector must

absolutely measure up to

the rigid Holmes' standards

of superior film projection

and fidelity of sound re-

production.

That's why schools

having purchased
one Holmes unit

invariably insist on
the same projector

when buying addi-

tional equipment for

visual education or

entertainment.

HOLMES
16mm Projector

vrith

High Intensity
Arc Lump

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
Manufacturers of 16mm and 35mm sound projectors

1813 ORCHARD STREET CHICAGO

EASY TO THI^EAD. EIZEB]

Catalog
on request

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

Producers wishing to have their new films reviewed
on this page should write Mr. Don White at 223 Wal-
ton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as
to length, content, and basis of availability of the
films. They will be informed of the first open screen-
ing date when the Teacher-Committee can view the
films. The only cost to producers for the service is
the cost of transporting the prints to and from Atlanta,
which must be borne by the producers.

states that bees perform important services by helping to cross-

pollinate flowers and by giving us honey.

CoMMiTTKK Opinion—An excellent film for use in science,

nature study, biology and entomology, and agriculture classes
at all grade levels. Among the strong points noted were clear

closeup photography, efifective narration and good organization.

The film contains so much information that two or more show-
ings probably will be needed.

Wheels Across India (Dodge) 30 minutes, 16mm sound,
"Free." Also available in longer version (70 minutes, 16mm
sound) which reputedly contains some advertising.

Highlights from a recent expedition by .Armand Denis and
his wife, the former Leila Roosevelt, through the jungles of

Burma. Tlie film begins with a scene of a peaceful New Eng-
land home. But on a nearby lake, children are sailing a strange-

looking outrigger boat from the South Seas, and their pets

are full-grown hunting leopards. .\n explanation is given when
it is revealed that this is the home of the Denis family of

world-famous explorers. Preparations are being completed for

departure on another expedition, this time through India.

First the explorers go to Rangoon, there to begin their motor
trip across Burma. They make their way to a small interior

province, where an unusual sight is encountered—gigantic water
wheels which are used to irrigate the fields. Interesting shots

of the great water wheels appear. I'urther in the interior, a

dead city, formerly the capital of Burma, is visited. It is now-

revealed that the purpose of the journey is to locate the cult

of the snake-worshippers ; an old priest directs the travellers

to a little-known corner of the country.

Giraffe-neck women, their heads held up by coils of metal,

are next seen. The metal is removed from one woman's neck
to show how it has been stretched. The cars carry the group
to the edge of a lake, where the party takes to boats. Each of

the.se is propelled by a large number of oarsmen, who use

their legs in paddling. .An exciting race culminates in the over-

turn of one of the boats. The expedition continues up a nar-

row river on rafts, and then goes through the dense jungles

by foot.

A sequence upon teak logging appears here, with views of

cutting and elephants at work dragging the great logs to

stream beds. Care of the elephants, including bathing, also is

shown. Leaving a lumber camp, the expedition rides on elephant

back to the village of the priestess of the snake. The party

climbs a mountain with the prie,stess and her natives, and the

rites of snake-worship are next shown in a thrilling sequence.

The priestess calls the king cobra "god" from his den, expertly

dodging the deadly strikes, and performing the required ritual

by kissing the top of his ugly head three times. .A. brief conclud-

ing sequence depicts the journey homeward.

Committee Opinion—A good film for use in geography,

literature, economics, and social science classes at the junior

and senior high, college and adult levels. The fact that the film

takes ample time to show each thing portrayed, instead of

skipping hurriedly over a larger number of topics, was especially
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WUd life of the

Malayan Jiuigle

BEYOND BENGAL'
LEWIS FILM SERVICE
216 East First. Wichita, Kansas

Send for Free

list of 16mm
Sound

and/or

silent rental

films

commended. The title of the film is not entirely accurate, since

it depicts a journey through Burina rather than through all of

India. The film contains no advertising, and is excellent in all

technical aspects.

The Power Behind the Nation (Norfolk and Western) 39
Tiiiiiutcs. Uimm .sound. "Free." Print reviewed was black-
and-white, but film also is available in Kodachrome color
film.

.-\ detailed presentation of the uses, mining and processing,
and railway transportation of bituminous coal in the Appala-
chian region. The film begins with a sequence which depicts
the industrial might of the United States, explaining that bi-

tuminous coal furnishes more than 50% of America's energy.
It refers to the chemical processing of coal, showing products
and by-pro<!u('ts obtained. Next, the filtn explains the necessity
for close interrelation between the coal and railroad industries.

The nature, formation and mining of bituminous coal are
shown in the following scenes. A map locates coal deposits in

the United States : then the .Appalachian coal field is shown,
with the lines of the Norfolk and Western Railway superim-
posed upon it by animation. In one of the hundreds of mines
which dot the mountains, details of the work of coal mining
are shown, including scenes of the miners riding to work
down the shaft, testing the air for gases, undercutting by ma-
chine, trimming the face, drilling, blasting, and loading the
coal. The cars go up to the surface, then up the tipple, where
the coal is dumped. It goes down over sizing screens, to the
picking table where slag is removed, and finally through the
loading booms into railway cars.

The next sequence shows in detail the method by which
coal is handled through the great ocean coaling terminal at
Norfolk, X'irginia. .A freighter is moved up to the pier; coal
cars go slowly down an incline, across a scale, through a
thawing shed, onto the elevator, and finally the coal is dumped
through a chute into the ship.

As the film concludes, the narrator states that the United
States can look with satisfaction upon its stores of coal, and
that the Norfolk and Western Railway is proud of its part in
supplying this essential material for the life of the nation.
Committee Opixio.n— .'\ good film for use in courses at the

junior high, senior high, and college levels in science, social
science, geography, and industrial training. The film's sequence
on mining is worthy of especial mention, but it was suggested
that the entire filin might have been shortened somewhat with-
out ap|)reciable loss of value. Photography (by Waldo E.
Austin

)
is good ; sound is good, and organization is adequate.

Plows, Planes and Peace (USDA) 17 minutes, 16mm sound,
"Free."

utlines America's program of national defense, with em-
phasis upon the contributions of agriculture. As the film begins
the narrator reads a part of the Preamble to the Constitution,
explaining that it is the American dream for the cominon man
to enjoy the fruits of our country's resources and production. A

(Concluded on page 181)

Producers Named Above:

Dodge. Dodge Division, Chrysler Corporation, 7900 Joseph
Campau, Detroit, Michigan. Prints also obtainable through
local Dodge dealers.

^^£rpi. Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue,
^^H Long Island City, N. Y. Prints obtainable on rental basis

^^H through most State extension film libraries.

^^Borfolk & Western. Norfolk & Western Magazine, c/o Nor-
folk & Western Railway Company, Roanoke, Virginia.

USD.\. U. S. Department of .Agriculture, Motion Pictures,

1
Washington, D. C. Prints also available through various
State extension film libraries which serve as depositories
for the Department. 16mm sound prints may be purchased

^phasi

Newest UNIVERSAL Features
Released in I6min. Sound Film for Schools

Thirty-eight great Universal pictures have
been added to our school library, providing

new entertainment material of unusual ex-

cellence. One location approval takes care of

all bookings. Some of these dims are:

EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN
Featuring Bing Crosby, Joan Blondell, Mischa
Auer, "Sandy".

FAMILY NEXT DOOR
Starring Hugh Herbert and Joy Hodges.

FIRST LOVE
With Deanna Durbin, Helen Parrish, Robert
Stack.

FOR LOVE OR MONEY
With June Lang and Robert Kent.

UNEXPECTED FATHER
Featuring Baby Sandy, Shirley Ross, Dennis
0*Keefe, Mischa Auer.

•
YOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONEST MAN

With W. C. Fields, Edgar Bergen, Charlie
McCarthy.

Other outstanding pictures are: MAD ABOUT
MUSIC with Deanna Durbin, LETTER OF INTRO-
DUCTION with Charlie McCarthy.

Send for catalog listing 2000 Entertainment and Educa-
tional Subjects available for rental or sale,

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45h Street Dept. E-4 New York, N. Y.

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM PICTURES

^rt**

This series of clear, forceful pictures
is for U3e in teaching the social
studies. Their broad scope and the

flexibility of their application
make them Invaluable teach-
ins aids for the modem
school. Since the pictures hare
been organized about those
"centers of interest" that are
evolved into units of work
in the classroom, this materia]
provides titie advantages in-
herent in visual education plus
"unit organ izationf' wtUcb
proffres-slvft educators believe
to be the most eflflclent way
of organizing Instruction.
Available in three for..ia to
meet the needs of every class-
room: (1) Lithographed pic-
tures. (2) 35 mm film strips.
(3) 2"x2" glass slides.
AMERICANS ALL
Inspiring pictures of the deeds
of men and women who havs
helped build the nation —
lieroes of statesmanship,
science, invention, explora-
tion, medicine, art, music,
industry, and other fields of
service. Series of 24 pictures
and text . . . $2.80.
LIFE IN COLONIAL
AMERICA
Life among the men and wo-
men who colonized our east-
em seaboard. Special em-
phasis upon home life, cus-
toms, dress, manners and ar-
chitecture in the New Eng-
land. Middle Atlantic, and
Southern colonies. Series of
20 pictures and text . . .$2.80.

PIONEER DAYS
Story of the westward expansion of
our country as manifested in the life
problems of tliose who left their
homes in the East to make new
homes in the rich territory of the
West. Series of 24 pictures and
text . . . $2.80.

Additional series of teaching pictures
now ready:

life in Ancient Greece. $2.00: Life in
Ancient Rome, $2.00; Life in Medieval Times, $2.80;
Indian Life,$2.80:EarlyCivllization. $2.80:Trans-
portation, $2.80; The Farm, $2.80: Our City, $2.80.

Place your order now or write at once for additional
information and free circular containing a full-size
sample picture.

Informative Classroom Pictures Publishers
44 N. Division Ave., Grond Rapids, Mich.
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firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

'LL(ZEJ%^6^ Where the commercial

New Erpi Products

A new series of phonograph record-

ings on The Growth of Democracy is

announced by Erpi Classroom Films Inc.,

35-11 Thirty Fifth Avenue, Long Island

City, New York. The first of this ser-

ies, "Magna Carta to the Constitution,"

is now available. It consists of twenty

recordings on the 12-inch double-face

records complete with attractive album
and study guide. They are specially-de-

signed classroom records presenting au-

thenticated dramatizations of crucial epi-

sodes in the struggle for democracy. Not

The Mirrophone (Markeicd by Elect

Research Products, Inc.)

only are the portrayals informative, but

they provide suggestive leads into other

related aspects of the historical record.

The study guide contains detailed sug-

gestions for incorporating the use of the

recordings into regular courses of study.

The series was produced by William Ex-

to. Jr. in collaboration with Erpi and

Harry J. Carman of Columbia University.

Another new product distributed by
Erpi is the Mirrophone, a unique tool

for speech training and voice culture,

manufactured by the Western Electric

Company, Inc. This novel device uses

no discs or film. It is an electrically-

operated magnetic tape recorder and re-

producer which is said to record and

recreate speech and other sounds with

amazing fidelity. This lifelike repro-

duction sharply exposes the least speech

fault and makes the student aware of

what it is in his speech that requires

correction.

To record the user
merely turns a switch and
and speaks into the micro-

phone. The voice is

changed into electric cur-

rents which magnetize the

tape, producing a mag-
netic image of the voice.

This image remains un-

changed on the steel tape

through as many repro-

ductions as desired and is

then silently and auto-

matically wiped from the

tape as a new recording

is made. The recording is

ready for reproduction im-

mediately at the throw of

a single switch. The ab-

sence of any lost time in

preparing the instrument for use as-

sures maximum useful operating time in

the classroom. The tape may be used an
infinite number of times, thus avoiding
all record expense and operating intri-

cacies. The Mirrophone is portable and
self-contained, the recording unit, am-
plifier and loudspeaker being housed in

a single attractive cabinet.

rical

New Filmstrip Subjects
Under the name of Practical Film-

strip Service, Carleton C. Pierce. Jr.,

—

who is also Director of Visual Instruc-

tion of Arthurdale High School, Arthur-

dale, West Virginia—has just released

his first filmstrip subject "Our Presi-

dents, 1789-1944," with other subjects to

follow later in the year. Mr. Pierce also

ofi^ers consulting services and laboratory

facilities to schools and teachers who
wish to work out material for presenta-

tion in film strip form.

U.S. Specifies Film Conditioning

—

"Equcd to Vaporote"
Specification No. 41 on films for Vis-

ual Education in National Defense Train-

ing, for the Office of Education of the

Federal Security Agency and all other

Government Offices desiring prints, reads :

"Unless otherwise specified by the

ordering office, each print shall be sub-

jected to a permanent conditioning and
protective treatment, equal to the 'Vap-

Orate' process, reacting directly on

the emulsion itself, the effectiveness

and permanence of which are evidenced

by a substantial raising of the melt-

ing point of the emulsion in water

without loss of pliability reserve."

The phrase "reacting directly on the

emulsion itself" is particularly interest-

ing. It directly excludes lacquers, waxes,

oil, and other surface applications.

Portable Amplifier System
In schools it is often convenient to

utilize a portable amplifier system in con-

nection with the showing of educational

films, particularly as many of these films

have the speech or musical accompani-

ment recorded directly on the film. Even
where the auditoriums may be equipped

with a built-in sound system it is not

always convenient to use this for sound-

on-film reproduction, especially where

it is at times desired to show the film in

some other part of the building.

.'\ compact portable amplifier Sj-stem,

designed especially for this use, is the

Model 669-T announced by Lafayette

Radio Corporation, 100 Sixth Avenue,
New York City. The carrying case

divides, the two halves serving as baf-

fles for the twin loudspeakers mounted
in them. These are equipped with a
cable which permits one to be placed

25 feet from the amplifier, the other 50

feet distant.

The 20-JO watt amplifier is designed

for use with either 16 or 35 mm. film

and is equipped with two 10-foot lengths

of photo-cell cable complete with all plugs

and connectors. A special equalizer cir-

cuit in the amplifier provides accentua-

tion of the higher frequencies necessary

to the best reproduction of sound from
16 mm. film. Provision is also made
for connecting a microphone for an-

nouncements and to permit the system

to be used for talks illustrated with silent

Lafayette Amplifier System

film. The entire equipment is contained

within a gray Spanish leatherette carry-

ing case which is 18}4" high, 15" wide

and 1052" deep.

History of Typewriter in Filmslides

Visual Sciences, Suffern, New York,

report an addition to their growing

library of filmslides, namely The History

of the Typeimtcr. This roll, consisting

of thirty-four frames including forty-

two different models, clearly depicts the

evolution of the machine, beginning with

the earliest known attempt of an English

engineer, who during Queen Anne's time

applied for a patent. Most of the early

attempts were directed toward perfect-

ing a machine for writing raised letters

to aid the blind. The typewriter of today

is the result of efforts over 225 years.
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MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on Bale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
1819 Broadway. Dept.V, New York City

^^rae

New Films of the Month
(Concluded from payc 1791

brief sequence on industrial production for defense follows.

Then it is explained that under the nation's farm program the

farmers themselves have been allowed to plan for adjusted pro-

tion to provide plenty without waste.

•A contrast is drawn between rich soil and an eroded hill-

e as the narrator says that food cannot be produced from
ditches and gullies ; thus, terracing the soil is one of our means
of defense. The contribution of the Ever-Normal Granary is

e.Nplained. What the farm program means to .America's food
consumers is outlined in the following sequence, as bakery and
packing plant scenes reveal some of the processes in baking bread
and preparing meat for retail markets. There is an effective

contrast here between Europe's ration cards and America's
food stamps.

The last part of the film begins by explaining that America
has created an army of temporary soldiers to serve the com-
mon defense. For this army, the farms supply cotton for tires,

uniforms and tents ; hides for boots and saddles ; and food in

abundance. The film concludes with the thought that America's
farmers have learned new ways to insure defense against waste
and hunger, and that America's seven million farms are working
to build defense for the nation.

Committee Opinion—A good film to outline the importance
of the farm and the national farm program in national defense.

It was felt that the film's propaganda is entirely acceptable
because of the present stress on defense. It should serve as good
introductory, inspirational or summarizing material for classes
in agriculture, economics, civics and other social sciences.

Photography, sound and organization are good.

Chemistry and a Changing World (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm
sound, sale price $50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

In this film the planning and execution of one new chemical
manufacturing process forms the basis for a rather brief ex-
planation of the role of chemistry in modern life. As the film

opens, general scenes suggest our dependence upon chemistry
for manufactured products. The work of the research chemist
is represented as a group of research chemists meet to map
plans for a new chemical manufacturing process for their com-
pany. The problem is to work out a process to produce highly

concentrated phosphoric acid from electric furnace phosphorous.
After months of research, the research men turn over their

data to a chemical engineer, whose job it is to devise means of

commercial production. He designs and builds a miniature
"pilot plant," and, finally, his draftsmen plan the new com-

rcial plant.

The plant's operating processes are shown in considerable
ail ; from the complicated processes emerge the final product,

by-products and waste product. The work of the plant's an-
alytical chemists is explained, and the sequence on the plant

ends by showing how the liquid phosphorus which it produces
is run into tank cars for solidification under water, prior to

shipment. Further processing of the phosphorus to form con-
centrated phosphoric acid takes place in another plant. The uses

of this product, in making things essential in our daily lives,

form the closing scenes as the narrator emphasizes the con-
tributions of research chemists and chemical engineers in creat-

ing and making available new products.

Committee Opinion—A good film for use in chemistry,
general science, and in vocational guidance, from the junior

high level through college. It was felt that the title might have
been differently worded in order to indicate more accurately the

content of the film. With appropriate supplementary discussion,

the film should prove effective. Photography and sound are

good ; organization is fair.

'^tet;

FAIRY STORIES
IN NATURAL COLOR
FOR PRIMARY GRADES

Just a few titles:

MARY'S LITTLE LAMB
ALADDIN'S LAMP
OLD MOTHER HUBBARD
THE BIG BAD WOLF
MOLLY MOO-COW
BOLD KING COLE

— many others. Delightful entertainment for

young and old.

Send for our complete set of Catalogs and
Supplements listing these and thousands of ad-

ditional subjects—Features and Short Subjects

—Entertainment and Instructional.

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street Chicago, 111.

Western Branch:

2402 West Seventh Street Los Angeles. Calii.

FINE TEACHING FILMS
ARE YOURS

at an amazing "Gift" Price!
Films Incorporated is preparing splendid, brand-new ISinm

sound films, expressly for classroom use, in an exciting, up-to-the-

minute series on "LIVING HISTORY".

Our unusual Package Subscription Plan enables you to OWN
six of these remarkable motion pictures at a mere fraction oi

present market prices — while renting fine ieature programs at

special "quantity rates".

On request, we will arrange at the earliest possible moment
for you to screen a sample production of this series, entitled

"Democracy at Work".

330 WEST 42ND ST., NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS ' PORTLAND. OREGON
AUSTIN, TEXAS LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

Please send me complete information on the Kew Package
Subscription Plan.

School

Address Qty

Signed Title
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Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35

West 4Sth Street. New York City, an-

nounces the release of a series of 16mm
sound films on Central Ainerica. en-

titled :

Way of Life—eight pictures—1 reel

each. Titles are: Zapotecan Potters,

Coffee Democracy. Boys of Atitlan. May-
aland Today, Net Fishers of Patscuaro,

City of Liz'iny Ruins. Silver Mountain
Country, and Honduras.

Tliese pictures give valuable informa-

tion on the customs, government, educa-

tional standards, industries and habits of

the people—taking us into their homes
where the typical family life may be

observed. Among the countries pictured

are Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras, Guat-
emala.

Harmon Foundation, Inc., 14U

Nas.sau Street, New York City, is dis-

tributing two new 16mm 2-reel silent

motion pictures on art technique, planned
and photographed by two artists, Mr.
and Mrs. Simon Moselsio, of the Art
Division at Bennington College, Benning-
ton, Vermont.

Modeling a Portrait presents all of the

steps to be taken in building up a por-

trait in clay, as the basic work in sculp-

ture. Mr. Moselsio does the modeling,
and Mrs. Moselsio the camera work. The
various tools are demonstrated in use

as under the artist's skillful hands the

completed portrait takes form:' Char-
acteristics of various materials are con-
sidered as the sculptor decides upon the

medium into which the clay will be trans-

lated for permanence.

How a Plaster of Paris Cast Is Made
shows the complete technique of making.
a plaster of Paris cast from a clay por-
trait. The first reel covers the mak-
ing of the cast itself. Reel two shows
how the cast is separated, the clay model
destroyed, and the two halves of the

mold cleaned. They are then tied togeth-

er and the plaster of Paris poured in for

the cast. Hardening takes place and the

chipping is begun to remove the plaster

mold.

Duncan MacD. Little, 33 West
67th Street, New York, a foremost docu-
mentary film-maker, pictures the story

of the pulpwood industry in the Province
of Quebec, in his new production

:

With Lumber-Jack and River-Driver
(A film of the Haute l^auricie)— 1500
feet, 40 min. running time. The four

chapters of the film disclose the various
details of all the forest operations

—

building of the dams in summer, felling,

cutting and branding of the trees in

autumn, transporting logs by sled to

frozen lake in winter, carrying to the

mills in spring, there to be "cooked" into

pulp and fashioned into newsprint. The
life, work, and hazards which surround

the workers are sympathetically depicted,

making the film an absorbing human as

well as industrial record.

ECV±

Garrison Films, 1600 Broadway,
New York City, has issued a timely se-

lection of motion pictures for school and
community program use in a new cata-

log, Fil>ns for Democracy. Films avail-

able in l6mm silent and sound, covering

important phases of adult and school

-

level programs of education for democ-
racy, are described in the catalog, class-

ified under the following subjects: "Our
Cultural Heritage," "Our Political Her-
itage," "Our Natural Resources," "Our
Industrial and .Agricultural Resources,"

"Community Problems." "Labor and
Management." "Housing," "Health,"

"Pan-Americana."
Garrison Films also announces the

completion of arrangements to produce
a series of twelve short films dealing

with the background and nature of ,4mer-
ican Folk Songs, covering Regional,

Spiritual, Cowboy, Ballads, and Work
Songs.

Nu-Akt Films, Inc., 145 West 45th

Street, New York City, is releasing the

film ,4hraham Lincoln, produced by D.

W. Griffith and starring Walter Huston
in four versions :

The Entire Life and Career of Abra-
ham Lincoln—running tinnj approxi-

mately one and one-half hours.

The Private Life and Public Life of

Abraham Lincoln—approximately one
hour.

The Public Life of Abraham Lincoln

—approximately one-half hour.

Highlights of Lincoln's Career—ap-

proximately eleven minutes.

A study guide prepared by Frederick

Houk Law, PH.D.. Chairman of the

Department of English, Stuyvesant High
School, New York City, can be obtained

which covers all four versions. This

picture is recommended by the Depart-

ment of Secondary Teachers of the

National Education Association.

William H. Wells Productions

is the name of a new organization formed

by Julian Roffman, William H. Wells

and David H. Lion, with offices at 545

Fifth .<\venue, New York City. The new

firm will specialize in the production of

educational and social welfare films.

.Al O. Bondy, 630 Ninth Avenue,

New York City, is handling distribution

for the film made recently for the New-

York City Civil Service Commission by

Leo Seltzer and Elaine Basil, under the

title

:

Merit System Advancing—3 reels,

16mm and 3Smm sound. It sliows the

type of job that comes under municipal

civil service, how civil service job ap-

pointments operate as against the spoils

system, and the advantages of the merit

system. While the film presents civil

service activities in- New York City, it

was made with an eye to general dis

tribution and consequently shows typical

activities.

I American League of Professional
Baseball Clubs, 310 S. Michigan Build-

ing, Chicago, have ready for free dis-

tribution the following new baseball

movie:

Batting Around the American League
—4 reels, 16mm and 35mm sound

—

written and directed by Lew Fonseca,
Director of Promotion. The purpose of

this picture is to teach youngsters base-

ball, and to give the fans a better

knowledge of the many inside plays of

the game. Beesides explaining funda-
mentals of play in normal and slow
motion, highlights of the past baseball

season are covered.

Photo & Sound. Inc., San Fran-

cisco, is handling the bookings and
distribution in northern California of

a series of 24 twenty-minute religious

pictures, produced by Cathedral Pic-

tures of Hollywood.

The series is in 16mm sound, each
film telling the story of an episode in

the life of Christ. The first four of the

series now available for showing are.

Child of Bethlehem. The Certain Noble-
man, The Prodigal Son, and Jesus and
Zaccheaus.

Representatives of all denominations
have previewed the pictures and have
approved the careful and authentic

presentation of the new testament
stories. The series is produced under
the direction of the Reverend James K.
Friedrich, Hollywood motion picture

consultant on religion.

Rutgers Films. New Brunswick,
New Jersey, has completed production
on a new subject in their zoology series,

entitled

:

MoUusca, Reel II— 1 reel. 16mm silent

and color—presenting the mollusks found
along the northern shores. Strikingly
shown in color against naturalistic set-

tings are Aeolis, Elysia, Natica, Purpura,
.Aporrhais, Buccinum, and Mya.

French and Spanish Editions
oi Castie Films

Of interest to teachers and students of

Foreign Languages is the news that

Castle Films is releasing French and
Spanish editions of its travel, news and
other educational 16 mm sound films. .A

list of the subjects now available with

French and Spanish commentary can be

obtained by writing direct to Castle

Films, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York
City.

San Francisco Branch for

Filmosound Library

The Bell and Howell Company. Chi-

cago, has opened a San Francisco Branch

of its 16 mm Filmosound Library at

Photo and Sound, San Francisco, who
will handle the film distribution and rental

for northern California, making it pos-

sible for 16 mm projection owners in that

area to receive one day service on rentals.

Bell and Howell now has three West
Coast branches—Hollywood. San Fran-

cisco and Seattle.
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L UA (obovtt) 16mm. Sound-on-Film Pro-

—ofFarinp compl*t« mixing of sound from
riicrophon« ond phonograph—with ample
c for oudiencet ronging from a classroom

auditorium.

MODEL YA Ibetow) I6mm. Sound Proi«ctor,

with 750-1000 watt illumination, A.C.— D.C.
motor, silent ond sound speeds, offering

mixing of sound from film and microphone
or phonograph.

MODEL KD (left) 16mm. Silent

Projector, 750 watt illumina-

tion, A. C.—D. C. motor, auto-

matic rewind. Pilot light and
numerous other feotures.

tfh «« ftt 4h s ika »*

AMPRO
^« « K

At many points in the educational program, motion pictures

with sound possess definite proven advantages over other types
of visual aids. With the many improvements in sound-on-fiim
projectors — and the new lower price levels — all educators
should once more check into the possibilities of utilizing fully

this latest aid to effective teaching. Today, every school,

regardless of size, location limitation of physical environment
or finances, may no'w provide equal learning opportunities •with

the aid of Amprosound 16 mm. motion picture projectors. In
collaboration 'with educational film libraries, a program may
be planned which ^11 make an outstanding contribution to any
school and community. Ampro Educational Dealers are trained
especially to provide service and information on all phases of
Visual Education.

SEND FOR AMPRO CATALOG
giving full details, descriptions, prices, on the complete

line of Ampro l6mm. projectors.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.
^^ ^'

Please send me FREE Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested in:

D Ampro l6mm. Silent Projectors D Ampro I6mm. Sound-on-film Projectors

LJ Ampro l6mm. Silent Convertible to Sound Models

Name .

Address-.
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TJIP'DTT' TfT-TT^^ H "Dr ^ liade Directory

£^£l£xU X XXJ-J X /TLXvU for the visual Field

FILMS

Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement an page 165

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg.. New York Citv
(See advertisement on pai:e 141)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1)

Teaching Films Division,
Rochester, N. Y.

fSee advertisement on page 173)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)
330 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)
35-11 3Sth Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave.. Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 181)

Garrison Films (3,6)

1600 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 166)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 45th St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 179)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)
Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Health Film Service (3)
First Nat'l Bank Bldg., Salem. Ore.

(See advertisement on page 169)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, S)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, III.

(See advertisement on page 181)

International Film Bureau (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago

Lewis Film Service (3)
216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.

(See advertisement on page 173)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)
72?> Seventh .\ve.. New York City

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(See advertisement on page 167)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)

Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.

MOTION PICTURE
MACfflNES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)

2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 183)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 165)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 178)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 181)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 177)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on page 171)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURES

Informative Classroom Pictures

44 N. Division Ave., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
(See advertisement on page 179)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 165)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestn-Jt St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILM SLIDES
Eastman Educational Slides

303 Greenleaf Ave.,

Wilmette, 111.

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, III.

(See advertisement oh page 181)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 175)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 181)

Society for Visual Education Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, IlL
(See advertiseniv:nl on uulaid,; bucK cover)

Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

86 Third St.. San Francisco
(See advertisement on page 169)

Visual Education Service

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suffern, New York

(See advertisement on page 167)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on inside back i!over)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.

19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 142)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS

(1) indicates 16mni silent.

(2) indicates 16mni sound.

(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.

<6) Indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

Continuous insertions under one heading, $1.50 per issue; additional listings under other headings, 75c each.
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DEVRVINTERPRETER"
The Double Value— Double Unit

16mm. Sound Film Pro|ector

Amplifier and speaker housed
in separate case comprises a
complete public address sys-

tem and may be used in con-
junction with phonograph,
radio and microphone. The
projector itself it rated by
experts as tops in its field.

DE VRY*S LATEST
LOW PRICED '*QR-I2"

I6MM. SOUND
PROJECTOR

Housed in two smart
airplane luKKage cases,

projector and amplifier

in one, 12 inch speaker

in the other. Has stop-

on-film, power rewind
and reverse switch.
Projects both sound
and silent films.

RESULTS
COUNT!

DeVry 16mm. sound
projectors embody all

the quality, precision

manufacturing and in-

built durability to de-

1 iver long years of

trouble-free service as

the world famous De-
Vry professional line

of 35 mm. Sound Cam-
eras and Theatre Pro-

jectors. For theatrical

quality results — get a
DeVry I

DeVRY
CORPORATION

1111 Armitage Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

HollywoodNew York
Established 1913
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You know how wonderfully students respond

to teaching through pictures — how their inter-

est is whetted — how their progress curve darts

upward! Be sure you are taking full advantage

of the great strides being made in this most

modern aid to education.

The scope of school films is tremendous —

extending from Current Events through Zool-

ogy, from Hygiene through History! And every

course enlivened by these 16 mm screen ad-

ventures is rendered just that much more at-

tractive to your students. Buy these films—own

them. They'll pay you dividends for years to

come — their educational value is tremendous

— and their cost is less than the cost of unex-

posed film!

Here's a partial list of Castle Educational Titles. Write today for our Complete

New Educational Catalogue I

16 mm Sound on Film—You can OWN for $17.50

16 mm Titled Edition -You can OWN for 8.75

8 mm Titled Edition -You can OWN for 5.50
CASUE flUMS
NEW YORK
RCA BUILDING

CHICAGO

FIELD BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

RUSS BUILDING



Some Valuable Literature
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-
scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every
film in the directory. Other information includes designa-
tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field

—

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.

The first two Supplements are ready—presenting, on 100

standard-size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple

judgments of the 100 films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers
under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding
Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota

of Score Cards from the Committee. Price per Supplement of

50 cards, with full explanations accompanying, 50 cents (post-

paid if cash with order.) (Sold only to owners or purchasers
of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Provides
an abundance of technical guidance in the form of illustrative

drawing^s of photographs, reports of school journeys, sugges-
tions for mounting materials, for making slides, film strips, etc.

It incorporates up-to-date material, provides a fine balance in

the treatment of various teaching aids, evaluates various types
of aids, and defines the functions and values of each in the

learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)
By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those
interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of
Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"
"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

SELECTED FILMS FOR AMERICAN HISTORY
AND PROBLEMS. By William H. Hartley

Part I gives directions for obtaining, evaluating and utilizing

films. Part II comprises a fully annotated catalog of the most
useful films for illustrating various aspects of American Civil-

ization. Title of film, length, whether sound or silent, produc-
tion date, producer, sale and rental price and grade level suit-

ability, are given. Also synopsis of film content. Suggestions
are offered concerning most effective application of the film to

the teaching situation. 275 pp. Cloth. Price $2.25.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of ex-
tended investigations on the teaching values of the lantern
slide and stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REVOLUTION AND WAR
By Albert E. Osborne.

A stimulating, wide-range view of the higher potentialities
of visual instruction in promoting world harmony by a "more
humanity-centered education." A pertinent reply to H. G.
Wells' dictum that the "future is a race between education and
catastrophe." 124 pp. Cloth. Price $1.25.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger
A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-

termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of
the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full
documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a
s°'"t'°"- 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Devereux.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-
portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture
to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with
the development of fundamental bases of production, with the
experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss
the eflfective use of the sound film in teaching.
220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective
service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
By Ella Callista Clark

Brief, clear, concise, authoritative. An attractively printed
manual of procedure for all visual aids in teaching, with stimu-
lating suggestions for the inexperienced teacher as well as for

the veteran. 24 pp. Pa])er. Illus. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c.

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material

Price

"1000 and One" Film Directory $ .76 Q
Film Evaluation Supplements
No. 1 and No. 2) 1.00 Q

Visualizing the Curriculum 2.75 Q
(To Schools) 2.20 O

The Audio-Visual Handbook 1.50

Selected Films for American History 2.25 D
An Alternative for Revolution and War.,.. 1.25 Q
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Have You Ever Heard of Vision Training?

THE KEYSTONE FLASHMETER IS A VISUAL AID
IT ALSO PROVIDES VISION TRAINING

Using the Flashmeter fifteen minutes each day produced the following results with a group of fifth-

grade children on whom all other methods of teaching spelling had failed:

Method — Fifteen minutes each day with Flashmeter. Teacher flashes word and children write.

Test 1

Test 2
Test 3
Test 4

Words from 100 Spelling Demons betore using Flashmeter
Words from 100 Spelling Demons utter using Flashmeter 3 weeks
Words from 100 Spelling Demons after using Flashmeter 5 weeks
Words from 100 Spelling Demons after using Flashmeter 10 weeks

Pupil

No.

Test 1—Oct. 10
Poss. Score—35

Test 2—Oct. 31
Poss. Score—30

Test 3—Nov. 15
Poss. Score—35

Test 4_Dec. 20
Poss. Score—35

28 35 33
No. 2 7 27 35 35
No. 3 8 26 35 34
No. 4 8 28 34 35
No. 5 12 29 35 35
No. 6 14 30 35 35
No. 7 15 29 35 35
No. 8 17 29 34 32
No. 9 17 30 35 35
No. 10 22 30 35 33
No. 11 30 30 34 35

Full information will be sent on request.

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.
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Making Pictures

Teach

A live discussion of the psychology, not the

mechanics, of visual instruction— the "Why,
When, What, and How?" of pictures in teaching.

CLARENCE D. JAYNE
Central State Teachers College,

Stevens Point, Wisconsin

THERE are two rather distinct aspects to teaching

with visual aids. The first is mechanical ; the sec-

ond is psychological. The first deals with the se-

lection, and use, and upkeep of equipment, but I am
here concerned with the second asj^ect of teaching with

visual aids—the psychological or pedagogical.

It seems to be frequently assumed that if the teacher

can operate a projector she is prepared to launch into

teaching with visual aids in a big way. Nothing is

further from the truth. Probably the most discouraging

experience an enthusiastic advocate of visual education

could have, would be a glimpse into classrooms all

over the country at the pedagogical sins committed

in the name of visual education. In my own limited

experience I have seen enough to convince me that

visual education is too often placed in the hands of

enthusiastic mechanics, and showmen, and photogra-

jjhic technicians, and too seldom in the hands of well

balanced educators. It is my own feeling that prob-

lems of teaching technique, rather than merely the

mechanical technique, need to be stressed far more ir

aining teachers and in our research literature.

For the purpose of this discussion I would propose

e following four questions : First, Why use pictures

in teaching? Second, When use pictures in teaching?

Third, What pictures should be used? Fourth, How
ould pictures l)e used?

4

^^m Why Use Pictures in Teaching?

'^V The answer lies in the psycholog\- of learning. We
learn through sensory experience, and in no other way.
Destroy its capacity to receive stimuli from its environ-

ment and you have flestroyed the capacity of an organ-
ism to learn. Sensory experience may be roughly clas-

sified into three types. First, sensory experience with

reality ; second, sensory experience with representa-

tions of reality, such as models and pictures ; and third,

sensory experience with language symbols which stand

for reality. Since all sensory experience may be classi-

fied under one of these headings, and since we learn

only through sensory experience, it follows that all of

Experience with representations of reality may take many forms.

our teaching must be based on providing pupils with

experience of one or more of the types mentioned

above.

As a matter of fact our formal teaching procedure

is almost universally based upon the third type of ex-

perience—that with language symbols. From the early

grades of the elementary school to the graduate school

of the university, most of the formal learning experi-

ences of pupils consist of ( 1 ) reading from text or

reference books or, (2) listening to what the teacher

or someone else has to present about a topic or, (3)

to a much smaller extent, the presentation of ideas to

others. Reading and listening have been traditionally,

and still are today, the basic educational activities as-

signed pupils in our public schools. This is just another

way of saying that teachers teach, almost exclusively

in many cases, through the use of language symbols.

The use of language symbols in teaching has many
advantages. Language symbols free the teacher of time

and space limitations in presenting ideas. It is as easy

to talk of prehistoric times or of the Amazon jungles

as it is to discuss the school heating plant. Language
symbols can present in a moment's time generalizations

which if built out of actual first hand experience might

require a tremendous amount of time and effort. Lan-

guage .symbols made it possible to bring into the school

room the noblest products of the world's greatest

minds. Language symbols provide the easiest, the most

pleasant, and most convenient method for the exchange

of ideas. Language symbols have been and will con-

tinue to be man's primary learning and teaching tool.

Teachers need to realize, however, that language

symbols as teaching tools do have certain definite limi-

tations. \\'hile it is true, as suggested above, that lan-

guage is not bound by s])ace or time, it must be empha-

sized that it is definitely cxpcricucc-hound. That is to

say, language symbols become nieaningful only as ex-

perience is acquired with the reality, or with repre-

i
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Experience with
verbal symbols is

made more mean-
ingful through pic-

tures and other

visual aids.

seiitations of the reality, for \vliicli the symbol stands.

Thus the symbol "dog" could never produce anything

but the most most vague imjjression. the most shadowy
and inaccurate mental image, in the mind of a child

who had never had sensory contact with a dog or any

representation of a dog. Sensory contact with a dog,

or .some good representation of a dog, is the only way
the verbal symbol can be made vividly meaningful.

Thus teachers need to be constantly alert to the fact

that pupils mav read words and listen to words, and

on demand may be able to use words glibly from the

text or from the teacher, and still have no true vmder-

standing. \\'ord learning is not enough—teachers must
provide the background of sensory experience so that

words used are meaningful. Advocates of visual edu-

cation are not antagonistic to the use of books and oral

discussion in teaching ; rather they would improve the

ability of the child to read books and to take part

in discussions intelligently by making certain that ex-

perience had made meaningful the vocabulary used.

Experiences with reality have many advantages.

Ordinarily no representation can compare with the real

thing in the amount of interest created and in the vivid-

ness of the im]3ression produced. Exjierience with real-

ity, particularly under school conditions, however, has

many limitations. Even an ambitious program of field

trips and school journeys can bring to the child first

hand contact with only a small fraction of the concepts

included in his course of .study. From the practical

standpoint, ordinarily the best way in which teachers

can bring sensory experience to pupils is through an

intelligent use of representations in reality. Of these

representations, pictures are the most readily available,

are the cheapest to produce, and are the most con-

venient to use in the classroom. In order to provide

the background of sensory experience which can alone

develop vivid and accurate concepts every teacher

should learn to make intelligent use of the many kinds

of picture material now available.

When Should Pictures Be Used?

The answer to this second (|uestion was really indi-

cated by our discussion of the first. Language symbols

which are entirely clear and meaningful form the most

convenient teaching tool. In general it may be said that

the more immature the child, the smaller his meaningful

vocabulary, and the greater the need for providing nu-

merous experiences with pictures or other representa-

tions of reality. It should be pointed out, however, that

as the child progresses from grade to grade he is con-

tinually brought into contact with new fields of knowl-

edge for the interpretation of which his previous back-

groimd of sen.sory experience is entirely inadequate.

Thus the initial approach to most new fields of study

on any grade level will ordinarily be made more mean-

ingful and vivid if opportunity for actual sensory ex-

perience is provided.

In other words, ])ictures should probably be used

most in the elementary grades, but there is no work so

advanced but that pictures have their place.

What Pictures Should Be Used?

This raises two types of problems: First, what are

the characteristics of a good teaching picture? Second,

what form of pictures, that is lantern slide, motion

])ictnre, stereograph, etc. should be used?

Let us consider for a moment the characteristics of

a good teaching i^icture. It would seem off-hand that it

should be rather simple to select good teaching pictures,

but such is not the case. I recently asked about thirty

teachers to evaluate five pictures on a ten point scale

and the results show conclusively that this group,

which I think is quite typical, did not agree at all as

to what a good teaching picture was. For instance,

on three out of the five pictures the rating was spread

over the entire ten points of the scale—that is, some

of the group gave a rating of 1, which was the lowest

possible to each of these pictures, and some gave a

rating of ten, which was the highest possible to the

{Cnntinued on page 207)
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Sound Recordings for School Use
^

FOR many years the use of ''phonograjih records" in

the fields of music and foreign languages has been

an accepted practice in American schools, but only

recently has any great effort been made to adapt this

flexible instrument to general employment in all fields

of teaching. There is good evidence, however, that the

"phonograph record," in its modern form of electrical

recordings, may furnish the school of tomorrow with

curricular materials which will be invaluable.

As the use of radio broadcasts in the classroom has

become more and more widely demonstrated as a suc-

cessful teaching innovation, the evidence has accumu-
lated that sound transcriptions may form a vital part

in the optimum use of sound by schools. In fact, it

might be .said that a record puts radio broadcasting

on top. to be used by the teacher at the exact time

it is needed, and to be repeated as often as desirable.

The chief advantages possessed by sound recordings

might be listed as follows:

1. Extreme flexibility, both in adaptation to the needs

of children and in the occasions for use.

2. The decidedly low financial outlay necessary to

provide adequate equipment.

3. The particular adaptability to rural situations.

4. The large potential market for records, which
should lead to the development by private enter-

prise of truly outstanding sound recordings.

After a very limited experience with the use of rec-

ords and also with their production, it seems to us that

the chief use to which records may be put is to inject

"punch" into curricular materials. It would be easy to

make a long list of other possible uses of records, but

very few of the items would differ greatly from the uses
to which other audio-visual aids are put, and repetition

is not necessary here.

.Some three years ago the Committee on Scientific

Aids to Learning of the American Council on Educa-
tion began an investigation of the possibilities possessed

by sound recordings for school use. Several interesting

experimentations were conducted, and significant find-

ings made. One of the more .salient findings was that

the whole problem of the use of "phonograph records"
in schools revolved around the records themselves.

That is, the quality, the method of presentation, the

subject-matter contained, and the educational reliability

of the record itself seemed to be the vital factors deter-

mining the value of the sound recording as an aid to

teaching. In short, good records seem pretty likely to

get good results and to be accorded wide use.

One year ago a representative of the Committee on
Scientific Aids to Learning met with a group of

Georgia school people, and proposed a state-wide un-
dertaking to produce records dealing with Georgia
jiroblems. to have copies of these records made, and
to furnish practically every school system in the state

with the .set of records free of charge.

* An address delivered November 16, 1940, at the I'ourth
Annual Southern Conference on .Audio- Visual Education.
Atlanta. Georgia.

Describing a signiiicant experiment in educational
sound recordings on a state-wide scale in Georgia.

L. D. HASKEW
Sup't of Schools, Monroe, Georgia

It is easy to see the significant aspects of this under-

taking. The recordings produced would be closely

allied with our own school problems. They would be

widely used. If successful, they would create a demand
for records which private enterprise would hasten to

supply. A fairly large allotment of funds was avail-

able for the production and printing of the records, so

naturally the Georgia people welcomed the opportunity
and accepted the proposal.

Dr. H. B. Richie of the College of Education of the

University of Georgia was appointed Director of the

Project, and a state-wide .Steering Committee was set

up to promote the work. In a year's time considerable

progress has been made, but many problems yet re-

main to be solved. Briefly, we would like to tell you
where we stand today.

After a long and arduous process of careful study,

we have evolved a tentative list of topics for some
fifty records, and the achievements of this goal in itself

is an accomplishment of which we are proud. These
topics have been arrived at in conjunction with the

]irinciples and procedure of the Georgia Program for

the Improvement of Instruction. Our biggest problem
has been to secure adequate scripts for the production

of the recordings. The amateur field was canvassed
first, but we have had to turn to ])rofessional script

writers who are guided and advised by educators.

As now set up. the program calls for a four-step

program in the production of scripts. First, a com^
mittee of teachers makes our abstract of information

available for use on a particular topic. Second, this

abstract is then turned over to a professional script

writer. Third, this script is carefully reviewed by a

committee to check accuracy, teaching devices, etc. A
fourth committee then examines the script from a
technical .standpoint, and it is ready to go into produc-
tion.

Production is carried on by the facilities of WSB. and
only the interest and wise coun.sel of Mr. Lambdin Kay
of WSB has kept this project from going on the rocks

several times. We have actually produced already

some four records, which were try-outs only. From
them we have learned how to avoid certain errors and
are now ready to try our first batch of recordings for

l)ermanent use.

We hope to have available for distribution, early

in 1941. a group of ten records. These will be sent into

practically every county in the state and u.sed by the

schools. The topics dealt with range from "Malaria"
to "How to Get a Job", and each record is intended to

have a distinctly Georgia flavor.

So far as we know now. our appropriation expires

when we have made the records and put them into the

schools, but we do plan to furnish teachers with a few-

printed suggestions for advantageous use of the records.

We believe that the records will prove to be immensely
valuable aids to modern teaching.
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From movie to candid camera, the students of photography work on their model. This young photographer sees the product of h

Audio-Visual Education in tl

A suRunary of many steps in visual instruction

progress at a well known educational institution.

MARTHA MOGAN
National Park College, Forest Glen, Maryland

ANEW quirk in the use of motion pictures for vis-

ual education is presented by National Park Col-

lege, a junior college for women, with an enroll-

nient of 350 students. With a student population drawn

from over forty states and several foreign countries,

the school has the immediate problem of homesick-

ness to deal with, once the students arrive on the

campus. Consequently, it puts visual education ma-
terials to work at once. Molded into the orientation

program, which includes tests and analyses for guid-

ance purposes, are programs of entertainment includ-

ing silent and sound movies of college life. The new
college student views in her first week of school, mo-

tion pictures of life in other colleges and a Kodachrome
movie of life at National Park College—a film in which

the student may see her own friends appear, and one

which is renewed each year.

The National Park College audio-visual education

program is growing this year into a well organized plan.

For perhaps five years the administration has been in-

terested in the progress of audio-visual aids, but has

been confronted by many problems in carrying out the

program. Largest of the problems is cost of materials.

A small college, it does not have a budget which will

allow expenditure of an exceedingly large sum for in-

itial materials.

As a result, the committee on audio-visual education

has determined upon a policy of rental of films rather

than outright purchase. In the long rim, this procedure

is less economical than complete ownership of films,

since the latter course would aflford a film library. But

the committee realizes that often approximately fifteen

films may be rented for the price of one in outright

purchase, and the immediate need takes precedence

over a policy of building up a library gradually, only

to find it out of date by the time it is enlarged to

standard capacit}'.

During the first semester of the present school year,

thirty sound films had been shown already, covering

the fields of art, interior decoration, home economics,

social sciences, history, economics, sociology, psychology,

and music. Films are shown in a specially designed

room, located in the center of the area of recitation

rooms, either by a trained operator or the teacher.

In-Service training in the operation of the sound pro-

jector is recommended by the committee in order (1)

to help the teacher fulfill the requirement of a preview

of the film before the showing before the class, (2) to

enable her to stop the film for explanation wherever she

wishes to do so, and (3) to allow her to put across

what she thinks most important.

The problems of selection and evaluation are out-

standing here as they are in any school system which

is attempting visual education. The administrative

committee, compo.sed of a member of the administra-

tive staflf, the director of guidance, and representatives

of the speech, dramatics, and science departments,

keeps on file catalogs of the various film companies.
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nts themselves learn the operation of the radio and recording machines. Script in hand, the student learns microphone technique.

all Woman s Junior College
and iiifornialional listings and reviews from many
sources. It recommends to teachers new films and fol-

lows their suggestions if they become aware of a new
film on the market through some other source. A main
])roblem is the lack of previews on films which are

rented. Rental usually is for one day or week, and
not on approval.

Teachers are the main evaluators of films shown at

the college. After the showing of a movie, the teacher

records her imjjression of it, and the class' reaction,

rrhe American Council on Education, which developed
The .Association of School Film Libraries to facilitate

distribution of school films, is active in evaluating edu-
itional films. Its findings are published in the asso-

Bation's catalogue and in other free pamphlets which
|re distributed to educators.

A less expensive method of teaching through vision,

IS found approval in the college this year. It is the

Ise of film slides, which are inexpensive to purchase,

ind even less expensive to make. With the use of

'an adapter, even very small film slides may be pro-
jected on the slide machines.

One of the newest parts of the visual education pro-

gram at the college is the introduction of pliotography

classes. Students, working under the direction of a

staff ])hotographer in a fully equipped college dark-
room, learn the elementary principles of photogra])hy.

obtain a knowledge of cameras, and correlate their

work with simple chemical reactions with other scien-

tific subjects of the curriculum. The aid of students is

invaluable in the preparation of film slides for use in

the program.

This year National Park College has installed radio

recording equipment in specially constructed sound
jjroof rooms. A full time trained operator supervises

the use of recording machine and microphone, which
is made available not only to classes in speech, music,

dramatics, but also to the community. Both students

and members of the community are allowed to make
recordings for their own personal use at cost. Classes

in microphone technique are conducted under the su-

pervision of the dramatics department. The radio work
is used as a method of self criticism in speech classes,

recordings being made at frequent intervals. Cooperat-
ing with the dramatics department is the English de-

|)artment through which radio scripts are oiitained for

practice in the work.

W'hh an expenditure of approximately $800 this year

for the radio equipment and records, the college has

on file recordings which may be used for music, lan-

guage, and history classes. The equipmetlt can be used
for taking radio programs off the air, thus solving

another problem of radio education, by making the

program available to classes which would otherwise not

be able to hear it. Dramatics students, too, enjoy the

use of the recording system for records of sound effects

for ]5lays.

The growth of the school in the past three years

has encouraged the promotion of a program of audio-

visual education, related rather closely to the guid-

ance program which is receiving new emphasis. Dr.

Roy Tasco Davis, president of the college, plans an

even greater enlargement of the program in the future,

following the policy already established of using to

advantage the college's location, in suburban \\'ashing-

ton. D. C.
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Technical Films in the Camp Program

AW'ILLIXG receiver of visual education is the

sunmier cam]). There is hardly a cainp for chil-

dren or adults that does not rely on the motion

picture for ])art of its entertainment and even instruc-

tion program. Mechanical servant, versatile and delight-

ing, the motion picture endears itself to the youngster

with its succession of anthropomor])hic images, its new
])laces and new fields for mental ex])eriment and ad-

venture.

On the whole, the camp needs this form of visual

entertainment as a very definite medium for relaxation,

this for adult staflfs as well as play-tired children.

The film activity is restful and especially functional

when it weaves its way into the whole camp pattern

that is ])redominatingly active. This familiar type of

pastime, this stimulating device for youth education,

is becoming a much respected in.stitution in the sum-
mer camp. Rare is the camp that weekly does not in

some way devote its energies to contemplating its re-

spective screens.

Whether used outdoors or in, on ])leasant evenings

or poor ones, the motion picture's position in the cam]),

for the most part, is one of general interest. The film

subjects used have general appeal. The usual camj)

film evening does not cater to a s])ecialized few ; the

films are such that the greatest number of peo]ile at

one sitting can have their requirements .satisfied. Ani-

Some suggestions for enlarging the function of

motion pictures as they are used in camp liie.

HERBERT BEARL
Brooklyn, New York

mated cartoons, adventure films, human interest stories,

old run professional shorts and abbreviated longs, make
\\\) the tyjiical cam]i film ]5rogram.

One cannot suggest that these ty]:)es of motion jjic-

tures are not desirable or eflfective, for they do serve

a very definite i:)urpose. They are genuine entertain-

ment and accepted as such. Even the educational films

drifting into the ty])ical cam]) film re])ertoire are ac-

ce])ted as entertainment rather than education, and few
of us would deny the child the opportunity of being

entertained while learning. Yet it does seem that the

educational film has greater imj^lications for the sum-
mer cam]) (and similar organizations) than have been
generally conceded or recognized to date.

Many camps have found a certain callousness devel-

oping on the part of the cam])er toward the usual film

library exhibited during the summer. Sometimes by the

third night of movies the child ex])resses a dissatis-

faction with the quality and choice of films. Whether
this is due to the film program worked out by the

cam]) management or the intrinsic nature and value

of the films, is immaterial. What is significant is that

children can rebel against celluloid magneti.sm.

The one point that most summer film programs ig-

nore is the element of cam])er ])articii)ation. Camp chil-

dren rarelv are content to just sit and watch. Unless

they can engage in some sort of work in connection

A small group of

boys in a summer

camp museum of

natural history

studying a special

film on science.
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A champion dem-
onstrates correct
diving form.

—

From the Castle

film "Swimming
and Diving Aces."

k
with the fihn. gain .some means lor scll-exprcssion

from a fihn showing, he will not find the screen per-

formance wholly satisfying. The immediate question

is what can give the child a chance to be tnore active

as a result of the motion picture? One thing is certain.

just sitting through a showing is often annoying to

children. \\ hy prejudice these youngsters against this

^ital form of communication?

Some camps proinote film-making themselves. They

grind out their own stories and project them for a

night's entertainment. The child who finds hiinself thus

engaged, either in production, acting, or presentation,

prides himself on his intimate share in the entire pro-

gram. He looks on the motion picture as a useful art.

as a new device for youth experimentation. The pos-

sible artistic .shortcomings of this type of film, even

to a very sophisticated audience, quickly fade with the

recognition of familiar faces and places. Only a din of

acclamation greets this home-made movie. The camper
likes to see himself and his associates in another
medium.

But the camp not willing to adopt such an ambitious

program as film production, has to find films with

worthwhile values in our rural havens for youth. Many
believe that the general movie evening is adequate, yet

are disturbed by the contempt expressed for the film

in camp. They have sought a sounder basis for film

u.se. They envisage the motion picture as a supple-

mentary aid in the function of special camp activities.

Film subject matter is necessarily limited, in this

connection, to the documentary film, and those of a

technical and specialized character. It will indeed be

gratifying for those responsible for film activities in

camps to know that even the very technical motion
picture may be effectively used in training youth in

many well liked camp activities. Examples and films

for the purpose are plentiful.

An athletically minded child can spend many pleasant

hours studying films dealing with the jilaying-form in

various sports. Golf, tennis, basketball, handball, base-
ball, and other games have all been recorded on film
and serve as good guides to this athletic type youngster.
That camps cannot have experts in all these fields is

obvious. A film is better than no champion instructor,
m fact it is a very patient teacher willing to repeat
its moves indefinitely.

Then there is the scientifically minded child, who in

camp spends all his time on a summer nature program.
He can gain much from the specialized films on the
hundreds of |)hases of science which acetate can supply.
Private and government agencies are willing to supply
such scientific reels.

The child with a yen for art has a host of art films
and handicraft jirocesses waiting to be methodically
unrolled. Pottery, sculpture, wood carving, landscape
painting, portraiture, and basketry can spell their tales

on silver screens. Graphic arts, poster making, rug
weaving, metal craft, wood working, and plastic crafts

can all be taught the child with the aid of the turning
cameras and their projectors.

Scoutcraft, swimming and diving instruction, canoe-
ing, seamanship, mining, mountain climbing, fishing,

forestry, and even horseback riding are other activities

that campers find of interest. This type of visual educa-
tion can open up not only new fields for interest but
new interest in traditional camp activities.

It must be pointed out however, that these films

cannot be used to good advantage by large groups of

boys and girls who do not have concentrated interest

in the specific .subject in que.stion. The child must have
(Concluded on page 219)
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

The Educational Screen

Part 27—DeVry's School and how Business
came to produce its own motion pictures
and to set up departments in all major
lines of American commerce and industry.

ONE of the earliest guides, and one

which many educational film pio-

neers will recall with gratitude for

its serviceableness at the time, was an

eighteen-page bulletin. Motion Pictures

and Motion Picture Equipment, issued in

1919 by the U. S. Bureau of Education.

Its authors were F. W. Reynolds and Carl

Anderson. .Another pamphlet on the sub-

ject, six pages thicker, entitled Orijaniza-

tion jar Visual bistruction. was distributed

by the same agency in 1923, authorship

here belonging to William H. Dudley of

Wisconsin. In 1922 was published Motion
Pictures for Community Needs, by Gladys
and Henry BoUman, probably the first

of the full-sized books devoted to the

particular problem. The useful Motion
Pictures in Education, by Don Carlos

Ellis and Laura Thornborough, appeared
a year later. The year after that came
Visual Education, the Freeman report

for the Commonwealth Fund. But we are

thinking now of the advice available on
the sheerly mechanical handling of films

rather than recommendations for experi-

mental research.

An editor of the Scientific American.
Austin C. Lescarboura, who had published

his The Cinema Handbook in 1921, helped

the beginners materially with a series of

articles called "The Mechanics of Visu-

alization" in Moving Picture Age during

1922. From 1923 to 1925, in the same
magazine. Dudley G. Hays wrote inform-

ingly about film methods current in the

Chicago public schools ; A. G. Balcom
told, via Educational Screen, of whai

he was doing in Newark with motion

pictures ; H. S. Upjohn explained his

Los Angeles school procedure; Joseph

J. Weber described work at the Uni-

versity of Arkansas; Anna V. Dorris

discussed her visual education setup at

Berkeley; Charles Roach his at Iowa
State College

; J. H. Wilson and Berna-

dette Cote theirs at Detroit ; R. S. Cor-

win, visual education activities at the

Milwaukee Public Museum ; E. L. Cran-
dall advised variously from the standpoint

of his experience in the city of New
York; and A. W. Abrams from his with

the Visual Instruction Division of New
York State. This represents a mere cross-

section of the available information. There

was much more for those who would take

a few extra pains to look for it.

The cry had been raised, more insis-

tently than usual, in the nineteen twenties,

for formal teacher training in visual edu-

cation. Loudest among the voices in favor

were probably those of W. M. Gregory,

A. G. Balcom and F. D. McClusky. How-
ever, the work had already begun. Prob-

ably the first course of the kind granting

credits was offered in 1918 by the School

of Education of the University of Min-
nesota, and, in the next half-dozen years,

similar courses were either contemplated

or were actually made available in most
of the important institutions of higher
learning in America. Crossing a friendly

frontier one may mention, too, the Visual
Instruction Service instituted at the Can-
adian University of Alberta early in

1925.

As the regional centers of non-theatri-

cal distribution found it necessary to issue

catalogues of their available reels, they
included in their pages practical instruc-

tions on the care and handling of films.

The projector manufacturers added gen-
erously to this advice, but none went as

far as the De Vry Company, of Chicago.
In 1925, from July 27 to 31, inclusive, this

concern began the first of a series of free

summer schools for accredited workers
in visual education.

While most of the other pioneers
were theorizing on school uses of
films, Andrew Phillip HoUis spe-
cialized in meeting practical needs.

That opening session, which so admir-
ably set the pace for those in later years,

—and, indeed, presented sufficient example
for the constructive discussion of film

applications at many teachers' conventions

elsewhere—took place at the De Vry fac-

tory. Twenty-five persons, more or less

well known in the work, enrolled as stu-

dents, the most traveled being those from
New York, Pennnsylvania and West Vir-

ginia. Herman De Vry, A. E. Gundelach,

his vice-president; G. K. Weis, his fac-

tory manager, and others on his staff

were present to demonstrate equipment
and to answer possible questions about

projection problems; but the conduct of

classes was left to the capable administra-

tion of Andrew P. Hollis. formerly in

charge of visual extension work at North
Dakota Agricultural College, later a

member of Frank Freeman's research

committee, and, later still, managing edi-

tor of Educational .S'crcen.

Educational reels of several different

types were projected for the guests each
day ; there were stimulating daily round-
table discussions, a leisurely and thor-
ough tour of the factory, a visit to the
studio and laboratories of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company, and ad-
mirable formal talks and demonstrations
by Dudley Grant Hays, Nelson L. Greene.
F. S. Wythe, F. Dean McClusky (then

just made director of research at Purdue
University), and C. E. Egeler, who told

about industrial films as represented in

his work at the Nela Park Division of

the General Electric Company.

The 1926 session was received with
augmented enthusiasm by more than twice
the original number in attendance, some
coming from as far down south as Texas
and Georgia, and as far west as Nebraska.
A. P. Hollis, now film editor of the

De Vry Company, charged with preparing

school programs to be used principally

with company projectors, appeared this

time as author of a new and useful book,

.Motion Pictures for Instruction. The
last week in June, 1927, was occupied by
the third session, and the program for

that, announced in the spring before the

close of the school year, aroused much
pleasurable anticipation in those who
wished guidance in using visual aids in

classrooms, churches, clubs and all other

non-theatrical exhibition centers, for all

were to be touched upon constructively.

There was presently to be a gap in

this admirable undertaking because of an

upheaval in the affairs of Herman De
Vry. The disturbance was most uninten-

tionally caused by a remarkable salesman
named Thomas Fletcher. His story was
somewhat complicated. Years before, this

human dynamo had built up a large and
successful organization to sell music

boxes under the "Regina" trade mark.

Soon afterward the new century swept

in, scattering its prodigal inventions, and

the automatic piano became popular in-

stead. Fletcher's sales organization could

no longer hope to sell music boxes, so he

replaced that line with player-piano music

rolls standardized at eighty-eight notes.

Barely had he become established there

when the improved phonograph sup-

planted the player-piano as an active

market item. Still undismayed, Fletcher

turned to a portable phonograph with a

battery-driven motor. Then the radio

spoiled that. Even then undiscouraged.

he turned his organization to selling low-

priced radio tubes ; but in this case he

was sued for patent infringement by the

Radio Corporation of America, which

bought out his claims on his agreement

to desist in that competition.

Motion pictures for amateurs now
attracted him, and he acquired for his

preliminary stock in trade a combined

camera and projector. The name under

which he began selling it was not intended
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to identify this article particularly, for

there was no telling, after the harsh

experience he had been through, when
he might have to abandon it and take on

anotlier. When he looked for a name,

someone seems to have suggested "the

X-Y-Z Corporation." But X-Y-Z had
been used by many others, as any con-

venient telephone book will show. Nev-
ertheless, the idea seems to have appealed

to Fletcher, and he took three other let-

ters—his concern became the "Q-R-S
Corporation."

The motion picture experiment indi-

cated a worthwhile, enduring market at

last, so Fletcher decided to enter the field

^^on a really considerable scale. Deter-

^^nining that the motion picture equip-

^^Bient he wished to sell was De Vry's, he

^^Bought out De Vry for half a million

^^Botlars in cash and a million dollars in

^^Kock. The organization name became
^^^e QRS-De Vry Corporation. De Vry,

enthusiastic over Fletcher and his project

turned his cash into the business and be-

came a vice-president. Improved ma-
chines were designed and expensive dies

were prepared to manufacture them in the

large quantities required for mass sell-

ing. With a bright future elaborate pro-

motional plans were laid.

But, with resources now invested more
product than in sales organization,

Fletcher could not hope to show his cus-

tomary agility in the face of storm. The
great Depression and a combination of

lesser adverse circumstances suddenly
ran the shares of stock down in value

before the marketing stage could be

cached. QRS-De Vry went under, and
«ry little was recovered. Fletcher stood

ty as long as he was able and then, in

his declining years, was obliged to face

e bitter prospect of starting over again

Torn the bottom. De Vry himself was
nearly wiped out. However, when the

inevitable auction took place, De Vry
canvassed his friends and raised enough
to buy in the factory and the equipment,

eluding the new dies. Putting it all to

ork, as he very well knew how to do,

le soon cleared his indebtedness and the

>ld De Vry Corporation resumed from
here it had been interrupted.

As it happened, even had De Vry been
able to repurchase the factory, he would
it have been as completely without

isources as his friend Fletcher, all be-

use of a project into which he had
;one tentatively about 1928. At that time

Mr. Carpenter had approached him
ith an idea for selling stocks of short

1ms and cheap projectors to students

udying electricity, just as phonograph
'ecords and portable machines have long

en sold to home students of languages,

hat unpretentious business was organ-
ized first as the National School of Vis-

ual Education and, shortly after, as the

De Forest Training Corporation. The
De Forest in question was Dr. Lee W.
De Forest, a clo.se friend of DeVry, who
took a direct interest in the undertaking

and, to promote it, lent his name so cele-

brated in the electrical realm. At the

start it had not gone especially well

;

but De Vry's head bookkeeper, Theo-
dore Lefebre had asked and obtained

improve the situation. Under Lefebre

the project attained a profit of approxi-

mately $30,000 in the year 1935, and it

has been climbing steadily ever since.

The actual programs were worked out

and assembled by F. S. Wythe, who was
then engaged in preparing the regular

films for the De Vry Library.

So it is not surprising that the con-

tinuity of the De Vry Summer School

was temporarily broken. But it is not sur-

prising, either, that a service so definitely

helpful was thereafter resumed. The new
name minimized the De Vry connection,

probably because some over-zealous

critics objected to gifts from commercial

interests ; and it was then known as the

National Conference on Visual Educa-
tion and Film Exhibition by the De Vry
Foundation—the last words presented
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as the modest philanthropist preferred, in

small letters. I say "preferred." the

past tense, because the admirable, dy-
namic, lovable Herman A. De Vry died

suddenly on March 23, 1941. at Chicago.

June 22 to 25, 1936, was designated

as the "sixth" session, and the place was
not the factory but the Francis W.
Parker School in Chicago. A. P. Hollis

was then listed as "Educational Direc-

tor." The advance in his status was
nominal ; his duties, so admirably per-

formed on the first occasion, remained

substantially the same—a tribute to the

soundness with which they had been con-

ceived originally. With the ninth ses-

sion, June 19 to 22, 1939, having ful-

filled its pioneer usefulness, this De Vry
Summer School was discontinued.

Chapter VIII-The Customer Does It

NOT only the teacher was persuaded

that he knew his own require-

ments better than any mere film

producer could hope to do, but the feel-

ing was shared generally by the picture

man's other clients in industry and social

service. In the client's first production

experience the alleged film expert was
permitted to have his way, but, when his

work fell short of the client's expecta-

tions, it seemed that one man's judgment
on what it ought to be was as good as

another's.

The trouble may have been that there

was non-theatrically no satisfactory sys-

tem of distribution, such as theatrical

producers had, to prove the values of

the given work by measuring mass audi-

ence reactions ; until any picture could

have that thorough test of service, what
a non-theatrical film should be necessarily

remained a matter of opinion. Besides,

as the American "merchant prince," Mar-
shall Field, .said,, the customer is always
right. (Of course, non-theatrical pro-

ducers have not invariably recognized

this. In December, 1913, for instance, a
dental firm in Detroit was taken to

court for refusal to pay for a film which
had been produced for it.)

That "might makes right" was not,

however, the customer's full justification

for his belief that, having seen one of his

pictures made, he could do a better job

than the seemingly eccentric fellow who
had hired and commanded the crew be-

fore. Nor was the customer justified by
the prospect of saving money by doing
it himself, for economy, in this line, is

mainly in informed, skilled management.
Nevertheless, this money fallacy was
frequently the precipitating factor—if one
discounts the common side determinant,

that the customer's man, with his em-
ployer's (not his own) investment at

stake, thrilled to the prospect of being,

himself, a D. W. Griffith or a Cecil B.

De Mille, telling players what to do and
cameramen where to aim. I have heard
it said by professional non-theatrical pro-

ducers that the best to be hoped for in

patronage was an order to produce every

other picture for a customer ; the in-

between subjects he usually "produced"
himself, returning for professional help

when he had found how little he really

knew about the process.

But it was more than a coincidence

that, in the half-dozen years directly fol-

lowing the Armistice and Peace, so many
customers in America decided to produce
their own films—or. what it amounted
to, to write their own scenarios and cut

and title what the cameramen employed
brought in. They called that "production."

"Why should the decision have been so

general, and why should it have been
just then? One may only guess why, but
whatever the reason was, I suspect that

it was complex, composed of many con-
tributory causes. Among these, no doubt,

were the flood of publicity in newspapers
and "fan" magazines, telling how every-
thing in the way of film trickery was
done, and the extravagant advertising of

manufacturers of cheap camera equipment
declaring that motion picture production
was now so simple that it was really

a layman's pleasure.

There were profounder moving causes
which grew out of (and accompanied)
great economic and social changes. Of
these the mere need of volume in non-
theatrical production was one. A half-

dozen pictures a year were enough to

warrant the appointment of an employee
to see that they were properly made, to

care for the prints and to arrange for

distribution, such as it was. But that the

pictures should be made was undeniable.

Motion pictures by now were universally

recognized for their power to spread
ideas, to influence human action, and
there were certain reasonable ways and
fitting places in which they might be

shown.

National magazines brought attention

to the extraordinary manner in which.
American photoplays were unintentiot>'*'

opening markets for Americ?'
Recalled from my files a"'

'

now before me, is^^
R. Freeman, i-^

'"

Post of Janu\
American brit,

seen in the atmV

movie at Karacr
foundations of a \\

potainia ; how a

suited in steel wateK

"^.f.s at
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Railway ; how a similar hint from the

screen replaced himian labor to load

coffee in Brazil with a Yankee conveyor

;

how even our "Wild West" films helped

to modernize cattle-handling in the Ar-
gentine; how a glimpse of a modern
dredge in a Rocky Mountain drama
improved irrigation in India. Another ar-

ticle with the same purport was Frank
Tichenor's "Motion Pictures as Trade
Getters" in the November, 1926, issue of

the Annals of the American Academy of

Political and Social Science. Still another

was "When the Movies Go Abroad," by
Charles Merz, in Harper's Magasine for

January, 1926. There were numerous
published articles written in the same
strain by Dr. Julius Klein, who in that

period was actively connected with the

U. S. Department of Commerce.
Nor were the other nations unmindful

of the situation. In 1925 Germany had im-

posed so manj' restrictions upon these

"silent Yankee salesmen" that protests

were made by the United States embassy
at Berlin. And, as for England, to the

globe-trotting, observant Edward, Prince

of Wales, the present Duke of Windsor,

was attributed that much-quoted remark,

"trade follows the film."

As the nationwide organization of Big

Business was an outstanding phenomenon
of American life at "the turn of the cen-

tury," intensified by the unprecedented

demands of the First World War, and
as the expansion of markets was a chief

desideratum there, one may look to Big
Business for initial proofs of the cus-

tomer's direct interest in film production.

It came principally in the lines where
consumers of given products were reached

directly by manufacturers who had no
previously existing or previously efficient

sales machinery, where profits depended

upon large numbers of individual sales,

where visual demonstrations of product

were especially important, and where cor-

porate organization had ended the era

of the individualist in industry.

Institutional Departments

Ykt it was one of the most downright
individualists in recent American history

who established possibly the first, and
surely one of the earliest, customer's own
departments of film production. This was
John H. Patterson, founder and head of

the National Cash Register Company at

Dayton. .About 1894 some $50,000 worth

of his cash registers was returned to the

factory as defective. He started a rigid

investigation, moved his desk out on the

factory floor to find the trouble, and ap-

parently discovered it in the unhappy
condition of his workers. He at once

started improving that condition, and
made the section where the plant was
situated—now known as South Park but

then contemptously called "Slidertown"

—one of the finest industrial places in

the area. As workmanship there obviously

had not been of the best—else those de-

j./ective machines would not have been

ajjfturned to him—he resorted to crudely

credl^^'" lantern slides and a stereopticon

of Edpt^h his workers their mistakes, rent-

nesota, c
nearby synagogue as a place of

similar cO"-

Results were so gratifying that in 1896

he instituted a department in the plant

to produce photographic lantern slides,

placing Otto Nelson, 29-year-old enthu-

siast from the advertising and mailing

section, in charge of it. Nelson had
plenty to do there, first because the

stereopticon was used not only in voca-
tional guidance but in promotion of em-
ployee welfare in general, and then be-

cause Patterson's revolutionary methods
became so celebrated over the land that

he gave illustrated lectures in many dis-

tant cities to explain his gospel, needing,

of course, plenty of illustrative material.

In addition, a plan was presently inau-

gurated to present lectures on the im-

proved working conditions to the liun-

dreds of visitors who came to Dayton
to see the "first model daylight factory."

W. M. Gregory of Cleveland, mili-

tant pioneer in the development of

Visual Education and a leader for

more than a quarter of a century in

applying it to practical school needs.

In 1901 Patterson observed that the

rapidly improving cinematograph offered

wider possibilities, so he summoned a

cameraman with his equipment from the

Edison Company in New York to photo-

graph some test scenes in the factory.

This venture also proved successful. Ac-
cordingly, motion pictures thenceforth

became regular attractions along with

the stereopticon slides. The Edi,son work
was followed by service more conven-

iently obtained from the Essanay Com-
pany in Chicago, and Essanay therefore

produced films for Patterson in 1903 and

1904. About 1907 Nelson left the N.C.R.
organization to join Essanay. He spent a

year there, another with Bell & Howell,

a third back with Essanay, and finally

returned to Patterson's employ.

In October, 1917, the company showed,

for the first time publicly, two films

produced by Essanay, "The Troubles of

a Merchant and How to Stop Them" and

"The Function of a Casli Register." The
first received especial attention from the-

atrical producers because it was said to

have cost $10,000, a large sum for an

industrial in those days. There also had

been, the reader will remember, a $30,000

contract with Kinemacolor. Prints of

"The Troubles of a Merchant," supple-

mented with those of another called

"Getting the Most Out of Retailing,"

were taken on the road by five lecturers,

who presented them in the next few years
before many leading chambers of com-
merce and other organized retail groups
throughout Canada and the United States.

In later years productions were made
for Patterson by Rothacker, including.

"Men and Management" (3 reels), and
"How to Beautify Your Community"
(2), which presented the story of the

regeneration of the National Cash Reg-
ister Company from the days of Slider-

town. In 1926 it was said that the com-
pany had in its vaults approximately
250 reels of motion picture negatives on
travel, manufacturing processes and other

educational subjects, together with 100,000

stereopticon slides. The film service lends

reels to local scliools and churches which
are unable to afford material offered by
the regular rental agencies.

In the events leading to the disastrous

financial crash of 1907, American busi-

ness leaders were giving serious thought

and effort to industrial reorganization,

and to an extent were recognizing the

standards of employee welfare set so

remarkably by Patterson. The J. Pier-

pont Morgan associates especially recog-

nized in the general situation opportu-

nities for large scale financing of pro-

tected investments, and, in their ensuing

work to suppress ruinous and needless

duplications of service, organized such

celebrated "communities of interest" as

United States Steel Corporation and the

International Harvester Company.
The factors constituting International

Harvester were especially turbulent,

emerging, as they did, from a history in

which competition for sales was just

short of cutthroat, although it marked
also the first considerable introduction

of the installment purchase idea in Amer-
ica. It is said that the heads of the various

harvester companies, which arose on
Cyrus McCormick's invention of 1831,

were so fiercely antagonistic that when
George W. Perkins of the Morgan firm

tried to bring them together, he was
able to treat with them only after he had
installed them in separate rooms of his

office suite. Taken together, the cordiality

of their public relations had been sadly

impaired in claslies with farmer organ-

izations, and there was an enormous in-

ternal diplomatic job to be done, after

the industry had been reformed, to pro-

mote a better understanding of it by

persons outside.

The officers of International Harvester,

at their headquarters in Chicago where
Cyrus McCormick had planted his origi-

nal factory, are loath to remind a quies-

cent public of those fighting days : but

they recall proudly (if somewhat vague-

ly) that, "years ago, when the making
of motion pictures was still in its infancy,

the International Harvester Company of

America was one of the first to adopt

the plan." One film, entitled "Back to

the Farm," with the then celebrated

theatrical star Beverley Bayne in the

{Continued on page 223)
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Films for North Dakota Schools

HELEN WALSETH
Film Librarian

North Dakota Agricultural College

Fargo, North Dakota

THE need for a film library for North Dakota schools

has long been felt by leading educators in the state,

the fall of 1940, Mr. T. W. Thordarson, State Di-

rector of Correspondence Study, believing in the edu-

cational film as a potent device in teaching, and recog-

nizing its correlation with the enrichment plan to

roaden the methods of organized teaching, took definite

eps to develop such a center. He had, during the

previous year, offered to his state a film service through

an arrangeinent with the University of Minnesota film

Ibrary.

But North Dakota schools, their interest quick-

ned in the use of visual aids in teaching, projection

quipment increasing, needed their own center.

At the start, a selection of sound films was purchased,

"actors considered in the selection of the films were:

) content; 2) date of production; 3) sight and sound

uality; 4) interest and use to schools of this state,

ilthough the fourth factor was not easy to determine

in a first selection, it is an important one. This year's

iirculation
records (with a careful check on which films

nd topics are of particular use in North Dakota) will

erve as a basis for future selections for purchase.

Since this Department is particularly interested in

he advancement of vocational education, even to the

xtent of establishing a testing and guidance depart-

jent and an extensive occupational information library,

much emphasis was put on films which might be used

^in such a program. There are many films on the market

I^Brhich may easily be adapted for this purpose. If they

^^^rovide an insight into the problems of the occupation,

and show activities in representative situations, they

lay successfully be shown by the teacher who has a

planned guidance program in view.

This Department emphasizes particularly the im-

portance of the planned program, whatever the film

may treat. As our films have been selected for use in

the classroom rather than as an entertainment feature,

their worth to the class depends almost entirely on the

teacher. To aid her. we send a study guide of the film

a day in advance of the film itself. In every case possible,

films are sent to arrive in ample time for the teacher's

preview. With this preparation she can properly cor-

relate the film material with the text.

As schools learn to make complete use of the filin in

teaching, the demand should increase proportionately.

We have set rentals low—$1.00 per reel for sound films,

and generous club plan offers. North Dakota and those

adjoining states which do not have film centers are re-

sponding well ; schools seem, to quote, "very glad to

get your announcement." Some even state that they

have put off purchasing projectors because it has not

been easy for them to rent films when wanted.

Now, in contrast to the "vicious circle in visual edu-

cation" (as illustrated by Burton R. Barnes in Educa-

tional Screen September 1926 and November 1940),

let us think of visual aid in terms of a vital circle. This

is positive thinking which will lead schools to set aside

a budget for this important aid in education, and create

a demand for teachers who are prepared to use such

an aid effectively. The North Dakota plan is to build

a vital circle that embodies meaningful use of visual

education. The requisites for attaining that end include

:

1) Film service

2) Projectors in every school

3) Teacher training

A) Correlation of the film to the whole cur-

riculum and finally

B) A curriculum fitted to the needs of the

students.

Visual Education in Rural Schools

Children in 112 rural schools of Berrien County,

lichigan. are having an opportunity to witness six pro-

rams of educational moving pictures during the pres-

it school year, according to Edward L. Murdock,

Qmmissioner of schools in that county. Two sound

lotion picture projectors have been purchased by the

Jerrien County Board of Supervisors for the rural

chooLs and each school participating has contributed

jward the purchase of films.

Programs of educational motion pictures were first

brought to the children in the rural schools of Berrien

bounty during the school year of 1939-40, following

purchase of a sound movie projector by the board of

ipervisors. With but one machine available for the

112 schools, it was necessary to set up a schedule so

that two schools might use the machine each day. The
schedule was arranged so that movies were shown in

each of the schools on two occasions during the year.

Purchase of an additional projector has made it pos-

sible to increase this schedule to six programs for each

school during the year. From six to eight reels of

ilm accompany each projector

—

Michigan Education

Journal.

Hennepin County, Minnesota, is attempting to de-

velop a definite visual program for the ungraded ele-

mentary schools. Robert E. Scott, county superin-

tendent, has purchased a sound moving picture projec-

tor which is available for use by any school, graded or

ungraded, in the county at a very nominal fee. Edu-

cational films are rented from a film company for a

month's program. The program is presented at noon,

after school, or in the evening once each month to

those schools which contract for it. At present twenty-

eight schools enjoy these monthly programs.

The county office also has two still-film projectors

and two cases of educational still-film strips. These

go from school to school for one or two weeks' use.

In 1939-40, 46 rural schools enjoyed this service. Sev-

eral schools have now purchased a projector and film

strips of their own.

—

Minnesota Journal oj Education.

Summer Workshop in Radio

The Radio Council of the Chicago Public Schools

is sponsoring a "Comprehensive Workshop in Radio"

from June 30 to August 6—3 hours daily, major credit

of 4 semester hours certified by the Chicago Teachers

College, with whom the Radio Council is cooperating.

Harold W. Kent heads the staff as Director. Meetings

will be held in the Radio Council's headquarters at

228 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago.
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JriE. J^itEXatuxE in ^ l/iiuaL iJn^txuation

R, Monthly Digest Conducted by ETTA SCHNEIDER

STATUS AND TRENDS IN
AUDIO-VISUAL EDUCATION

Trends in Audio-Visual Aids—Ward G.

Bowen, State Director—Albany—A'. 1'.

' State Education 28:504 Apr. 1941

Persons active in tlie field of audio-

visual education do not realize how much

progress is being made until someone

sums up for them. Trends in the use of

audio-visual aids must closely parallel the

development of our educational objectives.

In the field of motion pictures, trends

are as follows : a ) 16mm. has replaced

35mni. ; b) sound films are being pre-

ferred to silent; c) school-made films for

public relations with student assistance

are increasing; d) cooperative film li-

braries are growing.

As for radio: a) the growth in the num-
ber of centralized sound systems, espec-

ially in new buildings with increased in-

terest in radio by school people; b) no

great progress in educational broadcast-

ing, except for public relations ; c) the

increased number of recordings available.

Other signs of progress in audio-visual

education are the growth of interest in

2"x2" lantern slides, especially in color;

the increased use of school journeys and

what is most important, a greater aware-

ness of the need for improved ways and

means of using these aids. More courses

are available to teachers, and many ad-

ministrators are providing for special

teachers to take care of distribution and

ordering.

It seems safe to predict that so long as

we continue our present emphasis upon

realism and objectivity in our instruc-

tional program, so long will audio-visual

aids in their various forms continue to

play a major role in education.

Educational Implications of Motion
Pictures — W. W. Whittinghill.

Detroit

—

Michigan Education Journal.

18:426 Mar. 1941

This article is an excerpt from a longer

one prepared for the forthcoming year-

book of the Michigan Department of Ele-

mentary Principals on "Educational Im-

plications of Motion Pictures." Teacher

education in the selection and use of films

is one of the problems to be solved. New
developments will be determined by par-

ticipation on the part of the motion pic-

ture industry, equipment manufacturers,

schools and the community.

ADMINISTRATION

Visual Education Program—R. F.

Blankenbaker, Boonville, Missouri

—

School and Community, 27:153 Apr.

1941

The film program for this high school

is in charge of a "co-ordinator" who
makes plans on the basis of individual

teachers' requests. Twice weekly the

films are shown in connection with regu-

lar classroom instruction. Previews are

attended by teachers and a few students.

Student operators are used.

This school has found that films should

be shown at least twice for satisfactory

use. With an eye to public relations, the

school offers any of its films for showing

before the local Rotary or Kiwanis which

meet on the same days as the film

scliedules.

Projecting Motion Pictures in the

Classroom—P'rancis W. Noel, Santa

Barbara, Calif.—American Council on

Education, Motion Pictures in Educa-

tion Series, vol. IV, no. 5 53pp. 1940

50c

.\ practical guide for teachers and

directors of visual education who are in-

terested in overcoming the practical prob-

lems involved in projection. The economy

which this study can bring about in time

and money more than justifies its pur-

chase by every school that owns a motion

picture machine. It is obvious throughout

the book that the author had in mind the

inexperienced projectionist with a very

small budget and seemingly insurmount-

able problems.

A desirable place for showing films is

acknowledged to be the classroom. In or-

der to darken the average classroom for

projection, proposals are made to meet

varying types of conditions. Roller shades,

Venetian blinds and curtains are dis-

cussed, as are screens, ventilation and

acoustics. Plans for building a table on

which the projector may be transported

from room to room are reproduced in the

book. An excellent summary is then

given of standards for selecting a pro-

jector.

The author appears to favor the use

of well-trained student operators as well

as teacher operators. A checklist is given

of the basic skills needed in operating

a motion picture projector. An account of

the projection facilities and the student

operator system used at Santa Barbara
follows to illustrate the effectiveness of

the advice given earlier in the chapter.

Audio-Visual Resources—Abram Van-
der Meer and James W. Brown

—

IVashington Ed. Journal, 20:131 Mar.
1941

In line with the proposal made by the

Washington State Planning Council that

the schools make wider and more efficient

use of school journeys and other audio-

visual aids, the authors recommend a

regional organization that will serve the

five areas of the state. Each audio-

visual center would be at a state teach-

ers college.

The Museum of Natural History and
the Public Schools—Charles Russell,

Curator of Education

—

The Principal,

20:no. 2 -.23 Mar. 1941

The American Museum of Natural
History provides valuable help to the

schools of New York City. There are
museum visits in the care of trained

docents, trips to the Hayden Planetar-

ium, courses for teachers, classes for

handicapped children and the like in the

museum buildings. A loan service to the

schools is carried on through five trucks,

one operating in each of the boroughs.

Dioramas, collections, specimens of nat-

ural history materials are circulated

weekly. Slides, motion pictures and
photographs are also distributed each

week. Loss or damage is rare.

The provision of free transportation to

and from the Museum through the munic-
ipal subway system has been a great

factor in increasing museum visits. How-
ever, there are still some unsolved prob-

lems to be dealt with in the relations

between the Museum and the schools.

The Museum must make every effort to

know what the needs of the various

groups in the schools are. Similarly,

the teachers must bring the children to

the Museum with definite problems in

mind and adequate preparation so that

the visit is meaningful.

Needed: a Visual Director—Granville

Jensen, Bellingham

—

Washington Ed.

Journal 20:145 Mar. 1941

Schools make a grave error when they

spend money on projection equipment,

films, slides, pictures and rentals but do

not find funds for a qualified person to

direct the use and maintenance of the

equipment.

UTILIZATION
Toward an Enlightened Patriotism^

Edgar Dale

—

The News Letter, 6:

March, 1941

A statement of six important ideals in

the democratic patterns, for which film

titles are recommended. 1. There can

be no lasting democracy in America un-

less we respect the dignity and worth of

all citizens. 2. A dynamic democracy

conserves and develops its personal and

material resources. 3. A dynamic de-

mocracy helps its people learn. 4. People

must have big jobs that they are doing

together. 5. People in a democracy

need economic and job security.

6. America needs to be far more sensi-

tive to its role in world affairs. The
article shows how motion pictures can

be used to achieve democratic goals. To
these must be added the resources in

radio and recordings, and other visual

materials such as filmstrips, sound slides

and photographs. We must make swift

and effective use of the time that is left,

not only to defend democracy but also

to extend it.
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The Use of Visual Materials in El-

ementary Science—Mary B. Steel,

Texas — Science liducation, 25:144-8

Mar. 1941.

The various types of visual aids, in-

cluding the school journey, museum ma-
terials, pictorial materials and the like,

are mentioned with special application

to the field of science. For example,
school journeys would be made to the

local ice plant, the telegraph office, the

Weather Bureau station, the furnace
room, etc. Museum materials would in-

clude specimens of animals, leaves,

nlants ; models of houses, trains, airplanes.

The use of visual materials in elemen-
,ry science classes creates interest,

owever, much depends on the teacher
id the presentation of materials.

.SCHOOL JOURNEY
j'ield Trips Develop Community Interest

—Lawrence R. Winchell. Vineland, X.
].—Education. 61 -.2,77 Feb. 1941

xcursions Need Direction—Charles
Uger, P. S. S, N. Y. C—School Ex-
ecutive, 60:32 Mar. 1941.

The first article of a series. Describes

w the curriculum bureau may suggest

rips to various places in the community
that bear upon the school program. A
ery helpful guide to curriculum makers.

SOURCES OF INFORMATIONÎ̂Ims on War and American Policy

—

^^B Blake Cochran—American Council on
^^H Education, Motion Pictures in Educa-
^H (10(1 Scries, vol. IV, No. 4 1940 63pp.

^B 50c.

^^K This compilation of evaluated films on
a crucial modern problem was formerly
distributed in mimeographed form. The
first section of the book reviews the

factual information dealing with the cur-

rent war and its origin. Woven through
the context are references to specific

films. The major portion of the book,

however, is the critical analysis of each
of the films mentioned. This volume is a

vital aid to high school teachers of social

.studies.

Sources of Inexpensive Teaching Aids

—

compiled by William G. Hart

—

The
Ne2i-s Letter, Feb., Vol. VI, No. S.

An annotated bibliography that should
tie on every teachers desk. Forty-odd
publications on .sources ot teaching aids

are listed, with briet description ol the
contents ot each. 1 he collection will

give teachers a good idea ol the mass ot

material available to them at low cost.

Visual and Teaching Aids in the Realm
of Biology—Visual Aids Service, New
Jersey .State i'eachers College, Mont-
clair. 1-red VVolt, Malcolm Cairns and
Margaret Shank, compilers. Edited
by Margaret C Cook. .Assistant Li-
brarian. 1941. 21 pp mimeo. 50c

A wealth ot supplementary aids with
sources tor the teaching ot Oeneral Sci-
ence and High School and Junior College
Kiology—charts, exhibits, hlnis, pictures,
slides, and publications—a large amount

of which is tree or inexpensive. 1 he

material is classihed, hrst, into three

large groups—Biology, Botany and /Zo-

ology—then turther under specihc sub-

ject-headings in each ot these groups.

.•\n Index provides quick reference.

BOOK REVIEWS

American History on Parade—Edward
J. Casey, Instructor in Social Studies,

Farlin School, hverett, Mass. Key-
stone View Company, Meadville, Pa.,

1940, ix and 90 p. $1.25.

This book presents over 300 cartoons
setting forth outstanding developments
in .American History, together with an
explanation of the theory and practice
in using them. Included also is a list

of possible subjects tor original car-
toons. 1 he cartoons in the book are
used tor direct teaching and to this end
are especially designed tor tracing on
handmade slide materials.

The book also provides a basis from
which the pupils are encouraged to de-
velop their own cartoons, the be.st ot

which should be rewarded with posi-
tive academic credit and projection on
the screen. The point is not expression
of artistic ability but the clear presen-
tation ot an important idea. J he com-
pelling attraction ot this new system is

so great that pupils willingly do supple-
mentary reading to gain a background
for their own original cartoons. In
searching tor a background tor cartoon-
ing their chosen themes, they learn to
read with a dehnite purpose and plan.

America At the Movies—Margaret
Farrand Thorp — Yale Universitv
Press. New Haven, Conn. 1939 313p
$2.75

This book has now reached its second
printing. It is most heartening to the
future of photoplay appreciation and to
the future of better films that Mrs.
Thorp's book was well received. The
best piece of literature in the world is

worthless if it has no readers. If there
are 85 million paid admissions repre-
senting about 40 million movie-goers,
there ought to be that many readers for
this book.

It is apparent that Mrs. Thorp regards
the motion picture industry as a social

force and not as a glamour factory for
feeding es-ape to worried or inhibited
people. Her perspective is that of the
enlightened movie-goer who wants to get
more for her movie money. We are
shown how our choice of films, for ex-
ample, depends very slightly on our
own independent standards but rather
on the publicity campaigns waged by the
producers.

The chapter on "The Vampire .'\rt" is

very provocative because it reveals the
constructive contribution of the motion
picture in the fields of literature, paint-
ing, music and related arts.

"The movies are furnishing the nation
with a common body of knowledge. What
the classics once were in that respect.

what the Bible once was, the cinema has
become for the average man. Here are
stones, names, phrases, points of view

'.vhich are common national property . . .

The movies span geographic frontiers;

they give the old something to talk about
with the young; they crumble the bar-
riers between people of different educa-
tions and different economic backgrounds
. . . there is no question of the richness
and pervasiveness of the common knowl-
edge and there is no reason why its

quality should not improve with age."

The book gives the "inside story" of
glamour at the movies, describes the
influence of Hollywood films on fashions
throughout the world, gives the details

of the production and distribution prob-
lems of the industry and describes efforts

of various religious and lay groups to
improve movie themes. The final chapter
is very timely and refers to an unending
problem, "The Lure of Propaganda." It is

the aspect of motion pictures most worth
pondering. Thus we are stimulated to
further activity and challenged to ex-
amine points of view depicted in "harm-
less films for entertainment."

The Use of Visual Aids in

Teaching, by Ella Callista Clark.
State Teachers College, Winona,
Minn. 24 pages, 25 cents.

Inasmuch as the above booklet
is now available from the Edu-
cational ScRHKN, we reprint our
review which appeared in a previ-
ous issue

:

A concise and highly inform-
ative little pamphlet, ably written
and attractively printed, that

packs in small compass a deal of
scholarly discussion and helpful
directions for the sound use of
visual materials.

Aher a compact introduction of
a page or two on visual aids,
what they are. why use them, and
how not to use them, the author
discusses in detail the Excursion,
the Still Picture, the Stereograph,
the Lantern Slide, the Film Slide,
and the Motion Picture. The
booklet is rich in suggestions for
a wider range of uses for familiar
materials and equipment, every
page giving hints for procedures
that will be novel to many who
liave long used visual aids.

There is no theoretical utter-
ance here, no wasted words, no
padding. It is sane, direct, stimu-
lating. It has all evolved from
Miss Clark's ripe experience in
the classroom, in preparing teach-
ers in visual instruction, and in

serving as a leading influence in

tlic notable developments and ex-
panding interest in visual instruc-
tion becoming so apparent in the
Minnesota area. Local demands
for this pamphlet required re-

printing soon after its first ap-
pearance, but its value will be the
same for teachers anywhere who
are interested in improving their
use of visual materials. N. L. G.
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monq iDuxizL(JE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

The Zonal Plan Takes Shape

F
OR many years officers and members of the De-

jxirtnient of Visual Instruction have been seeking a

solution to some of the perplexing problems facing the

Department. How, for example, in view of the recog-

nized importance of audio-visual instruction, can the

national membership be increased to include all those

to whom membership should have appeal? How can a

larger revenue be made available so that greater service

may be extended to members? How can the multitude

of local activities be integrated and a national effort

started to bring audio-visual instruction to adequate

stature and status in the field of American Education?

It was eventually concluded that the best solution

to these and similar problems would be a reorganiza-

tion of the D V I into zones. Accordingly, at the meet-

ing of the Department in Milwaukee in June, 1940. the

national Constitution and By-Laws were tentatively

modified and approved so as to provide for a zonal

organization of the D V I. The Zonal Committee—an

appointive committee : U. S. Burt, Lee W. Cochran,

Carleton W. Erickson, Nelson L. Greene (Chairman).

Quota
by
Pop.

Radial
Distance

Ad-
justed
QuotaZones States Population

Zonk I Connecticut. Maine
Massachusetts,

Xew Hampshire
Rhode Island

Vermont 8.000,000

Zone II Delaware, Maryland,
New Jersey. New
York. Pennsylvania,

Virginia 33,000,000

Zonk III Indiana. Kentucky,

Michigan. Ohio,

West Virginia 20.000,000 (325) 380 miles 340

Zone IV Illinois. Iowa,

Missouri,

Wisconsin
Zone V Minnesota,

North Dakota,

South Dakota
Zone VI Idaho, Montana.

Oregon,
Washington 4,000,000

Zone VII Arizona, California

Nevada,
New Mexico 8,000,000

Zone VIII Colorado, Kansas,
Nebraska, Utah,

Wyoming 5,000,000

Zone IX Arkansas, Louisiana,

Oklahoma,
Texas 11,000,000

Zone X Alabama. Florida,

Georgia, Mississippi.

North Carolina,

South Carolina,

Tennessee 13,000,000

(130) 240 miles 210

(540) 370 miles 500

17,000.000 (275) 360 miles 300

4,000,000 ( 65) 400 miles 70

( 65) 520 miles 60

(130) 700 miles 120

( 80) 500 miles 80

(180) 500 miles 150

(210) 480 miles

(2000)

170

2000

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

C. A. Lindstrom, W. T. Powell, Alvin B. Roberts-

has refined the plans for zonal organization, and these

plans will be presented for final action at the 1941

June meeting in Boston.

The Zonal plan, as outlined, will multiply ten-fold

the working power of D V I. It does this by dividing

the country into ten Zones, each administered by ten

officers bearing the same titles as the offices of the

National Administration ( President. First Vice-Presi-

dent. Second Vice-President. Secretary-Treasurer, and

Executive Committee of six members.) The ten Zonal

Presidents will be regular ex-officio members of the

national Executive Committee, bringing its member-

ship total to sixteen instead of six.

An interesting phase of the organization is the way
in which the Zones are determined. Each Zone is com-

jirised of from three to seven states and is based upon

radial travel distances rather than population. This

has been done in order that teachers may reach their

annual Zone D V I meeting with some degree of ease.

A membership quota has been set for each zone, fig-

ured as to population and travel distance.

A new plan of financing had to be set up with the

organization of the Zones. The same $2,00 membership

fee will be charged, but it will be divided as follows:

The Zone retains 75c and sends $L25 to the National

organization ; of this amount the D V I keeps 50c and

.sends 75c to the Educational Screen. In addition,

any memberships received by mail, obtained through

summer schools and the like, will be credited to the

Zone in which the member resides.

The Zonal organization, if carried through, should

give a new lease on life to the D V I and its activities.

In the first place, membership, the Department's pri-

mary need, should multiply greatly with the Zonal

campaigns. Secondly, each Zone will hold at least one

official meeting each year and as many more as deemed

necessary by its members. This will enable countless

teachers to attend an official meeting of the D V I who
heretofore have been unable to come because of the

time or money involved. This, in itself, should give

the Department new virility.

A third important effect of the Zonal organization

.should be upon the literature of the field. The constant

interchange of ideas and the much larger amount of

material presented at the Zone meetings will provide

ample copy for the Editorial Committee of the D V I

to work with. By sifting the material gathered it will

be possible for the committee to find excellent articles

to submit to many educational periodicals, to the

EDUC.VTioNAt. Screen, or to multigraph and distribute

to members of the Department.

Lastly, research in audio-visual instruction should

be vastly improved by the Zonal organization. Impor-
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tant and much needed surveys can be conducted b,\-

the D V I through the Zones. Uniform questionnaires

can he created and their results compiled into complete

and reliable findings. This will tend to eliminate the

haphazard, varying type of research which at present

exists throughout the country. It will also be possible

to easily get cooperating teachers interested in audio-

To the Members of the D. V. I.:

Final responsibility for selection of officers of the

^Department for next year is now in your hands. You

have already nominated candidates for President, 1st

,/ice-President and 2nd Vice-President and the names

of the two highest candidates for each of these offices

have been i^laced on a ballot and mailed to you. Your

rote, to be counted, must be returned by June 14. If

you have not already returned your ballot, better attend

jto it today.

MEMBERSHIP
Your officers for next year are going to have greater

responsibility than any previous officers, if for no other

Reasons than that the Department is constantly beconi-

Bng larger and tliat the field of education it represents

is becoming continuously more important. Membership

\n the Department has reached an all-time high as it

low approaches a total of seven hundred. The member-

ship increase this year has definitely resulted from

loyal members of the Department rolling up their

^leeves and going out and bringing in new members.

V'hen and if the Zonal Plan is approved at the Sum-

mer Meeting, the structural organization of your De-

partment should give even greater incentive for increas-

fing membership. The Zonal Plan will bring the Depart-

Jment closer to its members. The Department will

mean more to each member.

Nominations for D V I Officers

For President

Abraham Krasker, Boston University,
Boston, Mass.

W. Gaylc Starnes, University of Kentucky,
Lexington, Ky.

For First Vice-President

Camilla Best, Orleans Parish School Board,
New Orleans, La.

Ford Lemlcr, University of Michigan,
Ann Arbor, Mich.

For Second Vice-President

U. S. Burt, Oregon State College,

Corvallis, Ore.

Charles Milner, University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, N. C.

[COMMITTEES

A Committee on Teacher Training has been named.

[
Floyde E. P.rooker of the United States Office of Edu-

' cation has accepted the chairmanship, and other mem-
ibers serving with him are E. Winifred Crawford,

[Montclair, New Jersey; Ford Lender, University of

visual instruction for various types of research projects.

It should be mentioned as a final word that the

Zonal plan is not intended to interfere in any way with

existing organizations in any locality. Rather, the Zone

grou]) will supplement work already being done. If

a particularly good job is being done in a given state,

it will receive national attention by transmittal through

the channels of the Zonal organization. J.D.F.

Michigan ; Georgia Lightfoot, Detroit Public Schools

;

I. Keith Tyler, Ohio State University. This Commit-

tee has been given the responsibility of seeking solu-

tions for the problems in the field of teaching training

that were pointed up and discussed at the winter

meeting in Atlantic City. It is possible that this Com-

mittee will be enlarged after .some of their preliminary

work is underway.

Loyal Department member John A. HoUinger of

Pittsburgh has agreed to serve as Chairman of the

Resolutions Committee with the specific responsibility

of framing whatever resolutions should be considered

at our Annual Meeting in Boston. Dr. Hollinger has

asked me to ask you to correspond with him directly

giving him your suggestions of action that should be

taken in the form of Department Resolutions. Reso-

lutions can be an ini])ortant device for expression of

the collective opinion of the members of an organization

such as ours. Resolutions can be a means for accom-

])Iishment of worthwhile advances. If you agree, and

if you have specific proposals, write to Dr. Hollinger.

SUMMER MEETING.

Plans for the Summer Meeting in Boston will be

com])Ieted within the next few days and the program

in full will be published next month. It will be an

interesting and busy three days for those of you who
will be able to attend. Not only will the Department

sessions be of interest but preliminary plans for the

general meetings of the N. E. A. indicate that they

will be unusually timely and significant. The New
England Section of the Department also extends its

cordial invitation to you to come to Boston.

PROPOSAL
Your Executive Committee has been giving serious

and careful consideration to ways and means of

.strengthening the Department so that it can be of even

greater service to its members. A proposal is being

formulated for subnu'ssion to the Natioral Education

Association in an eflfort to bring the Department into

closer relationship with the parent organization. In do-

ing this an effort is also being made to bring about

a closer relationship between the Department and other

visual organizations such as the Association of School

Film Libraries and the Motion Picture Project of the

American Council on Education. If in bringing about

this closer coordination, some plan is devised so that the

Department can» ,establish national headquarters in

Washington and' obtain the services, at least part time,

of an Executive Secretary, a crucially iiriportant for-

ward step will have been taken. You may hear more
about this proposal next month.

Sincerely yours,

Paul C. Reed, President
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Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatres!

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

'^Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

"When the Daltons Rode"
A rip-roarinc| picture of Amer-
ica's most sensetional bandit-
family, starring Kay Francis
and Randolph Scott.

"A Little Bit of Heaven"
Gloria Jean sings tier way
through a glorious, human
story of "Just folks."

"The Boys from Syracuse"
A Broadway hit that sold out
at $5.50 a seat, now faster and
funnier with Allan Jones, Mar-
tha Raye and Joe Penner.

"Sandy is a Lady"
The most publicised lady of
the screen, "Baby" Sandy, in

an hilarious comedy.

"if I Had IMy Way"
Bing Crosby joins voices with
Gloria Jean in the year's most
tuneful picture.

Deanna Durbin
First Lady of the Screen, In

her three latest and greatest
pictures, "First Love", "It's

a Date" and the magnificent
"Spring Parade".

• Write Immediately to-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subject comedies, musicals, travel-
ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100

Notes from the Field
Indiana

The Bureau of Visual Instruction of Indiana Uni-
versity announces that the Bureau is to cooperate
with the National Film Evaluation Project of The
Educational Screen.

For years teachers using the service have been asked

to supply postal card reports. Recently the Bureau has

printed two new cards patterned after the film evalua-

tif)n card of the National Project. The.se new cards

will be used from now on for teacher reports. After

the Bureau has tabulated the information from the

cards for its own files, the cards will be forwarded
to The Educational Screen for entrance in the Na-
tional Project.

In addition to evaluation of films, a separate card is

supplied to be u.sed in evaluating film strips, lantern

slides, recordings, et cetera.

Texas

The State Superintendent of Public Instruction has

called the First Annual Texas Radio and Visual Edu-
cation Conference to be held on the campus of the

University of Texas, Thursday. Friday, and Saturday,

June 12. 13, and 14. The purpose of the conference

will be to study major problems involved in the use

of audio-visual aids in learning.

New England

"Exploring the Educational Opportunities of the

Community" and "How Teachers Use Teaching Aids

Efficiently" were the dual themes of a meeting held

Saturday, March 29, at the School of Education, Bos-

ton University, by the New England section.

In addition to the conference sessions, continuous

exhibits were available for the teachers throughout the

day. An attractive printed program made a special plea

for membership for the New England section.

Exploring the Educational Opportunities of a Uni-

versity Campus. Mr. Elmer Taylor. Harvard Guide

Service. Harvard University. The Educational Oppor-

tunities of the Museum of Fine Arts. Miss Anne Holli-

day Webb, Division of Museum Extension. The Edu-
cational Opportunities of a Settlement House and a

Neighborhood. Mr. Richard S. W'inslow, Head worker.

South End House, Boston. The Educational Oppor-

tunities of the Nezv England Museum of Natural His-

tory. Dr. Francis A. Young, Assistant Director and

Supervisor of Education, New England Museum of

Natural History. The Educational Opportunities of the

Nezi) England Tozvn Hall. Mr. David C. Adkins. Ex-
ecutive Secretary, New England Town Hall. Hozv to

Make and Use Pupil-Made Lantern Slides in Teaching

a Unit of Work in the Social Studies. Mr. Leland S.

March, Roosevelt School, Melrose, Massachusetts.

How I Make and Use Educational Recordings. Mr.

Raymond Wyman, Westfield, Massachusetts. Hozv I

Photograph and Use the Everyday Reading Situations

in the Teaching of Reading. Miss Beverly H. Freitag.

Stoneham, Massachusetts. How I Use the Motion Pic-

ture in Teaching a Lesson in Science. Mr. John G.

Read. Rhode Island College of Education. Providence.

How I Use Many Types of Teaching Aids in Teaching

the Social Studies. Mr. John R. Fitzgerald, Weather-

field, Connecticut.
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Wisconsin

Mr. Harold Stamm, West Allis High School, was

recently relieved of his afternoon classes so that he

might go to the elementary schools of West Allis to

laid them in the development of their visual aids pro-

[gram. It is Stamm's particular job to see that the best

I
visual aid is chosen for a particular need, and properly

i used. Stanim has long been active in the field of visual

' aids.

Making Pictures Teach
{Continued from page 192)

Lsame picture. When a random sampling of teachers

[disagree so drastically it probably means that few if

[any of them had any definite standards to go by, and

[that the whole evaluation was little more than guess

trork.

There has lately been developed a score card for

evaluating pictures by Miss Trolinger of the University

[of Colorado. The score card represents a pooling of the

[ideas of a number of leaders in the field of visual edu-

cation. The original article describing the score card

land its formulation appeared in the March-April-May

, (1939) issues of the Educatio.nal Screen. This score

[card shows that there are two major .sets of criteria

[which need to be considered in connection with a teach-

ing picture. The first has to with the technical quality

and the .second with instritctinnal quality. The pooled

[opinion of the experts indicated that about forty points

]
should be allotted to technical qualities and about sixty

tto instructional qualities. In the space I have I can

merely enumerate the qualities and points allotted for

[each. TECHNICAL QUALITIES— urthUc (11),

clear and definite (11), practical .size (7), properly

[colored (6), free from blemishes (5). INSTRUC-
^TIONAL QUALITIES—truthlnl (15) relevant (11),

I stirriulative (11), significant ( 9 ) , authentic ( 8 ) , sug-

! gestive of size (6).

Truthfulness in pictures needs more careful consid-

I

eration than is generally given it. Too often it is as-

sumed that any photograph is truthful since it is an

I objective reproduction of an actual situation. We need

' to realize that photographic representations may be,

I and frequently are, as misleading and untruthful as any

[printed material may be. This grows out of two situa-

tions. First, some pictures are downright dishonest

* pictures and are planned to produce a wrong impres-

\ sion. We are all familiar with trick pictures of one
' sort or another which distort reality. Second, and still

more common, are pictures which are honest in the

sense that they accurately re])roduce reality, but vin-

truthful in that they produce wrong impressions in the

mind of the person seeing the picture. This is possible

through the selection of scenes which are unusual and

out of the ordinary but which the observer will accept

as typical. Thus I have seen pictures taken by two

travelers to Russia. The one picture collection showed

scene after .seen of povertj* and backwardness, and filled

one with the conviction that concHtions in Russia were
distressing and that the economic system was on the

verge of collapse. The second set of pictures showed

people happily at work on collective farms, with mod-
ern machines, and bountiful harvests, and left the dis-

tinct impression that all was well in Russia. Either

set of pictures alone would create a wrong impression.

|/^ Are These YOUR

VISUAL EDUCATION PROBLEMS?
• Training teachers to use motion pictures

Choosing films; integrating with curriculum

Extending your uses of motion pictures

• Selecting the most efFective

equipment

' • Administering a visual edu-
^ cation program

You'll find the answers in "Filmo
on the Facuhy" . . . school-devel-

oped, school-proved answers that

make this new book "must" reading

for every educator. Send the coupon
for your free copy.

V

HIMOSOUND "UTILITY" now only $339

Ideal all-purpose school projector at a new low price. Has
ample capacity for auditoriums, easy portability for class-

room use. Reproduces both l6mm. sound and silent films.

Has clutch for still projection and reverse for repeating

sequences. Exclusive B&H features insure correct opera-

tion and finest performance. B&H precision construction

assures lasting dependability. Other models for every

school need. Send coupon for details.

GET "FILMO VISUAL REVIEW"

Educators praise this new Bell & Howell quarterly devoted

wholly to their interests. Two issues have appeared, the

second 50% larger than the first. It's FREE where school

projectors are registered with B&H. Get on the mailing

list now! Register by filling in the coupon fully.

NEW AIDS TO FINDING FILMS

The films you want are easy to find in the new, 1941 B&H
Filmosound Library Catalogs, thanks to a new arrange-

ment suggested by teachers. Mark coupon for the volumes
you want. Free to projector owners; 2 5c each to others.

BELL Ic HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago. III.

Please send : ( ) Free book, Filmo on the Faculty;

literature on i } Ifi^^^ projectors; ( } Filmo ViaualReview {nuarterVy)

;

catalog on ( ) educational, ( ) recreational, ( ) religious fllms.

We now own ( - sound) { silent)

projectors of make.

Name-

School...

Address.

City .State ES5H1

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL
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"One-Tenth of Our Nation

A DOCUMENTARY FILM

NEGRO EDUCATION
The first film giving an authentic picture of the

education of Negro children in the rural South—
It shows dramatically the good as well as the bad
— What has been done and what still remains to be

done if America is to give all its citizens an equal

opportunity — Roy Harris, famed American com-
poser, created for this film an original musical score

of great beauty — One Tenth of Our JSalion was
produced by Film Associates, Inc., for the American
Film Center. Funds for the film were provided by
a grant of the General Education Board.

For full details write to

Sales Department

COLLEGE FILM CENTER
59 East Van Buren Street Chicago, III.

because each set presented but one side of the case.

Another example: Most school children, and 1 think

most adults too. think of the Sahara Desert as a great

expanse of drifting sand dunes. This impression can

))e traced directly to the fact that practically all pic-

tures of the Sahara desert show this type of topography

because the drifting sand dunes are near the edge of

the desert, easily accessible to cameras and very jmc-

turesque. Actually, drifting dunes make up only a

small per cent of the total area, the remainder being

Ijare rocky wastes.

To say that a picture must be "relevant" is niereh

to say that no picture should be used unless it inte-

grates with the best of the curriculum materials. Tht

qualities of being "stimulative" and "significant" are

largely self-ex])lanatory, but two sorts of jMctures very

commonly used in teaching fall short on these points

The first is the type of picture showing street scenes

taken in modern cities the world around. Ordinarily

they are neither significant nor stimulating. The sec-

ond type is that of historical monuments, statues, etc..

which may be of interest to the jirofessional historian

or student of art. but are certainly not to the ordinar\

]niblic school student.

The quality of being authentic is one to which spe-

cial attention needs to be given in this period when

propagandists of all sorts seek to influence opinion

by visual as well as verbal appeal. The classroom

teacher has not the background or training nor the

experience necessary to evaluate all the pictures avail-

able for teaching as to their essential truthfulness.

Teachers need to become familiar with the sources of

the pictures which they use and of the purposes back

of their production and distribution. There are certain

commercial concerns whose chief function is the pro-

duction of visual materials for school use. These often

exercise much care to be certain that the pictures they

produce are educationally sound. Certain magazines

have developed a well deserved reputation for the high

quality and worthwhileness of their picture material.

On the other hand some agencies of foreign govern-

ments, travel agencies, industrial concerns and other

A Workshop on the Production of Visual Aids

On June 16-20 a Film Production \\'ork.shop will

be held on the caminis of the Ohio State University.

Emphasis will be placed on the production of motion

jjictures, film strips, and 2x2 slides. Sjiecial attention

will be given to problems in the field of trafific safety.

.Activities will consist of lectures, demonstrations, dis-

cussions, and first-hand experience in all phases of the

production of films, filmstrips and 2x2 slides. A
scenario will be filmed. Participants will write scen-

arios around their own local problems. \umerous
safety films will be screened for critical analysis of film

production techniques. Camera techniques will be dem-
onstrated and put into practice. Indoor filming will

be carried on with typical lighting equipment. Titling

and editing will be done. Sound and color photography

will receive consideration.

The \\'orkshop will be designed to answer such typi-

cal ([uestions of the producer of visual materials as

these : How does one go about planning a safety film ?

What should go into a scenario? Shall we show acci-

dents or merely suggest them ? What kind of films

are being turned out in the field of safety? What part

should students have in such a project? To what

extent can the community itself become a part of the

program? How much film shall we use? \Nhat about

costs? Where should titles be used? How much edit-

ing is necessary? What outcomes, in terms of changes

in attitude and behavior, can be reasonably expected

from a film project?

The fee for the course will be five dollars. There

will be no laboratory fee. The course will carry no

credit. Enrollment will be limited and preference will

be given those with some previous experience in film

])roduction.

The \\'orkshop is sponsored by the Bureau of Edu-

cational Research and the Department of Photograj^hy

of the Ohio State University and the Highway Edu-

cation Board of Washington, D. C. Instructors will be

Edgar Dale. Lloyd Reber, William G. Hart, and Roy

\\'enger—all of Ohio State University.

groups interested in selling either a point of view or

material goods, produce pictures ranging from those

completely honest and worthwhile to others that are

completely misleading and vicious. Materials from such

sources need to be used with extreme care.

The quality of being "suggestive of size" means

merely that there be some familiar object in a picture

which may be used as a yardstick for estimating the size

of other less familiar objects. I once asked a group

of teachers to collect and evaluate a set of pictures.

One teacher handed in a picture of a penguin with

no other object in the picture but a waste of antarctic

snow and ice. I was amused to find this statement

in her evaluation of the picture, "I used this i)icture

in an opaque projector with my fourth grade children.

They were much interested and were surprised at the

huge size of the penguin." Evidently, since there was

no measuring unit in the picture by which to judge

the size of the bird, the children jumped to the con-

clusion that the pengiu'n was actually as large as the

screen image.
(To be concluded in June)
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"ELEMENTARY ^
OPERATIONS
ON THE

ENGINE LATHE"

f

New Sound Films invaluable to

schools in the training of

mechanics for NATIONAL DEFENSE

REEL I IS A SENSATIONAL SUCCESS Instructors agree that

the expertly worked out photography, the carefully synchro-

nized explanations, permit exceptionally effective instruction—
no matter how large the student group. Students who started

their training before the film was available keenly regretted not

seeing it. As one put it, he would have "caught on to the whole

thing much more quickly." NOW REEL II IS READY.

Reel I. covers correct methods for exact align-

ment of the lathe . . . the successive steps in fac-

ing, straight turning, and squaring a shoulder

. . . working accurately to dimensions from a

mechanical drawing . . . characteristics and se-

lection of the principal cutting tools ... a com-

prehensive exposition of the use of micrometers

in relation to the graduated dials. Full explana-

tion in sound accompanies each step.

Reel II continues the fundamental instruction es-

sential as a basis for satisfactory operation of the

lathe. In a step-by-step performance it shows the

many procedures leading up to, and involved in,

simple boring. Superbly planned and beautifully

executed photography, plus painstaking expla-

nations, makes this reel fully as important and

effective as Reel 1.

Price per reel (1 6-millimeter sound), $36;

immediate delivery. Eastman Kodak Company,
Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Classroom Films
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES
By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn.

Member of the Committee on Standards for Motion Pic-

tures of tfie National Council of Teactiers of English

GOLDI

GOLD!!

GOLD!!!

ONE OF THE interesting parts of school film

making is the writing of the scenario or shoot-

ing script. It is the script that gives students

and their teachers experience in planning their produc-

tion and helps them to eliminate

unnecessary motions.

Following are the scripts

which were used in the making
of GOLD ! GOLD ! GOLD !, a

375-foot film produced by stu-

dents of the University Ele-

A • 1^ mentary School. University of

i^^^Mk^Bi^^P Kentucky. Lexington. Ken-
W^K^^H ^B tucky. The film was made by

iW^P^^E^J students in Miss Jeanette Mol-
HHHHHHlillli loy's fifth grade under the spon-

.sorship of Mrs. May K. Dun-
can. Miss Lillian McNulty was
director and photographer of

the project. In explaining the

film, Miss McNulty writes:

"The picture was an outgrowth
of the students' interest in the

study of pioneers and the hard-

ships of the trek westward in

•49. GOLD! GOLD! GOLD!
was their interpretation of this

phase of history. When we be-

gan to plan the making of the

film, we had no intention of

setting up an imitation Holly-

wood and showing DeMille

how history should be handled.

W'e knew that the audience

appeal of the finished product

would be limited to our own
community."

Shooting Script of the Production

GOLD! GOLD!! GOLD!!!

Part I—Preparation for the Adventure to California

Scenes
{Medium Shot) Flag of U. S.—1849 (30

states) Kansas City, Missouri, 1849.

Men, in a business-like manner, clean

guns, assemble supplies, and load wagons.

{Medium Shot) Women, very serious,

check over things and pack.

{Medium Shot) Children—not realizing

the seriousness of the e-xpedition—play

"ring-around-a-rosy."

{Close-Up) Cradle filled with rag dolls

waiting to be loaded in wagon.

{Long Shot) .\\\ the above activities in

same scene.

Location

Play lot

behind new
tennis courts

Same

Same

Same

"Cave Hill Farm"
Tommy Rankin's

home on
Harrodsburg Road

{Medium Shot) Two men in charge of Same
caravan come into the scene ; one raises

hand to command attention. All stop work
and gather round. He gives orders for

caravan to start, also traveling directions.

{Close Up) Two scouts give directions.

{Long Shot) Pioneers take places at wag-

on and start off singing "Oh, Susanna."

—Fade Out—
Part II—The Indian Attack in the Colorado Country

Play lot

Cave Hill Farm

Location

2nd floor of

tobacco warehouse
near playground

Same

Same
Picadome Golf

Course

Cave Hill Farm

Same

Same

Scenes

{Long Shot) Two months later. All the

pioneers are gathered around the camp
fire. Men fix their guns ; children watch.

{Medium Shot) A lone Indian Scout, on

horseback, comes over brow of hill.

{Close Up) Indian Scout.

{Medium Shot) Group of Indians view

the valley, where the pioneers are resting,

from a rocky ledge.

{Long Shot) Same as first scene—Indians

creep down the rocky ledge and swoop in

from all directions.

{Long Shot) Indian fight. Men stand

their ground, women and children run for

cover.

{Close Up) Faces of women showing

fright and horror. (2) Scenes

{Close Up) Upturned cradle, broken

spinning wheel—rag doll—sunbonnet

—

tomahawk all scattered over ground.

These to suggest the ferocious fighting.

—Fade Out—
Part III—The Great Death "\ralley

Scenes
{Long Shot) Five months later. "Desert"

curtain showing some cactus. Pioneers

struggling against the wind—having lost

their way.

{Medium Shot) Feet plodding through

sand—stumbling.

Men—one drops gun on sand ; women

—

one drops sunbonnet on sand ; children

—

one drops rag doll on sand.

{Close Up) Bleached bones on sand.

{Close Up) Face of woman showing

thirst—suffering.

{Close Up) Face of child crying.

{Medium Shot) Group finding their way
out of desert.

—Fade Out—
Part IV—Months Later—On the Other Side of the

Mountains (Sierra Nevada)

Scenes
{Medium Shot) Group of pioneer men

—

look discouraged—one is working on a

broken wagon wheel, drops tools and puts

head in hands. Women, listless and dis-

couraged. Two children asleep on ground.

{Medium Shot) One man stares over the

hill. Suddenly he sees a flag waving in

the distance.

{Close Up) Flag of California, 1849.

Under the

sycamore tree

on the school

grounds

Location

Auditorium of

Training School,

Desert backdrop

used

Sand pile near

new Engineers

Building on

the campus

Sand pile on
playground

Auditorium in front

of backdrop

Same
Same

Location

Rock pile on
the school grounds

near the warehouse

Same

Same
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(Loiifi Shot) Pioneers going over the Cave Hill

brow of the hill, outlined against the sky. Farm

(CInsc Uf) Pioneers marching on. Same

(Loiin Shot) Flag of California outlined Same
against clouds.

—Fade Out-

Part V—Some Time Later—Away Back in the California Hills

Scenes Location

(Medium Shot) Whole line of men pan Pony Farm on

gold along a rocky creek bed. Richmond Road

(Close Up) Pan dripping water through Same
mud and rock.

(Medium Shot) One man finds a nug- Same
get, shouts, and waves to the men to

come. Some leave their panning and

gather round, throw hats in the air, show
great excitement. Others hurry back to

their pans and start panning with vigor.

[Medium Shot) One pioneer family— Cave Hill Farm
tlined against the sky. Fade into clouds.

The End
.^fter a hand-lettered opening title, two credit titles, and

two location titles, we have the following titles occuring
through the film:

th<

i
Dedicated

to the courageous

Pioneers

who braved the unknown
Western Wilderness

and at last reached

California

There was much

excitement and busy

preparation as the

pioneers made ready

to depart

The unconquered Indians

of the

Western Country

looked with fear upon

the coming of the

white men

The hot sands

and high winds of

Great Death Valley

did not daunt

their courage

Weary months,

filled with grief

and hardships, passed.

Many had returned

home

At the end

of the trail

lay peace, sunshine,

and sometimes

GOLD

!

Music Script

Dtroduction "King Cotton"

part I "Quadrille Figures"

"Oh Susanna"
"Arkansas Traveler"

Part II "War Dance"
(Cheyenne)

Part III "William Tell" H
(Storm)

Part IV "Peer Gynt" H
(Ase Death)

A (Through first showing
of Flag of California)

B ("Coronation March")

?art V "Black Keys Study"

(Through panning of gold)

"Carmela"
(Through to the end)

1989S-B

(Victor)

20638-B

(Victor)

22144-A
(Victor)

68474-D

(Columbia)

1 1834-B

(Victor)

1104-A
(Victor)

No. 1

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

No. 6

No. 71SI23-B

(Brunswick)

1195-B No. 8

(Victor)

!lf
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1 /yfO& ALONE PROVIDES SUCH WIDE UTILITY
Wry^ AT SUCH LOW PRICE

Never before has if been possible to secure such "precision-

built" equipment with so many Multiple Uses at such Low
Prices. Investigate VICTOR before you buy.

VICTOR VISUAL EDU-GRAPH SERVICE FREE
To intelligently help School Administrators accurately deter-

mine their Visual Aid requirements. Eliminates confusion —
points way to most economical combinations with maximum
utility. Write for this Service today, Dept. D-l.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATIONrUllAllUn DAVENPORT, IOWA

Distributors Throughout the World
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

Chile (Krpi) 11 iniiiutes. 16mm sound, sale price $50.00.

Teacher's guide to be furnished.

Subtitled "People of the Country Estates." Orients the ob-

server to the country of Chile, and reveals life on an estate in

the pastoral setting of the Central Valley. As the film opens,

the location of Chile—between the Andes and the sea, stretching

from the northern boundary within the tropical zone to the

barren land of glaciers 2700 miles to the south—is explained.

Nitrates and copper are shown as chief mineral products. The
role of the ports on the western coast, such as Valparaiso, is

explained also.

One region is dominant in Chile. It is tlie central valley, an

agricultural and grazing region, a land of great estates where

the bulk of the population is to be found. One such estate is

that of the McKennas. On one of its roads, we are introduced

to Senor McKcnna, his wife and daughter, and Senor Velasco,

a guest. Their conversations, heard in Spanish, are translated

by the narrator. It is evident that their hfe is one of leisure ; but

for the laborers on their plantation, life holds little time for

other than work. The laborers are shown picking fruit, culti-

vating the fields, and herding sheep. The Government schools

which provide an elementary education for the workers' chil-

dren are sliown.

From the varied produce of the estate, the McKenna kitchen

provides attractive fare as the family assembles for a final

dinner with the guest on the eve of the return to Santiago.

Music/ Comedy.' Drama'.

BREAKING THE ICE
16 MM. Sound Film Feature with

BOBBY BREEN and Charles Ruggles

Supported by DOLORES COSTELLO and the world's

ice-skating headiiner, IRENE DARE.

This latest and greatest Bobby Breen picture is high-

spotted by his glorious voice and the laugh-provoking

antics of Charlie Ruggles. The spectacular ice fantasy

is one of the most talked of features of the film, 9 Reels.

Send for catalog listing 2000 Entertainment and

Educational Subjects available far rental and sale.

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.
3 5 West 45th Street Dept. E-5 New York, N. Y.

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

Conversations in Spanish are again heard. Now the scene

changes to a large university in Santiago, where Jose, Senor
McKenna's son, is seen at his studies in the medical school. He
talks cordially with one of his friends, an American exchange
student.

On the following day the McKennas and their guest leave

their Santiago town house for a tour of the city. Streets, parks,

and the business section are visited, and the film concludes with

a view of the city from the lofty promontory of San Cristobal.

CoMMiTTKE Opinion—A good film for use in social science

and geography, economics, and for motivating Spanish classes.

The film transmits an excellent understanding of Chilean cul-

ture. The film concentrates rather closely around one class of

the Chilean people; it was agreed that it would liave been more
efltective if wider in its viewpoint of Cliilean life, and tliat it

could have been improved from the standpoints of unity and
organization. Photography and sound are excellent.

"Fluffy" the Kitten (June) IS minutes, 16mm silent, sale

price $25.00. Produced by Grayce and Kenneth F. Space.

In tliis elementary-grade film, a three-month-old Persian

kitten tells, tlirough titles, of his experiences, and suggests the

best wa\s to care for cats. After an appropriate introduction.

Fluffy appears in characteristic activities. He chews shoe-

strings, stares out of a window, looks at the goldfish, and plays

with a pencil. He explains that he likes to look in dark places

and under things, and he is shown as he looks for a mouse.
Several views of the kitten asleep appear as he says that he

can sleep anywhere as long as he is not bothered.

Kitten's-eye views reveal how big and tall the household
furniture appears to a little kitten. Fluffy explains that he is

usually hungry. When he was smaller he ate five times a day,

mostly milk and bread, but now he has meat and vegetables

with his milk, three times a day. He doesn't like baths, but he
keeps himself neat and clean. His sanitary facilities consist of

a pan and a newspaper. He says that it hurts when he is

picked up by the nape of the neck ; his mistress demonstrates

the proper way of holding him.

Views of his paws and claws accompany an explanation that

he needs a log to scratch, instead of the furniture. He says

that he won't scratch when you play with him, unless you
play roughly. To demonstrate this, he very gently bites his

mistress' hand. When he gets into intentional mischief, he is

spanked. There are more kitten's-eye views. He explains that

he doesn't care about toys, that he likes simple things such

as a ball on a string. He exhibits his training by jumping

over his mistress' outstretched hand, and then he sleeps in a

box. In conclusion, he shows how he looks when normal,

curious, angry, hungry, and sleepy, and then he appears prettily

dressed in his best ribbon to say "Good-bye."

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for use in kinder-

garten through third grade in general elementary studies, in-

cluding reading and animal life. Accurate information con-

cerning kittens and their care is provided in the film, and the

vocabulary is correctly graded. Photography and titles are

good : organization is satisfactory.

Goodyear Shoulders Arms (Goodyear) lyi reels, 16mm sound,

"Free." Produced by the Commercial Department of Pathe

News ; narrated by Edwin C. Hill.

In this film newsreel scenes outline the background of the

present conflict, America's part as the stronghold of liberty

is emphasized, and the place of the Goodyear company in pro-

ducing materials for defense is shown. The film begins with

the year 1936 when Europe was at peace. The Spanish war
provided a testing-ground for new weapons and methods of

warfare. Then came the European War. Its progress is

shown in exciting newsreel scenes. Germany's war machine

appears in action ; it is explained that back of this machine
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ÎHhere liave been oppression of peoples and a breakdown of

culture, and that now Liberty dares not show its light in

Europe. Views of the Statue of Liberty appear as the narra-

tor states that here we proclaim liberty and freedom to the

world. He compares our way of life to that under the dic-

tators, stating that we are hated because of the advantages

which we have—and which we must defend.

Scenes of the first peace-time draft begin the ne.xt sequence,

which deals with National Defense. It is stated that Industry

has volunteered to perform the tremendous task of providin;^

weapons for the defense program. .And a vita! sinew in nearly

every one of these weapons is rubber.

A brief sequence shows the source of our rubber supply and

the methods of processing it. Research and progress in the

making of synthetic rubber are explained. Then Goodyear

I)roducts in actual use by the armed forces are shown, including

blimps for patrol duty, barrage balloons, special airplane tires,

rplane parts, special inner-tubes for motorized equipment,

ink treads, and gas masks. A closing sequence states that

e.se are Goodyear's tasks and her pride ; that we are building

it for destruction, but for the defense of the .American way
life.

CoMMiTTKK Opinmon—A fair film for use at the senior high

el and above in current events or modern history classes.

he film contains good historical material, but one or two

tenients were questioned upon grounds of accuracy. Pho-

raphy is largely newsreel footage and is of average quality

;

organization and sound are good.

The Monroe Doctrine (TFC) 2 reels. Technicolor, 16nim

1 sound. -Apply to distributor for rental sources and prices.

Produced by Warner Bros. Pictures.

Dramatizes the events leading up to the proclamation of the

onroe Doctrine. The film begins by saying that in 1775 our

forefathers learned about oppression and rebelled against it,

winning freedom after a five-year struggle. Later, the Latin-

Kmerican countries followed; but in 18J3 Spain was laying

ans to regain these lost colonies with the help of the Holy

lliance. The scene opens upon a meeting of Monroe's cabinet

1823, where the question of American resistance to Spain's

plans is being discussed. Monroe will not commit himself to

any course of action, refusing to answer the cabinet's questions

about his plans. In Spain, King Ferdinand VII holds an audi-

ence. The ministers of .Austria, Prussia, and Russia promise

I^Bto help him but refuse to promise to fight the United States.

I^^B'his scene closes with a question by Ferdinand as to what the

I^^KJnited States will do.

^^f The next scene is the U.S. House of Representatives. Henry
Clay makes a fiery speech, challenging Kurope. Uamel Webster

speaks in the same vein. Ne.\t is shown a secret meeting ot

e ministers of .Spain and the other countries. A brief love-

;ory element is introduced when it is revealed that John

turgis, a clerk, is in love with Rosita, daughter ot the Spanish

mbassador. They marry secretly and then reveal their

larriage to him.

President Monroe and Secretary of State John CJuincy

dams prepare a jiroclamation. Monroe reads some of its

ssages while .Adams comments upon them. On December
'3. 1823, this message is read to Congress ; parts of the reading

,nd the enthusiastic reception are shown. Ne.xt conies a re-

iew of the outstanding incidents in which the Monroe Doc-

ine has been invoked: California, 1825; Cuba, 1852; Mexico,

866, to defeat Louis Napoleon's plans; and Venezuela, 1895.

he film closes with a speech by Theodore Roosevelt jileading

r adequate armament, in which he used the tanious phrase,

'Speak softly, but carry a big stick."

CoMMiTTEK Opinion*—An excellent film for use in .Amer-

;an and European history classes at the junior high, senior

igh, college and adult levels. Should be valuable also lor

ivies classes, and the costumes may be ot interest to art

ilasses. The film is technically excellent in every way.

Producers Named:

rpi. Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-Fifth .Avenue,

Long Island City, N. Y.

oodyear. Motion Picture Department. Goodyear lire &
Rubber Co., .Akron, Ohio,

une. Mr. Chas. D. June, Box 78, Rutgers University, New
Brunswick, N.J.

FC. Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 25 West 43rd -St.,
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Summer Courses in Visual and Audio-Visual Instruction, 1941

Compiled In Co-operation with The Society for Visual Education

(This list supplements that which appeared in the April issue)

Arkansas

Arkansas A. & M. Collci/c. Monticello
Audio-Visual Education (2)

California

Clarcmont Collcyc. Claremont
Problems of Reading

—

Ed. 19A (Visual Studies)
Ed. 19B (Audio- Visual)

San Jose Stale Collcyc. San Jose

Audio-Visual Aids (2)
University of California, Berkeley

Visual Education 107 (2)

June 16-July 18

June 23-July 11

R. B. Brawner

June 25-Aug. 5

Clark & Spencer
Spencer & Genung

June 16-Aug. 25

DeVerl Willey

June 30-Aug. 8
Gardner L. Hart

University of Southern California. Los Angeles June 16-Aug. 7
Fundamentals of the (Cinema (2) Warren Scott
Social Implications of the Cinema (2) Warren Scott
l-"ilm Technique (2) Jack McClelland

(6 weeks Division) June 28-Aug. 7
Screenwriting I (2) Warren Scott
Cinematography I (2) Jack McClelland

Colorado

Uni'.'ersity of Denver, Denver
Visual and Audio Aids in Instruction (2^)

E. H. Herrington
Illinois

ll'healon College, Wheaton June 28-Julv 25
Visual Aids 317S (2) Robert L. Cooke

Indiana

Ball State Teachers College, Muncie June 11-Aug. 8
Visual Aids in the High School Library (2) Evelyn Hoke

Notre Dame University. Notre Dame June 24-Aug. 5
Materials and Methods in .Audio-Visual

Education—Undergraduate (2) Merlin G. Richard
Administration of the Visual Education

Program—Graduate (2)

Iowa
loiva State College, .Ames

Visual Methods in Education (3)

Kansas
Kansas State Teachers Collcyc, Emporia

Visual Education (2)

Louisiana

La. Stale Normal Colleye. Natchitoches
Visual Education 304 (2)

Loyola I'nivcrsity, New Orleans
Visual and Audio Aids in Education (3

Maryland
14^'estcrn .Maryland College, Westminster

.Auditory and Visual Education (3)

Minnesota

State Teachers College. St. Cloud
Ed. 368 Visual Education (4)

Mississippi

State Teachers College, Hattiesburg
Visual Education (4)

Missouri

Teachers College. Kansas City
.Audio-Visual Education (2)

Nebraska
State Teachers College. Wayne

Visual-Auditory Education (2)

New Hampshire
Keenc Teachers College, Keene

Visual Ed. and Field Trips (2)

Nevada
School of Ed. & State Normal School. Reno

.Audio-Visual Aids in Education (2)

July 22-Aug. 28
Kooser & Twogood

June 9-.Aug. 6

S. W. Cram

June 9-Aug. 9

J. S. Kyser
June 10-July 30

) Lucille Bostick

June 26-.Aug. 1

Milson Raver

June 9-July 21

R. M. Torgerson

June 2-Aug. 14

H. D. Pickens

June 9-July 18

James Evans

June 9-.Aug. 8
Harold D. Griffin

July 7-Aug. 15

Elizabeth Gregory

June 16-July 25
Paul Thurston

Columbia University. Teachers College July 7-.Aug. 15

Illustrative Lessons in History and
the Social Studies (2) W. H. Hartley

.'itale Normal College. Plattsburg June 30-

.Audio and Visual .Aids in Ed. (2 or 3) .A. C. Peterson

North Carolina

Apt'alachian .Stale Teachers College. Boone
June 10-July 16; July 22-Aug. 29

Visual Education (2)

Normal & Teachers College, Asheville
Visual -Aids to Instruction (2)
Workshop-Visual Aids (4)

East Carolina Teachers College, Greenville
(Ed. 320) Visual .Aids in Education
(Ed. 420) Audio- Visual Aids

Western Carolina Teachers College, Cullowhee June 14-27

.Audio-Visual Workshop (2) E. E. Sechriest

Ohio
University of Toledo. Toledo

-Audio-Visual Education (3)

Oklahoma
Oklahoma A. & M. College. Stillwater

Introduction to Visual Education (2)
Production and Admini.stration of Visual

Orby Southard

June 9-July 18

Emile Windle
Emile Windle

July 17-Aug. 23
.Annie C. Newell
Annie C. Newell

June 20-Aug. 1

J. W. Wilson

June 6-.Aug. 2
Haskell Pruett

(2)Education Material
Visual Education (2)

Southeastern State College. Durant
V'isual Education (2)

Oregon
Portland Summer Session (Oregon State System

of Higher Education), Portland June 26-July 25
Laboratory in .Audio-Visual Aids (1)
Audio-Visual .Aids in Education (3)
Organization and Supervision of Visual

Instruction ( 3

)

The .American Film and Its Relation to
.American Education (3)

Pennsylvania

Geneva College. Beaver Falls
Visual Education (3)

Pennsylvania State College, State College
Laboratory in Visual and Sensory Aids (1) Fred K. Kelly
Visual and Other Sensory Aids in Ed. (2) Fred E. Kelly
Organization and Administration of Sensory

Haskell Pruett

J. C. Muerman

R. J. Shaw

H. A. Gray
H. A. Gray

H. A. Gray

Mrs. F. B. Rav

July 16-Aug. 15

John S. Mclsaac
June 10-Aug. 8

.Aids Program (1-3)

.S'tate Teachers College. Blooinsburg
Visual Education ( 1

)

State Teachers College. Edinboro
Visual Education (1 and 2)

State Teachers College. Shippensburg
Visual Education (1)

i'nivcrsity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh
Ed. 141 Visual Education (2)

South Carolina

I'ni^'crsity of South Carolina. Columbia
.Audio-Visual Education (3)

Tennessee

Peabody College for Teachers. Nashville
Use of -Audio-Visual Aids (4)

Texas
Southwest Te.ras State College. San Marcos

Audio-Visual Education (3)
.Sul Ross Stale Teachers College, Alpine

-Audio \'isual Education (3)
Texas State College for Women. Denton

-Audio-Visual -Aids in Instruction (3)
Seminar and Workshop in Visual

-Aids (3)

M. E. Trusal

June 23-Aug. 4
H. H. Russell

June 16-July 21

F. S. Heinaman
July 16-Aug. 25

L. C. Krebs

July I -.Aug. 8
Olander & Fahey

June 10-Aug. 2
VV. H. Ward

June 10-Aug. 22
M. L. Shane

Julv 14-Aug. 22
j'. M. Roady

June 4-Julv 16

July 18-Aug. 23
Leon Wilber

June 4-Julv 15

W. F. Archibald

W. F. Archibald

New York
Chautauqua Summer .School. Chautauqua Julv 7-.Aug. 15

Laboratory Cour.se in Visual .Aids (2) G. H. R. O'Donnell
(New York University Graduate Credit Course)

Correction: Tlie summer term at the University of Ten-
nessee begins on lune 9. instead of July 9th. as stated in the

-April issue. Instructor in "Audio-Visual Aids to Education"
will be Oscar E. Sams, not Paul M. Fitts.
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16 mm sound films on American history

"Last of "Daniel Boone"

the Mohicans" and others.

Write for free catalog of 16 mm sound on film rental subjects.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE ^J.Ih^.tT SlMli

Citiversity of Houston, Houston

I

June 9-July 11

;

July 14-Aug. 22

Methods of Using Audio-Visual Aids (3 ) Paul F. McRoy
Production of Teacher-Made Audio-

Visual Aids (3) Paul F McRoy

niversity of Texas, Austin

Visual Aids in Elem. Teaching (2)

Research in Visual Education (2)

Visual Aids in Secondary Teaching (2)

Laboratory Work in Visual Education (2)

}!'cst Texas State Teachers College. Canyon
Audio-Visual Education (3)

irashington
diege of Puget .'iouitd, Tacoma

'fl

June 5-Aug. 30
R. F. Holland
B. F. Holland
M. M. Watson
M. M. Watson

June 4-July 9
Don G. Williams

June 9-July 9;

July 10-Aug. 8

Selection and Use of Audio-Visual Aids ( 2 ) F. F. Gorow
Production of Audio-Visual Aids (2)

acific Lutheran Colleijc, Parkland

Visual Education (2)

F. F. Gorow

June 9-Julv 9;

July 10-Aug. 8

D. L. Kruzner

June 18-Aug. 20

Hogan & Hayden

estern Washington CoUeqe of Education. Bellingham

Visual Education (1!-^) June 23-.-\ug. 22 W. L. Brewer

University of Washington. Seattle

^^^ Auditory and Visual .'Kids to

^^1 Teaching (2^)

I'arquetlc University. Milwaukee
Principles of Visual Education (2)

•ate Teachers College. River Falls

Visual Instruction (2)

Wyoming

i
university of IVyoniing, Laramie

Visual .'\ids in Education (3)

A
the

)m
eld

June 23-.'\ug. 1

G. E. Vanderbere

June 11-July 23
Ella C. Clark

June 16-July 18

Harold A. Engel

FIELD TRIPS AND COURSES

u

i

.'\gain this summer teachers, students, social workers and

ers are being oflfered a chance to .see what life is like in

e of the most interesting parts of America. A series of

leld studies is being arranged by The Open Road, a non-

profit organization which has as its object the promotion of

international and inter-regional understanding. Each field trip

is sponsored by an educational institution. .-Kcademic credit

is available to those who want it. The courses generally run

five to six weeks.

Southern Conditions, sponsored by Teachers College, Colum-

lia University. .An intensive study of a southern county which

'i partly industrial, partly agricultural.

Minority Cultures of Colorado and Nciv Mexico, sponsored

by the University of Denver. A study of the values and

customs of groups which have conserved their identity, their

elations to the dominant .American culture.

Life Problems of the Great Plains and the Rocky Mountains.

sponsored by Colorado State College of Education, Greeley. A
study of five small communities.

Planned Regional Development as Exemplified by the T.J'.A.,

sponsored by the University of Tennessee and Northwestern

University with the ciKjperation of the T.V..A. A study of the

tremendous T.V..A. development and its effect on the lives of

e Valley people.

Community Relations in Connecticut and Pennsyk'ania. spon-

red by the New Haven, Connecticut, State Summer Session,

contrasting study of life in a Pennsylvania coal town and a

lonnecticut manufacturing center.

Particulars regarding these and other field courses may be

obtained from The Open Road, 8 West 40th Street, New York.

xj%rc:oin^ip oin.j^^'jrEEJ)

(AUDIBLE PUBLISHING)

ANNOUNCES TO

ALL INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING

A Series of Lectures by

America's Most Distinguished Educators

on

Electrical Transcriptions

For Use As

Supplementary Educational Aids

in

Classroom Work

Lectures - Debates - Dramatizations

Round Table Discussions

AUDIBLE PUBLISHING
Recorded lectures provide the most effective

method of delivering the natural authoritative

spoken words of our foremost educators di-

rectly into classrooms— v^here they can be

considered and discussed immediately by

students and teachers.

A SERVICE BY AND
FOR TEACHERS

Lecturers and Their Subjects Selected

by Teachers Themselves

ITour Suggestions >(re XnwWtd

JgJVCOinr*OttAlTEEX

737 NOItTH MICHIGAN AVINUI-CHICAGO
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Lin and fox ifiE C/c

VISUAL AIDS AND BIRD STUDY
HARRIET KIMMEL
Reeb Avenue School, Columbus, Ohio

IT
IS unfortunate that the average teacher upon hear-

ing the term "visual aids" thinks at once of motion

pictures. Indeed many teachers who make exten-

sive use of excursions, maps, models, graphs, charts,

and mounted ])ictures will tell you that they don't

use any "visual aids"—meaning no movies. Further-

more, emphasis upon motion pictures has tended to de-

crease discussion on many types of visual aids which

are easily used and ohtained by the classroom teacher.

Certainly, I have found this to be true in my own
work. This article discusses one phase of that work,

namely the use of still photographs in the study of

birds. This study was used as a unit in a science pro-

gram but could be used as a separate unit of work.

as a su]5])lement to reading ])rograni. etc. 1 lie ])urpose

of the study was :

a. To create in the children an interest in our feath-

ered neighbors.

b. To guide the children's observation to notice

shape of wings, tail, bills, and body as means of iden-

tifying the bird, of determining its food and manner

of procuring it.

c. To give the children a basis for grouping the

birds with similar habits.

Conducted by WILBER EMMERT
State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.

d. To help the children gain an appreciation of the

usefulness of various types of birds in controlling in-

sects and weeds, acting as scavengers, etc.

e. To help the children understand the need for laws

which protect .song Iiirds, limit the hunting season of

game birds.

f. To develop a need for the children to build bird

houses and feeding stations, to protect birds, from cats,

to discourage boys from killing birds or using sling

shots, etc.

How to achieve these objectives was the next prob-
lem which 1 faced. Why not take bird trips? This was
done and is useful. But it must also be remembered
that since birds are not only extremely active and seas-

onal, they are hard for children to study. Therefore,

good ])ictures or mounted birds become very useful

visual aids. A collection of mounted birds is hard to

store in a .school and is better studied in a museum

Sample Teacher Questions

Loggerhead Shrike
(National Association of

Audubon Societies Photo)

This shrike is about the size

of a robin.

1. Would you group this

bird with owls, robins, cardi-

nals, hawks, or herons? Give

reasons for your answer.

2. This bird is sonietimes

called "the butcher bird." How
did it get this name?

3. Considering the food hab-

its of this bird would you con-

sider tlie shrike a useful or

harmful bird? What would

farmers think? Give reasons

for vour answer.

where they would be arranged against a setting which

showed their natural habitat. The writer has been

f[uite successful in using a collection of good bird pic-

tures as a means of stimulating interest in birds, as

source of information and as reference material. These

pictures were selected if they complied with this

criteria

:

a. Accuracy of shape of the bird

b. Accurate coloring

c. Relative size indicated

(Coiitii'iii'if on pane 218)
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dramatic • MAGNIFICATION

%

V

' New Foot Con-
Itrol leaves both
hands free for
Iconvenient handl-
I ins: of material.

I
With a Spencer VA Delineascope, pupils can see dramatic

1 magnification of prints, photos, pages from books and
periodicals, maps and lantern slides. It is easy to bring

the advantages of the right picture at the right time to

your classes. Work is easier and more efficient. Better

teaching prevents many failures. This means a great

saving for the school and community and an even greater

benefit to the pupils themselves.

Spencer Lens Company
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Scientific Instrument Division oj

AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
4)

Salts Officm: NtwYoik,Ckicago,S<nFranciica,W«hington,Boiton,LotAng<lti,D<llu,Columbin,St.Lauli,Philad<lphh,Atlanla
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IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION

serves t/ie entire nation!

Our latest venture is the opening of an office in
New York City. For the convenience of those
seeking 16 mm sound films, 16 mm silent films
or 8 mm films, we now offer service from three
offices:

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street, Chicago, Illinois

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
2402 West Seventh Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

BERTRAM WILLOUGHBY PICTURES, INC.
Suite 600, 1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

HAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
181$ Broadirmy. Dept. V. New York City

Only the Best!
It our policy in selecting films for our Library of 16 mm
sound films, which includes such great features as

"THE COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO"
with Robert Donat

"THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS"
with Randolph Scott

any many others of equal merit deserving of a place in

the most discriminatinq school program. Our descriptive

catalog lists many fine instructional as well os recreational

subjects. Send for it NOW, and consult us about your
present and future film requirements.

COSMOPOLITAN FILM LIBRARIES, Inc.

3248 Gratiot Avenue Detroit, Michigan

X^/3:\''^/x\"g/x\'"'/3>.''^/x\~'yqpv-/3A~'^y5A'i''/xv<tX'T-/3X

A nei,/ HOTEL AWAITS minNeryYark
This world famous establishment, formerly the American
Woman's Club, is now one of New York's newest and finest

hotels. Its unique facilities include six lounges, five sun-decks,

music studios, library, art gallery and three popular priced

restaurants. Many floors are reserved exclusively for women.

DAILY—Single, from ^2.50; WEEKLY—Single, from $12;

Double, from $3.50 Double, from {(16

1200 Rooms w!ch Bath Special Flcwrs and Rates for Studenu

liubi
John Paul Slack

Ctnttai Manager
383 WEST S7ll STREET)4(NEW YORK

*WVty-^X3:/J»-\av^^^3V^sX-r/;^"\3V3.\dC/^-\X/'J^>\dt/3i.^Jty3>f

Many pictures can be secured from the National

Audubon Society, National Geographic Magazine, and
from some school supply houses. Those pictures found

in some of the cheap bird books do not comply with

the above criteria.

When you give children a group of pictures to study

without any other direction, you often cause the chil-

dren to become confused. They look aimlessly at one

picture, put it down, and look at another. To prevent

this the author typed a list of questions for each pic-

ture and mounted them below the picture. For example,

on the picture of the Cardinal, which is found through-

out most of Ohio, you could use such statements

:

a. Notice the short thick bill. What kind of food

would this bird eat?

b. How does the bird use its bill ?

c. What other birds have the same type of bill?

d. Study the shape of the bird's feet. In what way
does the cardinal use its feet?

The questions were formulated in such a way that

they were thought-provoking, required not only careful

observation comparison of pictures but also recall of

material formerly read, or stimulated research. The
children then handled the cards and studied them. If it

were necessary to call the attention of the entire class

to a picture, this picture could be projected in a ma-

chine which could be used with opaque pictures. Types

of bills and claws could be drawn on glass by the

]Hipils and used for general class discussions. There

are many educational films available which show birds

in action, such as, humming birds, birds of prey, wad-
ing birds, etc. Visual aids need to be used to supple-

ment science and nature study books and field and mu-
seum trips. There are luany attractive children's books

which can be used with the pupils, even primary chil-

dren. One such book is "The Restless Robin" by Mar-
joric Flack (Houghton Mifflin Cotnpany).

The author selected a green cardboard with a dull

finish as mounts for these pictures. Finger prints were

less evident on dull finished paper. The edges of the

])ictures were covered with paper cement and then

jjlaced on the cardboard. This paper cement was clean

and easy to apply and had great adhesive power. One
disadvantage in using it was that it adhered so quickly

that you did not have an opportunity to change the

|)osition of a picture after it was placed on the card-

hoard. The questions were mounted in the satne way.

.Although the pictures received hard usage they re-

mained securely fastened to the cardboard.

The birds selected for this study were the ones mo.st

often seen in Ohio, especialh' central Ohio. This as-

sortment included those birds found in the cities and

open country. Warblers were omitted because they

stop here just to feed and then migrate further north.

These birds are difficult to observe without field glasses.

Even though the whippoorwills are not common to

this region they were included in the selection because

children find many references to them in songs and
literature.

What were the results of this study? The entire

class became more observant, not only of the birds,

but of all nature. On Monday morning most of the

pupils could hardly wait for a chance to tell the group

about the birds they had .seen over the week-end.

Usuallv thev were able to call the bird bv name and
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General Science. 11 rolls. $20.00

Principles oi Physics, 7 rolls. $12.00

Principles ol Chemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00

Fundamentals olBiology . 6 rolls. $13.50
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if tlicv couldn't they descril)ed it. As the season ad-

vanced their descriptions became more accurate as to

relative size, coloring, shape of bills, bird's actions,

etc. The children became more efficient in using refer-

ence books. The children put up a feeding station

in the yard ne.xt to the school and observed the birds

irhich came to feed. They had to know what different

birds ate and put out the right kind of food to attract

|hese birds. Many of the boys built bird houses and
placed them in their yards. The parents became more
Interested and observant. The interest in birds spread

|o other rooms.

rechnical Films in the Camp Program
|(( «H(7»(/i'(/ /;-i)i» /myc 197)

some preference for the skill or activity to be shown,

"or example, a film on safety at the water front or

certain swimming techniques could supplement instruc-

tion and increase interest in this poi)ular camp pastime.

Ulding to tlie significance of mountain climbing, a film

on that subject can encourage new enthusiasm for

Scaling local bluffs and even stimulate interest in wild

Bife, and out-of-door living. In the camp studio or shop

ihns can be run off for small groups on the art of cast-

ing or weaving. These all have a very refreshing in-

Juence over the subsequent creations. Film.s of masters

It work provoke a will to do.

Again, small groups, unified in purpose, can truly

ind new cause to revere the film. It is highly desirable

that a cam]) be prepared and persuaded to equip itself

lor simultaneous projection. Films should be shown
often in different places at the same time. The different

kinds of ])rograms will attract their own particular

audiences. The resulting interest and seriousness with

ifhich motion pictures are regarded will convince the

Icamp management of the desirability of investing for

specialized film performances. It is this type of movie

Ithat encourages individual initiative, it is this type

|bf movie tliat inspires youth to thoughtful action.

A film program coordinated with camp programs may
even cause the reorganization and re-evaluation of

Icamp policy ; for the films can demonstrate the desire

on youth's part to learn rather than constantly seek

Dintless entertainment. Boys will always be willing to

cheer for a thrilling western reel, to be sure, girls will

rarely wish to forego a romantic adventure movie, but

both will and do demand something more serious than

lincessant amusement.

The specialized film shown to small grou])s can re-

awaken interest in many camp activities. It is a new

and tested device for educational motivation. It does

not displace the entertainment programs conducted with
' motion pictures, but it does supplement and enrich

other cam]) activities. It establishes the film as a means

for promoting youth ])roductiveness. Specialized films

are active not ])assive. They deserve serious considera-

tion. The camp has in this form of visual education an

added and faithful aid.

These perfected automatic

PROJECTION
MACHINES

for projecting 2" x 2" glass

slides tvith 3 5 mm. film.

Remote push-button and automatic control,
important feature on all Selectroslide projec-
tion equipment. Lecturer changes slides auto-
matically by pushing button. No assistant
necessary; no errors in projection possible.

THREE INDIVIDUAL UNITS TO MEET
EVERY BUDGET AND PROJECTION

PROBLEM.

Standard Selectroslide
Universal equipment for all

projection requirements. In-

terchangeable magazines
hold 48 slides each. Takes
bulbs from 300 to 1000
watt and focal length pro-
jection lens for small class-

room or large auditorium.

Compact Selectroslide
Standard Selectroslide with
compact projector. Ideal for

classroom or laboratory.

Simplified projector with
2 00 watt bulb. Magazine
holds 48 slides.

Junior Selectroslide
Remarkably compact. Built-

in projector with forced
draft. Uses 200-watt bulbs.

Magazine holds 1 6 slides.

Automatic and remote con-
trol features.

Write today for complete information on
equipment to meet your special problem.

86 Third Street San Francisco

Branch Office: 811 W. 7th St., Los Angeles
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Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

Kodascope Libraries Division, 356 Madi-

son Avenue, New York City, makes tlie

important announcement that a selected

group of fifty-nine Eastman Classroom

Films are now available for rental from

their library. These subjects are listed

in the new eiglith edition of the com-
pany's 16mni silent rental film catalog,

as follows

:

Agriculture: Potato Enemies.

Games: Modern Basketball Fundamen-
tals, Modern Football Fundamentals.

Health: Home Nursing (3 subjects),

Keeping Hair Clean, Mold and Yeast.

Nature Study: Birds of the Seacoast.

Game Birds. Wading Birds. The Ruffed

Grouse, Wild Flowers, Luther Burbank,

Rocky Mountain Mammals, Some Larger

Mammals, Some Seashore Animals, Some
Water Insects.

Science: Fire Prevention, Fire Safety.

Frequency Curves, Glass Blowing Tech-

nique, Hot Air Heating, Illuniination, A
Lost World, Making A Book, Water
Potvcr, Nexv York Water Supply, Optical

Instruments, Planting and Care of Trees.

Reforestation, Sand and Clay. Silver.

Geography: The Automobile, From the

Bahamas to Jamaica, The Boone Trail,

Chesapeake Bay, An East Indian Island

(Bali), Electric Poiucr in the Southern-

Appalachians. Glacier National Park,

Gold, The Golden Gate, From Haiti to

Trinidad, Hungary, Lead, Lumbering in

the Pacific Northti<est, Maple Syrup and
Sugar, Market Gardening, The Mohawk
Valley, Ne^v England Fisheries, Neiv
Orleans, Railroad Safety, Shark Fishing,

Tableware, Tin. Virginia the Old Do-
minion, From Wheat to Bread, Woolen
Goods, Yosemite National Park.

Bell & Howell Company, 1801

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, is distribu-

ting the first Filmosound Library sup-

plement of the current year, listing edu-

cational films that have been added to the

library's resources since the educational

catalog's printing in December. Because

of the current need for social study films,

particularly those pertaining to evolu-

tion, functioning and defense of democ-
racy, new accessions in this field are fea-

tured. Among the outstanding new films

on Democracy are Constitutional Gov-
ernment, The Pilgrim Fathers. Our
Declaration of Independence, Seed of the

Constitution, Our Bill of Rights and Our
Constitution.

Sky Defenders—45 niin., sound, black

and white and color—now being distri-

buted by Bell & Howell, features Can-
field Cook, aviation authority and one of

the youngest pilots in World War L
describing the training of U. S. Army
Air Cadets. It was made in cooperation

with the U. S. Air Corps and shows
many spectacular flying scenes, including

a simulated bombing flight in close

formation by up-to-the-minute fighting

planes.

Garrison Films, 1600 Broadway,
New York City, has ready for release

the second in a series of five subjects

on Pan-.'\merican relations and the

Spanish language, produced by Thomas
.1. Brandon

:

Pan-Americana—as it is titled—is a

1 reel 16mm soundfilm narrated in Eng-
lish and is available for rental and sale.

It was directed by .\rthur Browning and
supervised by William Wachs, author of

"Spanish for the Good Neighbor." The
film portrays the trade relations and

means of communication within the West-
ern Hemisphere, and also stresses the

elementary rules of pronunciation of the

Spanish language.

The first in the series is This Spanish

Speaking World, which is an introductory

study of the Spanish language and the

peoples who speak it. .A Study Guide for

this production has been prepared for

issuance to schools and adult education

groups. It gives a synopsis of the film's

contents—historical background of Spain

and its language, various types of Spani-

ards, their habits, influence of old Spain

on Western Hemisphere, scenes in Span-
ish America—Mexico, Argentine, Cuba

—

wide variety of people whose native

language is Spanish. The Guide also in-

cludes a complete transcription of the

spoken English commentary, questions on
history and geography suggested by the

film, topics for composition and research

units. It is designed to familiarize the

teacher with the subject matter of the

reel and to suggest some ways and means
of vitalizing the curriculum.

Forum Films, Inc., 8913 Sunset

Blvd., Los .'\ngeles, Calif., announces the

availability of the first three subjects in

their series of twenty-six films on Voca-
tional Guidance. Each is two reels in

length and can be obtained in both 16nini

and 3Smm sound. It is planned to release

two films a month.

I Want a Job, the first release, is de-

signed to aid the job applicant by showing
the right and wrong way of approach.

Different types of boys and girls are

interviewed by an employment manager
in a large company.

Minutes are Pennies stresses the im-

portance of cooperation and coordination

in a business office, showing how in-

efficiency and laxity on the part of em-
ployees effect the welfare of a sales or-

ganization in contrast to correct and
efficient office procedure.

Courtesy Comes to Town is the most
recently completed film in this series of

character moulding subjects. Following

films deal with other qualities, such as

:

sincerity, poise, responsibility, honesty,

speech, opportunity, self-evaluation, judg-

ment, tact, incentive, etc. Six additional

scripts are now in preparation, all writ-

ten by recognized screen playwrights.

According to Mr. Burkett, president of

Forum, before each script is placed in

production it must ha\'e the approval of

a jury of at least eiglit educators.

The Educational Screen

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, has just issue<I

a leaflet that describes thirteen of its

releases, covering the world's wars from
Japan's invasion of China and Spain's

revolution down to Africa and Greek
campaigns of today. Trends, causes,

strategies and crises are traced through-
out the uninterrupted sequence of this

series. The leaflet stresses how possession

of this set of films serves today, and
will serve in the years to come, as an
unprecedented supplement to text-book

presentation of history. Never before in

the life of man have motion pictures of

a major war been available for teaching

purposes.

These thirteen Castle films, in order,

cover the following subjects: War in

China; Rome-Berlin .Axis pact-Spain-

China ; Schuschnigg— Germany invades

.-Xustria ; Chamberlain visit to Hitler —
Munich pact—Benes' rejection of Nazi
terms — Sudcntenland occupied ; Ger-
many's invasion of Poland—English-

French declarations of war ; French man
Maginot Line—Allied navies act—British

land to fight on French soil again ; Ger-

man pocket battleship "Graf Spee"

scuttled ; Finland's stalwart stand against

Russian invasion ; Nazis invade Denmark,
Norway, Luxemburg, Holland, Belgium

—

sea battle at Narvik ; King Leopold's sur-

render and the epic of Dunkerque—battle

for France—Paris bombed before sur-

render ; half of France's naval strength

blasted by British navy at Oran, .Algeria

;

England's brave stand against air bomb-
ings—London burning—convoys attacked

in Channel—Hitler signs French armis-

tirc in historic railroad car at Compiegnc
— Pctain premier ; rise and fall of Fascist

dream of .African empire—Mussolini takes

Ethiopia and Albania—attacks Greece

—

Italians driven to .Adriatic by Greeks

—

Wavell's armies oust Mussolini from

Egypt, Ethiopia, Somaliland, Eritrea

—

desert warfare at Sidi Barrani, Fort

Capuzzo, Bardia, Tobruk—Italian pris-

oners.

The Castle leaflet about its war films

may be secured at photograi)hic dealers

where the films also are available in

16mm silent and sound, and 8mm silent,

at prices less than the cost of unexposed

movie film.

HoFKHERG Pkoductions. Inc, 1600

Broadway, New York City, is offering

Spanish language versions of many of its

films as an aid to students of Spanish.

Classified as "Cultural Films" in their

leaflet, the following one reel sound sub-

jects are available for rental or sale,

in 16min or 35mm-
Puerto Dorado (Golden Harbor—Van-

couver), El Joven E.rplorador (a young
explorer in the Canadian North Woods),
Florida la Hermosa ( industries and

scenic beauties of Florida), Curiosidades

Floridianas (historical aspects of Flori-

da), Dcporte de Volar (stunt flying),

Forjadores de Campanas (carillon mak-
ers), Capullo de Japan (travelogue on

Japan), Isia de Paraiso (Java), Bambu
(bamboo), Puerto de Orientc (In Shang-

liai), Magia de Hollywood (photographic

(Concluded on page 222)



tmpro Sound Projectors

A Real Aid To Teaching !
was not until the invention of the sound motion picture that Equal

ucational Opportunities could be provided in such a dynamic manner

oughout the schools of America. Every school, regardless of size,

ation, limitation of physical environment or finances, may no'W provide

jal learning opportunities with the aid of Amprosound 16 mm. motion

ture projectors. In collaboration with educational film libraries, a

igram may be planned which will make an outstanding contribution to

' school and community. Ampro Educational Dealers are trained espe-

Ily to provide service and information on all phases of Visual Education.

»me Large Users of Ampro Projectors
ay, thousands of schools, colleges, universities and libraries are using Ampro silent and
td projectors. Here is a partial list of educational, industrial, governmental and other
•8 of Ampro projectors who have re-ordered again and again— on the basis of the
ormance of their original purchases. Some of these customers have
idreds of Ampro precision projectors in constant operation: Boards of
cation in New York City, Chicago, Detroit, Kansas
• and hundreds of other cities—Allis-Chalmers Com-
f, American Air Lines, Firestone Tire & Rubber Com-
r, Frigidaire Division, General Motors, General Electric
ipany. General Tire and Rubber Company, Massey
ris Company, Mead-Johnson Company, Shell Petroleum,
e Tire, General Motor Acceptance, Servel (Electrolux),
euser-Busch, Inc., Stewart-Warner, Illinois Bell Tele-
le, Dictaphone Corporation, Wright Air Field, Collins
Aikman, Barrett Company, Union Carbon & Carbide
Kraft Cheese Company, Keystone State Amusement Co.,
Handy, Walgreen Company, Wilding Pictures Produc-
C.C.C. Camps in Sparta, Wis., El Paso, Tex., Phoenix,

., Columbus, Ohio, Fort Bragg, N. C, Ideal Pictures
>n., U. S. Navy Recruiting Service, U. S. Dept. of the
rior. Bureau of Mines, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

—

many other city, state and national government
rtments.
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|els. Thousands of Ampro precision projections
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READY NOW!
THE SECOND FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENT

(To "1000 and One" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films)

Card Index Format

The Second Supplement consists of

another 50 F.E. Cards, uniform with the

First Supplement, presenting film eval-

uations of the next 50 educational films

to attain their quota of 15 or more
Score Cards each. The scoring is done
by the Judging Committee of over 500
teachers, after using the films in teach-

ing, under the National Film Evaluation
Project.

Maximum Convenience

The 50 F.E. Cards of the Second
.Supplement stand in their own alpha-

betical order by film titles, but bear
serial F.E. Card numbers from 51 to 100
inclusive. Users of the service merely
combine the cards of the First and Sec-

ond Supplements into a single alpha-

betic file in a standard card drawer.
With the Second Supplement is fur-

nished a "green card" duplicate of the
Standard Score Card developed for the

Project, which should stand perma-
nently at the front of the file for instant

reference use in interpreting the F.E.

Cards.

Duplicate Sets An Advantage

More and more users of the service

will purchase two copies of each Supple-
ment in order to have two files for com-

plete reference: One file alphabetic by
titles; the other in Subject classification

as detailed as the user may desire.

Copyright

After examination of the First Supple-
ment, the Bureau of Copyrights at

Washington has pronounced the Supple-
ments acceptable for Copyright. It will

be noted that each card of the Second
.Supplement bears the copyright notice,

as will all cards in future Supplements.

Low Cost

Price of the Service has been set at

the lowest possible minimum—50c per
Supplement of 50 cards—postpaid when
cash accompanies order. Price is net

—

no discounts whatsoever. Cards can-

not be purchased singly. Get your Sup-
plements as they appear and enjoy
reference benefits from the start.

REMEMBER Supplements No. 1 and
No. 2 are now available, covering 100
film evaluations. If you have Supple-
ment No. 1. order No. 2 now for 50c.

If you do not have the First Supplement,
order both now for $1.00. (As the Film
Evaluation service is supplemental to

"1000 and One," it is sold only to those
purchasing or already having purchased
the current edition of "1000 and One"
which costs 75c except to subscribers of

Educational Screen who pay 25c.)

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Street Chicago, Illinois

tricks analyzed), and three films on

Mexico.

Poemas y Cancioncs de Andalucia —
songs and dances in typical Andalusian

style—is a 2-reel subject. Five features,

comedies and a few more one-reelers

complete the list.

Crane Company, 836 South Michi-

gan Avenue, Chicago, has released re-

cently a new picture, available free from
the Advertising and Sales Promotion De-
partment :

The Making of American Homes

—

16mm sound, 30 min. running time—illus-

trating the importance of modern plumb-
ing in various American homes. The
making of fixtures from vitreous china

and porcelain enamel on cast iron is

covered from raw materials to finished

product.

Burton Holmes Films, Inc., 7510

N. Ashland Avenue, Chicago, is produc-

ing a series of sound and color motion

pictures for the Gisholt Machine Com-
pany, Madison, Wisconsin. The films

will be used to train turret lathe oper-

ators for the national defense program.

Distribution will also be handled by Bur-

ton Holmes Films.

College I-'ilm Center, 59 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, has obtained for

distribution the Canadian film.

Front of Steel— 1 reel, 16 mm sound-
available for sale or rent. Explains
through the use of film footage seized

by the British from the Germans on the

high seas, the reasons behind the pres-

ent speed-up on Canada's steel front.

Includes material shown to the Nor-
wegians by the Germans on the eve of

the invasion of Norway, and depicts

the rise of Naziism in Germany from
1933 to the present.

Cosmopolitan Film Libraries, Inc.,

,3248 Gratiot .Avenue, Detroit, Michigan,

has recently added many films to its

library of rental subjects. Specializing

in services to schools, this firm offers

a large variety of subject matter for

educational and recreational programs.
Geography, History, Literature, Natural
Science, Health, Sports and Travel films

are included, as well as some of the

latest and best feature pictures, such as

The Count of Monte Cristo, The Last

of the Mohicans and many others of

recognized merit. Complete descriptive

catalog of these 16mm sound films can
be had on request.

British Library of Information,
620 Fifth Avenue, New York City, an-
nounces the release of several new films

showing life in wartime Britain, spon-
sored by the British Government. All

are sound, available in 16mm and 35mm
for non-theatrical showing in the
United States. Among them are the fol-

lowing one-reel subjects :

Tomorrow Is Theirs—how schools in

British towns carry on; air raid shelters

for schools.

Neighbors Under Fire—actual scenes
in London's dockland district the morn-
ing after a heavy raid, showing how
the Voluntary Services look after the

homeless.

Goofer Trouble—a plea to the public

not to stare into the sky during aerial

"dog-fights" ; how such people can hin-

der work of pilots.

Air Communique—how the R.A.F.

calculates the figures of enemy planes

brought down ; traces the procedure
from reports of pilots to world's press

and radio.

These films are distributed by College
Film Center, 59 E. Van Buren Street,

Chicago, and Non Theatrical Pictures

Corporation, 165 West 46th Street, New
York City.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
4Sth Street, New York City, reports the

release in 16mm sound of

:

Breaking the Ice—8 reels—starring

Bobby Breen, supporting cast including

Charlie Ruggles, Dolores Costello, and
the world's youngest ice-skating head-

liner, Irene Dare. Bobby's singing and
the comedy antics of Charles Ruggles
are the highlights of the story, which
centers around the love of Bobby for his

widowed mother and his efforts to raise

sufficient money with which to send her

to the man she wants to marry. A spec-

tacular ice fantasy is an impressive fea-

ture of the film.

Bertram Willoughby Pictures, Inc.

Opens New York Office

Under the above name, Bertram Wil-
lougliby. President of Ideal Pictures

Corporation, lias just opened a New
York office at 1600 Broadway. The new
company, announced as an affiliate ol

Ideal Pictures Corporation, has absorbed

Arrow Film Service which has been

located at the Broadway address, and
Mr. James Weiss, formerly with the

latter company, is manager ot the new
office. Ideal now otters services trom
three othces—Chicago, Los Angeles and
New York City. Its extensive library

includes 16mm sound and silent films,

and 8mm films.

Lewis to Larger Quarters

Due to increasing demands tor its

services and the consequent necessity tor

adding to its retail stock and enlarging

its tacilities generally, the Lewis Film
Service of Wichita, Kansas, has moved
to larger quarters. The new address is

216 East First Street, Wichita.
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firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

New Recording Firm in

Educational Field

Recorded Lectures, Inc., 737 N. Mich-

igan Avenue, Chicago, is one of the

latest arrivals in the field of production

of supplementary aids to teaching. It

is a complete organization for "audible

publishing." It will supply to the

school field select teaching material in

the form of electrical transcriptions of

the highest quality in all branches of the

curriculum. President of the new com-
pany is Gerald T. Stanley. "Recorded
Lectures" offer the most practical and
economical means for exchange of ideas,

for personal communication of thoughts,

and theories by our great teachers.

Leading authorities in all subjects may
be heard in every classroom in the land

through the simple medium of the ro-

tating disc.

As the work progresses, it will be

possible for all institutions of learning,

large or small, to develop their own
libraries of recordings perfectly selected

to meet their own specific needs. Such
collections will constitute a wealth of

unique reference material, instantly ac-

cessible, usable at the exact moment de-

sired, and permitting unlimited repetition

as may be needed. The values derivable

from such materials will increase in-

definitely with growth of the schools'

collection in an ever-widening range of

subject matter.

"Recorded Lectures" constitute a sup-

plementary aid to teaching that is most
perfectly under the teacher's control and
at an absolute minimum of time and
effort. No audio-visual aid can be more
readily accessible than an indexed file of

transcription discs ; no setting up of

equipment can be so simple as the mere
placing of a disc on the turn table. As
for means of sound reproduction, the
problem is extremely simple. Many
schools are already equipped with phono-
graphs or a combination radio-phono-
graph. For schools not so equipped, it

is a very easy matter to secure, through
Recorded Lectures, Inc. or on the open
market, an inexpensive piece of equip-

ment, with a good reproducing head and
arm and a two-speed turntable, which is

capable of playing electrical transcrip-

tions at 33-1/3 revolutions per minute or
ordinary phonograph records at 78 revo-
lutions per minute.

Such equipment can find wide use in

schools and colleges. It can serve music
appreciation groups with Victor and
Columbia records, or other recordings
from any source. Dramatic classes may
hear and study masters of the stage
from Mauric Evans to Orson Welles.
Other departments may hear their own
appropriate material, from outstanding
sources of authority, and with endlessly

repeated renditions from day to day and
year to year. The master utterances of

our greatest scholars can still be listened

to in classrooms after their voices are

stilled forever.

"Recorded Lectures, Inc." does not

propose to choose its own subjects for

production. The fullest cooperation from
the entire teaching field is cordially in-

vited. All comments and suggestions

will be welcome, as to what topics should

be treated, what problems argued, what
controversial matters should be presented

from both sides, and what outstanding

American scholars should be called

upon for discussions within their special

fields.

Da-Lite Announces
Lower Screen Prices

Da-Lite Screen Company announces
important reductions in the prices of

many sizes of Da-Lite Screens. Greatly

increased demand in the past year has
resulted in economies in the manufac-
ture of many of the sizes and has made
possible the lower prices. This consti-

tutes their third price reduction in the

past five years.

Da-Lite's popular hanging screen which
consists of a glass beaded fabric, spring-

roller-mounted in a metal case, is largely

used in classroom and lecture rooms in

schools, universities and clubs. All sizes

of this Model B Screen have been re-

duced in price. The 39" x 52" size, for

example, is now only $11.50. The 22"x32"
is now $6.00; the 30"x40", $7.50; the

40"x40", $9.00; the 52"x52", $13.50. All

prices are slightly higher on Pacific

Coast. These are only a few of the typi-

cal values among the many sizes of the

Model B Screen. A new size 84"x84"
has also been added.

Da-Lite's convenient tripod screen,

consisting of glass beaded surface, spring-

roller-mounted in a metal case to which a

tripod is pivotally and permanently
attached, also will have reduced prices

on 7 of its 12 sizes. The popular 39"x52"
size is now only $20.00. Veteran movie
makers may recall that this is the price

at which the 30"x40" Challenger used

to sell back in 1932.

Owners of still cameras who enjoy

projecting Kodachrome slides will be glad

to know that all of the square sizes of

Da-Lite Challengers have been reduced
in price. The 40"x40" is now only $16.50.

The 12 sizes of the Challenger ranging
from 30"x40" up to and including

70"x94", from $12.50 up, meet most class-

room needs where portability is a factor.

Da-Lite Screens have been famous for

their fine picture quality, convenience and
durability for 32 years. New literature

containing all of the new low prices will

be sent upon request. Write Da-Lite
Screen Company, Inc., 2723 N. Crawford
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

Presto Tiimtable

To meet the demand on sound equip-

ment distributors for a higher quality re-

cording and record playing turntable,

Presto Recording Corporation, 242 West
55th Street, New York City, has just

released as a separate unit the dual-speed

12" turntable formerly sold only as part

of their model K commercial recorder.

The new Presto 11-A employs a cast

aluminum turntable precision machined to

dynamic balance. The table revolves on a

single ball bearing as the base of a bronze

shaft well. A heavy, live rubber tire is

fitted to the rim of the table. A metal

pulley on the motor shaft drives directly

against the tire, eliminating idler wheels,

rubber-tired pulleys and other parts which

wear rapidly. A slip-over pulley is re-

moved to change speed from 78 to 33 1/3

RPM. The motor and turntable are

mounted on a steel base ready for in-

stallation in portable or console phono-

graph record and 16" transcription

players.

The 11-A is recommended for use in

school reproducing systems, sound effects

equipment used in radio stations, record-

ing and motion picture studios and for

high quality home recording and record-

ing playing combinations.

Motion Pictures

—

Not for Theatres

(Continued from paye 200)

leading role, produced for the Interna-

tional Harvester Company by Essanay in

1911, has been called "the first full length

reel industrial motion picture made in

America." Adoption of the film plan was
surely early, although I am uncertain of

the date." It is positive, though, that in

1915 the Agriculture Extension Depart-

ment of the International Harvester Com-
pany maintained an active supply of

lantern slides, charts and motion picture

reels for "free" distribution in rural com-
munities, and that it was sufficiently use-

ful and important for relay distribution

by agricultural colleges, universities, nor-

mal schools and state museums. The
concern usually keeps about twenty-five

motion picture subjects actively in cir-

culation, such titles as "The Triumph of

Tractor Power," "Hogs for Pork and

Profit" and "Business Management of

Business Hens" being representative of

those in the list.

(To be eontlnued)
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FILMS

Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 207)

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg., New York Citv
(See advertisement on page 185)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.
(See advertisement on page 208)

Cosmopolitan Film Libraries, Inc. (2)

3248 Gratiot .^ve.. Detroit, Mich.
(See adverti.sement on page 218)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (1)

Teaching Films Division,

Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 209)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)

35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave.. Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 213)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)

35 W. 45th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 212)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)

Biological Laboratories,

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

HoSberg Productions, Inc. (2, S)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, III.

(See advertisement on page 218)

International Film Bureau (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago

Lewis Film Service (3)

216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.
(See advertisement on page 215)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)

72i Seventh .Ave., New York City

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)

Rockefeller Center, New York City
(See advertisement on page 206)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)

Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City

19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco. Cal.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)

2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 221)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 207)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 213)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 218)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., '-Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)

Camden, N. J.
(See advertisement on page 190)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on page 211)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDINGS
Recorded Lectures, Inc.

737 .\. .\licliigan .Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on. page 215)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.

2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 189)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Phihdelphia, Pa

SLIDES AND FILM SLIDES
Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 218)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(Sec advertisement on page 188)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 218)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spindler & Sauppe, Inc.

86 Third St., San Francisco
(See advertisement on page 219)

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suffern, New York

(See advertisement on page 219)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 217)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(I) indicates 16mni silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.

(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

<5) indicates 35mm sound.

(«) Indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

Continuous insertions under one heading, $1.50 per issue; additional listings under other headings, 75c each.
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DEVRY SOUND FILM PROJECTORS
ENJOY WORLD WIDE ACCEPTANCE
GET ALL THE FACTS BEFORE YOU BUY

AND YOUR FIRST CHOICE
WILL BE^^ A DE VRY

Ju8t as its serves schools, colleges, churches,
civic organizations and leading users of com-
mercial films, so DeVry theatrical sound qual-

ity and screen brilliance can serve you in mak-
ing your audio-visual education program most
effective. For almost three decades DeVry
projection has been the preferred choice of

those who learn all the facts. Get this story

in person— arrange for a demonstration.

This New Lew Priced

DEVRY "9R.12"
UMM. SOUND

FILM PROJECTOR
Has ample volume for small audi-

torium, easy portability for class-

rooms. Projects both sound and
silent films. Has clutch for still

picture projection and reverse for

reviewing purposes, power rewind,

750-1000 watt lamp, 1600 ft. film

capacity. Send for details.

CORRECTION!
Obviously, the statement
"17.000.000 feet of film" in

our ad in the May issue of
EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
was in error. A mixup in

decimals was responsible.
M r. Baumgardner's letter

intended to state "We ran
170,000 feet of film through
our DeVry machines last

year without any trouble."
DeVry believes in the high
ethics of truthful advertis-
ing and would not deliber-
ately use misleading figures
or statements in presenting
its story to the public.

FREE FILMS SOURCE BOOK . . . containing over

1300 sound and silent films available for FREE
showings in schools, clubs, churches, etc. PRICE

WITH ORDER ONLY 50c.

Visual Education Headquarters Since 7913

DeVRY
CORPORATION

1111 Armitage Ave.
Chicago, Illinois

New York Hollywood

16MM. SOUND

PICTURES

THAT SHOULD BE IN

YOUR VISUAL EDUCATION

PROGRAM NEXT FALL

Lesson Plans With Each Film
MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW.'

n THE STORY OF OUR FLAG
One Reel—Rental $1.50— I or 2 Days

An excellent historical picture of

the growth of the United States

and how the flag developed with

it. A must on your film list.

D SOUTH AMERICA
One Reel—Rental SI.50— I or 2 Doys

Over the towering Andes to Argen-

tina and Buenos Aires, then on to

Rio and Brazilian charm. Excellent

sound and photography.

D THE WORLD ON WHEELS
Two Reels—Rental $3.00— I or 2 Days

Depicts the historical development

of the wheel and its influence on

mankind. Wagons, carts, early

trains, modern streamliners, etc.

D MEN OF THE NORTH
One Reel—Rentol $1.50— 1 or 2 Days

A trip into Eskimo land and a

study of these people and their

means of making a living.

D PLANT BIOLOGY
One Reel—Rental $1.50— I or 2 Days

Includes seed dispersal, life func-

tions, reproduction, etc. Illustrated

by a study of the corn plant. Ex-

cellent for Agriculture, Nature

Study, Biology.

n THE EARTH WORM
One Reel

—

Rental $7.50— I or 2 Dayi

Life cycle of the earthworm. Ani-

mated studies of different bodily

functions. For Biology, Zoology,

Entomology, Nature Study classes.

n SAILS AND STEAM
Two Reels

—

Rental S3.00— I or 2 Days

The history of the development of

water transportation. Canoes, row

boats, early sailing vessels. Mod-
ern ocean liners. Excellent pho-

tography and sound.

D CLOUDS
One Reel

—

Rental $1.50— I or 2 Doys

An excellent portrayal of how
clouds aid man on land and sea.

Weather cycle and weather fore-

casting.

D ADAPTATION
One Reel

—

Rental $1.50— 7 or 2 Days

Depicts the adaption of animals

to the favorable and unfavorable

earthly conditions. Excellent

throughout.

D CHINOOK'S CHILDREN
One Reel—Rentol $1.50— I or 2 Doys

A vivid portraying of the raising

and training of huskies sired by

Admiral Byrd's Polar lead dog.

Dog races, breathtaking winter

scenes.

Send for Free Film Catalog

DEVRY FILMS and LABORATORIES
1111 Armitage Avenue

Chicago, Illinois
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Get the UTAIOST
from School Movies!

This BOOKLET Tells How
9 The educational motion picture be-

stows its full benefits only where edu-

cators are thoroughly versed in how
best to: (1) train teachers to use mo-
tion pictures; (2) choose films and
integrate them with the curriculum;

(3) extend the uses of motion pic-

tures; (4) select the most effective

equipment; (5) administer the visual

education program.

Those five vital aspects of the fully

developed school motion picture pro-

gram are the subjects of a new book,
Filmo on the Faculty, which has helped

thousands of educators and which
we'll gladly send to you upon request.

The methods it recommends were
developed, tested, and found suc-

cessful by leading educators. Send
the coupon today for your free copy.

^lyiT-?

FILMOSOUND "UTILITY"
All-purpose School 16mm. Sound

Film Projector, Now Only $339

The popularity of this versatile Bell &
Howell model has led to production

economies which are passed on to

schools in a new, low price. Filmosound

"Utility" has ample capacity for the

school auditorium, yet it is easily port-

able for classroom use. It reproduces

silent as well as sound films. Has clutch

for still projection, reverse for running

film backward, and provisions for using

public address microphone, phono-
graph turntable, and disc recorder.

This is but one of the complete B&H
line of projectors. There's a B&H
model for every school need.

firAet Now to Assure September Delivery a B&H visual Education Specialist Is Near You!

If you intend to get new motion picture projectors for

the autumn term, your order should be placed now.

Because of abnormal and apparently increasing de-

mands for raw materials, coupled with the ever-grow-

ing number of Filmosounds wanted by schools, we
cannot promise that late summer and autumn orders

can be filled promptly. Order now to avoid delayed

delivery!

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;New York; Holly-

wood; Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

# Bell & Howell maintains a

staff of fully informed, capable,
factory-trained Visual Educa-
tion Specialists to help you
solve any school motion pic-

ture problem, both before and
after purchase. This staff is

but one expression of Bell Sc

Howell's complete service to
schools, which also includes
renting and selling films and
supplying cameras and acces-

sories as well as projectors.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chleaito. IlL

Please send: ( ) Free book, Filmo on the Faculty; ( ) literature
on Filmosounds.
( ) Please ask your nearest Visual Education Specialist to call

and help us with this problem:
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At the meetinfi of the American Medicol Association in Cleveland in June, 1941,

209 speakers made use of a projection lantern and lantern slides.

^THE PROBLEM THESE SPEAKERS FACED WAS THE SAxME AS THAT
FACED DAILY BY EARNEST TEACHERS

—

The Keystone Projection Lantern Being Used with the Keystone Fltishmeler

The STANDARD LANTERN-SLIDE PROJECTOR is the best projection equipment in which
a school or teacher can invest, because it CAN BE USED

—

(1) In the classroom or in the auditorium.

(2) In a darkened room or in a lighted room.

(3) To project many carefully selected and edited units of photo-

graphic lantern slides.

(4) To project handmade lantern slides, which cannot be made on
any smaller scale.

(5) With a microprojection attachment, which has many practical

uses.

(6) With the Keystone Flashmeter, which has been shown to have
many diagnostic and developmental possibilities in the teach-

ing of spelling and reading.

The Keystone Projection Lantern and Keystone Lantern Slides are effective visual
aids in group instruction.

Keystone View Company
MEADVILLE, PENNA.
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The Boston Business Meeting

PROBABLY no annual business meeting of the na-

tional visual instruction organization—going back to

the first N A V I session at Madison, Wisconsin, in

1919—has even approached in importance the forth-

coming meeting in Boston on July 1st next. Its poten-

tial outcomes for the Department's future are literally

portentous. Only the maximum possible attendance by

members can do justice to the occasion. At least three

major matters of moment will demand careful con-

sideration, discussion and decision.

First—the supremely important problem of a closer

and firmer cooperation between the Department of

Visual Instruction and its parent National Education

Association. This matter has been on the fire for years,

with little progress made toward any substantial solu-

tion. Prospects are now bright for a satisfactory and

meaningful collaboration through mutual understand-

ings and procedures. President Reed discusses the

"proposal" in illuminating detail in the department

"Among Ourselves" in this issue.

Second—changes in organization and function (in-

volved under "First" above and under "Third" below)

require modifications in the Constitution and By-Laws.

In part these modifications, approved at Milwaukee last

year, are ready for final action now ; in part they may
call for approval now and final action next year. The

full draft with proposed changes will be submitted to

the membership at Boston.

Third—the Zonal Plan, approved at Milwaukee, will

receive final discussion and decision. The "Working

Plan", drawn up by the Zonal Committee of the D V I,

was admirably summarized by James D. Finn in our

May issue. At Boston, every member present will have

in hand a complete mimeographed copy of this "Work-
ing Plan" together with a list, already nearly complete,

of nominees for the 100 offices ( 10 in each of the 10

Zones, selected by the appointive Zone Presidents) as

basis for his decision on the Zonal Plan.

Three "New" Departments

TWO new departments will appear in our pages next

fall. One will be "Educational Field Experiences"

to be edited by Dr. Verna Carley of Stanford Univer-

sity, for the national Committee on Field Experiences,

an affiliate of the Department of Visual Instruction.

Therein will be presented a wide range of informational

and editorial matter on the rapidly expanding uses and

developments of the school journey or field trip in

education. An introductory article by Edward G. Olsen,

and a statement by William W. Wattenberg, Chairman

of the Committee, appear on page 244 of this issue.

The second new department, under the heading of

"Experimental Research in Audio-Visual Education",

will be conducted by David Goodman of New York
University and will aim to keep our readers closely in

touch with what is being done in all corners of the
country by way of research in the visual field. It will

supply in reference form detailed information on experi-
ments and investigations as planned, conducted and
concluded

; on published works of research ; on theses
written in various centers of learning ; and thus consti-

tute, in course of time, a source of complete biblio-

graphical reference on the entire field of research in

visual instruction. On page 255 of this issue David
Goodman presents an introduction to his own depart-

ment.

The third "new" department is now a year old!

"New Films of the Month—As They Look to a Teacher
Committee" has proved itself to be a feature of excep-

tional interest and value to readers and film-producers

alike. It is the creation of Don White and his devoted

committee of teachers, all of whom have given a shin-

ing example of genuine cooperation for the good of a

cause. And now, after a short year of such service by
him and his loyal committee, the omnivorous "draft"

seems likely to prevent continuance of the excellent

work. Read Don White's editorial on page 262 of this

issue—and then, if you have suggestions to shed, pre-

pare to shed them now.

Summer Courses in Visual Instruction

THE tempo of progress in the visual field has been

enormously stepped up in recent years. We are out-

growing our snail-paced babyhood. The threat of per-

ennial infancy which hung over us so long is becoming

pretty thoroughly dissipated. The increasing rate of

production and use of visual aids throughout the coun-

try is compelling evidence that, at long last, visual

instruction is coming into its own.

There is a further bit of evidence pointing in the

same direction to be found in our last three issues

—

the fast-growing number of summer courses for teach-

ers. In April we listed 129 such courses ; in May, 75

more; and in this issue a final supplement of 8 more

courses brings the total to 212 for the coming sum-

mer. Admittedly these courses vary greatly in content,

character, quality and importance. But growing at-

tendance at all of them each year means that even the

more elementary offerings are serving to supply that

"initial impulse" so essential for all save the self-

starters in the educational profession.

We began the.se listings in 1935 with 80 courses.

In 1938 the Society for Visual Education began its

invaluable cooperation in gathering the data. The lists

have lengthened steadily, but note the accelerated pace

of the last two years! From 1935 to 1939 the rise

from 80 to 125 courses represented a percentile in-

crease of 56% in four years, or 14% a year. From
1939 to 1941 the rise from 125 to 212 courses shows

a 68% increase in two years, or 34% a year ! Teacher

training seems to be on the move.

Nelson L. Greene
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Democracy at Work
Through Visual Education
KATHLEEN L. LEE
Director of Visual Instruction

Dallas County Schools, Texas

Tlie Dallas County Schools, as their part of the

nation's defense program, began a unit that had

for its primary purpose a closer understanding

of all of the countries of the Western hemisphere. The
children, studying international friendships, feel that we
should stretch our hand to Canada and say, "Hello,

Canada ! We are glad that you are our neighbor", then

joyously sing "There'll always be an England !" The
unit narrowed to Texas' closest neighbor—and with

their other hand to Mexico they say "Howdy ! we want

to better understand you for it is only through under-

standing that good will and lasting friendship can be

attained."

Some 7500 students participated in this study and

the unit was as varied in each of the 47 schools as

were the children's interest, but in every school cus-

toms, habits, occupations, geography, government and

the history of Mexico were studied. A visit to any

school would have told the visitors that the color and

the charm of Mexico had left its spell upon the child-

ren. They loved to paint, even the smallest of them,

the gray burdened burro, the elaborate sombrero, the

dull green maguey plant, the low-roofed hacienda, and

gay colored fiesta. Murals depicting the mountainous

countryside, the farm, the markets and the crafts of

Mexico were eagerly done by the children.

Visual aids eflectively working for the "good

neighbor" policy along our southern borders.

In a unit of work we employ the use of all visual

sensory aids for it is through the wide use of visual

materials that the project gains momentum. Photog-

raphy has brought visual aids into the classroom and
the value of flat pictures is highly recognized by our

teachers. Dozens of pictures were mounted and placed

on the library tables where the students might enjoy

them at any free period. How many words or how
many printed pages would be needed to give the im-

pression of Xochimiico and the lovely gardens that one
colored print conveys? And we must remember that

words, whether written or oral, cannot give the

accurate or permanent impression that photography
does.

Stereoscopes and stereographs were also on the read-

ing tables. The stereograph is a third dimension picture

and students gain much from the stereoptic view seen

through the stereoscope, which gives the looker the

same idea of depth and space that he gets from the

use of two normal eyes looking at actual objects. We
like life-like pictures and the strong impression of

reality that one gets from the stereoptic pictures and
the strong impression of reality that one gets from the

stereoptic view puts the individual in a learning

frame of mind. Then, too, the information on the back
of the card is most beneficial.

Wanda Hawkins
and Charles Can-

field are weaving

a Mexican rug.

Some of the young-

sters know two
hundred words in

Spanish.



Luddy Gardere shows straw doll to Ann Brannin.

The school rooms were saturated, so to speak, with

objects, models and specimens from Mexico. Sombreros
and scrapes were in evidence. Matatees and nianos

were in each school and always a clay figure of a

Mexican woman on her knees before the matatee

patiently grinding corn for tortillas. Clay burros and
straw dolls were fashioned by students and vividly

colored maps hung from the classroom walls.

Film strips and glass slides are excellent devices

for the classroom. They are inexpensive and are

valuable aids in speeding up the educational pro-

cess. Many film strips are available on Mexico. The
titles of those in the Dallas County library are "In and
Around the City of Mexico," "Mexico and Its People,"

"Vera Cruz to the City of Mexico." Brilliantly

colored glass slides on Mexico were used in group

study. These were procured from the office of the

Mexican Consul in Dallas and others from the National

Railways of Mexico, San Antonio, Texas.

Sound motion picture films on the country, the

people and arts and crafts of Mexico were shown.

There are many valuable films on the country, but

those shown in the Dallas County Schools were "The
People of Mexico," "Mexican Children," "Arts and
Crafts of Mexico," "Workshops of Mexico," "Through
the Ages." and "Rolling Down to Mexico."
Through the use of these devices the students' sense

of neighborliness definitely increased. The school

journey is one of the most effective of all teaching

tools, if properly applied. The excursion should be
well planned. Why going? What to see? There must
be discussions at the places of interest. Dallas' own
"Little Mexico" was swamped. This was not a vi-

carious experience but an actual one. Mexican din-

ners and luncheons were served in the cafes where

enchiladas, tortillas, tacos and chili-cor.-carne, were
enjoyed to the tunes of Mexican orchestras.

One class visited an underprivileged Mexican school

and "adopted" a little boy, outfitted him with new
clothes, and thus awoke to one of the joint problems

of Texas and Mexico. How best to care for the

Mexican laborer who, drawn to Texas by higher wage
levels, has been caught by the higher cost of living and
finds himself in an almost helpless economic position.

The Mexican consul, Luis Perez Abreu, was inval-

uable to the success of the unit. He, as representative

of the Mexican government, visited the schools and
thrilled the students with his sense of justice and
human kindness. He talked to the children, their

teachers and parents, both formally and informally. He
graciously gave some sixty books on Mexico to the

libraries of the county schools. It is hojied that inter-

national correspondence may be carried on with

Mexico through his efforts.

The communities were delighted with this study and
turned out en masse to attend the programs which

marked the culmination of the project. They shared

their Mexican treasures for the displays of Mexican
handwork which were featured in every school. The
accomplishments of this unit are immeasurable. The
attainments in formal education, the factual knowledge,

can be ascertained, but the spirit of the program can-

not be measured. We have every reason to believe

it will be interpreted always in a warmer feeling of

friendship between these children and the boys and
girls of Mexico, whether it is on the playground of

the school, or in later years as grown people across

a business table or in a council room.

One of the most lasting interests of the outcome
of this program is in the language. Texas children

know many Spanish words and this project simply

fanned the fire of their interest in the Spanish tongue,

and they soon learned the names of the common objects

in their school room and around their home. Dr. Joe
P. Harris, superintendent of the Dallas county schools,

noting this interest, and believing firmly that Spanish

should be the foreign tongue most widely stressed in

the United States and also believing that instruction

in a foreign language should not be confined to high

schools, but should be offered in elementary grades,

designated one of the schools as a laboratory in which
the experiment of teaching Spanish to younger child-

ren should be inaugurated. This experiment is proving

most satisfactory.

A bill was recently introduced in the Texas Legis-

lature providing for compulsory teaching of Spanish

in schools as a part of the "good neighbor" relationships

sought with the Latin-American nations. Dallas County
is probably the first in the nation to break away
from traditions and start teaching Spanish in the ele-

mentary grades of the public schools, and is the first

county in the state of Texas to have a visual education

program. It is believed that through language and
visual aids friendlier relationships may be brought

about.

We must think of ourselves as true Americans ; as

citizens of the Western hemisphere ; as members of

continents welded in knowledge and understanding in

language and in spirit. Uncle Sam may well say "My
Good Neighbor across the Rio Grande."
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Making Pictures Teach

WHAT kind of pictures should we use, then?

First, pictures good photographically and me-

chanically. Second, pictures good instructionally

in that they are truthful, relevant, stimulative, signifi-

cant, authentic, and suggestive of size. Such pictures

are not so plentiful and teachers must select carefully

to get them.

Having considered the characteristics of a good teach-

ing picture, let us now consider in what form pictures

should be presented to pupils. Should we use lantern

slides, or motion pictures, flat pictures or stereographs ?

A number of years ago a whole series of experi-

mental studies were carried on under the general di-

rection of Frank N. Freeman of the University of

Chicago to compare the relative effectiveness of various

types of visual aids. The conclusion of the group con-

ducting the investigation was, and I quote: "Each of

the common forms of instruction which employ visual

aids has some advantages and there are circumstances

under which it is the best form to use."

I have frequently wished that more teachers and ad-

ministrators were familiar with the results of these

investigations. So many seem to take the attitude that

the sound motion picture is synonymous with real

visual education and that if they cannot afford a pro-

jector costing several hundred dollars there is no use

of their considering a visual education program. I

know of schools where stereographs and lantern slides

have been collecting dust for years but the Principal

hopes that soon the P. T. A. can buy a motion picture

projector so they can really make some use of visual

materials. If such people could only be made to realize

!

I quote from the report of the investigation once

more : "The comparison of the motion picture film with

other visual aids—slides, stereographs, still pictures

—

as means of informational instruction, indicates that

Second and concluding part of this live dis-

cussion of the psychology of visual instruction.

CLARENCE D. JAYNE
Central State Teachers College,

Stevens Point, Wisconsin

the motion picture is superior within a restricted range

of subjects, and that outside this range of subjects

the older devices are as effective or more effective than

motion pictures."

The restricted range of subjects in which the motion

picture is superior was reported by the investigators

to be as follows. First, those concepts which can be

grasped better by a view of objects in motion than by

seeing them at rest. This would include such teaching

areas as the movements in an act of skill, the move-

ments of complex machines or organisms, dramatic

scenes historical or otherwise, the growth and devel-

opment of plants, and animated pictures showing the

movements of interior hidden parts of organisms or

machines. Second, it seems that as a rule, and I quote

Freeman again, "Motion makes objects attractive and

as a consequence attracts close attention and prompts

to better learning, even though it is not necessary to

an understanding of the subject." Freeman further

points out that this second type of advantage must be

weighed in comparison with the advantages of still

pictures.

On the other hand still pictures have certain very

definite advantages. Perhaps the greatest of these is

the fact that still pictures permit of much more thor-

ough analysis than motion pictures. The pupil does

not feel hurried. If properly used, still pictures provide

a few clear vivid impressions whereas the ordinary

motion picture has a large number of scenes following

A class in Nat-

ural Science

being taught

with the aid of

filmstrips.

(Courtesy Society

for

Visual Education)
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Classroom work
table showing use

of telebinocular

and stereographs.

(Courtesy Keystone
View Company)

one after the other without pause. Thus, for close

study and analysis, for the searching out of relation-

ships and for the making of contrasts and comparisons,

the still picture is to be preferred unless motion is an
important element in the object studied. In the second

place, Freeman jMints out, the still picture gives greater

opportunity for the teacher to exert a personal in-

fluence and to .stimulate the class to active thought.

Thus, motion pictures and still pictures each have
their place in the modern school room. This statement

does not entirely answer our question as to the kinds

of pictures to use, however, as still pictures are of

several kinds. Should one use stereographs, or lantern

slides, or flat mounted pictures?

Here again the answer will depend primarily on the

situation. Each type has its advantages and can be

used best for certain purposes. Stereographs are the

most real and vivid of the still pictures since they give

the impression of a third dimension. The child viewing

a stereograph shuts himself off from his immediate

environment and loses himself in the scene portrayed.

The feeling of actually seeing the thing itself is so

strong that children are stimulated to close study and
analysis, and the impression made is vivid and lasting.

The lantern slide, or the film strip, provide the best

sort of still picture for class discussion. The entire

group can be stimulated by seeing and discussing the

same picture at the same time. Flat pictures are cheaj),

easily obtained, and easily filed, so that an alert teacher

can soon build up a collection of such pictures that will

meet the needs of her own teaching situation.

In discussing, "What form of pictures should hz

used in teaching?" we have made these points, First,

motion pictures are most elTective where motion is an

important factor in developing understanding. Second,

still jMctures are to be preferred where close analysis

is required and where motion is not an important

element ; Third, of the still pictures the stereograph

is best adapted to give a vivid impression to individual

pupils ; Fourth, the lantern slide or other still projected

picture is best adapted to class discussion ; and Fifth,

flat pictures are the cheapest and most easily obtained

form of picture, and teachers can make frequent use

of them.

Now to pass to the last question raised, "How should

pictures be used?"

It seems that a principle of correct usage which

needs much emphasis, partly because of its fundamental

importance and partly because of its constant viola-

tion, is that whatever pictures are used .should be inte-

grated with the rest of the teacher's procedures. Pic-

tures should be used as aids to enrich and make mean-

ingful the units of the curriculum. If they are to fulfill

this function, pictures must be booked which really

fit the curriculum and they must be used at exactly the

right time. In 1936 I conducted a study of the integrated

versus the non-integrated use of motion pictures which

was published in the September issue of the Journal

of Experimental Education. This study showed that

films used as an integral part of a teaching unit were

nuich more effective than the same films used two

weeks before the start of the unit to which they per-

tained.

A review of the literature dealing with the methods

of using visual aids in the classroom shows that some

writers emphasize the need of the teacher previewing

the film before presenting it to the class in order to

assure proper integration with her work. The need of

adequate teacher manuals is often mentioned. One
writer argues that teachers should not necessarily use

an entire reel of motion pictures but should show only

those parts that fit the imit being taught. Another of)-

poses the circuit system of circulating films because it

makes proper integration impossible. In spite of almost

unanimous opinion of experts on this matter of inte-

gration I feel it is one of the most common weaknesses

in the use of materials. Too many principals book films

by methods which make it impossible for teachers to

select the films or the dates when particular pictures

are to be available. Too often, six or eight reels of film

are booked without regard to whether they fit any unit

of work then being taught. These films arrive at a

school one morning and have to be used the same day

or at best the following day. In such cases the films
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are seldom reviewed, the pupils from several grades

are often called together and are shown one picture

after another for a period or two. They then go back

to their regular classes and because the teacher has

already lost time from her regular work she seldom

takes time to discuss any of the pictures seen. From
talking with many teachers I know that this sort of

procedure is all too common and I am convinced that

experience with visual education of this sort has turned

many teachers against the whole program. Another
place where teachers are often tempted away from this

principle of integration is when free films are available.

If a film can be had for nothing it is often used

whether it has anything to contribute to the curriculum

or not. This does not mean that free films should

never be used; only that they should never be used

just because they are free.

A point stressed by many writers is that the use of

pictures should be followed by pupil activities such as

class discussion, the making of drawings or diagrams,

etc. In reality, this is a further emphasis upon the

integration of visual aids with other teaching pro-

cedures. Another point often mentioned is that teachers

should plan a careful verbal introduction before show-

ing a film. The purpose of this introduction should be

to stimulate interest and to raise problems which the

viewing of the film should help to solve. One writer

suggests that lantern slides, maps, etc., often are of

value in preparing the class to see the film.

There are many questions teachers ask about the

best way to use motion pictures in teaching which can-

not be answered without knowledge of the particular

teaching situation. Teachers often ask, "Should pic-

tures be used at the beginning or the end of a unit?

Should a picture be projected more than once? Should

the projector be stopped for discussion

during the showing of a picture?"

In general it may be said that motion

pictures may be of value in any part

of a unit of work. The nature of the film,

the background of the class, and the

teacher's objectives, will determine when
the film can be used to greatest ad-

vantage. It is often found worthwhile

to use a film a second or even a third

time during the teaching of a unit. Each
showing should have a definite purpose.

Ordinarily the first showing of a film

should be without interruption from the

teacher, and without stopping the pro-

jector for discussion. A film is ordinarily

a carefully prepared unit and the first

viewing should not destroy the unity of

the presentation. In subsequent showings

it may be desirable to stop the film fre-

quently for discussions, a still picture

may be shown for more careful analysis,

or the projector may be reversed so that

a particular scene may be presented

again. There is no one "best" technique

for the use of motion pictures just as there is no one

"best" technique for the use of a textbook. The skill-

ful teacher will constantly vary her procedure to meet

the needs of the class.

In the use of still pictures there are just two suggest-

ions I would make. First, avoid using too many

pictures at one time. Two or three lantern slides

properly studied and discussed will ordinarily be of

more value than fifteen or twenty hastily flashed on the

screen. Two or three stereographs on the work table

at a time, but changed frequently, will be more effective

than twenty left there for a month. A few good

pictures on the bulletin board, changed frequently, will

produce better results than a mass of pictures left un-

disturbed for weeks.

Second, in teaching with still pictures place the

emphasis upon interpretation of things seen in the

picture rather than upon mere enumeration. Discuss

"why" people work and dress as they do, compare

cultural differences, bring out geographic relationships.

If this is done, a really meaningful experience for the

child will result.

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that the use

of pictures in teaching is not a mere fad—it has a sound

psychological basis. The use of motion pictures and

other projected pictures is not a "lazy man's" method

of teaching. The proper use of visual aids requires a

large expenditure of time in the selection of materials

and in planning their effective integration with other

teaching procedures. Pictures properly used, however,

will not only provide a vivid visual impression, but

will put meaning into language symbols which will

make subsequent reading and discussion activities of

much greater value. Pictures properly used are

teaching tools of great importance ; improperly used

they represent a waste of time and money. Teachers

A teaching picture which reconstructs the past.

From the picture unit "Life in Colonial America." Actual size 8J4"xll''.

(Courtesy Informative Classroom Pictures Publishers)

need to give more attention to the eflfective use of these

teaching aids.
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Student Operation of

Visual Education Equipment

THIS article concerns the operation of visual and
audio equipment in a high school by regular stu-

dent oi^erators. The operation of the equipment is

divided into three divisions which are: showing of

silent and sound movie films; controlling the public

address equipment ; and the showing of slides, strip

film, book and magazine pictures. The equipment
that we have consists of a movie machine for silent

and sound pictures, a high impedance microphone, a
baloptican, and a low power public address amplifier.

The movie machine is used to show silent and sound
moving pictures of educational value that are selected

by the teachers for use in conjunction with the regular

classroom subjects. This same movie machine plus

the microphone is used by public speaking and dra-

matics classes to enable students to secure practice in

speaking before a microphone; it is also used in the

auditorium for assemblies when a public address system
is needed. The low power address amplifer is used
by the public speaking and dramatic classes when
the amplifier in the movie machine is not avail-
able. The baloptican is used to show standard glass
slides, 35 mm strip film, and pictures or graphs out
of books or magazines that the teacher has available.

The schedules of visual and audio aids are booked
through the office of Mr. George Martin, Vice-
Principal. A large regular school activities type cal-

endar is used for booking records of films, slides,

public address equipment and the like throughout the
year. The name of the film, slides, or other apparatus,
and the teacher's name requesting it are listed on the
calendar on the date to be used.

The following graph gives the picture of how
efficient control over the operation of equipment is

maintained

:

Requests for the use of
visual or audio equipment

Mr. George Martin
Selection and booking

of films or slides

Mr. H. W. Malstrom
Operation of the equipment

Activities calendar

Chief operator

Regular operators Trainees

Presenting a systematic and proven plan for

efficient training and organization of stu-

dent operators for the school's visual program.

H. W. MALSTROM
Bremerton, Washington, High School

The chief operator is selected from the regular

operators of the previous school year. He operates only

in case of emergencies. His duties are the following

:

1. See that equipment and supplies are properly

stored away when not in use.

2. Check the operator's record sheets and turn

them in to the ofifice at the end of the day.

3. Contact the teachers for previews and informat-

ion concerning what periods the equipment will be used.

4. Do minor maintenance work such as oiling the

machine and splicing film.

5. See that the film is properly rewound and packed

for shipment after being used.

6. Keep check on operator's schedule to see that an

operator is available for all booked requests of equip-

ment.

The regular oj^erator runs any of the equipment. He
has previously been a trainee and has satisfactorily

passed the written examination. His duties are

:

1. Set up the equipment for use.

2. Check on condition of equipment, films, slides

and the like before using and during the show.

3. Take care of lighting and ventilation for the

show.

4. Rewind film and prepare equipment for the next

operator.

5. Fill out and signs the operator's check sheet.

Has the instructor in charge sign it.

6. Help trainees to become accustomed to operation

of the equipment.

The trainee starts by helping the regular operators

set the equipment up and works along with the oper-

ator during the show. He studies the standard in-

struction procedure for using the movie machine. After

having worked with the regular operators until he
is familar with the equipment, he is allowed to set up
and operate the baloptican for showing slides, etc. In

general the trainee must help the operators for three

months and pass the written examination before he

is qualified to become a regular operator.

All operators have one school per day in their school

schedule for operation of the visual and audio equip-

ment. Subject schedules of these students are so

arranged that one operator and a trainee are available

for each school period of the day. The chief operator

and the regular operators have permanent passes
that allow them to be in the halls during class

sessions when they are setting equipment up or

doing other necessary work pertaining to their

duties as operators.

The Movie Club

A movie club is organized for operators only. All
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operators, including the trainees, are required to be

present at the meetings. The club meets each week

on Tuesday morning before school for one-half hour to

discuss problems, films, and related information to their

jobs as operators. Operators may earn emblems to

put on their sweaters. Points toward an emblem are

granted for each half-hour of operating experience

while in charge of the equipment. The chief operator

has a special emblem earned after having been a

successful chief operator for one semester.

Explanation of Forms Used

The operator's record sheet serves two purposes

which are

:

1. Gives the technical description of the film or

slides, where secured, costs and other data.

2. Tells how the equipment, slides or films worked

and what the operator did. (This provides a definite

check on damage done to the equipment, films or slides

while in use.)

The teacher's evaluation record sheet gives a brief

record for the ofl^ice of the film's or slide's educational

value. This record sheet tends to prevent the showing

of pictures that have very little educational value.

The public address record sheet describes the use

of the public address amplifier for public speaking, dra-

matics, assemblies, or other groups.

In.struction and question sheets on operation of the

movie machine, provide a standardized procedure for

training all operators of the movie machine. The in-

struction sheets state specifically the necessary steps

to be mastered in order to become an efficient movie

operator of this particular machine. The question

sheets emphasize important points in the operation
of movie machines.

Maintenance of Equipment

Uninterrupted operation of visual and audio equip-

ment is desired at all times. When interruptions caused

by machine or equipment failure do occur it is desirable

to fix the trouble as quickly as possible in order that

the film or slides may be shown before it is time to

return them. Most troubles with equipment are not

serious and can be quickly remedied if the following
conditions are met

:

1. As many operators as possible should have a

knowledge of either radio or electricity. Photography

is also helpful.

2. An instructor who has some knowledge of radio

or electricity should be in charge of all maintenance

work.

3. An extra set of the following supplies should be

kept on hand

:

(a) Complete set of tubes.

(b) Extra fuses of the proper sizes.

(c) Projector lamps.
(d) Belts or cables used on the machine.
(e) Line cords and extensions.

(f) Speaker cable if one is used.
4. A schematic hookup of the amplifier with values

of all parts should be available if there is no direct

factory service.

Conclusion

Organizing the visual and audio education program
with an efficient system of student operators provides
the school with the lowest possible cost of operation

Top row (rtading frum left to riglit)—Helmer Malstrom, assistant

visual education director; Fred Graham, chairman visual education

board; Tillman Peterson, superintendent of Bremerton schools; Harry
Sorensen, principal of Bremerton High School; George Martin, super-

visor of visual education and vice-principal.

Middle and Front Rows—Student operators.

and leaves the teacher free to carry out to the fullest

advantage the subject content being considered.

The record sheets provide practical reference mater-

ial when it is desired to use the film again. The oper-

ator's record sheet prevents the school from being

charged with damage to films or slides that were already

damaged when the school received them. The record

sheets also provide the administrators with facts that

may be used to evaluate the results of the visual and
audio education program.

References.
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The following record sheets and instruction sheets are

copies of those in actual use. Sheets for use are mimeo-
graphed.

Record Sheet

Name of film or slides

Date received Date used Date returned

Where secured

What the cost was : Total Rental Film service

Transportation Purchase price Damage

Film and slide specifications 8mm ( ) 16mm ( )

35mm ( ) Sound ( ) Silent ( )

Slides ( ) Strip film ( ) Color ( ) Black & White ( )

Lecture booklet was supplied ( ) Subject content not

satisfactory ( )

Condition of the film when previewed was

Good( ) Poor( )

Comments
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Operator's Report

(This must be filled in after every show)

The films were O.K. when received
and were correctly wound on the reels

The film or slides were damaged while
in use (Explain on the back side)

The machine worked satisfactorily

Trouble was experienced while oper-
ating. The cause was : Machine ( )

Film ( ) Slides ( )

There was no interference from others

I rewound the films on the reel and
delivered them to the next operator in

good condition

1 2 3 4 5 6

The operation of the machine and the
conduct of the operator was

:

^ 1

Operator
1

sign here

Good Poor
Teacher
sign here

No. seeing
the picture

11
1

12 1

13

14

15 1

16

Instructor's Record of the Film

Department Total number of students

Instructor Date

Name of film, slides

I previewed the show and evaluated it:

Good Fair Poor

I asked the students to observe the following four points

of interest

:

1

2

After the show the students answered the following five

questions :

1

Was a lecture given in conjunction with the show?
References: (List any books, magazines, etc., if used, that

pertained to the subject of the show).

Comments

:

Operator's Instruction Sheet

Subject: Sound motion picture machine

Discussion : The following instructions are for sound films. To
project the silent film follow the same directions with the

following exceptions

:

1. Set the speed control at silent instead of sound.
2. Do not connect up the speaker or turn the amplifier on

unless the microphone is to be used for comments on the

picture.

Special Precautions: If anything goes wrong with either the

machine or the film while projecting, turn the line switch and
volume control to off positions and pull out the line plug from
the power line. Do not attempt to make any repairs or adjust-

ments after failure of the machine or film without permission.
Report trouble at once and record it with explanations in your
operation report.

Procedure

:

1. Turn all switches to their off positions.

(a) The line current switch, this controls the projector
(b) The volume control switch, this controls the speaker
(c) the projector lamp switch

2. Place the screen or lower it to required position.

(a) Keep it free from wrinkles and place at right angle

(b) Prevent dirt from getting on the screen

(c) Never punch a hole through it to fasten it

3. Place the speaker in front of the screen and connect up.

(a) Keep all obstructions away from front of the

speaker or within 18 inches of the speaker back
(b) Remove the small door covering the speaker front

(c) Plug the speaker cable into the speaker and the

amplifier !! DO NOT FORCE PLUGS INTO
SOCKETS!!

4. Connect power to amplifier and projector.

(a) Plug the 'Y' cord into projector and amplifier first

(b) Plug baynet plug into A.C. outlet using extensions
if necessary

5. Do the following before threading.

(a) Start the projector with the line current switch and
turn on the lamp with the lamp switch

(b) Move the projector as necessary to get the picture
frame on the screen properly

(c) Adjust the height of the projected picture frame on
this screen by means of the tilting knob

(d) Turn the projection lens to the left or right as

necessary to bring the edges of the illuminated area
into sharp focus

(e) Turn off both lamp and line switches

6. Thread the film and observe the following precautions

:

(See page three for picture of threaded film)

(a) Check over threading to make sure that the loops
are correct

(b) See that all sprocket teeth are properly engaged in

film perforations

(c) Make sure that sprocket guards and film gate are
closed

(d) Set speed switch to sound for sound film and to

silent for silent film

(e) Run projector for two seconds
1. Push clutch forward
2. Turn projector lamp on
3. Start projector with line switch

(f) Check film with the projector turned off

1. Check the loops making sure that 8 perforations

are in the loop spaces

2. Examine film in sprockets, around sound drum,
etc. (If the film is not threaded right upon in-

spection, do the job over again until it is o.k.

after running for two seconds)
7. Focus and frame the picture

(a) Turn the line and lamp switch on
(b) Focus the projection lens on titles, turning the lens

to the right or left as is found necessary to secure
sharp focus

(c) Adjust picture frame line on screen by pressing up
or down on the framer until the frame line dis-

appears on the screen

8. Adjust volume level and sound quality.

(a) Turn volume control in a clock-wise direction , until

sufficient volume is obtained

(b) Set tone control on amplifier to low and adjust

speaker tone control for best sound quality

(c) Adjust amplifier tone control for best quality

1. For speech adjust amplifier tone control towards
the high end

2. For music adjust amplifier tone control towards
the low end

(d) Readjust the volume control

9. Project the picture.

(a) Frequently check the film for marks by holding

fingers against the film as it winds up after going
through the projector

(b) If marks are felt on the film or if it flickers bad,

stop the machine and check for the cause
(c) Readjust volume control if volume level changes

10. Stop machine on final scene or title.

(a) Turn volume control down
(b) Turn off projection lamp (the white light should

never show on the screen)

(c) Turn room lights on
(d) Let film finish winding up on the take-up reel

(e) Turn projector off by means of the line switch

(f) Turn volume control to off position if another reel

is not to be immediately threaded and shown

(g) Rewind all reels just shown (see directions on re-

winding)
(h) Pull out line cord at the power outlet

(i) Carefully roll up line cords, speaker cables and
pack or store them in place provided for them

(j ) Lower tilting knob and carefully close doors to the

projector and speaker cases.

(^Concluded on page 261)
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National Film Evaluation Cards Adapted

to the Needs of an Extension Library

MUCH is said about evaluation of visual mater-

ials by teachers, but before the initiation of

the National Film Evaluation Project little

general use was made of the information that was

available. For several years the Bureau of Audio-

Visual Aids at Indiana University attempted to obtain

teachers' evaluations on materials that were borrowed

from the Bureau. Self-addressed, stamped postal

cards, sent out with films and other visual materials,

included questions on how each subject was used and

its value for a particular teaching situation. Even

though a majority of borrowers returned cards follow-

ing the use of materials, it was difficult to interpret the

brief comments or to devise effective procedures for

summarizing the information available from the re-

turned cards. As a result, we had no reliable objective

basis for judging the educational worth of the many

subjects distributed by the Bureau.

In order to meet the growing need on the part of

the Bureau for a more discriminating source of infor-

mation on subjects to be added to the library, and in

order to ofTer more assistance to administrators and

teachers who frequently request information on the

educational eiTectiveness of the dilTerent audio-visual

teaching aids available for a unit of instruction, we
printed two new evaluation cards. Permission was

obtained from Mr. Nelson L. Greene, editor of

Educational Screen, to reprint the Standard Score

Card of the National Film Evaluation Project, with

the modifications necessary to meet our specific needs.

For the convenience of teachers and for our own

records, two evaluation forms were devised. One form

printed on a yellow card (figure 1) will be used in

evaluating films, and the other printed on a white

card (figure 2) will be used in evaluating sound film-

slides, lantern slides, strip-films, radio recordings and

phonograph records. Both cards ask for the same infor-

mation concerning the producer, date of use, date of

return, number of times used, and total attendance.

On the film report card the eleven evaluation questions

of the National Film Evaluation card were reprinted

with only a minor modification in question two. A
fifth level of use was added to this question, which

deals with grade level, since some of our materials

are used by adult community groups. A twelfth ques-

tion was added which asks whether or not a teacher's

guide is available and, if so, the rating of the guide

as excellent, good, fair or poor. On the card to evaluate

sound film-slides, lantern slides, strip-films, radio

recordings and phonograph records the questions on

"silent titles" and "sound accompaniment" were omitted,

and "pictorial and technical quality" was changed to

read "technical quality" only.

Our evaluation cards are made similar in form

to a double postal card, perforated at the bottom. By
inserting a carbon between the two copies, the teacher's

evaluations are recorded on both. The teacher retains

An exceptional example of cooperation in develop-

ing an evaluation service ior the audio-visual field.

PAULINE I. ELLIS and L. C. LARSON

Bureau of Audio-Visual Aids
Extension Division, Indiana University

the duplicate card for his files and sends the original

card to us. Enough cards will be furnished to the

persons in charge of local audio-visual programs so

that each audio-visual aid used in the school system may
be evaluated by the teacher who uses it, whether the aid

STANDARD SCORE CARD (BysndfortheN*tion*l Fil« ETalaalio

Silent
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( ) SoDnd

Buct title or (tiB 19 mm
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Standard Score Card of the National Film Evaluation Project
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Figure 1. Indiana's Own Version of the Score Card
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Figure 2. Score Card for Visual Aids Other Than Films
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was secured from our Bureau or whether it was
obtained from another source.

Most of the teachers in our state who are using

audio-visual materials realize the necessity for pre-

viewing and analyzing each subject for its possible

contribution to a unit of work. A growing file of

evaluations on audio-visual materials used during
previous years will refresh the teacher's memory and
will save him a great deal of time by making dup-
licate previews unnecessary. To supplement, modify,

or confirm his own evaluations, the teacher may
purchase at a very small cost the National Film Eval-

uation Supplements of 50 cards each, as they become
available from the Educational Screen. These cards,

of the same standard library size (3" x 5"), contain a

detailed description of the content of the 50 films, and
a summary and average of the responses of fifteen or

more teachers, from all parts of the country to the

questions included on the Film Evaluation score card.

The development by teachers and administrators of such

a card index record of materials will do much to

facilitate a better selection of audio-visual materials for

school use.

Data from the original film report cards returned to

our office, will be of use to us in various ways, and
at regular intervals the original cards will be forwarded
to Educational Screen for inclusion in the National

Film Evaluation Project after we have tabulated from
them the information we need. The evaluation cards

for other audio-visual aids will remain in the files of

the liureau and reports will be compiled from them
periodically.

A master card will be prepared for all aids on
which we receive evaluations, and responses to all

Cjuestions will be entered. A summarization of the

data given in the upper right hand corner of the

card and that given in answer to the first three

questions (see figures 1 and 2) will present a fair

picture of the conditions under which audio-visual

aids are being utilized in Indiana. It is imperative

that we know the name of the producer of each subject

on which we receive a report, because there is much
duplication of titles among the films in use today, and
it is difficult to locate the source for an outstanding

subject unless our records contain the name of the

producer as well as the title of the film. For our

own library use, we also need to know the number
of times that a film is used while on loan to a school.

Previous reports, indicating only the number of days

of use, did not show how many times a film was actually

projected. A record of actual times projected will

give a more accurate basis on which to determine

the life of a film. A study of the extent to which
audio-visual materials are being used in the classroom

as compared with auditorium presentation ; the relative

proportion of use on elementary, junior high, senior

high, college and adult levels ; the teaching purposes for

which the materials are employed—these will give us

some indication of the type of materials which we
should add to our library.

By assigning a numerical value to each descriptive

adjective under questions 4-12 of the film card and
4-10 of the card for other audio-visual aids, it will

be possible to compute an average score for each

question and an average over-all rating for each subject

on which we have information. Comparison of the

average ratings will indicate to us those aids which
teachers have found most effective. In some cases, we
may find teachers using an aid from another source

which is better than the one we have in our library.

Data from the card will therefore guide us in the acquis-

ition of prints which would be much in demand, since

it is difficult to know without the benefit of teachers'

evaluations which of these titles governing similar

content would be most valuable.

The evaluation data will likewise be useful to

producers, and we plan to make the information

available to them. Teachers point out that at the

present time there is a paucity of good audio-visual

materials in many subject-matter areas where these aids

could make a definite contribution. In other areas

there are subjects available which met educational

criteria three or four years ago, but which fail to

satisfy the more exacting present-day standards. As
a result, teachers have no other alternative than to

use available subjects, even though they consistently

rate them as unsatisfactory. Undoubtedly, as stand-

ards for selecting audio-visual aids are raised during the

next few years, producers will find it advantageous to

use teachers' suggestions in planning replacements

of subjects now available or in producing new mater-

ials.

Our records and the Film Evaluation Cards of the

Educational Screen will be useful to administrators

and teachers who are confronted with the problem of

developing their own audio-visual library on a limited

budget. Information from our master card files will be

made available on request, in order that school admin-

istrators may select their materials on the basis of

evaluations by teachers who have used them in actual

teaching situations. Summarization of information

will also help beginning or inexperienced teachers

to make a wiser selection of materials.

Curriculum committees in revising courses of study

often include at the end of each unit aselecte d list

of audio-visual aids which can be rented or purchased

from reliable sources. When curriculum committees,

as well as instructors and students in the teacher

training institutions of our state, wish information

on the audio-visual aids available for units covering

various topics on the different grade levels, they

will be encouraged to take advantage of the available

evaluations.

The ultimate success of the Indiana state-wide pro-

gram for cumulative evaluation of audio-visual aids

will depend on the interest and cooperation of teachers.

We know from personal contact with many of our

borrowers that they are interested in the problem and
that they are willing to cooperate in every way pos-

sible to make a cumulative evaluation project success-

ful for the State of Indiana and at the same time con-

tribute importantly to the National Film Evaluation

Project for the country at large. They feel as we do

that information on the effectiveness of audio-visual

aids, compiled from the evaluation of teachers who
have used the materials in the classroom, will greatly

simplify the problem of selecting these aids, either

by lending libraries who wish to distribute the best

available materials, or by teachers who wish to use them
for particular teaching purposes.
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

Installment 28

—

a few more notable cases in

which certain large users of non-theatrical

films have undertaken to produce their o'wn.

MERGING interests did not neces-

sarily mean that the previously

independent concerns lost their

individuality, and it often happened that

separate divisions handled their own mo-
tion pictures, although as time passed a

greater degree of coordination and elim-

ination of duplicate endeavors were ac-

complished within the organization. That
was true of several of the leading subsid-

iaries of United States Steel. Even today,

on special request, .'\merican Steel &
Wire Company can supply single reel

films on the manufacture of electric

power cables, or fence. National Tube
Company has maintained two silent films

to date, one in six reels demonstrating
principally the four leading processes of

making pipe and tube, and another in

three, devoted to the seamless method.
Universal Atlas Cement Company now
has three single reels, one presenting the

stages of manufacture of this interesting

product, another showing its application

in general construction work, while the

third illustrates how the material is used
in highway building. Similarly, American
Bridge Company has film records of sev-

eral outstanding examples of structural

steel work which are still exhibited on
occasion. It is interesting to recall that

seventy-five separate reels of motion pic-

tures produced by United States subsid-
iaries were shown in continuous sequence
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in

1915. In most cases, however, the earlier

films, made independently, are now obso-
lete and unfit for general distribution,

although they remain of considerable
value for record purposes.

Film production of this great organiza-
tion has been entrusted to various estab-

lished motion picture concerns, a consid-

erable portion of the work having been
done by Loucks and Norling in connection
with the six-reel silent "Story of Steel,"

which was made in 1926 and revised
several times before it was finally re-

tired in favor of a seven-reel sound film

in 1940. The latter subject was also pre-
pared in silent form for special use.

Coordinated film activities were first

undertaken for United States Steel by
the U. S. Steel Bureau of Safety, Sani-
tation and Welfare. This Bureau was
organized in March, 1911, to keep the

subsidiary companies advised concerning
the latest and best methods in accident
prevention and welfare work, under the

sympathetic and intelligent direction of

the late Charles L. Close. Mr. Close be-
came greatly interested in the possibil-

ities of using films for the benefit of

employees, and these he acquired were
widely used and studied by other con-
cerns similarly interested in employee
conditions. Mr. Close screened the films

to good advantage to broaden the ordi-

nary worker's knowledge of his own in-

dustry and to impress upon him the value

of careful, clean and faithful operation.

Superficially they were general "process"

pictures, showing conditions as a visitor

would see them if he were privileged to

go through the various plants and observe

the successive steps of production ; but

the safety angle was always emphasized,

and thus they played an important part

in that accident prevention program which
did so much to eliminate hazardous con-

ditions and practices and generally to

improve working conditions throughout

the steel industry. The first U. S. Steel

welfare film was "An American in the

Making," produced in 1912 ; the second

was "The Reason Why," made in 1917.

Efforts of John H. Patterson to fulfil

his social responsibilities were to
make him an almost legendary fig-

ure in stories of American industry.

Workers were generally proud to ap-

pear in the films, and they were fre-

quently seen, usually as operatives but

sometimes merely to emphasize the huge
size of the machinery used in the plants.

Embarrassing circumstances sometimes
developed through over-anxiety of work-
ers and foremen to be sure that they and
their departments looked their best, but this

condition was soon overcome, and uninten-

tional posing and "mugging" were avoided

as experience in taking pictures was gained.

Intelligent cooperation of the camera crew
is obviously essential for the presen-

tation of an honest picture of conditions

as they normally exist. This accounts for

the reluctance of United States Steel sub-

sidiary companies to permit indiscrimi-

nate picture-taking in their plants, or
even the taking of any pictures without

such supervision as will eliminate the

possible misuse of "clips."

Good Will by Telephone

If to John Patterson is due the initial

development of employee welfare as a

company responsibility in America, to

Theodore N. Vail should be given a

meed of praise for proving another com-
pany responsibility in public relations. No
more admirable work has been done in

that respect than by the Bell Telephone
System which, beginning in 1881, he was
chiefly instrumental in organizing. In

that case, however, there was no question

of reform, because the Bell enterprise

had held a clean record from the start,

and had won public sympathy as the

abused party in bitter attempts by the

previously established telegraph com-
panies to suppress it. Moreover, the

charge of monopoly, so frequently thrown
at Big Business, never had any real point

as applied to the Bell interests. The con-
solidation of industry as a public benefit

never has been more clearly evident than
in ending the nuisance and confusion of

having to maintain in each office and
home two or more competing telephones.

In 1899 the expansion of the Bell Com-
pany into the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company brought the industry

into its stride which it has ever since

so worthily maintained. But, in the or-

ganization's prosperity, it involuntarily

joined a class which had become dis-

trusted through demagogic appeals to

popular hatreds and fears. Whatever
favorable might be said for it, its owner-
ship by thousands of stockholders, none
of whom possessed as much as two per
cent of the whole, for instance, it still

was just another Big Business, rich,

powerful, far-reaching. Its early struggles

were forgotten by an older generation too

bewildered by the swift march of progress
to impress the facts upon the new. Benev-
olent though it might be now (so the

specious agitators said) it could, in its

strength and in the hands of unscrupulous
leaders to come, be converted into an
irresistible juggernaut. The assumption
was fallacious and even vicious, but there

were many ears willing to listen. It is

basic in human nature to distrust the

strong neighbor, so, for the Bell System,
as for all other great corporations (in-

cluding Government itself), it became an
added responsibility not only to serve the

public faithfully and well, but constantly

to reassure its fickle members.
Despite the sharp failure of foreign

Government operation of communications
industries abroad, the Bell System nar-

rowly escaped federal confiscation in war-
time on the ground that it was a vital

public utility which should not be per-

mitted to remain in private hands. The
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danger no doubt explained the redoubled

good will advertising of the System at

that time, and its heavier embarkation

into motion picture programs. Howard
Gale Stokes, copy manager in the adver-

tising department, was conspicuously

active in opening this phase, in 1916 to

1919, arranging for production of the

earliest Bell System pictures, although

he left almost immediately thereafter for

a connection lasting several years, as

already related, with Prizma.

When a reputable house is distrusted,

the most obvious proof of good will is to

invite the suspicious parties in to see

that it contains no evil devices. Conse-
quently, the first usual step to be taken

in any well-founded picture program in-

stituted by a reputable Big Business is

to photograph its processes before defin-

ing its service. The Bell System now did

primarily that, creating its most active

film department in the Western Electric

Company, the division which manufac-
tured all of its physical equipment. There,

in charge of publicity and advertising,

was Philip Livingston Thomson, who had
been with the organization since a year

after receiving his A.B. from Harvard,
and already one of the best known public

relations men in American corporate

business. In 1923 he became president of

the Association of National Advertisers,

and he was even then also president of

the Audit Bureau of Circulations.

With the company policy decision

made, Thomson began looking for a man
to head the new section. He approached
Rufus Steele, but Steele was then more
interested in plans of the National In-

dustrial Conference Board. Invited to

make suggestions, Steele told Carlyle El-

lis to apply, but Ellis, already embarked
on his own film business, gave only a

polite attention. A little later Steele met
a friend of Ellis on the street and in-

quired whether or not Ellis had seen

Thomson. The friend did not know, and
hearing the details, suggested that if Ellis

was not interested, perhaps he himself

might be considered. And that, as de-

veloping circumstances presently made
clear, was the way of destiny.

The friend was Charles Wisner Bar-
rell, one of the best possible men for the

job, and Thomson was quick to think

so and to act on his first impression.

Barrell was of excellent character, had
had sufficient experience, and quickly

demonstrated a passionate devotion to

duty. As a matter of side interest, it may
be remarked that he was a descendant, in

the direct line, of that Joseph Barrell of

Boston, who helped finance the voyage, in

1792, of Captain Robert Gray which re-

sulted in the discovery of the Columbia
River.

As it happened, I was accidentally but
happily responsible for bringing Charles

Barrell into the motion picture business.

About 1914 he was connected with the

New York publishing house of Charles
Scribner's Sons. Persuaded of the need
of a certain kind of book in the sales

list, he set forth to find a possible manu-
script on the subject and was informed
that I had one such in work. With his

timely assurance of a waiting market, I

Under Charles Wisner Barrellthemo-
tion picture program of the Western
Electric Company ran smoothly dur-
ing fourteen years of world unrest.

completed it. It was duly published in

1916, but Barrell would accept nothing

for his part in placing it because a house

other than Scribner's brought it out. I

was soon able to repay part of the obli-

gation, however, by arranging for his

employment on the publicity staff of Tri-

angle Film Corporation. It was there that

he gained the friendship of Carlyle Ellis,

who had lately returned from the Pacific

Coast studios to become Eastern scenario

editor, and, in turn, came to know Steele.

As head of the Western Electric Mo-
tion Picture Bureau, starting about Sep-

tember, 1918, Barrell took an office in

the celebrated old Masonic Temple Build-

ing, where he might have convenient ac-

cess to laboratory and projection facilities.

When Rowland Rogers began his own
business elsewhere in the same building,

using students from his production course

at Columbia, Barrell moved his quarters

there and, about 1923, went to the address

which he was to maintain for many years

thereafter, at 121 West 41st Street. This

place, equipped with vaults, cutting-room

and projection booth, had lately been

vacated by C. L. Chester. Now it was
taken over jointly by Western Electric,

George Zehrung and his Y.M.C.A. Mo-
tion Picture Bureau, and the United Cin-

ema office of Wellstood White.

At first merely writing the scenarios,

contracting for production and arranging

distribution, Barrell soon developed as

an able director himself and, in the four-

teen years of his connection with Western
Electric, achieved a distribution record

of having more than a million feet of

film simultaneously in circulation. His
cameraman in the early years was James
Goebel, an alert young technician who
had received his first training at Vita-

graph, where his sister, Anna, was li-

brarian of the scenario department. Jim
was that sort of worker who could be

trusted to use his own judgment in diffi-

cult situations ; so, when word reached

telephone executives who knew him that

the Brooklyn Edison Company was start-

ing a film section, their warm recom-
mendations brought him command of that

place. After his departure from Western
Electric, most of the silent camera work
there was done by Walter Pritchard.

A cameraman's rise to command of an
industrial department, as Goebel attained,

the Brooklyn Edison situation was not

unusual. The customer, believing honestly

that he knows his own product best, and,

through his advertising writers, that he
can express his purpose effectively on
paper, frequently seeks for his actual

production only men who know how to

photograph and see the film through to

the stage of release prints. In such cir-

cumstances, a clever cameraman, watch-

ing his opportunity, may assume director-

ship and become a film editor with little

trouble. Truth to tell, he frequently does
very acceptable jobs in these additional

departments. For example, the 'film sec-

tion of the duPont Company, at Balti-

more, was nominally headed for some
time by Henry Hesse, a cameraman pre-

viously employed by Frank Tichenor at

Eastern Film Corporation.

When the Prizma Company's end was
seen to be inevitable, about 1924, Howard
Stokes left his vice-presidency there to

return, at the invitation of J. D. Ells-

worth, one of the pioneer sponsors of

industrial films, to the American Tele-

phone and Telegraph Company, where
he became executive head of the motion

picture department. In that place, and
now with the further background of hav-

ing supervised the production of about

one hundred color shorts for theatrical,

educational and industrial use, and hav-

ing managed the Prizma Jersey City lab-

oratories for some time, he devoted his

talents and experience to the making of

a number of films notable for their ac-

curate reflection of the high-minded Bell

System policy.

Most of these subjects, aiming at the

promotion of public good will, were not

the customary demonstrations of manu-
facturing processes, as useful as these

were in many other situations ; they were,

rather, enlightened and enlightening in-

terpretations of service after the making
of product had been completed and it

had been made available. This unusual

type of accomplishment was to be ex-

pected, for Howard Stokes, in his earlier

connection with the Information Depart-

ment of the A. T. & T., had become
widely known as the originator of the

successful and much admired "courtesy

advertising" of the organization. In war-

time, when nerves were frayed, and the

entire nation was irritable and jittery,

Stokes did an important bit by devising

the celebrated slogan, "the Voice with

the Smile Wins."

A few of the early A. T. & T. pictures

had been produced by Alexander Leggett,

who, it will be remembered, was adver-

tising man as well as producer. But now,

with larger plans, it was decided to

undertake production more directly.

Stokes looked about for a proper assist-

ant, and presently decided on Jerome M.
Hamilton.

(To be continued')
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Bird Study -with Hand-made Lantern Slides

By ANN GALE Lindblom High School, Chicago

FOR bird study in intermediate grades, slides showing varia-

tions of birds bills and claws are very useful. These slides

help in developing generalization as to the variation of bills and

claws according to the birds' food supply and habitat.

1) The insect eating warbler, the fisher heron, the shell fish

eating flamingo, the insect and honey eating humming bird and

the water insect duck are shown here.

2) This slide presents the drilling woodpecker, the flesh

eating hawk, the seed eating grosbeak, and the worm and insect

eating robin.

3) The woodpecker's tail and feet are very useful in keeping

him anchored on the tree while he drills the wood.

4) The duck's webbed foot acts as a paddle in the water.

5) The bluebird's claw is useful for lighting on and grasping

small twigs and branches.

6) The eagle's talons are used to carry his food as well as

to tear it.
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The sim-

plest type

of hand-
made slide

is made by

drawing or

tracing on

finely fin-

ished etched

glass with

ordinary
medium lead

pencil. Col-

or, by spe-

cial crayons

or inks, en-

hances the

slides great-

ly. Fine ef-

fects are ob-

tained by

blending
ivith cray-

ons. About
one - third

inch margin

should be

left all
around the

slide. The
slide is read-

ily cleaned

with soap or

washing
powder to

receive
a new pic-

ture.
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Community Study Is Realistic Education

"The test of the pedagogue was : Does he know the city, old
and new, and can he make the child see and understand the
city : not . . . some fragment of the city nor many fragments,
but the human community, broken yet still real, the background
of his life and character and destiny?"—Joseph K. Hart,

A Social Interpretation oj Education, p. 45.

DOES he know the community? Here rings again

the clarion call for realism in school education,

for first-hand comprehension of the varied social

factors and forces that shape the human living of today.

Here is that same bold challenge which permeates the

writings of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Parker, Dewey, Kil-

patrick, Wilson and a host of lesser pedagogical proph-

ets from the seventeenth century to the present day.

And here also is a basic philosophy of education that

has been ignored/ or attacked in every generation by

"ivory-towered" scholars who proudly exalt verbalistic

speculation above tested sense experiencing, and who
perhaps deny the validity of

the latter because they uncon-

sciously fear it may disclose

the unreliability of the former.

Although powerful voices

are still raised in protest, se-

rious community study is to-

day widely considered an

essential prerequisite to ef-

fective social education in a

democratic society. Even more
clearly it becomes apparent

that formal education must be

projected out of the sheltered

classroom and into the living

community which is the child's

primary scene of present and
future life activity. For edu-

cation is inherently a social

process, and if it is to be

realistic, vital and defensible,

its curricular program must
surely be framed in terms of

continuous, first-hand ac-

quaintance with concrete so-

cial conditions. Thus the test

of the teacher today is em-
phatically this : Does he know
the community in its multiple

historic and contemporary as-

pects, and can he lead the child into an ever-growing
understanding, appreciation, and participation in that

community . . . the inevitable background of his life,

character, destiny?

Since the turn of the century the rising demand for

social realism in American education has found in-

creasing fulfillment in many schools of varied phil-

osophy and practice. Analysis of their basic curricular

programs reveals six major steps toward educational

realism, each of which is one stage nearer to first-

An extension, of the principle of visual instruc-
tion, which has attracted considerable renewed
attention in recent years, has been the utilization

of school journeys, educational field trips, and
other field experiences. Last year, a committee
to serve as a clearing house for information
for educators interested in this development was
established. The committee, because of the
relationship of its interests to that of the De-
partment of Visual Instruction, decided to

affiliate with the Department, and was accepted
as a committee of the Department.
The Committee on Field Experiences has as

its major function that of helping teachers
making use of these educational devices to do so
with added efficiency, based on knowledge of
what others are doing and co-operation with
educators of similar interests throughout the
nation. The Committee is now working on a
manual of practical suggestions for teachers in-
tending to use educational journeys and other
field experiences. A demonstration project in
co-operation among various units is being
established in Michigan.
As part of its activities, the Committee will

edit this Department in Educational Screen
for the purpose of providing a clearing house
for ideas and experiences. This first article by Dr.
Edward G. Olsen introduces the Department by
setting forth the various fundamental principles
involved in the utilization of field experiences.
The Department will start regularly in the fall
with Dr. Verna Carley as editor.

WILLIAM W. WATTENBERG
Chairman. Committee on Field Experiences

EDWARD G. OLSEN
Department of Education, Colgate University

hand experiencing of social reality than is its im-
mediate predecessor. Ranged in ascending order of

reality, those six steps are these

:

1. Documentary Materials — Books, periodicals,

pamphlets, newspapers, etc.

2. Audio-Visual Aids — Drawings, photographs,

slide and film strip projections, motion pictures, re-

cordings, etc.

3. Incursions—Assembly speakers, classroom demon-
strations, etc. from outside the school.

4. Excursions—Short or lengthy field trips by in-

dividuals, committees, or entire classes.

5. Local Surveys—Personal collection and classifi-

cation of community data by individuals, com-
mittees, or classes.

6. Social Participation—Continuous, active, re-

sponsible participation by students in constructive

adult activities within the local community.

Significant and interesting

is the fact that the progressive

emergence of these six steps

toward social reality roughly

parallels the development of

three major stages in Ameri-
can school emphasis and or-

ganization. Let us glance at

each of these in turn

:

( 1 ) The traditional school,

insisting upon book-knowl-

edge - set - out - to -be -learned,

typically utilizes documentary
materials only (Step 1), and
even then confines itself large-

ly to books, seemingly dis-

daining periodicals, pamphlets,

and newspapers. Being pri-

marily concerned with Book
Mastery rather than with

Child Interests or Community
Welfare, this first stage of

school development comes to

its logical conclusion in the

presentation of a curriculum

composed exclusively of the

Hundred Best Books.

(2) The activity school,

emphasizing child - interests -

to-be-expressed, makes exten-

sive use of varied documentary materials (Step 1),

and also of audio-visual aids, incursions, and excursions

(Steps 2-4). Yet because its fundamental concern is

with Child Interests rather than with Book Mastery or

Community Welfare, its basic center of operation is

still the classroom which it seeks to transform into a

purified miniature of the larger social world outside

the school.

(3) The community school, stressing human-needs-

{Concluded on page 261)
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iDuXlEUCITjniOnCj ^^Ur±EL(JE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Educatiofi Association.

To the Members of the D.V.I.:

In this issue of the Screen is printed a "Proposal

for Closer Coordination Between the Department of

Visual Instruction and the N.E.A." This proposal

was approved by your Executive Committee and on May
14 was presented to Mr. Willard E. Givens, Executive

Secretary of the N. E. A. and Mr. H. A. Allan,

Business Manager, for their consideration and final

action by the N. E. A. Final word or action taken

should be forthcoming at the time of our Summer
Meeting in Boston.

The program for the Summer Meeting is also in-

cluded in these pages. Abraham Krasker as chairman

of the local committee on arrangements has been very

heln'il in completing the plans.

We are looking forward to Boston.

Sincerely yours,

Paul C. Reed, President.

A Proposal for Closer Coordination between the

Department of Visual Instruction of the N. E. A.

and the

National Education Association

together with the

Proposed Program of the Department for 1941-1942

Membership and Management

Nearly seven hundred educators make up the membership
roll of the Department of Visual Instruction of the National

Education Association. Classroom teachers, college pro-

ifessors, principals, superintendents, directors of visual

education for schools and school systems—some who devote

part time to the visual field and others who are full time

workers—veteran visual educators of twenty or more years

standing and novices who have just discovered visual

instruction—these are the people who are members of the

Department. One common belief is shared by those seven

hundred members—a belief in the instructional values of

visual materials. They have also signified their belief in

the cooperative approach to the solution of their problems by

becoming members of the Department.

The Department of Visual Instruction, although recog-

nized as an official Department of the National Education

Association, has not until now devised a procedure whereby
it could become closely related to that organization, and gain

the increased stature of being an integral part of the

Association. It now has a plan.

Four oflficers and ten members of the Executive Com-
mittee ofTicially represent the members of the Department
and conduct its activities. The president and two vice-

presidents are nominated and elected annually by the

membership at large through mail ballot. The Secretary-

Treasurer is appointed by the President with the approval

of the Executive Committee. Two members of the Executive
Committee are nominated by a committee each year and
elected at the regular annual business meeting to serve a

three year term. These six elected members of the Com-
mittee are supplemented by the past president (for one year)

and a member elected by each recognized branch of the

Department of which there are now three: Metropolitan

New York, New England, and Louisiana. This method for

selecting officers serves the Department well in that all

members have a voice in the election and all sections and

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

interests are represented. The principal disadvantage of the

method is lack of continuity which results in a rather

drastic turnover in officers each year. This disadvantage

is felt most sharply in the handling of routine business

affairs of the Department by the Secretary-Treasurer.

The officers and members of the Executive Committee
serve the members of the Department by maintaining close

relationship with The Educational Screen (a subscription

goes to each member), by planning and conducting two annual

national conferences, by promoting regional conferences

conducted by its branches, by maintaining professional re-

lationships with other educational organizations, and by main-

taining an organization through which its members can speak

and act collectively for their common interests.

That the Department of Visual Instruction has been able

to maintain its existence for eighteen years and during this

time absorb other competing organizations ; that it has been

able to expand its membership slowly but surely; and that it

has continually moved forward toward achievement of its

purposes are facts that bespeak the loyalty of its members

and the zeal and efforts of its workers. The Department,

parelleling development of the visual field itself, has survived

the hazards of infancy and the growing pains of adolescence

and now as it approaches maturity seeks to assume its useful

place as a responsible citizen in the educational world with

all the rights and duties that such citizenship implies.

Expanding Needs

The use of audio-visual aids in the classroom is rapidly in-

creasing. New mechanical means and constant improvement

of the old, ever widening sources of new materials, clearer

understanding of the media based upon evidence of research,

improved methods of distribution and administration of visual

materials based upon experience, and final acceptance of newer

instructional methods on the part of reluctant school admin-

istrators are all factors constantly raising the level of im-

portance of audio-visual aids in the instructional processes.

With this increasing interest and growing emphasis on audio-

visual aids came multiplied problems for the school adminis-

trator and teacher alike. Commercial producers are releasing

an increasing variety of materials and equipment. In the face

of conflicting claims and interests, school workers are more
than ever in need of a reliable source of disinterested advice

and counsel. There is special need for improved systematic

procedures for sharing the great wealth of experience that is

being hoarded away or extravagantly wasted in the classrooms

of the nation.

The Department of Visual Instruction is the organi::ation

which can and should provide the means for this sharing of

experience. It proposes to do so.

Unique Function Of The Department

According to the Constitution "The object of this Depart-

ment shall be to promote the improvement of classroom

instruction through the effective use of visual and other sensory

aids ; to serve as a clearing house of information regarding

the sources, values, and guiding principles in the use of

visual materials, as determined by research ; and to cooperate

with other domestic and foreign agencies with similar interests

and purposes." The stated objective, "to serve as a clearing

house," coupled with the above stated need for providing the

means for a greater sharing of experience among those using

visual materials, indicates the direction of the expanding role

that the Department is to play in the educational world.

The future program of the Department of Visual Instruc-

tion should place greater emphasis upon its clearing house

functions. The Department should provide the one central

point where

1. individual teachers can turn for specific information
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about the availability and suitability of audio-visual

materials and the techniques of their use. For instance,

they should be able to obtain special bibliographies of

visual materials on special subjects

;

2. school administrators can obtain assistance in developing

administrative procedures to provide their schools with

visual materials

;

3. other educational organizations can seek assistance in

planning their conference programs and printed publica-

tions ;

4. magazine editors can find help in securing authors to

write about audio-visual aids and their use

;

5. commercial producers and manufacturers can obtain

guidance.

Department Ready For Increased Responsibilities

The internal affairs of the Department are in order. Mem-
bership is steadily increasing. An impressive number of

members have indicated by word or action their enthusiastic

interest and willingness to work in the interests of the

Department. The sincere determined attitude of the many

members who are assuming leadership responsibilities in the

Department is one of the most promising assurances that the

Department is ready to assume increased responsibilities. Their

interests and efTorts need continuous direction.

Evidence of willing and interested cooperation has been

apparent in every contact between the President of the Depart-

ment and other officers and members of the Executive Com-

mittee. Eleven of the fourteen officials of the Department

were in attendance at the Executive Committee meeting in

Atlantic City on February 26. One, U. S. Burt, came all the

way from Corvallis, Oregon, for the specific purpose of

attending departmental meetings. Branch organizations have

been unusually active during the year. The Louisiana Branch,

organized only last year, has maintained its membership of

fifty, conducted a well attended conference in New Orleans

on November 18 and 19, and has started a periodic mimeo-

graphed publication for its members. The older New England

Branch has been unusually active, has pushed its member-

ship well above one hundred, and in addition to its annual

conference held in Boston on March 29, planned and carried

through four state conferences: Cambridge, October 5;

New Britain, Connecticut, December 14; Providence, Rhode

Island, February 1 ; and at the University of New Hampshire

on May 3.

The Zonal Plan idea is perhaps one of the most important

organizational steps that the Department has undertaken in

its eighteen years existence. The idea was first proposed in an

Educational Screen editorial in December, 1939, and further

elaborated in the June issue, 1940. Growing interest led to the

appointment of a Zonal Committee of the D V I—namely,
U. S. Burt, Lee W. Cochran, Carleton W. Erickson, Nelson

L. Greene (Chairman), C. A. Lindstrom, W. T. Powell, Alvin

B. Roberts—to work out details for presentation at the Mil-

waukee meeting in June 1940. At the Business Meeting the

Committee's tentative proposals for a Zone organization, to-

gether with an outline draft of changes in the D V I Consti-

tution and By-Laws needed to cover such zonal organization,

were approved and the Committee was continued. The Com-

mittee met in important session at Atlantic City in February,

1941, which resulted in the "Working Outline for a Zonal

Organization of the D V I" to be presented at the Boston

meeting in June, along with a tentative list of 100 nominees

for the 10 offices in each of the 10 Zones. (A copy of the Work-
ing Outline For a Zonal Organization is appended to this

report). Voting on the amendments to put this plan into

effect will be the most important item of business at the

Boston meeting.

Special mention should be made of four committees now
making specific attacks on problems related to the more effec-

tive use of visual materials. In collaboration with the Society

for Curriculum Study the Department is planning a yearbook

publication to be published in the spring of 1942. F. Dean Mc-
Clusky, one of the Department's veteran loyal supporters, is

Co-Chairman with Edgar Dale, who represents the Society,

in the planning of this publication. William Wattenberg of

Chicago Teachers College is Chairman of the Committee on

Field Experiences, which is conducting special studies in the

conduct of excursions and school journeys. They plan to

report through the pages of Educational Screen and through

special pamphlets. Following the winter meeting a Committee
on Teacher Training was appointed with Floyde E. Brooker,

energetic staff member from the United States Office of

Education, as chairman. James D. Finn of Colorado State

College of Education is chairman of the Educational Com-
mittee which has assumed responsibility for providing material

for the Department pages of the Screen and which plans to

expand its activities so that through the Committee an in-

creased number of articles in many magazines may be stimu-

lated. '

Department Recognizes and Acts Upon Needs

The Department is energetically meeting its responsibilities.

But the Department recognizes certain basic needs which re-

main to be fulfilled. In his report to the members, presented

at the winter meeting, the President briefly summarized three

important needs of the Department:
"The Department needs most of all a planned program

of action. It needs to recognize the problems impeding pro-

gress in the visual field and to devise a realistic and definite

program for their solution that can call all of its members
into cooperative action." This report with its appended data

represents a definite response to that defined need. It presents

a basis for an expanding program of action.

"The Department needs more members. It needs more
members because the kind of program that needs to be planned

will demand participation by larger numbers. The Depart-

ment needs the greater financial stability that will result

from increased membership. A particularly significant develop-

ment in relation to potential future membership and the

stability of the Department is the proposed Zonal Plan. It

holds out the promise of greatly increased membership and

raises new organizational leadership problems." An increase

in membership of more than fifteen per cent since the February

meeting indicates that the Department is already well on the

way toward filling this need.

"The Department needs the stability that can he given to it

by an executive secretary, employed at least part time by the

Department, and a permanent national office. An executive

secretary would carry on the routine business affairs of the

Department and eliminate the inefficiencies resulting from a

complete shift in administration each year. The Zonal Plan

will make this need greater and may make its fulfillment

possible."

The helpful conference between Mr. H. A. Allan of the

National Education Association and the Executive Committee

in Atlantic City did much to clarify potential relationships with

the N. E. A. and indicated further the desirability of an

Executive Secretary to carry on many of the Department's

functions through the N. E. A. headquarters in Washington.

A meeting of the Association of School Film Libraries held

on February 26 in Atlantic City gave a clue to the method

by which the Department might achieve its objective of em-
ploying at least part time an executive secretary with head-

quarters in Washington.

Since the February meeting, the President has discussed

the status of the Department further with Mr. Willard E.

Givens, Secretary of the N. E. .A., and with Mr. Allan. He
also attended a conference called by Dr. George F. Zook,

President of the American Council on Education. This con-

ference, also attended by Dr. J. C. Wardlaw, President of the

Association of School Film Libraries, and Dr. Charles F.

Hoban, Jr., Director of the Motion Picture Project of the

American Council, was called to clarify the specific function

of these three related enterprises and to consider the possibilities

of bringing about a partial fusion of interests which would

result in a definition of functions and a unified program

while maintaining the separate identities of the groups con-

cerned. The present interrelationship of these groups is

sharply indicated when it is considered that the representatives

of the three groups concerned, all members of the Department,

are also on the Board of Directors of the A. S. F. L.

Here Are Specific Proposals

It is proposed that the Department of Visual Instruction join

with the Association of School Film Libraries and the Amer-
ican Council on Education in setting up a Washington office

fcr the transaction of the business of these three related groups.

It is proposed that a person mutually agreeable be selected

to serve as Director of the American Council on Education's
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motion picture activities, Executive Director of the Associa-

tion of School Film Libraries, and Executive Secretary of

the Department of Visual Instruction.

It is proposed that Charles F. Hoban, Jr., be appointed

Executive Secretary to the Department of Visual Instruction

for the year beginning July 1, 1941.

It is proposed that the following outlines of the Responsibil-

ities and Services to be performed by the Executive Secretary

be his guide for the conduct of his ofTice

:

I. The Executive Secretary would perform the duties of

the Secretary-Treasurer as outlined in Article III, Sec-

tion 3, of the By-Laws of the Department

:

"The Secretary-Treasurer shall be charged with the

following duties and responsibilities:

(Ten duties of the Secretary-Treasurer are printed

in full in the Constitution and By-laws, and are

therefore merely summarized here) (1) Advise
members of meetings and mail mimeographed pro-

gram to each two weeks in advance. (2) Keep record

of meetings. (3) Keep record of memberships, notify

of expiration, collect dues, issue member cards.

(4) Keep record of receipts and expenditures. (S)

Prepare printed forms and stationery. (6) Conduct
membership campaign and supply copy of Consti-

tution to each new member. (7) Conduct annual
election. (8) Make all disbursements. (9) Prepare
annual report and proceedings for publication. (10)

Prepare financial report for Auditing Committee.
(Note: There are a few revisions in this statement of

duties proposed as a part of the group of amendments
which will be voted upon at the 1941 Summer Meet-
ing to put the Zonal Plan into operation.)

II. The Executive Secretary would be the liaison officer

between the Department and the National Education
Association. He would work out with the N. E. A. pro-

cedures that would enlist N. E. A. assistance in carrying
out duties 2, 3, 4, and 8 as listed above.

III. The Executive Secretary would aid in the planning
of the program for the two national conferences and
for regional meetings conducted by the Zones.

IV. The Executive Secretary would maintain service con-

tacts with other Departments and organizations affili-

ated with the N. E. A. to aid them whenever their

problems relate to the visual field. This would include

advising in the planning of conference programs and
in preparation of yearbooks and other publications.

V. The Executive Secretary would counsel with the

appointed committees of the Department, such as the

Committee on Teacher Training, Yearbook Committee,
Committee on Field Experiences, etc., and aid them in

executing their programs.

VI. The Executive secretary would aid the Editorial Com-
mittee in (a) the publication of magazine articles for the

general promotion of the visual field, and in (b) the

publication of mimeographed and printed monographs
and manuals that will help inquiring teachers in their

understanding of visual education and help them in the

solution of their problems.

VII. The Executive Secretary would confer with the Pres-
ident and Executive Committee on ways in which
the Department can be of most service to its members.
He would take an active part in developing and
executing the total program of the Department.

It is proposed that this report, when approved by the

Executive Committee of the Department, be respectfully sub-

mitted to Mr. Willard E. Givens, Secretary, and Mr. H. A.
Allan, Business Manager of the National Education Associa-
tion, with the request that they

1. Give their approval to this understanding.
2. Lend the active support of the National Education

Association to the successful fruition of the program and
plan here outlined.

3. Provide clerical assistance in carrying on the routine

business of the Department.

4. Set up financial and accounting procedures that will

safeguard the funds of the Department.
5. Draw up a budget for 1941 - 1942 for the Department

in consultation with the American Council on Education
and the Association of School Film Libraries that will

implement this plan.

PROGRAM

Summer Meeting of the

Department of Visual Instruction oi the N. E. A.
Boston, June 30, July 1 and 2, 1941

Monday, June 30

9:00 A. M.— Copley Square Hotel, Puritan Room—
Meeting of the Executive Committee.

First Session

1 :45 P. M. — Public Latin Hall — Joint Meeting with

Department of Secondary Teachers.

Theme: What Lies Ahead For Secondary

Education ?

3:15 P. M.— Public Latin School, Room 226
What are the Most Promising Developments in the

Visual Field for Secondary TeachersF

Presiding: Paul C. Reed.

New Materials and Equipment— Henry E. Childs,

Supervisor Visual Education, Providence.

More Effective Utilisation of Visual Materials— Anna
M. Dean, East Boston High School.

Using a Camera to Bring the World into the Classroom
— Donald A. Eldridge, Director Audio-Visual Edu-

cation, New Haven.

Second Session — Dinner Conference
6:00 P. M. — Copley Square Hotel, Puritan Room—

For those specifically interested in the administrative

problems of visual instruction.

Tuesday, July 1

Third Session—Luncheon Conference
12:30 P. M. — Copley Square Hotel, Venetian Room

Presiding : Abraham Krasker, Director Division of

Teaching Aids, Boston University, School of

Education.

Enriching the Social Studies— John R. Fitzgerald,

High School, Wethersfield, Conn.

Sound Slide Films for Classroom Use — Jerotne

Rulon, Harvard University.

Discussion

Annual Business Meeting.

Wednesday, July 2

9:00 A. M. — Copley Square Hotel, Puritan Room—
Meeting of the Executive Committee.

Fourth Session

2:15 P. M.— Copley Square Hotel, Venetian Room
Theme: Visual Instruction In New England

(fifteen minute reports)

Presiding : Paul C. Reed.

The Assistance that Teachers Need— Donald B.

Grover, High School, Hanover, N. H.
Organising the Visual Program in the School— How-
ard A. Smith, High School, Milton, Mass.

Opportunities For Teacher Training— James R.

Brewster, Harvard Film Service.

Visual Instruction In A Medium Size School System—
Martha P. Farwell, Brockton, Massachusetts.

The Nezv England Education Film Association—A Co-

operative Enterprise—R. Haven Falconer, Dart-

mouth College.

Evaluation Of Visual Instruction In Neiv England—
The Audience.
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Official Membership Roster - Department of Visual Instruction
Adams. E. D. Elyria, Ohio

Admin. Library Pittsburgh, Pa.

Akins. L. M.. Washington, D.C.

Albertson. C. E. Cincinnati, Ohio

Albino, Louis Sidney, N. Y.

Alleman. C. C. Luck. Wis.
Allen, H. B. Morgantown.W.Va.
Althouse, A. D. Detroit, Mich.
American Lib. Assn. Chicago, III.

Anderson, O. S Fargo, N. D.
Archer, C. P., Minneapolis, Minn.
Archibald. W. F. Kilgore, Tex.
Armour. May Pittsburgh. Pa.
Astell, Louis A Urbana, III.

Amholt. W. L., Bellevue, Ohio
Anghinbaugh, B. A. Columbus. O.
Auvil. G. G.. Princeton, W. Va.
Backus. A. Indianapolis, Ind.

Balcom.A.G. New Providence.N.J.
Bancroft, E. Battle Creek, Mich.
Barden, C. M. La Rue. Ohio
Hardy, Joseph Philadelphia, Pa.
Barr, H. L. Morgantown W.Va.
Beal, B. O. Tacoma, Wash.
Beaumont Motion Picture

Council Beaumont. Tex.
Beebe, Ralph E.. Naperville, III.

Beer, Carl R. Buckhannon. W.Va.
Bell. F. M. Princeton, W. Va.
Berisford, H. E.

Barboursville, W. Va.
Bert, Reese E Modesto, Cal.

Blackburn, M. Evansville. Ind.

Blakeslee. J., Binghamton, N. Y.

Bonwell, W. A., Wichita. Kan.
Bowen, Ward C. Albany, N.Y.
Drayton, M. Detroit, Mich.

Brice, Ethel E. Youngstown, O.
Bricker, D. A. Cincinnati, O.

Brooker. F. E. Washington. D.C.
Brumbaugh. D Swink, Colo.

Burdick, H. O. Alfred, N.Y.
Burke, H. A. Kearney, Neb.
Burke. Mrs. H. F. Rome. N.Y.
Burke, J. W. San Francisco. Cal.

Burt, U. S. Corvallis. Ore.
Button, E. T., McConelsville. O.
Byrne, A. Glick Los Angeles. Cal.

Cain. M. E. Davenport, la.

California State
Library Sacramento. Cal.

Capital University, ...Columbus, O.
Carley. Verna, College Park, Md.
Carlin. K. L.. Miami Beach, Fla.

Carroll. John S. San Diego, Cal.

Cawelti. Donald . Winnetka. 111.

Chandler. Wm. F.
East Rutherford, N. J.

Clark, Ella C. Winona. Minn.
Clemens. K. F. Wasco, Cal.

Cleveland, W. R.
Downers Grove, 111.

Cochran, L. W. Iowa City, la.

Coers. W. C. Orange Grove. Tex.
CoffindafFer, F. Princeton. W.Va.
Cole, O. D Boise, Ida.

Coles. V. Cincinnati. Ohio
Colgate. Elmer, Gladewater, Tex.
Com. High School Dupe, 111.

Connor, Ruth Tallahassee, Fla.

Cook, G. S. Ft. Lauderdale. Fla.
Cook, Lloyd A. Columbus, O.
Cooper. Lewis B. ...Lubbock. Tex.
Cox, Ernest L. Jersey City. N.J.
Craig. Jeanette Sacramento, Cal.
Craig. W. G., Bowling Green. Ky.
Crane. A. H. Marion, Ohio
Crawford, E. W. Montclair, N.J.
Creative Ed. Soc, Mankato. Minn.
Cronenberger, M., Cleveland, O.
Cross, C. L. Normal. III.

Crum, J. M Seattle, Wash.
Crumb, Myer L. Kerman, Cal.
Cunningham. F. F., Florence. Ala.
Daily, H. J. Lexington. Ky.
Dale. Edgar Columbus, Ohio
Dalrymple, C. W. Lansing, Mich.
Daniel, W.. Grosse Pointe. Mich.
Darlington, E. H Wayne. Pa.
Davies, Samuel E. Lakewood, O.
Davis, F. W. Columbus. Ohio
Davis, Jennie L. Cincinnati, O'.

Davis, N. Evelyn Long Beach. Cal.
Davis, O. R. Orlando, Fla.
Davis. Rex H. A., Atchison. Kan.
Day, M. McCabe Huntington. Ind.
De Bernardis, Amo Portland. Ore.
Dent, E. C Camden. N. J.

Dickerson. D. F., Nashwauk, Minn.
Dickson, Bryan, San Angelo, Tex.
Dillon, Hubert Fowler, Kan.
Dingley, D.. Long Beach, Calif.

Dolores. Sister M. Joliet. 111.

Donnelley. A. J.. Ridgewood. N. J.

Dugdale, Lee A. Denver, Colo.
Durham. A. S. ... Maysville, Ky.
Dyer, J. Elii Washington. D. C.

Dyer. W. C. Columbus, O.
Eastern 111. Coll.. Charleston. 111.

Eby. George Stockton, Cal.

Edwards, C. M.. Port Byron. N. Y.
Eliassen, R.. Bethany. West, Va.
Elkins, H. M. Hollywood, Cal.

Elliott, G. M. Oakvalc. W. Va.
Elliot. Keith. Battle Creek, Mich.
Emmert, Wilber Indiana, Pa.
Evans, Marian .. San Diego. Cal.
Files, Ralph E., E. Orange, N. J.
Findlay, B. A. ..Los Angeles. Cal.
Finn, James D, Greeley, Colo.
Fischer, E. E York, Pa.
Fox, R Moscow, Ida.
Frahm. M. North Olmstead. O.
Francis. C. B... ..Indianapolis. Ind.
Franklin, Mary Detroit, Mich.
French, W. M., New Concord, O.
Freydl, C Cleveland, O.
Gambach. J. C Peoria. III.

Gebhart, R. C. Cleveland. O.
General Films Regina, Can.
George Peabody College

Nashville. Tenn.
Gibbony, Hazel Columbus, O.
Glendale Sch. Dist.. Glendale. Cal.
Gnaedinger, W, G.. Pullman, Wash.
Goette, W. L Gainesville, Fla.
Goetting. M. L Waco. Tex.
Gorow. F. F. Tacoma. Wash.
Gray. Rebecca, Washington. D. C.
Greene, Nelson L Chicago, III.

Gregory, W. M. Cleveland. Ohio
Griffin, Harold D., Wayne, Nebr.
Gunning. R. J. Tomah. Wis.
Hahn. Christine. Milwaukee, Wis.
Hale. Ralph Oceanside, Cal.

Hal's Camera Shop, Medford. Ore.
Hamilton, George ...Meadville, Pa.
Hamilton. H. F. Findlay, O.
Hancock, Annie Salem, Va.
Hansen, J. E. Madison. Wis.
Harden, J. T., Elon College, N. C.
Harshfleld. H. W.. Columbus, O.
Hart, Gardner L. Oakland, Cal.

Hart, Wm. G. Columbus. O.
Haworth, H. H. Pasadena. Cal.

Hayes. Daisy Chicago. 111.

Hayward. J. R. ..Westfield. N. J.

Head. Frances Richmond. Cal.

Healey, Hazel Milwaukee. Wis.
Heer, A. L Kent. Ohio
Heinaman, F. S. . Edinboro, Pa.
Henderson. H.A., Indianapolis, Ind.

Henning. Vera Toledo, O.
Hicks. Samuel, Pearl River, N. Y.
Higgins, G. El Paso. Tex.
Hoban, C. F... Washington. D. C.

Hoke. E Muncie. Ind.

Holland. B. F. Austin, Tex.
Holliday, E. F. Regina. Can.
Hollinger, J. A., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Honeycutt, A., Chapel Hill, N. C.

Howse, Charles ... Florence, Ala.
Hudson, Ray, Clarksburg, W. Va.
Irwin. Mrs. John...Houston, Tex.
Janca, Irene Lakewood, O.
Janssen, Ulricka Pekin. 111.

Jarrott, J. W., Hutchinson. Kans.
Jensen, H. B., Minneapolis. Minn.
Jensen, H. R., Minneapolis. Minn.
Jensen, J. H. Aberdeen, S. Dak.
Johnson. A. F., Jacksonville. Fla.

Johnson, G. F., State College. Pa.
Johnson. M N. St. Paul. Minn.
Johnston, J. Cleveland. O.
Jolly, T. C, Jr., Union, S. C.
Jones, Mrs. G. W.

Santa Monica, Cal.

Jordan, S. M.
Carmel-by-the-Sea, Cal.

Judd. A New Brunswick. N. J.

Judsun, L. S. Kalamazoo, Mich.
Kalal. Vera M. Pender. Nebr.
Kelly, Fred E., State College. Pa.
Kent SUte College Kent, Ohio
Kerstetter, N California. Pa.
Kinder. Jas Pittsburgh. Pa.
Kinney, Cora Chatham, N. J.

Kirchner, Mrs. P.
Cleveland Heights. O.

Kirk. M. Newark. N. J.

Kjellstrom, L Wash. D. C.

Klein, M. R. Cleveland, O'.

Koester. H Cleveland, O.
Kohl. R. Raleigh. N. C.

Kradel. Joseph C. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Kruse, Wm. F. Chicago. 111.

Kruzner. D. L Seattle. Wash.
Kuckuk, H. M., Milwaukee. Wis.
Kyle. M Columbus, O.

LaFoUette. E. R.
Grosse Pointe Park, Mich.

Lain, Dolph Moline. 111.

Lane, F. Edgar Miami, Fla.

Lannin. G Hamtramck. Mich.

Lash. Lewis M.... .Dearborn. Mich.
Lease, L. J Glendale. Cal.

Leech, Florence. Nashville. Tenn.
Le Favour, Helen. Detroit. Mich.
Leiser. E. Milwaukee, Wis.
Lemler. F. L. ...Ann Arbor. Mich.
Lemmon, C. C.

Salt Lake City. Utah
Levy. T. W. Lebam. Wash.
Lewin, William Newark. N. J.

Lewis, Donald ...Red Wing, Minn.
Lewis, J. H. Princeton. N. J.

Lewis, K St. Petersburg, Fla.
Lewis. L Eau Claire. Wis.
Lightfoot. G. Detroit. Mich.
Liming. S. C, Yellow Springs. O.
Lindstrom. C. A. Wash.. D. C.
Linville, R. B. Lafayette. Ind.
Livermon, Ruth Norfolk, Va.
Logan, C. C. Carbondale, 111.

Long. A. L., Nacogdoches, Tex.
Long, John J. Loudonville, O.
Lowry, Antoinette, Columbus. O.
MacHarg. J. B Rochester. N. Y.

Machen, L. W. Hampton, Va.
Mack. Helen A Alton. 111.

Maddock. W. H., Rochester, N. Y.

Mahan. Bruce E., Iowa City, la.

Hahnke, C. F. Des Moines. la.

March, O. J. Cleveland. O.
Maynard. Mrs. B. Orlando. Fla.

Meissner, Amelia St. Louis. Mo.
Meola, L. K. Cleveland. O.

Mesick. R. O.. Kalamazoo. Mich.
McChesney, I*. Sacramento, Cal.

McCoy, E. E Geneva, 111.

Mclntire, Geo., Michigan City, Ind.

Mclsaac. J. S. Beaver Falls, Pa.

McKinley. High S. Canton, O.

McMulIan, D. S. Quebec. Can.

McMullen. R. F., Loudonville, O.

McRoy, Paul F. Houston. Tex.

McNabb. H. E. Albany. Ga.

McTavish. C. L Altoona, Pa.

Michigan Normal College
Ypsilanti, Mich.

Midkiir, Frank Honolulu
Miller, C. K. Dover, O.

Miller, W. C. Bedford, O.

Mills, T. H. Welcome, N. C.

Milner, C. F. Chapel Hill. N. C.

Mitchell, T. W. Duluth. Mmn.
Moorhouse, M., New Concord. O.

Morgan, Sue Cleveland. O.

Motola, V. T.. Patterson, N. J.

Muerman. J. C, Stillwater, Okla.

Musgrave. Dr. P.
Huntington. W. Va.

National Col. of Ed., Evanston. 111.

Nault. E Detroit, Mich.

Nelson, C. E. Rochclle. Tex.

Nelson, C. W Hayward. Cal.

Nelson, Paul C, Menomonie, Wis.

Newman, Winifred
Charleston. W. Va.

N. Y. State Lib. Albany. N. Y.

Nichols Inter. Sch., Evanston. 111.

Noel. F. W.. Santa Barbara. Cal.

O'Donnell. G. H. R. Troy. N. Y.

Ohio State Univ Columbus, O.

Olander, H. T. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Olsen, E. G Hamilton. N. Y.

O'Malley. V. Cleveland, O.

Palmer, W. C. Fargo, N. D.

Park. Chas Mt. Pleasant. Mich.

Parker, O. L. Ada. Okla.

Payne. A. L. Greeley. Colo.

Pedagogical Lib., Philadelphia. Pa.

Pelikan. M. Lakewood. O.

Pellett. R. C. Kalamazoo. Mich.

Pennington, Fred, Des Moines. la.

Persing. Ellis C Cleveland. O.

Peters. Rupert Kansas City. Mo.
Peterson. G Washington. D. C.

Phila. Health Council Phila.. Pa.

Powell, Mrs. J. S., Beaumont, Tex.

Powell, W. T. El Paso. Tex.

Pratt, M. W. ..East Moline, 111.

Pygman, C. H. Maywood. 111.

Radio Transcription Co.
Hollywood, Cal.

Rakestraw, Boyd B., Berkeley, Cal.

Ramseyer. L. L. Bluffton, Ohio
Reagan, C. R. Atlanta. Ga.

Reed, Paul C. Rochester, N. Y.

Reeves. Mrs. T. V. Canyon, Tex.

Regelin. H East Cleveland. O.

Reichard. C. .. Minneapolis. Minn.

Reitze, A. W., Jersey City, N. J.

Remer, T. G. Chicago, III.

Richardson, Olive Gary. Ind.

Riggs. Cecil O.. Waynesburg. Pa.

Riordon. H. M. Wash.. D. C.

Rising, Justus Lafayette. Ind.

Jtitter. Karl Tenafly. N. J.

Robbins. G. B. Graham. N. C.

Roberts. A. B. Gilson, 111.

Roberts. G Cuyahoga Falls, O.

Robinson. Jean
West New York. N. J.

Rogers. F. S Athens. W. Va.
Rohr. Joseph. Jr. Madison. Wis.

Roosevelt Jr. H. S.
San Diego. Calif.

Rosen. Sarah Cleveland. O.

Rothrock. Mary, Knoxville, Tenn.
RufTer. Argra E. Kent, Ohio
Rugg, Kenneth C. Superior. Wyo.
Sams, Oscar E... Knoxville, Tenn.
Scanlon. A. Lakewood. O.

Schulte. R. F. Vincenncs, Ind.

Schroeder. E. L., Davenport, la.

Seidel, C. F Allentown. Pa.

Self, H. G. Burlington. N. C.

Sellers. O. E Akron. C

Sexton, L. J. St. Louis. Mo.
Shane. M. L. Nashville. Tenn.
Shepherd. LaE. Lakewood, O.
Sherman, M Cincinnati. O.
Shreve, R., South Milwaukee, Wis.
Skaggs, D. A. Mesa. Ariz.
Smith, Mrs. Marian. Duluth. Minn.
Smith, W. D. Tempo. Ariz.

Snodgrass, M. H.... .Cincinnati, O.
Springman, B. T.

Binghamton, N. Y.
Starnes, W. Gayle, Lexington, Ky.
State College Chico, Cal.
State Normal Univ. ...Normal, 111.

State Teachers Colleges
Kearney. Neb.

Milwaukee. Wis.
San Diego. Cal.

Terre Haute. Ind.
Steinhauer. M. H.. Millersville. Pa.
Stewart, J E^ast Cleveland, O.
Stoeppelwerth, M. L.

Indianapolis. Ind.
Strother, J. P. Covington. Ky.
Stuart Robinson Sch., Blackey, Ky.
Swarthout. W. E. Maywood, 111.

Swingle. Earl . Los Angeles. Cal.

Sylvia. Sister M. Scranton, Pa.
Tate, George B. Dayton. Ohio
Temby. J Lake Stevens. Wash.
Tewinkel, J. M., Spokane. Wash.
Thomas, A. Tempo. Ariz.

Thourot. G. L Amherst. O.
Tiemann, Ernest Pueblo. Colo.
Tierney. H. M. Alturas. Cal.

Trainer, J. E Allentown, Pa-
Trainor. Ada M., Regina, Sask.
Treanor. Marg.

St. Albans. W. Va.
Trolinger, Leila . Boulder. Colo.

Troxel. R. B. Farmington. 111.

Troyer, M. E. Washington. D. C.
Trnitt, W. J. B.. Norfolk. Va.
Trump, J. Lloyd Chicago, III.

Trusal, M. E. DuBois. Pa.
Tuttle, Earle B Teaneck. N. J.

Twogood, A. P. Ames, la.

Tyler, I. Keith Columbus. Ohio
Univ. of Georgia Athens, Ga.
Univ. of Arizona Tucson. Ariz.

Univ. of Hawaii Honolulu
Univ. of Houston Houston. Tex.

Univ. of Kansas Lawrence, Kan.

Univ. of Minn. Minneapolis. Minn.
Univ. of Redlands, Redlands. Cal.

Upperman, H. L. Baxter. Tenn.

Van Aller, H. H.
Saratoga Springs. N. Y.

Van Devanter. Anne W.
Charlotte. N. C.

Van Loenen, C. A.
Laguna Beach. Cal.

Vance. Charles A., Columbus, Ohio

Vassar Schools Vassar, Mich.

Vernor, P. H. Rockford, HI.

Viemeister, E. H.
Prospect Park, N. J.

Waggoner, E. C Elgin, IlL

Wagner, Paul B.
N. Syracuse, N. Y.

Wagner. W. S. . Montpelier. Ohio
Walker, H. H.. Knoxville. Tenn.
Walter. M. E. Dallas. Tex.

Walton. H. L.. Garden City, Kan.
Ward, Owen W., Garland, Utah
Ward, W. H. Columbia. S. C. ,

Wardlaw, J. C Atlanta. Ga.

Wattenberg. W. W., Chicago. III.

Wayland, L. E. Moberly, Mo.
Weedon, Vivian Wilmette, 111.

Wendt, Paul R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Wenger, Roy E. Columbus, O.
W. Tex. Teachers Coll.

Canyon. Tex.
White. J. Kay Berwyn. 111.

Whitehead. W. . Dearborn. Mich.

Whitman. Mark Puyallup. Wash.
WhitUnghill, W. W.. Detroit. Mich.
Williams. Don Palo Alto Cal.

Williams. P. T. Albany. N. Y.
Wilson Teacher Coll.

Washington. D. C.
Wilt, L. L Millville. W. Va.
Winchell, L. R. Vineland. N. J.

Wisner, V. Perth Amboy. N. J.

Witt. Margaret, Johnstown, Pa.

Young. W. A. Graham. N. C.

Zabor, Elmer Cleveland. Ohio

Metropolitan N.Y. Branch
Adler. Freyda N. N. Y. C.

Albright, R N. Y. C.

Amson. Emily N. Y. C.

Arnspiger, V. C.
Long Island City

Association of School
Film Libraries N. Y. C.

Atyeo. Henry C. White Plains
Barnard. Eunice F. N. Y. C.

Bashkowitz, Mrs. P. Brooklyn
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Bersr. Mrs. E. L. N. Y. C.
Boccker, Alexander N. Y. C.
Bowmar, Stanley N. Y. C.
Bray. J. R. N. Y. C.
Briner, George C. Maspeth
Brodshaug-. Melvin N. Y. C.
Burns, Suzette Brook}yn
Chapin School N. Y. C.
Clifford. Win N. Y. C.
Cohen. Dr. Frances N. Y. C.
Com. on Scientific Aids.. N. Y. C.
Conger, H. G. N, Y. C.
Cook, Dorothy N. Y, C.
Cooper, L. C. Floral Park
Crittenden, Harold C. Armonk
Cummingham, M. D., Staten Island
Danaher. Alice N. Y. C.
Doane, Donald C. N. Y. C.
Donovan, Esther Garden City
Eichel. C. G. Brooklyn
Ellis, Don Carlos Garden City
Ferguson, B. W. .....Jersey City
Flanley, M. G N. Y. C.
Ganz, Wm. J. N. Y. C.
Garrison, Jane W. Brooklyn
Gates, G. M. Valley Stream
Goldin. Myron Brooklyn
Gray. H. A. Long Island City
Greenwald. Alma Larchmont
Gunnell. F. E., W. New Brighton
Gutlohn, Walter O., Inc.. N. Y. C.
Haight. Eric H. N. Y. C.
Hamilton, J. S. N. Y. C.
Healey. Gertrude M. N. Y. C.
Hessberg. Lena N. Y. C.
Hochheimer, Rita Brooklyn
Jansen, W. Brooklyn
Jenkins. John J. Bronxville

Johnson, W. M., Jr Woodhaven
Katz, Elias N. Y, C.
Keliher. Alice N. Y. C.
Kennedy, Mary A Brooklyn
Knowlton. D. C. N. Y. C.
Levtnson, Gigi, No. Valley Stream
Lichtman, Frieda N. Y. C.
Loughran, G. A. N. Y. C.
Mann, Paul B N. Y. C.

McClusky, F. D. Scarborough
McKeown. M. J. N. Y. C.
Mereness, D. E. Forest Hills

Moore, E. C. Hempstead
Morris. R. N. Y. C.
Mulqueen, Marie A. N. Y. C.
O'Gorman, Mrs. D. N. Y. C.
Post, H. A N. Y. C.

Ramsey. Grace Fisher N. Y. C.
Ranch, Celia Brooklyn
Reilly, E. J. N. Y. C.

Rockefeller Foundation ... N. Y. C.
Ross, Herman N. Y. C.
Rothechild, John N. Y. C.
Rubenstein. L. M. Brooklyn
Salit. M. Brooklyn
Sheerin. E. M. Brooklyn
Simpson, M. L. Brooklyn
Stanforth, R. Roslyn Heights
Steiner. Fredericka N. Y. C.
Stewart, E. G. N. Y. C.

Stolper. C. J N. Y. C.
Theobald. John N. Y. C.
Trace, Chas. T. Brooklyn
Waldron. Vica N. Y. C.
Whitney, Harold A. N. Y. C.
Williamson. Pauline N. Y. C.
Willmott. J. N. .Garden Citv

Wulff. Adolph Arthur N. Y. C.
Young. Isabel N. Y. C.
Zehrung. George N. Y. C.

New England Branch

Allard, Dorothy Reading, Mass.
Austin, E. L. Providence, R. I.

Austin, W. Scott ...Quincy, Mass.
Barr. H Sharon, Mass.
Bassett. Roscoe Danbury, Conn.
Berube, W. Pawtucket, R. I.

Bickford, Gladys Lynn. Mass.
Brauner, J. Bridgeport, Conn.
Brewster. J. R., Cambridge, Mass.
Bridgham, E. ...WaUingford, Conn.
Brown, Elizabeth

West Medford. Mass.
Brown, S. W. , Stamford, Conn.
Buckingham, B. Brighton, Mass.
Canfield. B. R.. Babson Pk.. Mass.

Carder, F Boston. Mass.
Cherman, H. R.

New Haven, Conn.
Child. E. D Greenwich. Conn.
Childs. H. E Providence R. I.

Christiansen. F. Wollaston, Mass.

Cook. Burton ...New Haven, Conn.
Couch, W. H... New Haven. Conn.
Couey, Fred Storrs. Conn.
Darling, W. S., Groveland. Mass.
Dion. Paul Southbridge. Mass.
Dyar. E. J. Holyoke. Mass.

Dyer, Raymond Clinton, Mass.
Ebner, Albert ...Thomaston, Conn.
Eldridge, D. New Haven. Conn.

Erickson, C. W. Greenfield, Mass.
Falconer, R. H.. Hanover. N. H.
Farwell, Martha. Brockton, Mass.
Finklestein, R.. Waterbury. Conn.
Finch, Hardy Greenwich, Conn.
Foberg, A. New Britain. Conn.
Galper, A. S. Salem. Mass.
Galvin, Alfarata, Rockville. Conn.
Gamel, Oscar ...Springfield, Mass.
Garrity, Helen Boston. Mass.
Gillis, Wm. E., East Haven, Conn.
Goodman, L. S., Springfield, Mass.
Hawkins, J Boston, Mass.
Hayden. A. H.

North Reading, Mass.
Haywood. C. V., Greenwich, Conn.
Herbert, A. A.. Hartford. Conn.
Hetherington. S. Dunbury. Conn.
Hitchcock, H. A., Blmwood, Conn.
Hudson, K. Quincy, Mass.
James, Mrs. K.. New Haven, Conn.
Johnson. E. R.. S. Braintree, Mass.
Johnson, W. G.. ...Hartford, Conn.
Kampel, E. Hartford, Conn.
Krasker, Abraham ..Boston, Mass.
LeMaire, H. J. Maiden, Mass.
Love, A. W. Worcester, Mass.
Lutes, O. S. Orono, Maine
Lyon, L. Wilton, Conn.
Manter, Mildred E.

Jamaica Plain, Mass.
Mather, Kirtley. Cambridge, Mass.
Mathes, S. W. ...Terryville. Conn.
McDaniel, Nettie Beverly, Mass.
Morrison, M. Belmont, Mass.
Morse. M. E. Maiden, Mass.
Moyer. Jas. A. Boston, Mass.
Mulville, Claire. Greenwich, Conn.
Nangle. K. Louise. Lynn. Mass.
Nasbik. H. V. Durham. N. H.
Neal. Garland ...Holbrook, Mass.
Northcott, J. W.

New Bedford, Mass.
O'Neil, Richard F., Boston, Mass-
Palmer. H. Jewett City. Conn.
Payne, N Newton Center. Mass.
Peterson, C. Newtonville, Mass.
Plimpton. B. F.

Framingham Center, Mass.
Pottle. A. M. Lee, Me.
Prior. E. R. Jewett City, Conn.
Pyne, Lee E. ..Willimantic, Conn.
Read, J. G. Providence, R. I.

Riani. Alfred Marlboro, Mass.
Roberts. T., E. Pembroke, Mass.
Roginson. C. A....Belmont. Mass.
Roghaar. G. H. Boston, Mass.
Roy, G. M Valley Falls, R. I.

Rummel, Paul Braintree. Mass.
Sabel, R. G Plainville, Conn.
Sawyer, E. R. Orange, Mass.
Scott, Walter E.. Hingham. Mass.
Shaw, H. North Carver, Mass,
Smith. Donald W.. Durham, N. H.
Smith, Florence

West Hartford, Conn.
Smith, Howard A. ...Quincy. Mass.
Smith. R. B. Bellows Fall, Vt.
Stout, Ralph ...Springfield, Mass.
Stnrtevant. M. A.

Shrewsbury, Mass.
Swift, Arthur F. Amherst, Mass.
Talcott. M. Norwich, Conn.
Timbie, C. West Newton, Mass.
Twichell, L. M. Maiden, Mass.
Van Dusen, E. B. Quincy, Mass.
Wallace, Earle. Franklin, Mass.
Webster. F. Springfield, Mass.
Wheeler, E. F. Bristol, Conn.
Whitworth, E. W.

New Haven, Conn.
Wyman, R. Westfield, Mass.
Young, R... Newton Center, Mass.

Louisiana Branch

Allen High School New Orleans
Armstrong. D. G Ruston
Atkins, R. W Homer
Avery, Wm. J. Natchitoches
Barrett, Ellen T, New Orleans
Behrman, H. S New Orleans
Best, C. New Orleans
Bostick, Lucille New Orleans
Bryson, R. Shreveport
Capraro. Rose New Orleans
Castell. Rev. New Orleans
Cawthon. Ardis Natchitoches
Colton School New Orleans
Cook, Mrs. Carmen Ringgold
Copeland. Palma Shreveport
Danner> E. L. New Orleans
deColigny, C. G. Port Sulphur
Delaney. J. M Pineville

Dicharry, B. J. Lutcher
Doerr, Loretta New Orleans
Durham. A. W. Oakdale
Ewing. J. G. & Sons

Baton Rouge and New Orleans
Fehrenbach, M. New Orleans
Gaines, E. C Lake Charles
Griffith. P. H. University

Henson. C. C. New Orleans
Hinrichs. Amy New Orleans
Hirsch, Joel M. Alexandria
Hynes Pre-Voc. Sch. New Orleans
Irion, M. C. Baton Rouge
Kinman. Hester Choudrant
Kluchin, J. P. New Orleans
Landry. E. J. Hahnville
Lea, H New Orleans
La. Poly. Institute Ruston
Lynch. James Percy Ruston
Marshall, Donald .. New Orleans
McClendon. W. C. Crowley
McDonogh High School

New Orleans
McDonogh. No. 11 School

New Orleans
HcDnff, Ena Chase
Michelet. L New Orleans
Miller, G. E Natchitoches
Mount. R. H. Ruston
Neal, Paul J. Neville
O'Neal, Bernice Ruston
Peters High S. New Orleans
Rabouin Memorial

School New Orleans
Rodgers. Myrtle Monroe
Ruffo, J. New Orleans
Smith, Anna Greene Ruston
Tubre, B. Alexandria
Walker. Perry New Orleans
Werner. Angeline New Orleans
Wright, H. S. New Orleans
Youngs. Olga New Orleans
Zernott. G. A. Lafayette

Notes from the Field

Membership-Distribution
by SUtes

Ala. 3 Nev.
Aril. 4 N. H. 3
Aril. N. J. 22
Cal. 34 N. M.
Colo. 6 N. Y. 103
Conn. 35 N. C. 10
Dela. N. D. 2
Fla. 9 Ohio 69
Ga. 4 Okla. 2
Ida. 2 Ore. 3
III. 33 Pa. 26
Ind. 13 R. I. 6
la. 7 S. C. 2
Kan. 6 S. D. 1
Ky. 6 Tenn. 8
La. 67 Tex. 18
Me. 2 Utah 2
Md. 1 Vt. 1

Mas.s. 69 Va. 4
Mich. 23 Wash. 9

Minn. 14 West Va.. 15
Miss. Wis. 13
Mo. 4 Wyo. 1

Mont. T. H. 2

Neb. 4 D. C. 11
Canada 4

Total 662
(This list represents the \

membership as on
May 20, 1941)

The Rocky Mountain Radio Council, a cooperative

organization of all institutions of higher learning and

several civic organizations interested in educational

broadcasting in the Rocky Mountain region, has an-

nounced a new development in the field of audio-visual

education. Through the Council Committee on the Use

of Radio Programs and Transcriptions by Schools, a

plan has been set up to distribute approximately 300

electrical transcriptions of radio programs to schools

in the Rocky Mountain region.

The Committee obtained the cooperation of Miss

Lelia Trolinger and the University of Colorado Film

Library to act as a distributing agency. Distribution

will be handled on a cost basis. The library will con-

sist of all the American School of the Air transcrip-

tions for this year, made available by Radio Station

KLZ of Denver, one group of NBC recordings, ob-

tained from Station KOA. Denver, and a large group

of programs produced by institutions who are members
of the Council.

The Rocky Mountain Radio Council itself was a pio-

neering enterprise, and this cooperative transcription

library marks still another step forward in better utili-

zation of auditory materials.

Mr. Ellsworth C. Dent, Director, Educational De-

partment of the RCA Manufacturing Company at Cam-
den, New Jersey, was the featured speaker at the meet-

ing of the Department of Audio-Visual Instruction of

the Georgia Education Association in Augusta on Fri-

day afternoon, April 11. The complete program for

the audio-visual department meeting appears in the

April, 1941, issue of the Georgia Education Journal, or

copies may be obtained upon request from the Uni-

versity Extension Division.

A series of demonstration-lectures on the application

of various types of modern audio-visual aids to edu-

cation, will be delivered during June and July by
Mr. Dent to conferences of educators in Texas,

Oregon, Utah, Oklahoma, and North Carolina. En-
(Concluded on page 264)
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A New Source of Visual Material for

Teaching the History of Art

The Educational Screen

OF THE many types of course instruction which
rely to a considerable degree upon illustrative

material, classes in the history of art through-
out the ages, as taught in schools, colleges and mu-
seums, are probably the most dependent upon the vis-

ual resources of slides and photographs. Appreciation
of art can only be fostered by direct contact with orig-
inal works of art or good reproductions of them. It is

true that school children have often been told
in considerable detail about the Madonnas of Raphael
without being shown illustrations of the paintings them-
selves, and it is this illogical approach which must be
supplanted by true visual education.

The perfected techniques of modern science offer
new opportunities in the field of education : for example,
color photography has only recently reached full ma-
turity and the subject presents a direct challenge
to educators. The majority of art courses deal with
fundamental principles

: beginners are confronted with
unfamiliar objects and paintings which they must con-
vert from visual images into a mental record. Only
rarely will the students be able to see the original
works of art. If they can be shown full color slides
of the material they will receive an infinitely richer
impression than can be obtained from the conventional
black and white slides. They have no background of
experience which will enable them to supply the proper
colors with which to fill in the areas of black and white
projected on the screen by the conventional slide.

Where students have been shown color slides of works
of art their attention has been greatly heightened and
their interest in the course itself much enhanced.
About two years ago several people engaged in teach-

ing the history of art began to discuss the possible
methods by which color slides could be made available
to educational institutions throughout the country.
There seemed to be a positive advantage in the idea
of establishing an organization to do such work whose
program would be determined by the actual needs of
the schools and museums themselves. Such an organi-
zation could produce exactly the type of material most
useful in teaching and might be able to establish a stand-
ard of color recording against which the quality of
color slides made by commercial organizations could be
checked. The project would produce standard (334x4
inch) size lantern slides and in addition make a special
effort to encourage smaller institutions to build up col-
lections of the relatively new and much less expensive
2x2 inch (35 mm.) size slides.

The outgrowth of such discussions was the organiza-
tion of a non-profit association called "Color Slides
Cooperative", near the end of the year 1939. The pro-
ject is independent of direct connection with any single
mstitution or scholarly group and is responsible solely
to its member institutions. The Cooperative now has
one hundred and thirty such members who comprise
museums, institutes, secondary schools and the art de-
partments of colleges and universities throughout the
United States and in Hawaii, Canada and Cuba. New

DONALD N. WILBER
McCormick Hail, Princeton, New Jersey

members are constantly joining the Cooperative and
inquiries about the nature and program of the project
are welcomed.

The color slides produced by the Cooperative are
sold only to members. Because of definite restrictions

placed upon the distribution of such slides by the owners
of the works of art from which they are made, private

individuals cannot be accepted as members of the Co-
operative at the present time. Membership costs $7
which includes the privilege of purchasing slides and
also a permanent subscription to the printed Bulletin

of the project which describes current activity and sup-
plies information pertinent to the problems of slide

collections and their use. Members who purchase slides

in quantity receive dividends in the form of free slides

and it is anticipated that the value of such dividends
will equal the cost of membership in a period of less

than two years. The invaluable support which turned
the tentative plans of the Cooperative into a working
reality has come from the Carnegie Corporation of New
York in the form of two grants totalling $7000. Gen-
eral policy is controlled by an Executive Committee:
C. Rufus Morey of Princeton University is chairman
of this committee whose members include teachers of

art history in the New York area.

Color slides are made in both the 2 x 2 inch and the
usual 334x4 inch sizes: the former sells for .75 each
and the latter for $1.40 each. The slides are mounted
Kodachrome film transparencies and the most impor-
tant thing to be noted is that they are made only by
direct color photography of original works of art and
are never taken from color prints or color reproduction.

Every effort is made to produce slides of subject
matter essential to the teaching of general courses on
the history of art. This program is carried out in two
ways. One section of it has to do with the successive
production of complete sets numbering approximately
fifty slides

: these sets are designed to be directly adapt-
able to the average type of general survey course.
About four such sets will be made each year and a
single set will record either an historical period of art,

a museum collection, or a particularly noteworthy tem-
porary exhibition. The first set, which was issued last

October, was composed of fifty slides of paintings in
The Frick Collection of New York City. The slides
were made from master transparencies in the posses-
sion of the Collection and about 3200 of them were
purchased by our members. The subject matter in-
cluded world famous pictures by such masters as
Duccio, Fra Filippo Lippi, Bellini, Titian. Veronese,
Rembrandt, Velasquez, El Greco, Van Dyck and Rey-
nolds and many others. The second set represents thirty-
nine of the paintings shown at the "Masterpieces of
Art" exhibition held at the 1940 New York World's
Fair and includes pictures of the Renaissance and Mod-
ern period including notable work by Tiepolo, Poussin,

(Continued on page 265)
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Announcing

A NATION WIDE SERVICE
wif/i a

$100 MEMBERSHIP PLAN
which reduces the usual film

rental charges one half

Details of $100 Membership Plan

1. It offers a school, school system, or institution $200

worth of rental charges in accordance with the following

list prices as adopted by "NEEFA", (The New England

Educational Film Association.)

Regular Rental Charges
One day Two days One week

Silent films Sl.OO $1.50 $2.00

Sound films 1.50 2.25 3.00

Technicolor films 3.00 4.50 6.00

Industrial and U. S. Govern-

ment films (per subject) . . .50 .75 1.00

Lantern slides (per set) 50 .75 1.00

Per Record

Educational Recordings ... .30 .45 .60

2. Under this plan films may be booked for any length of

time in accordance with the listed charges.

3. All of the Departments in a school, or the schools in a

school system may be served under this plan.

4. A wide choice of material is made possible. The library

of motion pictures, lantern slides and educational re-

cordings contains materials for teachers of: Art, Biology,

Current Events, Chemistry, Physics, General Science,

Guidance, Occupations, Physical Education, Sports, His-

tory, Geography, Civics, Nature Study, and Elementary

Science.

5. The library contains materials suitable for the primary

grades, elementary grades, junior high schools, senior

high schools, and colleges.

6. This plan has no time limitation. You may use the

service to the full extent of the $200 credit regardless

of how long it lakes.

7. Printed catalogues of available films are furnished to

the members of the service.

Visit the BOSTON UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF TEACHING
AIDS while attending the N. E. A. Convention

Dr. Abraham Krasker
Boston University, School of Education
Division of Teaching Aids,

84 Exeter St., Boston, Mass

My dear Dr. Krasker; «

Please send me your catalogue listing the available mate-
rials under the $100 membership plan.

NAME

SCHOOL

ADDRESS

AN INVITATION

FROM ELSIE

Dear Friends:

Members of the Department of Visual

Instruction attending the N. E. A. Con-

vention at Boston are especially invited

to preview my debut in an animated

technicolor film entitled:

"FROM MOO TO YOU"

It is an educational film, yet highly

amusing. I help to point up the story

behind a bottle of milk in, if I do say

so, a very engaging fashion.

I worked hard on this picture. In fact, I

turned down eleventeen different scripts

before I found ex-actly the proper

vehicle for my talents.

Save me some time on Wednesday after-

noon, July 2nd—won't you?

Do come! I'll look forward to seeing

you I

Excitedly,

£LiU

The Cow

P.S. I almost forgot!

formal invitations by

SENDING YOUR BOSTON
ADDRESS TO:

Consumer Relations Dept,

The Borden Company
350 Madison Avenne
New York

You get your

OR CALLING
EARLY AT:

The Borden Exhibit

Booths E3 and E5
Mechanics Building:

Boston
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ADMINISTRATION
The County Film Library: A Handbook
—Godfrey Elliott, Mercer County,

West Va.—Published by Harry L.

Barr, Morgantown, West Va. 1941

mimeo. SOc

There is no doubt but that most of the

progress in extending the use of audio-

visual aids in the near future is to be

made by schools in rural areas. Probably

every city school system already has

some opportunity for securing audio-

visual aids. Statewide libraries have at-

tempted to meet local needs where school

units were too small or too poorly fi-

nanced to buy films or projectors. But

the most promising movement for initiat-

ing a film program along educationally

significant lines is that of the cooperative

county film library.

Mr. Elliott has been pioneering in his

state of West Virginia. The handbook

here described is the result of experiences

with five counties. In each instance the

film library grew out of the local needs

and it was an attempt to meet the prob-

lem within the limits of small budgets

through the technique of cooperation that

has worked satisfactorily in other areas

of living in rural communities.

Financing of such a project should

come from the local board of education.

But, says the author, it is understandable

that a board of education may feel re-

luctant to pour money into the creation of

a new thing for which there has been

no demonstrated justification in the local

schools. . . . The easiest way to 'sell' a

film library to the board is to operate

a cooperatively supported library for a

year or two. . . . The responsibility for

demonstrating the educational value of

the film library rests upon the school, the

teachers and the principal.

The author is aware of the need for

integrating the distribution of many types

of teaching aids, but it is felt that the

operating plan for the county film library

can be extended.

Producers and distributors will be

thankful for Mr. Elliott's advice about

previewing. He suggests that preview

prints be returned promptly, especially

since the customer receives a fresh print

if he decides to purchase the film. The
previewing of films by staff members can

become a good beginning toward in-

service teacher education. Among other

good hints is that of buying from reliable

firms and delaying the purchase of indus-

trial films at the outset.

The chapters on administration and

maintenance should be especially valuable

to the growing number of busy teachers

who have been given the extra responsi-

bilities involved in keeping a film library.

It is certain that novices in administration

can be spared much expensive blundering

by following the lead of Mr. Elliott.

Cooperative Film Exchange—Leon H.
Westfall, New Hartford, N. Y.—New
York State Education, 28:520 Apr.

1941

The recommendations made in this

article follow rather closely those made
by Elliott in his Handbook. Dr. Westfall

is also concerned with schools in small

communities. Although he recognizes the

weaknesses of the film library system, he

indicates that a flexible curriculum can

adapt itself to the inflexibility of film

scheduling. For a successful exchange
the following conditions are desirable

:

1) A headquarters equipped for in-

spection, repair, storage and shipment of

films ; 2) A headquarters for convenient

transportation; 3) A secretary or man-
ager ; 4) A responsible membership which

abides by rules ; 5) A library of at least

30 well-selected films.

UTILIZATION

Audio-Visual Aids for Rural Schools

—

Etta Schneider

—

Curriculum Journal,

12:166 Apr. 1941

A review of the possibilities of select-

ing and using audio-visual aids with

special reference to rural schools. Sources

and cost of equipment are described. A
variety of materials available for a par-

ticular unit of work, viz. "Power and

Machinery" is listed. The titles were

selected to indicate the various types as

well as the various agencies distributing

them.

Visual Education and the Deaf—Wil-

liam J. M. McClure, Gallaudet College,

Washington, D. C.

—

American Annals

of the Deaf, 86:166-180 Mar. 1941

A summary of the types of materials

that may be used, based on standard

texts in visual education.

The Use of Visual Aids in Teaching

Tennis—Florence L. Hupprich, Ore-

gon State College, Corvallis, Ore.

—

Journal of Health and Physical Ed.,

12:93 Feb. 1941

A summary of studies already made in

physical education which show the ef-

fectiveness of films for orientation, dem-

onstration and diagnosis in teaching

sports.

Celluloid Servants—Ralph R. White,

Principal, Weld High School

—

Maine

Teachers' Digest 1 :89 Mar. 1941

A summary of techniques recommended

by leaders in the field. Basic procedures

include : 1. A preview before showing

films. 2. Integrate films with the sub-

ject matter of the regi-lar classroom.

3. Have class discussions after showing

films, etc.

PHOTOGRAPHY
New Developments in Photography

—

Charles A. Savage, Instructor in Pho-
tography, Rochester Atheneum

—

School

Science and Mathematics, 41 :370 Apr.

1941

Three lines along which progress has

been made to help teachers in producing

educational materials of their own, are

:

a) advances in lighting equipment such

as the new speedlamp for fast action

shots, the midget flashbulb and the use

of fluorescent lighting; b) advances in

projection equipment, such as enlargers,

an all-purpose paper where the use of

filters gives contrast, and the pola screen

to help in copy work; c) the growth in

instruction in schools and colleges where
special training may be secured in pho-
tography.

Teaching with a Camera—R. Arthur
Gaiser, Avoca Central School—A^. Y.

State Education 28:522 Apr. 1941.

The teacher who can use a 35mm. cam-
era will find many opportunities for

preparing educational materials. Pictures
of a field trip, a trip to the museum and
the like can be made. Copies from books
and flat pictures may be made on film-

strips. ,

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS
AND RADIO

An Experiment with Phonograph Rec-
ords—Effie G. Bathurst, State Educa-
tion Dept., Albany—A^. Y. State Edu-

cation, 28:518 Apr. 1941

A description of one of the most valu-

able types of research ever undertaken
in the field of audio-visual education. The
curriculum workers in the New York
State Education Department were in-

terested in determining how effective

phonograph records could be for rural

schools. They could make recommenda-
tions only if—a) they used records that

were especially suited to the curriculum
needs of New York State Schools : b) the

records were technically excellent ; c) the

technique of presentation were directed

to the rural school audience; and d)

teacher cooperation were secured in re-

porting on classroom effectiveness.

Dr. Bathurst was engaged to carry out

the study from the beginning. Under her

direction the curriculum areas were selec-

ted, scripts written, recordings made,

teaching guides prepared and classroom

use evaluated. Closely associated with Dr.

Bathurst in the study were the various

committees of the State Department, sub-

ject matter specialists, the Evaluation of

School Broadcasts Projects at Ohio State

University and many others.

This article describes the purposes of

the study, the criteria for selection of

areas, techniques and personalities in-

volved in production and the list of titles
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Complete Ampro Line

and 16mm. Silent an

Ampro 16mm. Convertible-to-Sound Model has 1600 ft. film capacity

— sufficient for one hour of uninterrupted showing of silent film

With the rapidly growing libraries of l6mm. sound film— for

entertainment, education and industry— here is the ideal pro-

jector for those who want silent film projection now— but who
may wish to switch to sound film projection later. Ampro
Model "YC" is essentially a sound projector minus the ampli-

fier and sound features, but provided with all castings for con-

venient conversion to sound. It permits the present user of

silent film to enjoy the convenience of the 1600 ft. reel capacity

sufficient for one hour of uninterrupted

showing of silent film. At the same time it

enables him to convert this model whenever

he chooses, at a minimum of expense, into

the modern sound-on-film projector model

"YSA"—thus avoiding the "trade-in" losses

usually incurred in disposing of a silent

projector to purchase a sound projector.

Some of the features of
Ampro Model "YC" in-

clude: j^o-ioooWatt il-

lumination; Automatic
Rewind, Pilot Light,

F1.6 Objective Lens;

Film Reversing Switch;

Still Pictures; Attached

Folding Reel Arms.

of Precision 8mm.

d Sound Projectors

Model KD—
(left) I6mm.
Silent Projector,

7 SOwatt illumina-

tion, A. C.-D. C.

motor, automatic

rewind. Pilotlight

Reverse Pictures,

Still Pictures, At-

tached Folding
Reel Arms, Cen-
tralized Controls,

Fl.6 Super Lens
and numerous
other features.

Model UA—
(right) 16mm.
Sound on Film
Projector — offer-

ing complete mix-
ing of sound
from film, micro-
phone and pho-
nograph — with
ample volume for

audiences ranging
from a classroom
to a large audi-

torium. Also has
many other ex-
clusive features.

AMPRO
AMPRO CORP., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, 111. (ES«41

Please send me new Ampro Catalog. I am particular!

interested in:

Ampro 16mm. Silent and Convertible to Sound Prajector!

n New Amprosound 16mm. Projectors.

D Ampro 8mm. Silent Projectors.

Name
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already available. The records are now
being tried out in rural scliools of one,

two or more rooms throughout New
York State. Teachers are evaluating the

records on forms prepared for the pur-

pose, for educative value, listener appeal

and effectiveness. From the findings of

the study the Committee will make avail-

able to all schools those records that

were found most suitable by teachers.

Areas covered by the records include:

(the titles of the 38 records are given in

article) Emnronment I. We Build a Na-
ture Trail; II. Making Better Use of

Nature; III. Do You Know Birds —
English I. Stories and Poems We Like

;

II. Everyday Conversation — Regional

Studies I. How Country Children Live.

Recordings: A Significant Aid in

Teaching—J. Robert Miles and I.

Keith Tyler, Ohio State University

—

Scholastic, Jan. 27, Feb. 24, Mar. 31,

Apr. 28, 1941

This series of articles summarizes the

experiences of the workers in the Evalu-

ation of School Broadcasts Project with

respect to radio transcriptions and phono-

graph records. Aspects treated include

classroom use, problems of production

and presentation and sources of educa-

tional recordings.

An eighth grade class in American his-

tory used the entire series of "Cavalcade

of America" as an overview of the prob-

lems of American history to help in plan-

ning for more detailed study. A high

school class used selected records from

the "Lest We Forget" series to under-

stand the courageous efforts and sacri-

fices made by the early colonists and

pioneers. A sixth grade class used the

series "Frontier Fighters" as a basis for

discussion and reading about the pioneer-

ing life and westward expansion of

America. A junior high school class used

the "Lest We Forget" records to help

compare contemporary problems with

those of earlier Americans. Crucial mod-
ern problems dealing with civil liberties,

refugees and labor were studied with the

aid of such records as Elmer Davis's

"Then Came War," Archibald Mac-
Leish's "Air Raid," Raymond Massey's

"Abe Lincoln," Paul Robeson's "Ballad

for Americans" and the Office of Edu-
cation's "Americans All — Immigrants

All." Some schools use school-made re-

cordings to supplement the others.

Suggestions to teachers are given on

the use of recordings.

£xperience Transcribed—Paul C. Reed,

Rochester

—

N. Y. State Education,

28:516 Apr. 1941

Description of the pioneer work being

done with the library of educational re-

cordings. Reference to the activities of

the Rochester schools is also made in

the series by Miles and Tyler referred to

previously.

Teacher Training in the Use of Radio—
Max U. Bildersee, Associate Super-

) visor of Radio Education, State Dept.

—N. Y. State Education, 28:507 Apr.

1941

Proposals for training of undergradu-

ates and teachers in service.

The Central Sound System in the
School—Kenneth G. Bartlett, Direc-

tor, Radio Workshop, Syracuse Uni-

versity—A^. Y. State Education, 28:513

Apr. 1941

Some practical suggestions for making
sound systems a potent factor in the

educational program.

Radio for the Intelligent—Frank Ernest

Hill, American Assn. for Adult Edu-
cation—A^. Y. State Education, 28:509

Apr. 1941

The author of Listen and Learn pro-

tests that radio networks and stations

are providing programs only for the ma-
jority and are making no particular

appeal to the listener who wants a more
complex, more informative, or more sen-

sitively artistic fare.

Radio the Master Teacher—Janet Conk-

lin, Herkimer High School—iV. Y.

State Education 28:511 Apr. 1941

A stimulating account of a classroom

teacher's experiences with high school

students in an English class where radio

programs were explored and tied in with

reading.

TEACHERS GUIDES
Movie Discussion Guides, Defense Di-

gest Series—American Assn. for Adult

Education, 60 East 42nd St., New
York.

It will be recalled that in the March

15, 1941 issue of Library Journal Miss

Alice I. Byran described the important

project now under way in the use of films

for promoting intelligent discussion

among adults. The American Assn. for

Adult Education, one of the sponsors of

the project, is making available a series

of excellent guides for discussion leaders.

The greatest factor in making for effec-

tive discussion is the preparation and

skill of the group leader.

The guide "China's War and the

U.S.A." is based on two films, China

Strikes Back and Japan's War in China.

Background is given to help in making

critical evaluation of the film content,

and to help in promoting understanding.

Readings and questions for discussions

are also included.

The second guide in the series is called

"Planning for Living" and is based on

the film The City. Obviously, this picture

calls for discussion on the basis of the

observers' own community. The guide,

therefore, recommends a study of the

local housing conditions and a compari-

son with the wholesome living conditions

pictured in the film. Other guides, in-

cluding one on "Unemployment and De-

fense" will follow shortly. The Associa-

tion has done a scholarly and important

service for educators who use these films

as well as for the distributors.

• EXCURSIONS
Youth Hosteling: Social Travel toward
Democracy— Justin J. Cline-

—

Edu-
cational Method, 20:251 Feb. 1941

A much-needed description of this im-

portant youth movement, which is being

used by some school systems, such as

Roslyn, L. I., for student tours.

CARTOONS

Shifts in Attitude Caused by Cartoon
Caricatures—R. Asher and S. S. Sar-
gent

—

Journal of General Psychology,
24:451-55 April, 1941

A much-needed study for helping

teachers in teaching the interpretation of

cartoons in the social studies. Students

indicated their attitudes toward social

concepts first presented in verbal form
and later in both verbal and cartoon

form. Graphs accompanying the article

show the great amount of shift in attitude.

PERIODICALS

Visual Review, 1941.—Society for Vis-

ual Education, Inc., Chicago. Free.

The annual "review" which this bulle-

tin affords is excellent evidence of the

progress that is being made in the field

of audio-visual education, especially as

it applies to the filmstrip and, more re-

cently, to the Kodachrome 2"x2" slides.

The magazine contains articles by work-

ers in the field, describing the areas in

which successful application has been

made.

One article by Mrs. Camilla Best (re-

viewed in the April, 1941 Ed. Screen)

illustrates the use of filmstrips for teach-

ing "Americanism" by means of film-

strips. Another form of civic education

is described in the article by Carleton C.

Pierce, Jr. of Arthurdale, West Va., en-

titled "Filmstrips for Local History."

The places of interest in Preston County

are similar to those in any community
anywhere in the nation. Charles F. Ho-
ban. Jr. picks up the story of illustrated

local history in the case studies cited in

his article, "Teachers Can Solve the

Problem of 2"x2" Slide Libraries." He
recommends that color slides be made
to supplement the commercial collec-

tions for places of local interest and as

records of teachers' travels.

In the field of adult education the use

of filmstrips and 2"x2" slides is growing
rapidly because of the ease of handling

and low cost. C. Kent Chidester sum-
marizes a thesis which he prepared for

the Oberlin College Department of Re-
ligious Education on the subject, "A
Study of the Value and Use of Projected

Pictures as Visual Aids in the Minister's

Educational Program." The support of

county agents and other workers in the

agricultural extension service continues

to grow, as is pointed out in the article

by Max McAIiley on "Visual Aids in

Extension Service." A very significant

trend is described by John Adams Fox
in the tremendous success of filmstrips

for vocational education in the CCC
camps of the First Corps Area in New
England. There were 13,000 bookings for

filmstrips on a vast array of subjects in

the single year, 1940.

Other trends in the field are described

in the articles : "Motion Pictures and the

Curriculum" by Harry E. Erickson,

"Fifty Years of Audio-Visual Instruc-

tion" by Ellsworth C. Dent, and "Cur-

riculum Planning and Visual Education"

(Concluded on page 271)
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Experimental Research
in Audio-Visual Education
(Introducing a monthly column to be edited by

David Goodman/ A^fw York University, Nezv York City.)

THE field of audio-visual education has received a

much needed "blood transfusion" in establishing its

rightful place in education through the scores of

experimental investigations and research projects re-

cently completed, and being carried on at the present

time. These studies have helped to remove per-

manently the question, "Why audio-visual aids"? In-

stead, they have begun to supply some answers to

the question, "How best to use audio-visual aids?"

This development has been well stated by Miss

Etta Schneider, in the Delta Kappam for May, 1941

:

"There are few areas of educational interest which

can claim such widespread and significant investiga-

tion as the field of audio-visual education in the past

four years." These investigations, valuable as they

may be, unfortunately are unknown to the majority

of superintendents, teachers, and other workers in the

audio-visual field. The studies are usually filed away

to gather dust. Their findings and results, recommen-

dations, significance and practical application—indeed,

even the fact that they are being carried on—are seldom

brought to the attention of the teaching public.

There is a need for the regular reporting of such

information in educational journals. To meet this need,

and also to visualize research in the field, the

Educational Screen is proposing to add a new column

on Experimental Research, as a regular feature begin-

ning with the September 1941 issue. This column will

present, each month, abstracts of a few of the various

studies recently completed throughout the country,

including masters theses, doctoral dissertations, foun-

dation studies, individual projects, and W.P.A. and

other governmental agencies' experimentations. The
abstract would embody such information as name of

the investigator, statement of the problem, significance

of the study, brief discussion of techniques used, find-

ings and results, and practical applications of the

research. Frequently, current investigations of par-

ticular significance would be reported in some detail.

The values <vhich may result from such information

would be at least fourfold

:

1. The finding and recommendations arising from

these studies may be of practical value to the

readers.

2. It may stimulate or suggest additional areas

for investigation or aid other research work-
ers in delimiting their problems.

3. It will acquaint workers with others in different

localities who are dealing with similar problems

and make possible an exchange of experiences.

4. It will serve to introduce to the reader some
of the "new" names who are at work in the

field of audio-visual education and who might
be called upon for additional work in the field.

Correspondence of information relevant to the objec-

tives of this column is invited.

CLRSSROOM MEEDS . •
•
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l/i/f05 ALONE PROVIDES SUCH WIDE UTILITY
Wrl/^ AT SUCH LOW PRICE

Never before has It been possible to secure such "precision-
^"''*" equipment with so many Multiple Uses at such Low

Investigate VICTOR before you buy.

built"

Prices.

VICTOR VISUAL EDU-GRAPH SERVICE FREE
To Intelligently help School Administrators accurately deter-

mine their Visual Aid requirements. Eliminates confusion —
points way fo most economical combinafions with maximum
utility. V/rite for this Service today, Dept. D-l.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATIONr U n A I I U n DAVENPORT, IOWA

Distribufors Jhroaghout fhe World
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• *•••*••
THESE TEACHING FILMS

ARE YOURS...

at a New "Gift" Price

Our unusual Package Subscription Plan; enables
you toOWN OUTRIGHT six remarkable IBmin. sound
films at a mere fraction of present prices—while rent-

ing fine feature programs at special "quality rates."

These six documentary films constitute an exciting
new series on "LIVING HISTORY." an epic drama of
current history in-the-making!

On request, we will arrange as soon as possible
for you to screen a sample production of the series,

entitled "Democracy at Work."

FiLTflS
330 WEST 42ND ST.. NEW YORK CITY

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS PORTLAND. OREGON
AUSTIN. TEXAS LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA

ATLANTA. GEORGIA

EXCLUSIVE

Vocational Guidance

SOUND FILMS
FILM STRIPS

Bring Workers

to tlie Classroom

"Your Life Work" Films are Specialists in each

vocation—show what youth should know about jobs

in various industries—acquaint your students with

the world of work.

New—
20 Vocational Guidance Film Strips

Group I
—^Ten strips covering U. S. Department of Labor

Dictionary of Occupational Titles.

Group 2—Ten strips covering industrial occupations, crafts, etc.

Student Guides accompany these Strips. Manuscripts by Dr.

Walter J. Greenleaf and Franklin R. Zeran, Washington, D. C.

Send For—
* "Specialist" circular, explaining how Vocational Guidance

can be a part of the whole school curriculum.

• Complete details of new 35mm Film Strip series.

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE FILMS, Inc.
Old Colony BIdg.
Des Moines. Iowa

330 W. 42nd St.
New York City

7514 N. Ashland Ave.
Chicado. III.

SCHOOL MAD
By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn.

Member of the Committee on Standards for Motion Pic-

tures of the National Council of Teachers of English

IN November, 1938, I reported to the first Conference

on the Educational Production of Motion Pictures

that more than two hundred schools had made films.

Today that number is above the three-hundred mark.

This new figure does not include schools from which

1 have not received reports of activity, and a large

group of schools that are engaged in the production

of films for the development of football and other

sports. An estimate which would include these film

makers would place the total over five hundred.

The following observations on school film production

since 1938 might prove of interest to readers of The
Educational Screen

:

1. Schools are planning their films with greater care.

Cooperative planning as used in the Traffic Safety

Film Project and in the Denver Film Project seems

to be very effective. One school that is planning a

public relations film has spent two months in the

examination of films of this type, and is now develop-

ing two different kinds of scenarios, one of which will

be chosen.

2. Schools are beginning to use their funds as sub-

stitutes for other means of presenting subjects. The
Bristol film on clocks and the Greenwich water film are

designed to take the place of excursions. Some of

the Denver films might be used in this way, also. After

collecting considerable information on a printed picture

report of the school's activities, the Greenwich Board

of Education voted to make a film report instead.

3. School film-making is becoming more widely

recognized by educators and others as an important

school activity.

4. More aids are being offered to persons who are in-

terested in the making of school films. The Harmon
Foundation in New York City has made a series of

films to help the film-maker in improving techniques.

Several universities are offering special courses in

film production for educators.

5. Although many of the topics of recent films are

similar to those reported before 1938, the new topics

indicate that the field covered by the school-made

product is expanding.

6. The future of school film production is exceed-

ingly bright. I feel sure that the next two years will

show even greater activity than the last two have

shown.

An illustrated account of the making of safety films

by schools in Ohio and West Virginia is given in a

article by William G. Hart in the March, 1941 issue

of Sajety Education magazine. Mr. Hart, who is

afifiliated with the Bureau of Educational Research of

Ohio State University, gives evidence in his article,

"Learning Safety Through Making Movies," that

schools can produce good safety films and that students

learn much about safety by producing such films.
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"The Educational Production of School Movies"

is the title of an article by Godfrey Elliott that has

appeared in the April issue of Home Movies magazine.

Emphasizing the educational activities involved in pro-

duction, the author lauds today's school systems for

the increased emphasis upon educational production of

films, and notes how the production activity and allied

activities are "vitaHzing classroom subjects and demo-

cratic procedures."
A A

Beginning with the May issue. Home Movies mag-
azine will review films made by educators and students

and will judge such films as "one— , two— , or 3—star

leaders" as it is now doing with other amateur films.

Educators and students are invited to submit their films

for this service. For further details regarding the

reviewing service, write to Home Movies, 6060 Sun-
set Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.

A A

One of the services of the Amateur Cinema League,

an organization of amateur movie makers, is a scenario

consultation service for its members. Aid in planning

and developing a satisfactory movie script is given

by the League. Persons using this service have found

it very satisfactory. Full particulars may be secured

from the League offices at 420 Lexington Avenue,

New York City.

A A

The booklet, "The Motion Picture Goes To School."

has been out of print for several weeks. Additiona'

copies of the booklet have been made and are avail-

able at $.20 each from your editor.

A A

At a meeting of the Connecticut Audio-Visual Edu-

cation Association held at Danbury Teachers College

on May 10, a panel discussion on "The Use of Films

and the Radio in Public Relations" was held under

the chairmanship of Donald Eldridge, Audio-Visual

Director of New Haven, Conn.

Some of the points stressed regarding public rela-

tions films were: (1) Careful planning of films of this

type is very important. School film makers should plan

a continuity that will secure for the educational insti-

tution a "publicity advantage." They should consider

for what audience the film will be made. (2) Publicity

films should not replace other more effective means
of bringing the story to the public. (3) Not only the

"school activity" film, but also many other types of

school-made films make effective public relations media.

(4) After the completion of the film, adequate pro-

vision for the showing of the film should be made.

During the coming school year, your editor would

like to publish samples of scenarios or shooting scripts

of school-made films. If you have such a script avail-

able, send it in for consideration. Accompanying your

script .should be one or two gloss prints of scenes from

your film or some stills showing your group in action.

If you have completed a new film, don't forget to report

it for inclusion in the brief listing of films. This column

will be devoted to these film reports in the September
issue.

IlXftC OJFi.V»emt-J^TTEEJ)

(AUDIBLE PUBLISHING)

LECTURES
by

America's Most Distinguished Educators

now available

on

Electrical Transcriptions

for use as

Supplementary Educational Aids

in

Classroom Work

Lectures - Debates - Dramatizations

Round Table Discussions

AUDIBLE PUBLISHING
Recorded lectures provide the most effective

method of delivering the natural authoritative

spoken words of our foremost educators di-

rectly into classrooms— where they can be

considered and discussed immediately by

students and teachers.

A SERVICE BY AND
FOR TEACHERS

We invite your suggestions for subjects

and lecturers you would like to hear.

Catalogue Soon Available

Plan to visit our booth at the

National Education Association Convention

Boston, June 28 -July 3.

iii%fc:inii!tLiRtnistj^irtEED

TiJ NORTH MICHIGAN AVINUI-CHICAGO
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A nott'fechn'ieal dramatized group of educa-
tional motion pictures designed to stimulate

interest in all age levels.

THE STORY

OF CIVILIZATION
A SERIES OF 16MM SOUND FILMS

•

Seventeen programs are available on a rental and

lease basis to schools. Each program is a complete

story in itself and as a series they cover the history

and development of civilization. Students of all

ages find them most informative and interesting

because of the unique treatment of the subject

matter. Teachers' manuals are supplied.

•

Each subject is four reels in length having a running

time of approximately thirty-eight minutes. Just the

right length for the auditorium activity period for

which they were designed.

Make your visual education budget go farther with
"bacicground" films. More students are served

—

more teachers are benefited. Write today for com-
plete information.

M. MINTER CULVER
Editorial Office

55 E. 73rd St. New York City

^.

S)Uu6tta.te

DAILY LESSONS
with

2" X 2"

FULL COLOR

SLIDES

am

fKfW "MWCOTVUDDNOM MOT 1^1

7ilm5ttip6

Chemistry, Geography, History, Biology, Botany,

Physics, and many other subjects in your curri-

cula are included in the ever-growing S.V.E.

Libraries of Picturols, 35 mm. filmstrips, and full

color 2" X 2" Kodachrome slides.

All of these are projected life-size with con-

venient, inexpensive S.V.E. Projectors. Write for

new literature on Kodachrome 2" x 2" slides,

S.V.E. filmstrips, and S.V.E. Projectors now!

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC.

Dept. 6 ES., 100 East Ohio St., Chicago, III.

E(M6. an
Audio-Visual Conferences

California. A visual conference will be held during

the week July 21st to July 25th, at the University of

California, lierkeley, which will include demonstra-

tions of educational films and other visual materials,

demonstrations of the use of the films in elementary

and high school classes and demonstrations of the use

of various types of projectors. The fee for the con-

ference is $5.00.

Audio-Visual Aids Association of Northern Cali-

fornia is the name of a new organization formed at a

meeting of North California teachers in San Francisco,

March 1. Gardner Hart, director of visual education,

Oakland, was elected chairman of the group.

Indiana. The third annual Indiana University Audio-

Visual Conference will devote two days, July 24 and
25. to the study of issues and problems in the field of

instructional materials. Speakers will be Dr. Edgar
Dale, Ohio State University, L. C. Larson, Dr. R. W.
Holmstedt and Mrs. Merle Brown of Indiana Uni-
versity. Some of the topics to be discussed are "Exper-
ience, a Basis for Learning." "The Organization and
Administration of a School Audio-Visual Service,"

"Financing the Audio-Visual Program," "Integration of

Audio-Visual Aids with the Curriculum," and "Use
of Audio-Visual Aids in a Rural, and a City School."

Connecticut. On Saturday, May 10, the Connecticut

Audio-Visual Education Association held a meeting

at Danbury State Teachers College, under the chair-

manship of Donald A. Eldridge, New Haven Public

Schools. Panel discussions on "What Makes a Good
Classroom Film," and "The Use of Films and Radio
in Public Relations" occupied the morning. In the

afternoon Edward F. Wheeler, Bristol Schools, pres-

ident of the Association, spoke on the "Preparation and
Place of Recordings in the School Program," and Mr.
N. S. Light of the State Department of Education,

summarized that department's attitude toward school

use of audio-visual aids.

Ohio. A series of nine Working Laboratories of

Teacliing Aids featured the Second Regional Conference
on Radio and Visual Aids in Education which was
held at Zanesville on May 16 and 17. Other highlights

of the program included a group of demonstrations of

utilization of visual materials and radio in such fields

as safety, science, conservation. General meetings
treated such topics as "Recent Developments in Radio
and Visual Education." and "Radio and Visual Aids in

the Present Crisis." The conference was sponsored by
the Zanesville Schools, Radio Station WHIZ, and the

Evaluation of School Broadcasts of Ohio State Uni-
versity.

Michigan. The University of Michigan Extension
Service, sponsored a Visual Instruction Institute May
16 and 17 at Ann Arbor. Out-of-state speakers were
Dr. J. A. Hollinger. Pittsburgh Public Schools, Dr.
H. A. Gray, Erpi Classroom Films, and ^Villiam G.
Hart of Ohio State University. "A Camera Club's

Contribution to Visual Instruction," "The Influence of

Motion Pictures on Attitudes," "How School Children

d
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Participate in Previewing Films," "Techniques in the

Utilization of Sound Films," and "Producing Films

For Public Relations" were some of the subjects of the

talks. Class demonstrations, a panel session, and film

showings completed the program.

Sound Slide-Films for Experimental Use

The Committee on Scientific Aids to Learning, 41

East 42nd Street, New York City, is distributing with-

out charge a series of sound-slide films produced by

the Metropolitan Branch of the Department of Visual

Instruction of the NEA. The slide films are available

only for experimental use, however, and each instructor

using them will be required to make a report to the

Committee on reactions to the film.

The series consist of the following subjects : The

City Mouse and the Country Mouse—story telling,

first and second grade levels ; Safety, third and fourth

grade; Nature Study, fourth and fifth grade; Graphic

Representation, junior high school ; Your World oj To-

morrow—vocational guidance, senior high school

;

Team Work, human relations, senior high school. The
productions are recorded at Ti^Yi r.p.m.

Annual Convention of Non-Theatrical Film Group

The Allied Non-Theatrical Film Association held

its annual convention on April 18 and 19 at the Hotel

Astor in New York City. Committees reported on

the year's activities and outlined the plans for the coming

year. One session was devoted to panel discussions

on the following topics : Libraries and their problems,

legislation and the non-theatrical field, machine and

equipment sales, problems of distributing and projection

servicing of industrials, problems of the distributor,

membership, finances and welfare services, making

most of your product.

At the second day's session the following officers were
elected : President, W. K. Hedwig of Nu-Art Films

;

Vice-President, Thomas J. Brandon of Garrison Films

and Harry A. Kapit of Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. ; Treas-

urer, Samuel Goldstein, Commonwealth Pictures ; Sec-

retary, H. T. Edwards, NonTheatrical Pictures. Bert-

ram Willoughby, who has been President of the Asso-

ciation for the last two years, was elected Honorary
President by acclamation.

Library Film Foriuns

A series of ten Film Forums have been held by

twenty libraries throughout the country this spring

to try out the use of motion pictures as a basis of dis-

cussion on various subjects, centering around the

theme "What We Are Defending." The organizations

cooperating in the project were the American Library

Association, The American Association of Adult Edu-
cation, the American Association of Applied Psychol-

ogy, and the American Film Center.

The films shown included such documentary films

as The Plow that Broke the Plains, The City, The
Case of Charlie Gordon and United States the Good
Neighbor. The forums held this year are preliminary

,^nr»<^

icin^

NEW RELEASES
of 16min Sound Films

by

AMERICA'S MOST MODERN
EDUCATIONAL FILM PRODUCER

CORONET PRODUCTIONS' Studio in Glenview, Illinois

A Hollywood equipped studio in the Middle West.

The fo//owing educationa/
sub\Qcis are now ready

TITLES

"Aptitudes and
Occupations"

"Paper Making"
"Conservation of Forests'

"Beginning Tumbling"

"Volley Ball for Boys"

"Properties of Water"

"Principles of Levers"

"Parliamentary
Procedures in Action"

"Joan Avoids a Cold"
"Safe Use of Tools"

"The Work of the

Stock Exchange"

Animal Families Series

"Bear Family"
"Pig Family"
"Horse Family"
"Cow Family"

AUTHORS
Dr. E. G. Williamson and Milton

E. Hahn, University of Minnesota.

Dr. J. E. Hansen and Freeman
Brown, University of Wisconsin

Dr. Karl Bookwalter
Indiana University

Lloyd Miller and Frank Overton

Indiana University

E. C. Waggoner and G. I. Renner
Science Dept. Elgin High School

James P. Fitzwater, Physics

Dept. Lakeview High School

Harold H. Crabill, University

School—Indiana University.

Mary B. Greer,

Greeley School, Winnetka.

John V. Tinen—Northwestern
University; Sidney L. Parry —
Chgo. Stock Exchange

Frances Presler

Gordon Pearsall

Dr. E. C. Williams
Dr. D. M. Hatfield

I

ALL FILMS ARE SUPPLIED WITH TEACHERS GUIDE.

For complete details write

CORONET PRODUCTIONS
Glenview, Illinois
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We Recommend for Summer Showing-
SCHOOL (2 reels): The meaning of ^enia\

progressive education $3.00

THE CITY (3 reels): Planning for living,

the democratic way 6.00

ONE TENTH OF OUR NATION (3 reels):

The story of Negro education in the

United States 4.50

TEACHING WITH SOUND FILMS (I reel) 1.50

VILLAGE SCHOOL (I reel): Education in

wartime Britain 1.25

CHILDREN FROM OVER-SEAS (I reel) 1.25

TRANSFER OF SKILL (I reel) 1.25

>1/sO: Fifty films recently produced in Britain and Canada;
55 films edited by Commission on Human Relations; and

the largest foreign-language film library in the United

States.

Wrife for Caialoq and Order Films

now tor the summer and for J94I-I942

COLLEGE FILM CENTER
59 East Van Buren Street Chicago, ML

tVEHV PLAOWLfc FROM buNWlbt lij .-

IT SHOULD BE RAISED HRI5KLY BUT
LOWERED SLOWLV AND REVERENTLV.,

VISUAL SCIENCES' new 35mm Film Slide Story of

the Flag. A splendid series of 41 hand-drawn pic-

tures, illustrating flag usage. Suitable for ail ages.

A timely series for schools, churches, scouts, mili-

tary organizations, and service clubs.

Complete textual information included in each

frame.

Price $2.00 Postpaid

VISUAL SCIENCES
264 E

Suffern, New York

IDEAL'S
New Catalog

is really a directory of the best 16 mm (sound and

silent) and 8 mm (silent) films available for rental.

In this, our largest and most complete catalog,

(which will be off the press August 15th) you will

find the greatest selection of films—entertainment,

instructional, religious, foreign—offered from one

source.

Make sure of getting your copy of the new cata-

log immediately it is off the press by sending

for it NOW.

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street, Chicago, Illinois

-NEW RELEASES-
Now Available: Series of 6 Comi-Color Cartoons.

We will release many new FEATURES in September.

Plan to book from MANSE next year and get the best.

Is your name on our mailing list? Free catalog sent on

request. 16 mm only.

-MANSE FILM LIBRARY 1521 DANA AVENUE-
CINCINNATI, OHIO

to a national film forum movement which will be in-

augurated on next fall.

Films for Alabama Schools

The Alabama Education Association is taking steps

to encourage the use of visual aids in the state, having

voted to establish a film library in the headquarters

office at Montgomery to meet the growing demand for

suitable films for classroom instruction. In coopera-

tion with leaders in the visual field throughout the

state, the headquarters office will prepare a selected

list of films and the necessary forms for film ordering

and distribution. Information on the service was given

through a series of screen showings at the A. E. A.

convention in Birmingham last month.

Denver Radio Conference

The First Annual Conference on Radio in Education

was held bv the Denver Public Schools at West High

School on April 25 and 26. Dr. I. K. Tyler and Mr.

Seerley Reid of Ohio State University were the leaders

of the conference.

On the program were demonstrations on the utiliza-

tion of radio programs for secondary schools and ele-

mentary schools. Included also were a panel on out-of-

school listening of children, a panel on radio in the

home, and a production demonstration by a Denver

high school radio workshop group.

Summer Courses in Visual and
Audio-Visual Instruction, 1941

(Supp/ementing April and May Listings)

Colorado

Colorado State College, Fort Collins

Visual Education

Illinois

DePaul University, Chicago

Visual Education (3-1/3)

Mississippi

University of Mississippi, University

Audio-Visual Education (2 or 3)

New Jersey

Rutgers University, New Brunswick

Visual Education (3)

July 5-25

Lloyd E. Aspinwall

June 23-Aug. 1

Walter A. Eggert

June 4-Aug. 2

S. C. Gladden

June 30-Aug. 8

L. R. Winchell

Oregon

Southern Oregon College of Education, Ashland

June 9-18; July 21-Aug. 22

Construction and Use of Visual Aids (3)

Wells-Messenger-Smith-Allen

Pennsylvania

Maryzvood College, Scranton

Visual Aids to Teaching (3) Sister M. Sylvia

Texas

Abilene Christian College, Abilene June 3-Aug. 21

Audio-Visual Introductory Course (3) G. C. Morlan

Integration of Perceptual Aids with Other

Instructional Materials (3) G. C. Morlan
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MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO., Inc.
1819 BroadwBT.Deiit.V.Nnr York City

Student Operation of Equipment
(Concluded from page 238)

Questions for Operators On : The sound-on-film projector
1. When trouble occurs while operating turn

and the

2. No repairs or adjustments are to be made without

3. The first step in setting the machine up is

(a) (c)

(b)

4. How is the picture affected if wrinkles and dirt spots

are allowed to form on the screen?
5. Why must the speaker cable be plugged in before any

power switches are turned on?
6. The height of the projected picture is adjusted on the

machine by means of the

7. Give four precautions to observe while threading the
machine:
What is meant by framing the picture?
What is the purpose of the tone control on the speaker?
Usually you set the tone control towards the
for speech and towards the for music.

11. What causes marks or identifications on the film that
can be felt

'

12. How many perforations should be in the loops after the
film is threaded ?

How can you find out if the sound volume level is too
high or too low ?

How do you check the film for marks caused by the
machine or already on the film?
What might be a cause for a readjustment of the volume
control or tone control after the film has been running
a few minutes ?

Why should the machine be stopped before the white light
shows on the screen?

17. When should you turn the volume control down—when
the white light shows or on the last scene?

9.

10.

13.

14.

15.

16

18. Usually the reel just shown should be rewound when?
19. You should disconnect the speaker cable before

or after turning the power off and pulling line

plug from the power outlet?

20. All operators in charge of a picture program are required
to fill out and have the

before turning the machine over to another
operator.

Special : State any idea you have that will improve the showing
of pictures.

Community Study, Realistic Education
iConcluded from page 244J

to-be-met, finds its center of orientation neither in

Book Mastery nor in Child Interests, but rather in

Community Welfare. It therefore utilizes available and
pertinent documentary materials, audio-visual aids,

incursions and excursions (Steps 1-4), and in addition

continuously emphasizes local surveys and social par-

ticipation (Steps 5-6). Thus it is no accident that the

community school, which seeks above all else to relate

school and community in functional fashion, should
also be the school which alone is able to utilize fully

all six of the major steps toward social reality.

From a Book-centered, through a Child-centered,

into a Society-centered .school—from ivory-towered

memorization of abstract verbalisms to active partici-

pation in challenging community activities—such has
been the progress of our search for educational realism

during the first four decades of the twentieth century.

£rpf Classroom Films Ittc,

Announces

Two Timely Releases

In the Field of Aerodynamics

THEORY OF FLIGHT (One reel)

Depicting the relation of air velocity to lift and
drag and the control of airplane movements about
vertical, lateral and longitudinal axes by means

of rudder, elevator and ailerons.

PROBLEMS OF FLIGHT (One reel)

Clarifying the action of forces on plane controls
while taking off, climbing, banking, stalling, spin-
ning and recovery, diving, gliding and landing.

For use in general science, industrial

arts, physics, aeronautics and flight

instruction.

To obtain descriptive literature on these as
well as one hundred-sixty other produc-
tions in the physical, biological and social

sciences, address :

Ftp/ Classroom Films Inc.

35-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue

Long Island City, N. Y.
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee
WITH this issue the New Fihns of the Month de-

^partment completes its first school year of ex-
istence. Taking its origin from a critical statement
which backfired into a job for your writer, and sup-
ported by a loyal group of local teachers who volun-
tarily attended weekly meetings through rain and shine
and through good films and bad, the department has
discovered what appears to be an increasing response
from producers and readers alike.

It has been an interesting experience for all of us
who have worked together reviewing and discussing
films. At the outset we recognized that the process of
"committee" or "preview" evaluation of films has
basic deficiencies which make it improbable that a com-
mittee or preview group will render uniformly accurate
judgments, in the absence of actual use of the films
under classroom conditions. But we recognized also
that several months are at best required to assemble,
tabulate and publish the evaluations based upon teach-
ers' judgments as reported after classroom use of films.

This Department, therefore, was designed to fill the
need for critical information on new films supplied
promptly after release.

Whether or not this objective has been realized is

a question which certainly is not appropriate for
answer here. We have published descriptions of 58 indi-
vidual films in the 9 issues of the Educational Screen
which have carried the New Films of the Month page.

Crammed full of
Quality and

1 6

m mHOLMES
SOUND-ON-FIIM
PROJECTORS
This easily handled port-
able machine is furn-
ished fully equipped al-
ready to run sound films

—

picture and sound repro-
duction beyond compare.
Complete mechanism
permanently mounted in
case. Large door makes
easy threading. Simpla
switch adjustment slows
speed for showing silent
pictures. Amplifier and
speaker unit ideal for
portable address use
with electric turntable-
invaluable for auditor-
iums, gymnasiums and
small athletic fields.

FREE DEMONSTRATION
ARRANGED.

Write for catalog.

Holmes Projector Co.
1813 Orchard St.. CHICAGO
Manufacturers of 16mm and
35mm Projecfors for over

25 years.

32 lbs.

HEADY TO CARRY
Total weight with

Speaker only 60 lbs.

16 mm Portable,
MaztJaor Arc Lamp.

35 mm Portable,
MazdaorArc Lamp.

35 mm Imperial
for Auditoriums.

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

To accomplish this, preview groups of teachers have
met in the projection room of the Division of General
Extension once each week, with the exceptions of holi-

days and vacation periods, since October. On the aver-

age, about 15 persons attended each of these meetings.

Appropriately enough, junior and senior high school

teachers were most numerous in the Committee mem-
bership, but there was a good representation also from
elementary schools and from colleges. For any work
which may have been accomplished, we cannot give

too much credit to these people who, voluntarily and
without thought of compensation, gave so freely and
faithfully of their time and ability.

If this department, undertaken by the writer and his

Committee solely as a service to the teaching field, has
roused increased interest in the new films, we shall all

feel well repaid for our time and effort.

Little can be said at present concerning next year's

plans. Like some hundreds of thousands of other young
men, your writer has of late begun to feel the hot breath

of the Selective Service Administration on the back
of his neck, so to speak, and at this time we cannot
predict whether or not the Department will continue

to originate here during the 1941-42 school year. If any
of you who read this are in position to take over the

work of film reviewing, in case the present writer is

called into service, we should be glad to hear from you.

Don White

City Water Supply (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale

price $45.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

In five sequences this film shows our need for water, water

sources, how New York City's water supply is obtained, and
how city water is safeguarded and distributed. First the film

explains the necessity of an adequate water supply for every
living thing, and shows the differences in amounts of rain-

fall required for dense forests, grasslands, and deserts. Next,

water sources for man's supply are listed : springs, wells,

rivers, lakes and watersheds, and for each source a map shows
some of the cities in various parts of the country which obtain

their water in this manner. In the next sequence New York's
watershed and aqueduct system is described in detail both
from historical and functional viewpoints. The development
and use of the Croton, Esophus, and Sclioharie Watersheds,
the Catskill Aqueduct, and the Delaware Watershed are shown.
The next sequence outlines various methods of water treatment
designed for safeguarding a city's water supply. Sewage
treatment, filtration, and the use of water control laboratory

tests, including fermentation test, microscopic examination,

bacterial culture test, titration, testing for ammonia nitrogen,

and turbidity, are explained. Also shown are the uses of alum
and filter beds to remove suspended matter, and the uses of

activated carbon and aeration to remo\e color, odor and taste.

The final step, addition of chlorine, completes the process. The
concludin.g sequence explains the process of distributing water,
through tunnnels, water mains, street mains, and finally

through service connections to the consumers. As the film ends,

several uses of water which arc vital to our daily life and
health are enumerated.

Committee Opinion—,'\n excellent film for use at the
upper elementary and all higher grade levels in general science,

civics and other .social studies, healtli. and chemistry. Organi-
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Dramatizing the famous "run" into Oiiialioma

Wm. S. Hart in "TUMBLEWEEDS"
for rent in 16mm silent.

Specify sound and/or silent when writing for tree catalog of

rental films.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
21 & EAST FIRST STREET WICHITA, KANSAS

zation and sound are good, photography is good with the ex-

ception of one or two scenes which appear dim and occasionally

rather jumpy.

Automobile Mechanics Series (Jam Handy)—series of 16

films, each 1 reel, 16mm or 35mm sound. Apply to producer

for sale and rental prices. A series of 35 slidefilms on same
topic is available from this producer.

Titles of motion picture films are as follows : Down the

Gasoline Trail, Free Air, Horsepower, Hot Head, Power, Fire

Control, Riding the Film, Smooth Starts, Soft Pedal, Spinning

Levers, Around the Corner, Get Going, On the Level, Curve

Control, Stop That Car, and Current Flashes. Space limita-

tions prevent the inclusion here of descriptions of the series of

films, but complete description may be obtained from the

producer.

Committee Opinion—This series of films provides brief,

popularized explanations of some of the basic principles in-

volved in modern automobiles. Many of the principles are ade-

quately explained by an excellent series of laboratory experi-

ments and models, but in some of the films "stunts" are per-

formed whose application to the principles being demonstrated

is remote. In some of the films there is propaganda for the

particular mechanical features embodied in the Chevrolet auto-

mobiles, and these are also used in all demonstrations and
experiments. The films should prove fairly good for use in

shop training courses in automobile mechanics, and in driving

classes. Technical production is good in all respects.

What Shall I Wear? (HFC) 2 reels, 16mm sound, "Free."

A study of the ways by which a family of moderate means

may build an adequate wardrobe at reasonable expense. As
the film begins, a typical mother is studying her problem of

keeping her husband and their three children well-dressed

without exceeding the limits imposed by a moderate income.

In three major steps, the film shows the solution recommended
for her problem.

First, adequate planning of the family wardrobe is necessary.

This includes a thorough examination of the clothes already-

owned, with a view to adapting them to additional uses ; a

survey of the probable needs of each member of the family,

and a planned program of buying new clothes. Second, skillful

shopping is recommended. To accomplish this, the buyer needs

a reasonable knowledge of fabrics, design and tailoring, and
correct uses of accessories. Full recognition also must be

given to the comparative cost and utility of "high style" and
"classic style" in clothes. Third, the family's clothes must be

kept wearable by best possible care. Clothes in use must be
mended, cleaned and pressed, and out-of-season clothes must
be correctly stored.

Committee Opinion—A good film for use in home eco-

nomics and girls' vocational guidance classes at the junior high

level and above ; should be especially suitable for use with adult

women's groups. The film is well-designed and accurate, al-

though it was suggested that the wardrobe described is some-
what elaborate for the family portrayed. There is no adver-
tising except a title giving credit to the sponsor ; technical

production is good in all respects.

The Precious Ingredient (Westinghouse) 3 reels, 16mm
sound, "Free." Produced by Roland Reed Productions

;

sponsored by the Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company.
In this film a story treatment explains the importance to

good health of employing cooking procedures which preserve
the vitamins present in foods, emphasizing the use of the West-
inghouse electric range in food preparation. In the first part
of the film two families are compared. The first one presents
a happy scene at the dinner table. But for the second family,

the scene is less joyful because no one is hungry. In explaining
the reasons for this, the film takes us to a college classroom

d 1
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Reduced Prices
as of June 15th, in the form of new low Rental
Rates and attractive Purchase Discounts
available on the

MUSIC OF THE MASTERS
brilliantly executed 16 mm. Sound Motion
Pictures.

This group of close-range motion pictures records
the virtuoso techniques of some of the world's
greatest artists.

Unit Rental Rate $9.50 per day
Rate Per Reel $3.50 per day

PROGRAM No. 1 PROGRAM No. 2
'4rt;sts Artists

Jose Iturbi Vronsky and Babin
Mildred Dilling Emanuel Feuermann

Coolidge Quartet Igor Gorin

Two Addifional Releases Available in Sept.
are:

JOSE ITURBI playing three pieces for the harpsichord, by
Jean Phillippe Rameau: also a piano rendition of Liszt's

Eleventh Hungarian Rhapsody.

VRONSKY and BABIN, the famous Duo-pianists, playing
Polovtsian Dances from Prince Igor by Borodin.

Book Now for your Fall Requirements

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45tli Street Dept. E-6 New York. N. Y.
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Outstanding
16 mm Sound Releases— 7 reel each

Private Life of fhe Gannets
We Live in Two Worlds
Song Birds of fhe Nortli Woods
Chesopealie Bay Retriever

Gray Owl's Little Brother

Return of the Buffalo

Kingdom for a Horse
The Game of Jai-Alai

Ornamental Swimming
Fascinating subjects on bird, animal
selected for tlieir unusual interest an

City of Wax
The Seeing Eye
Dog Days
Born To Die
Nature's Songsters
Sky Fishing

Animal Cunning
Not So Dumb
How to Sill

Hold That Line

and insect life, and sports,
d value to school Film users

Send for descriptive cata/og.

POST PICTURES CORPORATION liroTn''^:

HISTORY UNITS
Each of the following units contains twenty or
more SVj"xU" iili'lures. lithographed on Bris-
tol board and drawn by our artists to the specifi-

cations of wcH-known educators. Available
also on 35nim. (llnistrips and 2"x2" glass slides.
• Life in Colonial America • Pioneer Days
• Life in Mediaeval Times • Indian Life
• Early Civilization • Americans All

IH'scriplivf cataloK containiUK full-size

sample picture will be sent on request.

Informative Classroom Pictures Publishers
48 N. Division Ave.. Grand Rapidi, Mich.

A neT^ HOTEL AWAITS minNewYork
This world famous establishment, formerly the American
Woman's Club, is now one of New York's newest and finest

hotels. Its unique facilities include six lounges, five sun-declcs,

music studios, library, art gallery and three popular priced

restaurants. Many floors are reserved exclusively for women.

DAILY—Single, from ^2.50; WEEKLY—Single, from ^12;

Double, from $3.50 Double, from ^16

1200 Rooms with Bath Special Floors and Rates for Students

John Paul Slack

General Matiaser

i^Ott

HOTJBI,
383 WEST S7tli 8TREET;4'NEW YORK
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FILM PROTECTION
AGAINST
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VAPORATE CO INC

130 W 46»h St

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO
1801 Isrchmont

Chicago

716 No La Brea
Hollvwood

EDUCATIONAL FILMS
AND

RECORDINGS
Erpi Films . . . Castle Films . . .

Harvard Films

Poetry Records (Author's Readings) . .

.

Latin Records . . . English Literature Records

Write for Complete Catalog "JE"

HARVARD FILM SERVICE
Biological Laboratories

Harvard University

Cambridge, Mass.

where an instructor lectures on vitamins and the various ways
by which some of them may be destroyed through improper
cooking. Water-soluble and fat-soluble vitamins are enum-
erated and explained, and the values of various mineral foods

are also explained.

Sources of foods are briefly shown. But before serving,

these foods must be cooked. The values of various new
features found in the Westinghouse electric ranges are em-
phasized as the wife in the first home demonstrates her
"Vitaminized" cooking for the wife of the second family. The
latter decides to purchase a new range. One complete meal
is cooked automatically, using the proper techniques. The two
husbands come home and the film concludes with a happy
dinner scene as the narrator emphasizes that every housewife
is the guard of her family's health through proper cooking.

Committee Opinion—A fairly good film for home economics,
biology, health, and general science classes at the high school,

college, and adult levels ; should be useful also for P.-T. A. and
similar adult groups. There is considerable emphasis upon the

values to be derived from electric cookery ; the sponsor's name
is mentioned only once in the narrative. Photography, sound,
and organization are good.

Producers Named Above:

Erpi. Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue,
Long Island City, N. Y.

HFC. Household Finance Corporation, Department of Visual

Education, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Jam Handy. Jam Handy Picture Service, Inc., 2821 E. Grand
Boulevard, Detroit, Mich.

Westinghouse. Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing
Company, 246 East Fourth Street, Mansheld, Ohio; or

apply to nearest Westinghouse dealer.

Correction
—

"Fluflfy, the Kitten," reviewed in May, is now
distributed by Foster Films, 40 E. 17th St., Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Department of Visual Instruction

{Concluded from page 249)

route he will also visit educational institutions in Los

Angeles. Mr. Dent will also demonstrate the new
three dimension color photography process developed

by the Society for Visual Education, Inc., in conjunction

with the Eastman Laboratories. His demonstration-

lectures will deal with the educational uses of phono-

graphs and records, instantaneous recorders, motion

pictures, slides, photography, radio, and centralized

sound systems.

His first stop will be at Austin, Texas, June 12-14,

at the Texas Conference on Radio and Visual Edu-

cation. His subject there will be "Harnessing Avail-

able Power."
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Visual Material for Teaching Art
(Concluded from page 250)

Hals, Renoir, Cezanne, Degas, Gauguin and others.

About 2200 of these slides have already been sold to

members of the Cooperative.

The third and fourth sets are now in production.

One of these sets will record some fifty-five of the

paintings shown at the reinarkable exhibition held last

December at the Carnegie Institute at Pittsburgh

which was entitled "A Survey of American Painting".

This material will constitute a history of American
painting from Colonial times to the present day, in-

cluding works by Stuart, Copley, West, Peale, Inness,

Homer, Bellows, Sargent, Luks, Davies, Sloan, Burch-

field, Sheeler, Marin and many others. The other set

will be objects of art from the Egyptian, Mesopotamian,

Greek and Roman collections of the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of New York City. Typical of this material will

be slides of Greek vases, bronze portrait heads, marble

statues, and gold cups and jewelry from ancient Egypt,

The details connected with the production of these

sets are in the hands of a Committee for the Selection

and Approval of Slides which is composed of nine art

teachers from colleges in the Eastern States. The com-
mittee determines the subjects to be included in each

set. selecting those paintings or objects of high artistic

value and of a character suited for use in general
courses in the history of art. This committee will also

pass upon the quality of the final slides before they
are issued so that member institutions may have expert
assurance as to the standards of photography and
general production.

The other section of the production program con-
cerns a recent decision to expand the services of the
Cooperative beyond the actual issue of four sets of
slides a year. From time to time the Cooperative is

able to photograph important temporary exhibitions
and material in private or public collection which is

not especially suitable for inclusion in the regular sets.

Further, there are an increasing number of sources
from which the Cooperative is able to purchase or bor-
row fine color transparencies. All material of this

nature will be listed in a catalogue from which indi-

vidual orders can be made at any time: the first such
catalogue list of more than two hundred titles will ap-
pear in the near future. Its contents will include works
by well known Canadian and American painters; a
large number of French paintings of the 19th century

;

works of Oriental art, especially Chinese paintings;
pictures by Italian, Dutch, Flemish and English
artists; records of early fresco technique; objects of
art from the ancient and mediaeval period. The list

will be a serious one omitting such over popular sub-
jects as "The Baby's Prayer," "The Family Doctor"
or "Man's Friend, The Dog." School children can
certainly grasp the story illustrated in a masterpiece
by Fra Angelico as readily as they can the content of
a magazine illustration and the highest standards will
be adhered to as regards subject matter. The first cata-
logue list will be followed by supplementary ones.
The project welcomes inquiries from educational in-

stitutions and letters addressed to Donald N. Wilber,
Director, McCormick Hall, Princeton, New Jersey will
be given immediate attention.

FOR BRIGHTER PROJECTION

OF VISUAL MATERIAL

Sjaeci^if

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off

SCREENS

—The Screens AW Leading
Pro/ecfor Manufacturers
Use and Recommend'.
Tests show that for all practical viewing
angles, the Da-Lite Class-Beaded screen
fabric reflects more light (Without sparkle
or glare) than any other screen surface.
This greater light reflective quality results in
sharp, clearly defined brighter screen im-
ages. To get the full benefit from your vis-

ual presentations specify Da-Lite Screens!

Da-Lite also makes Matte White and Silver
surfaces but for all except very unusual
conditions recommends the Beaded fabric.

THE DA-LITE CHALLENGER
(shown above)—Ideal where one screen must
serve several classrooms. Easily carried. Quickly
set up. It is the only screen that can be adjusted
in height by merely releasing a spring lock and
raising the extension support. 7 of the 12 sizes

recently redu«ed in price.

DA-LITE MODEL B

At its new lower prices, this

most popular roller hanging
wall screen is an outstanding
value. Excellent for class-

rooms and small auditoriums.
Metal case protects screen
from damage and dust when
not in use. New low prices on
all sizes are now in effect.

Send for FREE Screen Data Book! i, contains
full information on all Da-Lite Models and many helpful

suggestions for proper screen selection.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, Inc.

Dept. 6E.S., 2723 No. Crawford Ave., Chicago, HI.
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CutXEtit ^jiLm (^yVkoii,

CoioNET Productions, a new educa-

tional film producing organization with

studios at Glenview, Illinois, was
launched at the completion of an ex-

tensive survey conducted during the past

school year by Indiana University, to

whom Coronet made a research grant

to study needs for educational films in

four fields of instruction. One survey was
conducted by Dr. Karl Bookwalter to

determine film needs in Physical Edu-
cation at all levels from grades to High
School. Two recent 1-reel releases are

in this field, namely

:

Beginning Tumbling—script by Dr.

Bookwalter.

Volley Ball for Boys—written by two
critic teachers at Indiana University,

Lloyd Miller and Frank Overton.

Dr. Wendell Wright, elementary cur-

riculum specialist of the School of Edu-
cation, supervised the second survey to

determine film teaching aids needed in

the first six grades. The other two sur-

veys were made to determine materials

needed on the Junior and Senior High
School levels in the fields of Social

Studies, and Commerce and Business.

Dr. Owen Foster of the University

School of Education supervised the study

in Social Sciences and, in cooperation

with fellow researchers, has prepared a

script for a film on the banking system

of the country. Mr. Dillon and Dr. Lewis
conducted the study of needs in the teach-

ing of Commercial Courses.

In addition to the films based on the

results of the survey, Coronet has several

other series of films planned. Those com-
pleted are

:

Aptitudes and Occupations—600 feet

—the first of a series on Vocational

Guidance. Dr. E. G. Williamson and
Milton E. Hahn, of the Vocational Co-
ordination department of the University

of Minnesota, are in charge of this series

of six which will discuss the funda-

mental human abilities and indicate to

students how they may determine how
many of these aptitudes they possess.

The films will also indicate broad fields

in which certain combinations of abil-

ities are required.

Parliamentary Procedures in Action
•—500 feet—shows the proper procedures

for conducting a meeting and should find

wide use in classes in English, Civics,

Dramatics, Social Science, History and

Commerce. Script was written by Harold

Crabill, critic teacher of English at Indi-

ana University High School.

Properties of Water—WO feet—script

by E. C. Waggoner, head of Science

department. Elgin High School, Illinois.

Recommended for use in General Science,

Chemistry, Physics, Biology and related

fields.

Paper Making—800 feet in black and
white, 600 feet in color—first of several

films on major U. S. industries. Script

by Dr. J. E. Hansen, University of Wis-
consin. Animated drawings explain in

detail the more intricate processes in

paper manufacture.

Joan Avoids a Cold (400 feet) and
Safe Use of Tools (200 feet)—both in

color—are also completed. In production

are Principles of Levers, Work of the

Stock Exchange, Conservation of For-

ests, Proper Clothing for Children, and
several films on natural science.

All the scripts for Coronet Productions

are written and supervised by educators,

leaders in their respective fields. The
films are produced direct in 16mm instead

of photographing in 35mm first and then

making reduction prints, and extensive

use is made of synchronous dialogue

scenes and natural sounds. Coronet is

planning to offer its subjects in both

color and black and white versions. The
added realism of color and natural sound
will make a significant contribution to

teaching methods.

Shooting a scene for "Parliamentary Procedures in Action"

M. MiNTER Culver, 55 East 73rd

Street, New York City, is now releasing

the series

:

The Story of Civilization—seventeen

4-reel 16mm sound films, each a complete

story in itself. The producer explains that

the programs are built for auditorium

use before an entire student body, as a

medium of background and factual mate-

rial for the immediate curriculum, from
the primary through the advanced grades.

Study outlines for teachers are provided

so that as much of each film as desired

can be utilized in class analyses. The
series cover the more important features

of our civilization. In building these pro-

grams, it has been the producer's ob-

jective to humanize the story by utiliz-

ing every possible proper dramatic and

human interest, and to show the devel-

opment from cause to effect.

The films are grouped under three

headings : "The Evolution of Economic
Life," "Man Against Nature," and "The
March of Civilization." "The Evolution

of Economic Life," comprising eight

units, follows the economic and social de-

velopment of peoples from the most prim-

itive who lived solely by fishing and
hunting, through successive stages of

discovery, invention and more complex
social organization to the industrialized,

urbanized civilization of today. Titles of

the films are Primitive Life, Herdsmen
and Farmers, Out of the Earth, From
Farms to Factories, Story of Transport

and Travel, Story of the City, Story of

Science, Story of Culture. "Man Against

Nature" visualizes the struggle of Man
under varying environments to make a

home for himself and to enrich his life

both materially and culturally. This

group includes : Story of the Sea, Story

of the Mountains, Story of the Forest,

Story of the Jungle, Story of the Desert,

Story of the Polar Regions. "The March
of Civilization" shows the restless migra-

tions of peoples ever seeking more favor-

able environments—particularly of the

Indo European group of peoples. It

traces them from their homes in Central

Asia to their migrations into India, to

the successive waves of their migrations

into Europe, and from Europe into and

across America to the shores of Asia.

Cradle of Our Race, Land of Our Fore-

fathers, Our Own Country are the films

in this group.

These films will be made available for

the first time this fall on a rental basis

to schools and other institutions. A plan

is also under consideration for making
them available on a lease basis to the

cooperative school film libraries. A com-
plete descriptive list of the films, to-

gether with an advance prospectus of

the series, will be mailed to inquiring

schools.

AsTOR Pictures Corporation, 130

West 46th Street, New York City, has

acquired for 16mm distribution the Ly-
man Howe Hodge Podge sound reels,

consisting of one reel each, formerly

handled by Educational Pictures Corp.

in the theatrical field. Included in the

series of 25 are the following

:

Speed Up, Tidbits, Money Makers of

(^Continued on page 268)
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FREE!
New Booklet to help you make even

Better Citizens of American Youth

JUST SEND THE COUPON
You'll make your Patriotism and Citizenship Program more

interesting to pupils with the aid of the Victor Records listed

in this booklet. Don't delay! Send for your copy right away!

IN THESE DAYS of flaming headlines,

special emphasis is being placed on

Patriotism and Citizenship in the school

curriculum. And although our Democ-
racy may be understood and appreci-

ated by students through the study of

our history, genuine patriotism and

loyalty to the United States is also a

matter of emotions. As a result, patri-

otic music, American folk songs and

other typically American music play a

very definite part in creating among
pupils the concepts we deem most

important.

To help you select this music and

to aid you in your program of making

better citizens of the youth of America,

we have prepared a booklet you will

find of great value. It contains a com-

plete listing of music which will serve

you in making your program more in-

teresting to all students, regardless of

age. It includes patriotic music, folk

songs, ballads, speeches of American

Presidents, songs and stories of our

early history and native national music

of our Latin-American neighbors.

This booklet is yours for the asking.

Just fill in and send the coupon below.

Trademark "RCA Victor" Reg. U.S.

Pat. Off. by RCA Manufacturing

Company, Inc., Camden, Newjersey.

In Canada, RCA Victor Company,
Ltd., Montreal.

Modern schools stay modern with RCA Radio Tubes in Iheir sound equipment

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE FOR SCHOOLS
Educational Dept., RCA Manufacturing Co., inc., Camden, N.J.

A Service of tlie Radio Corporation of America

Educanonal Department E 6
^^ j

RCA M^-f«""""«^°;ket designed to aid me
Please send me free Cookie des>g^^^

with Patriotism and Citizensnip

Hame

School

Address.

City

State.
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Manhattan, Jungle Giants, Vagabond
Melodies, Highlights of Travel, The
Veldt, The Wonder Trail, The Prowlers,

Fury of the Storm, Bubble Blowers,

Women's Work, Traffic, Down on the

Farm, Skipping about the Universe,

Women of Many Lands, Capers in Clay.

Astor Pictures has also made a deal

with Raspin Productions, producers of

Explorers of the World, to handle both

the theatrical and 16mm rights to that

film.

Explorers of the World features the

adventures of Harold Noice, Laurence

M. Gould, Harold McCracken, Gene
Lamb, James L. Clark, Lt. Com. J. R.

Stenhouse. The territory covered in the

film includes Borneo, Tibet, the Arctic,

India, Bali, Africa, China, the .Antarctic,

South America.

I Garrison Films, 1600 Broadway,
New York City, has completed produc-

tion on an aviation training film, made
in cooperation with the Missouri Avia-

tion Institute.

Aviation Engine—2 reels, 16mm silent

and sound—is designed for use in train-

ing groups where an actual airplane en-

gine is not available. The picture intro-

duces the various major units that make
up the radial type of engine; identifies

the units and indicates the functions. It

also identifies the sub-assembly units and
illustrates methods of locating cracks in

parts of the engine.

The film is a Garrison release, dis-

tributed by Brandon Films, 1600 Broad-
way, New York City.

Bell & Howell Company, 1801

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, offers over
sixty reels of 16mm film in color.

Our Colorful World series includes
thirty-seven single reels, for the most
part silent, dealing with various geo-
graphical regions. The list includes a
series of five on National Parks, one on
Indian life today, and one on Porto Rico.

There is also a series of nine new reels

on wild life, with several more in prepar-
ation. These deal mostly with birds,

each reel covering either a single species,

such as the Golden Eagle, White Pelican,

Humming Bird, etc. ... or a habitat

group, such as the birds grouped re-

spectively, at an inland lake, a mountain
meadow, and the ocean shore.

Lewis Film Service, 216 East First

Street, Wichita, Kansas, advises that his

library now carries in 16mm

:

Tumbleweeds, the famous William S.

Hart silent feature, its background the

Oklahoma land run of the 80' s.

Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145 West 45th
Street, New York City, report that Ed-
ward L. Klein, former President of the

Association of Motion Picture Adver-
tisers has joined their staff and is

handling the sales and distribution of the

"Fireside Films" in 8mm, and 16mm
sound and silent. The first six of this

series now being distributed are:

Alice in Wonderland, Tiger Hunt in

Bengal, Zoo in Manhattan, Feminine
Flashes in the World of Sports, Colonial

Williamsburg , Africa Squeaks.

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York, has just released a

national defense, namely

:

America's Call to Arms!, picturing

changes in the economic lives of every
American family, of industry, com-
merce, office and farm, occasioned by the

need for the strongest possible unified

defense. Industry is shown, relinquishing

its normal output and adapting its mighty
assemblies to the production of planes,

tanks, guns, ships, everything needed to

assure the country of an impregnable
front in the face of any aggressor.

Stirring action depicts millions of boys
and men mastering the mechanized meth-
ods of modern warfare, in military camps,
on the sea, in the air. Parachutists leap

into thin air to land fully equipped for

surprise attacks on a mythical enemy.

A tank in action.

Ski troops train for effective service in

wintry climes in the Arctic. Tanks and

armored cars crash their mighty way
through all barriers of land, nature and

man, while anti-tank crews attempt to

withstand their advance. Young pilots

eagerly learn the use of wings in warfare.

A growing navy thunders on active pa-

trol in the seas of two shores. Army
and marines guard the vital Panama
Canal. Cantonments beat to the rhythm

of thousands of feet as America's mighty

army takes form. Artillery booms at

coast defenses, in the field, aboard ship,

into the air from anti-air units.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
45th Street, New York City, announces

the following 16mm silent films in color,

for sale or rent

:

Freighter Trip to the Caribbean—

2

reels—life aboard a freighter in Southern

waters with scenes of the native indus-

trial life of the West Indies. Included

is the interesting story of sisal from the

plantation stage until it is finally pro-

cessed into rope.

Camera Sketch of Costa Rica—1 reel

—picturing life as it is lived in Costa

Rica, with outstanding events such as the

festival days, the government sponsored

lottery, the sham bull fights and scenes

of the interior native villages.

Porto Rico—Haiti and Havana—-1

reel—scenes from Porto Rico's modern-
ized capital, San Juan, with its metropol-

itan life. Interesting views of the rugged
Haitian Cape are also shown with the

famous citadel and palace, San Souci, of

Henry Christopher, the black emperor.
Havana with its beautiful boulevards,

public buildings, and beaches conclude

the film.

Boston University Division of
Teaching .Aids, Boston, Massachusetts

—a member of "NEEFA" (New Eng-
land Educational Film Association)—is

now offering a national service in film

distribution to educational institutions,

with a membership plan whereby they

may rent $200 worth of film for $100.

The Boston film library provides a

wide selection of material on various

subjects of the currfculum—art, physics^

chemistry, general science, biology, guid-
ance and occupations, sports, psychology,
history, social science, nature study and
elementary science. In addition, forty

"March of Time" subjects, many free

films, and several United States Gov-
ernment films, are included. The library

contains both 16mm silent and sound mo-
tion pictures. Nine historical subjects of

eighteen reels are in technicolor

—

Declar-
ation of Independence, Give Afe Liberty.

Sons of Liberty, Bill of Rights, The Man
without a Country, Romance of Louis-

iana, The Song of a Nation, Lincoln in

the White House, Under Southern Stars.

These were produced by Warner Broth-
ers and made available in 16mm through
Teaching Films Custodians.

College Film Center, 59 E. Van
Buren Street, Chicago, offers for rent

:

Children from Overseas — 1 reel,

16 mm sound—produced by the Canadian
Film Board. Story of the work being

done in Canada to educate and care for

children evacuated from England show-

ing them in the home, at play, and in

school.

Also added to the College Film Cen-
ter's rental library are the following 16

mm sound releases of the British Library

of Information

:

Transfer of Skill— 1 reel—showing
how skilled craftsmen—jeweler, watch-

maker, model engineer, fisherman—have

adapted their talents to wartime needs.

Health in War—2 reels—new prob-

lems of health arising from war, and

how they are solved, with a detailed ex-

planation of London's emergency hos-

pital system, arranged in zones to deal

with any emergency.

YMCA Motion Picture Bureau
Opens Dallas Office

From the Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture

Bureau comes news significant of the

growth of that organization's film distri-

bution service. On August first an

additional Branch Office will be opened

at 1700 Patterson Street, Dallas, Texas.

This increases the Bureau's branch ex-

changes to four, the other three being

located in New York City, Chicago, and

Portland, Oregon. Mr. George J.

Zehrung, Director, also reports that

450,000 reels of films were served last

year to over 12,000 sound film users.

Just issued by the Bureau is the new
1941-42 catalog of "Selected Motion

Pictures" revealing many additional sub-

jects added since last year, both to its

free industrial films and to its rental sub-

jects. This representative film library em-
braces films in such subject fields as Art,

.Aviation, Biology, Citizenship, History,

Literature, Music, Natural Science, In-

dustry, Vocational Guidance and Religion.

Entertainment subjects are also included.



Some Valuable Literature —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects), A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field

—

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.

The first two Supplements are ready—presenting, on 100

standard-size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple

judgments of the 100 films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers

under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding

Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota

of Score Cards from the Committee. Price per Supplement of

50 cards, with full explanations accompanying, 50 cents (post-

paid if cash with order.) (Sold only to owners or purchasers

of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Provides

an abundance of technical guidance in the form of illustrative

drawings of photographs, reports of school journeys, sugges-

tions for mounting materials, for making slides, film strips, etc.

It incorporates up-to-date material, provides a fine balance in

the treatment of various teaching aids, evaluates various types

of aids, and defines the functions and values of each in the

learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)

By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those
interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of

Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"
"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

SELECTED FILMS FOR AMERICAN HISTORY
AND PROBLEMS. By William H. Hartley

Pari 1 Riv's directions for obtaining, evaluating and utilizing
films. Part II comprises a fully annotated catalog of the most
useful films for illustrating various aspects of American Civil-
ization. Title of film, length, whether sound or silent, produc-
tion date, producer, sale and rental price and grade level suit-
ability, are given. Also synopsis of film content. Suggestions
are offered concerning most effective application of the film to
the teaching situation. 275 pp. Cloth. Price $2.25.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of ex-

tended investigations on the teaching values of the lantern

slide and stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REVOLUTION AND WAR
By Albert E. Osborne.

A stimulating, wide-range view of the higher potentialities

of visual instruction in promoting world harmony by a "more
humanity-centered education." A pertinent reply to H. G.

Wells' dictum that the "future is a race between education and
catastrophe." 124 pp. Cloth. Price $1.25.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-

termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of

the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a

solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Devereux.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-
portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture

to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with

the development of fundamental bases of production, with the

experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss

the effective use of the sound film in teaching.

220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
By Ella Callista Clark, Ph. D.

Brief, clear, concise, authoritative. An attractively printed

manual of procedure for all visual aids in teaching, with stimu-
lating suggestions for the inexperienced teacher as well as for

the veteran. 24 pp. Pai)er. Illus. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c.

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamiltan.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material

Price
"1000 and One" Film Directory | .76 Q
Film Evaluation Supplements
No. 1 and No. 2) 1.00 Q

Visualizinsf the Curriculum 2.75 Q
(To Schools) 2.20 n

The Audio-Visual Handbook 1.60 Q
Selected Films for American History 2.25 Q
An Alternative for Revolution and War... 1.25 D
Picture Values in Education 1.00 n
Evaluation of Still Pictures 60
The Educational Talking Picture 2.00 Q

(To Schools) 1.60

How to Use Educational Sound Film 2.00 n
(To Schoola) 1.60

Use of Visual Aids in Teaching 26 Q
Stereograph and Lantern Slide in Education .16
How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides 10 Q

To BUbscribera
of E. S.

» .26

!B

Desired and Fill in Blank Below

Subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

U. S. 1 year, $2.00 D 2 years, $3.00 D
Foreign 1 year, $3.00 D
Canada 1 year, $2.50 D

Educational Screen

64 E. Lake St., Chicago

2 years, $5.00 D
2 years, $4.00 D

I have indicated items desired and enclose check for $.

Name

School or Street.

City State.
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cyrmonQ tnE iJ\oduaE%± Where the commercial

firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

Filmstrips on Vocational Guidance

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc., of

Des Moines, Iowa, announces 20 new
vocational guidance film strips. The
authors are Drs. Walter J. Greenleaf

and Franklin R, Zeran. Dr. Greenleaf

has been with the Office of Education

for a number of years, and Dr. Zeran

went to Washington recently, having

been guidance counselor at Manitowoc,

Wisconsin for a number of years. Both
men are authors of note in the guidance

field.

The first 10 strips are based on the

Job Dictionary, recently compiled by the

U. S. Department of Labor. All jobs are

grouped into seven classifications, namely:
Professional and managerial occupations

;

Clerical and sales ; Agricultural, fishery,

forestry and kindred occupations ; Service

occupations ; Skilled ; Semiskilled ; Un-
skilled occupations; Typical jobs in each

classification are presented in the strips.

Two strips each are used for skilled and
semiskilled jobs.

The second group of 10 cover indus-

trial occupations, crafts, etc. These in-

clude aircraft operation and manufacture,

tree surgery, osteopathy, printing, op-

tometry, cement, steel, hotel and rail-

roading.

The strips run from 50 to 60 frames.

Student guides which accompany the

strips are designed for use in the class-

room and the contents are such that the

students will want to own copies.

First Two Recorded Lectures
Released

The first two releases of the new firm,

"Recorded Lectures Incorporated," 737

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, are

now available to all institutions of learn-

ing. The first lecture is by Ernest O.
Melby, Dean of the School of Education,

Northwestern University, and is on the

timely subject of "Democracy and Edu-
cation." The second lecture is by Hugh
M. Cole on the subject of military his-

tory. Mr. Cole is a professor at the Uni-
versity of Chicago and author of the

volume, "War in the Era of the Blitz-

krieg." He also is a regular contributor

to such publications as The Military En-
gineer, The Infantry Journal, and Cur-
rent History, and is heard as military

expert on the University of Chicago
Round Table over the National Broad-
casting System. These recorded lectures

are 16-inch electrical transcriptions of

broadcast quality which will play unin-

terruptedly for fifteen minutes in any
classroom equipped with a reproducing

machine capable of playing records at

33-1/3 revolutions per minute.

"We of Recorded Lectures Incorpor-

ated," stated Mr. Gerald T. Stanley,

President, "hope that these first releases

are only the beginning of a long series

of interesting and timely lectures to be

delivered by these and many other out-

standing men. In our search for lectures

and subjects we are guided by the advice

given us by interested educators all over

the country. We earnestly solicit their

opinions as to whom they would like to

hear and what subjects they would like

to have them discuss. It is our hope

that educators will continue to give us

their very fine cooperation in this mat-

ter. So far their response to the an-

nouncement of our company lias been

most gratifying. Educators from Maine
to California have written us giving us

lists of the speakers they would most

like to hear. We have paid strict atten-

tion to these lists, and we are busy now
compiling a catalog of releases that will

be available for the new school year."

"Recorded Lectures, Inc.," concluded

Mr. Stanley, "plans to serve institutions

of learning in much the same manner as

publishing houses do with textbooks.

Schools will be able to build up a library

of the thoughts and theories of today's

outstanding leaders as expressed by them-

selves, just as in the past school libraries

have compiled the printed thoughts of

these noted men."

Filmslide on Flag Usage
The timely subject of Flag Etiquette

has received extensive treatment in the

newest of the Visual Science 35mm film-

^
[H MEMORIAL D«V. MAVSO^.THE R.AC 15 WSPLAVEO

AT MALF-STaFE FROn SUHRlSE UNTIL NOON ANO AT FULL

STAFF FDOFl NOON UNTIL SUNSET. FOR TtlE NATION LIVES

AND THE n-AC IS THE SYMBOL OF THE LIVING NATION.

slides, entitled "The Story of Our

Flag." Recent tests have shown that few

people have even the vaguest knowledge

of the background of historical tradition

connected with our Flag. Still fewer per-

sons are aware of the fact that certain

fixed rules have been prescribed for dis-

playing the Stars and Stripes.

The film reveals much interesting in-

formation, namely ; the meaning of the

colors, George Washington's interpreta-

tion of the Stars and Stripes, who named
the flag "Old Glory," the story behind

Francis Scott Key's inspiration to write

the "Star Spangled Banner," and that

our Flag is the third oldest of the Na-
tional Standards of the world. Full text-

ual information is included with each

picture, clearly indicating just how the

Flag should be carried and displayed

under all conditions. For instance, it

should be raised to the peak before low-

ering to half staff, and only one other

flag may fly at a masthead above the

Stars and Stripes on certain occasions.

Credit is given the National American-

ism Committee of the American Legion,

Encyclopaedia Britannica and others who
very kindly granted the use of source

material for this work. It is pictorial

practically throughout and may be effect-

ively used in any Patriotic Program by

Schools, Churches, Boy Scout or Girl

Scout organizations and Service Clubs.

No reading script or manual is necessary

since the full story appears on the

screen. It is sold $2.00 postpaid by Visual

Sciences, Box 264 E, Suffern, New York.

Manual on Opaque Projection

Spencer Lens Company has issued a

new 36-pagc illustrated publication on

"Opaque Projection, a New Frontier in

Teaching," by J. Y. Taylor, which de-

scribes the many applications of opaque

projection in modern teaching technique.

It has been prepared to help teachers get

maximum service from their opaque pro-

jectors, by outlining suggested procedures

for the use of this equipment in teaching

primary and intermediate grades, and

high school classes. Definite directions

are given for various subjects of the cur-

riculum. The value of the Delineascope

as a diagnostic and drill device is also

discussed. Some special uses to which the

opaque projector can be put effectively

are— preparing class for field trips,

schools announcements, winning com-
munity support for schools, and prepar-

ing for promotion. Chapters on screens,

darkening the classroom, collecting and

classifying material, and a list of picture

sources, complete this valuable handbook.

It should be a welcome addition to the

text material for summer courses in vis-

ual instruction.

The manual may be obtained without

charge from the Spencer Lens Company,
Buffalo, New York. A copy of the Spen-

cer new sales folder, which describes

and prices opaque projectors, will also be

sent on request.

Shakespeare Album Offered

by RCA
Recordings of memorable scenes from

six of Shakespeare's most outstanding

plays, enacted by Otis Skinner and his

noted daughter, Cornelia Otis Skinner,

have been made available as aids to

teaching dramatics and literature in the

classroom, according to Ellsworth C.

Dent, RCA Victor Educational Director,

Camden, New Jersey.

The recordings, combined into a single

RCA Victor Red Seal album of three

records, include The Murder Scene, from
Macbeth; The Wooing Scene and Kath-
erine's Advice, from The Taming of the

Shre~iv; Marc Antony's Oration, from
Julius Caesar; the Potion Speech, from
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Romeo and Juliet; Portia's Mercy
Speech, from Merchant of Venice, and

The Seven Ages of Man, from As You
Like It. The album is designated as

M-753.

"Never before has it been possible for

the school teacher to enlist such skilled

talent to aid in teaching dramatics and

literature within the confines of the class-

room," Mr. Dent said. "The Skinners

bring an authentic flavor of the theatre

to every student hearing these recordings

of the most memorable passages in

Shakespeare."

DeVry Elects New Officers

William C. DeVry has been elected to

the presidency of the DeVry Corpora-
tion, 1111 Armitage Avenue, Chicago,

succeeding his lately deceased father Mr.
Herman A. DeVry. Another son, Ed-
ward B. DeVry, was selected secretary

and treasurer of the Corporation and
president of its educational subsidiary,

DeForest Training, Inc.

The new 32 year old chief executive

of the three-decade-old projector manu-
facturing firm was in charge of its sell-

ing organization at the time of his

father's death. He brings a wealth of
experience in film production and pre-

cision projector manufacture to his post,

having actively produced motion pictures

for some years before he joined his

father's organization in 1930. Edward B.

DeVry has served the projector manu-
facturing organization since 1926. Hav-
ing served for a brief interval in the
field of industrial film production, he is

also well versed in the problems of equip-
ment user and producer.

The Literature in

Visual Instruction
{Concluded from page 254)

by John S. Carroll. Significant trends
are described by Erickson as : 1 ) Recog-
nition by educators of the value of audio-
visual aids in the curriculum; 2) increase
in teacher training activities; 3) great
interest in the use of sound films by
teachers seeking professional growth and
promotions; 4) increasing availability of
sound film projectors; S) growth in pro-
vision for using projectors by equipping
classrooms with proper electrical facil-

ities and dark shades; 6) extension of
the use of the sound film projector for
auditorium and classroom showings and
for the public address system ; 7) grow-
ing membership in the Department of
Visual Instruction, N.E.A.; 8) keen in-

terest in meetings on the use of audio-
visual aids. An excellent graph for
indicating the extent of this growth ac-
companies the article by Dent. Curriculum
workers, who have been slow in recog-
nizing the special problems involved in

the use of visual aids, will find many
helpful leads in the article by Carroll.

William F. Kruse repeats his con-
viction that feature films of theatrical

origin have educational value in audi-
torium showings in the school. His article

is profusely illustrated and is entitled,

"The School Auditorium as a Class-
room."

There is also included in this bulletin

a survey of new filmstrips now available

in defense training.

Sight and Sound—British Film Insti-

tute, 4 Great Russell St., London
WCl—Winter, 1940-41

It is interesting to read this issue with

a view to noting what visual education-

ists think and write about during national

crises, and more important, what chance

there is for progress during war-time.

The news notes and editorial comments
reveal that the members of the Film In-

stitute are still very much concerned

about educational film production, and
that there is some measure of free speech

permissible even during these times. For
example, the editors deplore the fact that

in the past year only seven classroom
films have been produced, but place much
hope in the fact that the British Council
has agreed to make educational films as

part of their cultural program.
An article entitled, "Nationalise !" by

Brian Smith, makes a plea for govern-
ment ownership of the British film in-

dustry in order that better British films

might be made and Hollywood imports
minimized. A reply is published by
Michael Balcon who points to the unlim-
ited resources of the Ministry of In-

formation in film production as evidence
that government ownership won't work.
His solution is rationalisation, or en-
couragement by the government of pri-

vate film companies.

The perennial controversy "Sound or
Silent?" is also included in a review of

the Scottish Film Council's recent report.

Building America—Sponsored by the
Society lor Curriculum Study, distri-

buted by the .'\mencana Corporation,
2 West 4Sth Street, New York City.

Vol. VI Nos. 1-5. 30c per copy

The first five titles in the 1940-1

series of these pictorial studies on modern
problems are: IVe Americans—a timely
study of the refugee and immigration
problems; Ships and Men—a. discussion
of our Merchant Marine; Banking—the

part our banks will play in national de-
fense; Rubber—its production, possible
loss of supply and development of new
sources; Radio—its story from the ex-
periments of early inventors to the new-
est of the radio arts.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Films Adapted to Teaching Conserva-

tion in the Elementary School^Cir-
cular No, 184 U. S. Office of Educa-
tion, Washington, D. C. 38p. mimeo.
This is another in the series of teach-

ing aids recently distributed by the Office

of Education for conservation education.
The evaluated film listings are especially

good because they indicate ways of using
as well as the content of each film. In
fact, for each title mentioned there is

practically a teachers' guide to help in

planning for its use. This listing has been
prepared for elementary school classes.

The December, 1940 issue of Secondary
Education furnished a similar listing for

secondary school classes. Both were pre-

pared by Dr. Effie G. Bathurst for the

Office of Education.

Sources of Free Teaching Aids—Ruth
M. Holmes, Lock Haven State Teach-

ers College—Lock Haven, Pa. 1941 50c

84p.

An alphabetically-arranged listing of

sources of pamphlets, posters and charts.

The volume is the result of a study made
by students in Visual Education under the

direction of the author. Among the uses

for such free materials in the educational

program are : 1 ) As source of information

on industrial processes ; 2) as visual aids
;

3) for an enriched reading program;
4) for a remedial reading program; 5)

for practical experience in writing busi-

ness letters : and 6) to help in building a

classroom library.

It is obvious that the information has

been carefully organized and checked by
expert library standards.

Safety Education—A Tentative List of

Visual and Teaching Aids—compiled

, by Lili Heimers, Director, Visual

Aids Service, New Jersey State

Teachers College, Montclair. 1941.

6 pp mimeo. 15c

Lists sources ot materials—films,

slides, charts, posters, booklets, etc.—
tor teaching satety : automobile salety,

bicycle satety, satety in sports, play and
the home, hre prevention, and first aid.

Gives complete intormation on what is

available trom each source, with prices.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Fun at School—B. F. Holland and Ger-

trude M. McDaniel—Steck Co., Aus-
tin, Texas 1940.

A primer for children of Mexican
descent. The authors also recommend
it for developing an appreciation of

Latin American children. Photographs
of Mexican-American children at school

and at play are the basis for the reading

material. The teachers' manual which
accompanies the primer is designed to

give concrete assistance to teachers whose
pupils cannot speak English when they
enter school.

True Comics—vol. 1 No. 1—Published
bi-moiithly by the Parents' Institute,

52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. $1.00 a

year. David T. Marke, editor.

In format and color this 64-page
journal resembles the hundreds of comics
and super-comics now being circulated

among young people everywhere. But
True Comics deals with exciting his-

torical and current events. The villainous

anopheles mosquito is wiped out in the

story of Yellow Jack ; the numerous
escapades of a single hero turn out to be
those of Winston Churchill ; cowboys
and Indians serve as the background for

the story of George Rogers Clark,

"Frontier Fighter". The interest in

things material is served by drawings
about the first naval submarine and the

air war. Latin American history is

represented by a biography of Simon
Bolivar.

Thus is the fervid interest in comics
properly canalized to more socially de-

sirable themes. Because of the great

amount of research which accompanies

each issue, we may well accept True
Comics as a new visual aid.
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TJT7'T3t' TfUr^^ n T3C* ^ Trade Directory

XXfjXVU ± XlJ-l X JTIXvJLJ for the Visual Field

FILMS

Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St.. Hollywood. Cal.

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
{See advertisement on page 228)

Borden Company,
Consumer Relations Dept. (2)

350 Madison Ave., New York City
(See advertisement on page 251)

Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids (3)

84 Exster St., Boston, Mass.
(See advertisement on page 251)

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg., New York City
(See advertisement on page 225)

College Film Center (3, S>
59 E. Van Buren St.. Chicago.

(See advertisement on page 260)

Coronet Productions (2)

Glenview, 111.

(See advertisement on page 259)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th FL, Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, S)

35-11 3Sth Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 266)

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave. Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 256)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)

35 W. 45th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 263)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)

Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University. Cambridge, Mass.

(See advertisement on page 264)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, S)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, 111.

See advertisement on page 260)

International Film Bureau (3, S)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago

Lewis Film Service (3)

216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.
(See advertisement on page 263)

Manse Film Library (3)

1521 Dana Ave.. Cincinnati, O.
(See advertisement on page 260)

M. Minter Culver (2)

55 E. 73rd St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 258)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)

723 Seventh Ave., New York City
(See advertisement on page 264)

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Continuous insertions under one

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)

Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

(See advertisement on page 256)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City

19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco. Cal.

(See advertisement on page 263)

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)

2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 253)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 228)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Koda.scope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye (3)

239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 262)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 260)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)

Camden, N. J.
(See advertisement on page 267)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on page 255)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURES
Informative Classroom Pictures
44 N. Division. Grand Rapids, Mich,

(See advertisement on page 264)

RECORDINGS
Recorded Lectures, Inc.

737 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 257)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago

( See advertisement on page 265)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILM SLIDES

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 260)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 229)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 261)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suffern, New York

(See advertisement on page 260)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 226)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Hirsch & Kaye
239 Grant Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, III.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

( See advertisement on inside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16min silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.

(S) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.

(6) Indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

heading, $1.50 per issue; additional listings under other headings, 75c each.
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WITH you, as with us,
defense comes first. Our

output of optical Instruments
is beinji rapidly Increased to
meet tlie defense emergency.
We will endeavor to give our
customers the best service
possible under existing cir-

cumstances, and ask your
sympathetic cooperation.

CHOROID
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LIGAMENTS
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The Most Precious Optical Instrument in the World

THE most important single fact in

your life is that you see. Through
your eyes come more than 85% of all

impressions that reach your brain.

To help you conserve your vision at

highest efficiency, thousands of profes-

sional eyesight specialists offer the skill

of long training and experience. Most
of them use products of Bausch & Lomb
manufacture—eye examination instru-

ments, lenses, eyewear.

Such confidence in the products of

Bausch & Lomb is matched in many
branches of science and industry. In

medical laboratories, where Bausch

& Lomb microscopes aid in the end-

less battle against disease; in industrial

plants, where research engineers use

Bausch & Lomb spectrographic and me-

tallographic equipment to perfect newer

and stronger metals, where Bausch &:

Lomb inspection and control instruments

help make manufacturing processes

more efficient and more exact; in school

rooms, where Bausch& Lomb projection

equipment makes learning easier.

Throughout the civilized world, the

signature of Bausch & Lomb on a sci-

entific instrument earns respect for pre-

cision and scientific accuracy.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO. • ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1853
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KEYSTONE UNITS OF STEREOGRAPHS AND LANTERN SLIDES

and

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE AIR

Cooperating with governmental and private agencies that are endeavoring to promote

inter-American understanding and cooperatio i, the Keystone View Company offers units

of stereographs and lantern slides that will parallel the American School of the Air

series of weekly broadcasts on "Lands of New-World Neighbors," which begin Wednes-

day, October 6.

Several of these units are entirely new, being compiled from stereographic negatives

made by Keystone's special photographers during the past two years.

Following are the titles of the units:

(25 Stereographs or 25 Lantern Slides to Each Unit)

"Cuba and the West Indies"

"Mexico"

"Central America"

"Colombia and Venezuela"

"Brazil"

"The Amazon"

"Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay"

"Chile and Bolivia"

"Peru and Ecuador"

"Hawaii"

"Life in the Mountain and Plateau States"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the Mississippi"

"Our Neighbors in Eastern Canada"

"The Atlantic Frontiers"

"Life in Changing New England"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the Alleghenies"

"Life in the Pacific Coast States"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the Rockies"

"Making a Living in our Southland"

Detailed Information Will Be Sent upon Request

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
MEADVILLE, PENNA.
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With CASTLE FILMS you

con build your own

^ ililM
^%Jor as little as

SILENT • • • SOUND

l&S! IT'S TRUE! Castle Films—and Castle Films

alone—brings you great new educational moving

pictures at prices so low they will fit practically any

school budget ! Nowhere else can you get such a wide

selection of topics for so little! You can own sub-

jects on Current Events, History, Biography,

Travel—practically every branch of the curricula!

Specially produced for educational use. Write our

Educational Department for suggested list of

Castle teaching films.

HERE IS REAL LOW COST!

16 mm. Titled Edition .... YOU CAN OWN FOR $8.75

16 mm. Sound on Film.. YOU CAN OWN FOR $17.50

8 mm. Titled Edition YOU CAN OWN FOR $5.50

fREB'
Complete new Castle Films'

Educational Catalotue. Lists

tl over a hundred titles. Fill

out coupon and mail today.

CASTLE riLMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

New York

Fiao BUILDING RUSS BUILDING

San Francisco

GREAT NEW PICTURES LIKE THESE!

''/im/C THRILLS"

Sail through majestic ite floes

!

Sight swimming polar bears

and chase them in a fragile

boat! Thrill as fearless men,

armed only with ropes, cap-

ture these monarchs of the

North. Here's great strength

pitted against man's skill! An
authentic picture of the land

beyond the Arctic Circle!

''MYSTIC mvIA"
A living record of the teeming

sub-continent. The thronged

bazaars ! The stupendous spec-

tacle of Juggernaut's proces-

sion. Bathing ceremonies in

the sacred Ganges. Splendor

and Eastern culture in a Ma-
harajah's domain. The love-

liness of the Taj Mahal. Beau-

tifully Aimed. Superbly edited.

Witliiiut DbliKation wliatever, please send me Castle Films' new
Educational Catalogue.

^ame-

Address-

Citij -S 9

I..-...--...------..------------------.

d
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Living With Chinese Children
Enriching a fourth grade unit on China with
an ingenious utilization of the sound iihn.

RUTH LIVERMON
Principal, Meadowbrook School, Norfolk, Virginia

THE fourth grade Teacher and the school nurse

examined the health chart. A thin looking, wist-

ful child approached and asked the nurse, "Will

1 get my five point health certificate this term?"

The nurse glanced at the chart and then at the

boy, ''Joe," she replied, "Have you had your teeth

tilled?'' The boy shook his head. "Did you brush
your teeth this morning then?" persisted the nurse.

Down went the boy's head. The nurse turned to the

class. "How many of you remembered to brush your
teeth this morning?"

She looked at the teacher. "Miss Turner tells me
that today you are going to study a film. It is about

a family in a faraway land. Will you look and see if

the children in that country brush their teeth? If you
find out, will you come and tell me? I'll be in the

doctor's office downstairs."

"Suppose we write on the board what we want
to look for in the film," Miss Turner suggested.

Question 1. Did the children brush their teeth?

"Mary, what did you eat this morning for break-

fast?" asked Miss Turner. Oatmeal and hot chocol-

ate," replied Mary. "Well, let's see what these child-

ren in the film ate for breakfast—probably not oat-

meal and hot chocolate." Henry spoke up, "Where did

these children live. Miss Turner?".

"In China, and the film we're going to see is called.

Children of China. Jane spoke up, "I got some real
Chinese pajamas for Christmas. I'd like to know if they
wear those things in that country."

Miss Turner said. "We're going into their class in

school, too. I wonder if you will watch what they do
in their school work." Harry hurried puffing into the

room. "Why, Harry, you are late," exclaimed Miss
Turner taking out her attendance book. "Oh, Dad,
couldn't get the car started. Battery ran down or some-
thing. It might be something else though. He's had
trouble all this week."

"Well, suppose we see how Chinese children and
their older folks get from one place to another," said

Miss Turner. Harry resumed, "Gee, Dad was mad.
He'll be late to the office and does that burn him up."
"What does your father do?" asked Sue. "Oh, he's

in the traffic department of the railroad," proudly re-

turned Harry. "My pop's a lawyer," volunteered Ben.
Miss Turner wrote quietly on the board. How do
Chinese fathers make a living?

When the class assembled all the questions to be

studied, they were

:

1. Do Chinese children brush their teeth?

2. What do they eat ?

3. ^^'hat do they wear?

Pupil-made
art mural
grows — a
Chinese
street scene

from the Erpi

film. "Chil-

d r e n of
China."
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4. What do Chinese children do in school ?

5 How do they get from one place to another?

6. How do Chinese fathers make a living?

Immediately after the film was first shown, the class

ssed these questions. They discovered that Chinese

ren had no milk for breakfast. Why was this?

red said, "I didn't see any servants in the Lee

. Why ?" Out came Tommy with, "I bet they have

in China. They all put their forks into the same

s." "But they don't have forks," interrupted

thy. "What do they use?" "There certainly were

of people living in one house," sighed Bill. "I'd

• get around with so many in our house." "Why
ey have it arranged this way?"
id so as the children discussed the film, compar-

between the Chinese and American ways of

I
grow. New purposes for studying the film

1 are set up. As the film is presented again,

iaily questions arise which throw the ancient back-

ed of Chinese civilization into bold contrast with

ndustrial mechanization of this country. Fourth

; children with genuine sincerity ask:

Why do not the Chinese have busses or automo-

in their towns?
Z. Why do they have "field gods" ?

3. Why don't they have furnaces in winter?

4. Why can't Grandfather Lee write a letter?

5. Why don't they carry their vegetables in trucks?

6. Why don't they have ice boxes and gas stoves ?

Stories, magazines, reference books are sought for

more information on these points. During the class

discussion of the many material comforts which the

Chinese lack, Wilma, a quiet child remarked, "Well,

even if they don't have cars and things, they seem

happy." "What makes you think so, Wilma?" Miss

Turner asked, "Because they smiled and laughed a

lot,'' answered the child, "Wilma thinks the Chinese

boys and girls in the film were happy. What do the

rest of you think?"

"Let's see the film again and make a list of what we
find out on this," said Harry, The film was presented

again for the enlarged purpose of discovering this

deeply emotionalized attitude. In the discussion of

Chinese happiness which followed this film showing,

significant remarks were

:

1. "They were happy listening to the music. They
didn't have to listen to it.,"

2. "People do not have to laugh out loud to be

happy,"

3. "The man playing the violin was happy. He
wouldn't play any instrument if he didn't want to, and if

he didn't like it."

4. "Mei-ling was happy playing with her baby sis-

ter because she was helping someone else."

5. 'King Chang and Shiu Ming were happy be-

cause they were not fussing with each other."

6. "Father Lee was happy because Mother Lee

brought him something to drink in the fields."

7. "Mother Lee was happy because she was doing

something for Father Lee."

One day when the fourth grade went for their lunch

in the cafeteria they were astounded to see an old

foreign woman serving the milk. Upon asking, they

discovered that she was the Chinese cook of a Navy
family, and that she had been born in Canton,

"Let's invite her over to see our film," said Joe,

"What shall we call her in our letter?" several asked,

A committee was formed to go and ask her name.

Even when she told them, they found it difficult. At
length they decided to invite her as "Dear Friend",



Use of film en-

courages outside

reading. One
pupil enjoying a

quiet time with

friends in China.

Ah Seam came, enjoyed tlie film with the class, and
stayed all morning, answering questions and telling

the class about her life in China.

During the work on the class mural the art commit-
tee saw the street scenes of the film several times to

verify details for their own drawing. As the unit

broadened its scope, the following activities grew from
the frequent use of the film

:

1. Visits of Chinese in the local environment.

2. Committees were formed to explore the local

stores and find out what articles China contributes to

our markets of trade.

3. Art committee wrote to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art for catalogue of their Chinese art available

through post card collections.

4. Committee wrote parents inviting them to see the

film.

5. Postal authorities were consulted to discover route

and time of mail to different parts of China.

6. Committee investigated the route of the China
Clipper.

7. Chinese lunch of rice and tea was prepared.

Friends were invited.

8. Visit to local art museum.
9. Visits made to private collections in the city.

10. Class mural of street scene drawn.

11. Committee wrote to tea companies asking foi

material.

12. Collections of difTerent kinds of tea made.

13. Visits made to docks to see goods imported

from China.

14. Charts showing comparison between Chinese

and American customs were made.

15. Chinese music was sung and studied through

victrola records.

16. Patterns used on China such as blue willow,

dragons, were studied.

17. Drawings were made of ditTerent Chinese and

American symbols of religion.

18. Letters written to the junior Red Cross asking

for the names of Chinese children to whom the class

might write.

19. Charts were made of foods of China and
America.

20. Differences in transportation were brought out

through drawings and charts.

21. Scrapbooks of items and pictures in this school

were made to send to children in China.

22. A committee investigated the local radio station

to find out if anyone had ever heard China over the

radio. They sought to learn also what places in China

broadcast and when.

23. Drawings and pictures were made to show
contrast between Chinese and American means of

communication.

24. Art committee investigated and reported on the

color, "Chinese red."

25. Conversations were written about what a mem-
ber of the Lee family would think interesting or

strange about a visit in their homes.

26. Investigated, through the Boy and Girl Scout

Organizations, about chapters in China.

27. The film was presented without the sound.

Several of the class acted as narrators and told the

story of the film.

28. This activity was repeated when the parents

came to visit.

29. Costumes were bought in the stores and made
for the exhibit.

30. Chinese articles were collected and presented

in an exhibit.

31. Chinese newspapers and stamps were collected.

32. Chinese bowls of paper mache were made.

33. A Chinese ship was visited. Pictures were

taken of it for the scrapbooks.

34. One of the Chinese visitors was asked to write

each child's name in Chinese. Each child then made
a large chart of his name. (Concluded on page 307)
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Use of Filmstrip to Assist

Retarded Readers
A concrete example of the value of this vis-

ual aid in the classroom, which should sug-

gest other possibilities for its effective use.

ESTHER L. BERG
Public School 4, The Bronx, New York

IT
WAS found in P. S. 4, of which Mr. Simon

Hirsdansky is Principal, that the work in reading

in the third and fourth years was poor ; hence, these

years were departmentalized for a one hour reading

period daily, ^^'e gave the Metropolitan Reading Test

and then grouped the children according to the results.

Since we have six teachers in the fourth year, we have

six reading groups. The two bright groups have in them

45 children, and the work is on an advanced level. The
two slowest groups have 20 and 18 children each and

are doing ver}^ elemental work, practically all individual.

The third year has five teachers, so we have five

groups. The slowest third year group is composed of

15 children whose reading achievement is from .4 to

1.9. The work is graded to their ability, and emphasis

is placed upon phonics. Many devices are used to cre-

ate an interest and a desire to learn to read.

One of the most interesting and perhaps the most

effective devices we have tried is the use of stripfilm.

The picture is elemental and the reading simple enough
for IB children, so that these retarded older children

are able to read it fairly fluently.

The filmslide we used consisted of a series of titles

and pictures which told the story of "Little Sambo."
The story was told, step by step, followed by the pic-

Reading the caption which describes the picture following.

ture illustrating it. There is a definite continuity in the

captions, and the drawings are of the simple line type,

without too much detail. This type of visual aid permits

of a flexibility in its use, as the caption can be read,

followed by the picture ; or the picture can be shown.

and the caption then read. From the teacher's view-

point, it would be wise for her to be familiar with the

captions, so that she can direct the children's vocabulary.

The result of the use of this device was amazing.

Not a child was inattentive ; there was an eagerness

to read correctly and with expression ; and many words

beyond their reading age level, as beautiful, umbrella,

bazaar, jungle, etc.. they attacked without hesitation,

pronounced correctly and recognized outside of the

text. Psychologically, there was a definite gain in mor-

ale, as the children had a feeling of satisfaction and

One of the pictures in the "Little Sambo" film slide set.

accomplishment. In this regard, these third year chil-

dren did not have a feeling of inferiority, which comes
from reading a pre-primer.

It might be well to plan a series of reading lessons,

using the stripfilms that deal with the folk stories,

nursery rhymes, etc. with which the children are famil-

iar. \\'e do not advocate tliis as a panacea to eliminate

all reading difficulties, but it does promote interest and
serve as an incentive to read, which is a necessary

factor, especially for non-readers.

As a further development of the use of the stripfilm,

it might serve the second and third year normal readers

as an enrichment to their reading program. The children

could make their own story slides and write their own
captions. In addition, at a higher reading age, the chil-

dren could view the stripfilm and refer to the original

stories, comparing and discussing the techniques, etc.

This short outline serves to show that the use of

stripfilm in the classroom has many possibilities, not

only for the non-readers, who are limited in their

capacities, but also for those who are advanced in read-

ing and with whom stripfilms can be used to enrich

the regular reading periods.
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Auditioning

at school.

YOU can do it ; all you need is a station. What
kind of station ? Radio—not police. Let me tell

you what this is all about : it is my intention to

weave these print tracks into a pattern that will give

you a picture of the preparation and production of our

high school radio program.

In September of 1939 our high school for the first

time decided to go on the air each week for thirty min-

utes over our local station. With an enrollment of

some fifteen hundred students to help us, with radio

the already mature handmaiden of hosts of competitors

for the public's attention, and with the conviction that

we could and should use the magic of radio to pull out

the latch strings of our community homes, we started

to work.

I write of "we." This pronoun refers to a com-
mittee of four teachers and our principal. Where,
you may well ask, were the students? They were
patiently waiting for the more experienced competence

of their elders to determine the nature of the program
to be presented. Certainly, we concluded, any program
that was too academic or pedantic must be avoided.

Our broadcast material, however, must not be un-

worthy of the standards of quality we seek to main-

tain in our classrooms. This, then, was (and is) our

chief objective: To present an educational program of

sufficient intrinsic worth to justify it as an educating

activity, and to present this program in such a manner
as would get a favorable reaction from as large a listen-

ing public as possible. This effort to keep one eye on

education and the other on public interest, needless to

say, is quite hard on the eyes.

Having determined broadly our objective, we took

stock of our resources and our problems. We found

that we had two disadvantages somewhat peculiar to

our situation. These obstacles were serious ones, but

not insurmountable. In the first place, we have no

speech department ; consequently our supply of capable

"voices" was limited to a relatively small number that

had been discovered in school plays and in oral Eng-

{S^
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WAYNE EDLAND
High School, Bloomington, Illinois

lish work. In the second place, we have no individual
instrumental instruction, no orchestra, no string
groups, nothing except a band and program of glee club
work. Now your band can make a recording of your
school song to be used in opening your program, but
probably very few persons will ever turn off a good
sfring ensemble in order to hear a high school boy play
a bass drum solo.

But let us turn to the advantages of our situation

—

advantages which I believe almost any school may ex-
pect in beginning its broadcasts. We quickly obtained

the interest and support of our teaching staff; in fact,

I do not recall that assistance solicited from any teach-

er has ever been refused. Their attitudes would indi-

cate that they envision the march of students to the

microphone as much an integral a part of our pub-
lic school service as the teaching of agreement of subject

and verb. Then, too, we have enjoyed the enthusiasm
and dependable cooperation of a sufficient number of

able students to guarantee the preparation and presen-

tation of our programs. Of this I am certain, the bur-

den of any program, properly conceived and directed,

can rest upon the shoulders of capable student work-
ers, and you can still have a program that will win
parental approval and community interest.

We found, too, to our advantage, that there is an

inexhaustible fund of material out of which programs
of interest can be created. A vast number of subjects

ranging from autobiography to far beyond quiz can

be presented. And, of course, the most vital of all the

conditions favoring our program was the fact that the

radio station wanted us on the air. Your station man-
ager signs an agreement to use his station to render

a certain amount of public service and he is looking

for people who can help him do a good job of it.

Having our general objective now in mind, and be-

ing cognizant of our advantages and disadvantages, the

Radio Committee selected the following type of pro-

gram as being most likely to succeed. Each regular

program should give news of the school activities for
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We're on

in one

second.

A stimulating presentation of

one school's performance in

the field of radio—and the

advantages derived therefrom.

the coming week, include student instrumental or vocal

talent and present a dramatic biographical sketch of

some outstanding personality out of our city's past. To
inaugurate the series the superintendent of schools and
the high school principal appeared on the initial pro-

gram. The moral force given this experimental enter-

prise by the appearance of these administrators on our

first program was most helpful ; they ably availed them-

selves of their opportunity to present to the community
some of the problems confronting our school.

Our school paper assumed the responsibility for

broadcasting the school news. Each broadcast was an

assignment to a staff reporter. Our band instructor

and the director of our glee club rendered their assist-

ance in ferreting out individual musical talent. A band
recording of our school song opened our program ; a

vocal recording of the same closed it. The dramatics

department took the responsibility for selecting stu-

dents capable of presenting our scripts. Our typing

department took over the work of typing sufficient

scripts for each cast. Honestly, it was remarkable the

way the difficulty of the problem resolved itself into a

number of simple tasks. Our most masterly achieve-

ment in this direction, however, was in gaining the

consent of teachers to supervise student groups active

in the preparation of the scripts to be produced. These

teachers aided student groups in securing, selecting,

and preparing their biographical material in the form

of dramatic contributions.

An additional word should perhaps be said regard-

ing the preparation of these scripts. The local historical

society, the school and public libraries, the "old-timers"

of the community, all made their contributions of ma-

terial. With the use of model scripts and a list of

suggestions worked out from a study of many samples,

the student groups worked their biographical material

into radio dramatizations. Then matters of English

and accuracy of information were checked in confer-

ence with the teacher-sponsor ; the script was revised

and made ready for presentation.

The rehearsal of the dramatic scripts took some

three hours time for each fifteen minutes of time on the

air. The students cast by the dramatics instructor

were turned over to a member of the Radio Commit-

tee for these rehearsals. Working with the sound man
and the student announcer, the cast completed their

final auditioned rehearsal. We were on the air!

Well, we stayed on the air with this series during

the school year, 1939-1940. In attempting to achieve

our dual objective—namely, "to present an educational

program of sufficient intrinsic worth to justify it as an

educating activity, and to present this program in such

a manner as would get a favorable reaction from as

large a listening public as possible"—certain compro-

mises were, of course, necessary. For example: to

b.ave kept the musical portions of our program on the

highest possible cultural level would have greatly limit-

ed the range of usable talent and the interest of stu-

dents. Consequently, we conceded the inevitable "hot"

vocals a minor place on our programs. Such compro-

mises are both reasonable and democratic. If, how-

ever, any reader thinks that the general cultural level

of a radio program can be no higher than the level of

average cultural attainment of the student body, then

with that person our entire radio committee and I de-

cidedly disagree.

As we looked forward to another season last year

we also looked back over our long and varied exper-

ience of a single year. And in doing so we naturally

asked ourselves two questions: first, what net bene-

fits accrued to our school from our entry into this ac-

tivity which was new to us the year before ; secondly,

what positive suggestions do we have for a new season?

Those students who participated in the preparation

of the biographical dramatizations received training in

community research. They investigated the facts re-

garding the lives of many of the outstanding men and

women of our community. As they gathered their ma-

terial they learned politic methods of obtaining coop-

(Concluded on page 312)
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

The first detailed history of non-the-

atrical films continues with Part 29
and still more about groups that pro-

duce their own propaganda subjects.

WJERRY" HAMILTON then, in

I
1927, was in charge of lectures

J and motion pictures in the Gen-
eral Information Department of the

Bell Telephone Company of Pennsyl-
vania. He had come there in 1922,

when Leonard Ornierod, who headed the

Department, had just requisitioned cam-
era and lighting equipment for film pro-

duction. When tlie apparatus arrived, Or-
merod sent for Hamilton, indicated the

strange tools, and told him to "get busy."

The new assistant was naturally taken

aback, but not for long. He proceeded

at once to learn what the apparatus was
all about and, in the next five years, to

expose approximately half a million feet

of negative for the production of about

a score of exceedingly serviceable pic-

tures ranging from one to six reels

apiece. During the first year he composed
his own scenarios, directed, photographed
and lighted every picture, then wrote all

the subtitles, and edited the footage. He even

personally developed some of the negative.

By way of rounding out the experience.

Hamilton had also served an apprentice-

ship in finding audiences. When he had
produced a sufficient number of subjects

to warrant the undertaking, he had or-

ganized a regular distribution, shipping

telephone films to theatres that would
run them—and they generally did—from
centers established in Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh.

His camera had a "stop-motion" at-

tachment, so, after his first production

year, he undertook to photograph his

own technical animation with an impro-
vised setup. Results were sufficiently en-

couraging to prove that the method was
efifective, and when .Arthur Loucks, then

representing Bray Pictures, called to so-

licit a production order, he was com-
missioned to make a professional subject.

a screen cartoon entitled "Treat 'Em
Right." This, presenting common abuses

of the telephone, became popular, selling

some ISO prints and being exhibited

throughout the Bell System. A succeeding

industrial cartoon, "My Hero," was pro-

duced by Loucks & Norling, who by this

time had left Bray and set up their own
independent business.

Carlyle Ellis made several productions

for Stokes in the silent films period, and
I wrote continuities for a couple. For all

who came in contact with Stokes and his

high conception of the work to be done
with films in public relations it was a

stimulating, elevating experience. From
time to time unworthy enemies of Big
Business have tried to impugn the fine

motives back of these Bell System good
will films, alleging their misuse as prop-

aganda in rate drives ; but no such charge

has ever been made to stick when the

facts have been investigated.

Hamilton joined Stokes in New York
October, 1927. In 1929 Stokes resigned

to join Electrical Research Products,

Inc., and Hamilton was promoted to suc-

ceed him. Since then Hamilton has super-

vised all .'\merican Telephone and Tele-
graph motion picture productions made
for the use of Associate Companies of the

System.

Utilities

With the example set by Edison him-
self in producing educational films, the

electrical interests were not as prompt
as might have been expected in institut-

ing film departments. The New York
Edison Company, stirred by its active

leader, Arthur Williams, who died in

To Telephone Company opportunities
for service Jerry Hamilton brought
first-hand acquaintance with films.

1937, produced a few pictures on power
production and home appliances, and two
or three on the broad contribution of

electricity to civilized life in the great

city ; but the movement in that division

of industry did not at once get into its

stride.

Then came the General Electric Com-
pany of Schenectady, New York, which
had waxed rich and powerful with the

unfolding of an electrical age, and which
had learned to respect public relations

through both its organization by the Mor-
gan group, in Wall Street, and the heavy
investment of its surpluses in public util-

ities. Before the First World War it had
a department issuing lantern slides ; and
the reader will recall that, in the summer
of 1916, the Reserve Company of Cleve-

land was preparing to produce a General

Electric film on the history of illumina-

tion to be entitled "Flame Eternal, a

Drama of Light and Love." But it was
not until about the same time in which
the Western Electric established its Mo-

tion Picture Bureau that the General

Electric Company instituted its Visual

Instruction Section, using films.

C. F. Bateholtz, who headed the sec-

tion, was then aged about 36 years. He
was a man of much ability, conscientious

and loyal, but rather an odd character.

One of his peculiarities was a widespread

boast that he had never remained over-

night in New York City which he evi-

dently disliked. But despite the quirks,

which his friends attributed to his in-

different health, Bateholtz did an ex-

cellent work to establish the General

Electric Film Service. He took his duty

with a seriousness which is indicated by

his enrollment in the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers in 1918, and by the

long continued circulation of the subjects

prepared under his supervision. He re-

tired from the Section about 1928, being

succeeded by John Klenke who, in 1931,

relinquished the place in turn to John
G. T. Gilmour. Gilmour, born in Schen-

ectady and educated to a B.A. at Union
College, had been cameraman and pro-

duction manager in the department for

some time previously. In November, 1939,

Gilmour was transferred to the General

Electric television station, W2XB, the

vacated film post being filled by Charles

R. Brown. Of late years, in circumstances

which will be sketched later in this his-

tory, many sound films have been pro-

duced for General Electric, but in the

active list of silent films available for

non-theatrical distribution from that

source remain about fifty technical and
popular subjects.

Two well known organizations which

had goVie into large scale production for

theatrical release of industrial subjects,

only to be reduced suddenly, were the

Ford Motor Company, with its "Ford
Educational Weekly," and the Canadian

Pacific Railway, which allegedly spent

about half a million dollars in the pur-

chase of the old American Gaumont plant

at Flushing. This particular railroad

project was terminated on the generally

excellent advice, it is said, of the cele-

brated public relations counsel. Ivy Lee,

just when authoritative journals were
hailing the intended work as "the broad-

est gesture so far in industry rising

to the educational possibilities of the

screen."

American railroads were actually much
disposed to use films in public relations

work. The very nature of the business

offered innumerable opportunities for

producing attractive pictures which would
be welcomed in theatres as well as in

churclies, schools and clubs. Ray-Bell

shot 100,000 feet of scenic material for

the Northern Pacific in 1925, and the

New York Central also considered reels

of the same character then. But the In-
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terstate Commerce Commission, given in-

creased powers as repeated investigations

revealed irregularities in rail practice,

sternly limited advertising appropriations.

It was this situation, no doubt, which

impelled Ivy Lee to advise the C.P.R.R.

as it seems that he did. In all likelihood

it was the imminent, rigorous investiga-

tion of public utility companies which

arrested the natural use of demonstration

films in various forms of municipal serv-

ice such as urban transit, lighting and

water supply.

One successful method whereby the

"regular" lines of business could avail

themselves, without serious criticism, of

the new way to cultivate good will, was
to make films which in themselves were
of undeniable value to employee welfare

or, more generally, of public benefit. Thus,

there was nothing but praise for the

Central Railroad of New Jersey when,

in the summer of 1917, its own photog-

rapher. Felix Guyette, working under

direction of Charles Davenport, produced

a reel on safety. This was a favorite cause

warmly supported by the Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey. However, the

approach was not peculiarly New Jer-

sey's. In 1923, for further instance, the

Boston Elevated Railway made a safety

film in cooperation with the Boston Con-
servation Bureau.

Nevertheless, to the Public Service

Corporation of New Jersey—or its ear-

lier organization, if the corporation does

not date so far back—probably should go
the pioneer status, for its celebrated di-

rector of safety education, Alison J. Van
Brunt, is said to have supervised the

making of a film in the department of his

especial interest, about 1904. It was one
of the side industrial productions, I

understand, of the old Edison Company.
I was well acquainted with Van Brunt
in his later years, and even produced some
of his subjects. He made a new one an-

nually, as a rule, using employees of

the corporation as actors.

His department, at the headquarters in

Newark, was ruled with the proverbial

rod of iron, but was pervaded by real

respect and affection for him on the part

of John Orth. his first assistant, his pro-
jectionist, William Alexander (who was
also Balcom's chief projectionist for

the public schools of Newark), and his

various other direct associates. It is un-
deniable that Van Brunt, who died sud-
denly in his office about 1934 at a ripe

age, made a marked contribution to the

protection of life and limb in a wide
area, far beyond the borders of his

State. It may be added that he was an
enthusiastic and active member of the

National Safety Council.

The New York Central Railroad found
the I.C.C. barriers less difiicult to sur-

mount when it made films for farmers
through its Agricultural Department at

Chicago. From the regular advertising

department, in New York, others were
addressed to the farmers of the Hudson
Valley. Three or four of these were pro-
duced for the Central by J. L. Barnard,
and given distribution through granges.
"Barney" Bernard, as we used to call

him, had been a newspaper reporter in

Safety campaigns of the Public Ser-
vice Corporation of New Jersey owed
their effectiveness almost as much to

A. J. Van Brunt's personal drive
as to force of the utility itself.

Los .Angeles. He had worked his way
into a publicity position at the Thomas
H. Ince Studios, and Ince belonged

imiKjrtantly to the Triangle Film Cor-

poration, where Carlyle Ellis, Charles

Barrell and I were also then employed.

It is said that in the production of "The
Birth of a Nation" he was one of Grif-

fith's fifteen or so assistant directors.

After the War Bernard made his way
East and after working briefly at Uni-
versal, set himself up as an industrial

producer. He was competent, hard-work-
ing, and quickly became popular. Barrell

gave him a few directing jobs for West-
ern Electric, and he acquitted himself

creditably there. His principal clients

otherwise were the Jersey Cattle Club,

the Masons and the New York Central.

He had his two sons at a private school

outside the city, and I remember that

he used to make a picture for the in-

stitution each year to pay for their tui-

tion. But one day along came the Florida

land boom and he was caught in it. When
that exploded, and most of his prospects

with it, he landed for a breathing-spell

on his father-in-law's ranch in California.

Eventually he made the connection which
he held until a grave illness in 1941, of

reporter on the Los Angeles Herald-Ex-
press, the same newspaper which had
employed him thirty years before. The
top.sy-turvy motion picture business is

filled with ironic coincidences like that.

I have just counted the names of over
five hundred industrial concerns which,

in the "silent" period of the half-dozen

years prior to tlie popularization of talk-

ing pictures, had so-called motion picture

departments for the distribution of films

produced expressly for themselves. Some
were sizeable and all were serious. They
generally told just manufacturing stories.

The duPonts and the Hercules Powder
Company were stressing explosives rather

than their many present by-products.

Pictures sponsored by the Goodyear
Rubber Company, of Akron, Ohio, showed
that concern to be wa.xing enthusiastic

over what latex could do for aviation.

The New England engineering firm of

Stone & Webster unreeled the saga of

modern machinery which scooped and
rattled coal from the bowels of the earth.

The Heinz Company of Pittsburgh,

guided by its thoughtful advertising chief-

tain, Franklin Bell, announced new reels

on food products, and bewailed the lack

of a proper color process with which to

glorify its tomato ketchup, chili sauce

and soup. In Kansas City Paul Kendall

expanded his film section of the Long-
Bell Lumber Company, instituted in 1915.

The insurance companies, suspect with

all other Big Businesses of the day, kept

their film propaganda beyond vile accu-

sation by their happily discovered themes
of the prolongation of life and the proper

safeguarding of property. None of these

made a more genuinely useful job of it

than the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company, guided by its Third Vice-Pres-

ident In Charge of Health and Welfare
Work of Policy-Holders, Lee K. Frankel,

and later, by his successor, Dr. Donald
B. Arm,strong. Several of the most suc-

cessful silent productions for this account

were made by Carlyle Ellis. The subjects

were chiefly on prevention and cure of

tuberculosis, diptheria immunization and
periodic health examination.

Benefit of Clergy

The clergy had been interested unre-

mittingly in the church uses of films, as

these pages have amply indicated, from
the start of the industry

;
yet, here was

even an added effort of the customers at

this time to take matters into their own
hands. In this direction, however, the

interest was not in that simple informa-

tive content of motion pictures in which
schoolmen were so greatly concerned, but

in their emotional powers, which the

theatrical men themselves esteemed.

As a matter of fact there are many
points of identity in the forces of drama
and religion. Despite their frequent fall-

ings-out, the theatre, in all times and
climes, has had its origin in religious

ritual, and has grown under the foster-

ing care of the priests. .Apropos of this,

it is ironical that in 1922 the editors of

the Christian Herald should have invited

audiences "to illustrate the relation of

movies to the church." It is perhaps more
pointed to remark that the Reverend
William Sheafe Chase, while one of the

most uncompromising leaders of the

movement to censor motion pictures, pur-

chased a Simplex projector and showed
films occasionally to his Sunday Schools

and adult congregations as rector of

Christ Church in Brooklyn, New York.
There may be close resemblances in

the respective dramatic tastes of church
and theatre, but there are sharp differ-

ences at the same time. Because there

are, clergymen wanted films of their own.
They wanted them also for doctrinal rea-

sons. I have been told that approximately
fourteen separate film versions of the life

of Christ have long been in active cir-

(Continued on page 292)
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}^toceedin^5 of the Summer Meeting of the
Department o£ Visual Instruction

of the National Education Association
(Held in Boston. June 30. July 1 and 2. 1941)

Visual Instruction in New England

Organizing the Visual Program in the School
HOWARD A. SMITH
High School, Milton, Mass.

MANY administrators and teachers
too often think of "Visual In-

struction" only in terms of movies—in

fact for many the words are synony-
mous. The use of some type of visual

aids has been a characteristic of our
schools for more than fifty years. The
older methods consisted largely of us-

ing pictures and taking of field trips. The
teachers usually had smaller classes and
such a procedure often served their

purpose fairly well. Too often, today,

teachers tend to use a movie instead
of taking a trip or performing a dif-

ficult demonstration experiment.

From the point of view of the pupil,

a trip to Yellowstone or Washington, D.
C, is superior to a movie on the subject.

A serious defect in many of our school
systems is the lack of any readily avail-

able time for lengthy field trips. This
defect is not as easily remedied as it

may seem. In Milton High School,
where I have charge of visual education,
the biology department regularly sched-
ules field trips on bird identification

and habits twice a week during May
and early June. Since the birds are
best observed in the early morning
we scheduled the trips at 5 :45 A. M.
You might think it would be impossible
to have any sizable voluntary group at

such an early hour. On the contrary
we have to limit the number and re-

quire "signing up" a week in advance.
The pupils learn a great deal about
birds, and, what is more important,
find the early morning is one of the

beautiful parts of the day.

Since the theme of the afternoon meet-
ing is "Visual Instruction in New
England" I should like to summarize
briefly the status of Visual Education
in tliis section of the country. There
are not many school systems that have
a full time director of Visual In.struc-

tion. I know of only four—Boston,

Quincy, Providence and Bristol, Conn.
However, in each of the places named
the work being done is excellent. I wish
it were possible for each of you to visit

Mr. Childs of Providence, and let him
show you how his department aids the

teachers in his system. His is probably

the best department in New England.

In other school systems, including the

one I am in, the Director of Visual

Instruction is one of the regular teach-

ers who probably has had his teaching

load lightened by a period or two a
day. In some places, however, it re-

presents just another of the "extra"
duties teachers are called upon to per-

form. In some systems there is a faculty

committee which heads up the visual

program. As is true of too many com-
mittees, the final result is often that
the children or some one person does
practically all the work. An active Vis-
ual Education Committee made up of all

the building supervisors is of great value.

Each building supervisor should have

charge of receiving, distributing and
returning materials to the main office.

There is a dual requirement which
all Visual Education Departments must
meet if they are to be successful. First,

they must get the materials and apparatus
into the teachers' hands at the time they

need it. Second, they must see to it

that the teacher uses the visual aids

efi^ectively.

A great deal of tact is needed by the

director. Many of the older teachers

will resent being told what to do. Of-
tentimes tliey have developed highly

successful methods of teaching. The
problem becomes one of gradually work-
ing visual aids into their method of

teaching, and this necessitates cooper-

ation between director and teacher.

In setting up a department one of the

first tasks of the Director of Visual
Education should be to make a survey
of materials and equipment owned al-

ready by tlie school. Undoubtedly, there

is much material that most of the

teachers do not know about, or that has
been monopolized by one teacher. A
mimeographed list of such materials

should be given to each teacher.

A Department of Visual Instruction

must plan much of its work months
ahead. The director must cooperate with

teachers and supervisors in working out

a vist'al aids program for each course

of studv. The possession of each teacher's

schedule is a great help. Printed forms
giving the name of the visual aid, date,

hour, and room should be given to each

teacher as a confirmation of the book-

ing order. After the visual aid has

been used the teacher should fill out a

reoort as to its value, correlation, etc.

These reports should be kept on file as

they are valuable in planning future

programs. .'\ complete cross reference

index file of films by name and by
subtect is a necessity.

Many systems are neglecting an ex-

cellent source of free visual materials.

The New England Museum of Natural
History, the Museum of Fine Arts, and
the Children's Museum all offer ex-
cellent exhibits to the schools. The dir-

ector should aid the teacher in securing
them. He can also assist in making the

necessary arrangements for school mus-
eum trips. It is impossible to obtain

maximum benefits if a class arrives

unexpectedly. If notified in advance,

the museum will usually give such
groups special attention. The director

should list the museums, favorable in-

dustries, and points of specific interest

studied in the curriculum and give

mimeographed copies to the teachers.

The selection of visual aids and films

should be done entirely by one person.

There should be a committee to pass

judgment on such items. There must
be a decision as to the relative value

of renting or owning films. Usually the

smaller medium sized school system can

save money by renting. The films can

usually be secured when you want them,

if you place your order early. Con-
siderable judgment is necessary to select

the few excellent free films from those

that are of little value or contain too

much advertising.

A program of inservice training must
be developed. This can be done by visual

education meetings and by individual

work with teachers. Many directors pre-

fer the use of student operators. This

can often be done by the formation of

a Movie Operators Club. The main point

is to secure reliable and effective pro-

jection.

The problem of transportation be-

tween the various schools in a system

must be solved by the administrator.

The best method will depend on the

system itself. Some use the regular

school delivery truck, others have an

outside delivery service, in others certain

teachers come to the main office, while in

some the director or his assistant dis-

tribute the materials themselves.

The director should provide the mater-

ials and encourage the use of punil-

made slides and charts. These simplies

should be readily accessible in all build-

ings. There is an excellent .source of

free pictorial material in magazines such

as the National Geoeraphic, Life etc. The
materia! of permanent interest should

he mounted, while that of current value

only can be used tmniounted. Each
teacher should be encouraged to com-

pile their own files of pictures.

Another service of the Visual .Mds

Department to the teacher is the mak-
ing of photographic slides and enlarge-

ments. The value of the cooperation of

a Photography Club is readily seem. It

provides the members with a great deal
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of experience, and encourages them

to do their best work. The director

should also assist in the production of

school-made films. This can often be

accomplished by the assistance of a Film

Club.

Only minor repairs of projectors, etc.

should be attempted at the school. Ex-
tensive overhauling should be done at

tlie factory by trained experts. Supplies

of bulbs, tubes, belts, etc. should always

be kept on hand.

The prompt return of rental films

and slides cannot be too strongly urged.

If each borrower would make sure that

the films are returned on time, the

renting agency will be able to make
scheduled deliveries. It is always very

embarrassing to plan on a film and then

have it fail to arrive due to the previous

user having neglected to return the film

promptly.

In order to promptly perform the de-

tailed work, the person in charge of

visual education needs clerical help. In

many places there is enough work for

a full time clerk. In smaller systems the

use of a twelfth grade commercial pupil

or N.Y.A. student is suggested.

There are four rules to impress on the

teacher. First, do not use any type of

visual aid to the exclusion of all the

others. Second, do not use too much

material—S or 10 slides a period are

better than 100. Third, strive to develop

a receptive mental attitude by the use

of a short introductory talk. Fourth, the

material used should apply as an in-

tergral part of the unit being studied.

This last point is extremely important.

Every person who has had anything at

all to do with films has come in contact

with teachers who want one or two films

a week. As to subject—just anything

they haven't had before. This presents

a serious threat to the use of visual aids,

since we are too often judged by the

worst and not by the best. It gives the

pupils the wrong attitude towards visual

aids. It is the one thing the director

must prevent, even if it means a virtual

elimination of such a teacher from the

visual program.

It is needless to say that a person

who is easily discouraged will not make
a good head of a Visual Education De-

partment. Patience and perseverance are

two of the prime qualifications required.

In closing, I should like to remind

those interested in visual education of the

benefits to be obtained from member-

ship in a group who have a common
interest. The Department of Visual

Instruction of the N.E.A. is such a group

yet there are many persons actively in-

terested in Visual Education who do not

belong. I think the case of the New
England Section will illustrate my point.

After 9 years of activity as the Massachu-

setts Branch we decided to try to spread

the visual idea throughout the whole

of New England. We changed our name
to the New England Section of the Dept.

of Visual Instruction. VVe have started

the formation of state branches in order

to secure more active local work. Be-

sides our one annual conference we now
hold four regional meetings. Our mem-
bership has increased to over 110, and

we are the largest branch in the D.V.I.

These regional meetings provide an ex-

cellent opportunity to exchange visual

ideas and solve common problems. The

new Zonal Plan will make a similar

plan nation wide in scope. With its

adoption will come a greater increase

in membership in the D.V.I, and a much

more effective organization and use

of visual aids in our schools.

Teacher Training in New England

JAMES R. BREWSTER
Harvard Film Service

Cambridge, Massachusetts

IN tlie good old days Boston was really

justified, at least in part, in calling

itself the "Hub of the Universe" because

New England furnished many new ideas

in the field of Education and likewise

many of the leaders who put these

ideas into effect. But although New
England still furnishes a good percentage

of the ideas, the sudden rise of other

parts of the country, particularly the

middle and far wes't, during the past 25

or 30 years has changed the ratio. It

is, perhaps, for this reason that the New
England area has been dubbed the "Effete

East". I think, however, that on in-

vestigation one would find that it actually

applies more to New England's slow

adoption of new techniques rather than

to its production of new ideas. The
non-utilitarian concept of a liberal arts

education is still strongly entrenched

here.

We have, until the past few years,

been noticeablv backward in the field of

audio-visual aids, particularly in their

use and in the provision for teacher-

training. But in spite of a very late start

we are rapidly catching up with other

sections of the country. The first course

in visual aids was offered by Massachu-

setts in 1928, but a real beginning was
not made throughout the section until

1938.

As in most sections of the countr-

the tendency in New England has been

to give the courses first during summer
school and later to incorporate them

into the regular term curriculum. This

is, of course, perfectly natural when one

considers the practical side of the sit-

uation. A competent instructor in this

field is usually an active director of

audio-visual aids in a nearby school and

can be hired for the summer session only.

When these instructors are hired for the

regular term time, they are usually in

the "marginal area" ; that is, they spend

one-half to three-quarters of their time

in work other than instruction.

The courses tend to work into the

term time schedule as the enrollment

increases and the schools in the sur-

rounding area use aids more widely. The

growth of these two factors (enrollment

and use of aids) makes it worthwhile

to train teachers, both prospective and
in-service. When the courses are incor-

porated in the regular schedule, they are

generally retained in the summer school.

The courses are of two types—a gen-

eral course in audio-visual aids and a

course in the administration of the aids.

The broader, general course is invariably

given first. At present, taking the area

by states, we have the following teacher-

training provisions in New England

:

Maine
1. No course during terrn time but the

University of Maine hopes to offer

one in the near future.

2. Three summer school courses—one at

Bates College and two, one elemen-

tary and one advanced, at the Uni-

versity of Maine.

New Hampshire

1. No courses during term time al-

though the Keene School Union has

an in-service course for members of

that Union. The University of New
Hampshire will offer a course this

fall.

2. Two summer school courses—one, a

graduate course, at the University of

New Hampshire and one at the Keene

State Teachers College.

Massachusetts

1. During term time Boston University

offers a large number of courses by
Mr. Krasker. There is one general

course, several courses in the use of

aids in special subject matter fields,

and one on the administration of audio-

visual aids. Boston Teachers College

(Mr. Hennessy) has offered a course

every year since about 1929.

2. The University Extension Division has

offered various courses in term time

throughout the state since 1931, the

number and location varying from year

to year, wherever a group of thirty

or more teachers indicate they want

one. Mr. Erickson has given one reg-

ularly at Springfield.

3. There are six summer school courses

given—three by Boston University, two

by Harvard, and one by Springfield

College.

Connecticut

1. No course offered by a teacher train-

ing institution 'out there are several

short, non-credit, local inservice cour-

ses offered such as those at Bristol

and New Haven.

Vermont and Rhode Island do not have
any courses.

However late New England may have

have been in using teaching aids and in

providing for training teachers, we are

now making rapid strides in the right

direction. There are now six institutions

which offer at least one course during

term time and seven which offer at least

one during the summer session. If this

spurt, which began in 1938, keeps on at

its present rate. New England may still

be called "effete" but hardly ineffectual

in the field of audio-visual aids.
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Visual Instruction in a Medium Size School System
MARTHA P. FARWELL
Chairman of Teaching
Aids Committee,

Brockton Schools, Massachusetts

A request to discuss visual instruction

in the Brockton schools presents a
problem not easy of solution. Viewed in

the light of our ambitions for the work,
the situation oflfers little that is spectac-

ular
; yet regarded as an accomplishment

that has added nothing to school costs and
has grown steadily since its inception,

the work of our committee is reason-

ably satisfactory. Another difficulty in

treating the subject is its constant

change. The program and method of

administration vary from week to week,
if not from day to day. This constant

change results from the revision of the

system and the expansion of its serv-

ices.

An attempt at visual instruction in

Brockton almost ten years before had
been forced upon the school with unfor-
tunate results, both as to material and
as to use. A revival of the work neces-

sitated caution and an entirely different

method of approach.

Part of our caution in proceeding with
the work arose from the situation in the

city. A one-industry community pro-

ducing high grade shoes, Brockton some
years ago suffered such an industrial loss

that it was impossible to add a penny
to the school expenditures. In fact it

was necessary sharply to curtail educa-
tional costs.

The philosophy underlying our use of

these materials has several very well-
defined principles. We make no distinc-

tion between the various types of aids

to learning, and from the first have
designated our field as a department of

teaching aids, esi)ecially avoiding the use
of visual aids or visual instruction be-

cause of the layman's possible mis-
interpretation of the terms. We did not

establish an elaborate system, but had a

very informal organization with no at-

tempt to sell the idea either to teach-

ers or to members of the school com-
mittee. Furthermore, it seemed essen-

tial that the material should be avail-

able to the teachers when they wished
it, and that the teachers be encouraged
to use the materials in the classroom.

There has been a gradual expansion of

our services as a result of requests from
teachers whom we have kept informed
on available materials. Always we have
felt that schools and classes in the city

should not be encouraged to conduct
money-making projects for the work,
since we believe it is a legitimate edu-
cational cost, not an extra frill. From
the outset we realized that, because of

a local school committee ruling of twen-
ty-five years' standing, free material

containing advertising must be discreet-

ly used.

Originally the work was organized as

a committee with two high school teach-

ers as co-chairmen, both of whom were
carrying full programs in addition to

this work. There were no provisions

in the budget for any funds for admin-
istration nor purchases. The first year
we made a survey of conditions, and
of available equipment and materials in

the high and junior high schools. We
used a bulletin board at the front en-

trance for special exhibits by individual

classes or clubs. Later we issued a

weekly bulletin giving the highlights of

stage, screen, and radio, with criticism

of the moving pictures based on "The
Motion Picture Review Digest." The
bulletin continues as a monthly radio

bulletin, but when "The Motion Picture

Review Digest" suspended publication,

we found it difficult to secure reviews of

current films. In the spring we bought

a used silent projector and began the

collection and filing of information on

the use of teaching aids, and materials

for purchase, rental, and loan. We also

began a collection, at present stored in

the school library, of research exhibits

on entertainment films which might be

helpful in literature, history, or art

classes.

The second year we made a contract

for the weekly delivery of films, issued

the bulletin to the junior high schools,

and gave information on radio programs
of particular educational value, especially

on series of broadcasts in subject matter

fields. One member of the committee

had a half year's leave of absence, so the

work was continued by the other.

The next year the program expanded
into the junior high schools, two of

which already had silent projectors. One
of the co-chairmen who had been trans-

ferred to junior high school was re-

placed by the head of the science de-

partment. At that time, we divided the

responsibility so that he assumed com-
plete charge of equipment and operators,

while I, relieved of one of my classes,

worked on materials, bookings, and all

miscellaneous matters, including com-
plaints. This arrangement is still in

effect. We purchased a sound projector

for the high school late that year, and
began a collection of poetry records for

use in literature.

Within the next twelve months we
had evolved a continuous program for

film bookings in the high and junior

high schools, purchased a set of Mer-
cury Theatre recordings, and subscribed

for sets of illustrations from the Boston
Museum of Fine Arts for use in liter-

ature, language and history, as w'ell as

art classes. We also began the prepara-

tion of lists of available materials to

be used in topics covered by courses of

study being revised by the junior high
.school curriculum committees. As yet,

the.se lists are far from complete. The
department that year for the first time

submitted an annual report to the school

department, a report which proved sur-

prising even to those of us who had been
closely associated with the work. From
January 1 to December 31, 1940, for the

high school we had booked 98 films for

269 showings to a total oupil audience

of 9,660. This figure was all the more
impressive when we considered that not

one of the showings had been before
more than 50 i>upils. In the junior high
44 films were used 50 times for a total

of 19,800 pupils. The high school pupils

had seen films in the following subjects:

science (all branches), commercial ge-
ography, business organization, clothing,

foods, history, English, journalism, mu-
sic appreciation, home room guidance,

shop theory, industrial management, and
driver training, as well as in the Brock-
ton Vocational School and Vocational
Education for National Defense Work-
ers classes.

From January 1 to June 1 this year
the high school used 49 films 250 times
for a total of 9,700 pupils. This illus-

trates the steady increase in the work.
This past year we purchased a 78

r.p.m. phonograph (all of the others in

the building had nearly ruined our rec-

ords and had certainly not fostered in

the teachers nor in the classes a desire

for more such work.) The new machine,
delivered the middle of October, was
used over 1,0(X) times by music, Eng-
lish, and language teachers, as well as

for home room periods. We have also

bought silent projectors for each junior

high school which did not already own
one, and for the two largest elementary
schools. The committee has been ex-

panded this spring to include the pri-

mary and middle grade supervisors, and
one of the district principals.

Under the present organization we are

distributing in the spring check lists of

available materials, especially films, for

supervisors, heads of departments in the

high school and for cliairmen of various

curriculum committees. These lists are

compiled from catalogues issued by the

sources from which we secure the aids.

Each year the lists are longer as we
supplement the preceding one ; but we
also eliminate numerous titles, rsing as

a standard the comments submitted by

teachers whose classes have used the

material. When returned to us, tlie lists

have indicated the aid desired, the ap-

proximate date when it would be most

helpful, and the topic, or unit, for which

it is to be used.

We have evolved a fairly satisfactory

booking record, based upon that used by

agencies supplying theatres, by wliich we
can tell for what day or week the ma-
terial is ordered, by whom it is to be

used, and in what subject. Afterwards

we record the number of times it was
used, the number of pupils present, the

place of showing (classroom or audi-

torium), the teacher's estimate of the

value, and any other pertinent informa-

tion. Moreover, we have trained stu-

dent operators who are on call during

their study periods.

In addition, my room has become a

kind of clearing house for all informa-

tion on teaching aids. A skeptical Eng-
lish teacher pens a hasty note : "How
recently was 'Treasure Island' filmed?"

or. "Can't we get some recordings on
'Macbeth' ?" or "What became of those

'Songs from Shakespeare' records

which used to be in HOB?" From a

member of the history department

comes : "Would it be too expensive to
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get a movie on ancient Rome?" or "Can
we get a short subject which I have just

seen in one of the theatres ?"

Of necessity we have purchased no

films, partly for financial reasons, but

also because we have no proper storage

space. (My office is a file in the cor-

ner of my classroom.) We are, however,

collecting pictures for use in opaque

projectors, and some pictures for mount-

ing and loan to various classrooms. This

work proceeds very slowly, because I

am, after all, still four-fifths of an Eng-
lish teacher, and my co-worker teaches

as well as supervises the work of the

science department. Eventually we hope

to build up sets of material (including

films, lantern slides, illustrative mater-

ials of all sorts, and recordings to be

loaned, as from a library,) for various

units of work in each grade. The danger

in that seems to be tliat the work may
become too stereotyped, a development

which we wish to avoid at all costs, for

much of the effectiveness of the use of

these aids depends upon the enthusiasm

and cooperation of the teachers. Later

we hope to buy some recording appara-

tus.

There is nothing spectacular about our

work and I have, since accepting this in-

vitation to speak, many times been on

the verge of retreat. If, however, a dis-

cussion of the department in Brockton

may encourage some who have never

dared begin the work, this efTort will

not have been in vain. As you see, an

elaborate organization is not necessary

in order to develop a department in a

school system.

When I was outlining my discussion

to our superintendent (who was previ-

ously our sympathetic and encouraging
head master) he remarked, "You might
tell anyone who plans to do the work
as you are here that he must expect

'blood, sweat, and tears'—and no extra

pay
!"

It is necessary, I believe, to be defin-

itely convinced as to the importance of

the use of teaching aids in the class-

room, and of the benefits derived from
having at least one person in the sys-

tem well-informed about the field; to

have a willingness to accept the fact that

the growth will be so slow as to be

almost imperceptible at times ; and most
difficult of all, to develop the ability to

"take the long view," to measure the

growth in terms of what has been ac-

complished in a year, two years, or

since the beginning of the work, rather

than in terms of what one wishes to do
or what has been accomplished in other

systems with an altogether different or-

ganization.

Another prime requisite, as I see it,

is a sense of humor. It proves a ITfe-

saver when teachers who have requested

a film on conservation refuse to have
their classes see "The River" because

"the classes had examinations last

week ;" or when, after having been in

correspondence for three months trying

to secure a foreign language film satis-

factory to all the teachers whose classes

are to see it, the agency, having forgot-

ten the date agreed upon, sends you a

"final" date which comes during the

school vacation ; or when a teacher

sends a pupil down post haste to inform

you she doesn't know how to turn on

the new phonograph and she's afraid of

breaking it ; or when workmen turn

oflf the AC line to a classroom without

notifying you, and the operator reports

that the projector has broken in the

middle of a showing and needs a repair

job. It is interesting to note how many

complaints from various parts of the

city are telephoned just as devotional

exercises are being conducted in the

home room, or before the very restless

class of tenth grade boys has had a

chance to settle down to work.

Yet there is a satisfaction in seeing

the work grow, in noting each year that

certain teachers never before interested

are saying, "Can you get me something

on this topic?"

The New England Educational Film Association

R. HAVEN FALCONER
Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H

THE New England Educational Film

.Association, commonly called

NEEF.A, is proud to have contributed

towards the more intelligent use of

motion pictures as teaching aids, and we
feel that we are well established on the

ro.id to the more effective use of this

medium even though we have been

active only a little over a year. Our
activities have resulted in the establish-

ment of uniform prices for rental, and
shipping procedures for teaching aids,

printing of a unified consolidated cata-

log listing all the educational films

available from non-profit libraries in

New England, and a clearing house

for information. NEEFA's service has

helped us to reaffirm our faith in the

possibilities of the film medium as a

teaching aid. We have proved to our

satisfaction that sincere inter-institu-

tional cooperation provides the only

means of lasting advance and improve-

ment in the use of films; and, by im-

plication, for any other educational im-

provement. United, we are able to take

important strides quickly, without lost

energy swallowed up in wasteful com-
petitive effort. We believe that this

type of cooperation is the only way in

which, our educational system can

stand against the totalitarian. These
convictions lead us to the announcement
of several new NEEFA activities for

the coming year.

Since each of us individually bene-

fited so highly with a personal contact

with others in the same field here in

New England, we recommend this

same approach for all film library ad-

ministrators. We believe that this is

best carried out by a greater activity

within the Department of Visual In-

struction of the NEA. However, we
would like to suggest the addition of

some specific action for the solution of

common problems, in order to make
these meetings mean more than con-
vivial joviality between men with

common interests. Since our first step in

New England was toward price stand-

ardization we believe that this is the

first logical step for our cooperation

with others, and we are now anxious
to help establish standard prices and
procedures. If such standard prices are

adopted there will no longer be the

desire on the part of some users to

shop around for educational films, thus

wasting valuable time and effort which
mioht be directed to the more intelli-

gent use of these materials.

Our next step would be toward a un.

ified catalog to serve all the film libra-

ries in the field with the consequent

saving of excessive duplication in

printing, and a simplification of the

process of ordering and receiving film.

So much for the cataloging and dis-

tributing of these materials. Now let

us turn to our larger problems which

we must confront as soon as mechani-

cal distribution is finally established

on an efficient basis. Most obvious of

these is for the evaluation of these

materials as teaching aids. Excellent

work has already been done by the Na-
tional Film Evaluation Project, and
we believe in throwing our entire

weight behind this work. In addition,

we have initiated a project for the

"Yes—No" approval of sponsored films

because there are many schools and
teachers who do not use these materials

at all for fear of presenting biased ad-

vertising in the classroom. Our special

demonstration meeting yesterday showed
how this service may be of real value

in stimulating the more extended use of

these excellent materials. If approval is

given by the members of the NEEFA
previewing panels, selected by prom-
inent New England educators, the

NEEFA approval means that educa-

tors feel that these materials are valu-

able for school and classroom use, and
worthy of inclusion in any educational

program.

Our most important common aim is

really that of a missionary, and in this

aim we join all those interested in the

advance of education. If we can reach

our most important objective, all the

minor technical details will be solved

with lightning speed. We can look for-

ward to the production of educational

films of far greater excellence, and
efficient distribution to every educa-

tional institution in the country.

We must all unite, regardless orf

specific membership in any educational

association, to promote the use of films

by convincing teachers that they must
investigate the possibilities of this new
dynamic medium, and use it in their in-

dividual courses. We may approach

this aim in many ways. An excellent

start is gained by active membership in

the Department of Visual Instruction;

but. in the last analysis, our success will

depend on the patience and effort of

individual classroom teachers in con-
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vincing their colleagues of the films'

value, and in assisting them in the ade-

quate use of these excellent materials.

These efforts should not be directed to

the replacement of all other teaching

aids by the sound motion picture, but,

we should expend all our energy to help

these individual instructors realize the

place of the sound film in his teaching

program. This, my friends, is a large

and important aim, and if we can join

each other with a faith in our eventual

goal, I am confident that no petty or-

ganizational politics or institutional

pride can hinder our advance. I look

forward to the prospect of advancing

with an ever larger army of teachers

for the betterment of our educational

system with films efficiently used as

one cog in America's vast educational

machinery.

The Assistance That Teachers Need
DONALD B. GROVER
High School, Hanover, N. H.

I
HAVE just spent several days try- '

ing to organize a program of films for

next year at the Hanover High School,

and have been appalled by the extreme
complexity of the film catalogues. They
overlap, and little attempt is made at

complete factual presentation. Something
should be done and done quickly about
getting the facts about films readily

available.

It is a problem to select just or-

dinary pictures for routine class use.

The fellow in charge (like myself) gives

half a dozen catalogues to a high school

teacher and says, "Here are a few of

the better educational film catalogues.

Give me your order for next year on
these blanks." Since the senior play is

coming off tomorrow night, the teacher

takes a hasty look inside, or else puts

them on her desk where, as Christopher

Morley says, "They get gently silted

over in the large delta of other manu-
scripts." A bit later comes a note that

tomorrow is the final date for receiving

movie orders, and frantically he gets to

work. Turning to the section on Science

in one catalogue he finds, "Mites and
Monsters"—one reel—$1.50. It says.

"Shows the relationship between dif-

ferent types of animals starting with the

whale." That sounds fine for my biology

class. Anyway, next year I'll know more
about it.

Very well "Mites and Monsters"

comes, just as it came to me last week
through the special courtesy of Don
Smith of the University of New Hamp-
shire. Here's what I found that "Mites

and Monsters" really showed:

1) Children at zoo—don't realize

comparative size of animals. 2) Single

celled creatures—limited in size because

volume increases out of proportion to

surface area. 3) Multicelled creatures

—lobsters—have advantage of speciali-

zation of cells. 4) Insects (bees etc.)

limited to 5 oz. by lack of lungs to ab-

sorb air except by filtration. 5) Birds

(vulture, ostrich)—flying power limited

by chest muscles. 6) Fish—limited in

size only by available food. 7) Ancient

monsters— (models, skeletons) show big

body but small brain—lost out to dogs,

apes, man. 8) Mammals—surface area

is important. In cold regions—fur on

Arctic foxes ; in hot regions—large ears

of elephant aid evaporation. 9) Whales
largest creatures ever known—land an-

imals limited by size of sui>porting col-

umns—legs of giraffe vs. hippopotamus.

10) Man is as much larger than human
sperm as he is smaller than solar uni-

verse.

Now don't tell me that my outline

takes fifteen lines of print against two
in the present catalogue. I know that

it would be more expensive to print ; but

I believe you know more about the film

than you did before. And mine gives

at least four cross references for an in-

dex : 1) Birds—flying power. 2) Fish—
unlimited size. 3) Ancient monsters.

4) Mammals—evaporation area.

I believe that educational films should

have factual outlines available for the fac-

ulty of the institution which owns the film

in the case of the college libraries, and for

the use of those smaller institutions which
may want to rent them. With a state-

ment of the facts of what a film actually

shows, the teacher is at least on the

way to being able to make an intelligent

choice as to whether the film fits into

his program, and where it fits in.

Pending the time when this shall be
done with any degree of completeness,

by the film libraries or by some gigantic

elaboration of current film catalogues

schools, should, for their own good, join

hands to make some valid information

available.

Each teacher in my high school, upon
using a film, fills out a quick check
evaluation blank for my files. On the

back of that blank appears the title

"Factual Outline 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6," with
space to fill in the topics. At the bottom
is the additional question "what adver-

tising or other undesirable features?"

This outline, or a digest, of several will

be pasted in the catalogue overlapping

the description by whatever company is

renting it, or whose catalogue we are

using.

But We should not have to do this

work. It should be standarized and avail-

able, either on library cards, like those

of the Evaluating Project prepared by
Educational Screen, or printed in a

catalogue. By catalogue I do not mean
just a listing of the films available from
any film library, but some standardized

description of the facts about films. I be-

lieve that I am simply stating a situ-

ation concerning what the film-using pub-

lic must have if there is to be anything

but chaos in the future of the educational

film.

Comparisons of films with books are

interesting, but they are not like books

in use. Books are not rented from lib-

raries at $1.00 or $1.50 for one day's

reading. Books do not cost from $24.

upwards. Therefore the catalogue infor-

mation about films must be more
thorough than that about books as long

as the rental system continues. Even
when and if, every school should own
a library of a thousand films purchased

at five dollars each (the price will

come down if schools begin buying)

even then the films will remain in the

closet or will be selected at random un-

less thorough catalogue information is

available.

In the meantime, let's get going. Keep
your own record of every film shown at

your school—a record, not of some
teacher's opinion (keep that too) but

a carefully prepared digest of the scenes

actually shown. Let's get the facts, write

them down and then pass them on.

Sound Slide Films
for Classroom Use
JEROME RULON
Harvard University

Graduate School of Education

THE sound slide film is a simple

audio-visual device consisting of

a slide film and a phonograph

record. The slide film is the conven-

tional 35 mm. film-strip made up of a
series of still pictures to be projected

on a screen. The record is a 16 inch

transcription type disk played at 33-1/3

r.p.m., to provide fifteen minutes of

continuous sound.

Synchronization between the sound and
the film-slide is not a difficult prob-

lem since the pictures are 'still' pictures.

The sound of a chime from the record

indicates to the operator when to turn

the projector knob to change to the

next frame. In some cases the recorded

voice simply announces the number of

the next frame, instead of using the

chime; but, in either case, keeping

the slide film in step with the record

is a simple matter.

It is apparent, then, that there is

nothing radically new about the com-

ponent parts of the sound slide films.

The 35 mm. film strip is well estab-

lished, and is generally considered to be

an effective visual aid. The use of phono-

graph records as audio instructional aids

is widely accepted, and the 16 inch slow

speed record is increasing in popularity

for providing educational radio pro-

grams at times more appropriate to the

instructional schedule than the original

broadcast.

It may seen odd, therefore, that the

sound slide film, a combination of these

two teaching aids, has not come into

popular use long before now. Certainly

the idea of using a phonograph record

in combination with a slide film is not

new. Large oil companies, automobile

manufacturers, insurance companies, and

other commercial organizations have been

successfully using sound slide films for

about ten years. They have been used

to train salesmen, to acquaint distributors

with new models or products, to put over

safety campaigns, and even to present the

"perfect" sales talk to prospective cus-
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tomers. The willingness of these com-
panies to pay commercial producers

from fifteen hundred to three thousand

dollars for a film to meet their par-

ticular requirements, indicates that they

have some confidence in the efltective-

ness of the sound slide film.

For classroom use, however, the edu-

cational sound slide film has lagged be-

hind other visual aids. There is little

demand at present from teachers for

educational sound slide films since their

actual effectiveness as teaching aids

has not been experimentally determined.

There are few commercially produced

teaching sound slide films available.

Schools, or individual teachers could,

of course, make up their own sound

slide films to suit their particular needs.

Any series of photographs, charts, or

maps can be made up into a slide film

by a commercial slide film producer, at a

cost of less than fifty cents per frame.

Once the film is made extra prints can

be purchased for only a few cents a

frame. Home recordings might be used

for short films, or a single fifteen-min-

ute acetate record could be made for

about ten dollars. A recent article by

Orlin D. Trapp' contains many valuable

suggestions to school producers of both

sound and silent film slides.

Considering the relatively high cost of

producing a good sound slide film, and

the very low cost of making extra cop-

ies of both the film and the record, the

most promising future for sound slide

films probably lies in commercial produc-

tion. A fifteen minute sound slide film

could be purchased by a school for about

five dollars, and would then be avail-

able for each succeeding class.

Some investigations on the use of

sound slide films in the classroom have

been carried on by the National Re-

search Council's Committee on Scientfic

Aids to Learning, under the direction of

Dr. Irvin Stewart^ Five films, sampling

instructional levels from primary school

through high school, were produced un-

der the direction of the Executive Com-
mittee of the Metropolitan New York
Branch of the Department of Visual In-

struction of the National Education As-
sociation.' These films were shown in

58 New York schools to 23,506 students.

In the opinion of an overwhelming ma-
jority of the teachers using these films,

the medium of the sound slide film is

suitable for classroom use, and is val-

uable as a teaching aid.

The results of this study indicate that

the sound slide film may be used suc-

cessfully at the instructional levels and

in the subject matter areas sampled.

However, the number of cases used in

controlled experimentation with these

films was too small to yield reliable evi-

dence as to their actual effectiveness as

audio-visual teaching aids.

1—Orlin D. Trnpp

—

The. Vse and Produc-
tion of Sound and Silent Filmslides, Miniature
Slides and Microfilm in Schools. Bibliofilm

Service c/o U. S. Dept. of Agric, Wash. D.C.
2—Dr. F. Dean McClusky and Esther L.

Berg

—

What are the Educational Values of the
Sound-Slide Film? 1941 Yearbook, New York
Society for the Experimental Study of Educa-
tion.

3—These films are now available to schools
on an experimental basis. See EDrc.\T10i»AI*
SCHKKN", June 1941.

Photo by A. R. Clish

Pictures from the sound slide films in production.

Top: Adding sulphuric acid to soda produces carbon

dioxide. Center: Common fire extinguishers contain

soda and acid. Bottom: To operate turn upside down.
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At the present time, a study is being

conducted by the writer in order to

provide more reliable classroom use.

This investigation is being carried out
with the aid of a grant from the Com-
mittee on Scientific Aids to Learning
of the National Research Council.

For use in this study, a series of six

sound slide films are being produced on
the subject of General Science. These
films are designed for use in the man-
ner that visual aids are most commonly
employed. That is, they attempt to par-

allel and supplement the usual general

science course and textbook. Each film

has a presentation time of fifteen min-

utes, and contains approximately forty

pictures.

Since only one side of the record is re-

f|uired for the 15 minute script, two
complete scripts will be used for each

film. On one side of the disk will be

recorded a general overview of the ma-
terial, to be played with the first show-

ing of the film. The other side of the

record will be played the second time

the film is shown, and will provide a

more factual and detailed treatment of

the same material. In the experimental

use of the films, each film will be shown
three times, over a period of two weeks.
The second script will be used for the

second and third presentations.

The evaluation study will begin the

third week of the fall semester, and
run for twelve weeks. Ten coopciating

science teachers, and approximately 800

ninth-grade students will participate in

the experiment. All teachers will be us-

ing the same textbook and the same
general teaching plan. The classes will

be the first course in science for these

students.

Five experimental groups are to be

used. All five groups will take the

usual general science course normally

taught in the school. They will all use

the same textbooks, have the same as-

signments, and see the same demonstra-

tion experiments ordinarily used in the

genera! science course. The controlled

differences between the groups will be

in the additional materials they will use.

Group I will see the sound slide films.

Group II will see the slide film, and

the teacher will read the script (the

.same script used for the records). Group
III will use the recorded sound, but will

have booklets of pictures on their desks

(the same pictures as in the slide film).

Group IV will use the picture booklets,

and the teacher will read the script.

Group V will be a control group, and

will use no extra material.

At the beginning of the experiment,

a -Standardized intelligence test and a

General Science background test will

be given. The results of these tests, to-

gether with information as to age, sex,

etc., will be used to define the groups.

A general test on the material to be

covered in the twelve weeks of the ex-

periment will be given before any of

the films are shown. After the comple-

tion of the work pertaining to each film,

every two weeks, a test on this partic-

ular material will be given. At the end

of the twelve weeks a second form of

the general test will be given. A third

form of this general test will be used
a month or two after the end of the

experimental period, as a retention test.

The comparisons planned in this study

are by no means all of the interesting

and worthwhile comparisons that might
be made. However, the major purpose

of this experiment is to provide reliable

evidence as to the practical effective-

ness of the sound slide film for class-

room use. The results of this investiga-

tion should be available by next spring.

(An experimental trial version of one of

the sound slide films to be used in this

study was shown at the Boston meet-

ing )

.

Motion Pictures

—

Not for Theatres
(Continued jrom page 285)

culation from a single New York library,

each to meet some especial need of some

particular faith or denomination.

The last important frankly religious

picture to reach the screens of America,

before the First World War interfered

with the peaceful course of development,

was the fine Italian passion play "Crist-

us." It had been completed about 1915,

after approximately two years of elabo-

rate production ranging over authentic

locations in Egypt and the Holy Land.

A feature was the re-creation of world-

famous paintings in tableaux. The pro-

ducer was Count Guilio Antamoro, the

scenarist Fausto Salvatori, the sponsor

Cines. With a record of "more than 1,000

performances in Paris, Rome and Ma-
drid," it opened at the Criterion Theatre

in New York, May, 1917, prepared for a

run. But the Broadway public, it seemed,

was in no mood then for the retelling

of an old story about the Prince of

Peace, how ever beautifully it may have

been done, and the attraction was obliged

to close.

Produced by Romans at about the same
time, directed by .^rmand Vay, the cost

of approximately three million dollars de-

frayed in part by the Italian Government,

was a long film on the Old Testament

;

but this did not appear publicly in Amer-
ica until late in 1922, when it was released

non-theatrically by Harry Levey. And the

French series of twenty one-reel biblical

travelogues entitled "A Pilgrimage to

Palestine," was not distributed by the

Pathe Educational Department here until

1925. But central church organizations

in America are usually kept well in-

formed about what other nations are

doing in their line, and I suppose that

these foreign productions, even while

they were being planned, exerted a cer-

tain force of example upon our native

clergy.

An interesting story probably could

be told by survivors of the Bible Film

Company, which was launched in the un-

expected place of Las Vegas. New Mex-
ico, in December, 1916. Production was
announced to begin "in two or three

months" on the company's property at

Montezuma Hot Springs. Harry C. Grigs-

by of Los .'\ngeles, was the reputed fi-

nancial backer, and the president and

general manager was named as Dr. A. L.

Andrews, a prominent minister of Fort
Worth, Texas. Roger Topp, prominent
Los Angeles business man, was secre-

tary-treasurer, and Phil H. Le Noir, of

Las Vegas, appeared as scenario editor-

publicity manager. In May, 1917, C. S.

Edwards, manager of the Pathe Ex-
change at St. Louis, Missouri, resigned

to become director-general of the Bible

Film Company—but after that the record

stops.

In the spring season of 1917 one heard
of the Unique Film Corporation of New
York, which expected to produce Catholic

Truth motion pictures. From Madison,

Wisconsin, in October, 1917, came the

report of the Trinity Film Company, to

produce pictures "having biblical, his-

torical, educational and industrial set-

tings," started, so 'twas said, by A. Dor-
ian Allison, former director for the

London Film Company and later with
Pathe. The strong film activities of the

Methodists, 1915-1920, covering the em-
ployment of D. W. Griffith and the sail-

ing of eighty-six missionaries with propa-

ganda reels, have already been mentioned.

There now began a Lutheran Film Divi-

sion, distributing from New York, and,

in the same city, the Board of National

Missions of the Presbyterian Church of

the U. S. A. organized a motion picture

program. There is more concerning the

Presbyterians on a later page.

The Lutherans have clung to the idea.

Virtually all of the twenty-five Lutheran
Colleges already have films in promotion

of their own endeavors, and these enjoy

a regular and fairly extensive circula-

tion. In June, 1938, the National Lutheran
Council reappeared with an even more
elaborate project, although Dr. Ralph H.
Long, the executive director, pointed out

that the plan had still to be approved by
the executive committee. However, a

study of possibilities was even then under

way. The idea was to serve Lutheran

colleges, churches and missionary so-

cieties ; and for them six general types

of film were to be provided, to wit

:

1. Films covering every phase of

activity within the Lutheran
Church : home, foreign, and in-

ner missions ; colleges, academies
and seminaries ; brotherhood,
Luther League and Missionary
Society ; summer camps, Bible

schools, district and national con-
ventions ; historic church build-

ings, monuments and localities.

2. A newsreel, issued monthly, in-

corporating outstanding current

events in the Churcli.

3. A series of films covering the

history of the Lutheran Church in

America from the time of the

first settlers until the present day.

4. A series of religious films of Bib-

ical characters and events for

use in Sunday schools, vacation

Bible schools, and general relig-

ious education.

5. A series of problem films, depict-

ing life situations centering

around ethical, religious or social

problems suggested for use in

regenerating discussions.

6. Religious and educational films

from other sources.

(To be continued)
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iDumLU16.SL(JE± Notes from and by the-nzona

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

The President's Letter

Noil' is the time! This year presents the great-

est opportunity for service in the history of the

De]3artment. With visualization playing such an im-

portant role in world affairs, it is but natural that

puissant impetus be given to the use of audio-visual

materials in the schools.

Although the school year has just started, the zonal

officers and committeemen are already at work on

well-planned campaigns for membership. Many mem-
berships had been received by the national secretary

before September 10.

The increased membership in our organization will

enable it better to carry out its objectives. A brief

explanation of our objectives for 1941-42 has been

printed in leaflet form. Copies of this leaflet are avail-

able to the membership for distribution among interest-

ed persons. Following is a brief summary of the leaf-

let contents

:

To Promote the Effective Use of Audio-Visual Aids

til Classroom Instruction—The Department will supply

to its members information on the correct technique of

the use of excursions, museum materials, flat picture

materials, stereographs, film strips, film slides, lantern

slides, motion pictures, transcriptions, and other audio-

vi.sual teaching tools. The Department will also give

all possible assistance to its members in the production

of audio-visual aids by students and teachers.

To Serve As A Clearing House for Its Members in

the Exchange of Ideas and Experiences— The media

of this exchange will be The Educational Screen,

the official magazine of the Department ; the Year-

book; and other publications. Materials j>resented will

offer valuable information to those now in the field

and will challenge the interest of the pioneers. All

members are urged to share with others their sugges-

tions and reports of their experiences through these

media.

To Provide An Opportunity for its Members to Par-
ticipate in Meetings with Other Educators Interested

in the Production and Proper Use of Audio-Visual
Materials—The national winter meeting is being plan-

ned to present the work of audio-visual aids in our

changing social, political, economic, and educational en-

vironment. The summer meeting will emphasize meth-

odology of use of audio-visual aids in classroom instruc-

tion.

Contributions of the Zonal Plan—The zonal organ-

ization will coordinate existing local activities into an
integrated and unified effort to bring audio-visual in-

struction to its proper status in education. Added to

the services of the national official staff are those of

100 zonal officers who are familiar with the problems

of their respective territories. Zone headquarters will

provide more intensive coverage facilities for collect-

ing and organizing material for publication. Ten ad-

ditional official meetings of the Department, one in

each zone, will be held during the year. Many people

who have not had the o])iiortunity to attend national

meetings, will be able to participate in one or more
zonal meetings. Announcement of zonal meetings will

be made in The Educational Screen through the

year.

On August 15, the president of your organization

sent a letter to all of its members. The number and
nature of the responses to this letter were far beyond
what he had e\en dared hope. Real talent is available

and enthusiasm is abundant for the perfection of our
zonal organization. Now Is the Time!

\V. Gavle Starnes, President

Minutes of Executive Committee Meeting
Boston, Mass., June 30 and July 2, 1941

President Reed reviewed the work of the Editorial Cotn-
niittee, the Committee on Teacher Training, the Committee
on Field Experiences, and the ^earbook Committee. After
brief discussion it was agreed to recommend to the incoming
president that the present personnel of the Committee on
Teacher Training, the Committee on Field Experiences, and
the Yearbook Committee be retained, because of the nature
of their work, but that he feel free to appoint an entirely new
Editorial Committee.
The proposed order of business for the annual business

meeting was presented by President Reed and approved by
the Executive Committee.
A proposed amendment to the By-Laws of the Department,

making the membership year run from September first through
August thirty-first, was discussed and was approved for

pr<sentation at the annual business meeting.

As a step toward simplifying inter-office correspondence
and procedures, it was voted to recommend to all Secretaries
of Zones that new memberships taken should, so far as pos-
sible, date from September 1.

As another step toward the same end, it was voted that

memberships expiring during the months of June and July
of the current year should be extended through ."Kugust thirty-

first.

Mr. H. A. Allen, Business Director of the N.E.A., was
present by invitation and discussed with the Executive Com-
mittee the general problem of closer affiliation between the
Department and the parent organization. Following are the
significant conclusions developed during this discussion:

1. The Department should continue to work toward closer
affiliation with the N.E.A.

2. Steps should be taken to bring the financial and mem-
bership arrangements of the Department into conform-
ity with the rules and regulations of the N.E.A. (Note:
the proposed amendment of the By-Laws to make the

membership year September 1 to .'\ugust 31 is a step

in this direction.)

3. The Department should work toward the employment of

a full-time clerk at N.E..A. headquarters to handle the

routine work of the Department.
4 It was strongly urged that the incoming President, and

possibly the Secretary also, should spend a few days in

Washington to observe the organization and procedures
of the Department and to shape plans for closer co-

operation.
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5. It was also recommended that the incoming President

select some active member living in or near Washing-
ton to serve as a medium of contact between the N.E.A.

and the President of the Department.
(Signed) Ward C. Bowen,

Sec'y.-Treas.

Minutes of Annual Business Meeting
Boston, Mass., July 1, 1941

The annual business meeting was called to order at 3 :40

p.m. by President Paul C. Reed, with approximately 20 mem-
bers present.

The minutes of the annual business meeting held at Mil-

waukee, Wisconsin, on July 2, 1940, were read and accepted.

The Secretary-Treasurer gave a brief report on member-
ship.

The Treasurer's report for the period June 16, 1940 to May
31, 1941 was presented by the Secretary-Treasurer. Mr. How-
ard A. Smith, Chairman of the Auditing Committee, then

presented a statement approving the Treasurer's report.

The following report on the balloting for officers for the

ensuing year was presented by the Secretary-Treasurer, with

an explanation from the President that the tabulation had
been reviewed and verified by the Executive Committee

:

For President: W. Gayle Starnes 243, Abraham Krasker
151. For 1st Vice-President: Camilla Best 228, Ford L. Lem-
ler 158. For 2nd Vice-President: U. S. Burt 215, Charles M.
Milner 166. •

Mr. Starnes, Mrs. Best and Mr. Burt were declared elected

for the year 1941-42.

Mr. W. T. Powell reported for the Nominating Committee

that Nelson L. Greene had been nominated to succeed him-

self as a member of the Executive Committee, and that Miss

Marian Evans had been nominated to succeed Edgar Dale.

On motion by Mr. Emmert, seconded by Mr. Smith, it was
voted that the two nominees be declared elected.

President Reed reported briefly for the Yearbook Commit-
tee and the Committee on Teacher Training, no members
oi those committees being present.

-'Ir. Reed then reviewed the work of the Committee on

Zonal Organization. It was then moved by Professor Archer

and seconded by Mr. Falconer that the proposed Zone Plan

amendments to the Constitution and By-Laws be adopted.

During the ensuing discussion, minor changes in the word-

ing were made and recorded. The amendments were then

passed, 18 voting for, none against.

It was then moved by Miss Kalal and seconded by Mr.
En.mert that the proposed slate of officers of the ten zones

be accepted. After brief discussion, the vote was 18 for,

none against.

President Reed reviewed the negotiations which had been

made relative to closer affiliation with the National Education

Association, including the proposal for a permanent Sec-

retary in Washington. He reported that the N. E. A. had de-

clined to accept the Department proposals, but that the way
was still open for future negotiations.

Mr. Milner presented the following amendments to the

Constitution and By-Laws, to be voted at the next annual

business meeting:

1. To amend the Constitution, Article VIII Appointive

Committees by deleting a Membership Committee com-
posed of one member from each state.'"

2. To .amend the By-Laws, Article 1, Section 5, by sub-

stituting for the first sentence a new sentence as follows

:

"The membership year shall run from September first

through August thirty-first."

(Jn motion by Mr. Lemmon, seconded by Mr. Moore,

it was voted that The Educational Screen be declared

the official magazine of the Department during the year 1941-42.

On motion by Mr. Falconer, seconded by Mr. Milner,

it was voted that the Secretary transmit to Mr. Nelson L.

Greene a resolution of regret at his inability to be present,

with an appreciation of his labors in behalf of the Depart-

ment.

On motion by Mr. Kruse, seconded by Mr. Lemmon, it was
voted that the President be authorized to appoint a Commit-
tee on Nomenclature and Standards to which might be re-

ferred all questions relating to uniformity of nomenclature
and procedures.

On motion by Mr. Waggoner, seconded by Mr. Childs,

it was voted that an official statement be framed relative to the

place of visual education in the national emergency. A pre-

liminary draft of the statement was read at the time the motion
WES made.

Adjourned by motion at 6 :05 p. m.

(Signed) Ward C. Bowen
Secy-treas.

D V I Officers for 1941-42

President Starnes, promptly after the Boston Meeting,

submitted to the Executive Committee his appointment of

H. G. Daily, Director of Audio-Visual Aids, Lafayette School,

Lexington, Kentucky, as Secretary-Treasurer of the Depart-

ment of Visual Instruction for 1941-42. The appointment

was promptly approved by the Executive Committee, and it

is therefore possible to give below the complete list of DVI
officials for the current year:

0£5cers

W. Gayle Starnes, President, University of Kentucky, Lex-

ington, Kentucky ; Camilla Best. First Vice-President, Orleans

Parish School Board, New Orleans, Louisiana; U. S. Burt,

Second Vice-President, President, Zone VI, Member at Large,

Oregon State College, Corvallis, Oregon; H. J. Daily,

Secretary-Treasurer, Lafayette School, Lexington, Ky.

Executive Committee

James R. Brewster, President, Zone I, Harvard University;

Ella Callista Clark, President, Zone V, Winona State College;

L. W. Cochran, President, Zmie IV, University of Iowa;

E. Winifred Crawford, President, Zone II, Member at Large,

Montclair City Schools; Marian Evans, Member at Large,

San Diego City Schools ; Nelson L. Greene, Member at Large,

The Educational Screen; Ford L. Lemler, President

Zone III, University of Michigan ; F. Dean McClusky, Member

at Large, The Scarborough School; Charles F. Milner,

President, Zone X, Member at Large, University of North

Carolina; W. T. Powell, President, Zone IX, El Paso City

Schools; Boyd B. Rakestraw, President, Zone VII, Univer-

sity' of California ; Paul C. Reed, Member at Large, Rochester

City Schools; Lelia Trolinger, President, Zone VIII, Univer-

sitv of Colorado.

Notes from the Field By James D. Finn

Washington

The Bureau of Visual Teaching, Washington State

College at Pullman, has the following helpful hint for

this month . . . "Tufted pipe cleaners available at any

tobacco counter make excellent and inexpensive clean-

ing tools for projectors. Costing only a nickel for two

dozen cleaners, they will get into cracks and behind

sprocket wheels where your brush won't reach. As an

added feature, they absorb loose oil and grease."

Wisconsin

In a recent survey of the pupils of South Milwaukee

Junior-Senior High School, it was found that at each

grade level the pupils preferred films to any other type

of assembly program. The March of Time films were

the most popular. Safety, educational, and historic pro-

grams ranked next to the March of Time in popularity.

Emery W. Learner, Director of Training, State

Teachers College. LaCrosse, Wisconsin, reports that in

one of their new buildings they have provided for pro-

jection screens to be built in the walls of several of

the classrooms.
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Current History -with Hand-made Lantern Slides

By ANN GALE

MAPS on slides offer one of the best ways of visualizing

the rapidly changing boundaries of countries in the

present world. Everyone may see the map at the same time

and see it equally well when it is presented on a slide. The
fine maps from newspapers or magazines, showing current

events, may be traced.

Children in history classes in high school and elementary

school and parent-teacher groups will find these maps use-

ful.

1. The Russo-German war showing the movement of Ger-

man troops.

Lindblom High School, Chicago

2. The Invasion of Iran showing British and Russian
troop movements.

3. The situation in the far east.

4. The Territory of Vichy and Free France.

5. Iceland, showing its position on the globe.

6. The Azores and the Cape Verde Islands.

Keystone crayons or ink may be used to distinguish the

various countries.

'. UtSINeRAD

MOSCOW
^Smolensk.

CASPIAtS''m
**< \////i$

yw///////////////

-3 |F|^!^ TjEEsma
'^-> r—.^

|H^^^ ^^^^^^H^^^LANDS^^H

The sim-

plest type

of h an d

-

made slide

is made by

drawing or

tracing on

finely fin-

ished etched

glass with

r dinar y

medium lead

pencil. Col-

or, by spe-

cial crayons

or inks, en-

hances the

slides great-

ly. Fine ef-

fects are ob-

tained by

blending
with cray-

ons. About
one - third

inch margin

should be

left all
around the

slide. The
slide is read-

ily cleaned

zvith soap or

IV a s h in g

powder to

receive
a new pic-

ture.



From the feature "Her First Romance"

Social
Our Daily Bread

The Scarlet Letter

Delinquent Parents

Juvenile Court
Magnificent Obsession

Newsboys Home
Nagana
Outsider

Rebellious Daughters

Slander House
What Beconnes of Children

Biographical
The Iron Duke
Abrahann Lincoln

Rhodes, the Empire Builder

Rembrandt
Henry the Eighth

Catherine the Great

NOT A C
OF NOh

in 1«

IDEAL'S Iv

Motion pictures

a few samples

Historical

Last of the Mohicans
Daniel Boone

Silent Barriers (Building

Canadian Pacific Railroad

Custer's Last Stand

Diamond Jim

The Law Commands
Old Louisiana

Rebellion

Animal Dramas
Tundra
Call of the Wilderness

Black Beauty

The Elephant Boy

Gentleman from Arizona

(Natural Color)

King of the Sierras

Lost Jungle

Wild Innocence

Thousands of other features and short subjects for every occasion

motion picture offerings for 1941-42. Address our nearest office.

IDEAL PICTURES C<
28 East 8th Street
Chicago, Illinois

2402 West Seventh Street

Los Angeles, California

BERTRAM WILLOUGHBY PICTURES. INC. Suite 600 1600



liLOG - BUT A DIRECTORY
fEATRICAL MOTION PICTURES
(Sound, 16mm Silent, and 8mm

is true of

pn Picture Offerings for 1941-42
Features — 8000 Shorts!

fery conceivable subject. The following are only

our gigantic library of 16mm sound features:

Literary Musical
Auld Lang Syne
Robinson Crusoe

Count of Monte Crlsto

Dead Men Tell No Tales

Girl of the Limberlost

Her First Romance
Hoosier Schoolmaster

Hoosier Schoolboy

House of Seven Gables

Jane Eyre

Keeper of the Bees

Little Men

Documentary
The Man of Aran
The Edge of the World
With Williamson Beneath the Sea
Airmail

Blazing Barriers

The Challenge

Life Returns

:/ TODAY for your copy of IDEAL'S

PORATION
18 South Third Street
Memphis, Tennessee

New York, New York

Words and Music (Gilbert & Sullivan)

Harmony Lane (Life of Stephen Foster)

April Romance
Heart's Desire

From tha feature "Tomboy"

from the feature "Son of the Navy"
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Uns. J^itExatuxE in ^Vi^uai Un^biuation

A Monthly Digest Conducted by ETTA SCHNEIDER

ADMINISTRATION

Use of Visual and Auditory Aids in

CCC Camps—Howard W. Oxley, Di-

rector of CCC Camp Education

—

School Life, 26:282 June, 1941.

An excellent account of the activities

of the camp leaders in using field

trips, models, specimens, exhibits, charts,

graphs, posters, motion pictures, re-

cordings and filmstrips. From this brief

description one may infer that teachers

in the more formal types of educational

programs can learn much from the ex-

periences of the CCC educational leaders.

Throughout the nation boys are learning

mechanics, agriculture, conservation,

science, citizenship, health, safety and
occupational adjustment through every

available means of enrichment. There are,

for example, 1000 sound film projectors

in 1500 camps; 1200 filmstrip projectors,

350 opaque projectors, and about 8 radio

sets per camp. Each corps area has a

film library and bookings are made from

a film catalog issued by the central

libraries. There are about 7,500 edu-

cational films shown per month in the

1500 camps. There are organized radio

listening groups in many of the camps.

Interesting discussions have resulted from

the use of radio transcriptions of such

programs as "Immigrants All," "Amer-
icans -All."

An int^ral part of this program is the

training of teachers in the intelligent use

of these aids. This is accomplished in

three ways : a) through publications

from the national and district head-

quarters ; b) through annual conferences

of camp education advisers; and c)

through instructor training programs

conducted in the respective camps.

Visual Instruction — Albert Earley,

Supervisor of Schools, Delaware Dept.

of Public Instruction

—

School Life

26:271 June, 1941.

Practical suggestions to small schools

with little or no money for new-type

materials. Special reference is made

to building a picture library and a work-

able school museum.

UTILIZATION

Relating Modern Language Study to

the Environment—Laura B. Johnson

—School Rcvieiv, 49:359 May, 1941

The contributions of motion pictures

and radio are discussed as part of the

"environment." There is a lack of motion

pictures for classroom use in modern

language instruction, except for some

feature films in French and other lan-

guages. Many of the current theatrical

films, however, present themes with a

locale in the countries which speak the

languages studied in school. Teachers

should become acquainted with such films

and recommend special observation where

they are pertinent. In the field of radio,

the opera, many of the dramas on the

"Great Play" series and other language
programs are available.

Visualizing a Unit in Social Studies—
A. D. Kramer, Outhwaite School for

Boys, Cleveland, O.

—

Ohio Sclwols,

19:60 June 1941.

A description of some of the ways
in which visual aids are used with non-
academic seventh grade boys, especially

in helping to promote desirable leisure-

time activities.

RESEARCH
A Study of a Microprojector as a
Teaching Aid—Edith Brechbill, Col-
lege Park , Md.

—

Science Education,

25: 215-18 April 1941.

This study, carried out at the Uni-
versity of Maryland in 1939 and 1940,

compared the learnings of high school
pupils who had viewed microscopic ma-
terials projected upon the screen with the

learnings of pupils who had observed

the materials directly from microscopes.
No attempt was made to eliminate sources

of learning other than the slides. All

pupils concerned in the experiment had
available texts, charts and blackboard

drawings, and heard frequent discussions

and descriptions by other pupils and by
the teacher.

The experiment was conducted four

times in two successive years and in

two senior high schools. In one school

there were 9 or 10 microscopes for each

class of approximately 35 pupils. In the

other school each of the 35 pupils had an

individual microscope and slides. An
objective test was given before and af-

ter the study, the difference between the

scores indicating the change in learn-

ing. The test was based on learn-

ings from microscopic material observed.

The reliability coefficient of each test was
fairly high. In each of the four

experiments, two classes—the control

group—observed material through mic-

roscopes. In the experimental groups

the microscopic material was presented

by projection on the screen. Groups
were paired according to IQ and age.

Results showed that learning was gen-

erally more uniform where microprojec-

tion was used. Where individual mic-

roscopes were used, there was greater

variation in individual learning. Pupil

comments showed some preference for

each of the methods, but most favorable

comments were noted for the micropro-

jector. If structure and function can

be as effectively taught through a pro-

jected image as through the use of in-

dividual microscopes much money can
be saved in the purchase of equipment.

The writer believes that both methods

are valuable, but that the microprojector

is especially desirable at the beginning

of a study of microscopic life.

TEACHER TRAINING

Need for Teacher Training in Visual
Education—Ralph Rochefort White

—

Bulletin of the National Assn. of Sec-
ondary School Principals, 25 :39-44

Apr. 1941

A summary of a survey made through-
out the state of Maine.

EDUCATIONAL RECORDINGS
AND RADIO

Symposium: The Effective Use of Ra-
dio in Education— Papers presented
before the Department of Secondary
Teachers at Atlantic City in Feb. 194l—Secondary Education, 10: 131-147

June 1941.

Chester D. Snell of Town Hall de-
scribes the cooperation given teachers in

utilizing the Town Meeting of the Air
Series. Many suggestions for using radio

in the high school are given by Harold
W. Kent of Chicago. He proposes that

teachers borrow some of the radio forms
of presentation for their own classroom

lessons, a la People's Platform ; that

students be used to organize and distrib-

ute information about available pro-

grams ; that program types be discussed

and evaluated.

The radio activities of the Cleveland

Board of Education are reviewed by As-
sistant Superintendent H. M. Buckley,

Other contributors are S. Howard Evans
of the National Committee on Education

by Radio and Bernice Orndorff of Indian

apolis.

I Listen to Children—Mae O'Brien,

Horace Mann School

—

Teachers Col-

lege Record, 42:619-34 Apr. 1941

A study made at Horace Mann
Schools with 18 fifth-grade boys and
girls in connection with a series of

radio programs, "Tales from Far and
Near." The teacher was interested in

learning, through children's verbal

comments, whether good literary pro-

grams heard and discussed during

school hours help raise the standards

of listening and of reading. Other pur-

poses of the teacher included : Can the

non-commercial broadcasts heard dur-

ing school hours compete with the com-
mercial programs in attracting and
holding the interest of the children?

What do the children like in a radio

program? What do they dislike? Will
discussion of radio programs help de-

velop critical thinking?

The article makes most interesting

reading, besides being specific in detail

about the materials used, the techniques

of presentation and discussion, and the

ways of keeping records of children's

comments. The teacher's recommenda-
tions are based on the children's dis-

cussions, samples of which are quoted
in the article.

(Concluded on page 300)
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OFFERS YOU FOUR ASSISTANTS

FOR

EXTRA

QUALITY

AT NO
EXTRA

COST

Trademarks "RCA Victor," "Victor" Reg. U. S.

Pat. Off. by RCA Mfg. Co., Inc. In Canada: RCA
Victor Co.. Ltd., Montreal.

Oend coupon today for these new Viaor Record

Booklets which will help you organize your work for the "^IHl
fall semester. They describe the latest Victor Records

^^

pertaining to topics now receiving nation-wide

attention—Pan-Americanism, Music ofAmerican

Origin, Physical Education, and Group Singing.

CAVtCtM
PIIMIIIO TTPt
(AMO TUMI

Modern schools tfay modern with RCA Tubes in their sound equipment

AUDIO VISUAL SERVICE FOR SCHOOLS
Educational Dept., RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

A Service of the Radio Corporation of America

Educational Department E ) j^ ^ew Jetsey

RCA Manufactartng Co., Inc

^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

Please send me ">y.f'« ™'; . ^usicof the Americas;U/o"^
checked :DPatr.ot,c

and Folk Musu: ^^ ^_^^^.^^^

r-„„r« and Singmg Gin^'-L-l '"...,. „„virtr,r Records

^f the Victor Record Booklets

Please send me -V.f-.^S!:?^ M^stcof^he Americas;DJolk

_ :usic of

posetsonVtcto^R^ordsTOCWoralMusicc
Dances and Singmg

Same--

Schm!-

Ci'y—

-State..
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California Journal of Secondary Edu-
cation—vol. 16, April 1941 issue— is

largely devoted to the use of radio in

education. Titles of the articles, and
authors, are listed below

:

"Producing a Thirty-minute Weekly
Broadcast" — Richard Lewis, Glendale
Junior College (p. 227). The organiza-

tion <or radio production in the Glen-
dale Schools is centralized in a City

Committee on Radio.

"The Future of Education by Radio"
—Leonard Power, coordinator of re-

search. Federal Radio Education Com-
mittee, Washington, D. C. (p. 230). A
summary of the status of education by
radio and some forecast for the future.

"The Alameda City School of the Air"
—Erie A. Kcnney, director (p. 219). The
director works closely with the classroom
teachers in assuring effective use of the
programs.

"A Teacher's Use of Radio and Tran-
scriptions" — Mark Jennings and John
Feeley, Santa Barbara County (p. 223).
How the radio was actually used in a
specific classroom situation, a ninth grade
core class unit on health, in the Santa
Maria Union High School.

"The Educational Influence of Radio
Programs"—.Andrew C. Love, National

Broadcasting Co., Hollywood (p. 203).

A survey of the programs provided by
National Broadcasting that have educa-

tional value.

"Responsibility of Radio and of Educa-
tion"—Tempe E. Allison, San Bernardino
Valley Junior College (p. 210). In the

field of elementary education the Ameri-
can School of the Air has already made
a great contribution. It is in secondary
and college education that programs are

needed. Some suggestions are made by
the author for the utilization of programs
for these levels.

"Radio Education in Los Angeles
County"—Elizabeth Goudy, Director of
radio (p. 215). Services performed by
the Radio Office of the Division of Sec-
ondary Educatiofi of Los Angeles County.

The Radio-Listening Habits of Junior
High School Pupils — Russell V.
Burkhard, Principal, Day Junior High,
Newtonville, Mass.

—

Bulletin of the

National Association of Secondary
School Principals, 25 :45 Apr. 1941

A Secondary School Radio Workshop

—

Genevieve M. Allen, High School of

Commerce, Springfield, Mass.

—

Bulle-

tin of the National Assn. of Sec. Prin-
cipals. 25 :49 Apr. 1941

PHOTOPLAY APPRECIATION

Reflections on Freedom of the Screen

—

Roy Wenger

—

The Social Studies,

Apr. 1941

The opinions of many well-known per-

sonalities in the field of film appreciation

have been sought on the problem of con-
troversial issues shown on the screen.

Excerpts are given from the replies. The
conclusions appear to point to two lines

of action : 1 ) Educate the consumer to

be selective and to patronize films that

are socially truthful. This applies espec-

ially to social studies classes in high

school ; 2) Encourage this growing audi-

ence of critical moviegoers to make
known their likes and dislikes and to

recommend worthwhile subjects for pro-
duction.

MUSEUMS
Visual Education and the Museum

—

Earl L.Hilfiker, Rochester Museum of

Arts and Sciences—A/^. 7. State Edu-
cation, 28:523 Apr. 1941.

The museums of today are interesting

and alive. Schools in New York State
are very fortunate, for in almost every
section of the state there is a large well-
equipped museum within easy driving dis-
tance of the schools.

NEW BOOKS

Students Make Motion Pictures—Floyd
E. Brooker and Eugene H. Herring-
ton—American Council on Education,
Washington, D.C. (Series II, Num-
ber 7, May, 1941) 142pp. $1.00.

Motion Pictures in a Modern Curricu-
lum — Reginald Bell, Leo F. Cain,
Lillian A. Lamoreaux and others

—

American Council on Education,
Washington D.C. (Series II, Num-
ber 6, May, 1941) 179pp. $1.00.

These reports have been eagerly a-

waited by the many educators who fol-

low the activities of American Coun-
cil's Motion Picture Project. The
former book describes the community-
school project in the Denver high
schools. The latter covers the use of
films in the city of Santa Barbara, Cali-

fornia. It is an amplification of the type
of study described by the teachers of

the Tower Hill School in a previous pub-
lication. Every school, regardless of its

size or location, can benefit from this

interesting summary of the use of films.

The films produced in Denver were
designed as teaching aids for other
classes interested in social problems
of a local nature. The high schools of

Denver follow a core curriculm, where-
in a group of students meets for an ex-
tended portion of the school day for

more than a year under the direction

of a group of instructors. This makes
possible field trips and other types of

school activities that entail much plan-

ning. When the schools decided to pro-

duce educational films on the problems of

living in Denver, each of the high schools

selected a topic for study. East High
studied the amount and kinds of food

shipped in and out of Denver, how
they are processed and distributed. The
film which they produced is now avail-

able as "Food the Modern Way," show-
ing the use of machinery in the processing

and distribution of food. North High
School studied health in the community
and incorporated their findings in the

film, "How Our Health is Protected."

South High School made a film on the

recreation facilities of Denver. Hous-
ing, jobs and banking are other sub-

jects studied.

Both these volumes should be read

in their entirety. No review is ade-

(luate.

School Recording Technique—Commit-
tee on Scientific Aids to Learning
41 East 42nd St., New York Citv
1941 51pp.

Professor Karl S. Van Dyke, of Wes-
leyan University, has written a manual
for persons interested in making the

most effective use of their portable
recording machines—either at home or at

school. With excellent diagrams to illus-

trate the text,- we are told how the

machine works and how to set up a
room, microphone, stylus and other ad-
justments for making recordings that

are the best for the type of equipment.
A brief summary is given at the end of

the book of the recording program at

Wesleyan University. The author re-

commends that the administration of this

program be centralized for economy.
Two other recent publications listed

in this book as "musts" for those con-
cerned with recording techniques are

:

Techniques of Recording by F. H. Gold-
smith and V. G. Geisel 1939, 43pp. $1.50

Gamble Hinged Music Co., Chicago 111.

and Hozi.' to Make Good Recordings.

1940. 128 pp. $1.25 Audio Devices, Inc.

N. Y.

SOURCES OF IXFORM.'\TION

Aids for the Spanish Teacher—Dr. Lili

Heimers, N. J. State Teachers Col-
lege Upper Montclair, N. J. G. E.
Stechert and Co., 31 East 10th St.,

N.Y.C. 1941 76pp. 50c (send coin

with order.)

This is no doubt one of the most
intensive compilations ever presented

in this field. It seems to have omitted

none of the teaching aids. Sources are

given for pictures, filmstrips, motion
pictures, phonograph records, radio pro-
grams, magazines, plays, stamps, flags,

illustrated books, and many other types.

Audio-Visual Materials for Junior and
Senior High School Reading—Kath-
erine E. Wheeling, N.Y.S. College

for Teachers, Albany, and Jane A.
Hilson, West Orange, N. J.—H. W.
Wilson Co., N. Y. 1941 $1.25.

A handy book for teachers of Eng-
lish and one which has become a well-

known reference book because it first

appeared in 1923 and was revised in

1930. The authors have attempted to

collect sources for pictures, phonograph
records, motion pictures, filmstrips and
other teaching aids helpful for a study

of literature. Classification is made by
the author to be studied, ranging from
the ancients to the moderns. Theatrical

photoplays have been listed as teaching

aids.

Details of price, catalog numbers and
the like are included. There is no doubt

that this volume represents much work
on the part of the authors. English

teachers would have been still more aided

by annotations or brief comments on the

films given, especially since many of

them are feature-length productions and

involve a considerable cost in time and
money. English teachers would, for in-

stance need to be directed to the ex-

cellent photoplay study guides available

on many of the theatrical productions.
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DA-LITE MODEL B SCREEN
(shown af right) is a low-priced, high

quality hanging type screen, widely used

for medium siied class rooms. The screen

is spring-roller mounted in a protactive

metal case. The Model B screen can be
hung from a wall or from Da-Lite Super
Tiipods.

^
DOTE
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

CHALLENGER
can be adjusted in height merely by re-

leasing a spring latch and raising ex-

tension support. No separate adjustments

of the case. America's most popular
screen is also the only screen with

square tubing in tripod and extension

support to hold the screen rigid and
keep it perfectly aligned. 12 sizes from
30" X 40" to 70" X 94".

THE DA-LITE ELECTROL
is operated entirely by electrical control.

A motor and gear drive unrolls and
rerolls the fabric. The screen is stopped
automatically when completely lowered or

rerolled. Because there is no tugging on
the fabric and the fabric is in its pro-

tective case when not in use the Elect-

rol lasts longer than other types of Pro-

jection screens.

Send for 48-page Screen

Data Book. Senf Free/

"TAe DA-LITE GLASS-BEADED SCREEN

/^ 10Po ^oi KoJiaclitomaJ^tojQctLon
O. J. McGILLIS

GREAT NORTHERN RAILWAY
fiow being used in showing Great Northern's

gorgeous color movie "In All the World"

This expert portrayal, in sound and color motion pictures, of

a 3-day trip through the Glacier-Waterton International Peace

Park gives tourists a most attractive "preview" of the superb

scenic beauty of this glorious vacationland.

In presenting this film through its passenger traffic offices,

Great Northern Railway uses Da-Lite Screens exclusively. Mr.

O. J. McGillis, Advertising Manager, writes
—"We have always

used Da-Lite Screens for showing our color films, for we find the

Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screen is 'Tops' for Kodachrome projection.

It brings out the full brilliance and true colors of color film

as no other surface can. We use an 8 ft. x 10 ft. screen and

a number of 52" x 72" Challengers. Because there is considerable

amount of traveling in showing our films throughout the

country, we greatly appreciate the ease and convenience with

which Challenger Screens are handled in transit. We use Da-Lite

Screens exclusively"

For perfect projection of your visual teaching material

specify Da-Lite Screens—the result of 32 years of leadership

in screen manufacture. The Da-Lite line offers schools a complete

selection of surfaces, styles, and sizes to meet every projection

requirement. Write for literature! Dept. 9ES

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, Inc.

2723 North Crawford Ave. • Chicago, III.
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NOW! NEW NATIONAL DEFENSE FILMS

Wrife for FREE CATALOG of Subjects

Many films for use in teaching: Art, Civics, Geog-
raphy, Honne Economics, Nature Study, Physical

Education, Primary Grades, Vocational Guidance.

BAILEY FILM SERVICE
1651 Cosmo Street Hollywood, California

SOUND AND SILENT CLASSROOM FILMS

SLIDES
35 mm.

General Science, 11 rolls, $20.00

Principles of Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00
Principles of Chemistry, 8 rolls, $14.00FILM FundamentalsofBiology,6rolls,$13.50

Write for catalog ond sample strips of typical irames.

VISUAL SCIENCES, l^^ Suffern, New York

t(>'/x\'<r/x\"g/xv<>'/x\'»^/x\'«yxv''/xv<^yxv;*'/x\'<cvy/3x

A nes' HOTEL AWAITS mmNewYmk
This world famous establishment, formerly the American
Woman's Club, is now one of New York's newest and finest

hotels. Its unique facilities include six lounges, five sun-decks,

music studios, library, art gallery and three popular priced

restaurants. Many floors are reserved exclusively for women.

DAILY—Single, from ^2.50; WEEKLY—Single, from $\1;

Double, from $3.50 Double, from ^16

1200 Rooms with Bath Special Floors and Rates for Students

Jlubi
John Paul Stack

Central Manager
353 WEST S7tl> street::^ NEW YORK

aiu\3v^^vt/^v.\3v'"iiA.3:/wK\T/^'.\x/3.\dt/.^\x/'^^\3v3s.\3:y3>rj

Do If Now!
Yes, right now is the time to send

in your order for copy of the new

17th Edition of
"lOOO and ONE"

(The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films)

which will be off the press by

OCTOBER 1st
This latest and most complete compilation of non-theatrical

films and their sources—listing, with brief descriptions, more
than 5,000 films, classified according to subject—should be
on the desk of every person concerned in any way with the

selection of motion pictures for education or entertainment.

Price to subscribers of EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

25c
(Subscribers: please remit with order.]

Price to those not subscribers, 75c

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
64 East Lake Street Chicago, III.

Experimental Research

in Audio-Visual Education
By DAVID GOODMAN
New York University, New York City.

PRELIMINARY returns of a compreliensive sur-

vey to determine the status of research in Audio-
Visual Education reveal significant results. At least

a score of studies were coinpleted during the past year

with an equal number of investigations in an unfin-

ished stage. This represents a tremendous increase

in research activity over that of past years. Two
studies for the Doctor of Philosophy degree recently

completed at Boston University Graduate School on

tlie use of motion pictures in education are herewith

presented in abstract form.

Theories of Grade Placement of Motion Picture

Film Materials (Thesis completed 1940) by Paul
Zimmerman Rummell.

Purpose of Study. To determine the learning achiever

on various grade and intelligence levels through the

medium of the motion picture as measured by objec-

tive factual tests, based upon the film content. It seeks

lo determine the grade and intelligence levels where

certain sound motion pictures produce optimum fac-

tual learning and thus establish a procedure and prin-

ciple for increasing the educational effectiveness of mo-
tion pictures in education.

Procedure. In its scope the study included approxi-

mately 2,100 school children from grade three through

grade twelve. Each of these grades was found to be

of almost equal intelligence, was from the same school

commtmity, and was subject to the same school pro-

gram. Each student in the study was given a test of

mental ability which placed him in one of three major

groups : the normal group, the below normal group, or

the above normal group.

Ten sound motion pictures produced for theatrical

purposes, but rated by a panel of educators as having

educational value were selected. Ten objective tests,

each test based upon the content of one film was con-

structed and used. The procedure involved the ad-

ministering of the pre-test, followed immediately by

the film showing, after which the post-test test was

administered. No comment or discussion was allowed

other than the necessary minimum instructions and

directions. Each film was allowed to make its own
contribution to factual learning without any other aid,

without any rewriting of the course of study, and with-

out any attempt to correlate the film content with the

unit being studied at that particular time.

Conclusions : 1. There are, within the scope of this

study, certain grade levels where certain sound motion

pictures seem to produce optimum factual learning.

The procedure selected has placed the films used in

certain grade areas. For increasing the educational

effectiveness of the motion picture, the principle and

procedure used, seems to be a valuable aid. The find-

ings indicate a larger grade area of suitability for film

materials than for most instructional materials.

2. There seems to be dififerences in the achieve-
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"ABRAHAM LINCOLN"
HISTORICAL TEN REEL FEATURE

"HIGHLIGHTS OF LINCOLN'S CAREER"
ONE-REEL BIOGRAPHICAL FILM

IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS— COLLEGES—CHURCHES
Write for Catalogue "I"

Ku-Art Films, fne. — 145 W. 45th St., New York

ments of the three abihty levels with respect to their

learning from motion pictures, but those differences

with respect to their amounts and directions depend

upon the type of film content or material.

3. The theatrical short subjects rated as having

educational value seemed to contribute substantially to

factual learning at all grade and intelligence levels, and

seemed to be valuable teaching aids.

4. As a rule, the higher grade and intelligence

groups made the higher mean scores on both the pre-

tests and post-tests.

Contributions of Study: The chief contribution of

this study seems to lie in its establishment of one prin-

ciple and procedure for determining the most suitable

grades in which to use a certain film, one step toward

increasing the educational effectiveness of motion pic-

tures in education. As subsidiary contributions, it

.seems to show that certain sound motion pictures have

a rather large grade area of suitability, and the results

indicate that the showing of certain sound motion pic-

tures, as used in the study, increases factual informa-

tion when the films must make their own contributions

without any discussions or comments from the teach-

er. Within the scope of this study, sound motion pic-

tures, in terms of the time utilized in the showing have
a high teaching value. The study seems to show the

advisability of encouraging the motion picture industry

to make this type of film available to schools.

A Critical Analysis of the Use of Educational Mo-
tion Pictures by Two Methods.

(Thesis completed 1941) by Abraham Krasker.
Purpose of Study: To investigate (1) the relative

effectiveness of the "Intermittent Method" of film tech-

nique with regular size classroom groups, as compared
with large size or auditorium groups, and (2) the
comparative efficiency of film lessons with the "Non-
Preparation Method" and film lessons with the "Prep-
aration Method." By the Intermittent Method as used
here with silent films is meant the "stop-start method,"
allowing students to take notes, ask questions and con-

tribute discussions during the film showing. By the

"Preparation Alethod" as used in this study, is meant
a three-step method, namely, (a) a Pre-Test without
any previous preparation by the group to learn what
the students knew about the subject matter of the

film before seeing the film, (b) a First-Showing of

the film without any preparation for the study of the

film and (c) a Second-Showing with prepartion for

the study of the film based upon a list of questions di-

recting the students in their study of the film.

Procedure : The scope of the experiment included ap-
proximately 800 students from grades eight and nine.

The films pertained to General Science. Where group
comparisons were made the groups were equated social-

(Conctuded on pacje 313)

// Majo^ liecUo*U that have

.ESTABLISHED
' -LEADERSHIP

Among 16mm Sound
Motion Picture Projectors

CofHflG^ie THESE 11 MAJOR FEATURES

NOT FOUND IN OTHER EQUIPMENT . . .

LS PATENTED S^FETf ftlM
TRIP— Film is protected at every
point where damage may occur.
EXCLUSIVE.

I SW/NG our LENS MOUNT
— Easy access to film channel and
aperture plate for cleansing. Pre-

vents scratches and abrasions.
ANOTHER VICTOR EXCLUSIVE.

TWO STABtUZINQ FILT£RS— In Victor's Sound Head con-
struction, two separate revolving
filters are used. No film speed
variation can occur. Result — the
World's finest sound reproduction.

D
I DUAL FLEXO PAWLS —

Prevents damaging film perfora-
tions. Victor pawls will "spring
over" instead of punch holes in film.

tM OFFSET FILM LOOP —
Provides simplest threading, per-
mits film to flow naturally on one
side of the channel — positively
prevents "screen image weave"
and makes possible Victor's exclu-
sive tingle over-sized feed sprock-
et for still greater film protection.

NO REFOCUS/NG FOR
COLOR—Victor's stationary Sound
Drum is unique because exciter
lamp can proiect a collimated
beam through a wide angle lens
that entirely eliminates necessity
for making adjustments. No sepa-
rate sound lens for color or re-

versed prints. No extra cost.

I PHOTO ELECTRfC CELL —
Variable voltage control is vitally

important because it assures high
efficiency and extra long cell lift

without over or under toad.

I SPIRA DRAFT LAMP HOUSE— Long lamp life — no over-heat-
ingof mechanism because of ex-
clusive spiral draft action produced
by unique lamp house and fan
construction.

[ID JACKS—Simple plug-In at-
tachments for large booster ampli-
fiers, extra speakers, microphones
and record turntables. All acces-
sible from cutside of the case.

I VICTOR >«MPLrFfERS—Finer
sound fidelity is achieved through
construction in Victor's own sound
laboratories—specifically for limm
film requirements.

m MULTIPLE-USE DESIGN—
Units can be added to projector
making available combinations for
every requirement. One projector
serves all purposes.

VICTOR AN IMATOPHONE
The finest 16inm Projector in all history
The Victor Animatophone Sound Motion Picture Projector with its

MULTIPLE-USE UNITS — EXCLUSIVE WITH VICTOR — is the ultimate
in proiector design. "SUILT INTO" the Animatophone are features
backed by Victor's thirty-two years of experience and leadership. It

[ncorporates every feature known to the industry plus many eitra ex-
clusive refinements. . . . With Victor there is NO COMPROMISE
WITH QUALITY—NO PREMIUM IN PRICE.
For additional information about other features, ask for "TWENTY-SIX
REASONS FOR VICTOR ANIMATOPHONE SUPREMACY" and new
catalog form No. 1050.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
Dept. D-3 Davenport. Iowa
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES
ANEW four-year program in motion picture pro-

duction and writing is being offered at the Wash-
ington Square College of Arts and Science of New
York University under the direction of Assistant Pro-

fessor Robert Gessner. The program of studies leads to

the degree of Bachelor of Arts. About three fourths of

the program is made up of courses in the liberal arts

and sciences and about one fourth of courses in motion

picture techniques.

Of special interest to school film makers are courses

which will be offered in the third and fourth years of

the program : Motion Picture Production, a studio

workshop course designed to acquaint students with

the planning, shooting, and editing of motion pictures;

Writing the Screen Play, a workshop course conducted

under conditions approximating studio procedure ; Ad-

vanced Screen-play Writing ; Advanced Motion Picture

Production; Motion Picture Photography and Light-

ing ; and Documentary Motion Pictures, a specialized

course for the student who is planning to create his

documentary films.

A useful booklet for schools who are interested in

the production of safety films is Making School Movies

by William G. Hart and Roy Wenger (Bureau of

Educational Research, Ohio State University, Colum-

bus, 1941, 50 cents net.)

Beginning with a very convincing chapter on "Why
Make School Movies" that shows how school-made

safety films not only train students to assume responsi-

bility but also influence them towards better safety be-

havior, the booklet gives practical suggestions for the

meeting of safety film production problems in the

chapters that follow.

Chapter II describes what was done in the Ohio

State University Traffic Safety Film Project in

Scene from a film on city water department produced by

Audio-Visual Department, Long Beach, Calif., Schools.

By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn.
Member of the Committee on Standards for Motion Pic-

tures of the National Council of Teachers of English

the development of twelve school safety films. In Chap-

ter III, the authors discuss what kinds of films are

needed in traffic safety education. Chapter IV presents

an index to traffic errors which should prove invalu-

able to anyone who is working with the .safety film

])roblem. In the succeding chapters one finds sugges-

tions on planning a safety film, a scenario used by the

Upper Arlington, Ohio, Schools, some technical sug-

gestions, and reviews of twelve safety films produced

by schools. The first of its kind, this booklet would

be extremely helpful in the solution of school safety

film problems.

A A

"The Proceedings of the Second Conference on the

Educational Production of Motion Pictures" which

is edited by Dr. Edgar Dale, Bureau of Educational

Research, Ohio State University, is now available at

$1.25 per copy. All papers given at the conference

are reprinted in the book. Practically every phase of

school film production is included. In addition,

scenarios of school films are reproduced.

The 147-page book is divided into three parts. Part

One deals with "Film Production in Elementary and
Secondary Schools," and contains a description of

the Denver Project, panel discussions on public rela-

tions films and safety films, and detailed accounts of

the production of two films.

Part Two, "Film Production at the College Level."

includes suggestions for organization and admin-
istration, and for production of films in such fields as

football, drawing. dentistry, mathematics, and
biology.

Part Three gives further suggestions regarding

"Film Production Techniques." This section contains

specific helps for the teacher-producer and includes

discussions of the use of color and sound.

A A

The cooperation of school film makers in all parts of

the United States has resulted in the collection of data

on seventy-two more films. Although additional reports

are expected from those who have not yet returned

their check cards, the continued cooperation of all

readers of Educational Screen is urged so that no

school films will be overlooked. Send reports of new
films to your editor today.

California

Harry H. Haworth, Supervisor of Visual Service,

Pasadena Public Schools, reports six films as follows:

Scratchjoot Ranch, a first grade unit, and Junior

Citrus Corporation, a third grade unit. 1 reel. The first

graders "develop" a ranch, pick and sell their crop

of figs. As second and third graders they found an

old citrus tree in their garden which needed pruning.
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Erected Instantly in 3 Simple Automatic Movements

To u$2 stills and movies SUCCESS-

FULLY you MUST have a perfect

screen. The new Radiant Automatic

gives you just that. There is nothing

like it—nothing to equal it. A slight

pressure on a convenient lever and the

tripod legs SLIDE into position and

lock there. Merely turn the screen case

—automatically it locks into horizontal

position. An effortless puU—again by

an automatic clutch, exclusive with

Radiant—your screen is in viewing

position at ANY height you want it,
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And what a Screen Surface!

-tlie Famous Radiant "Hy-Flecr
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!
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new and

better!
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crystal clear plastic to give perma-

nent, unsurpassed brilliance, clarity
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Radiant at your dealer's or write for

new illustrated folder.
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MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

1140-46 Superior St. Chicago

spraying and fumigating. This led into a study of the

citrus industry.

IVe and Our Health, 1 reel, a third grade unit, a

record of a feeding experiment showing the effect of

properly balanced diet upon the growth of young
white rats with application to the children.

The Story of a Wool Blanket, 1 reel, a fourth grade

unit, shows the children going through the various

steps in washing, carding, spinning, and weaving of

a small blanket.

Tlie Romance of Exploration, 3 reels, a sixth grade

unit showing the steps involved in preparing this unit.

The development of language, spelling, and arithmetic.

The writing and preparation of an original pageant

and the record of final presentation of the pageant in

the school auditorium.

Communication, 3 reels, a sixth grade unit of work,

with special emphasis on music.

Art in Living, 3 reels, Junior High School, shows
methods used in art education and the application of

art in every day life.

Mr. Haworth states that the films may be rented

imder the following conditions : The borrower agrees

( 1 ) to pay film rental in advance or upon delivery, at

the rate of $1.00 per reel for the first day, plus 50c for

each additional day of use; (2)to pay all transportation

charges both ways; (3) to be resjxjnsible for film loss

or damage
; (4) to return film immediately after us-

ing.

Illinois

With Lincoln's pioneer home as a setting and with

authentic costumes of the period ( 1831-1837) worn by

the characters. Lincoln Group at New Salcnt, was

produced in the spring of 1941, by Harris High School

students of Petersburg. 8mm. color film was used (200

feet) under the direction of Stella Salveson, Harris

High School English instructor.

Indiana

Central High School's Photoplay Production Club,

(Evansville) has made two more unusual films. Ad-
ventures of a Cub Reporter, 850 feet, tells the story of

a cub reporter who takes an airplane ride over the

city and the school, visits the library, sees football

practice, and has a hap]3y romance. Does My Slip

Sho7i'?, 900 feet, is a trafific safety film with the theme

:

"Haste Makes Waste." according to Mrs. Mary Black-

burn, the club advisor. One sequence contains the

driving tests required in Indiana before a student may
graduate from high school.

New Jersey

Seeirg State, a 400-foot film based on life at Pater-

son State Teachers College is reported by William H.
Hartley, who directed the project. The film is being

used to acquaint parents with the activities of the col-

lege and to orient new college freshmen to the tradi-

tions and activities of the school. The class in audio-

visual aids produced the film.
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MEAT PACKING

INDUSTRY
available for exhibiting to

your classes

/' \

ON LOAN
/ / ' I

^

Three Different Types— Choose the one

suitable for your Projection Equipment

1"MEAT FOR AMERICA"
16 mm. 2 reel sound motion picture. The Story of Meat

Packing, the Nation's Number One Food Industry. Subjects
pictured and explained include: why meat animals were
domesticated— judging ham on the hoof— packers' and
Government inspectors* examinations— the stockyards— the
dis-assembly line—making hams, bacon and sausages— the
largest beef dressing plant in the world— preparing dried
beef, canned corned beef hash, and "meal-in-a-can" dishes—
labelling— perfecting new recipes— your meat dealer— the
part meat plays in America's diet.

Place your bookings with YMCA Motion Picture Bureau,
New York, Chicago, Dallas and San Francisco, or with
Burton Holmes Films, Chicago, Illinois.

2 "A TRIP THROUGH THE STOCKYARDS"
(Sound). 35 mm. slide film (18 minutes) with sound

record (12-inch, 33y3 RPM). Describes the experiences of
Mary Miller and her Aunt Verbenia along the visitors' route
of a large meat packing plant. Interesting and valuable for
classes in commercial geography, home economics, voca-
tional agriculture, commerce and meat merchandising—and
as educational entertainment for any group of any age.
Available on free loan at any Armour Branch Office or

Plant. Or write to Audio-Visual Promotion, Armour and
Company, Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

3 "A TRIP THROUGH THE STOCKYARDS"
(Silent Filmstrip Kit) 35 mm. Filmstrip ... Complete with

dramatic script to be read aloud by your students. Script book-
lets supplant the record which usually accompanies this film.

The booklets contain the voice parts of the four characters
in the film. Assign class members to read these parts as they
stand near the screen. Provides all the effectiveness of sound
projection and gives your classes training in

oral reading and dramatics . . . opportunity to

present worthwhile information on the Meat
Packing Industry— in a way that is interesting

and unique

!

The silent version is available on free loan,

only from Audio -Visual Promotion, Armour
and Company, Union Stock Yards, Chicago.

ARMOUR AND COMPANY

..VIS..IJ.AL...

ARTFilMS
DISTRIBUTORS

1303 Porterfleld St.

Pittaburith. Pa.

A Library of Selected Features
for Schools— 16mm Talkies

Abraham Lin(oln — Auld Lang Syne

Cavakade of Civilization

Sympliony of Living — Jane Eyre

100 sound educotionol short subiecfs and
features for sale and for rent.

Send for our 1941-42 caiaioque.

THE SILENT KIT

Wisconsin

A safety film made with the cooperation of the City

Council, the Police Department, and the Board of Ed-
ucation is noted by R. L. Swanson of Wilson Junior

High School, Appleton. When Traffic Moves is a 1600-

foot all-color film dealing with the reduction of pedes-

trian accidents.

University-Produced Color Film

The Department of Visual Instruction of the Uni-

versity of Iowa has produced a 16mm. color film (1140

feet) on Preschool Adventures which takes the audi-

ence into the preschool laboratories of the Iowa Child

Welfare Research Station where sound principles in

preschool education are demonstrated by youthful play-

ers whose naturalness is as charming as it is disarming.

Here one may see children finding that there is satis-

faction in belonging to a group outside their families,

but we also see that the homes figure importantly at

school. In an atmosphere of sympathetic understand-

ing these young boys and girls gradually learn how to

satisfy their own fundamental needs and yet get along

happily with other people.

The film brings out age differences in the children's

interest in taking responsibility for themselves, in their

ability to apply themselves purposefully in their learn-

ing to manipulate and manage the play material in their

environment, and in their ability to get along with each

other. Here we see a new little boy finding sympa-

thetic understanding, protection against too rapid or

sudden exposure to new experiences, guidance in the

use of play material, and encouragement in getting

acquainted with other children, until finally he, too,

finds a secure place in the group.

The film pictures a wide variety of activities that

anyone can observe on visiting the preschool labora-

tories, but it does more than just this. It also shows

how major objectives in child development are reflected

in various aspects of the preschool program.

Rental Rate is $3.00 plus postage ; sale price, $125.00

for color or $75.00 for black and white prints.

Editor's Note

:

A new feature in the October Educational Screen

will be a section devoted to the answering of questions

relative to the production of school films. Godfrey

Elliott, director of vi.sual education of Mercer County,

Oakvale. ^^'est \'irginia, author of a number of articles

on school film production and producer of several suc-

cessful school films, will be in charge of the new feature.

School film makers should send their questions to Mr.

Elliott for possible discussion in future issues of the

Screen.
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George Ariiss in "THE IRON DUKE"
and many other I6nnnrt sound films for school use are

described in our new 1941-42 catalogue. Write Dept. ES

for your free copy.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE 216 East First St.,

Wichita, Kansas.

Living with Chinese Children

(^Concluded from page 280)

At the conclusion of a six weeks period on tliis unit

the film had been used many times for ( 1 ) Primary

information, (2) Additional data on enlarged pur-

poses, (3) Material for demonstration work with

adults, parents, and friends, (4) Art work, (5) Lan-

guage activities (oral and written), (6) Reflective

thinkmg. As a culminating experience the film was

shown again for review. In the discussion following

this screening the following generalizations were sum-

marized. (Translated from children's vocabulary into

adult education and sociological terms.)

1. The Chinese child is similar to the American child

in basic essentials : he has his home, family and friends

;

he eats and sleeps and plays ; he has his responsibilities

(although these are heavier than those of his American

contemporaries). He too has opportunities for play

and laughter, and he does laugh and play frequently.

He is a very human individual.

2. Practices formerly associated with the Chinese

people, such as bound feet, long finger nails, no longer

exist among them.

3. Chinese children and their families have problems

which are both similar to ours and also those which

because of their different environment and history,

are dififerent from ours.

4. To the Chinese, American ways, customs, habits

are the odd. different ones.

5. The Chinese civilization is a very old one, and
has made contributions which have not only influenced

their own history, but have contributed to the de-

velopment of mankind. For this reason they are worthy

of genuine respect.

6. China is a nation predominately rural in which

manual labor still prevails. Because of this condition

the standard of living is extremely low.

7. A low standard of living handicaps education,

health, recreation, and progressive development.

8. Happiness does not necessarily depend upon how
much "One has or gets."

The following stories were enjoyed by this fourth

grade class

:

Eldridge, Ethel J. Ycn-Foh, a Chinese Bov—Arthur Whitman,
Chicago, 1935.

Hardforth, Thomas. Met Li—Doubleday, Doran, New York
1939.

Cannon, Martha. San Bao—E. P. Dutton & Co., New York,

1939.

Hekking, Johanna M. Pigtails—Frederick A. Stokes Co., New
York, 1937.

Kirby, Mary & Elizabeth. Aunt Martha's Corner Cupboard—
.Arthur Whitman, Chicago, 1936.

Lattimore, Eleanore Frances. The Story of Lee Line)—New
York, 1940

Lattimore, Eleanore Frances. Little Pear—Harcourt Brace &
Co., New York, 1931.

Metzgcr, Berta Picture Tales from the Chinese—Frederick

A. Stokes, New York, 1934.

JBI%ffLOH^OmATTMEEi

AUDIBLE PUBLISHERS

Announces
Exclusive Distribution

by

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY**•••••*•**
SPECIAL

INTRODUCTORY OFFER

'^i/jli_C^ffffncit^

A Series of Electrical Transcriptions Dramatiz-

ing the Ideals of Our Democracy ... for

Use as Supplementary Educational Aids . . .

America Moves West— The dramatic story of

America's pioneers.

American Public Schools—A personalized story illus-

trating the ideals of our great educational system.

The Statue of Liberty—Episodes in the authentic his-

tory of this great monument to man's search for

freedom.

Thanksgiving—A colorful dramatization of the winter

of 1621 . . . the Pilgrims' gratitude for the fol-

lowing summer's crops.

TWO DOUBLE-FACED U INCH ELECTRICAL
TRANSCRIPTIONS PLAYING AT 33-1/3 R.P.M.

• • *Sfl IQKID

xjvcamf*uttitAiriEns

737 HOUIH MICHIGAN AVENUC-CHICACO
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JV.scv± ana

For the first time in 16 mm.

history All Schools can afford

the finest films. YOUR enrollment

DETERMINES THE COST. Take advan-

tage of these unique rate reductions.

Write now for the details I

FiLfVlS
l%IC€nP€R)lTED

330 W. 42 St.'

M EAST LAKE ST, CHICA&O. ILLINOIS

Moliott PuJtMt itt tUt 11/0*1)1

NEW YORK
114 S.W. NINTH AVE.. rOKTlANO. OOE.

A NATION WIDE SERVICE
Wff/l o

$100 MEMBERSHIP PLAN
which reduces the usual film

rental charges one half

offered from

The film Library of

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Division of Teaching Aids

Under this Plan:

A school, school system or institution is offered S200 worth
of film rentals in accordance with the list prices adopted
by "N E E F A," (The New England Educational Fihn As-
sociation.)

Films may be booked for any length of time in accordance
with listed charges.

All of the Departments in a school, or the schools in a
school system, may be served.

A wide cheice of materiol is made possible for all school
subjects, and for all grades—primary, elementary, junior

high, senior high, and college.

There is no time limitation for use.

Printed catologues of available films are suppUed.

Full details, and list of materials offered under the

$100,00 membership plan can be had by u/riting to

Dr. Abraham Krasker

BOSTON UNIVERSITY, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Division of Teaching Aids

84 Exefer Street, Boston, Mass.

Museum Kodachrome Slide Series

The Department of Education of the American Mu-
seum of Natural History has just made available to

schools and colleges a teaching series of Kodachrome
lantern slides on the "Evolution of the Horse." The
set consists of twenty-five slides made up in 2 x 2 inch

size, bound in glass, priced at $15.00. Dr. Walter
Granger, famous palaeontologist at the American Mu-
seum, has endorsed the accuracy and fidelity of tlie

slides which are reproductions of exhibits in the mu-
seum.

A process of duplicating Kodachrome pictures has

been developed by the museum so that careful control

of the color of the final slide is maintained. The original

photographs of the exhibits are made on the larger

Kodachrome sizes so as to retain as much detail as
possible. These large pictures are then rephoto-
graphed down to the thirty-five millimeter size

using an artificial light source accurately adjusted
as to color temperature. A complete series of faint

complementary color correction filters makes it

possible to adjust the hues of the final slides to as

close a duplicate of the original colors in the mu-
seum exhibit as is necessary to maintain fidelity.

The "Evolution of the Horse" series contains maps
of the chief fossil deposits in the United States, pictures

of the formations in which the fossils are found, a pro-

gressive series of the fossil horse skeletons, Charles R.

Knight's famous paintings of restorations of the fossil

horses, and the contemporary life of each period. SHdes

comparing the skulls, hooves, and overall size of the

earliest and modern horses complete this unusual series.

This set of slides is the first of several series which

have been planned. The "Story of the Dinosaur" and
"Ancient Man" will follow soon.

Tennessee Colleges to Have Visual Conferences

During the week of September 29 the Division of

University Extension of the University of Tennessee

will sponsor a series of one-day audio-visual conferences

in five of the state colleges in Tennessee. Each confer-

ence will consist of two sessions, one in the afternoon,

and one in the evening. The same speakers will travel

from one conference to the next, and a stimulating pro-

gram has been arranged.

Highlighting the conferences will be talks by two

national authorities in the field of audio-visual educa-

tion: Dr. H. A. Gray, Director of Field Studies for

Erpi Classroom Films, and Roger Albright, Administra-

tive .A^ssistant to the Trustees of Teaching Film Custo-

dians. Dr. Gray will speak on "The Sound Film in the

Service of Education" and "The Psychology of the

Sound Motion Picture." Mr. Albright's subject will be

"See Before You Learn." Oscar E. Sams, Jr., director

of the film service of the University of Tennessee Divi-

sion of University Extension, will speak on the subject,

"Effective Classroom Use of Films."

Screenings of new and effective teaching films will be

interspersed throughout the programs. A great deal of
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interest is being manifest by those in charge at each of

the cclleges, and a good attendance is expected.

The following is the itinerary for the conferences

:

Monday, September 29, State Teachers College, Mur-
freesboro; September 30, Memphis State College,

Memphis; October 1, University of Tennessee Junior
College, Martin ; October 2, Tennessee Polytechnic In-

stitute, Cookeville ; and October 3, State Teachers Col-

lege, Johnson City.

Virginia Audio-Visual Program

Beginning this fall, the public schools of Virginia will

liave an opportunity to obtain sound and silent films at

no cost other than transportation from the film distrib-

uting center serving their particular area. The state pro-

gram of audio-visual education, inaugurated the past

year under the supervision of \\'illiam H. Bowen, Jr.,

has developed steadily, resulting finally in the establish-

ment of film libraries this fall at the State Department
of Education in Richmond, at State Teachers Colleges

in Madison, Farmville and Radford, and at Virginia

State College for Negroes.

Virginia schools which now have or are contemplat-

ing the purchase of 16mm equipment, are requested to

get in touch with the person in charge of the film li-

braries in their area.

Courses in audio-visual education were given at six

Virginia institutions the past summer.

Visual Aids Loaned by Illinois Museum

The Illinois State Museum at Springfield has avail-

able diiTerent types of visual aids which rural schools

may borrow upon payment of express charges only.

They include a series of costume dolls, each dressed

authentically for the period in Illinois history which it

represents ; window-sill dioramas of Indian and Eskimo
life ; transportation models ; and models of primitive

homes—hogans, pueblos, tepees. A catalogue may be

obtained on request.

SMPE Fall Meeting

The Fiftieth Semi-annual Convention of the Society

of Motion Picture Engineers will be held in New York
at the Hotel Pennsylvania from October 20th through

the 23rd. The Papers Committee plans to have an

attractive and informative program of presentation.

Soimd Films Aid in Defense Training

A series of sound films for national defense training

is scheduled by the United States Office of Education
to be used in the training of students in industrial skills.

The films were planned by Floyd Brooker of the Amer-
ican Council of Education under the supervision of Dr.
C. F. Klinefelter, assistant to Dr. John W. Studebaker,

Commissioner of Education. Five will be ready soon.

These were produced by the Calvin Company of Kan-
sas City.

in 16 mm
ENTERTAINMENT

For the first time the famous WALTER
WANGER pictures plus selected R. K. O. and
PICKFORD-LASKY features are available to you
in 16mm. S. O. F. Think of it, such outstand-

ing smash hits as "BLOCKADE," "FLYING
DEUCES," and "GAY DESPERADO"-'>;oMr$ /or
non-theatrical presentation tuithout ap-
proval of contract. The finest selected films

—

educational and entertainment—many approved
by various groups of educators are now available

to your school.

Take advantage of this opportunity to provide

your students with the best in film fare.

Check from the list below and order
today from your favorite film supplier or
write direct to us.

Flying Deuces
Laurel and Hardy

Blockade
Madeleine Carroll, Henry Fonda

Algiers

Charles Boyer, Hedy LaMarr

History Is Made At Night
Charles Boyer, Jean Arthur

You Only Live Once
Henry Fonda, Sylvia Sidney

One Rainy Afternoon
Francis Lederer, Ida Lupino

Pagliacci

Richard Tauber, Steffi Duna

Gay Desperado
Nino Martini, Ida Lupino

Stand In

Leslie Howard, Joan Blondtll

52nd Street

Ian Hunter, Paf Patfenon

I Met My Love Again
Joan Bennett, Henry Fonda

Edge of the World
Joan Laurie, Bell Chryitall

Love from a Stranger
Basil Rathbone, Ann Harding

Walter Wanger's Vogues
Warner Baxter, Joan Bennett

In Glorious Technicolor!
You may now have those famous lovable characters es-

fabiished by popular accepl-ance—Toonerville Trolley

Folks, Felix the Cat, Molly Moo and many others. All

filmed in the new three color technicolor.

Send for free illustrated catalogue of
entertainment and educational films.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES

729 Seventh Avenue
Corporation

New York. N Y.
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee
Old Hickory (Teaching Film Custodians) 17 minutes, Tech-

nicolor, 16mm sound. Apply to distributor for rental sources

and prices. Produced in 1940 by Warner Brothers Pictures.

This Technicolor film is a dramatization of several events

in Andrew Jackson's career. The first sequence deals with

the Battle of New Orleans and its surrounding circumstances.

As Jackson plans to send his outnumbered forces into the

battle, LaFitte the pirate comes to him and offers his services

and those of his men. Jackson accepts and commissions him
an officer. There is a reenactment of the battle and the un-

successful charge of the British. After the victory Jackson
is honored at a ball, but Jackson's enemies circulate gossip

about his wife. The fiery Jackson challenges a well-known
duelist, but his wife, on her death-bed extracts his promise
not to duel again. Jackson's inauguration as President, on
March 4. 1829, is reenacted, and his role as the people's man
in the White House is brought out. But he is put to test

when the North and South disagree bitterly over the tariff

question. Robert Hayne and Daniel Webster debate in the

Senate. South Carolina threatens secession, and the coun-
try awaits a word from Jackson. At the Jefferson Day din-

ner, Jackson tries to remain non-committal, but when forced

to talk he toasts to the Union, then promises to force South
Carolina to remain in it, and threatens to punish John Cal-

houn for his stand. As the film closes it reveals general re-

joicing at Jackson's positive stand in the matter.

Committee Opinion : An excellent film for classes in Ameri-
can History and for general showings, at the junior high

level and above. Minor weak points, such as Calhoun's

characterization as a villainous type of person and the failure

UNSURPASSED
Film Projection

INCOMPARABLE
Sound
Reproduction

HOLMES
16mm

Sound-on

Film

PRO-

JECTORS
The Holmes 16mm portable unit offers all the advan-
tages of the larger theatre machines at no advance in

price. It's an all ball-bear-
ing projector with lO-tooth
sprockets . . . operates
smoothly and easily. Main-
tenance costs are negligible.
Can be readily adjusted to
show either sound or silent

pictures.

Write for

free

demonstration

and

catalog.

Holmes Projector Co.
1813 Orchard St., CHICAGO
Manufacturers of 16mm and
35mm Pro/ecfors for over

25 yearj.

J E C T

16 mm Portable,
Mazda or Arc Lamp.

35 mm Portable,
Mazdaor Arc Lamp.

35mm Imperial
for Auditoriums.

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

to develop with entire clearness the issues at stake, were
noted, but on the whole the film is an excellent one. Cos-
tumes and settings are accurately reproduced, and the film

is good in all technical aspects.

Our New Farm (Georgia Agricultural Extension Service)

28 minutes, Kodachrome, 16mm sound. Apply to producer
for sale price; rental (from distributor) $1.00.

This natural color film shows how a typical Georgia farm
was improved by electrification. First, there is a comparison
of the older uses of water power to its modern use in

furnishing power, by electricity, wherever it may be needed.
Then a Georgia farm, with its people hard at work at their

daily tasl<s, is shown. When a rural power line is run near
the farm, the son decides to investigate the possibilities of

electric power for the farm. The county agent shows him
ways in which electrical helps may be used in the farm
dairy, in poultry and stock raising, and for general uses about

the farm. The boy's mother and sister learn about electrified

household aids. They decide to electrify and modernize their

farm, and to institute a program of balanced farming. Many
beneficial results of these changes are shown, and the film

ends with further suggestions indicating the value of electri-

city to the farmer.

Committee Opinion: .A good film for classes in agricul-

ture in the Southern states, and for general showings and

adult uses. Should be of some interest also for similar uses

in other regions. The film is technically good, and its por-

trayal of farm life and conditions is accurate.

In All the World (Great Northern) 37 minutes, Kodachrome,

16mm sound, "Free."

This natural color film presents a three-day tour through

Glacier National Park, beginning at the southeastern en-

trance. After scenes in the Glacier Park Hotel, there are

views of Trick Falls and Two Medicine Chalet, a boat ride

on Two Medicine Lake, and Twin Falls. Blackfeet Indians

conduct a ceremony for visitors. Next there is a trtp north

into the adjacent Waterton Lakes Park in Canada, with scenes

of the Prince of Wales Hotel and a boat trip on Waterton
L^ke. Sunday morning church is followed by the trip back

across the border. Chief Mountain. Swift Current river

and lake are seen along the route. Members of the party

fish and swim in the crystal-clear waters. After a hike to

Josephine Lake, there is a saddle trip to Grinnell Glacier;

then a coach ride to Going-To-Tl^e-Sun Mountain, Logan
Pass and the Lake McDonald Hotel. The tour ends at the

western entrance of the Park at Belton, Montana.

Committee Opinion—An excellent scenic film. Should be

valuable for courses dealing with the geography of the North-

west, and for general showings. Photography is excellent;

scund and organization are good. There is no advertising

except credit titles at the beginning and end of film.

on From the Earth (Shell) 22 minutes, 16mm sound. Apply

to distributor for rental sources.

Shows the value of petroleum products in everyday life

and then explains the origin of petroleum, methods used in

locating new oil fields, the drilling of oil wells, and the trans-

portation and refining of crude oil. At the beginning of the

film a pool of crude oil appears, and some of the many pro-

ducts obtained from it are enumerated. The theories of

inorganic and organic origin of petroleum are presented, the

latter tieing explained by animated diagrams. Further dia-

grams explain how oil is held in anticlines under the earth's
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from LAST OF THE MOHICANS ($17.50 single. $T5 serle:

FHAT NEW CATALOGUE
s the most complete & convenlenf-fo-

rse catalogue of T6 mm. soHnd films

tvailable. Indexed 3 ways, printed in 4

colors. It's FREE—send a postcard today.

CAN be ENTERTAINING
(MUST be, for alert, interested audiences

The MANSE Film Library, !n adding over 50 new fifles io ifs collection, has taken spec

care to see that its pictures contain suspense & dramatic interest as well as information

background material. New films include DANIEL BOONE. RHODES OF AFRICA, SILEt

BARRIERS (building of the Canadian-Pacific R.R.). WITH WORDS & MUSIC, TOMBO
& SCARLET PIMPERNEL.

MAY WE SEND YOU OUR FREE DELUXE CATALOGUE
For your copy, write a cord (giving moke of your sound projector) to

16 mm. sound • MANSE film I i b r a r

1521 DANA AVEN
CINCINNATI. OH

surface. Aerial photography, geological analysis of surface

features, and seismograph tests are mentioned as aids in

locating new fields. The hydraulic rotary method of oil

drilling is ne.xt shown in detail. Derrick erection, various

types of drill heads, cooling the bit, checking the bore, and

testing the strata, are explained in their relation to the process.

The final casing-in, as the "pay sand" is neared, is shown,

and the sequence concludes as the oil is reached. Next the

process of building a pipe line to the refinery is briefly shown,

and the basis of the refining process is explained. The film

ends with scenes of trains and tankers carrying petroleum

products to the consumers.

Committee Opinion: A good exposition of the produc-

tion side of the petroleum industry. Should be valuable for

courses m geology, industries, physics, and general science,

and could be used as background material for courses in

natural resources and conservation. Technical production,

by Wilding Pictures, is good in all respects.

The Story that Couldn't be Printed (TFC) 1 reel, 16mm sound.

Apply to distributor for rental sources and prices. Pro-

duced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer (Passing Parade Series).

Dramatizes the value of freedom of the press by telling the

story of the imprisonment and trial of John Zanger, an Amer-

ican printer who dared publish the truth about a colonial gov-

ernor's misappropriation of state funds. The film opens \vith

a brief explanation of the provision in our American Constitu-

tion for freedom of speech and the press. The story then goes

back to 1734. John Zanger, a newspaper printer, is at work

in his shop when Attorney Alexander comes in. Alexander

reveals that Governor Cosby is stealing state funds, and asks

Zanger to print the truth. In the face of certain punishment,

Zanger makes his decision to do so.

When the Governor reads what he has published, Zanger's

shop is wrecked and he is thrown into prison to await trial. But

the paper continues to appear, the stories being smuggled out

of Zanger's jail cell. .'Mexander's license is taken away so

that he cannot participate in Zanger's defense at the trial. In

court, a bribed judge, a jury of poor men, and an expert

attorney combine against Zanger. But just as it seems that

all is over, there is a disturbance at the back of the room and
an old man, Alexander Hamilton, enters. Beginning with the

words "My client is guilty !" he makes a dramatic one-minute

speech in which he says that this is the trial of every free

man, and that his client is guilty only of printing the truth

;

that there can be only one verdict, affirming the supreme right

for all to speak and write the truth. At the end of his speech

the jury returns a verdict of "Not Guilty."

In conclusion, the scene returns to the great newspaper presses

of modern times as the narrator states that freedom of the

press was made possible through the courage ot tliese httle-

known members of the passing parade.

Committee Opinion—An excellent film for history and
civics classes; should be valuable also for character education
and guidance. The film is technically excellent in every way,
and is suitable for use from the upper elementary level through
college.

Addresses of Producers and Distributors:

Georgia Agricultural Extension Service, Athens, Georgia.

Prints of film available exclusively through Division of General

Extension, University System of Georgia, 223 Walton Street,

N. W., Atlanta, Georgia.

Great Northern Railway, Advertising Department, St. Paul,

Minnesota. For nearest source of prints of film for school use

write the Association of School Film Libraries, Room 819,

9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

Shell Oil Company, Public Relations Department, SO West
SOth Street, New York, N. Y. For nearest source of prints

of film for .school use write the Association of School Film

Libraries, ftoom 819, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.

Teaching Film Custodians, 25 West 43rd Street, New
York, N. Y. i..,ii
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"FLUFFY

THE

KITTEN"
I Reel— 16mm.

—

Silent

Sale Only

• ^„."*."' .<"'•<: ^nd simple teaching film that conveyi iti mestaq*
efticiently and entertainingly »o children.

• Excellent for use in kindergarten through third grade in general
elementary studies—including Nature Study, Reading Health
and Art.

• "One of the TEN BEST non-theatrical films of 1?40"—Movie
Makers

• Rated "OUTSTANDINS" by H. W. Wilson Film Catalogue
[July Supplement)

• Called "EXCELLENT" by Educational Screen.
• Endorsed by leading Educators, Directors of Visual Aids and

Teachers

• Guaranteed highest quality Vaporated fine-grain prints

four inqulrltl wilt receive prompt atUntlon

FOSTER FILMS
40 East 17th Street Brooklyn, N. Y.

Educational Leadership
for Human Conservation

1. "Modern man is delicate. * * * The organism seems to have
become more susceptible to degenerative diseases." (Carrel)

2. "Nearly one-third oi the whole population (of two dozen states)
is of a type to require some supervision." (Laird)

3. "Of 2,000,000 babies to be born in 1941. 738,386 will be wholly
or partiolly wasted, 37%". (Nat'l Committee for Planned Par-
enthood)

4. "Measurable brain can be correlated with testable mind."
(Waverly Researches)

5. "Thinking is as biologic as digestion." (Thomdike)

6. "Of all the psychological causes of crime, the commonest and
gravest is usually alleged to be a defective mind***." (Burt)

'• gross human congenital malformations arise solely from
influences which affect the germ cells prior to fertilization***."
(Murphy)

8. "Eggs (fertilized ova) are not all of equal quality, 25% are not
good enough to be born as living individuals." (Streeter)

9. "It is store food which has given us store teeth." (Hooton)

10. "There is a nutritional bosis for modern physical, mental and
moral degeneration." (Price)

These quotations are from the text book NUTRITION AND PHYSICAL
DEGENERATION: A COMPARISON OF PRIMITIVE AND MODERN
DIETS AND THEIR EFFECTS by Price, published by Hoeber.

Teaching data are available in the following illustrated lectures
either film slides or on glass slides (2" by 2" or 3%" by 4") with
manuals;

Sketch of the Primitive Races
Studied

How Primitive Roces Have
Prevented Tooth Decay
How the Faces of Primitives

Were More Beautiful Before

than After Modernization
Facial Beauty Lost in One
Generation and Greater In-

jury to Later Born Children

Animal Defects from Foods
of Parents and Mutual Re-

sponsibility of Both Parents

6. Light from Primitive Races on
how Mentally Backward and
Delinquents can be produced

7. Special Foods of Primitives

for Parents-to-be ond Race
Regeneration by Obeying
Nature's Laws of Life.

8. American Indians— Prim-

itive, Semi - Primitive and
Modern

For Detoffs with Descrfptive Liferafure tSaU or Kenfall Write:

DR. WESTON A. PRICE, DENTAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
8926 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

OCTOBER RELEASES
New RENTAL LISTS of 16mm Super Sound Films now ready.
Largest selection and Lowest rates our standard policy . . .

8-l6mm Sound, silent; anywhere in U. S. No charge for trans-

portation time. Send for FREE catalog, specifying requirements.

MOGULL'S
61 W. 48th St. "ot Radio City" New York. N. Y.

Air Your School

{Concluded from page 283)

eration. They worked with the consciousness that each

finished word would be heard by several thousand ra-

dio listeners ; they wrote with a purpose, carefully and

accurately. No student composition exercise this

!

To those who have actually appeared on our pro-

gram during the past year the value of participation

has been incalculable. Students have talked and played

to larger and more varied audiences than ever before

;

new talents have been discovered ; new ambitions have

been born. They have developed a confidence that

many of our public figures could well use. And right

here I shall make an observation that may surprise you

if you have not been working with students on the air

:

the average high school student who approaches the

mike for the first time has much more confidence and

does a much better job than does the average adult. I

base this conclusion upon seven years' experience

—

the first six of which were obtained in working with

adult groups. These young broadcasters of ours are

growing up with radio and learning to use it as a tool.

This experience will make a real difference in the lives

of some of them.

But, of course, the school received practical bene-

fits other than those earned by those students who ac-

tually made and gave the programs. There were {par-

ents who,se interests grew closer to those of our school

because of these broadcasts. \\'e also gave witness in

our radio series to the profound respect that much of

our youth has for the services of those who lived be-

fore them. This is truth ; and our older citizens like it

and value it. It may be of interest that one of the

really fine persons whose life furnished inspiration for

one of our broadcasts is Miss Rachel Crothers, Amer-

ica's foremost woman playwright and a former Bloom-

ingtonian. It was with genuine gratification that we

read her letter to us in which she expressed her per-

sonal interest in our radio activities.

And, finally, what can we do better this year than

last? Well, we're ready for a little more democracy

in our organization and proceedings. The students

can take more responsibility; therefore they're entitled

to use it. Also, we are determined to have even more

listeners: a publicity committee could have helped us

last year; we have one this year. Furthermore, we

shall go further than last year in ferreting out potential

performers—students shyly or stubbornly hiding their

lights under those baskets that should have worn out

long ago. Yes, steps have been taken that insure these

improvements ; but as each goal is approached another

takes shape on the horizon. We are even now deter-

mining that our programs shall place a more open em-

phasis upon an exalted patriotism than they have in

the past. Should this be easy?
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Experimental Research in

Audio-Visual Education

(Concluded jroin page 303)

ly, educationally, and mentally. The experimental per-

iod extended over three years. Six silent films and

two sound films were used. Objective tests, each based

upon the content of one film were constructed and

used, first as Pre-tests and then as First-showing tests

and Second-showing tests. Previous to the period of

the experiment, the same films were used, after which

tests were given to measure the learning.

Conclusions: 1. ^^'ithin the scope of this investiga-

tion the size of the class or group being taught affects

the learning achievement of the students. In every in-

stance of this experiment, the same methodology pro-

duced a higher degree of mastery with the small, or

classroom group, than with the auditorium group.

2. The Pre-tests results show the necessity of a

consideration of what pupils know relative to an in-

structional period, if one wishes to measure the actual

amount of learning due to any one methodology.

3. The educational motion picture proved to be an

effective instructional device for increasing factual

learning.

4. The higher ability groups achieved the greatest

scores in the three steps of the instructional program.

5. In no instance in this study did the method of

merely showing a film give a satisfactory learning re-

sult to warrant stopping the instructional period at

this step.

6. In all instances in this experiment, the amount of

time spent in Step Three of the instructional plan

which directed the students' study of the film with di-

recting questions brought significant learning results.

Contributions of Study : This study indicates that one

of the present common practices of using educational

motion pictures by merely showing the film without

preparation of the class for the study of the motion

picture is not an efficient method. To improve the

efficiency in the use of educational films one of the

methods proven to be efficient is the "Preparation

Method" which prepares the students for the study of

the motion picture by the use of directing questions.

This study further shows that by comparison the use

of educational motion pictures is not as efficient with

large groups in the auditorium as it is with small

groups in the usual classroom.

Conclusions in the experiment are limited to the re-

sults of testing for factual knowledge.
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Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresi

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

Three Convulsing Comedies

Starring Abbott & Costello!

Comedies that you can see over
and over again. Critics and pub-
lic v/ere unanimous in their

praise of

"BUCK PRIVATES"
A comedy of army rookies with
Abbott & Costello and the
Andrews Sisters.

"IN THE MAVY"
Abbott and Costello and Dick
Powell and the Andrews Sisters.

"HOLD THAT GHOST"
Abbott and Costello, The An-
drews Sisters and Ted Lewis and
his band.

CHARLES BOYER
and MARGARET SULLAVAN in

"BACK STREET"
Fannie Hurst's greatest novel
brought to life on the screen.

DEANNA DURBN in

"NICE GIRL?'*
Franchot Tone and Walter Bren-

nan in Miss Durbtn's finest pict-

"MODEL WIFE"
Another rolticking comedy, star-

ring Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell

"The Lady from Cheyenne"
A great picture, produced by
Frank Lloyd, starring lovely

Loretta Young.

•Write Immediately to-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subiect comedies, musicals, travel-

ogues and animated cartoons ever assembledl

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100
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Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, promise several

innovations in their Fall film schedule,

among which is a new series to be known
as the Adventure Parade, represented in

September releases by two subjects,

namely

:

Arctic Thrills—depicting the capture
of polar bears alive in their natural

habits, in the wide wastes of icebergs

and floes. The bears camouflage them-
selves with their white coats, and by
negotiating between them great barriers

'*£j^

A shot from "Arctic Thrills"

of thick ice that is impassable for the

hunters' ship. When smaller boats take

up the chase, the fight for escape be-

comes more furious. And they con-

tinue the fight even after lassoes finally

tighten around their necks, and they are

towed to the mother ship.

The Chimp's Adventure—a comedy
of a jungle chimpanzee which decides

to reverse the tables and do a bit of

exploring himself in the realm of man.

The Taj Mahal as seen in

"Mystic India"

Other Castle September offerings are

:

Bowling Aces—in which Joe Fal-

caro and others demonstrate proper form
in regular and slow motion.

Mystic India—an addition to the

World Parade.

Jack Frost; Old Mother Hubbard—
Hollywood-produced fun cartoons.

Academic Film Company, Inc.. RKO
Building, New York City, has completed

the fifth subject in its series of Amer-
ican historical films

:

Our Louisiana Purchase—2 reels,

sound—based on the historical incident

leading to the purchase of the Louisiana

Territory. Prominent characters con-

cerned in the story are: Napoleon.

Talleyrand, Thomas Jefferson. James
Madison and Ambassador Livingston.

The Manse Film Library, 1521

Dana .'Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio has con-

siderably enlarged its film library by
adding many new feature pictures es-

pecially suitable for the most progressive

film users among the schools of America.
Films with historical background in-

clude Daniel Boone, Rhodes of Africa,

Silent Barrier (building of the Canadian
Pacific Railway) The Scarlet Pimper-
nel (French Revolution) The Iron Duke.

The Californian, Last of the Mohicans.

Among other worthwhile subjects are

Breaking the Ice (with Bobby Breen)

With. Words and Music (Gilbert and
Sullivan melodies), Tomboy, Son of the

Navy, Transatlantic Tunnel, Chu Chin

Chozv (The .Arabian Nights and .\\\

Baba and the 40 Thieves) Mutiny in

the Big House (prison story with

strong character values) ; Elephant Boy
(starring Sabu) and others of equal

merit ; also a number of Western and ac-

tion films and a new series of color car-

toons. .\n attractive new 40-page catalog

is available, listing and describing all the

offerings of the Manse Library, which

serves the entire country.

Nu-Art Films, Inc., 145 W. 45th

St., New York City, will distribute

a new series of community song films

in the Fall, entitled Sing, America, Sing,

containing talented performers and out-

standing orchestras.

In addition to its Musical Classics pro-

duced by Hugo Riesenfeld, and Screen
Traveler series, directed and narrated

by .'\ndre de la Varre, Nu-Art will add
three subjects monthly to its growing
series of Fireside Films. Most recent

additions are Circus Days, The Office

Boy, and Rio de Janeiro, one-reel ed-

itions available in either 16mm sound
or silent, and 8mm.

Garrison Film Distributors, Inc.,

1600 Broadway, New York City, an-

nounce that, effective September 1st all

non-theatrical motion pictures released

by them Vvfill be distributed by Brandon
Films, Inc., of 1600 Broadway. New-

catalogs issued by Brandon Films avail-

able now are :"The Blue List," "The
Check List," "Films for Democracy."

Garrison Films will continue to pro-

duce in.structional films. Some new fall

feature releases in 16mm sound are

:

Mozart—story of the life and music
of the immortal composer featuring ex-

cerpts from the famous operas and sym-
phonies ; with London Philharmonic

Symphony.

Le Courier de Lyons (The Lyons
Mail)—French film depicting one of the

most famous judicial errors of history,

e.xecution of innocent man for mail-coach

robbery.

The Lower Depths—French version of

Gorky's famous play adapted to our own
times.

Generals without Buttons—a satire

on human absurdities that, on a grander

scale, cause wars between nations. The

warring parties are composed of children,

and the whole range of militaristic

method, seen in miniature, becomes
material for laughter and pity.

The Eternal Mask—story of young
doctor's fight to return to the real world
out of his dream-world. Produced in

Vienna, it is a widely approved psycho-
logical film.

Bailev Film Service, 1651 Cosmo
St., Hollywood, California, have their

new free film catalog, Gatezi'ay to Learn-
ing, ready for mailing to those requesting

it. Especially interesting is the catalog's

"quick-reference" classification of films

alphabetically and by subject-matter. A
special list of National Defense films

is also available which will prove help-

ful in preparing film programs for de-

fense training groups, clubs, teachers'

and parents' meetings.

Visual Art Films, 1303 Porter-
field St., Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, offer
a new selection of 16mm sound class-

room films on biology, travel and his-

tory for rental or sale. Among the
entertainment features added to the rental

library are

:

Cavalcade of Civilization—5 reels,

sound—an appeal for tolerance in a
world of bigotry and hate, with Wil-
liam Farnum heading the cast.

Mutiny in the Big House—prison
drama portraying efforts of understand-
ing chaplain to rehabilitate hard-boiled

prisoners.

Other offerings are Abraham Lincoln,

with Walter Huston, Jane Eyre, Glory
Trail, Symphony of Living, and Or-
phan Boy of Vienna.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau,
347 Madison Ave., New York City, has
prepared a series of nine lists of films

classified under the headings of:

Civics and History: Fine and Indus-
trial Arts; Health and Safety; The
Sciences; Sports and Athletics; Trans-
portation and Communications; Travel
and .4dventure; Vocations; .Music of the

Masters. In order to assist film users in

locating material, the Bureau is experi-

menting with these classifications. In the

event this type of service meets the need
of the users, they will continue to issue

additional lists from time to time. Copies

of the entire set or individual classi-

fications can be had upon request.

Bell & Howell Co., 1801 Larch-

mont -Ave.. Chicago, has compiled a 20-

page report analyzing age-level, sub-

ject matter correlation, and quality of

1187 educational films distributed by the

Filmosound library—784 of them sound

films, 403 silent.

The purpose of this Educational Utili-

sation Digest is to give a cross-index of

the varied uses to which the films can be

put. In the age-level analysis it is

found that more films are aimed at the

junior high school level than at any

other, with senior high, elementary and
primary following in that order. Other

essential data given on the films are

—

number of reels, rental or service charge,

sale price, whenever the film is avail-

able for outright purchase or lease.
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NEWEST RELEASES!
SCHUBERT'S SERENADE

Musical romance based on life of

Franz Schubert, with Lillian Harvey,

and Louis louvet. French dialogue

with English titles. 8 reels.

FISHERMAN'S WHARF
The latest Bobby Breen picture in

16 mm. centering about San Fran-

cisco's colorful waterfront. With Leo
Carrillo, Henry Armetta, Lee Pat-

rick. 8 reels.

BREAKING THE ICE
Starring Bobby Breen with Charles

Haggles and Irene Dare, world's

youngest ice-skating star. 9 reels.

JOAN OF ARC
A realistic and dramatic portrayal of

the heroine saint of France. Featured
are famous paintings and sculptures

of Joan of Arc, cleverly photographed
to give the illusion of life and mo-
tion. I reel, sound.

WORK FOR YOUR OWN
A complete and understanding study
of the life and habits of the Navajo
Indians. An outstanding document-
ary. 2 reels in color, silent.

• • •

GUTLOHN SHORTS
Below are listed some of our films

covering timely subjects:

VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Elements of Photography
Aviation Mechanics Series

Art Techniques

AVIATION
History of Aviation

Contact
Air Currents

NATIONAL DEFENSE
The Warning

Atlantic

Food Convoy
Behind the Guns

PATRIOTIC FILMS
on our Government, Flag, Way of

Life and Historical Background.

outce

FOR YOUR 16 NN. FILMS
WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.

Presents its greatest collection of

Entertainment and Educational Pictures

Pioneering in the development of 16 mm. sound since 1933, we
attribute our leadership in the school field to carefully selected

subject material. Our 2200 subjects embrace educational and
entertainment films in 16 mm. sound and silent, many of which

have been screened and approved by various groups of

educators.

We maintain one of the largest libraries of independent fea-

tures. In addition, we are now releasing Universal major

features subject to advance approval. Some of these pictures are:

EAST SIDE OF HEAVEN
Bing Crosby, loan Blondell, Mischa Auer, "Sandy"

FIRST LOVE
Deanna Durbin, Helen Parrish, Robert Stack

HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES
George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay

LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
Adolphe Menjou, Andrea Leeds, Edgar Bergen,

Charlie McCarthy

MAD ABOUT MUSIC
Deanna Durbin, Herbert Marshall, Gail Patrick

NEWSBOYS' HOME
Jackie Cooper. Edmund Lowe, Wendy Barrie,

and "The Little Tough Guys"

UNEXPECTED FATHER
Baby Sandy, Shirley Ross, Dennis CXeefe, Mischa Auer

These and Many Other Stars Appear in our FUtures

MICKEY RODNEY MIRIAM HOPKINS
CHARLES CHAPLIN MARLENE DIETRICH
LESLIE HOWARD lEAN PARKER
ROBERT DONAT GINGER ROGERS

CHARLES LAUGHTON MYHNA LOY
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. JOAN BENNETT

ROLAND YOUNG GERTRUDE LAWRENCE
RAYMOND MASSEY MERLE OBERON

Send for Catalog of Entertainment and Educational subjects available for rental and sale.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45th Street Dept. E-9 New York, N. Y.
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RCA Manufacturing Co., Camden,
New Jersey, explain the story of the

Electron Microscope in a new film avail-

able at no rental charge, entitled

:

Unseen Worlds—1 reel, sound—pro-
duced under the supervision of Ells-

worth C. Dent, Educational Director

of RCA, and distributed by William J.

Ganz Co., 19 E. 47th St., New York
City. After showing early experiments

of Leeuwenhoek and Louis Pasteur, the

film discusses light microscopes. Func-
tions of light rays and electrons in mag-
nifiication, and their essential differen-

ces are explained. The development

and operation of the RCA Electron

Microscope are pictured, together with

some of the many uses of the instru-

ment in the service of mankind.

DeVry Corporation, 1111 Armitage
Ave., Chicago, has just issued a new
edition of "DeVry School Films," avail-

able to any school interested in the DeVry
film service. The new issue covers films

on Nature Study, Geography, History,
Literature, Science and Sports, as well

as Westerns, Comedies and Cartoons for

the entertainment program.

Commonwealth Pictures Corpor-
ation, 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City, has acquired the 16mm distri-

bution franchise for all the Walter Wan-
ger productions released by United Art-

ists. This means that as Walter Wan-
ger features are released for 16mm dis-

tribution they will be available through
Commonwealth.
The first group of eight pictures is

now ready for non-theatrical release

without approval of contract. They are

:

Algiers, Blockade, History Is Made at

Night, You Only Live Once, Stand-in, I

Met My Love Again, and Walter IVan-

ged's Vogues. All are feature length and
in them will be found such well-known

Laurel and Hardy in "Flying Deuces

stars as Charles Boyer, Hedy Lamarr,
Henry Fonda, Madeline Carroll, Leslie

Howard, and Joan Blondell.

Additional releases by Commonwealth
of outstanding major studio productions

in 16mm include Flying Deuces, full-

length Laurel and Hardy comedy fea-

ture; The Gay Desperado, starring Nino
Martin and Ida Lupino ; and One Rainy

Afternoon, with Francis Lederer. Also

several series of delightful color cartoon

subjects, such as Toonen/ille Trolley

Folks, Felix the Cat. Moltv Moo—all

filmed in the latest three-color Techni-

color—are available.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 W.
4Sth Street, New York City, announces
the release of the following films :

Work For Your Own—2 reels in

color—a portrayal of the life and habits

of the Navajo Indian. Shows how In-

lians build their own homes, secure their

food, and make their clothes from the

shearing of the wool to the weaving and
dyeing. Produced by Drs. Dorothea and
-Alexander Leighton of Johns Hopkins
University.

Joan of Arc—2 reels, sound—deal-

ing with the life of the heroine saint

of France. Unusual camera shots of Joan
of Arc portrayed in famous paintings

and sculpture, give the illusion of life

and motion.

Fisherman's Wharf—sound feature,

takes as its locale San Francisco's color-

ful water front colony. In the cast are

Bobby Breen, Leo Carrillo, Henry

A scene from "Fisherman's Wharf"

Armetta, Lee Patrick and Slicker, the

trained seal. It is a tale of father and
son companionship, filled with pathos

and humor.

Critters— 1 reel, silent—how figures

can be made from such materials as

pipe cleaners, spools,, lollipop sticks,

paper, feathers, etc. Rhyming titles in

Mother Goose style explain the action.

Handicraft film for young children, ages
5 to 10 years.

Hawaiian Islands— 1 reel, silent, in

color—beautiful scenery and views of

Island industries, principally the raising

of pineapple and sugar cane.

Mexico—2 reels, sound, in color-
including scenes of Mexico City, Tarascan
Indians, Lake Taxco, and typical

Mexican country life.

Schubert's Serenade—8 reels, sound

—

a musical romance based on the life of

Franz Schubert. Dialogue is in French
with English titles. Many of his compos-
itions are performed by the principals,

chorus, ballet and orchestra of the Paris

Opera.

Hoffberg Productions, Inc., 1600

Broadway, New York City, is releasing

a new feature length production:

Inside Russia—directed by Charles
A. Stuart, American Engineer. Mr.
Stuart, because of services rendered

to the Russian Government, was given

permission to photograph scenes at ran-

dom. He is one of the few Americans
who was accorded this privilege. The
result is said to be not a propaganda
film, but an impartial and informative

document on conditions in Russia. Nor-
man Brokenshire does the commentary.

International Film Bureau, Inc.,

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago, has added
a number of new 16mm French feature
films to its library. Included is one which
was originally released by Columbia
Pictures Corporation in 35mm under
the title "Boys' School". The French
version is titled

:

Runaways of St. Agil and stars Eric
von Stroheim as an eccentric professor in

the school. When released in France
this film won the Jean-Vigo Prize of

the Academic du Film as the most un-
usual film of the year. The action

centers on an inseparable trio of boys,

two of whom disappear in mysterious
fashion. The third one turns detective

and eventually with the help of others in

the school solves the mystery. The story
is being edited for classroom use. Copies
of the complete dialog in French may be
secured. Complete English screen titles

translate the dialog.

Ideal Opens Fourth Branch Office

Continued expansion of the services of
Ideal Pictures Corporation is indicated

in the announcement received from its

President, Mr. Bertram Willoughby,
that on September 1st an additional

branch ofiice was opened at 18 South
Third Streeet, in Memphis. The new
office is housed in the ground fioor of n

brand new building. The manager is

Mr. Stanley Nolan, for many years con-

nected with Ideal's Chicago headquar-
ters, assisted by Mrs. Nolan, in charge
of the booking stafT. The Memphis
office is equipped with prints of all the

newest and best 16mm subjects, in-

cluding features and shorts. It also

handles projectors, commercial films and
offers projection service for special ex-

hibitions.

Mr . Donald Reed, who has been
manager of Ideal's Los Angeles office,

has been promoted to Director of Sales
for the entire Ideal organization, and
will devote his time equally to the four

offices now existing in Chicago, New
York, Los Angeles and Memphis.

Ideal Pictures Corporation inaugur-

ates its 22nd year of service to the non-
theatrical film field with a large and
impressive catalog, size 8 x 11. Its 124

pages list and describe the countless

subjects in the vast Ideal library—fea-

tures and short subjects, educational

and entertainment. There are many
illustrations. The first few pages are

devoted to a classified subject index

which users will find most helpful, and

the final 16 pages to descriptions of

services and product other than films

available from Ideal—16mm projectors,

screens, slide and filnislide projectors,

microphones, recorders, cameras, lenses

and the various accessories and supplies

necessary to the film exhibitor as well as

the film-maker.

Ideal will be glad to send copy of

this fine new catalog to any school in-

terested in its services. The addresses of

its four offices are : 28 E. Eighth Street,

Chicago, 2402 West 7th Street. Los

.Angeles, 18 South Third Street. Mem-
phis, and 1600 Broadway, New York
City, ("address the latter office as Ber-

tram Willoughby Pictures, Inc.)



Some Valuable Literature —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

132 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

The FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS
TO "1000 and ONE"
A new, unique, outstanding service to the teaching field-

authoritative film evaluations in card-index format.

The first two Supplements are ready—presenting, on 100

standard-size library cards, evaluations totalized from multiple

judgments of the 100 films most widely used and scored—after

actual class use—by the Judging Committee of 500 Teachers

under the National Film Evaluation Project. Each succeeding

Supplement will carry the next 50 films to attain their quota

of Score Cards from the Committee. Price per Supplement of

50 cards, with full explanations accompanying, 50 cents (post-

paid if cash with order.) (Sold onlv to owners or purchasers

of current edition of "1000 and ONE Films," 16th edition).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Provides

an abundance of technical guidance in the form of illustrative

drawings of photographs, reports of school journeys, sugges-

tions for mounting materials, for making slides, film strips, etc.

It incorporates up-to-date material, provides a fine balance in

the treatment of various teaching aids, evaluates various types

of aids, and defines the functions and values of each in the

learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)

By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those

interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of

Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"

"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

SELECTED FILMS FOR AMERICAN HISTORY
AND PROBLEMS. By William H. Hartley

Part I gives directions for obtaining, evaluating and utilizing

films. Part II comprises a fully annotated catalog of the most
useful films for illustrating various aspects of American Civil-

ization. Title of film, length, whether sound or silent, produc-
tion date, producer, sale and rental price and grade level suit-

ability, are given. Also synopsis of film content. Suggestions
are offered concerning most effective application of the film to

the teaching situation. 275 pp. Cloth. Price $2.25.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of ex-
tended investigations on the teaching values of the lantern

slide and stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REVOLUTION AND WAR
By Albert E. Osborne.

A stimulating, wide-range view of the higher potentialities

of visual instruction in promoting world harmony by a "more
humanity-centered education." A pertinent reply to H. G.

Wells' dictum that the "future is a race between education and
catastrophe." 124 pp. Cloth. Price $1.25.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-

termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of

the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a

solution. 48 p]). Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

THE EDUCATIONAL TALKING PICTURE
By Frederick L. Deverenx.

Presenting preliminary solutions of some of the more im-

portant problems encountered in adapting the talking picture

to the service of education. The first six chapters deal with

the development of fundamental bases of production, with the

experimentation which has been conducted, and with suggested
problems for future research. The remaining chapters discuss

the effective use of the sound film in teaching.

220 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based

upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
By Ella Callista Clark, Ph. D.

Brief, clear, concise, authoritative. An attractively printed

manual of procedure for all visual aids in teaching, with stimu-

lating suggestions for the inexperienced teacher as well as for

the veteran. 24 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c.

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material

Price

"1000 and One" Film Directory t .76 Q
Film Evaluation Supplements
No. 1 and No. 2) 1.00

VisuaJizinsT the Curriculum 2.75 Q
(To Schools) 2.20 n

The Audio-Visual Handbook 1.60 Q
Selected Films for American History 2.25

An Alternative for Revolution and War.... 1.25 Q
Picture Values in Education 1.00 Q
Evaluation of Stilt Pictures 60 Q
The Educational Talking Picture 2.00 Q

(To Schools) 1.60n

How to Use Educational Sound Film 2.00 Q
(To Schools) 1.60 G

Use of Visual Aids in Teaching 25

Stereograph and Lantern Slide in Education .16 O
How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides 10 Q

To BUbscriben
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( .25
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.60
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1.60
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Subscription to THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

U. S. 1 year, $2.00 D 2 years, $3.00 D
Foreign 1 year, $3.00 D 2 years, $5.00 D
Canada 1 year, $2.50 2 years, $4.00 D
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School or Street.

City State.
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czrfmoncj tk^ iJ-^zoducsz^ Where the commercial

firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

Keystone Units on the Americas
A special series of visual units on the

Americas is announced by the Keystone
View Company, Meadville, Pa. These
should be used to advantage by schools
that listen in on the American School of
the Air.

During the coming year the Wednes-
day afternoon broadcasts of the Amer-
ican School of the Air will develop
the theme "Lands of New-World Neigh-
bors." Correlated with this series of

broadcasts is the te.xtbook just pub-
lished under the same name and written
by Hans Christian Adamson of the New
York Museum of Natural History. For
visual correlation with this series of
broadcasts, subject by subject, the Key-
stone View Company offer a series of
nineteen units of sterographs and lan-

tern slides—some from the current Key-
stone Social Studies list and others en-

tirely new.

Radiant Screen Enters
Educational Field

Announcement was made last mon::
by Radiant Manufacturing Corporation,
1140-6 W. Superior Street, Chicago,
makers of Radiant "Hy-Flect" Pro-
jection Screens, of their entrance on
September 1st into the educational field.

In their enlarged line. Radiant is now
offering a new auditorium screen, a
classroom model, and a complete line

of wall and ceiling type screens in all

sizes up to 12 feet by 12 feet.

The most recent development brings

to the market a new screen which is

automatic, making for greater ease of

operation. Using no set screws, spring
plungers, or any other hand-operated
locking devices, the new automatic Rad-

iant screen is erected instantaneously by
three simple movements. A slight pres-
sure on a small lever opens the tripod
legs ; a simple turn of the screen case
places it in a horizontal position auto-
matically; an easy pull lifts and locks
the screen into position. No hooks, no
hanger, no fixed position is necessary.
The screen is adjustable to any height
from 17 to 50 inches from the floor by
use of the Radiant exclusive automatic
clutch. Square tubing minimizes side

sway. All parts are cadmium plated and
the screen housing is in attractive

crackle-finish.

Bell & Howell Slide Master

Important news this month is the en-
try of Bell & Howell into the still pro-
iector field with its new Filmo Slide

Master for the projection of glass or
paper mounted 2" x 2" Kodachrome or
black-and-white transparencies. The new
projector is said to be light and extreme-
ly portable, is ultra modern in design,

and has been carefully engineered. It is

claimed to produce pictures with im-
proved illumination and sharpness. The
new unit offers a list of exclusive fea-

tures.

Perhaps the most interesting feature

of the Slide Master is the new "base-up"

lan>p, which slides easily into the lamp-
hoi'se from the top and which burns with

its base upward. This new projection

lamp has been especially developed for

use in this position, the chief ad-

vantage being that the blackening

deposit formed during operation of

the lamp is not deposited on the

sides of the lamp, where it would re-

duce light transmission. The top of the

lamphouse is a hinged snap-cover,

Filmo
Slide
Master
for 2x 2

slides.

which automatically breaks the electri-

cal circuit as it is opened—thus lamps
may be interchanged with perfect safe-

ty. The machine is designed to take

500, 750 or 1,000-watt baseup lamps. A
motor-driven fan circulates a forced

draft of cool air throughout the pro-
jector. The motor automatically in-

creases speed when a 1,000-watt lamp is

used, and decreases speed when lamps
generating less heat are used. Filmo
Slide Master is offered with a choice

of SYz, 5, or 7j4 inch F-4.5 lenses. All

are anastigmatic, interchangeable, and
may be locked in focus.

The slide carrier is of die-cast metal,
with special air passages providing for

circulation of free, cool air around the

slide. The carrier is of the conventional
two-slide type, shifting horizontally to

permit change of slides while one slide

is being projected. The Slide Master
is finished in light brown wrinkle enamel,
with chromium and lacquer trim.

For prices and further information,

write to the Bell & Howell Company,
1801 Larchment Avenue, Chicago.

Slidefilms on Art
In Sound and Color

O. J. McClure Talking Pictures, 11 IS

West Washington Boulevard, Chicago, is

collaborating with Dr. Dudley Crafts

Watson, official extension lecturer of The
-Art Institute of Chicago, in the prod-

uction of sound slidefilms of master-

piece paintings in Kodachrome. In ad-

dition to giving the lecture accompanying
each painting, the well-known Dr. Wat-
son is also doing the color photography,

being a pioneer in that field.

Designed to promote art appreciation

and art education in schools and col-

leges, the programs are forty minutes
in length and contain approximately
forty reproductions of paintings. They
are available in 35 single frame, double
frame and 2" x 2" glass slide mounts.
The lectures are Victor recorded on
two 12-inch records, both sides, operat-
ing at a speed of 33 1/3 r.p.m. The first

program to be completed is made up of

subjects from the Chicago Art Institute

—

paintings by Millet, Monet, Cezanne, Van
Gogh, Greuze, Stuart, Hals, Turner,
Homer, Sorolla, Memling. Inness, Hig-
gins, Sargent, Henry, and Lee. Other
programs will follow at short inter-

vals.

The McClure Company manufactures
a complete line of sound slide film equip-

ment for use with this material : com-
bination sound and film units, sound units

alone, or turntables which will play

records through any kind of sound
amplifier the school may have—radio,

phonograph, public address or motion
picture machine. Thus, schools may
enjoy faithful reproductions of art
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masterpieces large enough for showing

in classroom or auditorium.

Further information may be had upon

request to The Society for Visual Edu-
cation. 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago,

who will market these programs through

their dealers, or to the producers, O. J.

McClurc Talking Pictures.

New Eastman Camera
A new 2% x 3% still camera, the Ko-

dak Medalist, designed for exceptional

flexibility of performance and fast, easy

operation, is announced from Rochester

by the Eastman Kodak Company. It

takes 620 roll film, with easy adaptabil-

ity to the use of cut sheet film, film

packs and plates, plus the scope, ac-

curacy, and refinements of a precision

miniature. Its 100-mm. f/3.5 Kodak
Ektar Lens is newly designed and high-

ly corrected. All interior glass-air sur-

faces are treated to reduce inter-surface

reflections, achieving exceptional light

transmission and superior definition.

The shutter is a special model of Ko-
dak Supermatic No. 2. It has eight

apertures from f/32 to f/3.5 and nine

speeds ranging from 1 to 1/400 second,

plus bulb. It also has a built-in, de-

layed-exposure mechanism, cable release

socket for remote control, and Photo-
flash synchronization. Built into the

top of the camera is a distance scale

which turns to show focus at which the

lens is set. The depth of field at any

distance can be read for any lens aper-

ture selected. Kodak Medalist has a

split-field range finder system operating

automatically with the lens. The view

finder is designed to give paralla.x cor-

rection automatically while the range

finder eyepiece shows the central por-

tion of the subject field.

Double exposures cannot be made un-
intentionally, for once the shutter has
been released it will not operate again

until the film has been wound into po-
sition for the next exposure, simultan-

eously setting the shutter. An expos-

ure counter is located near the finder,

and a large circular dial can be set to

indicate the type of film with which
the camera is loaded.

An Accessory Back for sheet film,

film packs and plates is available for

Kodak
Medalist

camera

2J4 X 3%

$18.50. The camera can be used also

as an enlarger. The Kodak Medalist,

without accessories, is priced at $165.00.

Recordings for Schools

Further news from Recorded Lectures,

Inc., of Chicago, reports a summer ac-

tive in the production and release of ad-

ditional educational electrical trans-

criptions. Prominent among the mater-

ial released is the series called "This

is America" described as suitable for

grades from four through twelve, and
for the following subjects— Social Sci-

ence, History, English, Speech, Dra-

matics, Science.

To aid the teacher in analyzing

the transcription before using it with

a class. Recorded Lectures, Inc. is

providing a special "Transcription

Analysis" sheet to accompany all rec-

ords. This sheet can become perma-
nent reference material for all future

use, and will offer suggestions to those

teachers who are using transcriptions

for the first time. Not all programs

by Recorded Lectures, are for high

schools and elementary grades. Talks

by eminent scientists, educators and men
of wide renown are ready for colleges

and universities.

For detailed information concerning

all subjects now available, write to Re-

Ampro Tri-Purpose Amplifier

The Tri-Purpose operating features

of this new PA-3 Ampro Amplifier are

(1) a Public Address System with
separate pre-amplifiers for use with two

of any type microphone, (2) Phono-

graph Amplifier system with fader con-

trol for two turntables, (3) Projector

Amplifier system with provision for com-

plete operation in connection with two

projectors with small am-
plifiers, or two projectors

without amplifiers. The
PA-3 has completely new
and redesigned circuits

throughout. Heavy duty

transformers, capacitors,

etc., provide maximum
performance and trouble-

free service. Finish is an
Ampro - Brown, crinkle-

baked enamel with Chro-
mium-plated control panel.

corded Lectures, 737 North Michigan
.\venue. Chicago, 111., or to Bell and
Howell Company, 1801 Larchment Ave-
nue, Chicago, sales distributors.

Posthumous Honor to

Herman A. DeVry

The innumerable friends of the late

Herman A. DeVry, pioneer motion pic-

ture projector inventor, engineer and
founder of the DeVry Corporation, will

be delighted to learn that on June 2, 1941,

a posthumous honor in the form of a

Doctor of Science Degree was conferred

upon him by Lincoln Memorial Univer-

sity, Harrogate, Tennessee. Mr. De-

Vry was accorded this high honor in rec-

ognition of his distinguished service in the

field of science and invention jnd for

his pioneering in the realm of Visual

Education.

The faculty and trustees of the Uni-
versity had recommended this signal

honor to Mr. DeVry prior to his un-

timely death. Accepting the recognition

in his honor were Mrs. Ida B. DeVry,
widow, Mrs. Emma Carlson, daughter,

and Mr. E. B. DeVry, son.

Radio Recordings Series

A new series of 26 recorded pro-

grams, each of fifteen minutes dur-

ation, on the Constitution of the United
States—the fourth in the "Lest We For-

get" programs—is available for all radio

stations. Schools may arrange with local

stations to have these broadcast at a time

convenient for class assembly room use.

The programs present in dramatized form
the backgrounds of the Constitution, the

compromises which were necessary before

adoption was possible, the Bill of Rights

and other amendments as well as some
typical Supreme Court cases interpre-

ting this basic law of the land. The
series emphasizes the fundamentals of

democratic government and the liberties

enjoyed by the free people of the United

States. These programs are furnished

to the stations and schools without

charge by application to The Institute

of Oral and Visual Education, Radio
Division, 101 Park Avenue, New York
City.
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HLMS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Armour & Co. (2)
Union Stockyards, Chicago

(See advertisement on page 306)

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)
1651 Cosmo St.. Hollywood. Cal.

(See advertisement on pase 302)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 I.archmont Ave., Chicago

Boston University,
Division of Teaching Aids (3)
84 Exeter St., Boston, Mass.

(See advertisement on page 308)

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg.. New York Citv
(See advertisement on page 277)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.

Commonwealth Pictures Corp. (3)
729 Seventh Ave., N'ew York City

(See advertisement on page 309)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Arniitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato. Minn.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)
330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)
35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave.. Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 308)

Foster Films (1)
40 E. 17th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 312)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 4Sth St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 315)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)

Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, S)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, III.

( See advertisement on pages 296-7

)

Independent Motion Picture Exch. (2)
4726 S. Packard Ave., Cudahy, Wis.

Lewis Film Service (3)

216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.
(See advertisement on page 307)

Manse Film Library (3)
1521 Dana Ave.. Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement on page 3111

Mogull's (3)
61 W. 48th St. New York City

(See advertisement on page 312)

Nu-Art Films, Inc. (3, 6)
145 W. 45th St., New York City

(See advertisement on page 303

)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)
723 Seventh Ave., New York City

Continuous insertions under one

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., BuflFalo, N. Y.

Universal Pictures Co.^ Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(See advertisement on page 313)

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)
Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St., San Francisco. Cal.

I70O Patterson Ave., Dallas. Tex.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)
2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago

(See advertisement on i>age 273)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)
1813 Orchard St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 310)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago

(See advertisement on pages 296-7)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 299)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

United Projector and Films Corp. (1, 4)

228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)
Davenport, Iowa

(See advertisement on page 303)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDINGS
Recorded Lectures, Inc.

737 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 307)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 301)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radiant Mfg. Corporation
1140-46 Superior St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 305)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILMSTRIPS
Armour & Co.
Union Stockyards. Chicago

(See advertisement on page 306)

Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on pages 296-7)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

( See advertisement on page 276)

Dr. Weston A. Price
8926 Euclid Ave., Cleveland, O.

(See advertisement on page 312)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on papre 313)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.
2929 Broadway, New Y'ork City

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suffern, New York

(See advertisement on page 302)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa,

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.
1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 274)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16inin silent.

(2) indicatea 16mm sound.

(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

<4) indicates 35mm silent.

<S) indicates 35mm sound.

(«) Indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

heading, $2.00 per issue; additional listings under other headings, $1.00 each.
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LEADERSHIP

VICTOR ANrMATOPHONE
The finest 16min Projector in all History

The Victor Animatophone Sound Motion Picture

Projector with its MULTIPLE-USE UNITS —
EXCLUSIVE WITH VICTOR — is the ultimate

in projector design. "BUILT INTO" the Ani-

matophone are features backed by Victor's

thirty-two years of experience and leadership.

It incorporates every feature known to the in-

dustry plus nfiany extra exclusive refinements.

V/ith Victor there is NO COMPROMISE WITH
QUALITY — NO PREMIUM IN PRICE.

For additional information about other features,

ask for "TWENTY-SIX REASONS FOR VICTOR
ANIMATOPHONE SUPREMACY" and new cat-

alog form No. 1050.

ONE VICTOR PROJECTOR SERVES A

l''-v

REE

CLASS ROOM AUDITORIUM PUBLIC ADDRESS

ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATION

Dept. D-1 Davenport, Iowa
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KEYSTONE UNITS OF STEREOGRAPHS AND LANTERN SLIDES

and

THE AMERICAN SCHOOL OF THE AIR

Cooperating with governmental and private agencies that are endeavoring to promote

iriter-American understanding and cooperation, the Keystone View Company offers units

of stereographs and lantern slides that will parallel the American School of the Air

series of weekly broadcasts on "Lands of New-World Neighbors," which begin Wednes-

day, October 6.

Several of these units are entirely new, being compiled from stereographic negatives

made by Keystone's special photographers during the past two years.

Following are the titles of the units referred to in the Teachers' Manual in the section

on "Lands of New-World Neighbors."

(25 Stereographs or 25 Lantern Slides to Each Unit)

"Cuba and the West Indies"

"Mexico"

"Central America"

"Colombia and Venezuela"

"Brazil"

"The Amazon"

"Argentina, Paraguay, and Uruguay"

"Chile and Bolivia"

"Peru and Ecuador"

"Hawaii"

"Life in the Mountain and Plateau States"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the Mississippi"

"Our Neighbors in Eastern Canada"

"The Atlantic Frontiers"

"Life in Changing New England"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the AUeghenies"

"Life in the Pacific Coast States"

"Expanding Frontiers beyond the Rockies"

"Making a Living in our Southland"

Detailed Information Will Be Sent upon Request

KEYSTONE VIEW COMPANY
MEADVILLE, PENNA.



Courtesy of the American Museum of Natural His

When Gorilla savagei Visits a City Classroom

npO CITY classrooms Bausch &
-*- Lomb Balopticons have brought

Gorilla savagei and other denizens of

the wilds ... to dust-shrouded schools

of Mid-Western plains, the rainbow-

hued marvels of the Bermuda Deep

... to mountain schools, the architectural

wonders of spired Manhattan.

Scenes from the far corners of the

earth, photographs requiring costly ex-

peditions to acquire, specimens found

once in a scientist's lifetime—are now

presented for leisurely, detailed class-

room study by beginner and expert alike.

All this is made possible because of

the Bausch & Lomb Balopticon, a

simply operated, economical still pro-

jection instrument. So universally is

this projector used that the trade name

"Balopticon" has become a common
noun to be found in the dictionary.

To the pupil in the classroom, to the

scientist working with precision optical

instruments and to the wearers of

Bausch & Lomb eyewear, the Bausch &
Lomb name stands for optical excellence.

This name, through the many years of

the company's existence, has become a

part of the pattern of American living.

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL CO. • ROCHESTER, NEW YORK

ESTABLISHED 1853
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^ Build your own

MlillAMITM
With CASTIE FIIMS
^ for as little as

SILENT SOUND

Yes! You can own great new Castle Films educa-

tional moving pictures at these prices! Only Castle

Films brings you such a wide selection of titles at

such low cost! Now you need not wait to give your

students the thrilling advantage of visual educa-

tion! Supplement Geography, History, Zoology,

Physical Bklucation, and other subjects with these

teaching films! Below are a few of the titles available.

Write for Castle Films' Complete New Exlucational

Films Catalogue!

RECOMMENDED MOVIES

FOR EDUCATIONAL SHOWINGS!

WILD ELEPHANT ROUND-UP

ARCTIC THRILLS

YOSEMITE

MEXICO

DAY AT THE ZOO

MYSTIC INDIA

NATIVE AFRICA

CALIFORNIA PICTURE BOOK

WINGS OVER WORLD WONDERS

SOUTH AMERICA

CARTOONS IN COLOR OR BUCK AND WHITE

CASTIE FILMS

OWN THESE GREAT NEW FILMS!

"LAND OF THE INCAS

An authentic study of the inher-

itors of a mighty past. Majestic

Andes. Llama caravans. Scenes

your students will treasure.

LOW COST

OLD SPAIN"

Romantic beauty of castles and
cathedrals. The Alhambra. Se-

ville. Golden moments in the

land of the Dons.

16 mm. 16 mm.
titled edition sound on film

8 mm.
titled edition

YOU CAN CO 7C YOU CAN Clf CO
OWN FOR ^"'J OWNFOR'P"-«'U

YOUCANffCCn
OWN FOR •PJ-JU

fm/ Castle Films' Complete New Edu-

cational Films Catalogue I Send
for it today!

CASTLE FILMS

RCA SLOG.

NEW YORK

Please send tne your New Educational Films Catalogue.

Name

FIELD BLDG.

CHICAGO

ADDRESS

RUSS BLDG. ? NEAREST

SAN FRANCISCO ! OFFICE

Address—

City Slate-.
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RCA Motion Picture

Sound Equipment is

the Choice of over

6000 Theatres
•

Give Your Pictures the "BIG TIME"

Proiection They Deserve with

RCA 16 mm. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

ri

u

.

x'vJ

' '''^m

Finer, clearer sound . . . More even

light distribution on screen . . .

Greater operating simplicity. It's

years ahead...16 superior features

. . . yet is priced with the lowest

!

GIVE your pictures new sparkle

. . . your sound new life—with

the sensational RCA 16 mm. Sound

Film Projector.

The finer performance and greater

operating simplicity of this instru-

ment are the result of RCA engi-

neering. Designed by the men who

build RCA equipment used in

Hollywood studios and in thousands

-<-ROXY THEATRE
on New York's Broadway has RCA
Motion Picture Sound Equipment. Over

6000 theatres on the other Broadways

of America are similarly equipped to

provide their audiences with the finest

performance !

AUDIO VISUAL SERVlCE-CducaUoMi DvpartnMnt • fICA Mfg. Co-.

Inc.. Camffan. N. J. . A S«nrlc« of the Radio Corporation of AnMrIca

of theatres, this projector has over-

size reflector, condenser and objec-

tive lens which provide more even

distribution of light on the screen.

Sound is full, clear and more bril-

liant—at either high or low volume

—because of film take-up equalizer

and superb electrodynamic speaker.

To greatly simplify threading, this

projector has threading line cast on

projection block. All size reels may

be quickly rewound by motor.

Low in cost, easy to carry, this

equipment is just what you've been

looking for to make every lesson

live!

Modern schools stay modern

with RCA Tubes in ihcir sound

equipment. Trademark "RC-A
Victor Res. U. S. Pat. Off. by

RCA Mfg. Co., Inc. In Canada,

RCAVictoiCo.,Ltd., Montreal

Educational Dept. (E-10)

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

Camden, New Jersey

Send complete information regat 1-

ing RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector.

Name.

School-.

Address..

City..... .State..
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^ Ten Commdndmenb
ALVIN B. ROBERTS
Principal, Haw Creek Township
High School, Gilson, Illinois

Grinding cane in

old sugar mill

A VISUAL aid program is an added item of ex-

pense. In addition to the cost of the projector or

projectors, there is the expense of films and

slides. One may ask, "Can this expense be justified

on the basis of educational terms ?"

This can be answered in the affirmative, only when

visual materials are used in correlation with other

materials in the classroom. The visual lesson should

be viewed by the students as a regular part of the

classroom procedure, and never as a "Picture Show.''

The teacher should have definite objectives or aims

in mind when using the visual material. If visual

materials are used merely as something to fill in the

period, then, of course, the greatest portion of their

value as a teaching aid is lost. Therefore, if one is to

get the maximum value from the film, he must not

only have definite aims and objectives in mind, but

procedures and certain class activities as well. True,

many worthwhile activities will be suggested by the

students after viewing the film, but the teacher should

be in a position to lead the class to suggest certain

activities that will call for further study of certain

interests brought about by the use of the film or slides.

What then is the exact procedure for the teacher who
wishes to use visual materials so as to get the maximum
value from them as a teaching aid? It is impossible

for any one to state an exact method or procedure.

However, certain facts which will be helpful to the

teacher in planning a visual lesson can be suggested.

In planning to use a film the teacher should be able

to answer the following questions

:

1. What does the film contain?

2. Does this content correlate nicely with text-

book and other reference materials studied or to be

studied ?

3. Is the content suited to the grade level of the

class to which it is to be presented?

4. If not, what steps are necessary to bring it up,

or step it down to the desired grade level?

5. What portion of the film will most likely need

to be presented a second or third time?

6. Where in the unit shall the film be presented?

That is, as an introduction, to give information on a

certain portion, or as a rapid review of material studied.

7. What is the major aim or objective to be attained?

8. What are the specific objectives or aims?

9. What method or methods of presentation will best

accomplish the stated objectives or aims?

10. What ty]3e of follow-up work or activities will

secure best results?

In order to make the above suggestions more prac-

tical, consider the silent classroom film "The Old South"*

from the standpoint of using it in connection with a

junior class in American History. A preview of the

A pioneer woman spinning cloth Passing through the swamp canal

*An Eastman Teachine Film. All accompanying illustrations are from thi
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and a Film
The fundamentals of effective film teach-

ing technicjue concretely illustrated by a
complete film-lesson with a specific film.

The Waterwheel of

an old sawmill.

film, or study of the manual shows that the film is

divided into four parts : The Land and People, Pro-

ducts, Communications, Plantation Life.

Naturally, this is related to the unit of study pre-

ceding the Civil War. Since the students are rather

mature, and since the film does not deal with any
complicated processes, probahly two showings will be

sufficient. If one is to effect an economy of time in the

learning processes through the use of visual aids, then

this film should be used to introduce the unit.

The general objective, specific aims, approach for

study, and suggestions for further use of the film

will be found in the following outline

:

UNIT—"The Old South"

(for American History, Junior class)

I. Briej introductory statement

A. To give the students a better understanding

and appreciation of the South as it was be-

fore the Civil War.

B. Specific aims

1. To give the students a better understanding

of the territory included in the Old South.

2. To learn something about agriculture in

the Old South.

3. To learn how the i)lantation method ex-

ploited the soil.

Dancing the polka at a mansion.

4. To learn how the plantation method drew

most of the capital away from industry

into agriculture.

5. To learn something of the life of the plant-

ers, and the social leaders of the South.

6. To gain a better understanding of slavery

through observation of the slaves at work

and at play.

7. To gain a knowledge of transportation in

the South

8. To appreciate more fully the position of the

poor white people in the South.

9. To learn something of the educational sys-

tem of the Old South.

IL Approach for this study

A. Reports from students covering topics sug-

gested above.

B. Students report on the Old South from actual

observation.

C. Music using the more familiar songs of the

Southland, such as Swanee River, Old Black

Joe, etc.

D. Use of film "The Old South".

1. General view of the South using animated

map showing area

2. Methods of transportation.

3. Methods of farming.

4. Plantation life.

5. The negro.

A Colonial schoolroom in the South.

sed in this article and were furnished by courtesy of Eastman Classroom Films.
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III. Suggestions for the use of the film

A. Three specific uses.

1. To introduce unit, arouse interest.

2. To eliminate false impressions, clarify cer-

tain concepts, stimulate more interest,

arouse discussion, etc.

3. To stimulate lasting interests, organize and
summarize experiences.

B. Use of additional visual aids, such as:

1. The film slide.

2. The lantern slide.

3. Songs for group or solo.

4. Poems, historical novels, etc.

C. Pupil activities.

1. An imaginary tour of the South using the

various methods of transportation, hotels,

etc., which were common during this period.

2. Posters of slaves, auction block, or typical

scenes of southern life.

3. Letters to friends in other parts of the

United States.

4. A debate: Merits of the Plantation System
or The Slave as an Essential Part of the

Economic System of the South.

5. Dramatization, class paper, etc.

Even though the film is to be used in introducing
the unit of work, this does not mean that the students
need not make preparation before viewing it. The fol-

lowing material should be brought out, either by the
reports or by the teacher before the final showing of the
film. This may be fitted to the sections of the film.

1. The Laud and Its People

In thinking of the people of the South it is well to think
of them in two groups : the small group of slave holders
and planters, and a large group of non-slaveholding people.
In this latter group there were possibly 6-8,000,000 whites.
These people were scattered everywhere throughout the
South—some of them farming, others working as overseers
for the planters. To many of these people luxuries were
practically unknown. Southern women played a very im-
portant part in the development of the South. They took their
place beside the men, as did the pioneer women of all sections
of the United States, and helped wherever their help was
necessary. It is well in our study of the South to note the
distribution of the population as it was in 1860 and compare
it with the distribution of the population in the North.

2. Products

One crop that was very important during the early period
was peanuts. At that time they were called ground nuts
and were used primarily as food for hogs. Now they are used
extensively as food for human beings in the use of nuts,

oils, and peanut butter. Most of the crops of the South
require a much longer growing season than the crops of this

section, and one finds, as shown upon an animated map, the

growing region ranging from six to nine months.. Each of the

seasonal belts has one or more outstanding products that will be
shown during this section of the film. Probably everyone real-

izes that one of the earliest crops of the South was tobacco. The
English people learned its culture from the Indians. It was
not until 1616, however, that a suitable method of curing had
been devised which made the tobacco tasteful to the English.

After that period it became the outstanding crop of Virginia.

Virginia ranks third in the production of tobacco today, being

surpassed only by North Carolina and Kentucky. This shift

in tobacco production indicates how the soil fertility decreases

in the tobacco areas. In the longest growing season of the South

around the Gulf of Mexico sugar cane is produced. It was in the

rice region of South Carolina that slavery was most deplorable.

In the Carolinas rice and indigo became the leading crops.

Sources of irrigation were devised in the region of the tides

so that with the incoming tide water could be held behind the
dikes and used for irrigation. Floods, storms, and animals,
such as muskrats and alligators caused much damage to the
levees and dikes. The cost of the rice in this area was, con-
sequently high. Gradually Arkansas, Texas, and Louisiana be-
came the leading centers of rice production, so that now the
rice fields of the Old South are inhabited largely by water
fowl. One would hardly think of the Old South or the South
today without thinking of the cotton plant. The invention

of the cotton gin made the production of this plant profitable,

because great quantities of it could be cleaned from the seed
in a very short period of time. It was also the introduction

of the cotton gin that really fastened slavery upon the South,

because, previous to its invention, many of the large slave

owners had been considering plans of disposing of their

slaves because they thought slaves were not profitable.

Sometimes in thinking of the great plantations of the South
one thinks of the enjoyable life that must have been led by
the planter and his family. He does not think of the hard
labor that must have been done. The felling of trees and the

moving of stumps required a great deal of labor which was
supplied by the slaves. Lumbering was important in the

South along the fall line where water power was plentiful.

3. Communication
•Transportation in the South preceding the Civil War was

about on par with transportation throughout most of the west-

ern states, with the exception, of course, that there were
more railroads in the North in 1860 than there were in the

South. Tobacco was moved during the summer time when
roads were at their best in large hogsheads, which were rigged

up by axles and shafts and rolled to theJr destination. Hogs
and cattle were driven to the slaughter houses of Baltimore, and

here were the counterparts of the great cattle drives of the west-

ern plains which came in the latter part of the century. Many of

the people of the South allowed these drovers to turn their

hogs into their fields of ripening grain and in this way they

were saved the expense of harvesting, and this was the only

method the small farmer had of raising cash.

Canals played a very important part in transportation in

this region. Then, of course, the outstanding method of trans-

portation was the river steamer. To the planters of the South,

who were naturally the social leaders, the steamer afforded a

means of escape for a few months during the year to some of

the northern cities. For the other people, the arrival of the

steamer at the docks was an occasion for celebration and a

general holiday. It brought news of the other sections of the

country, and there were always people who would entertain

the crowd with stories, etc.

4. Plantation Life

No study of the South would be complete without giving a

few minutes of consideration to the plantation system, which,

of course, includes the home of the planters. While it was

true there were only a few thousand planters in the South,

yet these people played a very important part in shaping the

destiny of that section of the country. From their ranks

came many of the most important men in the history of

America, especially during the first period of the ninteenth

century. For this reason alone, it seems that it is well to spend

a little time in the study of the planter's home, his form of

amusement, and entertainment.

The next major step is to plan the follow-up work.

This should be done in such a way that the content of

the film will be firmly fixed in the mind of the student,

and the information so gained may serve as a back-

ground for further study. The questions brought up

by the student should be used first. Here are a few

that were a.sked by members of the class in which this

lesson was used.

1. Were the slaves allowed to play as we see them here in

this picture?

2. Were the slaves educated? What was the average cost

of the slaves? Wouldn't it have been cheaper for the planter

to hire labor rather than to buy and own the slaves?

{Concluded on page 352)
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A Filmstrip for School-

Community Relations

HARRIS C. PALMER
Director of Visual Education,

Griswold High School, Jewett City, Connecticut

Interesting evidence that the Fihnstrip—as

well as the Motion Picture—can be effect-

ively used for "public relations" purposes.

THE student population in most high schools throughout the

country includes many out of town pupils paying tuition. The

school authorities are continually seeking to promote interest

in the school and to promote better relations with the nearby

communities. In this respect Griswold High School is no excep-

tion, and has found the filmstrip an excellent means of accom-

plishing this end.

The writer, aided by several pupils, took a series of candid

shots which were titled "A Visit to Griswold High School". The

series included several views of the building and grounds, students

in classes and in laboratories, and student activities. The com-

pleted filmstrip contained approximately seventy-five frames about

fifteen of which were descriptive titles, and the rest of which

were pictures.

A few suggestions may be helpful for those teachers who might

wish to try such a project. An inexpensive 35 mm. camera wifli

an f4.5 lens and a fast film produced good results. The most

popular type of picture proved to be the unposed, although it

was found necessary to have some of them posed. The posed

pictures should be definitely in the minority. Experience suggests

that the familiar "Year Book" type of groups should be avoided.

It is well to include as many classes, activities, and different pupils

as possible, because every parent will be looking for his son or

daughter. The sequence of pictures was arranged to suggest

the normal impressions gained by a visitor to the school, begin-

ning with the arrival of the pupils in the morning and ending

after their departure in the afternoon. Titles were written for

each picture and additional descriptive material was placed on

separate frames. The making of enlargements and the copying

on positive film was done at the W.P.A. Visual Aids Center in

New Haven where excellent work is done at a nominal cost.

Teachers in every state where such Centers are located should

take advantage of the service which is offered. Those who are

not so fortunate can interest their camera club in the work of

developing, enlarging, and copying on positive film.

Filmstrips of this type are excellent for promoting interest in

the senior high school, among the junior high pupils ; for acquaint-

ing Parent-Teacher organizations and other groups with the

senior high school activities; and for increasing the interest of

the senior high school pupils in departments other than those in

which they are registered. We have found this film strip excellent

for better acquainting the local school board as well as the school

boards from patron towns with the work that is being done in the high

school.

Let us go ouTsroE with the

f£-^
TRIGONOMETRY CLASS.

Miss Alorich demonstrates.1

Some scenes from the school-made filmstrip.
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Scenes from two films in the Commission on Human Rela-
tions series, which deal with the problems of youth: below

"Educating Father"; at right, "White Banners."

ONE of the foremost demands imposed by the

democratic way of hfe is that the people be
informed on matters concerning personal and

public welfare. The program for national defense im-
plies far more than producing armaments and training

skilled workers and fighting men. A broader defini-

tion of the defense program encompasses an educational

crusade for public enlightenment. An informed popu-
lace is the democratic front line of fortifications. The
urgent need is for a citizenry able to make an intelligent

approach to the difficult problems of our day. American
ideals cannot be safeguarded without thoughtful action.

In defining and carrying out any foreign or domestic
policy, our leaders must inevitably depend upon judic-
ious popular support. Our democratic system will pre-
vail so long as the American public is sensitive to exist-

ing conditions and has the power to improve them.
The real danger to democratic method does not lie

so much in mass ignorance as in the fact that people are
generally ignorant of their own ignorance. As T. R.
Adam suggests, the avowed need is "to enlarge our
political democracy into a wider democracy of learn-
ing."i The highest service that educators in this

country can render in the present emergency is to
arouse the great mass of American citizens from a
lethargic state of mind to active consciousness of cur-
rent social requirements. Our schools have too fre-

(luently overlooked the social aspects of life which have
been left for us to find out later for ourselves, if at all.

The adult education movement in this country is eri-

deavoring to satisfy a need that has not been filled by
existing institutions. Since education at the adult level
has been less confined by rigid traditional practices, it

aflfords extraordinary opportunities for developing new-
er techniques of learning.

"T. R. Adam, Motion Pictures in Adult Education, p. 88.

Film Forum: A Techniqi

A finely detailed account of reasons for and meth-
ods of the Film Fonmi, as actually conducted
with marked success at Springfield last fall.

LOUIS S. GOODMAN
Film Advisor, Springfield, Massachusetts,
Adult Education Council

For the past five centuries the printing press has re-

mained the principal means of disseminating knowledge.
In comparatively recent years, technology has con-
tributed new media of thought communication. The
motion picture, the radio, and television are gradually

assuming places of educational importance alongside
the press. They seem destined to open for popular con-
sumption the great storehouse of human experience
formerly reserved to scholars.

The inherent qualities embodied in the motion picture
and not found in any other form of expression have
made it an especially valuable medium for transmitting
ideas.^ Because of its effectiveness as an expository
device, the motion picture may well become a great new
force in adult education. Lancelot Hogben has re-

marked that the film is capable "of stimulating interest

or of conveying in a more vivid and palatable form in-

formatioTi which is less attractive when communicated
through the medium of print. What we have still to

realize is that it can explain many things which many
people can never understand at all if they have to rely

on the printed word."^

"'This development has been most disturbing to those who
fear the film as a possible rival to the printed word. Cf. George
Duhamel, In Defense of Letters, pp. 20-1, 75.

"Lancelot Hogben, Dangerous Thoughts, p. 260. Dr. John
W. Studebaker, Commissioner of Education has stated that
"there are 76,000,000 adults in this country today. 64.000,000
of v.'hom did not finish high school, and 32.000,000 of whom
did not finish the eighth grade of the common school." Town
Meeting Bulletin, IV. (March 6. 1939\ p. 21.
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Various races of the "Peoples of Canada" are studied in the

film released under that title by the National Film Board of

Canada. Here are two scenes from the film.

n Adult Education

We already know that the motion picture exerts a

real influence upon our lives and our thinking. There

is no reason to believe that the cinema could not be used

to portray the living scene in its economic, political and

cultural aspects with as much dramatic effect as it

now presents the artificialities of modern life. Only

recently has the motion picture turned its attention to

real things for purposes other than for pure entertain-

ment. In presenting themes of actual life, the motion

picture departs from its traditional role of "entertain-

ment dispenser" to the American public. The film's

ability to interpret modern problems realistically consti-

tutes a social function which—with the exception of a

few outstanding documentary productions—has not yet

been realized.

The special contribution of the motion picture to

adult education lies in its unique power of bringing

its audience face-to-face with situations in which issues

may be studied vicariously. By this method, the ob-

server is actively engaged as a critical participant in

the events transpiring on the screen. But despite its

powers of penetration, the motion picture of itself has

certain limitations. The camera can record only the

external characteristics of what it photographs. Yet

it is the meaning behind the scene—the inner meaning

—and the implications of the film as a whole that are

really important. In order to delve into the deeper

significances of the problems depicted or implied on

the screen, there must be opportunity for explanation,

interpretation, discussion and further study. These

provisions for problem analysis are the basic elements

in the Film Forum procedure.

In the spring of 1940, plans were formulated for a

fall series of ten weekly educational motion picture and

discussion programs to be known as the Film Forum.

The forum idea was not new to Springfield, Massachu-

setts, since that city had been a pioneer in the public

forum movement. The Film Forum was snonsored

jointly by the Springfield Adult Education Council and

the Bureau of Adult Education of the Springfield School

Department and represented a modification of estab-

lished forum techniques to suit film presentations of

live topics.

As is the case whenever films are involved, the pro-

ject required considerable preliminary planning. In the

first place, each of the ten programs was given a theme

based upon certain phases of American life or thought.

These topics concerned problems affecting the indi-

vidual, the home, the community, and the nation.

Following the selection of topics, the next step was to

seek out suitable film material. Near-by and distant

sources were contacted (some distributors were located

as far away as Georgia and Wisconsin). The films

were reserved in June to ensure booking dates in the

fall. Another matter requiring advance attention was

the choice of qualified discussants to assist in analyzing

and interpreting the topics. As a further aid in guiding

audience participation toward educational objectives,

program notes were prepared for distribution at each

meeting. These notes included a brief statement of

the theme of the program, film descriptions, introduc-

tory remarks regarding the discussant, and a list of

selected readings. (Arrangements were made with the

local public library for a special shelf reserved for

books listed on each Film Forum program.)

A bulletin describing the series (shown above) was

distributed amongst local and neighboring schools and

colleges, business organizations, and various clubs.

Another form of publicity consisted of press reports

on individual programs. The Film Forum series was

open to the public free of charge. To those seeking

post-graduate credit in the Springfield Evening High

School curriculum, a special course was offered in

conjunction with the Film Forum series for which

there was a registration fee of one dollar. The ten
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weekly meetings were held in the auditorium of the
High School of Commerce. Two high school students
handled the mechanical details in connection with
operating the 16mm. projection equipment, the public
address system, and the lighting arrangements.

Each Film Forum program lasted about an hour and
thirty minutes and the procedure followed one general
pattern. The time taken up by the films varied from
thirty minutes for the "Human Relations" and "Con-
trasts in Living" programs to over an hour for the
program on "Our World Neighbors." The film pre-
sentation was followed by a discussion period which
occupied the remaining time. Mr. A. Abbott Kaplan,
Supervisor of Adult Education in Springfield, acted
as discussion chairman at most of the meetings. The
discussion was launched by the chairman, who first

called upon the discussant to express his own observa-
tions and interpretation of the problem. The audience
was invited to comment upon or question the views
depicted on the screen or held by the speaker.

Public support of the Film Forum, as measured by
attendance, varied with the different programs pre-
sented. This varying response was probably due to
several factors. The initial publicity as well as a
human inclination to satisfy curiosity may have at-

tracted the sizable gathering that attended the first

meeting. However, announcements and reports regard-
ing subsequent programs were given much less prom-
inence in local newspapers. General interest in the
second program, which drew the largest number for
the entire series (about 800 people) is traceable, un-
doubtedly, to previous acclaim won by the two docu-
mentary films—"The Plow That Broke the Plains"
and "The River"—which were shown on that par-
ticular evening. Because certain discussants were
better known to the community than others, their

greater drawing power probably influenced attendance.
Another determinant was the relative popular appeal

of one topic over another. It is also likely that

amongst the people who did not continue to come from
week to week there were some who expected results

in projection comparable to those obtained by com-
mercial moviehouses. It is known that a few indi-

viduals were disappointed by the acoustical difficulties

encountered in earlier programs or by certain unavoid-
able mechanical interruptions (familiar to all non-
theatrical film users). It would have been difficuh to

foresee all these factors ; most of them were ascertained
only after they had been experienced.

The educational possibilities of the Film Forum as
observed during the course of the series are worthy
of comment. For one thing, the Film Forum focused
attention upon local problems. During the discussion
on housing in program I ("American City Life"), a
city official enlightened the audience on reasons for

the repeated failure to establish a federal housing pro-

ject in Springfield. He said it was due largely to

public indiflference toward attending hearings on the
matter. Representatives of apartment house owners
present at these hearings were able to oppose any
action that might jeopardize their own interests not-

withstanding the needs of the community. In program
11 ("Our Natural Resources"), the regional aspects
of conservation were considered. One of the films

on this program—"The River"—provided an excellent

The Educational Screen

basis for discussion of problems created by the Con-
necticut River which flows past Springfield. Of par-
ticular concern to the group was flood control in this

area and the possibility of developing the power re-

sources of the Connecticut River. The need for

public understanding and support of local problems was
again emphasized.

Programs III, IV, and V dealt with relationships

between people. The theme of the "Americans All",

program stressed the need for tolerance and under-
standing. At the next two meetings in which the

problems of youth and adult social relationships were
considered, several of the specially edited films issued

by the Commission on Human Relations of the Pro-
gressive Education Association were shown and the

issues therein discussed.

A practical kind of consumer education was offered

in program VI on "Getting Your Money's Worth."
A vivid description of sales tricks and misleading ad-

vertising was portrayed on the screen followed by a

consideration of protective measures. The subject of

"Propaganda in American Life" provoked a lively dis-

cussion at the seventh meeting. Equal film footage was
alloted to productions sponsored by organizations

holding the viewpoints of "big business" and to films

representing the attitude of labor. Among the ques-

tions discussed during the evening was one which has

apparently aroused some public interest, namely
whether so-called "free films" should be shown in

schools. The procedure used at the Film Forum was
suggested as a possible method of analyzing propagan-
distic film material. In employing this technique the

typical outlook of each side as depicted in their own
films is submitted for consideration on the same pro-

gram. Thus, when this material is viewed together,

"both sides of the picture" can be seen, and important
omissions in the film of one side are usually offset in

the presentation of the other.

The last three programs in the series concerned the

relationship between our own and other contemporary

civilizations. Program VIII on "Contrasts in Living,"

tried to indicate the vast gap that now separates one

people from another. The two films presented a dra-

matic comparison between the simple life of primitive

Berber tribesmen and the confusion of an American
metropolis. An observation made during the discus-

sion period brought out the fact that so-called "back-

ward civilizations" sometimes foster a better spirit of

cooperation that might be found in certain aspects of

American life. The ninth program—"America and
the War"—sought to bring the unseen arena of war
closer at hand by presenting films depicting events

leading to the Second World War. The March of

Time productions proved excellent material for intro-

ducing a discussion on America's foreign policy. A
new feature was inserted effectively in this program
by using the recorded speeches of Chamberlain and
Hitler as they were broadcast just before the outbreak

of the War.* In order to end the series on an optimistic

note the theme of the final program concerned the

need and value of developing good-will and mutual
understanding between the peoples of all countries.

The film presentation illustrated superficial differences

* The Sound of History : Then Came IVar, produced by
the World Book Company, Yonkers, N. Y.

{Continued on page 352)
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MOTION PICTURES—
NOT FOR THEATRES

Part 30—Religious and medical

departures in those recent years

when non-theatrical films still

worked their magic in silence.

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

ALTHOUGH apparently no public

announcement of further develop-

.nent of this large proposal has

been made, it is useful to notice the plan

in this detail because it illustrates so

clearly the churchman's idea of what

films useful to him should be.

In 1922 the Reverend John E. HoUey,

with the pictures "of every spot men-

tioned in the Bible" which he had pro-

duced in the Holy Land with the backmg

of Albert Krippendorf of Cincinnati, was

in New York seeking to arrange their

distribution. He was then operating under

the name Geographic Film Corporation.

Naturally attracted to a fellow clergy-

man in the line, he had taken up tempo-

rary quarters with Ilsley Boone in the

Masonic Temple Building. Boone had

sublet desk room also to F. S. Wythe,

who had lately arrived from the Pacific

Coast with his civics pictures, and to

Rowland Rogers who had left Bray.

HoUey still had in his employ Larry

Fowler, the one-time Thanhauser cam-

eraman who had accompanied him abroad

and who had photographed the fifty-odd

reels of material which he now possessed.

Fowler's present duty was to assemble

the scenes in accordance with Holley's

plan. Part of that plan was to have main

titles in color, photographed by the Priz-

ma Company where Howard Stokes still

sat in executive command. The back-

grounds were pastel drawings especially

made by Paleologue. This artist, well

known in art circles of Paris and New
York as "Pal," was a prince of the

house of Constantine, thus conferring a

truly royal touch on the field of non-

theatricals.

When Fowler's work was roughly ad-

vanced, there was called in to write sub-

titles and edit the film generally, an in-

teresting, talented, cultured young man

named John Michael Flick. He did a

learned and efficient job with material

which was not especially striking for, with

all due respect to the shrewd intelligence

of Dr. HoUey, he lacked directorial ex-

perience. I always liked Flick. He had

the purged kind of character which could

have emerged only from long adversity.

One day I learned what he had been

through. He had been a soldier in Aus-

tria at the start of the First World War,

but had been captured quite early in the

conflict on the Russian front. He langu-

ished from then, until the coming of peace,

in a Muscovite prison. When he had

completed the Holy Land Pictures they

were put into circulation.

The distributing concern, especially or-

ganized, was called the Krippendorf-Hol-

ley Film Libraries. As special booking re-

presentative, for awhile, was a kindly cul-

tured gentleman, Julius C. Zeller. Dr. Zel-

ler was a one-time minister, former presi-

dent of the University of Puget Sound,

and a man, Yankee born, with the extra-

ordinary record of having been elected a

State senator in Mississippi.

In a small office in the same building,

not far from that in which Boone and

HoUey were working out their respective

plans, was another minister nursing still

another church film project. He was the

Rev. James K. Shields, of Methodist

Episcopal persuasism, and New Jersey

State Superintendent of the Anti-Saloon

League. On his door was the name Ply-

mouth Pictures and a line of explana-

tion that from here was distributed "The

Success of Rev. James K. Shields in

making films pay has long inspired

the other church efforts to produce.

Stream of Life." That six-reel film, "a

drama of moral regeneration and faith

restored," had been produced for Dr.

Shields in 1919 by Plimpton Pictures

Corporation, using a scenario composed

by Dr. Shields, himself.

How ever much the professional pic-

ture man may have sneered at the result,

the fact remained that Dr. Shields knew

his customers. In this film's first ten

years of service it is said to have had

more than 10,000 paid showings. Its ex-

hibition was essentially non-theatrical,

but its first large pre-view, indicating a

usual beginner's vain thought that a pro-

paganda film will be snapped up by the

regular playhouses, was one morning in

October, 1919, at Roxy's Rialto Theater

in Times Square, before an especially

invited, "hand-picked" audience. I

thought of that one other morning in

1940, when American newspapers hailed

the English "innovation" just brought

about by a church group in London that

had engaged a theatre in which to present

a "trade show" for the clergy.

It is not to be supposed, from the

foregoing bald statement, that the distri-

bution accomplished in question was with-

out effort. None but James K. Shields,

himself, can liave a fair con:eption of the

patient scheming, the wheedling, the

haggling, the counting of pennies, the in-

cessant pounding towards a goal but

dimly seen, which it entailed. But the

minister, especially the clergyman much

engaged in social service, is of necessity

a trained promoter. He hobnobs with

wealthy persons who, in the leisure of

their retirement, are disposed to bargain

with God by yielding a percentage for

the conduct of His works. He has to

show these previously tight-fisted bene-

factors the way and in terms which they

can see. In time the hard battle reacts

on the clergyman. The objects of his

attention soften and eventually contribute,

but in the meantime the minister, ofT his

guard, tends to become callous and sus-

picious as once were they. In this hard

school, James K. Shields brought up his

son Wendell, and he, sitting daily in the

Plymouth Pictures office, thus learned

to anply the gruelling powers to a kind

of record accomplishment in church dis-

tribution.

The elder Shields was never a precipi-

tate man. He could always bide his

time. But, after "The Stream of Life"

had proved its capacity for success, he

contemplated another production. In

1921 it appeared—another six-reeler,

written by himself, but this one directed

for him by William Brotherhood. "A Mak-

er of Men" was its title, I believe. About

a year later there was also a two-reeler,

produced by Brotherhood. It was de-

signed to please and tactfully to memori-

alize the church benefactions of an Ameri-

can merchant prince. It was called "The

Boy John Wanamaker."

Other ministers engaged in broad

aspects of social service were now
looking more intently at the church op-

portunities for films, and from among

these came forth a man we already

know, the Rev. Baul Smith, nemesis

of San Francisco's "Barbary Coast."

Strongly impressed with his experience

in making "The Finger of Justice," as

Wythe had been. Smith had come to

New York to live temporarily with his

brother, on Staten Island. He now had

persuaded the executive head of the

wealthy Methodist Book Concern of the

great opportunity. It was his idea to

organize a production unit to tie in with

the Interchurch World Movement, where

H. H. Casselman already headed a so-

called Graphic Department and had shown

considerable interest in films. In fact,

late in 1919, the Interchurch World

Movement, acting in cooperation with

Educational Pictures Corporation, had

sent two film-making expeditions respec-

tively east and west from America to
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show the work of the foreign missions,

one to photograph in North Africa and
the Near East, the other to cover the

Far East. The Asiatic expedition had

been under the general direction of Ar-

thur V. Casselman, Secretary of Mission-

ary Education of the Board of Home and

Foreign Missions of the Reformed Church.

Smith formed the unit, indeed, obtaining

$50,000 with which to start it; but its

only connection with the Interchurch

World Movement was through interlock-

ing boards of directors.

The name he chose for the new concern

was International Church Film Corpora-

tion. It was described as an interdenom-

inational undertaking, ultimately to serve,

it was hoped, 5.000 American churches

in a great exhibition circuit. A new pro-

gram was to be supplied each week, com-
prising a modern drama, a comedy, a

newsreel, and an industrial or educational

film. There was also to be a weekly bib-

lical film, which might be shown at Sun-

day School and at evening church service.

In productions to be made by the Corpo-

ration, no players were to be starred or

featured ; all were to be subordinated to

the message.

To begin the enterprise with the im-

pressiveness which he believed necessary

to sell stock for its development. Smith

leased, about 1921, virtually the entire

second floor of the celebrated old Flat-

iron Building at 23rd Street, where
Broadway and Fifth Avenue come to-

gether. Henry BoUman, who, after leav-

ing Community had tentatively begun a

business called the Library Film Service,

was taken on to manage the setup ; Bron-

son Batchelor, who had been publicity

director of the Hundred Million Dollar

Red Cross campaign in 1917, was en-

gaged to prepare a prospectus; and one
Paul Marts was assigned to publicity.

With these reinforcements of his own
magnetic personality, Paul Smith gained

pledges, it is said, of approximately $870,-

000. But, of the money he actually re-

ceived, the original $50,000 was reported

gone in salaries, overhead and miscel-

laneous expenses in the first three months,

and the rest in a year. At the end of the

first quarter the handwriting was there-

fore on the wall, and that was the time

when Henry BoUman left for his six-

months interlude with the Educational

Films Bureau of Lincoln & Parker at

Boston. About all Smith had left ap-

parently to show for his attempt, when
he relinquished it, were five reels of

scenics used to illustrate the Psalms, and

an animated subject made by F. A. A.

Dahme, entitled "How Brooklyn Bridge

is Made."

A little before Paul Smith had come
East, another clergyman with film ideas

had gone westward from the Atlantic

seaboard. His also was an interesting per-

sonality. His name was Harwood Hunt-

ington, his age about sixty, his birthplace

New Haven, Connecticut. He had re-

cently retired from a four-years service

as rector of a Protestant Episcopal

church at Hot Springs, Virginia, with in-

between work as volunteer chaplain of

the wartime Army camps in southern

Florida. Before that he had been a
missionary in China and Korea. His early

training, in the United States and Eu-
rope, had been as a chemist, and he had
won distinction also in that line. More-
over, he had studied law, and practiced

as a member of the New York bar. But
now, in his retirement, he had become
interested in the motion picture as a
means of extending the message of the

church.

He felt that the chief obstacle was in

not having suitable films, so he under-

took to make a non-sectarian series on
the Old Testament. He wanted his pic-

tures to meet ecclesiastical requirements

;

at the same time he intended that they

should have technical finish comparable

with that of regular theatrical features.

To achieve these ends he organized Sacred

Films, Inc., at Burbank, California, early

in 1921. For the church standards he
made himself answerable ; for technical

excellence he enlisted the supervision of

his friend, Edgar J. Banks. This distin-

guished archaeologist was a recognized

authority on early Semitic manners and
customs. He had excavated ruins of an-

cient Babylonia, bringing to light there

that white figure which is said to be the

oldest known statue in the world ; he had
climbed to the summit of Mt. Ararat; he

had written and lectured widely in the

learned places on Oriental languages and

ethnology. But. above all, he brought to

this new work a real enthusiasm.

They produced fifteen one-reel episodes :

"The Creation," "The Migration," "Sac-

rifice of Isaac," "Cain and Abel," "Abra-

ham and Lot," "Isaac and Rebecca,"

"Noah and the Ark," "Jacob and Rachel,"

"The Deluge," "Isaac the Boy," "Jacob

and Esau," "Abraham and Sarah," "Ish-

mael" and "The Return of Jacob." The
work was done with dignity, adequately

without lavishness, and with considerable

pictorial effectiveness. Than Dr. Hunting-

ton there never was a more self-eflfacing

film producer in Southern California. He
shunned personal publicity of any sort.

Consequently, when he died in January,

1923, in his Los Angeles home, he de-

parted virtually unsung. Then the film

venture, begun with so much intelligence

and promise, collapsed. As far as Ar-
chaeologist Banks was concerned, though,

he could not forget now that he had been

innoculated with the production virus. He
went ofif to Florida, and presently was
remarked as president of the Seminole

Film Company.
Various applicants wishing to handle

the distribution of Sacred Films appeared.

But the producer's widow was rather par-

ticular and not in a position requiring

haste. She insisted, in accordance with

her late husband's desire, that the series

be handled worthily and without the "cir-

cusing" that custom decreed was neces-

sary to a quick return on such an invest-

ment. For a long time Walter Yorke
was one of the distributors permitted to

serve her. When sound came in I tried.

vainly, with the cooperation of Walter
Yorke, to arrange, through a New York
educational producer, the "scoring" of
these interesting films with voice and mu-
sic. That obviously needed improvement
was added under other auspices in 1934,

in Hollywood, with Wilfred Lucas as the
off-scene speaker. The following year
the series was taken over for church re-

lease by the Bell & Howell Library. And
it has been presented also by the Harmon
Religious Films Foundation.

If Harwood Huntington's venture was
under-publicized, a 1922 church film enter-

prise in Philadelphia was given probably
more expectation than it deserved by too

many optimistic reports. All emerging
from it appears to have been one produc-

tion. To be sure, that single motion pic-

ture was a dramatization of a celebrated

story, and the man in the last analysis

back of the venture was an almost ido-

lized lyceum lecturer who had told it

approximately six thousand times to en-

thusiastic American audiences and earned
thereby an estimated four million dol-

lars. The story was "Johnny Ring and
the Captain's Sword," concerning an
atheist army officer and his Christian

orderly who was forbidden to read his

Bible, but who had so strong a sense

of duty that he gave his life to save his

captain's sword; the lecture in which it

occurred was entitled "Acres of Dia-

monds," and the lecturer was Russell H.
Conwell, variously newspaper correspond-

ent abroad, author, lawyer. Baptist min-
ister and, in 1888, founder of Temple
University, Philadelphia, of which he had
since been president.

Conwell, nearly fourscore years of age

and full of honors for his achievements

and benefactions, was acquiescent rather

than active in the formation of Temple
Producing Company to make the motion

picture version of Johnny Ring's story,

but it all gained importance through its

implications and because it was in the

nature of a tribute to a lifetime of noble

service. The great man died in the last

month of 1925. The president of Temple
Films was Dr. MacCurdy, Conwell's as-

sistant pastor. I have heard, without con-

firmation, that some of the money al-

lotted to carry on the work of Temple
Films came from the Edward Bok prize

which was awarded to Conwell as "Phil-

adelphia's most useful citizen" in 1923.

Among the pretentious beginnings at

church production should be mentioned

the Historical Film Corporation of Amer-
ica which showed great activity in 1919

near Los Angeles. It was financed by J.

A. McGill, who controlled a chain of

theatres in the Northwest, and the di-

rector was Raymond Wells. Purpose

was to film the entire Bible "from cover

to cover" or, specifically, to make in two

years time 52 two-reel episodes beginning

with Genesis and ending with the Ascen-

sion of Christ. The organization's first

release, "As We Forgive," appeared in

the autumn of 1920. I have no infor-

mation concerning subsequent offerings

under this corporate name.
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In 1926 the Catholics became unex-

pectedly active in the church movement

when an elaborate film was photographed

at the 28th International Eucharistic Con-

gress in Chicago. The production staff,

equipment and materials were provided

by Fox Film Corporation, and everything

of seeming importance was recorded,

from the Papal legate's departure from

Rome, to and including the dispersal of

the Congress. The completed subject was

delivered to Cardinal Mundelein, Arch-

bishop of Chicago, and an especial Italian

version was prepared and presented to His

Holiness, Pope Pius XI. Prints were

subsequently exhibited in theatres of the

larger cities, with ecclesiastical requests

for priests to urge parishioners to attend.

May, 1927, brought public announce-

ment of another Catholic film undertak-

ing, this time the financing, by a lay

group in Pittsburgh, of an expedition to

photograph the shrine of Our Lady of

Lourdes. But what stirred Catholic inter-

est much more were the reports^ begin-

ning in the autumn of 1926 and gaining

steady confirmation as the months went

on, that Mussolini, in agreement with the

Holy See, was planning to produce reli-

gious films through the newly founded

Institute of Religious Art and Educa-

tion at Rome. The subjects would be

made on a strictly non-commercial basis,

it was stated, each with authorization of

Church dignitaries, and the fascist gov-

ernment would require the showing of

one on every theatrical program in Italy

as soon as they were released. A six-

reeler entitled "His Holiness, Pope Pius

XI," and "Treasures of the Vatican," in

five, came to America from this source

early in 1927.

In the summer of 1919 it had been

announced that the National Catholic

Council was preparing to equip churches

and schools throughout the country with

projectors ; but apparently that large plan

became bogged down on the way to its

realization. It was towards the close of

the same year that a remarkable state-

ment of the Catholic position on church

films was made in the National Catholic

Council Bulletin by Charles A. McMahon,
chairman of the Motion Picture Com-
mittee of the Council. Referring to the

large uses of the screen by "our Prot-

estant brethren," he continued

:

"It need hardly be stated here that as

long as Catholics continue to be blessed

with the light of faith and the privilege

of worshipping their Creator by assisting

at the holy sacrifice of the mass, there

will be no need of resorting to the sen-

sational methods which other denomina-
tions have adapted for the purpose of in-

creasing attendance in their churches. . . .

While Catholic pastors will never have
occasion to introduce the motion picture

into their churches as an integral part of

the church services, it should be noted,

however, that the motion picture is being

used in ever-increasing measure in our

Catholic parishes, schools, colleges and
institutions."

Mr. McMahon remarked further that the

Council knew which motion picture peo-

ple were dependable, and that one group

out of the lot had been chosen to serve.

A little later it became known that the

National Catholic Council held a con-

tract with the non-theatrical department

of Paramount Pictures.

Work lor the Doctors

No "customers" responded more vig-

orously to the studio fascination than

leading members of the medical profes-

sion. In truth, they had a superior justi-

fication, because, in producing medical

pictures—especially sequences showing de-

tails of surgery—aboift all that a film man

can reasonably do is to set up his camera

and lights and photograph what the doc-

tor bids him to record. No rehearsals

here. No retakes. The doctor is director

and co-star with the patient. The opin-

ions that the film man may venture are

all trivia. The doctor alone knows what

he wants and what he can use.

The truth of this is conveniently illus-

trated by the case of Dr. Waldo Briggs,

who was dean of the St. Louis College

of Physicians and Surgeons and profes-

sor of surgery there. In 1914, 1915 and

1916 he endeavored unsuccessfully to film

operations. The trouble was, he averred

later, the "bull-headedness" of his cam-

eraman, who had insisted on "setting the

stage" and consequently had blocked the

view with doctors and nurses. However,

in 1918, Clarence M. Black, a well known
local photographer who had entered the

surgical school as a student, heard about

the diflficulty and devised a way of re-

stricting the camera to just the field of

the given operation.

Hence the motion picture subjects

which have made headway in the medical

field have quite invariably been produced

by the doctors themselves. In the strict-

est sense they have been "personal pro-

ductions." But, in the instances of men
in the top professional rank, where fees

are often substantial, there has been no

lack of proper funds. And, as far as

inclination goes, your prominent medico

usually lectures at short intervals before

his brethren of the scalpel, nurse and in-

terne groups, county health societies and

the like, and has acquired ideas of effec-

tive presentation to his own particular

audiences. He also, as a rule, cuts a social

figure, hobnobbing with persons promi-

nent in other lines where there are no

such rigid prohibitions of advertising as

there are in his, and he quite naturally

turns with pleasure and relief to this

newer, permissable instrument of expres-

sion as a way to assert his authoritative-

ness and, perhaps, humanly and pardon-

ably, to gratify the craving of his ego

for credit as a benefactor of humanity.

The great pioneer in making medical

films left a rather handsome record. Ref-

erence was made to him early in this his-

tory— Dr. Eugene-Louis Doyen of Paris,

born in 1859 at Reims, celebrated cancer

specialist—and to his sixty surgical sub-

jects, mostly on brain tumor operations,

listed in Urban's early catalogue. Re-

ports show that Dr. Doyen was making

those films as long ago as 1897, when

they were violently opposed. Then, lec-

turing at Edinburgh, he called the British

Medical Association's attention to the

cinematograph as a means of teaching

surgery. The following year he gave dem-

onstrations at Monaco and the University

of Kiel, and in 1900 at the International

Congress of Gynecology at Amsterdam.

A twelvemonth later he was before the

British Medical Association again, but

this time at Cheltenham (represented by

Dr. A. A. Warden), while 1902 took him

on similar missions to the Polytechnic

Museum at Moscow, and the Exhibition

of Methods for Advance of Medical

Science at Berlin—where he was awarded

a medal. In 1903 he gave his by then

well known illustrated lecture at the In-

ternational Congress of Medicine at Ma-

drid. He also demonstrated for the In-

ternational Congress of Medicine at Paris.

That certainly was spreading the idea.

Since Doyen's time many doctors in

many different countries have produced

extensive footage on operations and ana-

tomical studies, and most of it has been

brought to the United States in expecta-

tion of widespread release. To Dr. Walter

Chase, of Boston, is attributed the first

American production of surgical films in

1906. In subsequent years hundreds of

reels have come from London, Paris, Ber-

lin, Moscow and Rio de Janiero, yet ex-

ceedingly few have been viewed by the

lesser American county medical associa-

tions, nursing groups, hospital staffs or

college students. The reason is that most

of this foreign material shows operating

techniques which are unacceptable to the

medical authorities in this country. That

explanation is rarely given formally be-

cause doctors naturally do not like to air

their differences in public. The last time

I recall hearing it was in March, 1924,

when the owner of the American rights

to films taken at the Wertheim Clinic in

Vienna, sued because he had been denied

a New York license and State health

boards had forbidden their exhibition to

local doctors and nurses. At the same

time, certain foreign scenes and moving

diagrams pertinent to the subject have

been permitted, and, where there is a

popular interest, the American profes-

sional bans have been disregarded.

Despite the barrier to foreign medical

subjects, the American profession is well

supplied with technical items. For one

who may be interested in their imture

and variety, the very diligent Oscar W.
Richards, a research specialist of the

Spencer Lens Company, has reported and

annotated a long list in numbers of the

Journal of the Biological Photographic

Association. 1936-1939. In 1931, when

William F. Kruse listed those he could

find for patrons of the Bell & Howell

16mm. Library, he succeeded in naming

450 titles, comprising 538 reels. It has

been stated that the first medical film

library in America was that announced

by Dr. Simon P. Goodhart, professor of

clinical neurology, at Columbia Univer-

sity, in the autumn of 1926, but I feel

that this claim might be challenged suc-

cessfully from several directions.

(To b« continued)
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jOtocQcdln^5 of the Summer Meeting of the
Department o£ Visual Instruction

of the National Education Association
(Concluded from September issue)

Trends in Materials and Equipments
HENRY E. CHILDS
Supervisor of Visual Education
Providence, Rhode Island,

Public Schools

Vorrword—Boston turned on the heat
for the NEA meeting in June. The
speaker discarded all notes, shifted the
sequence, ruthlessly cut his program,
and concentrated upon a rapidfire sur-
vey of exhibits and slides. Wherefore,
this paper is not published in the form
in which it was presented.

WE are concerned over changing
trends in materials and equipments.
Things cost so much and money is

so hard to get that we must be careful.

Some workers leap at every new pro-
posal. Others refuse to be budged from
long established smoothly operating
organizations. Some want the best so
hard that they will not only make vigor-
ous plunges into new fields, but they
will find the courage to abandon the
old.

I believe that no two workers have the
same combination of conditions to in-
fluence their decisions. Each should
keep pretty well posted on developments
nationally, but he must be thoroughly
up to date on the many variable factors
that enter into his school situation at

home. In planning for this talk, I de-
cided to emphasize those things which I

think are valuable to me in my own
little puddle, to mention very briefly
some other trends which interest me,
and to omit other problems. Many
statements are very abrupt. Time does
not permit elaboration with pros and
cons nor any erudite theses and "high-
falutin figgers".

Since all our possessions may be
bombed, perhaps it is foolish to spend
thought on any new materials or equip-
ment. If all our healthy young people
are to be slaughtered, perhaps we should
not bother to educate them. Maybe so,

but I believe that the turmoil of the

present world situation demands the

services of the devices of visual edu-
cation more forcefully than ever before.

I expect cuts in appropriations. We
may hear of fads and frills again al-

though the terminology may change.

The taxpayer may froth at the mouth
over physical education, guidance, shop
courses, and visual education. Yet those

are the very fields in which the nation

is most anxious for success. Too many
young men are not healthy enough to

enter the army. Those who do enter

must be hardened physically. We can

not cut down on our health services in

schools. Thousands are learning just

enough about machine tools to go into

production on simple jobs. We should
not close our shop courses. Executives
everywhere are in a hurry to find peo-
ple suited for many new specialized jobs.

They want to use our trained counselors
for personnel work. We should not

cease our efforts to orient our young-
sters.

Visual education is on the priority

list for our national defense program.
The army is using exhibits, charts,

models, pictures, and movies to teach

soldiering to soldiers. The U. S.

Office of Education is producing movies
to teach men to use machine tools. They
are in a hurry. We find motion picture

projectors on the priority list ; films in

production ; trained operators assigned to

visual education duty ; and theatres

mushrooming up to entertain, refresh,

and guide the thinking of the men.
Washington is in such a hurry that it is

using visual education in a big way.
Our youngsters are entitled to similar

facilities as we change courses and try

to fit our youth for whatever lies just

ahead.

We cannot afford to give up the time-

saving devices of visual education in our

direct teaching. There is urgent need

also for us to increase our services to

the community. A coordinated attack

demands the use of mechanized equip-

ment and modern materials by trained

manpower under alert leadership. We
want lots of material to support our

many pupils of all ages and many in-
terests who are proceeding on a united
front day after day. We buy what ma-
terial our budget will allow, rent some
things, beg some, and make what we
can't get any other way.

My guesses on trends in materials are
briefly stated. 16mm. films are gaining
rapidly over 35nim. 16mm. sound films

are gaining over 16mm. silent. 16mm.
silent films made by schools will in-

crease. Color is gaining. It is now
possible to duplicate kodachrome and
to add sound if photographed at sound
speed.

Large slides (3j4"x4") will prob-
ably decline as 2"x2" slides gain. Pupil-

made large slides are gaining. Double
frame filmslides are gaining over single

frame. Color is gaining in 2" x 2"

slides.

Posters, prints, charts, graphs, and
cartoons arc being used increasingly.

Demand is steady for objects and spec-
imens. Interest increases in working
models, dioramas, habitat groups, and
specially prepared dolls. Our exhibits

show some types which we have evolved.

There has been forward progress in

engineering, especially in projectors for
2" X 2" slides and for 16 mm. sound

movies. My reactions to some types of

equipment are summarized as follows

:

35 mm. sound projectors have high

intensity arc with whiter light in the

new models, and sound installations are

more compact and efficient. Our chief

use of these projectors and of an excel-

lent dual portable equipment is to pre-

sent entertainment which we can guar-

Indoor photography for movie-makmg, showing some home-made gadgets.
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antee will be decent and shown under

decent conditions.

16 mm. silent projectors are com-
pact, streamlined, ^nd rugged. We have

standardized on 1600 feet reels.

16 mm. sound projectors (with Mazda
lamps) are standardized on three price

levels with some interchangeable parts.

1600 foot reels and both speeds are

available. Many luxuries are desirable

but not essential for classroom use. We
have tried all three and find the medium
priced models good enough for most of

our situations.

Projectors for standard slides are

now more convenient to handle, and

optical systems have been improved. The
tilting base is worth having. Cooling

fan is desirable for colored slides.

Projectors for 2"x2" slides have

showed great developments during the

last five years. Designers have moved
rapidly through higher powers of light,

into specially designed optical systems,

and into more rugged construction. The
tri-purpose model can be used with

both types of filmstrips and 2"x2"

slides. Models for slides only will prob-

ably increase. We use 300 watt models

for class-rooms. The double duty 750

watt projector for both 2"x2" slides

and 3^"x4" slides has a new chassis

so that each set of condensers can be

removed as a unit.

Opaque projectors have slightly larger

aperture size and better cooling sys-

tem. The chief value is for perman-
ent placement with a single resourceful

teacher, as they are quite cumbersome
for frequent transfers from room to

room.

There has been tremendous progress

in many fields of photography. For our
own production we have standardized

on three cameras : a Leica to make
2"x2" slides (chiefly in color) and
ordinary enlargements, (lenses of great

depth of focus and high speed meet
most of our needs)—a Graflex with

long focus lens for "hot news shots"

and for negatives from which very

large prints or large lantern slides are

to be made—a Filmo 16 mm. motion

picture camera with revolving turret

and three lenses for school made movies

and titling at our workshop. Inter-

changeable accessories, kodachrome, and
fine grain film combined with the light

weight Leica and efficient projectors

for 2".x2" slides justify our concentrat-

ing in this type of photography.

Crystal beaded projection screens are

gaining. We use flat white paint with

black border on some walls. Collapsible

tripods are very convenient when
screens must be moved from room to

room. The desirable degree of darken-

ing is controversial. I want good color

and sharp detail in a picture. Light

streaks around edges are worse than a

little light diffused through shade. Un-
less metal rollers are used, we avoid

wooden light traps too close to edges of

shades. No fish oil is wanted in dark
shades. Olfactory education and visual

education do not blend. Dark shades

can be mounted in five-sided boxes to

High school gills dressing dolls in costumes they designed.

which two screw-eyes and loops of sash

cord are attached. We transport them

by truck about the city and use them
in several schools for which perman-

ent shades have not yet been provided.

We make materials which we cannot

get in any other way. They are de-

signed to meet the specific needs of our

own courses of study. Our visual edu-

cation project combines Federal WPA
workers with school facilities and ma-
terials from city relief funds.

At Boston we showed many types of

visual materials we have produced and

commented on them briefly. Slides and

photographs illustrated various produc-

tion activities of our workers. A sec-

tion of our new school movie, "Saving

for a Purpose," was run to show how
scenes were photographed, and the

problems involved in editing it before

adding a sound track. The film was
made on Type A Kodachrome, using a

filter for outdoor scenes. Exhibits in-

cluded maps of Rhode Island's resources

(based on research involving unpub-

lished material from the U. S. Census

Bureau and other sources), posters

showing the work of our schools, dio-

ramas presenting major problems, an 1

costume dolls.

Our money is precious. Our poten-

tialities are great. We try to make up

for the lack of funds for new purchases

and replacements by pains-taking care

with what we do have. Films are in-

spected slowly with a film defect in-

dicator which is far more sensitive th.an

fingers and a power rewind mechanism
.^ fractured or merely strained sprocket-

hole calls for immediate surgery. Pro-

jectors are given clinical treatment as

soon as they begin to show evil inten-

tions. Discarded equipments are sal-

vaged, rebuilt, and usually used some-

how. Makeshift devices are improvised

to keep us within reach of the trend of

the times.

We have made many "gadgets" to sup-

plement our modern commercial equip-

ment. Some of these are : a 16mm.
silent projector with 115 volt (instead

of 50) 500 watt lamp (instead of 120)

and 1600 foot reel arms (instead of 400)

which serves for previews, editing, and
testing in the laboratory; a public ad-

dress system with impedance adjusted

to match a microphone built for a dif-

ferent amplifier which has been traded

in ; an enlarger made from an antique

lantern slide projector in which we use

Graflex negatives ; collapsible standards

for photofloods ; a switchbox for eight

lines of 10(X) watts each ; a tiller ; a

contact printer for 2"x2" slides; a sink

in the darkroom where no metal can

touch ; desks with adjustable tops for

artists
;

printing frames ; drying racks

;

silk screen frames ; inner and outer cases

for dioramas ; and special shipping boxes,

which we had to design, for dolls and
small slides.

.Assuming that the nation faces drastic

upheavals in its ways of living and in

the businesses which will survive, we
must anticipate sudden and serious dis-

turbances of the normal supply of ma-
terials and equipments for visual edu-

cation in the schools. If my guesses

are reasonably correct on the trends in

our special field, we must make many
adjustments.

Teachers, administrators, and visual

education staffs must face a great

emergency squarely. We must coordinate

our efforts, work fast against time

limits, abandon obsolete procedures, and
concentrate our strength wherever

needed in the rapidly changing condi-

tions which confront America.

Never before have the services of

visual education been rated so highly

by a government. The potential use-

fulness of our devices and techniques is

recognized in some places but will be

blindly challenged elsewhere. Our equip-

ments, material, and trained manpower
can be a vital force in the dark days

ahead. We must look ahead.

Visual education should lead

!
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More Effective Utilization of

Visual Materials

ANNA M. DEAN
East Boston High School

MORE effective utilization of visual

materials depends largely upon a
sincere appreciation of values to be
derived and having the aids on hand
at the vital time. Progress is built on
earnest endeavors and active experiences,

which in turn constitute a past that does
not die but which forms a necessary
foundation for all future developments.
The fact that you are here proves that

you have an appreciation of the values
to be gained from the exchange of ex-
periences, from the association with
others having like interests.

In Boston public schools visual edu-
cation began as early as 1910. Standard
film had not yet been agreed upon, con-
sequently, off-standard film equipment
was introduced, and not until 1925 was
the 16 mm silent equipment put into

general use. But the acceptance was so

eager that by 1930, 300 films were be-

ing shown weekly in our Boston Teach-
ers' College under the able director-

ship of Mr. Joseph Hennessey, that

systematically distributes almost one
thousand reels of film each week as well

as an almost endless supply of other

aids. Eight schools have 16mm sound

equipment, with a choice of one hun-
dred films. This Department keeps all

materials repaired and takes colored

slides, Kodachromes, of completed pro-

jects which may be dismantled for fut-

ure use or sent "on the road" with

travelling exhibits, takes motion pictures

of class activities in specific fields or

school activities worthy of docu-

mentation. All these things besides the

excellent delivery and pick-up service

that is such a boon to the busy classroom

teacher.

More effective use of visual aids has

been made possible by the standardization

of film programs in the lower grades,

while the selection and use of aids in

secondary grades is made possible by the

active cooperation of the numerous De-
partment heads of all subjects and the

centralized distribution headquarters. In

May of each year, mimeographed lists of

all available materials, divided into grade

and subject and paralleled to the courses

of study are sent to each school. These

lists are discussed at departmental meet-

ings, and each teacher presents her pre-

ferred list with desired dates for the

coming year. Before the end of June

these lists are verified at the Visual Aid

Department and returned to the teacher.

Duplicates are followed for each school,

and the weekly distribution and pick-

up service goes into effect in September

without further discussion or time de-

lays.

To allow for slow or fast classes, ten

other sources of supply are available

with splendid delivery systems. We may
tap the extensive resources of: The
Boston Public Library Cbooks, pictures,

slides, films"), Boston Museum of Fine

Arts (plus exhibits and lecturers), State

Department of Education, Keystone View
Co., Eyegate Slide Co., The U. S. Dept.

of Education and W.P.A., Children's

Museum, Natural History Museum, Har-
vard and M. I. T. extensive aids, local

industrial plants, travel, railroad and
shipping bureaus.

With every visual aid delivery goes

a penny postcard entitled "Educational

Film Report" on whicli is listed

:

School. . . Film Title . . . No. of reels

...Showing Date (s)... Total No. of

pupils viewing film . . . Suggested uses

for the film : Primary, Elementary, In-

termediate, Senior . . . Film Evaluation :

Excellent. Good, Fair, Unsatisfactory . .

.

Comment . . . Signature of teacher.

Return at once please.

This card is scored by the teacher

using the film and tabulation of the re-

sults on tliese cards guides the Aid De-
partment in the selection of the best and
the elimination of the poorest material.

A tabulation sheet called a "Film Score

Card", suggests the characteristics which
shall determine the evaluation of the

sheet. Teachers evaluate the films used

o\er a monthly period with a rating

sy.stem of 1 to 8. There are twelve

questions on the sheet such as : Is the

Film up to date? Are the subjects and

scenes convincing? Is the language used

for titles or sound sufficiently simple or

difficult? The sheet can be checked in

five minutes. The best and most com-

monly used films are continued until the

teachers declare them inadequate. Ex-
cellent films for special group work in

the courses of study are rented from

commercial distributors.

The specific use of various materials

in a lesson procedure may be helpful

and applicable to a number of subjects.

My teaching subject is art. I have

classes in Theory of Design and Color

for first-year art students to get a foun-

dation suitable for use in other sub-

jects ; to develop skill in drawing for

biology, sciences, history, geography,

literature and shop work; to understand

color and its application to nature and

man-made things ; to develop powers

of observation and appreciation of nature

and the fine arts with a view to realizing

the endless possibilities for vocations as

well as avocations in the art fields.

.After the first year, college students and

shop students are encouraged to specialize

in one art subject and know its voca-

tional possibilities. They may take two
or three years of the following : Adver-

tizing Illustration with Commercial De-
sign, Costume and Stage Design ; Tex-
tile, Interior and Architectural Design,

or the Cultural Art Appreciation made
practical by pointing out the vocations

possible from it, such as assistants in

museums, libraries, colleges, department

stores and industrial plants, besides the

research departments of the motion pic-

ture industry. What has this to do with

visual materials and their more effective

utilization? A great deal. Almost all the

materials available in our Art Depart-
ment could be used in one or more of

the other departments—history, geog-
raphy, sociology, civics, health, safety,

literature, etc. We have over 2500 beauti-

ful and useful aids from all over the

world that are available for loan to de-

velop appreciation of workmanship, how
people live, work and have their being.

We have one of the few collections of the

Carnegie Corporation Art Libraries

valued at $2000 and an extensive lib-

rary of slides, pictures, charts, graphs,

maps and other aids.

The pupils in our school are largely

of Italian extraction with very limited

financial means and fairly grim surround-

ings. They have the added difficulty of

overcoming the fact that Italian is spoken

in their homes. Therefore, it is our busi-

ness to create experiences for them, let

them see things outside their environ-

ment, enlarge their scope, stimulate

their curiosity and manipulative skill,

arouse their enthusiasm, prepare them
for earning from high school, if they can-

not be induced to go on, and lastly

—

Drive Them Hard And Make Them Like

It to develop good work habits, ability

to follow directions, prepare for worthy
occupation and worthy use of leisure.

More effective use of visual aids is the

most logical way to get response in

learning.

We start .A,rt Appreciation with a

study of primitive people, life and art.

Through exhibits, books, illustrations

and motion pictures or slides, we get

into the primitive atmosphere. How did

primitive people live? Why? What did

they wear? Why? What did they eat?

How- was it prepared? Who made the

utensils? What did they do with their

leisure time? Where did they get their

paints and dyes? Visual aids are used ex-

tensively to bring about as genuine an

understanding as possible. Then each

pupil is required to make some object

in the way that the primitives did. Battle

axes, arrows, dugout boats, spears, food

utensils, and experiences in primitive

dyeing of leather are tried. Science, his-

tory, geography, reading and manipu-

lative skills, have a part in the lesson.

Notebooks become scrapbooks, and vo-

cabularies and verbal or written e.x-

pressions .show marked improvement.

Whether the class discussion be "How
were the cromlechs at Stonehenge

made?" or in Egyptian Art "How were

the pyramids built?", their curiosity and

ingenuity eagerly seek the answer. Fif-

teen-minute reviews of fundamental facts

show which pupils need additional help.

It is the responsibility of the group as

a whole to see that every pupil knows

the facts before the next subject is taken

up. The cooperation of the brighter

pupils in aiding their slower compan-

ions is stimulating and keeps the level

of learning as high as possible. Exhi-

bitions of notebooks and objects made are

displayed for the inspection of the school

after each art period is taken up. Visual

aids are the most vital part of the lesson

procedure and stimulate verbal expres-

sion and reading for lei.sure. Pupils are

encouraged to tie up all their other

subjects with the arts, and to bring to
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the classes as much additional infor-

mation as they can find in newspapers,

books, museums, libraries, or other

sources.

The common and correct use of vis-

ual aids has developed more slowly in

secondary schools than in other parts

of our public school system. There are

several reasons for this. It seems to

me that one purpose of this meeting and

discussion is to determine the reasons,

to examine them and to suggest a pro

gram which will permit better and

more complete functioning of visual

education in our high schools.

Because misconceptions concerning

the true meaning of visual education

are not nearly so common as in the

past, it is quite unnecessary before

such a group as this to mention partic-

ularly and to classify all accepted vis-

ual aids. However, regardless of what

we may do or say to stress the fact

that the term "visual aid" refers to aids

other than the motion picture, we must

agree that the current appreciation of

the value of visual education has been

a consequence of progress in the field

of photography.

Too commonly in the past, pictuies

have been thought necessary and effec-

tive aids for only the very young child-

ren. Teachers in the upper grades were

not at all eager to employ materials

considered suitable for very small child-

ren. Yet the success of the Walt Dis-

ney pictures has proved that adults ap-

preciate child pictures as well as the

children. Perhaps, those teachers were

afraid lest they make the work of pupils

too easy. More recently, the power of

the picture has come to be more gen-

erally appreciated; as a consequence

there is no longer such hostility to its

use even in the upper grades. The
development of a visual education serv-

ice which will result in common and

correct use of visual aids in the high

school is attended by more difficult

problems than the development of such

service in the lower grades, especially

insofar as such service is concerned

with the high cost of equipment which

must be centrally administered and

controlled.

For example, these are some of the

difficulties which interfere with the

eflfective and economical use of films

and slides in city high schools:

1. The high school course of study is

more inclusive than that of the ele-

mentary school; consequently, film pro-

grams cannot be so easily standardized

as in the lower grades. For a given

number of pupils, film program.', must
be made up in more and different fields

than in the lower grades. The extent

of the subject matter for which films

are needed is such that the purchase

of film prints by either school districts

or school systems becomes impossible

in terms of e-xpense. Complete coverage

of the high school course of study by

school-owned films or slides is almost

out of the question.

2. The high schol treatment of a

particular subject is more intensive

than the elementary school treatment,

consequently, the number of valuable

films available for high school subjects

is more definitely limited. In the lower

grades, because the approach to the

subject may be more varied than ad-

vanced work with that subject, a wider

choice of helpful films is possible.

3. The departmental organization of

the high school program narrows the

use of a particular film; consequently,

the elementary school with its less

rigid program permits more easily the

use of a particular film with more pu-

pils in a particular grade. In the high

school the film showing must take place

at a specified time determined by the

school program.

4. Departmental organization of the

high school program makes necessary

more projection machines than in the

elementary school. In the elementary

school, generally, the same teacher has

the same pupils all day; and in all

probability she would plan her film

showings on that basis; while in the

high school, generally, the same teacher

has classes made up of different pupils

each period throughout the day. There-

fore, it is probable that she would for

this reason have more frequent need

for projection equipment.

5. The departmental organization of

the high school makes difficult the cen-

tralized control of visual education

within a school district, because in the

elementary school the emphasis on the

course of study is less extensive and

the control of visual education functions

quite satisfactorily.

We must acknowledge that all of

these difficulties present real problems

for teachers who are eager to make
more common use of films or other

aids which are administered or em-

ployed in a manner similar to that of

films. These teachers have proved their

confidence in visual education by using

commonly and advantageously other

visual aids which can be introduced

economically into their classrooms.

Within school districts art students who
are members of other classes have

prepared posters, charts and graphs

for classroom use. The evidence of the

use of slides, charts, graphs and post-

ers seems to show that if visual aids

for projection are made more easily

available, hig'h school teachers will

use them more frequently.

Experience indicates that the follow-

ing practices will offset the major ob-

stacles interfering with common use

of films in secondary schools :

1. The organization of film parallels

which list approved films and slides in

terms of the high school subject as they

are described by the course of study.

The parallels will include only those

films which present subject matter suit,

able for high school students.

2. The preparation of a film cata-

logue containing descriptions of films so

that teachers who are selecting films

for their classes may not be expected

to make their choice on the basis of

the film titles alone. The use of the

proper film parallel together with the

film catalogue should make easy the

preparation of film programs by in-

dividual teachers.

3. The organization of visual educa-

tion under each department head with-

in each high school so that every film

and every projector may be employed

most completely and most economically.

Department heads will be able to pool

the requests of teachers within their de-

partments so that the materials desired

and the machines required for their

projection may be put to the greatest

possible use.

4. The pre-arrangement of all film

showings so that the motion picture

program for a particular class may.
over the whole year, more nearly re-

flect the objectives of the particular

course as they are set down by the

curriculum. The planned use of visual

aids makes them a basic part of the

course ; their introduction into the

classroom is justified for specific reas-

ons. The incidental use of motion pic-

tures cannot be expected to be so valu-

able as their planned use ; the inci-

dental introduction of films may take

place too commonly without the ser-

ious consideration of the value of in-

troducing them.

5. The preparation and use of paral-

lels for visual aids other than motion

pictures so that the visual education

program will be properly coordinated

to include those visual aids which are

most effective in accomplishing the de-

sired objectives.

6. The constant tabulation of reports

received from teachers concerning the

evaluation and gradation of the ma-
terials so that the parallels may list

only the best of the available materials.

7. The centralization of the control

of the visual education program for the

whole system in a single agency so

that expansion of the school-owned

library of visual aids may be deter-

mined on the basis of the needs of the

whole school system, rather than in

terms of the needs of a few teachers.

This centralized control will also re-

sult in the economical renting of films,

because the order in which different

units within a subject may be treated

in many high school subjects need not

be rigidly prescribed ; cooperative et

forts of all teachers within a subject

working with the central agency will

result in efficiency and economy.

The correct use of any classroom aid

is dependent in the final analysis upon

tlie classroom teacher; she is entitled

to the assistance and cooperation of

visual education departments in her

efforts to employ these aids most ad-

vantageously. .All-in-all groups, such

as this one, should have the patience

to consider and study means of devel-

oping the efficiency of established aids.

Teachers will be better satisfied with

assistance that will make for better use

of materials already available than

they will be with information concern-

ing aids which cannot yet be intro-

duced into the classroom.
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iDur^ELLC7f)7lOHCj KLJlVl±ELiJE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

Zone VII Announces Its First

Official DVI Zone Meeting

THE first State Conference of the combined Audio-

Visual Aids Associations of California and the De-

partment of Visual Instruction, Zone VII, is an-

nounced for Friday and Saturday, October 24-25,

1941, at Bakersfield under the sponsorship of Leo
B. Hart, Kern County Superintendent of Schools,

and the Kern County Junior Chamber of Commerce.
"Audio-Visual Aids in Action" is the conference

theme.

The two-day program will consist of demonstra-

tions of the use of audio-visual aids in typical class-

room situations, a radio show production demonstra-
tion, photography exhibit and documentary film

showings.

A Resolution

(Unanimously passed by the Department of Visual

Instruction, National Education Association, at its

summer meeting in Boston, Massachusetts.)

THE present emergency calls for maximum effi-

cency in education. Our schools are now called

upon for emergency services, as well as for their

normal contribution to our national life. Motion
picture and other projection equipment is necessary

to enable the school to show technical training and
other educational films, and to function as it should

as a center for the showing of films expressing our

democratic ideology. Thousands of schools, already

equipped for the projection of pictures, are now co-

operating in the defense training program. But
thousands of other schools remain to be equipped,

or are in the process of being so equipped to meet
this great social task. Every government authority

should foster this endeavor.

The Department of Visual Instruction of the Na-
tional Education Association views with grave
concern the published reports of shortage of metals

and other material essential both to the military

defense of our nation and to the teaching tools in-

dispensable to its schools. While fully cognizant

of the unqualified prior rights of military defense,

we would respectfully point out to the Office of

Production Management, and to other government
authorities, that education is vitally important

to our defense, and that immediately after our
military defense needs are met, the requirements
of the schools should be recognized. We therefore

urge that nianufacftirers of projectors and other visual

education tools be granted material priorities, next

after defense priorities, in such quantities as may be

necessary to complete orders for insnal instruction pro-

jection equipment to be used in our schools.

William H. Gregory Retires

Max R. Klein Succeeds

THE retirement of William M. Gregory from the

Directorship of the Cleveland Educational Museum
was announced in September. Needless to say, the

visual field will feel keenly the departion from active

service of one of its eminent figures. Mr. Gregory was

one of the real pioneers in the visual movement. He
was a Charter Member of the National Academy of

Visual Instruction founded in 1919 as the first national

organization in the field. From lowly beginnings, he

built the Cleveland Educational Museum into one of the

outstanding visual institutions of the country, an insti-

tution whose influence has lasted long, spread far, and

steadily strengthened. The splendid opportunity of

carrying the work to still higher and wider successes

now falls upon Mr. Max R. Klein, recently appointed

to succeed Mr. Gregory. We are particularly glad that

Mr. Gregory's retirement does not mean inactivity nor

any diminution of interest in things visual. He will

now be free to devote full time to a work very near his

heart—the training of teachers—as Lecturer in Visual

Instruction at Western Reserve University, a position

he held on a part-time basis for many years. This

magazine also has his welcome assurance that he will

remain a member of its Editorial Advisory Board. In

short, the long familiar name, "Gregory of Cleveland,"

will continue to be part and parcel of the visual field to

which he so completely and significantly belongs.

Mr. Klein's high qualification for the task is beyond
question. A partial quotation from a recent editorial in

the Cleveland Press makes this very clear. Under the

title, "Mr. Klein Prepared," the editorial says

:

"People often do well that which they greatly desire

to do. And this may turn out to be the case with Max
R. Klein, just appointed by the Board of Education as

Director of the Educational Museum of the Cleveland

Schools. Mr. Klein's predecessor in this important

position was William M. Gregory, a pioneer and prob-

ably the foremost leader in the United States in the

field of visual education in the public schools. Mr.
Gregory's distinguished career in the Cleveland system

came to an end with his retirement at the age of 65.

"Mr. Klein is 41. But for many years he has evident-

ly been pre]mring himself to take this post, for which

he has cherished a special predilection. While teaching

architectural drawing at East Technical High School,

he found time to complete all the special kinds of prep-

aration technically requisite for the director of the

museum. The Cleveland school museum has come to be

recognized as an extremely valuable educational aid

since it was started by Mr. Gregory about 1925 as a

division of the School of Education at Western Reserve.

We hope Mr. Klein is able further to expand its useful-

ness."
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The Specialized Field Trip

THE field trip ought to be one of the important

techniques in the teaching of science. First, it is

good for the student and the teacher to get outside

of the classroom and become acquainted with the vari-

ous enterprises in the community. Secondly, the school

journey demonstrates the application of principles which

are being studied in the classroom, and thus necessarily

leads to a greater appreciation of the subject.

Yet, the majority of field trips by high school science

classes are a waste of time. When the teacher an-

nounces a field trip, there is usually an outburst of joy

among the students—the trip is just another school

holiday. The teacher, too, "takes it easy" during a

field trip ; if the students do not misbehave too much,

he is quite happy. As to the kind and amount of in-

formation that the student obtains, the teacher leaves

that to the student's "intellectual osmosis". We might

call this kind of field trip "the general field trip."

Now, the general field trip has its uses in the lower

grades where it is desirable to

enlarge the child's world without

special emphasis on understand-

ing. This type of school journey

is also of value to those of rich

background and mature experi-

ence. But we must remember at

all times that the high school stu-

dent is very unstable emotionally,

his attention span is quite short,

and his knowledge of fundamen-

tal principles very limited.

In the specialized sciences

—

physics, chemistry, biology, etc.,

another type of field trip, which

I shall call "the specialized field

trip", is more effective than the

general one. The main feature of

the specialized trip is the concen-

tration on a single process or

principle.

Several steps are necessary for

the organization of a successful

specialized field trip.

1. The theory or principle is

taken up in the classroom in the usual manner, e. g'., by
means of lectures, demonstrations, laboratory tests, etc.

2. .\ particular application of the principle is then
chosen by the teacher. A field trip is announced. The
application is then briefly discussed. The students are

asked to write out and hand in several questions on the

application that are of interest to them.

3. Teacher vi.sits plant several days previous to the

field trip and becomes acquainted with the objective of

the journey. He makes arrangements with the proper
official for a definite schedule.

4. Teacher makes out questionnaire based on stu-

dent's questions and his own observations. The ques-
tionnaire is mimeographed, or hectographed. A copy
is sent to the plant a day or two previous to the trip.

There has been a recent tendency to con-

sider field trips principally from the point

of view of the social studies and more par-

ticularly of local community studies. We
are prone to forget that for many years,

field trips have been effectively used in

connection with the sciences.

As in the case of other types of visual

instruction, there has been a notable de-

velopment in method of employment. The
procedure of careful preparation for the

trip and a follow-up of classroom dis-

cussions is making of the field trip an
integral part of the unit of study, rather

than a somewhat isolated though pleas-

ant experience.

This article by Mr. Eruglak is a good
example of the field trip used in connec-
tion with physical science.

WILLIAM W. WATTENBERG,
Chairman, Committee on

Field Experiences.

HAYM KRUGLAK
Milwraukee Vocational School, Wisconsin

The day of the trip each student receives a copy of the

questionnaire.

5. Permission of school administration, transporta-

tion, and so on are worked out as in the case of any
trip.

6. At the plant the students fill out the question-

naire on the basis of their own observations, or the

guide's explanations. Thus, with a pencil in one hand
and a pad in the other, the student knows that he is

responsible for a definite task.

7. The day following the field trip the data should

be checked. Any unusual facts observed by individual

students are brought out. The entire process is sirn-

marized.

8. The student is finally required to write a report

of the field trip. The report is to be in ink or type-

written, with proper titles and paragraph headings,
diagrams, etc. This report is to include a brief dis-

cussion of the theory, one or two general applications

and a very complete discussion

of the field trip with special em-
phasis on the application of the

theory to observed data. Another
alternative is to give a test.

An outline of the method used
by the author in a specific in-

stance will illustrate the organiza-

tion of a typical specialized field

trip.

The Centrifugal Dryer
A. Lecture - recitation—Na-

ture of centripetal and centrifu-

gal forces.

B. Demonstrations—Twirling

an object at the end of a string.

King David's slingshot. Mercury
and water rotated in the same
bowl.

C. Centripetal and centrijugal

forces in nature—Formation of

planets. Orbits of planets. Flat-

tening of the earth at the poles.

D. Centripetal and centrifu-

gal forces used by man—Gover-

nors. Centrifuges: student demonstration of the Bab-

cock test. Centrifugal pumps. Loop-the-loop. Centri-

fugal dryer. Field trip to laundry announced.

E. Field Trip to a Laundry
1. Students submit questions, such as "What is

the capacity of the dryer"? "What is the cost per

pound of wash?", etc.

2. Instructor visits laundry. Watches the dryer in

operation. Secures permission from manager to bring

classes.

3. Questionnaire based on students' questions and
instructor's observations is made out and typed by
students. Copy sent to laundry.

4. Transportation problem quite simple : the laun-

{Concluded on page 3SS)
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Travel Stories—in Hand-Made Lantern Slides
By ANN GALE
ENCOURAGING high school students to read non-fiction

travel stories is easier with hand-made lantern slides.

The slides enable the teacher to present the course of the

travel and to represent an interesting section of the book
to the whole class at the same time.

The following slides suggest ways of presenting the ma-
terial in Richard Haliburton's "Flying Carpet," Nordhoff's

and Hall's "Faery Lands of the South Seas" and Carleton
Beals' "Brimstone and Chile".

1. The route of the "Flying Carpet" around the world.

2. A jewel of a temple in the middle of the Arabian desert

Lindblom High School, Chicago

found by Haliburton and his pilot.

3. The South Sea islands visited by Nordhoff and Hall.
Hall's route through the Cloud of Islands and Nord-
hoff's througli Hervey and Cook islands are shown
in the insert.

4. Hall was stranded on Rutiaro island because of a box
of marble.

5. Baals' route from a clerk's desk in San Francisco to
the American High School in Mexico City.

6. Beals burying his money while he was in an outdoor
jail.

^•Z

RpUTE of-

THE rUYING- CARprr

The sim-

plest type

of h and -

made slide

is made by

drawing or

tracing on

finely fin-

ished etched

glass with

or d inary
medium lead

pencil. Col-

or, by spe-

cial crayons

or inks, en-

hances the

slides great-

ly. Fine ef-

fects are ob-

tained by

blending
with cray-

ons. About

one - third

inch margin

should be

left all
around the

slide. The
slide is read-

ily cleaned

with soap or \

washingr^
powder to

receive
a new pic-

ture.
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AUDIO-VISUAL TRENDS

The Public Arts and Democracy—Ed-
gar Dale

—

Hicjh Points, 23 : no. 6 : 53

June 1941.

An address given before the High
School Teachers Association and the High
School Principals Association in N.Y.C.,

March 8, 1941 for the Institute of the

Public Arts in Education. The public

arts can perform three functions in pro-

moting democracy : 1 ) to give us a

clear, accurate, comprehensive picture of

the world in which we live now ; 2) to

show what decent, honest, thoughtful,

reali.stic people want it to be like; and
3) how to transform the world from
what it is to what it might be.

One of the striking phenomena of the

age in which we live is the great disparity

between what we know and what we do.

Why? Because we have not learned how
to use our mass communication devices

effectively. The radio, for example, has

debased language by falsely describing

what it has for sale. The only conclus-

ion our students and children can draw
from radio advertising, .is that some-
body is lying. If one report about cigar-

ettes is true, then the other is false. Who
is it that is inducing skepticism, dis-

belief yes, cynicism except many of these

advertisers themselves? Who is sub-

verting the very foundations of language
—the vehicle intended for the exchange
of honest sentiments and ideas.

Nor has the motion picture given

us a clear, accurate comprehension of

what the world is like, what it might be

like or how to make the necessary

change. The industry has tried to evade
the responsibility for its action by hid-

ing beneath the euphemism of enter-

tainment. Movie producers should be

interested in finding out what the masses
of people in this country need right

now. They need hope, faith . . . enlight-

enment. Warner Brothers have already
produced some films along these lines.

Other films can be made for showing at

times when the theatre is not being used

for entertainment, for public forums.

Mass communication devices can do
much in educating the large number of

adults who are sixth grade or below in

reading ability. They can help to pro-

mote the fundamental idea in American
life—faith in the dignity and worth of

all people. There are many films avail-

able to schools that demonstrate this

principle. We need materials that illus-

trate that we in America are going to

use rational, logical methods in solving

our problems. These suggestions for

using the public arts in achieving demo-
cratic goals are not complicated, not

Utopian. We have done many of these

things already. We need most of ail

merely a reorganization and refocusing of

our objectives.

The Educational Use of Motion Pic-
tures Grows Apace — Editorial —
School ami Society. 54: 41-2 July 19,

1941.

Among the trends which appear to in-

dicate the growth of educational motion
pictures are : a) the statement by E. C.

Waggoner in an article in the winter

issue of Filmo Visual Review that

"the unscientific haphazard use of films

with little attention given to the purpose
in view ... is being rapidly replaced by
a serious efi^ort to make the motion pic-

ture an integral part of the business in

hand, with pertinent discussion and fol-

low-up instruction a part of the tech-
nique of using the teaching film" ; b) the
distribution of American educational films,

especially those of Filmosound through-
out Brazil and other South American
countries; c) the use of color motion
pictures at the U. of Illinois in studying
the human larynx for speech training;
d) the use of film close-ups of persons
speaking for group instruction in lip-read-
ing at Ohio State University; e) the at-

tention given to motion pictures by the
.American Council on Education; f) the
new books in the field; and g) the use
of motion pictures by the Office of Pro-
duction Management and government
agencies engaged in defense training and
sending out of general information.

RADIO

Education via FM Radio Programs—
William B. Levenson and L. A. Ran-
dall, Cleveland Public School—i'r/ioo/

Executive, 60: 46 June 1941.

A description of the Cleveland radio
activities by which FM wave lengths
have been assigned to the Board of Edu-
cation. Schools, however use both FM
and standard AM broadcasts. The Cleve-
land FM station is on the air seven
hours each school day, with programs
for kindergarten to high school level.

Elementary school programs are pre-

pared at 12 'curriculum centers' or lab-
oratory schools. Demonstration lessons

from the laboratory schools present
samples of new methods and techniques
to other schools. An extensive "Class-
room Teachers' Radio Lesson Guide" is

available to the .schools to indicate ap-
propriate visual aids needed to supple-
ment the radio lesson.

The junior high schools receive radio
programs of the enrichment type. Scripts
are prepared and selected from various
sources by the jimior-high production
head and the actors are taken from the
studio. The high schools have six

curriculum centers, similar to the ele-

mentary laboratory schools. But the

scripts are prepared by the high-school
radio workshop. The school radio dir-

ector cooperates with teachers and pupils

The FM stations have permission to

transmit appro|)riate programs from any
of the radio stations that reach Cleve-
land. Special programs for holidays, etc.,

are put on by the radio stafT. Programs
over FM for adult education must await
the increased use of FM receivers by
the general public.

The Library of Congress Radio Re-
search Project—Charles T. Harrell

—

A.L.A. Bulletin. 35: 448-9 July 1941—
An address given in Boston, June
24, 1941.

The Radio Research Project of the

Library of Congress was made possible

by a special grant from the Rockefeller

Foundation. It is engaged in investi-

gating the possible uses of radio as a

medium by which pertinent parts of

records of American culture may be

made available to the general public.

Philip H. Cohen, formerly with the

U.S. Office of Education Radio Pro-
ject, is director and Charles T. Harrell
is program editor. A staflf of experi-

enced radio writers and technicians is

at work on preparation of scripts. Pro-
grams already under way are "Books
and the News," "The Ballad Hunter,"
and "Hidden History." The latter pro-
gram will present prominent writers

and poets.

SCHOOL-MADE FILMS

Evander Produces Its Own Movies-
David Schneider, New York Citv

—

High Points. 23:12 Apr. 1941 (See
also Education, 61 :562 May, 1941)

A detailed report of the project which
culminated in the production of a two-
reel silent documentary film which il-

lustrates the principles of education for
all the children of all the people in a
cosmopolitan high school. That the sce-

nario was carefully planned and checked
is proved in the article. The actual work
was done by the high school motion pic-

ture club, and funds were contributed
Hy the student organization. The film is

partly in kodachrome. Reviews by vari-

ous educational leaders are very com-
mendatory.

PHOTOPLAY APPRECIATION^
How the United Parents Association
Regards Radio and Motion Pictures
as These Affect Children—Mrs. Jacob
Schechter

—

High Points, 23: No. 7:

510 Sept. 1941.

An interesting account of the way in

which the New York City parents' as-
sociation is studying the available radio
and film programs with a view to mak-
ing constructive propo.sals to producers.
The Board of Education and commer-
cial exhibitors are lending their sup-
port.

{Continued on page 345)
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Scenes from the latest series of

FILMS FROM BRITAIN
Released by the British Library

of Information in New York City

Scenes (1). (2) and (3) are from "Steel Goes to

Sea"; (4), (5) and (6) from "Architects of England";

(7), (8) and (9) from "Ulster."

Photographs courtesy of the British Library of Information
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Group Discussion Guide, Including

Photoplay and Radio Studies—Edu-
cational and Recreational Guides, Inc.

$2.00 year for 10 issues.

The new, enlarged version of the study

guides which Dr. William Lewin and his

committee of representatives from the

Department of Secondary Education,

N.E.A. have been distributing for several

years. Each issue of the study guides is

interestingly designed and sufficiently dif-

ferent from each other to find favor with

movie-mad adolescents.

For each film reviewed, there is a

synopsis, a listing of screen credits, and

excerpts from evaluations made by the

Committee. An integral part of the film

guide is the set of stills. The enlarged

size of the magazine permits the use of

large pictures and the quality of repro-

duction is excellent.

NEW BOOKS
The Film Index: a Bibliography—Vol.

I, The Film as Art. Compiled by the

Workers of the Writers' Program of

the Work Projects Administration in

the City of New York, sponsored by
Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia. Pub-
lished by the Museum of Modern Art

Film Library and the H. W. Wilson
Company, New York. March 1941.

780 illustrated pages, clothbound, $10.

As stated in the preface by the editor,

Harold Leonard, "this volume, presented

as a first installment, was undertaken

in an effort to organize for reference and
study the highly miscellaneous written

material of the motion picture." The task

was a formidable one, but an admirable

and invaluable reference work is the result.

The vast amount of material gathered

from books, magazines and newspapers,

is well organized—article and book di-

gests are brief and informative—and the

film reviews are supplemented by sig-

nificant production credits.

The following facts give an idea of

the comprehensiveness of the volume.

There are 8,600 bibliographical entries,

representing the work of more than 2,000

authors. Upwards of 3,000 refer to maga-
zine articles, about 700 to books, and
more than 4,000 to film reviews. 4,200

film craftsmen are cited. Material is ar-

ranged by subject under some 160 main
classifications. The alphabetical index,

comprising 76 pages, affords ready access

to the volume's listings.

Volume I is concerned mainly with the

creative aspect of film making, and is

divided into two parts. Part I, "History
and Technique," includes general works

;

critical and aesthetic studies ; histories of

the film in America and Abroad ; discus-

sions of technique, from acting through
writing ; and biographical material on the

film's outstanding craftsmen. Part H,
"Types of Film," classifies films under
some 40 fictional, factual, or animated
film types, and discusses these several

genres. A full outline of classifications is

given in the table of contents.

The many writers, researchers, editors,

and sponsors involved in the project de-

serve all congratulations on this splendid

work, which should create high interest

for the two volumes yet to come.

Producing School Movies—Eleanor
Child and Hardy Finch—Committee
on Standards for Motion Pictures

and Newspapers of the National

Council of Teachers of English,
Monograph No. 12 1941 ISlp. $1.50.

Since it is the teachers of English
who have, by and large, led in the

movement to produce school movies, it

is reasonable to expect that the National

Council of Teachers of English would
sponsor a volume on this subject. The
authors and their sponsors have con-

sulted a wide range of specialists in

the preparation of the book.

Miss Child and Mr. Finch have based
their handbook on first-hand experiences

in the Greenwich High School and on
the experiences of many other teachers

and movie-enthusiasts with whom they

have been in correspondence.

The handbook has been cleverly de-

signed to make each section stand out,

and to help the reader in finding infor-

mation quickly. Many illustrations sup-

plement the verbal descriptions. The
chapters are arranged as follows: Or-
ganization (of a Club), Choosing the

Idea, The Scenario, Buying Equipment,
Using the Equipment, Filming the Pic-

ture, Advanced Techniques and Final

Preparation and Showing. Each chapter

is followed by a series of questions

and suggested activities that could be

used by a movie-making club or class.

In all chapters the language is simple

and non-technical.

The final chapter is especially im-
portant, since we too often assume
that once a film has been completed

our audience should wax enthusiastic.

Showmanship in the publicizing of the

film and during the actual showing are

very important.

A glossary and bibliography are ap-

pended to the volume. The index is

especially good and is very complete.

This book will be a welcome one to

those of us who want movie-making
explained in one-syllable words.

Implications of the Motion Picture in

Education—Michigan Education Assn.

and the Department of Elementary
School Principals—Thirteen Yearbook.
The M.E.A., Lansing, Michigan. 1941

66pp.

This book follows the yearbook of the

same organization, entitled, "Implica-

tions of the Radio in Education." The
editorial committee collectively prepared

each chapter so that instead of being

a symposium of discrete sections it is a

practical manual that reads smoothly.

The most important chapter in the

volume is that on utilization. It is es-

pecially valuable to the many school

administrators and teachers who have
been using films as a novelty to provide

some diversion to their pupils. The
authors especially recommend that pupils

be invited to evaluate the films tlicy see

at school. Illustrative units of work have

been included to show the use of films

at various grade levels, in three Michigan
school systems, viz. Dearborn, Ypsilanti

and Battle Creek. Excellent photographs

supplement the teacher reports.

Using Visual Aids—Curriculum Work-
shop, Summer 1941, Western Wash-
ington College of Education, Belling-
ham, Washington. 64pp. mimeo. 35c

includes postage.

A compilation of reports prepared

by the science and visual aids group at

the Workshop. Each student under,
took to investigate the problems in

"Using Visual Aids" that he was most
concerned about. The result is a collec-

tion of practical essays on such topics as

:

Why use visual aids ? evaluation ; reading

pictures; a visual program in a small

school ; in a city system ; science unit

using visual aids ; and sources of mater-
ials and of equipment. The bulletin

shows that the members of the Work-
shop had a profitable summer.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Sources of Supplementary Materials for

Health Instruction—Xancy M. Miner
and Arthur H. Steinhaus

—

Research
Quarterly, 12: 266-76 May 1941.

An annotated, carefully classified

listing of agencies that distribute health

materials, such as pamphlets, films,

slides, posters, exhibits, models. One
of the most helpful compilations yet

to appear.

Film Guide for Business Teachers

—

Clifford Ettinger

—

Journal of Business
Education, 16:30 June 1941.

A cumulative listing of the films and
other visual materials reviewed month-
ly during 1940-41. The September 1941

issue presents a summary of research

and practices in the use of audio-visual

aids for business education.

Survey of Motion Picture Equip-
ment in Colleges and High Schools

—

Part I—compiled by Nathan D. Golden,
Chief Motion Picture Division, United
States Department of Commerce. Avail-

able from Educational Department, R.

C. A. Manufacturing Co. Inc., Camden.
N. J. 1941 512 pp. $3.00.

Contains name and location of 17,500

colleges and high schools in the United
States and its Possessions having motion
picture and slide film facilities. Schools

are listed by county and city, under each

state.

Sources of Visual Aids for Instruc-

tional Use in Schools. Division of

Special Problems, U. S. Office of Edu-
cation, Washington, D. C. 1941 rev.

ed. 15c 91p.

A helpful compilation brought up to

date. It was originally organized by
Dr. Cline M. Koon. The revision has

attempted to give more specific infor-

mation with respect to each distributor.

Visual Aids in Vocational Education

—

Francis J. Coyte, Clifford B. Con-
nelley Vocational High School, Pitts-

burgh, Pa., Industrial Arts and Vo-
cational Education. 30 ; 273-9 Sept.

1941.

List of free and inexpensive teaching

aids for the shop, related and academic

teachers in the vocational schools. Note

especially the sample of a postcard form

on which to request films. The unit for

which each film or other aid can be used

is indicated. Filmstrip sources are also

given. A very timely extensive listing.
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Transcriptions by Recorded Lectures, Inc.

New, vital, unduplicated supplementary material on

disc records: the thoughts of today's eminent leaders;

many unusual educational features for all age levels.

Distributed exclusively by Bell & Howell.

Reproducing System for Transcriptions

Disc record turntable, amplifier, and speaker, complete

in two cases. Price, $125. Amplifier may later be used

with Filmosound, substantially reducing sound film

projector cost.

Educational Films in COLOR
Filmosound Library's new series. Our Colorful World,

brings beauty spots and wild life of America and the

world to the school screen in full natural color. Write

for film lists ... or for complete catalogs—one each on

educational, recreational, and religious films.

OTHER TEACHING AIDS
Fi'/moiound "Acodemy" (pictured), l6mm. sound film projec-

tor widely used in schools. Projects silent films, too. Easy to

use. Lastingly dependable.

Filmasound Accassoriei to extend the scope ofyour Filmosound.
B&H Combination Recorder and Record Player permits

making your own disc recordings. B&H Microphone facili-

tates commentaries on silent films.

Cattle Films on world news, adventure, and travel are available

through B&H Filmosound Library. Consolidate your orders

for convenience. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New
York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Est. 1907.

SEND THE COUPON FOR USEFUL MATERIAL ^^^
BELL & HOWELL CO. ^^^r
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send details on: { ) Transcriptions; ( ) Reproducing .System for
Transcriptions: ( ) Color Films; ( ) Fllmosounds; ( ) Filmosound Ac-
cessories; ( ) Castle Films.
Send ( ) Educational, ( ) Recreational. ( ) Religious Film Catalog (free

to 16mm. sound film projector users; 25c each to others) ; ( ) Utilization
Digest.

Nanne

School

Address

C"y state
ES,<w,

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL

Experimental Research

in Audio-Visual Education
By DAVID GOODMAN
New York University, New York City.

The Production and Experimental Evaluation by the Teacher
of a Series of 16mm. Silent Films for Teaching Mathematics
in Grade 7A as outlined in the Syllabus for the New York
City Junior High Schools. (Thesis completed June 1940) by
Doniinick Montelbano, Ph.D.

Need For Study : The New York State Regents' Inquiry into

the Character and Cost of Public Education showed the neces-

sity for "social," "informational", and "psychological" objectives

in mathematics. Stress was now put on the child as a social being.

The motion picture is a visual aid in interpreting this new
mathematics. Thus there arose definite need for films of the

social useful type. If it can be shown that films produced

witli simple equipment by a teacher of mathematics, are

valuable in the teaching of his subject, an incentive may be

created for otlier teachers to do likewise in their own
fields.

Purpose of Study: (1) The production of a group of teacher-

planned 16mm. silent films for the teaching of 7A mathema-
tics as outlined in the syllabus for the New York City Junior

High Schools. (2) The scientific determination of the effec-

tiveness of this group of teacher- produced films when used as a

regular part of the classroom work.

Procedure: The subject matter for the films was selected

from the Course of Study and Syllabus in Mathematics for

Grade 7.\—and included the units : "The Home", "Savings

Banks", "Geometry", and "Travel." Assuming that the logical

person to make films is the one who knows thoroughly the

needs and capacities of the pupils and who will use the films,

the investigator interviewed experienced teachers to determine

what parts of the mathematics curriculum most needed visual

material. Detailed scenarios were prepared and submitted

to several teachers of the grade as well as to outside agencies

for examination and criticism. The photography was done

with very simple equipment. Seventeen 16mm. reels were

produced.

Four schools and a total of 424 seventh-grade children were

involved in the experiment. The schools selected represented

typical communities found in New York City. Five units of the

experiment were formed representing, one bright, two normal,

and two slow. Each unit consisted of one experimental and one

control class under the same teacher. The investigator tried

to secure a "sampling" that fairly represented the cosmopolitan

character of the New York City school population. The

seventh grade was chosen because it was the first grade in

the junior high schools that applied the Course of Study in

Mathematics. Equating was made on a pupil to pupil basis.

Since no standardized test was available to measure these

films it was necessary to construct a test (Montelbano Ex-

perimental Test) for the purpose of measuring the "social-

utility" and "informational" aspects of the Course of Study.

Any mimeographed material, bills, forms, and maps avail-

able to the experimental group were also given to the con-

trol group. The teaching in general was the same for both

groups except that the experimental group used the films and

the control group did not.

Each unit was given the initial and final tests by an ex-

aminer in each school who was expert in the administration

of tests. Both experimental and control groups were tested at

the same time and by the same examiner. School schedules

and programs were rearranged so that nothing would inter-

fere with any part of the testing program. All tests were

objective.

Conclusions: (1) The group of 16mm. teacher-produced

silent films appears to be definitely effective in the teaching of

the "informational", and "psychological", and "social-utility"

aspects of the Course of Study. (2) The group of 16mm.

teacher-produced silent films shows only a slight tendency for
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NOW -a "Hy Fleet" Screen

for every Educational Requirement

Glass beaded screen surface carries lifet'iine

guarantee of whiteness. Will not harden or

crack. Greater brilliance and definition. Always

rigidly aligned . . . always completely in focus.

Rapidly becoming iirst choice for assembly halls, classrooms,

camps, and churches because o< its quick portability and eose

of operation. The famous "Hy-Flect" beaded surface is un-

surpassed in giving clean-cut brilliance and definition—<i vital,

life-like image, either in black and white or color. Audi-

torium Model is particularly adapted for schools and
organizations with a number of gathering places. The
extra-rigid tripod, expressly designed for this screen, is

extremely durable and rust-resistant.

Complete Line of Sizes and Types

• Portable Tripod Screens in all sizes from 30x40 up
to 70x94 inches.

• Gear Operated Portable Tripod Screens, 52x72 to

70x94 inches.

• Wall Tyjse Screens, 30x40 to 72x72 inches.

• Wall and Ceiling Screens, 6x8 to 12x12 feet.

Wrife for illustrafed folder—FREE.

MANUFACTURING CO.
1140-i W. Superior St., Chicago. III.

AUDITORIUM model used by
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

F.B.I., Army Air Corps, and
many others.

STAYS
RIGHT

m>M

the better in the teaching of the "computational" aspects of

the Course of Study.

Significance of Study : On the basis of this study it would

appear that the teacher can produce effective visual aids that

will be in accord with the newest trends in education. This

does not necessarily mean that every teacher should or need

be a producer of inotion picture films. It may perhaps be

more advisable for selected groups of teachers to collaborate

in such undertakings. These teacher-produced films can Oe

reproduced at very small cost and benefits extended to all

pupils and teachers throughout the country. Interests may
thus be created that never existed before, and there will very

likely be a definite growth in the experimental background of

the pupils.

The teacher will be benefitted in that it will be possible for

him to interpret the elements of the course of study in the

light of the experiences of the best teachers in the field. The

films will give him an • organized body of material that he

can use to the best advantage of the teaching situation when

the need arises. In order to contribute to the production of

these films, he will be induced to undertake research that will

augment his own experiences and make him a better equipped

teacher for his job. Teacher-produced films will not solve all

teaching problems ; but they do hold out the prospect of definite

help in that now the teacher has at his disposal a teaching

aid that is interesting, vital, and meaningful.

Visual-sensory Aids as Materials of Instruction in the Ele-

ment School Systems of New Jersey, (Thesis completed

June 1941) by George Washington Wright, Ed. D.

Purpose of Study: (1) To examine practices and policies

governing the use of visual-sensory aids as materials of in-

struction as evidenced by studies and writings. (2) To in-

vestigate all elementary school systems in New Jersey to

determine the status of visual-sensory aids as materials of

instruction. (3) To discuss the choice and preparation of

visual-sensory aids as materials of instruction in elementary

schools.

Procedure: During the school year, 1938-39, a question-

naire was sent to all elementary school officials in the state. The
purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the frequency of

use of specific types of visual-sensory aids in each elementary

school system reporting; to Hst all visual-sensory equipment

owned, or borrowed ; to indicate the types of visual-sensory aids

used in the various fields of educational activity ; and to report

the major problems relating to the elementary school system's

needs in visual-sensory aids. Usable reports were received

from 417 elementary school systems, representing 454,734

pupils, and 13,000 teachers. The representativeness of the data

reporting may be judged by the fact that 80 percent of all

elementary school systems, 86 percent of all elementary

school pupils, and 85 percent of all elementary teachers were

represented.

Conclusions: (1) The majority of elementary school sys-

tems were using some type or types of visual-sensory aids as

materials of instruction. (2) The data indicated that some

elementary school systems were using large quantities of cer-

tain types of visual-sensory aids and limited quantities of

other aids. (3) Globes, maps, posters, charts, diagrams,

graphs, dramatization, flat pictures, and excursions which are

considered non-mechanical visual-sensory aids since they do

not require electricity for operation, showed a higher relative

frequency of use than the mechanical aids which include

silent and sound motion pictures, stereopticons, filmslides,

stillfilms, radios, and opaque projectors.

Significance of Study : The study showed that the major

needs were: (1) information describing how visual-sensory

aids may be integrated as materials of instruction, (2) source

lists of visual-sensory aids, (3) courses in visual-sensory aids

given at conveniently located centers, (4) purchase of visual-

sensory equipment on a cooperative basis with nearby schools,

(5) establishment of visual-sensory aid loan departments at

conveniently located centers.
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brings beauty spots and wild life of America and the

world to the school screen in full natural color. Write

for film lists ... or for complete catalogs—one each on

educational, recreational, and religious films.

OTHER TEACHING AIDS
Fi/motoonW "Acodemy" (pictured), l6mm. sound film projec-

tor widely used in schools. Projects silent films, too. Easy to

use. Lastingly dependable.

Filmosound Accatsori»t to extend the scope of your Filmosound.
B&H Combination Recorder and Record Player permits

making your own disc recordings. B&H Microphone facili-

tates commentaries on silent films.

Cattle Films on world news, adventure, and travel are available

through B&H Filmosound Library. Consolidate your orders

for convenience. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New
York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Est. 1907.

SEND THE COUPON FOR USEFUL MATERIAL /^^^

BEI.L & HOWELL CO. ^^^fr
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Please send details on: ( ) Transcriptions; ( ) Reproducing System for
Transcriptions; { ) Color Films; ( ) Filmosounds; ( ) Filmosound Ac-
cessories; ( ) Castle Films.

Send ( ) Educational, ( ) Recreational, ( ) Religious Film Catalog (free

to I6nim. sound film projector users ; 25c each to others) ; ( ) Utilization
Digest.

Name

School

Address

C'ty state - ES.o-i,

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL

Experimental Research

in Audio-Visual Education
By DAVID GOODMAN
New York University, New York City.

The Production and Experimental Evaluation by the Teacher
of a Series of 16mm. Silent Films for Teaching Mathematics
in Grade 7A as outlined in the Syllabus for the New York
City Junior High Schools. (Thesis completed June 1940) by
Dominick Montelbano, Ph.D.

Need For Study : The New York State Regents' Inquiry into

the Cliaracter and Cost of Public Education showed the neces-

sity for "social," "informational", and "psychological" objectives

in mathematics. Stress was now put on the child as a social being.

The motion picture is a visual aid in interpreting this new
mathematics. Thus there arose definite need for films of the

social useful type. If it can be shown that films produced

witli simple equipment by a teacher of mathematics, are

valuable in the teaching of his subject, an incentive may be

created for otlier teachers to do likewise in their own
fields.

Purpose of Study : ( 1 ) The production of a group of teacher-

planned 16mm. silent films for the teaching of 7A mathema-
tics as outlined in the syllabus for the New York City Junior

High Schools. (2) The scientific determination of the effec-

tiveness of this group of teacher- produced films when used as a

regular part of the classroom work.

Procedure: The subject matter for the films was selected

from the Course of Study and Syllabus in Mathematics for

Grade 7A—and included the units : "The Home", "Savings

Banks", "Geometry", and "Travel." Assuming that the logical

person to make films is the one who knows thoroughly the

needs and capacities of the pupils and who will use the films,

the investigator interviewed experienced teachers to determine

what parts of the mathematics curriculum most needed visual

material. Detailed scenarios were prepared and submitted

to several teachers of the grade as well as to outside agencies

for examination and criticism. The photography was done

with very simple equipment. Seventeen 16mm. reels were

produced.

Four schools and a total of 424 seventh-grade children were

involved in the experiment. The schools selected represented

typical communities found in New York City. Five units of the

experiment were formed representing, one bright, two normal,

and two slow. Each unit consisted of one experimental and one

control class under the same teacher. The investigator tried

to secure a "sampling" that fairly represented the cosmopolitan

character of the New York City school population. The

seventh grade was chosen because it was the first grade in

the junior high schools that applied the Course of Study in

Mathematics. Equating was made on a pupil to pupil basis.

Since no standardized test was available to measure these

films it was necessary to construct a test (Montelbano Ex-

perimental Test) for the purpose of measuring the "social-

utility" and "informational" aspects of the Course of Study.

Any mimeographed material, bills, forms, and maps avail-

able to the experimental group were also given to the con-

trol group. The teaching in general was the same for both

groups except that the experimental group used the films and

the control group did not.

Each unit was given the initial and final tests by an ex-

aminer in each school who was expert in the administration

of tests. Both experimental and control groups were tested at

the same time and by the same examiner. School schedules

and programs were rearranged so that nothing would inter-

fere with any part of the testing program. All tests were

objective.

Conclusions: (1) The group of 16nim. teacher-produced

silent films appears to be definitely efTectivc in the teaching of

the "informational", and "psychological", and "social-utility"

aspects of the Course of Study. (2) The group of 16mm.

teacher-produced silent films shows only a slight tendency for
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NOW -a "Hy Fleet" Screen

for every Educational Requirement

Glass beaded screen surface carries Hfetime

guarantee of whiteness. Will not harden or

crack. Greafer brilliance and definition. Always

rigidly aligned . . . always completely in focus.

Rapidly becoming first ch(»ce ior assembly halls, classrooms,

camps, and churches because of its quick portability and ease

of operation. The famous "Hy-Flect" beaded surface is un-

surpassed in giving clean-cut brilliance and definition—a vital,

life-like image, either in black and white or color. Audi-

torium Model is particularly adapted for schools and
organizations with a number of gathering places. The
extra-rigid tripod, expressly designed for this screen, is

extremely durable and rust-resistant.

Complete Line of Sizes and Types

• Portable Tripod Screens in all sizes from 30x40 up
to 70x94 inches.

• Geor Operated Portable Tripod Screens, 52x72 to

70x94 inches.

• Wall Type Screens, 30x40 to 72x72 inches.

• Wall and CeiUng Screens, 6x8 to 12x12 feet.

Write for illusfrafed folder—FREE.

MANUFACTURING CO.
1140-6 W. Superior St., Chicago. III.

AUDITORIUM model used by
U. S. Dept. of Agriculture,

F.B.I., Army Air Corps, and
many others.

the better in the teaching of the "computational" aspects of

the Course of Study.

Significance of Study : On the basis of this study it would

appear that the teacher can produce effective visual aids that

will be in accord with the newest trends in education. This

does not necessarily mean that every teacher should or need

be a producer of motion picture films. It may perhaps be

more advisable for selected groups of teachers to collaborate

in such undertakings. These teacher-produced films can Oe

reproduced at very small cost and benefits extended to all

pupils and teachers throughout the country. Interests may
thus be created that never existed before, and there will very

likely be a definite growth in the experimental background of

the pupils.

The teacher will be benefitted in that it will be possible for

him to interpret the elements of the course of study in the

light of the experiences of the best teachers in the field. The

films will give him an -organized body of material that he

can use to the best advantage of the teaching situation when

the need arises. In order to contribute to the production of

these films, he will be induced to imdertake research that will

augment his own experiences and make him a better equipped

teacher for his job. Teacher-produced films will not solve all

teaching problems ; but they do hold out the prospect of definite

help in that now the teacher has at his disposal a teaching

aid that is interesting, vital, and meaningful.

Visual-sensory Aids as Materials of Instruction in the Ele-

ment School Systems of New Jersey, (Thesis completed

June 1941) by George Washington Wright, Ed. D.

Purpose of Study: (1) To examine practices and policies

governing the use of visual-sensory aids as materials of in-

struction as evidenced by studies and writings. (2) To in-

vestigate all elementary school systems in New Jersey to

determine the status of visual-sensory aids as materials of

instruction. (3) To discuss the choice and preparation of

visual-sensory aids as materials of instruction in elementary

schools.

Procedure: During the school year, 1938-39, a question-

naire was sent to all elementary school officials in the state. The
purpose of the questionnaire was to determine the frequency of

use of specific types of visual-sensory aids in each elementary

school system reporting; to list all visual-sensory equipment

owned, or borrowed ; to indicate the types of visual-sensory aids

used in the various fields of educational activity ; and to report

the major problems relating to the elementary school system's

needs in visual-sensory aids. Usable reports were received

from 417 elementary school systems, representing 454,734

pupils, and 13,000 teachers. The representativeness of the data

reporting may be judged by the fact that 80 percent of all

elementary school systems, 86 percent of all elementary

school pupils, and 85 percent of all elementary teachers were

represented.

Conclusions: (1) The majority of elementary school sys-

tems were using some type or types of visual-sensory aids as

materials of instruction. (2) The data indicated that some

elementary school systems were using large quantities of cer-

tain types of visual-sensory aids and limited quantities of

other aids. (3) Globes, maps, posters, charts, diagrams,

graphs, dramatization, flat pictures, and excursions which are

considered non-mechanical visual-sensory aids since they do

not require electricity for operation, showed a higher relative

frequency of use than the mechanical aids which include

silent and sound motion pictures, stereopticons, filmslides,

stillfilms, radios, and opaque projectors.

Significance of Study : The study showed that the major

needs were: (1) information describing how visual-sensory

aids may be integrated as materials of instruction, (2) source

lists of visual-sensory aids, (3) courses in visual-sensory aids

given at conveniently located centers, (4) purchase of visual-

sensory equipment on a cooperative basis with nearby schools,

(5) establishment of visual-sensory aid loan departments at

conveniently located centers.
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For schools, social workers, child groups and
medical and dental professions

jFive authentic health, training and character build-
ing films, prepared in collaboration with and used
by health authorities, social workers and educators.
BEFORE THE BABY COMES, BABY'S FIRST
YEAR, GROWING UP (training from one to six),
LIFE OF A HEALTHY CHILD for grade schools,
ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS for high
schools.

1 — 400 foot reel each, 16mm, silent or sound,
8 mm. silent. For sale or rent

Complete tn/armaflon on reqaeit from wor/d d/str/butori

Health Film Service
(Producers)

o
First Notional Bonk Building

Salem, Oregon

Bell & Howell Company
Chicago, New York and

Hollywood or their agents
everywhere

Educational Sound Films
On

UNITED STATES HISTORY
which prove their value daily in classrooms

throughout America.

Territorial Expansion of The United States From 1783 to 1853.

Territorial Possessions of the United States.

The Causes and Immediate Effects of the First World War.

with study guides
WRITE FOR DESCRIPTIVE LITERATURE

INTERNATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC PICTURES
52 VANOERBILT AVE. NEW YORK

16 MM RELIGIOUS FILMS
(Sound - on - Film)

Don Bosco
Glory of Faith (LiHIe Flower)
Miracle of Faith (Lourdes)
Ambassadors of Christ

Rental or Sale

FRENCH FILM EXCHANGE. 1 775 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

A A true episode in flie old west
"MAN FROM TASCOSA"
Filmed in natural color 16mm s-o-f, write Dept.
ES for free catalogue of sound or silent films.

EWIS Ti/m
216 E. First St. —

SERVICE
Wichita, Kansas

>t>'/x\'<f/Jv-g/z5:\""'/XN''<"/'X\'<'/:c\'''/x\"'^y3A^-/X\"ic\-^/3x

J

A nes' HOTEL AWAITS minNewY<^k
Toweling 27 stories above fashionable 57th Street,
the Henry Hud.son Hotel is an ideal residence where
you may enjoy unequalled advantages with unusual
economy. Three popular priced restaurants. Luxur-
ious lounges. Music studios. Sun decks. Swimming
pool and many floors exclusively for women.
DAILY—Single, from ^2.50; WEEKLY—Single, from ?I2;

Double, from $3.50 Double, from ^16
1200 Rooms with Bath Special Floors and Rates for Students

J^i
John Paul Slack

General Manager
383 WEST S7ili STREET;((NEW YORK

*w\dty'-i"Vt/-^^\3iAvu\x/»f>^T/'^^\3vs.\j:y.w\x/''^-\3V3wv3:y^

Texas

Paul F. Mcl^oy, director of tlie Central Visual Edu-
cation Laboratory of the Houston Schools, has sent
a report on a film that shows what service school film
makers may render in a community. His description
of the film follows

:

"/ Am Your Church is a 1200 ft. 16mm silent film
in Kodachrome produced for the First Methodist
Church, Houston, Texas. It tells the story of the life

of the church and shows how the church relates itself to
a changing and developing personality. It also depicts
the many services of the church locally and throughout
the world At its original presentation in Houston,
four commentators, a hundred voice choir, and the
church organ furnished the narration and accompany-
ing music."

The script writer and director was Miss Johnnie
Marie Brooks, Director of Christian Education, First
Methodist Church, Houston, Texas. Mr. McRoy was
technical advisor, photographer and film editor.

OUR readers will welcome the addition to this de-

partment beginning in this issue, namely, "The
Question Box," conducted by Mr. Godfrey ElHott. The
new feature will provide educators with specific help
in their production of films for school use.

Your questions on any and all technical matters are
cordially invited for answer in future issues. Address
your questions direct to Mr. Elliott at Oakvale, W. Va.

Question Box on School Film Production

1. What are the pre-requisites for school film production?

"What do we need to produce a film in our school?" is

likely to be the first question raised when the school becoines
interested in film production. In terms of the barest essentials,

the school must have two things: (1) a movie camera, and
(2) the funds with which to purchase film stock for the

number of reels contemplated.

The first and most important item is the camera. It may
already be owned by the school, or it may be borrowed
from some teacher, student, or from some friend outside the
school. It need not be the most expensive apparatus on the

market for it has been demonstrated by wide experience

(even in Hollywood) that it is the planning and execution

behind the camera that determines the quality of the picture.

A tripod is indispensable to the successful operation of the

camera. The usual pan-and-tilt head tripod will be found
generally in company with the camera. If not available there,

the school may borrow any still camera tripod and achieve

good results. (The average beginner would be better off if

compelled to start out with a tripod which does not permit

panning.)

An exposure meter is desirable for good results, especially

where scenes are to be photographed in poor daylight con-

ditions or under artificial light. Even the experienced pro-

fessional cameraman acknowledges his dependence upon a

good photo-electric exposure meter. If the school group is

shooting color film, the meter becomes essential.

For indoor work, of course, the production unit will need

lights of some sort. This equipment, if not available, can
be pieced together from existing materials with amazing
results, using extension cords and odd reflectors that can be

collected from various parts of the school. If the regular

clamp-on reflectors or tripod stands are not available the

lights can be positioned and held by assistants.
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DEFENSE FOR YOUR FILMS
Againsi climaft, wear, scratches,
oil, wafer, dirt and fingermarks.

MOVIES '^Siit
STILLS

VAP,QtRATE
ASK YOUR DEALER OR YOUR PHOTO-FINISHER

After tlie camera and other necessary accessories are found,

someone is needed to operate tliem. The school with an
amateur fan in its student body or faculty will have no problem

here. Perhaps some adult movie maker in the community
will be glad to come in and assist. Failing any of these

courses, there is still no reason why the school production

unit cannot start from scratch and learn as it goes. Within
the last two or three years, this writer has seen examples

of excellent school-made films produced by teachers and

students who had no previous experience to guide them. In each

case the teacher and students planned carefully, sought com-

petent advice, read every useful reference they could find and

learned by doing.

The amount of money necessary to finance the school

production need not be large, especially for first attempts.

Over a period of years schools have learned that it is wiser

to hold most school-made movies to one-reel units. If the

production is to be shot outdoors, the cost will be approximately

$25 per 400-foot reel of 16mm film. If the movie involves in-

door scenes or subnormal lighting conditions of any other sort,

then the speedier and slightly more expensive film stocks

will have to be used ; this will raise the total cost to about

$35. A 400-foot film in Kodachrome will cost appro,ximately

$45. In all these estimates allowances has been made for waste

footage (20 percent) and for professionally-made titles ($5.00).

Estimates may vary with local conditions, of course.

2. IVhat type of film should zvc use for the school-made film?

The first decision probably concerns the choice between
color film and black-and-white (monochrome) for the school

movie. Color has much to contribute, but it also has its at-

tendant disadvantages, especially for the inexperienced crew.

It is dangerous (or, at least unwise) to give specific advice
on the use of color film for the school-made movie. As one
director of a school production said, in discussing the prob-
lem of color film, "Some do. and some don't ; some can, and
some can't." In making its decision to use color film for

the production, the school group must satisfy the following

conditions: (1) color mu.st make a definite contribution to

the completed film, (2) the camera crew must possess some
experience with monochrome before attempting color work, in

order to prevent excessive waste of film and money, (3) the

organization must be prepared to pay slightly more in original

cost and in duplicate costs, and (4) interior scenes must be
considered carefully with a view toward the crew's ability to pro-

vide a larger amount of lighting than is required for most types

of monochrome.

If the scenario contains interior scenes, the average school

crew is capable of shooting them in color with some degree
of success. Lighting limitations (available power, number and
mobility of reflectors) in school classrooms, stages, hallways,

etc., make it difficult to balance the lighting properly for ex-
posure and focus, except for scenes where a very restricted

area is to be included. Also, in school production it must
be remembered that the average indoor scene is likely to be

shot during daylight hours, and that this involves the prob-
lem of mixing daylight and mazda light. This, of course,

can be .solved by the use of daylight-type floods, but the pro-

ducer must be aware of the problem's existence.

If the school production unit thinks that it can jolve these
problems, it should be encouraged to go ahead with the
use of color film. If, however, the decision is made in favor
of monochrome, there still remain several additional prob-
lems before the film stock is finally chosen.

These problems will be discussed next month.

YESTERDAY'S HISTORY
RECORDED FOR

TODAY AND TOMORROW!

Dramatic historic moments from the

Armistice of 1918 leading up to the declar-

ation of War in 1939 crystallized on re-

cordings for study in schools and homes.

Hear the actual voices of Hitler, Chamber-
lain and Daladier ... a dramatized

narrative depicting History in the making
. . . edited and arranged by Elmer Davis.

This series of 3 double-faced 12" 78 r.p.m.

recordings, complete with album and
"Notes on Educational Use" prepared by
Alexander J. Stoddard, Superintendent of

Schools, Philadelphia, answers the need
of American schools for factual, reliable

material on the War in Europe that is

also interesting, clear, and geared to the

understanding of our secondary school
population.

"THEN CAME WAR"

ALBUM with

THREE DOUBLE-FACED
12" RECORDS 78 R.P.M.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION

by

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

Xl%f1C01H.P*027i^2'^SZ}

AUDIBLE PUBLISHERS

737 NORTH MICHIGAN AVBNUE—CHICAGO
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Selected.

FOREIGN FEATURES
For Cinema Appreciation
and Foreign Language Study

New Releases

"The Eternal Mask"—Brilliant
Viennese psyc4iologicat drama. A
young doctor struRRlea to escape
a world nC dreams.

"Generals Without Buttons"—
Famoiia French satire with chil-
dren's cast. Probes nature of ag-
sressivH militarism.
"Alexander Nevesky"—Eisentein's

epic film of Russia's defense against
invading German Knights in the
XIII century.

Outstanding Documentaries
"Lights Out in Europe"—Script

by James Hilton
What hapiH'ns to the man in the

street when modern total-war pre-
vails. Filmed in England, Danzig,
Poland & France. Home defense
against Nazi assaults.

"Man of Aran»'—Directed by
llobert Flaherty

Natural drama of man against
nature. Tlie hardy islimders of
Aran and their struggle for nist-
ence in an isolated, rock traund
community.

"Crisis" — Script by Vincent
Sheean

I^st days of democracy in tragic
Czechoslovakia . . . the Sudetenland
crisis . . , Hitter's terrori-stic
propoganda. Fibned by eyewitnesses
in defiance of Nazi censorship.

Comprehensive sefect/on of oufsfanding foreign language and
documentary films descrfbed In Biue List E. S. Wrtfe for your
free copy.

BRnnoon Fiims
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY

Ten Commandments and a Film

(Concluded from page 328)

3. Why didn't the planter use fertiHzer on his soils rather

than clearing new strips of land for use all the time?
4. Is lumbering in the South an important industry today ?

5. How fast did the steamboat travel ?

6. What happened to the planter's home as a result of

the war?

In addition, one might suggest the following for

further study

:

1. Discuss the part played by the indentured servant upon
the plantation system of the South.

2. Why were the people of the South more interested

in social activities than the people of the New England States,

especially in the city of Boston?
3. Contrast the educational system of New England with

that of the South.

4. What was the effect of the skill developed in fox hunt-

ing upon the southern people in regard to their participation

in the Civil War?
5. Contrast the position of the poor whites in the South

before the Civil War with their position in the South today.

6. Make a list of the great leaders in Congress during the

period of 1800-1860 and note the leaders supplied by the region

south of the Mason-Di.xon Line.

7. Make a list of the leaders of the North for the same period.

8. Give the views of these leaders on certain issues in

Congress.

9. Justify, if possible, the view-s of each.

10. Do you think a real understanding of the problems of

the North and South would have helped avert the war ?

One might continue with a long list of other questions,

but the above show how the follow-up work of the film

may lead to the study of social, economic, and political

differences. Obviously, lantern slides, strip films,

pictures, models, maps, and many other visual aids

may and should be used to supplement the film and as

a basis for further study.

As stated at the beginning of this article, it is im-

possible for one to state an exact procedure and prob-

ably this plan, as developed here, would be modified to

fit other situations, but a careful consideration of the

ten points suggested should enable the interested eacher

to get the maximum value from a visual lesson.

Film Forum in Adult Education
(Continued from page 332)

in habits and customs. The concluding picture

—

"Toward Unity" pointed out the fundamental like-

nesses of all peoples.

An indication of the general reaction to the Film

Forum idea was obtained from questionnaires dis-

tributed at the last meeting. The questions were not

devised for quantitative analysis and no attempt was

made to place the responses in categories. Pertinent

results of this questionnaire are indicated in the

following summary

:

Question 1. "Which film, or films, did you like best?"

There appeared to be no outstanding preference.

"The River," "A Criminal Is Born," "The City,"

"Getting Your Money's Worth," and "Towards Unity"
seem to have been well received.

Question 2. "What was your reaction to the dis-

cussants (speakers)
?"

The comments were generally favorable. Certain

speakers were mentioned as being especially capable of

handling discussion. One person remarked—"The
better the speaker the better I understand the films."

Question 3. "What changes would you make in the

procedure ?"

Some wanted more time given to discussion. Most
expressed satisfaction with the method in which the

programs were handled.

Question 4. "Do you think that the Film Forums
ought to be continued next year?"
An affirmative answer to this question was almost

unanimous.

Question 5. "State one or two topics which you
would include in a new series."

Several topics in the present series, particularly those
bearing on human relations and international affairs,

were named again. A few of the other topics men-
tioned were: "Our South American Neighbors,"
"Family Life," "Education," "Public Health," "High-
way Safety," "Unemployment," and "U. S. Defense."

(Continued on page 354)
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SPENCER- the leader

in still projection

At the lejt is the lOU-watt

Model MK Delineascope for
2" X 2" black and white or

zolor slides.

In the center is the fan-

cooled 300-watt Model MK-3,
also for 2" x 2" slides.

At the right is the 750-

watt Model GK Auditorium
Delineascope for 2" x 2" and
3-/4," x 4" slides.

FROM

$2250 lo $16800

'"pODAY'S high standards of color projection owe much to the

many optical and mechanical improvements originated by

Spencer Lens Company.

Spencer offers the utmost in brilliance and clarity of screen

images and in operating conveniences.

The complete Spencer line includes many types of still piojectors

in addition to the three pictured above. Among them is one which

will fit your special requirements. Dept. X12 will send you

detailed information upon request.

Spencer Lens Company
BUFFALO, NEW YORK

Scientific Instrument Division of

AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
4)

SaltiOmc«i:NcwYorl<,Chi«so,S*nFnnci>co,Wnhlnston,Boi<on,LoiARgtlci,D«ll«,Columb«,St.Loui>,PhilMl<lphl(,Allanto
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SOCIAL SCIENCE TEACHERS-

Here are outstanding
films for youl

TITLE NO. REELS RENTAL

The City 3 $6.00
Early Massachusetts 1 1.50

Colonial Life 1^ 1.50
The Case of

Charlie Gordon 2 2.50
We Live in Two Worlds 1 1.50
War and Order 1 1.50

Men of Africa 2 3.00

Tsar to Lenin 6 15.00

Atlantic 2V2 3.00

Human Adventure 8 15.00

Big City of London 1 1.50

Territorian Expansion
of the United States 2 3.00

Territorial Possessions

of the United States 2 3.00

Causes and Immediate
Effects of the

First World War 2 3.00

Ulster 1 1.50

Scotland Speaks 2 3.00

Peoples of Canada 2 3.00

Lofoten Raid 1 1.50

Behind the Guns 2 3.00

One Tenth of
Our Nation 2V2 4.50

Religion and the People 2 3.00

Village School 1 1.50

Face of Britain 2 3.00

Night Mail 2 3.00

Medieval Village 2 4.00

Stop that Fire 1 1.00

Spring Offensive 2 3.00

Squadron 992 2 3.00

Steel Goes to Sea 2 3.00

Island People 1 1.50

Write for ISetc Catalog off the

Press October 15, 1941

COLLEGE FILM CENTER
59 E. Van Buren St. Chicago

A Library of Selected Features and Shorts

for Schools— 16 mm Talkies—Rental and Sales

(ART) "Rembrandt"—His Life and Worki—
2 reels

(POETRY) "Barefoot Boy"—Longfellow's poem
dramatized—2 reels

(HISTORY) "Highlights of Lincoln's Career" —
1 reel

(HISTORY) "Seeds of the Constitution"—! reel

(ASTRONOMY) "A Trip to the Sky"— 1 reel

Send for our 1941-42 Catalogue

...yis.ij/vL
.

ARTFilMs'
DISTRIBUTORS

1303 Porterfield St.
PittsburKh. Pa.

(Continued from page 352)

Question 6. "Have the 'Program Notes' served any

useful purpose?"

Many persons said that explanatory notes gave them

a clearer vuiderstanding of the problems. Some men-

tioned the reading lists as being especially helpful.

Question 7. "Other comments."

Several said that they thought the mechanical ar-

rangements and the acoustical conditions were inade-

quate. The suggestions which were received merit

consideration in planning future programs.

The Springfield F'ilm Forum series was a trial ven-

ture towards a new approach to adult learning. The
results to be obtained in using this technique will

depend upon careful advance planning. If such pro-

grams are to prove attractive to an audience repre-

senting a wide range in background, the topics chosen

must be of general and timely interest." Appropriate

films should be selected and booked well in advance.

Capable discussants must be engaged. Program notes

containing a statement of theme, issues for discussion,

descriptions of films, and a list of reading material

should be prepared for each topic. The use of a

suitable hall and projection facilities must be arranged.

An important item which cannot be overlooked is

publicity. Interested groups should receive circulars,

posters, or special notices. Reports covering the vari-

ous programs should be placed in the hands of local

newspapers.

Certain factors embodied in the Film Forum tech-

nique require special consideration. Although the film

presentation is an important part of each program, it

should not be too long. It is desirable to devote at

least half of the program time to discussion. Perhaps
the most vital role in the entire procedure is performed
by the discussant. His job is to set the stage for an

adequate exchange of views. To prepare himself for

this difficult task, he should have an opportunity to

preview the films to be used on his program. He should

be given access to the handbooks which accompany
these films, whenever such guides are available." The
program notes should serve to focus attention upon
salient points for discussion. In considering most topics,

it is wise to limit the number and scope of the issues

involved. Those persons who want further informa-
tion can refer to the reading list which should be

included with the program notes.

As a contribution to adult education the advantages

''See G. L. Freeman's interesting study on ".'Kdult Preferences
in Educational Film Programs," Educational Screen, XVIII
(October, 1939).

"Study guides greatly enhance the educational value of
films. Examples of excellent discussion helps can be found
in the guides furnished with "The Plow That Broke the Plains."

"The River," and the films issued by the Commission on
Human Relations of the Progressive Education Association.
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CURRICULUM INTEGRATED SOUND FILMS
SEVENTEEN ADDITIONAL ERPI SUBJECTS FOR FALL RELEASE
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SOCIAL STUDIES
WpHtwnrd Movement X X 1 X X X

Flatboat Ploiieeri* V 1 X 1 X 1 1
X 1 X X X

Xrioneers of the Plnlnsi X 1 X 1 X 1
1

X 1 X X

<>ld New Orleans X 1 X 1 X 1
1

X 1 X X X

tironth of Cities X 1 1 X 1 1 1
X X X

XPeople of AhiNka X 1 1
X 1

1
X 1

X

Communication X
I

X 1
1 1 1

X X X

(;ity'M Health X i 1
1

X 1 X 1 X X X X

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 1 1 1 1

Pneumonia '
1

X X
1

X X X X

EyCH and Their Care 1
X 1 X X X X

Home NilrHini; i
1 1 X 1 X 1

X

Posture and Exercise 1 1
1

X 1 X 1 X X X X
The Sunflsh ; 1 1 1

X X X X
The Horse 1 1 i 1

X X X X
PHYSICAL SCIENCES

1 1 1 1 1

The Weather '
1

X
t 1 1

X X X
Simple Machines V ' X

!

1 1
1

X X X

Write for Chart Showing Applications of Erpi's Complete Library

1^^^^^^^ Ftp/ Classroom Films Inc.

^^^SSl^^TsSiiSi^^m^SII^ ^^''
'
Th!rty-F;f4h Avenue

and values of the Film Forum technique may be sum-

marized as follows:

1. The learning pattern follows a logical psycho-

logica! sequence: Impression**-*- Expression ••-> Dis-

cussion««»-> Investigation. First, sensory experience is

broadened through eye and ear perception. Then views

are stated and opinions aired in open discussion.

Finally, further inquiry through reading is encouraged.

2. This informal method of learning affords a

popular avenue toward citizenship training for adults.

It provides an excellent opportunity to consider vital

problems df social reconstruction. Appeal can be

made to a larger body of American citizenry because

the film medium can be understood by persons unable

to read. And for those who read much less than they

should, the Film Forum can be a stimulant toward

the use of available library facilities to better advantage.

The series as a whole will enrich the cultural resources

of a community, large or small.

3. The referability of films, i.e. the ability of anyone

engaged in talking about a problem to refer to specific

scenes previously shown on the screen, is particularly

helpful in establishing a common basis for discussion.

Well-produced factual films seem to be no less stimu-

lating than fictional movies. By presenting problems

of life concretely and realistically, such films are capable

of activating the mind toward worthwhile social

thinking.

The use of educational films for adult study groups
appears to be increasing steadily. A concerted effort

is being made to facilitate this development. At the

present time there are several organizations able to

offer helpful advice on arranging suitable Film Forum
programs. These agencies include The American Film

Center, Incorporated, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York
City; American Council on Education (Motion Pic-

ture Project), 744 Jackson Place, Washington, D. C.

;

and the American Association for Adult Education, 60
East 42nd Street, New York City.''

'A limited number of programs and sample program notes

of the Springfield Film Forum are available to anyone en-

closing a stamped, addressed envelope with his request. Com-
munications should be addressed to Louis S. Goodman, Division

of Teaching Aids, Boston University School of Education,

Boston, Massachusetts.

The Specialized Field Trip
(Concluded from page 341)

dry is within walking distance from school.

5. At the laundry students watch the centrifugal

dryer, ask questions, listen to the guide and to the

operator, and fill out the questionnaire. The entire trip

takes only one period.

6. Practical problem to be included in the report

:

Calculate the force on 400 lbs. of wash. (Diameter and

speed of dryer are part of the questionnaire).

7. Best reports posted on the bulletin board. Story

for school paper. Story for local press.

Other field trips taken by the author's physics classes

were : A Large Derrick, Refrigeration System of a

Brewery, X-ray Machine in a Clinic. The method
can be easily extended to high school sciences other

than physics.
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee

Aptitudes and Occupations (Coronet) 17 minutes, 16mm
sound, sale price $60,0U. Teacher's guide furnished.

This film, annoi.nced as the first of a series, is designed
to give an overview of the aptitudes and abilities important
in vocational choices. As it begins, a vocational teacher is

shown before a class, and she introduces a film-within-a film.

This begins by explaining that strength was formerly needed
for most jobs, but now other things are most needed. The
various aptitudes are enumerated, and the student is ad-
vised to analyze jobs by determining the aptitudes needed,
whether or not he possesses them, and whether they are
present in the amounts needed for the success at which he
aims. Then the aptitudes are treated in detail. First, me-
chanical aptitude, involving physical skills and in higher forms
the interpretation of relationships by mathematics, is ex-
plained, and methods of testing for it are shown. Social ap-
titude, which is valuable for salesmen and others who must
meet the public, is next demonstrated. Then comes clerical

aptitude. Tests and try-out courses are suggested as means
of discovering this ability. Musical aptitude and the tests

which indicate it are next shown, and then aptitudes for

art. Finally, scholastic aptitude, needed for such occupations

as law and medicine, is explained ; school grades, psychological

tests, and progress to advanced degrees are evidences of this

ability. There is a brief survey of professional workers.

In conclusion, the scene returns to the teacher in class,

who says that it is up to the individual to choose the

occupation for which he is best suited.

2 GreatF*^
16mm

Algijiers
Charles Boyer Hedy LaMarr

Suspense, excitement and
drama are combined in this

truly great story of an adven-

turer's last stand. An ou'sfand-

ing picture of unquestioned
entertainment value.

Blockade
Madeleine Carroll

Henry Fonda
Only times like these could

inspire such a powerful adven-
ture story. Only the man who
directed "2ola" and "Pasteur"
could bring its strength and
excitement to the screen.

These WALTER WANGER SPECIALS are now avail-

able for non-theatrical presentation without approval

of contract. Take advantage of these proven hits to

make your season's film programs outstanding.

Cat! your favorite film supplier or write direct to us.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES
CORPORATION

729 Sevenlh Ave., New York, N. Y Cable Address, COMWELPIC

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

This monthly page of reviews is conducted for the
benefit of educational film producers and users alike.
The comments and criticisms of both are cordially
invited.

Producers wishing to have new films reviewed on
this page should write Don White at 223 Walton
Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as to

length, content, basis of availability, and prices of

the films. They will be informed of the first open date
when the Teacher Committee will review the films.

The only cost to producers for the service is the cost of

transporting the prints to and from Atlanta, WHICH
MUST BE BORNE BY THE PRODUCERS.

Committee Opinion: An excellent film for vocational

guidance at the junior high, senior high, and junior college

levels. Unlike most other vocational guidance films, this

one should be valuable for both boys and girls. Photography,
organization and sound are good.

The Theory of Flight (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16 mm sound, sale
price $50.00. Teacher s guide to be furnished.

This film e-xplains the flight and control of an airplane in

terms of physical laws. It begins with a brief explanation of

the dynamic laws, showing how force is necessary to pro-
duce or accelerate or change the direction of motion, and how
opposing forces are always present in pairs. Next it explains

propellor thrust, the principal positive or forward-moving
force in the airplane, and shows how negative forces tend to

balance it. A wind tunnel is diagrammed, and a flat plate

airfoil is first inserted to show its lift and relatively high

drag. Next a curved airfoil is introduced, and the increase in

lift in relation to drag is noted. The relation of air velocity to

these forces is demonstrated. Ne.xt the angle of attack is pro-

gressively increased to the stalling angle, and a graph shows

the resulting changes in lift and drag. In the final sequence,

balance in the plane is indicated in relation to center of gravity,

and the three axes are explained by means of superimposed lines..

Means of control of the plane about the three axes—the rudder

for the vertical axis, the elevators for the lateral, and the aile-

rons for the longitudinal axis, are explained by models

and by scenes of planes in flight.

Committee Opinion: An excellent film for aeronautical

training courses, and a good film for physics and general

science classes at the junior high through adult levels. Because

of its content it is recommended that at least two, and pre-

ferably three, showings be planned for each class in which

the film is used. Technically, the film is above the average

in every way.

Problems of Flight (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound, sale

price $50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

In this film, scenes of airplanes in flight demonstrate the

use of controls and give practical instruction in aeronautics.

First, it is explained that all motions of the plane are controlled

by air pressure upon the control surfaces. A takeoff and climb

are pictured, with emphasis upon the use of elevators. Scenes
of the plane in level flight are followed by a turn made with-

out banking, which results in the plane yawing and nosing down.

{Continued on page 358)
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"ALUMINUM ##

A new 16-mm.
film presenting

the story of

this vitally

important

metal

Forging an aluminum

airplane propeller blade

MINING, refining, and fabrication. Underground and open-pit mining

methods, and preliminary processing at the ore mill. The produc-

tion of aluminum oxide. Reduction of the oxide by the electrolytic

method. Casting. Fabrication of aluminum wire and the manufacture of

cable. The rolling mill and the fabrication of kitchen utensils by stamp-

ing and spinning. Forging an airplane propeller blade. Various uses of

aluminum in industry and the home. One reel 16-millimeter (silent)—
$24; immediate delivery.

Write Eastman Kodak Company, Teaching Films Division, Rochester, N. Y.

Eastman Classroom Films
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The Proper X-L unif shown above provides for windows ef unlimited width

CHOOSE BETTER ADAPTED
DARKENING WINDOW SHADES
DRAPER darkening shades are simplest
in operation and installation and are of
superior design. They hang out of the
way on windows of single or multiple

units, rolled up except when the room is darkened.
DRATEX fabric in BLACK color is efficient and economical
for visual education darkening—TAN color gives thorough
classroom lighting. DUAL shading with Draper Sight-Saving
shades gives the desired results.

Write for FREE literature showing classroom lighting and
darkening for all types of windows including skylights.

LUTHER O. DRAPER SHADE CO-
Dept. EDlO Spiceland, Ind.

SOUND SPECIALISTS
DISCOUNTS TO SCHOOLS ON RENTALS & EQUIPMENT

l*mm SOF Proiectors; all makes, new. used. Get RENTAL LIST 14mm
Super Sound Films. Largest selection and lowest rates. e-l4mm Sound
silent; anywhere in U. S. No charge for transportation time. FREE cata-
log, specify requirements. All makes Still and Movie cameras and
Accessories at special low prices.

61 W. 48th St.

M OGIJLL ' S
"of Radio City" New York. N. Y.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealen

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
181S Broediray. Dept. V. New York Citj

NOW! NEW NATIONAL DEFENSE FILMS

Wri'fe for FREE CATALOG of Subjects

Many films for use ifi teaching: Art, Civics, Geog-
raphy, Home Economics, Nature Study, Physical

Education, Primary Grades, Vocational Guidance.

BAILEY FILM SERVICE
1651 Cosmo Street Hollywood, California

SOUND AND SILENT CLASSROOM FILMS

SLIDES General Science. II rolls, $20.00

35 mm. ^""ciples of Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00

?¥»»» Principles of Chemistry, 8 rolls, $14.00
* 1 L JTl Fundamentals ofBiology. 6 rolls, $13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips of typical frames,

VISUAL SC1E]^CES, fe^E Suffern, New York

(Continued from page 356)

Next there is a bank without rudder, and the plane slips oflF

into a tailspin. These examples lead into a discussion of the
rieed for increased lift on the turn, and a statement of the
Hmits of banks and turns which can be made in level flight.
Next climbing turns are explained, and then stalls and spins.
Wind tunnel demonstrations explain stalls, and nosing down
for recovery is pictured in flight scenes. Spins are further
dealt with by scenes showing how a plane may be yawed into
a spin. The concluding sequence deals with glides and land-
ings. Examples of bad landings are followed by a demonstration
of a good landing which reveals correct use of the controls.
In closing the narrator emphasizes that knowledge, concen-
tration and coordination are needed in flying.

Committee Opinion: An excellent film for practical in-

struction in flight, particularly for aeronautical training courses.
Should be valuable also for general science and physics
classes, at the junior high through adult levels. Photography,
sound and organization are good.

Sing, America, Sing (Xu-Art) 11 minutes, 16mm sound.
Apply to producer for sale price.

In this film a chorus sings several well-known songs and
the audience is invited to sing with them as the words appear
at the bottom of the screen.

Songs included are "The Band Played On," "Bicycle Built
for Two." "Oh Susannah," "Home On the Range," "Love's
Old Sweet Song," and finally, "America, the Beautiful." A
leader directs chorus and audience, and in "Home on the
Range" a soloist sings with the chorus.

Committee Opinion: A good film for general auditorium
use; should be of value also in choral music classes. Photo-
graphy and sound are adequate.

Lubrication of the Gasoline Engine (Shell") 13 minutes.
16mm sound. Apply to distributor for nearest source of

prints.

In this film an explanation of the principles of friction and
lubrication is followed by a complete explanation of the lubri-

cation of gasoline engines. The film begins with a series of

simple demonstrations explaining rolling, solid and fluid

friction. Cohesion between solids and adhesion between solids

and liquids are illustrated, and lubrication is defined as the

process of substituting fluid friction for solid friction. Solid

friction is further explained in greatly enlarged views re-

presenting two surfaces in contact. Following scenes mention

the viscosity of lubricants, contrasting the heavy greases used

for ship launching with the light oils used in bicycles and
sewing machines. It is explained that automobile engines run

at a speed five times that of the sewing machines and that

the exploding gases in the cylinders are many times hotter

than white-hot iron. A cut-away automobile engine reveals

the working of the valves and pistons. The use of an oil

cushion in the Ivarings and the working of the piston rings are

shown in animation. Oils of excessively low and high viscosities

are contrasted, and their defects noted. Next the film explains

how lubricants are supplied to the points in the engine where

they are needed. The hand pump and the splash systems are

shown in the early cars in which they were used. Disadvantages

of both systems are explained. The pump-and-splash system and

the full-pressure system, both in modern use, are explained by

diagrams. Several types of oil pumps are shown, .^s the film

ends the narrator emphasizes the protection which lubrication

provides for modern high-speed engines.

Committee Opinion: A very good film for use in shop

courses in automotive mechanics and for driving instruction

classes ; should be valuable also in general science and physics

classes, at the junior high through adult levels. Advertising

is entirely unobjectionable. Technical production (by Wilding

Pictures) is good in all respects.
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KNOW
YOUR
BIRDS"

NEW -16mm Color Film of Wild Bird Life

SERIES NO. 1 . . . ROBIN, BLUEBIRD, WOOD-THRUSH
SERIES NO. 2 . . . TITMOUSE, chickadee, nuthatch

ld<«l Fo' voui viiual «duc«lion DfoS'^m Clc«r, lai^c titlci M»iiflu

^

tcvct of pholo3'4phic

1 Thoip. Audubon Sociciv, ny
, m«ii*i lh<i< piclui

Writ* tor 4*ttfiptiv folder ond tpocio/ ifhooJ pri<» .

The Technique of Tennis (Teaching Film Custodians) 9
minutes, 16mm sound. Apply to distributor for lease price

and rental sources. Produced in 1939 by Columbia Pictures;

released in 16mm in 1941.

This film presents Lloyd Budge, well-known tennis in-

structor and brother of Don Budge, in demonstrations of cor-

rect tennis. He emphasizes the importance of a good swing,

correct grip, and wrist position. He compares the grips

for forehand and backhand shots. Next he demonstrates cor-

rect service, and slow motion scenes show the toss, the

path of the racket, and footwork. Similar analyses are given
of the techniques of returning ; both forehand and back-
hand shots are demonstrated in normal and slow motion.

There is further emphasis upon the value of good footwork,

speed, and balance in court play, with slow motion scenes

of Budge as he covers the court. Finally Budge demonstrates
the techniques of volleying, and in a concluding sequence hi*

plays against four pupils, winning the point. As the film

closes the narrator emphasizes that only practice can
produce good tennis players.

Committee Opinion: A good film for use in physical edu-

cation classes to foster interest in the game, contribute factual

information, and to illustrate correct techniques. The film

should also be found valuable for general showings, to stimulate

interest in tennis and other court games. Slow motion scenes,

clear photography, and well-delivered narration contribute

much to an understanding of the subject.

One Against The World (Teaching Film Custodians) 11

minutes, 16nim sound. Apply to distributor for rental

.sources and prices. Produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,
A dramatization of the first major surgical operation on

any human being, as performed in 1809 by Dr. Ephraim
MacDowell in Danville. Kentucky. Several opening scenes

give an fmpression of the people of Danville, whose creed of

life was hard work, prayer meetings, and an early bedtime.

The\' look with suspicion upon the village doctor who sits

;ipart and reads his thick medical books. The story is re-

counted that when a village boy was crushed under a wagon
*he doctor attempted to treat him but was stopped by the

village elders, and the boy died. For these people have never

heard of operations and bone-settings, preferring their herbs,

old wives' tales, and prayers. But when on Christmas Day,

1809, a townsman brings in his wife who is dying of a tumor.

Dr. MacDowell operates in spite of the angry mob which

gathers in front of the house. They plan to hang the doctor

if tile woman dies, but after anxious minutes her husband

opens the door and tells them that his wife will live. Then
as the tired doctor comes out and walks unseeing through

the crowd toward the church, the narrator says that his was
the first major operation without anesthesia, but that millions

would later follow in his footsteps.

Committee Opinion: An excellent film to teach tolerance

and to show resistance to progress. Should be valuable in

guidance and history courses, as well as in public health

and medical history. From artistic and technical standpoints

the film is uniformly excellent.

Addresses of Producers and Distributors:

Coronet Productions, Glenview, 111.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc., 35-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue, Long
Island City, N. Y.

Nil-Art Films, Inc., 14S West 4Sth Street, New York, N. Y,

Shell Oil Company, Public Relations Department, 50 West
50th Street, New York, N. Y. For nearest source of film for

school use, write the Association for School Film Libraries,

Room 819, No. 9 Rockefeller Plaza. New York N. Y.

Teaching Film Custodians, Inc., 25 West 43rd Street, New
York, N. Y.

NEWEST FILMS
in 16 mm. Sound

Arailable for Schools Without Advcmce Approval

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
A series of 19 films, 5 minutes each, dramatically vis-

ualizing world problems of today. The commentator It

Tex McCrary, brilliant journalist and radio news re-
porter. Rental $1.00 per subject. Also available for
sale. Some of the titles are:

AMERICA'S FACTORY FRONT
BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC

BATTLE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN
MIGHTIER THAN WORDS

SEA POWER VS. AIR POWER
SWASTIKA OVER SOUTH AMERICA

STRANGER THAN FICTION

Alois Havrilla, Commentator

A novel series of one-reelers, each compiled from
oddities the world over. Fascinating, educational and
eetertaining. 9 pictures in series. Rental $1.50 per reel.

GOING PLACES
Loweff Tftemos, Graham McNomee

Seeing things and doing things from one end of the
world to the other, in a series of one reel adventures.
15 pictures In series. Rental $1.50 per reel.

One of the Great Pictures

of All Time!

HARVEST
Prize Winning French Film

This outstanding feature film is an artis-

tic triumph. The story is simple and

poetic, portraying the successful struggle

of a peasant couple to achieve happiness

together as they resurrect the fertile

fields of a deserted villaqe. The direc-

tion, acting and photography are superb.

Awarded First Prize as Best Foreign Film

of the Year by the N.Y. Film Critics

Circle. French dialogue with English
titles. 9 reels.

Don't Miss Booking
this Picture!

Just Off fhe Press!
Send for our combined Catalog of Entertain-

ment and Educational pictures in 16 mm. sound

and silent.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN INC.

35 W. 45th St. Dept. E-10 New Yoric
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Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way Is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See Annerica"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresi

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

Three Convulsine Comedies

Starring Abbott & Coslello!

Comedies that you can see over
and over again. Critics and pub-
lic were unanimous tn li.eir

praise of

"BUCK PRIVATES"
A comedy of army rookies with
Abbott & Costello and the
Andrews Sisters.

"IN THE NAVY"
Abbott and Costello and Dick
Powell and the Andrews Sisters.

"HOLD THAT GHOST"
Abbott and Costello, The An-
drews Sisters and Ted Lewis and
his band.

CHARLES BOYER
and MARGARET SULLAVAN in

"BACK STREET"
Fannie Hurst's greatest novel
brought to life on the screen.

DEANNA DURBN in

"NICE GIRL?"
Franchot Tone and Walter Bren-
ran in Miss Durbln's finest pict-

"MODEL WIFE"
Another rollicking comedy, star-

ring Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell

"The Lady from Cheyenne"
A great picture, produced by
Frank Lloyd, starring lovely

Loretta Young.

Write Immediaiely io-

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-subject comedies, musicals, travel-
ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled!

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100

E.(M± anc
Southern Conierence on Audio-Visual Education

More than a dozen nationally-known authorities in

film and radio education will speak at the fifth annual

Southern Conference on Audio-Visual Education,

November 13-15. 1941. The Ansley Hotel in Atlanta

will be the scene of this year's Conference, and a wide

attendance of school principals, teachers and others

is expected.

The three-day program will include an afternoon

devoted to showings of new educational films ; several

general sessions in which talks, demonstrations and

film previews will be intermingled ; and an afternoon

of specialized group forums in which educators will

meet with technicians and experts for informal discus-

sions of mutual problems. In addition, there will be

exhibits of the latest types of projection and sound
equipment, and "world premiere" showings of new
educational films.

Among those slated to appear on this year's program
are : Kenneth Macgowan, Director of motion picture

production for the Coordinator of Inter-American

Aflfairs, Washington ; Ben H. Darrow, founder of the

Ohio School of the Air; Col. A. E. McKenny, pro-

ducer of training films for the U. S. Army, Fort

Benning, Georgia ; Keith Tyler, Director of the Eval-

uation of School Broadcasts, University of Chicago

;

Floyde Brooker, Specialist in defense film production

for the U. S. Office of Education, Washington ; Tommy
Rishworth, Asst. Public Service Director for The
National Broadcasting Company ; William S. Yale,

motion picture photographer for the Great Northern
Railway, St. Paul, Minn

; J. E. Hansen, Executive

director of Coronet Productions, Chicago; Wesley
Greene, Superviser of Distribution in U. S. for the

Canadian Film Board ; W. P. True, of the Smith-

sonian Institution in Washington, producer of the radio

program "The World is Yours" ; Kenneth Bartlett,

Director of the Syracuse University Radio Workshop

;

Dr. H. A. Gray of Erpi Classroom Films, Long Island

City, New York ; Carl F. Mahnke, President of Voca-
tional Guidance Films, Inc., Des Moines, la.

No charges of any kind are made for attendance

at the Southern Conference on Audio-Visual Educa-
tion, and all who are interested in the advancement of

this phase of education are cordially invited to attend.

Copies of the printed program and any other informa-

tion may be obtained from the Conference office at

223 Walton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia.

District Meetings of Georgia Audio-Visual Group
Motion pictures and radio, as well as other audio-

visual aids for teachers, were demonstrated and
explained in the nine district meetings of the Depart-

ment of Audio-Visual Instruction of the Georgia

Education Association, held during the last week in

September and the first three weeks in October. A
staflf member from Radio Station WSB in Atlanta

discussed the uses of radio in education at each meeting.

Others participating in the various meetings were Dr.

H. A. Gray of Erpi Classroom Films in New York

;

J. C. Wardlaw, Don White, and C. W. Miller of the
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Division of General Extension of the University

System of Georgia ; and Walter S. Bell of the Atlanta

Board of Education.

Iowa Visual Conference

The Second Annual Visual Instruction Conference

sponsored by the University of Iowa, took place at

Iowa City September 26-27, 1941. Out-of-state

speakers were: F. L. Lemler, Bureau of Visual Edu-

cation, University of Michigan; E. C. Waggoner.

Public Schools, Elgin, Illinois ; Roger Albright, Teach-

ing Film Custodians, Inc., New York City; A. J.

McClelland, Erpi Classroom Films, Inc.

The Saturday morning session featured a panel dis-

cussion, with H. L. Kooser, Iowa State College, as

chairman. Questions discussed were: financing of the

visual program, teacher-training, administration, what

visual materials schools should own, and film projection.

Architecture of the Home VisuaUzed

San Diego County visual education department

has been, during the past three years, attempting

to show the development of domestic architecture

in Europe, Asia and America. Much has been

written about the architecture of cathedrals and

public buildings but little has been done to show

the history and development of the home. After

much research and thought a series of dioramas

were made, building into each a house—made to

scale, in natural surroundings and painted realisti-

cally.

The accompanying photograph of a Norwegian

Peasant House illustrates the character of the

entire series which is divided as follows : I

—

Prehistoric (10), II—Native Primitive Houses (17),

III—Greek (1), IV—Roman (1), V—Byzantine

(2), VI—Romanesque (2), VII—Gothic (7),

VIII—Renaissance (13), IX—Early American

(20), X—Late American (7), XI—Nationalistic

(10).

Those interested in any of the series may secure

them in 2"x2" Kodaslides, Film Strips or Prints

by writing to J. D. Knight, Director of County

Visual Education, Hall of Education, Balboa Park,

San Diego, California. The American series is

especially valuable and may be purchased m
Kodachrome 2"x2" slides for fifty cents each.

Now! lecturers, teachers,

schools

—

RENT a SELECTROSLIDE

for easy -to- operate

classroom and lec-

ture room projection,

Compact! Portable!

Remote push-button and automatic control,

is an important feature on all Selectroslide

projection equipment. Lecturer changes slides

automatically by pushing button. No assistant

necessary; no errors in projection possible.

SELECTROSLIDE PROJECTS 2 " x 2 " GLASS
SLIDES WITH 3 5 MM. FILM.

Standard Selectroslide
Universal equipment for all

projection requirements. In-

terchangeable magazines
hold 48 slides each. Takes
bulbs from 3 00 to 1000
watt and focal length pro-

jection lens for small class-

room or large auditorium.

Compact Selectroslide

Standard Selectroslide -with

compact projector. Ideal for

classroom or laboratory.

Simplified projector with

2 00 watt bulb. Magazine
holds 48 slides.

Junior Selectroslide

Remarkably compact. Built-

in projector with forced

draft. Uses 200-watt bulbs.

Magazine holds 16 slides.

Automatic and remote con-

trol features.

"Write for our RENTAL SCHEDULE and let us assist

you in selecting the equipment best suited for your needs.

8 1 1 West 7th St.

Los Angeles
86 Third St.

San Francisco
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Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 W.
45th Street, New York City, reports a

number of new 16mm sound releases

this month, among them the following

:

History in the Making—a timely

series of nineteen 16mm sound shorts

which dramatically visualize the world
problems of today—running time five

minutes each. Commentator is Tex
McCrary, journalist and radio news re-

porter. The individual titles are:
America's Factory Front, America's
New Nobility, Battle of the Atlantic,

Battle of the Mediterranean, Brother
Rats, Bundles for Berlin, Gung Ho,
Hitler's Secret Weapon, Master of
Timing, Mightier than Words. Night
Hawks, Our Empire Is the Air, Prophet
without Honor, Sea Power vs. Air
Power, Szvastika over South America,
That Tattered Lackey, The Punctured
Yellow Peril, The Secret of the Blitz,

The Sluggers.

Harvest—9 reels—the famed French
feature film that has been awarded first

prize as the best foreign film of the

year by the New York Critics Circle.

Dialogue is in French with English
titles.

Universal Shorts: 9 one-reelers of

the Stranger Than Fiction series, with
Alois Havrilla as commentator; IS of

the Lowell Thomas Going Places series

;

and many two-reel musical comedies and
one-reel cartoons.

Music of the Masters series may be
rented at reduced rates and purchased
at discounts through special arrange-
ments with the artists and producers.

Two new releases just made available
are: Jose Iturbi playing three pieces by
Rameau for the harpsichord, and a

piaim rendition of Liszt's Eleventh Hun-
garian Rhapsody; Vronsky and Babin,

duo-pianists, playing Polovtsian Dances
from Prince Igor by Borodin.
The tenth edition of the Gutlohn

Catalog of Entertainment and Educa-
tional sound and silent motion pictures

is just off the press, more impressive
than ever. Larger in format, with 136

pages profusely illustrated, it is said
to be one of the most complete in its

field. Copies can be had free of charge
upon request to Gutlohn.

Investment Bankers Assn. of
America, 400 Madison Avenue, New
York City, has produced a motion pic-

ture—available free to senior high schools,

colleges, clubs and other thinking groups
—entitled

:

America Looks Ahead — 20 min.,

16mm sound. It is a story of achievement,
telling how men, ideas and savings have
been melted together in America to build

a great nation. Lowell Thomas explains
the American way of life. A highlight

of the production is a discussion on the

American system of free enterprise pre-

sented by Dr. Neil Carothers, Dean of

the School of Business Administration
of Lehigh University.

Erpi Classroom Films Inc., 35-11

35th Avenue, Long Island City, New
York, has completed two one-reel sound
subjects which can be used in Social

Studies, American History, Sociology,

Economics, and Americanization classes.

Titles are

:

Kentucky Pioneers—portraying repre-

sentative aspects of the movement into

Kentucky Territory in the 1780's. The
film depicts travel along the Wilderness
Road, the role of the frontier forts, and
the settler's establishment of new
homes. Weaving, soap-making, cook-
ing, candle molding, carpentry, cabin

construction, schooling and square
dancing are shown.

Westward Movement—presenting, by
means of animated drawings, the story

of the Westward Movement from 1790

to 1890. Among the topics developed
are : territorial expansion, routes of mi-
gration and transportation, increase

and distribution of population, exten-

sion of settlement, admission of states

to the union, and the mining, and cattle

frontiers.

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rocke-
feller Plaza, New York City, announces
three more additions to its series of

films known as The Adventure Parade':

Land of the Incas—showing the

majestic ruins of the mighty Inca civil-

ization, closely akin to those of Egypt.

The film travels from Indian temples to

Spanish cathedrals, from llama-clut-

tered villages of today to plazas built

years ago. Ethnological questions are

aroused as the movie proceeds with

intimate visits with the dignified but

happy Inca of today, reminiscent of the

sculptured people of the Pharaohs. In

costume, at work and at play, he is seen

as if he were a neighbor, and an
especially jovial one when shown in a

fantastic dance that simulates a bull

fight.

In Old Spain—presenting the actual

settings of great events, as, for in-

stance, the court where Queen Isabella

came to the financial aid of Columbus,
the locale of Bizet's immortal "Car-
men," the Alhambra at Granada, the

Court of Lions with its fountain-fed

grounds, the famed Alcazar of ancient

Seville, and its magnificent Cathedral.

Wild Elephant Roundup—an excit-

ing journey with intrepid hunters deep
into African wastelands where a herd
of 800 wild elephants is sighted and
stalked. Armed only with ropes, 20

natives under the direction of one white

man, creep upon the herd, the signal

is given, and a dash made for a specific

animal. Trees are necessary as anchors
after the noose finally encircles the

animal's leg. Brute strength is shown
as massive heaves uproot these trees,

but, eventually, man wears down the

monster. Older, tamed elephants are
brought up ard placed on either side

The Educational Screen

of the new captive which quiets down,
believing it is back in the herd again.
The capture is completed and only
the training remains.

Bailey Film Service, 1651 Cosmo
Street, Hollywood, California, by special
arrangement with Dr. William G. Camp-
bell, Associate Professor of Education at
the University of Southern California,
is able to oflfer to educational groups a
film in Kodachrome depicting modern-
day Russia. Dr. Campbell, well-known
lecturer and world-traveler, has made
several trips to Russia to study the
people and education system.

Russia shows the principal features
of the USSR today and how they differ
from those of Imperial Russia of yes-
terday; Russian agriculture, the col-
lective farm; the Creche, youth train-
ing ideas, and the "Pioneers," coun-
terpart of our Boy Scouts; women's
place in the working world ; and the
city of Moscow, with a contrast be-
tween the homes of yesterday and to-
day. It is suggested for use in Junior
and Senior high school classes in

economics, history, sociology, social
science, geography, and current events;
for Elementary classes to show children
of other lands ; for club meetings and
world study groups. It is offered in
either color or black-and-white; for
purchase or rental.

The National Film Board of
Canada, has appointed Wesley Greene
supervisor of non-theatrical distribution
in the United States. Mr. Greene was
formerly director of the College Film
Center, Chicago. A survey is to be made
during the next two months of distri-

bution in the United States of films pro-
duced by the Canadian Government, with
a view to the formation of a definite pro-
gram of distribution of the new produc-
tions of the National Film Board.
Peoples of Canada, a 2-reel 16mm

sound film directed by Stuart Legg, is

the first release of the National Film
Board. Originally released as a 3-reeI

film, this subject was re-edited in

September of this year with a view to

its use in junior high school and high
school classes studying units on the

geography and history of Canada. This
film presents the contributions of all

the races which settled in Canada and
because of this it has been suggested
that the film has value in the study of

problems of immigration and unity in a
democracy. Information on this film and
others announced in the new catalog of

the Board should be addressed to Mr.
Wesley Greene, 59 East Van Buren
St., Chicago, or the Film Board, Ot-
tawa, Canada.

H Tennessee Valley Authority, In-

formation Office, Knoxville, Tenn., has

a new film which is being released for

educational purposes, entitled

:

TVA—2 reels, 16mm and 35mm sound,

transportation charges only. The picture

presents the work and accomplishments

of the TVA after more than seven years'

(Concluded on page 366)
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IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION Presents

^^The Story of Civilization
9f

in 16 nun sound films. Composed of 17 unit programs, each unit representing one
phase of the subject. These units are divided into chapters of one reel each. Each
unit is a complete story in itself and they can be used in any order desired. Study
guides are available covering each unit. Units and chapters are:

PRIMITIVE LIFE
Chapter 1. How Animals Live
Chapter 2. The Simple Lite of the Hunters
Chapter 3, Hunting in the Water

HERDSMEN AND FARMERS
Chapter 1. Wandering Herdsmen
Interlude — Shepherd's Psalm
Chapter 2. Small Farms in Central Asia
Chapter 3. On to Market
Chapter 4. The Thirsty Land

OUT OF THE EARTH
Chapter 1. Primitive Workers
Chapter 2. Coal
Chapter 3. Oil and Gas
Chapter 4. Iron and Steel

FROM FARMS TO FACTORIES
Chapter 1. Grandfather's Farm
Chapter 2. Home Life on the Farm
Chapter 3. Machinery Comes to the Farm
Chapter 4. The Business of Farming
Chapter 5. The Faiin Goes to the Factory

THE STORY OF TRANSPORT AND TRAVEL
Chapter 1. In Earliest Times
Chapter 2. Pioneer Days in Our Own Country
Chapter 3. Steam
Chapter 4. Speed

STORY OF THE CITY
Chapter 1. Cities for Defense
Chapter 2. Cities for Commerce

^ Chapter 3. Problems of the City

STORY OF SCIENCE
Chapter 1. Through the Microscope
Chapter 2. The Story of the Telescope
Chapter 3. Invisible Forces
Chapter 4. For the Service of Man

STORY OF CULTURE
Chapter 1.

Chapter 2.

Chapter 3.

Chapter 4.

Chapter 5.

Chapter 6.

Primitive Art
The Spirit of Egypt
The Classical Age
In the Middle Ages
The Modern Age
Facing the Future

A section of onr Chicago office Booking Department.

STORY OF THE FOREST
Chapter 1. Pleasure and Health in the Forests
Chapter 2. Growing and Protecting the Forest
Chapter 3. Lumbering
Chapter 4. The Forest and Water Control

STORY OF THE JUNGLE
Chapter 1. Jungles Around the World
Chapter 2. The Deadliest Animal of the Jungle
Chapter 3. Village Life
Chapter 4. Perils of the Jungle

STORY OF THE POLAR REGIONS
Chapter 1. In Search of the North Pole
Chapter 2.

Chapter 3.

People Who Live in the North
Life at the Antarctic

STORY OF THE SEA
Chapter 1. Conquest of Fear
Chapter 2. Monsters of the Deep
Chapter 3. Achievement of Engineering
Chapter 4. Victory of Science

STORY OF THE MOUNTAINS
Chapter 1. How Volcanoes Make Mountains
Chapter 2. Animals of the Mountains
Chapter 3. Mountain People and Their Customs
Chapter 4. Mt. Everest

STORY OF THE DESERT
Chapter 1. Reclaiming the Desert
Chapter 2. An Old Civilization Built in the Desert
Chapter 3. Desert People
Chapter 4. Animals That Live in the Desert

THE CRADLE OF OUR RACE
Chapter 1. How All Things Struggle to Live
Chapter 2. How a Whole Nation Travelled in Search of Grass
Chapter 3. How Our Distant Cousins Moved into India

Chapter 4. The Beautiful Civilization Founded at Shalimar

THE LAND OF OUR FOREFATHERS
Chapter 1. The Celtic People of France
Chapter 2. The Teutonic People of Germany
Chapter 3. The Land from Which Comes Our Language
Chapter 4. The Slavic People of Russia

OUR OWN COUNTRY
Chapter 1. Before the White Man Came
Chapter 2. Landing of the Pilgrims
Chapter 3. Into the Mountains
Chapter 4. Over the Prairies

Our lotv rental rates per unit program are still fur-
ther reduced tvhen entire series is booked in advance.

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street Chicago. Illinois

2402 W. Seventh Street 18 S. Third Street
Los Angeles, Calif. Memphis, Tenn.

Stevens

—

Ideal, 89 Cone Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia
Bertram Willoughby Pictures Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City
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firms announce new products and developments of interest to the field.

Victor Arc Lamp Projector

The Victor Model "E" High In-

tensity Arc Lamp Projector has just

been announced by the Victor Animato-
graph Corporation. This model has been

especially designed for heavy-duty service

and to fulfill a demand for a projector

that will produce ultra brilliance of

screen images in large auditoriums and

outdoor areas, retaining the other fine

features that characterize Victor models.

Complete unit consists of projector

with projection lens 2" high speed F1.6

.standard equipment, sound unit, amplifier,

two high fidelity type speakers, arc

Victor Model "E" Projector.

tamp, rectifier and projector stand. The
new cooling system is said to completely

dissipate the intense heat from the arc,

keeping the aperture plate and the en-

tire projector cool. All units of the pro-

jector are designed and coordinated

to give perfect balance and uniformity

to all working parts. Literature con-

taining complete specifications and fea-

tures of this new model is available.

Request Form No. 1052 in writing to

the Victor Corporation.

The Eighth Edition of the Victor

Directory of 16mm Film Sources has

just been released. Hundreds of film

sources are listed therein, and 225 sub-

jects covered in silent and sound films.

Data is given on the film libraries and

rental service available from universities,

colleges and departments of education.

County and City School Cooperative

F'ilm Libraries, and other City School

Film Libraries, are listed also. The Edi-

torial Section contains valuable infor-

mation pertaining to the use of films

in the classroom, church, home and by

industrial organizations. Price of the

Directory is 50c. Address requests to

Directory Editor, Victor Animatograph

Corporation, Davenport, Iowa.

Spanish Filmstrips

The Society for Visual Education,

Inc., 100 East Ohio Street, Chicago, is

offering a new set of filmstrips on in-

troductory Spanish, consisting of ten

rolls, compiled and edited by a Spanish

teacher. The units of the set are titled

as follows " How to Understand Com-
plete Thoughts," "How to Discover the

Meaning of New Words," "Some Rudi-

ments of Elementary Construction,"

Peons," and "Dances and Music."

"Idioms and Expressions of Courtesy,"

"Two Simple Narratives," "Marzo y el

"Mexico," "A Family of Mexican
Pastor," "Comedy in Three Acts,"

Ampro's New Catalogue

A new 16-page illustrated catalogue

showing their full line of 8 and 16mm.
silent and sound motion picture pro-

jectors, has been released by Ampro
Corporation. General fundamental fea-

tures and all accessories pertaining to

the line are pictorially de-scribed. A
complete check-chart contained therein

should be of material value to those

interested in motion picture equipment.

Copies may be secured by addressing

Ampro Corporation, 2839 North West-

ern Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.

RCA Album
oi English Lyric Verse

Ellsworth C. Dent, RCA Educational

Director, has announced a new addition

to the Victor Masterpiece series, "An-
thology of English Lyric Verse", re-

corded by Cornelia Otis Skinner. The
album covers the widest scope in con-

tent, ranging from the Elizabethans to

the literary greats of today. Some of

outstanding works included are : Shake-

speare's "Two Sonnets, and Full Fathom
Five" ; Milton's "On His Blindness"

;

Wordsworth's "The Solitary Reaper

—

The World" (Sonnet); Shelley's

"Night" ; Byron's "We'll Go No More
.'V-Roving" ; Keats "Ode To A Gre-

cian Urn" ; Browning's "Meeting At
Night" ; Tennyson's "Crossing The
Bar"; Elizabeth Browning's "A Musi

cal Instrument" ; Masefield's "Sea
Fever" ; Brooke's "The Soldier" ; Mil-

lay's "Recuerdo" ; Sandburg's "Grass".

"The album," Mr. Dent said, "is a

valuable aid in the teaching of correct

English speech, and the appreciation of

great literary works. The beautiful and

impressive verses are enhanced by Miss

Skinner's expressive voice and remark-

able interpretation."

This album in the Victor Mastejpiece

.series is designated as Album M-810.

Armour Slideiilm Presentation

Armour and Company, nationally

known packing firm, has produced a

unique 18-minutc film strip, "A Trip

Through the Stock Yards", in which

members of the class or audience actually

take the voice parts of the characters on

the screen. This

affords good stu-

dent training in

oral reading and

dramatics.

Experiments
made in this type

of presentation

luring the spring

and summer
were so success-

ful that kits

have been pre-

pared contain-

ing the silent 35-

mm. slide film,

six script book-

lets, two pamph-

lets on the meat-

packing industry

for the instruc-

tor, a return shipping label and a stamped

addressed report card.

The film describes the experiences of

Mary Miller and her Aunt as they ac-

company the Guide over the Visitors'

Route of a large meat packing plant. It is

suitable for classes in commercial geogra-

phy, home economics, vixational agricul-

ture, commerce and meat merchandising.

These kits are available free of charge

for a few days' use. To those having

sound slide film projectors, "A Trip

Through the Stock Yards" is available

Deft fingers packing strips of bacon.

with a 12-inch record (33-1/3 RPM).

The material can be obtained by writing

Audio-Visual Promotion, Armour and

Company, U. S. Yards, Chicago.

{Concluded on page 366)
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DEL UA (above) 16mm. Sound-on-Film Pro-

3f—offering complete mixing of sound from

, microphone ond phonogroph—with omple
ime for audiences ranging from o clossroom
n auditorium.

MODEL YSA (below) 16mm. Souno
Projector, with 750-1000 watt illumina-
tion, A.C.—D.C. motor, silent and
sound speeds, still pictures and re-
verse, offering mixing of sound from
film and microphone
or phonograph.

MODEL KD (left) 16mm. Silent

Projecior, 750 watt illumina-

tion, A. C.—D. C. motor, auto*

mafic rewind. Pilot light and
numerous other feoturet.

AMPRO
I r ft I p I n M A I u r r n ti i n ta r ii v

Th*» new Amprosound has been specially designed so that

a youngster can operate it as easily as an ordinary radio.

Threading is so simplified that the film finds its proper

position almost automatically. On Model UA, here illus-

trated, reel arms are permanently attached so that they

swivel into position for instant use. Operating controls

are centralized on one illuminated panel.

Model UA offers complete mixing of sound from film,

microphone and phonograph . . . sound and silent speeds

. . . reverse picture operation . . . still pictures . . . 750-

watt illumination . . . automatic rewind . . . pilot and dial

lamps ... up and down tilt . . . and numerous other features.

SEND FOR AMPRO CATALOG
giving full details, descriptions, prices, on the complete

line of Ampro l6mm. projectors.

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 N. Wastern Ave., Chicago, III.
^^ "^'

Please send me FREE Ampro Catalog. I am particularly interested in

:

Ampro l6mm. Silent Projectors D Ampro 16mm. Sound-on-film Projectors
n Ampro 16mm. Silent Convertible to Sound Models

IS
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Minicolor Prints

With the announcement of Kodak
Minicolor Prints from miniature Koda-
chrome transparencies by tlie Eastman
Kodak Company, at the National Pho-

tographic Convention in Chicago, the

camera fans' dream has been realized.

Kodak Minicolor Prints are enlarged

from either 35 mm. or Bantam size

Kodachrome transparencies by a standar-

dized process in the Kodak Laborator-

ies in Rochester. They are made only

from Kodachromes in 2 x 2-inch mounts

with the standard central openings. En-
largements are available in two sizes.

The "2X" size is about 2'4 x V/i inches.

On these the corners are rounded and

there are no margins. The larger size

"5X" affords a print 55^ x 7 4/5 inches,

and prints are returned in mounts—for

horizontals iYi x 10}4 inches and for

verticals 8-5^ x 11 9/16 inches; the pic-

ture opening, or area, measuring 5 x 714

inches. The " 2X",2J4 x ZYa inch Mini-

color prints are seventy-five cents each,

and the larger "5X" size, $3.50, includ-

ing mounts.

The quality of the Minicolor print na-

turally depends on the quality of the

Kodachrome transparency from which it

is made. Kodak Minicolor Prints con-

tain dyes which may in time, accord-

ing to the Eastman Kodak com-
pany, change. These Prints, therefore,

will not be replaced or otherwise war-

ranted against any change in color. The
dyes used are stated by Eastman Kodak
Company to be as stable as possible con-

sistent with their other requirements.

The "feel" of a Kodak Minicolor Print,

particularly in the smaller size, is that

of an unusually fine playing card, strong,

attractive, and resilient. The print sup-

port, or base, however, is not paper or

card, but pigmented cellulose acetate.

DeVry Processing Formula
DeVry Films and Laboratories, 1111

Armitage Avenue, Chicago, Illinois are

now taking orders for Film Processing.

The new DeVry processing formula is

called Save-Kote and it is reported that

films processed with it last longer, give

clearer projection, and are protected

against dirt, wear, scratches and climate.

DeVry offers to process free, a sample

400 ft. reel to prove its claims.

Slide&lms for Defense Training
.Announcement of a set of ten new

educational slidefilms designed to speed

bench work training in defense train-

ing, high schools, technical and voca-

tional schools, has just been released

by the Jam Handy Organization, De-
troit. By showing each progressive

step in fundamental bench work opera-

tions, the films enable the student to

see and practice each step until he be-

comes proficient. The first film shows
the proper use and care of hand and
power saws, layout tools and measuring
instruments. The remaining films cover

specific projects, one film to each. They
are: drills and drilling; reaming; tap-

ping and threading; finishing rough
castings; scraping; rivets and riveting;

and layout work.

All the films are of the reading or

lecture type, allowing the instructor

to use them at the speed best suited for

his class. The Kit-set is a "magic
blackboard" with hundreds of photo-

graphs, diagrams, wash drawings and
cross-sectional views, carefully organ-
ized in sequence and accompanied by

explanatory captions.

Shades for Darkening Classrooms
For the darkening of classrooms and

auditoriums, necessary for the successful

projection of pictures, the Luther O.
Draper Shade Company, Spiceland, Indi-

ana, recommend their X-L Window
Shading Unit in black Dratex fabric,

made especially for this purpose. This

shade is said to absorb light, retain its

color under strong light, and to be opaque
and long-wearing. It may be installed to

operate over

3 shades used

for the cus-

t o m a r y
lighting re-

<|uirements.

Where
liar kening
window cur-

tains are to

be used in

more than
one room,
the D e -

mountable
Eclipse "A"
Folding
Shade is

quite efficient.

For multiple or wide windows that

cannot be shaded satisfactorily with a

single shade, the X-L steel Shield is the

answer. This is an L-shaped steel shield,

in any required number of sections that

telescope on each other, supporting as

many shades as needed for shading any
width window. Each shade is overlap-

ping and operates independently, thus ad-

mitting the exact amount of light desired.

L-shaped brackets provide rigid support

for the shades and reinforce the Shield.

A complete set of roller window shades

is included with each X-L W^indow Shad-
ing unit.

Catalog of Electrical

Transcriptions

Recorded Lectures Inc., 737 N. Michi-

gan .'\venue, Chicago, have prepared a

catalogue of their educational transcrip-

tions produced to date and those in prep-

aration. A summary of the subject mat-

ter of each transcription is given, along

with the areas of instruction in which
each is usable (designated by numbers 1

to 28). Grade level suitability is also

indicated. An especially welcome feature

of the catalog is the inclusion of a com-
plete chart on the inside back cover,

presenting in concise form information

on 36 programs as to grade level and sub-

ject matter for quick reference.

These recordings are distributed ex-
clusively by Bell & Howell Co., 1801

I.archmont Street, Chicago.

Stuide »ith side channel shields.

Current Film News
{Concluded from page 362)

progress towards the unified development

of the Tennessee Valley. It shows the

multipurpose dams operating to help con-

trol floods, to aid navigation, and to pro-

duce power. The film also shows other

activities of the Authority including agri-

cultural work, rural electrification, re-

search and reforestation. How the pro-

gram fits into national defense is de-

scribed.

International Geographic Pic-

tures, 52 Vanderbilt Avenue, New York
City, have published Study Guides for

their film, Territorial Possessions of the

United States, that are similar in nature

to the Guides for their preceeding sub-

ject, Territorial Expansion of the

United States From 1783 to 1853.

The new guides were prepared by Miss
Leonie Brandon, of the Department of

History of the New Haven High School,

and Mr. Donald Eldridge, Director cf

Audio-Visual Education of the New
Haven Publi; Schools. The Guides are

divided into two sections, a Teachers'

Guide and a Students' Guide. Each
contains an introduction and summary
of the film, questions on the film, sug-

gested activities, typical College Board

and New York Regents tiuestions.

Thumb-nail Biographies, as well as ad-

ditional related material. The guides

result from actual use of the film in the

classroom, with many types and classes

of students, and it is believed they will

provide a basis for a unit of Territorial

Possessions which will be stimulating

for students and teachers alike.

Post Pictures Corporation, 723

Seventh Avenue, New York City, has

just issued a new edition of its 16mm.

sound film catalog, which includes many
new additions and greater diversity in

subject matter. It is generously illus-

trated and the description of each sub-

ject indicates its type, character and

classification. In addition to strictly

entertainment films, the Post releases

include many meritorious educational

subjects—Travel, Documentary, Natural

Science, Sports, etc. Copy of the cata-

log will be sent on request to those

interested.

William J. Ganz Company, 19 E.

47th Street, New York City, is dis-

tributing the following free sound film

in color, sponsored by Hat Style Coun-
cil:

Hi, Slouch, which emphasizes to

students the advantages of correct

dress, better posture and general well-

groomed appearance. The scene of the

picture is laid at a Junior College, and

the characters involved are two couples,

one of whom is known as Slouch be-

cause of his carelessness in dress.

When a salesman tells the history of

the hat down through the ages, and

explains the process by which they are

made. Slouch gets interested and dis-

covers for himself how the right hat

can improve appearance.

¥K



Some Valuable Literature —
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 155 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

128 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS TO
"1000 and ONE"unde' The National Film Evaluation Project

A new and unique service to the teaching field. Film Evalua-

tions made by nation-wide Judging Committee of over 500

teachers after actual use of the films with classes.

Each Supplement consists of SO standard-size library cards

carrying detailed evaluations of SO films, based on combmed
scores of 15 or more teachers on each film. Three Supplements

have appeared to date. Another appears as soon as 50 more

films attain their quota of 15 or more scores.

Price per Supplement—50 cards in carton, serially numbered

1 to SO, 51 to 100, 101 to 150, etc.. with full explanations ac-

companying. SO cents (postpaid if cash with order).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Provides

an abundance of technical guidance in the form of illustrative

drawings of photographs, reports of school journeys, sugges-

tions for mounting materials, for making slides, film strips, etc.

It incorporates up-to-date material, provides a fine balance in

the treatment of various teaching aids, evaluates various types

of aids, and defines the functions and values of each in the

learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)

By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those

interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-

tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of

Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"

"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"

"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

SELECTED FILMS FOR AMERICAN HISTORY
AND PROBLEMS. By William H. Hartley

Part I gives directions for obtaining, evaluating and utilizing

films. Part II comprises a fully annotated catalog of the most
useful film.s for illustrating various aspects of American Civil-

ization. Title of film, length, whether sound or silent, produc-
tion date, producer, sale and rental price and grade level suit-

ability, are given. Also synopsis of film content. Suggestions
are offered concerning most effective application of the film to

the teaching situation. 275 pp. Cloth. Price $2.25.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of ex-

tended mvestigations on the teaching values of the lantern

slide and stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REVOLUTION AND WAR
By Albert E. Osborne.

A stimulating, wide-range view of the higher potentialities

of visual instruction in promoting world harmony by a "more
humanity-centered education." A pertinent reply to H. G.

Wells' dictum that the "future is a race between education and

catastrophe." 124 pp. Cloth. Price $1.25.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-

termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of

the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem

in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a

solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

PRODUCING SCHOOL MOVIES
By Eleanor Child and Hardy R. Finch

Based on first-hand experiences of the authors and those of

many other teachers and movie enthusiasts. Chapters are

"Organization (of a Club); Choosing the Idea; The Scenario;

Buying Equipment; Using the Equipment; Filming the Pic-

ture ; Advanced Techniques ; Final Preparation and Showing.
A welcome book to those who want movie-making explained

in simple terms.

151 pp. Paper. Illus. Price $1.50.

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into effective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based

upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
By Ella Callista Clark, Ph. D.

Brief, clear, concise, authoritative. An attractively printed

manual of procedure for all visual aids in teaching, with stimu-

lating suggestions for the inexperienced teacher as well as for

the veteran. 24 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c,

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.

TO ORDER, Check Material

To
Price

"1000 and One" Film Directory $ .76 D
Film Evaluation Supplements

No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 1.60 Q
Visualizing the Curriculum 2.75 n

(To Schools) 2.20 D
The Audio-Visual Handbook 1.50 D
Selected Films for American History 2.25 D
An Alternative for Revolution and War.... 1.25 D
Picture Values in Education 1.00 Q
Evaluation of Still Pictures .50 O
ProducinK School Movies 1.50 D
How to Use Educational Sound Film 2.00 H

(To Schools) 1.60

Use of Visual Aids in Teaching 25 n
Stereograph and Lantern Slide in Education .16 Q
How to Make Handmade Lantern Slides 10 D

subscribers
of E. S.

» .26

1.60
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FILMS

Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)
1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St.. Hollywood. Cal.
(See advertisement on page 358

>

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 346)

Brandon Films (3)
1600 Broadway, New York City

(See advertsiement on page 352)

Castle Films (3)RCA Bldg.. New York City
(See advertisement on page 324)

College Film Center (3, S)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.
(See advertisement on page 354)

Commonwealth Pictures Corp. (3)
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

(See advertisemient on page 356)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.
Mankato, Minn.

£astman Kodak Co. (3)
Teaching Films Division
Rochester, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 357)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)
330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)
35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

(See advertismeent on page 355)

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City
64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave.. Portland, Ore.

French Film Exchange (2)
1775 Broadway, New York City

(See advertisement on page 350)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St.. W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)
35 W. 4Sth St.. New York City

(See advertisement on page 359)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)
Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Health Film Service (3)
First Xat'I Bank Bldg., Salem, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 350)

Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (1)
S38 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 359)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, 5)
1600 Broadway, New York City

Ide«l Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 363)

Independent Motion Picture Ezch. (2)
4726 S. Packard Ave., Cudahy, Wis.

International Geographic Pictures (2, 5)
52 Vanderbilt Ave., New York City

(See advertisement on page 350)

Lewis Film Service (3)
216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.

(See advertisement on page 350)

Manse Film Library (3)
1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.

(See advertisement on page 352)

MoguU's (3)
61 W. 48th St. New York City

(See advertisement on page 358)
Post Pictures Corp. (3)
72i Seventh Ave.. New York City

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(See advertisement on page 360)

Visual Art Films (2)
1303 Porterfield St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

( See advertisement on page 354 )

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)
Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, e)
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)
347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St.. San Francisco. Cal.
1700 Patterson Ave.. Dallas, Tex.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)
2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 365)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)
1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 346)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)
1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)
1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)
1813 Orchard St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 348)
Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 363)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)
Camden, N. J.

(See advertisement on page 325)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)
636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)
Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Visual Education Service (3)
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)
918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

RECORDINGS
Recorded Lectures, Inc.

72i7 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 351)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.
2717 N. Ciawford Ave., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 349)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radiant Mfg. Corporation
1140-46 Superior St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 347)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St.. Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Williams, Brown and Earle, lac.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILMSTRIPS
Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 363)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 321)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 358)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St.. Chicago. III.

(See advertisement on outside back coTer)

Spindler & Sauppe Inc.

86 Third St., San Francisco, Cal.
(See advertisement on page 361)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.
2929 Broadway, New York City

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
SuiTern, New York

(See advertisement on page 358)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bansch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester. N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 322)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.
Kodascope Libraries
356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.
1924 Rose St., Regina. Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.
100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buflfalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 353)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16mm silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.

(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 3Smm silent.

(5) indicates 35mm sound.

(6) Indicates

silent.

35mm sound and

Continuous insertions under one head'"" i9 nn ncr is^ue; additional listings under othei headings, $1.00 each.
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Dodgy'. BIGGEST BARGAINS in

16mm. SOUND CLASSROOM FILMS

onlij %\ 00
^E.% ZEdL fo% tujo day-

*

TUmieii ON WORLD GEOGRAPHY

One of the greatest forward strides in Visual Education.

A complete library of 48-limm. film subjects io be

owned by individual schools for classroom use. Devised

to TEACH STUDENTS TO THINK. Teachers" Manual of

112 pages, with 672 illustrations taken from the films and

steel film filing cabinets complete the unit. The cost Is

moderate. Descriptive literature gladly sent.

De yry

QI2 Serfes

16mm. Sound

fi\m Projecfor

DeVry 16mm. Sound Projectors

DeVry builds I6mm. projectors for every school need.

Each is precision made for long lasting dependable
service by the same skilled craftsmen who build the

world famous DeVry 35mm. Theatre Sound Projectors, of

which over 400 were ordered by the U. S. Navy. De-

scriptive literature gladly sent.

^C UQV 1 6mm. sound and silent classroom teachinq films are being used by
"^ W 1% I accredited schools everywhere. Complete with Lesson Plans prepared

by eminent authorities, these films will enhance the teaching of Geography, Science,

History, Literature, Nature Study, etc.

*OnlY $7.00 per Reel for 2 Days Renfal when 20 or

More Sub'iecfs Are Se/ecfed for fxfended Program.

Here Are Just a Few Superb Films

from the DeVry School Film Library

ARCTIC THRILLS—A great adventure picture.

Beautiful sea and ice scenes. Actual portrayal
of the capture of a giant polar bear.

ANIMAL BABIES—The young of rabbits, cats,

possum, goats, llama, bison, yak, kangaroo.
skunk, hippopotamus, prairie dog, etc. Superb.

WILD ELEPHANT ROUND-UP^ The year's
greatest adventure picture. See how a wild
elephant is actually cut off from the herd and
captured.

THE HYDROZOA--Simple water animals and
ielly ilsh. Excellent animations of bodily func-
tions.

AMOEBA & VORTICELLA— Life cycle of these
organisms, animations of reproduction and
other bodily habits.

THE EARTHWORM— Life cycle of the earth-
worm. Animate studies of different bodily
functions.

GARDEN SPIDERS— Intimate film study of the
common spider. Life cycle, habits, mating, etc.

THE FROG—An excellent film. Careful study
of the life cycle, animations of all life func-
tions.

PLANT LIFE—How plants grow, development
of root, stem and flower. How plants feed.

EROSION— Effect of wind, water and weather
upon the surface of the earth. Grand Canyon
and Bryce Canyon as examples.

OUR GOVERNMENT— Depicts the history of
the formation of the U. 5. Government, ex-
plains functions of each branch as a system
of balance and counter-balance.

THE PIONEERS—Portrays life of early pio-
neers. Candle making, pewter pouring, log
cabins, fireplaces, tanning hides, wheelwright,
etc. Authentic scenes from priceless master
prints.

LIFELINE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE—Suez,
Malta, Gibraltar, Canal scenes, Port Said, the
part this strategic Canal and Gibraltar play
in defense of British Empire.

GOLD RUSH—Discovery of gold at Sutter's
Mill, California, early mining methods, mod-
ern mining equipment and methods of ex-

tracting gold.

RAFFLES AND RUBBER—Mighty Singapore.
Views of city, natives gathering rubber, Inland
scenes.

SEA GOING THRILL—Trip by Clipper ship
from New York around Cape Horn, up west
coast of South America into the harbor at
San Francisco.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA— Before the German In-

vasion of 1939. Pictures people, carefree and
happy. Film will perhaps have historical sig-
nificance.

FILM CATALOG FREE ON REQUEST

P R T E C T ya«t 7//«i

with "SAYE-KOTE"
SPECIAL FILM TREATMENT

At a cost of but a FRACTION OF A CENT PER
FOOT, your black and white or color films if pro-

cessed with DeVry "Save-Kote" will last longer, give

clearer projection end be protected against scratches,

dirt, wear, climate and finger marks.

FrOA Trial OlfArl ^"^ P'**^* -SAVE-KOTE- i$ all we say it is,

lice liiai UIIUI. ^g.|| process a 400 ft. reel of film FREE!

Vfstfof Education
Headquarters
Since 1913

DEFENSE TRAINING FILMS

Schools participating in defense train-
ing, in which a knowledge of electric-
ity is needed, are eligible to acquire
the six film subjects below with funds
provided by Appropriation Act I4& of
77th Congress. Contact your State Di-
rector of Vocational Training. Films
were screened by U. S. Office of Edu-
cation and are in Its reference list.

Principles of Magnetism
Principles of Electrontagnefism

Principles of Current Electricity

Principles of Electrical Measurement
Principles of Electrostatics

Principles of Current Generation

16mm. Sound or Silent

SCREENING PRIVILEGES!

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST

DeVRY
CORPORATION
DEVRY FILMS AND LABORATORIES

1111 Armitage Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

New York Hollywood
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READY NOW!^?^
/y^/> GREATEST HEADLINES//; CASTLE FILMS

These world-shattering events

live again on your home screen!

• U. S. IN ICELAND!

• RUSSIA'S FIGHT!

• BALKANS INVADED!

• SYRIA AND IRAQ CAPTURED!

• CANADIANS SMASH SPITZBERGEN!

• ROOSEVELT-CHURCHILL MEET!

• FRANCE'S TRAGIC FATE!

• U. S. DEFENSE GROWS!

• HISTORIC SEA BAHLES!

• Other Events that Made 1941 History!

For every projector owner a

priceless chronicle now and
for the years to come.

«ll Castit 16 MM are

by VAP-0-RATE

XII 8 MM Castli

Films ara

also

treated.

OF THE

YEAR«*
8MMI6

NEVER BEFORE has there been a year like this one! Here is des-

tiny filmed when it happened...where it happened... as it hap-

pened—an authentic, living, moving record of a mighty era.

Castle Films' "NEWS PARADE OF THE YEAR" preserves for all

time the mounting pace of events, month by month, through an

epic year in world history! It is the only complete and authentic

Home Movie Review of the entire year!

For less than the cost of unexposed movie film, you can own

this astounding record of a world in turmoil. Don't wait. SEND

THIS HANDY ORDER FORM TO YOUR PHOTO DEALER TODAY. ..NOW!

Please send Cattle Films' "NEWS
PARADE OF THE YEAR" (1941) In the

sixe and edition checked below.

CASTIE FILMS
Nam«_

Addrets^

' Cify_

RCA BLDG.

NEW YORK
FIELD BLDG.

CHICAGO
RUSS BLDG. Slat:

8 mm.

HeadUne f| 7C
50 Fe.t •'J

180 Feet S.Syj

16 mm.

Headline $9 7C
100 Feet •*•' •'

Complete $a 7C
360 Feet «*./ 3

Sound »17 CQ
350 Feet I'-aW

SAN FRANCISCO I I
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A Fifth Grade

Arithmetic class

in action after

a field trip to

the Northern

Ohio Food Ter.

minal.

Audio-Visual Aids to Elementdry

Instruction in a Small City

THE worthwhile use of audio-visual aids for class-

room instruction in a small city brings new prob-

lems to school executives. The small budget limits

purchases and makes it impossible to provide a skilled

teacher for the necessary initial work of definite or-

ganization of materials. The small budget makes it

difficult to furnish the leadership needed in giving

teachers the necessary working techniques. In the

small school system the critical problem is the organiza-

tion of audio-visual aids so these tools implement in-

struction and function in the classroom. The satisfac-

tory solution of this problem is a wise expenditure of

time and money.

The tools that a small city system can use to ad-

vantage in a planned program of instruction are: Or-

ganized sets of mounted pictures, classroom lantern

slides of diagrams, pictures, and maps ; organized les-

sons with educational films ; raw materials, exhibits,

and specimens ; and the planned and integrated field

trips.

Practical difficulties as viewed by a school executive

are: (1) small budget, (2) the high cost of slides which

are old or lack educational value, (3) the transient and

irrevelant character of many motion picture films, (4)

the low educational value of much free material, (5)

the scarcity and poor quality of local illustrative ma-
terials, (6) no definite integration and selection of

materials for instructional units, (7) lack of skillful

leaders who might organize materials to be available

A definitely organized teaching plan which effec-

tively integrates visual tools with units of study.

WILLIAM M. GREGORY
Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio

at the opportune time and pertinent to the class unit,

(8) indiflferent technique of the teacher with educational

films.

The above difficulties can be eliminated in part by

discrimination in the selection of materials, by planned

units with basic illustrative materials, by use of trained

leaders, by attention to the development of new techni-

ques and by use of the small budget for the purchase

of the basic tools required by teachers.

The first essential is a well planned curriculum taking

full cognizance of selected and tested modern aids.

The planning should be a determined eflfort to bring

the required tools into the best possible functioning

situation for class use.

The mechanical equipment is the second essential

and it should be. at the least, one room in each build-

ing equipped as a visual instruction room, provided

with (1) dark curtains, (2) a good screen, (3) lantern

slide projector, (4) lantern slides in small unit sets in

cases, (5) time and subject scheduling charts for the

different classes from each room, (6) clear and ac-

cessible indices of all material on hand or to be available

in future, (7) a 16mm sound projector or 16mm silent

projector, (8) definite files of booklets relative to

sHdes and films, (9) easily accessible filing cases for

mounted and indexed pictures, (10) direction and test
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Left—Coal docks on the lake front; Right—The Grand Island, an ore freighter viewed by Fifth Graders.

sheets for the units in various subjects as presented

by different aids, (11) records for films that have been

used showing sources, subjects, reels, grade, cost, etc..

(12) portable display cases with lesson outline for

various types of exhibits, specimens, etc.

Again calling attention to the importance of making

a worthwhile adjustment of each aid to learning, the

initial beginning is in the course of study which makes

clear provisions for the use of the ideas as presented

by the tool. Such a course of study should be trans-

lated into action by the use of those tools which best

bring ideas and attitudes to the pupil.

The school executive outlines the modern require-

ments to guide the working committees of teachers

who plan for the modern presentation of the ideas of

the curriculum. Lists of filiiis, catalogues of slides,

special notices of pictures and other references are be-

ginnings but it is better still to have the best tool ready

to use in each unit as indicated in the curriculum.

There should be clear directions as to the teacher's

technique in using these tools. A few definite tools

ready to use are better than those that may not ma-
terialize at the time wanted.

For practical methods of integrating these modern
tools with classroom instruction, attention is directed

to the schools in Lakewood, Ohio, which is a small city

with a population of 69,056; with a school enrollment

of 8,545 pupils ; eleven elementary buildings; 350 teach-

ers; and an operating budget of $1,284,075 yearly.

The recently organized core programs of unit studies

for the Lakewood upper elementar}- grades deserves

attention. In this school system the core prograiu idea

is applied to geography, science and history. English,

both oral and written, is applied continuously to the

core subjects and is functional in character.

For each of the core subjects, definite units are for-

mulated. Each unit is some definite phase of the core

idea to be taught and the audio-visual aid to be used

is indicated along with text references under each unit.

This program clearly recognizes that learning proceeds

from the ideas obtained from the audio-visual materials

which are provided for that purpose at the opportune

time.

The Lakewood idea that pupils should know their

community has resulted in field study trips. These

Lakewood field trips are essentially diflferent from

those in many school systems. Each field trip has a

definite and regular place in instruction. It it used

in the classroom to promote the understanding of com-

munity activities and to provide clear ideas for core

subjects.

In the Fifth B grade in the geography core unit of

the Southeastern United States, where winter fruits

and vegetables are studied, a special bus trip is taken

to the Xorthern Ohio Food Terminal which is the re-

ceiving center for fresh foods for northern Ohio. This

trip is organized before starting by a planned outline

for the teacher so that she knows the functions of a

food terminal. Each place to be visited by the class

is explained for the benefit of the teacher and sug-

gestions are made to make the trip a worthwhile study.

The second part of the field trip material is a guide

sheet which is supplied to all pupils and taken by them

on the trip. The items on this sheet are checked as

they are observed. The pupils spend enough time in

each food department to get ideas for class discussions.

Objective tests form a third part of the technique

for these field trips. These tests check the observa-

tions of this trip. Various graphs are used to show

the amount of fruit and vegetables received at the

terminal. These simple graphs aid ])u])ils in getting

ideas of the quantities of fruits and vegetables received

and incidentally furnish the initial training in the use

of graphs.

Another field trip in the Fifth grade is taken when

the industries of the Great Lakes is the core unit of

study. The pupils go in a large bus to the Cuyahoga

Flats, which is the industrial center of this area. Each

teacher has for her use a guide sheet with full directions

and explanations which enable her to know the facts

concerning each of the places visited. Each pupil has

a map and check sheet to check various items as they

are observed. On this check sheet the first observa-

tions are made by pupils from the Clark Aveiuie Bridge

as follows

:

"Check the following that you observe :—blast fur-

nace. — stoves. — ore bridges, — ore unloaders, —
piles of iron ore. —• piles of limestone. — pig iron, —
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slag pit, — coke ovens, — coke quenchers, — lake

freighter, — skip, — Otis Steel Company, — Republic

Steel Company."
There are many others items on this pupils' check

sheet wliich serve to focus attention, help recognition,

and form clearer ideas. This field trip is followed by

class di.scussion, then objective tests, and the use of

simple graphs for the iron ore receipts. This is a first

hand method of getting basic ideas of industries in

the lower lake region.

Field trip experiences are supplemented by lantern

slides. In connection with the Cuyahoga Valley trip,

the following slides are provided: (17) Cleveland coal

docks (18) Cleveland inner harbor (19) Cleveland ore

storage yards (20) Cleveland blast furnaces (21)

Cleveland oil refineries. (The numbers refer to slides

in unit set in each school.)

Accompanying these slides are booklets giving the

accurate factual statements and questions concerning

the items in each slide. Such material helps in point-

ing the instruction in a profitable direction. For ex-

ample the lantern slide (17) entitled "Cleveland coal

docks and outer harbor" has the following description

:

"These coal docks are in Cleveland's outer harbor on Lake

Erie. The docks are located on railroad tracks. The railroad

cars are loaded with coal. The three tall structures at the end

of the pier are the coal loading machines. These loaders pick

up a car of coal, tip it over, and dump the coal into the lake

freighters. Does the picture suggest why Cleveland has be-

come an important coal shipping port on the Great Lakes?

List the reasons.

"Questions: (1) How does the coal reach these docks? (2)

From what part of the country may this coal have come? (3)

How will much of the coal leave this dock? (4) What are

the three tall structures at the end of the pier called?"

A Great Blast Furnace Viewed on a Field Trip.

Water flume—from "Irrigation," an Eastman Classroom Fil

This slide is only one of several closely related to

the core unit entitled "The Industries of the Great

Lakes." The above lantern slides were selected with

discrimination and adjusted to the field trips and class

use. All slides are provided with help that the teacher

and pupils need for their interpretation. These geo-

graphy lantern slides are provided for each building,

each set housed in a simple carrying case and are ready

at the opportune time. Such slides are inexpensive in

proportion to their value. In addition to this definite

local material, it is necessary to select closely related

supplementary slides to cover a larger area of the in-

dustries of the Great Lakes. This plan uses a few basal

slides to form the core ideas of the unit and are always

ready for use.

Cleveland's industries as part of the industries of the

Great Lakes are presented by sets of mounted pictures

(11 X 14) that are fully documented, indexed and

filed so as to be always ready to use.

The daily use of selected tools does not lengthen

the program but brings definite raw materials to de-

velop clear ideas in each unit. The use of these modern

tools is a process of integration rather an addition.

Further in the Lakewood course for the Fifth A
grade in the core unit of the geography of the North-

eastern United States, attention is given to coal, iron

ore, making steel and manufacturing slides, mounted
pictures and silent motion pictures are used to bring

action and reality to the ideas. Some of the silent mo-

tion pictures that aid in this presentation are "Trans-

portation on the Great Lakes", "Iron Ore to Pig Iron",

"Iron to Steel", and others closely related to the in-

dustrial activities mentioned above.

This core unit is six weeks in length, during which

time there are used some twenty-three silent motion

pictures which are secured from the Ohio State De-

partment of Education, Visual Instruction Division.

These films extend the ideas of pupils beyond their

own horizon. The former work done in the field trips

(Continued on page 394)
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Selecting Films f(

FRANCES B. RAY
Motion Picture Consultant
Palo Alto, Calif., Community Recreation Center

are of equal interest to children whether they arc

five, nine, or twelve years of age. Tastes of boys
and girls also vary in some respects, while in other

respects they tend to agree.

Though the tastes of children must be consid-

ered, that is not to say that any film which any
child wishes to see is necessarily a good choice

for the one who arranges the program. Some chil-

dren have at an early age developed tastes which
have been corrupted by bad theater attendance

habits and experiences. Even children who have

never attended films may evidence taste affected

by morbid curiosity born of thwarted desire to

From the Castle film, "Boy Meets Dog."

TRAINING of the younger child in develop-

ment of satisfactory habits and standards of

motion picture appreciation has long been a

major problem of parents and teachers. One of

the stumbling blocks in the way of those who
either distribute or make use of films for such

purposes is the lack of guides for satisfactory se-

lection of items to be used in the "children's pro-

gram." For the classroom film, designed to teach

a specific lesson and made definitely for the use

of children, the problem is not so great, for such

a film may be measured by teaching experts in

terms of the degree to which it accomplishes the

specific purpose for which it was designed. Art
appreciation—of which motion picture appreciation

is a most important type because of the tremend-

ous social force exerted by this particular art

—

is so much a matter of individual taste and is so

thoroughly complicated by varying opinions as

to what is suited to children that evaluation forms

designed for use in rating classroom films are not

entirely satisfactory. Because of the fact that an

appreciation program's success is measured by the

free choice of children rather than by the opinion

of his elders, a different basis of selection and

evaluation must be devised.

From the standpoint of eventual success in

training the child for satisfactory selection of his

own film fare, the first standard of a good film for

the children's program must be, "Is this film inter-

esting to children?" The answer to the question

will depend upon three things: 1) the nature of

the subject; 2) the way in which the subject is

treated both in story structure and presentation

;

and 3) the technical excellence of the film. The
answer to the question may vary with differences

in the ages of the children, although many subjects

From "The Under-Pup," a Universal production.*

attend films and fed by the glowing reports of

companions who are permitted to attend theaters

indiscriminately. The natural tastes of a normal,

healthy child not already badly trained in motion

picture appreciation standards is wholesome and

at least as worthy of consideration as is the taste

of the average adult. This taste, however, must
be curbed and guided by a second consideration,

"Is this film stimulating to growth in the ability

to understand and cope with life?" Here we must
have the opinion of adults who understand the

child's need for adventure and new experiences

but who are wise in understanding of what values

underly those experiences and what effects the

experience will have upon him.

* Distributed in 16mm by Films, Incorporated.
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lildren's Programs

Excellent guidance to those concerned with

the planning and evaluation of film pro-

grams for children of various age levels.

A final question must be considered by the pro-

gram planner, "What films are available?" Even

in the commercial theater we are limited in our

selection of children's films, for the majority of

films are produced and theater exhibition plans

are established upon the tastes and opinions of

adults. Furthermore, films have a very brief life

in the commercial theater, so that we must seize

upon the motion picture opportunity at the mo-

ment it arises or forego that particular film en-

tirely. Because of the speed with which films

are released and distributed, it is not always pos-

sible to know ahead of time which films are parti-

cularly suitable to children in general or to any

special group of children in particular.

For the commercial theater programs, however,

there are reliable general evaluation guides avail-

able in the form of preview estimates made by

such groups as Parent-Teacher Associations, Fed-

erated Women's Clubs, Associated University

Women, Daughters of American Revolution, and

Council of Church Women. A combination of the

opinions of representatives of these groups as to

the audience suitability (adult, mature, family, or

juvenile) of a film and of its quality (superior,

good, fair, or mediocre) gives a reliable general guide

in selection of theater entertainment.

Because of the fact that the distributors of films

for special children's programs are usually not

the same as the distributors to the commercial

theater, and because the product of the major

producers is usually tied up in contracts to theaters

and is therefore not available for programs in com-

munity centers and schools, the establishment of

some evaluation system is a real need for those

From "Union Pacific," a Paramount production.*
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who would establish programs designed especially

for children.

The personnel of a committee set up for the

previewing of films for children's programs must

be even more carefully set up than is that of the

women's groups who furnish our general previews

of unbiased opinions. Because of the fact that the

films must be both interesting to children and

suited to them, every member of such a committee

should be a person who has had long and sympa-

thetic relationship with children, preferably chil-

dren of both sexes. Parents, teachers, children's

recreation directors, and leaders of such groups

as Scouts and Camp Fire oflter excellent possibili-

ties.

Tolerance and a constructive viewpoint are the

first personality qualifications which should be

required of a committee member. Anyone who con-

siders his own taste a final judgment as to a film's

quality is automatically unfit for committee mem-

bership. If, in addition, one considers any experi-

ence which is innocuous and inoiTensive as "good

for children" he has a second insurmountable

handicap. Respect for the child's individuality

and understanding of his need to stretch his mind,

heart and soul are prime qualifications of the person

who would serve as that child's guide by passing

judgment upon the suitability of children's movies.

Within the committee there should be a variety

of types represented: the conservative, the broad-

minded, and the person with a wide variety of

cultural background. By making sure that each

type is represented we have a fair representation

of the public as a whole and an assurance that no

significant detail of importance to any one of these

groups will be overlooked in the final report. Since

it is likely that the members of the group will be

women—men not often having the time to devote

to this type of public service—it is important that

one at least of the members should look at life

from the boy's standpoint. If it is possible to have

as chairman a person who has a broad appreciation

of all of these viewpoints, she should be appointed

at all costs. Variations in the committee will then

probably not do any great harm to the character

of the reviews. Too large a committee is not

advisable because of the difficulty of assembling

them.

A satisfactory technique for the assembling of

the various opinions of such a committee is to

have each member record his ratings separately,

with comments giving reasons for the high or

low ratings given. The chairman may assemble

the ratings, or they may be assembled by the

group as a whole, striking an average for the

ratings given and writing up a review combining

the comments of the entire committee.

In recording ratings of a film, separate ratings

should be made for at least three different aspects

of a film; its subject matter (interest and suita-

bility); its continuity or story; and its technique

{Continued on page 396)
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School Movies to

Educate the Public
Left—Members of the staff shooting titles.

Right—A final checkup at the editing bench.

IN
the past, much has been said and done in regard to

the value, need and use of visual aids in public edu-

cation. In this work we have been concerned prim-

arily with helping out the students in a learning situa-

tion. Little, or perhaps I should say. not very much
has been done in the way of educating the general

public as to the activities taking place within our schools

from the standpoint of student life. To be sure Johnny
or Mary tell their parents a great deal about their school

activities, and many parents learn much about their

public schools through Parent Teacher Associations,

school social functions, open house activities etc. How-
ever, the majority of parents, or better let us say the

general public is not informed regarding its schools.

Speeches, social functions, and other devices are not

comprehensive enough in scope to tell the story of our

schools to the public. We must tell our story in an

entertaining manner, and at the same time present the

authentic and realistic work and play that goes on with-

in our schools. I believe the answer to this problem
of educating the public lies in the field of visual edu-

cation—specifically motion pictures.

Here at North Senior High School, we feel that we
have an outstanding program and a fine student body.

Naturally, we are anxious to inform our community
concerning our school and the many activities which it

embraces. Early this year it was decided to make a

movie of school life to be presented at our regular mid-

year commencement. Needless to say we were literally

waiting for this opportunity to show and to sell our
school to the public through the medium of a motion
picture.

The planning of such a movie and the working out

of the many technical details connected with the actual

shooting were very interesting, and may be of some
help to those of you who hope to make a similar movie
some day.

Students and teachers alike worked on our movie
which we appropriately titled "Dawn to Dusk."' The
main purpose was to show the activities of our students

from early morning until late afternoon. In order to

FRANK J. FIASCHETTI
North Senior High School, Binghamton, New York

cover the variety of courses and activities available in

our school, it was necessary to select four students as

leading characters, each pursuing a diflferent course of

study and engaged in a different group of extra-curri-

cular activities. We decided to start our movie by

picking up our characters leaving their homes in the

morning and then following each through his or her

school day. With this theme in mind, we proceeded

to lay out our movie according to scenes. A list was
made of all classes and activities that we wished to

include. Then the required scenes were numbered and
a scenario or script worked out.

We planned to have our movie run for forty minutes.

This meant a maximum edited footage of a thousand

feet of 16 millimeter film. At this point we also decided

that we would use oral narration with the finished film,

rather than sacrifice any footage on titles. Next we
proceeded to allot a definite shooting time to each scene,

keeping in mind the relative importance of the scene

to the movie as a whole. Of course, this required some
preliminary rehearsal, and even with this it was neces-

sary to make changes on location due to miscalcula-

tion and unforeseen circumstances. On the whole,

this practice of apportioning definite times to each

scene is to be recommended, since it saves valuable

time and costly retakes.

Our final step in planning "Dawn to Dusk" was
to set up a shooting or production schedule. This was
laid out so that the movie would be completely filmed

in three days time. Particular attention was given to

scenes which were to be taken on a definite location to

make certain that the proper shooting sequence was
arranged. For example in one sequence we planned to

take two close-ups, a medium shot, and a three-quarter

shot, all on the same location. Naturally we wished

to shoot these according to the script so to avoid later

cutting and splicing. By exercising a little extra care

in our production planning we saved much time and

trouble later at the editing bench.

Finally we were ready to start the actual filming.

It was decided to use a fast reversible film rather
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Scenes from

school-made

film present-

ing the work

that goes on

in the school.

than regular stock. Our equipment consisted of a 16 milli-

meter camera equipped with a single F 1.9 lens, a tripod

of a heavy metallic structure equipped with a pan and tilting

head, a Weston exposure meter, and a Bool's cine fader.

Because we were filming students in their regular daily

activities, excessive direction was unnecessary. We merely

ran through a rehearsal immediately before the scene was

shot. Since the movie was silent, additional directions were

given as needed during the actual filming.

There wasn't sufficient daylight illumination for most of

the shooting, so it was necessary to use either blue filter

floods or regular white flood lamps. The white floods of

the reflector type were chosen. These lights were easy to

handle and worked out quite satisfactorily. A 45-degree

lighting setup was used as often as i)ossible because this

unbalanced lighting yields rich pictures giving a third di-

mensional effect. Flat lighting in black and white work

results in lifeless pictures and should be avoided. The main

thing to keep in mind in regard to lighting, is to have a basic

source of illumination for modeling plus auxiliary lights

and reflectors to light up the shadow portions of the scene.

The exposure meter was used constantly to determine

exposures. Since reversible film has a narrow exposure

latitude our exposure had to be nearly perfect. We experi-

mented with exposure on our first roll or two, and with this

experience as a background we encountered little trouble

with exposure for the remainder of the shooting.

After the scenario was filmed, we proceeded to make the

necessary titles, which were few in number. No titles were

used in the movie proper except to indicate the period of

the day during which the action was taking place. A 16

milHmeter editor and splicer was used to edit the finished

film. Naturally the scenes were not in the proper order

but since each scene had a number as planned in the original

script, the editing was a simple procedure. First the scene

was cut from the film, then a straight pin which held a piece

of paper with the number of the scene on it was placed

through one end of the film and the pin stuck into the edge

of a cardboard box. The remainder of the film was dropped

into the box. Following this the scenes were spliced to-

gether according to the scenario laid out in the script.

The completely edited film was returned to the processing

laboratory where a duplicate print was made. All that re-

mained to be done was to select suitable background music

for the film, and to train the student who was to present the

oral narration to be given with the film. We planned to

have the narration add to the film rather than merely repeat

something that the film was already clearly showing. Four

complete showings were required to obtain satisfactory

{Concluded on page 397)
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A Visual and Sound Section for a

College General Extension Division

WITH distressingly few exceptions, visual and
sound work in colleges is scattered through the

various component schools rather than concen-

trated in a smoothly-functioning unit. The principal

objection to such consolidation is probably the inertia

of formal college educational methods. This inertia

must be overcome by the merit of better organization

and more efficient operation.

A proof that knowledge is imparted quickly and
effectively by visual and sound methods is the extensive

use made of such methods in training the United States

Army. In this training, the Army has no time for

theories of education ; the problem is to impart facts

quickly and accurately to adult groups. That is also

the problem of general extension in most colleges.

A plan for a visual and sound section in the general

extension division of a college or university, which
would result in a unit almost completely self-supporting,

might include the following functions

:

1. To supplement the written work of the corres-

pondence courses with visual aids, such as photographic

copies of pictures.

2. To make a photographic record and exhibit of

college events and accomplishments and to obtain the

best distribution of these records and exhibits for edu-

cational, publishing, and other uses.

3. To collect and to distribute photographs, film

strips, and motion pictures of an educational nature.

4. To prepare and to distribute traveling and fixed

exhibits of an educational type. This includes operating

an exhibits studio. Posters, dioramas, and charts

would be prepared.

5. To act as a service branch for other courses, divi-

sions, and schools in making photographs, enlarge-

ments, art work, and other usual visual aids. This in-

cludes the operation of a photographic laboratory.

6. To make and to distribute motion pictures, film

strips, and still pictures of educational type for other

units of the college.

7. To collect, to make, and to distribute sound re-

cordings. This includes speech recordings as an aid in

teaching languages.

8. To arrange showings and to project on screens

all types of pictures for other courses, divisions, and

schools for a service fee, competent projectionists to be

supplied.

9. To operate a news-reel theatre, showing news sub-

jects only, for laboratory fees to be paid by student

spectators.

10. To develop and to maintain a central photo-

graphic file for historical use and for service to student

publications.

The personnel required to begin a visual and sound

program of the type outlined would include a com-

petent director and assistants as needed. An initial or-

ganization might be as follows

:

1. Visual and Sound Director. A man with a num-

ber of years of professional experience in visual and

CHARLES R. THOMAS
Public Roads Administration, Federal Works Agency

sound work ; an executive ; a good writer ; a photo-

graphy director, both still and motion ; an exhibit man

;

a sound recording director; a teacher with college ex-

perience ; a working knowledge of photographic and

sound laboratory practice ; some training in picture serv-

ices, filing photographs, publishing and information

work, and the distribution of visual aids.

2. Laboratory Photographer. A man experienced in

photographic laboratory methods for both still and mo-

tion pictures with some knowledge of sound recording

and equipment building.

3. Field Photographer. A man experienced in field

photography in both still and motion pictures in color

and black and white.

4. Artist. A man or woman skilled in layouts, re-

touching photographs, lettering titles, and preparing

posters and exhibits.

5. Clerk. A girl to keep records and photographic

files, handle distribution schedules, and to type letters.

6. Projectionists. College students, boys or girls em-

ployed part time, to operate lanterns and motion pic-

ture equipment, and to make sound recordings.

The initial cost of such a program would probably be

somewhat as follows:

Salaries

Director $ 3,600

Photographer, labor-

tory 1,800

Photographer, field.. 1,600

Artist 1,800

Clerk 1,200

Projectionists (Fees)

Materials

Motion pictures ....$1,000

Photographic, still and
copying SOD

Exhibits 500

$10,000 $2,000

Budget operating expenses for 1st year $12,000

Equipment purchases can be spread over a number

of years and there is a possibility of obtaining some

loan equipment. For the first year the following equip-

ment expenditure is approximate:
Photographic, field $ 500

Photographic, laboratory 500

Miscellaneous 500

1,500

Total budget for the 1st year $13,500

The income including both internal and external

sources should exceed the operating costs. Service

charges to other divisions and schools involve only a

bookkeeping exchange of credits. Work being sent to

outside contractors may be done to advantage by the

Section. Charges for the use of exhibits, films, photo-

graphs, and recordings would be on a cost plus an over-

head basis. Fees from the news-reel theatre would

amount to a substantial income.

In the beginning, an annual appropriation of $5,000

added to the internal and external service charges prob-

ably would be sufficient.
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MOTION PICTURES-
NO! FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

In Part 31 Aesculapius discoyers congenial
opportunity in the film business. Some prev-

iously unpublished medical adventures and
misadventures oi twenty-odd years ago.

THE imagination of our native med-

ical men was really stirred to their

own film opportunities in October,

1916, when Dr. S. William Schapira,

member of the New York Academy of

Medicine, lectured at Fordham Univer-

sity, in New York, with films, made under

his direction by Pathe cameramen, cover-

ing thirteen genito-urinary operations.

But there were in all probability other

current, or more or less current, efforts

at clinical theatre film-making which were

not conspicuously presented, for many
doctors preferred then, as now, to limit

their experiments to private view, and,

having made their films, would not permit

them out of hand. As a matter of fact, in

July, 1916, even while Dr. Schapira was
producing his significant subjects. Dr.

Russell S. Fowler performed two opera-

tions under cameras at the German Hos-
pital in Brooklyn, New York, and word
spread through the professional motion
picture industry that a company had been
formed in New York expressly to pro-

duce surgical films.

The entire motion picture field was

quite new then, and rumors of specializ-

ing groups here or there received scant

attention. Reporters dismissed this new

rumored project as "just another of those

things." Looking backward with the per-

spective supplied by intervening years, I

suppose that the company in question was

actually the one called Clinical Films

—

and, rather curiously, there is a link be-

tween Clinical Films and Charles Urban,

first film industry friend of the doctors.

The connection was Albuin Mariner,

the Austrian cameraman with the colorful

experience who had come to America to

serve Kinemacolor. American Kinema-

color had gambled and lost, and Mariner

was out of employment. He had become

known in the industry here, however, and

only a short time afterward was ap-

proached by two men who were trying

to promote a new film business and

needed a trained photographer. Their

respective patronymics were Strauss and

Fox. Their other names are out of rec-

ollection, but it is remembered that the

latter was a lawyer practicing in New
York. Their project was, of all things,

the production of talking motion pictures

!

The voice was to be on phonograph rec-

ords, the time limit of each of which

would permit the corresponding picture to

run effectively for only 200 feet. Through

particular contacts with distinguished sur-

geons. Carrel, Erdmann, Squier and oth-

ers of that upper rank, they had arranged

to produce an operating-room series.

Mariner was agreeable, went to work,

and ultimately photographed about 250.

Although the subjects were necessarily

short ones, the total number represented

a heavy, and, as it turned out, an unsup-

portable expense to the partners. As

usual in such circumstances, the nega-

tives were held by the film laboratory as

security for its own payment. The lab-

oratory, in Jersey City, was that which

was long operated by Hardeen, brother of

Houdini, the "handcuff king," and later

the successor, in vaudeville, of that amaz-

ing performer. When a reasonable time

had elapsed, and unpaid storage charges

had mounted critically, the Clinical Film

series was put up at auction, the price a

mere song.

Albuin Mariner has covered the non-
theatrical range in time as he has in

variety. He began his career in the

London employ of Charles Urban.

In the meantime, Harry J. Elkan, for-

mer manager of the industrial films de-

partment of Pathe, had returned from

an intervening war service (incidentally

with the rank of major), and was looking

about for something to occupy him profit-

ably in civil life. He knew the authen-

ticity of those films because his father

had been engaged in trying to sell them,

and his non-theatrical experience at Pathe

gave him reason to believe that he could

find proper distribution for them. So he

and his father bought them in. To handle

them efficiently he needed office space,

storage and projection facilities, and he

obtained these in association with Frank

A. Tichenor at Eastern Film Corpora-

tion. However, non-theatrical distribution

was no more organized in the medical

line than in any other, and, after a year

or two, the arrangement was ended by

mutual consent. It is said that many of

the negatives were lost subsequently in a

laboratory fire in New Jersey.

While Major Elkan was trying to

book the series, he found a seeming need

of additional material to make the list

complete, so he obtained a camera and

photographed the required operations him-

self. The results are said to have been

adequate to the immediate needs, but

somewhat short of the standards set by

Mariner. I have no opinion in the mat-

ter, although I had many opportunities

to see the subjects projected. Films of

that sort are clearly not for me. I have

tried repeatedly to view them with a de-

tached eye, but the most I have been able

to withstand has been half a reel of a

Caesarian section. After that I staggered

out of the projection room for air.

When the First World War began and

America joined the Allies, Mariner was

called to the colors. But Dr. J. Bentley

Squier, who was to serve through the

war as Major of the Medical Reserve

Corps and to originate the Columbia War
Hospital and necessarily had some in-

fluence with the Army authorities even

then, determined that a cameraman with

so specialized a knowledge should not be

wasted in the trenches. So he pulled

wires to have the young man assigned to

his service. There, as a soldier of Uncle

Sam, Mariner continued the production

of medical films. In time of war the

world's knowledge of medicine and sur-

gery is always vastly increased through

opportunities to study and treat the cas-

ualties, and now, in this conflict, there

was the added advantage of being able

to make film records. Hence many reels

of great importance were shot in the mil-

itary hospitals at this time, and ultimately

deposited in the Army Medical MViseum

at Washington. Several reels of nega-

tive in that rich supply were destroyed

in a fire there, July 8, 1935.

The negligible money profit in Frank
Tichenor's experience with Clinical Films

did not by any means dampen his awak-

ened enthusiasm for motion pictures in

that line. Indeed, he was more interested

in the good they might do. He had long

had many friends eminent in the medical

profession, and, apart from his own defi-

nite convictions, he had their ready as-

surance that such productions, presented

under proper auspices, could have an hon-

orable, definitely useful place. Commit-

tees to make the ideal arrangement pos-

sible waited on him at irregular intervals

almost to the last month of his continu-

ance in the film business.

One surgeon who saw Tichenor's vision
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without too many reservations, was young
Dr. Joseph Franklin Montague, a New
York speciaHst in intestinal diseases. He
had obtained his M.D. in 1917 and had
served with the U. S. Medical Corps

during the war. In 1919 he began his

long connection as member and lecturer

of the Rectal Clinic at Bellevue Medical

The pioneer's accomplishment is the
giving of himself. Dr. Joseph Frank-
lin Montague gave of himself until

he had built one of the world's com-
pletest libraries of medical films.

College in New York City. It was there

that he first started to develop seriously

his use of surgical films, and finding

Tichenor interested, he submitted to him
his own plan for a series. Tichenor ap-

proved and made realization possible by

placing at the surgeon's disposal the pro-

duction facilities of Eastern Film Corpo-

ration. That is how it was that at inter-

vals over long periods Arch Heath
worked closely with Montague, and, at

various times the cameramen were How-
ard Green, Spencer Bennett, John Geisel

and Harry Stradling.

When Eastern Films ceased. Dr. Mon-
tague had built a personally produced li-

brary of nearly sixty reels. One item, in

about six reels, showed the dissection

of an entire human body, held to be of

great value as an abridgment of the usual

student training period in that depart-

ment, ordinarily covering months of tedi-

ous work. Other subjects showed rare

forms of disease as these occurred in

patients visiting Bellevue in a dozen

years' time. Nor was Montague active in

production only as a surgeon. He intently

studied camera problems, and personally

invented an ingenious device for photo-

graphing motion pictures actually inside

the living body. In 1928 he wrote the

little book entitled Taking the Doctor's

Pulse, which is considered the unique

published work dealing with medical

films. Numerous magazine articles on the

subject have come from his desk. He is

also the founder and publisher (until re-

cently) of a monthly magazine. The
Health Digest.

Montague has been prompt and open

in acknowledging what he has called "the

philanthropy" of Eastern Film Corpora-

tion in making his own series possible.

Many others who might well attest the

impetus given by Frank Tichenor to the

mass production and distribution of med-
ical and surgical films, have been silent.

But, on the basis of Clinical Films and
the Montague list, Tichenor definitely

reached the leaders of the profession on
this subject and made them see the im-

portance of joint action in developing it.

He certainly was more willing, than they

ever found any other regular producer,

to gamble equipment and trained services

as long as they would cooperate with

their own skilled performances.

It would be impossible to close this

section properly without reference to the

valiant efforts of Dr. Thomas B. Mc-
Cruni, of Kansas City, Missouri, to es-

tablish a film section on dental ortho-

pedics. He produced four single-reelers

in story form, addressed mainly to juve-

nile audiences and widely acceptable to

the schools. They are : "Clara Cleans Her
Teeth," "Ask Your Dentist," "Bobby's

Bad Molar" and, most celebrated of the

lot, "Tommy Tucker's Tooth." There

are in existence, of course, other subjects

of adult interest dealing with teeth, some
of them highly technical. It was an-

nounced, in .'\ugust, 1922, that such films

were being used by Columbia University

Dr. Colton, reputedly the first to use
laughing gas in dentistry, demon-
strated for one of Edison's very
earliest motion pictures in 1893.

in its advanced course in dentistry. In

February, 1930, it was remarked that, at

the recent 66th annual meeting and clinic

of the Chicago Dental Society, no less

than ten reports presented had been il-

lustrated with 16mm. motion pictures.

The Benevolent Groups

No customer class was more eager to

set up its own production units than that

which embraced the volunteer reform
groups, for, in most instances, tlieir es-

sential business was the spread of ideas

—propaganda, in other words. Very
early in the annals of the film industry

had occurred their screen appeals for

votes for women, end of Demon Rum,

means of combating disease, support of

the Boy and Girl Scouts, and so on into

the various especial interests. Thorough-
ly alive to the dangers of misunderstood
propaganda, the customers of this class

kept extraordinarily close to every pro-

duction step. To all intents and pur-
poses, therefore, they actually produced
their own pictures, although they tried

earnestly enough to keep the major re-

sponsibility in the hands of the producers
who had been hired nominally to do the

work. The chief obstacle to their be-

coming producers themselves, in the full

sense of the word, was probably that, as

.semi-public institutions, they feared criti-

cism which inevitably would arise if they
stepped, even in a small way, out of their

known characters. Instead of having
regular production staffs, their custom
was to require, for each new picture un-
dertaken, a separate, fresh appropriation

and competitive bids to see who would
do the given job cheapest.

The development of "customer" pro-

duction has been remarked as outstand-

ing in a certain period of time, but, in

these social service departments, especial

circumstances now and then interfered

v.'ith what otherwise might be called a

natural course of events. Thus, the pass-

age of a constitutional equal suffrage

amendment made unnecessary further

.\merican films on votes for women ; the

Eighteenth Anientlment rendered point-

less for fourteen years, or until Repeal,

the old cry of the Anti-Saloon League;

the quantity of material, evoked by the

World War emergency for use of the

.'\merican National Red Cross, worked
against the expansion of the picture

schedule of that splendid organization in

the first years of peace.

The nature of the .American National

Red Cross, founded in 1881, won it a

whole-hearted public support, which, in

the case of films, meant donations not

only of money with which to produce, but

whole productions built to specifications.

When the First World War was gaining

its first momentum, these efforts ap-

peared from many sources. In June,

1917, the Whartons, well known the-

atrical film producers of the day, were
making a picture, to be given to the Red
Cross, in their studios at Ithaca, New
York, and whom, do you suppose, was the

director? Why, George Eastman, the

Kodak pioneer

!

In September, 1917, a seven-reel Red
Cross "pageant" was being made under

three directors, Joseph Lindon Smith,

Thomas Wood Stevens and Evan Evans,

head of the Red Cross Motion Picture

Division. Evans, by the way, was pro-

prietor of the Moffat photograplu'c stu-

dios in Chicago. October, 1918. the

studios of the Norma Talmadge Film

Corporation were completing scenes for

a three-recler to be used in the forth-

coming Red Cross "roll call," under title

"For .Ml Humanity." That picture was
intended to show all America what had

been done with the money lately sub-

scribed to the cause. And at the Fa-

mous Players-Lasky Studios in Holly-

wood, in 1919, I witnessed tlie final

shooting under direction of Edward Jose,
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of an elaborate subject for the same great

program. There were many others of

the same sort. General Film released

most of the early ones to the theatres.

The offices of the Red Cross "Bureau

of Pictures" were in space sublet from
Frank Tichenor in the Candler Building,

New York, with executives named re-

spectively Waddell and Kelly in charge.

To that place came many reels of film

from field representatives. One of those

agents was Lieutenant N. C. Travis, who
filmed the Red Cross Mission in Russia

in 1918. Another was Lieutenant Merle
La Voy, who had been assigned to photo-

graph likely material in Constantinople

and the Balkans. In 1919 he sent to the

New York office upwards of 8,000 feet.

This particular footage was cut and
edited for release through Educational

Films Corporation. But, after the tragic

emergency had ended with the Armistice,

although the Red Cross sent out occas-

ional films from its Washington head-
quarters, this branch of its activity be-

came relatively small, not to be stirred

greatly again until the opening of World
War Number 2.

Joining the Red Cross in endorsing

"The Red Cross Seal," produced by the

Edison Company in 1910, the National

Tuberculosis Association had early shown
its interest in uses of film propaganda,

but various productions provided by vol-

unteers, among which may be recalled

"The Invisible Enemy," produced by

Emma K. Oswald of Los Angeles before

1916, postponed the necessity of more
direct action. In the nineteen-twenties,

however, the New York Tuberculosis

Association, the best supported local

group in that line, entered upon a busy

schedule of its own picture production.

Funds for the purpose were scant, but

they were in all events there, and there

was also intelligence in presentation of

the plan. Most of the outstanding silent

subjects produced under this aegis were
written and directed by Carlyle Ellis.

The national association was excited by
all this to produce a film or two, but

of course, it had access to all which was
turned out by the New York group, and
that made it unnecessary to do much
further in that branch of service.

Interest in motion pictures on health

was stimulated by efforts of the special

committee appointed in the early nine-

teen-twenties by the National Health
Council. Its purpose, when meeting
monthly save during the summer, was to

review and to criticize constructively all

obtainable films concerned with public

health, and, if requested, to render freely

helpful opinion on scenarios for proposed

productions. Committee membership,
under chairmanship of the greatly liked

Thomas C. Edwards, executive officer

of the Council, comprised representa-

tives of the .\merican Social Hygiene
Association, American Red Cross, Amer-
ican Child Health Association, American
Society for the Control of Cancer, Con-
necticut State Department of Health,

New York State Department of Health,

Massachusetts In,stitute of Technology
and the National Tuberculosis Associa-
tion. Advisory members, providing

viewpoints on various divisions of prac-

tical service, were A. J. Lanza, M. D.,

Carlyle Ellis, Rita Hochheimer, H. E.

Kleinschmidt, M. D., Walter Storey and

Edward Stewart.

In 1922 the Council compiled—and dis-

tributed in mimeographed form at thirty-

five cents a copy, later reduced to twenty

cents—a list of approximately 250 known
and available films dealing with health.

In 1924 the list was revised, and this

time it was printed in an edition of 2.000.

In 1925 the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company, acting for the Council, under-

took to prepare and print a still more
complete list, which was made available

on request to responsible persons. Part

of the labor involved was sending and
sorting nearly 2,000 questionnaires in

search of information on all types of

visual aids applicable to health education.

Whenever local benevolent groups with

broad identity of aim followed the ex-

ample of Big Business and formed a

national association, the league head-

quarters naturally tried to arrogate to

itself a strong centralized authority, and
a motion picture program often became
part of the plan. Powerful member
groups, however, as in the case of the

New York Tuberculosis and Health As-
sociation, usually supplied the actual pro-

ductions for general distribution. Never-
theless, there were occasional instances

where men of exceptional drive in the

national organizations actually did pro-

duce, and, although they complained, as

a rule, about the tyranny of too many
masters, the results they obtained amply
justified their taking the initiative. The
local area in itself rarely is able to make
the proper return on even a good motion
picture, which necessarily costs a size-

able sum ; but with several groups con-

tributing their shares of the cost for joint

service, centralized production becomes
a reasonable matter.

An experience which will bear close

study in this regard, was that of the late

George F. Oxley, who was long director

of publicity for the National Electric

Light Association. The Association mem-
bership, when film work began, was ap-

proximately 13,000, covering virtually

all branches of the electric light and
power industry. Officers and the execu-
tive committee discussed pros and cons

long and earnestly before it was decided

to produce the first Association film.

"Back of the Button." Then the com-
pleted subject was previewed by the 1921

convention of the N. E. L. A., where
general approval led to the making of

sixty-two prints for regional exhibition

by members.
The advertising director of one of the

largest member companies, however, vio-

lently opposed use of the film on the

ground that it would arouse public re-

sentment against the light and power
utilities for trying to "put across" propa-

ganda. He was persuaded to test the

picture before a representative audience,

and he found the reaction so favorable

that he himself subsequently arranged
showings to nearly half a million per-

sons in his own area, and became one of

the most ardent supporters of the plan.

Oxley, of course, as an expert in public

relations, had been exceedingly careful
in preparing the picture's content. In
later years Oxley devoted much atten-
tion to films promoting public safety.

One who may be really interested in

this phase will be enabled to reach inter-

esting and valuable conclusions by study-
ing film programs of the Iron and Steel
Institute of Pittsburgh, which had a film

on the Gary steel plant as early as 1910;
of the Asphalt Institute of New York
City, and of the Petroleum Safety Coun-
cil of Houston, Texas, formed by several
oil producing concerns of that State
about 1923.

The American Society for the Control
of Cancer, organized in New York City

in 1913, also ventured into film produc-
tion in the nineteen-twenties, mainly for

the purpose of supplying its traveling

lecturers with illustrative material. It

took the form generally of popular re-

assurance, and advice to take all sus-

pected cases to reputable physicians for

examination. A more difficult theme
calling for popular education and in

which films were enlisted to explain, was
sexual disease. In the post-war period
that work was successfully undertaken
by the American Social Hygiene As-
sociation of New York City, founded
in 1914. During the War, of course,

there had been many films of this type
circulated in the Army camps and can-
tonments, including those produced by
George E. Stone of Monterey. In 1921

the American Social Hygiene Associa-
tion had in its available list several care-

fully produced subjects, including the

four reel "Gift of Life," intended for

use in high schools, colleges, parent-

teacher associations and the like.

(To be continued)
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History and Geography Integrated

through a Study Travel Workshop Course

As an experiment in teaching techniques, the His-

tory and Geography Departments of the State

Teachers College at Indiana inaugurated a com-
bined study-travel-workshop course in the History of

Pennsylvania and Geography of Pennsylvania during

the Post Session of three weeks during the summer of

1941. One outstanding feature of the course was the

provision for a nine-day tour of Pennsylvania by the

combined membership of the two courses after a week

of study and prior to the evaluation period of one week.

A good, general idea of the plan of the course can be

gained from the prospectus of the course sent out from

the college. It stated :

The Geography and History

Departments of the State
Teachers College at Indiana,

Pennsylvania, have made plans

for a combined "study-travel-

workshop" course on the Geo-

graphy of Pennsylvania and

History of Pennsylvania for

teachers and others who desire

to see the "arsenal of America"

in action. A student may elect

either course for three semester

hours' credit.

As planned, the course con-

sisted of three parts. During

the first week, classes were held

on the campus, each making a

preliminary survey of the field

selected, securing a factual

background for the rest of the

course, and developing tech-

niques necessary for the work of

the next two weeks. On Satur-

day, in the College bus, the two

classes started on a 1200 mile

circle tour of the State, carefully

planned to cover the chief places

of geographical, historical, in-

dustrial and recreational inter-

est of the Commonwealth. Returning to the campus

the classes again separated and engaged in classifying

and studying the materials and information gathered

on the trip. It is believed that the course gave the

students a living, vital knowledge of these areas of

learning that cannot be secured by the more orthodox

class procedure.

The tour itself was so organized as to give all who

take it a panoramic view of the Commonwealth. Leaving

Indiana in the College bus, the group travelled the first

day to Gettysburg via Duncanville, Bedford, and Cham-

bersburg. Numerous historic spots were studied en

route (as was done on the following days), and the

Field trips are as valuable for teachers as

they are for pupils. The trip arranged by

Mr. Emmert for Pennsylvania teachers is es-

pecially interesting for several reasons. For

one thing, the "teacher-students" used the

field trip for preparing motion pictures slides

and other visual aids to use in their class-

rooms. One can see the great interest which

children would have in seeing slides which

represented the actual experiences of their

teachers. Secondly, the study-travel-work-

shop represented co-operation between two
different departments; the preliminary and

follow-up work is in those departments; on

the trip the work is integrated. Thirdly,

whereas on many trips the lectures concern-

ing things seen are dependent upon local peo-

ple or the instructor of the course, in this case

the preparation of such lectures is a student

research project, which must have proved

very stimulating to all concerned.

Not only does this description have much
of value for the summer session faculties of

teachers colleges, but there is in it much
which can be used in planning trips for high

school groups.

WILLIAM W. WATTENBERG, Chairman

Committee on Field Experiences

WILBER EMMERT
State Teachers College, Indiana, Pa.

major geographic factors observed. Prior to the trip

students made specific, prepared "lectures" to be given

at the major study-stops on the trip. Chambersburg,

for example, is located in the heart of Pennsylvania's

greatest apple orchard section. And here, while in the

orchards, the "apple lecture" was given.

Gettysburg National Military Park was visited the

second morning of the tour, a spot which might be con-

sidered one of the greatest National Shrines of the

United States. A registered, official Gettysburg Guide

boarded the college bus and gave his regular lecture

about the battlefield as the bus toured the whole park

area. Sufficient time was spent here to give the stu-

dents ample opportunity to

study the "Battle of Gettys-

burg."

Our State Capitol at Harris-

burg was then visited and the

second night stop made. Thence

to Lancaster in the picturesque

Pennsylvania "Dutch" section,

via Hershey, Cornwall and

Ephrata. From Lancaster

(night stop) to Philadelphia

the route traversed a beautiful

countryside dotted with Penn-

sylvania field-stone houses and

huge barns still bearing the

"Hex" signs of the "Pennsyl-

vania Dutch," lovely old Colon-

ial houses ; and exquisite land-

scaped estates. Coatesville,

Chadds Ford of Revolutionary

War fame, and the site of the

early Swedish settlement at

present-day Essingtoh were vis-

ited. A night stop was made
in Philadelphia.

After visiting the numerous

State and National shrines, and

the industrial centers of Phila-

delphia, the group went to

Valley Forge. From Valley Forge the tour traversed

the scenic highway No. 611 to Easton. From Easton

to Stroudsburg the route went through the famous

Delaware Water Gap, thence into the Pocono Region

replete with waterfalls, lakes and forests—Pennsyl-

vania's recreational area—and into the Anthracite

region around Scranton. Following the Roosevelt

Highway the tour continued north-westward to Wells-

boro, where an overnight stop was made. Near Wells-

boro is Pennsylvania's "Grand Canyon." a gorge which

runs about fifty miles and is 5,000 feet deep in some

places. This spot should be a "Mecca" for geograph-

(Coitcludcd on page 405)
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AUDIO-VISUAL TRENDS

Recent Trends in Visual Instruction

—

George F. Johnson. Specialist in Vis-

ual Instruction, Pennsylvania State

College, State College, Pa. Journal of

the Biological Photographic Associa-

tion, 10:35 Sept. 1941

The developments which the author

believes have done most to advance vis-

ual instruction in the past fifteen years

are: 1) the development of new cameras

for stills and movies, with fast lenses

at nominal prices; 2) dependable photo-

electric exposure meters; 3) lighting ac-

cessories that make indoor photography

practical ; 4) fast film that permits photo-

graphy under adverse light conditions

;

5) the development of natural color for

films and lantern slides; and 6) more

efficient projection equipment and im-

proved screens.

At Pennsylvania State College's Divi-

sion of Agricultural Extension there are

a large number of agricultural agents

and demonstration agents out in the field

to be served. Subject-matter specialists

from the College travel to assist these

county workers and visual aids are used

widely.

The 2"x2" lantern slide has made

possible the acquisition of four times as

many color slides in four years as stand-

ard black and white slides in twenty

years. All of this in view of the fact

that 2"x2" slides entailed the purchase

of new projectors. Motion pictures have

also increased in number. The College

has 173 reels of locally-produced films,

half in color. Beaded screens are used

in all counties to help with color pro-

jection.

There is an extensive laboratory of

photographic equipment for the agricul-

tural workers. The miniature camera

has become the most popular size. Ex-

posure meters, tripods, floodlight units

and motion picture cameras have grown

apace.

The proof of the pudding is in the

eating, says the author. This increase

in equipment has resulted in the use of

visual aids at almost every meeting.

There are 100 meetings daily during the

winter months with a total attendance

of almost 500,000. Workers are en-

couraged to produce their own visual

aids so that these visualized demonstra-

tions have local significance. The 2"x2"

color slide has taken the lead in type of

material produced. These demonstration

agents find that a good meeting can be

carried on with a good 16mm. silent film

one reel in length, and 20 to 30 color

slides.

STILL PICTURES

A Study of Children's Responses to

Geography Pictures — Kenneth K.

Vayette, Peoria, Illinois

—

Journal of

Geography, 40:262-73 Oct. 1941

Here is a timely and valuable piece

of research. The author does not in-,

dicate how "scientific" his study was, nor

for what purpose it was made (thesis,

dissertation?) However, there is no deny-

ing the importance of the questions it

raises and the evidence it presents.

Regardless of the quality of the pic-

tures, the author points out, it is still

true that a great deal of the interpreta-

tion of the pictures depends upon the

observer's background, mental set, en-

\ironment and imagination. The teacher

must not assume that every child derives

the same information and interpreta-

tion from a picture. Children need guid-

ance in reading pictures, and skills in the

use and understanding of pictures should

be made a part of the study of geo-

graphy. A survey was made of the in-

terpretations given by children to pic-

tures found in textbooks regularly used

in grades four to 7. The questions to

be answered in the study were

:

1. With what degree of accuracy do

children interpret geography textbook

pictures ? 2. Do children grow in abil-

ity to interpret geographical inform.i-

tion as they proceed from grade to

grade? 3. What facts do children

recognize in and what interpretation

do they give to, information contained

in certain geography pictures? 4. What
are some misconceptions children have

about certain geography pictures? 5.

What are the probable causes of the

misconceptions as indicated by incor-

rect responses to questions about cer-

tain geography pictures ?

The thirty-two pictures used were con-

tained in the series of geography books

by William R. McConnell. Criteria for

selection were: a) the picture had to be

clear and distinct ; b) it had to be

thought-provoking; c) it showed geo-

graphic features, but not too many of

them in one picture ; d) it showed only

geographic features, if possible ; e) it

showed relationships between natural en-

vironment and human activity; and f) it

did not depend upon the legend or de-

scription for conveying information, but

rather the picture was clear in and of

itself. All of the pictures represented

a wide variety of subject matter.

Questions were drawn up for each

picture, to find out factual information

and interpretative information. The chil-

dren were given mimeographed questions

and the pictures. Incorrect responses,

or blanks, were attributed to the fact

tliat many children could not express

themselves in writing, or they had in-

sufficient geographical background in-

formation. Some errors were due to

the fact that children had been taught

generalizations about geographical facts

and could not make the connection with

specific questions. Most misconceptions

came from verbalistic learning. The
author points out other common causes

of error, most important of which, to the

author, is the fact that teachers have

not helped children to read pictures in-

telligently.

Reverting to the original five ques-

tions, the author concludes that

:

1. The children were able to answer

66% of all questions correctly ; they an-

swered 70% of the factual questions cor-

rectly and 61% of the interpretative

questions correctly.

2. Children did seem to grow in their

ability to read pictures as they went

from grade to grade. A small decrease

in the fifth grade was attributed to the

fact that the pictures for that grade were

inferior.

3. The concepts and misconceptions of

children's picture reading were discussed

in detail throughout the article.

This article is a welcome addition to

our literature.

ADMINISTRATION
Visual Aids Club: Serves Youth and
School (Practical Experience in De-

mocracy)—Don G. Williams, Great

Falls, Montana High School

—

The
Clearing House, 16:77 Oct. 1941

The Projectors' Club at the Great

Falls High School is five years old.

There has been no damage to the ma-
chines and less film damage than when
teachers use films. There are 35 mem-
bers in the club, made up of boys who
would not be happier at social, athletic

or academic club work. There are three

heads—a chief operator, a chief mechanic

and a chief inspector. Each has a crew-

working under him. The chief operator,

with the largest crew, has an assistant

and six shift operators. He finds out

when films are to be shown, notifies

teachers after the film arrives, and ar-

ranges for previews. Each shift operator

can then plan for his crew. All boys

go through a period of apprenticeship,

and then they are eligible for a set of

examinations before the director and

chiefs.

Boys interested in the mechanics of

the machines take care of servicing. They

keep a chart of repairs, oiling, replace-

ments, etc. Film inspectors must return

films to owners in proper cans and in

good condition. Their records provide

a good check on operators and on the

rental libraries.

Teachers fill in a report slip on the

showings as a check on the boys and on
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the club activities. Operators get punch

marks for poor reports, possibly leading

to dismissal.

This club has been a great influence on

the boys concerned, especially since many
of them were unsuited to other school ac-

tivities. It has also organized the visual

aids program to run smoothly and ef-

ficiently.

There's No Excnse for not Using Vis-

ual Aids!—Charles T. Smith, Co-

operative Film Library, Syracuse Uni-

versity, New York

—

School Executive

61:24-26 Sept. 1941

A breezy summary of resources that

most schools have and can have, with

many good illustrations.

ADULT EDUCATION
Talk about Films—Philip McCon-
nell

—

Journal of Adult Education, 13:

371 Oct. 1941

Movie discussions hold great promise

for adult education because a movie is a

way of giving the members of a group

an experience in common. It provides

the group with concrete events and situa-

tions and puts them into a common mood.

A committee of representatives from

the .American Library .'Kssociation, the

.American Association for Adult Educa-

tion, the .American Association for -Ap-

plied Psychology and the .American Film

Center has been carrying on film forums

during the past year. They find that

there is a scarcity of good films to serve

as a basis for discussion. There is just

as much need for good discussion leaders

in a film discussion as in a verbal dis-

cussion alone. The committee also finds

that the showing of a film, followed by
meaningful discussion, is an extremely

effective way of presenting ideas.

EQUIPMENT
Recommended Procedure and Equip-

ment Specifications for Educational

16nun. Projection—Society of Motion

Picture Engineers

—

Journal of the So-

ciety of Motion Picture Engineers, 37:

No. 1 July, 1941. Reprints available

from the Committee on Scientific Aids

to Learning, 31 East 42nd St., New
York.

This document is too important to be

dismissed with a summarized account.

It represents many months of careful

study by an outstanding group of tech-

nicians and it meets a very real need.

The report was made for the Commit-
tee on Scientific Aids to Learning, under

the chairmanship of J. .A. Maurer. The
report is submitted in non-technical

language and is available free to teachers

and supervisors. It is an admirable sup-

plement to Francis Noel's "Projecting

Motion Pictures in the Classroom'' which
appeared last spring from the Motion
Picture Project.

The Committee on Non-Theatrical

Equipment has divided its findings into

three parts. Part I is a general discus-

sion of the problems that enter into the

selection and use of 16nim. projectors for

educational institutions. It includes rec-

ommendations for such comparative tests

of equipment as can properly be made

without testing laboratory facilities. Part

II is a report on the optical character-

istics of the screens available at the pres-

ent time for non-theatrical projection.

Part III consists of a set of detailed

technical specifications defining accept-

able performance of 16mm. projection

equipment for educational uses. The
last section can be applied only by a fully

equipped testing laboratory.

Highlights of the report include:

1. Before you can select a projector

you must determine the size of the image,

the maximum throw and the shape of

room in which projection will be done.

2. Before you can select a sound pro-

jector you must know the acoustical

qualities of your room and the amount
of volume needed.

3. You will also need to have a con-

venient, sturdy projection table and ad-

equate darkening facilities.

4. Do not let the pupils sit closer to

the screen than twice the width of the

picture.

5. The viewing angle should be limited

to 30°, the width increasing as the dis-

tance from the screen increases.

6. With respect to screens : in a square

room the matte-surface type of screen

is best; in a rectangular room, glass

beaded type is best, with the projector

just over the heads of the spectators and

not too far above.

7. Faded and yellow screens lose much
of the projection brilliance and should

be replaced.

8. In selecting a projector, a competi-

tive demonstration of two or more pro-

jectors should be conducted under the

exact conditions that will exist when the

chosen machine is to be used. Use the

same screen and film for each machine.

The test-film should be of excellent qual-

ity in sound and images.

9. Choose a projector on the basis of

fundamental performance, not on the bas-

is of special features.

Users of film machines will be inter-

ested in learning that 16mm. projectors

should and can equal the quality of 35mm.
theatrical performance. Purchasers must,

however, be able to recognize the dif-

ference between a machine that has sacri-

ficed sound or brilliance quality to

"gadgets", such as still picture attach-

ments or smaller, streamlined loudspeak-

ers. It is pointed out that consumer de-

mands in these respects have weakened
the quality of projectors.

PERIODICALS
Audio-Visual Aids Section— Nations

Schools, monthly beginning Oct. 1941

The first article in this section, by W.
W. Whittinghill, reaffirms the fact that

educational films—silent and sound—are
here to stay. He sums up the needs,

such as better films, better equipment,
better use in the schools.

George A. Stracke, now in Flint,

Michigan, writes a "Case for Silent
Films." First in the rigidness of a
sound track as compared with the flexibil-

ity of sound accompaniments with silent

films—second, the greater ease in carry-
ing and setting up silent projectors^
thirdly, the lower cost of films and ma-
chines. But most important of all is

the educational advantage of silent film
in permitting the teacher to relate it to
her own pupils' needs.

Building America—Issued 'oy Society
for Curriculum Study—Vol. VII, No.
1 Total Defense. Distributed by Ameri-
cana Corporation, 2 W. 4Sth Street.

New York City, 32 pp. 30 cents a

copy.

.An unbiased survey of the defense prob-

lems of the United States. Various
angles of total defense are taken up, from
a discussion of the Democratic Way of

Life to Debits, Credits and Possibilities

of a Defense Program, with all important
points of view, pro and con, given im-
partially. 60 illustrations, including hu-
man interest photographs, maps and
charts, and cartoons.
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The Story of the Pilgrims—In Hand-Made Lantern Slides

By ANN GALE Lindblom High School, Chicago

IN NOVEMBER the Pilgrims are alwaj-s interesting to ele-

mentary school children. During these days particularly the

story of their heroic determination to live and worship according

to their own ideals is timely.

The following six slides can form the background for telling

their story.

1. The Puritans meeting secretly for worship in Scrooby.

2. The Pilgrims in Holland where they stayed for twelve
years.

3. The Mayflower sets sail from Plymouth, England on
September 6, 1620.

4. Sixty-four days later, November 21st, the Mayflower
lands at Provincetown.

5. After a month of exploring the Mayflower lands at Ply-

mouth December 21st where the settlement is located.

6. Our first Thanksgiving celebrated by the Pilgrims and
the Indians a year later in December, 1621.

The sim-

plest type

of h and -

made slide

is made by

drawing or

tracing on

firely fin-

ished etched

glass with

ordinary
medium lead

pencil. Col-

or, by spe-

cial crayons

or inks, en-

hances the

slides great-

ly. Fine ef-

fects are ob-

tained by

blending
w i t h cray-

ons. About

one - third

inch margin

should be

left all
around the

slide. The
slide is read-

ily cleaned

with soap or

washing
powder to

receive
a new pic-

ture.
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(DuxizLCly/tHOlCj ^CJUX±EL(JE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the Notional Education Association.

NOTE TO ZONE PRESmENTS:

THE new zonal organization of the DVI should make
"Among Ourselves" an interesting column. To do

this we must have information as to the activities of

each zone. Accordingly will you please send me each

month, preferably by the tenth, any information you

may have concerning the activities in your zone.

"Among Ourselves" is your column, and let's make it

a good one

!

J. D. F.

The Zonal Organization

The new organizations are well underway, and plans

are being made for zone meetings and other zone ac-

tivities.

Presidents of the zones are

:

James R. Brewster, Harvard University, Zone I

E. Winifred Crawford, Montclair Schools, Zone II

Ford L. Lemler, University of Michigan, Zone III

L. W. Cochran, University of Iowa. Zone IV
Ella Callista Clark, Winona State College, Zone V
U. S. Burt, Oregon State College, Zone VI
B. B. Rakestraw, University of California, Zone VII
Lelia Trolinger, University of Colorado, Zone VII]

W. T. Powell, El Paso City Schools. Zone IX
Charles F. Milner, University of North Carolina,

Zone X
H. J. Daily, National Secretary-Treasurer,, is work-

ing hard trying to get the ten zone secretaries started

out on a uniform system of membership records and

accounts. At present, this is one of the largest jobs

in the DVI. Mimeographed forms have been sent out

to all the secretaries, and Daily is also supplying each

secretary with 3x5 cards containing members' names

and other data.

Zone Activities

President Ella Callista Clark reports that plans are

going ahead for the first meeting of Zone V. The
Fargo, North Dakota-Moorhead, Minnesota district is

being considered for the meeting place. The two towns,

representing two states in the zone, are not over a mile

apart, and there is a good deal of interest in visual in-

struction in this locality. Plans are also being made
to circularize about two thousand superintendents in

the zone, asking them to nominate someone in each

school to receive a special invitation to attend the reg-

ional meeting. This idea of inviting interested persons

is particularly good because it not only will build up
attendance but also will add a certain dignity to the

meeting. The Executive Committee of Zone V is op-

erating on the basic philosophy that if a group of leaders

is developed in the zone, these leaders will return to

their communities and do active work in the field of

Eudio-visual education.

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

L. W. Cochran reports from Zone IV that their mem-
bership drive got underway in August. Cochran sent

each member of the Executive Committee and officers

of the zone a long two-page letter asking them to begin

active work on the drive by September 1 at the latest.

The committees that were appointed to assist in the

membership drive for Zone IV are as follows:

Illinois—Alvin B. Roberts, Gilson ; E. C. Waggoner,
Elgin ; Lewis V. Peterson, Urbana.

Wisconsin—Harold Watson, Oshkosh ; Miss Ella

Marquardt, University of Wisconsin.

Missouri—Rupert Peters, Kansas City.

Iowa—H. L. Kooser, Ames; Edward R. Lorenz,

Dubuque.

The limit set on the membership drive is October 1,

and while no reports have been received yet, it looks

as if the zonal plan was going well in Zone IV.

The Executive Committee of Zone IV is also consid-

ering the possibility of holding the zone meeting in

connection with the Midwest Forum on Visual Aids

held in Chicago in the spring. If this objective is ac-

complished, the Committee feels that they will have a

very large attendance.

George M. Jamieson, Jr., Secretary-Treasurer of

Zone VII, sent out a mimeographed letter to all inter-

ested persons in Zone VII, announcing the first meet-

ing of the zone in Bakersfield, California, on Friday

and Saturday, October 24-25. The final program of

the meeting was a dinner at which the topic was "How
to Develop a Sure-Fire Audio-Visual Program."

Jamieson stressed in his letter the importance of mem-
bers contributing the names of possible new members.

The membership drive for Zone VIII was started

off at a meeting at the Visual Instruction Section of

the Eastern Division of the Colorado Education As-

sociation. The new departmental leaflets were dis-

tributed along with a mimeographed announcement

prepared by the zone secretary. Miss Lelia Trolinger,

President of Zone VIII, has been distributing more
of this material through mail channels from the Uni-

versity of Colorado's Bureau of Visual Instruction.

Additional quantities of the leaflet and mimeographed

announcement were sent to every member of the zone's

Executive Committee for distribution at state and

regional meetings.

The first annual meeting of Zone VIII will be held

at the University of Colorado December 29 and 30.

A questionnaire is being prepared on possible pro-

gram material to be sent out to members of the Execu-

tive Committee. The program will be drawn up from

suggestions received from this questionnaire.
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Experimental Research
in Audio-Visual Education

By DAVID GOODMAN
New York University, New Yorlc City.

Title of Thesis

Problems in the Use of Instructional Films.
Thesis completed 1940 for the degree of Master of Science,

Kansas State Teachers College, Pittsburgh, Kansas.
Investigator: Ekvin Earl Kirkpatrick

Purpose of Study
1. To describe administrative procedures for an instruc-

tional film program.
2. To enumerate recommended methods for classroom

use of films.

Procedure
Three means of securing information were used : (a) the

reading of all available literature on the administration and
classroom use of instructional films, (b) personal visits to
certain schools which have film programs, and (c) the send-
in of questionnaires to other schools which also have film
programs. The schools visited personally were : Tulsa, Okla.
homa; Kansas City, Missouri; lola, Kansas; and Pittsburgh,
Kansas. Questionnaires were received from a total of thirty-
eight directors of visual education and sixty-two teachers in
forty-four schools in diflferent parts of the United States.

General Conclusions

1. Instructional films are a valuable teaching aid, yet
many teachers have not learned how to make the best use of
them.

2. Teachers must learn to use films wisely as supplement-
ary aids rather than as primary teaching devices if films
are to grow in importance in the field of education.

3. The cost of a film program is prohibitive for some
schools and causes others to resort to free films, which are
often difficult to integrate with regular school work.
Specific Conclusions and Recommendations

Administrative Problems

Department of Visual Education. The success of the visual
aids program hinges largely upon the organization of the
department of visual education under the direction of a com-
petent and trained director of visual aids, who is given the
authority and financial support which will enable him to
develop a program which has definite objectives and which
strives earnestly to fulfill these objectives.

Director of Visual Education. The director of visual edu-
cation should be freed from other duties sufficiently to en-
able him to give adequate thought and time to the visual
education program.

Projection Equipment. Excellent projection equipment is

available, which will give satisfaction if purchased new and
in a size adequate for the school situation. Beaded screens
and opaque shades are desirable equipment to secure clear
pictures, and to conserve pupil eyesight. Both are worth
their cost.

Securing Films. The most satisfactory means of financing
the visual education program is through funds included in the
annual school budget by a board of education which is

familiar with, and sold on, the advantages of the use of
instructional films. School ownership of instructional films
would be the ideal situation if cost were not a factor. Even
in large school systems however, a compromise must be
reached by purchasing frequently-used films and renting
others. The planning of the yearly film program should be
a cooperative affair in which all concerned from pupils to
superintendent have a voice.

Film Library and Service. Some kind of film circulating
library closer to the individual school than the state uni-
versity seems to be a present need among the smaller schools.
Free Films. The small schools make greater use of free

films than of rental films because of the cost factor of the
program. Free industrial films can be improved by the
exclusion of all advertising material, the producer relying
altogether upon his company's signature as a means of in-
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creasing goodwill and creating some sales. The Federal

Government is to be commended for the work it is doing in

the production of free films. The pictures it is producing fill

a real need in the program of those schools which are

largely dependent on free films.

Operation. Trained pupil operators are satisfactory in

almost every way, and the experience can be a valuable

part of the boy's education.

Teacher Training. Present use of instructional films is

partially ineflfective because of the unfamiliarity of the

ordinary teacher with the best ways of using such films. The

final solution to the problem of teacher preparation in the

use of instructional films and other visual aids lies in a

type of instruction in which the required technical and

methodological knowledge is integrated with other training

in methods courses in each subject-matter field. Until the

time comes that such training is possible, the next best

solution lies in college courses in which technical training in

projection equipment is combined with instruction in class-

room procedures.

In the absence of opportunities for college training in the

use of instructional films, there is need for provision for in-

service training of teachers under the direction of an able

director of visual education.

Teaching Techniques

Physical Features of Presentation. In the small or medium

sized school, the special projection room is the best place for

showing instructional films because it solves the problems

of darkening, ventilation, and housing of equipment. In the

large city system, the classroom will probably continue to

be the place for projecting classroom films in spite of certain

advantages of the special projection room.

Study Guides. Study guides are such desirable aids in the

use of instructional films that schools should purchase

them outright and place them in the school library for pur-

poses of teacher preparation.

Individual Methods of Use. Although no definite rules can

be laid down concerning the best technique to use in pre-

senting any one film, nevertheless teachers should be familiar

with several methods in order that they may use each film

wisely according to their best judgment.

The practice of stopping films for "stills" is of doubtful

educational value. Teachers should be alert to develop

newer and better ways of using films. Instructional films can

to a large extent be made to replace school trips and ex-

cursions.

Follow-up Procedures. Follow-up procedures should be

vital and creative in order to get the best use out of class-

room films.

Film Evaluation. Directors and teachers should make a

careful evaluation of all films used in order to improve the

future film program.

A thorough integration of instructional films with other

methods of teaching will be impossible as long as schools

are forced through lack of funds to include on their visual

education program large numbers of free industrial films,

the objectives of which are difli'erent from the objectives of

education. Even a partial or inadequate integration of in-

structional films with other methods of instruction, however,

is better from an educational standpoint than no instruc-

tional films at all. This conclusion is admission of the great

value of visual education.

Specific Uses for Educational Films. The subjects of

English, social studies, science, and the teaching of attitudes,

guidance, and physical education offer specific opportunities

for the worthwhile use of specialized films.

The School-Made Film. The school-made film offers in-

teresting possibilities for meaningful activities in improve-

ment of speech, motivation, of literature, study of posture and

athletic form, and in selling the school to the public.

A Caution. Instructional films can become a passing fad

and fancy—an educational luxury—unless teachers always

bear in mind that such films

(1.) are merely a supplementary teaching aid,

(2.) will not teach by themselves,

(3.) require as much effort on the part of teachers as any

other teaching method,

(4.) must be integrated with regular school work.
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Visualizing Your Curriculum

America's Old World Background
Home and Community Life

Lite in Mediaeval Times
Christmas in Many Lands
Clothing In Other Lands
Life in Colonial America
Voyage and Discovery

Life in Ancient Greece
The Story of Textiles

Life in Ancient Rome
Clothing Long Ago
Food.Shelter

Man on Record

Early Civilization

Social Customs
Pioneer Days

Transportation

Communication

Americans All

Architecture

Water Travel

Land Travel

Indian Life

Air Travel

The Farm

many
others

No longer need you sp

hour after hour searching for

pictures to visualize your cur-

riculum. At an average cost

of only a few cents each,

you can now secure the

"documentary" pictures

that you have always

needed for teaching

these important

areas of hu-
man experience.

WRITE
FOR FREE
PICTURE

Write at once for details of low cost and for
free circular containing a

,
full-size sample

picture.

INFORMATIVE CLASSROOM PICTURE PUBLISHERS
48 North Division Ave. Grand Rapids, Michigan

Audio-Visual Aids in a Small City
(Continued from page 377)

followed by the lantern slides and the mounted pictures
give pupils an understanding basis for those industries
remote from their immediate vicinity. This method
of preparing classes for the use of the motion picture
film appears to be a successful technique.

Another illustration may be taken from the Fifth B
geography of the Western United States. Under the
unit, "Man's Use and Abuse of Forests" are the fol-

lowing lantern slides which give the basal ideas: (3)
Logging and lumbering in the West, (4) Oregon Forest
of Western hemlock, (5) Lumbermen ready to fell a
Douglas fir, (6) Transporting fir logs to a sawmill,

(7) Sawmill and log boom, (8) Loading lumber at
seaport. These slides are accompanied by full explan-
tory helps for teacher and pupil. This material is al-

ways at hand in each building when required.

In the same core unit under "Farming in the West"
the following lantern slides are provided: (12) Har-
vesting wheat with combine, (13) Apple Orchards, Mt.
Hood, (14) Grapes drying in California Vineyard,
(15) Citrus Groves, Los Angeles County, (16) Let-
tuce Fields, Imperial Valley.

For this same Fifth B geography unit on "Western
Farming" mounted pictures are as follows : ( 1 ) Orange
groves, (2) Washing oranges, (3) Shipping oranges,

(4) Prune orchard, (5) Drying prunes, (6) Raising
raisins, (7) Raisin drying.

This material furnishes some of the basal observa-
tions for discussion of fanning in the West.

In connection with above two units from the core
topics of "Farming in the West", certain silent films
are used. The.se films are as follows: (1) Oregon
Country, (2) Irrigation Farming, (3) The Orange
Groves, (4) The Arid Southwest. Several other closely

related silent motion pictures were the basis of class
lessons. The purpose is to give action to ideas that

have been acquired from still pictures. The results of
using motion pictures according to this well organized
plan "seems to interest pupils and to direct his learning
into worthwhile channels."

The cost of the audio-visual program is of vital im-
portance in a small system. Lakewood's expense for

one year was about thirty-four cents per pupil or a to-

tal of $1,253.00. This includes items for wall maps,
desk maps, purchase of slides and projectors. (Some
of these equipment items could be apportioned over a
five year period.) The operating expense, rentals, ex-
press, repair and breakage is about $641 or half of the
total expense. Of this latter amount $531.00 is for

a motion picture operator. This might be done by the
teachers concerned and the money spent for materials.

Lakewood's audio-visual program of spending thirty-

four cents per pupil should soon provide the necessary
equipment after which there will be more funds for

classroom materials. Cleveland spends seventeen cents

per pupil and Pittsburgh spends one dollar per pupil
of which more than one half is for classroom aids.

It is important when an audio-visual project is es-

tablished, that the expenditure for aids is greater than
for personnel and miscellaneous equipment. A small
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ERPI'S 1941 FILM PRODUCTIONS
(Crosses Indicate Course of Study Applications)
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Wewtwnrd Movement X X X X X 1

1

1
X

Kentucky I'ioneerM X 1 X 1
1

X 1 X X
1 1 1

X
Fliitboat rtoiieerN X

I
X 1 X 1 X 1 X X 1 1 1

X
Old IVew Orleana X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X X

\ 1 1
X

PloneerK of the PlnlnH X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X X
1 1 1

X
People of Alaska X 1 1 X 1 X 1 X X

1 1 1
X

Com niiin lentIon X 1 X 1 1
X 1 X 1^1

1

X 1 X
*rfeHe» of the City X 1 1 X 1 X 1 X

1
X

1 1 1

X X
Growth of CltleH X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 X 1 1 X
City AVater Supply X 1 1

X 1
1

X X
I

X 1 X X
nefenilInK the CityN Health X 1

1 1 X 1 X X X 1 X 1 X
1

X X
BIOLOtnCAL SCIENCES

Eyen nnd Their Care 1 1 1
XXX X X

Powtlire nnd Exercise
1 1 1 1

1
X X X X X

Pneumonia
1 1 1 1

X X 1 X X X X
Home IVlinilnj;

1
1 1

X X 1 X 1 X
1

X X
KIrst Aid .

1
X X I X 1 X X

1
X. X

The Horse
1 1

X 1 X 1 X
1

X X
The Sanflsh

! 1 1 1 X 1 X 1 X X
PHYSICAL, SCIENCES

Simple Machines X 1
1 X

! X X
Theory of PIlK'ht

1 1 1 1
X

1 X 1 X X
Problems of Flleht

1 1 1 1 X 1 X 1 X X
The Weather 1 1 X 1 1 X ]

I
X 1 X X

Write Depf. ES for Chart Showing Ap-
plications of Erp/'s Complete Library Erpt ClaSSrOOttt FHttlS IttC,

of 187 Films 35-11 Thlrty-Rfth Avenue Lonq Island City, N. Y.

but regular budget yields better results than large spas-

modic expenditures.

The question may be raised as to the cost of getting

an average school of 515 pupils ready to use modern

aids to instruction. Hayes School, Lakewood, is used

for illustration. This school equipped a visual instruc-

tion room as follows : Screen, $22.00 ; Lantern, $70.00

;

Balopticon, $100.00; Sound Motion Picture Projector

(16mm), $313.00.

This is permanent equipment that should be appor-

tioned over a five to ten year period. The same com-

ment applies to the following changes and equipment

in the visual room : Electrical Outlet, $15.00; Window
Shades, $18.00; Steel Files, $35.00; Extension Cords,

$3.00; Cases for Slides, $25.00—Total, $96.00.

For the visual instruction room the school shop built

the following : Shelves, $4.00 ; Projection Table, $8.00

;

2 Bulletin Boards, $8.00—Total, $20.00.

The basic visual material ready for daily use in Hayes
School is: 6 Units of geography lantern slides (300) ;

4 Units of Science (200) ; 2 Units of safety slides

(100) ; 1 Unit of map slides (50). Mounted Picture

Sets : 1 Primary Set, 1 Upper Elementary Set.

The unit sets of lantern slides were used more than

other items as teachers found the slides basic aids to

instruction and were always ready. The films were
supplemental aids as they could not be adjusted as

closely to class work. During the Fall semester (1940)
Hayes School used fifty-one films, both sound and si-

lent, which were shown in connection with 100 lessons.

The cost was low since films were supplied free from
the Ohio State Bureau of Visual Instruction at Co-
lumbus.

The instructional value of the audio-visual plan in

the Lakewood elementary course of instruction may be
summarized as follows

:

1. The definitely organized course of instruction in-

cludes as basic study material the ideas derived from
the use of selected audio-visual aids.

2. The fundamental ideas of community life are

derived from field studies, local pictures, local slides,

and maps. These local studies are basic to the advanced
studies in geography and civics.

3. The careful selection and organization of basic

aids both as to ideas and type of aid to be used have
aided teachers and pupils.

4. A clear and definite effort to implement instruc-

tion of pupils by providing the correct audio-visual

tools at the time needed yields educational results.

5. The Lakewood plan shows a balance as to the

basic mounted pictures, the lantern slides and supple-

mental films.

6. The policy of providing low cost basic aids that

are dependable has proved superior to the common
practice of considering aids as extra supplementary en-
richment to be procured by the individual effort of the
teacher.
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Selected Films
For the Christmas Season

"A Saviour is Born"
A beautiful color subject, in 3 reels, 16mm sound. Story

begins with the Prophecy of Mica and continues with the

events leading to the Annunciation and the Birth of the
Saviour.

"Starlight Night"
5 reels, 16mm sound. Entertaining dramatization of the

story which led to the writing, one long ago Christmas
Eve, of the immortal hymn, "Silent Night, Holy Night."

"Cristas"
7 reels, 16mm sound. One of the best film versions of the

Life of Christ.

"When Jesus Was Born"
1 reel, 16mm sound. From the well-known "I Am the

Way" series of Biblical subjects.

"Child of Bethlehem"
2 reels, 16mm sound. Story of Jesus' birth and early years.

Many other religious subjects appropriate

to the Christmas Season

The following are 1-reel subjects available in 16mm sound,

16mm silent, and 8mm silent:

"Christmas Around the World"
"Christmastime in Toyland"

"Santa Claus Story"

"Merry Christmas"

1-reel 16mm sound subjects:

"The Toy Shop"
"Day Dreams"

16mni Silent Subjects:

"Night Before Christmas" 2 reels

"Old Scrooge" 3 reels

"A Christmas Carol" 2 reels

Book promptly while prints are available

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street Chicago, III.

2402 W. Sevenfll Street IS South Third Street

Los Angeles, Calif. Memphis, Tenn.

Bertram Willoughby Pictures Inc., 1600 Broadway. NewYork, N. Y.

Selecting Films for Children's Programs
(Contiuiied irom page 379)

(photography and sound). Separate ratings
should also be given for each of three age groups:
five to eight years, nine to eleven, and twelve to

fourteen. Some mathematical scale might be
assumed as the basis for recording of ratings—
for a worthless film and 10 for a perfect one. Each
film would then be placed by each previewer at

some point between and 10 representing his

judgment of the value of the fihn in that respect

(subject, continuity, or technique) "at that age
level (5-8, 9-11, or 12-14). The averaging of figures

plus a running comment clarifying the ratings

should give schools and community groups s.

reliable guide for selection of films which will make
up programs interesting to children and stimulating

to their growth in ability to choose their own film

entertainment satisfactorily.

Sample Programs for Children
(5 to 8 years)

For the child of this age group, feature pictures

are not advisable. A program of several short

subjects, one of which may be 30 minutes long,

should center around some theme, such as wild

animals, birds, fairy tales, or life in far away lands.

Such a program, centered around bears, is listed

as a first choice program for the small child. A
second program, with a feature picture, is listed

for use in groups where large numbers of small

children are present but the demand for feature

length film so great that a program of short sub-

jects would fail to hold interest for the rest ot

the audience.

Preferred Program: (length, 67min.) "Goldilocks

and the Three Rears" (cartoon) ; "Fisherman's Luck,"

"Busy Little Bears," "Boy Meets Dog" (cartoon),

"Itchy Scratchy."

Second Choice Program: (length, 99 min.) "Boy
Meets Dog," "The Biscuit Eater" (feature).

(9 to 11 years)

The feature film is not too long for children of

this age, but programs of short subjects may be

used for variation. One program of each type

is given.

Feature Film Program: (length, 114 min.) "Redskin

Blues" (cartoon), "Ruggles of Red Gap." Other

recommended features : "Arkansas Traveler," "The
Buccaneer," "The Great Victor Herbert," "It's a

Date," "Mississippi." "One Hundred Men and a Girl."

"Two Bright Boys," "The Underpup."
Short Sttbjects Program: (length, 81 min.) "In the

Zoo" (cartoon), ".Sporting Pals" (Grantland Rice

Sportlight), "Four Smart Dogs," "Swans." "Song
Birds of the North Woods," "Death Valley Thrills."

'

(12 to 14 years)

Feature films are the preferred entertainment

at this age. An occasional program of short sub-

jects of high quality may be used for variety.

Feature Film Program: (length, 114 min.) "Trouble

in Davy Jones' Locker" (cartoon), "Lives of a Bengal
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Lancer." Other recommended features: "Beau Geste,"

"Christmas in July," "High. Wide and Handsome."

"If I Were King." "The Plainsman," "Rulers of the

Sea." "The Texans," "Union Pacific," "Count of

Monte Cristo."

Short Subjects Program: (length, 81 min.) "Pan-

dora," "Technocracked" (cartoons), "Easy on Ice"

(skating), "Gypsy Revels" (folk music and dancing),

"Yankee Doodle Rhapsody" (American songs),

"Swans," "Sugar Wind" (sugar-making time in the

Barbadoes), "Symphony in Black" (with Duke
Ellington).

School Movies to Educate the Public

(Concluded jrom page 381)

synchronization of the background music and the oral

narration of film screening.

Finally, six weeks after work had begun on our

movie, "Dawn to Dusk", it was ready for its premier

showing. It was received enthusiastically by its first

audience of over 1500 persons attending the mid-year

commencement exercises of our school. Since this

first showing, over 3500 people have seen the film

over a period of 4 months. The audience consisted of

service organizations, church groups, and many other

social organizations within our community. In the

future thousands more will view our school movie. Our
vocational counselor, Mr. Raymond Jarvis. projects the

movie and presents the oral narration at all out of school

showings.

A very important use of such a movie aside from

educating the public as to the functions of the school,

is as an aid in vocational guidance for counselors

in the junior high schools. Students who plan

to attend our high school, view "Dawn to Dusk" long

before they leave their junior high school, and so re-

ceive a good idea of our school and what goes on here.

Since "Dawn to Dusk" has been out in circulation

telling our story, we have heard many favorable com-

ments concerning our school, coming from people who
have never been within its walls. This is a definite

proof to us that "Dawn to Dusk" as a movie of school

life is educating or perhaps we should say informing

the citizens of our community concerning one of its

finest high schools, which they might easily have over-

looked or underestimated.

Again, as in my opening statements, I repeat that

many schools have splendid visual programs for use

in the classroom, but few have even scratched the

surface in this field of educating or informing the pub-

lic. New courses, sports programs, vocational guidance,

health programs etc. may be publicized by means of

motion pictures. Through such a practice the citizens

(taxpayers) come to realize the importance of visual

aids in the school and will support your school when
new equipment is desired for expanding your visual

education program.

Next time you wish to obtain public support for a

new school idea or wish to show your community what

your school is doing, make a movie. You will be

exceedingly grateful for the splendid and efficient job

it will perform for your canse in your community.
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RECORDED LECTURES!

RECORDED Lectures, Inc., offers new, vital,

- unduplicated educational aids on disc records.

Here are the spoken words of today's keenest

thinkers as well as important dramatizations, plus

unique supplementary materials for all age levels.

These transcriptions allow full flexibility as to

time of use, as well as correlation by previewing.

They permit repetition, assure perfect sound re-

production, and make permanent the voices of

history. Distributed exclusively by Bell & Howell.

B&H
TRANSCRIPTION

PLAYER
A two-speed disc rec-

ord turntable with
amplifier and speaker
which may also be
used with Filmo-
sounds (substantially

reducing cost of
sound film projector if purchased subsequently). Com-
plete in two cases, with sapphire stylus pick-up.

B&H FILMOSOUND
"UTILITY"

Presents both sound
and silent l6mm. films

with finest sound and
picture quality. Easy to

operate. Proved last-

ingly dependable in

schools throughout the

nation. Price, $389.35. Other models, to meet any re-

quirement. Send coupon for details.

"FILM UTILIZATION DIGEST"

In this guide, 1187 educational films are indexed, priced,

rated for age levels, correlated to subject matter areas,

and evaluated by teachers as to technical quality and
subject coverage. Send the coupon for a free copy of this

extremely helpful booklet.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Holly-

wood; Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

SEND THE COUPON EOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send details on : ( ) Transcriptions; < ) Transcription Player;
( ) Fllmosounds. ( ) Also send copy of "Film Utilization DUest."

School

-

Address.

City

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL& HOWELL
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES
FREQUENTLY educators are faced with the prob-

lem of forming a camera club that may devote its

time to film production and other activities. H. A.
Henderson, lecturer in visual instruction, Butler Uni-
versity, Indianapolis, offers the following helpful sug-

gestions for the formation and conducting of a camera
club:

The membership can well include students and patrons who
own cameras and are interested. The club should be organized

with well chosen officers. Members or committees should be

selected to lead in discussions on such subjects as

:

1. Types of commercial cameras. (Catalogues may be ob-

tained from any dealer.)

2. How a camera is made. Make a pin-hole camera. Take
a camera apart and learn the names.

3. Have each member bring a sample of his work and explain

the conditions under which he took the picture. Criticisms and

suggestions would be in place here.

4. Developing is not a difficult matter and in most any club

there will be members who would take pride in explaining and

demonstrating the process.

5. Various sizes, purposes, technical and trade names of

lenses, light meters, photo-floods and other accessories.

6. Mechanism, care and operation of the various projectors^

stereopticon or glass slide, picturol or film slide, opaque or

rtflectoscope, silent motion pictures, and sound units in

motion pictures (3Smm, 16mm, 8mm).

7. Light wattage, voltage, effects of light and shadows and

distance of projection.

8. Screens.

9. Student Operation of Visual Instruction Equipment. (See

article by H. W. Malstrom, June, 1941, Educational Screen.)

By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn.

Ho Eye or Ear Strain
HOLMES .¥.?r.

PROJECTORS

The brilliancy of the Holmes film projection, its

rock steady pictures and clarity of reproduction

of speech and music, have created an enviable

reputation for the Holmes machine. No indistinct

pictures or distortion of sound ever mar the

smoothness and excellence of its performance.

Holmes portable units are convenient and com-
pact... are easily set up anywhere, ready to run.

Write for full details.

HOLMES PROJECTOR COMPANY
1813 Orchard Street CHICAGO |

Manufacturers of 16mm and 35mfn pro/ecfors
for over 25 yeors.

HOLMES AMPLIFIERS
AND SPEAKERS

IVith a question box on the making of
school film productions, conducted by
Godfrey Elliott, Oakvale, West Virginia.

A course in "The Production of School Made Films"
is being offered this year by the Hartley School of

Film Making, 20 West 47th Street, New York City.

The course, which promises to be of great value to

educators, has been granted alertness credit by the New
York State Department of Education. According to

the school's prospectus, "The course is designed to

meet the demands of advanced students who have al-

ready had essential technical training and also of stu-

dents with less specific qualifications and amateurs
who wish to increase their acquaintance of film tech-

niques."

The classes will be conducted in the motion picture

and sound recording studios of Hartley Productions, a

company actively engaged in the production of non-
theatrical motion pictures. Included in the course of

study are the following: The motion picture camera
and principles ; Film emulsions ; Exposure and exposure
meters ; Filters ; Preparation of a script ; Direction

;

Exterior filming; Lighting; Interior filming; Cutting

and editing; Titling; Post recording; Cutting and
matching sound track ; Direct recording and re-record-

ing; and Film showing.

What films should be made in the schools? is a ques-

tion that is asked by almost every school production

group. At present, the Committee on Motion Pictures

of the National Council of Teachers of English is

asking high school English teachers what films they

would like to have available in their classrooms. As the

reports are being tabulated, a number of the suggested

film topics seem to be worthwhile suggestions for

school film makers as well as commercial producers.

Do the English teachers in your school have any sug-

gestions that might be useful for school film makers?
If they do, a note to this editor would be appreciated.

Film Reports
California

What is believed to be the first teaching film in the

field of English grammar has been produced by the

Westwood Junior-Senior High School. In 400 feet,

the film deals with the "big primary grammatical rela-

tions as recommended in a recent study," Stuart

Mitchell, principal, reports. "Subject-Verb-Object uses

color in titles to symbolize meanings, and its reading

speed and vocabulary difficulty level have been ad-

justed for grade four. This allows a margin of com-
prehension for difficult concepts, meaningful scenes, and
organization, since the film is planned for use in grade

six or higher, where this subject matter is customarily
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The Perfect Screen for Every Educational Need!

G/oss beaded screen surface carries lifetime

guarantee of whiteness. YI'iW not harden or

crack. Greater bnWiance and definition. Always

rigidly aligned . . . a/ways completely in focus.

Rapidly becoming first choice for assembly halls, classrooms,

camps, and churches because of its quick portability and ease

of operation. The famous "Hy-Flect" beaded surface is un-

surpassed in giving clean-cut brilliance and definition

—

o vital,

life-like image, either in black and white or color. Audi-

torium Model is particularly adapted for schools and
organizations with a number of gathering places. The
extra-rigid tripod, expressly designed for this screen, is

extremely durable and rust-resistant.

Complete Line of Sizes and Types

• Portable Tripod Screens in all sizes from 30x40 up
to 70x94 inches.

• Gear Operated Portable Tripod Screens, 52x72 to

70x94 inches.

• Wall Type Screens, 30x40 to 72x72 inches.

• Wall and Ceiling Screens, 6x8 to 12x12 feet.

Write for Wustraftd folder—FkEE.

MANUFACTURrNG CO.

AUDITORIUM model used by U. S.

Dept. of Agriculture, F.BJ.. Army Air

Corps, and many others.

1140-i W. Superior St. Chicago, III.

presented. It also may be used for review, or as a

supplementary teaching device on other grade levels,

or for remedial work."

Iowa
Iowa State College, Ames, has made three more

films: Engineering at Iowa State {800 iett), Agricul-

ture at Iowa State (800), and Home Economics (1200).

The films are used for publicity purposes and were pro-

duced by H. L. Kooser of the Visual Instruction Serv-

ice and his staff.

Ames Senior High School, Ames, has a new filiri,

Basketball as Played at Ames High School (300 feet).

John Harms was the cameraman.

Massachusetts

Agawam High School, reports Allan M. Hadley, has

made a filiu showing laboratory techniques in chemistry

(800 feet). In production is a docuiuentary film of

contemporary life in Agawam, which is being made as

a school project with all departments contributing

(approx. 2500 feet).

Michigan
A film on traffic safety practices is near completion

at Flint. A student committee representing two high

schools is making the film, George Stracke, visual

education chairman, states.

Used as a substitute for a graduation speaker at the

eighth grade commencement exerci.ses was the film,

Montpelier Elementary School, 600 feet of school ac-

tivities. Williaiu S. Wagner, principal of the school,

was the supervisor of the production.

Ohio

Of particular interest to welfare and institutional

study groups is a film completed in July by William

Hart and Roy Wenger of the Bureau of Educational

Research, Ohio State University. Titled L»> at the

Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans' Home, it shows

the activities of a typical day at the home—cottage

life, school life, work, and recreation. (500 feet)

A/eu^ 16 MM
INSTRUCTIONAL FILMS

for C/assroom. As%^mh\yf

And Recreational U$e,

FOR SALE & RENTAL

Handicraft & Art Scries

"llow-to-do-it" technical films.

One reel each ; silent and sound.

Kmphasis on technique.

Manuar Training Leather Work
Marionettes Toys From Oddi

Bool(bindlng & Ends

Loom Weaving Simple Block

Decorative Metal Printing

Work Ciay Pottery

The Silk Screen Process

Lotin America Series

Pan Americana—One red, sound;
study of products and means of

communication.

This Spanish Speaking World—One
ret'I sound; introduction to the

study of the Spanish language. Its

background and the peoples who
speak it.

Aviofion Mechanics Series
Aviation Engine—Dis-Assembly and
Inspection. BrinRS engine "Into
the ctassioom." Careful, unhurried
descriptions, SUent or Sound. Pro-
duced with cooperation of Missouri
Aviation Institute.

Wrlfe for Free "Blue Usf BS 2"—Se/ecfed /nsfruc*/ona/ fUms,

and names of nearesf distrlbufors of above.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiijirrr
1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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Tales Spun On Record

Schubert and Meiort Liv« Again in

"LIVES OF COMPOSERS"
by lltEENB WICKER

Radio's famous "Singing Lady" turns to th«

electrical transcription, education's newest
teaching tool, to bring Inspirational childhood
stories of great composers to the schoolrooms
of today.

The "Lives of Composers" are specially pre-

pared to meet elementary classroom needs,
checked for authenticity, evaluated and ap-
proved by schools. Specific instructions for

effective use and informational notes ac-

company each transcription. Each program
contains selections of the composer's music
played by Milton Rettenberg.

Two programs, "FRANZ SCHUBERT" and
"WOLFGANG MOZART", each playing un-

interruptedly at 33-1/3 rpm for 15 minutes, on
one double-faced 16-inch non-breakable elec-

trical transcription of broadcast quality.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION BY
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY

Question Box on School Film Production

What type of film should we use?
(Continued from last month)

In selecting black-and-white stock, the school has a choice
between reversal film and negati\e stock. The negative-
positive process is patterned after the standard procedure
of the 35 mm. field. There are several types of 16mm. negative
stock available for amateurs who want to use this method.
Advantages of the negative-positive process for the schools

are: (1) at no increase in film cost, it permits the original
to be preserved, and (2) it permits the printing of additional
copies of the film at about half the cost of reversal dupes.

For the average school production, howe\er, the dis-
advantages will weigh much heavier: (1) the negative is

extremely difficult for the amateur to edit, and (2) it has a
slight greater tendency toward graininess than does reversal
films.

Unless the school is fairly certain that a large number of
copies will be made from the completed film, I recommend
reversal stock. Ease in editing, aside fom any other consider-
tion, may dictate the use of reversal stock.

Every film stock has a rated speed, referred to here in
terms of its Weston classification. The school production
unit must beware of two things: (1) that it does not attempt
the indoor use of a film too slow in emulsion speed, and (2i
that it does not waste money by using a high speed film
where high speed is not useful.

Kodachrome and the ordinary types of orthochromatic 16mm
films have daylight emulsion speeds ranging from 8 t o 16
Weston. Such speeds suffice for outdoor use, except in sub-
normal light.

Panchromatic film is manufactured in three major day-
light speed groups: 16-24. 32, and 100. Generally speaking.
the speedier the film, the greater the cost. "Express" speed film

(Weston 100) is desirable for indoor scenes. It is not, however,
recommended for average outdoor use, since its extreme speed
is only wasted outdoors in noumal or near-normal light.

One last caution in the selection of a film stock: School
units will do well to steer clear of film that is advertised at

cut-rate prices, and claiming to perform miracles in photog-
raphy. Such film is often nothing more than positive stock,

spooled and sold under fancy names, .'\dhere to the use of
standard brands, at least until actual use and screen com-
rtrison have demonstrated the performance of such film.

2. All references caution us against mixing daylight and
mazda when shooting Kodachrome. What shall we do about
shooting interior scenes in color?

Three mistakes are commonly made in shooting interior

scenes in Kodachrome: (1) using Kodachrome Regular in

the presence of mazda light. (2) using Kodachrome B in the

piesence of daj light. Both of these actions distort color
vj'lues out of all proportion. The third mistake is trying

to do the filming at night with Kodachrome B and photo-
floods. This action not only makes production difficult, but
also gives black window areas which give an unreal sense to

any classroom scene that is attempted to stage.

The most logical solution is to shoot interior scenes in

daytime, using Kodachrome Regular film, and depending
v.pon the daylight-blue photofloods to build up the light

values where needed. Such floods are sold by all manu-
facturers of photographic lamps.

3. What advice can you give us on shooting scenes involv-

ing writing on blackboards?

.'\mateurs shooting in the classroom for the first time are

always surprised to learn that blackboard areas will pick

up hot spots from the lighting reflectors. If care is taken

to see that chalkdust is washed from the pores of the black-

board, some of this difficulty can be overcome, but in the

main the problem demands extreme care in the placement
of lighting units. Blackboard areas often can be as trouble-

some as glass in reflecting hot spots.

The greatest difficulty in filming writing on the blackboard

i? to determine the correct exposure. White chalk on a
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A new addition to our Library since our catalogue was printed.

The Count oi Monte Cristo
Robert Donat m a lavish presentation of the Im mortal Dumas
classic. This is one of the great pictures of all time.

Send for our new 44-page eafalogue— If's FKEBl

Manse Film Library 16mm
152! DANA AVENUE CINCINNATI, OHIO

blackboard represents only black and white—no intermediate

tones—a condition for which ordinary exposure meters were

not designed. Any meter reading taken directly from the

blackboard results in a grey blackboard surface with over-

exposed writing.

One recommended solution is to take the meter reading

from a 12-inch square of neutral grey cardboard which is

held against the blackboard. Another trick is to use an old

copying technique : take the meter reading from a sheet

of white typewriter paper held at the desired point, divide

the meter reading by eight, and use this latter figure as the

light reading in determining the exposure setting.

4. Why is an exposure meter necessary, when lamp manu-
facturers issue tables of exposures for their photoflood lamps?

Such tables require the accurate placement of lighting

units according to data given in the tables—a difficult feat

in filming fairly large areas and groups. Tables of exposures

for photoflood lamps are compiled under the assumption

that the lamp is new and in perfect condition. They do not

(can not) take into consideration the fact that photofloods

diminish rapidly in efficiency. Thus, a table that may give

correct exposure during the first hour of the lamp's life,

will cause serious underexposure if followed during the

third or fourth hour of lamp life. Unfortunately, there is no

accurate and simple basis for interpolating the table for

dfcrease in lamp life. Consequently, the school crew is

advised to secure and use a reliable photo-electric meter for

calculating exposure under artificial light.

5. Are there any reference books especially written for

school movie makers?
Yes, indeed! Three excellent publications which meet this

purpose have been reviewed in the columns of the Screen

within the past few months

:

(a) Making School Movies, by William G. Hart and

Roy Wenger. Published by the Bureau of Educational Research,

Ohio State University, Columbus. 56 pp. $0.50.

(b) Students Make Motion Pictures, by Floyde E.

Brooker and Eugene H. Herrington. Published by the Ameri-

car Council on Education, 744 Jackson Place, Washington,

D. C. 142 pp. $1.00.

(c) Producing School Movies, by Eleanor Child and

Hardy Finch. Published by the National Council of Teachers

of English, 211 West 68th Street, Chicago. 150 pp. $1.50.

G. E.

Filth School Broadcast Conference

December 3-5 are the dates set for the fifth annual

meeting of the School Broadcast Conference in Chi-

cago at the Congress Hotel. These conferences have

grown from year to year as more teachers are realizing

the part radio can play in education.

A Teachers Panel on "How We Use Radio" will

start the proceedings Wednesday morning. Classroom

demonstrations on the utilization of the radio programs,

and discussions by work study groups, will be features

of the program.

Awards and citations for outstanding examples of

the use of radio programs will be given again this year.

This second annual classroom-use-of-radio contest

closed November 1. The winning 1940 entries have

been published under the title. Utilisation Procedures

as Reported by the Classroom Teacher. This booklet

may be obtained for 50c from the School Broadcast

Conference office at 228 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago.

Comedies/ Dramas\ Musicals!

LATEST FEATURES
in 16 mm. Sound

HIGHLY RATED BY FILM CRITICS

Let George Do It

Rolticlting comedy cenering about^ the activities of

an amateur spy and in'erspersed ivith iuspense-filled

adventures, including the single-handed capture of

a U-Boat. Features George Formby. Romney Brent.

Phyllis Calvert. 7 reels.

Torpedoed
Timeliest picture of the year. Authentic pictures

of the British fleet in action, in addition to a stir-

ring love story crovrded with action. With H. B.

Warner, Richard Cromwell, Robert Douglas, Noah
Beery, Haiel Terry. 7 reels.

It's In the Air
Fast, hilarious farce about the R.A.F. Includes sev-

era! tuneful songs. Features George Formby, sup-

ported by Polly Ward and Garry Marsh. 7 reels.

>lmong Human Wolves
Thrilling espionage drama about fhe control of an

important war invention. Features Basil Rathford and
Sylvia St. Claire, t reels.

Silent Battle
Exciting drama of political Intrigue with action tak-

ing place on Simplon-Orient express. With Rex Har-
rison, Valerie Hobson, John Loder. 7 reels.

Suicide Legion
Light mjsic blends with tense drama in this story of

a flyer who loses his wife and fortune ihrough the

activities of his wife's brother, a spy. Features Tullio

Carminati, Lilli Palmer. L reels.

Pirate of the Seven Seas
Adventures of a pearl smuggler on the China Seas.

With John Lodge and Judy Kelly. 6 reels.

Sensation
Mystery with a newspaper gossip columnist as the
successful amateur detective. Features John Lodge
and Diana Churchill. 6 reels.

Inquest
Mystery thriller with surprise ending.

Features Elizabeth Allen. 7 reels.

Law and Disorder
Comedy drama in which young lawyer poses as

German spy to obtain vital secret information. With
Barry Barnes, Diana Churchill. 7 reels.

Send for Catalog IMIng 2200 Enferfainmenf

and Educaflonai Subjeeft, for rental and sale.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN INC.

35 W. 4Sth St. Dept. El 1 New York
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee
Power and the Land (U. S. Department of Agriculture)

3 reels, 16mm sound, "free." Apply to producer for nearest
source of prints. Produced in 1940 by Joris Ivens for the
Rural Electrification Administration. Narrative written and
spoken by Stephen Vincent Benet. 3Smm distribution through
RKO Radio Pictures.

This new documentary film shows the case of one farm
family as a forceful example of the need for electricity on
the farm, and how the need is being met by the program of
the Rural Electrification Administration. Bill Parkinson's
farm at St. Clairsville, Ohio, is the scene of the picture. In
the first part, the camera follows the farmer and his family
throughout their day of work, beginning with the milking of
the cows before dawn and ending with work in the evening.
Scenes and narration combine to show how badly the farmer
and his wife need electricity to furnish light, power for run-
ning water, heat for cooking, and power for assistance with
various other farm and household chores. Bill Parkinson
and his neighbors hold a meeting to discuss need for elec-
tricity, and they form a cooperative to distribute electricity
in their vicinity. In the last part of the film the scene re-
turns to the Parkinson farm as its electrification is com-
pleted. Again the camera follows the family through their
day, showing the many ways in which electricity makes their
lives better and easier. Electric lighting, an electric pump
for running water, an electric stove, a washing machine,
radio, and various other farm helps powered by a portable
motor are shown. The film closes with emphasis upon the
increased benefits in human living on the farm which result
from electrification.

V' J: 'i ;:'pp. : K i^eo ;.<i-iu never before

«vailabie in 16mm. We again set the pace in

offering greofly reduced rental rates. Now, al!

Schools can profitably use the finest "major"
"feature films. "Your enrollment determines
the cost."

Write now for free details.

INCORPORATED
64 East Lake St. , 330 West 42nd St. , 314 S.W. Ninth Ave.
Chicago, Illinois New Yoric, N. Y. Portland, Oregon

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service
Division of General Extension,
University System of Georgia, Atlanta

This monthly page of reviews is conducted for the
benefit of educational film producers and users alike.
The comments and criticisms of both are cordially
invited.

Producers wishing to have new films reviewed on
this page should write Don White at 223 Walton
Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as to
lengrth, content, basis of availability, and prices of
the films. They will be informed of the first open date
when the Teacher Committee will review the films.

The only cost to producers for the service is the cost of

transporting the prints to and from Atlanta, WHICH
MUST BE BORNE BY THE PRODUCERS.

Committee Opinion: An excellent documentation of the
need for farm electrification and modernization. A genuine
note of simplicity in photography and narration contributes
much to the effectiveness of the presentation. It is an ex-
cellent film for use in agriculture and social science classes,

as well as for general showings. The film is technically and
artistically excellent in every way.

America First in the Air (Curtis-Wright) 22 minutes,
16mm sound, "free." Produced by Audio Productions ; nar-
rated by Lowell Thomas.
Produced in popular vein, this film gives an overview of

the important processes in the manufacture of Curtiss elec-
trically-controlled propellers for aircraft. The film begins
with scenes of the dedication of the company's new propeller
plant at Caldwell, New Jersey. It is explained that the old
standard-pitch propellers have been replaced by new auto-
matic variable-pitch propellers. New features available on
the Curtiss propellers, such as full-feather and reverse pitch,
are mentioned. The narrator emphasizes that infinite care
and entire reliability must be exercisd to insure compliance
with the rigid standards and close tolerances allowed in
propeller manufacture. Subtitles divide the remaining parts
of the film into sequences explaining the production of the
three important components of the finished propeller. First,
the hubs are shown ; each begins as a 37S-pound forging and
is carefully machined down to a final weight of 56 pounds.
Next, the assembly of the electric power unit, including the
power gear, speed reducing gears, and the electric motor and
switches, is shown in detail. The following sequence shows
how the blades are made, including a brief explanation of
the manufacture of solid dural blades and an extended
explanation of the manufacture of hollow-steel blades. The
importance of exact balance is emphasized throughout all

these processes. Then the final assembly of the complete
propellers is shown, and their packing for shipment. The
closing sequence of the film is subtitled "Propellers in Ac-
tion." It shows various makes and models of planes which
depend upon Curtiss electric propellers for the utilization of
the power produced in their engines.
Committee Opinion: A good film for classes at the junior

high through adult levels in machine shop work, for ground-
school classes in flight training groups, and for general show-
ings. The film presents an overview rather than a detailed
analysis of the manufacturing and assembly processes.
Photography and sound are good.

(Conlinued on page 404)
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THE ILS.OmCE OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES _^ . , . ^ ^^L

THESE 18 HI-MS

IMMEDIATELY AVAILABLE:

5 ON THE ENGINE LATHE

1. Rough TumliiK between Centers

2. Turning Work of 2 Diameters

3. Cutting a Taper WItti tlie Com-
pound Rest and With the Taper
Attachment

4. Drilling, Boring and Reaming
Worl< Held in Chucli

5. Cutting an External National
Fine Thread

5 ON THE MILLING MACHINE
A. The Milling Machine

1. Cutting Keyways

2. Straddle and Surface Milling to
Close Tolerances

3. Straddle Milling

4. Plain Indexing and Cutting a
Spur Gear

3 ON THEVERTICAL BORING MILL
1. Rough Facing, Turning and Drill-

ing on a Vertical Turret L^the

2. Rough Facing and Boring and
Turning a Shoulder on a Vertical
Turret Lathe

3. Facing, Turning, Boring, Groov-
ing, Chamfering on a Vertical
Turret Lathe Using 2 Heads

5 ON PRECISION MEASURING
1. The Steel Scale

2. The Micrometer

3. Fixed Gages

4. Vernier Scale
5. Height Gages and Standard

Indicators

THESE 32 TITLES

WILL BE RELEASED SOON;

Fifty 16mm Sound on Film Subjects

k^^ The Whole Country has hoped for some method by which the

. ^^fc, training of defense workers might be hastened. Workers them-

selves have been anxious to acquire specialized skills. Now here is a pow-

erful aid—in motion pictures that help to teach machine shop work!

/

3 On the Shaper

2 On the Radial Drill

5 On Bench Work

5 On Bench Work and
Cantering

2 On the Lathe

1 On the Sensitive

DriH

2 On the Vertical Dr^ll

10 On SHIPBUILDING

2 On Action of Single-Point Cutting Tools

Produced for U. S. Government— These films were made
under the direction of the U. S. Office of Education, Federal

Security Agency. Primarily designed to aid and expand the nation's defense

effort, these important teaching tools are also a substantial contribution

to visual education.

Accurate . . . Authentic—The pictures are accurate . . . authen-

'"intnr"' tic. They conform to the best methods in machine shop practice.

They were supervised by old line experts. Leading American industries

cooperated in their making. Those who have seen them call them one of

the greatest contributions ever made to American visual education.

Low Cost— These instructional films are being sold at the

lowest possible cost to give them the widest possible use. Your

cost is less than $9.00 per reel! All subjects are available in 16mm Sound

On Film. Eighteen titles are now ready. Every training school, every fac-

tory, every plant maintaining machine shop activities needs these great

teaching aids!

FRCC CATALOGUE! Send today for free catalogue describing

each film listed at the left. We will gladly put you on our mailing

list for information about future releases. Address all inquiries to:

Distributors for

THE UNITED STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION

n
Casfle Films: RCA Bldg. Field BIdg. Ruis Bids- 1

Address
j

New York Chicago San Francisco 1 a-

! / Please send immediately FREE catalogue describing THE UNITED |

! /
STATES OFFICE OF EDUCATION'S "Teaching Tools for Defense Workers."

J

/ T^nmt- '

i/

i
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BRING THE GREAT MUSEUMS
I]>fTO YOUR SCHOOL

by the Sound Slidefllm Piocess. Kodachrome repro-
ductions of Masterpiece Paintingrs, synchronized witii
commentary by electrical transcription. Kodachromes
and commentary by

DR. DUDLEY CRAFTS WATSOl^
Offlcial Kxtension l^ecturer, The Art Institute of Chi-
cago. America's most eminent lecturer on the fine arts.

This is the latest and most advanced aid to the
teaching of art, and to art appreciation.
Forty paintings in each program. Running time

forty minutes. Can be run in four ten-minute sections.
Cost is much less than having Dr. Watson for a
personal appearance.

SOUIVD SLIDEFILM EQUIPMENT
We manufactuie the most complete line of Sound

Slidefllm Kquipment on the marliet. Ideally adapted to
school use. Several models with dual speed. Several
with public address facilities. Can be supplied with or
without projectors.

AVrite for full aletalls today.

O. J. McCInre Talking Pictures
1117 AVest WiiMhinK-ton Boiilevfird

CliiciiKO

^
"Call of the Wilderness"
Wild life story of U. S. National Parks.

16mm S.O.F.
Write Dept. ES for free catoloq

of sound or silent films.

EWIS Tilm
216 E. First St. —

SERVICE
Wichita. Kantat

BARGAINS IN S.O.F.
Outstanding Projector SALE! $5?5 Victor 24B, only $295! Ampro $457
model S329! Mogull-Duolex was $455. now $3i5! DeVry $450 at $295<
Bell & Howell $495 at $339! $400 model, $425! TWIN $1094 50 outfit
complete, only $747.50! FILMOARC $954! All units like new, fully guar-
anteed. List Free. Small down payments; small monthly installments.
Trades accepted. Schools, Orgs., others, buy on budget. Save 25% on
Film Rentals! M O G IJ L L ' S

"of Radio c. New York. N. Y.t1 W. 48th St.

FILMS FOR SPORTS

1651 Cosmo St.

write for free eofoiog

BAILEY FILM SERVICE
Hollywood, Calif.

SOUND AND SILENT CLASSROOM FILMS

SLIDES
35 mm.

General Science, 11 rolls, $20.00
Principles of Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00
Principles of Chemistry, Broils, $14.00FILM Fundamentals ofBiology, 6 rolls,$13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips of typical frames.

VISUAL SCIEIVCES, l^^ Suffern, New York

"KNOW
YOUR
BIRDS"

N£Vy -16mm Color Film of Wild Bird Life

SERIES NO. 1 . . . RoaiN, kluebird, wood-thrush
SERIES NO. 2 . . . TITMOUSE, chickadee, nuthatch

Mcjl lo( youi vltuji «di»c*4ion p>o)r«ni . Cl«*t, larf« tilUi. Miiltrful
n«w (cchniquc Mi G«o, B. Tkeip, Audubon Secicly, Myi, "HijK
lc*(l ol pkolos'«pkic •ditiry ntikai tk*i« pictutci • put* dclis^l"

Writ* tw dvtcrt^trV* to,\6*t ond fp*ciaf Mh*0i ptlf .

16 MM RELIGIOUS FILMS
Don Bosco Ambassadors of Christ

10 reels 4 reels

Miracle of Faith(Lourdes) Glory of Faith(Littie Fiower)

8 reels 8 reels
Rentof or Sate

FRENCH FILM EXCHANGE. 1775 Broadway, N*w Yerk.N.Y.

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projoction

USE RADIO MATS
on Bale by Theatre Supply Dealer*

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
181S Broadmy.Detit.V.New York Citr

{Continued jrom page 402)

Home Nursing (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound. Sale price

$50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished, .'^pply to producer

for rental sources.

This film exemplifies correct procedures in home nursing.

Ruth Edwards, who is ill of pneumonia, is under the care of

her sister. June. The doctor calls in a public health nurse

who teaches June the correct methods in home nursing.

These are pointed out by the narrator as June cares for her

sister. First, methods of making the bed are shown, includ-

ing how to substitute blankets without exposing the critically

ill patient to chill. Next she demonstrates how to turn the

patient from side to side, and other ways of increasing the

patient's comfort. Two weeks elapse ; Ruth has passed the

crisis, and is recovering. But the work of the home nurse in

helping speed convalescence is still important. June shows
the morning care of the patient : brushing the teeth, washing
the face and arms, and then a sponge bath and alcohol rub.

Then June shows the ways in which she helps the doctor, by
taking and recording the patient's temperature, pulse rate,

and respiration rate, giving medicine exactly on schedule,

and keeping accurate records of the patient's progress. Other
points, such as attractive arrangement of foods and keeping
the patient occupied, are shown. Finally, June aids her sister

as she sits up for the first time in many weeks. In closing

the narrator states that, thanks to good care, Ruth Edwards
is well on the road to recovery.

Committee Opinion: A good film for use in home eco-

nomics, public health, and hygiene classes, and for showings
to adult womens' groups, to teach the correct techniques in

home nursing. Suitable for use at the junior high through
the adult levels. Photography and sound are good.

A Way in the Wilderness (Teaching Film Custodians)
11 minutes, 16mm sound, .^pply to distributor for lease price

and rental sources. Produced in 1940 by Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer; "Passing Parade" series.

This is a dramatized story of the discovery of a cure for

diabetes. As the film begins, the narrator speaks of the

romantic South of tradition, contrasting it to another South

—

that of the poor whites and Negroes, where a murdering
prowler is rampant in the form of the disease pellagra. Dr.

Joseph Goldberger of the \J. S. Public Health Service comes
to a backwoods region in the South to stalk the killer. He
goes to a county orphanage where all but three children have
pellagra. The first light on his problem comes when he
discovers these three children stealing milk, and forms a
theory that the disease is a result of malnourishment. But
when he announces his discovery before a medical meeting,

he is laughed out of the room. He begins another experi-

ment, using some of the inmates in Rankin Prison. He places

a small group of the men on a typical Southern backwoods
diet of "cornpone, sowbelly and molasses." Weeks go by, but
no sign of the disease appears. Southern newspapers begin
to stir up public sentiment against him, charging that the

convicts are being mistreated. Finally a telegram comes
ordering that the experiment be stopped. Dr. Goldberger,
despondent, makes one last examination of the men—and
discovers that the disease has appeared! But there is yet

much opposition. As a final test. Dr. Goldberger and his

wife volunteer to have the blood of a pellagra victim inocu-

lated into their veins, and when the disease fails to attack
them, his theory is proven. So on May 7, 1916. the job was
done. A test area revealed that the disease could be stamped
out over a large section of the country by making proper
foods available to all the people. A concluding sequence in
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the film shows how the depression following 1929 brought

renewed inroads of pellagra, and emphasizes that only when

130 million Americans can find a way to provide correct

diet for all will Dr. Goldberger's "Way in the Wilderness"

be completed.

CoMMiTTKE Opi.nion : An excellent film to teach the facts

of the discovery of the cure for diabetes, and to show resist-

ance to progress. Suitable for use in public health and hy-

giene classes, as well as for the social studies. Like others

in this series, the film is well dramatized and is technically

excellent in every way.

Addresses of Producers and Distributors:

Curtis-Wright Corporation, Department of Public Rela-

tions, 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York, N. Y. For nearest

source of prints for school use write the Association of

School Film Libraries, Room 819, No. 9 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York, N. Y.

Erpi Classroom Films, 35-11 Thirty-Fifth Avenue. Long

Island City, N. Y.

Teaching Film Custodians. 25 West 43rd Street, New York,

N. Y.

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Extension Service. Di-

vision of Motion Pictures. Washington. D. C. Write for name

of depository nearest you.

A Study Travel Workshop Course

{Concluded from page 386)

scenic views. One half cla\- was spent here. Erie was

the next stop. Here two nights and one clay were

spent in study and recreation. The last lap of the tour

was from Erie to Indiana via Pyniatuning Reservoir.

Approximately 1.200 miles were covered in the nine

day tour. Excellent highways, pleasant stopping-off

places, unsurpassed scenic beauty, as well as numerous

outstanding educational features made the trip well

worth while and enjoyable for everyone. The slogan of

the tour was Know Pennsylvania.

Prior to the trip the students each selected "topics

for investigation" to be carried through the course.

Verification, amplification and enrichment came with

the , study during the tour. The culmination of the

work was the preparation of an analytical written

report prepared during the workshop period following

the trip. These reports from the various members of

the classes were mimeographed and bound into a sub-

stantial volume, following a predetermined, uniform

pattern, properly annotated, and documented. Each

member of the class received copies of the completed

volume, and several copies were placed in each of three

libraries: Main College Library. Geography Depart-

ment Library, and History Department Library.

A two-reel Kodachrome motion picture story of the

trip was made to be used in the college courses, and

by persons who were on the trip, in their schools. A
total of several hundred still pictures and snapshots

were made, since most of the members had cameras of

one sort or another. A number of duplicate sets of

prints were made, and several ''travel booklets"

were compiled. It is planned to make lantern slides

of a great number of the best and most significant pic-

tures secured. These pictorial records, still and mo-

tion, together with the tuimeographed reports give quite

a complete "documentation" of this experimental sttidy-

travel-workshop plan for conducting the combined

History-Geography course.

Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

INCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the fhrilis of your favorite

sport in season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars in their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresi

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

Three Convulsing Comedies

Starring Abbott & Costello!

Comedies that you can see over
and over again. Critics and pub-
lic were unanimous in their

praise of

"BUCK PRIVATES"
A comedy of army rookiei with
Abbott & Costello and the
Andrews Sisters.

"IN THE NAVY"
Abbott and Costello and Dick
Powell and the Andrews Sisters.

"HOLD THAT GHOST**
Abbott and Costello, The An-
drews Sisters and Ted Lewis and
his band.

CHARLES BOYER
and MARGARET SULLAVAN !n

"BACK STREET*
Fannie Hurst's greatest novel
brought to life on the screen.

DEANNA DURBN in

"NICE GIRL?**
Franchot Tone and Walter Bren-

nan in Miss Durbin's finest pict-

"MODEL WIFE*'
Another rollicking comedy, star-

ring Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell

"The Lady from Cheyenne**
A great picture, produced by
Frank Lloyd, starring lovely

Loretta Young.

Write Immediately to^

Universal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information

about these full length feature attractions as well as the mott
complete catalog of short-subiect comedies, musicals, travel-

ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled I

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100
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News Highlights of1941

in Castle Film

^LASS sessions in which students are asked to designate
^-^ their individual selections of the ten to twelve most out-
standing world news events in the course of 1941 are proving
worthwhile innovations in a growing number of educational
institutions. Generally a chronology of momentous occur-
rences, such as is available from local newspapers or weekly
magazines, is provided. Other instructors, however, prefer
to call upon the memories and observation of the students
themselves.

Listings by students are greatly varied. After duplica-
tions, such as the historic meeting of President Roosevelt
and Premier Churchill, are eliminated, there remains a
wealth of discussion material as to the relative importance
of other events, each weighed against the others. Arguments
are directed away from the less important merit of the
events as strictly news and more in the direction of their
effect upon the world at large and future economic, moral
and cultural existence.

When agreement finally comes by vote of the class as
to the ten to twelve most far-reaching chapters of world
history in 1941, instructors can then compare the decision
of the class with that of editors of the motion picture, News
Parade of the Fear—1941, produced by Castle Films for
showings on 16mm. and 8mm. projectors. One reel in
length, this momentous movie compresses into that space
limitation those world events that impress the editorial staf?

as outstanding, contents being at all times dependent upon
whether or not certain vital episodes occurred when and
where motion picture cameramen were present for report-
ing them just as they happened.

Because of the tremendous nature of world news in a
year when each day produced globe-rocking changes, the
1941 edition of Castle's annual Neivs Parade of the Year is

correspondingly important as an accurate, lasting aid for
vitalizing the teaching of current history today and in the
years to come. It shows Russians resisting Nazi invasion
on land and sea. British forces are shown taking Syria
and Iraq, and American troops are seen in Iceland and
Newfoundland. The blasting of huge stores of supplies in

Spitzbergen by Canadian troops and of other supplies on
the Norwegian coast to prevent their use by Germany make
stirring scenes. There is great poignancy in scenes that
reveal the plight of the French people under the rule of
Vichy. Far Eastern episodes focus attention upon the
Pacific. The historic ocean conference between President
Roosevelt and Premier Churchill is shown. There are shots
of various Balkan campaigns, and Italian vessels are seen
sinking in the Mediterranean, the victims of British gun-
fire. The epic destruction of the German battleship "Bis-
marck" is depicted. In spite of strike actions, which are
shown, America's vast defense program is seen gaining great
momentum, and other last-minute world news contributes

to a movie that literally records history at the moment it

was made.

Whether used in connection with the quiz outlined above
or solely as a supplementary means for teaching current
events, this Castle film is of unquestionable value, and its

merit will increase with the passing of time for the teaching
of youth years from the present.

At left—Shots from News Parade of the Year—1941

1. Divine service aboard British battleship H.M.S. Prince
of Wales in course of ocean conference between
President Roosevelt and Premier Churchill.

2. One of America's new dreadnaughts, the U.S.S. North
Carolina, testing her guns.

3. German prisoners of war getting rations of bread
from their Russian captors.

4. Heavy Russian tank flaming from a direct hit.
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Over 6,000

Quality-Conscious Theatres

Use RCA Motion Picture

Sound Equipment

The same "BIG TIME" quality is yours

with

RCA 16 mm. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

Offering you 16 superior features,

this great projector provides finer,

clearer sound. . . more even light

distribution on screen . . . greater

operating simplicity—yet is priced

with the lowest!

Take a tip from the Broadways

of America! Give your pictures

the "big time" projection they

deserve, with the RCA 16 mm.
sound film projector. It's made

by the makers ofequipment used

in over 6,000 theatres—theatres

that demand quahty!

You'll find that RCA engi-

neering has produced a 16 mm.
projector that gives new life to

both pictures and sound. Light

on screen is much more evenly
•

-<-BOYD THEATRE on Philadelphia i" Broad-

way" has RCA Motion Picture Sound Equip-

ment. Over 6,000 theatres on other Broadways

of America are similarly equipped to provide

their audiences with the finest performances.

distributed— due to oversize

lens system used. And the sound

is full and clear no matter what

volume you wish to use.

Operation too, has been RCA
engineered. Simplicity is the

watchword. Threading is child's

play with threading line cast right

on the projection block. All size

reels are quickly rewound by mo-

tor. Cleaning and adjusting are

both extremely simple.

Yes—from its handsome, com-

pact carrying cases to its tiniest

integral part, the RCA 16 mm.

sound film projector is just what

you need to make every lesson

live! And best of all—it's priced

with the lowest.

For better sound film projector

performance—use RCA Tubes

Trademark "RCA Victor" Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc.

In Canada: RCA Victor Company. Ltd., Montreal.

Micm VISUAL SERVICE FM SCtKMl$-Edw:<tk»al De»t. • DC* Mt(.

Co..tK.,C«i«biklLJ. • ASwvinollladhiCariwritiisflOftaMrica

Educational Dept. (B-11)

RCA Mfg. Co., Inc., Camden, N. J.

Please send me complete information rc-

gardmg RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector.

Name

School ....

Address..

City .State..
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Erpi Classroom Films Inc., 35-11

3Sth Avenue, Long Island City, New
York, announce their new Historical Film

Series, which is divided into two types

of subjects.

The first type will show mainly by
means of animation certain major his-

torical developments since 1492. This

type will include : Exploration and Dis-

covery from 1492 to the beginning of

the seventeenth century ; Colonial Expan-
sion from 1500 to 1763; The IVestivard

Movement in the United Slates since

1790 ; The Rez'ohitionary Period in the

Americas from 1763 to 1825; and Immi-
gration in the United States since 1790.

These film subjects, presented by ani-

mation, will provide a clear understand-

ing and appreciation of

the flow of history

through long periods of

time and over vast geo-

graphical areas. Special

research in animation,

during the past two
years, has resulted in the

development of tech-

niques which have proved

to be highly eiTective in

presenting the dynamic

aspects of historical de-

velopment. One major
purpose of these films is

to provide a "birdseye"

view of history. The in-

telligent use of these

films should give the stu-

dent a pattern of refer-

ence points upon which

to place in proper per-

will serve as companion subjects to the

animated films, and are intended to pro-

vide microscopic insights into important

details of the environment, manners and
customs of people who lived and worked
during significant periods of our cultural

growth. Such film subjects include:

Earlv Settlers of New England (1606-

1609); Colonial Children (1650-1700);

A Planter of Colonial Virginia (1740-

1765) ; Kentucky Pioneers (about 1800) ;

Flatboat Pioneers (1779-1811) ; Old New
Orleans (about 1830) ; and Pioneers of

the Plains (1865-1885). Three additional

subjects planned for later releases are:

Early Dutch Settlers, Spanish Settlers

of the Sonthii'cst, and Pioneers of the

Southtvest.

A scene from "Kentucky Pioneers."

spcctive his intensive specialized reading

in history. It is hoped, furthermore, that

tlicse films will provide learners with

information which will enable them to

grasp the significance of historical trends

in their relation to modern developments.

The second type will provide a series

of pictures of definite localities showing

characteristics of peoples who lived in

specific times and places during the on-

ward march of our national history. They

The study of these films will reinforce

and make real the concepts that living

on earth has been and is a highly dy-

namic and ever-changing experience, and

that the relationship of man with his

en\ironment has been a potent factor in

the shaping of historical development.

With such understandings and apprecia-

tions, students should be better equipped

to participate fundamentally in the so-

lution of problems facing the citizen of

today.

The Manse Library, 1521 Dana
Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio, has added to

its library of 16mm sound films

:

The Count of Monte Cristo, the United
Artists feature release, starring Robert
Donat.

Sixteen MM Pictures, Inc., 1600

Broadway, New York City, is offering

a 16mm sound version of Dickens' classic,

"A Christmas Carol," under the title:

Scrooge, which was originally re-

leased in 3Smm by a major producing
organization. The film has been highly

commended by critics for its fine acting

and adliercnce to the spirit of the famous
story. It is reported as being an hour in

length, and is available for rental from
leading film libraries in the counti-y.

Write to Sixteen MM Pictures for name
of nearest source.

Mocull's, 68 West 48th St., New
York City, have brought out the No-
vember supplement to their sound film

rental catalog, consisting of 659 titles.

Included are films on Sports, Travel,

Religion and News, as well as Educa-

tional and Entertainment subjects. The
Educational section has a wide selection

of fihns listed under Teaching Technique,

Cliild Psychology, Vocational, Industrial,

Animal and Plant Life, Biology, Physics

and Serious Music. There is a timely

listing of patriotic and historical sub-

jects. Navy pictures, and a series on the

present war.

Among the theatrical features are:

Zappatore (Tiller of the Soil), much of

which was filmed at the University of

Naples; Laughter Through Tears, made

in Russia from stories of Jewish folk-

lore; Wild Innocence, depicting the bush
country of Australia; Spy of Napoleon,

a story of the Franco-Prussian War;
Othello, a full-length presentation of

Verdi's opera filmed in Italy.

Mogull's has launched a program of

expansion with a policy of releasing ad-

ditional supplements every 90 days. This
newest supplement may be had without

charge.

Bailey Film Service, 1651 Cosmo
St., Hollywood, California, offers two
novel new music films in 16mm. sound

:

Londonderry Air (Danny Boy),

Grainger's composition played by Eugene
Ormandy and the Minneapolis Orchestra.

In a Monastery Garden, a recording

of Ketcll)cy's work, played by Lew White
on the organ, with an accompanying harp

and chorus.

Appropriate pictorial backgrounds on

both films serve to intensify the effect

of the music, or the films may be pro-

jected with sound only, letting the class

tell what pictures the music suggests.

If desired, the films may be purchased

in silent form so that the music teacher

can use records of her own selection.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 W.
4Sth St., New York City, has released

several new features, including

:

Let George Do It—a comedy depict-

ing amateur spy's advcjiturcs, and his

single-handed capture of a U-Boat.

It's in the Air—musical farce center-

ing around R.A.F.

Silent Battle—drama of intrigue,

starring Re.x Harrison.

Torpedoed—presenting authoritative

pictures of the British fleet in action.

Among Human Wolves; Law and
Disorder—espionage dramas.

Suicide Legion—another story of es-

pionage, with music, featuring Tullio

Carminati.

Inquest; Sensation—mystery thrillers.

Land of the Cree—a documentary
film on the life of an Indian tribe in Can-

ada—is another addition to the Gutlohn

library.

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, has received a

contract from the Office of Education for

the printing, distribution and promotion

of fifty 16mm educational and vocational

fihns produced by the Government. Castle

was awarded the job because it made the

lowest bid for the work stipulated in tiie

contract bidding provisions. Eighteen

of the fifty films are being released now,

and the others will follow soon.

Michigan Department of Con-
servation, Lansing, has finished a new
one-reel film in natural color and 16mm.
sound, available for the cost of trans-

portation through the Division of Edu-

cation, entitled

:

Timber Harvest—a picture of life

and work in Michigan's early lumber

camps. Other releases to follow will be

on Michigan's waterfowl, scenic beau-

(Concludcd on page 410)
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D.'ESIGNED for use in junior and senior

high-school courses, this new Eastman Class-

room Film does for the antirachitic vitamin

D what last year's highly successful Eastman

film did for the antineuritic vitamin B,.

Clearly and comprehensively it deals with

the natural and artificial sources of vitamin

D . . . results of vitamin D deficiency in the

diet—rickets and poor teeth . . . pictures the

conditions in modern life which reduce the

supply of vitamin D from natural sources

. . . and establishes the relation between

poorly balanced diets and vitamin D. In-

cluded is a series of experiments on labora-

tory animals, showing the results of vitamin

D deficiency, and of the feeding of cod-liver

oil. The film concludes with various means

of increasing vitamin D in the body—use of

concentrates, exposure to sunlight or sun-

lamps, well-balanced diets, irradiated milk,

improved living conditions.

In the present emergency, the story of the

vitamins and their invaluable contribution

to a healthier people, a stronger nation, is

one that must be told to every student. How
can you tell it half so well as visually?

The new film ... 1 reel, 16 millimeter

(silent) ... is $24. Write Eastman Kodak

Company, Teaching Films Division, Roch-

ester, N. Y.

* • •

Illustrations from the film show (A) The

beginning of a poorly balanced meal;

(B) A close-up of a well-balanced meal;

(C) The effect of vitamin D deficiency on

rats; (D) A rachitic baby—victim of vi-

tamin D deficiency.

Eastman Classroom Films
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Demonstration Set

of SV£ Eodachiomes

The Society for Visual Education, 100

East Ohio Street, Chicago, has assem-
bled a set of demonstration slides for

viewing purposes only, to acquaint visual

educators and others interested with the

scope of their 2x2 inch Kodachrome slide

library. The set consists of the following

fifty color slides representative of each

subject division in the SVE collection:

Seven from U. S. geography and
travel ; six from foreign geography, de-

picting life and habits of people, land-

marks, physical geography, cities, and
so forth ; twenty-one from the science

group representing such specific sub-
divisions as botany, entomology, zoology,

ornithology, nature study for young
children, geology, technical subjects,

health and medicine, and examples of

late developments in modern photography
useful for physics classes ; one each on
landscaping, interior decoration, modern
and classic sculpture, costumes, dances,

design and crafts ; three Kodachrome
copies of the Joseph Boggs Beale's hand-
colored illustrations from famous works
of literature ; one illustration from
Mother Goose Rhymes and fairy tales for

children; and five reproductions of fam-
ous paintings of the world. Over 2000
slides comprise this last group, includ-

ing religious, classical and the best of

the moderns.

This set of slides is not intended for

sale, but is available for inspection

through SVE educational dealers through-
out the country. A viewing of them
should suggest many possibilities in

teaching as they have been designed pri-

marily to meet educational and religious

institutions' needs.

Color Copying Service

Users of color films will be interested

to learn that a Kodachrome copying
process has recently been perfected by
Colorcraft Studios of Chicago. They
announce that it is now possible to

make as many copies of the original as
desired and retain color values. Ma-
terial can be copied, enlarged or re-

duced and made into 2x2 inch slides,

single or double frame slidefilms, and
the standard size 3%x4 inch glass

slides.

The value of this new color copying
process has been proven through several
highly successful industrial sound slide-

films. It is now being offered to edu-
cational institutions for the first time.

It is possible for amateurs as well as

professionals to have their color trans-

parencies or opaque material made into

slides or filmstrips for schoolroom use.

personal pleasure, exchanging with

other educators, or for gifts. If desired,

Colorcaft Studios will also make re-

cordings to accompany the slidefilms.

For additional information regarding

this service, write to Colorcraft Studios,

6 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois, or Portland, Oregon.

Slide on Electrical

Transcription Making

A sound slide film was recently pro-

duced by Photo & Sound, Inc., 153

Kearny Street, San Francisco, showing

how electrical transcriptions are made,

and how transcribed shows and spot an-

nouncements are effectively used in radio

broadcasting.

New Kodaslide Projector

Sturdy, yet small in size, is the new
Kodaslide Projector, Model 2A, manu-
factured by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester,

New York, for

the projection of

2 X 2-inch Koda-
chrome transpar-

encies. Replacing

the popular Mod-
el 2, the new pro-

jector carries a

ISO-watt lamp,
and is available

with either a 5-

inch f/3.5 lens,

or 7^ -inch f/4.5

lens.

In addition to

the Combination

Case for project-

or, lens, and file

boxes, a new Projecto Case will be

available soon. The new case resembles

the Combination Case but in addition it

carries a folding leg stand which, when
in use, provides a convenient projection

Kodaslide Model 2-A with Slide Changer.

stand and an extra shelf for 2 x 2-inch

slide boxes.

The Educational Screen

Current Film News
(Concluded from page 408)

ties, and commercial fishing in the

Great Lakes. More than thirty subjects

are now available through this film

library.

Ideal Pictures Corporation, 28 E.
Eighth Street, Chicago, has in its vast

library of 16mm films, many excellent

subjects appropriate for the school or

church Christmas program. These in-

clude religious as well as strictly enter-

tainment subjects. It is suggested that

those interested in these films obtain

information at once from IDEAL, so that

booking can be made as far in advance as

possible, ensuring prints being available.

Y. M. C. A. Motion Picture Bur-
eau, 347 Madison Ave., New York City,

is cooperating with the U. S. Govern-
ment, Office for Emergency Management,
in distributing three timely one reel 16mm
sound films on the subject of Defense,

namely

:

Power for Defense, which reports on
defense activities using TVA power and
shows manufacturing of army shoes,

tents, textiles, shells, marine boilers, air-

planes, aluminum and other items.

Army in Overalls, showing work of

the C. C. C. in clearing military reser-

vations for the U. S. Army.
Subcontracting for Defense—what the

government is doing to speed up the pro-

gram.

In addition to these free films, the

Bureau has three free General Motors
films: Wings for Defense (1 reel),

Wheels for Defense (1 reel). Now Is the

Time (3 reels)—and a series of fifteen

1-reel rental films. History in the Making,

which dramatically visualize world prob-

lems.

Brandon Films Inc., 1600 Broadway,

New York City, have announced for

release two new educational motion pic-

tures in 16mm and 3Smm sound. Both

are available for rental and sale. The
films are

:

A Place to Live—2 reels, 17 min.

Produced by Irving Lerner in coopera-

tion with the Philadelphia Housing Asso-

ciation. A documentary of the housing

problem, filmed in Philadelphia and de-

signed for use nation-wide in relation to

civilian and defense housing.

Tall Tales— 1 reel, 9 min. Produced

by Thomas J. Brandon in cooperation

with Documentary Film Productions Inc.

The first in a series of films based on

American Folk Songs. Features authen-

tic songs, in natural locale, sung by
prominent folk and ballad singers.

A special National Defense Bulletin

of selected feature and short films is

being issued by Brandon Films free of

charge upon request. Motion pictures

described in the Bulletin include drama-
tic story features and documentary films

dealing with the important developments

"Inside Asia", "Inside Germany", "In-

side Europe."



Some Valuable Literature
"1000 AND ONE" FILM DIRECTORY
"1000 and ONE" The Blue Book of Non-Theatrical Films,

published annually is famous in the field of visual instruction

as the standard film reference source, indispensable to film

users in the educational field. The new edition lists and de-

scribes over 5,000 films, classified into 162 different subject

groups (including large group of entertainment subjects). A
valuable feature is a complete alphabetical list of every

film in the directory. Other information includes designa-

tion of whether a film is available in 16mm, or 35mm, silent

or sound, number of reels and sources distributing the films,

with range of prices charged.

128 pp. Paper. Price 75c. (25c to E. S. subscribers)

FILM EVALUATION SUPPLEMENTS TO
"1000 and ONE"unde'- The National Film Evaluation Project

A new and unique service to the teaching field. Film Evalua-

tions made by nation-wide Judging Committee of over 500

teachers after actual use of the films with classes.

Each Supplement consists of SO standard-size library cards

carrying detailed evaluations of 50 films, based on combined
scores of IS or more teachers on each film. Three Supplements
have appeared to date. Another appears as soon as 50 more
films attain their quota of 15 or more scores.

Price per Supolement—SO cards in carton, serially numbered
1 to SO, 51 to 100, 101 to 150, etc., with full explanations ac-

companying, 50 cents (postpaid if cash with order).

VISUALIZING THE CURRICULUM
By C. F. Hoban, C. F. Hoban, Jr., and S. B. Zisman.

Presents in theory and in practice the basic methodology of

visual instruction in relation to classroom procedure. Provides
an abundance of technical guidance in the form of illustrative

drawings of photographs, reports of school journeys, sugges-
tions for mounting materials, for making slides, film strips, etc.

It incorporates up-to-date material, provides a fine balance in

the treatment of various teaching aids, evaluates various types
of aids, and defines the functions and values of each in the
learning process.

320 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.75. (20% discount to schools)

THE AUDIO-VISUAL HANDBOOK. (3rd Edition)
By Ellsworth C. Dent

Presents in convenient form, practical information for those
interested in applying visual and audio-visual aids to instruc-
tion. The six chapters include discussions on "The Status of
Visual Instruction," "Types of Visual Aids and Their Use,"
"Types of Audio-Visual Aids to Instruction," "Types of Sound
Aids for Schools," "Organizing the Audio-Visual Service,"
"Source List of Materials and Equipment."

212 pp. Illus. Cloth. Price $1.50.

SELECTED FILMS FOR AMERICAN HISTORY
AND PROBLEMS. By William H. Hartley

Part I gives directions for obtaining, evaluating and utilizing
films. Part II comprises a fully annotated catalog of the most
useful films for illustrating various aspects of American Civil-
ization. Title of film, length, whether sound or silent, produc-
tion date, producer, sale and rental price and grade level suit-
ability, are given. Also synopsis of film content. Suggestions
are offered concerning most effective application of the film to
the teaching situation. 275 pp. Cloth. Price $2.25.

PICTURE VALUES IN EDUCATION
By Joseph J. Weber, Ph. D.

Presents in unusually interesting form the results of ex-
tended investigations on the teaching values of the lantern
slide and stereograph. 156 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $1.00

(67c to E. S. subscribers)

AN ALTERNATIVE FOR REVOLUTION AND WAR
By Albert E. Osborne.

A stimulating, wide-range view of the higher potentialities

of visual instruction in promoting world harmony by a "more
humanity-centered education." A pertinent reply to H. G.
Wells' dictum that the "future is a race between education and
catastrophe." 124 pp. Cloth. Price $1.25.

EVALUATION OF STILL PICTURES FOR
INSTRUCTIONAL USE. By Lelia Trolinger

A full presentation of the latest piece of research on de-
termination of teaching values of pictures. Development of

the Score Card and elaborate experiment in use of same. Full

documentation, tabulation of results, and appendices. The
latest, most complete and scholarly investigation of a problem
in the visual teaching field that has long needed such a
solution. 48 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 50c.

PRODUCING SCHOOL MOVIES
By Eleanor Child and Hardy R. Finch

Based on first-hand experiences of the authors and those of
many other teachers and movie enthusiasts. Chapters are
"Organization (of a Club); Choosing the Idea; The Scenario;
Buying Equipment; Using the Equipment; Filming the Pic-
ture ; Advanced Techniques ; Final Preparation and Showing.
A welcome book to those who want movie-making explained
in simple terms.

151 pp. Paper. Illus. Price $1.50.

HOW TO USE THE EDUCATIONAL SOUND FILM
By M. R. Brunstetter, Ph. D.

Discusses the utilization of the educational sound film, and
lists and illustrates techniques for placing the film into eflfective

service in the classroom. The procedures suggested are based
upon extended experience in studying teachers' use of sound
films and in helping to organize programs of audio visual in-

struction in school systems. Two valuable Appendices and
a full index.

175 pp. Cloth. Illus. Price $2.00. (20% discount to schools)

THE USE OF VISUAL AIDS IN TEACHING
By Ella Callista Clark, Ph. D.

Brief, clear, concise, authoritative. An attractively printed
manual of procedure for all visual aids in teaching, with stimu-
lating suggestions for the inexperienced teacher as well as for
the veteran. 24 pp. Paper. Illus. Price 25c.

HOW TO MAKE HAND-MADE LANTERN SLIDES.
By G. E. Hamilton. 24 pp. Paper. Price 10c.

THE STEREOGRAPH and LANTERN SLIDE
IN EDUCATION. By G. E. Hamilton.

The most comprehensive discussion yet published.

47 pp. Paper. Price 15c.
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HERE THEY ARE A Trade Directory

for the Visual Field

FILMS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St., Hollywood. Cal.
(See advertisement on page 404)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 397)

Boston University,

Division of Teaching Aids (3)

84 Exeter St., Boston, Mass.
(See advertisement on page 392)

Brandon Films (3)

1600 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 399)

Castle Films (3)

RCA Bldg.. New York City
(See advertisement on pages 369, 403)

College Film Center (3, 5)

59 E. Van Buren St., Chicago.

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.

Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Co. (3)

Teaching Films Division
Rochester, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 409)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, 5)

35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 395)

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.

(See advertisement on page 402)

French Film Exchange (2)

1775 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 404)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)

35 W. 45th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 401)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)

Biological Laboratories,
Harvard University. Cambridge, Mass.

Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (1)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(See advertisement on page 404)

Hoffberg Productions, Inc. (2, 5)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago. 111.

(See advertisement on page 396)

Independent Motion Picture Exch. (2)
4726 S. Packard Ave., Cudahy, Wis.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films

130 W. 46th St., New York City (2, 5)

Lewis Film Service (3)

216 E. 1st St., Wichita, Kan.
(See advertisement on page 404)

Manse Film Library (3)

1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.
(See advertisement on page 401)

Continuous insertions under one

Mogull's (3)

61 W. 48th St. New York City
(See advertisement on page 404)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)

723 Seventh Ave., New York City
(See advertisement on page 392)

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(See advertisement on page 405)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)

Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City
19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St., San Francisco, Cal.

1700 Patterson Ave., Dallas, Tex.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)

2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 374)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 397)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 398)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 396)

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)

Camden, N. J.
(See advertisement on page 407)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on page 393)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

PICTURES
Informative Classroom Pictures

44 N. Division. Grand Rapids, Mich.
(See advertisement on page 394)

RECORDINGS
Recorded Lectures, Inc.

737 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 400)

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.

2717 N. Crawford Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 373)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radiant Mfg. Corporation
1140-46 Superior St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 399)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.

2929 Broadway, New York City

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILMSTRIPS
Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on page 396)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 372)

O. J. McClure Talking Pictures

1117 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 404)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 404)

Society for Visual Education, Inc..

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.
2929 Broadway, New York City

Visual Education Service
131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
SufFern, New York

(See advertisement on page 404)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.
Rochester, N. Y.
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St.. Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Jarrell-Ash Company
165 Newbury St., Boston, Mass.

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo, N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 371)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates lemm silent.

(2) indicates IGmni sound.

<S) indicates

silent.

Kmm sound and

(4) indicate* 35mm silent.

(5) indicates 3Smm sound.

(«) indicates

silent.

3Smm sound and

heading, $2.00 per issue; additional listings under othei headings, $1.00 each.
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WE REPEAT! HERE ARE

^odau 1 BIGGEST BARGAINS in

16mm. SOUND CLASSROOM FILMS

onLu ¥|00 J2^fi fi^^l j-Qfi i^fjjQ ciau±

DEFENSE TRAINING

FILMS
Schools participating in defense training, in

which a knowledge of electricity is needed,
are eligible to acquire the six film subjects

below with funds provided by Appropriation
Act 146 of 77th Congress. Contact your
State Director of Vocational Training. Films

were screened by U. S. Office of Education
and are in its reference list.

Prfnc/p/es of Magnetism
Principles of Elecfromagnetism
Principles of Current BlectrlcHy
Principles of electrical Measurement
Principles at Electrostatics
Principles of Current Generation

16mni. Sound or Silent

SCREENING PRIVILEGES!

FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST

DeVry "Interpreter"

16mm. Sound Film

Projector IDual Casel

DeVry 16mm. Sound Projectors

DeVry

Each

builds 16mm. projectors for

precision made for long

every school need.
lasting dependable

service by the same skilled craftsmen who build the

world famous DeVry 35mm. Theatre Sound Proiectors, of

which over 400 were ordered by the U. S. Navy. De-
scriptive literature gladly sent.

I\C UDV 1 6mm. sound and silent classroom teaching films are being used by
l/L f 1% I accredited schools everyv^here. Complete with Lesson Plans prepared
by eminent authorities, these films will enhance the teaching of Geography, Science,

History, Literature, Nature Study, etc.

*Onfy $7.00 per Reef for 2 Days Henfal when 20 or

More Subjecfs Are Selected for Extended Program.

Here Are Just a Few Superb Films

from the DeVry School Film Library

ARCTIC THRILLS—A great adventure picture.
Beautiful sea and ice scenes. Actual portrayal
of the capture of a grant polar bear.

ANIMAL BABIES—The young of rabbits, cats,
possum, goats, llama, bison, yak, kangaroo,
skunk, hippopotamus, prairie dog, etc. Superb.

WILD ELEPHANT ROUND-UP — The year's
greatest adventure picture. See how a wild
elephant is actually cut off from the herd and
captured.

THE HYDROZOA—Simple water animals and
jelly fish. Excellent animations of bodily func-
Mons.

AMOEBA & VpRTICELLA—Life cycle of these
organisms, animations of reproduction and
other bodily habits.

THE EARTHWORM—Life cycle of the earth-
worm. Animate studies of different bodily
functions.

GARDEN SPIDERS— Intimate film study of the
common spider. Life cycle, habits, mating, etc.

THE FROG—An excellent film. Careful study
of the life cycle, animations of all life func-
tions.

PLANT LIFE—How plants grow, development
of root, stem and flower. How plants feed.

EROSION^Effect of wind, water and weather
upon the surface of the earth. Grand Canyon
and Bryce Canyon as examples.

OUR GOVERNMENT—Depicts the history of
the formation of the U. S. Government, ex-
plains functions of each branch as a system
of balance and counter-balance.

THE PIONEERS— Portrays life of early pio-
neers. Candle making, pewter pouring, log
cabins, fireplaces, tanning hides, wheelwright.

LIFELINE OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE—Suez,
Malta, Gibraltar, Canal scenes. Port Said, the
part this strategic Canal and Gibraltar play
in defense of British Empire.

GOLD RUSH— Discovery of gold at Sutter's
Mill, California, early mining methods, mod-
ern mining equipment and methods of ex-
tracting gold.

RAFFLES AND RUBBER—Mighty Singapore.
Views of city, natives gathering rubber, inland
scenes.

SEA GOING THRILL—Trip by Clipper ship
from New York around Cape Horn, up west
coast of South America into the harbor at
San Francisco.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA— Before the German in-
vasion of 1939. Pictures people, carefree and
happv. Film will perhaps have historical sig-
nificance.

FILM CATALOQ FREE ON REQUEST

etc. Authentic
prints,

scenes from priceless master

P R T E C T ya«t Ti/mi

with "SAYE-KOTE"
SPECIAL FILM TREATMENT

At a cost of but a FRACTION OF A CENT PER
FOOT, your black and white or color films if pro-

cessed with DeVry "Save-Kote" will last longer, give

clearer projection and be protected against scratches,

dirt, wear, climate and finger marks.

1^ ^A p,aa Trial Aflarl ^° p'°" "SAVE-KOTE" is all w. jay it if,W rice lliai VIICI. „g.|| p,ocesi a 400 ft. ml of film FREE!

7'dmittii ON WORLD GEOGRAPHY
One of the greatest forward strides in Visual

Education. A complete library of 48-l6mm. film

subjects to be owned by individual schools for

classroom use. Devised to TEACH STUDENTS
TO THINK. Teachers' Manual of 112 pages,
with 672 illustrations taken from the films and

Vfsuaf Educaf/on steel film filing cabinets complete the unit.

Head<\uarier% The cost is moderate. Descriptive literature

Sfnce 19)3 gladly sent.

DeVRY
CORPORATION
DEVRY FILMS AND LABORATORIES

1111 ArR:lage Ave.

Chicago, lllinoii

New York Hollywood
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PTICAL INSTRUMENTS

iiD \mm

Spencer has greatly increased its facilities during the past

two years through the erection of additional plant units

and the installation of special machinery capable of greater

speed and accuracy.

Yet even this great expansion is not sufficient in the present

emergency. Our primary obligation of course is to meet the

requirements of defense and defense industries and of public

health— requirements, broadly speaking, which rightfully

divert a high percentage of our output.

We are bending every effort to supply the needs of industry

and science, and ask your indulgence if delays in filling your

orders are causing inconvenience.

Spencer Lens Company .

BUFFALO, NEW YORK ll^\
Scientific Instrument Division of \^

AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
Sales Offices: New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Washington, Boston, Los Angeles, Dallas, Columbus, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Atlanta
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Now available on disc records is new, vital, undu-

plicated supplementary educational material: the

voices of today's keenest thinkers, important drama-

tizations, unique material for all age levels. These

electrical transcriptions assure perfect sound

reproduction, allow full flexibility as to time of

use, and permit correlation by previewing

as well as by repetition for review. Distributed

exclusively by Bell & Howell. Send coupon for

descriptive booklet.

FILMOSOUND "UTILITY"
for finest reproduction of I6mm. sound and silent

motion pictures in classroom and auditorium.

Has every wanted feature. School-proved stamina
and simplicity of operation and maintenance.
Price, $389.35.

EDUCATIONAL FILMS IN COLOR
SUBJECTS as widely divergent as Agriculture and

Zanzibar are now included in the B&H
Filmosound Library's fast-growing selection of

educational films in full natural color.

A single-reel color film version of Macbeth is a

recent acquisition well liked by educators. And the

Our Colorful JFor/</ series, in its few months of avail-

ability, has been widely praised. The color films of

this series portray realistically the beauty spots and

wild life of America and the world. Included are

five films on U. S. National Parks and one on Ameri-

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

can Indian Life Today. Each of the nine new color

films on wild life covers either a single species or a

habitat group. Other films in color picture Mexico,

Canada, Central America, Africa, and the South Seas.

For recreational use in schools, Filmosound

Library again offers color films— 27 of the finest ex-

amples of color cartoons.

Black-and-white films, of course, continue to be

the mainstay of the visual education program, and

the B&H Library of these films is constantly grow-

ing. Take advantage of the offer of new film cata-

logs which you'll find below.

3 NEW FILM CATALOGS
Just oflfthe press— a complete catalog ofFilmosound

Library's vast educational film resources, arranged

and rated for easy reference. In work: 1942 Recrea-

tional Film Catalog, and 1942 Utilization Digest,

indexing and evaluating 938 films on quality, sub-

ject matter, and age level. Free to sound film pro-

jector owners; catalogs 2 5c each to others. Send

the coupon.

mm U. S. Office of Education

Defense Training Films

Just released for school and industrial use are the

first of a series of more than fifty machinist and in-

dustrial training films, prepared under the direction

of the United States Office of Education. I6mm.
sound film prints are available by rental or purchase

through B&H Filmosound Library. Rates represent

bare print and shipping costs, as negative produc-

tion was a government defense expenditure.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;

Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Estab-

lished 1907.

SBND THE COUPON FOR COMPUTE DETAILS

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1817 Larchmont Ave., Chicago. 111.

Please send details on: ( ) Recorded Lectures; ( ) Filmosounds;
( ) U. S. Defense Training Films. Send ( ) Educational Film
Catalog; ( ) Recreational Film Catalog; ( ) Utilization Digest.

Name

School.

Address.

.

City .Stale. I
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Among the films useful for English instruction are: below,
"Oil for the Lamps of China," a Warner Bros, production;
right, "Romeo and Juliet." produced by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

THE primary purpose of this article is to indicate

the uses being made of motion pictures in the

teaching of English in American colleges and uni-

versities. In effect, the article is intended to summar-

ize replies to personal letters addressed to chairmen

and professors of English departments in colleges and

universities belonging to the American Association,

the letters being designed to determine the extent to

which motion pictures are being used, the various uses

made of them, and how they are used in this area of

teaching.

Quantitative Results

Frequency oj Types oj Uses. One hundred and

thirty letters were sent out, and one hundred and

twenty-five replies were received. It was found, first

of all, that motion pictures are being used by at least

forty professors of English in different sections of the

United States. This is 32 per cent of the number of

professors responding to the inquiry. It was also pos-

sible to discover the uses being made of motion pictures

by these forty professors. Table I shows the frequency

of four major uses mentioned.

TABLE I

Kinds of Uses Frequency

1. To develop photoplay appreciation 38

2. To motivate students

(a) in written composition 9

(b) in oral communication 6

(c) to do more extensive reading. . 5

Total 20

3. To enrich background for literature 12

4. To vitalize instruction in

(a) Drama 6

(b) Theatre history 2

Total 8

Total extent of uses 78

Other uses were mentioned by a niunber of pro-

fessors, but those indicated in the table were men-
tioned most frequently.

Motion Pictures Utilize

Summarizing the various purposes and techniques of

film use, as reported by several English professors.

B. F. HOLLAND
The University of Texas, Austin

DORA G. NETTERVILLE
The University of Texas, Austin

A further study of the table will reveal that the least

use made of motion pictures is that of vitalizing in-

struction in drama and theatre history ; and that the

greatest use made is that of developing photoplay

appreciation. About 50% of the professors use motion

pictures to motivate students in written composition,

oral communication, and in extensive reading ; and

30% use films to enrich their students' background for

the study of English literature. Thus it appears that

motion pictures are being used rather extensively in a

number of important phases of English instruction.

Further quantitative data were compiled showing

in general where motion pictures are shown to stu-

dents. Of the forty professors using films, eighteen

seem to depend upon showings in local theatres, six-

teen secure them for use in their classrooms, or on

their campi, and the remainder depend upon chance

opportunities of students to see particular pictures.

Thus there seems to be a determined effort on the part

of most of the professors to make a rather formal use

of motion pictures for the various purposes.

How Motion Pictures Are Used
for Different Purposes

To determine the manner in which motion pictures

are used for the variety of purposes indicated above.

it was necessary to study the plans described by in-

dividual professors and to classify the methods in a

variety of ways indicated below.

Devclopuicnt oj Photoplay Appreciation in Special

Courses. One plan for developing photoplay apprecia-
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Examples of available films on Latin-American countries:
left, an Indian type from the Bell & Howell series

"Mexican Silhouette"; below, one of the "Zapotecan Potters",
from the Walter O. Gutlohn film of that title.

College English
tion, in operation in fourteen different institutions, is

that of providing special courses for the study of the

motion picture as an art form. One professor writes

:

"We try to understand pictures from the standpoint of

their creators." Other professors aim at "the discrim-

inative evaluation of motion pictures" and the develop-

ment of "the ability to evaluate the current motion pic-

tures as communicative arts."

A number of professors indicated the points of view

from which photoplay appreciation is approached. A
chairman in an Eastern university says, "The nature

of this new art form will be discussed from the stand-

point of aesthetics." A professor in the Middle West
says that his course is a "study of the relation of the

cinema to ])ainting." A professor on the Pacific Coast

describes an historical approach, in which he con-

siders the outstanding stages in the progress of the art

by making a survey of the contributions made from
time to time by foreign producers and showing the

effects their films have had on the American films. He
also includes a study of the most important directors

and technicians, illustrating with films appropriate for

each stage of development. A professor in an out-

standing college for women directs her students to the

study of different types of films, including documentary,

news, propaganda, and entertainment films. When
possible, entertainment films are commented on in com-
parison with novels. Another professor emphasizes
the narrative approach. He says, "We study story con-

tent, comparing with novels, plays, stories, studying

how movies tell stories differently—cinematically."

By using movies that "range and vary from the earliest

primitives to contemporaries." he thinks that the "nar-

rative approach is the most authentic, most useful to

students." Still another professor develops "the theory

used in the narrative film, the news reel, travel film,

animated cartoon, and documentary film." For this

purpose, he plans to use nearly 2,000.000 feet of films.

The scholarly type of instruction offered in some of

the photoplay appreciation courses is suggested by a

professor who requires his students to write "two full

and detailed criticisms of current movies : one paper

covering the various sources of reviews and evaluations

of films ; and a term paper on some phase of the mo-
tion picture, in which the student is particularly in-

terested."

Other Plans for Developing Photoplay Appreciation.

Eighteen chairmen and professors of English reported

other plans besides college courses to develop photoplay

appreciation. These plans include : ( 1 ) certain types

of collaboration with local theatres for bringing good

films to students and discussing the films in relevant

classes
; (2) sporadic endorsement of new pictures ap-

pearing in commercial theatres, with follow-up discus-

sions ; (3) recommendation of classic films with follow-

up discussions in classes and informal seminars: and

(4) showing of films in classrooms or at convenient

places on the campus.

The most comprehensive plans reported were those

that involved the projection of films in the classrooms

or at convenient places on the campus.

Uses of Film for Motivation of English. Twenty
professors, it will be recalled, reported the use of motion

pictures for motivation purposes : nine to motivate

composition writing, six to motivate oral communica-

tion, and five to motivate extensive reading.

Composition writing is motivated in both regular and

special courses. One professor uses films as subjects

for critical writing in freshman English. Another per-

mits freshman students to criticize particular films, and

to attempt scenario writing. Others jiermit students

to use the content of films for theme subjects of various

types. Special courses are offered from several stand-

points. A professor in an Eastern university offers

a course in which he teaches students "to prepare ma-
terials, factual and fictional, their own or others', for

transcription into film." He also illustrates the princi-

ples of scenario writing by such films as "Let us Live,"

"Oil for the Lamps of China." "Life of Emile Zola."
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and certain scientific and travel shorts. The head of

the department in a teachers college describes an ad-

vanced course in which students write on "independent

subjects, such as 'The Vamp', 'D. W. Griffith', 'The

Documentary Film', 'The Abstract Film', etc." "In

some cases", he says, "the ability of the student has

warranted permitting him to expand his subject for

the purpose of book publication."

The motivation of oral communication is likewise

effected in a number of ways. In one university, a

professor uses motion pictures as a basis for conversa-
tion with students during conference periods. In others,

films are used to motivate class discussion of important
novels and plays. The students read the books and then

see the film versions, or vice versa; then they discuss

both in class. In still another university, "a film or

selection of a film is shown at each class session" with
discussion following the screening. "Persons promin-
ently identified with several phases of motion picture

making and related arts will guide certain discussions."

In another college, films are used as "springboards for

discussion" of the problems of youth, in what the pro-

fessor describes as a "conversation laboratory." In this,

films provide students with a certain amount of "com-
mon experience" before they launch into realistic, unre-
hearsed discussions of problems of immediate interest

to them as college students." The procedure following

in the conversation laboratory involves "first, the show-
ing of a selected ten or fifteen-minute sound film which
emphasizes some particular problem in social aflfairs,

government, or personal relationship; and second, a

discussion of many related topics suggested by the film."

The use of films for the motivation of reading is not

extensive, except as reading becomes necessary for the

preparation of definite assignments associated with mo-
tion pictures. In several instances, professors report

that students who have seen film versions of books and
plays often follow up their experience by reading. In
one college, 450 freshmen were encouraged to see a film

version of one of Shakespeare's plays, after which most
of them read the play without being required to do
so. More often, however, it appears that reading par-
ticular books or plays motivates students to see the film

versions.

A plan to determine the effects of motion pictures on
the motivation or reading was put into operation at the

Southwest Texas State Teachers College. The plan in-

volved the use of two groups of college freshmen who
were studying the Pan American Republics for the

purpose of investigative writing on subjects pertaining

thereto. One group of these students saw a number
of color films on the Pan American Republics, and dis-

cussed the centent for the purpose of selecting theme
subjects. The other group discussed the Pan American
Republics for the same purpose but were not shown the
films. A comparison of the reading activities of the
two groups revealed that students in the film group
did 20 per cent more reading and spent 20 per cent
more time in the library than did the students in the
non-film group. It also appeared that the students in

the film group manifested greater interest in the sub-
jects on which they were writing. Though not con-
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elusive, the data yielded by the experiment are im-

pressive.

Enrichment of Background jor Literature. Attempts
to enrich the background of students for the study of

English literature, reported by twelve professors, seem
to be made chiefly at the freshman and sophomore
levels. One professor reported that the English Depart-
ment requests the showing of film versions of books
that freshman students are asked to read. Another
reports "that attempts are made to gear-in a showing
of feature pictures with a reading of related books,"

in a freshman course in English. "Tie-ups have been
made with 'Romeo and Juliet', 'Mid-summer Night's

Dream', 'Of Human Bondage', and others." Several

professors mention the use of films in teaching Shakes-
peare. Use was reported of the film "Master William
Shakespeare" and of films showing Shakespeare's

country and scenes mentioned in his plays, as well as

film versions of his plays. One professor says, "Shakes-
peare has become much easier to teach since one can
use movie comparisons."

The use of films in teaching courses in the humanities
at the sophomore level was reported by a number of

professors. One professor says that "several films on
musical instruments which we use every year we con-
sider more valuable than either demonstrations or talks

or pictures. There are also some films on processes in

art which are useful."

Use of Motion Pictures in Drama and Theatre His-
tory. Uses of Motion pictures to vitalize instruction

in drama and theatre history, reported by eight pro-

fessors, include comparisons of movies and acted ver-

sions of dramas and the writing of scenarios. In one
course described, about one third of the time is given

to the study and analysis of historical films and the

rest of the course is devoted to comparisons of the

acted version of a play with a film version of the same
text, and to the analysis of film versions of other plays.

A professor in the Southwest uses film to present the

technical aspects of drama, including themes, modem-
isms, anagnorisis, periteteia, scene a faire, etc. A
professor from the Northwest writes: "Personally, I

believe that eventually all instruction in drama will be

based on moving picture presentation of the more im-

portant plays."

Summary and Interpretation

Summary. It has been found that motion pictures

are being used by at least forty English professors : ( 1

)

to develop photo-play appreciation, (a) by offering

special courses and (b) by using motion pictures in

regular English classes: (2) to motivate students in

writing compositions and in oral comunication and

to do more extensive reading; (3) to enrich the back-

ground of students for the study of English literature

;

and (4) to vitalize instruction in drama and theatre

history.

It has also been found that motion pictures are being

used in a large variety of ways at various levels of

college teaching. Some professors follow informal

methods, such as that of recommending certain pic-

tures to students ; and others make formal uses of films

in their classes, showing particular pictures one or sev-

eral times. A number of professors offer special

(Concluded on page 438)
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Values of Visual

Aids in Reading
How visual aids help solve various problems in

the teaching of reading in elementary grades.

LAWRENCE R. WINCHELL
Superintendent of Schools
Vineland, New Jersey

From "Ikpuk the Igloo Dweller." a Bell & Howell release on Eskimo 1

VISUAL education represents the grouping of educational ma-

terials or devices and an organized department of instruction

which is based not upon subject matter, but upon method of pres-

entation. This method has as its essential feature the fact that it be-

longs to one of the senses. Such a situation is without parallel. Visual

education in the broad sense is not new. Models, maps, diagrams, pic-

tures have been used for generations.

Much should be done to acquaint the child with his environment. Life

can become full and rich only as far as the environment is understood

and appreciated. Since sensory experiences constitute the basis for

the child's educational pattern, with visual experiences accounting for

perhaps three-fourths of our sensory experiences, visual education or

sensual aids contribute greatly to the ends of education.

By use of excursions and his own spontaneous exploration the child

will learn a good deal, but excursions are too expensive and time-con-

suming to meet the need. Something can be accomplished by bringing

objects into the classroom, but these possibilities are also limited. A
more economical and rapid means must be used to give the child an

acquaintance with his world.

For some unexplained reason it seems commonly to be assumed that

the necessity of supplying substitute or vicarious concrete experiences is

very chiefly present in the upper grades or above. It is important in

the later grades, but our earliest and still most striking evidence on the

poverty of the child's acquaintance with the physical world is drawn

from studies of the child on entering school.

Perhaps visual aids are thought to be less important for younger chil-

dren because the materials which have been most widely used have not

been designed for younger children. The captions on motion pictures,

for example, cannot be read by them. This does not indicate that they

are not of value, and that other suitable aids for children cannot be pre-

pared. It simply points to the technical problem which needs to be

solved.

That appropriate forms of aid to teaching may in part make up for

the unavoidable meagerness of the child's direct knowledge of his en-

vironment, has been repeatedly shown by careful scientific experiments.

These experiments have shown that well-selected pictures, slides, stereo-

graphs, silent motion or talking pictures may add from 10 to 25% to

scores on tests of subjects which have been studied. But still many
questions remain to be answered concerning the contribution which may
be made by visual aids to education in order to establish beyond a

shadow of a doubt their great potential values. There is far more justi-

fication for visual aids than merely the enrichment they afTord.

More pictures and better pictures interpret facts difficult for children

to understand. Motion pictures provide greater reality and interest.
From the filmstrip "Jack and the Beanstalk," pro-

duced by Society for Visual Education.



The Keystone Flashmeter in use in the classroom.

Exhibits are utilized to advantage. Posters are made

by the children. Models produce greater understand-

ing. Museum materials are collected and mounted for

immediate study and future reference. The abstract

and difficult ideas and discussions of textbooks are en-

livened and re-interpreted in many different ways.

Reading Defects

No one theory can be used to account for all causes

of reading difficulty. Children have been taught to

read by a variety of methods. Educators are becoming

increasingly aware of the situation and are seeking

preventive procedures. A large percentage of disabled

readers and the chief causes of retardation in reading

is due to poor teaching and equipment.

Failure to read correctly is noted by the opthalm-o-

scope, a device for photographing the eye movements

in diagnosing the pupil with reference to speed. One
of the things noted is the failure to attack words from

left to right. This movement, from right to left, during

reading is referred to as a regressive movement. Poor

readers make more regressive eye movments than do

good readers. Some children reverse words and letters

until 7Y2 yrs. of age. The implication is that reading

should be postponed until the special orientation of let-

Study of the Woodchuck, from a Keystone slide unit

on Natural Science.
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ters and words have a significance for the learner. Even

at this time he should be closely supervised to prevent

this backward movement and confusion in the mind of

the child.

Initial instruction for some children lasts until 7

years of age, and others identified by means of a read-

ing-readiness test as prospective non-readers should

have the initial period of instruction further delayed.

Another key factor in avoiding confusion in the visual

perception of word and phrase forms is that of mean-

ing. A child who can be caused to feel that there is a

real need for reading to learn is probably much more

mature than the average 6-year-old. A reading pro-

gram based on reading for meaning will embrace a

system of word recognition, where context clues are

heavily emphasized. Hence, reading attitude is com-

plementary with reading for meaning.

Aids in Detecting Poor Readers

1. Faulty eye movements are symptoms of a poor

reader.

2. The character of the eye movements varies widely

with the attitude of the reader and the type of reading

material.

3. Immature reading habits may be detected by

measuring eye movements.

4. For normal children eye movements improve pro-

gressively.

5. Poor readers evidence many fixation pauses of

long duration and many regressive movements.

6. Eye movements of good spellers and good readers

tend to be systematic.

7. No visual impression enters the consciousness

during the periods between eye fixations.

8. Pacing eye movement increases reading efficiency.

9. Increasing distance page is held from the eye

causes increase in the number of fixation pauses per

line.

10. Each child has a natural reading pace which for

the same material is consistent from one page to an-

other.

11. Irregular habits of perception, and brief and

fluctuating attention usually result in the child being

unable to read.

Learning to read, and reading efficiently through-

out life depends primarily on the development of one's

visual auditory powers. Recently, in the Vineland

schools we have given prepared reading tests which

have given us a key to the visual-auditory abilities that

the child will need if he is to read easily and well. The

tests measured perceptual abilities to discriminate

among words, letters and forms ; vocabulary ; compre-

hension and recall of meaningful material presented

orally ; visual-auditory association of learning ;
knowl-

edge of common, casual sequences and general infor-

mation.

We have made a study of the Keystone Flashmeter

and after several demonstrations by experts in the field,

we have started to use it. In our remedial reading

we feel that if we can find some specific lack and drill

on it, we will improve reading. It is often our custom

to take poor readers from the classroom and give them

drill with a specialist, who is usually a non-teaching

(^Concluded on page 426)
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Between the Lines*

THE production of this film provided our pupils

with experiences which seem to have deep educa-

tional significance. Both as a motivating and an

integrating force, the making of the motion picture

stimulated the pupils in a cooperative effort toward at-

tainment of a common goal.

The pupils were initiated into the project by being

told that a serious safety problem existed and that they

had been chosen to help solve it by producing a motion

picture. The problem was then explained to them:

namely, that pupils were crossing the street in the mid-

dle of the block and not at the corners.

As a result of many discussions the pupils decided

that the film should be so made that other pupils as a

result of seeing the picture might be more careful when

crossing the street. The scenario or shooting script

which appears below tells its own story.

SCENARIO
Scene Action Camera

A detailed description of a school-produced film

and educational values derived from the project.

WILLIAM S. WAGNER
Principal, Maumee, Ohio, Elementary Schools

Mother stops car across

street from School.

1. Fade into L. S. (from op-

posite side of street).

Children coming out of

school.

2. L.S. (from roof). Traffic

and children crossing.

3. M.S. Mother driving up.

4. M^S. Mother drives up

and stops.

5. M.S. X coming out of

school.

6. M.L.S. (from school door)

Back of X and Mother in

car.

7. C.U. X at curb. Says

goodbye to friend crosses

street—from curb.

8. M.S. Mother motioning

child to corner.

9. Two angle shots M.S. of

(a) girls saying goodbye

and X starting across

;

(b) same thing—different

angle car closer to x.

10. C.U. Wheels as car comes

to abrupt stop.

11. C.U. Driver's face.

12. C.U. Mother's face—fade

out slowly.

13. Fade into M.S. X in class-

room arm in sling and tape

on face.

14. L.S. X surrounded by

group of pupils as X ges-

tures showing how acci-

dent occurred.

15. Title "This is how it hap-

pened."

16. C.U. Teacher asks

:

(Title) "How could this

have been prevented ?"

17. L.S. from front. Pupils'

hands go up.

18. Several C.U. of pupils as

they make suggestions.

*A street safety film produced by Mrs. Mable Doenges' third

and fourth grades of the Montpelier, Ohio, Elementary School

with the cooperation of the Bureau of Educational Research,

Ohio State University and the Highway Education Board. Mr.

Wagner was formerly Superintendent of Montpelier Schools.

Mother attempts by mo-
tioning with hands to

signal child to cross at

comer. Child is saying

goodbye to friend and
does not see her mother's

signals. Child darts across

street into path of on-

coming car.

Action does not show
child being hit but shows
mother covering face
with hands and car

wheels stopping, imply-

ing that child was hit.

Title:

"This is how it hap-

pened." Child who was
hit is back in school (arm
in sling). She is ex-

plaining to classmates

how accident occured.

Pupils take their seats

and teacher asks "How
could this have been pre-

vented ?" Several pupils

make suggestions. Teach-
er writes these on black-

board.

a. make posters.

b. make and use safety

demonstration table.

c. write mayor to see

if he will have lines

painted at street
corners around
school.

d. have parents stop on
school side of street.

3. Pupils make safety pos-

ters which teacher places

around room.

4. Pupils construct safety

demonstration table.

White lines are drawn at

street crossings.

5. Pupils write letters to

mayor asking him if it

would be possible to

paint lines at school street

crossings. Letters are

collected and folded and

then put in one large en-

velope which is addressed

to mayor. Letter is mailed.

6. Mayor in his office re-

ceives envelope ; opens it

and letters fall out on his

desk. He reads each one,

smiling as he does so.

Mayor rises, picks up
envelope and hat and

leaves his office.

7. Mayor enters classroom

and confers with group

of children at demonstra-

tion table. They point out

where they think lines

should be painted. He
nods and leaves class-

Mayor is back in his of-

fice. Picks up telephone

and makes call to main-

tenance department.

Street Maintenance De-

partment truck pulls up in

front of school. Men
jump out and take paint-

ing equipment from truck

and begin painting lines

at school crossing. Men
complete job of painting.

19. M.S. Suggestions written

on board as teacher (or

pupil) turns toward group

for suggestions.

a. Make posters.

b. Use safety table.

c. Write our mayor about

white lines at crossings.

d. Have parents stop on
school side of street.

Fade out.

20. Fade in C.U. Several stu-

dents making posters ad-

vising crossing at cross-

walks.

21. M.S. Pupils grouped

around demonstration

table.

22. C.U. One pupil marks
white lines in proper place.

23. Pupils writing letters to

mayor (use broad pens

and black ink ) . ( Show
several sentences of inter-

esting letters.)

24. C.U. Big envelope show-
ing address of mayor.

25. M.S. Girl collecting let-

ters from pupils.

26. C.U. Boy putting letters

into envelope.

27. C.U. Writing Mayor's ad-

dress on envelope.

28. M.S. Boy putting envelope

into mailbox. Fade out.

29. Fade in C.U. of envelope

on Mayor's desk.

30. M.S. Mayor picks up en-

velope and pulls out let-

ters.

31. C.U. Mayor opens one of

the letters. It can be iden-

tified as one of the letters

in scene 23.

32. M.S. Mayor rises, starts

to leave room.

33. L.S. from front of class-

room. Mayor enters.

34. M.S. Mayor with pupils

at demonstration table.

Pupils point to intersec-

tion and to youngster with

arm in sling.

35. M.S. Mayor nods, starts

to leave.

36. M.S. Mayor calls on tele-

phone to the street main-

tenance department.

37. L.S. Street Maintenance

Department truck pulls up

to crossing at school.

38. M.S. Men begin marking

lines at crossing.

39. C.U. Painting begins.

40. M.S. Men complete paint-

ing job.

41. Street crossing with lines.
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Mother drives up. Child

who was hit comes out of

school with other puipls.

She continues to corner.

Stops—looks both ways

—

then crosses between the

lines.

Scenes from school-made safety film.

Any school wishing to use the film. Between the Lines,
shoufd direct inquiries to Dr. Edgar Dale, Ohio State Univer-
sity, Columbus, Ohio. The Highway Education Board, Wash-
ington, D. C, also are distributing five copies nationally.

10. Mother drives up. Child 42. L.S. (from front of

school) X's mother pulls

up in car on opposite side

of street from school.

43. M.S. X coming out of

school.

44. M.S. Legs and feet of

children crossing between
lines.

45. M.S. from in front of X
as she walks across street

between lines. Only legs

and feet are shown.

46. Title

Before Crossing

Look Both Ways
Then

47. Cross

Between the Lines.

Length of film 300 ft. 16mm. Silent.

Looking back on the project the following results

can be attributed to it, either directly or indirectly.

First : The cooperative effort put forth by the pupils

is by far the most important result of the project. The
pupils had much practice in working together effectively

toward accomplishing a worthwhile goal.

Second : The value of the film itself is not easily meas-
ured. It has been shown and discussed in the Mont-
pelier school with favorable results. There has been a

definite improvement in the traffic problem outlined in

the script since the showing of the film. Its value to

schools in general will be determined in the near future

when it will be available for showing.

Third: The pupils' contact with the mayor demon-
strated to them that one of the functions of public of-

ficials is to serve the community. The pupils actually

experienced a lesson on government which no amount
of reading could have given them.

Fourth : The public relations value of the film is an-

other factor not easily measured. It seems safe to say

that the public in our community has a better under-

standing of school activities as a result of having seen

the film.

Fijth : A much greater interest on the part of the

pupils was shown toward the traditional subject matter.

A. English activities.

1. In writing their letters to the mayor the pupils

needed to know sentence structure, punctuation,

spelling, and letter form.

2. The pupils added to their vocabularies by adding

such words as casualty, traffic, caution, pe-

destrian, zone, etc.

3. The pupils needed to read in order to assemble

facts relating to safety.

B. Numbers.

1. In constructing the safety demonstration table

it was necessary for the pupils to be familiar

with the number processes involved.

C. Drawing.

1. In the making of the safety posters the pupils

needed to know how to print and how to arrange

the printed words to the best advantage.

Sixth : The pupils of the third and fourth grades of

the Montpelier school have learned safety facts and ac-

quired safety habits which they should retain for life.
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Education Through Socially Useful Work

THE terms "educational field experiences" and

"field trips" are usually considered completely

synonymous. In most cases the only educational

work conducted under school auspices outside the school

walls is guided field trips
;
yet within recent years there

has been a conscious effort in some institutions to give

pupils and students an opportunity to have other types

of field experiences under the guidance of the school.

For example, some school systems have conducted sur-

veys of their communities, the bulk of the interviewing

and fact-finding being done by young people. In other

cases, community-wide clean-up campaigns have en-

listed the energy of school children, and the schools

have made use of the opportunity for educational

purposes.

At first blush many of these innovations have seemed

rather daring. There has been a feeling, in many cases,

that children are not capable of bearing the responsibili-

ties which such projects entail. Even the appearance of

Youth Serves the Community, by Paul Hanna, citing

numerous instances of socially useful projects by youth

has failed to be convincing to many school people, yet

a little thought will bring to memory the fact that in

societies less complex than our own the principal means
of education has been that of gradually inducting the

young into the responsibility of adults by means of

having them do socially useful work on a gradually

increasing level. Almost from the time they can walk

they are helping the older men and women, and by

giving such help are acquiring the experiences and un-

derstandings which will fit them to do adult work.

Until mass production methods reduced the importance

of artisans, many young people received their vocational

education through the apprenticeship system in which

again they learned by doing work which was socially

useful.

Because the activities of children in such systems

are valued by the adults, the children early receive the

satisfaction of doing something which everyone regards

as worthwhile for its products. In contrast with this

the incentives for most school work seem highly arti-

ficial. The products of classroom activities are seldom

valued in and of themselves by adults.

The attempt to provide educational experiences in-

volving socially useful work has taken many forms.

The most striking experiments in recent years have

been associated with the programs of the Civilian Con-

servation Corps and the National Youth Administra-

tion. In these programs areas have been reforested,

erosion control projects built, recreation activities fos-

tered, and, in the work experience centers, products

needed by public institutions have been built. The young
people served by these organizations have learned much
and while doing so have had the intense satisfaction of

knowing that they were doing something which was
important. The success of such programs has led to

widespread support for the idea of establishing work
camps for young people.

Potentialities of the "school journey" as a valuable

service to the community as well as to the school.

WILLIAM W. WATTENBERG
Chairman, Committee on Field Experiences
Chicago Teachers College

However, there is no reason why education through

socially useful work must be relegated to non-school

agencies in such special situations as a camp provides.

As already indicated, some schools have made pro-

gress in this direction. And this may well be merely

a beginning.

Because of the defense emergency, in many commun-
ities there will be tasks which badly need doing, which
school children will be able to do without displacing

gainfully employed adults. By being alert to such op-

portunities the schools will not only be rendering a

great service to our country in the present crisis, but
will also be providing for children an opportunity to

develop desirable behavior patterns by engaging in so-

cially useful tasks.

How such a program may come into being may be

illustrated by recent developments in the community
studies course at the Chicago Teachers College. This

course had always relied heavily upon visual aids of

various sorts to give the students a first-hand under-

standing of community problems in Chicago. Not only

had moving pictures and slides been used, but guided

field trips acquainted the students with conditions in

various neighborhoods, particularly in blighted areas

of the city. In order to gain additional first-hand ex-

perience, in former years students performed a com-
paratively small amount of observation and participa-

tion in the work of settlement houses, boys clubs, and
other social agencies. The students enjoyed this very

much and the experience they had with children helped

them to develop rich insights into the problems of chil-

dren in such neighborhoods. Because of this the fac-

ulty felt that an enlargement of this part of the program
would be valuable.

This year the opportunity to do so presented itself.

Many of the social agencies in the city had been de-

pending upon W.P.A. workers as recreation leaders.

Many of these workers have obtained employment in

defense projects of various sorts. Those who are left

on the project are, in a large number of cases, more
sorely needed to staflf recreational facilities for soldiers,

as part of the morale aspect of the defense program.
This withdrawal of personnel threatened many social

agencies with the necessity of drastically curtailing

their programs which, in turn, have been relied upon
by many neighborhoods for the prevention of delin-

quency and for the maintenance of well-rounded leisure.

If the students of the College could oflfer their services

and fill the social vacuum created by this shifting in the

recreational personnel, they would, in eflfect, be man-
ning the second line of home defense, the morale build-
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ing agencies serving civilian personnel. In addition,

while they were rendering this service they would be

learning a great deal about the techniques of group

leadership and about the problems of families in various

parts of the city. The opportunity was too good to

miss. Accordingly, together with the Council of Social

Agencies and the W.P.A. recreation training program,

the community studies staff of the College inaugurated

a special social work training program for the students,

and set up machinery for placing them in social agencies

where they were most needed.

Approximately 400 of these students are now lead-

ing groups in settlement houses, boys clubs, neighbor-

hood clubs, Y.M.C. A.'s, and school recreation centers.

In these agencies they are no longer regarded as mere

observers who might occasionally be useful, but rather

they are acting as valued assistants whose appearance

on the scene is awaited eagerly. The students are ex-

periencing the satisfaction of knowing that they are

doing work which is highly valued for itself by the

older adult community. They are feeling the respon-

sibility of having groups of people dependent upon them

for assistance. They are finding that these responsibili-

ties call for knowledge and understandings which previ-

ously they had undervalued. As a consequence, they

have gained new and powerful incentives for securing

information about their city and about social institutions.

The faculty provides supervision of these experiences,

tries to help the students master the problems which
they are confronting, and discussions in class sessions

help the students to draw educational lessons from what
is occurring to them. The community studies program
has gained an added vitality and in class sessions stu-

dents show a new eagerness to learn.

This is but one example of what must be occurring

in many places throughout the country. As the defense

program develops it is probable that many other such

opportunities for doing socially useful work may ap-

pear. Some of this work will be suitable for students

on the college level ; much of it can be done by high

school students ; and some even by children in the upper
elementary grades. Where the work can be done under
the guidance of schools, the experience may prove en-

riching to the work of the school and to the lives of the

children. If the schools are alert to these opportunities

they may not only render important service in a time

of crisis, but also provide for the children an oppor-

tunity to do socially useful work in a way which will

add to their capability and personality development as

can no other type of education.

Values of Visual Aids in Reading
{Concluded from page 422)

principal, in a small clinic group. In my experience

the majority of poor readers are poor because they lack

many or all of the fundamental visual-auditory abilities

basic to good reading. They do require clinic help,

but most of all they need a program of enriched living

with specific training in the development of the funda-

mental sensory abilities.

The Use of Visual Aids in Reading

Of all the physical factors we recognize vision and

hearing—

•

Reading means visual stimuli being received and

inter])reted. It is only lately that school authorities

have been adequately trained and equipped to determine

visual readiness for reading. Since reading is based

on sensory experiences the child who has had a greater

number of these experiences will be the better reader.

Some of these experiences may be first hand or real,

others may be vicarious. For the sake of convenience,

we will classify them under the following headings

:

1. Real—a) excursions, b) construction, c) social

experiences, d) practical experiences.

2. Vicarious—a) stories, b) pictures, charts, c) dis-

cussing experiences, d) motion pictures and slides.

Experiences when read by the child will make the

material more meaningful. It may be said that ex-

periences are of importance to a particular group of

children if they extend and enrich knowledge, or change

habits for the better. Vicarious experiences gained

from pictures should be used in broadening meaningful

concepts. But only the vicarious experiences which

satisfy the criteria already set up for real experiences

and which definitely aid in preparing children for later

reading experiences, should be considered.

A fine example of vicarious experiences is found
in the use of pictures to teach beginning reading. Vis-

ual appeals by presenting objects, models, charts, photo-

graphs, stereoscopes, lantern slides, and motion pictures

furnish the pupil with impressions for which language

is simply a symbol. Without the first hand experiences

words are meaningless.

Real Aids

Excursions provide a means of enriching the experi-

ences of pupils out of which school activities become
more meaningful. Trips are a means of bringing the

outside world into the schoolroom. Through this con-

tact, reading and other subjects of the elementary school

curriculum take on life and become more meaningful

to children.

a. Types of Excursions— 1. civic buildings, 2. indus-

tries, 3. museums, 4. library. 5. beach.

b. Activities— 1. acquarium (outdoor)—charts and

stories made by children. 2. school library—books bor-

rowed from large library and exchanged weekly. 3.

vegetable and fiower garden—charts and stories telling

what is being done. 4. museum—specimens brought in

by children.

Vicarious Aids

A. Slide—The elementary pupil-made lantern slide

holds a very real position in the field of teaching aids.

He is not merely exposed to an experience—he is part

of it. The whole experience is calculated to make a

lasting impression on the child, and is thus an aid to

reading readiness.

B. Motion pictures—Many students experience dif-

ficulty in school because of the lack of adequate cultural

background as a basis of experiences to understand the

school activities. There are many who have little or

no experience with reading or travel. Here the motion

picture is of service.
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MOTION PICTURES-
NO! FOR THEATRES

By ARTHUR EDWIN KROWS

Installment 32.— More about the pub-
lic and semi-public institutions that in
more recent years have produced their

own highly specialized motion pictiues.

RESPONDING to the impulse of the

time was also the Young Women's
Christian Association. The out-

standing early effort there was the

three-reeler "The High Road." directed

b.v Carlyle Ellis. He made for the

same client the useful three-reeler on

proper shoes called "Foot Folly."

Then the Boy Scout Foundation in

New York was represented with sev-

eral reels on its especial interest, partly

with the idea of impressing its own
members with its ideals, but probably

more to enlist the interest of needed

benefactors. The drive for funds with

which to support these admirable private

arms of social service, was necessarily

constant, so, naturally, an instrument as

effective as the motion picture in demon-
strating what is being done with money
in hand, was speedily developed with

that object prominently in mind. Such
was the aim of films made by the Mod-
ern Woodmen of America through the

production facilities of the Ray-Bell or-

ganization ; such was the intent of the

films actively distributed during these

years by the Order of Free Masons from
the Masonic Temple Building in New
York.

The officer in charge of this last-

named work, begun about 1921. was the

Executive Secretary of the Bureau of

Social and Educational Service of the

Grand Lodge of New York, known less

pompously to his friends and associates

as Sidney Morse. He was really an ex-
ceptional person. In the forty-seven

years which had elapsed since his birth

at Ledyard. Connecticut, he had had a

varied experience in many widely sep-

arated localities. He had attended Mas-
sachusetts Agricultural College and Am-
herst ; he had been connected with a pub-
lishing house at Richmond, Virginia

;

from 1900 to 1903 he had been associate

director of the Home Correspondence
Schools at Springfield, Massachusetts

;

1904-1908 he had been editor and man-
ager of the book department of Success
Magacine, following which he had be-

came managing editor of Craftsman and
educational director of People's Univer-
sity at St. Louis. In 1918 he had been
sent to France as a liason officer co-

ordinating records of the Y. M. C. A.
and the A. E. F.—all this before taking
his place at the Grand Lodge in 1921.

-After 1929 Sidney Morse became vice-

president and general manager of the
Educational Publishing Corporation, Dar-
ien, Connecticut, which issues The Grade
Teacher and St. Nicholas magazines. He
died January, 1939.

Most of his films were of visits to

Masonic institutions, of parades and
other typical Masonic events. Lacking
funds for more ambitious productions,
he was unable to realize his dream of

a really adequate program. He used to

watch with great interest, however, the

many motion picture activities of otlier

tenants in the building, hoping, no doubt,

to find in what they were doing, some
suggestion for betterment of his own
list. We all knew Sidney Morse, re-

spected and liked him and welcomed him
at our councils. One day, out of a situ-

ation involving J. E. Holley, Fred Wythe
and F. J. Romell, who was on from
Cincinnati representing Albert Krippen-
dorf, he hit upon a plan to produce a

real Masonic film with ritual significance.

From somewhere—I suppose that it was
specifically out of the luggage brought
back by Dr. Holley from Palestine

—

Dr. Grace Fisher Ramsey built one
of the most eflScient systems of
non-theatrical distribution known
to the field of popular education.

came five or six reels showing a recon-
struction of the Temple of Solomon.
They comprised photographs, made from
various angles and distances, of Dr.
Schick's celebrated model on exhibition
in Jerusalem. It was believed by the
schemers that this material might be-
come the basis for a specialized enter-

tainment for which the various lodges
would be eager and happy to pay.

The general structure and proposed
treatment developed rapidly in the fer-

tile mind of Wythe, who planned to in-

terweave various symbolical scenes with
the shots of the model. I was assigned

to supervise such production as might
be necessary, and to cut, title and edit

the whole. I was not a member of the
order, but I knew enough about the sub-

ject to realize that every alleged detail

in the design of the Temple of Solomon
has a mystic meaning for this brother-

hood. Merely to tell the story of the

structure to any earnest Mason is to give

him an inspiring message charged with
meaning. Impressed with the possibili-

ties, I read up on batches of literature

sanctioned for the eyes of the uninitiated,

and tried to interpret in picture forms
the symbolical ideas cautiously conveyed
to me by high officers of the order.

In accordance with the general inten-

tion to make a very little money go as
far as possible, and taking advantage
of the mystical indefiniteness of the sub-

ject to hide our poverty in deep im-
pressive shadows, we photographed a

sand-covered board on the roof of the

Masonic Temple Building to illustrate

the ancient desert trade routes, and I

built, with scissors, paste and cardboard,

a miniature set of imposing doors which
slowly opened to reveal the Holy of

Holies. This consisted of the letter "G,"
back of which we gradually moved for-

ward a naked electric bulb, and so pres-

ently glared out the "G" and dazzled
the spectator with the idea of eternal

light.

In an interval, Larry Fowler, the
cameraman, took three or four volun-
teers up to Fort Schuyler, draped them
in bedsheets and crepe hair, and marched
them up and down the huge granite

stones of the buttresses to represent

workmen doing their daily stint on the

temple. It was an old idea. These same
blocks had served long before as the

walls of Jerusalem for an early the-

atrical "Star of Bethlehem." Somewhere,
too, we photographed a cardboard obelisk

in a strong light to show how ancients

told the time, and I made a series of

white sketches of signs of the zodiac on
a black ground to be turned past the tip

of a pyramid in illustrating the presumed
method of the Egyptian high priest when
he measured the limits of the year. Re-
distributed dresses and whiskers enabled
us to show "three travelers on the

shore" ; a mound built at the foot of a
small tree indicated the grave of the
architect, Hiram Abif ; and what I took
to be his death was envisioned by some
stock shots showing a tall tree in the
forest struck by lightning. Results were
duly cut into the assembled excerpts of

the Schick reels, and there was a gener-
ous interlarding of long, solemn titles,

expressed in what we now profanely call

"four-dollar words."
Looking backward, I suspect that there

may have been plenty of sheer hokum
about this shoestring production, but

high officials approved the film enthusi-

astically, slapping one another on the

back in great delight over references

which were "all Greek" to me : and I

understand that the later exhibitions ac-

tually made some money for the backers.

In the propaganda groups one does
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not readily include public museums, but
such institutions these days, enjoying tax
and tariff exemptions because of their
avowed usefulness to mankind, and
needing added funds for many purposes,
feel obliged to publicize their services.'
But publicity is only a minor aspect of
films as used by the Metropolitan Mu-
seum of Art in New York City. There
motion pictures become an extension
of the institution itself, carrying photo-
graphs of its treasures to places through-
out the nation where eager students
cannot otherwise enjoy the benefits. In
all events, that is the theory.

It was about 1924 when this activity of
the Metropolitan became pronounced.
Conspicuous among the names of those
responsible for the development was that
of George Dupont Pratt, a trustee. It
will be remembered that, when Allen
Eaton, of the Russell Sage Foundation,
was promoting his enterprise called the
Pioneers of America, the burden of sup-
port came from George D. Pratt. I

have wondered if that experience did not
in some measure induce Pratt to this
later activity. The idea gains color from
the fact that Eaton was in close touch
with the Museum work from its in-
ception. On the other hand, George
Pratt himself had been an ardent ama-
teur motion picture cameraman for a
number of years, especially in photo-
graphing wild life. For several years
he was in charge of game conservation
in New York State.

The 1924 Museum plan was to drama-
tize objects in the art collection .so as
to compensate for their inanimateness
and to stimulate appreciation of their
associated cultural ideas. To produce a
few preliminary subjects of this sort
experimentally, the Museum authorities
engaged the very competent and worthy
Major Herbert M. Dawley. What he
produced for them included "The Gor-
gon's Head," in three reels, a version of
the story in Hawthorne's Twice-Told
Tales, and "The Spectre," described as
"a New England legend." There were
also the more frankly expositional films,
"A Visit to the Armor Galleries," in
two reels, and "Firearms of Our Fore-
fathers," in one. The program was
swelled by the addition of Eaton's "The
Making of a Bronze Statue," "Vansan-
tasena," a two-reel adaptation of an epi-
sode in the earliest extant Indian drama,
"The Toy Cart," prepared and produced
by the School of Fine Arts of Pratt In-
stitute in Brooklyn, and four reels eman-
ating, no doubt, from the Museum's
archaeological stations abroad, called
"Egyptian Monuments and Native Life."
"The Etcher's Art," which appeared
among the available subjects later, was
produced by the Museum of Art in Bos-
ton, with Frank W. Benson providing the
principal illustrations.

If the Metropolitan Museum had its

problems in sequestering funds for its
own films, another great popular educa-
tional resort westward across Central
Park, the American Museum of Natural
History, seemed to enjoy a happier situ-

ation which made its supply of motion
pictures virtually inexhaustible, even ig-

Drawn by Wm. Oberhardt
Without meaning to do it, Theodore
Roosevelt showed howmuseumsmight
obtain educational films by cooper-
ating with the big game expeditions.

noring the use of its own monies in the
cause, and even if exhibition rights were
generally tied up with fussy restrictions.
It had been discovered long years before
that big game hunters could give their
adventures an air of public service, with-
out foregoing self-indulgence, by placing
their sporting expeditions—and these
usually included the pictures—under the
auspices of such an establishment. Of
course, the educational values are im-
portant only when they are realized, and
this phase, so far as the Museum of
Natural History is concerned, owed much
to the powerful, proper interest of the
late Dr. George H. Sherwood, director
of the institution from 1924 to 1934. He
resigned his higher post at the end of
that time (being succeeded as director
of the Museum by Roy Chapman An-
drews) to give his full attention to the
Educational Department, of which he
had been chief curator since 1906. He
was privileged to work at this shorter
range for less than three years, for he
died in March, 1937.

Nevertheless, Dr. Sherwood builded
wisely and well. Despite his passing,
his work goes on in the splendid Mu-
seum Department of Education, which
has long reached beneficiaries through-
out the nation. But this is not just a
motion picture project. Its services in-
clude also lectures, circulating collections
and outdoor education—field trips, and
special instructional opportunities at the
Bear Mountain reservation. The ac-
tivity in general is said to have grown
largely out of the custom of a Museum
lecturer, Dr. Berkmire, back in 1880,
who invited his audiences to examine
actual specimens at the close of his
talks—although it is in the nature of
the case that a Museum should reach
people directly. It was in 1903 that Dr.
Sherwood started the Museum's tour-
ing collections. In 1922 the free service
to New York Schools was instituted and,
about 1930, the wider circulation to the
country at large was begun. It is cur-
rently estimated that through these
channels the Museum Department of

The Educational Screen

Education makes about thirty million
contacts with individuals annually. The
Department curator at present is Dr.
C. Russell. The Museum began using
films in its lectures to school children
in 1911.

It is the motion picture work which
is our present concern, and here the no-
table figure is Dr. Grace Fisher Ramsey,
associate curator, who has done so much
to organize and conduct the efficient Mu-
seum motion picture distribution. Dr.
Sherwood had plenty to do most of the
time of his directorship in setting up
and maintaining policies, and of neces-
sity the development of details was in the
hands of assistants. Mrs. Ramsey, who
was a very dependable assistant, attri-
butes such success as she has had to
her early training as a teacher, for
through that she has known and appre-
ciated the school requirements and the
educational aims outside the school
When the First World War began she
was teaching science in a high school
at Chautauqua, New York. Caught in
the patriotic fervor of that stirring time
she joined the War Canteen. Returning
m due course, she was engaged by the
Museum in 1919 to take charge of lan-
tern slides. A part of her duties was
sight conservation," working in the Mu-

seum's celebrated training of the blind,
in which connection she lectured fre-
quently in the large auditorium, some-
times to audiences of approximately 1,-
500 persons.

The usefulness of motion pictures for
Museum extension work became more
and more evident to her, although it was
clear, also, that for a comprehensive
program the films at first in hand were
insufficient. This conclusion came in
the period when the Bureau of Educa-
tion of the U. S. Department of the In-
terior was dividing its collection of mo-
tion pictures among the thirty-five vol-
unteer distributors over the country.
Several museums were in that list. Mrs.
Ramsey became impressed especially with
opportunities to circulate the reels of the
Bureau of Mines. Accordingly that pos-
sibility was realized. In 1926 she vis-
ited Canada, where she found more
valuable material in the library of the
Canadian Government Motion Picture
Bureau. The Museum of Natural His-
tory was therefore commissioned to dis-
tribute those films in the same manner.
Through the Museum Department of

Education today, of course, there are
many other subjects to be obtained. The
stock is classified as: Athletics, Biology,
Chemistry, Economic Geography, Do-
mestic Science, Physics, Physiography,
General Science, Health and Hygiene,
Music, Nature Study and Elementary
Science, and Social Studies. Borrowers
pay for transportation both ways, plus
a fixed charge per day of fifty cents for
each silent reel, and a dollar-fifty for
each ill sound. Responsible educational
institutions are offered an especial rate
of twenty-five sound films for twenty-
five dollars, if ordered at one time.
Discovery of the opportunities and ad-

vantages in expedition sponsorship prob-
ably belonged more particularly to the
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Smithsonian Institution, of Washington,

D. C, which arranged the celebrated

African expedition of ex-President Theo-

dore Roosevelt in 1909, although motion

pictures did not figure in its original

agreement. When the doughty T. R.

left for Africa, he resisted all offers of

motion picture cameramen to accompany

him because of the earlier still-picture

contracts ; but Cherry Kearton, a Lon-

don newspaperman, took a chance and

followed the expedition with a filming

outfit. Teddy could not resist a go-getter

having this aggressiveness, and welcomed

him in camp. Kearton then cranked

numerous scenes which were brought to

the United States and sold to the Mo-
tion Picture Patents Company. They
were edited in the Kalem laboratories to

two reels—the "program picture" length

of that day—and released, beginning

April 18, 1910, through General Film.

European distribution was arranged by

Kearton, himself.

However, the officials of the Smith-

sonian Institution quickly learned the

value of films, as records if not as ve-

hicles for furtherance of the educational

force, and in later years they acquired

many valuable subjects. Most of those

are not nearly well enough known, prob-

ably because funds are not always avail-

able for circulation and because some
owners make complicated reservations

as to their use. Of course, there is ex-

pense attached to picture distribution,

just as there is to the exhibition of fine

museum specimens that are frequently

stored away in the basement pending thf

release of funds.

I have happened to see Smithsonian

film properties from time to time in

private projection rooms while the ma-
terial was being edited. For example,

I recall with pleasure seeing the extended

footage brought from Dutch New Guinea

about 1926 by Matthew W. Stirling, the

scientist who is now the Institution's

chief of the Bureau of American Ethno-

logy. That fascinating study of primi-

tive pigmies was made with the backing

of the Smithsonian and the cooperation

of the Netherlands Government. I had

the additional privilege of hearing Dr.

Stirling talk informally about his trip as

the then unedited passing pictures re-

called various incidents to his mind.

One supposes that expeditions of this

sort, with their scientific specialists,

chartered ships, airplanes, automobiles

and companies of hundreds of native

porters and guides, must cost huge sums
to the moving spirits, but it is astonish-

ing to learn at how low a figure many
of these adventures may be financed,

provided that the persons to be backed

are qualified explorers. Contracts for

theatrical release of motion pictures

taken, rights to first-hand narratives

sold to newpaper syndicates, elaborate

aids from governments anxious to at-

tract tourists to their oflf-the-beatcn-

path possessions, advertising testimon-

ials of various sorts—all these bring the

out-of-pocket costs rapidly down. Just

lately a friend was telling me that his

recent sojourn in the heart of AfricH,

lasting two full years and resulting in

many valuable reels of undetermined

earning power, cost him only about

$3,000. The rest of the expense was
compensated for through some forty-

five contracts for incidental services of

the kind mentioned.

Of course, the great museums have a

dignity to maintain, so they are obliged

to forgo some opportunities like these

and to pay the larger bills directly. It

would be absurd thus to minimize the

costs of the Gobi Desert expeditions of

Roy Andrews, lately the director of

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, although there is no doubt that

sale of profitable log-rolling rights

somewhat lightened the financial bur-

den. Andrews, to be sure, brought back

an amply supply of films photographed

on his later trips. His best known
cameraman was James B. Shackelford.

He shot the Gobi Desert series.

January 13, 1924, the American Mu-
seum of Natural History announced

that it had made an agreement with the

Martin Johnson African Expedition

Corporation to show all the films made
by the Johnsons during twenty-six years

of world travel. Looking at the record,

one finds that F. Trubee Davison, presi-

dent of the Museum, is vice-president of

the corporation, and James L. Clark,

vice-director of the Museum, is secretary.

Clark, it may be mentioned, in addition

to being lecturer, explorer, big game
hunter, taxidermist and animal sculpter,

described himself as a motion picture

engineer. In the last named respect he

was long a moving factor in the Akeley

Camera Company.
Today the motion picture cameraman

is an indispensable member of every

scientific expedition, and one may under-

stand how a large institution of this

sort may quickly build up an imposing

film library by glancing with me at a

convenient newspaper clipping from the

New York Times of November 20, 1934.

Therein are named the chief parties cur-

rently in the field for the American Mu-
seum of Natural History. F. Trubee
Davison, president, speaks of the discover-

ies and researches of Dr. Barnum Brown
in Wyoming; the Scarritt-Simpson Pata-

gonian expedition ; the Whitney South

Seas expedition; the Bolivian sojourn of

Dr. Wendell Bennett ; Dr. Frank Lutz's

studies in Colorado and Northern Ari-

zona ; the Van Campen Heilner and

Archbold parties respectively in the

Zapata Swamps in Cuba and in New
Guinea ; the Vernay-Hopwood-Chindwin
expedition soon to leave for Burma, "and

others." Arthur S. Vernay, whose name
has appeared in connection with many
interesting expeditions, is a trustee of

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory ; so is W. Douglas Burden, who pro-

duced the remarkable "Silent Enemy," a

film acted by the Ojibway Indians in

their own Hudson's Bay country.

The distinguished arctic explorer,

Donald MacMillan, headed various ex-

peditions for the Field Museum of Chi-

cago. The Oriental Institute of the

University of Chicago has made films at

its several archaeological stations in

Egypt, Iran and elsewhere on sites of

ancient civilizations, principally under

the supervision of Charles Breasted, son

of the late James H. One needs but to

follow through the records of important

scientific institutions to uncover the de-

tails. I do not attempt it here because,

so far as this narrative is concerned, the

essential facts are already made sufficient-

ly clear.

The Busy Government

The apotheosis of the "customer"

story is in the case of the United States

Government. The reader has been ac-

quainted in earlier pages with some of

Uncle Sam's first steps to use films, but

the great efflorescence here, as in other

places, was after the First World War.
A summary of the film activities of the

Gvernment in 1920 was given in July of

that year by Fred W. Perkins, assistant

in charge of motion pictures in the Di-

vision of Publications of the U. S. De-

partment of Agriculture, before the Na-
tional Academy of Visual Instruction in

session at Madison, Wisconsin. Mr.

Perkins's report covered a variety of

such undertakings being carried on by

the Signal Corps and the Army Recruit-

ing Division and the Marine Corps of

the Navy Department ; the Bureau of

Education, the Reclamation Service, the

National Board of Parks Service and

the Bureau of Mines of the Department

of the Interior; the Public Health Serv-

ice, the War Risk Insurance Bureau of

the Treasury Department ; the Bureau

of Standards of the Department of Com-
merce, and the Department of Agricul-

ture, where the motion picture work of

seventeen bureaus was united under a

single head.

Motion picture work of the Govern-

ment, resembling in this respect its

elaborate and long established activity in

still photography, was not by any means
then, any more than it is now, exclusively

for public information. Results were
intended frequently just for the fuller

guidance of Government scientists and

engineers who were employed on large

projects, or for the training of opera-

tives in various specialized lines of

service. And, as the nation's circum-

stances changed, so did the Government's

picture requirements expand and con-

tract. In time of war the film supplies

of Army and Navy grew out of all ordi-

nary proportions ; in time of peace the

especial interests of the Administration

in power likewise reflected the character

and the scope of related official depart-

ments.

The Department of Agriculture re-

ceived the first healthful encouragement

in the Government motion picture plan

doubtless because the people of the United

States of America were then traditionally

and preeminently an agricultural nation.

At the same time it is to be remarked

that the motion picture divisions of most

foreign governments also are strongest

in films designed to educate their people

in tilling the soil and in animal hus-

bandry.

(To be continued)
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(Du%ieLdy/niOtZCj ^<L^il%±EL(JE± Notes from and by the

Department of Visual Instruction of the National Education Association.

Conducted by JAMES D. FINN
Colorado State College of Education, Greeley

The New England Branch of the Division of Visual

Education of the N. E. A. convened in a special meet-

ing at the University of Maine Saturday morning, No-

vember 15th. Leading speakers were Professor Abra-

ham Krasker, Boston University, who discussed "Re-

cent Tends in Visual Education"; James Brewster,

head of the Harvard Film Service, Harvard University,

whose topic was "Educational Recordings" ; Donald

W. Smith, University of New Hampshire, who con-

ducted "A Question Box on Audio-Visual Aids ;" and

Harold W. Louder, Maine Central Institute, who dem-

onstrated "Classroom Methods in Teaching with Sound

Films."

Dr. Abraham Krasker was a speaker on the New
England Association of Teachers of English program,

November 8th, at Springfield, Massachusetts, discus-

sing the subject "Using Teaching Aids Effectively to

Improve the Teaching of English."

Dr. Krasker reports that Boston University is now
oflfering a program which affords an opportunity for

students to major in Visual and Audio Education. The

following courses are being given this semester: Visual

Aids in Occupational and Vocational Guidance, The

Use of Teaching Aids, Visual Aids in the Sciences,

Methods of Teaching Science, Problems in Visual Edu-

cation, Preparation and Projection of Teaching Aids.

Courses planned for the second semester, beginning

February 4, are : Visual Aids in Health and Physical

Education, Visual Aids in the Social Studies, Visual

Education-Management ; and the last three included in

the first semester's program. All the courses are con-

ducted by Dr. Krasker.

The placement of graduates of the Department as

directors of Departments of Teaching Aids in school

systems warrants the establishment of a major.

Another news item to reach us from New England

is the establishment of a film library at the University

of Connecticut at Storrs, to serve the schools of that

area. That institution also plans to offer courses in

Visual Education.

Mr. Wilber Emmert presided at an Audio-Visual

Education Conference held at State Teachers College,

Indiana, Pennsylvania, Saturday morning, November

1, for member schools of the Indiana Film Library.

"Effective Utilization of Instructional Sound Motion

Pictures in the Classroom" was the theme of the session.

Miss Margaret V. Girdner is the director of the

newly organized department of visual instruction for

the San Francisco schools. She is cooperating with
Boyd Rakestraw of Berkeley, and Gardner Hart of

Oakland in planning the program of the winter meeting

of the D.V.I, at San Francisco in Febraury, to be held

in connection with that of the Association of School

Administrators.

Dr. John E. Dugan, Principal of Haddon Heights

Schools, New Jersey, has been appointed President

of the Visual Education Section of the World Federa-

tion of Education Associations. Dr. Dugan is a mem-
ber of the Committee on Motion Pictures of the De-

partment of Secondary Education of the National

Education Association and is the author of several

motion picture study guides.

The Texas State Department of Education has set

up a Division, with a director in charge, to supervise and

develop visual education and radio and similar activities

on a state-wide basis. Other states having directors

of Audio-Visual Education are Ohio, New York, Mon-
tana, California, Louisiana, and Virginia.

Copies of the Proceedings of the Fifth Annual

Southern Conference on Audio-Visual Education, which

was held in Atlanta pn November 13-15, 1941, are

available for purchase at $1.00 each. Included in the

Proceedings are the principal addresses given at the

Conference, and complete stenographic transcripts of

seven group forums which were conducted during the

Conference by leading audio-visual educators.

Orders and remittances should be sent to the South-

ern Conference on Audio-Visual Education, 223 Wal-

ton Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia. Postage is free

on all orders which are accompanied by remittances.

The publication. News, from the Bureau of Audio-

Visual Aids, Indiana University, reports the following:

Carl A. Benz and C. M. Seddelmeyer have prepared

a mimeographed announcement entitled "Information

for Operators." The announcement points out clearly the

responsibilities which must be assumed by students who

expect to perform the projection duties of a school, and

the procedures to be followed in handling showings. If

you would like to know how Mr. Benz and Mr. Seddel-

meyer are handling the situation in their school, contact

them at the Hammond High School, Visual Aids De-

partment, Hammond, Indiana.
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ADMINISTRATION

The School Librarian and the Audio-

Visual Program—Thelma Kidd. Bed-

ford, Va.

—

Virginia Journal of Educa-

tion, 35:59 Oct. 1941.

Specific suggestions for persons in

Virginia who will be using the newly-

created regional film library service. There

is no denying that the school librarian,

with the aid of the classroom teachers,

is the logical person to arrange for order-

ing and keeping records of use and

sources.

EVALUATION
Evaluation and Use of Sound Films

—

Howard A. Gray, Erpi

—

Elementary

School Journal, 42:97-104 Oct. 1941.

The author, in his search for a valid

means of evaluating educational films,

sought the assistance of a graduate class

of students in educational psychology at

Teachers College, Columbia University.

The group consisted of experienced and

inexperienced teachers who had given

little thought to the role of sound films

in the curriculum. The author found

that the reaction to Erpi's "Navajo Chil-

dren" was as varied as the past experi-

ence of the observer. He concludes that

the best means of evaluating a film's use-

fulness is with the aid of the potential

consumer, the young pupil.

Teacher-Pupil Appraisals of 150 Science

and Mathematics Films.—Lyle F.

Stewart, Oak Park, 111.

—

School Sci-

ence & Mathematics 41 .769-774 Nov.
1941.

A report based on a collection of

evaluation sheets of films used at the

Oak Park High School over three years.

A copy of the evaluation form is pro-

vided in the article. It is explained that

the present form is the result of several

revisions.

Among the outcomes of the system-

atic program of evaluation, the author

points out that: 1. Films whose titles

are misleading or vague are clearly de-

scribed to avoid dLsappointments ; 2. The
more use that is made of a given film

by teachers in various departments, the

wider variety in application ; 3. The de-

tailed reports are available as teaching

aids, but a tabular chart of 150 films

makes possible ready reference.

MAPS
Use of the Spot Map in Science Classes

^O. A. Engstrom, La Crescenta,

Calif.

—

California Journal of Second-

ary Education 16:364 Oct. 1941.

Large, simple maps are mounted on

bulletin boards or on cardboard and with

the aid of colored pins, information re-

lating to weather, wild flowers, trees,

earthquakes and many other studies is

thereby vitalized.

EXHIBITS

Three-Dimension Pictures: the Portable

Educational Diorama—C. E. McCaf-
ferty. Box Butte Co. Superintendent,

Alliance, Neb.

—

Nebraska Educational

Journal, 21 :332 Nov. 1941.

Rural educators, in their modest, un-

sung way, are often responsible for in-

troducing and effectively using vitalized

teaching aids. Of course, this is the re-

sult of sheer necessity, since the children

in rural areas have so little first-hand

experience with the world at large. On
the other hand, they have access to many
of the "visual aids" which large-city

schools must buy.

In this article, we learn about a very

workable exhibit library that has grown
as the result of one man's resourceful-

ness. From crates or simple wooden
containers he has fashioned scenes of

foreign life, American Indian life, and

habitat groups of plants and animals.

Workers on a WPA project have helped

to increase the number of dioramas and

today the teachers of Box Butte County

have ready access to 73 subjects from

which to choose. Each exhibit is ac-

companied by a teachers* guide and read-

ing material for pupils of each educa-

tional level. This is a very helpful ar-

ticle, and one which should lead to sim-

ilar projects in the most underprivileged

community.

RADIO

Adapting the Radio to the Classroom

—Allen Y. King, Cleveland

—

Social

Education, 5 :412 Oct. 1941

This is a progress report of the now-

famous educational broadcasting program

of the Cleveland Board of Exiucation.

The schools of that city have the good

fortune to have exclusive use of an FM
station. Three principal advantages are

seen in maintaining a school station.

First, radio broadcasts can be planned

to fit school schedules. Second, there

can be pauses to permit classroom ac-

tivities. Third, programs do not have

to appeal to the general public.

Programs seem to be most effective

when not more than 15 minutes in length

and heard only once a week. Broad-

casts are prepared with the aid of a class-

room teacher in each field. A teachers'

manual is prepared for each program.

Each script is tried out with children

first. Radio technique varies. The ex-

position broadcast is desirable for some

kinds of lessons ; dramatization for oth-

ers. Wherever possible the listeners

carry on activities in the classroom.

Sometimes outside experts are brought to

the microphone.

Lantern slides, often especially made
for the broadcast, are used in each lis-

tening room. These supplement the

broadcast admirably where maps, dia-

grams or cartoons are needed.

The assistant superintendent in charge

of radio for Cleveland, H. M. Buckley,

has summarized the values as follows

:

1) Radio is an important means of com-
munication ; 2) It may present auditory

images more effectively for some per-

sons than do printed symbols; 3) it im-

proves some phases of school work;

4) it becomes an excellent medium for

teacher education and an aid to super-

vision ; 5) radio lessons, with silent in-

tervals for activities, increase effective

ness ; 6) radio programs of a local na-

ture may be supplemented by national

programs.

The persons engaged in educational

broadcasting have noted that pupils are

much interested in radio; that they want
to continue to listen ; that most teachers

use radio, even though listening is op-

tional ; that there are requests for repe-

tition of broadcasts ; that pupils learn

from the broadcasts ; and that teachers

are learning new techniques.

PHOTOGRAPHY
Featuring Photography—John B. Mac-

Harg, Lawrence College, Appleton.

Wis.

—

Nation's Schools, Nov. 1941 p.

43-45.

An appeal, (well-documented and most
convincing) for the teaching of photo-

graphy as an art form throughout the

school.

Composite Stereography: A Technique
for Producing Binocular Depth Per-
ception without Paired Stereograms
or Viewing Apparatus—J. P. Foley,

Jr. et al

—

Journal of Experimental Psy-
chology, 29: 256-261 Sept. 1941.

This article should be interesting to

those who are looking forward to three-

dimensional photography at low cost.

It describes an experiment by the Doug-
las F. Winnek Laboratory, Mt. Vernon,
N. Y., using an extension of the mov-
ing-picture camera technique for obtain-

ing three-dimensional effects without use

of viewer. The feature of this experi-

ment is that it permits the study of depth

and motion by means of a single com-
posite stereograph.

PERIODICALS

Sight and Sound, Summer 1941. Vol. 10

No. 38. British Film Institute, 4

Great Russell St., London WCI.
It continues to amaze an American

reader that so quiet and dignified a pub-

lication can come from a war-torn land.

The British have a reputation for being

matter-of-fact in the midst of tumult.

The British Film Institute, true to this

spirit, is still interested in such in-

nocuous themes as reviewing mediocre

American films, and reporting Canadian

and Australian film production.
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Two articles, however, stand out as

important contributions for American
educational film-makers. Basil Wright
analyzes the service of the documentary
film group in producing films for gen-
eral education. His article, "Realist Re-
view" comes as a welcome supplement
to the British war films already being
circulated here. He tells us that the

documentary units serving many agencies,

are busier than ever before.

"One or two facts, however, have al-

ready become clear," writes Mr. Wright.
"The pre-war experiments in dramatic
techfiique have proved of great value,

not only in the .... longer productions,

but also in the . . . five minute films ....
Clearly the documentary approach, based
on the observance of reality and on many
years' experience of handling of ordin-

ary people, is in a position to give an
impression of actuality to the public

;

and, more importantly, to make the pub-
lic feel that the subject dealt with is

really a part of their own lives and re-

sponsibilities, and not a fictional episode

divorced from their own experience."

The article by Aveling Ginever (p.35)

is misnamed, "Principles of Technical

Film Production", for it deals with the

principles of making and using educa-

tional films. Among the principles are:

1. The film subject should be appropriate

to the medium. If a subject can be
taught without the aid of visual educa-
tion, then a film is redundant. 2. A film

should be simple, and should not be dog-

matic. There should remain questions

for discussion with the aid of the teacher.

3. A film can have great interest, even

though it is educational. "There is drama
even in a nut. There is no need to strain

for effect—the drama is there waiting

to spring into animated life on the

screen." 4. Films should possess ele-

ments of humour. S. Technical treatment

should not. get in the way of the story.

6. A film demonstration should plant the

seed for further study; it should arouse

curiosity and a desire for knowledge. 7.

Above all, simplicity should be the key-

note. But, this should be planned ^^sim-

plicity.

The threat to the future development
(of educational films), concludes the

author, is now from within. Poor crafts-

manship, inefiicient production, static

technique endanger the normal evolution

of the educational film toward its proper

function in our national life—an influence

as powerful as the printed word.

Visual Aids Issue: American Biology

Teacher, Vol. 4 Nov. 1941.

The biology teachers of most urban

schools are way past the era of "shall

we or shall we not use visual aids?"

They've been making and using them for

many years. This issue of their maga-
zine, therefore, plunges into specifics^-

For example, Mary D. Rogick tells how
students can apply their art ability, plus

their sense of humor, to create "Car-

toons and Simple Sketches as Visual

Aids." (p. 45-48). The important things

to remember about science exhibits are

summarized in "Science on Display" by
Addison Lee. Other articles are equally

suggestive of simple projects for an
integrated high school curriculum.

BOOK REVIEW
How to Make Animated Cartoons—Nat

Falk—Foundation Books, New York
City, 1941. 79pp. $1.49.

There has been much publicity given
recently to the great skill and elaborate

planning needed to produce the charming
animated cartoons of the Disney,
Fleischer, Terry-Toons and other stu-

dios. Mr. Disney himself has exploited

the field in no small degree, through his

"Reluctant Dragon" in which Robert
Benchley tours a cartoon studio to get

a story filmed. At about the same time
a traveling exhibit was displayed in mu-
seums around the nation, showing how
animated cartoons are made. Mr. Falk's

book is a valuable supplement to these

demonstrations. It permits the enthus-
iast the luxury of browsing in private

through the history of the industry, or
to dabble in making creatures of his own
imagination.

How to Make Animated Cartoons will

meet the needs of a varied audience. For
example, it presents documentary notes

on the history of cartoon-making that has
not previously been recorded in a single

volume. In this respect it is similar to

the article currently running in Educa-
tional Screen on "Motion Pictures—Not
for Theatres." Drawings and interesting

format help to make this history very
readable.

Another chapter serves as a directory

to would-be careerists, giving addresses
and brief description of each of the im-
portant cartoon-producing studios. There
are seven large studios : Disney, Fleischer,

Terry-Toons, M-G-M, Walter Lantz,

Leon Schlesinger and Screen Gems. Most
movie-goers recognize these studios only

by their products, so illustrative drawings
are included to help us.

The chapters on "How Animated Car-
toons Are Made" and on "Character
Creation" are highly recommended to

high school students and grown-ups who
want a better understanding of this art

form. Mr. Falk has an excellent manner
with his pen. He uses simple sentences

and non-technical language. He has
sought cooperation from one of his fellow-

artists to describe how certain characters

were born. Walter Lantz tells how
Andy Panda came to be. Andy grew
out of a three-page spread in Life Maga-
zine on a panda couple at the Chicago
Zoo. Mr. Lantz went to Chicago, took

movies of the team and studied their

movements and antics until Andy Panda
was created in pen and ink.

Children of any age, from 6 to 60,

will enjoy the section on "How to Draw
Animated Cartoons." Art teachers will

especially want to use this section as

intrinsic motivation for the habitual

doodlers in the classroom. Instead of

trying to draw a far-fetched caricature

of the teacher, the doodler can learn

to create Popeye, Pluto and many other

favorites. They all start as two or three

ovals, and with a few strokes, there you

have a creature with any kind of expres-
sion or mood you desire. This book can
hardly be classified as a part of the liter-

ature in "Visual Education," but it is

part of our general education to be able

to read it.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Some Audio-Visual Aids in Science^

Jubert J. Davis, Matthew Whaley
School, Williamsburg

—

Virginia Jour-
nal of Education, 35:54 Oct. 1941.

A good ready-reference, in tabular

form, compiled by the author and a
group of science teachers at the William
and Mary workshop last summer.

Problems of American Democracy:

Audio-Visual and Teaching Aids, 1941

—compiled under the direction of

John J. Rellahan, available from Dr.
Lili Heimers, Director, Visual Aids
Service, New Jersey State Teachers
College, Upper Montclair, N. J. 29 pp.
mimeo. 50 cents in coin.

This is the latest addition to the very
helpful series of source lists prepared
by this Service. It lists free or inex-
pensive illustrative material useful to

classes in high school and junior col-

lege interested in discussing problems
of American Democracy. The guide
is divided into a General section. Polit-

ical Problems, Economic Problems,
and Social Problems. Under each sec-

tion sources are indicated for charts,

exhibits, films and filmslides, graphs,
maps, pictures, posters, radio scripts,

recordings, slides, and publications on
the subject.

Films Made by Community Chests and
Councils of Social Agencies—Com-
munity Chests and Councils, Inc. 155

East 44th St., New York City. March
1941. 15 pp. mimeo.

A directory of motion pictures and
slide films on activities of Community
Chests and welfare associations. Data
given on each film includes name and
address of producer, date of produc-
tion, brief description of contents,

whether or not it is available to mem-
bers of CC and C, whether 16mm or

35mm, sound or silent, in color or

black and white, and running time. The
material is so arranged that users can
quickly locate cities having slide films,

films made in other than "agency tour"

style, color films, 35mm films, silent

films with narration or with scripts

for sound recordings. Some fifty-odd

cities are indicated as sources for films

in this field.

Films Produced by National Social and
Health Agencies—1941. 10 pp. mimeo.

Another compilation by Community
Chests and Councils, Inc., listing films

and slidefilms produced by national so-

cial and health agencies, on such topics

as : social hygiene, cancer, birth con-

trol, hard of hearing, boys' clubs, scout-

ing, probation, prevention of blindness,

tuberculosis, family welfare, nursing,

etc. Terms for securing the film,

whether for sale, rent or loan are given

in addition to other data.
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RCA Motion Picture

Sound Equipment "Stars"for

over 6,000 Theatres

Get the same "star"' performance
for your pictures with

RCA 16mm. SOUND FILM PROJECTOR

• For finer, clearer sound . . .

more even light distribution on

screen . . . greater operating sim-

plicity—here's your projector!

When the motion picture industry

goes for something in a great big way

—you know it's good. It has to he!

And over 6,000 American theatres

use RCA Equipment!

That's why we say

—

give your pic-

tures the professional projection they

deserve with the sensational RCA
16 mm. Sound Film Projector. Com-
pletely RCA engineered, it gives new
life, new sparkle to every picture. It

distributes light on the screen more

•

-<- Radio City Music Hall

in New York City

has RCA Motion Picture Sound Equipment.

Over 6,000 theatres on the other Broadways

of America are similarly equipped to provide

their audiences with the finest performance.

AUMO VISUAL SaVKX FOR SCHOOIS-Educatlixul IKpt. • RCA MtE.
Co.. tic. Camta. X. I. • A Seniica of Radio Cotvoratioa of Amirica

fiamRfx*

evenly. It reproduces sound with

tones full, clear, and natural— at any

volume.

In addition, operation of the RCA
16 mm. Sound Film Projector is sim-

plicity itself. All size reels are quickly

rewound by motor— cleaning and

adjusting are simple. Threading may
be quickly and easily accomplished

because threading line is cast right

on the projection block.

For these reasons—and because of

it's delightful portability—more and

more schools are getting this pro-

jector each week. It's the ideal in-

strument for your school films

!

16 SUPERIOR FEATURES—YET
IT'S PRICED WITH THE LOWESTI
Trademark "RCA Victor"

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off. by RCA
Mfg. Co., Inc. In Canada,
RCA Victor Company. Ltd..

Montreal.

Modern schools tfay modern with RCA Tubes

in fheir sound equipment

Educational Department (El.
RCA Mfg. Co.. Inc.. Camden. N.J.

Send complete information regarding
RCA 16 mm. Sound Film Projector.

Name-

School

—

Address—

City -State- ^
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Motion Pictures . . .

that vitalize significant events in U. S.

History and enrich the understanding and
appreciation of our American Democracy.

76 mm Sound, each 2 reels long

Our Monroe Doctrine

Our Declaration of Independence

Our Bill of Rights

Our Louisiana Purchase

Our Annexation of Texas

Our Missouri Compromise
Our Ordinance of 1787

Territorial Possessions of the U. S.

Territorial Expansion of the U. S.

from 1783 to 1853

Causes and Immediate Effects

of the first World War
Reasonable Rental Rates .... Efficient Service

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
28 East Eighth Street

2402 W. Seventh Street

Los Angeles. Calif.

Stevens-Ideal, 89 Cone St., N. W., Atlanta, Georgia
Bertram Willoughby Pictures Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Chicago, III.

18 Soutli Third Street

Memphis, Tenn.

RELIGIOUS MOTION PICTURES
for LENT and ADVENT

Reels
9
8

7
7
7
6
4
9

DON BOSCO (St. lohn Bosco)
GLOBY OF FAITH

(Story of St. Theresa)
ST. ANTHONY
ST. FRANCIS
ST. BEHNADETTE
JESUS OF NAZARETH
AMBASSADORS OF CHRIST
AN ORPHAN BOY OF VIENNA
CAVALCADE OF CIVILIZATION
MUTINY IN THE BIG HOUSE
CORONATION OF PIUS XH

Talkies and sound!

All for rental. Many for sale.

.yiS.LAL,..

ARTFIIAIS
DISTRIBUTORS

1303 Porterfield St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

A New Film Plan— Noon Movies

16 mm features for both the Elementary
and Senior High School.

Extremely reasonable rental rates.A very good school

selection of Major features. Many new releases.

Wrife for information

regarding our plan.

V. L. FRYAN
24000 Chardon Rd. Euclid, Ohio

(Serving the schools since 1930)

Experimental Research

in Audio-Visual Education
By DAVID GOODMAN
New York University, New York City.

Title of Thesis: HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE STUDENTS
PREFERENCES OF ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALS

Thesis completed 1940 for the degree of Doctor of Educa-
tion, Colorado State College of Education, Greeley, Colorado.

Investigator: Carrol C. Hall

Need for Study

High school science textbooks contain many illustrations.

These illustrations are of various types and are used in many
different ways. In fact, it is difficult to conceive of the pub-
lication of a science textbook at the secondary level that does
not contain illustrative materials.

Yet, in spite of their common use, very little is known
about illustrations. It is assumed that they aid in the learn-

ing process. This assumption, however, has little support in

terms of objective evidence. The effectiveness of illustrations

as aids to the learning process is not known. It is an edu-
cational problem that needs careful study.

If the students prefer one type of illustration over another,

a clue is furnished as to the type of illustration that would be
potentially more effective in stimulating learning. The type of

illustration must have in it an element of attraction that is not
present in the other types.

Perhaps all types of illustrations are equally attractive. If

so, then other qualities for effective illustrating must be sought.

If not, the type of illustration that is most attractive should

have greater learning value. Other questions are immediately
raised as the study of this subject progresses. Which type of

illustration is the most attractive to the younger students, to

boys, to girls, and how are the preferences affected by the

amount of science education or by the number of years spent

in high school ?

Answers to these questions should aid the classroom teacher

or school administrator in the selection of high school science

textbooks. Publishers and editors of secondary school science

textbooks should also find this information to be of value in

making their products more effective for classroom use.

Problem

What are the illustration preferences of high school science

students ?

Procedure

The study was conducted during the school year 1939-40

in Springfield High School, Springfield, Illinois. Members
of the classes in general science, biology, and physical science

indicated their preferences. Three hundred forty-five students

(345) indicated a total of 20,700 preferences for the illustr.-.-

tions shown them.

A check through a number of the commonly used high

school science textbooks showed that three basic types of

illustrations are used. These are: the diagram, the cartoim.

and the photograph. This does not imply that three methods

of illustrations are the only types used. Other tjqjes are used

in varying amounts. The three types chosen are most com-
monly used.

For the present study sixty (60) science illustrations were
chosen. Two hundred illustrations (200) were originally se-

lected from high school science textbooks that were in class-

room use. The final illustrations for the study were selected

by a process of examination and elimination. Every effort

was made to reduce the factors of difference in attractiveness.

Uniformity in the quality of the illustrations used was carefullv

judged. To insure further uniformity in the illustrations, only

those showing some science fact, law, theory or basic princioie

were used. This eliminated the purely decorative type of

illustration.

The illustrations chosen covered a wide range of science in-

formation and were confined to high school science. Twenty
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illustrations of each of the three basic types were included in

the final selection.

The illustrations chosen for the study were mounted o.i

pieces of white cardboard 8x11 inches in size. The size of the

cards was determined by the dimensions of the projecting

machine by means of which the illustrations were shown to

the students. The cards were numbered from one through

sixty so that as each illustration was shown the number could

be clearly seen. This was done to avoid confusing the stu-

dent while he was recording his preferences.

There were two possible ways of collecting the student

preferences. One was to pass cards among the students and

have them make their choices as the cards came to them. The
other method was to project the illustrations by means of the

daylight projector. The latter method was chosen because of

the large size of the class groups involved.

To facilitate the collection of the student preferences a

special form was prepared. This form provided spaces in which

the sixty decisions to be secured could be indicated. For each

illustration shown provision was made for the choice of one

of three decisions. The three choices were indicated by the

letters a, b, and c. The use of the three-letter preference range

appeared to be adequate in obtaining the degree or intensity

of preferences.

In addition to the use of the blank just described, certain

preliminary precautions and instructions were given the par-

ticipating student to insure complete understanding and ac-

curacy in the process of indicating the preferences.

The preference blanks were checked to determine ( 1 ) the

number of times each letter (indicating intensity of preference)

had been marked for each type of illustration and (2) the

total number of preferences indicated.

The next step in tabulating the data consisted in the prepara-

tion of tables showing the influence of sex, chronological age,

year in school, and semester of science education on the prefer-

ences for the types of illustrations.

Findings

1. The total group of high school science students pre-

ferred the types of illustrations in the following order: (1)

the cartoon, (2) the diagram, and (3) the photograph.

2. The preferences when checked in terms of se.x, revealed

that the boys preferred the diagram and that the girls pre-

ferred the cartoon. The photograph was preferred with ap-

pro.ximately the same intensity by both the boys and the girls.

3. The preferences for the cartoon and photograph were
greatest by those students who had less than five (5) semesters

of science education, who were in the first three years of

high school and who were youngest in chronological age.

4. The preferences for the diagram were greatest by those

students who had over (5) semesters of science education, who
were in the last year of high school, and who were oldest in

chronological age.

In the interpretation of the findings certain limitations should

be recognized : ( 1 ) Preferences for certain of the illustrations

may be influenced by aesthetic qualities, and (2) Individuals

involved in the study were enrolled in one school in one com-
munity.

Conclusions

The findings of the study indicate the fact that there is a

difference in the preferences for different types of illustrations

by the older and younger high school science students. A
science textbook published for twelfth grade boys should make
liberal use of the diagram type of illustration. A textbook
designed for boys or girls in the ninth or tenth grades of high
school should use tlie cartoon more frequently than the dia-

gram.

A textbook prepared for girls classes at any level of high
school science or for use in a mixed class should use the

cartoon type of illustration as much as the subject matter will

permit.

The photograph as a type of science illustration for the high
school science textbook should be used sparingly. The fact th.U

this type of illustration was consistently low in the preferences
shows that it is not the best type of illustration for promoting
interest in the subject matter.

Since the 2atLlQ5t

m ''IFliclcQt

mm.
(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)

THE DA-LITE CHALLENGER
America's most popular
portable screen, can be set

up anywhere in 15 seconds.

HAS BEEN

FIRST
# First to make large silver and white

screens in seamless form.

# First to perfect a perforated screen for
use in sound projection.

# First to perfect the Glass-Beaded fabric
which has proved so superior for use with all
suh-standard projectors. It is the most satis-
factory surface for all practical viewing angles.

% First to perfect an "all-in-one" tripod
screen of simplified design. The ever-growing
popularity of the Da-Lite Challenger is the
best proof of its superiority. This widely imi-
tated tripod screen remains unequalled for its

ease of operation and for its rigid durable
construction.

First to make an electrically operated
screen for school use. A flick of the switch
unrolls or reroUs the Da-Lite Electrol Screen.
It is the only truly automatic screen on the
market today for non-theatrical use.

First to develop a complete line of
projection screens to meet all school require-
ments. Da-Lite offers the broadest selection
of sizes and styles of mountings. When you
choose Da-Lite, there is no need to com-
promise on a certain size of screen surface.

You can get a Da-Lite screen in the exact size

or style you need from
22 X 30 inches up to
20 X 20 feet for actually

less than your second
choice screen would cost.

Write for new Da-Lite

catalog, which describes
the complete line of
Da-Lite models and
gives many helpful sug-
gestions on the selec-
tion and care of school
projection screens.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 12ES. 2723 No. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III,
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SCHOOL MADE MOTION PICTURES
SCHOOL film production is in the news again. The

Education Page of the November 18 Christian Sci-

ence Monitor showed four pictures of school film pro-

ducers accompanied by an article on "Producing School

Movies." The December 1 issue of Time magazine

displayed a picture of students at J. C. Murphy Junior

High School, Atlanta, making a film in connection with

the Thirty-First Annual Meeting of the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of English.

Throughout the United States, school film produc-

tion groups are making news and are making educa-

tional history. Today these producers are viewed as

experimenters, but tomorrow they will be looked upon

as more important to the school program than the school

newspaper or the school debating club.

Reports on films

California

Hester School at The Alameda, has produced a docu-

mentary film in color on The Santa Clara Valley. The
4C)0-foot film, made by the sixth grade and Miss Ruth

O. Bradley, is in four sections : Historical Points,

Scenic Beauty, Civic Interests, and Industrial Advant-

ages.

West Virginia

The Mercer County (W. Va.) Schools have just com-

pleted production of a teacher-training film especially

designed for use in the one-teacher school field. The
new film, Time to Spare, is a two-reel sound-on-film

subject. Through screen picture and narrator's com-

ment it explains one way in which the daily schedule

of the isolated one-teacher school can be organized to

provide sufficient time for the individual and group

attention that pupils need. It uses a typical one-teacher

By HARDY R. FINCH
Head of the English Department
Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Conn.

With a question box on the making of
school film productions, conducted by

GODFREY ELLIOTT, Oakvale, W. Va.
Readers are invited to submit questions.

Scene from a film produced by Mercer County Schools, W. Va.

school already organized in this fashion to illustrate the

important points of teacher-pupil planning and execu-

tion of the two major time blocks of the school day.

The film attempts to show in a positive way how pupils

in the one teacher school can be organized in broad
ability groups, thereby giving both teacher and pupil

much more time than would be found under traditional

plans of organization.

This film is specifically designed as a teacher-training

film for use with the personnel of one-teacher schools,

either in the pre-service college period or for in-service

training of such workers through their study groups,

institutes, and other local meetings.

Correspondence concerning sale or rental of prints

should be addressed to : The Audio-Visual Aids Service,

Mercer County Schools, Princeton, W. Va.

Kansas

Caldwell High School reports a 2C)0-foot film on

Homecoming, showing a parade and other activities of

the day. K. R. Hinkhouse was the film director.

New York

Charles Cook, author of Cinema Handbook (Field-

ston School, New York, 1940, $1.50), reports that his

Cinema Arts classes have made a film version of The
Fieldston Plan, 500 feet with sound. Other films made
by Mr. Cook's students recently include Anthracite,

Posture, Fall Sports, and a newsreel.

Philip Livingston Junior High School, pioneer in the

public relations film field, has made a revision of its

all-color Day i)i. a Junior High School (1200 feet). Ac-

cording to Theodore W. Cassavant, counselor for boys,

it is "the visualization of the curriculum of the modern

Red Schoolhouse. It shows the adaptation of the

school program to fit individual differences in pupils'

needs, interests, abilities, and aptitudes."

Ohio

A film showing faculty members of a college how to

order films for their lecture rooms has been made by

Melvin Moorhouse at Muskingum College, New Con-

cord, Ohio. The film. Films for the Classroom at

Muskingnm, is on 8mm. stock and is 200 feet in length.

Future plans for the Muskingum producer include the

making of a film to show the operation and care of a

projector.

John Hay High School, Cleveland, has made another

film on typewriting techniques. The film is used in

teaching typewriting to students. It was produced by

the Commercial Curriculum Center in the school.
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^.
"Call of the Wilderness"
Wild life ifory of U. S. National Parks.

16mm S.O.F.
Write Dept. ES for free eataloq

of found or silent flims.

EWIS 7///n SERVICE
216 E. First St. — Wichita, Kansai

Anthony Cope was the director of the production. (800

feet) Rental charge : $3.00.

Another film, Activities jor Girls in Junior and Senior

High Schools, is a color film (400 feet) on girls' gym-

nasium activities.

Aberrant Behavior in the White Rat is the subject

of a film developed by Paul E. Fields and Ralph Turner

of the Psychology Department, Ohio Wesleyan Uni-

versity, Delaware. In 400 feet, the film "shows white

rats going through convulsions in response to high-

pitched auditory stimulation. The general activity of

the convulsive rate is higher than for normals, although

respiration rate is lowered."

The funds raised by a 250-foot advertising film made

at the Washington-Cessna School, Dola, helped in the

purchase of film equipment, N. C. Rungst states.

Pennsylvania

The Reading Senior High School students have

made a short posture film. This production, Watch

Your Posture, reports Eloise E. S. Hettinger, advisor,

"was a better and more effective force for better posture

than any verbal criticism used by the teacher. . . . The

film show each pupil's posture in an English class."

(50 feet, 8mm.)

The life of students during a typical year at the

Johnstown Center of the University of Pittsburgh,

Johnstown, is the subject of a 1200-foot film made by

C. A. Anderson. As new film subjects are discovered,

new sequences are added to this publicity film.

Tennessee

Central High School, Memphis, has produced an-

other melodrama on 8mm. stock. The latest release of

the school photoplay club is The Lady Killer, or Who
Killed the Lady? Dick Wooten, the club's cameraman,

classifies the film as "ultra-modern, comedy murder

plot." By means of camera angles and special lighting

the club has tried to show its characters as unusual

types.

Wisconsin

A revised edition of From Nursery to Graduation or

The Story of Our School has appeared at the South

Girls' Junior Trade School, Milwaukee. The film was
made by Mr. Louthain.

Please send reports on new films, pictures of school

film producers, and school film scenarios to your editor.

New material of this type is always welcome. Hardy R.

Finch, Greenwich High School, Greenwich, Connecticut.

Whether you seek

EDUCATION or ENTERTAINMENT

you will find that

the VISUAL way is the BEST way!

I NCREASE your knowledge of world affairs

and home affairs; enjoy the thrills of your favorite

sport !n season and out of season; "See America"

and travel to the four corners of the world; ... or

see Hollywood's greatest stars !n their greatest

pictures, just as they are shown on the screens of

America's theatresi

Here are some of the outstanding dramatic,

musical, and comedy successes of the year, pro-

nounced by the leading motion picture critics as

"Pictures You Must Not Miss!"

Three Convulsing Comedies

Starrine Abbott t Costello!

Comedies that you can see over
and over again. Critics and pub-
lic were unanimous in their

praise of

*'BUCK PRIVATES"
A comedy of army rookies with
Abbott & Costello and the
Andrews Sisters.

"iM THE NAVY"
Abbott and Costello and Dick
Powell and the Andrews Sisters.

"HOLD THAT GHOSF'
Abbott and Costello, The An-
drews Sisters and Ted Lewis and
his band.

CHARLES BOYER
and MARGARET SULLAVAN In

"BACK STREET"
Fannie Hurst's greatest novel
brought to life on the screen.

DEANNA DURBN In

"NICE GIRL?'*
Franchot Tone and Walter Bren-
nan In Miss Durbin's finest pict-

ure.

"MODEL WIFE'*
Another rollicking comedy, star-

ring Joan Blondell and Dick
Powell

"The Lady from Cheyenne**
A great picture, produced by
Frank Lloyd, starring lovely
Loretta Young.

Write Immediately to

Unlversal's Non-Theatrical Department for full information
about these full length feature attractions as well as the most
complete catalog of short-sub|ect comedies, musicals, travel-

ogues and animated cartoons ever assembled I

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE No. 17

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

COMPANY, INC.
Rockefeller Center New York, N. Y.

CIRCLE 7-7100
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A New Educational Film

. . , in Natural Color
ANIMAL LIFE OF TROPICAL DRY TORTUGAS
Made by professional bioloKtsts at the Dry TortuKas, an iso-

lated group of small coral islands in the Gulf of Mexico which
are noted for their rich bird and marine life and for historic

Fort Jefferson (the "Shark Island" of the movies).

Shown in their natural habitats are the birds which nest at

Dry Tortugas (a National Bird Sanctuary for thousands of

terns) ; remarkable tropical fishes of the Gulf stream; the rich

animal life in coral reef tidal pools as well as shots of some of

the spectacular forms of animal life encountered on a coral island.

Can be shown effectively to any audience. It could be used as

a travelogue. The impression received from the film is almost as

realistic as if the spectator had been a member of the expedi-

tion to Dry Tortugas. It is especially useful for general biology

or nature study classes to demonstrate principles of color and
form mimicry, ecology and coral island formation. Scenes of

the Fort are included.

Fully titled, silent. 450 feet

16 mm. Kodaclirome

Write immediately for a descriptive circular containing titles,

scientific names of animals shown in the film and other informa>
tion useful to the teacher or lecturer.

BIOLOGICAL INSTITUTE
Camae and Berks Sti. Philadelphia, Pa.

Question Box on School Film Production

1. What does it cost to add sound to a reel of Ifimm film?

That would be like asking "How much does an automobile

cost?" One can purchase an automobile anywhere within a

price range of from several hundred to several thousand dol-

lars, and the price range for recording and printing 16mm
sound is almost as wide. In a recent informal survey made

by this writer, prices for recording a narrator's voice and

printing a combined picture and sound print of one reel of

16mm film ran from $65.00 to $700.00. It can be said, how-

ever, that recording of a fairly good quality can be obtained

for $7S-$150 per 16mm reel, this price to include the final

combined print.

Readers who contemplate tackling a sound film production

are urged to read the portions devoted to sound production in

such references as Students Make a Movie and Producing

School Movies. Also, this writer had a short article on nr

troductory problems to adding sound in Home Movies for

September 1941. If you are interested in adding sound to one

of your productions, and your budget will not permit the

spending of more than $150 per reel, names of studios will be

furnished on request.

2. How many photofloods is it possible to use on one

circuit without danger of overloading?

On the typical school building wiring circuit fused at 25-,^0

amperes it is possible to use not more than eight No. 1

photofloods or their equivalent without danger of overloading.

This is slightly above the manufacturer's recommendation for

ordinary house circuits which are usually fused at 15-20

amperes.

The manufacturer's rating on photofloods is as follows : No.
1—2.2 amperes; No. 2—4.4 amperes; No. 4—8.7 amperes.

Thus, one could safely use either (1) eight No. 1, (2) four

No. 2, (3) two No. 4, or (4) any equivalent combination. If

mixing photoflood sizes, one No. 4 equals two No. 2 equals

four No. 1.

This recommendation is predicated on the assumption that

no other load will be placed on the same juse circuit, and

that this circuit is fused at not less than 25 amperes. If

drawing the full maximum load from one circuit, avoid over-

loading the connecting wires by using two or three difTerent

outlets on the same circuit. Before determining the maximum
possible load and making connections, always check the am-

perage of the fuses recommended for use in the panel board of

your building.

3. What is a "daylight-blue" photoflood, and where can

they be obtained?

A daylight-blue photoflood is a No. 1, No. 2, or No. 4

photoflood made with a blue dye in the glass shell which gives

a color temperature matched to daylight film emulsions. When

they are used the exposure meter reading can be based on the

daylight emulsion speed of the film being used.

The daylight-blue photoflood finds its chief use as a booster

light to be mixed with natural daylight when using color

film. Its use enables the two types of light to be mixed with-

out noticeable color distortion on the film.

Daylight-blue photofloods are manufactured by all of the

standard lamp companies such as General Electric, Westing-

house, and Wabash, in the same sizes and amperage rating as

regular photofloods, and at about twice the price of regular

photofloods. General Electric's daylight-blue photofloods cur-

rently retail as follows: No. B-1—30 cents; No. B-2—60 cents;

No. B-4—$1.75. Your camera store can supply them.

4. How can we put wipes, dissolves, and fades in our

film after it has been exposed and processed?

Hollywood is able to insert effects in 35mm film by means

of optical printing, but such facilities are not at present avail-

able on a practical basis for 16mm or 8mm film. There is,

however, an inexpensive liquid dye on the market which per-

mits the addition of fades to your film. It is obtainable from

any camera store in the form of a powder which is then mixed

with water to make enough solution to last indefinitely. Ask

for "Craig Fotofade".

Motion Pictures Utilized in College English

(Concluded from page 420)

courses dealing with important phases of motion pic-

ture production and entertainment.

Interpretation. The general attitude toward the use

of movies in teaching college English seems to vary

from cool indifference to warm enthusiasm. Those

who are cool toward the use of movies are particularly

dubious about the Hollywood versions of the classics.

Since a film gives but a small fraction of a novel, for

example, seeing the film version can in no sense serve

as a real substitute for reading the classic. In many

respects, therefore, screenings of the classics may be

"vitiating the coming generations' deep understanding

and appreciation of the riches of world literature." On
the whole, however, professors who make use of such

screenings use them for comparative and critical pur-

poses rather than as substitutes. This type of use

seems to be both justifiable and profitable to students.

At any rate, most of the professors who reported that

they use motion pictures in English instruction, for

one purpose or another, seem to think that they have

many important teaching values that are not inherent in

any other form of presentation. For example, one pro-

fessor writes: "I regard films as possibly the best

point at which the instructor can ineet modern college

students."

Perhaps a greater use of movies in college would

help to achieve the objectives of a course offered by

Dr. John L. Hamilton of the University of Minnesota,

who writes: '"The main objectives of the course are:

to develop an aware, alive, sensitive theatre-goer ; to

increase the theatre-goer's pleasure in the theatre ; and

to organize the information and principles which help

in developing a sensitive theatre-goer." To achieve

these objectives, the students see about fourteen films

and five plays. Dr. Edgar Dale of Ohio State Univer-

sity suggests another desirable outcome for the use of

movies when he says, "One can readily grant that the

final product has not in the past been too satisfactory.

Yet I believe that a very critical study of the motion

picture as an art form will tend in the long run to pro-

duce more effective and satisfactory motion pictures."
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witb SoundMotion Pictun
IN THE gigantic effort to weld this country into an effective fighting force—sound motion

pictures arc of tremendous importance. They play a vital role in training U. S. Army, Navy
ind Air Corps personnel . . . speeding up industrial production . . . training industrial

vorkers . . . aiding in vocational education . .. making possible the more effective operation

if government departments . . . providing morale-building entertainment to U. S. armed
orces . . . and in disseminating important defense procedures to the general public. Ampro
6mm. silent and sound projectors, in ever-increasing numbers, are helping carry out this

luge program.

VMPRO
ECISION CINE EQUIPMENT

Ampro Corporation,

2839 N. Western Ave.
Chicago. (ESI24I)

Please send me:

Free Catalog oi In-

dustrial Training Films
of U. S. Office of Edu-
cation.

Catalog of Ampro
1 6mm. Silent, Sound and
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NOW! SELECTROSLIDE RENTAL SERVICE

for State Fairs—Conventions—Exiiibits—Lectures
The ideal pvojection equipment
with auton'atlc or remote control
for your 2" x 2" (35mm> film-
slides, for rent by the day, week,
month or longer periods.

"Standard" SELECTROSLIDE for
4S slides, with Projector accom-
modating bulbs from 300 to 1000
Watt.

'Compacf SELECTROSLIDE for
48 slides—limited to 200 "Watt
bulbs.

"Junior" SELECTROSLIDE for 16
slides limited to 200 Watt bulbs.

Write for our Rental Schedule and let us assist you
in selecting the equipment best suited for your needs.

SPINDLER &
86 Third St.

SAUPPE, INC.
San Francisco, Calif.

KNOW
YOUR
BIRDS'

NBW -16mm Color Film of Wild Bird Life

SERIES NO. 1 . . . ROBIN, BLUEBIRD, WOOD-THRUSH
SERIES NO. 2 . . . TITMOUSE, chickadee, nuthatch

idcjl ft» yeu( ihut\ tductlion prof'im. Cl*«r, lar)* (tlUt. MaiUrful
n«H technique. Mr. Geo. B. Thorp, Audubon Society, Myi, "High
level ol photofriphic trtiitiy m^ltei thcie picture! * pure delijhl."

Write tor dctcrrptiy* Voider and tpccfal school peif .

HEIDENKAMP NATURE PICTURES pinseuRG'H'VESN';

"CHAMPIONSHIP BASKETBALL" -a teaching film
For Further Information and Complete Free Catalog Write

BAILEY FILM SERVICE
1A51 Cosmo St. Hollywood, CalH.

"<r^K c A fl&n (^e Tl 'em A of }^e^iY
"

;OUND AND SILENT CLASSROOM FILMS

SLIDES
35

General Science, II rolls, $20.00
Principles ol Physics, 7 rolls, $12.00

PrinciplesolChemistry, 8 rolls. $14.00
F I L HI FundcmientalsofBiology,6rolls,$13.50

Write for catalog and sample strips oi typical frames.

VISUAL SCIENCES, tS^ Suffern, Naw York

-SON OF THE NAVY-
Jean Parkor & Jimmy Dunn

8 reels. I reel short free. $15. ($12.50 If series of films booked.)
A swell comedy for schools. A Mt+le orphan boy adopts a sailor for
his "pop."

Send for our free catalogue of Umm sound and silent films.

1521 DANA AVE.

CINCINNATI, O.MANSE FILM LIBRARY

FAIR FILM RENTALS
Complete 16 mm and 35 mm sound
programs, features and shorts.

MUTUAL FILM SERVICE
282-284 So. Stowe Virginia, III.

-8mm FILM RENTALS
To owners of 8mm personal movie equipment we offer the most complete
8mm Film Rental Library catalog ever issued. Largest selection; lowest
rates. Also national 16mm sound and silent library. 8mm and Umm cam-
eras, proiectors and still equipment at lowest cash prices or convenient
monthly terms. What are your requirements?

61 W. 48tli St.

MOGVLL' S
"of Radio Cffy" New York. N. Y.

Your copy of the new 17th Edition of

"lOOO and ONE"
The Blue Book of Films Is waiting for youl

Price to subscribers of Educational Screen ONLY 25c
(75c to non-subscribers)

EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
M East Loke Street Chicago, III.

JV.scv± an
Visual Programs at State Teachers Meetings

Many state teachers association conventions, held this

fall, included departmental programs on audio-visual

education.

The Southwest Kansas Educational Conference was
held at Meade, Kansas, on October 4. There was a well

attended section entitled "Audio-Visual Aids Round
Table", with H. L. Walton, Supervisor of Audio-Visual

Aids, Garden City, acting as chairman. The program
included a statement on the Fort Hays Teachers College

Film Library Service by Dr. Ira O. Scott; a demon-

stration on still projection by Bryce Gleckler, Dodge
City; and demonstration lessons. Hectographed ma-
terial on various audio-visual aids applying to organ-

ized units was distributed to the audience.

Ford L. Lemler, Director, Bureau of Visual Educa-

tion at the University of Michigan, gave an illustrated

talk on "A Practical Visual Program for Your School"

to the Indiana visual group which assembled in Indian-

apolis on Thursday afternoon during the two-day state

association meeting October 23-24.

Minnesota teachers participated in seven division

meetings throughout the state last month. The name
of Ella Callista Clark, Winona State Teachers College,

appeared on three of the visual section programs—at

Mankato, October 16, at Rochester the following day,

and at Saint Paul on October 24.

Nebraska also held district conventions at six points.

Harold Griffin, Visual Aids Committee Chairman,

Wayne State Teachers College, spoke on "Visualizing

the Curriculum" at the meeting of District 3 in Nor-

folk, October 23. Visual programs were given also

at Omaha and Grand Island.

The New Jersey Visual Education Association con-

vened during the annual convention of the State Edu-

cation Association November 8-11. Continuous show-

ings of films and slides were conducted Saturday morn-

ing. At the Monday afternoon session Mr. Richard

Ford of the British Library of Information, discussed

"National Defense through Motion Pictures" and

showed the latest British films. He was followed by

Dr. Morton C. Kahn's motion picture lecture on

"Djuka", story of the Bush Negro.

The annual meeting of the Virginia Education As-

sociation took place at Richmond November 19-21.

The Audio-Visual group conducted a joint session

with the Grammar Grade Teachers section on the

morning of the 20th. It was devoted to discussions

and demonstrations of visual aids.

Pasadena Visual Service Moves

The Library and Visual Service Department of the

Pasadena City Schools has just moved into the Ad-

ministration Annex Building of the Board of Educa-

tion, at 1501 East Villa Street, where it is being con-

solidated with the School Museum. Harry H. Ha-

worth. Supervisor of Library and Visual Service, is

a
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in charge of the enlarged department, with Miss Helen
Burr Durfee, Teacher-Librarian and Assistant Elemen-
tary Curriculum Coodinator, assisting.

Latin-American Cultural Relations Program

Kenneth MacGowan, Twentieth Century Fox pro-
ducer, is now serving the United States as executive
in charge of film production and distribution for the
Nelson Rockefeller Committee known as the Office for

Coordination of Commercial and Cultural Relations be-

tween the American Republics, Council of National
Defense, of which John Hay Whitney is director. The
purpose of this committee is to prepare suitable Ameri-
can film material for Latin American consumption, and
to obtain films that will introduce our Southern neigh-
bors to us in the right way.

Thirty 16mm sound projectors have been placed in

the U. S. embassies and consulates in South America,
through which the films will be distributed. The sub-
jects have been selected from existing motion picture
material, re-edited, and special sound-tracks made in

Spanish and Portugese. The first group of films to go
to the Southern continent include: "Power and the
Land," "The City," twelve Erpi films, "This Amazing
America" and other travel subjects, films made by the
Office of Production Management and other govern-
ment agencies.

The committee reports it has been more difficult to

obtain films on Latin America, and would appreciate the

assistance of amateur cameramen who have footage on
those countries. Subjects so far acquired include thirty-

nine color reels, twenty-nine of which concern Mexico
and Central America. A tie-up has been made with
March of Time for the use of material now being photo-
graphed in South America. What is needed partic-

ularly, Mr. MacGowan points out, are films of an
editorial nature, like Julian Bryan's documentary
"Americans All."

The Coordinator's offices are located at New York's
Museum of Modern Art, 11 West 53rd Street, New
York City.

Disney Studios Produce Training Films

The Canadian Government has commissioned the
Walt Disney studios to produce animated films for
training purposes. Production has already started on
five short films, half of the footage being devoted to a
technical military subject—the operation of a new anti-

blitzkrieg weapon. Arrangements for the enlistment of

the Disney studios were made by John Grierson, chief
of the National Film Board.

Grierson's attention was directed to the use of Disney
films for training purposes through the studio's recent
offer to make training films at cost for the United
States Government. Disney had backed up his oflFer

with a sensational sample picture, teaching aircraft

riveting, which used a revolutionary new technique.

MAJOR UNIVERSAL PICTURES
Now Released in 16 mm- Sound Film.

Shorts Accompany Each Picture To Make Up
1 Yz Hour Program.

HOUSE OF SEVEN GABLES
George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay

•
FIRST LOVE

Deanna Dnrbin, Helen Parrisb, Robert Stack

•
WHEN THE DALTONS RODE

Randolph Scott, Kay Francis, Brian Donlevy

*
INVISIBLE MAN RETURNS

Sir Cedric Hardu/icke, Vincent Price,

Nan Grey
•

SANDY IS A LADY
Baby Sandy, Tom Brown, Nan Grey,

Hiscba Auer, Butch IS Buddy
*

ALIAS THE DEACON
Bob Bums, Mischa Auer

RENTAL $17.50 each (FIRST LOVE—$20)
Advance approval required. One approval

suffices for all pictures.

Send for Catalog Itsfing 2200 Enferfalnmenf

and Educational Subf'ecfs, for rental and tale.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN INC.

25 W. 45th St. Dept. E-12 New York

MAKE YOUR OWN
TYPEWRITER SLIDES

For Screen Projection

USE RADIO MATS
on sale by Theatre Supply Dealers

Write for Free Sample

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.. Inc.
1819 Broadny. Dept. V, New York Citj

"A PLACE TO LIVE"
A NEW DOCUMENTARY FILM
ON THE VITAL PROBLEM OF

HOUSING
Told in Termi of People's Lives. Based on a Survey by

the Philadelpliia Housing Association

^PRE-RELEASE COMMENTS
DR. JOHN T. GARMAN—Director of Visual Mucallon

Philadelphia Public Scliool?

"This film wiU be of great aid to teachers of social studies and
home economics. Us appealing presentation of every day prob-
lems arouses a definite desire to find an answer."
THOMAS C. STOWELL, DMsion of Public Health Education,

State of New York
"Congratulations . . . It is a real addition to documentary
material en housing."
WALTER WANGER
"A timely subject and one of the best documentary jobs to date."

AVAILABLE NOW
2 reels, sound— 18 minutes

Rental $3 per day Sale $72 per copy
WRITE FOR FREE SrNOPSIS NOW

BRnnoon Fiims ^E°;rrc:,
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NEW FILMS OF THE MONTH
As They Look to A Teacher Committee
Peoples of Canada (Canadian I'ilm Board) 21 minutes,

16mm sound, Sale Price $30.00. Apply to producer for rental

sources.

This "documentary" film emphasizes that peoples of many
different nationalities and creeds are combined to make modern

Canada. It begins with scenes of the rugged countryside as

the narrator tells how the navigators of five centuries ago

souglit a new trade route to India, but found their way blocked

by a mighty continent. How their followers unrolled the map
of that continent is the story of the peoples of Canada.

First, scenes of the French Canadian people of Quebec tell

of their self-reliance, respect for family, reverence for re-

ligion, and their deep-rooted communities. Then the farmers

of the Maritime provinces are pictured : the thrifty Scots, t'le

Loyalists who came from the United States following the

Revolutionary War, the Britons, Dutch, and the Germans, who
are famous as carpenters. Toronto is next pictured as a

modern city of commerce whose populace includes Englishmen.

Orangemen, and Scots. The camera turns westward, toward

the plains, where the pioneers settled in the early nineteenth

century. Then came the railroads, and immigration from

Central and Eastern Europe; spires symbolic of many faiths

rose into the Canadian skies, and on the village streets the

crowds still speak in a dozen languages. Bi-t the towerin';;

grain elevators symbolize the unity which binds them together

as farmers and as Canadians. The Western mountains formed

the last great barrier; but surveyors came to lay oft loutes

for rail and road, and the construction gangs, again of all

races, finished the job, unrolling the map of Canada from

coast to coast, and fulfilling the explorers' dreams. As the

film ends the narrator emphasizes that all these peoples are now

H Sound-on-Film Projectors

O THE UNIVERSAL CHOICE

M HOLMES
16mm Projector

with
Hiqh Intensity
Arc Lamp

/

Holmes projectors are the last word in br:l)'ant picture

and sound reproduction. This is accomplished by 22

unusual features that distinguish the ' ~~-\

Holmes from ordi-

nary projectors—
built-in stability

and performonce
C that cannot be ex-

•^ celled.

JL That's why the
Holmes machine is

JL the preference of

so many institu-

tions of learning who rec-

ognize its adaptability

for both visual education

and entertainment.

Holmes portabl-j
projectors are
available writh

sound equipment,
speakers, ampliiy-
ing systems and
microphones for in-

terchangeable use
in class rooms, as-
ser^bly halls,
auditoriums, lec-

ture tours, gym-
nasiums, athletic
fields, etc.

WRITE FOR FREE
DEMONSTR/IT/ON
AND CATALOG

HOLMES PROJECTOR CO.
Manufacturers of 16mm and 3Smm sound projectors

I

1813 OHCHARD STREET CHICAGO '

J^VMfc>i!IIJl.^^.PHg«

Conducted by DON WHITE
In Charge of Audio-Visual Extension Service

Division of General Extension,

University System of Georgia, Atlanta

This monthly page of reviews is conducted for the

benefit of educational film producers and users alike.

The comments and criticisms of both are cordially

invited.

Producers wishing to have new films reviewed on

this page should write Don White at 223 Walton

Street, N. W., Atlanta, Georgia, giving details as to

length, content, basis of availability, and prices of

the films. They will be informed of the first open date

when the Teacher Committee will review the films.

The only cost to producers for the service is the cost of

transporting the prints to and from Atlanta, WHICH
MUST BE BORNE BY THE PRODUCERS.

siaaii

united into one nation, which looks to its children for further

progress.

Committee Opinion: A good film for classes in sociology,

for various studies in social science, and for general showings,

from the junior high through adult levels. Photography, sound,

.^nd organization are uniformly good, and the film contains no

noticeable propaganda of any kind.

Properties of Water (Coronet) 11 minutes, 16mm sound.

Sale price $40.00. Apply to producer for rental sources.

Subtitles divide this film into separate sequences, in which

laboratory experiments demonstrate the various properties of

water. First, experiments with electrolysis show the compo-

sition of water. Next, boiling is demonstrated, with ref-

erence to variations in boiling point due to pressure changes.

In the following sequence a condenser demonstrates distilla-

tion. Solubility of gases in water is illustrated, and then

miscible solutions are compared. Copper sulphate is dis-

solved to demonstrate a saturated solution. Evaporation

causes crystals to form, which are filtered out of the solution.

Crystallization is demonstrated as a saturated solution of

potassium nitrate is cooled. Then supersaturation is demon-

strated; the supersaturated solution is disturbed and im-

mediate crystallization results, with a temperature increase.

The use of water as a standard of comparison is next shown,

and then heat of fusion and heat of vaporization. At the

end of the film there is a brief summary.

Committee Opinion: An excellent film for use in general

science and chemistry classes at the junior high, senior high

and college levels. Content is accurate, organization is good,

and the various experiments are clearly pictured. Photog-

raphy and sound are well above the average.

Pneumonia (Erpi) 11 minutes, 16mm sound. Sale price

$50.00. Teacher's guide to be furnished.

This film outlines modern methods for the control of pneu-

monia, one of man's most deadly enemies. It begins with a

general discussion of pneumonia. Graphs show fatalities re-

sulting from the disease and compare it to others; the phy-

sician's methods of treatment and the ways in which the dis-

ease is transmitted are demonstrated, and the classes of people

who are particularly susceptible are mentioned. Then a drama-

tization of a typical case begins.

Ed McGrath, a telephone company trouble-shooter, comes

home with a chill. Here animated diagrams are interspersed to

show the inflammation of his lung. His wife puts him to bed and

calls a doctor, who upon arrival notes his condition, takes blood
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'^°^-'°'^^ AUTOMATIC SCREENfirst time — an

Of course, ifs a
New and different in ease of

operation. Minimum weight

—

Maximum Solidity

Here, at last, is the portability, tlie quiclt ease of erection, you've longed

for in a projection screen. And all without side-sway, wrinkles or sags.

The new RADIANT Automatic has no rJvol. Touch a convenient lever

—

the tripod legs sfide into position and fock there automatically. Turn the

screen case—automaticolfy it locks into sturdy horizontal position. An
effortless pull—automaticaffy your screen locks into ony viewing posi-

tion, 17 to 50 inches from the floor.

—>tnd, of course, the famous Radiant "Hy-Ffeet" Screen Surface

Tiny glass beads, firmly embedded in crystal clear plastic, give unsur-

passed brilliance and clear definition. A lifetime guarantee of whiteness

exclusive with Radiant. To get the BEST in screens, specify RADIANT!
Write for new illustrated folder—free.

Compfete Line of Slies and Types

• Portable Tripod Screens in all sizes from 30 x 40 up to 70 x 94 inches.

• Gear Operated Portable Tripod Screens, 52 x 72 to 70 x 94 inches.

• Wall Type Screens, 30 x 40 to 72 x 72 inches.

• Wall and Ceiling Screens. 6x8 to 12x12 feet.

MANUFACTURING COMPANY ll40-6 superior St., Chieaeo

and sputum samples, and begins a drug treatment immediately

while waiting for a report from the laboratory where the sputum
is being examined to determine the type of pneumonia present.

When it is established that the patient has Type 1 pneumonia,
the doctor proceeds to administer further treatment. The
fever-weakened patient receives fruit juices, and the nurse

makes him as comfortable as possible. A drop in the fever

begins. A later analysis shows the presence of germs in the

blood stream. Serum is administered. A day later, the re-

sults of the treatment appear as the patient begins to improve.

There is easier breathing, much sleep, and a drop in his tem-

perature. When McGrath is out of danger, his wife takes

over the work of the nurse, and his improvement continues.

The doctor comes for a final visit and advises ample rest, fresh

air, and nourishing food during convalesence.

Animated diagrams show how the disease clears up in the

lung. Precautions against relapse are next mentioned, and in

closing the narrator emphasizes that if the doctor is called

quickly so that proper diagnosis and typing may be made, if

the correct drugs and serums are administered, and if the

patient has proper diet and a capable nurse, his chances for

recovery are very good.

Committee Opinion: A
hygiene, public health, and
junior high through adult

technical respects.

Oil for Aladdin's Lamp (Shell) 3 reels, 16mm sound,

"free." Produced by the J. Walter Thompson Company.
Directed by Joris Ivens; photographed by Floyd Crosbv,
A. S. C.

In this film scenes in the research laboratories of the Shell

Development Company at Emeryville, California, tell of

petroleum research and its importance in the development of

many products useful in our daily lives. It opens with a

dedication to research scientists and a rapid succession of

scenes showing some of the marvels of chemical research.

A shot of dirty, gummy crude oil introduces an explanation
of the molecular composition of petroleum. A model of a

very good film for use in health,

home economics classes, at the

evcls. The film is good in all

typical hydrocarbon molecule is shown, and it is explained

that various products are derived by changing the arrange-

ment of the atoms and by removing some of them. Some of

the concrete results of petroleum research, such as butiadene

synthetic rubber, concentrated Vitamin E, and plastics, are

shown. An example of direct benefit to motorists is cited in

the discovery of the Shell "Solutizer" process which reduces

motor knock. Importance of proper engine lubrication and

the work of experimentation to improve Shell oils are also

shown. Scenes of mechanized .'\rmy units, of battleships at

sea, and of planes in flight next appear as the narrator

speaks of the value of Shell research to the defense pro-

gram. The function of further research and the use of the

small-scale pilot plant in establishing processes for com-
mercial production are mentioned. The film closes with an

expression of confidence in the ability of the Shell labora-

tories to produce results to meet tomorrow's demands, and
with the statement that in the meantime every Shell station

has the products to fill today's needs.

Committee Opinion: A good film to cover one specific

phase of chemical research; should be of value at the junior

high level and above, in chemistry and general science

classes, and also for general showings to stimulate interest

in chemistry and research. Advertising content is indicated

in. the foregoing description; the film contains some adver-

tising and the sponsor's name is repeated occasionally, but

the advertising content of the film is not considered objec-

tionable. Photography and sound are good.

Producers and Distributors:

Coronet Productions, Glenview, 111.

National Film Board of Canada, 59 East Van Buren Street,

Chicago, 111.

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc.. 35-11 Thirty-Fifth .Avenue, Long

Island City, N. Y.

Shell Oil Company, Public Relations Department, SO West
50th Street, New York, N. Y. For nearest source of prints

for school use write the .'\ssociation of School Film Libraries,

Room 819, ^o. 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York, N. Y.
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Bei.i- & Howell Company, 1801

Larchmont Ave., Chicago, reports the

acquisition of many new subjects, among
them the following:

Ski Symphony; Milady Takes to

Skiis—two newcomers to the list of

alpine skiing films in the Filmosound

Library. They are single reels with mu-

sical background instead of narration,

and present thrilling photography of

snowscape and winter sport. Others in

the same series, previously released by

other distributors but now taken over

exclusively by Bell & Howell are: Skiing

with Hannes Schneider, High School of

Skiing, Snowscapes, Winter Magic, Rock

and Ice, Winter Holiday.

The .series of single color reels entitled

"Our Colorful World" is being aug-

mented by several new arrivals

:

In the Wake of the Beagle, which

traces the historic journey of Darwin

from Tierra DelFuego to the Galapagos.

Desert in Bloom, showing the flora

and fauna of the southern Arizona desert

and the practical work of a group of

naturalists who assemble a habitat group

for their museum.
Northwest in Bloom, depicting the

flowers of Oregon and Washington in

natural color.

The Real Hawaii, by Leroy Segall,

presenting the principal industries, sugar,

fruit, tourists, mixture of peoples, sur-

vivals of native life, and defense. A
similar film on "Porto Rico," by George
Greenwood, is also available.

Navajo Sand Painting, photographed
in Monument Valley by Jack Breed.

American Frontiers, an animated talk-

ing map in color, showing the expansion

of our boundaries.

A reduction in the rental price of over

200 recreational feature films, some
amounting to as much as 50%, has just

been announced by Bell & Howell's

Filmosound Library. Still further re-

ductions are offered to "Annual Service"

patrons.

Biological Institute, Camac and

Berks Streets, Philadelphia, Pa., an-

nounces a new film on tropical marine

and bird life for general biology classes,

produced by three professional biologists

at the Dry Tortugas.

Animal Life of Tropical Dry Tortugas
—1 reel, 16mm silent, color—shows some
spectacular members of the variety of

tropical fish which inhabit the warm wa-
ters of the reefs, life in coral reef tidal

pools, and the thousands of birds which

nest there. In addition to showing the

normal behavior of a variety of inverte-

brates, fishes and birds in their natural

environment, the film emphasizes certain

special characteristics common to a num-
ber of these animals.

Because the Dry Tortugas islands

themselves are of historic interest, this

subject lends itself also to a discussion

of their history and geography. Fort Jef-

ferson, also seen in the film, is of partic-

ular historic interest.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 W. 4Sth

St., New York City, has released a new
one-reel color documentary film in 16mm
silent, entitled

:

An Elementary Activity School—
showing the operation of the progressive

school at the famed government-created

community of Green Belt, Maryland.

Gutlohn also announces the release of

three new major Universal features in

16mm sound. With each picture are

shorts to make up an hour and a half

program. Advance approval is required,

but one approval suffices for all. The
pictures are

:

House of Seven Gables—featuring

George Sanders, Margaret Lindsay—

a

screen version of Nathaniel Hawthorne's

dramatic story of a curse that persisted

through the ages, and a love that could

not be defeated by misfortune and dis-

aster. Only slight changes were made
from the original story.

Sandy Is a Lady—comedy with Tom
Brown, Nan Grey, Mischa Auer, Butch

and Buddy. The hair-raising adventures

of the baby star, who wanders off alone,

keeps the picture moving at a lively pace.

Alias the Deacon—a merry comedy
starring Bob Burns. An amiable card

sharp masquerades as a deacon while he

solves the troubles of his friends.

Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller

Plaza, New York City, have completed

their annual motion picture football re-

view of the current gridiron season. De-

signed primarily as a picture of action

and sport excitement, these releases have

also served as aids to coaches, demon-
strating as they do the stellar plays of

the best collegiate elevens of each season.

Football Thrills of 1941 will include

all that anyone saw of the trick play that

made the Minnesota-Northwestern game
famous. The long run down the side-

lines to a touchdown, with bewildered op-

ponents pulling themselves together and

charging in pursuit is shown. But the

trick itself escaped cameramen as it did

spectators and sports reporters. The
high spots of the following 1941 contests

will also be seen in the annual sportfilm

classic: Army-Navy; Harvard-Yale;
Duke-Georgia Tech ; Princeton-Yale ; St.

Mary's-Duquesne ; Columbia-Princeton

;

Michigan State-Santa Clara ; Navy-

Notre Dame; Fordham-Southern Metho-

dist ; Minnesota-Northwestern.

Audio-Film Libraries, 661 Bloomfield

Ave., Bloomfield, N. J., have available

for both rental and sale, in 16mm sound,

a series of "Pioneer Life Films," (with

Study Guides) from the studio of Arthur

Barr Productions in Pasadena, Cal. Four

subjects, one reel each, are now ready

:

Kentuckie Rifle—showing the pioneer's

dependence on his rifle for hunting and

protection, the molding of shot on the

hearth, the establishment of homes in the

wilderness.

Candle Making—cutting the wicks,

preparing the tallow, dipping the candle

The Educational Screen

rods, and trimming the candles. Whole
family participates in the activities.

The Spinning Wheel—carding of wool,

the rolling of curls, spinning into yarn,

twisting and drawing into the spindle, and

winding on the bobbin.

Placer Gold—explaining simple tools

and methods used

.

-Bailey Film Service, 1651 Cosmo St.,

Hollywood, California, has a film which
should be added to the growing list of

subjects on the defense theme, namely:

Iron Mining and Manufacture—1 reel,

16mm silent—telling the dramatic story

of iron ore from the open pit mines

near Marquette, Michigan, to the blast

furnace where it is transformed into pig

iron. Factory scenes show the iron be-

ing remelted in the cupola, molded,

poured, and the castings finished ready

for assembly. A study guide is in-

cluded with the film which is suggested

for use in shop and chemistry, geography,

history and social science classes.

High Honor Bestowed on
Late Herman A. DeVry
The name of the late Herman A. De-

Vry, D. S.. pioneer Chicago motion pic-

ture equipment manufacturer, engineer

and inventor, who produced and mar-
keted the first portable motion picture

projector and was responsible for many
basic patents that benefited the entire

motion picture industry, will be per-

petuated along with such other famous

and distinguished immortals as Thomas
Alva Edison and George Eastman by

the Society of Motion Picture En-

gineers.

By unanimous decision the members
of the SMPE, while in executive ses-

sion during the recent convention in

New York City, approved the proposal

of the Society's Board of Governors

that the name of Herman A. DeVry
be added to the Society's Honor Roll.

This Honor Roll, international in

scope, was established in 1931 for the

purpose of perpetuating the names of

distinguished pioneers who are now
deceased.

Mr. DeVry becomes the first Chi-

cagoan, only Midwesterner and the

fifth .American to be so honored by this

internationally recognized Society.

Distributor's Group to

Larger Quarters

Having outgrown its former quarters

at 119 Luckie Street, Atlanta, Georgia,

the Distributor's Group reports removal

to a new and larger home at 756 Peach-

tree Street. Their greatly expanded fa-

cilities include a comfortable projec-

tion room, double their former shipping

capacity, and three decorated display

rooms. This well-known dealer or-

ganization has long served the schools

of the South with a complete line of

equipment for visual instruction repre-

senting the products of leading manu-
facturers, including projection equip-

ment, for both motion and still pictures,

screens and recorders, as well as a large

library of 16mm motion pictures.
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More and More

KEYSTONE
Handmade-

Lantern-Slide

Materials
Are Being Used in Teaching

Keystone Etched Glass is mud-ground, with a satiny

surface that has no superior in the possibiUties of

even, smooth projections.

Keystone Lantern-Slide Crayons are free from all

wax, which is found in all ordinary colored pencils

or crayons; they have fast, true colors and a com-

position that will stand the heat of a lantern— the

only lantern-slide crayons or pencils made for the

purpose. Results, colorful and beautiful projections.

Keystone Lantern-Slide Ink is the successful result

of years of experimentation to get a coating that

would resist heat and produce durable, attractive

high colors.

Keystone Cellophane and Carbon Paper are the ap-

proved products of a long period of investigation

and experimentation to get a durable, attractive

cellophane and a carbon paper that would produce

clean clear-cut copy on the screen.

All other items in the list of endorsed Keystone

Handmade-Lantern-Slide Materials are of the best

and highest quality, thus assuring a high level of

interest on the part of the pupil and, therefore, the

effective and continued use on the part of the

teacher.

Directed Uses:

"The Keystone Method of Teaching Reading" provides 100 drawings of primary subject
matter for etched-glass slides.

"American History on Parade" provides more than 300 drawings for handmade slides
on American history.

Either of these publications will be sent postpaid upon receipt of $1.25.

Keystone View Company
Meadville, Penna.
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HERE THEY ARE A Trade Directory

for the Visual Field

HLMS
Akin and Bagshaw, Inc. (3)

1425 Williams St., Denver, Colo.

Bailey Film Service (3, 4)

1651 Cosmo St.. Hollywood. Cal.
(See advertisement on page 440)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 417)

Biological Institute (1)

Camac & Berk.s St., Philadelphia, Pa.
j See advertisement on page 438)

Brandon Films (3)

1600 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 441)

Castle Films (3)

RCA Bldg., New York Citv
(See advertisement on page 413)

DeVry School Films (3, 4)

1111 Armitage Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Dudley Visual Education Service (1)

736 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
4th Fl., Coughlan Bldg.

Mankato, Minn.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Edited Pictures System, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St.. New York City

Erpi Classroom Films, Inc. (2, i)

35-11 35th Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.

Films, Inc. (3)

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

64 E. Lake St., Chicago
314 S. W. Ninth Ave., Portland, Ore.

Fryan, V. L. (2)

2400 Chardoii Rd.. Euclid. O.
(See advertisement on page 434)

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc. (3)

35 W. 4.';th St., New York City
(See advertisement on page 441)

Harvard Film Service (3, 6)

Biological Laboratories,

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Heidenkamp Nature Pictures (1)

538 Glen Arden Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(See advertisement on page 440)

Hoffberg Prodtictions, Inc. (2, 5)

1600 Broadway, New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 0)

28 E. Eighth St.. Chicago. 111.

(See advertisement on page 434)

Independent Motion Picture Exch. (2)

4726 S. Packard Ave., Cudahy, Wis.

Knowledge Builders Classroom Films

130 W. 46th St., New York City (2, 5)

Lewis Film Service (3)

216 E. 1st St.. Wichita, Kan.
(See advertisement on page 437)

Manse Film Library (3)

1521 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, O.
(See advertisement on page 440)

Mogull's (3)

61 W. 48th St. New York City
(See advertisement on page 440)

Continuous insertions under one

Mutual Film Service (2, 5)

282-4 So. Stowe St., Virginia. 111.

(See advertisement on page 440)

Post Pictures Corp. (3)

723 Seventh Ave.. New York City

Douglas D. Rothacker
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

Universal Pictures Co., Inc. (5)
Rockefeller Center, New York City

(Se advertisement on page 437)

Visual Art Films (2)

1303 Porterfield St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
(See advertisement on page 434)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston. Mass.

Vocational Guidance Films, Inc. (2)

Old Colony Bldg., Des Moines, la.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau (3)

347 Madison Ave., New York City

19 S. LaSalle St., Chicago
351 Turk St., San Francisco. Cal.

1700 Patterson Ave., Dallas. Tex.

MOTION PICTURE
MACHINES and SUPPLIES

The Ampro Corporation (3)

2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 439)

Bell & Howell Co. (3)

1815 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 417)

DeVry Corporation (3, 6)

1111 Armitage St., Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc. (3)

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films, Ltd. (3, 6)

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.

156 King St., W. Toronto

Holmes Projector Co. (3, 6)

1813 Orchard St.. Chicago
(See advertisement on page 442)

Ideal Pictures Corp. (3, 6)

28 E. Eighth St., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 434)

RCA Manufacturing Co., Inc. (2)

Camden, N. J.
(See advertisement on page 433)

S. O. S. Cinema Supply Corp. (3, 6)

636 Eleventh Ave., New York City

Victor Animatograph Corp. (3)

Davenport, Iowa
(See advertisement on inside back cover)

Visual Education Service (3)

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc. (3, 6)

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SCREENS
Da Lite Screen Co.

2717 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago
(See advertisement on page 435)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa
606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Radiant Mfg. Corporation
1140-46 Superior St., Chicago

(See advertisement on page 443)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.

2929 Broadway, New York City

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SLIDES AND FILMSTRIPS
Edited Pictures System, Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., New York City

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28 E. Eighth St., Chicago. III.

(See advertisement on page 434)

Keystone View Co.
Meadville, Pa.

(See advertisement on page 447)

Radio-Mat Slide Co., Inc.

1819 Broadway, New York City
(See advertisement on page 441)

Society for Visual Education, Inc.,

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago. Ill

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spindler & Sauppe Inc.

86 Third St.. San Francisco, Cal.
(See advertisement on page 440)

The Stanley Bowmar Co.
2929 Broadway, New York City

Visual Education Service

131 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.

Visual Sciences
Suflfern, New York

( See advertisement on page 440)

Williams, Brown and Earle, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa

STEREOPTICONS and
OPAQUE PROJECTORS

Bausch and Lomb Optical Co.

Rochester. N. Y.
(See advertisement on page 414)

DeVry Corporation
1111 Armitage Ave.. Chicago
(See advertisement on inside front cover)

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

Kodascope Libraries

356 Madison Ave., New York City

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.

1020 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

606 Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

General Films Ltd.

1924 Rose St., Regina, Sask.
156 King St., W. Toronto

Society for Visual Education, Inc.

100 E. Ohio St., Chicago, 111.

(See advertisement on outside back cover)

Spencer Lens Co.
19 Doat St., Buffalo. N. Y.

(See advertisement on page 416)

Williams, Brown and Earl, Inc.

918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

REFERENCE NUMBERS
(1) indicates 16mm silent.

(2) indicates 16mm sound.

(3) indicates

silent.

16mm sound and

(4) indicates 35mm silent.

(S) indicates 3Smm sound.

(S) Indicates SSmm sound and

silent.

heading, $2.00 per issue; additional listings under othei headings, $1.00 each.
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A FEW OF THE
MANY SUBJECTS

NOW AVAILABLE
Vocational Training

Eacli of the following Picturols

visualises step-by-step instruction

on the subjects covered. No man-
ual is required as subtitles in the

film give full information.

Auto Mechanics, Part I

Auto Mechanics, Part II

Brick and Stone Masonry
Cabinetmalcing

Carpentry

Cement Finisher

Electrical Workers
General Farming, Part I

General Farming, Part II

Highway Jobs
Machine Shop Mechanics
Molding and Coremaking
Painters and Decorators
Patternr.aking

Plasterers

Plumbers and Steam Fitters

Sheet Metal Work
Structural Steel Workers
Welding As an Occupation

Price of each filmstrip,

no manual $2.00

Electric Welding
This series of nine filmstrips,

accompanied by manuals, portrays
comprehensively the application of
electric ivelding to construction of
products and structures.

Arc Welded Construction
Brief Discussion of the Shielded Arc
The Shielded Arc Process

Greater Profits in Manufacturing
by Redesign

Better Buildings and Structures at

Lower Cost by Electric Welding
Building Better Pipe Lines Faster

and at Less Cost
Surfacing by Electric Welding
Automatic Arc Welding by the

Electronic Tornado
Safety and Health in Arc Welding

Price of each filmstrip

with manual $2.00
Complete set of 9 rolls. . .$17.50

Vocational Guidance
Forty-four filmstrips on Voca-

tional Guidance forJunior or Senior
High Schools are also available.

Ask for listings.

S.V.E. Single Frame
Picturol. Actual size.

USE EFFICIENT AND
ECONOMICAL

PICTUROLS
The value of S.V.E. Picturols in visual education for

all fields of study has been proved over a twenty-year

period. The Picturols listed here on Vocational Train-

ing are recent additions. Many of them were taken

in vocational schools co-operating with the defense

program. Each Picturol consists of a
35 mm. filmstrip containing a series of

still pictures, which the whole class can
view for as long a time as necessary to

insure complete understanding.

P„_ Write today for the S.V.E. Picturol Catalog con-

• 66 taining the world's largest listing of filmslides and j .^
for the new Kodachrome Library Catalog, which lists hun- '--^ 5

dreds of beautiful full-color 2" x 2" slides. Also ask about

S.V.E. Projectors. Write Dept. 12ES.

\
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